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IV. The Egyptian Kovel

rflHE beginnings of the novel as a literary art in Egypt are so recent

that the student of contemporary Arabic literature might well

be excused for seeking to trace some genetic connection between

its development and the earlier productions of the Syrian school

of writers. But except for the possibility that the success of

the Syrian novelists (whose works have been admirably described

by Professor Kratchkowsky in the study frequently quoted in the

previous articles of this series, and now available in a German

translation 1
)
may have encouraged the Egyptian writers to produce

a class of works which would appeal to the same public, the literary

movement which forms the subject of the present article has remained

in general entirely independent of the Syrian historical novel. Western

influences, which are very marked in the later stages, have been,

exercised directly, but Egyptian recreational literature continued for

a long time to lean rather on classical and conventional models. It is

only very slowly and hesitatingly that it has emancipated itself, and its

progress in this direction has been sporadic and individual rather than

the result of a steady evolution. We can. in fact, speak of a develop-

ment ’* of the novel in Egypt only by stretching the term “ novel
”

to include a rather wide range of works with a fictional framework,

many of which are not, strictly speaking, novels at all.

1 Ignaz Kraekovskij, I)er historische Homan in tier netmren arabischejy

Literal ur," translated by G. von Mende, in Die Welt dejr]sJermfr D^nd HT, Heft 1-2,

Leipzig, 1930.
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The tardiness of Egypt in this field of literature, as compared with

Turkey and India, the other two main centres of Islamic culture,

may be traced to several causes. The general educational and literary-

aesthetic factors which hindered the rise of a new type of recreational

literature have been examined in an earlier article .

1 and the greater

variety and satisfaction to be enjoyed in classical Arabic literature

than in either Turkish or Urdu may also have played a part. Added

to this were several special or local causes, which will be discussed more

fully below. But at least part of the explanation lies in the fact that

the rather narrow sections of the Egyptian public which had received

a modern education were able to find for themselves all that they

wanted in French (and to a lesser extent English) literature. The

incentive was thus lacking in literary circles to the composition of

works of a similar kind in Arabic. As the demand grew, the most

natural course was to meet it by translating French and English

novels, instead of setting to the ungrateful task of building up an

indigenous novelistic literature, which involved the creation of an

entirely new literary technique .
2 Bald and jejune as these translations

may have been, and ill-adapted to Egyptian social and cultural

conditions and literary taste, their reception showed that there was

a public which appreciated them. With what skill, on the other hand,

a translator of genius could adapt a European novel to a Muslim

Egyptian public may be seen in ‘Osman GalaTs version of Paul et

Virginie .
3 The translation, though slightly abridged and shorn of its

more exotic features, remains on the whole faithful to the word

and spirit of the original, while the use of simple but elegant rhymed
prose throughout and the replacement of the numerous philosophical

reflections by short poetic pieces give it a natural Arabic flavour,

which is sadly lacking in most of the contemporary and later trans-

lations .

4 Amidst the many hundreds of these there are, of course.

1 See Manfaluti and the “ Xetr Style ", v, 2. pp 31 1 ff.

2 The almost exclusive cultivation of the historical romance by the Syrian writers

may possibly be explained by the lighter demands which it made in this direction.
3 Al-amdnt wn lamnun fT hadlth Qnhul ?m Ward Janna, published by Shaykh

Mustafa Taj, Cairo, n.d. (but in the reign of Tawfiq. i.e. before 1892), pp. 103. On
"Osman Galal see the first of these studies, BSOS., IV, 4, p. 748, and the article of

Sobernheim in Enr. of I slaw, s.v. Muhammad Bey ‘Othman al-I)jalal.
4 The following extract may serve as an illustration of the style of this rendering

ami of the translator's success in adapting it, in spite of the slight deformation of
the sentiment at the end. The passage is that in which the missionary priest persuades
Virginia to leave her home : Mais vous, jeune demoiselle, vous n'avoz point dYxcuse.
II taut obeir a la Providence, a nos vieux parents, menu* lnpistes. TVst un sacrifice,

mais e’est I'ordre de Dieu. 11 sYst devoue pour nous : il taut, a son exempli*, se
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not a few in which the translators have adapted the original to a greater

or less extent, notably the well-known translations of al-Manfaluti,

but in spite of the brilliance of the latter's style, his versions lack the

quality of ‘Osman Galal's work. 1 A full investigation into the character

and circulation of the translated fictional literature would no doubt

yield important results for the social study of modern Egypt, but

for its relation to the literary problem of the Egyptian novel it is not

necessary to do more at this point than to note its very large output

and apparent popularity.

The characteristic tendency of Egyptian writers to remain faithful

to the traditional forms and graft new elements upon them is clearly

to be seen, though in a very unusual combination, in the first Egyptian

romance with literary pretensions which I have traced, an early

production of the famous poet Ahmad Shawqi (1868-1932). entitled

The Maid of India.
2 The traditional background of this work, however,

is neither the classical belles-lettres nor the romance of the Arabian

Sights or Sira types, but the fantastic popular stories known as

haivadlth? supplemented and expanded along the lines of the historical

devouer pour le bien de sa famille. Votre voyage en France aura unc fin heureuse.

Xe voulez-vous pas bien v aller, ma chere demoiselle ?
,1

The priest is transformed,

naturally, into a ** Shaykh faqlh ” and his argument is rendered thus (p. 44) :

|y j » l.., < -Xj I ^ *Al j-kS' a A I \ f L*
!

j

V A I ll >
L
‘j\ J jA

I AiU L«

4«l cLi> ^1 ctl

J

A Vi I I V js
^
^A\

j-Uif

1 8ee the exhaustive and penetrating criticism of M.s translation of Paul et

Virgin te by E. Saussey :
** Une adaptation arabe de ' Paul et Virginie in Bulletin

ties Etudes orientates de VlnMitut franfais de Duma*, Tom. 1 {Paris, 19.32), pp. 49-80.

It does not appear that M. based his translation in any way on that of ‘Osman Galal

;

cf. his version of the passage quoted in the preceding note, ap. Saussey, p. 71. For

a general characterization of the work of recent translators see Tahir Khemiri and

G. Kamptfineyor, Leadei * in contemporary Arabic literature
.

pt. i. (Leipzig, Cairo

and London. 1930), p. 23.

3 Riicayat 'Adhraal-IIind 'aw Tamaddun al-Faraina limnnshi'iha 'd-da'if

Ahmad Shaicql {Alexandria : Math. al-Ahram, 1897), pp. L>0
3 See on these Mahmud Taymur, Introduction to A'h-Shaykh Snyyid al-'Ahit

(Cairo. 1344 1926), pp. 39-40 ; revised German translation by G. Widmer, I)ie U fit ties

Jslams. Bd. 13 ( Berlin, 1932), 9 ff., and especially pp. 44-6. This valuable introduction

gives a survey of the development of the novel and short story in Arabic literature,

both medieval and modern. Particularly noteworthy are the analyses of the styles

and powers of characterization of the writers mentioned, coming from the pen of

one of the most talented and successful of modern Arabic authors.
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novel. The story is frankly preposterous, not so much in plot as in

the portentous supernatural machinery of magicians and sorcerers

invoked on nearly every page. But it inherits from its popular ancestry

a keen instinct for movement and adventure which offers some

compensation, and where the supernatural is not too forcibly obtruded

there is real pleasure to be got out of the vivid narrative. To its other

parent, the historical novel, it owes its quasi-historical setting, which,

as the expression of a new sense of pride in the greatness and glory of

ancient Egypt, is worthy of notice. The feature, however, which gives

this romance its special literary interest is that it is written with all

that mastery of language and verbal artifice which has gained for

Shawqi his outstanding place in modern Arabic poetry. The rhvmed
prose in which much of it is composed is of the most elaborate kind,

the rhymes often recurring four or five times (more solemn passages,

such as prayers and invocations, are generally rhvmed throughout),

and interspersed with long or short pieces of original verse, and one

can only regret that so much virtuosity could not find better materials

on which to expend itself.

While Ahmad Shawqfs romance has remained a solitary tour de

force, a much more successful attempt was made a few years later to

adapt to the new requirements the literary genre known as Maqamat
,

familiar to students of medieval Arabic literature as its nearest

approach (at least in the domain of belles-lettres) to the novel. 1 The
maqdnta in its traditional form continued to be cultivated right down
to the end of the nineteenth century, notably by Nasif al-Yazijl

and ‘Abdallah Pasha FikrI, 2 but with these and other writers of the

same school it still moved Avithin the old circle of established themes,

and had but little connection with the life and problems of the age.

Totally distinct from this was the newr function of social criticism,

to which the maqdma-ioim, more or less modified and simplified, was
now applied by several Egyptian writers in a series of works which
constitute one of the characteristic types of Egyptian literary

production in the decade prior to 1914.

The earliest and best work of this group, and the one which
approaches most closely in conception and treatment to the novel in

1 See Brockelmann’s article - Makama *’
in Ennjr . of Islam ; also L. Massignon,

Essai sur hs orijhies du lexique technique de la mystique rnusulmane (Paris, 19*2)
p. 298.

'

2 See BSOS., IV, 4, pp. 730 and 733. FikrI Pasha's famous Maqama Fikriya
which is a short story, already illustrates the widening scope of the maqama.
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the strict sense, is the well-known and still popular Hcidlth
6

Isabni

Hishctm of Muhammad Ibrahim al-Muwaylhi (1858-1930), 1 already

referred to in a former article in this series. 2 In this work too (as in all

the others of its kind to be mentioned shortly) the supernatural is

invoked, as the thread of the narrative hangs upon the experiences of

a Pasha of Muhammad "All’s time who rises from the grave and finds

himself, to his confusion and astonishment, in an unfamiliar and

Europeanized Cairo. By means of this device the author is enabled to

deal in turn with different aspects of the social life of his time, depicting

it in lively dialogue, comparing it with the past, and criticizing its

falsity and aping of the worst European standards. Such a work lacks,

of course, as Mahmud Taymur has remarked, 3 the essential

characteristics of the novel, namely development and plot, but succeeds

to a remarkable degree in the delineation of character. In its original

form the work was unfinished, ending abruptly in the middle of an

episode. The fourth and last edition rounded off this episode rapidly,

and added a short second part (ar-rihla ath-thdniya ), in which the scene

is changed to Paris at the time of the Great Exhibition in 1900, and

the evils of westernization are attacked at their source. Even at the

end of this, however, the Pasha is not safely relaid in his grave, and

there are suggestions in the course of the book that the author had

forgotten the scene with which his narrative opens.

It is less the story itself and its moral than its brilliant style and

power of description that have won for it a deserved reputation. It

forges together all the best characteristics of the maqama prose with

a modern smoothness and humour. The rhyming prose of the narrative

1 The Muwavlhis came of a mercantile family of Sayyids, and Muh.'s great-

grandfather was sar-tujjar of Egypt under Muh. ‘All. Muhammad studied in al-Azhar

and IsmaTl's madramt al-anjal

;

he joined the party of ‘Arab! Pasha, and afterwards

assisted Jamal ad-Dln al-Afghani in Paris in the journal Mir at ash-Sharq. After

spending some time in Constantinople, where he published al-Ma"arri's Risdlat

al-Ghufrdn and other early Arabic literary works from MSS. there, he returned to

Egypt an(t engaged in journalism (in al-Ahrdm, al-Mu'ayyad, etc.), and subsequently

held a post in the Ministry of Awqaf until his retirement in 1915. A number of side-

lights on his career will be found in the Diaries of Wilfrid Seawen Blunt (see Index,

s.y. Mohammed Moelhi). His father, Ibrahim Bey, was also a man of literary

attainments, and published a yolume of essays under the title of Md hundka (Muqtataf
Press, 1896). See also al-'Aqqdd

, Mu raja'at, p. 173. Hadith ‘Isabni Hishdm was
originally published in parts in the journal Misbdh ash-Sharq ; 1st collected ed.

Matb. al-Ma‘arif, 1324/1907 ; 4th ed. Matb. Misr, n.d. (c. 1928-1930).
2 BSOS., V, 2, p. 315.
3 Introduction to Ash-Shaykh Sayyid al-'Abit, p. 42 ; tr. Widmer, W.I., xiii,

pp. 47-8.
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sections (which, by being put in the mouth of that incomparable master

of Harlrian saj\ Tsa b. Hisham. openly challenges his creator) is

skilfully broken up by dialogue in simple modern language, which

does not disdain at times the colloquial idiom, even though the

dialogue itself occasionally develops into lengthy explanatory

monologue. The say likewise is a skilful blend of ancient and modern, 1

by which the impression of archaizing is avoided and the reader is

left free to enjoy what is in effect a very original and lively work, which

can afford to bear comparison in style with al-Manfalutl and far

outdistances him in depth and range of feeling.

Of the other works which follow al-Muwavlhl in applying the

maqama-lovm to the function of social criticism, though without his

humanity and lightness of touch, two may be mentioned here. The

first is by Shawqfs rival in the firmament of Egyptian poetry,

Muhammad Hafiz Ibrahim (1871-1932), issued under the title of

Layali Satlh. 2 The framework and plan are simple ; a number of persons

on successive evenings bring some grievance against the prevailing

state of things in Egypt, and to each in turn a mysterious voice

addresses a discourse in rhymed prose with occasional verse, analysing

the causes of his grievance and pointing out the remedy. Gradually,

however, the plan of the book changes, until the greater part of it is

taken up with a series of conversations in plain unrhymed prose,

in which the original scheme is completely lost from sight. The work

was warmly received in Egvptian literary circles,3 but it is interesting

to observe that already voices were raised in criticism of the use of

say in such productions. 4

The maqama plan is more strictly adhered to in the second work,

LayalTr-Ruh al-Hair
,
by the publicist and playwright Muhammad

1 E.g., the dirty fingernails of a painter are jl ^li cJLic U-UClL5^

Jtfl Jr I Jz Mail (4th ed., p. 411).

2 Layfill Salih li-munshi'ihi Muhammad Hafiz Ibrahim (Math. Muh. Mull. Mitr.,

Cairo, n.d. [1907]), pp. 128. Cf. M. Taymur, loc. eit., p. 42 ; Widmer, p. 48. For
the legendary and half-mythological character of Satih, see Encyr. of Islam , s.v.

On Hafiz Ibrahim, see the study by M. Kurd "All in as-Sinssa , weekly ed., 20th and
27th October, 1928, and al-llilaL xl, 10, and xli, 1 (October—November, 1932)^
where the reader will find some account of the personal experiences which
inHueneed him in his selection of material for this book.

3 Cf. al-Manar, xi, 7 (August, 1908), p. 530; Zaydan, in al- filial, xvi, 10

(July, 1908), p. 583, refers to its j
4 Al-Mufjtaba\ vol. iii, 9 (October, 1908), p. 598.
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Lutfl Gum'a .

1 But it is a maqama without rhymed prose, and the

influence of the Syro-American school of writers is strongly marked,

especially in the form of composition known as Shi
:

r manthur, or free

verse. The interlocutor in this work is a disembodied spirit, as the

title suggests, and the greater part of his discourses is devoted to

criticism of Egyptian social conditions. Zavdan justifiably draws

attention to its beauty and elegance of phrase, which, it must be

admitted, somewhat outweigh the depth of the ideas it expresses .

2

In all these works we can trace a cumulative effort to evolve a new

type of literary production which would satisfy the requirements of

a new reading public, which should bear some relation to its problems

and outlook, be readily intelligible, and above all rouse its interest

and appeal to its imagination. But they did not, in fact, meet the

problem successfully. Their appeal was too literary and appreciated

only by a small class of educated readers
;

instead of opening new

horizons and serving as an antidote to the cares of life, they

1 Cairo, Matb. at-Ta‘Iif, 1912, pp. 192. The work is enthusiastically reviewed

by Zaydan in al-HilaU xx (1912), pp. 551-5. For other early works of the author

see Sarkis, Diet. Biog., coll. 1692-3 (very incomplete). His plays are criticised by

Muhammad Tavmur in the collected volume pp. 94-103, and a

later book of his entitled in as-Siassa, weekly ed., 29th

October, 1927, by Mahmud Muhammad al-Khudayri, who declares it to be
plagiarized from S. Munk's Melanges de Philosophic Juice et Arabe (Paris, 1859).

On his most recent work entitled J\ i (Cairo, Matb. al-Muqtataf,

1926, pp. 324), in reply to Taha Husayn’s work on pre-Islamic poetry (see BSOS.,
V, 3, p. 457), see Professor Ignaz Kratchkowsky's article “ Taha Husein
o doislamskoi poezii arabov i ego kritiki ” in Bull. Ac. Sciences VBSS., 1931,

pp. 604—7, and M. Kurd ‘All in RAAD., vii (1927), pp. 89-90.
2 To the same class as these works, though distinct in inspiration and to some

extent in style, belongs also the celebrated treatise entitled I (Cairo,

Matb. al-Ma 4

arif, n.d. [1911], pp. 272), composed by Shaykh Tantawi Gawhart
and offered to the International Congress of Peoples, which met in London in 1911.

The interlocutor in this book is a celestial spirit, and the subject is the wider one
of human progress and fraternity. The author avoids the use of rhvmed prose, but
has retained the traditional balanced and antithetical style. Although this is one
of the works which do most honour and credit to modern Arabic literature, and
deserves to be made the subject of an independent study, it is unnecessarv to do more
than refer to it here, since it falls outside the scope of the present article. It has.

moreover, already been analysed and made known to wider circles by D. Santillana
(RSO., iv. pp. 762—773) and Baron Carra de Yaux (Les Penseurs de VIslam ,

v (Paris, 1926), pp. 281-4), preceded by a description of the first part of the
author's remarkable commentary on the Quran, now complete as far as Sura 49
in twenty-two volumes (Cairo, Matb. Mustafa al-Babi al-Halakl, a.h. 1341- ).

See further the author s own comments on the above-mentioned work in
vol. xxii, pp. 239-247.
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concentrated attention precisely on those cares, and, worst of all,

their object and tone was too frankly didactic. The medieval view of

literature as an intellectual luxury or vehicle of edification was shared

by them all—the adapters of the classical tradition as well as such

translators as ‘Osman Galal and al-Manfaluti. The Syrian novelists

themselves were not entirely exempt from it. Even the writers of the

numerous hodge-podge of novellettes, whose works have long since

been consigned to a merited oblivion, were obsessed by, or proclaimed

their adhesion to, this moral and educational aim .

1 The contemptuous

attitude of the medieval scholars to the popular romances and tales

seemed still to govern the outlook of literary circles in Egypt, and did

more than anything else to delay the development of the novel as an

Arabic literary art.

Thus the first real Egyptian novel crept into life anonymously

and little noticed by the learned .

2 Its author, Dr. Husayn Haykal,

then a young and ambitious advocate, was unwilling to acknowledge

its paternity, lest it should stand in the way of his career. Zmjnab

broke away decisively in language, style, subject, and treatment from

anything that had gone before in Arabic literature. It bore no relation

to the historical novels of Zaydan or the philosophical novels of Farah

Antun, but, as its title implies, set out to portray the social life of

the Delta in a series of episodes centred on the fortunes of a peasant

girl. The story itself can be briefly told. Zaynab, a beautiful and

sensitive girl, after an innocent flirtation with an educated youth

(Hamid), son of the village landlord, falls in love with a youth in the

village (Ibrahim), but is married by her parents to his friend (Hasan).

She remains loyal to her husband, but the conflict between love and

duty preys upon her health, and when Ibrahim is drafted into the army

the bitterness of her loss brings on consumption, of which she dies.

A subsidiary theme is introduced by the relations between Hamid

1 Of., e.g., the introduction to Riicayat Xihayat al~Gharam ’aw Fatal aLMinya^

a dull and rather primitive type of novelette by Muh. Sadiq al-VAntabli, apparently

a Syrian Christian, (Cairo, Matb. Khadlwlya, 1905) :

—

L ila ^ 4> I jj+m oil jjl tOi-Jl 1

.£cOiJl ^ clki^
2 Zaynab . Manazir ivn-akhlaq riflya. Biqalam misrlfallah. (Cairo, Matb. al-Jarkla,

n.d. [1914]). My copy has 416 pages, but has possibly lost the last sheets, as the

second edition (Matb. al-Jadld, n.d. [1929], pp. 296) has the equivalent of four pages

more. On Haykal Bey see BROS., V, 450-6 ; Khemiri and Kamplfmover, Leaders,

i, 20-1
; Widmer, 48-9.
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und his cousin, a town-bred girl, and his disappearance when his hopes

of marriage with her are frustrated. The plot is. on the whole, too thin

to sustain four hundred pages of type, and the book has other defects

as a novel, which will be discussed immediately. Zaynab
,
however,

is not only the first effort of a young man. but the first effort of a young

literature, and must be judged accordingly. Such details as may be

open to criticism are of little importance compared with the fact that

the effort was made, and that a new and, in its setting, original kind

of literary production was added to Arabic literature.

The construction of the novel is interesting from two aspects, the

psychological and the descriptive. The plot is evidently designed with

a view to the study of the reactions of certain typical Egyptian

characters in face of adverse circumstances. It does not entirely

succeed, since the characters themselves are not sufficiently complex

(except that of Hamid, who undoubtedly reflects to some extent the

author himself) and the dramatization both of persons and incidents

is rather weak on the whole .
1 The result is that the psychological

comment has generally to be supplied by the author himself, and is set

out rather in text-book fashion in the first person plural.

The intervention of the author is still more marked in the descriptive

element. In his introduction to the second edition Havkal Bey recalls

the circumstances under which he composed the book. As a student in

Paris, overcome by strong home-sickness, he deliberately set himself

to recall every aspect of country life and of nature in Egypt. This

effort of affectionate recollection betrays itself on nearly every page

by lengthy descriptions of natural scenery—sun, moon, stars, crops,

streams, and ponds—sometimes rising to lyrical eloquence and dignity,

but cumulatively distracting and oppressive. Every action, every

scene, is accompanied by similar descriptive asides, which inevitably

cause the narrative to drag painfully at times. Trifling episodes,

without significance for the story, are often introduced simply, it

would seem, as a peg on which to hang another descriptive interlude,

and here and there sentences, overloaded with trivial photographic

detail, lose shape and substance. But it must not be forgotten that to

Egyptian readers such passages of description convey much more

than they do to any outsider, and that in their direct aesthetic appeal

lies one of the main reasons of their appreciation of the work.

1 Cf. for the characters of the two women the article by K. V. Ode-Vasil’eva,
“ Otrazhenie byta sovremennoi arabskoi zhenstchiny v'novelle," in Zap. Roll.

VoMokovedov, v (Leningrad, 1930), pp. 300-30 1.
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More integral to the plot of the novel are the sociological excursions

which it contains. It is inevitable that the causes of the maladjust-

ments and final tragedy should be traced back to their origin in the

social habits of the people. The novel is dominated throughout by an

insistence on the evils created by ^ outworn customs
!

*

}
but the social

criticism is seldom allowed to obtrude in the same manner as the

psychological and descriptive passages. This more natural effect is

obtained by the device of representing it through the eyes and

reflections of the character of Hamid, an educated young man of

liberal and reformist tendencies, strongly under the spell of Qasim

Amin and the social reformers, though the author occasionally reverts

here too to the text-book idiom. The organization of the family and

seclusion of women form naturally the main theme of his social

criticism, but not the exclusive theme. Amongst other aspects of

Egyptian life which he criticizes are the faulty type of education,

divorced from the realities of life ,

1 the type of country doctor—this

half-humorously

2

—and more bitterly the impostors who trade on the

credulity of the peasantry as Shaykhs of the turuq? His nationalist

feeling is implicit, rather than explicit, but occasionally finds outward

expression, especially in regard to the humiliation of military service

under the control of the foreigner .
4

No less remarkable than the general character of the novel is the

style of its composition. Its basis is the ordinary modern literary style,

but substantially modified both in vocabulary and syntax. The
influence of the colloquial idiom of the Delta, on the one hand, is seen

in the abruptness of the sentences and transitions and in many details

of usage 5
; that of French, on the other hand, in the long and complex

sentences, with the principal clause interrupted by numerous

1 1st ed., p. 19 ; 2nd eel., pp. 22-3.
2 1st ed., pp. 401-403 ; 2nd ed., pp. 283-4.
3 1st ed., p. 322 ; 2nd ed., pp. 229-230.
4 1st ed., pp. 293, 296; 2nd ed., pp. 209, 211.

E.g. dbu retained in oblique eases ; fondness for participles governing the
accusative ; tendency to omission of relative conjunction

(nllndhi, etc.); the

ungrammatical use of the oblique case of the dual (e.g., hjU
p. 408, juic-L- I us, p. 275; both corrected in 2nd ed., pp. 287,
197). There can be little doubt that these offences against literary usage, together
with the type of sentence illustrated in the following note, were partly responsible
for the negative attitude adopted towards it by the literary public on its first
appearance. Moreover, the novelty in literary style of many details of usage and
vocabulary has been blurred at this distance of time bv the fact that they have come
to he more and more extensively used in contemporary writing.
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subordinate clauses and apocopes. 1 The impression which it leaves

on the whole is rather tortured, and corresponds to the admission made

by Haykal Bey himself of the obstacles which he experienced to the

expression of his thought in Arabic. 2 In regard to the vexed question

of the idiom to be employed in the dialogue, he struck out boldly for

the use of the colloquial dialect when the conversation is between the

peasantry, while the educated characters, on the other hand, speak in

modern literary idiom.

It will be clear from what has been said that the imaginative

element in Zaynab is more limited than in the average modern

European novel, and that the various sentimental and intellectual

components, which together constitute the personal element, tend to

predominate over the narrative. It is admitted also by the author in

his preface to the second edition that behind many of its peculiar

features lie the influence and example of the modern French

psychological novel. 3 But unless it can be shown that this influence

has been so strong in detail, as well as in method and style, as to make

the work in effect an adaptation from the French, it is impossible to

deny to Zaynab the credit of being the first Egyptian novel, written

by an Egyptian for Egyptian readers, and whose characters, settings,

and plot are derived from contemporary Egyptian life.

Although on its first appearance in 1914 the book attracted little

notice, it apparently met with appreciation from an increasing circle

of readers. 4 Its republication in 1929 was the result of a public

demand, stimulated by several factors, amongst which may be included

the strengthening of that national self-consciousness which it already

foreshadowed, the literary eminence attained by the now confessed

author, and the adaptation of the book as the subject of the first

cinematograph film produced in Egypt. 5 On this occasion it naturally

1 E.g. the sentence beginning 4*1 a*. 1st cd., p. 37 ; 2nd ed., p. 34 ;

or that beginning olloi Vl 1st ed., pp. 89-90; 2nd ed., p. 70.

2 See the passages quoted in the third article of this series, BSOS., V, 3,

p. 451.
3 It would scarcely serve any useful purpose to attempt to trace out its origins

in detail. Dr. Rudi Paret, in a private letter, suggests that an interesting comparison
might be made between Zaynab and Th. Fontane's Ejji Br'w*t % but the comparison

could hardly go beyond general situation and atmosphere, and it is not likely that

Fontane entered into Dr. Haykals course of reading in Paris.
4 Already in 1927 I found great difficulty in procuring a copy.
5 It was adapted and produced by the Ramsis Film Co. of Egypt in 1929, having

been selected as the only novel amongst the works of " two hundred or more writers
”

which was worthy of consideration (see the article by the technical producer,

Muhammad Karim, in u.*-jS7a.w/, weekly ed., 17th August, 1929, p. 7).
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became the subject of numerous articles and critiques, mostly

laudatory 1
;
but of much greater importance for the problem of the

development of the novel in Egypt is a series of articles by Haykal

Bey and Muhammad ‘Abdallah
k

Inan, which appeared in the weekly

edition of as-Siassa early in 1930. 2

How is it. asks Haykal Bey, that modern Arabic literature shows

such a strange poverty and weakness in the field of the novel and the

story, although Egyptians possess a natural talent for story-telling ?

Several reasons have been put forward : lack of imaginative staying-

power, the difference between the idioms of literature and of

conversation, the slackness of Egyptian writers
;
but none of these is

the true cause, though the second reason given may possibly play

a small part. He then suggests four contributory causes : (1) the

relatively high proportion of illiteracy in Egypt, which prevents any

real appreciation on the one hand, and offers inadequate material

recompense to the writer on the other
; (2) the lack of support from

the upper classes and the wealthy, perhaps because they are not

encouraged to give support by the women (in this connection he recalls

the part played by women in seventeenth and eighteenth century

France, and the value of the encouragement and patronage of women in

old Arabic literature) : (3) the persistent and public depreciation of

leading men in Egypt by their rivals and inferiors
; (4) the pre-

occupation of the people with political and economic questions, and
consequent tendency of writers to serve political rather than literary

aims. The net result of all these causes is to hinder writers from the

necessary specialization and long-maturing preparation, the necessity

of which in novel-writing is not yet realized in Egypt.

Inan in turn agrees with the general tenor of this analysis, but
insists that the second of Haykal Bey's four causes is the most
important. The real key to the development of the novel lies in the

social position of women. The part played by women in stimulating the

old Arabic poetry has no relation to their encouragement of the novel,

whose material basis is found only in a society in which women play

1 The most interesting of these, in view of what follows, are the two long articles
by al-Mazinl in as-Sia.ssa. weekly ed.. 27th April and 4th May, 1929.

2 22nd February (pp. 3-4) ; 1st March (p. 10) ; 8th March ~<pp. 3-4). On Muh.
Abd. Tnan see Khennri and Kampffmeyer, Leader*

, pp. 22-3. The question of modern
literary tendencies in Arabic and of the novel in particular is discussed ad nauseam
in every production of the Arabic periodical press, but it would neither be possible
nor profitable to analyse all these views here. The three articles dealt with here stand
out from the rest, as having been written by authors with practical experience, and
as facing the problem frankly and fully.
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an important part and which is permeated by their influence, especially

in dictating standards of morals and manners. For lack of this

influence the old Arabic literature, like medieval European literature,

moves in a narrow field and is lacking in fineness of feeling and emotion.

In modern Arabic literature this narrowness still persists, since the

social standards remain unchanged. Zaynab is an exception which

4 proves the rule, since its success is due to the relative freedom enjoyed

by women in the conditions of life in the Delta. He refuses

therefore to share Havkal Bey's optimism
;
under present conditions

the Arabic novel can only be maimed, limited, and individual, and is

unable to offer any true representation or interpretation of the emotions

and the character of social life. There can be no future for it in the

modern literary revival so long as Muslim life remains in its traditional

mould. 1

This article produced a reply from Haykal Bey in which he

abandoned the arguments based upon external causes, which he had

previously adduced, and went straight to the psychological root of

the matter in an article which deserves to be read with the most

/ sympathetic attention. The real weakness of the short story and the

novel in Egypt, he asserts, corresponds to the failure to get the most

out of life, and goes back to the lack of any sound training of the

emotions. The finer emotions cannot come to flower in a social life in

which feeling is blunted to a point at which the physical desires take

the place of any higher sentiment in the human soul. No art which does

not spring in the mind of the artist from love for some aspect of life

can possibly be a flourishing art. The development of the instinct of

love to a human emotion in the higher sense demands a long and

arduous training, for which one or even many generations may not

suffice. Even charity and sympathy in their more developed social

aspects are still rare in Egypt ; love still remains close to the primitive

instinct, and the existence of a finer ideal is hardly thought of or even

imagined. Finally he seeks the reason for this defective training of the

emotions in the absence of educative influences in the home, and in

the character of the old type of education, which was purely

vocational, not humane.

1 J ^ ‘ V*-
yilT “or 0 | ‘^Ail \J\ cJlf j)\ oJlsDI j LOL-Vl \pLil

* (Ji ij ^*)| £*Isei| *Xaj ^1 <*—<
1 J o jlr Uy I
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Such arguments could not pass, of course. without meeting a con-

siderable current of opposition from different quarters. One of the more

obvious and pertinent criticisms will be illustrated a little later in

dealing with al-Mazini's novel Ibrahim
^
al-Kdtib. But it is scarcely

surprising that the most fundamental criticism came from the ranks

of the classically-educated. Why all this talk about novels ? Arabic

literature got on very well in the past without them, and the craving

for the novel is simply another instance of that insane imitation of the

West which has wrought such havoc in the foundations of Eastern

life. The Western novel, with its false and meretricious glamour, and

its incompatibility with the traditional standards of the East, has

exercised a debasing and destructive influence on Egyptian social life

—

why should she nurse the serpent in her bosom ? This opposition, in

more temperate and reasoned form, may be illustrated from a recent

article by Dr. Zaki Mubarak .

1 Accepting the argument that the novel

will not come into existence in Arabic literature until women have a

recognized social position, he condemns the writers of Arabic stories as

belonging ’* to the lowest class of literary writers *\ lacking all literary

training and independence of thought, and mere spongers on foreign

literatures. Worse still, they mislead the youth into despising other

forms of literature. But, in fact, true literature, by which is meant

a truthful and artistic appreciation of life, may find expression in

other forms as well, such as a risdla or qaslda . Arabic literature is

not to be judged by French or English literature, but by the

temperament of its own people, and by its success in expressing their

minds, visions, and desires. The journalistic literature of Egypt even

now illustrates many sides of their intellectual, spiritual, and

emotional crises, and is only hindered from fuller discussion bv the

censorship of the government and the reactionaries. But there is

another side to the question : as heirs of the past ‘‘
it is our duty to

look at the past when we think of the present and while moving on

from the ancient styles and methods, to give due attention to their

legacy of literature, which is often deeper and more valuable than
* the empty froth thrown in the face of modern literature

But however instructive such discussions may be for the purpose

1 4^^! LrL*. ; al-Mn'nJu , i, II (March, 1932), pp. 1326-8. The article is

written in reply to a pessimistic article by I)r. Taha Husayn under the same

title in the special number of the journal yA 1 10th January, 1932, in the

course of which he quotes a casual remark made by the present writer on the

subject of the Egyptian novel.
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of elucidating the various opinions actually held and laying bare the

social and intellectual background of contemporary Egyptian

literature, that literature itself—and herein it proves its vitality

—

:

has not waited upon their issue, but has taken its own independent

way. The existence of the “ middle-class reader is a fact which,

ignored as it may be in discussion, demonstrates its reality by creating

a demand which has somehow to be satisfied. To invite his attention

to the
e

Iqd al-Farld and the works of the Golden Age is to offer him

a stone instead of the bread he wants and will have ; if the writers

in his own tongue will not supply him with it, he will continue to import

it from abroad, however indigestible it may be in the view of his

doctors. The article, essay, or risala
,
and even, it is to be feared, the

average qaslda, is either too solid or deficient as a stimulus to the

imagination : it lacks above all the essential quality of living interest,

and of all these only the poem offers anything that can enter into

the imaginative heritage of the people.

The problem, in essence, has very little to do with deliberate

imitation of the West. It is a problem conditioned by the natural

consequences of an increasingly wide extension of primary education.

For the similar problem in Europe the solution has, to a great extent,

been found in the novel, and if Arabic writers find themselves unable

to put forward any other satisfactory solution (and neither the

magazine article nor the literary essay is a satisfactory solution),

then no course is open to them but to fall back, provisionally at least,

upon the Western solution. The idea that there should be anything

derogatory to the dignity or self-respect of a people in the transference

of a particular kind of literary production from without into their own

literature would be indeed a strange extension of chauvinistic

extravagance, and it has still to be shown that either Turkish or

Indian literature has lost in depth and fidelity by the introduction of

the novel. Hence it is that the novel and the story have been steadily

driving their roots into the field of Egyptian letters, however ungrateful

the soil or ungracious the welcome. But for the full development of

the novel one essential condition is adaptation to its environment,

and here lies, so far as the recent history of the Arabic novel is

concerned, the main difficulty.

Leaving aside the social factors discussed above, the Arabic novelists

and storv-writers were confronted with a further problem, already

referred to at the beginning of this article, that, namely, of creating

a modern novelistic technique. Of the earlier writers al-Manfalutl
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and GurgI Zaydan illustrate different approaches towards a solution,

the one by the colour, the other by the simplicity, of his style. But

neither touched the central difficulty, that of presenting a realistic

representation of contemporary social life, in vocabulary, forms of

expression, and especially in dialogue. This task was now taken up

and experimented with by a group of writers of short stories, beginning

with Muhammad Taymur (1892-192 1).
1 The general study of the

works of these writers, apart from the fact that they constitute one

of the most interesting orientations of modern Egyptian literature, is

thus essential for following up the development of a new technique,

but such a study would overstep the limits of the present article. 2

For our purposes it must suffice at present to examine briefly their

handling of one of the most crucial problems, that of the idiom of

dialogue.

Here again the problem is not one which is peculiar to Arabic

literature, but has its analogies both in an earlier stage of most Western

European literatures and in those of all countries in which the ordinary

speech of daily social intercourse has not yet become standardized

under the influence of the literary usage. The question at issue is

whether the dialogue is to run the risk of appearing artificial and stilted

by being expressed in the literary idiom, or whether it is to aim at

realism at the expense of the aesthetic dislocation involved in using

one idiom for narrative and descriptions and another for dialogue.

The first alternative is that adopted in all the early novels, not only

the translated novels (where indeed it was quite natural), but also

in those of the Syrian writers, with the result that they give even the

Western reader the same impression of formality and affectedness

which he finds in the early novels in his own language. Zaynab was
the first work of fiction, to my knowledge, in which the dialogue was

1 See the biography by his brother Mahunud in the Introduction to vol. i

of his collected works, entitled J | ^ (Cairo, Matb. al-Ttimad, 1922),
pp. 11-88; Cheikho in al-Marhriq (1926), pp". 862-3; further the Introduction to

jjlIJI, p. 4o; Widmer, p. 52. The following section of the latter

Introduction contains a list of the principal recent writers of short stories in
Arabic, to whom must be added—and that in the first place—Mahmud Taymur
himself

; for him see Widmer, pp. 3-9, and the literature cited there on p. 8.

Two of Mull. Taymur's stories (Nos. 2 and 7 of the collection entitled J U),
translated into English by the poet Ahmad Rami, are contained in the last chapter of
Egypt in Silhou tie. by Trowbridge Hall (New York : Macmillan, 1928), together with
two sketches by ManfalGtl, an essay by 4 Aqqad, and poems by ‘Aqqad, Shawql,
Hafiz Ibrahim, and Rami himself.

2 Cf. the article of Mme. Ode-Vasil'eva cited above, p. 9, n. 1.
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phrased in the colloquial idiom. The same striving after realism

influenced also the writers of short stories, at least to begin with,

and in the first edition of Mahmud Taymur's collection entitled

Ash-shaykh Gum'a, for example, the dialogue is also in colloquial

Egyptian, But there has gradually grown up a tendency to adopt

a compromise, by graduating the speech of the characters from pure

literary to pure colloquial idiom according to the education and station

of the speakers, and, further, even in the case of the former, to avoid

in general vrords and phraseology of too literary a stamp, in favour of

simpler and more colloquial turns of phrase .
1 By this means the

impression of naturalism is maintained, at a very slight sacrifice of

realism, and it is in fact no great task for the reader, if he so desires,

to transpose the wuitten symbols in many cases into the spoken forms.

We may, however, expect at no very distant date to see this problem

solve itself, both by the general extension of primary education and

still more through the influence of the Egyptian broadcasting stations.

It remains only to inquire how far the problems, needs, and

aspirations to which we have referred have been met in the most recent

examples of the Egyptian novel. As may be gathered from the

discussion summarized above, these are very few indeed if we are to

take into account only genuinely original productions of a certain

literary value.

The most prolific and also, according to Mahmud Taymur, the

most popular Arabic novelist of the present day is Niqula'l-Haddad ,

2

editor of the journal As-Sayyidat iva r-Rigal, in which most of his works

were originally published serially. Although himself Syrian, the tone

and feeling of his writing is markedly Egyptian, much more so than

that of most other Syrian publicists. To judge by his historical novel

Firaivnat al-Arab e

inda t-Tnrk
,

3 he possesses the feuilleton-writer's

gift of keeping the reader's interest on the stretch by rapidity of move-

ment and frequent dramatic climaxes, but his plot is loosely constructed

1 In the second edition of Axh-shaykh Gum'a (Cairo, Math. as-Salafiya, 1345/1927)
the dialogue has been revised in accordance with this method. See on this subject

the Introduction to this edition and Widmcr, p. 7.

2 Introduction to iuuiJi Juu- pp. 40-7; Widmer, p. 53, where the

titles of his principal works are cited. He is known also as a translator of

sociological works.
3 Published originally in 1922-3 ; issued in one volume. Math. Yusuf Kawwa,

n.d. The scene is laid in Constantinople during the war of 1914-18. This was intended
as the first volume of a series, the second of which appeared later under the title

of GamL

iyat ’ ikhicdn aWahd .

VOL. VII. PART 1. o
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and the figures lack characterization, and it is questionable whether

he has any contribution to make, either in style or treatment, to the

literary development of the Egyptian novel.

Much greater literary interest attaches to another historical

novel, the first strictly Egyptian work of its kind, entitled Ibnat

al-Mamluk ('
4 The Mamluks Daughter "), by Muhammad Farid

Abu Hadkl. 1 This work does not seem to be in any sense dependent

upon the type of historical novel written by Zaydan, and represents

in some respects an advance upon him. The heroic element gives way

to a more subdued realism, and the story is not wrapped round

historical events, but placed in a historical setting, the period selected

being that of the struggle of Muhammad ‘All and the Mamluks

between 1805 and 1808. The course of historical events is fitted

naturally into the background, and not forced upon the reader's notice
;

even the most important military action during this period, the English

expedition to Alexandria and its defeat at Rosetta in 1807, is only

referred to briefly in two or three lines, although the hero, a young

Arab refugee from the Wahhabis in Arabia, is represented as having

taken part in the struggle. Although the book does not succeed

altogether in avoiding the stiffness of the older historical novels, there

is more life and movement in the characters, and it holds the reader's

attention right down to its tragic conclusion.

The most recently published, and in every respect the most
important, Arabic novel since Zaynab is the long-awaited work of

al-Mazini, issued in 1931 under the title of Ibrahim al-Katib ,

2 According

to the author's statement in the Preface, the novel was written partly

in 1925 and finished later on in 1926,3 then thrown aside, and a portion

of the second half was hurriedly rewritten during printing owing to

the loss of the original manuscript, which may explain a certain

unevenness referred to below. The Preface deals also in an interesting

manner with the questions discussed above. In regard to the language

of dialogue. al-Mazini rejects the colloquial idiom as lacking flexibility

of expression and not being sufficiently stabilized, whereas the literary

1 Cairo, Matb. al-Ptimari, 1926. p. 435.
2 Iinmynt Ibrahim al-Katib biqalam Ibrahim 'Abd al-Qddir al-Mdzinl (Cairo,

Matb. at-Taraqqi, 1350/1931), pp. 384.
3 The greater part thus belongs to the period during which his new style was

stdl in process of formation, and is earlier than the sketches collected under the

title of hull (Cairo, Matb. at-Taraqqi, 1929), pp. 320. See further
JjSOS., V, 3, 460-4 ; Khemiri and Kamptfmeyer, Leaders, 27-9.
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idiom is daily acquiring greater flexibility and polish. He also

criticizes the views of Haykal Bey as to the obstacle offered by

Egyptian social life to the creation of the Egyptian novel. Such a view

assumes, wrongly, that the Western novel is the only possible model

for the novel
;

but why should there not be an Egyptian novel,

possessing its own distinctive character ? The social life of Egypt

offers no obstacle to any writer with the requisite capacity for

imagination. Moreover, granted that the emotion of love is felt and

conceived of in Egypt in a manner different from that in the West,

why must this be a fatal difficulty, or why even must the emotion of

love be the mainstay of the novel ? Such a limitation is “ sheer

hysteria, neither more nor less ".

The novel itself does not wholly fulfil the expectations aroused by

these arguments. Not that it is defective from the point of view of

plot, development of situation and characters, and other technical

aspects
;

in these respects it is certainly the best original novel in

Arabic to my knowledge. There is the same lightness of touch, the

same humour, sometimes subtle, sometimes more on the surface,

the same rather defiant cynicism
,

1 which, as already remarked in the

preceding study, distinguishes al-Mazinfs work from that of all other

contemporary writers in Arabic. The narrative moves rapidly and

easily, the dialogue is crisp and natural, and the social criticism and

philosophical implications of the story are implicit rather than

explicitly expressed .

2 But it is not, except for its characters and setting,

an Egyptian novel in the sense which al-Mazinl himself appears to

postulate. The hero, who gives his name to the work, is entirely

a Westernized creation, in whom few Egyptians would be likely to

recognize themselves—perhaps the publisher has some justification

for claiming, in spite of the author's disclaimer, that the identity of

names between hero and writer is not entirely fortuitous. The novel

itself is Western in feeling and ideas as well as in literary background,

and the subject roimd which it revolves is a psychological study of

the emotion of love in its Western rather than its Egyptian conception.

Even the purely external features of form and style confirm this

1 The reader can already guess something of his spirit from the dedication :

“ To her for whom I live, on whose behalf I strive, and with whom alone I am
concerned, willy-nilly—my self.”

2 E.g. in reference to magical spells and the like, in spite of his Azharite

education ... he had no belief in all that ” (p. 241).
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impression, such as the frequent use of Western images and phrases ,

1

and comparative absence of the corresponding Arabic phrases, and.

most curious of all. the practice of heading each chapter with a verse

from the Bible. The phrasing itself diverges in many details from the

normal usages of literary Arabic, though without doing actual violence

to the genius of the language. There is, however, a certain difference

in tone and subject between the first and second halves of the book.

The former moves entirely within the framework of Egyptian social

life, and in its harmonious blending of humour and sympathy could

come only from the pen of an Egyptian writer. The latter depicts

another atmosphere in much harder tones, and the colour graduallv

fades out, as if the author's style were affected by the closing in of the

shadows upon his hero.

Without denying, therefore, the imaginative originalitv of the

author, the literary parentage of Ibrahim , like that of Zaynab . is

obviously to be sought in the Western novel. But the rather

sentimental prototypes of Zaynab are not the sort of production which

would appeal to al-Mazinl, whose inclinations are altogether towards
a robuster view and more realistic presentation. In this case, his habit

of literary reminiscence

2

gives a clue to the origin of at least part of

the conception, and points directly to M. P. Artzvbashev's Sanine.

The plot and development of Ibrcihlm al-Kdtib are (it should be noted)

entirely different from those of Artzybashev s story, but the character

of Ibrahim has certainly borrowed something from that of Sanine
(though what in Sanine is romantically portrayed as the result of

natural training is in Ibrahim the outcome of a matured philosophv),
and one scene in particular is practically a literal translation of the
climax of the Russian novels

sight ’ (p. 147) ; his words were like pearls cast
1 E.g. “a * Homeric

before swine " (p. 375).
5 This free adaptation of episodes or methods from well-known books is

characteristic of al-Mazini’s work (see for example the reminiscences of Mark
Twain's The Innorent* Abroad in his travel sketches entitled jUj-l iU-j—
originally published by him as Special Correspondent for a-i-Siassa—signalized by
‘Umar Abu’n-Xasr in al-Hwlith. vi. 5 (Aleppo. May, 1932), pp. 359-366) but appears
to me in no way to detract from his literary craftsmanship.

3 Sanine was translated into Arabic (I by al-Mazinl himself) from the discreetly
abridged English version (by P. Pinkerton, 1915) and published en feuilleton under
the title of j.1 I have not seen this Arabic translation, but a detailed
comparison between phraseology and episodes from it and from al-Mazim's novel
will be found in an article in al-lbulith, vi. 3 (Aleppo, March, 1932). pp. 194-201, bv
the Iraqi novelist Mahmud Ahmad (tor whose writings see M. Tavmur tr Widmer
p. 53).

'
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Thus the Egyptian novel, in the work of its two chief repre-

sentatives, still falls short of the ideal which they, along with others,

have visualized. The link between technical competence and Egyptian

inspiration has yet to be satisfactorily forged. So long as this is absent

the mass of readers in Egypt will continue to gather up the crumbs

which fall from the tables of others—unless, indeed, the writers of

Egypt succeed in creating some entirely new literary form, a much

harder task, of which there is no indication at present. So far from the

novel serving as the stalking-horse of Western materialism’*, I can

conceive of no effective barrier to the flood of Western literary

influences in Egypt but the development of the truly Egyptian novel,

and perhaps we may yet see a Department of Journalism and Novel-

writing at the University of al-Azhar.

Additional Notes to BSOS., V, pp. 445-466

p. 450. n. 1 : The editor of the Journal of the Oriental League is

the well-known publicist. ‘All 'Abd ar-Itaziq (on whom see Khemiri

and Kampffmeyer, Leaders in Contemporary Arabic Literature ,

pp. 9-10).

p. 453 : Dr. Havkal's Egyptian patriotism is expressed in another

fashion in the introduction to his collected biographies, entitled

J (Matb. as-Siyasa, 1929: cf. Khemiri and

Kampffmeyer, p. 22, note e)—an eloquent piece of special pleading,

in which he defends Egypt against the charge of having passively

submitted to a succession of foreign conquerors.

p. 457. n. 4 : On the controversy between Dr. Taha Husayn and

his critics on the subject of pre-Islamic poetry, see now the analysis

published by Professor Kratchkowsky cited above, p. 7, n. 1.

p. 458, n. 4 : As Dr. Taha Husayn* s autobiographical work

ahAyyam has now been made available in an English translation

(Jbi Egyptian Childhood
,
trans. by E. H. Paxton. London : Routledge,

1932. pp. viii -f 168). supervised by the author himself, there is little

to be gained from devoting a special study to it. as I had originally

intended, A comparison and study of the relationship between this

work and the biographical novels of Dr. Davf and F. J. Bonjean,

noted on p. 459. n. 1. would, however, form an interesting subject,

p. 464, n. 4 : The work and personality of Dr. Shibll Shumayyil
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have at last been rescued from the semi-oblivion which seemed to

surround them, by J. Lecerf :
” Sibli Sumayvil, metaphvsicien et

moraliste contemporain in Bull, des fitudes Orientales, i, pp. 152-186

and 209-211.

p. 465 : On Salamah Musa, as on most of the writers dealt with in

the course of this article, cf. now the biographical and literary data

collected by Khemiri and Kampffmeyer in the very useful publication

quoted frequently above.
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V'- The Islamic Background of Ibn Khaldun’s Political

Theory

By H. A. R. Gibb

I
T seems an odd coincidence that within the last three years there

should have appeared four different studies devoted to the work of

Ibn Khaldun, considering that in the half-century following the

issue of de Slane’s translation of the Muqaddima

}

apart from von

Kremer's study 2 and a few short articles drawing the attention of

a wider circle of students in various countries to its significance,

it was not until 1917 that the first monograph on the subject was

published by Dr. Taha Husain. 3 This work, like most of the earlier

articles, dealt primarily with the sociological aspects of Ibn Khaldun’s

historical theory, and the same interest predominates in all but one

of the three or four articles published since 1917. Of the latest studies

it may be said that, though still giving prominence to the social aspect,

they cover as a whole a rather wider ground. Dr. Gaston Bouthoul,

indeed, limits himself in his title 4 to Ibn Khaldun's Social

Philosophy ”, but the contents of his essay overleap these bounds,

especially the first thirty pages, devoted to a very suggestive analysis

of the personality and intellectual outlook of the historian. Professor

Schmidt’s tractate 5
is in the nature of a survey of the field ; he

assembles and examines the views of earlier writers on different aspects

of Ibn Khaldun's wrork, but does not put forward any synthesis of

his own. Lastly, the two recent German works of Drs. Kamil Ayad 6

and Erwin Rosenthal 7 mark a return towards the more strictly

1 Les Prolegomenes historiques , Paris, 1863-8.
2 A, von Kremer, Ibn Chaldun und seine Kulturgeschichte der islamischen Reiche

,

S.-B. Ak. Wien, 1878. Full bibliographies of the other articles will be found in any
of the works mentioned below.

3 Taha Hussain, Etude analytique el critique de la philosophic sociale d'Ibn Khaldoun ,

Paris, 1917.

1 Gaston Bouthoul, Ibn Khaldoun , Sa Philosophic sociale, Paris (Geuthner),

1930. pp. 95.

5 Nathaniel Schmidt, Ibn Khaldun , historian
, sociologist , and philosopher, New

York (Columbia U.P.), 1930, pp. 68.
6 Kamil Ayad, Die Gesrhichts- und Gesellschaftslehre Ibn Halduns, 2tes. Heft der

“ Forschungen zur Gesehiehts- und Gesellschaftslehre ” hrsg. v. Kurt Breysig,

Stuttgart and Berlin, 1930, pp. x — 209.
7 Erwin Rosenthal, Ibn Khalduns Gedanken uber den Staat, Beiheft 25 der His-

torisehen Zeitschrift, Miinchen and Berlin (R. Oldenbourg), 1932, pp. x -j- 118.
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historical thought of the Muqaddima. and the latter in particular is

the first monograph to be devoted exclusively to Ibn Khaldun's

political theory .
1 The two books differ considerably in plan.

Dr. Avad, after a long and philosophical introduction on the general

trends of Islamic cultural and intellectual development, displays a

remarkable critical faculty and acuteness of observation in the analysis

of Ibn Khaldun's historical method, and concludes by examining in

outline his social theory. Dr. Rosenthal on the other hand prefers

to let Ibn Khaldun explain himself, and describes his own work as

“ a modest attempt to present the historian with the material from

which to construct a picture of Ibn Khaldun's view of the State,

by means of as accurate a translation as possible of the most important

passages in his Muqaddima in which he analyses the theory of the

State, together with an historical interpretation limited strictly to

the text
? ’.2

In view of these admirable and very serviceable books it would

be an unnecessary task to attempt to traverse the whole field of Ibn

Khaldun's political thought here. The object of the following remarks

is solely to draw attention to a point which appears to the wTiter to be

fundamental for any critical study of Ibn Khaldun's thought, but

which has been consistently overlooked or even misrepresented in

most, if not all, of the works already cited. (For purposes of discussion

1 Mention may also be made here of the Special Xumber issued by the Arabic

journal al-Hadith of Aleppo in Sept., 1932, to celebrate the sexcentenary of Ibn

Khaldun's birth. The articles, which are all from the hands of leading Arabic scholars

of the present day, are somewhat unequal in value, but demonstrate the very keen
mterest shown in his work in modern Arabic circles. A note of dissidence is, however,

introduced by the encyclopaedist Farid WagdI, who in a brief and rather unsatis-

factory article argues that the Muqaddima is a work neither of sociology nor of the

philosophy of history.

2 The necessity for a revision of de Slane’s somewhat loose translation (indis-

pensable as it still is) has long been known to Orientalists, and it is one of the merits

of R.’s book that, with some assistance from Professor Bergstrasser, he provides a

much more literal and accurate version of the passages translated, so far as I have

tested it. Some errors remain, however
;
e.g. p. 41 :

“
. . . hat den Xamen Konigtum,

und es ist sein Sein, das sie beherrscht " {tusamma l-malakata wahlya kawnuhu
yamlukuhum ) ; p. 97 :

** und auf jede einzelne von lhnen (die&en Kimsten) grosse

Sorgfalt zu verwenden ”
(>litta'nnnuqifi kulh ivdhidin sanai'u kathimtun ). Doubtful

words or readings are responsible for some errors
; p. 23 :

w

I suspect the word

b/mutmyatun rendered as “ die Bevolkerung (?)
" to mean something like “ complex

of tribal relationships”; a few lines further on ” unterstutzen sic”, which makes
nonsense in the context, is due to an apparent error of ma'ilnafn for ma' unatun {^ source

of expense *')
;

p. 57 :
” einen Genuss aus deni Streit maehen (?)

” has arisen from
a misreading bilkhibifi for bi'Ikhalaqi (“enjoyment of worldly happiness’').
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it will be convenient to illustrate the argument more especially from

the two last-named German works.) The general explanation of

the deficiency referred to is to be sought in a certain tendency to

exaggerate the independence and originality of Ibn Khaldun's thought,

which in turn arises from a misapprehension of his outlook, especially

in its relation to religious questions.

The true originality of Ibn Khaldun's work is to be found in his

detailed and objective analysis of the political, social, and economic

factors underlying the establishment of political units and the

evolution of the State, and it is the results of this detailed analysis

that constitute the “ new science " which he claims to have founded.

The materials on which his analysis is based were derived partly

from his own experience—a point rightly emphasized in all these

works—and partly also from the historical sources to his hand relating

to the history of Islam, which he interpreted with a striking disregard

of established prejudices. But the axioms or principles on which

his study rests are those of practically all the earlier Sunni jurists and

social philosophers. Dr. Avad is at some pains to argue that a

fundamental difference exists between Ibn Khaldun's first principles

as to the origins of society and those of his predecessors (pp. 165-6)

;

the latter start from a global conception of “ human society
”

(cil-mujtama* al-imanl). whereas he starts from a dynamic conception

of " human association " (al-ijtimd'). But apart from the evidence

against this assumption to be found in the typical passage which will

be quoted shortly. Dr. Ayad has almost immediately to admit (p. 168)

that Ibn Khaldun simply took over their "utilitarian" arguments,

" although his conception does not wholly agree at bottom with their

views." This admission is fully borne out by Ibn Khaldun's own

explanation, that the difference between the subject of his book and

the observations of his predecessors lies in the fact that their statements

were " not argued out as we have argued them out, but simply touched

on by way of exhortation in a belletristic style ", and served only

as general introduction to works of an ethical character. 1 While

they in pursuance of their objects have been content to summarize

the historical process in general terms, he has made it his business to

explain the mechanism in detail, since his object, which he admits

is of subsidiary importance
(
thamamtuhd . . . dalfa), is solely to

establish criteria for the " rectification of historical narratives

In doing so, of course, he introduces many conceptions which find

1 Muqaddima to Bk. i (Quatremere i, 65).
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no place in their outline sketches, but are not in any wav in contra-

diction to them.

Yet both Dr. Eosenthal and Dr. Ayad assert the contrary. The

former remarks (p. 9) that it should be particularly emphasized that

Ibn Khaldun on the basis of his own observations recognizes that

kingship can come about without any divine investiture or aid, and

regards this (p. 12) as “ an indication of independent thought, free

of all theological restraint
J

\ Dr. Ayad is even more emphatic.

Noting that Ibn Khaldun does not make prophecy a prerequisite

for human association, he adds (p. 114), “ This proposition of Ibn

Khaldun's is openly directed against the Muslim theologians, who

describe any human life as impossible without prophetic guidance,”

and repeats the observation (p. 169) in reference to Ibn Khaldun’s

argument against the exaggerated postulates of the
Ci
philosophers *\1

If, however, we examine the actual phraseology of the Muslim

theologians, we shall find that it does not bear out these assumptions.

To take an extreme case I shall quote the relevant passage from

a work of the kind referred to by Ibn Khaldun and written by one of

the protagonists of the strictest orthodox views, Ibn Taimlya (d. 728 1

1328), two generations before him. This passage, which forms part

of the general introduction to his treatise on the Censorship, 2 runs as

follows :

—

“ None of mankind can attain to complete welfare, either in this

world or in the next, except by association (ijtima !), co-operation,

and mutual aid. Their co-operation and mutual aid is for the purpose

of acquiring things of benefit to them, and their mutual aid is also

for the purpose of warding off things injurious to them. For this

reason it is said that Man is a political being by nature ”. But
when they unite together (jamcCu) there must of necessity be certain

things which they do to secure their welfare and certain other things

which they avoid because of the mischief wdiich lies in them, and they

will render obedience to the one who commands them to the attain-

ment of those objects and restrains them from those actions of evil

consequence. Moreover, all mankind must of necessity render

obedience to a commander and restrainer. Those wrho are not

possessed of divine books or who are not followers of any religion

{man lam yakun min ahli' l-kutubil-ildhlyat i wala min ahli dinin) yet

obey their kings in regard to those matters wherein they believe

1 First Muqaddima to Bk. i, section 1 {Q. i, 72).
2 Al-Hifiba jVl-Islam (Cairo, Mu’aivad Press, 1318 n.), p. 3.
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I

that their worldly interests lie, sometimes rightly, sometimes wrongly/'*

If this passage is compared with the Introduction to Book i. section 1,

of the Muqaddima , or such a restatement as Book iii, chapter 23,1 or

the still more illuminating passage in Book v, chapter 6.2
it will be

seen that Ibn Khaldun does little more than expand these ideas and

give them greater precision by introducing his conception of
‘

asablya .

This example leads up to the second question—how far Ibn Khaldun

deserves to be credited with the freedom from religious bias or pre-

occupations which both these writers ascribe to him ? Granted at

the outset that he aims at describing the phenomena of political

life as he sees them to exist, and that on the basis of these empirical

observations he does in fact describe them objectively and dis-

passionately, with a remarkable grasp of the essential characteristics

of political power, the stages of its evolution, and the intricate inter-

relations of the State with all aspects of human civilization. His

“materialism", “pessimism", or “fatalism" has been remarked

by all his commentators, on the ground that he never puts forward

suggestions for the reform of the institutions which he describes so

minutely, nor considers the possibility that they may be modified

as the result of human effort and thought, but accepts the facts as

they are and presents the cycle of states and dynasties as an inevitable

and almost mechanical process. Dr. Ayad remarks, for example

(p. 163), that he makes no attempt to justify history, that his principles

are not theocentric (p. 97), and that he holds, “in blunt opposition

to the Muslim theological view," to the doctrine of causality and

natural law in history (p. 143). Further, he emphasizes (pp. 51-3)

his treatment of religion “ simply as a weighty cultural phenomenon

and an important socio-psychological factor in the historical process ",

while admitting that he remained a sincerely convinced Muslim.

Similarly, Dr. Rosenthal insists more than once that Ibn Khaldun

holds firmly to the doctrines of the SkarVa, and that by religion he

has in view the religion of Islam exclusively, yet it is one of the out-

standing features of his theory that he treats religion as no more

than one factor, however important it may be "
(p. 58). “ Religion

(he proceeds) is an important factor also in the autarchic State,

but it does not alone give its content to the State, not even to the

Islamic State. It is, like every phenomenon, liable to changes, at

least so far as its degree of intensity and the realization of its demands

are concerned. . . . The law of the State is derived from religion, but

1 Q. i, 337-8 ; translated in Rosenthal, p. 39. 2 Q. ii. 290,11. 9-ltf

4
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the State abstracts itself in practice from the whole compass of its

validity and follows its own aims. These, however, are determined

by power and lordship and extend to the wellbeing of the citizens,

primarily in this world, within the body of the State. . . . Human need

and human effort have founded the State as a necessity, and it exists

for man. The help of God lightened his work, the divine ordinance

directed him to the best way. the word of God urged him on and

supported his impulse towards conquest and power. But it is not

ad maiorem Dei gloriam that the State exists, but rather for the

protection of men and the ensuring of order " (pp. 59-60). At the

same time
<k
for Islamic thought, the formulations of the Religious

Law are ideal demands, and recognized as such also by Ibn Khaldun ’.

These two views, according to Dr. Rosenthal, exist side by side in

his work, but it is the former which is at the centre of his conceptions.

It seems to me that, in spite of the efforts made by both doctors

to reconcile such a view of religion and the State with the orthodox

standpoint of Ibn Khaldun, there is an unresolved contradiction

between these two statements. Ibn Khaldun was not only a Muslim,

but as almost every page of the Muqaddima bears witness, a Muslim

jurist and theologian, of the strict Malik! school. For him religion

was far and away the most important thing in life—we have seen that

he expressly calls- his study a thing of subsidiary value—and the

SharVa the only true guide. This means not just that Ibn Khaldun

was careful to safeguard himself in his arguments from the suspicion

of unorthodoxy—still less that, as Dr. Ayad would have us believe,

he " shows great adroitness in interpreting the Islamic Law in

accordance with his view, and so seeks to subordinate religion to his

own scientific theories **
(p. 173)—but that he did not and could not

introduce into his system anything that was logically incompatible

with the Islamic standpoint. He was all the less likely to do so since,

as M. Bouthoul (p. 17) points out, and as we shall have occasion to

recall further on. he was by early training and inclination strongly

attracted to logic and the rational sciences. Amongst his early works

cited by Dr. Ayad (p. 17) was a treatise on logic, and it is this logical

bent of his mind which supplies the key to the whole conception of the

Muqaddimi. Indeed, as Dr. Ayad shows more than once (pp. 57-8,

135. 159). in spite of his rejection of the logical systems of the meta-

physicians, based as they were on abstract a priori ideas, his own
insistence on the absolute validity of his deductions leads him at

times into premature generalizations.
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The explanation of his apparent reduction of religion to a secondary

place in his exposition is that in his work he is not concerned with

jjjl

religion, i.e. Islam, as such, but only with the part played by religion

in the outward course of history. The State occupies the central

place, because it is the subject of his study. But a careful examination

of the chapters which constitute the first three books of the Muqaddima

will show that he uses the term religion in two different senses. On the

one hand is religion in the true or absolute sense, when the whole

will of man is governed by his religious conviction and his animal

nature is held in check. Opposed to this is “ acquired religion",

a second-hand and relatively feeble thing, which saps his manhood

and fails to control his animal impulses .
1 This distinction underlies

also the chapter 2 That a religious rising (da'wa) unsupported by

‘asablya is doomed to failure upon which so much weight is placed

by these investigators, for Ibn Khaldun makes it quite clear that he is

speaking of religious movements which have no divine commission

behind them, and thus are religious only in the outward sense.

The ethical and Islamic basis of Ibn Khaldun's thought is, however,

implicit throughout his exposition, quite apart from his constant

appeal to texts from Qur'an and Tradition. His doctrine of causality

and natural law, which in Dr. Ayad's view stands in such sharp

opposition to Muslim theological views, is simply that of the sunnat

Allah so often appealed to in the Qur’an. Although for theological

purposes it was found necessary to insist that cause and effect are not

integrally connected, in so far as both the apparent cause and the

apparent effect are in reality separate divine creations, yet it was

accepted that God did in fact, by eternal “ custom v
, create the

appropriate “ effect " after creating the “cause"; indeed, without

this presupposition, the further doctrine of the special power bestowed

upon prophets of violation of natural order " (kharq ah'ado) would

have no meaning. It may, however, be allowed that Ibn Khaldun

lays much greater stress than most Muslim writers upon the inevitable

working of cause and effect as “ natural law

A similar conclusion emerges from his historical theory in the

strict sense. The association of men for mutual assistance “ fulfils

the wise purpose of God for their survival and preservation of the

species", and without it there would not be perfected “what God
has willed for the population of the world by them and His establish-

1 Cf. esp. Bk. ii, chap. 6, translated in R., pp. 68-9 (Q. i, 230-2), and ii, 27 (Q. i, 275).
2 Bk. iii, chap. 6 (Q. i, 286-90). translated in R., p. 54.
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ment of them as His vicegerents ". x The institution of kingship is

likewise ordained by God, whether it be good or evil, 2 and the

'asab~ya which furnishes the mechanism whereby it is attained is

itself due to the aid of God. 3 Thus even the civil state exists as part-

of the divine purpose. Ibn Khaldun then goes on to recognize several

varieties of states, classified according to their laws. 4 This passage is

particularly worth attention, in view of the express statements of

Dr. Rosenthal that Ibn Khaldun “ passes no judgments of value

and prefers no form of State over another “
(p. 47), and of Dr. Ayad

that “he refrains on principle from judgments of value” (p. 123).

” The state (says Ibn Khaldun) whose law is based upon violence and

superior force and giving full play to the irascible nature is tyranny

and injustice and in the eyes of the Law blameworthy, a judgment

in wdiieh also political wisdom concurs. Farther, the state whose law

is based upon rational government and its principles, without the

authority of the SharVa
,

5
is likewise blameworthy, since it is the

product of speculation without the light of God . . . and the principles

of rational government aim solely at worldly interests." Opposed

to both of these stands the Caliphate as the only perfect state, being

based on the true practice of the Shari'a, which furthers both the

temporal and spiritual interests of its subjects.6

The central position which the Caliphate or ideal state occupies

in Ibn Khaldun's thought may be supported by another argument.

It has been remarked above that Ibn Khaldun develops his thesis

along strictly logical lines, and a glance at the sequence of his chapters

shows that they lead up to and culminate in the Caliphate. 7 Having

1 Bk. i, ch. 1, l>t Mtiqaddima (Q. i. 70-1).

2 Bk. li, ch. 20 (Q. i. 259-60).
3 Bk. iii. eh. 4 (Q. i, 284).
4 Bk. iii. ch. 25, translated in R., 61-2 (Q. i, 342-3).

3 I)e Slane’s translation misses the point of the phrase mm ghairi nazari'shskar'i

inserted in Q. after h

i

-m uqtaddVsiyasat i tea ' ahkiimiha .

6 The same judgment is expressed in a '-lightly different fashion in Bk. ii, ch. 20
(Q. j. 259-60), from which it is clear that Ibn Khaldun's connotation of the term
Caliphate is general and not restricted to the historical Caliphate.

7 It is the chief defect of Dr. Rosenthal’s otherwise admirable survey of Ibn
Khaldun’s political thought that he has overlooked the logical sequence of his exposi-

tion. and by shuffling about his < hapters unwittingly distorts his point of view. For
example, in the section headed *• The evolution of the State ” the order of the passages
which he has .-elected is as follows — Bk. ii, ch. 15; iii, 14; in, 17; ii, 16; iii, l,> ;

ii. 18; iii, 11; iii. 12 ; ni, 16 ; ii. 22, m, 2 ; ni, 3 ; ii. 4 ; ii. 5 ; ii. 23 ; iii, 7 ;

iii. 8; iii, 18; iii, 10; iii, 13; iii 47; ni. 46.
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reached this point he halts to discuss in elaborate detail the organiza-

tion associated with the Caliphate
,

1 before passing on to investigate

the causes of the decay of the State and its final destruction. It is

in the course of this discussion that he explains the gradual trans-

formation of the historical Arab Caliphate into an ordinary kingship ,

2

as due to the force of ‘asablya amongst the Umayyad family (though

not, in his view, amongst the early Umayyad rulers themselves)

regaining an ascendency over the religious enthusiasm which had

restrained it in the time of the early Caliphs.

Thus it is impossible to avoid the impression that Ibn Khaldun,

besides setting out to analyse the evolution of the State, was, like the

other Muslim jurists of his time, concerned with the problem of

reconciling the ideal demands of the SharVa with the facts of history.

The careful reader will note how he drives home the lesson, over and

over again, that the course of history is what it is because of the

infraction of the SharVa by the sin of pride, the sin of luxury, the sin

of greed .

3 Even in economic life it is only when the ordinances of the

SharVa are observed that prosperity follows .

4 Since mankind will

not follow the SharVa it is condemned to an empty and unending

cycle of rise and fall, conditioned by the '"natural” and inevitable

consequences of the predominance of its animal instincts. In this

sense Ibn Khaldun may be a ” pessimist
57

or determinist ”, but his

pessimism has a moral and religious, not a sociological, basis.

1 Dr. Ayad points out that Ibn Khaldun denies that the Caliphate (or Imamate)

is one of the “ pillars of the faith but fails to observe that it is the Shi" it

e

doctrine

that he rejects, and that in his arguments against the rational necessity of the Caliphate

(iii, 26 ; Q. i, 345-6) he is in complete agreement with the classical doctrine expounded
by al-Mawardl (p. 4).

2 Bk. iii, eh. 28 (Q. i, 367 ff.); note especially wrilam ynzhari 'ttaghayynru ilia

jt’l-iv3zi*i *lladhi kcina dinan thurnma ’nqalaba ‘asablyatan wa-saifan (Q. 375, 9-10).

This instance brings out clearly that what Ibn Khaldun means by “ natural

”

development in social and political life is very different from the mechanical doctrine

which Dr. Ayad regards as the outstanding feature of his theory.

3 M. Bouthoul's accusation (p. 88) that Ibn Khaldun's outlook is governed by
a kind of intellectual sadism, characteristic of mediaeval mentality ”, appears to

me very wide of the mark. Cf. again Bk. v, c-h. 6 (Q. ii. 290).

4 Bk. iii, ch. 38 (Q. ii, 79).
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Notes on some Ismaili Manuscripts

Compiled by A. S. Tritton

From information supplied by Dr. Paul Kraus

rPHE School of Oriental Studies has bought a small collection of

Ismaili books which were the property of a Bohra mullah in

India. He died about three years ago. and some of his books went to

his son who had become a Christian. Having no interest in Ismaili

theology he arranged with a missionary to sell them outside India.

It looks as if the library had been divided in a way typical of India,

one heir getting the first volume of a work and another the second.

On the flyleaf of one manuscript is a list of books belonging to

a former owner. Five of the ten are found in part in this collection.

Others are the Kitdb at-Tahdra which is almost certainly part of the

Da'aim al-Isldm
;
the Kitdb al Mandkib wal Mathdlib

,
a historical

work by the kadi An-Nu man describing the good qualities of the

prophet's family and the bad qualities of the Umayyads, including

those of Spain
;
and the life of Al-MiTayyad fi ’1-din Abu Nasr

Hibatullah, which has been summarized by Dr. al-Hamdani in JRAS.

(1932), p. 126. The rest cannot be identified.

Little has been published about this literature. There is something

about it in an article by E. Griflini in ZDMG., v. 69, p. 87, and in

another by Dr. Kraus in Der Islam
,

v. 19. p. 243
;

see also L.

Massignon, Esquisse d une Bibliographie Qarmate,” in A volume

of Oriental Studies 'presented to E. G. Browne
,
329 fi. The fullest account

is that- given in the doctoral dissertation of A. H. F. al-Hamdani,

entitled The Doctrines and History of the Ismaili Da'wat in Yemen,

available in the library of the University of London. Besides theology

they had their own history, the chief work being the Uyun al-Akhbdr

of the da
b

I Idris b. al-Hasan (d. c . a.h. 860), in seven volumes.

Copyist Jc. o o in the time of o.

rlj O', f. 148 ;
lines to a page, 18 or 19 (short)

; titles

mostly in red : Oriental paper
;
thick writing, clumsy but legible.

Seventeen parts.

VOL. VII. PART 1. 3
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One of the famous books of kadi An-Nu‘man, composed before his

V| (see No. 4).

2 .

Copyist .... in a.h. 1315 ;
f. 145

;

lines to a page, 18 or 20.

It ends with Jj' J preceded by the account

of the circumcision of twelve thousand boys.

Badly written.

Author An-Nu £man, the chief kadi of Ai-Muizz (Massignon,

“ Esquisse d’une Bibliographic Qarmate,*' No. 16). The book consists

of two big volumes, each of some four hundred pages, and deals with

the speeches of the imams, especially of Al-MiTizz, which were written

down and published by AndSVman. A book of great literary value

and undoubtedly genuine.

3. C?YI j jUY! c^a Jcf

The title in the MS. is jV Y I <UjY1 (') (j. Parts 13

and 14.

Part 13 : \ ^
Part 14 begins lA f. 80 ;

lines to a page, 15.

At the end three pages of oddments
;
the miraculous stopping of

a flood in the Euphrates by £
Ali, etc., and a little Urdu.

Author : the kadi An-Nu‘man. It is the great history of Islam

from the Ismaili standpoint.

The wThole contains sixteen parts : 1, Muhammad
; 2-10,

£

A1I

;

11-12, Khadija, Fatima, Hasan, Husain
;

13-14, the imams up to

Ja'far b. Muhammad ; 15-16, AI-Mahdi billah and the following

imams. It is quoted as early as a.h. 400.

4.

Copyist

:

Written a.h. 1309. ^ JsUI

s*' f* 250 ;
lines to a page, 18 (one page written upside dowm).

Volume 1 ;
ending with .

The famous Ismaili fiqh hook by kadi an-Nu'man.
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5. jLo

^ *1^ ^ ^ (^y
*a]

^ ^ »A> ^
*-\l ^ ^ ^ ^,L>-^ ^ ^ J Ij

a\J| A—ft ^ *s2.>

Copyist: i'-A^- 3> iSJy^J <*ft yC* dr <jc~Jd -A_^o

Written 5 Sha
£

ban, 1309. On the flyleaf JjVI \ji~\
;

on f. 9a
«

t

JUI \JA, etc., with no divisions in the text. f. 70 ;
lines to

a page, 16.

Author: dr dr <Ji!l ^ j>K

He was the chief daT of al-Mustansir : his activity lasted from about

a.h. 429 to 470 (see Encyc. of Islam
,

s.v. al-Mu’aiyad fi’l-Dln, and

JRAS ., 1932, p. 126).

He is called Salmani because he claimed to stand to the imam
in the same relation as Salman al-Farisi did to the prophet.

At the end is a poem introduced by (j\ J15.

6. Ao f}\

Volume 1 : f. 174 ;
lines to a page, 17. The margins have been cut,

damaging notes. Thick Oriental paper
;
the writing is very like No. 1.

Early leaves badly damaged. Copyist
: dr •

Marginal notes : a. 1122.

b. jiL> Jf- O o'®- (?) %> jLJ Jc. . . . IAft ^3

dr (?) **» V diJUj Urfu,

L »A*£, -^T
^

-
fr* .

Muhammad b. Tahir is the author
; he was ma'dhun of the dai

Ibrahim b. ahHusain al-Hamidi, and is praised in the diwan of ‘All

b. Muhammad b. ahWalld (see No. 7a).

The complete work consists of two volumes
; it is one of the early

compendia of Ismalli doctrine in the Yemen da
(wa .
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Contents

The prayers : the external form.

Mystical interpretation of the single prayers, e.g. the sunset prayer

is like ‘All the deputy.

Explanation of the prayers as a whole.

Explanation of faith.

Explanation of the pillars of faith : begins ” Know that the outer

and inner meanings of the law have seven pillars, purity, prayers,

alms, fasting, pilgrimage, endeavour (? holy war), and belief in the

nearness of God \YJ\ . (The inner meaning of alms is that wealth

in its entirety is knowledge.)

Explanation of prayer from the Kitab al-shawdhid ical-baydn .

Explanation of ‘In the name of God the All-merciful

The book of the explanation of the Confession and its opposites.

(Mystic letters in the names of angels, prophets, and imams.)

On substances and accidentia, a summary from the pamphlet

on the composition of the body. Perhaps from the Ikhwdn cd-Safd.

From the fourth letter of the IkJnvdn cd-Safd (vol. i. p. 116, Egypt).

Words on education
; by Muhammad b. Tahir. About the Shi'a.

Letter of Shahriyar b. al-Hasan. Answer to a question about the

world corporeal and spiritual.

Letter containing the charter revealed with the good news to our
lord. By Muhammad b. Tahir.

Letter of investigations. Muhammad b. Tahir.

Knowledge of the body and the soul and the difference

between them.

Knowledge of the four souls.

Risalat al-Muntabakh
,
by Muhammad b. 'All b. abl Yazld.

The story of Amlak the Greek : begins “ ‘Amlak the Greek said

to his teacher Kusta b. Lukia ".

Risalat al-Daruj
,
by al-Dhuaib b. Musa.

The letter of the nine investigations.

The letter entitled Mulkamat al-Adhhdn ivantabihat (?) al-Wusnan
,

by 'All b. Muhammad b. al-Walld.

Excellencies of the chief of the people and his miracles including

the story of the camels.

Letter on definitions and writings from the Ikhwdn al-Safd. Pegins :

“ The prophets are ambassadors of God to his creatures
; the learned
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are the heirs of the prophets
;
the wise are the best of the learned.

It is said that seven laudable qualities are in the wise.”

Section on geometry.

Risalat talifat al-talib iva umniyat al-rdghib
,
that is risalat al-diV :

by ‘All b. al-Husain b. al-Walld.

Tarbiyat jdmvat mnfidat.

7. Two Tracts in one Volume

(&) <J oJu j

j

Author : VI jJ
J\

^ Cr a!Ij

Copyist : 4^ a> O 10 Jumada 1, 1313.

f. 36 ; lines to a page, 17.

Blanks left for titles : sections noted in the margin by another hand.

Note : O J^ftJ xr- <j\ l*Vj*j \ix+» ^jJI <01 ufta l)

O-^l lA'Ooj L-Aow <J^>»VI

The author is one of the most famous daJs of the later Ismaili

da‘wa in the Yemen. He died 27 Sha'ban, 612. An earlier book

J^VI 4L*j was a criticism of the sects from an Ismaili

standpoint. This one is a constructive complement to the earlier.

Contents

|c
—

1

Aaii- \j Xz>- I I ^
aJ L*AJI Aali-1 ^

A^> A, I o ^ ^ ^ I ^

(b) jA ^ftj aIUj

Author: O jlLAJI

Copyist as (n). 21 Jumada 1, 1313.

f. 13
;

lines to a page, 17.

Note on flyleaf : JX> Li!1 jX\ Xs* ^jLzA] I I Aft ol j

aJ-I Cr

Chap. 1

Chap. 2

Chap. 3
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The author died 16 Muharram, 592. He was aided in his duties as

da‘I by Muhammad b. Tahir (see No. 6) and ‘All b. Muhammad b.

al-Walld (see No. 7a), the second succeeding him in office.

The book deals in eighteen chapters with all kinds of

philosophical and theological questions.

8. Lwj de* \**}\*S^

Part 1, f. 81 ;
lines 16 ;

3 tables
;
red lines round some pages.

Part 2, f. 82 ;
lines 16 or 18. Written l <3

Part 3, f. 88 ;
lines 16. Written Lj.

Written in a.h. 1309 ;
ugly writing.

Author : L t y dr dr^* He lived in the first half of

the tenth century a.h. Of Indian origin he came to Yemen and

studied with the da‘I Hasan, son of the historian and da‘i Idris Tmad
ud Din. The book, which has seven parts, is partly an autobiography

and partly extracts from older Ismaili writings.

9. U, jUJi 4luj

^,*4" > j S!>LaJl ^yA

No name of author.

Written in a.h. 1296 or 1299.

Copyist

:

f. 121 ; lines to a page, 7 or 8. Titles in yellow.

Three chapters

1.
(

A«di v ls^'j jcAl' S'* a

2. y* <cli!l ^L»V1 ill j

o

3. y* l^j U s-WaJIj d>^^ «! o!>LJI
L^» <3

uu.

1 MS.
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10. aIa)I

Author perhaps 4)1 ^ .

Written a.h. 1329.

f. 61 (1 to 39 European paper, 40-60 Oriental). Some of the

European paper and all the Oriental with its margins is written

diagonally. Perhaps different hands.

f. 1. Traditions.

f. 5. Fetawa, beginning :

—

JJ3~ tjj.

<y J3
^ O'

. -A« ^ 1^ I 1 ^ ^ )

At the end ninety rules about marriage.

The fetawa deal with marriage, divorce, and kindred matters.

11. jc.^ i*j JzS'

Copyist : *v)J1 <L#> %, <j- jjv—i-l -Lx-. Written at Jubbulpur,

a.h. 1347. f. 304 ;
lines to a page, 17 or 18.

^Jc ^

cl <JL_jlr JcfT ^ja {J jj) pic

.JjVI *> JJV '

A blank page is left and the second section (<J$) iJLaJ I) begins

with 1lil . The volume ends in the seventh part with jjJiJlj .

Another part of the same work.

Incomplete at both ends, f. Ill
;

lines to a page, 13 ;
Oriental

paper, big coarse writing.

Begins £.t)l lj^-1 ^Ul

Ends jy^l ^A^-i

Deals with pilgrimage, ending with





A Qastda on the Destruction of Baghdad

by the Mongols

Bv Joseph de Somogyi

(PLATE I)

TTARDLY ever has Islam survived a more disastrous and more

mournful event than the destruction of Baghdad by the

Mongols of Hulaghu Khan in the middle of the month of al-Muharram

of the year 656/January, 1258* The Mongol conqueror, after having

subdued the Assassins, turned against the capital of the ‘Abbasids

and captured it without any resistance. The fall of the ‘Abbasid

caliphate was followed by a veritable reign of terror which lasted for

forty days. Baghdad was plundered during this dismal period, its

entire population was massacred mercilessly with the exception of the

Christians, the co-religionists of Hulaghu Khan's wife and father.

The Caliph al-Musta
k

sim and his sons fell victims to the fury of the

enraged conqueror, who put them to death. And to complete the

disaster, a great conflagration destroyed many parts of the city. 1

But all the more remarkable is the fact that we possess only very

scanty accounts of this veritable martyrdom of Islam in Arabic

literary sources. The most reliable author on the history of the

‘Abbasids, Ibn al-Athir, closes his Al-kamil fit-ta’rlkh as early as the

year 628/1230-1. Among the later historians “ neither Abul-Faraj

nor Abulfida affords much information on this subject. Indeed, of the

Mongol siege in the seventh century a.h. we know far less than we do,

thanks to Tabari, of the first siege in the time of the Caliph Amin

in the second century a.h." 2

So far as Arabic literature is concerned,3 we possess only three

descriptions of some length of these disastrous days of the history of

Islam. One is by Ibn at-Tiqtaqa, who in 701 '1301-2 wrote his famous

Al-fatdb al-FaJchri jil-addb as-sidtdniyya wad-duwal al-islamiyya ,

1 For the details see G. Le Strange, Baghdad during the ‘Abhanid Caliphate, Oxford-

London, 1900, p. 343.
2 See Le Strange, op. cit., p. 340.
3 As for Persian literature, the following historical works contain narratives of

this event
: (1) The Tahaqat an-Xaxirl, written shortly after 656, 1258, is a con-

temporary authority on the times of Hulaghu ; (2) the Jdmi' at-tawdrJkh , Rashid-

addin's well-known work, finished in 710 1310-11, provides a fairly clear account

of the siege operations
; (3) the history of Wasvif, the historiographer of Ghazan.

the Ilkhiin of Persia, written in TOO 130O-I, contains only the data related also by

Rashidaddln. See Le Strange, op. cit., pp. 340-1.
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at the end of which 1 he describes the Mongol siege. The second is

by Ibn al-Furat, who lived one century later (died in 807 1404-5),

and records the same event in his hitherto unedited Ta'rikh ad-duwal

u'al-muluk .
2 The third is by adh-Dhahabi (died in 748/1348), who in

his hitherto unedited and voluminous Ta'rikh aUisldm 3 devotes

a separate chapter to the fall of Baghdad, 4 which not only gives

a detailed account of the event, but also includes a qaslda lamenting

the decline of the glorious city.

The Author.—The author of this qaslda is called by adh-Dhahabi

Taqladdin Isma'il ibn abi’l-Yusr. His name is not to be found in any

European bibliographical work on Arabic literature, because no

literary work bearing this name has come down to us. In Oriental

bibliographical works on Arabic literature we only find two references

to this author. The one is contained in the Fawdt al-Wafaydt of

Muhammad ibn Shakir al-Kutubl (died in 764 1362-3), the continuator

of Ibn Khallikan’s Wafciyat al-cCydn. At the beginning of his work

al-Kutubl gives a short biographical account on the author of our

qaslda .

5 His name is accordingly Taqladdin ibn abil-Yusr IsmaTl

ibn Ibrahim ibn abid-Yusr, musnid ash-ShdmJ’ His uncle was

a scribe of the chancery of the Ayyubid Nuraddln, and he himself was

scribe to an-Nasir Da’ud, 6 who was also a good poet. He is characterized

by al-Kutubl as being “ distinguished in letter-writing, excellent in

poetry and very eloquent in speaking He was charged with the

prince’s chancery, with the superintendency of the cemetery, and with

other administrative affairs.

Al-Kutubfs record is supplemented by a reference in as-Suvutfs

continuation of the Tabaqdt al-huffdz of adh-Dhahabi, 7 where we read

that it was from a certain Ibn abi'l-Yusr that the grammarian

Shamsaddin Muhammad ibn Muhammad ibn "Abbas ibn abl Bakr

ibn Ja‘wan (died in 674/1275-6) learnt. As this scholar lived at the

time of an-Nasir Da'ud, this reference undoubtedly relates to our

author, not to his father, who bore the same name of Ibn abi’l-Yusr.

1 See the edition of W. Ahlvvardt, Gotha-Gottingcn, 1860, pp. 383-8.
2 See Le Strange, op. eit„ p. 343, note.

3 See ray paper, The Ta'rikh abisVun of adh-Dhahabi,
1

' JRAS.. 1932, pp. 815-855.
4 See the MS. of the Bodleian Library (Urv), No. 654, fols. 248-250, under the

title Kaina Baghdad.
5 See the edition of Bulaq, a.h. 1299, vol. i, pp. 12-14.
6 See the Mukhtasar ta rilh abhathar of AbulHda, printed at Istanbul 1286, vol. iii,

pp. 204-5. according to which an-Nasir Da'ud, the son of al-Mahk al-Mu‘azzam, died

on 27 Juraada'1-Cla, 656 2 June, 1258.
7 See the edition of Wustenfeld, xxi, 3.
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Our author’s excellent qualities as recorded bv al-Kutubi, and in

particular his talent for poetry, were certainly well known in his own

time. Al-Kutubi quotes some lines from his poetical works, but does

not mention any independent anthology or other work by him. This

is probably due to the circumstance that his poems were read only

by a limited number of courtiers and scholars in Damascus. In view

of this, it is fortunate that adh-Dhahabl, who lived about half a century

later, could still recover a qaslda by him and preserve it in his Tarlkk

al-isldm , in the narrative of a.h. 656.

The Poem .—It is owing to adh-Dhahabf s conscientious citation of

his sources that this poem remains as the only work known to be

extant of Taqladdln IsmaTl ibn abi'l-Yusr. Considering the care

shown by adh-Dhahabl in quoting and copying his authorities, there

can be no doubt that this poem also was rendered by him as

accurately as possible.

Among the MSS. of the Tarlkh ahisldm we possess two volumes

containing our qaslda. One is in the Bodleian Library, No. 654 in

the catalogue of Ury. In this MS., which was written by a hand later

to adh-Dhahabi, the qaslda is contained on foil. 249-96. The other

MS. is hi Istanbul in the Aya-Sophia library. No. 3013, and has not

been yet catalogued. As, according to Professor 0. Spiesz, who has

seen this MS., it is an autograph of adh-Dhahabl himself, 1
it is from this

latter MS. that I have copied the text of the qaslda ,

2 to which I have

appended an English translation.

i/;L as LA^Vb 0> jL>i >\za ’j* jruj

l/jjr V ,0yi

jLUi AS >x±\ a_> Ci> cAH *% i^
jC/T hCY’i sbA'jj

1 See his “ Beitrage zur arabischen Literaturgeschichte", Abhandlungen fur die

Kunde des Morgenlande*, Leipzig, 1932, p. 70.

2 I have to thank the obliging courtesy of the direction of the Archaenlogisches

Institut des Deutschen Reiches* Abteilung Istanbul, which has been so kind as to

have the poem photographed from the MS. of the Aya-Sophia library and to obtain

for this purpose a special permit from the Ministry of Public Instruction at Ankara.

The photograph is reproduced in the accompanying plate.

3 In the MS. of the Bodleian Library jloJl.
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1. The fast-flowing tears give tidings of [the fate of] Baghdad
;

why stayest thou, when the lovers have departed ?

2. Ye pilgrims to az-Zawra* 1 go not forth
;

for in that sanctuary

and abode is no inhabitant,

3. The crown of the Caliphate and the house whereby the rites of

the Faith were exalted is laid waste by desolation.

4. There appear in the morning light traces of the assault of decay

in its habitation, and tears have left their marks upon its ruins.

5. O fire of my heart, for a fire of clamorous war that blazed out

upon it, when a whirlwind smote the habitation

!

6. High stands the Cross over the tops of its minbars, and he whom
a girdle 2 used to confine has become master.

7. How many an inviolate household has the Turk taken captive

with violent hands, though before that curtain were many
protecting bastions !

8. How many [youths like] full moons [in beauty] upon al-Badrivya 3

have been eclipsed, and never again shall there be a rising of

full moons therefrom (v.l. “ of the tribe or quarter )

!

9. How many treasures have become scattered abroad through

plundering, and passed into the possession of infidels !

10. How many punishments have been inflicted by their swords

upon men's necks, how many burdens [of sin] there laid down !

11. I called out, as the captives were dishonoured and licentious

men of the enemy dragged them to ravishment

—

12. And they were driven like cattle to the death that they beheld,
£< The Fire, O my Lord, rather than this—not the shame !

”

13. God knows that the people [of Baghdad] were made negligent

by what they enjoyed of divine favours, wherein was

abundance,

14. So they grew heedless of the wrath of the Almighty, since they

became negligent , and there came upon them a mighty one of

the hosts of infidelity,

15. Who shall aid men against calamities which tell us of that wherein

is [for us] summons to judgment and warning ?

1 Baghdad, said to be so called because one of its inner gates was set askew
{izwfirrat—so Qlmus, s.v., but for other explanations see Le Strange, Bmjhdnth p. 11).

2 The zunn'jr, or cord waistband, was one of the distinguishing marks of Jews
and Christians.

3 A quarter of Baghdad near the Bab Badr ; Le Strange, op. eit., pp. 270-2.
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16. After the capture of all the house of al-‘Abbas, may no brightening

illumine the face of the dawn !

17. Nothing has ever given me pleasure since their departure save

Sayings of the Prophet that I pass on and Traditions of the

Fathers.

18. There remains for neither the Faith nor the world, now that they

are gone, any market of glory, for they have passed away
and perished.

19. Truly the Day of Judgment has been held in Baghdad, and her

term, when to prosperity succeeds adversity.

20. The family of the Prophet and the household of learning have

been taken captive, and whom, think you, after their loss,,

will cities contain ?

21. I never hoped that I should remain when they had gone, but

destiny has intervened before my choice.

An Analysis .—As regards its contents, our qasida can be divided

into three nearly equal parts. The first part (11. 1-6), after a short

invocation, describes Baghdad as a venerated centre of religion which

was laid waste by the enemies of Islam, who are accused of promoting

Christianity (1. 6). The second part (11. 7-14) poetically describes the

sack and plundering of the once rich city and the slaughter of its

inhabitants, and hints that those terrors are a punishment inflicted

by God for the heedlessness of His people (11. 13-14). The third part

(11. 15-21) is a mournful final accord which is not unlike the “ lasciate

ogni speranza
'

’ of Dante : there is no hope left after the fall of the

‘Abbasids under whose rule the city flourished and the sciences were

cultivated
;
even the poet himself had not hoped to remain alive after

that veritable Day of Judgment (1. 21).

Our poem is consequently a funeral ode and belongs to a special

class of qasidas. In their development all the earliest varieties of

Arabic poetry assumed the qasida-form, and the dirge (marthiyya) also

shared in this process. The sentiments felt at the death of the beloved

were first expressed by the simple unpoetical niydJta, then by saf-

verses, of which there developed short metric sayings of some length,

and finally the perfect marthiyya in the metric varieties of the qasidaJ
Our qasida consequently belongs to the class of the nvtrthiyya-qasidas .

But whereas the marthiyya , as a rule, laments the loss of a prominent

1 See Goldziher, Bemerkungen zur arabischen Trauerpoesie, Vienna Oriental
Journal. vol. xvi, 1902, pp. 307-311.
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person or a tribe, enumerating bis or its qualities, our qasida is a typical

example of a funeral ode lamenting the fall of a city.

Our poem, nevertheless, has all the necessary requisites and

characteristic features common to every qasida. Short as it is

—

consisting only of twenty-one double verses—it is a fine piece of post-

classical Arabic poetry written in elegant language, and in the basit

metre, the solemn rhythm of which is especially suited to the dirge.

But, in addition to these common characteristics of the qasida y

our poem also shows some peculiarities shared by the marthiyya-

qasidas only.

(1) The absence of the nasib. Whereas in the ordinary qasida the

opening nasib is an essential requisite, it never occurs in the

marthiyya-qasida
,
since the object of the funeral ode is quite different. 1

Instead of the nasib there are some constant formulae with which

a marthiyya begins. Thus the poet sometimes refers to the tears shed

on a tragic event, which is also to be seen in our qasida referring to the

tears of those who lament the fall of Baghdad (1. 1).

(2) The repetition of the name of the lamented person, 2 which is

represented here by some poetical names of Baghdad, as az-Zawrd
?

(1. 2) and Taj al-khildfa (1. 3).

(3) The repetition of the same phrase at the beginning of several

consecutive double-verses. This had been regarded from the beginning

as a peculiarity of the niyaha , and, retained through its later poetical

development, it was also used in the period of decadence as an

archaistic rhetorical trick employed not only in the marthiyya-qasida
,

but also in other classes of qasidas .
3 Thus we see in our qasida the four-

fold repetition of the phrase iva kam and how many (11. 7-10). 4

With these characteristic features our qasida is a fine marthiyya-

qasida from the period of decadence of Arabic literature. It is worthy

of our attention for two reasons.

Firstly, it is the only hitherto known work of Taqladdln IsmaTl

1 Ibid., pp. 327-330, where we read that according to Ibn Rashiq in his ‘ Umda fl

mahdsin ash-shi'r, he could not find any nasibs in the mardthi with the exception of

a qasida by Durayd ibn a$-Simma. But even this exception is explained by the

circumstance that this poem was written one year after the death of the lamented
person, when the blood-ransom for his sake had been fulfilled already, so that the

poet could employ a nasib to express his other feelings with the deceased person.
2 Ibid., pp. 313-14.
3 Ibid., pp. 314-320.
4 The same tea kam is repeated by Abu Nuwas thirteen times in a qasida (Diwan,

ed, by Iskandar Asaf, Cairo, 1898, p. 140). See the note in Goldziher, op. cit., p. 315.
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ibn abil-Yusr and a specimen of post-classical Arabic poetry written

in the refined style of the court-poets.

Secondly, it is to our knowledge the only poem lamenting the fall of

Baghdad and is an excellent poetical expression of the contemporary

sentiment felt at the fall of the ‘Abbasids and at the tragedy of their

capital. Despite the decadence of the last 'Abbasids, their prestige

was still so great throughout the Muslim world that even the court-

poet of the then flourishing Avvubid dynasty in Damascus could not

help lamenting that with them the splendour of Islam had passed away

and that after the capture of the Prophet's family he could not hope

either to remain alive. His presentiment was justified, because one

generation later, in 699-700/1299-1301, his own city, Damascus,

and the Ayyubid empire were invaded by the same Mongols who,

after destroying the
::
crown of the caliphate swept over all the

Muslim Orient.



Early Arabic Printing at the Cape of Good Hope

By S. A. Rochlix

V- 1 ’

A THOROUGH and scientific treatment of the historiography of^ the African Muslim peoples and institutions south of the Zambesi

is a long-felt and eminent want. As yet, this particular field of research

has hardly been explored, and its results, if collected and evaluated,

would add tangibly to our contemporary knowledge of Oriental

penetration in lands where Europeans have founded new homes and

fostered a vitalist conception of Occidental civilization.

Especially in South Africa, with its thousands of Muslim devotees

adding weight to the daily and serious problems of the country, such

a survey should be encouraged for, as the most erudite of South

African historians—the late Dr. George McCall Tlieal—recalled in an

interview before he left London (vide Cape Times. February, 1926),

the more he had delved into the manuscripts at Lisbon and at the

Vatican, the more convinced he had become that the Arabic

historiographers and geographers were worth the study of the Cape

historian. More fittingly has the late Sir Thomas Arnold expressed

this conviction :
“ Very little notice has been taken of these Muslims

by European travellers, or even by their co-religionists until recently.”

(The Preaching of Islam
,
London, 1896, p. 284.) 1

Prompted by this motive, this small contribution to Islamica

essays to reveal another facet of the growth of Muslim society in

South Africa. I attempt to trace the one or two efforts made to

introduce Arabic printing at the Cape of Good Hope as well as the

1 The case is otherwise when one searches the range of Africana for references by
European travellers (from the early days of the D.E.I.C. until our times) to local

Muslims, who are more popularly called “ Cape Malays —a name which has been
applied broadly to the co-religionists of various races who came from the Eastern
seas, India, Ceylon, Eastern Africa, and whose oldest section came from the Malay
Archipelago. Much material exists, but it has not yet received adequate attention.

It is clear that Sir Thomas Arnold did not have the opportunity to conduct such a

search. In his Pt caching of Islam (second edition. London, 1913, pp. 350-2), he gives

a short history of this people. Anent them the brilliant series of articles on “ Vertolking

aan die Kaap in Maleis en Portugees
" and " MaleDe on Portuguese Relikte aan die

Kaap van Vandag ", which appeared in the Cape Town Afrikaans weekly. Die
Huisgcnont. between May and November, 1930, and written by Professor Dr. J. L. M.
Franken, repay scrutiny for linguistic purpose^. Cf. “Two Cape Town Catechism**

"

in the Moslem World (New York. October, 1925), and S. M. Zwemer's Across the

World of Islam (New York, 1929, p. 252) for present day instances.

VOL. vii. part 1. 4
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broader non-Islamie causes which necessitated this movement. 1

At the same time, it must he taken into consideration that typography

was introduced only recently into the Arabic-thinking world, 2 and this

aspect, too. cannot be left out of our picture.

Before proceeding with my main case, I desire to point out this

fact (for it, too, has some bearing on our discussion), that Qur ans

were available for local religious purposes 3 some time before 1806

—

the year which saw the final conquest of the Cape of Good Hope

by the British—and so helped to spread the knowledge of matters

1 Xo full-sized history of local printing has been compiled. Xeither A. C. G. Lloyd

in The Printing Pre*s : First Production in South Africa (Cape Town, 1910), nor

Sydney Mendelssohn in his authoritative South African Bibliography (London, 1910),

throw any light on our subject. Dr. R. A. Xicholson’s A Literary History of the

Arab* (second edition, Cambridge, 1930) does not, of course, mention it at all.

2 For example, in Persia, c. a.d. 1816-17 (The Press and Poetry of Modern Persia :

Partly Based on the Manuscript Work of Mlrza Muhammad *All Khan “ Tarbiyai ”

of Tabriz . by E. G. Browne (Cambridge, 1914, p. 8) ) and in Constantinople about

1727 (Encyc. of Islam, s.v. Turks, iv, 919u : c-f. A History of the War in Bosnia ,

trans. from the Turkish by C. Fraser, London, Oriental Trans. Fund, 1830, p. 884).
3 It may be of interest to note that Old and Xew Testaments in Arabic lettering

were sent to the Cape from Holland for transmission to the East. Cf. Kaapse
Archiefstukken Lopende over het Jaar 1778, door K.M. Jeffreys, M.A. (Cape Town,

1926, pp. 497, 499);
* t Ontvangen met ‘ de Behemoth ’ den 27th Dee., 1778.” J. ,S.

Mayson in his The Malays of Cape Town (Manchester, 1855, p. 8) states that in

“ 1820-1 a number of distinguished Arabs, from the Island of Johanna in the

Mozambique Channel, visited the Colony. They were kindly received by the Govern-

ment, and were hospitably entertained by the Malays, whom they further instructed

in the faith and practice of Islam, and with whom they (the Malays) have since

corresponded, sending them also supplies of the Koran and other books.”

Also, 1 may refer to the presence of two Muslim authors at the Cape sometime during

the eighteenth century, seeing, as far as lam aware, that as yet no presentable account

of their careers have been published, and Mendelssohn does not index their volumes
in his South African Bibliography. They, too, knew' Arabic, and are, perhaps, the

first of their co-religionists to have penned something regarding the Cape. (1) Shigurf
Xamaki Yelacf, or Excellent Intelligence Concerning Europe

,
being the Travels of

Mirzn Itewt Modeen , translated from the Original Persian MS., etc., by J. E.
Alexander (London, 1827). C. E. Bucklancl in his Dictionary of Indian Biography
{London, 1906, pp. 217-18), writes thus, inter alia :

“ Itisam-ud-Din (?) . . .

about 1765-6 accompanied Captain Sw inton to Europe as munHii. on a mission to
deliver Shah Alain’s letter to George HI : he was the first educated native of Bengal
to visit England and describe his journey : returned after nearly three years’ absence
to India : wrote the Shiguif-nama. or * Wonder Book ’

; a popular work in India :

he was careful and painstaking in his observations.” Cf. H. G. Keene’s An Oriental

Biographical Dictionary (London. 1894, p. 186). (2) The Travels of Mirza Abu Taleb
Khan m Asia . Africa , and Europe during the year v 1799, 1800, 1801, 1802, and 1803,
written by himself in the Persian Language, and translated by Charles Stewart
(London, 1S10, 2 \o!s). According to the* British Museum (ieneral ('dialogue, vol. i,

p. 246, Abu Taleb Khan edited the works of Hafiz (in Persian, 1791). The best
biography of him (to my mind) is to be found in Michaud’s Biographie CniverseUe
(Paris. 1843, vol. i, pp. 85-7).
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devotional among them. Zwemer writes thus :
“ Another name in

the early history of Islam in South Africa is that of Abdullah Abdu-

Salam, a later convict who, when he received his liberty, called the

Moslems together, and instructed them in their faith. He knew the

Arabic Koran by heart, and is said to have written out the whole of

it from memory. This first copy of the Cape Koran is a treasured

possession in the Moslem community. He died at the age of ninety-five,

and many of the faithful visit his grave on Fridays, and his tombstone

which, although well kept, bears no inscription. His descendants

became prominent men in the Moslem community of South Africa.

One of them is head of a dervish order.*’ (Across the World of Islam
,

pp. 245—6). Alas, there is no definiteness about the local edition

of the Qur’an, and no trustworthy written evidence exists regarding

the scribe ever having performed such a labour.

The first notification of an attempted introduction of Arabic

printing in this country appeared in this wise :

—

“ Among the publications recently received in the South African

Public Library is a work entitled Roostum Zaboolee and Soohrah
"

and in the Appendix to this volume we observe an English version of

the Hidayut-ool-Islam ,
or a Guide to Faith and Practice ,

being

the Booh of Common Prayer of the Moohmnmudans : Translated from

the Arabic, Persian, and Hindoostanee Languages, by W. T. Robertson,

Esq., of the Bengal Civil Establishment. We understand that this

gentleman, who is at present in Cape Town, intends to get the original

Text printed in the Arabic character, together with his translation into

English, and a version into the Dutch tongue, for the benefit of the

Malay Moslims throughout the Colony of the Cape of Good Hope. It

was his intention, we believe, to have printed the work at this place

—

but, as none of the local presses can supply Oriental type, he proposes

to superintend the printing of the Text, together with English and
Dutch translations, on his approaching return to Calcutta. It is self-

evident that a Book of Common Prayer, in a language understood by the

community of Malays in this Colony, must prove valuable and
acceptable as well as useful and instructive.

Debased, depraved, ignorant, and self-willed as the Malays of

Cape Town are, and as little inclined to encourage the sanguinary and
sensual dogmas of the Arab imposter, we are nevertheless glad to

discover any method by which the unexceptionable portions of his

creed may be known to his followers in this quarter of the world.”

(The Cape of Good Hope Literary Gazette
,
Cape Town. 1830, vol. i.

No. 2, p. 18.)

Thus, it can be easily evidenced that Christian missionary effort

was responsible for the proposal to initiate the above venture. For

the propagation of Muslim beliefs among the non-Christian blacks

had excited attention, and the contemporary newspapers and official

$166
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documents give a clue to this tendency. 1 The Malays, who are

supposed to amount to nearly three thousand/'* opines the anonymous

author of the State of the Cape of Good Hope in 1822 (London, 1823,

p. 08),
" carry on their devotion in rooms and halls fitted up for the

purpose, and occasionally in the stone quarries near the town. One

of their imans is said to be a learned man. well-learned in the Hebrew

and Arabic tongues, and in A1 Coran. which he chants with taste and

devotion. It must be acknowledged with shame and sorrow that

Mahommetanism makes great progress amongst the lowest orders

at the Cape. But where there is the greatest zeal, there will be the

most effect.”

On the whole, the viewpoint of the European public respecting them

seemed to be favourable, the proviso being that the Muslims should

act in a law-abiding manner towards themselves and the state.

Commenting on the effect upon non-whites of the publication of the

famous 50th Ordinance, the most representative journal of the day

—

The South African Commercial Advertiser . 27th December, 1828

—

writes editorially :

—

“ As to the public worship of the Mahomedans, although it was
tolerated, no Proclamation of Law, as far as we know, was ever issued

in this Colony, by which it was sanctioned or recognized ! Perfect-

toleration was however one of the few praiseworthy principles of the old

system.

Thus we have seen, that an industrious and peaceable class of

inhabitants, whom an enlightened policy would have cherished and
perfected, were, up to July 3, 1828, treated with the utmost harshness

and ignominy. Their marriages wore declared unlawful, and their

issue degraded. They were refused admission to the rights of Burgher-

ship. They could not hold landed property nor remain in the Colony,

though born there, without special permission and ample security.

They were placed under the arbitrary control of the Burgher Senate
and Landdrosts—compelled to perform public services gratuitously-
punished at discretion wdth stripes and imprisonment—unable to
leave their homes without a Pass—their houses entered and searched
at pleasure by the police. They were liable to arrest without a warrant
—and vet they were Taxed up to the lips, like the other Free
inhabitants.

“ Since their Emancipation, their conduct has been most exemplarv,
and on some occasions their promptitude in rendering assistance in

ease of Fire—no longer compulsory—has called forth the public
approbation of the Head of the Police Department. Many of them
are men of the most estimable character, inoffensive in their demeanour

1 Consult G. McC. Theal’s Record,v of the Cape (\olony, vol. xwiii, pp. 36-8; vol.

xxxv, pp. 138 ff.
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and humane and generous in their dispositions. And the whole class

may be considered as a most valuable addition—the fruit of the late

Ordinance—to our effective and improving Population.'’

But this orientation of feeling became intensified after 1838—the

final year of the Abolition of Slavery at the Cape. Needless to declare,

the Cape Malays rejoiced in their new status as citizens of the land.

Under such auspices, they continued to thrive numerically and

spiritually.

This was the spirit which prevailed when the second introduction

of Arabic typography (this time a successful affair) was announced :

—

Under the title of * Cape Genius the Yolksblad contains the

following account of a Mahommedan Catechism in Arabic, printed in

Cape Town :
‘ We have received to-day the first number of a Malav

Catechism, ' GablomaUcn. The printer of the work is Mr. M. C.

Schongevel (Greenmarket Square). It is entirely in the Arabic
language, and in every way reflects great credit on the printer, its

execution being very good. The work particularly deserves our
attention and admiration, as the printer had to set the very difficult

letters himself, which is not only a very troublesome task but a tedious

one, too. It will consist of twenty numbers, and will be published
from time to time. We have often had occasion to admire the beautiful

specimens of Lithography executed by Mr. Schongcvel, and we would
wish that that gentleman present a copy to the South African Museum,
in order that the public also may be enabled to put a proper estimate
on his ability.’ ”

(South African Commercial Advertiser, 26th Julv,

1856.) 1

Yet further concern in the matter did not wane. The nineteenth

century witnessed another notable effort made in this direction. At

Constantinople, in 1877, the Turkish Ministry of Education issued an

Arabic-wTitten publication in the Cape Malay dialect to serve as

a handbook of the principles of the Islamic religion. 2 Since then

several minor attempts have been made to organize Arabic

1 No copy of this work appears to he extant. It is worth while, at this juncture,

to mark this statement of Dr. T. H. Hahn in An Index of the Grey Collection at the

South African Public Library (Cape Town. 1884. p. 362) :
“ Arabic MSS. Lessons read

from the pulpit before the prayers, Friday of Lobberang (Cape Malay name for

Eid-nl-Fitr. S.P.). Probably written at the Cape. 8vo." ( )wing to the great distance

between Cape Town and Johannesburg, where the present study was wTitten, I have
not been able to examine these MSS.

2 M. J. de Goeje, “ Mohammedanische Propaganda ” in Xederlandsche Spectator,

No. 51, 1881. For further Turkish interests in the Cape Malays, i ide The Mussulman
Population at the Cape of Good Hope , by Maximilien Kollisclu Direeteur du Journal

International Les Deux Mondes (Constantinople, 1867).
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typographical endeavours on a firmer basis, but this latter development

is outside of the purview of this study .

1

1 Apropos the above subject, on all accounts, the best Arabist who resided at the

Cape during the nineteenth century, and who helped to awaken concern in the Cape
Malays through the medium of his missionary endeavours, was I)r. John M. Arnold,

a Church of England minister. His Iskrnael or a Sutural History of I-slam ism, and its

Relation to Christianity (London, 1859), was well thought of. At any rate, Thomas P.

Hughes in his A Dictionary of Islam (London, 189.5, pp. 237, 242) considers Arnold’s

Islam and Christianity (London, 1S74), a first-rate work. Locally, it is difficult to

discover further biographical details respecting him. The Dictionary of Sational

Biography contains no reference to his labours.



Graeco-Indian Notes

By Otto Steix

1. Pramnai

I
N one of the contributions to the volume of Indian Studies presented

to Professor Rapson (BSOS., vi, 2, pp. 285 ff.), Hr. L. L). Barnett

criticizes the explanation of the term 'Pramnai in Strabo s Geocjr

xv, 1, 70 ((\ 719), given by Mr. E. R. Bevan (CHI., i, 421). Instead

of the identification of the Pramnai with the prdmdnilas 1 Dr. Barnett

proposes to see in the word a Sanskrit prdjna. I must confess not to

be convinced by the explanation of Dr. Barnett, neither from the

point of view of an antagonism between brdhmanas and sectaries,

who, ’* opposed to Aupanisada Brahmans, and to Brahmans

generally
*
J

,
endeavoured by means of a carefully disciplined and

studiously harmless life to attain to prajnd
,
practical cleverness, skill

in grasping the principles of their crude creed, and in adjusting their

conduct to its Procrustean demands "
;

nor from the philological

point of view.

Against the former exists the main argument in the absence of

a decisive proof in literature. The only passage, quoted in that

connection, Bhagavadg ., xvii, 14, loses its value already from the

character of this work as well as from the too general meaning of the

word, but also from the adduced parallel in Asokas, RE ., iv. For this

reason, the unknown use of a sectarian term prdjna, it is difficult to

understand how the Greek author, whose assertion must not be based

on an Indian informant but rather, as shown by his description, on

h s own observation, perhaps not correctly reproduced by Strabo,

might have come to know such a word. 2 For the linguistic side of

the question Dr. Barnett has to have recourse to so many alterations,

the least of which is not the supposed reading of npayvat, irpaKvai and

1 Already suggested by A. Weber, Monutabcricht ? d. Prtusis. A. d. W\, 1871, p. 627.

2 There was a school of agnosticism (ajiidnavdda), but of a school of prajhav'idin

nothing is known in the time to which Strabo’s source may belong. For the former,

see F. 0. Schrader, Ueber dm Stand der imlischen Philosophic zur Zeit Mahavlras and

Buddhas, Strassburg, 1902, S. 46 tf.
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its confusion with 77-pa/zrai on account of the “ often almost

indistinguishable “ k and fx. that one can hardly follow him.

The notice in Strabo goes back to the time either before or after

Megasthenes. For the former view can be adduced the introductory

passage in the foregoing para. 69 (C. 718). referring to the avyypanels :

one would believe that by the term the historians of the Macedonian

time are meant. 1 while the mention of the Ganges has to be taken into

consideration, and the para. 72 f., following those under discussion

70 f.. quote later sources, like Artemidoros (first century b.c.), or allude

to later events, like the embassy of Poros " to Augustus. As shown

below, the parallelism between the passage in 70 and other places of

Strabo's compilation can hardly be overlooked. The Pramnai are

divided into three groups : (1) living in the mountains
; (2) naked :

(3) secular and wandering. 2 Of the first it is said that they use skins

of deer, wallets filled with roots and drugs, pretending to

practise medicine by means of sorcery, magic spells, and amulets :

the second group are living, as the name indicates, naked, almost in

the open air, practising < bstinence during thirty-seven years, as has

been mentioned in para. 59 (C. 712) : there are women present without

having intercourse with them
;
the members of this group are admired

specially. Those of the third group live either in the towns or up

country, are dressed in white linen, putting on the skins of fawns

or deer. The parallelism between this passage and some other relations

of the Macedonian historians make it hardly doubtful that also

Strabo's excerpt in para. 70 goes back to a source, bringing in another

form an account of the religious men of India of the time of Alexander's

invasion.

1 The historians of Alexander's campaign in India are titled as ovyypafals in

xv, 1, 9 (C. 6S8) and 68 (C. 717) ; where Strabo quotes a special author he confronts

to him the assertion of “ the others ” or of
‘ k

some *\ meaning by that, very likely,

the avyypanels- Thus in 24 (C. 695), ol ptkv irepl ’AptoToftovXov ; in 34 (C. 702)

he mentions ravra ptkv ol ptcr *;4A€£ai'8/>oi» orpartvoavrcs Xkyovaiv

;

in 43 (C. 706)

he speaks of Mcyaodkvqs . • • xai aXXot : by dXXot in 30 (C. 699) he refers to

stories told in Arrian's A nab., v, 21, according to Jacoby belonging to Ptolemaios

(Vie Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker, ii, 1), p. 477 ad Onesikritos 21 -

F. Gy. Hifst. 13S F 35) ; some ’’ arc referred to in 28 (C. 69H) ;
<f>
a <ji 5’ et vat rice?

By the term (vyypa^ets obviously the historians of Alexander’s campaign are meant
by Arrian, Atuib., vi, 11, 2, dealing with the king’s wounded in the battle against

the MaUas.
2

7ToXtrtKovs Ka\ npooxoiplovs ; the words are explained in 71 by Kara noXtv t,rjv rj

Kal kclt aypovs ; it seems that these Pramnai were a kind of wandering priests

;

for an English translation see H. L. Jones in the Loeb Classical Library, vol. vii,

of Strabo p. 123, 125, “ City " and ” Neighbouring " Pramnae.
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Strabo, xv, 1, 70 f. (C. 718/19). cf. with :

<PiXoGO(f)ovs re rot?

Bpayiiacnv dvrihiaipovvrat

Ffpdptvas , eptortKovs nvas

Kal iXeyKrtKovs

rovs 8e Bpaxp-avas

(frvcnoAoylav Kal aorpovo-

ptiav auKeLVj yeXojptevovs

vtt eKelvoDV cos aXa^ovas

Kal dvOTjTOVS .

TOVTOJV St [sc. UpdptVCOvJ

rovs ptev opetvovs KaXei-

crdaij rovs St yvptvrjras

,

rovs St TToXniKOVS Kal

irpoaxajplovs.

”AAAr]V he htalpeotv Trotetrat * rrepl

Tibv <f>tAoo6(f)a)V } Sao yeviq fiaaKCov,

<Lv rovs ptev Bpaxpidvas KaXet

,

rovs* he

rappidvas. [Megasthenes fg. (Schwan-

beck), xli, 4 = Strabo, xv, 1. 59

(C. 712).]

Neapxos he 7repi rd>v oo<f>tord)V ovtu)

XeyeC rovs ptev Bpaxptavas rroAtrev-

ecrdaL Kal irapaKoXovOeiv rots

fiaatAevcn auptfiovAovs > rovs S’ aXXovs

OKorreiv ra irepi rrjv fivotv . . .

[Neareli., F. Gr . Hist. 133 F 23 -
Strabo, xv, 1. 06 (C. 716).]

e<f> rj
S’ avrovs Kal rcov rrepl <f>vcnv

ttoAAcl e^eraaat Kal TTpoG-qpLaoitdv opt-

fipujv avxpLdov vogcov . . . [Onesikrit.

F. Gr. Hist. 134 F 17 = Strabo, xv,

1, 65 (C. 716).]

rd he 7repl <f>votv ra ptev evrjOetav

ipL<f)aiV€iv (f>rjGLV . . . 7repl ttoXXcov

he rocs "EXArjotv opcoho^elv . . .

[Megasth., xli, 15 f. = Strabo, xv, 1, 59

(C. 713).]

rovs pt^v opewovs hopals

iAd<f)OJv xPV^^0- l >
TTTjpas

S’ e\eLV pi^djv Kal (frapptdKtov

ptearas, ttpoairoLOvpLevovs

larpLKrjv ptera yorjrecas Kal

eTTtphajv Kal TrepiaTTrcov.

7repl he rdov <f>iAoa6 <fxxiv Aeycov rovs

ptev opetvovs avrwv <f>rjGlv vptvrjras

eivat rov Atovvoov [Megasth., xli,

1 - Strabo, xv, 1, 58 (C. 711).]

htarptfietv St rovs oGo<f)ovs ev

aAoet 77po rrjs 7ToXeaJS vtto VTrepfioXa)

ovptpterptp, Atrcos ^covras ev ortfidat
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Kal Bopals [Megasth.j xli, 8 — Strabo,

xv
5 1. 59 (C\ 713).]

Kal enl nphe Neapxos Aeyei otl

avAAeAeypevovs dp<f> avrdtv elx^v

*AXe^avhpos 'Ivhciiv oool li^rpiKTjv

oocfxjoraroLj Kal KeKyjpvKTO ava to

arparoTTehoVy oans hrjxdeiri eitl rrjv

aK7]vrjv (f>OLTav rod [rrjv Roos| /?acrt-

A€<jos. ol Be avroi ovtol Kal rdtv dXXotv

vovgcdv re Kal rraOecov LrjTpoc rjaav. ov

770AAd Se ev
9

Ivhoiai 7rd6ea ylverat, on
at atpat avpperpol elotv avroOt' el he

tl peit,ov KaraXapfiavoi, roioi oocfyia-

rfjaiv dveKOLvovpro * Kal eKeivot ovk

dvev deov ehoKeov lijadac on Trep

l-rjatpov. [Neareh., F. Gr. Hist . 133 F
10a = Arrian. Ind., xv, 11 f.]

errtphovs Be Trepujjoirdv IdaOat ire -

marevpepovs , Kal etvai cr^eSor n
povr\v ravrrpv larpLKrpv' prjBe yap

vocrovs eivai ttoXXols Sta rrjv AtTorrjra

rijs hiairrjs Kal rrjv doivtav' el he

yevoivroy tao-0at rovs ao^iaras

[Nearch., F. Gr. Hist. 133 F 106 =
Strabo, xv, 1, 45 (C. 706).]

. . . rrjv Se fiorjOetav pahlav elvat

hid rrjv dpeTTjV tcov
5

IvBlkojv pc^wv

Kal (jjappoLKojv

.

[Aristobul., F. Gr. Hist .

139 F 38 — Strabo, xv, 1. 45 (C. 706).]

Tovs Se rappavas . .
.
pera Berovs

vXoplovs hevrepevetv Kara nprjv rovs

larpLKOVS Kal cos* irepl rov dvdpwrrov

(jjtXoGodovs, Aitovs ptv prj aypavXovs

he } opv^rj Kal dX<f)LTOLs rpecftopevovs ,

a irapex^LV avrots ndvra rov alrrj

-

6evra Kal U77oSe£d^iei'oi' £evla' Bvvaa-

9ai he Kal rroAvyovovs iroieiv /cat

dppevoyovovs Kal drjXvyovovs Bid

<f>appaKevTLK7js * rrjv he larpetav hid

>4
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airlav to 7rAeW, ov Sta fiappaKcvv

e7HTeAeta0ai' rwv (pappaKOJv Se

paAtara evhoKipetv ra tm^ptara /cat ra

KaTa7rAaapaTa, raAAa Se KaKOvpyias

ttoAv perey^tv. [Megatth., xli, 20 f. =
Strabo, xv, 1, 60 (C

1

, 713).]

prj aKpijiovv Se ra? e7narrjpas

7rXrjv larpiKrjs. [Onesikr., F. Gr. Hist.

134 F24 = Strabo, xv, 1, 34 (C. 701 ).]

rovs Se yvpvrjTas Kara

rovvopa yvpvovs Sta^Vp',

vrraiQplovs to 7rAeor,

Kapreplav aOKovvras fjv

ecpapev irporepov peypt

iirra [eTO»v] Krai rpiaKovra'

yvvatKas Se avveivcu prj

ptyvvpevas avrots' tovtovs

Se Bavpa^ecrdat Sta 4>ep6v-

TOJS.

ovrot yvpvol Statrd>vrat ot oo(f>icrraL,

rov pev x€ipu)vos inraidpLOL kv rep

rjXttp, tov Se 6epeos y in'qv 6 rjAios

Karkyj], eV rots’ XeipcoGL Kal tololv

eXeotv V7TO SeVSpecrt peyaAoioiv

.

[Nearcli., F. Gr. Hist. 133 F 6 =
Arrian. Ind. xi, 7.]

Neap^os Se 7Tept tojv oo(f>U7ra)v

ovtoj Aeyer . . . ovp(f>iXo(70(f)€LV

S’ avroLS Kal yvvaiKas y Tas Se StatVas

drrdvrojv aKXrjpds. [Nearch., F. Gr.

Hist. 133 F 23 = Strabo, xv, 1, 66

(C. 716).]

*ApiorofiovAos Se rcvv eV Ta^lXois

oocfnardiv tSetv Svo (f)rjo

i

. . . Kapre-

plav SiSaa/ceti/ . . . imripcvpevov

S’ U7TO Tivfov Aeyeiv (Ls €KttXyj-

ptdoeie ra TerrapaKOvra err] rrjs

daKrjcrews . . . [Aristob., F. Gr. Hist.

139 F 41 = Strabo, xv, 1, 61 (C. 714).]

Tovs Se Tappavas rovs pkv eV-

nporarovs vAofilovs (firjolv ovopa^ea-

#at, tydivras kv rats dAats . . a </>po-

Stattot' ycopls . . . a<JK€iv Se Kal

tovtovs KaK€ivovs Kapreplav rrjv re

eV ttovois Kal rrjv eV Tats eTTipovals

. . . avp(f>LXocro(f)€lv S’ ivlois Kal

yvvaiKas arrexopevas Kal avras a<f)po-

Sicrlcov. [Megasth., xli, 22, 24 =
Strabo, xv, 1, 60 (C. 713 f.).]
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cf. : errj S’ ema Kal rptaKovra

outcos £rjoavra . . .
[Megastll., xli.

10 — Strabo, xv, 1. 59 (C. 712).

iaOfjn be ’Ivbol Atverj ypeovrat y

Kararrep Aeyei NeapyoSy Atvov rod airo

tojv bevbpecov . . .
[Nearch., F. Gy.

Hist. 133 F 11 = Arrian. Ind.. xvi. L]

aXXovs S’ eivai rovs pcev piavn-

kovs Kal eircpbovs Kal tojv 7repi rovs

Karoiyop,evovs Xoycov Kat vopcpicov

epureipovs, eirairovvras Kara Kcdpas

Kal rroXeis . [Megasth., xli, 23 = Strabo,

XV, L'bUC. 713/4).]

cf. : tov piev ovv aXXov ypovov Kar

dyopav hiarplfiew, npLCopievovs avrl

GvpfiovXajv . . . [Aristob.. F. Gy. Hist.

139 F 41 = Strabo, xv, 1, 61 (C. 715).]

There is nothing which could let us see in those medical, naked,

and linen-dressed mendicants a special school of philosophers. From

a philological, or rather graphical, point of view, however, this view is

corroborated. In Strabo, 59, (C. 712) and 60 (C. 713), the MSS. read, as

far as the editions show, unanimously Fappuava$*, some Feppavas-

In 73 (C. 720) the man who committed religious suicide in Athens is

called ZappLavoyrjyas * Zappavoyavrjs : occurring in the form Zappapos

(v.l. ZapapKos) in Dio Cassius, liv, 9, 10. again. Every handbook

of Greek palaeography 1 shows the shape of F (= it) with the shortened

right vertical line. The uncertainty either in Strabo's manuscript

already or in his copyist’s text, in addition to their ignorance of the

meaning of the word, explain sufficiently that Ilpapvas is nothing

else but a mistake for rpapvas- Substituting, as in the other passages

in Strabo, the initial Z. just that form gives the best Greek equivalent

for the Indian sramana .
2

1 (’f. Gardthausen. drink. Pnluenyraphu , 2. AuH., n Taf„ 1 and 2.

2 As *mmana explained also by Geden ERE., li, 88a; Stein. Pa uly-Wknown #

Rmhnzyklopadtr <hr klnssixchfn Altertumswissenschfift , xv, 319, 321. In majuscule
characters the alterations arc easily to be understood :

I1PAMNAZ (or more likely : PPAMN AZ)
PPAMNAZ
ZPAMNAZ (ZPAMANAZ, ZAPMANAZ)

rovs be noXiriKovs criv-

boviras Kara 7ToXtv i^rjv

rj Kar aypovs, Kadrjppe-

vov$ 1 vefipibas fj bopKabajv

bopas .

1 vv. 11. Ka0€ifi4vovs ; Ka$7)fi€~

VOVS ; €VT)(tfJL€VOVS’, s. H. JL. Jones’

ed. and transl., ad loc.
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2. Kampana

Since Sir Aurel Stein's first note 1 on the word kampana
,
published

by Boehtlingk, it looks as if the last chapter of the history of this word

has not yet been written. The discovery by Professor Liebich 2 and

the want of an epigraphical proof of the occurrence of the word pointed

out by him. on the one hand, the partial complication of the question

arisen by just these passages in inscriptions on the other hand, may
justify the following lines.

First, however, it seems necessary to perlustrate once more those

passages in the Rajatar from which the meaning " camp ??
or “ army ”

comes to light without any possible doubt.

The verse, vii, 365,

yo hy amha radh ikdryasijjindurajasya Lampane
|

rapid Vijayamitrah sa kampanddhipatih krtah J

has been translated by M. A. Stein thus : Vijayamitra, who had been

superintendent of clothing during Jinduraja's chief command
(kampana), was made by the king commander-in-chief. No doubt,

as to be seen from the career of Jinduraja, who got the kampanddhipata

in vii, 267, kampana means here chief command (of the army)".

From vii, 887, dvdre cakara Kandarpam Madanam capi kampane, the

meaning "chief command" is evident; in vii, 1319, the office of

a commander- in-chief is expressed by kampane mahattamah
,
literally

“ the first in the command" ; Tilaka, who is mentioned in viii, 180,

among the kampanddyadhikdrastfidh . i.e. the highest officers, like those

of chief command and the like (cf. vi, 259 : kampanddikarmasthd-

nddhikdrinah ), appears in viii, 575. again in a sloka, alluding to the

derivations from the root kamp , with which kampana seems to be

connected in Kalhana's view 3
:

—

Kdkaramsyas tu Tilakah ksmdbhujd dattakampanah
|

ninye prakampamahitdn prakampana iva drumdn
j|

and is called again in viii, 599 : kampandpjati. viii. 9G0, the phrase :

rdjd . . . vyadhdt . . . Harfamitram kampane is used as above cakara

kampane, or in viii, 1046. A peculiar idiom is met in viii, 1623 f. :

—

1 Berirhte fiber die YerhandL d. Such .s. Ue*. d. \Yi*s. m philos. -hist. Kl . , 49, 1897,

S. 138, No. 14 ; M. A. Stein. WZKM xii. 1898. pp. 67 ff.. anticipating his note to

tin 1 translation of Netjutnr., v, 447.
2 Streiiberg-Festgahe. Leipzig. 1924, S. 230 if. ; BSOS., vi, 431 tf.

3 In Walde-Pokornv’s YergJeichendes Wbrtcrbuch dn ifidogennani.sehen, Sprachen,
i, 350, s.v. qamp- the old Indian root hump is connected with Latin campus and
Greek KapTrrj.
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—

matvet i tadadhlkdrananyebhyas turnam drpayat
jj

rdjasthdndt srajam Dkdnyam Udayam kamapatmd api
|

ajigrahannaraput ih . . .

kampana occurs, as to be seen from the passage vii, 13626 :

—

nci ko'pi kampanam bhupdn mantri trasaturo 'grahlt

in masculine or neuter gender, probably the latter, to which the

locative and ablative-forms
(
kampane , resp. kampandd) may belong

;

in all these passages the meaning chief command '*
fits well. 1 The

compounds kampanadhipati , etc., could be explained as kampana +
adhipati ;

on the other hand, there is found unanimously in v, 599 ;

vii, 399, 923 : viii, 599, 627, 665, 1659, 2420, 2868 (dual) the form

kampandpati . Conceding the possibility that this a of the fugue is due

to the metre, as it stands in the last-but-two syllable of the second

pada (x X X X ^ ^ )
as in viii, 652, where the word occurs

in the corresponding position of the second hemistich, there is the

instance of viii, 685 :—

*

riviksin Devasarasam kampanapatind tatah
|

In the corrupt verse of the Lokaprakasa,

2

iv, 3, kampandpati is found

by the side of kampano (masc.). The inference seems to be : kampana
,

masc. or neut., means the “ command, chief command (of the army) ”,

while kampana , fern., means the “ army ". :J

In the Alhbh., ii, 4, 226, occurs a king Kampana, whose* name is

made intelligible by the words : satatam kampaydmdsa Yavandn era

yah
|.

4

This, however, is not the single instance of such a name, con-

taining kampa or kampana. Thus Kampa or Kampana I, whose nephew

was Cikka-Kampanna-Odeyaru, the son of Bukka I, belonged to the

Yijayanagara dynasty of the fourteenth century a.d. ; the nephew's

1 It is, as observed by M. A. Stein. loe. cit„ analogous to dvdra from dcarapati,

an abstract noun from kampa nadh ipa

1

/. lean
i
panrAn. kampandpati, etc. But see the

remarks above.
2 Jnd. Stud., xviii, p. 373 ; ef. Index, s.v.. p. 399.

** Only in Rdjatar., viii. 1430. occurs the title of an officer, kampanodgmhaka.

One would suggest that it was his duty to tind out a suitable place for the camp,
perhaps also to stake out and to erect some quarters within the encampment. Could

this suggestion—based on the meanings of the root graft — ud—he proved, then this

passage would he the only place where kampana occurs in its original meaning
“ encampment ".

4 Cf. Weber, Ubri dip Kdnigsireihr ( Rdjaxiiya ), Abh. Breuss. A. d. \\\, 1893,

>S. 127. n. 2. That the Greeks knew’ the Indian terms for camp " and “ army ” is

shown by Hesychius s glosses
: fiaicrqv Trap* ’/eSof? to orpaTOTreSov. fiaicrrjvos.

6 CTrpaTo? : cf. Gray and Schuyler. Amrr. Journal of Philology, xxii, 1901, p. 196 f.
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name appears also as Vira-Kampana-Udaiyar, or Kumara-Kampana-

Udaiyar 1 (in South India inscriptions : Kambanna). The Ganga-

Pallava king, Yijaya-Kampa-(vikrama)varman, 2 seems to have a name

denoting his bravery and military success : he is called sometimes

only Vijayakampa, which looks like a name : he, whose camp or army

is victorious.3

A more decisive occurrence of the word kampana seems to be 11.

16-17 in the inscription of the Yadava king, Ramacandra, 4 from the

year 1286 (?) a.d., who is called ari-rdya-jagajhampa -kampandcdryya .

The reading, as far as can be concluded from the Kanarese text on

p. 374, is correct

5

; there are. however, some parallel passages in

inscriptions, which raise doubts, further, the reading is dependent

on the explanation of the foregoing expression jagajkampa.

In a record of the Silahara Chittarajadeva of Northern Kohkana

from Saka 948 = a.d. 1026 8 the ruler is called tyaga-jagaj-jhampi
0

,

translated by Fleet (p. 266) who excels in the world in liberality

In his nephew's, Anantadeva's, inscription from Saka 1016 = a.d. 1094,7

the formula has been enlarged to tyagajagajjhampajhampadacaryya 3

,

as in a Kadamba inscription of Yijayaditya (Saka 1080 = a.d. 1158), 8

translated by K. P. Pathak (p. 274) :
" who was unsurpassed in the

world in liberality.” Differing only in the suffix of jhampar , by reading

jkampalacdryya. the phrase occurs in another Goa-Kadamba king's

inscription, by Sivachittavlrapermadideva, of a.d. 1174, 9 rendered

by Fleet as the firm resting-place of the Jhampalacharya. renowned

for liberality The other variation, ari-rdya-jagajhampa

,

is met in

1 In Kanarese Odeyar, Vodcyar, m Tamil Utaiyar, an honorific plural of Odeya,
meaning lord or master, is a title of kings of many South Indian dynasties, like of the
Co]a, Vijayanagara, as the present ruler of Mysore is named Wadeyar IV. For their

inscriptions, see Ep. Ind., vii. App. Nos. 4.59 f., 462-4, 474 ; cf. Ep. Iml., xv, p. 11.
2 Ep. Ind., vii, App. Nos. 656-8, 1070 ; cf. viii, p. 292.
* Ep. Ind., vii, p. 193, 196; the common formula in inscriptions is rijayaskan-

dhdvara , see Jolly, ZI)MG 44. 1890. 8. 353 ; the name of the Sena king, Vijavasena,

is of the same kind and meaning.
4 Ep. Cam vii, 1, Honnali Taluq. No. 17 (transcribed text, p. 282, English trans-

lation p. 161) ; cf. Fleet, The Dynastas of the Kmunesp Districts
, p. 74 f.

* Not so in the preceding 1. 16, where instead of the transcript p. 282, °laksmT-

harana stands in the Kanarese text : lakfntT-kofikana
0

.
Caca ryya occurs in I. 15 in the

phrase ; Telu inqa ra ynsthapa nurn ry un .

6 Ep. Ind., xii, p. 263, 1.18.

7 Ind. Ant., ix, 1880, p. 35, 1. 61.

8 Ibid., xi, 1882, p. 273. 1. 1 1 ;
the reading here is jhampajhampana \

9 JRAS., Bo. Br., vol. ix. No. xxvii, p. 296. 1.11; Ep. Ind., vii, App. No. 254;
cf. Ep. Ind., xii, p. 251, n. 1.
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—

the Mutgi inscription of the Kalacurva ruler Bhillama from a.d. 1189/

Two inscriptions belong to the time of the Kadamba king, Vira-

Jayakesideva ; one, from a.d. 1199, 2 offers this reading:

—

tatastdga(!)jagajhampajkumpandcaryadhuryatam
|

bibhradahhrdpta(!)hlrttih Sri JayaJcesinrpo 'bhavat
j

the other 3 reads more simply ; tydga-jhagajhampajhampandcaryya.

The correct spelling occurs in its second variation, ari-rdya-jagajjhampa,

in the Mamdapur inscription of the Yadava Kanhara from the Saka

year 1172= a.d. 1250, 4 translated by the editor, L. D. Barnett,

“ a jagajjkampa to hostile kings/’

There have been proposed three explanations for jhampa, jhampin,

or jhampana (
jhamapada

,
jkampala) : who excels, who was

unsurpassed
;
resting place of JhampaJacarya ; and a jagajjhampa.

Neither a lexicographer nor the Pandits 5 are able to give any hint

to understand the word
;

Fleet himself referred to the root jhamp
“ jump 6

; it is obvious that a meaning, wanted in the passages of

the inscriptions quoted above, could not develop from that root

jhamp or the noun jhampa. On the one hand, jhampandedrya

sounds much like hampaydearya ;
on the other hand, it is hardly

probable that the former compound could be separated from the other

forms, jhampa
,
jkampin

,
jhampana. It is difficult to say whether it

is due only to a clerical error that not in the phrase alone jhampana

alternates with hampana
,
but also in Hemacandra's Abhidh., 1470,

the v. 1. for jhampa reads kampd
;
and e.g. in the Hitopadesa (ed,

Peterson), p. 68, 1. 18, jhampa is replaced in the oldest Nepalese MS.

by sampa (cf. Notes, pp. 56 ad 68, 18) ; finally there is a Nallala

grant of the Ganga king, Durvinlta. 7 mentioning in line 28 Tumburu,

Narada, Bharata, Reva, and Kambalacarya, the masters in the arts

of music, dancing in theory and practice
; but the last of them has

nothing to do with the mysterious jhampaldcdrya

.

1 Ep. I ntl., xv, p. 36, I. 36.

2 JRA>S'., Bo. Br., vol. ix, p. 242, I. 5 ; Ep. hid., vii, App. No. 261.
3 JRAS., Bo. Br., loo. cit

, p. 304, transl, p. 307, 1. 8; the elate is a.d. 1201 ; cf.

Ep. Ind., vii, App. No. 262.
4 Ep. Ind., xix, p. 23, 1. 19 ; for the king's name cf. Fleet, Dynasties, p. 73, s.v.

Krishna.

t

5 hleot, JRAS Ho. Br., vol. ix, p. 301, says in the note: ““The expression
1

jagajhampa
'

is not understood by the Pandits, hut it is current among the lower
orders, who use it as a cry of approbation to one who has conquered at wrestling or
other games."

6 Ep. hid., xii, p. 251.
7 Annual Repot t of tht Myson Auhmdoyiea] Department for the year 1924, p. 70.
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The word jhampana seems to have been unknown already to the

composers of the inscriptions, or, at least, they did not know the

exact meaning ; and as there is no other help one must have recourse

to linguistics, jhampana looks from the first glance like a Prakrit

word ; in Prakrit jha corresponds to Sanskrit fan, 1 e.g. jhijjai-lslyate
;

therefore one had to assume a Sanskrit root Isamp. In Hemae., Pit. Gr .

,

iv, 161. occurs jhampai in the meaning bhram “wander ", and some

other words derived according to Pischel from a root lsap. The

root Isa

p

or lsaw

p

means Isdntydm 2
: jhampana — lsa(m)pana would

be “ abstinence ", a word that really exists but is out of place in the

phrases of the inscriptions, specially in arirdyajagajjhampa. The

PAY shows a second Isapana , to be derived from a root Isap, being

a causative to fa?, faT,
44
destroy." jhampana owes its inserted m either

to the following labial or to the analogy of the other root Isap or

Isamp and its derivations. And no other meaning but destroy

fits better the context of the phrase arirdyajagajjhampa. “ a destroyer

of the world of hostile kings." In the other phrase, tydgajagajjhampa -

jhampandedrya, the sense may be : a master in destroying (i.e.

conquering)

3

as a destroyer (i.e. conqueror) of the world in generositv.

The different spellings (jhampin, jhampada
.
jhampala. jhampana)

show the word or the phrase to be obsolete or somehow strange ;

perhaps
0
jhampana' in that latter phrase is simply due to the

foregoing
c
jagajjhampaj and the correct reading would be shown by

Ramacandra's inscription : arirdyajagajjhampa-l a m pan dedrya,

denoting the king as a master of the chief command (of the army),

as destroyer of the world of hostile kings. Is this explanation right,

then there is the epigraphical proof of lampana in the sense found

in the Rajataranginl. Perhaps lampana should be read also in the

other inscriptions and accordingly translated.

The vrord lampana in inscriptions is not limited to this use.

Curiously enough, lampana in its second sense. “ district," is met in

records of nearly the same time, nay, in some of the same inscriptions

in wh :ch jhampana was found. The record of the Western Calukya

Somesvara Trailokyamalla from a.d. 1054, 1 . 7,
4 uses the form

1 Pischel. Orammatik for Prakrit Sprarhen , § 326.
1 See B. Liebieh, Sitziurjxbt'r . <L Hfifolbtntjrr Akafomte for ir*V.ve«wA„ phil.-hitf.

A7.. 192(>. “ Der Dhatupatha,” S. 40 and 66 s.v. ksap and kvnnp.
3 For both these possibilities, destroying and conquering, the use of the word among

the people (see p. 64, n. ;>) becomes intelligible.

4 1ml. Ant., xix, 1890, p. 272.
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khampana

.

while his Bankapur inscription from 1055-6 1 gives in

1. 34 the usual form kampana sc. Niclugundage twelve, i.e. the modern

Xidagundi (Needgoondee, Neergoondee), " four miles towards the

south-south-west from Shiggaon, the headquarters of the Bankapur

taluka of the Dharwar District, Bombay " (Ep. Ind xiii, p. 12).

To the same year as the latter inscription belongs that of the Calukya

Gangapermanadi Vikramaditya VI, son of Somesvara. while the

Kadamba Great Chieftain Harikesarideva was his subordinate : the

latter with his wife and religious colleges granted to a Jain temple

some land in the very Nidugundage twelve, which was a kampana

of the Panungal (modern Hangal) Five-hundred, in the year Saka

977 = a.d. 1055-6. 2 Twenty years later falls the record of the

Western Calukya Somesvara II Bhuvanaikamalla and his feudatory

Gangapermanadi Bhuvanaikavira-Udayadityadeva from Saka 997 =
a.d. 1075-6, 3 mentioning the Mugunda (modern Didgur) twelve,

which was a kampana of the Banavase District (in North Kanara).

The joint rulers, the two brothers Sivaeitta Paramardin and Yisnucitta

Vijavarka II, of the Kadambas of Goa, left a record from the year

a.d. 1169-1170, where 4 the kampana Kalagiri in the PalasI District

(desa) is mentioned. From the former of the two brothers comes the

double inscription (in Nagarl and Kanarese characters) of the year

a.d. 11 74, 5 where the kampana Degamve in the Palasika District occurs.

In the year dated a.d. 1204 are the two Belgaum inscriptions of the

Ratta ruler Kartavlrya IV of Saundatti and Belgaum, one of them 6

bringing in 1. 36 the Koravalli gampana in the Kundi Three-thousand

District ; from Kalholi comes another inscription of Kartavlrva,

dated a.d. 1204, in which the Kurumbetta gampana is found 7
;

the

same ruler's inscription from Bhoj, 8 dated four years later, a.d. 1208,

brings once more the Koravalli kampana. to be identified, according to

Fleet (p. 244). with one of the modern places named Kurvolee and the

like, probably with that which is situated twenty miles north-west

of AthnI in the Belgaum District. The Sai ndatti Kanarese inscription

of the time of the Ratta LaksmTdeva II. from a.d. 1228, mentions the

1 Ep. Ind.. xiii, p. 171.

1 Ind. Ant., iv. 1S7,*), p. 203, in the form knnpana.
- Ibid., p 209. 1. 33 t.

; JRAS.. Ho. Br., vol. ix, p. 279, 1. 11.
’’ JRAS.. Bo. Br., vol. ix. p. 2f>9, 1. 34 : p. 291, 1. 44.
’* Ep Ind.. mii, p. 30.

7 JRAS., Bo. Br., vol. x, p. 220, 1. ,V>.

8 Ind. Ant., xix, p. 247, 1. 100.
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city Sugandhavati (the modern Savandatti or Saundatti, chief town

of the Parasgad taluka of the Belgaum District) as the chief town of

a kampana. 1 In the Mamdapur inscription 2 of the Yadava Kanhara.

quoted before, of a.d. 1250. occurs not only the term jagajjhampa

,

but also in 1. 61 the kampana Kuiumbetta again, which ‘ £

seems to

be the village styled Kurbet . . . Shindi Kurbet . . . Kooreebet
’’

(Bombay Presidency).

Both the terms, jagajjhampa as well as kampana
,
are found in inscrip-

tions from a.d. 1026. resp. 1054. till a.d. 1250, resp. 1286, belonging

to the dynasties of the Kanarese Districts, as they have been named bv

Fleet. It appears quite natural to look for a Kanarese etymology for

them. Neither, however, such an authoritative expert as the late

Dr. Fleet, nor the Pandits of his time were able to give even the meaning

of the former word. For the latter term Fleet 3 himself suggested 4

the convertibility with bada , a tadbhava of Sanskrit rata enclosure,

road, mud wall or hedge surrounding a town, site of a building, house,

and as used in the inscriptions it means according to the context either

a town or a circle of towns formed into an administrative post
M

. And
in another place he tries to give an etymology, too :

*’
I have shown

that
4

kampana
'

is a convertible term with ' bada ’ in its second meaning

of a circle of towns constituting an administrative post. . . .

’ Kampana
'

is probably another form of the Canarese * kampala
,

kampiln \ a cluster, heap, assembly, multitude. “ 5 For the first

assertion, it is correct so far that kampana must be something like an

administrative unity : but for its convertibility with bada it must

be remarked that it occurs side by side with the former in inscriptions.

Thus Ind. Ant., xix. p. 272, 1. 7, where bada must be a bigger

administrative circle than kampana ; in other inscriptions 6 by bada

or rata the head village of a kampana is meant. For the second

assertion, that kampana mav be another form of kampala or kampilu.

there exists, it is true, the analog}7 of jhampana -- jhampaja . but

1 JBAS., Do. Br.. vol. x, p. 267. 1. 54 ; p. 268, 1. 60. For the correct date see Fleet,

Dynastic*, p. 83 ; Kielhorn, Ep. Ind., vii, App. No. 268.

- Ep. Ind., xix, p. 25.

3 JRAS., Bo. Br., vol. ix, p. 276, n. *
:

** The meaning of the word * kampana
'

is not certain, but, from its use in other inscriptions, it appears to denote * a circle of

villages

4 Ibid., vol. x, p. 280 f., n. 37.
J Ind. Ant., iv, p. 211, n. J ; cf. also ibid., xix, p. 274, n. 26.
6 JRAS., Bo. Br., vol. ix, p. 260, 1. 34 p. 201, 1. 44 ; cf. vol. x, p. 280, n. 37 ;

Ind. Ant., iv, p. 200, 1. 34. There i* in Sanskrit inscriptions another term for village ,

pataka, about which and rata see Ind. Ant., li, 1922, p. 74.
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other forms like jkampada
,
jhumpana occur also, partly due to the

interchange of d and /, partly to the correct spelling being unknown ;

therefore we find hhantpana and gampana . changes of spelling easily

understood, but nowhere Icampala or kampiht . It is nothing but

another suggestion, accruing, however, from the foregoing remarks,

to connect Jcampana of those inscriptions with campus , Kapnov again.

From both the meanings, from the original " camp ” as from the

Indianized ” chief command **, the semantic derivation of “ adminis-

trative unity ” is possible : as the " camp “ was a district staked out,

including the army and all its accessories, being a town for itself, so

it could be applied to the civil administrative terminology. And

from the meaning "chief command” it is not difficult to arrive at

that of a civil, political, and fiscal office, the district of which got

the name Inmpana. 1

As stated above, the term occurs between a.d. 1054 and 1286,

and Kalhanas literary activity falls into the twelfth century a.d.

also. Whether there was a connection between Kasmir and the

Kanarese dynasties, 2 and where the term took its origin, these questions

cannot yet be decided. The probability that I'ampana is really

a Kanarese word, as suggested by Fleet, and spread over up to Kasmir,

is a slight one. already from the reason that from the meaning
£t
administrative unity *' the development of the meaning “ army,

chief command “
is hardly to be understood. And, on the other hand,

to separate the two words at all seems, on account of their semantic

and chronological affinity, less likely than to see in them a—perhaps

independent-development of a heritage, the testator of which is

known, but not his direct heirs. 3

1 If it is allowed to compare modern institutions, one may remember the close

connection between political districts and the recruiting of the army, the distribution

of regiments according to administrative circles.

2 Such a connection like that indicated by Iiujat., [v . 152 IT., narrating Lalitaditya
Muktapida'a into the country of the Karnata princess Ratta (!, ef. the dynasty
of the Rattas), is out of place from the chronology of the king, which has, however,
to be separated from the time of the author Kalhana.

3 Only here in the notes a place may he given to the Sanskritization of Greek
KafijjXos by krnmd(i{bi) (BSOS., vi, p. 432 f.). In the Rnjatar ., iii, 227 ; v, 39, the
rocky hillock Kramavarta is rendered by the gloss of A 2 as Kamelanakottn , identified

by £ir Aurel Stein with the present KSmelankot. Without entering into a discussion

on the real significance of the latter place, this comparison is at least a further

instance of the mutual connection between Skt. krnma and what may be called a

tertiary Prakrit kam-el. For references see M. A. Stein. Rajatar., transl., vol. ii, p. 292
(also Gurupujakaumudi, S. 77, JASB., lxiv, 1896, p. 384 f.).



Iranian Studies II

By H. W. Bailey

I. Karat

1. A passage of the tale of Husrav and the Page (Pahl . Texts
,

pp. 29-30, in Unvala's edition, § 30) may form the starting-point for

a discussion of karat. It has not so far been fully translated.

sitikar framayet purslt ku hac an i pat assart nihend gdst-e

katdm x' astar

gofiet retak ku anosak bavet en and hatndk gost x'as ut nevak

gdv at gor ut gavqzn ut varaz ut ustr <*> karatak gaatar i evak-

salak ut gdv-mes ut gor i kataklk ut huk i kataklk.

j
GrBd. 961

. iu both cases with scriptio plena of the

alef, is NPers. gavazn
,
gavaz 'deer, mountain-ox \ Oss. (Digor.)

ydvanz, (Iron.) qvazn ' Hirschkuh * (Miller, GrurnL Iran. Phil., p. 36),

B.Sogd. y ivzn
4

cerf SCE. 151, 354, Avestan gavasna-.

gautar , NPers. gaudar 'calf, fawn*. Here is possibly

a compound *gau-taru~, *taru- being connected with B.Sogd. trivk

{Gram. Sogd.

.

i, 134) ' jeune \ Avesta tauruna Pahl. *taruk

(cf. Tavadia, Sayast ne Sdyast , 22
). The same suffix is probably to be

seen in Pahl. kapotar. NPers. kabutar * pigeon ' (Horn, GIP. , i, b , 169,

supposed -ar~), since the intervocalic -t- of NPers. kabutar suggests

*kapdta-taru cf. Pahl. pattuklh in Paz. patui
;
NPers. kdtdh (Nyberg,

Glossar , s.v. star).

kavatak in the context clearly means * young, small '.

It can be related to the root kav- of Av. kutaka Pahl. kotak , Arm. Lw.

kotak , NPers. kodak, and Pahl. kuk, kuc . kilcak
k

small ’ (see BSOS.,

vi, 599), NPers. kucak. The whole passage is then clear.

' Thirdly he condescends to ask, Of that which they put into

gelee, which meat is the more delectable l The page says, Live for

ever !

1 All these meats are delectable and excellent, of ox and wild

ass and deer and wild boar and young camel, the calf of one year, the

buffalo, the domestic ass and the domestic pig.*

2. The opening paragraph of the same text (Pahl. Texts
, p. 27,

Unvala, § 1) reads :

—

1 Cf. NPers. nd<ft ba-zi (Sahnama).
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Prat* vlndrt-kavdtlk retak e vdspnhr <x a -s drztlk> nan) dost

* pat> a bar-kas pes i sdhdn sdh extat.

retak is used (1) of young children.

Skand-Gumanik-vJ ar (Pazand), ll 111
: ci ka mardum a/3a kam-

ddnasei a kant-yardl pasica ser u gurg apare xaraPasGtr candasa turn

d redaga dpasta n i rtndar ne helend.

‘ Since if men, with their little knowledge and small understanding,

even so do not, as far as they are able, allow lion and wolf and other

beasts into the dwelling-place of their young ones * (dpastgn, 1 Skt.

transl. gosthdna is Pahl. dstdn).

Ibid. 1430 : u han javare sax sab hazdr ward jab ez zani u redak

i aparnae ez t Asardsam f andar viydPan apazab.
* And on another occasion six hundred thousand men besides

women and young children of the Israelites were slain in the desert/

(2) Of schoolchildren.

School Dialogue, § 1. Antia, Paz. Texts
, 73, 1. 1 (cf. Junker, Heid .

Akad 1912 ; Darmesteter, Journ. As., 13, 355 et seq.).

X’eskdrl rebakn
6

the duties of children \

(3) Of the young of fish.

GrBd .. 152 12 13
: ut hawdk xrafstr </> dplk i dpus ka an rang

asnavend retak be *apakanend (= Ind. Bd ed. Justi, 45 6' 7
).

GrBd.. 1549
: ut hamak yrafstran < i dplk i’> dpus retak be <.apa>

kanend.
1 And all pregnant creatures of the waters when they hear that

voice cast out their foetus.'

(4) Of young men.

The Armenians borrowed eritasard (Hiibsch., Ann . Gr., p. 148) :

—

Exod. 109 : eu use Morses . eritasardaulc handerj en cerovk nterovU

erticouU Kai Aeyei Majvurjs, avv rolg veavlokovs Kal ttpeerpurepots

7ropevaopeda.

eritasardakan.

2 Tim. 2 2-
: ail g-eritasardakan cankout eancn payir, rag be

vecorepiKas e7Ti6vplas <f>evye.

Al-Ta ‘alibi uses redak j (Ghurar Akhbdr Mulfik
, ed.

Zotenberg, p. 705), which is NPers. rldak. raidak ‘invents imberbis,

famulus gratus et formosus *. In this sense Pahl. retak is used in

Husrav ut Retak-e. In the Frahang i Pahlavlk occurs retak ’ youth,

1 For IMz. £ - r, cf. aprizab, flip,
y7f3. and for n - a cf. nfiaism. i
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servant *, beside raslk (raOlk) with the same meaning. The Pazandist,

indeed, reads retak for raslk in Menoke xra^ 294
: raslk i apurndy

at zan at stdr at dta^s pat pdnaktar at niklrisntar apdyet dastan.

Pazand : redak i afiarnde. Menoke yrat, J937 : en HI P(d gukds ne

patglrisn zan at raslk i apurndy ut bandak mart. Pazand : in se pa

guvdh ne padlresn zan a redak i apurndi a banda mard.

raslk (raOlk) is NPers. rahl
;

Firdausi. Yusuf u Zulaikhd (ed.

Ethe, 1. 235)

» J !

rahl is explained as ytddm u banda a cdkar( VuIIers). Its etymology

has remained obscure. It probably means ‘ attached to the palace

since in rad- (Pahl. rs- beside NPers. rh- proves either rs- or rO- as

the source) I would see the Avestan ra 6a- in raOa-kairyam,

Turfan Mid. Iran, rh, rhy , corresponding as Junker pointed out

(OLZ., 29, 876-8. 1926) to the Turkish Manicheean use of ordu. The

Chinese fl dt PJJ ^ (Waldschmidt u. Lentz, Die Stelhing

Jesu im Manichaism us, p. 49) * The Light Palaces of Sun and Moon ’

is similarly convincing. The attempt to derive Mid. Iran, rh from

rada -
'

chariot ' and then to translate ’ ship
%

is arbitrary and due to

the supposition that the hicidae naves of the Western Manichsean

tradition must be represented here. But for ship we have quite

clearly ndv.

aseh giydndn 6 im ndv rosn (M. 4, b. 5).

bar-man vazurg u S ndv ce amah grlvan (Walds, u. Lentz, loc. laud.,

96, 1. 17). Cf. also Turfan Mid. Iran, navdz (ibid., p. 113, iii recto, 2a)

and navdzdn (ibid., p. 117, 1. 18). The sun and moon were conceived

under two distinct images by the Manichseans of the East, as palace

and ship. The description of the rhy in M. 98 (Salemann, Munich.

Studten
, p. 16 ; Jackson, Researches in Manichaism. p. 30) is clearly

a palace.

Hence, in all the passages with IT1 in Mittel-

iranische Manichaica aus Chinesisch-Turkestan . ed, Henning. 1932,

the word should probably be rendered
k

palace *.

Pahl. GrB .. 210 1 Dd.. 30 2
.iri. DIM. 018 21

DkM.. 806 3
,
NPers. (Markwart, Sahr. Er ., p. 112. note 5) have

the meaning ‘ chariot

\
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Al-Ta alibi (loc. cit .
,
p. 705) characterizes the mink thus :

—

L c-L^j j e-kd O^J J j sSy^

J * A*

The dehkdns we know as the squires of villages.

The retaA are further associated by Minu< ihri with the cup-bearers

(ed. Kazimirski, 27, v. 18) :

—

jl jLz*- oLi

<3^—
-

y-' ^LJU-

Similarly, in the Karnamak. retak is used of the young Ohrmazd

when, agerl seven, he plays polo before the King.

In our present passage of the Husrav nt Retuk-e I understand

vdspuhr as an adjective (cf. Stayenltarih i vSur Afrln, Pahi Texts >

p. 157, 1. 2, pus i vaspuhr), since the name xV(l^~drzuk (= AI-Ta’alibl

j j j\ had probably dropped out. Christensen incidentally

(&Empire des Sassanides
, p. 95) mentions the pages at court and on

p. 99 the presence there also of the sons of the nobility.

An excellent example of the institution of pages at an Oriental

court is afforded by the book of Daniel, cap. I
3 et seq.. doubtless the

Persian court was the model, as suggested bv the use of the Persian

word print. OPers. frata pmt- * foremost *
:

ry'mr lunik Vspnz rb srysyv Ihby tnbny ysr'l anzP hnlvkh vtnn

hprtmyn yldyw 'sr yn-bhm kl-ppt'vut vtvby mr h vmsklym bkl-hkmh

vyd y d t vmbyny md' vsr kh bhm I'md bhykl hmlk vllmdm spr vlsvn

kidynt .

Rendered by the Septuagint :

—

Kal €Lirfv 6 fiaotAtvs Afiltabpi toj iavrov dp^ietwotr^cp dyayeiv

auTpj in tojv vlojv tojv peytaTavojv tov loparjA Kal 4k tov fiaoiAiKov

yevovs nal €K tojv emXeKTiov ce« vL(jkov<; dpajpov*; Kal evetSet?, Kal

eTnaTrjpovag ev Traarj <xo<f)ia t Kal ypafxpariKOVS Kal avverovs Kal

oo<f>ovs Kal layvovras diare eivat iv rp> olkop tov fiacnAeco? Kal

8i8d£«t avTOvs ypdppaTa Kal hidAtKTor ^aASat/crp'.

The same archieunuch is then in v. 7, 9, 10 called sr hsrysym ,

though the Greek translation has dp^teeroe^os* and the Armenian

nerkiimpel in each case.

It was the custom, therefore, for the pages to be given into the

charge of the chief eunuch, who supervised their education.
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idndrt-kavatlk.

I would take this wor 1 as an adjective formed from a compound

*vindrt-kavdt of the same type as kart-spas
,
so in Dd. , 36, 17, kart-

spasdn ahrafian * the servant righteous ones \ and aburt-framanlh

disobedience'
(
Kdrndmak,

15 22
, ed. Antia)

;
Paz., Skcind GV.,

II 249
. aburd-farmjnl ; Turfan Mid. Iran. (South, dial.) zdzhg, epithet

of Az (Henning, loc. eit.), Avestan addrMo.tlaesa-, Skt. krtadesa.

The adjectival -Ik is illustrated by the form skand-gumdmk , derived

from the old type of compound with present participle as first member,

the type in OPers. vinda-farnd, hence *skand-guman < *skanda

-

vimdna and Pazand aniydxs-andarz (Skand GV 12 37
).

vlndrtan is abundantly attested in Pahlavi, Pazand, and Turfan

Mid. Ii*a.n. The phrase dardy 7 den vindrdy T arddvdn (F. \V. K. Miiller

in Festschrift Thomsen , 1912, T. ii, D. 135 et seq.) * upholder of the

faith, organizer of the righteous (— the Eleeti) ' indi ates the sphere

of the word, ’ to organize, put in order, administer.'

mndrt-kavdtik may then be translated
6

connected with the

institution of the youths ’, since kavdtak, as indicated above, has the

same meaning as retak
'

young creature, youth \

dust a8ar-kas. I read a Sar-kas because the word is written

as a compound (cf. also hacahar-zannk ’sub-

terranean', Mendke-xrat . 62 15
,

ed. Andreas, p. 69, 1. 6, Pazand

azer.zaml). comparing Artdg Vlrdz Ndmak. 2 21
, nt pas are Vlrdz pes

i mazdesndn dast pat bis kart at av avesdn gnft . It is the attitude of

respect before a superior : Vullers (s.v. has

oO J jlj. Cf. Av. ahairi kasaeibya.

erdn may perhaps have here the adjectival meaning
4

of Persia \

that is, of the Court, the state being the king.

The whole may then be rendered * a page of noble family, by

name Khvas-arzuk, of the “ Institution of the Pages of Persia ”,

stood before the King of Kings with his hands at his sides \

3. The word kavdtak is to be found in another Pahlavi passage,

of great interest, in that it preserves the only trace of a particular

legend of King Kavat. Av. Kavata. The passage is found in GrBd .,

231 13-232 4
,
and translations have been attempted by West, SBE.,

v, 136, Herzfeld, AML. i, 149-150, note, and Christensen, Les

Kayo n ides, p. 71. I would propose the following transliteration and

interpretation .-
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karat apurndy amlar kefhlt-e but

api-sdn pat rot be hist

pat karataka ) i be apas<p>art

Uzav be dit stat be *part'drt

frazaml nivastak vinlt

mm nihdt

Two words have been doubtfully transmitted. The text has

psrt with s in place of sp. h!o in GrBd.. 685
,

psrt is

IndBd. 'psprt. Inversely in GrBd., 18211
,
there is confusion of sp

and s, where I)H. has rightly TD.2 The

second word is in DH. ySjjSy , in TD. 2 the lectio difficilior

being that of DH. I assume 3 written by mistake for y, just as in

DIM., 284 2
. is written for karavanlk, and similarly in

GrBd., 6810 , TD..2 has IpW DH. Confusion of ^ and ^A

is known elsewhere, see, for instance, BSOS., vi, 946 ; of ^ and qo

is fairly common, cf. frdrdsen transcribing Av. frdrdOni-

(not recognized in AI W.. s.v.). I read, therefore, parvdrt ^A^g

karat , kardtak is ' young, youth ' and probably ‘ page \ To this

we have here the adjective with suffix -akdn : kavdtakdn
'

connected

with pages *. The importance of this suffix in Mid. Iran, is shown bv
the numerous words in which it is found. It reached its widest extension

in Armenian, but is common elsewhere also. The meaning of the suffix

will be clear from the following examples :

—
Syr.

?

spzkn aspazkdn-d 'spyikn ' aspizkdn-d

the man whose business is the spz
'

inn \ lienee
;

the innkeeper

Arm. Lw. aspnjakan . aspanjakan ‘innkeeper, host’ (HAG., 109);

Georg, maspinjeli ‘host. hostess at banquet' (cf. Rustaveli
, 1105,
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At the beginning of the third century we have Syriac
’

trptkn

,

and fifth century
5

dvrbygn

,

Arm. At rpitaka n {HAG., 23), Atrpiyakan

(for cf. bazpiyit and NPers. wuya. Pahl. matak) ‘connected

with Atropates \ Gr. ArpoTrarrivri
(
Strabo , xi, 13). Vaspurakan

was the name of a large Armenian province : Pahl. vdspuhrakati
1

connected with the vaspuhr \ cf. DkM. , 380 15
, vdspuhrakdnih

.

Here belongs also Arm. ahekani ‘ the ninth month
1

and mehekani ‘ the

seventh month ' (cf. also mihrakan , mrhakan. Georg, mihrafoini ),

in which the possibility of a compound must be ruled out. As to the

e in ahekani and mehekani . a detailed discussion of the Iranian vowels

in Armenian loanwords is still needed. It may be said at least that it is

not possible to deduce -ya- from -e- {-ekan is found also in dahekan

and sahekan , sayekan) and the first- syllable of mehekani is clearly

not a Vrddhi form of mi dra- (not even with e by Umlaut from d since

we have a- in ahekani ), as vaspuhrakdn shows (d < di).
1

A word of the third century is also Turfan Mid. Iran, sbvhrg'n,

the name of the book Manl dedicated to Sapur I, in Arabic called

An even earlier occurrence is the rots MiQpaKavois of

Strabo
,

xiv, 9, 530 (quoted by Clemen, Fantes hist, reh Persicae
,

p. 32); Pahl. DkM., 402 21 (Hubschmann, Arm. Gr .,

p. 53, wrongly quoted IndBd., 339
? ed. Justi, where Mihrydn is

the name of the first woman), Pers. jVv*-* * 4he feast of

Midra \

Similar to asptnjakan as regards the value of the suffix is Arm. Lw.

vacarakan
'

merchant \ Pahl. vdcdrakdnlh
k

trade \ Paz. (Skand GV.,

4 25
)
vazargring

'

merchants \ NPers. bdzdrgdn. Here belongs probably

also amarakan ‘calculator’, DkM.. 403 ,G "
: osmar

1 A similar Vrddhi formation is probably Pahl. i nrn r. Arm. Lw. rttcur ‘ market '.

Georg, mr'aii ‘ merchant \ which belongs to iT-car- as found in Av. (Yt. .V 9
)
pn^nnsca

staoraai upairi zam ncarmta mn.synca bizangra.

Yt. 13 156 fravnkiyo ybiido aynntu nhmyn nntiinf

X<unto ncurantu nhmyn nmant.

mat

r

< *vftifaru is the place ‘associated with moving to and fro, with traffic

cf. on karadak below . KirmanI idjar (I am indebted for the word to Colonel D. L. H.

Lorimer. During my stay in Persia this year I found rfrz tr used in Gaz.) may possibly

have preserved a form without Vrddhi. Marr's etymology in Zap. Vtutf. Otd.. vii. p. 13,

is baseless.

Here I would also place Av. rae&ayana- ‘ a look-out ' as a Vrddhi form to * ri-daynna.

in preference to the view of Waekernagel (Studin Indo-iramnt

.

Ehrcngabe fur

\V. Geiger, p. 227 et seep).
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i amamkan, DIM., 402 12
. Compare also Arm. Lw. bazmakan trans-

lating dvaK€Lfji€vog of Matt. 26 7
. and Nixorakan

,
Benveniste, REA

ix (1929), p. 5 et seq. There is another suffix, with similar meaning,

-van-. Horn, Grand . Iran. Phil., i, b. 172, has zarvdn atorbdn pulvan

,

though he does not recognize -van as a living suffix in NPers. But

-van, common in Avestan and Sanskrit, appears in Mid. Iran, as

either -r from the nonx. sing., so Pahl. artdy . Turfan Mid. Iran, arddv.

Sogd. rt'v. on Arm. Lw. azniu , Turfan Mid. Iran, b'mijr , see BSOS.

.

vi, 954 ;
or as -van from an oblique case. It is found in Pahl. kdravdn

yoyhij, DkM ., 283 r '2\ Pahl. Texts. 4. 1. 2 (Afiiyatkdr i Zareran

)

kdravdn i Eran-sahr. with the adj. kdra<v>anlk, DkM.. 284 2
,

Arm. Lw. karavan
,
Paz. kdravu n (Skaml GY., 4 25

). In the Denkart

passage kdra <.v>dnlk-men isnlh is set in opposition to mdnistak-

menlsnlh. The kdra van -evarzlk martomdn (ibid., 283 18 2)
)

‘ men

belonging to the register of the caravan ' are the karaddkdn of

Menoke ymP 4 6
, see below. The same suffix -van is found in Aram.

nstvn (cf. Schaeder, Iran . Beit., i, 265) *nistavan-, and Oss. (Digor)

nistducrn
,

(Iron.) nystudn * Auftrag, Empfehlung, Testament 5

(cf.

Vilencik, Doklady Akad. Nauk. SSSR.
,
Series B, 11). Hence it is

unnecessary to alter Pahl. (Menoke yraf, 37 36
), TD.

K. Paz. spanzdnal , as B. Geiger proposed, WZKM .,

1930. p. 196, n. 1, to *spanjakdnlh. It is better to read spanfavanakl/t.

I would connect here also Turfan Mid. Iran, d'hv n, probably *ddhvdn
i

giver, liberal ’, comparing rt- of the corresponding Sogdian text

with Pahl. rat, NPers. rad (cf. Minucihrl. i, 29. kaf i rad i to)
'

liberal *,

hence *daOa-vdn. With this Sogd. rt- should be compared r'tvk in

the Sogdian name of the Mother of Life rm r'tvk byyy
: rdtux

‘ bountiful \ Schaeder (Urform und Fortbildnnyen des manichdischen

Systems
, p. 157) has Rdm-rafdx (probably for rdtux)- The etymologv

(apud Walds, u. Lentz, loc. cit., p. 127, note 1) is unacceptable. The

word d hv n supplies also the explanation of Arm. Lw. dahamounk,

gen. pi. dahamanc
'

gifts, offerings ' with -man-, cf. Turfan Mid. Iran.

(North and South Dialects) dysnt n ’structure’. The 'vstyvn of

Menoke yrat. 2 69
. Paz. ostia

.

can be explained as *ava-sti-van (cf.

Nyberg. Glossar. s.v. *dstevdn), beside dstlkdn. Possibly also Pahl.

dyv n, NPers. divan , Arm. Lw. divan is *difii-vdn -, in which, owing to

the long syllable following, -i/3fv- has become 7, in contrast to the

dpyvr (Gem inscription), Pahl. dpyr, Arm. Lw. dpir, NPers. dablr
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from *dij3i-var- with following short syllable. Pahl. dip
v document

'

is in Matiyan i hazdr Ddtastdn (Bartholomae, Zum sasan . Recht ..

iv
} 14). The i of Arm. divan (contra Hiibs.. AG., s.v.) does not necessarily

presuppose e (allhough this would be possible if we suppose *dij3avan,

-iva- > e > i early), since the name divan is probably of the Sasanian

period (cf. the tale in Ibn Khaldun, Notices et Extraits, Texte, vol. ii,

p. 16 :

and at that period Iran, pretonic e appears in Arm. Lws. mostly as

h (e) : Eran. Peroz
,
Ser&y. Reian. Vsemakan . Cenastan , but Nivsapouh,

Gilan (and Gelan) ; whereas 7 is i in hmnsirak, Sirin, Yirny. hence

also in ostikan, rahviray , azarmiduyt . Then apeniaz with e and ia is

Sasanian in contrast to the earlier loanword apirat. If then Arm, divan

is a loanword of Sasanian times, Pahl. dyvn should probably be read

divan with 7.

v can be written also by
g)

as shown by vdvar. XPers.

bdvar , Arm. an]vaver ; averdn ; Jud.-Pers. jXTIN : XPers.

vira n ;

found.

ndv ‘channel’. DIM.. 779 6 XPers. ndv.
gj)

is also

Hence, kdravdn is written and ^o-D^gjy^ju^

in Artay Virdz Natnak , 67 10
. 68 10

, 93 5
. This value of

gj
was not

noticed by F. Muller, WZKM., 5, 354. Pazand has kdravgn and

karfidn. Arm. has also kareuan beside kararan. Here probably

belongs also beside £3^ £J
frecavdnih. frecavanenitak

DkM., 404 lf)
. rather than with -p-.

XPers. pecvdn * twisted ’ seems also to belong here.

In Mfnoke xra*' - 69
'
ydtavdnak is a possible reading of

(cf. Nyberg. Glossar , s.v. *nistavanak). the Pazand has jddangd , which

is Pahl. ydtakgofi.

It is accordingly possible to understand kavdtakdn as the man

appointed to take charge of (vindrtan) the pages. This man then fills

the office of the sr srysym. dpxt6UVO^X0? * Arm. nerkinapet of

Daniel 1
3

. Here the pages received their education. The page Khvas-

arzuk boasts of his attending the frahangastdn. An episode of the early

life of Ardaslr i Papakan may be compared, as given by Tabari, i. 813
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et seq. Gozihr malik of Istaxr had appointed the eunuch Tire. argbeS

of Darabgird :

j oj)l hj j\

o-Aju ^ a! ^ A «Ai

\ *wl)i Ic JJi ^ A b^ls

oIILj

^

A.b-^

nivastak * allied, connected ’, to ni-bayid-, cf. Pahl. patvand
,
NPers.

paivand ‘connected by family*. Av. nivanda - 'binding’. Turfan

Mid. Iran, nivamnhn uh paivann avis paivast (Henning, loc. cit.,

pp. 24, 27). nbst (Bang u. Gabain. Turk.-Turfan-Texte
,

ii, p. 15).

nivastak is here equivalent to ‘adopted’; cf. Herzfeld, AMI.
,

iv,

61, note 3, on * adopted son ’ and Dd ., 56 : 59 (inaccessible to me in

the Pahlavi). Also Bthl., SR.. 5. 21.

vinit is somewhat uncertain, since it is impossible so

far to point out this compound vi-nay- in Mid. Iran, texts other than

Pahlavi and possibly Turfan Mid. Iran, gvnyg . Cf. DkM., 403 4
,
pat

ahmet i dsanih andar an yasnihd andar kdr ut ranj *vinit martdm pads

asdnihend ut ramihend. That compounds of nay- existed we know

from Pahl. dnitan and Man. Sogd. prn'yny ‘ leader ’ (Walds, u.

Lentz, loc. cit., pp. 76, 95). I understand as ‘brought up *. The

meaning
4

instruct ’ for vi-nay

-

in Sanskrit is unfortunately not

attested in early texts.

There remains the word kefiut. The text has I look

upon the word as a loanword from Aramaic. We have other Western

(Greek or Aramaic) words in Mid. Iran., such as Turfan Mid. Iran.

dydym StaS^/xa : NPers. (Lentz. ZII., 4, 285); Pahl.

and kdlpu 8, kalpah 'form'. Gr. KaXanoSiov,

Arm. katapar ' mould ' (cf. Nyberg. Glossttr, s.v.), NPers. daftar
(
daptar

is still the usual word in the language of the ZardustI speakers of

Yazd for kb'ab). Gr. 8«f>6epa ' prepared hide Ktesias (aprnl Diod.,

2 32
. Gilmore, p. 9) has duhOipai fiacnAiKat of the Persian royal

records. Pahl. barbul y )

j

is first attested in Greek fidppLTos

‘ an instrument of many strings, like the lyre Arm. Lw. barbout,

NPers. barbnt, barbat, Arab, barbal (Fraenkel. de vocabulis . . .

peregrinis). Compare also NPers. callpd, Svr. slyb'. Arab. w/76. The
word kefiut could therefore have come from Aramaic. A word NjTINp
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is attested in Syriac and in Mandaean with two distinct meanings and

of different origin. Syriac has jo (for alef cf. “ silver \

Paid, asem, Gr. aa^/xov ’silver') and IZqoo (Brockelmann,
6

Lex. Syr.) :
‘ cist a,' of Moses' ark in Exod. 2 3

, and also of the ark of

Noah. This is Greek ki/3ojt6s
4

coffer \ used for Noah's ark in the

LXX, but found long before in Hekataios and Simonides. Mandaean

has
£

saeptum ' (Brockelmann. ibid.) cognate with Assyr.

qabutu , as in qabut alpi
4

enclosure for oxen Both these meanings

can probably be traced in Iranian. The Pahl. keftiit is ‘ box in an

identical use with that in Syriac where qebuta is used of Moses’ ark.

The second word, Mandsean 'saeptum'. is found in

Turfan Mid. Iran. T"J?p (apud Henning, loc. cit., p. 10) in the

description of the overthrow of the monster by Adamas :

roy 6 eray ron

ci'dn sayr andar kevuh

‘ face to the southern quarter, like a lion in a trap '. For in place

of ^ there are several cases in Turfan Mid. Iran., such as

6m, Gr. fifjfjia ; TJm (Henning, loc. cit.), ; and also in Pahlavi

(Nyberg, Monde oriental
,
xvii. 211).

hist
4

put *. here imperfect in meaning,
4

were intending to put-',

for histan
4

to put ', cf. GazI vdzast * he put vdmtist
4

I put \ translated

by Gazls to me by NPers. guzdstan. The whole passage can then be

rendered :

4

Kavat, as a child, was in a box, and they intended to put him on

the river. He was delivered to the “ Overseer of the Pages Czav saw.

took him and had him nursed. He brought him up as a son of his own

family and gave him his name.’

So far it seems possible to go. It may later happen that a better

interpretation of the text will be found, but it is. I hope, certain that

kefiut ,
parvdrt. and kavatak are to be read here.

II. Kdraddk

Above I have identified the kdravdn-evarzik martoman with the

kdraddkdn (kdradahakdn), understanding by both words
4

people

who move about by caravan In the Denkart passage (283 20 seq.)

kdra<v>dmk-menisnVi ‘inclination to travel by caravan' is con-

trasted with mdnistak-menisnih ’ inclination to a settled abode \

Herein lies probably the true explanation of OPers. kdra - ‘army’,
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Pahl. kdrlk
4

soldier \ kdrecdr * battlefield *. kar- in karavan and in

karadak : it is the * mobile * contrasted with the * settled *
life. Cf.

also NBal. car6% * wanderer, vagabond \ The karri van i erdnsahr

(Pahl. Texts , 4, 1. 2) is the
4

train of the army of Persia *. In Drayt

Asorlk (ed. Unvala. § 18, Pahl. Texts
. p. 11) the tree says :

asydn horn murvicakdn

sdycik kdraddkdn ^astak

* I am the home of small birds, shade for the weary men of the

caravans.
5

In Turfan Mid. Iran, there is a Manichsean paraphrase of

Matt. 25 36
: £evo$ yjprjv Kal crvvyyayeTe fie.

'vd <>vzdh v (prd'g bvd hym 'vt'n v qdg hrvpt hym (M. 475, verso 11-13).

£

I was an exile and a wanderer (kdrSdy) and you took me into your

house.
5

Menoke ym/, 4 6
,
agrees with this explanation

:
pancom Izisn

i Yazddn at aspanj i kdraddkdn kartan, in the Pazand, a pancum

yazesn i Yctzdn a aspanz i kardahagn kardan. There is a Pazand variant

kdrfidn 'caravan
5

(cf. the spelling Paz. karavan , Skaml GW, 4 25
),

which expresses the meaning accurately. The idea in aspcin

j

£

inn
5

proves that we have to do with wayfarers. For the view that the

merchant was looked upon primarily as a traveller and wanderer,

we may compare the remarks of Lazar of P’arpi (ed. Venice, 1793,

p. 163) : eu loueal zays am mioy vacarakani , or er azgau youzik , oroy

jst aurini vricarakanouVean sat anyam canaparhordeal er i hays or eu

zlezou hayeren yUMsfe. k'aj telekabar giter. The same word is found also

in Menoke xraU 37 36
,
of the thirty-third good act (karpak) leading to

Vahist : XXXIII-om ke vimdran at armestdn ut kdraddkdn rah

*spanjavanakih kunet ‘ thirty-third, he who provides hospitality for

the sick, those excluded as unfit, and wayfarers*. Wayfarers, men of

the caravans, naturally suggested the specialization * merchants \

which is represented in the Sanskrit translation of 4 6
: dsrama-

sthdndndmca baniklokebhyah karanam, Mil of 37 3J
:
yah klesibhyah

pangubhyo bdnijyakarebhyah dsramasthdndni lidadhati. So, too, in

Skand GW, 4 25
: aflu cun gadngu rdhddra i andar karavan vdzargnna

rdh brinend. The explanation proposed by Nvberg, Glossar , s.v.

kdrzhahak. is therefore unnecessary.

This same suffix -hdk seems to offer the means of explaining Pahl.

Turfan Mid. Iran, pyd'g. Paz. pedd. paihd , NPers. pa did.

huvaidd. No satisfactory solution has been given (cf. Nyberg. Glossar.
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s.v. petitah). In writing the suffix -hah. Pahl. has beside

in which <1 beside t points to 8. Hence I would propose paihdh for

comparing NPers. paiddd * produced, manifest ' (and

possibly paiddyis) from pati- with da-. XPers. pcidds (Pahl.

has also d. just as XPers. paiydm (beside payam)

has preserved //- after pati-.

A different hdra- is represented in Avestan (Ydl.. 2

1

7
)

:

hdra va it i paema va it i

\sripta va it i raoyna ra if i

mazejaraifi

where hdra- is probably to be explained by NPers. hara
1

fresh butter *. In AIW. it is translated ‘ tiitig \ Darmesteter in

SBE., iv, 233, gave ‘seed’, in Zend-Avesta (Ann. Musee Guimet
,

1892, vol. xxii) lie has * active ' with note 23 : hdravaiti
,

hdromand

.

peut-etre
k

fecondee *. of. hdr
'

action de semer *.

The Palilavi commentator has (Spiegel, p. 225, 1. 8 seq.) :

—

h'r dmattd ha-t h r b<.av>et

pem'omand ha-t pern barPt

sTr'dmand ha-t sir baret

Prah da - A"- martdmdn

Prnh da * i

.

* ydspandaa

rftyn bmaad at mazy datand.

Here it is also possible that Pahl. h r means * fresh butter '.

Por the relation of Av. hdra-. Pahl. h r to NPers. hara. compare

Av. sarah- beside sdira-. Pahl. mt. sdr. NPers. sar. sdr. Hence Av.

spdra.ddsta-, epithet of Asi, if compared with dardyo.rdrdOmayi

may {contra AI IF.) have spdra
'

shield \ Pahl. spar. Turfan Mid. Iran.

'spr. NPers. sipar.

I would understand tlie whole passage as referring to the cow.

The final part of hdraddh needs to be considered further. A suffix

-ddh or -dahah is to be found in other words. Paz. rlndfiadd (as in

ShandGY.. 4 s8
. 5 3)

)
and avindfiadd (ShandGY.. 5 16

. 5 27
)

renders

Pahl. 3G 47 and elsewhere)
(
DhM

434 21
)

(DhM.. C>33 13 14
)

(GrBd.. 127 2
),

with the negative (DhM.. 035 12
). It translates Avestan

menamnow and is translated by Sanskrit drsya-. In the Pahl. the

variant spelling with t and d suggests that 8 is intended : hence it can

VOL. VII. PART 1. *>
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be read vendfiSdk
'

visible \ The noun vendfi
c

vision
J

occurs

in Baliman Yast, 2 20 (K 20, fol. 131, v. 14-15, transl. West, SBE
v. 201 ; Nosherwan's edition lacks this passage) : an i *aracen x

catdylh

i Vahram Gor-sah , ht meaok i rdmisn vend/3 paidk kunet
'

that of lead

is the reign of Yahram Gor the king, when the spirit of joyousness

will reveal a vision \ NPers. blndb, (Yullers) ' res quae homini in ecstasi

apparent, visum, visa species

I would see the same -ddk(-Sdk) in . as in Artay Yiraz

Xamal\ 12 1 2
, api-w girdk-e frdc mat horn . ut (lit an i ratdn rufian

ke brdzaddk raft . brcizaddk (brdz&dk)
6

brilliant
5

belongs to the verb

brdzet , brdzlhet
(
Dd., 36 35 109

)
* shines \

The same suffix occurs also in Turfan Mid. Iran, (north, dial.)

m vzdgd'g
'

messenger ' beside the (south, dial.) myzdgt'e, as in myzdgt'e

'rd 'zdygr yzd
;

messenger and Herald Deity \ In -c beside -g it would

perhaps be possible to recognize the same variation of suffix as in

Paid. ^ beside kuk, kuc * small
4

(with -c- due to a monosyllabic

form in XPers. kftcak) and Turfan Mid. Iran, knyg ‘ maiden
4

beside

NPers. kanlz.

III. Kapdrak

The Pahlavi commentary on YuL, 9 11
,
hpncit rd ^ruzdismanam

reads aivdp katar-ic-e din i sayt zamlk kaparak-e ut

eis-e ‘ or anything of hard earth, an earthen pot or the like \ The

word is evidently NPers. kabdra zfS* explained as

(Vullers) vas figlinum. NPers. kuvdra ofjS" with the same

meaning, which Sanjana (The Yendidarh p. 178) compared, will

probably also belong here. For kabdra Yullers has no quotation, but

for kuvdra he has the verse :

j\
f
jr

Yf J J <Kz>- As»-

ascribed to Farid i Khurasan!.

I think to find the same word, though somewhat badly transmitted,

also in the commentary on Y
T
asna, 9 11

(cf. Unvala. Horn Yast
, p. 20).

The whole passage is of interest. The Avestan text has been translated

by Wolff-Bartholomae : Pommel, Die Ydst's, p. 189, and earlier.

A more recent attempt has been made by Hertel (Die rarestischen
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Herrschafts- und Siegesfeuer, 1931, p. 45, and note 3) to translate the

similar passage of Yast. 19 40
,
but unfortunately owing to his neglect

of the few aids we have for understanding the Avestan texts and his

preference for meanings based upon unsound etymologies, the result

in this present case cannot be considered a serious contribution to the

understanding of the text. The Avesta has :

yd jancit azim sruvars-m

yim aspd.garsm nsrs.garsm

yim visavantsm zairitsnt

yim upairi vis araohat

drstyd.barsza zairitsm.

This is translated and annotated thus :

ke-s zat az i srufiar

i asp-dpdr i mart-opdr

i vis omand i zart

ke-s apar vis rdnenlt fstet

asp-baldh an i zart

ft fn hane pat kamdl ul sat

(Avestan letters) ysvaepaya vafnaya barssna

an hane pat zafar be opast

hast kf eton gofiet ft har do frak

an and bald8 ul sat

an *and drahndS bf opast.

hast kf eton gdfift ft *kapdrak apar past husk estdt.

hane is here written j^SisS (cf. for the spelling, Salemann.

GIP., i, 294, on han
4

other *). hane . . . ut hane
'

the one . . . the other

Av. anyd . . . anyo , OPers. (Charte 25-0) aniyd . . . aniyd.

vafnaya. Instr. to vafnd. Bartholomae. AIW., quoted Kurd

bfn * nose, smell \ Mid. Pers. vfn. North Bal. gin * breath *. In Pahl.

vfn is frequent, meaning 'breath*: GrBd., 189 15
. |jjj, vfn dfiarisn

barisn cfgdn vdt * fetching and expelling breath like the wind *

:

DIM.. 807 17
,
pat harvist dyisn bf-savisn. pat vfn dfiarisn barisn. It is

a derivative of ray-
'

to blow * (cf. A IW.. 2vd-). with the same form as

kafnd- Troivy. In Paid, fravlt

.

written as transcription of

Avestan fra-vay-, is translated by daft
'

blew ’. DkM.. 814 quoted

BSOS., vi, 598. Paid, rfnlk
'

nostril ", as in DkM.. 814 6
, dasn vfnlk

'

right nostril *, and Gr.Bd.. 190 8
, II rfnlk * the two nostrils *. has also

the meaning * nose \ NPers. blnl ' nose *. cf. Pazand damasni i vlnl,
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SknndGV., 13 38
. venlk is derived from ren as deink from deh.

hlrlk from ArTr.

The spelling jpj (
GrBd .. 189 lj

)
with the two dots of (j

indicates a pronunciation yea (of. XBal. gin). as in the case of ji)

vev. GrBd.. 197 n , intended to be read gei\ Ind.Bd. has fiP'

XPers. yfv beside beta a. The g is found already in the inscription

TEOnOGPOC, cf. Herzfeld, AML. iv, 58 et seq. Hence Nyberg's

reading vcnju in Journ. Asiat. (1929), i, 302. must be given up.

The gloss may be thus rendered :

—

‘ That is. this one ascended at the head

over tail and snout and neck

the other fell down at the jaw.

Some say that both are the same, it ascended to such

a height, it fell down such a distance.

Some say that the earthen pot remained dry upon its back/

This has probably understood the Avestan text correctly : araohat

is translated in the word for word rendering by rdnenlt estet
£

is caused

to move *. and explained in the gloss by id sut
4

ascended, mounted up \

Hence the Avestan is to be rendered :

* above whom the yellow poison mounted up

to the height of a spear's length/

This gives the verb mud-

'

to mount’, a development of the meaning
4

to grow*. Bartholomae, A1 IF.. *raod- by translating ‘flow* has

missed the meaning, similarly Lommel (loc*. cit.)
£

anf dew gelbes Gift

schwoll \ For rand-
4 mount up *

it is possible to compare Sanskrit

rohati ’ grow, mount up ’ and rohayati
4

cause to mount *. With the

prefix <7, as here in Av. amohat (so rightly Gobbler's text here, but

Yaht. 19 4(h has raohat without variant), drohati ‘mount’, cf. dydm

rohati ’ mounts to heaven It is, however, more important to notice

that the meaning
4 mount '

is attested for Iranian bv NBalor I nibay.

rohay ’ to grow, spring up. mount . Dames, Bilochi Grammar
, p. 79.

Paid, has droSisa (cf. Ms. 49 23
. Av zdyisink at Av-r drdSismk) of

* growth '

: cf. Turfan Mid. Iran.
*

rry .

IV. Armenian asxoiz and asyat

1. asxoiz.

It is now possible to point out the Iranian word from which the

Armenian borrowed akx<>tz * veemente, fervido. vivace, vigoroso,

impetuoso, ardente, violento It can be recognized in tin* word left
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those, the male Asrestar and the

female Asrestar. lion-shaped, raging

and wrathful, baneful and ravaging,

those he put on as a garment.

untranslated by Henning (loc. cit.) in three passages. South, dial.,

m?3K ciXsoz.

(a) p. 22 (e I verso, i, 29).

'n 'sryst'r
:

y
nr \'d

7

sryst'r

'y m'yg syr

qyrbnd ksvz vd

Jcysmyn bzg vd
5pr ’n nd vys

n

pymvfct

Two of the other words also merit notice.

bzg. So far no explanation has been given of the word bzg (cf.

Nyberg, Glossar, s.v. bacak). The reading bazay is assured by Turfan

Mid. Iran. (North, dial.) bzg with z not z. Hence in Pahlavi bazak

1

(in GrBd., 193 5 > 10
, with the meaning of ‘causing harm", rizand),

Paz. baza, baza (MenoJce xra0? bazaa (Skand GV.), with z as in the

word dz from dz (it is possible that an actual pronunciation is here

preserved, cf. NPers. diz and diz < *dizd
,
OPers. dida

,
NPers. nizdd

4

generation ' to zan-
4

be born and ParacI buj
4

goat NPers. buz ,
Av.

buza-), NPers. baza t'j

.

This word would supply an explanation

also of Buddh. Sogd. fiyz-,
7

pyz-
4

evil ' perhaps from *bazya-. The

etymology of these words is given by Saka basdd
,
fem.

4

sin >

< *bazdayakd

,

Leumann, Zur nordar. Sprache a. Lit., p. 127
;

Konow, Saka Studies, p. 123. Hence they may all be connected with

Av. bazda

-

4 made ill ’ (Pahl. transl. nmdr), beside which occurs banta

-

4 idem \ to the verb band-, ban-
'

to make ill not to be confused,

as has sometimes been done, with band-
4

to bind The treatment

of zd is twofold in Pahlavi : nazd. nazdik ‘ near Sogd. nzt, but dnzd

beside duz
4

thief
7

(cf. Bartholomse, ZII
,

iv, 186 et seq.). Kumzarl

nezik, NBal. nazl, nazly ‘near’. So Pahl. pazuk
,

Vtd.. 14 6
;

Pazi{k, GrBd., 144 5
;

pazuk. Pahl. Rii\, 21 9
;

Av.

pazdu-, NPers. jxtzdak.

'pr . I am inclined to find Pahl. appar (Nyberg. Glossar , s.v. apar)

in Pahl. DIM.. 816 21
, as cton av ham drdst rang cegon an

i apparakdnak spah ‘ he uttered a cry like that of a ravaging army .

DkM 809 12
, as had an tanglh bozend cegon an i apparakdnak spah

1 Written both bck and bzk (Pahl. Comm, to Yacna, 51 ia
) and possibly

DkM., 386 h
, MPI. btk.

~
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* thev will deliver him from that distress, like the distress of a

ravaging army It would then be distinct from

hazdrakdmak , DkM.. 839 7
: hazdrakdmak ku 1000 pat e bar be dyemd

'

a thousand-fold, that is, a thousand come at one time \ Compare,

however. Zdtsp .. 3. 1. coyon dm hazdrakdmak spdh ka pat dknem apar

yarzemd.

(b) p. 23 (e recto, i. 29).

from that progeny of llazans and

Asrestars which he devoured he

formed it by his own violence and

made one bodv of male form . . .

K n zhy 'y ntznn

r sryst r'n

‘ys Jcvrd h'n pd

keys Icbi'zyh

vymyhyd 'vs kyrd

tm
i

yv nrdys . . .

(c) p. 22 (e I. verso i. 31-verso ii, 1).

'rtfs'

m

they put these on.

pym vkt s kvyys they made them their own veil and

nyy m ' vd pymtry garment and within them they

qyrd hynd 'vsm raged.

'mdr 'ksrzyhyst

2. asycit nrmel
'

dar pena ad aleuno, molestare, infesta re
5

occurs

twice in this same text ksdyh k'sdyy translated
;

Leid \

p. 21 (e I, verso i. 17).

my z v ksdyh miydz u 8 aysdhlh

‘ want and trouble
1

p. 8 (e II. verso i, 30).

vd ks dyy gunkyd uS t/ysuST gumayeS

* and suffers distress
'

Hence also for the North, dial, ksdypt axsahlft (Walds, u. Lentz,

lot*, cit., p. 114) read
k

trouble \ not * Verzeihung \

V. Note to BSOS.. VI, 582

The reading pat 3 bahr e hahr proposed for the corrupt passage in

Zamasp Namak, BSOS.. \ I. 582. §72 and p. 588, is rather to be

explained as pat 10 bahr e bahr m accordance with the Persian Zamasp
Namak (ed. Modi, p. 85. 1. 18). which has mardum amdar Iran sahr az

dah hahra bahr7 matmdmamd in the corresponding passage.

(In BSOS.. VI. 593, last line, dkand and NPers. dyandan are

mistakenly said to belong to a root kand-. Obviously they are from

kan-.)



Le da drag tibetain

Par J. Przyluski et M. Lalou

POUR les grammairiens tibetains, da drag (= faux d) est le nom
d’un suffixe qui s'ajoute aux finales >?, r, /.

La loi d'euphonie clu da drag exige au debut de la syllabe suivante :

t, c, p.

On peut distinguer deux etats du da drag

(1) le d est ecrit.

(2) le d rbest pas ecrit, mais la syllabe qui suit w, r. L presente

la forme qu elle aurait si le da drag etait ecrit.

Y-a-t-il eu une epoque oil le da drag etait toujours ecrit ? B. Laufer

(“ Bird Divination among the Tibetans,” T'oung Pao , xv, 1914. l,p. 60)

s'eleve contre bopinion qui fait du da drag un signe de graphie ancienne.

11 cite comme exemple une inscription de a.d. 783 et un document du

fonds Pelliot qui n ?

ont pas le da drag , et un manuscrit or et argent de

VAstasdhasrika, datant du XVIIIe siecle, oil il est frequemment ecrit.

Pour B. Laufer, la presence du da drag n'est pas un signe d'anciennete,

ni son absence un fait recent.

D'apres les anciens grammairiens tibetains, le da drag est une

marque du passe. J. Bacot, qui rapporte cette opinion, fait observer

a bon droit que ce signe se rencontre aussi dans des mots qui ne sont pas

des verbes et oil il ne peut indiquer un temps (Les slobas grammaticalix

de Thonnti Sambhota, p. 24, n. 2).

Sarat Chandra Das, suivant une opinion deja exprimee par Csoma de

Koros et Foucaux, le considere comme une graphie surannee.

Les philologues europeens ne sont pas d’accord sur Torigine du da

drag. Rockhill incline a le considerer comme une graphie fautive et

croit trouver des exemples oil il aurait ete introduit par euphonic.

D'apres B. Laufer, c'etait d’abord un element de caractere

grammatical, puis sa signification devint incomprise et il fut employe

apres m, r, /, pour des raisons uniquement euphoniques ; le degre

de conservation de cet element a varie selon les localites, les dialectes
;

les formes t-o, t-am , t-u, encore usitees dans la graphie moderne,

prouvent que le da drag
,
quoique non ecrit, est encore artieule

(B. Laufer, ibid., p. 64).

Pour expliquer que le da drag , avant de devenir element euphonique,

ait eu une valeur grammaticale, B. Laufer invoque
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(1) des cas oil Tinsertion (Tun indique un etat. une condition :

rya-ba
"

etre vieux " > ryad-pa
"

vieil homme
“ etre malade “ > nad-pa

"
maladie .

(2) des cas ou l'insertion d’un d forme des verbes transitifs en

part-ant cTune racine intransitive ou nominale :

(l)tut-ba ” bas. vil " > *mod-pa
"
blamer

bya-ba
"
action ” > byed-pa

"
faire

Ces formations proviendraient. d’apres Laufer. d une contraction

de la racine avec l'auxiliaire yod (ibid., p. 63).

P. Cordier explique que Tortliograplie tibetaine ancienne admettait

trois finales doubles ml. rd . W. devenues aujourd'hui /*, l respective-

ment, par chute de l'affixe dental sonore : toutefois. la finale double

a ete conservee par certains mots dans des manuscrits provenant

d'Asie Centrale (Cours de Tibetain classique. Hanoi. 1908. p. 7).

La liste de ces mots avait ete dressee parL. D. Barnett, d'apres un

manuscrit du Sdlistanibasutra decouvert au Turkestan Chinois par

Sir Aurel Stein (’* Preliminary notice of Tibetan Manuscript in the

Stein Collection." JRAS ., 1903, p. 1 10). II ressort de ce travail que lc

mots termines par w, /\ /. peuvent etre ranges en deux classes *

(a) ceux qui n'ont jamais le da dray.

(b) ceux qui Font quelquefois.

II est probable que dans Yusage ancien et correct lex nmts de la

seconde classo avaient toujours le da dray et qm*. site en Mint parfois

prives dans le manuscrit Stein, c est parce que h* du dray est en voie

de disparition.

Quel son representait exaetement le faux d '

On sait qu apres un d ordinaire, les mot^ commencant- par d. z. h

conservent l'initiale sonore et les particules commencant par t changent.

leur initiale en d. Le da dray exigeant a sa suit-* line sourde. un point

peut etre considere corame acquis: le faux d agissait dans le samdhi

tibetain aiitrement qu un d ordinaire
: par consequent il ne pent etre

considere eomme ayant la valeur de la dentate sonore.

D'autre part, le da dray ne saurait etre considere eomme l’equiudent

d’un/. car s'il avait cetfce valeur les Tibetains n'auraient pa.s manque

de le transcrire au moyen de la dentale sourde. 1 Ainsi te
t ; ,, lx ,/

••

i On objectera peut-etre quo les Tihetains n'eeriveiit jumae / U hn <i un mot

maix la raison de cettc abstention nest giuVc douteiw. I’nixqu,. r,,lp | la f M .

t t,b,.tlim

eoinporte un t, le fait que eette lettre n est jamam tVute a la |, n du mot prom,. N,ns

acute qu’un t Hnal n etait jamais prononee quaml 1 orthomaphe tibetaim* a rtb tix.V
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n'est ni un d ni un f bien qu*il ait des affinites avec uiie sourde comme
1‘indique le traitement de la consonne qui le suit. Force est done

d'admettre que le son note par le da draff est intermediaire entre t et

d. cYst-a-dire qu‘il est sans doute une consonne mi-sonore. De tels

phonemes existent encore dans les langues autroasiatiques et nous

savons que les Tibetains out vecu longtemps en contact avec des

populations parlant des langues de cette famille.

L'hypothesc d'un phoneme mi-sonore perniet dYxpliquer la

production du da dray et T irregularite de son emploi. ( )n peut concevoir

qu entre un mot termine par th r, / et un element commen^ant par

une sourde, il se soit developpe. dans certains dialectes, un phoneme

intermediaire entre d et t . cYst-a-dire une mi-sonore qui facilitait la

transition entre la sonante et la sourde. Ce phoneme supplementaire

a pu. dans certains cas, etre note imparfaitement par un d et, dans

d autres cas, etre neglige. D oii les irregularites constatees dans la

graphie.

En somrue, le da dray ne peut guere etre une sonore (pii se serait

maintenue ou developpee devant une sourde. C est plutot, croyons-

nous, une mi-sonore qui fait la liaison entre une sonante et une sourde.

Si notre explication est exacte. la notation : sonante (/ t indique

qifentre la sonante et la sourde des vibrations glottales se font entendre.

II semble dans ces conditions que d -f t represente un son complexe

qui s accompagne au debut de vibrations glottales pour s'assourdir

finalement. De meme. les notations sonante - d -j- p et sonante

-f- d + c indiquent simplement qu entre la sonante et la sourde des

vibrations glottales se font entendre.

Les suggestions qui precedent sont principalement destinees a

provoquer des observations sur le terrain. A cet egard. nous croyons

devoir appeler Tattention des chercheurs sur les points suivants :

—

(1) Existe-t-il encore, sur tout ou partie du domaine tibeto-birman.

des consonnes mi-sonores ? Ces phonemes etant peu stables dans

les langues austroasiatiques, il ne serait pas etonnant qu’au Tibet leur

disparition fut- imminente ou deja accomplie.

(2) Peut-on constater aujourd'hui la presence d‘un phoneme

adventice entre les sonantes n, r, 1 et les consonnes sourdes ?





Japanese Names for the Four Cardinal Points

By S. Yoshitake

1925 P. Pelliot drew a very interesting comparison between

the Mongol and the Tungus names for the four cardinal points. 1

This comparison was followed bv S. M. ShirokogorofFs detailed study

of the Northern Tungus terms of orientation. 2 to which W. Kotwiez

added a short note on the Mongol terms. 3 Later in 1928 the latter

scholar touched on the same subject in his article entitled “ Sur les

modes dorientation en Asie Cent rale ”, in which the Turkish names

for the four cardinal points are discussed. 4 These noteworthy studies

show clearly how in the above-mentioned languages the four cardinal

points are expressed by various words signifying “ right " and
44

left

and “ front " and “ back *\ as well as “ upward *' and “ downward *\

The problem of orientation has also attracted the attention of the

Japanese linguists, the majority of whom appear to believe that the

Japanese word higasi
"
east ” has been derived from Viimukasi

“facing the sun ”, and that the term nisi "’west'' denotes inisi

“ past ”, Adopting this interpretation S. Kanazawa suggests that

the Japanese immigrated eastward, whilst the Koreans, in his opinion,

migrated southward, because the Korean word alp means “front,

south *. 5 Further, he infers that the Okinawa people, too, must

have immigrated southward, since the word nisi is used to designate

“ north ” in Luchuan.5

It seems highly gratifying to know that we can consider the two

words higasi “east” and nisi “west” as sufficient evidence for

the supposed eastward migration of the Japanese, but it is very

disappointing to find that the author does not appear to have tested

the accuracy of his hypothesis by the names for the two remaining

cardinal points, minami k
* south ” and kita “ north When examined

1 P. Pelliot, “ Les mots a H initiate, aujourd'hui amuie, clans le inongol des XII I
e

et XIV1 Mecles,” JA., avril-jum, 192."), pp. 103-263 ;
ef. pp. 230-4.

2 S. M. Shirokogoroff, ** Northern Tungus terms of orientation," BO., tom IV

(1026). Lwow, 1928, pp. 167-187.

3 W. Kotwiez, “ Mongol terms of orientation,” BO ., tom IV (1026). Lwow,

1928, pp. 188-9.

1 \V. Kotwiez, *‘ Sur les modes tforientation en Asie Cent rale,” BO., tom V.

Lwow, 1928, pp. 68-91.
5 Cf. F. Ifa, Karyulcyu , Tokyo. 1922, pp. 50-62 ; M. Ando, Kodm Kokugo no

Kcnkyu , Tokyo, 1024, pp. 128-0.
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—

closely these words may be found to support Kanazawa's conviction,

or they may equally send his argument to the ground. Our immediate

inquiry therefore must be the fundamental meanings of these two

terms.

1. Minami “ South
"

S. Matsuoka finds certain vestiges—without revealing what exactly

they are—of the custom of connecting the direction with the sex in

ancient Japan, and conjectures that the words mina(-mi) “ south
”

and kita "north" may have been formed *mi " female " + *ta

“ direction " and *ki " male
"

*tn
£k
direction ", on the ground

that there are many instances in which the character “ south "
is

used to represent mina, and that mina and mita are interchangeable. 1

According to him *mi "female" is a variant of me "female", and is

found in the form *-ami (where *-a- is treated as a prefix) in kamuromi
" female deity " (Matsuokas interpretation), and in the names of the

mythological (or historical) figures Izanami and Aivanami. He further

identifies his *-ami with the Korean ami used for calling one's mother,

without telling us whether the *-a- is a prefix in Korean also. 2

Similarly, in Matsuokas opinion, the ki- in kita " north "
is identical

with ko " child " and is found in the form *-agi (when 1 *-«- is treated

as a prefix) in sumeragi "emperor", kamnrogi "male deity
5 J

(Matsuokas interpretation), and in the names Izanagi and Awanagi.

the form *-agi being compared by him with the Korean aki " child ". 3

We are also told that *ta ‘direction" is found in sita "the lower

part", where *si denotes "below, down, lower" as in simo "the

lower part", siri "behind", asi "foot", sifha "to hang down,

drip", sidzumu "to sink", sidznka "tranquillity", sin a "to die",

sibomu "to fade, wither", siworn "to wither, droop*’, etc. 4

Another and more plausible explanation of the word minami
" south ” has been put forward by K. Shiratori, who derives it from

mi “body" (or me “eye ") + na (genitive particle) + onto “ front,

face ”
;

this theory seems to be supported by I. Shimmura, one of

the leading authorities on Japanese linguistics. 5

1 N. Matsuoka, Kojo Dnijiten . Tokyo, 1930, pp. ,30 1, 10645.
' Ko<jo Dnijiten , op. cit., p. 90.

3 Kujo Dnijiten , op. cit., pp. 9-10, 4S9.

1 Kojo Dnijiten , op. cit., pp. 651-2 ;
S. Matsuoka, Sihon Genjogalai , Tokyo, *

1928, p. 61.

3
I. Shimmura, Ton Gogenshi, Tokyo, 1930, p. 237.

*
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To what extent the linguistic vivisection, so recklessly performed

by these scholars, can be accepted as the only solution to the difficult

problem of Japanese etymology is not merely a matter of opinion

but demands serious investigation. If Matsuoka believes, as he

apparently does, that Japanese was implanted " by the speakers

of the Altaic languages, it would he outrageous to attempt an analysis

of the Japanese words without a reference to the similar words found

in those languages, except-, of course, in some limited cases and the

later Chinese loan-words. 1 Nevertheless it is true, as Matsuoka states,

that to inquire into the prehistoric stage of the Japanese language

would be to transgress the legitimate confines of Japanese linguistics. 1

This is equivalent to saying that to-day, after a long history of 1,000

years of Japanese linguistics, it is as yet premature to speak of the

etymology. And as long as we follow suit of the earlier Japanese

scholars, the key to the proper understanding of the language will

not be found for another 1,000 years. If, on the other hand, we strive

to approach the problem with what knowledge we possess of other

languages, we may ultimately light upon some important clue to the

right method of studying Japanese. In the circumstances, therefore,

it would not be unprofitable to examine the Japanese names for the

four cardinal points together with the corresponding terms in Turkish

and Mongol.

For this purpose we cannot do better than avail ourselves of the

results obtained by W. Kotwicz, who, after reviewing the modes of

orientation in Central Asia from the standpoint of the burial rites,

the structure of dwellings, and the names for the four cardinal points,

summarizes as follows 2
:

—

Pendant une periode de plusieurs siecles, avant et apres le

commencement de Cere chretienne, nous voyons que Y orientation

meridionale semble Temporter en Asie cent rale : les preuves a 1'appui

embrassent presque toute la Mongolie septentrionale jusqu'au lac

Baikal, ainsi que les pentes des T ien-chan. C'etait la probahlement

une consequence de Finfluence preponderante de la Chine dans ees

pays, au temps des Han, corame le demontrent les reeherches recentes.

En revanche, sur les marches d'une part, orientales (le peuple des

Wou-houan), et occidentals d'autre part (les tombeaux en Siberie

occidental et chez les Ouriangkhais), apparait Vorientation vers le

soleil levant.”

1 Xihou Gengognhi , op. cit., p. 4.

- Sur le s* wode* d'oritntatiou, op. pp. S4-.*i.
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—

La chute des Hiong-nou entraine des bouleversements politiques

et des deplacements ethniques considerables, ce qui fait que, dans le

nouvel etat de choses. ou la suprematie revient aux Turcs et qui so

montre generalement hostile aux Chinois, Torientation vers Test

prend le dessus et se maintient assez longtemps, memo apres la chute

des Turcs, chez les Ouigours et les Khitais. De nouveaux courants

dTdees. originaires de ITran. viennent compliquer la question, mais

l'influence de la Chine se montre de nouveau la plus forte et l'orientation

chinoise commence a Temporter : les uns apres les autres, Ouigours,

Kirghiz, Joutchens, Mongols enfin, a partir sans doute du IX^X1

s.,

se plient peu a peu a Torientation vers le sud
;

les Mongols, qui la

reconnaissaient des le debut de leur domination, durent Tetablir

definitivement chez toutes les tribus nomades . .

The earliest period here indicated goes back to the time when the

tribes who roamed the vast tract of northern Mongolia had no

knowledge of writing, and hence the linguistic material supporting

the argument is lacking. The Turkish mode of orientation to east

is illustrated by Kotwicz by way of the Orkhon il “ devant ", or)

‘‘ devant " and the Yakut ilin “ avant ", all used to designate “ east
i

\ 1

Lastly the Mongol orientation to south is shown by the word emiine

south " which also means “ front
" 1 and occurs in all Mongol dialects :

Kalmuk om no (written bmono)
"
front, in front, south part, south ",

Khalkha bmun , bmno “ id.." Buryat iimil nil
"
south ", etc. According

to G. J. Hamstedt the word is found in the Tungus dialects with the

meaning “one": Manchu emun , mw, Goldi, Olcha omu , bmu
%

Oroche amo, etc., all going back to *emun , which, he thinks, had an

ordinal sense “the one, the one in front, the first". 2 He further

compares the Mongol emiine " front, south " with ebilr
"
breast,

bosom, the space between the breast and the garment ", and ebutse-

“ to unite ", and traces the stems of these words to and *ebii-. 2

However, as B. Y. Vladimirtsov pointed out. tin* dialectal o-, ii-,

corresponding to the Classical e-, cannot be explained as a result of

retrogressive assimilation, since then* are instances in which the

Classical e- (Kalmuk-written 6-, dialectal b~, //-) corresponds not onlv

to the Pre -elass iea I -writ ten b- but to the Turkish and Tungus

1 Sur les modes d'orientation, op. cit., pp. 85 -S.

2
(i. J. Hamstedt, tber die Zahluortei dor altaiHehen Sprachen,” JSFOu.,

xxiv. 1. Helsjrif/issa, 1907, p. .5; of. also W. Kotwicz, “ (’ontributions aux etudes
altalques," HO., tom VII (1929-30). Lwow. 1931, pp. 159-160, 216-17.
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o-. 1 The probability is therefore that emiine “ front, south " goes

back not to *emu but to *dmii.

It is quite likely that the Korean word alp (> ap) “ front, south
”

is of the same origin as the Orkhon il
"
in front of, east ”, Yakut ilin

“ front, east ”, and a number of other words. Would it then be

possible for us to connect the Mongol emiine “ front, south ” with the

Japanese minami “south”? To this question another Japanese

word mane (< muna-) “ breast, bosom ” seems to offer an affirmative

answer, if we are to take into consideration the Mongol ebiir cited

above. If these two Japanese words go back to the same origin as

the Mongol emiine , they must have lost their initial vowel, leaving

*mi (< *Vmi) and *mn (< *Vma) as their stems. The falling off

of the unstressed initial vowels is not unknown to Japanese. To

quote a few examples of the disappearance of the initial vowels before

m : mada < imada “ still, yet ”, -mari
"
over (used in enumeration)

”

< amari “excess”, mote < omote “ face ”, mago < umago > mumago

“ grandchild ”, mugasi < umugasi > omogasi ’* joy, happiness, etc..”

etc. As instances of the occasional alternation i ~ u in the stem may
be cited: imo ~ umo “potato”, inu ~ unu “dog”, idaku

udaku (> dahi) ~ mudaku “ to embrace ”, itukusi ~ utukusi

*' lovely ”, iku ~yuku “ to go ”, etc. The -na- in minami “south
”

and mune (< muna-) “breast, bosom ” 2 may be compared with

t he -ne in Mongol emiine “ front, south ”, which according to Kotwicz

is a variant of -na used in the formation of adverbs of place .

3 The

final -mi in the former word would then be a Japanese directivas

suffix like -bi, -be, and -he (<-ve). The initial vowel that has been

lost from the two words under consideration cannot be restored at

present.

It may be added that in a document preserved in the Shozoin and

believed to date from the Tempyo era (a.d. 729-748) the word minami
"
south ” is written ^ ^|,

4 which appears to be the earliest

documentary record of this word transcribed in the Man-vo-gana.

The transcription, however, does not offer us any further informa fion

1 B. y. Vladimirtsov, CpaenumeAbnaH epaMMamum MOtteoAbCKoeo

naebMennoeo A3UKa u xaAxacKoeo napemiH. Bsedenue u (ponemuKa.
.'ItMiiiiiip.U* 1929, pp. 1.51-7.

2 Matsuoka derives this word from mu- hotly
” *na (suffix), stating that the

earlier meaning of the word is “ body ” (Koyo Dnijiten, op. oit., p. 1236).
J Sur les modes d'orientation, op. eit., p. 87. n. 68; also ('onirihution# a ux etudes

altaiques, op. eit., p. 161, n. 3.5.

4 Uf. Y. Yoshizawa, Kokugoshi Oaiset'Oi, Tokyo, 1931, p. IS.
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than that, whatever the derivation, the word was pronounced already

in the eighth century in much the same way as at present.

There is one more point to be noted. As quoted above. Kotwiez

thinks that the Mongols adopted the orientation to south at some

time not long before the ninth century. This implies that the word

emiine , which must have come to acquire the signification “ south
*’

at about the same period, may once have been used as the designation

of the east. 1 What then is the history of the Japanese word minami
<£
south ”

? The skeletons discovered in the neolithic kitchen-middens *

in Japan have usually, but not always, been found with the head

pointing east. 2 If this posture hints at the possibility that the Ainu-

like inhabitants of ancient Japan orientated to the east, there is

nothing to show that the word minmtn was ever used in the sense of

“east". Moreover, the antiquity of this word is suggested by the

loss of the initial vowel and the presence of the Japanese suffix -mi,

which must have been added after the function of the locatims suffix

-na had been forgotten.

2. Kita “ North
"

If the word mimtmi “ south ” has really been derived from the

same root as mnne “ breast-, bosom ” and the basic meaning of these

two words be “ front ", we are tempted to seek the idea “ back
”

in the word lita “ north ". We may then connect it with Orkli.

I'isril “after", Alt. lit* “the hind-part, afterwards". Kir. keyin

“behind, after, afterwards". Koib. keziti “the hind-part, behind,

after, afterwards”, Chag. kayin “back, after”, Uig. kiihut “back,

after, later ”
: Yak. katcix ” nape ”

; Mong. yede
"
nape, the back of

the head ”, etc. It is difficult to decide whether the -ta in the Japanese

word is a suffix or part of the stem, but we may assume the root of

kita “north” to be *ki8, since all the Turkish words cited above

appear to go back to *k(i& (Mong. *//cr/).
3 This assumption seems to

be supported by the words kinovu ((£ gg Jfi) “ yesterday ” and kiso

({£ ^), kizo (££ ft®) “bygone '. which may also have been derived

from *li8. If so, kinovu would go back to *kitu or followed

1 Of. Sur mode* d'onfutatioH, op. c*it., pp. SS-O.

- Of. K. Kiyono, “ Minzokuron,” Kdhxjakn Kozn, vol. x, Tokyo. IU29, p. 31.
3 An an example of Turk, -a- ^ Jap. -ft-. may he cited kirn (stem ki *

"to put on, wear ”
: Turk. Orkh., Oig. kab- '‘to put on. wear Koih. kes

** id.," Osm. >f-

"
id.." Yak. knt- "id.,” etc. Tlie word" fotta "shoulder” and

kwhuku (stem *btd-nf.) "to put on one's head " seem also to have eome from the
Turkish *ka8.
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by -vu “ day ". Similarly, kiso and kizo may be traced back to *kiso

and *kiz9, and kita " north " to *kita.

There is, however, one problem to be solved. Are we to consider

the word kozo “ last year " to be related to kiso and kizo ?

Although Matsuoka thinks that the ki- in kinovu and kiso (kizo) is

identical with the preterite “ auxiliary verb " ki , of which the ko- in

kozo is treated as a variant, and that the -so and -zo in these words

mean “ time, interval "A the question here asked is not so easy to

answer. This is because there are at least five more sets of words

with allied meanings in Turkish and Mongol
: (1) *qo S (or *qo) >

Orkh. qo S- "to leave behind*', Uig. qo S- "to put, lay down, leave

behind ”, Kkir. qoi- "id.,** Osm. qo- "id."; Chuv. ^rr- "to put,

lay down ; Mong. qodzi

-

" to delay ", qoyina " behind, after, later ",

etc.
; (2) *kbt > Kir. hot

,
Koib. kodcin , Alt. kodon , Kaz. ki.it

;
Chuv.

kvt ‘’posteriors **

; (3) *kdts > Kkir. lots- "to nomadize, migrate ",

Kaz. kilts- "id."
;
Chuv. krs- "to migrate, travel" : Yak. kos-

i;
to

change one's habitation", etc.
; (4) *kats > Uig. kets- "to pass by,

cross over ", Osm. gets-
"

id.," Kaz. kits- " id.** : Chuv. kas- " id."
;

Yak. kds- “to wade ", etc.
; (5) *kat > Tar. kdt -, lvir. ket Osm. git-

“ to go (away), walk
?1

, etc.

There can be no doubt that the Japanese words koyu , koyaru .

koyasu (< *koy) “to lie down, throw oneself down" 2 have been

derived from *^o8, and it is possible that the words katsu (stem *kat)

“ to win, get over
*'

3

and kosu (stem *kos), koyu (stem *koyi > koye)

“ to cross over
5
' come from *kdts or *kdts. We may likewise trace

the word katsi “ walk " back to *kat. But it is quite uncertain which

of the roots here conjectured has given rise to kozo "last year". We
must therefore reserve the etymology of this last word as open to

1 Kogo Daijiten , op. eit., p. 501. Matsuoka does not explain the function of the

-no- in kinoVTl. For the preterite suffix -ki see my article entitled “ An Analytical

Study of the Conjugations of Japanese Verbs and Adjectives ", BSOS.. vol. \i. part 3,

1931, pp. 657-8.

2 Matsuoka connects these words with koyu “to cross over " (Kogo Daijiten
,

op. cit., pp. 570, 596).

3 According to Matsuoka the ka- of this word is of the same origin as the Chinese

tsia (< ka. “to add to, join ", “good, admirable ", fjr ‘good, beautiful "),

whilst -tsw is a suffix (Kogo Daijiten. op. eit., p. 424). Thus he identifies this word
with katsu “ to add to **

(pp. 432-3). However, the word kat*u (stem katr) “ to add
to ", together with kata “ side ", katsu “ in addition ", etc., seems to be related to

Osm. etc. qat “ side, layer, -fold ", qat- “ to add. join, mix "
: Chuv.. “ side, layer,

a time", Xvin s- “to be mixed": Yak. kitor- “to unite, join ", etc., all derived

from *qat.

VOL. VII. part 1. 7
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further study, until we have acquired better knowledge of the vowel-

changes in Japanese.

3. Higasi
tc
East

”

Our derivation of the word minami “ south ” is not reconcilable

with the usual explanation of the word higasi “ east ”, as meaning

himukasi ‘‘facing the sun”, wdiich interpretation has led Kanazawa

to advance his theory of the eastward migration of the Japanese as

stated above. As Matsuoka pointed out, the current etymology has

a double fault
: (1) the function of the final -si is unexplainable by

the Japanese language alone, and (2) hi-muka “ facing the sun
”

would be more suitable for the designation of the west than of the

east. On these grounds Matsuoka refuses the usual derivation, and

suggests that, although the place-name ^ ^ (in the province of

Settsu) is transcribed fimugasi-nari (Jfc ^ ^ & S) in the

Wamyosho, the older form of the word meaning “ east ” is *fikasi,

because the word in question is, in his opinion, derived from *fi and

*ka. both meaning “dry”, and *-H “wind”, as contrasted with

nisi “ west ”, which he believes to signify “ a damp wind Thus

he argues that the eastern wind in Japan is usually dry, and hence

the word meaning “ a dry wind ” came to signify “ east J A very

original and extremely ingenious explanation, if only we could accept

*ka and *ni as the stems of karu “ to get dry ” and nuru “ to get wet ”

respectively. Although these two verbs follow the Shimo-nidan

conjugation, we must assume that they both belonged once to the

Yodan conjugation on the strength of the existence of their transitive

forms kara-su “to dry” and nura-su “to wet”'. The important

distinction between these two conjugations is that the stem of the

Yodan verbs regularly ends in a consonant, whereas that of the Shino-

nidan verbs ends in a vowel.2 Therefore the older stems of the words

karu “ to get dry ” and nuru “ to get wet ” would be *kar and *nur

respectively. The stem *kar may go back to the same root as Osm.

quru “dry”, guru- “to get dry”, etc., and the stem *nur may be

traced back to the same origin as Chuv. niiri “ damp, moist ”, niirel-

u
to get damp ”, niiret- “ to moisten ”, or Mong. noro- “ to get damp,

get wet Thus, if the w'ord higasi “east” really meant “a dry

wind”, it ought to be *hi$i (< *jisi) or *hikarasi (< fikarasi) like

1 Kogo Da ijitfitt, op. eit., pp. 104S, 9ft I.

2 Cf. my article, op. eit. f pp. 642, 646.
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orosi “ a wind blowing down a hill ” which seems to have come

from *or.

Finding ourselves unable to accept either explanation of the word

higasi “ east ” we are compelled to seek some other solution. For

this the Luchuan language offers a useful suggestion. In the dialect

spoken in Okinawa the east is called agari, agai (lit. “going up”) and

the west iri (lit. “ entering ”), undoubtedly named thus in association

with the rising and setting of the sun. The same linguistic

phenomenon is found in other languages of the world
;

for example,

in a Kalmuk dialect naran yaryct (lit. “ the sun goes out ”) and naran

uryiiyxi (lit.
“ the sun rises ”) designate the east, and naran sirjgekil

(lit. “ the sun dives ”) means “ the west ”J Compare also Chuv.

yivel-tvyizi (or yivel-tix ‘‘sunrise, east”. Kir. Jriin tsiyis “sunrise^

cast”, where both y/reZ and kiln denote “the sun”, while tuyizi

(or tv^is) and tsiyis are substantives derived respectively from tux~

“ to go out. come out, rise (of the sun) ” and tsiq- “ id.”

It would therefore be not entirely unreasonable to suppose that

the Japanese word higasi “ east ” has been evolved from something

like *pir)jsi with the signification “ rising . The stem *piyd, from

which the substantive *pir)Bsi is here assumed to have been derived,

may be compared with Turkish min-, miin

-

“to rise*', Orkh.. Osm.

bin- “ to mount (a horse) ”, Yak. min- “ to sit up, rise, ride ”, the

forms in m- going back to *6-. The Turkish and Mongol b- and m-

usually correspond to the Japanese m-, but there seem also some

instances of the b- and m- in the former languages corresponding to

the Japanese */>-(> f- > h-). For example: futo “great, thick,

fat ”
;
Osm. bilyiik “great, weighty, etc.,** Kaz. biyik “high”, Alt.

poziik “ high "
;

Ur. padik “ high, great ”
; Mong. biidugiin “great,

large, thick ”, etc.
;
homu (< fomu) “ to praise ", hogu (< fogu) “ to

celebrate ”, hafuri ( < favuri) “a Shinto priest
” 2

;
Uig. maq “ praise ",

maqit-
"
to praise "

: Ur. paq “ praise ”, paqta- “ to praise "
;
Mong.

mayta- “ to praise ", etc. We have also assumed in the present com-

parison that the Turkish -n corresponds to the Japanese -
rj

-. The

-n does not seem always to go back to *-n in Turkish, since it is identical

1 Kotwicz, Mongol terms of orientation, op. cit.. p. 18S.

- Although Ando believes ( Kodn i Kokugo , op. cit., pp. 202-4) that homu and hogu

have been derived from ho (< *fo) by the addition of the “ formative suffixes ” *-mv

and *-gu, they, together with hafuri, may provide an example of the alternation

*fom ~ *fog ~ *far as here conjectured. M. U<xia quotes two current explanations

of the word hafuri : (1) hafuru “ to exorcize (evils) ", (2) hafuri (~ habeti) “ to attend

on (gods) ” (Dainihon Kokugo Jiten , vol. iv, Tokyo. 1929, p. 334).
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with -n or -m in Chuvash for some unknown reasons. We may there-

fore suppose this strange Turkish -n to correspond sometimes to

and sometimes to -)j- in Japanese until some contradictory evidence

is forthcoming.

Thus, if our hypothesis be accepted, the earliest form of the word

higasi " east " would be *pi}^si which in the tenth century came to

be pronounced firjgasi and was transcribed Jrfc ifi where the

character^ represented g, but not m. 1 Compare ntinann > minnami
" south It may then be asked : How were the place-names (in

Kyushu), now known as Hvuga. pronounced when they came to be

written g [tsj in the eighth century ? Our knowdedge of the pro-

nunciation of one of these two place-names only extends to the tenth

century, when it was called fiuka (Ik ^ jjp). There is no evidence

that it was ever pronounced *fiwuka. whilst the old pronunciation

of the other place-name, which is also written f] jpj , seems entirely

unknown. If these tw~o place-names were once pronounced *Jhmika,

as the characters suggest, and if the word higasi
b

‘ east " has really

come from an earlier *jbnukasi (’'facing the sun"), why in the one

case did *fintuht become fiuka and in the other *Jinuga . both in the

tenth century ? Until a reasonable answer to this question is forth-

coming, we must assume that at least one of these two place-names

lias nothing to do with the word higasi " east ". Further, it may he

argued that if the Japanese higasi is related to the Turkish words

min-, miin- "to rise", etc., it may be that its earlier form was

*fimugasi, *ji meaning "the sun" and *-mugasi going back to the

same origin as the Turkish. Or it may also be suggested that the

word higasi is composed of hi (<fi) "the sun and the direct inis

suffix *-gasi which is found both in Mongol and Tungus. These

suppositions, however, are alike improbable in the light of our

derivation of the word nisi " west ' as explained below.

4. Nisi ’‘West"

This word, transcribed in the Man-yo-shu, is generally

believed to have been derived from the verb inn " to go away ", while,

as already stated. Matsuoka thinks it to mean “ a damp wind

However, if the word higasi ’’ east ’’
is a product of the concept of

1 Yoshizawa thinks (Kokvynski* op. cit.. p. ;m) that the character jfl came to

represent >n towards the end of the Xara period and denies the existence' of the

syllabic i) in the Japanese language. Cf.. however. Ando, Kuthu Knh/t/o, op. < jt. f

pp. I46-/i62 ; Matsuoka. Xifton Gthtjtujnk (/. op. cit., p. 289.
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the rising of the sun as we have here assumed, it would be natural

to find the idea of the setting of the sun in the word nisi “ west ",

as in the case of the Luchuan names for these two cardinal points.

Now. in the Chuvash language an- means “to go down “ and forms

the compound ^ivel-anxh (or ^tvel-anrs) ’’ west-*', where xn'd signifies

“ the sun " and anlzi (or anis) is a substantive derived from an-
k

‘ to

go down This verb occurs in all Turkish dialects : Shor., Leb.,

Kom., etc. an-. Sag.. Koib.. etc. en-, Kaz.. Osm.. etc. in- ‘‘to go

down ". The Mongol una- “to fall, tumble down, etc*.’* is also used

to indicate the setting of the sun as in nantn (“ the sun ") unaqui

(“fall ") tsay (’’time ") knrtnle (“till arrives “) ’’ until the sunset ".

It would then be not unjustifiable to connect all these verbs with

the Japanese words nisi ” west " and anasi (anase. nmilzi) “ a north'

westerly wind If this etymology be acceptable, these Japanese

words would seem to have been derived from the initial vowel

having been lost in the word nisi ” west " as in the case of winami
" south ". If so. we must consider that the final -si in nisi “ west

5 '

and anasi “a north-westerly wind ". like that in hiqasi “east *, is

a substantival suffix pure and simple, corresponding to the Chuvash
-zi , -s and the Turkish -tsi. It would be rash to interpret it to mean
“ a wind " in conjunction with the -si, -zi

,
and -tsi found in (yawa-)

orosi a wind blowing down a. hill
”

. tsnmuzi "a whirlwind *’. kotsi

an easterly wind hayat'si “ a gale d until at least these words

have been studied more thoroughly. The principal objection to this

current interpretation is that these hypothetical words *si. *zi, and *tsi

occur neither separately nor at the beginning of a compound word,

except perhaps in tsigi “ a cross beam set up on the roof (of a Shinto

shrine) ”. which has a parallel form higi and whose etymology is

uncertain. The *si- in sinato-no-kaze “ a gentle breeze ", and in the

names of the mythological figures Sinatsuhiko “the god of wind"

and Simtobe (alleged to have been born of the morning mist) would

probable mean “ a wind " or “ breath ”. But it is not *si-. as Matsuoka

would have us believe, but *sina- that signifies “ a wind "
; otherwise

the presence of the -na- in these Japanese words is unaccountable.

The word *sina- (<*sina~) may be compared with Kaz.. Alt., etc.

tin ‘‘breath, life, soul, spirit ", Yak. tin “breath, .soul", Cluiv. tsim

“breath, life". Mong. tsinar (<z*f’inar) “essence, nature, etc./'* or

with Osm.. etc. gal “a wind". Bar. gil “id."

1 Cf. Matsuoka. Ktxjn DmjiU n , oj>. fit., {»j>. 83J.
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There yet remains to be explained the vocalic difference in nisi

“west* 5 and a nasi “ a north-westerly wind". In the Turkish and

Mongol words meaning “to go down" quoted above there appear

five different initial vowels : Turk, an-, en-, in-, Chuv. an-, Mong.

ana-. The Chuvash a- usually corresponds to the stressed ci- or i-

in Turkish, but only the latter can be compared with the Mong. a-,

since the Turkish a- generally appears as e- in Mongol. But all the

Turkish forms here considered are front vocalic words. In the circum-

stances we must provisionally trace them back to two different sources

at least, the Turkish and the Chuvash forms to *cina- and the Mongol

to *iow-. It is probably from the former there came into existence

in Japanese the word *anasi
"
the direction of the setting of the sun ”,

which
,
first through a stress-shift from the first syllable to the second,

then through the loss of the initial vowel, became *anasi > *amsi >
*nisi > nisi > nisi “west", whilst the earlier form has been handed,

down as anasi (< *anasi < *anasi) with the meaning “a north-

westerly wind On the other hand, the word nisi has come to

signify “north” in Luchuan.

It is quite possible that the words ana “ a hollow ” and anadzuru
,

anadoru “ to slight ” go back to the same *ana, but whether the word

unasi (if: & ±) “ nape ” is a substantive derived from *nnv with

the signification “sinking” or it is related to yugamu, igamu “to

crook, distort, bend ” cannot be decided at present.

5. Conclusion

The hypothesis put forward above may be summarized as follows :

—

(1) Minami “south” has been derived from *Vmi with the

locativus suffix *-na, thus *Vniina “ front This word lost its initial

vowel, probably due to a stress-shift, and became *mina. Later, when

the original function of the suffix *-na had been forgotten, the Japanese

directivus suffix -mi was added, thus minatni “ south ”.

(2) Kita “north” goes back to the stem *kita “back”, hence

kita “ north

(3) Higasi “ east " has come from *pir)asi ** rising ", which consists

of the stem *piya and the substantival suffix *-si . This word does

not include the signification of the sun.

(4) Nisi “ west ” can be traced back to *ana$i “ falling ", which is

formed of the stem *ana and the substantival suffix *-si. Due to a
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stress-shift from the first syllable to the second, the initial vowel was

dropped and the -a- became accented, thus giving rise to nisi “ west

A similar comparison may yet be made of the Japanese with the

Austronesian and the Finno-Ugrian wrords, when more convincing

results may be obtained. What is important, however, is to realize

that the etymological explanations derived exclusively from the

Japanese sources are 50 per cent doubtful, and it is the duty of the

student of Japanese linguistics to point out all misleading elements to

future lexicographers.





Kono Tabi : A little-known Japanese Religion

By Arthur Waley

TN 1802 Kino, a middle-aged Japanese peasant woman in a remote

country place, declared that God. having many times tried

unsuccessfully to manifest himself in saints and prophets, had “'this

time ” (kono tabi) managed at last to find in her a vehicle for the

delivery of his full and final message. From 1802 till 1826 (the year

of her death) God. through his intermediary Kompira, 1 who plays

the part that the archangel Gabriel plays in the Koran), inspired this

illiterate peasant with a, continuous flow of communications, which

from 1811 onwards were taken down in writing and are preserved in

some 300 rolls. On the strength of this revelation she founded a sect

that despite prosecution in the nineteenth century to-day numbers

about 40,000 followers, and which, though its ways of life owe some-

thing to Buddhist monasticism. can only be described as a separate

religion.

Kino was born in Hataya-machi. Atsuta. province of Owari. in

1756, the third of three daughters. Left an orphan at the age of eight,

she was looked after by an uncle till 1768. when at the age of twelve

she went into domestic service. In 1778 she married an agricultural

labourer in a neighbouring village. He treated her badly, and before

long she returned to domestic service. In 1795 she went back to her

native village and lived alone, on the produce of her cottage garden.

Seven years later, in the summer of 1802. she felt an inspiration descend

upon her, and began to preach daily. Her audience at first no doubt

consisted chiefly of people of her own class. But before long it included

persons of education and refinement, among them some of the

provincial Governor's retinue.

The manner in which her utterances were taken down is of some

interest. Four ^recorders " wrote down what she said, while a fifth

listened and memorized. The four versions were then compared and

a fair copv made, which was checked by the listener. Another copy was

then made, embodying his corrections, and read out to Kino. Finally

her corrections were made in a third copy. Of the enormous body of

literature thus scrupulously edited the greater part has never been

seen except by members of the sect. The only extracts that have been

1 Sanskrit, Kumbhlra. A minor Indian deity, incorporated in the Buddhist

pantheon.
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printed are those contained in Dr. Ishibashi Tomonobu's pamphlet

Syorai-hjo no oshie. 1

Kino died on the second day of the fifth month, 1826, at the age

of seventy. She was then living in a hut at Shinkawa. which is still

preserved and venerated by the sect : as is also the cottage in which

she was born, at Hataya-machi. which has become the headquarters

of " Kono Tabi **.

In the organization of the sect there is no hierarchy of ranks and

grades such as exists in Buddhism and other religions. To manage

its affairs two elders are chosen by lot each year, and most of the sixty-

two branch-settlements (distributed over all parts of Japan) have

a head, chosen in the same manner. These posts can be filled by men

or women. All members of the sect, of whatever sex or status, wear

a black cotton garment, of the dressing-gown type. At the beginning

of the cold season all members of the sect (in practice, several

thousands) collect at the headquarters in Hataya-machi, and exchange

their summer dress for a slightly thicker winter one, the discarded

dresses being washed, mended, and put by at Hataya-machi till they

are needed again. The beginning of summer sees a second

gathering, at which the light garments are distributed. At meals

the men sit on one side of a long mat, the women on the other.

Buddhism, of course, has never allowed monks and nuns to eat

together. The services are held at 3 a.m. in summer and 3.30 in winter.

There is no image or altar, but only a panel inscribed with Kino's
tk name in religion ”, Ryuzen, before which the worshippers prostrate

themselves. Then follows a reading from O-kyo-samu , the cursive

text of the foundress's utterances, the only book of devotion that the

sect employs.

The deity of Kino's system is called Nvorai. a term borrowed from

Buddhism : but since he is omnipotent, omniscient, made the Universe

and stands in the relation of a father to mankind. I think one is justified

in using the term God. The existence of the Buddhas and Shinto

(native Japanese) gods is not denied, but they are represented as being

completely subject to Nvorai. God created the first man, causing him

to spring out suddenly from the face of a rock, at the sight of which

the Shinto kanti (deities), God's subjects, burst into laughter. The man

1
r owe all my knowledge of the subject to Professor Anesaki, who sent me this

pamphlet and put me into communication with the authorities of the sect. A very
short Mimmary of Dr. Ishibashi’s work was printed in German in the Proceedings of

the Imperial Arndt my* Tokyo, 1928.
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complained after a time that he had nothing to eat. “ Lick my skin,**

said God. Is it good to lick ?
" said man, and licked it with his tongue.

Is it sweet ?
" asked God.

c
’ Sweet !

" exclaimed man. " I only wish

I had known about it from the start/'
£
‘ No wonder you find it good ,

15

said God, “ it is nectar (kanro). the sweetest of all things." What
a pity I did not know before," the man said again. Then God ordered

the man to clap his hands three times. Whereupon a small man hopped

out of the first man's mouth. The process was repeated till there were

seventy-five men. At this point all the deities (including God ?) said :

“ That’s all right now," and went up to Heaven. As the seventy-five

men had eaten nothing, but only licked God's flesh, they, too, were

pure enough to ascend to Heaven, and the earth was left unpopulated

save for a kcnni whom the great god of the Ise Shrine left behind as

temple-keeper. This founi. presumably wishing also to be free to escape

to Heaven, took upon himself to create five new men, from whom
mankind is descended.

But elsewhere Kino varies the myth, saying that after the deities

had retired to Heaven, the Devil (Ma-do “Demon-path") visited

the earth and created a woman to be his wife. It is from their offspring

that the human race is descended. According to another version the

Devil, seeing that the god of Ise and his temple-guardian were going

off to Heaven, leaving the five newly created men behind, asked if he

might take charge of them. The evils of the world result from the fact

that it was thus handed over to the Devil. God labours to mitigate these

ills. Why he permitted the situation to arise we are not told, and the

problem is hardly one that we should expect Kino to tackle.

Man is thus in a state of original sin, though he is not himself

aware of it. He believes himself indeed to be clean of heart and fair

of form.

But God is able to see the horns that man has inherited from the

Devil, his forefather. The sight fills God's eyes with tears, and he

labours to abolish man's spiritual and bodily disfigurements. The

task is one which he alone can accomplish. Good works, on man's

part, are utterly insufficient. “ You believe and constantly assert

that those who do good go to the Good Place. But they do not go to

the Good Place. On the contrary, they go to a very Bad Place. How

often I hear you speak of your ancestors as being in a lovely place !

4 How glad we are that our ancestors are in a good place !
* Why

you should be confident of this I do not know. It breaks God's heart

to hear men talk so, and fills him daily with the deepest pity/ 5
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God is deeply wounded bv the refusal of mankind to let him help

them out of their predicament. “ You smite my head. ‘ God, you

fool,' you say, * we don't want any of your interference/ But gentlv.

poor fellows. I am glad that you should smite my head. Beat me,

bang me, twist me, spit upon me, so long as you do not shun me
I rejoice no less than if you did good to me. So long as your thoughts

hang upon me, I do not care whether you chop me in pieces. Indeed,

I should count it a blessing that you should chop me in pieces, and not

as an affliction/'

The words are nominally those of God, as reported by Kompira.

Several passages, however, show that Kino regarded herself not

merely as a prophetess, but as a transformation (kcnvari-mi) of God,

and the sufferings here described may be considered hers no less than

God's. Like the Buddhist saint Vimalaklrti and like Christ himself

Kino vicariously suffered all the woes of mankind.
" I cannot bear it. Put me out of my pain. Will not one of you do

as I bid. and put me out of my pain ? All the miseries of mankind

are being laid on me alone. It is so. it is so. Were I not suffering in

place of all mankind, why should a single person suffer such pain as

this ? It is so. I have many daughters, and endure the punishment

of their many sins. Come, God, come and do away with their sins.

Do away with them."

Such were Kino's last words, spoken on the second day of the fifth

month, 1826. Needless to sav, the daughters of whom she speaks wore

not her daughters in the flesh.

Most of the other published extracts deal with God's love and pity.

They do little but transfer the characteristics of Kwannon, in Japan
(at any rate, in popular religion) a maternal deity, to Nyorai. who
figures as a universal father. In tone they approach very closely not

merely to Buddhist but also to Christian conceptions, the resemblance
to the latter being enhanced by the fact that, as in Christianity, God
figures as a father.

Professor Anesaki, in his History of Japanese Religion, has suggested

that Kino may have been indirectly influenced by Christianity, though
the Christian missions had, of course, been suppressed centuries

before her time. As one proof of this he instances the name Kvuzen
by which Kino is known to her followers. This he compares with names
of the type “ Lucena and the like which occur on the graves of

Japanese converted to Christianity by the Spanish and Portuguese
missions. The subject is one upon which Professor Anesaki is
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a great authority
;
but until a definite Christian influence on Kino's

doctrines can be proved, the origin of this name must remain an open

question. 1 Her debt to Buddhism, born as she was in a Buddhist

country, cannot fail to be large. As regards certain exterior aspects of

Kono Tabi, there has been a quite recent borrowing from Buddhism.

In 1884, in consequence of the law which sought to put an end to the

fusion of Shintoism and Buddhism, Kino's followers, in order to avoid

the suspicion that their faith was an amalgam of this kind, enrolled

themselves nominally as members of Zen Buddhist temples. This

obliged them to adopt the tonsure and other outward features of

Buddhist monasticism. Moreover, one of the most influential elders

of the sect, Daisetsu, who died in 1912, had been a Zen monk before

he became converted to Kino's doctrines, and brought with him many

Buddhist habits and ideas.

Nevertheless, the chief interest of Kono Tabi lies in the fact that

Kino was, in a small way, a religious founder like Buddha or Muhammad
and not a reformer, like Nagarjuna or St. Benedict. A hundred years

after her death the miniature Church that she established still

continues to flourish, and though a faith confined to the country of its

origin and claiming a relatively small number of adherents has not,

for the student of comparative religion, the same importance as the

religions that have spread over half the world, the fact that we can

trace the whole history of Kono Tabi and its scriptures from the

beginning gives it a peculiar interest. Linguistically, too. Kino’s

utterances, so laboriously transcribed, form an important document

for the study of Owari dialect in the eighteenth century.

1 In 1858 the sect was suspected of being connected with Christianity and was

temporarily suppressed. But this happened at a time of anti-European panic, and

the fact that the sect was not recognizably either Buddhist or Shinto was enough at

such a moment to bring it under suspicion.





Early Hindi and Urdu Poets : No. V

By T. Grahame Bailey

The Causes of the Failure of Prayer

By Shah Malik, 1666

TNDIA Office Catalogue of Hindustani MSS., No. 3, SkarTat Kama,
^ a Dakhni poem by Shah Malik : written on 48 small folios and

containing 516 lines. We may describe it as a compendium of Muslim

doctrines.

The catalogue, which prints twelve lines of the poem (four taken

from the beginning and eight from the end), calls the author Shah

Mulk. but it seems certain that his name was Shah Malik. This is

a natural name, whereas the other is abnormal. One might have hoped

to find the name in some line which bv its metre would decide the

question. It does occur, but unfortunately it is merely spelt out. and

the spelling is the same for both forms.

so yu skin alif he o mint lam kdf

faraz hi so Dakhni me bohyd hai >*"/

san i yak hazdr hor sattar pan sat

kiyti ha isl sal me yu hikat

" So this Shah Malik (shin alif he and mini lam kdf) has plainly

uttered the religious duties in Dakhni ; the year seven over one

thousand and seventy, he has finished in this year this story."

(a.h. 1077 = a.d. 1666.)

On the outside of the MS. is written risdla dar fiqh dar zabdn

i Hindi i Dakkhan ; tasnlf i Shah Malik tamdm: k *a tractate on

theology in the Hindi language of the Deccan
;
the work of Shah

Malik complete." On the next leaf are the same words except that

Dakhni is substituted for Dakkhan, These words on the outer leaves

were no doubt written bv some owner of the MS. After most of the

lines of the poem are explanatory notes in Dakhni prose, written

in red ink by a later hand, probably seventy years later.

I have chosen these lines for translation partly because they are

in themselves interesting, and partly because they are printed in

Urdu Shahpdre (Haidarabad, 1929), pp. 245-6. For those who may
bo studying them as printed in that volume, it may not be out of place

to point out a number of misprints there.
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245. 1. 8 from foot : us javdb should be us kd javdb

4 .. paregd paregd

4 ., ph ire pare

1 mane mene

246. 1. 3 .. top ridd add

5 .. ku koi

5 .. hoe rta hoe

7 .. muqtadd muqtadl

Xatndz tutne kd bean

From Shah Malik's ShnrVat Kama, 1666

1. Xatndz ke tutne ke hai blst o pan

j

Xatndzl ne karnd hai yu ydd ganj

.

2. Xatndz me karc bat yd khde tu

Phirave jo qible te slnd o mu;
3. Bkl karnd saldm yd tfi as kd javdb

Die tan bl tuttd hai sun ai Shihdb.

4. Xatndz me pukdre o yd dh kahe

Tutegd agar oh hor rah kae.

5. Bhl tuttd daracl ke rone mane

Karegd amal yak kaslrd jine.

6. Khanka re agar be
6

nzar kol yar

To jdygd namaz is te sun ai hushydr .

7. Paregd galat kol Qur’an ku

Bhl tuttd pare dek Furqan ku.

8. Talab bhl kare yu Khudci te jine

Jo karte talab jn ki ddtnyd mane.

9. Bhl Send javdb chfk kd dar namaz

Hasegd jo qahqih sete bd dvdz.

10. Tutegd fa raz tark karn e men e

Xajis par bl sijdu karegd jine.

11. Imam muqtadl gair bhl leve bol

Tutegd bl us te kata hu so khol.

12. Bhl bole khatd apnl gair az imam

Xatndz hoe fdsid bl its kd tamdm.

13. Bhl achnd bardbar marad zan agar

Mudfiq add tahrlma yak digur.

14. Zatnln te nrdve tu sijdu mane

Bhl tuttd agar hor do parti kane.
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15. Bln sahib i tartlb achega jo hoi

Vaqat bi namaz ha use tang na hoe .

16. Tutegd namaz is te sun neh rae.

Namaz me qazd gar use yad de.

17. Imam te ange muqtadi hoe hhard

Tutegd so jdno nhand ta bard .

18. Khobar neh bad yd ‘ajdib jo hoi

Agarci baqur’dn hadis sete hoe .

19. Namaz me jo is ha deve jab agar

To jayyd namaz is te sun han dhar .

1. There are twenty-five causes for prayer’s failing,

the praying man must make them his memory treasure.

2. During prayer, if thou (i) speak or (ii) eat

or (iii) turn away from the Qibla thy breast and face

3. And (iv) say Salam, or if thou (v) answer to it (someone's

salam),

so also prayer fails
;
hear O Shihab (meteor).

4. In prayer if thou (vi) callest out, or (vii) sayest Ah,

it will fail or if thou sayest Oh and Yah.

5. It also fails (viii) in crying through pain,

or (ix) if anyone does with one (hand) many things
;

6. Or (x) if any friend clears his throat without reason,

then through that the prayer will go, listen wise one.

7. If any one (xi) shall recite wrongly the Qur’an,

it fails too if (xii) he recite looking at the book,

8. Or if any one (xiii) ask thus of God

as people ask among men.

9. Also (xiv) give an answer to a sneeze during prayer,

or (xv) if one laugh with a guffaw aloud.

10. It fails if one omits a farz (xvi)

or makes a prostration on anything unclean (xvii).

11. If the Leader and his follower shall say anything wrong (xviii),

It will fail for this, I tell you openly.

12. If anyone tells his fault to other than the Leader, (xix)

his whole prayer also is unlawful.

13. Also if a man and a woman are on a level (xx)

at the opening Takblr close to one another
;

14. Or from the ground if one lift during a prostration

Both feet, it fails also (xxi)

;

VOL. VII. PART 1. s
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15. Or if there is a master of arrangement

and the time also for prayer is not short,

16. The prayer shall fail, listen 0 man of good advice.

if in prayer he remembers that (a previous prayer) has been

omitted (xxii).

17. Before the Leader if the follower shall stand (xxiii),

it shall fail, know this both small and great
;

18. Good news (xxiv) or bad (xxv) or strange, if any one hears,

even though from the Qur'an or Tradition the answer be,

19. If he give the answer to it,

then the prayer shall fail for that, listen with attention.

The second part of 1. 5 is obscure. The accompanying DakhnI

commentary says “doing three things with one hand, or one thing

with two hands

1. 7 : Recite the Qur'an wrongly. Comm. “ if in reciting the Qur'an,

i.e. the Al-hamd or the sura, he makes such a mistake as changes the

meaning

1. 8 : Comm. “ asking as from men, 0 God give me a horse or a wife,

or earthly things of this kind
;

if he asks for heavenly things the

prayer does not fail ".

1.9: Comm. “ if someone sneezes and says Praise be to God, and

the person praying says The mercy of God, the prayer is spoilt ".

1. 10 : Anything unclean, i.e. unclean cloth or place.

1. 11 : Comm, “if the leader forgets something, and an outsider

says it, and the leader repeats it after him, the prayer is not valid
?

\ The

line may mean “ if anyone other than the leader or his follower says

anything ”.

1. 12 : tahrima or takblr i tahrima
, the opening takblr after which

all worldlv actions are unlawful (bardm),

I. 15 : sahib i tartlb ; master of arrangement, perhaps the man who

sees that the lines of worshippers are even, or the leader.

The meaning is that if during a prayer a man remembers that he

omitted his prayers at the previous time of prayer, he must first say

those prayers, unless there is actually no time to do so.

II. 18, 19 : If anyone while praying hears good or bad news, and

makes a response, even if he takes the words from the Qur'an or from

the hadls , his prayer does not count.

In the MS. kdf is always used for both kdf and gdf : gdf does not

occur, t has four dots over it, d and r have four dots under them. In
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the poem we find pciregd and pare for parhegd
,
parhe . but khara and

bard are written with r. In the commentary r is written in ar hesitate,

ghord horse, chornd leave
;

r in kapre cloth, pared read, khard and

khan standing.

Special Dakhni words : tutna for tutna break (in title, etc.), two

cerebrals not being allowed in one word
;
achnd for hona be (13, 15) ;

kdnd for kahnd say (4, 11) ;
the agent jine who, for ordinary nominative

(5, 8, 10) ;
ku for ko to, etc. (7, etc.)

;
bhl also, at the beginning of

a clause (3, 5, 14, 15) : admyd for adwigo men (8), and many more.

Shah Malik's use of the word “DakhnI" to describe his dialect

of Urdu should be noted. It would be interesting to know who was

the first to employ the word in this sense. It was quite common among

his older contemporaries. The earliest I know of was GavvasI,

c. 1616.





Western Influence on the Poetry of Madhusudan

Datta

By Jayanta Kumar Dasgupta

THE influence of Western literature is evident in all Madhusudan’

s

work, but particularly in the Meghandda Badha Kcivya (1861)

—an epoch-making poem, upon which his fame as a poet mainly

rests. For the subject-matter of this poem he went to the Ramdyaria.

Why was this ? \\ as it in imitation of Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti,

or was it his love of Krittibasa that led him to the Ramdyana ?

Perhaps it was none of these, but his reading of Homer and other

poets of Europe which led him to choose a story from the classics

of his own country. In a letter to Rajnarayan Basu, he wrote,

“ As for me, I never read any poetry except that of ValmlkT, Homer,

Vyasa, Virgil, Kalidasa, Dante (in translation), Tasso (do.), and Milton.”

Though the theme was Indian, his models evidently were the epics

of Europe—the Iliad and the Odyssey of Homer, the JEneid of Virgil,

Dante’s Comedia
,
the Gerusalemme Liberata of Tasso, and the Paradise

Lost of Milton. To Rajnarayan Basu he wrote while engaged in com-

posing this work, “ In the present poem, I mean to give free scope

to my inventing Powers (such as they are) and to borrow as little

as I can from Valmiki ... I shall not borrow Greek stories, but

write, rather try to write, as a Greek would have done.” To the

same friend he confided, “ By the bye, if the father of our Poetry

had given Ram human companions, I could have made a regular

Iliad of the death of Meghnad.” 1 The very epic form was

a thoroughly new introduction in Bengali. This was the first original

epic poem. The Ramdyana and the Mahdbhdrata in Bengali were

mere translations.

While the Indian poets generally begin their works from the

beginning of things, Madhusudan follows the Western practice of

suddenlv plunging into the action of the poem. The first canto opens

with the death of Vlrabahu, one of the sons of Ravana, the Raksasa

king of Lanka. The Iliad opens with an account of the pestilence

in the Grecian camps and the wrath of Achilles over the ownership

of a captive-girl. The Odyssey begins with the descent of Athene in

Ithaca after Odysseus had been enthralled for seven years in the island

1 Letter dated 14th July, 1860.
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of Circe. The JSneid opens with the storm raised by .Tlolus which

overtook the Trojans flying from the wreck of Troy under /Eneas

and sailing for Italy. The first canto of Tasso's epic dealing with

the deliverance of the Holy Sepulchre finds God sending the angel

Gabriel to Godfrey and ordering him to assemble the chiefs of the

Crusaders and march to Jerusalem, although six years had passed

since the Christians had landed in the Holy Land. The first book

of Paradise Lost opens with the hosts of Satan fallen in Hell as a

punishment for their rebellion against God.

While the general practice in Sanskrit and the older vernacular

literatures of India is to begin a poem with a prayer to some god like

Brahma, Yisnu, or Siva, Madhusudan after the model of Western

poets begins with a hymn to SarasvatT, the Hindu goddess of learning.

The Western practice is to offer invocations to the Muses. Of course,

this custom of worshipping one's favourite god or goddess was a

conventional device with Indian poets and was known as the “ 1sta

Upasana Niyama ” (cf. Kalidasa invoking Parvati and Paramesvara

in the Raghu Variisa). But Madhusudan was no believer in the

generally accepted mythology of the Hindus. So he started off with

an invocation to Sarasvati as the least offensive to his own tastes

and beliefs. These lines rendered into English prose are :

—

“ When the great hero, Ylrabahu fell in open warfare and went
to the abode of Yama untimely, tell me, 0 goddess, whose words are

like nectar, whom did the Raksasa king, enemy of Raghava, install as

the commander of his army and send to the battle ? How was the fear

of Indra set at rest by the lover of Urmila, who killed Indrajit,

Meghnad the unconquerable ? Saluting vour lotus feet, humble as

I am I again call upon you, having white arms," etc.

These lines can be fittingly compared with the opening of other

famous epics of the world, and one is struck immediately with the

remarkable similarity. Thus begins Homer :

—

“ Of Peleus' son, Achilles, sing 0 Muse.’* 1

In the same strain Homer begins his Odyssey :

—

“ The man for wisdom's various arts renown’d
Long exercised in woes, 0 Muse resound." 2

Milton begins his Paradise Lost in the following way :

—

£<
Of Man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree . . .

Sing, Heavenly Muse."

1 The Iliad , tr. by the Earl of Derby.
2 The Ofti/ney, tr. bv Alexander Pope.
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Virgil and Tasso also invoke the Muse in the beginning of the

JEneid and Jerusalem Delivered respectively. Camoens begins the

Lasiad with an invocation to the Muses of the Tagus. Following

closely upon foreign models the Bengali poet begins his narrative

when a great deal of action had already taken place.

The uproar is so great and tumultuous in the sea-girt kingdom

that even the denizens of the sea are disturbed and the consort of the

sea-god Varuna asks her maid-of-honour if any storm is imminent

due to the anger of her husband. In Indian mythology there is no

VarunL 1 She is obviously Thetis of the Iliad and there is even in her

a touch of Milton’s Sabrina, the nymph in Comas . The sea-god

himself is drawn after Nereus of the Greek pantheon. The god of the

winds reminds one of iEolus in Virgil, who “ from his imperial throne,

with power imperial, curbs the struggling winds and sounding tempests

in dark prison binds ”. The imagery in Madhusudan's poem is similar

to the idea in Virgil when VarunI says : “Fie on the god of winds.

How has he forgotten his promise so soon, dear friend ? At the court

of the king of the gods the other day. I requested him to chain the

winds, to imprison all.”

The pleasure-garden of Indrajit seems to have been suggested to the

poet by Armida's Paradise in Jerusalem Delivered
,

2 where the deserter-

knight Einaldo is held in bondage by the enchantress Armida. Here

Indrajit moves in a brilliant circle of beautiful women amidst

luxurious surroundings, oblivious of the great fight that is going on,

and the guardian-goddess of the kingdom in the guise of his nurse

has to remind him of his duty. In Tasso’s work, Charles and Abaldo

go in search of Rinaldo .
3 Indrajit tears off his garland in rage and

prepares himself to avenge the death of his brother. Rinaldo tore

“ the rich embroidered ornaments he wore ”.4

The farewell of Indrajit and his wife Pramila recalls Armida ’s

mock sorrow and pretended grief for Rinaldo .

5 But while in the

Bengali poem the feelings are genuine, the enchantress in the Italian

1 Madhusudan wrote to Rajnarayan ;
“ The name is Yarunani, but I have

turned out one syllable. To my ears this word is not so musical as Varum, and I

don’t know why I should bother myself about Sanskrit rules." (Letter dated 3rd

August, 1860.) Chitrangada is a new conception. She is barely mentioned in the

Ramayana.
2 Jerusalem Delivered, canto xvi.

3 Ibid., canto xv.

4 Ibid., canto xv, stanzas 34, 35.

5 Ibid., canto xvi, stanza 40.
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poem is sorry simply because her conquest is undone. A better com-

parison would be the grief of Andromache at the departure of Hector

before his fight with Achilles.

The second canto opens with a description of evening :
“ The

fragrant winds blew in all directions, asking each other in a whisper,

‘ what riches have you gained by kissing which flowers ?
’ ” This

description has a peculiar interest of its own. The author wrote to

Rajnarayan Basu, “ These lines will no doubt recall to your mind

the lines

4 And whisper whence they stole

These balmy spoils/

of Milton and the lines

*
. . . Like the sweet south
That breathes upon a bank of violets,

Stealing and giving odour/

of Shakespeare/
5 And the poet added, “ Is not kissing a more romantic

way of getting the thing than stealing ?
55 A more appropriate com-

parison would be the description of evening in the fourth book of

Paradise Lost and the lines, “ When Zephyr upon Flora breathes/ 5

etc., in &Allegro.

Madhusudan obviously was referring to this part of the poem
when he wrote to the same friend : “As a reader of the Homeric

Epos
,
you will, no doubt, be reminded of the Fourteenth Iliad, and

I am not ashamed to say that I have intentionally imitated it—

•

Juno’s visit to Jupiter on Mount Ida. I only hope I have given the

Episode as thorough a Hindu air as possible/
5

Durga’s visit to Siva

while he is in meditation has a parallel in Juno going to Jupiter on

Mount Ida. $iva says to Parvati that nobody, be he mortal or god,

can evade destiny. This “ Praktan ” or fate is the same as “the voice of

destiny ” in Homer. This might have been due to the common origin

of the myths of the ancient races which must not be confused with

literature. This is a classic belief, and the reason may be the similarity

of early beliefs. At the bidding of Indra, his charioteer goes to Lanka
with the weapon with which Laksmana will kill Indrajit. Lest seeing

him in his kingdom, Ravana should pick a quarrel with him, Indra

commands Prabhanjana, the Indian god of winds, to raise a storm,

and this description is a direct imitation of Virgil.1 In the Lasiad
,

Neptune orders /Eolus to let loose the winds on the Portuguese fleet.

1 AZneid, Bk, i, 11. 122, ff. The raising winds rush through,” etc.
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The Indian goddess of love more resembles Aphrodite of the Greeks

than the Ratidevi of Sanskrit poets. Madhusudan seems to have

imitated Aphrodite and Somnus in delineating Rati and Kamadeva.

They find no place in the original Rdmayana . Kalidasa in Kumdra

Sambhava (third canto) takes the help of the god of love and his wife

to disturb Siva's meditation, but Madhusudan's sympathies were

different from Kalidasa's.

The third canto of the poem describes the feelings of Indrajit's

wife Pramila, who arranges to meet her husband in the garb of a

warrior. She is just like one of the Amazons in classical Western

poetry. But it is more probable that Homer's Athene and

Panthesilea, Virgil’s Camilla, and Tasso’s Erminia were in the mind of

the poet in the presentation of this heroic maiden. Older Bengali

poetry does not contain many examples of heroic women, so he

surely did not go there for a model. Rangalal Banerjee's heroic

women may possibly have had some influence in the conception

of Pramila.

The beginning of the fourth canto is an invocation to Valmiki,

the prince of Indian poets. Dante in the Divine Comedy invokes

the spirit of Virgil (“ Hell’', canto ii). In the third book of the Lusiad,

Camoens invokes the aid of Calliope—the Muse of epic poetry and

mother of Orpheus. Madhu's line, “ In a dense forest the unkind

tigress rears you, villain," addressed to Laksmana by Sita is reminiscent

of the story of Romulus and Remus who were suckled by she-wolves

on wild mountains. These words bear further resemblance to stanzas

in Virgil and Tasso .
1 In the course of the description of Havana's

fight with the bird-king Jatayu, Sita says that she had a vision

regarding her future, which has been obviously suggested by Virgil's

picture of the future of the Roman race unfolded to iEneas by his

father in Hell
(
JEneid

,
Bk. vi).

The fifth canto is a prelude to the central idea of the poem. The

goddess Maya sends Dream in the guise of Laksmana's mother Sumitra

to tell him to worship the goddess Chandl but forbids him to be

1 And wild wolves that rave

On the chill crag of some rude Appenine

Gave his youth suck.*'

Jerusalem Delivered.

" Not sprung from noble blood nor goddess born

But hewn from hardened entrails of a rock

And rough Hyrcanian tigers gave thee suck.”

JEneid.
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accompanied by any other person. These lines are reminiscent of

Homer's :

—

“ Alone the Ilian ramparts let him leave
”

and

—

“Alone, no Trojan with him, must he go.” 1—
the command of Jove conveyed by Iris to Priam to seek the body

of Hector.

This conception of Maya is somewhat akin to Homer's description

of Iris and to the dream of Agamemnon in the second book of the

Iliad in which the deluding Vision stands near the Greek king in the

guise of Xestor. The various obstructions and temptations that

Laksmana encounters on his way to the temple of Chandl are counter-

parts of the obstacles placed in the way of the two knights in

Jerusalem Delivered who went in search of Rinaldo. The roaring

lion, the beautiful damsels bathing and throwing baits to Laksmana

are exactly of the same nature .
2 A similar picture is found in Spenser's

Faerie Queene when Sir Guyon breaks up pitilessly the Bower of

Bliss .

3 The passages are wonderfully alike. The beautiful and nude

women, their occupations and tempting words have been vividly

reproduced in this poem. By the time that Laksmana had finished

his worship at the shrine of the goddess it was nearly dawn and

Indrajit was trying to arouse his sleeping wife with words that are

similar to those addressed by Adam to Eve in Paradise Lost (Bk. v).

The last words in Madhusudan, “ My eternal delight,” are exactly

in the spirit of Milton’s “ My ever new delight ”.

Indrajit ‘s mother is reluctant to let him fight. He replies, “ What

will my eternal grandfather, the king of the Danavas, say when he

hears of this ? . . . the world will laugh.” Hector replies to his wife

in the same strain :

—

. . But I should blush

To face the men and lone-rob'd dames of Trov
If, like a coward, I could shun the fight.”

(Book vi.)

In the sixth canto, Lakshmana and Bibhlsana enter the chamber

of sacrifice where Indrajit is worshipping. They go unseen, guarded

by Mava. In the Iliad . Priam goes to the Greek camp attended bv

Hermes and unseen to other eyes (Bk. xxiv, “Great Priam entered,

1 The Hind, Bk. xxiv.
2 Canto xv, stanzas 50, 58; canto xviii. Also Lusiad, Bk. ix, “ Island of Love.’'
3 Bk. ii, canto xii.
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unperceived of all ”). BibhTsana's dream of his future kingship

and the words, '01 You future king of the Raksasas ’’ may well be

compared with the words of the witches in Macbeth (act i, scene iii).

Indrajit sees his uncle standing near the door with a huge lance like

a comet. In the second book of the Paradise Lost there is a similar

idea regarding the belief about comets.1 While Rama is hesitating

to send his brother to kill Indrajit, Sarasvatl speaks from the skies

and asks him not to disbelieve in the divine ordinance. It is more

suggestive of Athene speaking to Odysseus whenever he is in some

difficulty.

The omen of the snake and the peacock which Rama sees

is suggestive of Hera’s omen in the Iliad (Bk. xii), and that of the

hawk and the dove in the Odyssey (Bk. xv). The Indian mind,

like that of the Greeks in ancient times, was susceptible to beliefs

of this kind and prone to read some meaning into every sign and

symbol. Bibhisana and Laksmana are hidden in a mist like iEneas

conveyed by Venus in a cloud to Carthage (Bk. i). In the Odyssey.

Pallas Athene surrounds Odysseus with a mist to enable him to enter

invisible the palace of king Alcinous (Bk. vii). Again, in the Iliad
,

Paris is “ from the field conveyed wrapt in a misty cloud " (Bk. iii).

Mava appears before Kamala, the guardian-goddess of Lanka, in

the form of a Raksasa wife, like Athene descending in Ithaca in the

shape of Mentes, king of the Taphians, to confer with Telemachus

?(Bk. i, Odyssey) or Venus meeting ^Eneas as a huntress.

Laksmana ’s attempt to strike his unarmed adversary is a gross

breach of the Hindu laws of warfare. For this, even liberal critics

have found fault with him. 2 It might have been that Madhusudan’s

Western predilections were responsible for this weakening of the

valiant character of Laksmana, and orthodox critics were naturally

hurt because in the original Rdmdyana of Valmiki he fights with an

armed enemy. Then why was it that the poet went against a long-

cherished tradition and made Laksmana violate the laws of Hindu

warfare ? The only reason that can be assigned for this is that

Madhusudan had a fondness for things Western, a necessary corollary

of his Western ideas. He could not let slip this opportunity of

deviating from the older ideals of his race. He was a social rebel

and had sympathy for those who seemed to correspond to his own

1 “ And from his horrid hair shakes pestilence and war."
2 Ramagati Nyayaratna, A Discourse on Bengali Language and Literature

, p. 262.
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ideas. The Raksasas were not necessarily non-Aryans. There were

two sects among them—Yajnapanthl and YajhaparipanthL Ravana

was a Hindu of the Saiva school. The poet's own sympathies were

with the Raksasas. “ I hate Rama and his rabble, the idea of Ravana

elevates and kindles my imagination/* he wrote to Rajnarayan Basu.

In his love for Ravana he might have been influenced by Milton, who

had a keen sympathy for Satan. Both make other characters the

central figure of their poems, but in their works those of whom the

readers think as villains loom large. In his over-zealous sympathy

for the Raksasas, Madhusudan was a little uncharitable to Laksmana

and he failed to do full justice to his character. But we cannot blame

him very much if we take into consideration his contempt for things

which the orthodox section of his countrymen revered. Madhusudan

might have had in his mind Shakespeare’s Achilles, in Troilus and

Cressida ,
striking the unarmed Hector, though in Homer the hero is

armed with his "‘trenchant sword” but spearless (Iliad, Bk. xxii).

Unarmed and unprotected, Indrajit hurls everything before him at his

adversary, but all is ineffective through the wiles of Maya. The

simile of the mother brushing off the mosquitoes from the slumbering

infant has been borrowed from Homer where Athene turned aside

the arrow aimed at Menelaus by Pandarus (Bk. iv, Iliad). Hector

and Indrajit are alike in cursing and scorning their enemies.

In the seventh canto the fatal news of his son’s death is com-

municated to Ravana by Siva's attendant in the form of a Raksasa

messenger. In a similar manner Iris conveys Zeus’s message to Priam.

The gods arrayed on the side of Rama are not far different from the

gods descending to fight with Zeus’s permission in Homer (Iliad,

Bk. xx ). They are divinities with human emotions and human
sensibilities. But Madhusudan has here followed Valmlki in whose

works gods and demi-gods guard Laksmana. Laksmana falls struck

down by the grief-smitten Ravana but his corpse is preserved at the

intercession of Parvati. In the Iliad, the body of Hector is ransomed
by Priam under Zeus's command conveyed to Achilles by his mother
Thetis (Bk. xxiv). In all these details Madhusudan seems to have
closely followed his Western models with striking success.

Yearly the whole of the eighth canto is based upon the sixth book
of Virgil’s JEneid and at certain places there are influences of Dante's
Divine Comedy. It is remarked bv Bhola Nath Chunder, a con-

temporary of the poet : Modhu has kept all the great epic authors
of Europe in his view and lias very successfully imitated Dante and
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Milton in his description of the infernal regions. Ugolino gnawing

the scalp of his enemy
;

the Stygian Council at Pandemonium, Sin

in her formidable shape, Death wielding a dreadful dart
;
Night and

Chaos holding eternal anarchy, have all been closely imitated. Orpheus

and Ulysses revert to the mind as Kama, accompanied by Maya-Devi,

visits our poet’s Inferno.” Madhusudan himself wrote to Rajnarayan,

“ Mr. Pam is to be conducted through Hell to his father, Dasaratha,

like another iEneas.”

Although the description of Hell is part of the stock-in-trade of

the Hindu Puranas, Madhusudan’s conception of that awful region

is westernized. It is doubtful if he went to any of the Puranas for

his ideas. On the contrary there is every likelihood that his imagina-

tion was kindled by what he read in the European classics in which

he felt more at ease than in the tales of Hindu mythology. Homer
took Odysseus to the regions of the Shades, Virgil descended

with HEneas into the underworld, Dante's journeyings through

Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise astounded the Middle Ages, Milton

hurled Satan into the bottomless pit, “ a dungeon horrible, on all

sides round as one great furnace flamed,” which he called Hell

—

the Infernal world.

Following in the footsteps of these great poets of Europe in whose

works he was well read, Madhusudan takes Rama to his father then

enjoying eternal rest in the Indian Paradise. Mainly it is the Virgilian

description of the abode of the Dead, with sidelights from Dante

and others. In Virgil, the Sibyl guides iEneas, in Madhusudan, Maya

accompanies Rama. The entrance to Hell in both Virgil and

Madhusudan is a cave. Again and again Virgil's lines recur to the

reader as he proceeds with this part of Meghandda Badha Kavya.

Among the many passages which seem echoes of Virgil there is one

—

“ The greatest of Raghavas proceeded, as through the dark wood
the traveller goes when at night the rays of the moon enter the forest

and smile. Maya Devi walked ahead in silence,"

which seems partly a copy from Virgil .

1

Dasaratha tells Rama howr Laksmana can be brought back to

1 “ Obscure they went through dreary shades that led

Along the waste dominions of the dead.

Thus wander travellers in woods by night.

By the moon’s doubtful and malignant light,

When Jove in dusky cloud involves the skies.

And the faint crescent shoots by fits before their eyes.”

Mntid* Bk. vi.
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life as .Eneas is told by his father how he should conduct himself in

the future and about the future of his family. In his description of

the gates of Hell. Datta has directly imitated Dante's lines :

—

** Through me you pass into the city of woe,

Through me you pass into eternal pain,*’

“ Hell,*’ iii, tr. Cary.

words which are written in blazing letters on the iron gates of Hell. 1

A^ain. there is an echo of Dante in Madhusudan's Enter this lando

renouncing all desires ", while Dante says, " All hope abandon, ye

who enter here !
" The conversation between the surly boatman

*
J

in Virgil and the Sibyl and that between 3Iaya and the gatekeeper

of Yama's realms are nearly in the same strain. The boatman is

appeased with the ’* golden rod ** brought as a present for Proserpine,

the gatekeeper with Siva's trident. For the “ unnavigable lake

(Avernus) full of ’* steaming sulphur " in Virgil, Madhusudan has the

” great lake Raurab full of fire ", The description of the various

diseases in Hell finds a good parallel in Milton's Paradise Lost (Bk. xi.

The Lazar House," 11. 480-9). Dante has similar passages in cantos

xxix and xxx of Hell ", where he speaks of divers diseases and

plagues.

The idea of a ferocious bird tearing the entrails of the sinner was

probably suggested by the following lines of Virgil :

—

“ A ravenous vulture in his opened side,

Her crooked beak and cruel talons tried
;

Still for the growing liver digged his breast."

In Shelley’s Prometheus Unbound the suffering Titan is hanging

on a mount in the Caucasus while he is taunted, mocked, and reviled

by hideous Furies, but in Greek mythology a vulture rips the heart

of Prometheus. Madhusudan was evidently acquainted with these

stories.

The advent of Rama in that sphere of dismal darkness, horrible

stench, a place without fresh air, without flowers and trees, is welcomed

by the spirits in the same way as the ” gladsome ghosts in circling

troops attend " H5neas and ** with unwearied eyes beheld their friend
’*

and “ delight to hover near " him. Some of Rama's Raksasa enemies

avoid meeting him just as the Argive chiefs and Agamemnon's train

fly from .Eneas's “ well-known face with wonted fear", and the

shade of Ajax disdains to stay, in silence turns and sullen stalks

away "
(
Odyssey , Bk. xi).

1 “ Through this path the sinner passes to the land of sorrow and to everlasting

pain,” Madhusudan.
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The idea of women tortured by a woman attendant in Hell seems

to have been borrowed from Virgil's
* 4 Queen of Furies ", who snatches

from the mouths of the Thessalian chiefs the genial feasts, and has a

snake hissing from her locks .

1 Similar descriptions are found in

the works of the Greek dramatists. Orestes flying from the Furies

is a well-known instance. Rama meets heroes, mighty warriors,

renowned princes, whose names were once famous, now reduced to

mere shades. But he misses a few whose funeral rites have not been

performed yet. His guide says,
44 Husband of the princes of Yideha,

there is no entrance to this city without funeral rites.*’ In Virgil there

is a similar idea :

—

4
' Nor dares his transport vessel cross the waves,

With such whose bones are not composed in graves/'

In Dante's
44 Limbo ” (canto iv of ** Hell ") the souls of those persons

whose funeral rites have not been performed wander aimlessly.

Jatayu leads Rama to his father's abode. The sacred poet
4;
divine " Musaeus shows /Eneas the shining fields

*' where the

happy souls reside. In Kasiramdas's Mahdbharata the dwelling-

place of pious men in the land of the dead is known as the ” Sanjivan-

puri
?

\ Kavikankana's Chandl also refers to the same. Though

the name occurs in Madhusudan, he made changes and alterations

in its description. /Eneas’s father lives in a flowery vale, Dasaratha

worships Dharmaraja at the base of a banyan tree, and the first words

they utter when they meet their sons are full of feelings of the same

kind. Anchises exclaims with open arms and falling tears :

—

“ 4 Welcome/ (he said), ‘ the Gods’ undoubted race

O long expected, to my dear embrace
Once more it is given me to behold your face/

*’

Dasaratha addresses Rama with terms of welcome and endearment.

Rama tries to touch his father's feet but feels that his attempts are

in vain. Both /Eneas and Odysseus had experiences of the same

kind .

2 Anticlea tells her son that she is an airy creature and Dasaratha

says that he is a mere phantom.

1 Cf. “ Her snakelocks hiss ”, Virgil ;
“ And hissing snakes for ornamental hair,'*

Tasso ;
" In her locks a deadly snake hissing," Madhusudan.

2 Thrice around his neck his arms he threw

;

And thrice the flitting shadow slipped away.

Like winds, or empty dreams that fly the day."
'

.Eneid.

“ Thrice in my arms I strove her shade to hind.

Thrice through my arms she slipped like empty wind.

Or dreams the vain illusions of the mind."

Odyssey.
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We now come to the concluding part of the great epic. Following

Homer, Madhusudan makes Havana pray for an interim of seven

days for performing the funeral rites of his son. Priam wanted a truce

for eleven days. Ravana orders the messenger to convey the

message thus :

—

“ Tell the hero the king of the Raksasas, Ravana begs this of you

—

£

Stay in this land with your army giving up enmity. The king desires

to perform duly the funeral rites of his son/
”

Rama replies,

“ I shall not take up arms for seven days.”

In Homer, Achilles says,

“ So shall it be, old Priam ; I engage

To stay the battle for the time required.”

Iliad

,

Bk. xxiv.

The lament of Slta, “My friend, wherever I go, I put out the light

of happiness,” is very similar to Helen’s lamentations in Homer.

The funeral ceremony is partly borrowed from Homer. Those

who would object to any inference of foreign influence in these

descriptions would naturally argue that it is due to mere parallelism

in myths—Eastern and Western, and hence, the coincidence is

accidental : there is certainly a vast difference between a close

parallel and an accidental coincidence. One is tempted to conclude

that the Homeric influence worked more strongly upon Madhusudan’s

mind than the similarity of myths. The Raksasa mourners return

to Lanka in the same manner as the Trojans turned back to Priam’s

palace after Hector’s funeral ceremonies.

These comparative studies would be sufficient in themselves to

prove how much indebted Madhusudan was to the poets of Europe.

In him we find the classic dignity of Homer, the magnificence of the

similes of Virgil, the grand stateliness of Dantesque imageries and the

epic serenity of 'Milton. It has been well observed by one of the best

commentators on this poem :
“ Meghanada Badha is the most final

and best illustration of the union of the East and the West, which
was the main aim of Madhusudan's literary efforts. Its main ideas

are from Ramayana of Valmlkl and Krittibasa
; the incidents have

been arranged after the Iliad of Homer
; the language breathes of the

stately and grand verse of Milton
;

its ‘ alankara ’ beauties are after

the Sanskrit poems. It abounds in places with echoes of Valmlkl,
Vyasa, Kalidasa, Bhavabhuti, Krttibasa on the one hand and on the
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other of Homer, Virgil, Dante, Tasso, Shakespeare, and Milton.” 1

Had the poet written verses all through his life in English, he would

have been one of those writers that men talk of occasionally and at

rare intervals as things of curiosity and objects of academic interest.

Few would have cared to read him seriously. It was an auspicious

day for Bengali literature when Madhusudan wrote this poem and

added to Bengali poetry a dignity and grandeur, a sonorousness and

imaginative height, a boldness of conception, unknown and undreamt

of before, and it is certain that he has not been eclipsed so far in his

particular sphere and no greater specimen of heroic poetry has as yet

been written in Bengali. This was possible only because of the fact

that Madhusudan had as his models the vast storehouse of Western

epic poetry. Himself an original poet of high order and a genius

endowed with rare scholarship and ability, the foreign influence on

his mind acted well.

Hector Badha Kavya, a poem on the death of Hector, was

dedicated to his friend Bhudeb Mukerjee, the eminent educationist

and man of letters. The subject-matter was taken from Homer and

the language is also Homeric. Hitherto, Bengali poets had composed

soft and sweet lyrics or devotional songs. The grand heroic poetry

was unknown to them. In the preface to this poem he expressed

his profound admiration for Western epics and specially the works

of Homer. He intended to write one more poem on the epic-model.

This was to deal with the conquest of Ceylon. Madhusudan made a

synopsis of the preliminaries of this wTork and these are based mostly

on the first book of the JEneid , though the plot planned bv him differs

in details from Virgil. To Rajnarayan Basu he wrote in 1861 :

I like a subject with oceanic and mountain scenery, with sea voyages,

battles, and love-adventures. It gives a fellow's invention such a

wide scope.” Muraja, Pavana, Laksml, Visnu, and Yaksa were to

be modelled after Juno, iEolus, Venus, Jupiter, and Mercury. “ It

is my ambition to engraft the exquisite grace of the Greek mythology

on our own," he wrote to the same friend. Had he been able to fulfil

his plans there would have been another opportunity of making a

study of Western influence on his poetry.

Western influence is seen in another poem. Tilottamd Sambkaba

Kavya (1860) is romantic poetry in Bengali after the model of

1 Rai Bahadur Dinanath Sarival. Introduction to Meghanada-Badha Kavya
{translated from the original Bengali).

VOL. VII. part 1. 9
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Keats in Hyperion. It is an eulogy of beauty which was the ideal

of Keats. The beginning is as stately as Hyperion and it is likely that

Milton exercised some influence on it .

1 Tilottama looking at her own

beauty is like Eve in Paradise Lost. But the poem lacks the human

interest of Milton. The characters do not seem to be persons of flesh

and blood. In Milton, Hell is the lowest region of the world. In

this poem, the home of Yisvakarma which is situated in the northern-

most end of the world is the lowest region. Yisvakarma creating

Tilottama, and Vulcan making the armour of Achilles are alike in

their labours. About this poem. Rajendralal Mitra wrote to

Rajnarayan Basu. “ The ideas are no doubt borrowed, and Keats

and Shelley and Kalidas and Milton have been largely, very largely,

put in requisition ;
but as you justly say, * whatever passes through

the crucible of the author's mind receives an original shape.'
“

Rajendralal further speaks of ” the Miltonic grandeur of Tilottama ".

Personal and individual love-poems were successfully attempted

by him after the manner of European poets in the Vrajahgand

Kdvya. The ode form is used in these poems. The poet made

a distinct change in Radha's character. In the works of the Yaisnava

poets she is a half-divine or semi-divine woman. But here she has

been given a human touch. She has the emotions and sentiments

of a human being. Krsna is also different from the customary Yaisnava

conception. He is simply a human lover. Madhusudan lacked the

devotional emotion and fervour of Yaisnava poets and therefore his

conception of love is not of the type of Yidyapati and Chandidasa.

Some critics try to trace in these poems the influence of Yaisnava

poetry. But if they have anything at all in common with the Yaisnava

poems the similarity is on the surface only. Madhusudan appreciated

Yaisnava poetry but he could never think of Radha in her divine

ecstasies. At the most he could think of her just like the Gopis who
are always human and whose love for Krisna is for Radha's sake only.

Yirdhgand Kdvya , another work in blank verse, was written

in imitation of the epistle of Ovid (the Heroides) and the epistles of

Pope. The subject-matter is woman's love in straits. Both Ovid
and Madhusudan portray legendary characters. But it is a pitv that

Ovid's eroticism and frank sensibility influenced Madhusudan to

a certain extent as in the epistle from Tara to Chandra.

1 Ramgati Xvayaratna notes the English style of beginning from the middle in
this poem. p. 262, Discourse on Bengali Language and Literature.
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Another important literary achievement of Madhusudan for

which he was mainly indebted to Europe is the introduction of the

sonnet into Bengali. It was during his sojourn in Europe that he

first tried to write in this new form. In 1865 he wrote to Gaurdas

Basak from France :
" I have been lately reading Petrarca, the Italian

poet, and scribbling some * sonnets * after his manner. ... I dare say

the sonnet (Chaturdaspadi) will do wonderfully well in our language.

. . . Our Bengali is a very beautiful language, it only wants men of

genius to polish it up. . . . It is, or rather it has the elements of a great

language in it.** A sonnet inscribed to Dante elicited words of

appreciation from Victor Emmanuel, king of Italy, who wrote :

' It

will be a ring which will connect the Orient with the Occident.*’

Among his better-known poems, one addressed to Bengal reminds

one invariably of Byron's. “ My Native Land, Good Night, ** in Childe

Harold's Pilgrimage.

Apart from the introduction of blank verse and the enrichment

of Bengali literature by the writing of epic poetry, rich with heroic

figures and grand descriptions, his greatest contribution to his literature

is the creation of a secular poetry, a poetry which like older Bengali

poetry does not preach the cult of some deity. When you sit down

to read poetry leave aside all religious bias," was his advice to a friend. 1

Much of his poetry deals with the passion and prejudices of living

men and women though it cannot be denied that it is untouched by

anything divine or supernatural. He wrote poetry which forms no

part of any religio-literary cycle but is poetry for its own sake. It may

be suggested that Vidyasundara too was free from the religious touch.

But Bharatachandra's poem stands on a different level. He found

in it an opportunity of delineating a contemporary incident, magnified

somewhat by his revengeful spirit and marred with frequent touches

of indecency. Madhusudan would never support such unseemly

ideals in a poet who vitiated his art for personal purposes and lowered

the standard of literature. He turned the tide of public taste to

a far better channel and saved it from degeneration. In a land ridden

with conventions and customs, he had the courage to revolt from

old-world ideas and it was quite proper that a Bengali imbued with

Western ideas should do so. The course of Bengali poetry was

directed to something better and received a new shape, freeing itself

from conventional ideas, whether intellectual or moral.

1 Letter dated the 29th August, 1861, to Rajnarayan Basu.





Yogaksema

By Rai Bahadur Amarnath Ray

THE word Yogaksema claims high antiquity. It is found used

in the Vedic Samhitas, Brahmanas, and Srauta-Sutras. (See

Bloomfield's Concordance
, p. 808a.) It occurs in the Taittifiya

Upanisad, Bhrgi(-valll . ii. 51, and in the Katha Upanisad
,

ii, 1, 2.

Its best-known use is in the Bhagavad-gltd, ix, 22, while it is found

further compounded as niryogaksema in ii, 45 of the same work. The

following uses of the word may also be noted : Mahdbhdrata, Santi-

parvan
,
ch. 348, verse 72, and ch. 74, verse 1 ; Mann Samhitd

,
vii, 127,

and ix, 219 ;
and Sridhara’s Commentary on the Bhagavata Parana,

v, V), 14, and x, 24, 24. 1 In its Pali form, yogakkkema
,
the word is

to be found in the Dhammapada, ii, 3, and very frequently in Tripitaka

literature, for instance, in Majjhima Nikdya, i, 163, 167, 477 : Samyutta

Nikdya , ii, 195 ; and Ahguttara Nikdya . ii, 247, 248. In its Prakrit

form, jogakkhema , it occurs in Kfdidasa's Malavikdgn im itram

,

iv, 4.

It is proposed in this note to discuss the true import of the word. For

this purpose it will be best to turn to its use in the Bhagavadgitd verse,

ix. 22, as that work claims a large number of commentaries.

The verse runs as follows :

—

Ananyas cintayanto mam ye jandh paryupdsate

Tesdm n itydbh iy akidndm yogaksemam vahdmy aham.

Sankara explains the word yogaksema thus
:

yogali aprdptasya

prdpanam (attaining the unattained) and ksemah tadraksanam (main-

taining the same). This interpretation has been generally accepted

and the verse taken to mean that because the constant devotees

fix their mind solely upon the Lord and think of nothing else, not even

of the sustenance of their body, the Lord, in His mercy, takes it upon

Himself to meet their physical needs. Even modern Indian interpreters

like Tilak and Gandhi have accepted this meaning, the former quoting

in support the lexicon Sdsvatakosa , where the word yogaksemah has

been explained as sdmsdrika-nitya-nirvdhah , i.e. the meeting of daily

worldly needs". Ramanuja, however, though he appears to have

accepted Sankara's splitting up of the compound, takes yogah to mean

1 The numbers of the chapters and verses of the three works are given as in the

editions of the works, in Bengali characters, published by the Bangavasl Press.
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" finding me *'
(i.e the Lord), and ksemah to mean 44 non-return from

that state ". This is hitting the right meaning in a wrong way, for once

moksa is attained, there can be no question of return from that state.

Sridhara, belonging to Sankara's school, thus explains the word :

yogrtm dhaaadi-labham ksemam tatpdlanam
,
moksam vd. It is not

clear whether he suggests moksam as an alternative meaning for the

entire word yogaksema or for ksema only. In the latter case, attainment

of wealth and liberation would be a rather incongruous juxtaposition.

In any case, it is certain that both Ramanuja and Sridhara had doubts

about the accuracy of Sankara's interpretation.

The Mlmamsakas would have us consider the following matters

when looking for the meaning of a word or a passage, viz. apakrama

(introduction or preface), and upasamhdra (conclusion)
;

abhydsa

(repetition) ;
apurvata (novelty)

;
phalam (result) ; arthavada (praise

or laudatory statement)
;
and upapatti (what is established). Most

schools of thought accept this rule of interpretation. In any case,

the introduction and the conclusion, on the one hand, and the context,

on the other, must be looked into whenever a wrord or a passage presents

difficulty. From the opening and the concluding verses of chapter ix,

it w^oulcl appear that the theme of the chapter is to describe the means
to moksa or release from evil, and to trace the gati or course of the

devotee's soul. Turning to the context, wre find that verses 20 and 21

describe the fate of the desireful Vedic sacrificers who attain to heaven

as the result of their good works, but have to be reborn on the expiry

of the fruits of those works, while verses 23 and 24 say that the

worshippers of other gods are also subject to rebirths, as they do not

know the tattva (i.e. the real nature) of the Lord. It wmuld be idle to

expect the author to say, in the intervening verse under consideration,

that the Lord looks after the daily physical needs of His constant

devotees. The real meaning of the verse is that while Vedic sacrificers

and the worshippers of other gods are subject to rebirths, the constant

devotees of the Lord are not subject to them, because they know^ the

nature of the Lord and are united to Him. This is the meaning of the
Lord bearing their yogaksema. In fact, what is stated in these five

verses (20-24) is summed up in verse 25. So the word yogaksema in

the verse under consideration really means release from the cvele
of rebirths.

Before proceeding to discuss how the word yogaksema might be
made to yield this meaning, it would be well to say that the meaning
proposed by Sankara does not appear to have been invented by him.
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for in the Yajnavalkya Samhita, i, 100, the word is similarly explained.

It would appear, however, from the Manu Samhita, vii, 127 (see also

Kulluka's gloss thereon), and other uses of the word, that this was the

meaning which business people would attach to the word. To a trader

yogaksema would be to get hold of a valuable article of trade, and to

guard it carefully, so as to make a good profit out of it when the

opportunity came. To me, however, this appears to be an instance of

the degradation of words, for examining the Yedic passages referred

to by Bloomfield, the other passages referred to above, and also the

Pali use of the word, it appears to me that the original meaning of the

word was undoubtedly “ the highest Good
*
?

or the “ Summum
Bonum In Pali literature. Nirvana is called the yogakkhema .

No doubt, in the Dhammapada passage, referred to above, Buddhaghosa

explains yogakkhema to mean kk
release from the fourfold bondage ".

We do not know what this fourfold bondage is, nor on what authority

Buddhaghosa relied for this interpretation. The only authority one

might think of would be the Sukla Yajurveda (VdjasaneyT Samhita),

xxx, 14, where yogah means k
‘ tying cattle to stakes " and ksemah

means “ releasing them from this bondage I am, however, for

splitting up and explaining the compound thus
:

yogesu (** among

gains ’*) ksemah
(

ik
what is good or auspicious "). so that the word, thus

explained, would be equivalent to n ihsreyasa or the “ Summum Bonum ",

In the Katha Up ., ii, 1,2, the word is undoubtedly used as a svnonvm

ior sreyah or “good*, though Sankara misinterprets it here also. The

word can bear no other meaning in Sridhara's tikd on the Bhagavata

Parana , v, 19, 14. See also Kulluka's gloss on Man u Samhita . ix, 219.

In the Samhita passages quoted by Bloomfield, the commentators,

who are all later than Sankara, follow his interpretation. The real

meaning in each case, however, appears to be the one suggested here,

and the word can yield that meaning only if the compound is split

up in the way proposed by me. It is needless to say that though the

highest good for all must be the same, it is not given to all to realise

it. In fact, its conception varies among different people according to

temperamental dissimilarity. To the ordinary man of the world

begetting offspring, attainment of riches, and immunity from disease

would usually be the highest good, while to the spiritually minded

Indian the highest good would undoubtedly be the escape from the

cycle of rebirths.

The Gltd verse, ix, 22, as interpreted by Sankara, is the earliest

authority, if not the sole authority, relied upon bv people who, in their
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eagerness for union with the Lord, give up all efforts for self-

maintenance and face untold sufferings and not infrequently death.

No misinterpretation of a scriptural passage has perhaps been so

fraught with evil as this one : but it is by no means an easy matter

to convince even clever people that Sankara made a mistake. Strangelv

enough, his Vaisnava opponents (except Ramanuja), ever so readv to

find fault with his interpretations, have had no hesitation in following

him here.



Notes on the Transcription of Burmese

By J. B. Birth

rjlHE phonetic text given below is a simplified “ broad “ transcrip-

tion of story No. 5 on p. 37 of A Burmese Phonetic Reader
,
by

Armstrong and Pe Mating Tin,1 and is based on experience gained in

the practical use of the Reader with Burmans. and also in the teaching

of Burmese phonetics in the Indian Institute, Oxford.

This simplified broad transcription reduces the number of vowel

signs from eleven to eight, eliminating a and the unsatisfactory letters

i and u. Length-marks are also eliminated, and tone-marks reduced

from eleven to two only.

The sign p has been replaced by the more familiar J\ the affricate

signs t£, t£h, d£ by c, ch, j, and j by y.

These simplifications are in accordance with World Orthographv,

which has been successfully applied to twenty African languages. 2

In the broad transcription the simple signs i, e, £, a, o, o, u, denote

simple vowels of medium length pronounced with creaky
?

voice,

terminated by a weak closure of the glottis, the tone being slightly

falling.

The nasalized vowels and diphthongs i, el, a, ou, u, ai, au are to

be treated as similar to the above. For reasons which are given in a

subsequent paragraph, these nasalized vowels are written ii), eng, ai),

oui}, nr), ail], aui) in connected texts.

P, ep, eA aA ouP
,
ip, aP, aiP are very short vowTels and diphthongs,

pronounced with strong stress, terminated by an abrupt closure of the

glottis, the tone being slightly falling from a somewhat higher starting-

point than in the first group, i, e, e, ai, etc. These very short stressed

vowels are pronounced with what may be described as clear '* bright
”

voice and are in sharp contrast writh the long stressed vow^els on a

falling tone having a gradual
<c
fade-out ending, pronounced with

dull breathv voice, e.g.
x
i,

x
e,

N

e,
v

a.
x
al, etc. This contrast is most

important, as syllables preceded by the tone-mark ' (e.g. 'a) or followed

bv abrupt closure (e.g. a?) are often more prominent than other

syllables.

The vowels _i, _e, _e, _a, _o, _o, _u, _ai, _au, and -I, _ei, _a, _ou, Ji

are pronounced with gradual
‘ k

fade-out " ending on a low' level tone,

1 University of London Press.

2 Pee the publications of the International Institute of African Languages and

Cultures, 22 Craven Street, London, W.C. 2.
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—

and with somewhat cs
breathy ” voice. They are usually very long,

but may be shortened in everyday speech.

There remains the neutral vowel a. This is always unstressed

and very short, and usually something like _a, _e, etc. in tone. Thi>

neutral-vowel-weak-syllable sign a is all that is necessary to indicate

what the Reader calls Toneme IV. It sounds rather like e when

followed by another vowel or y.

For differences of vowel quality in the phoneme groups
x
i, P, i, _i,

'a, a?, a, 'u, iP, u, _u and the character of the diphthongs
x
eP,

x

ei, 01P,
x
ou, aP, ai, au?, au, the Reader should be consulted.

Length in itself is not significant. Syllables preceded bv the

tone-marks
x

(as _a,
x
a) are long. Those concluded with abrupt

closure marked ? (as in a?) will always be short, while unmarked

symbols like a, e, o and nasalized forms like I, au are normally of

medium length.

The notation a, a ?
, _a,

x
a, is quite unambiguous for the phoneme

variants of a, as well as for the three tonemes in which they occur.

A glance at the table of vowels and tones given below will show

that e and o are never nasalized, that el and ou occur but not e and 6.

Diphthongs are either followed by abrupt glottal closure occurring

only in Toneme I. or have a closing nasalization.

This closing nasalization resembles n or ji in ei and ai and q in ou

and au. To simplify and broaden the transcription the sign q may

conveniently be used in final position with the following conventions :

—

(1) It indicates the closing nasalization in el, ou, ai, au above

described, which may be written eiq, ouq, aiq, auq,

(2) It indicates the nasalization of vowels like I, a, u, which mav

be written iq, aq, uq.

The sign q in final position preceded by a simple vowel is thus

used instead of the nasalization mark.

(3) No nasal consonant is heard when q is written

[) At the end of a breath group.

() When the following syllable begins with a vowel or the

semi-vowels y and w, or generally with such consonants as hm, hi.

(4) But when q is followed by initial p, b, t, d, k, g, 0, 5, j in the

next syllable the intrusive " homorganie nasal must also be under-

stood. Thus, taking examples from the first few lines of story No. 14

on p. 51 of the Reader :

—

(i) da _gauq _<5i = .da _gao(n) _8i:.

(ii) _eiq ta _eiq hma = _ei(n) ,ta _ei
n
hma.
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(iii) _.deig
x

g£ = _dei(g) 'ge:.

(iv) 0P
x

kaig Jbo = n
0i? kai(m) J)d:.

In (i) the final g signifies the nasalization of the close of the

preceding diphthong ah, and also the homorganic nasal n determined

by the following 3. Similarly in (iv) g is to indicate the closing

nasalization of ai, and also the homorganic nasal m determined by

the following b.

Toneme I

eme II

III

Table I

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 Remarks.

! Simple vowels of

1
i

1

e £ a 0 0 U
,

medium length and
nasalized vowels and

i

aug
diphthongs.

eig ag oug UI) aig B Creakv voice.

i

* Weak closure.

Ts Verv short bright
”

i

i5 vowels and diph-

P ei? £ p a? i ou? u? ai? au ?
1 X thongs.

Stressed. Abrupt

i

closure. No nasal

vow^els.

1

Long vowels and diph-

thongs.

_i ~ e _£ _a _0 -U
,

-aig -aug Nasalized vowels and diph-

thongs.

-«)

j

_eig ~ag -oug -UI| Low level tone.

Gradual ending.

Breathy voice.

i

1

Long vowels and diph-

thongs.
i H 'e

;
'e

v
a 1

x
o '0 'u Nasalized vowels and diph-

1 1

thongs.

'ig
/

i

-

&
x

ag
x

oug 'ui)
x
aig

N

aug
1

Stressed. Breathy voice.
“ Fade-out ” ending.

Falling tone.

leme IV

Weak obscure vowel.

Unstressed. Very short.

Neutral tone.

1. £ and 0 are never nasalized.

2. O'
5 distinct from o does not occur.

3. Diphthongs either followed by abrupt closure (ai'
5

)
or have closing nasalization

(aii)).

4. ig, eir), ag, etc., are the symbols used in the transcribed text, g in final

position indicates nasalization of the preceding vowel, followed by the nasal

homorganic with the initial consonant of the next syllable if that initial is p, b, t,

d, k, g, 0, 3, j, etc.
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Table II shows the number of signs used (a) in the narrow transcrip-

tion of story No. 5 in the Reader . and (6) in the broad transcription

here suggested.

In comparing the figures showing the number of letters used, it

should be remembered that the number of different letters used for

the vowels is eight in the broad as compared with eleven in the narrow,

and that the affricates only require three different letters in the broad,

while there are five in the narrow.

The total number of letters used is about the same, but as a result

of the phonetic economies described above, the actual letters bear

much more of the burden of phonetic significance, so that a drastic

reduction of diacritical marks has been made possible.

The proposed broad transcription is in accordance with what is

now termed World Orthography, and might serve as the basis of a

romanized spelling of Burmese.

Table II

l 2 3 4 5 6

No. of

letters.

No. of

tone-

marks.

No. of

length -

marks.

No. of

marks for

checked ”

vowels.

No. of

nasalization

marks and
“ Sandhi ”

nasals.

Total.

(«)

Reader 327 143 58 52 36 616

(b)

Broad 326 77 nil 23 23 449

The number of inter-syllable white spaces is the same.

Text

(The fable of the North Wind and the Sun)

myau? _le
x

mii) n£ _ne 'mig

myau? _le 'mii| n£ _ne
x
mii), 0u d£? .qa

x
a

x

ci _d£ lo, 'jiiq

_khouq _ne ja 'dour),
x

iq _ji _thu _du wu? _la d£, kha x

yi _d£ ta au?

_ko .myiq do _ga, 0u _go
x

iq _ji chu? .auq, ta? _naiq _3u ga, _0a
x

a
x

ci _d£ lo, hma? _yu _yaq, ga di
x

tha ja _d£. Je 'mil] ga, ta? _naiq

3a lau? tai? to, ca? ca? tai? Je, kha x
yi J6z a wu?, _ko _hma _0a

ka? _le. a -tag .ca do, _le
xmig ga ma ta? _naig lo, ya? ya _d£. _di

do _ne
xmig ga, _ne _pu pya .ya, kha na ga Te n£, kha x

yi ai? lo,

a wu? chu? ya do, _le
xmig ga .ne

x
miq _ha, 0u d£?, _0a _ba .be _d£

lo, _wug .khag ya _le _d£.



A Grammar of the Language of Bugotu, Ysabel

Island, Solomon Islands

By W. G. Ivens. M.A.. Litt.D.

Introduction

A PART of the island of the central Solomon Islands which was

called Santa Ysabel by the Spanish discoverers is known as

“ Sambana ’’ to the natives of Narovo (Eddystone) and Mandegusu

islands, who used to raid it. The north end of the island is called

Kia, and the southern end is known as Bugotu. There is no one

native name for the whole of the island.

A short grammar of the Bugotu language appears in Dr. R. H.

Codrington’s Melanesian Languages , Clarendon Press, 1885, pp. 546-

54. W hen this grammar was published the material available for

the study of the language was not very extensive. In preparing the

grammar Dr. Codrington relied mainly on information received from

Bugotu-speaking natives, v^ho were present in the Melanesian Mission

school at Norfolk Island. He was also aided to some extent by the

likeness between the language of Bugotu and that of Florida, a much
fuller grammar of which appears in his Melanesian Languages,

The Bugotu language was first learned bv Bishop J. C. Patteson,

a list of whose publications in the Bugotu language, which he called

Mahaga
,
will be found on p. 525 of S. H. Ray's Melanesian Island

Languages
, Cambridge Press, 1926. In this book Mr. Ray has referred

a number of Bugotu words to Indonesian sources. The Ysabel

words quoted by the Spanish discoverers of the island in 1567 are

discussed in The Discovery of the Solomon Islands , Hakluyt Society,

1901. Further reference may be made to Ray, MIL., pp. 8, 525.

The Rev. H. P. Welchman and Mr. E. Bourne, of the Melanesian

Mission on Ysabel, prepared a MS. vocabulary of Bugotu words, and

this has been largely used in the preparation of the following grammar.

This Bugotu vocabulary is now being edited with a view to publication.

There is ample material now available for the study of the Bugotu

language, the whole of the New Testament having been translated,

together with the book of Psalms, the book of Proverbs, the prophets

Isaiah, Haggai, and Zechariah, as well as a set of extracts from the

Old Testament ranging from Genesis to Nehemiah. These have been

drawn on in the compilation of this grammar.
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—

Orthography .—In the texts the sound ngg (i.e. ngg in English

finger *') is printed as g. It is. however, a variant of k rather than

of g. Eor the sake of ease in study the sound ngg is here written out

in its full value. The sound ng (i.e. ng in English
k
* sin/ also

written out in full. In the texts it is printed as n. /icrotu

Metathesis of Syllables .—Dr. Codrington commented °/q0xida
word hatha ngatu

"
hundred ", which is the equivalent d

ceT^ahi

hangalatu “ hundred '* (the th of Bugotu being equal ^\v 0l

other languages), and stated that “ as the sense ^ word
hangalatu) is lost by the change, it may be presume^

^
is borrowed If this case of metathesis were an other

charge of borrowing might perhaps be sustained. BVel
\

/ 9
elie

x
*• iw noot

ii iinAS:

AUyiW

I 1 #>cess

instances of metathesis in the language, e.g. heg

" alone "
: gajika, kajiga

"
to cough "

: sakapa
, k

The language of Kwara £

Ae, North Mala, Soloi
11

language of a district not far removed from Bin

metathetic forms. The fact of the metathesis does not

suppose a borrowing, and it is not plain what Dr.

meant by his statement in the above quotation #s to
1

the sense ”.

Accent .—The accent in Bugotu is generally on the antej

svllable : suli. sulsuli.

" sell ,

booth •

the

lights hr

cessarih

odr’ngtOI>

te ’oss oi

ei
iate

"» A
ABBREVIATIONS

ML., Melanesian Languages, R. H. tinn. vol. iii : “Linguistics," S. H.
Codrington, D.D., Clarendon Press, Ray. Cambridge Press, 1907.

1885. exel.. exclusive.

MIL., Melanesian Island Languages, inch, inclusive.

S. H. Ray, M.A., Cambridge Press, pers.. person, person^.

1926. pi., plural.

TSE. iii. Report of Torres Straits Expedi - sing., singular.

For the references to Roviana see MIL., p. 543.

I, Alphabet

1. The vowels are : a. c. i. <>. a.

Diphthongs are: (1) ae. ai . an: rae “to be excessive”: fai
“ four *"

;
gait

£
‘ bamboo "

; (2) ei
: fei

"
fish

Double vowels occur, and the doubling indicates a lengthening

of the sound : iia
k

‘ she ", iira “ they " (of women)
;

boo
£b

a herd ”,
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‘‘a company The dropping of a consonant in reduplication causes

a long vowel sound
:
jiijigi to take an oath

?

\ There is no “ break
”

in the pronunciation of any of the Bugotu words where such consonant

has been dropped.

An interchange of vowels is seen in certain words : o and u are used

indifferently in tuni, toni “ perhaps \ and in kamoto, kamotu '* cut off

short

;

o and a interchange in tovongoi
,
tovongai “ when “ until

and in korongoso , korongasa “ marrow ”, “ brain ",

2. The consonants are : k
, g, ngg ; /, rf, j, ch , th

; p, b
,
v

;
m

,
w,

ng
,
gn ; r, l ; s, /g There is no or q

,

and no nasal m (nnv).

(i) The g in Bugotu is what Codrington calls the “ Melanesian g ”,

and has the same sound as the Spanish g , or the g of modern Greek.

(ii) The d is generally nd, but it is sometimes a pure d. “ Certain

families or sets of people (in Bugotu) use d rather than nd." Codrington.
“ The sound of j to some extent follows that of d : j is in some mouths
the English j, in others it is nj.” id. The ngg is for k : nggm i “ child ”,

Sa‘a kale ; Xggela . the native name for Florida island, is in Sa'a Kela.

(iii) The sound of ch is as ch in English “church”, (iv) The th is

soft. It represents an l in the Florida language or in Mota, Banks’
Islands : but sometimes it is a variant of d : thanu “ to bale ”, Sa*a.

Mala, danu. (v) “ By some natives b is sounded pure, but it

is generally strengthened by m preceding.” Codrington. In the

translations, and in this grammar, there is no printing of m
before b or of n before d .

“ The sound of gn is that of the Spanish

h (or of ni in English ‘ onion ’). It is a change from n.' Codrington.

(vi) There is an interchange of n and 1, tangomana
,
tangomalaga “to

be able ”
;
of n and gn, mana "

spiritual force ”, magnahagi ’* to regard

with favour ”
: of th and /, thonga, longa “ the beach ”, theuthcu ,

leideu “ to mock ”.

II. Articles

3. Demonstratives :

—

Singular : na
;
gna ;

sina
;

sa.

Plural : warn , ara
;

arahai
;

koi.

The article na is in very general use as meaning both “a *' and
“ the ”, and also as markin

?
word as a noun. All words used as nouns,

both those without and those with a definite noun ending, are preceded

by the article na : na tinoni ” man, a man ”
; na rathe “ the house,

a. any, house” ; na fata “a, the, thing, that which" ; na nggari

“ a child, the child ”
; na mane tango “a workman ”

; na nago mane
“ the head man ”

; na kulaga ” friendship " (kula “a friend ")
;

tugu '‘to exchange”, na tuguva “exchange"*; mono “to abide”,

na mono “ abiding, they abode ”, na monogna “ abiding, to abide ”
;
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na dotho “ a gift, love
;

na toke “ goodness : na tutum the

truth ".

When the connotation is general na may be dropped : ei vathe

i:
house-building, to build houses ". The article na is used with the

pronoun ham : na hava “ what ? anything ". It is also used with the

possessive nouns ni, ga : na ninggua, na nimua , na nigna “ my, etc/ ;

na ninggua na vnnagi “his chief "
;
na nimua na tinoni “ your man,

vour men ’’
;
na gamiu for you to eat, your food

;
it is used with

the negative boi : na boi na ninggua
iC

it was not mine ; it is used

with a verb following mara “ people “ to indicate a number of

persons : mara na tabu “ the saints " ;
mara na Jcuma “the destitute

” 1
;

it is used with the
c; noun of assemblage " komi, which is used before

nouns as a sign of the plural : na komi mavitu nggounggovu
"

all the

peoples "
;

it is also used with marai
,
maraira , which are formed from

mara “people", and are generally used as pronouns of the 3rd

pers. pi. i na marai “ those persons

In the translations there is a use of na with the relationship terms :

na tamagna “ his father "
: but a, the personal article, is the correct

use with relationship terms when used of specific persons.

Codrington gives a use of na in na Bugotu lt the Bugotu people",

but no instance of this occurs in the translations. However, Lau,

Mala, uses na in much the same way, though not with the plural :

na i fera “ a person of the place ’
.

Gna denotes “ the belonging to ", and is used of both persons

and things * na pen gna i veJepuhi
6

the pen of the teacher
;

mara

na thaba gna a Isakar ‘
k

the princes of Issachar ”
;

a Mary gna i

Magdala “Mary of Magdala ”
;
na mane gna i Nasaret “the Nazarene ".

(In the last two instances the i is the locative and not the genitive.)

The phrase a Mary gna i Magdala shows that gna here is not the

suffixed pronoun of the 3rd pers. sing., “ his. hers, its," though

in the phrase na mane gna i Nasaret .
gna may be open to this inter-

pretation ;
see below, 9, 15.

Sina denotes “ a, a certain, another : sina mane "
a certain man,

another man
' J

;
sina bongi ke mathaho. sina bongi ke tea “some days

he has malaria, some days not ; sina boo , mi sina boo
"
one herd,

then another herd ". The na of sina is the article na ; si appears in

Lau, Mala, as an article used of things : it is used also as an article

in Roviana. Solomons : see MIL., p. 544.

\ lli
For the use of na with a plural noun, compare Roviana (MIL., p. 544) ri na

ftnjara “ chiefs ”.
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Sa means “ a ”, it is the article used after a negative : sa meleha

“ a place ”
; sa nigna fata “ his things ”

;
sa lage “ ten ”

;
sa

vavaligna na naedia “a covering for their feet” ;
it is used with

hanu “ person ”
; sa hanu “ so-and-so, any person, some one "

;

e teo sa hanu “ there is no one ”
;

e teo sa fata “ there is nothing

For sa see MIL pp. 63 (6) and 544. The hill languages of North

Mala use sa as a personal article.

Mara is the same as the Mala word mwala
,
ngwala “ people,

person ”
: ngwala “ person, you there !

" It is a noun meaning

“ people ”
: na mara i Higota “ the people of Higota " (one of Bishop

Patteson's examples)
;
kekeha mara “ certain people ”, When followed

by a noun, or when used with an adjective, it denotes the plural of

persons : mara na tabu “ the saints "
;
mara na thaba “the rulers" :

mara ke puhi “ the adults ”, It is used in address : mara Israel

“ Oh Israel !
”

;
mara “ you people !

” “In Kiriwina the word used

to secure the attention of anyone whose name is forgotten is mala

‘ you there !

J " TSE . iii, p. 440. Mara in Bugotu is thus the

Trobriand mala
,

the Sa‘a mwala “ people ”, the Lau ngwala

“ person ", and also the four native variations of the name of the

island of Mala, viz. Mala
,
Mwala

,
Ngivala, Mara .

Ara is used of sets of people : ara tamamami our fathers "
;

ara idomiu “ your mothers ”
;

ara legugna “ his descendants "
;

ara Israel “ the Israelites”. It also means “ they who”: ara

nggounggam kena havi max kori vathegna “all those who lived in his

house ”. Ara is compounded of a, personal article, and ra the pronoun,

3rd pers. pi., seen in lira, maraira “ they ".

Arahai is both interrogative and indefinite
;

it denotes “ who,

they who, those who "
: arahai na maraira kedana taviti “ who are

they that will go ? ” It is compounded of ara and ahai “ who ?

some one

Koi is used of the plural of persons only, and precedes the noun.

The use of na with koi shows the latter to be a “ noun of assemblage ”
:

na koi tinoni “ the men ”
;

na koi vaivine “ women ”
; koi vaivine

“ you women !

”

WTien the idea of several things of the same kind is implied, the

noun is repeated with the copulative ma, and : na fata ma na fata ,

“ things.”

4. Personal article : a. All personal names, male and female,

native and foreign, are preceded by the article a. This article applied

to a word makes it a personal noun : a Vahavidia “ their Saviour ”
;

VOL. VII. PART 1. 10
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a Fate i maramagna talign “ the Judge of the whole earth "
; it is used

of particular persons, and with the relationship terms : a Mama tutu

loalova “ the Father everlasting ”
: a tamagna ” his father ” ;

a idogna “ liis mother ”
: a Jesus a dathegna a Joseph “ Jesus the son

of Joseph ”
;

it is used with the plural : a taudia “their wives ”
;

also lira a taudia “ their wives *\ The word hanu
"
person ” is used

with the personal article a : a hanu “ so-and-so, the man who **
;

e tolu a hanu “ three persons ”
; mara e rati a hanu “ four persons ”

;

na hanu means “ the thing, that which For hanu see ML., pp. 135.

528. and MIL., pp. 68, 404 (13).

III. Nouns

5. Names of parts of the body, the relationship terms, and words

denoting position take the suffixed pronouns of possession, nggu, mu
,

gna
,
etc. Certain nouns in Bugotu do not take these suffixed pronouns

;

among these are the words for “ canoe, bag, sword, club, spear, arrowy

adze ". The use of the possessive noun ni often obscures the question

of the suffixing of the pronoun of possession
;

e.g. na nigna na bage
"

his bow ", or na bagegna “ his bow

A word may be used as a noun in a verbal form without any

definite noun ending : mono “ to abide ", na mono “ dwelling, to abide,

a place "
;

toke “ to be good ”, na toke “ goodness ”.

A phrase with the article na preceding may be used as a noun :

me kaea na nia hajnu sapa na hinage “ asked that a canoe come ”
;

na ijumi vaniagna “a reckoning to him, it was reckoned to him ".

6. Verbal noun endings in Bugotu are : a. ta. ga
,
gna

, agna
,
ana.

These are all suffixed to verbs.

A : udu “to walk in file ", uduudua companion "
; ijumi “to

count", ijumia “counting, number”; mono “to abide", monoa
“ dwelling "

;
dua “ with, companion ”, from faidu “ to be on friendly

terms with one another "
: duamu “ your companion, with you

Ta is used only with the suffixed pronouns : dikn
"
to be bad ",

na dikatamua “your anger”'; toke “to be glad", na toketangqu
“ I am glad ”. There is a similar use of ta in Sa‘a.

Ga : kula “friend”, kulaga “friendship"; hadi “to ascend",

hadiga “ height "
; horn “ to go down ", horuga “ depth ”. It would

seem that ga properly is an adjectival suffix ; but in the instances given

the article na precedes, showing that the word so used is a noun.

The noun suffix gna may be added to an intransitive verb used

. with the verbal particles, the subject being always expressed : a Sara
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Ice hugugna “ Sarah denied ’*
;

kotida thaothadogagna “ you shall

know This use marks it as gerundival. It may be added also to

a form consisting of transitive verb and pronominal object, with the

articles na
,
sa preceding, the whole forming a gerundive ; or it may be

added to an intransitive verb with the article na preceding : regi “ to

see", reiregiu “see me", na reiregiugna “the seeing of me. to see

me "
;

na voliugna “ the buying of me, my price "
; sa vatokeragna

"
a blessing for them"

;
na kasagna “ completion na koligna “to lie

down The suffix gna may also be added to a form consisting of

verbal particle, transitive verb, pronominal object: vetula “to

command", he vetulaugna “commanded me"; luti “to forbid",

ku lutigogna na ganiagna “ I forbad thee to eat it
?

\ The preceding

example shows an object following the gerundival use. The suffixing

of gna may convey the idea of purpose : ke vakouragna “ to give them

water "
; na tavitigna kori hanganagna “ to walk in his ways ",

A compound noun appears in such phrases as : na ijumi kasa

gamugna “ thenumbermg-complete-yoii-ing, your whole number",

where gna , the noun suffix, is added to the pronoun gamu “ you

and kasa “ whole " intervenes between the verb ijumi “ to count
"

and its object
;
na sokara pungusigamugna “ opposing you, to oppose

you

There is a use of the verbal noun suffix gna following dia, the

personal pronoun, 3rd pers. pi., which is suffixed to nouns,

where dia is preceded by ra attached to a transitive verb, and the

composite phrase may have an object : na palikutiradiagna na komi

puhi “ the keeping of, to keep, the laws "
;
na fateradiagna “ to judge

them "
;

oro nia piipiisi pungusiradiagna “ they two clad themselves

with them "
;

kena nia voliradiagna nigna na rongo “ they were

bought with his money"; na ball talangiradiagna “to lead them,

their being led It is tempting to treat both ra and dia as suffixed

pronouns, having in view the Bugotu practice of doubling the

pronominal object ; but it must be remembered that dia is a pronoun

of the class which can only be suffixed to nouns, and this at once shows

ra to be a noun form.

In the Sa
;

a and Lau languages of Mala the form la is used as a pure

gerundival suffix, the pronouns of possession being suffixed to it, thus

marking its character as a noun. Since l and r interchange freely in

Melanesian languages, it is highly probable that the Bugotu ra of the

above phrases represents the Mala gerundival suffix fa, which has

a similar use. The Lau phrase anilanalaa “ the eating of it. for
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eating
* ?

is the exact equivalent in form of the Bugotu voliradiagna

“the buying of them", except that the suffixed pronoun of the

former, na

,

is singular, whereas dia is plural. In Lau, however, and

in Sa‘a, any of the pronouns may be suffixed to the gerundival form

la, whereas in Bugotu only the pronoun of the 3rd pers. pi. may be

suffixed to ra. In order to distinguish the gerundival use of ra from

those of gna and agna
,
which are noun endings, this ra may be called

an “ infixed gerundival particle

Since the change of l and n is quite a regular one in the Mala

languages, it would seem that the Bugotu gerundival noun ending

gna, i.e. na, represents the Mala laa

,

the final vowel of which is

lengthened to distinguish the noun suffix proper from la, the gerundival

ending. Thus the gerundival forms la, laa, of Mala, and ra, gna, of

Bugotu, are all the same.

A suffix gna is added to the cardinal numbers to form ordinals :

rua “ two ”, ruagna
"
second ". It would seem that this gna is the

same as the Sa‘a na which has a similar use : ruana “ second ”,

Agna is a gerundival suffix also, and is used only with transitive

verbs
;

it thus differs from the gerundival suffix gna, which, as shown

above, may be suffixed to both transitive and intransitive verbs :

na birekiagna “ to see, seeing, sight "
: o tolu na horu i pusiagna

you struck three times"; na taveti saniagna “the departure
1 ’

(a composite phrase)
;
na ruvatiagna “ divination A verbal particle

or a pronoun may replace the article : ke varuai kiloagna a Abraham

‘’he called Abraham twice

;

e tateliagna vania “he declared (it) to

him ”
;
u ganiagna “ I eating ", i.e. I ate ". An object may follow

such gerundival use : ketafuruagna na gold “ spreads gold over it
’*

;

me ke vathangutiagna na thepa “ and plastered (it) with mud ”
;

na

hagore vaniagna a Lord
^
speaking to, spoke to, to speak to, the

Lord” ; mi manea keda tuguagna na livomu “and he shall be thv

mouth-piece ”,

Agna mav be attached to a verb with a pronominal object, the

article na preceding : na vatokegoagna
"
to bless thee, the blessing

of thee ”
;

na haiduvigamuagna “ the surrounding of you "
;

na

vathehegamiagna “the killing of us, to kill us ”,

The above examples show that agna is a noun suffix by itself,

with gerundival force, and is not made up of a, a noun suffix,

with gna the suffixed pronoun of the 3rd pers. sing, added, as

Dr. Codrington supposed. Agna suffixed may convey the idea of

purpose just as gna does : na eiagna na fata iaani “ the its-doing the
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thing that, to do that thing”; na kouviagna na bea “to drink

water”. (See also examples above.)

In Florida a noun ending a is added to verbs, and the pronouns

of possession (those which are added to nouns) are suffixed : bosa

“to speak”, bosaanggu “my being spoken to”. Dr. Codrington

{ML,, p. 524) rightly regards this a as a gerundival suffix, and states

that its use is mainly passive. It, again, is probably the equivalent

of the Mala la
,
a noun ending (Sa‘a mae

* k

to die”, maelana “his

death ”), the consonant l having been dropped. Instances may be

found in the Sa‘a and Ulawa languages of the dropping of l .

It may be suggested that initial a of the Bugotu gerundival suffix

agna is the same as this gerundival a of Florida, and that agna is

compounded of two suffixes both gerundival, a + gna. Compound

noun suffixes occur in Mala : thus Kwara ‘Ae has
k

anga as a noun

suffix, a compoimd of la and nga
,
the l of la having dropped, and the

“ break ” indicating this fact. Also Sa‘a has the noun endings ngaha

,

i.e. nga + ha

,

and tanga
,
i.e. ta + nga

,
ha, ta

,
and nga all occurring

in Sa‘a as noun suffixes. That agna in Bugotu is only used with

transitive verbs brings it into line with the gerundival suffix la in the

Sa
£

a and Ulawa languages which has a similar use, and adds strength

to the assumption that the gerundival form a in Florida and the

initial a of the Bugotu suffix agna are both for la
,

l having dropped.

The reason for suffixing the gerundival forms la in Sa‘a, etc., and

agna in Bugotu, to transitive verbs only, seems to lie in the fact that

in these languages the gerundive is primarily active and not passive.

It is worthy of notice that a suffix agna is used in a gerundival way

in the Maori language, either by itself, or with the consonants h
,

k,

m, r, t prefixed, which are the consonants of the transitive suffixes

used with verbs in that language.

Ana is seen as a verbal noun ending in mamataguana “ fearful,

awful”, from matagu “to fear”; maimanihiana “object of

reverence”
;
sisiriuana “dishonourable ”

;
solmna “ peace”

;
tutuana

“ continuously, for a memorial ”. It will be seen in MIL., p. 545,

and ML ., p. 138, that ana is properly a verbal noun ending, but its

use in Bugotu inclines more to the adjectival side.

Two words, hagetha “ doorway ” (hage “to go out or in ”), tugnva

“ redemption ” (tugu “to change ”), show noun endings in tha and va

respectively. These may be compared with the Mala la (“/A” for

"
l ”) and the Mota va, which are noun endings.
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7. The word bali forms nouns by being prefixed either to verbs

or to gerundives ; a transitive verb following bali may have the

pronoun of the object suffixed, and the article na may precede the

composite form. Codrington (ML., pp. 525, 528) compares bali with

Florida malei ” place (See also MIL., p. 444, ” Nouns with Prefix/*)

The meaning of bali is “ thing by which, thing for the purpose of "
:

tatango “ to work bali tatango “ a tool, a scrub knife "
: bali sopoit

“a seat "
;

bali puipui “firewood for the native oven "
;

na bali

kou ”a drink
5 ': na fata bali rioriso “the things for writing with,

pens, paper, etc."
;
bali vanga " to eat, for eating "

; he tohe na ngali

bali vanga “ the canarium nut is good for eating *’
;

bali fotalia na

ulugna na tinoni “for breaking men's heads"; bali tatarida “the

binding of them, to bind them '*

; na gai na bali thaothadogagna na

tohe ma na diha “ the tree of the knowledge of good and evil '*

;
na

bali hogoniagna na rongo “to store treasure

It will be seen from the examples given that bali followed by a verb,

and used with or without the article na . may denote purpose. Bali

is also used with a noun : bali hava “ thing for what ? what ?

"

The word tamatahi “ brethren, sisters, family " shows a prefix

tama used with tohi “ brother, sister This tama is used in Roviana

as a prefix.

8. Verbs may be used as nouns without any change of form
;

the article na precedes, and the pronouns nggu, etc., may be suffixed ;

me he aheahe hori ihugna na aheahe i havi “ and he breathed into his

nostrils the breath of life"; havi “to live", na havi “life", na

havigna “ its life "
;
na gaugabua i havimiu “ the blood of your lives "

:

hagore “to speak ", na hagoregna “his word The verbal particle

he may precede : naba “ to be like, equal to ", igoe ho nabagna a Pharaoh

‘'thou art like (him) Pharaoh
55

. The personal pronouns may be

added in addition to the suffixed pronouns : he nabamu igoe “ like

to thee ".

9. Genitive. The genitive relation of nouns one to another is

effected (u) by the use of the preposition i : na aheahe i havi “the breath

of life "
; na magavu i haidu

tm
the day of meeting "

;
ara hulagna

i vaivine “ her women friends ". This i is used with the verbs tur)tg}i ,

tabiru , which denote “begin, change": me tunigu i relepuhi “and
began to teach ".

(
b
)
By juxtaposition, one noun qualifying another,

the article na not being used with the second noun : na hand thanggi

botho all kinds of beasts "
; na tabili gahira “ a vessel of stone ”

;

vathe taulagi “bride-chamber": na ugoi rongo “the money bag".
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The former of two nouns thus used may have the pronoun suffixed

in the 3rd pers. sing. : na livogna na nggaratu
44
the head

(mouth) of the spear "
: na vathegna a God u

the house of God "
;

na mavitugna na meleha " the people of the place
;

na manegna

i Misraim " a man of Egypt"'
;
manugna na bongi

t;
a night bird",

(c) The preposition ni is used as a genitive in certain phrases
:
puku

ni mana 44
all powerful

5
'

;
pau ni mane

4t
an elder "

;
also pan ni

taviti " to continue going
' 5

; this ni is the regular genitive in

Florida.

10. An instrumental prefix is i : ikonga
4

‘ a crook " ; ignavi
44
tongs

5
'

;
idathe , itina " stones for cracking the canarium almond 55

.

11. Plural of nouns. The plural of nouns is formed by the use of

komi following the article na and preceding the noun
;
kom i is used

of both persons and things. The use of na with komi shows the latter

to be a “ noun of assemblage "
: na komi tinoni ‘

4

the men, many

a man, men"
;

na komi botho "pigs, the pigs". It is not always

necessary to use komi to indicate plurality
; na ninggna na tinoni

means either ’'my man" or "my men 5 '; ke vagagna na vaitugu

kori maaloa ’’like the stars in the sky' 5

. But when komi is used

there is a definite insistence on plurality. Ray says " Roro ikoi (see

TSE., iii, p. 446) may be Bugotu komi through the dropping of m
Duke of York (ML. . p. 566) has kum as a plural sign.

As stated above under " Articles
' 5

,
koi is used of the plural of

persons only. There is also a use of the pronouns marea
,

iira " they ",

iraani
44
these", irangeni "those", and of the article ara and the

noun mara to denote a plurality of persons : mara e run ara dathemu

"they two your children, your two children "
; e lima hangavulu

mara na dathe " the fifty children "
;
marea kena mono 4v

they who are

abiding "
: iira na mivine

44
the women "

;
e salage raa iraani

44
these

the twelve, the twelve "
; iraani na vinogagna a Sarah " these are the

days of Sarah ". To denote totality nggovu , nggounggovu
(i

all,

complete " and hihovu
"

all " may be added to the noun : na komi

meleha nggounggovu "all the lands'
5

. Udolu means 44
whole, all,

totalitv "
: na meleha udolu *

4

the whole place ". Sethe
44
to be many,

all " is used with the verbal particle ke as an adjective meaning
4k many "

: marea kena sethe
4

* many people "
; na (komi) mavitn ke

sethe
" many peoples ".

12. Gender. To denote gender mane 6 '

male
5

\ vaivine
4

‘ female
'

?

are added to the noun : na vungaogna na vaivine " his, her, mother-

in-law
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IV. Pronouns

13. Personal. Pronouns used as the subject of a verb.

Sing. 1. man, nau
,

«.

2. igoe
,

o.

3. imanea, manea “he, it ”
;

iia
44
she

PI. 1 inch igita, gita.

1 excl. igami, garni .

2. igamu
,
gamu.

3. imaraira
,
maraira, imarea

,
marea

,
maria

,
timara

,
txmarea

4 4

masculine ”
;

lira
4 4

feminine ”.

Dual 1 inch irogita, rogitci .

1 excl. irogami, rogami.

2. irogamu
,
rogamu .

3. iromaraira
,
romaraira, romarea

44
masculine ”

;
iroiira,

roiira
44
feminine ”.

Trial 1 inch itolugita
,
tolugita.

1 excl. itolugami
,
tolugami.

2. itolugamu
,
tolugamu.

3. tolumara
,

tolumaraira, tolumarea, tolira
, iraani

44
masculine ”

;
toliira

44
feminine ”.

The dual and trial forms contain the numerals ro
44

two ”,

44
three

The short form rwiu, 1st pers. sing., is not in very general

use. The short forms of the pronouns 1st and 2nd pers. sing.,

w, o, are used as subjects : w
44

1 said ”
;

o
44
thou savest”.

They are combined with the verbal particle in the forms

and serve as subjects.

It will be noted that different pronouns for masculine and feminine

are used in the 3rd persons singular and plural, and in the dual 3rd

pers. also, i.e. gender is distinguished. This usage is rare in

Melanesia. The distinguishing of gender, wherever it occurs in

Melanesia, would seem to be a Papuan usage. Ray states (in a letter)

that gender is distinguished in some Papuan languages in New Guinea.

Also that Vella Lavella and Bougainville (in the Solomons) have

a similar usage (see TSE., iii, p. 435).

The form manea
44 he" is evidently made from the word mane

44
male ”. Codrington is undoubtedly correct in regarding the form

iia
44
she ” as the personal pronoun, 3rd pers. sing., which occurs

so commonly in Melanesia. In ML . Codrington gives Maewo, Wango,
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ia, Fiji koya
,
Malay iya, as personal pronouns, 3rd pers. sing,

(see MIL., pp. 428-9). The initial vowel of ia has been lengthened

in the Bugotu iia. Manea
,
iia, may precede personal names.

The forms in the 3rd person plural masculine are derived from

the norm mara “ people For the ti of timara
,
timarea

,

see below,

24 (3), ati
,

etc.

The forms with initial i, except inau,
igoe. iia, lira, are used when

the diction is emphatic.

The form iira of the 3rd person plural is the regular form ira

which is seen in Mota, Fiji, etc., the initial vowel being lengthened

in Bugotu.

The pronouns of the 3rd person, singular and plural, masculine,

are used of things as well as of persons. There is no plural suffix

i, gi
,
such as occurs in Florida, used of things. The phrase “ the two

men "
is rendered romarea na mane

;
itadia romarea “ of, for, the two

of them
;

they three ” may be expressed by tolu iraani
,
a demon-

strative pronoun being used with the numeral.

14. Pronouns suffixed as object to verbs and prepositions.

Sing. 1. u. PI. 1 inch gita.

2. go. 1 excl. garni.

3. a. 2. gamu.

3. ra .

There is no plural ni used of things as in Florida. When the object

of a verb or preposition is expressed, there is always an anticipatory

object in the form of one of these pronouns suffixed to the verb :

keda jxidau inau na miomilo “ let the destitution fall on me
;

this

is an ordinary usage, and is not by way of giving prominence to the

pronoun; vania na vunagi “for the king". The gerundives gna

,

agna, may be added to a form consisting of verbal particle or noun,

transitive verb, and suffixed pronoun of the object : ke vetidaagna

“ commanded me, to command me ”
; na vathegamiagna

^
the killing

of us. to kill us
;
kena mm pungusira romarea “ they came against

them both

15. Pronouns suffixed to nouns, and to certain nouns used as

prepositions.

Sing. 1. nggu, nggua.

2. mu, mua.

3. gna.

PI. 1 inch da.

1 excl. mami.

2. mill .

3. dia .
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These are the pronouns of possession : dathenggu
" my son ”

;

na taviti atudia "their departure”; manegna i Bugotu " a man of

Bugotu”. The forms nggua , mm of 1st and 2nd persons singular

are used with the stems ni, ga : tangihia ninggua na poke " I want

cloth ”
;

na gamua " your food

For the dual, ro " two ” precedes the noun, and the plural forms

of the pronoun are used : ro limadia na vaivine " the hands of the two

women ”
; Ice mono irotadia " dwelt with the two of them ”

: na ro

matamiu the eyes of you two Ro is itself treated as a noun,

the article na precedes, and the pronouns are suffixed : na romiu
4

k

of us two ”
;
na rodia " the property of the two of them ”,

For the trial, tolu " three ” precedes the noun, the plural forms of

the pronoun being used : na tola limadia
<k
the hands of the three ”.

Nouns with pronouns suffixed, and used as prepositions, are :

(na) vunegna " because ”
;
hiligagna

44
near ”

: hamanegna " opposite ”

:

hotagigna " in the midst of ”
; (na) eigna " the doing of (it), because ”.

16. Demonstrative pronouns. Ari *‘that, there”; ani, eni, eeni
4

‘ this, here, that, there ”
; ngeni , ngengeni , nggeri . nggenggeri

"
that,

those, there ”
;

na "here, this ”
: inau na " as for me ”

: igoe na
<k
vou ! ;

a Christ Iceda mai na ” (when) Christ shall come ”
: Iceda

hntheu na
^

will call me ”
; Iceda nere na “ if he sleeps With ngge-

ni , ngge-ri , compare Sa’a nge, nge-na , nge-ni.

Compound : ia ani , ia eni " this ”
;

ia ngeni , ia nggeri
"
that ”

:

na vunegna ia ani because of this, therefore : ia nggeri ari " that's

it there !

”
: ia vamua ngeni na titionogna a Kanutlcajalcu this then

is the storv about Kamakajaku The form ia does not occur singly,

but has ani , ngeni, etc., added. It is (as seen above) the regular

Melanesian pronoun of the 3rd pers. sing., he, etc.

Plural : ira ani , ira eni ,
ira ngeni "these, those ”

; imaraira ani

(ngeni)
“
those there ”. The form ira is the regular Melanesian

pronoun 3rd pers. pi., they.

Hi : ivei hi mane ari " where is that man ? shows hi as a demon-

strative
;

da imanea hi tuni eri ” haplv he is that person ”. Hi used

by itself denotes a finished action (as do also na and ri) : nggovu hi

“ when that was finished ; he vula hi "he has come ”
: me he laid

hi and when it was evening ”
: tolce hi

"
that will do ! enough !

”

Hi combines with ri and na to make the forms hiri, hina , which are

used as demonstratives : itada eeni hiri
"
of those here ; ia ani hiri

these here ”
; ia ngeni hiri ” those here : da anggai hina do this,

then ”
; teo hina ‘‘ no ! not that ! Ri is in constant use as an
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explanatory word, and is used to soften speech : ke vano pada vamua

a Martha ri
" when Martha met him ”

;
inau ri “ here I am, it is I

On Mala, ri is in use as a demonstrative (also in Roviana, MIL
p. 547).

The demonstrative pronouns generally follow the word they

qualify.

17. Interrogative pronouns, (a) Persons : hai
,

ahai, plural

arahai “ who * "
; na nigna ahai “ whose ?

"
; na tononga ahai na

"
whose property is this ?

” The interrogative na may be added :

ahai na “ who ? (6) Things : hava, e hava, na hava “ what ?
"

;

na hava gua “ what else ? all and sundry "
;

igita katida hava “ what

shall we be ?
"

; na tango na hava
" what work ? work of what sort ?

"
:

bali hava ” what does it matter ?
“

: e hava
" why ?

"

18. Indefinite pronouns. The interrogatives are also used as

indefinites : hai, ahai, hava , na hava , are used as meaning “anyone,

anything
;

e hava is used in exclamations as meaning “how" !:

e hava na tinoni thaba “ how great is this man ! what a great man he is !"

e hava rae take
" how good it is !

"
; na hava also denotes ” that

which sikei “one”, si "a, one’’, also mean ** anvone, any-

thing : ke teo sikei “ there is no one, no one "
: si na mane a man,

a certain man, any man, a different man ".

Kekeha is “ some "
; it is a reduplicated form of keha “ one, the

first "
: kekeha ara dathemu “ some of your children "

;
arahai ,

a compound of ara, a plural article used of persons, and hai, the

interrogative used impersonally, denotes "those who, they”: tun

vano arahai nggounggovu “ more than they all "
; marahai na nigna na

vike “ and all his family

Sopa , soasopa, is " every, each, different " : so(tsopa vike

nggounggovu “every family"; tagna sopa na vike ’’among every

family ”
;

leulegu “ following "
is used as meaning ” every "

: leulegu

vuovugoi ” every morning "
: leulegu magavu "

daily ".

19. Relative pronouns. There are no relative pronouns
;

their

place is taken
:

(a) bv a pronoun of the object suffixed to a verb :

na tila ia ani ku sabiria i Marau “ this club I bought it (which I bought)

at Marau ”
;

ivei na tinoni ku regira ’’ where are the men whom
I saw ?

" (b) by the use of the instrumental preposition nia : na

tila ia ani ku nia thabuhiagna na tinoni "this is the club I with it

killed a man (with which I killed a man) "
;

(c) by the use of a clause :

ke dothovia a tahigna me ke regia “he loves his brother and he saw
him (whom he saw) "

: ke mai imanea ke maturingita “ here conies he
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that dreams”. “The persons who, they who” may be expressed

by na marai
,
arahai , with verbal particle and verb following.

20. Possessives. The possessive nouns are ni, of general relation,

and ga
,
which is used of things to eat and drink

;
both are used of

friends or enemies.1

Both ni and ga have generally articles of their own, na, sa
,
distinct

from the na belonging to the noun with which they are used. This

na is written separately. The pronouns of possession are suffixed

to both ni and ga : na nigna na vike “ his people ”
; na nigna ahai

“ whose ? ”
;

nidia arahai
44
whose (plural) ? ” In the 1st and 2nd

persons singular, the forms suffixed to ni and ga are ngyua
,
mua

,
not

nggu, mu : ninggua na kana “ my enemy ”
;

marea na ninggua na

them i oka “my enemies”; eidia am gadia tamatahi
44
for the

brethren ”
;

ro gadia na them i oka
44
their enemies

”
1

;
ninggua na

fata
44
a thing of mine ”

;
keda hea na gagna na bread , rna na gagna

na bea keda tain mono
44

his bread shall be given him, and his water

shall abide ”
;

na gamua 44
your food

Ni is used, with the suffixed pronouns of possession, as meaning
44

for my part ”, etc. : imarea kena rigia nidia
44
they saw it for their

part In the phrases matagu ninggua
44

1 was afraid ”, tangihia

ninggua na poke
44

1 want cloth”, ninggua has the force of a personal

pronoun.

V. Adjectives

21. The adjectives follow the nouns, and in general all words used

as adjectives are in a verbal form, being used with the verbal particle

ke : ke iso
44
small ”

;
ke hut

u

44
large *’ (but na nggari iso

44
a small

child ” is a correct use
;

also manu hutu
4

' large bird, i.e. eagle ”
;

ke boi dani hutu gua
44
not yet broad daylight ”)

;
kori meleha ke

toke me ke hutu
44
in a good and large place ”

: na komi vike ke sethe

puala
44
very many nations ”

;
na rathe ke tabu

44
the holy house ”

;

na fata hina ke iso teoteoa
4 4

that which is least ”.

22. Adjectival endings
:
ga

,
a. are adjectival endings

;
ga is added

to nouns: bea
44
water ”, beabeaga watery ”

; faafata
44
layer ”,

faafataga
44
in layers ”

; a is in more general use and is added to

verbs : iso, isoa
44

little ; teo “ not to be ", teoa
4

‘ gone, destroyed ”
;

udolu
,
udolua

44
all, complete ”

; toke, token “ good ”
;
havi

44
to live ”,

1 The use of the possessive gr
i with the word denoting ‘‘enemy” occurs also in

Melanesian languages in New Guinea : see MIL., p. 438. Ray (in letter) also quotes

Iai language. Loyalty Islands, Melanesia, iwnhnni hmiony monya “ my enemy ”.
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havia ‘‘living, alive'*; talapono ‘'to hide”, talaponoa “secret":

polo “ to hide ”, poloa “ secretly ”
;
hutu “ to be big ”, hutua “ much,

big” (see 34).

23. Comparison is made by vano *
:

to go” with the preposition

ta
,
to which the pronouns of possession are suffixed : he hutu vano

“ it is bigger ”
;
he hutu vano tadia iraani " bigger than those (things) ”

;

he thaba vano tagna imanea “he is greater than he ”
; tuu vano

“ standing beyond ” also denotes comparison : a tamadia he dolhovia

tuu vano tadia “ his father loved him more than them **

;
vano me

vano means “ more and more ". A simple statement also conveys

an idea of comparison : he hutu eeni
"

this is big ", i.e. it is bigger ",

For the superlative puala
,
rae , helie, are used : he diha keke puala

“ very bad ”
: he rae bohe it is very grievous **

: na horugna he hutu

puala “ its fall is very great "
: ulo “ mother **

is used of anything

very big: idogna na Uva “the mother of scorpions!**; hangga

denotes “somewhat, rather": na fei he hangga hutu “a fairly

large fish
**.

VI. Veres

24. The verb is conjugated in Bugotu by means of particles.

These precede the verb and may themselves serve as the subject.

The particles in use are : (1) e, he , without tense significance.

These two particles mark a word as a verb
;
both are used with the

gerundive, and he is used with certain nouns : he nabamu “ sufficient

for you ". The particle e occurs in its simple form when the meaning

is “there is, it is”, or when used with the conjunctions ba “or",

ma “and”, or in the forms be, me . or with the words minggoi
,
gua

“ lest ”, nggi “ illative ”, etc. : e tea sa ngaengate itanggua “ fury is

not in me "
;

e tohe “ it is good **

;
e tutuni “ truly ”

;
e hiloagna na

korara “ there is a naming the sea, he called it sea ”
;

e ania
,
e gagua,

e ahoru “ saying*
5

, phrases used of quotations, the subject not being

expressed
;

uha e uha “ rain rains, i.e. it is raining "
; me vuevugei

“ and (it was) next morning **
: e hau me hau “ for ever and ever **

;

be teo “ or not ”
;

heana e teo “ or (if) not **

;
nggi e hagore vania

“ thereupon (he) said to him ". There is a use of the particle e in the

expressions e hava “ what ?
**

; e ngiha “ how many ?
" and also with

the numerals from “ two ??
to “ ten "

: e rua “ two ".

When the subject is in the 3rd pers. plur. e combines with the

verbal particle na, and this ena is used instead of the 3rd pers. plur.

of the pronoun : ena minggoi sethe puala “ lest they increase greatly
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In the Sa
4

a and Ulawa 1 grammars this e . which also occurs in

those languages, is treated as a pronoun. 3rd pers. sing., but the

Bugotu use of e shows it to be a verbal particle in origin.

The particle he occurs in its simple form when the subject is in the

3rd pers. singular, or when it is used with a verb to form adjectives, or

in phrases like he bongi
6

" it is night, by night “
;

he clani
4

* by day :

he taviti imanea
44
he has gone "

;
no tinoni he tohe

44
a good man **. It

coalesces with a
,
o, the short forms of the personal pronouns, 1st and

2nd persons singular, in the forms hu
,
ho, which are used as subjects.

In the plural, 3rd pers., it is used without loss of vowel in the

forms heda, hedana . hena, hena da. It sustains the loss of its vowel

when compounded as in the forms given below in (4).

(2) Da ,
with tense significance, denoting the future, and with an

imperative and conditional use as well. When the sense is future

da may be used with the particle he in the forms heda
, hedana ,

etc.,

huda, etc. (see (4)) : da anggai hina
4
* this is what you must do

;

da sohara
,
da silada

4
‘ arise, shine ! ;

heda anggai
44

let it be, it will

be, thus ”
;
ara dathenggu e rua horo da sopou

44
let my two sons sit ”

;

da u gagua
44

for me to say
;

ba da gagua
44
or to say ’’

; hu bosi

adoa da e mono gua
44

I don't know if he is still there ”
;
da mono e lima

hangamdu 44
if there be fifty

;
da tutugu gua ri ngengeni

44
if there be

twenty there

(3) Plural and dual particles uncompounded with the particle he :

—

PL 1 inch ati

1 excl. iti.

2. oti.

3. ena.

Dual 1 inch oro .

1 excl. uru.

2. oro .

3. ro.

These are without tense significance. The forms ati
,

iti. oti , differ

from the corresponding forms a, ai. au . of Florida, though the a of ati

may be the same as the a in the Florida and Yaturanga forms. For the

ti which occurs in them, reference may be made to the pronominal

forms tati
,
geati, goati , in Nggao, Ysabel, and to dat , ineat, muat , dial,

in Duke of \ork Island (see ML.. pp. 556, 567). Ray gives the

pronominal forms tahati. gehati (which also contain ti) in a grammar
of the

4
‘ Bush ’’ language of Ysabel (see MIL., p. 529). Rav says (in

letter) that the ti of these forms is all that remains of the numeral vati

“ four This would be a Papuan usage from the evidence of TSE.,

iii. p. 463, where Ray says :

4k

It is interesting to note that in some

1 Irens, Anthropo.•>, 1910; Journal of the Polynesian Society , vols. xxii ff.
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of the Melanesian languages of New Guinea there are traces of a

former inability to count beyond three After quoting the Wedau

vi-maga-ina *
4

fourth ", which is formed from the root maga *
c many ",

he also says (p. 464) :

** This identity of the words for ' four
J

and
' many ’ seems to show . . . that all beyond three was

4 many * (in

Wedau) as in most of the Papuan languages.' ‘ It seems probable,

therefore, that the ti of Bugotu ati , etc., is for vati " four ". (With

the ti of ati may be compared the initial ti in the pronouns timara
,

timarea
44
they ”.)

The ra. ru , of the forms oro. urn. are variants of the numeral

run two ", and appear also on Mala. It is plain that there is but

one form for the dual, apart from ro, 3rd person, uru being adopted

to preserve the exclusive use. There is no explanation of the initial

vowels.

Ro is used as a verbal particle in the dual number, and serves by

itself as a subject. The vowel of the conjunction ma 4
* and " changes

to o before ro.

The above particles are used as subjects of the verb, and serve

instead of the personal pronouns of their equivalent number and

person
;

they are also used with the conjunctions ngge
,

nggi (of

consequence), and ma (copulative)
;

the vowels of ngge and ma

drop before the initial vowel of the particular particle with which they

are used, and the consonant of the conjunction joins on to the particle :

ati boi regia
4

‘ we have not seen him "
;

nggati rongovia miti legua

“ we have then heard and follow "
;

nggi ena jufu menu piniru
44
then they went and encamped ". These particles are not used

with da, the future particle, nor are they used with a subject,

pronominal or otherwise.

(4) Particles compounded with the particle ke
,
in all numbers :—

*

Sing. 1. ku

2. ko.

Dual 1 inch koro.

1 excl. kuru .

2. koro,

3. koro.

PL 1 inch kati.

1 excl. kiti.

2. koti.

3. kena.

Trial 1 inch kotolu .

1 excl. kutolu

.

2. kotolu.

3. kotolu , otolu.

These particles are without tense significance. They may serve

by themselves as the subject of the verb, instead of the personal

pronouns of their equivalent number and person, or they may be used
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with a subject, pronominal or otherwise : kati ado nggi ati dothovia

“ we know that we love him ”
;

lira kena saisami “ they hasted ”
;

maraira kena regia “ they saw it
*'

;
na kulidia kena pui “ their ears

were deaf

It is evident that the plural and dual forms of these particles are

a compound of ke with the particles ati, iti, etc. The trial forms, with

the exception of otolu
,
3rd pers., are similar in make up to those of

the dual number, tolu, three, being suffixed to ko , ku, instead of ro,

ru, two. The forms in the singular are a compound of ke with u, o,

the short forms of the personal pronouns, 1st and 2nd persons. In
the 3rd pers. sing, ke serves alone. The future particle da follows

any one of the above particles when the sense is future ; in the
3rd pers. pi. kedana is the more usual form, but kenada also occurs.

25. The Imperative. A verb may be used by itself as an imperative :

vatigo “ be off
! get away !

"
;

lieu max
"
give me !

"

;
max “ come

here !
” The pronouns o “thou ”, gamu “ you ”, and the particles

ko, koti, are used when the sense is imperative : o tainti moko velea

“ go and speak !
”

;
vano. koti hatici

“
go ye and get it !

” As stated

above, the verbal particle da is used by itself as an imperative : da

rami “ awake (thou) !

”

26. The past tense is shown by gohi following the verb. This is

only used of a definite past, and is not in constant use where in English

a past tense is used. The change in tense is not generally stated.

Gohi is also used (like 'oto in Sa‘a) to denote emphasis : na komi fata

na nimiu gohi “ your things. I mean \ The demonstratives hi, na, ri .

are used following the verb to denote completed action. Nggoim kk

to

finish, complete ” may be added after a verb to denote completeness

of action : ke vatliehera nggovu
kk
killed them all out

27. Repetition of the object. An anticipatory object is used

consisting of a pronoun suffixed to the verb, the object then following ;

this is not done merely to express emphasis : ke vetulara na komi

tahigna
k£
he commanded (them) his brethren "

; keda bosi regia gua

inau “ he will not see me again **.

The pronoun a is suffixed as object to certain verbs where an object

is not used in English: ke velea
kk
he said”; kena hagorea “they

said ”
;

e ania “ said he "
; ku riaoa vanigamu “ I wrote to vou ”

;

keda hangavia vanigamu
kk

I will open to you

28. Negative Particles. The negative particles used with verbs

are boi, bosi
,
the latter being the more emphatic : thev follow the

verbal particles ku, etc. : ku bosi adoa “ I don't know ”
; koti bosi

kalasu aanga atu “ ye shall not go out in haste ”
: moko boi sula “ and
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thou art not comforted ’’
;
me Ice boi tagna na Jiehenggu “ and not of

my spirit
v

; bosi imanea na
"

is it not he ?
" These negative particles

may qualify nouns, or words which are nouns in form : kit boi tinoni

“ I am no man ”
; keana bosi ninggua “ but not of, for, me

;
boi

nigna “ he doesn’t want to *\ The gerundival ending gna may be

added to boi : ke boigna na nggari duamami “ the lad is not (not being

with us) ”,

29. The conjunction nggi. Nggi is used (1) as a connective particle,

meaning “thereupon, then, and “
; (2) as an illative, meaning in

consequence
; (3) with the verbal particle e

,
meaning * b

if, in order

to
; (4) to denote “that ’’ in dependent clauses

; (5) of indirect

speech
; (6) with the short pronouns w, o, used as subjects, or

with the verbal particles e
,
ati, iti , oti. ena

.

used as subjects
; (7) with

the verbal particles compounded with ke when these are followed

by the future particle da : nggovu nggi thereupon, after that ’’

;

ngiha nggi oti vano “ when are you going
;
kuda vetulara arahai

nggi kedana ohoa “ I will send some to (that they should) carry it "
;

nggi e velea “ if he says “
;
nggi e vanga me ke kou to eat and drink "

;

nggi e talangia ami “ let him bring him hither "
;

nggi e vathehea

“ to kill him ”
;

koti hagorea nggi inau “ ye say that it is I
;
a Joseph

ke vetula nggi e rote vonura na nidia na rake Joseph bade them fill

their sacks

The vowel of nggi does not drop before the vowel of the verbal

particle or the pronoun with which it is used. The personal pronouns,

except u and o, are only used with nggi when the sense is future and

the particle da is added to the verbal particle ke or those particles

which contain ke.

30. The words minggoi
,
gua

,
go. These all mean “ lest Minggoi

is used immediately preceding a verb : koti minggoi veihuhugi “see

that ye do not quarrel ; it may follow the conjunction nggi. used

with the verbal particle e, or it may follow ngge : nggi e minggoi

vareogo “ lest thou be destroyed ’’
; e minggoi sonovigita na thepa

“ lest the earth swallow us up ”
;
gua is used with the pronouns it. o.

used as subjects, or with the verbal particles e, ati. iti
,

oti. ena. used

as subjects
;
minggoi may be added

:
gua oti minggoi manggoli “ lest

ye faint *’

;
gna e minggoi auaugamu "

lest ye be tempted ’*

;
gua e

iti thehe “ lest we die ”
;
go is used only with the verbal particles e,

ena
, of the 3rd person, and minggoi may be added.

31. The dehortative is sa. or sagoi, the longer form being

compounded of sa and goi “ at all "
;
of these, sagoi is in more general

VOL. VII. part 1. 11
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use : sagoi xxmtagu
"
do not fear ;

o sa sigo au “do not look out
;

koti sagoi piapilau
"
do not lie

7
‘. Both sa and sagoi are used as strong

negatives : sa dorovia gua xia matanggu “ shall see my face no more '
;

keana a Pharaoh da sa tango piapilau gua “ but let not Pharaoh deal

any more deceitfully **

;
a God keda sagoi hagore vanigami “ let not

God speak to us **

;
inau kuda sagoi mane piipisi

"
I will not be

a healer **. (Compare the use of sa'a, the dehortative, in Sa’a.)

32. The use of nouns and gerundives, i.e. noun forms, as verbs

has been exemplified above under “ Nouns ", gym
;

agna. Further

examples are : imarea yigge na juju kori meleha i mono “ so they came

to a place of abode "
: hava ko resugyia na pohemn “ why have you

torn your clothes ? " ; yiau tovongai tokenggu “ as soon as I am well
75

;

ena vanohehedia
4

’they desire**; ke hoi sonovia tokegyia xia vaxiga

there is not a good swallowing of food, i.e. I can*t swallow my food **
;

ko sagoi yyiataga na horugxia
"
do not fear to go down *'.

33. Certain verbs are treated as nouns by the suffixing of the

pronouns of possession, 1st pers. pi. inch, but the resultant phrase

can only be translated as a verb in the imperative : atu “ to

go
7

’, atuda “ let us go !
“

;
raraida “let us awake! 77

; nereda

’’let us sleep !

** This use may be compared with the Santa Cruz

use of a suffixed pronoun with the verb. (See ML,, pp. 489, 491,

mopeyige “my seeing", i.e. “I see
7

.)

34. The Passive. There is no passive, but a passive sense is

conveyed (1) by the use of the particle ke with a transitive verb :

arahai kena tinaraira “those who are instructed*
7

;
ke rote von urn

na duke “they have filled the bags, i.e. the bags have been filled
**

;

tagxia ke birehira
44 when they were made 77

;
or by the use of particle

and neuter verb : na koyyii fata ke jou “ the things that are planted **

;

(2) by the use of the gerundive : kena nia voliradiagxui nigna na

rongo “ they were bought with his money "
; na rathehpugxia “ the

killing of me, mv being killed .

Passive endings. There is a passive ending in a, which doubtless

is an extension of the adjectival suffix in a : Jumgavia “ opened "
;

hoqagixiia
4 4

boundless **
; risoa “ written **

; rotea “ fallen down
* 7

;

soaravia “flooded**; siria “burst"; tavea “flowed 77

; vathehea

“ killed " (see 22).

35. The order of the Bugotu sentence. The subject often comes,

though not necessarily, at the end of the sentence : na mayie ma na

V(mine ke birehira vnanea “ male and female created he them **
;

yyie ke vele tokera a God “ and God blessed them 7

;
ke poha na kidoru,
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ke rngu an na munu 4
‘ the egg bursts, out comes the bird *’

: na botho

ke gania na in “ the dog seizes the pig "
; ke gani nggovu gohi inau

££
I have eaten it all *’

;
ke liligi na /linage, me ke luvu na tinoni

44
capsizes the canoe, and drowns the man ’*, i.e. “the canoe capsizes,

and the man is drowned ".

36. ‘‘When, time when** is rendered by tagna. itagna
44

in it,

while, when ?
*

: tagna iangeni
££
then "

; itagna na maiagna mai
££ when

he is come, at his coming ”
; tagna koti sopou kori vathemiu

££ when you

sit down in your houses **
; but a simple statement may serve the

purpose : inau ku thehe gold
,
koti ngiluii inau

4
‘ (when) I am dead,

ye shall bury me ?
*

;
inau ku mono mua “ while I stay ”,

37. Quotation. There is no particle which marks quotation, but

certain phrases are employed : e ahoru
,
e (ke) ania

4
‘ saying, says he,

said he ” (these may be added at the end of a sentence in addition

to whatever verb meaning “ to say “ has been used as the predicate) ;

ke gagua
££
said he, saying

;
mena ania, Ke havi a dathemu

££
saying.

Thy son liveth
77

; gua “thus " denotes a quotation : ke hagore gun
44
he spoke saying **

: mi manea ‘
4

then he (said) **

;
ke anggai e ahoru

a Jihova, ke velea
44
thus spake Jehovah, saying *’

;
ea also denotes

a quotation, and may occur at the beginning or the ending of a sentence :

ea manea 44
says he "

;
a Hannah ke tarai

,
ea

££ Hannah prayed,

saying ", The a of ea is probably for ga of gagua “ to speak, say ", the

g having dropped, and ea in some connotations appears to mean
££
done *\

38. Verbal Prefixes. The causative prefix is va, which is used with

verbs, and with the numerals to form the ordinals : aoaso
4
* to walk ",

vaaoaso
44
to lead by the hand "

;
varuagna

,
varuai ‘

4

a second time,

second *’
; vavatigna

££
fourth "

;
vavitugna

k
* eighth A form fa

also appears: famaemane 4 4

to be arrogant". There is a prefix vi

which is used with the numeral tolu three": vitolu “the third

day ", vitolugna “third". (Cf. Roviana vina in vinarua '‘second",

and Wedau vi (TSE., iii, p. 473).) The reciprocal prefix is vei : this is

used with verbs, the verbal suffix gi, used intransitively, being generally

added: veihaohagoregi
44
to converse"; veidikahaginigi “to hurt

one another *\ show gi added to a verb already possessing a transitive

suffix
;
veirarovi

44
mutual sympathy is used as a noun. Some forms

serve as both verb and noun : veitotovigi “ to split up a village,

dissension"; veituagi “to altercate, altercation**; veithabuthabu
k4
to beat one another** is used without gi suffixed; koti veimono

soleana “ be at peace one with another ’* shows vei used without gi.
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—

There is also a word cenngi meaning " mutually "
; this is made up of

rci % reciprocal prefix. )n\ prepositional verb,//*’, verbal suffix : reinigi

gagathati "to bite one another*' : koti veinigi tango na dotho "serve

one another in love
*'.

The prefixes hai. fai. denoting mutuality, appear in the verbs

haidn. faidu "to gather together", ef. Sa*a hai .

Condition is denoted by the prefixes wa, mama, ta : nadumu

"easy “
;
wmnalnha "loosed : tavoga "different *\ Other prefixes

are tata, tarn , toto : tatangntu "to assemble in crowds'*; tavalili
im

to depart **
: tavaguguri

"
to blow in gusts **

; tamumi ” loosed **
;

totopiti ‘‘revolving, a wheel*'.

Yari, fare, is a prefix of reciprocity : iriri hotagigna Bethel ma Ai

between Bethel and Ai *'
: mrinanabn "to be equal with one

another “
;
variapo " to toss about "

; faritango " to work together **
:

fari is used as a verb meaning " to share **, cf. Mota var.

39. Suffixes to verbs. These suffixes when added to the Bugotu

verb do not make them necessarily transitive (i.e. a pronominal

object is not necessarily added to them), though thev are definite!

v

transitive suffixes in the Sa*a and Ulawa languages. The suffixes

are
: (1) Simple : i. or i preceded by a consonant

:
gi< hi, ki

,
U, wi, )ri,

ngi , ri, si. ti
,
vi. These suffixes are used indifferently, and no particular

sense can be assigned to any one.

baka " to be bruised ", bakni " to bruise
?

\

jathe "to call", jathegi “to call attention to*'
;
veihaohayoregi

‘‘to converse".

liohi, "to look at *’ (Sa*a lio, ‘‘ to look").

pirn “ to plait **. pirvki “ to plait a thing

hanggu "to be steep hangguli “ to climb up

iju " to count *', ipnni “ to count things ".

matagn " to fear *', tnatagahi " to fear a thing *'.

buta " to open the eye **. butangi " to stare at

tapo “ to strike ", tapon " to brush with the hand

nggarusi
"
to scratch something " (8a‘a karu "

to scratch ’*).

pono “ to close over ", ponot. ponofi " to close over a thing

dedoro " to see , doron ” to see something **.

A supplementary verb la also appears, attached to verbs, and

meaning “ to do *'
: boi " not to be **, boiboila " to be disobedient ",

i.e. (nothing do); dika "to be bad", diadikala “to damage (to do

bad to) " : havu
"
to wash ", havuln " to wash someone (to wash do)

;
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dita “to be together with \ duadnula “to increase in numbers (put-

together)
?1

. A transitive suffix mii is seen in -palatum (pala) “ to

embrace *\

(2) The suffixes agi
,
gini

;
agi is added to the consonants g, h. I ,

ng. r, s
,

r, the forms being
:

gagi, hagi . lagi. ngagi. ragi, sagi, vagi.

These forms are often intransitive (i.e. a pronominal object is not

attached to them), but gagi, ugagi, and vagi have a transitive force.

A suffix ni is added to the suffixes agi . hagi , lagi, sagi : liusagini

“to exceed ", Hit “to go beyond The suffix gini is transitive in

use : kia “ to laugh ", kiagini , kiagi “ to laugh at a person "
;

vahothi

“to be entangled, difficult", valiotliagim
"
to be costly, valuable".

Rav says that the suffixes agi, gini are derived from the Indonesian

forms aken , ken, kan,

havagfigi “to sacrifice", haru “to make an offering".

thabuhagi “ to wink at

polohagini “ to conceal ", polo “ to be hidden

kekehtgini “ to importune ", keke “ to crv aloud ".

jatangagi “to be brimful ol ". jcita “to be brimful

gnaoragi
"
to subside ", gnao “ to subside, of water

livusagi “to commit", livnxagini “to put down and leave",

livu “ to put

boitagini “ to refuse to do ". boi “ not to be ".

kobathagi “to be destitute", kobathagini “to strip off", koba

“to be void

ahavagi “ to be angry with ", aha “ to be bitter

The verb veidikahaginigi “ to harm one another " shows the

suffix gi added to hagini. The suffixes agi, agini . are added to the verb

talu “ to put "
: taluagi

" to put "
;
talaagini “ to set an ambush for ".

40. Reflexive. A reflexive meaning is conveyed by tabiru “back,

again and by hege.gehe “self (a noun)” : manea ke vathelie (tabiru)

gehegna “ he killed himself "
;

ke hot a gehegna “ it fell off of itself
;

imanea gehegna “he himself "
; “of one’s own accord" is rendered

by pubi (a noun) : na ninggua na pukunggu “ of my own accord ".

41. Reduplication of verbs. A verb of two syllables may be

reduplicated as a whole: Hi. iliili. “to totter": ant, araant “to

bore "
; aha, ahaaha “ to smoke The first syllable of a verb may

be repeated : vahi, vavahi “ to choose "
: or the first two syllables

may be repeated : adolu. adoadola “ whole "
: with words of two

syllables the whole may be repeated with the dropping of the second

consonant : vela ,
vea vela ; vene, veevene ; hiro, hiohiro. With verbs
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of more than two syllables the first, two syllables are generally repeated,

and the second consonant may be dropped : hagore. haohagore
;
pataka,

paapataka : but hagohngore and pnpntnkn also occur. The general

idea conveyed by reduplication is that of intensification of meaning .

ftiohiro "to search earnestly”: but this is not always the case,

and manv verbs occur only in a reduplicated form.

1*2. Auxiliary verbs : talu “ to put. to continue ”
is used with other

verbs as an auxiliary : e boi tain polo
"

is not hid ”
: tnlu huge “ to

enter ”
: talu mono “ to abide ”

: talu regi “ to see ”
: tain pimru “ to

encamp ”
: eigna na ham koti nia talu sokara “ why etand ye here ?

’

Mono “to dwell” also denotes “to be ”
; ruha “to begin ”. ruhai

*• to become, to be ”
: hangga

"
to lack, to be short of ” also denotes

** to be about to, nearly, hardly any, somewhat ”
: inau kit hangga

tuturi aura “ if I should tell of them ”
: rano “to go denotes “ to

be ”
: na fata tavoga da va no olihigna “let another thing come, be, in

its place *\

VII. Adverbs

43. (1) Direction: mai '‘hither” is used as a verb meaning

» ; to come
>}

: it is used with the locative i to denote “from, place

whence
5 ’: kena mai ivei “whence come they?

5
' mai i Pirihadi

“from Pirihadi” ;
tagna na turuguna mai “from the beginning till

now ”
: na mai regiugna “ the coming to see me, to see me ”

;
ata

“ awav, out, forth” is used as a verb meaning "to go forth ”
: lau

,

i lau
4

' seawards
1

;
longa

,
i longct south : eta. i €ta east :

/ etagna “ up east ”. The ita
.
yta

,
added by the Spanish discoverers

of the Solomon Islands to the native name of the island which lies

south-east of Ysabel, Mala (which they entered in their Log as

“ Mala ita ” or “Malayta”), is the Bugotu word i eta '’east”; for it

was from Ysabel that the Spaniards first saw Mala, and their informants

would sav, on being asked the name of that island over there, Mala

i eta “that’s Mala up there!” Paka 44
over there ”, of general

direction; gathaga “up, eastwards” (S, *a '<da‘a) ; horn '‘down,

to go down

(2) Place (see “ Demonstrative Pronouns ”, 16). Eeni. eri
,
eeri

“ here ”
: in ani “ here ”

; agent, ngengeni, in ngeni. in nggeri . nggeri
,

nggenggeri “there”; garige “near”, used with i locative: hau.

i hau *' far ”
;

ivei “ where ?
” iveimu “ what part of you ?

” shows

ivei as a noun
;

it is also used as meaning “ place where, anywhere ”
;

x sungga within ’’
;
sunqga i rathe “ in the house ”

: i hm , i kosigna
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‘"without, outside"; utu ’’outwards": talmjif , i talugu, talugugna

“ outside, the outside
55

.

(3) Time. The adverbs of time are generally used preceding the

noun : ngika
,

i ngiha “ when ?

55

;
ngihanggi “ when ? how many ?

how* much?"; fovongoi, tovongai ’’when, as soon as
5
'*; nggeni

“to-day, of time past, already, just now"; gua “to-day, of

future time, presently *’
; kenu gua vuovngoi “ to-morrow* morning 55

;

vuovugoi “on the morrow, to-morrow " (Sa’a hu'o)
;

vugei, vuevugei

" in the morning, this morning ”
;

(i)ke anggi eni “ now "
;
he anggai

eni vaho “ this very clay "
;

valiha “ the third day, of past or future

time
* 5

;
hu taviti gold valiha “ I w*ent the day before yesterday

* 5

;

kada taviti valiha “ I will go the day after to-morrow
55

;
valiha gohi

“ three days ago
51

; i gnotha “ yesterday "
;
nggi e giagilai ” until

55

;

goiy
“

also, again, at all," precedes the verb ; inggai “ until, the time

preceding an event
5

'; kidi “for the first time, formerly"
;

lea boi

kidi regia “ I never saw' him 5

\

(4) Manner : ham nia “ how ?
5
*

; e hava e ania, ivei he ania

“ how ?
55

; bali hava “ why ? "
;

e hava me toke “ how* good this is !

* 5

shows hava used indefinitely
;

ia ngeni “thus 5
*

; anggai, ke anggai,

ke anggainia “thus" ; vaga, vagagna , hogogna “as, like, like as
5
'

;

these are used with the verbal particle ke, the possessive pronoun

3rd pers. sing, gna may be added ; ke vagagna na manu “ like

a bird
5
*

;
gaonggai “ so ", following vagagna “ as "

; hitagi “ even,

indeed
55

;
eigna “ because, for

55

;
eigna na hava “ why ?

"
;

gua

“ still, again, more, also "
;
gua “ lest ” is used with the verbal

particle e
,
as is also minggoi “ lest

*’
;
gua ri “ perhaps, haply " used

following the verb; mm "yet, still, more, again, also"; kikimua

“ slowly "
; vamua “ only, merely, forsooth, indeed, I mean (in

explanations)
;

sikei earn it doesn't matterwu “
! it's all one and the

same 55

; vavaha “ merely, for no reason, just "
; vaho “ very, certainly,

just, thus"; mugua “certainly, really, indeed": e tutuni inugua

“ trulv !
"

: vnnegna , vuhagna "because of” ; these are nouns, and

are preceded by the article na : na vunegna na hava “ why ?

*

5

;
tuni,

toni “probably, possibly, perhaps" ; na bale , kanabnle “perhaps"
;

these are followed by a gerundive
;

gathi “ somewhat, few* " :
gathi

ngiha “ too few "
; n gathi havi toke mna “I am still fairly well "

;

gohi denotes a definite preterite, and follow's the verb : tangomana,

tangomalaga mean “ can, be able to *
: o boi tangomalaga na regiagna

na thepa “ you cannot look on the earth "
: keda boi tangomana na

ijumiradiagna “they cannot be numbered 5
*. Teo is “ ves*

5

,
hii is
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—

" no "
; m asks questions, and follows the interrogative pronoun

ahai
" who ?

" or occurs at the end of a sentence.

VIII. Prepositions

44. (1) Simple :

—

Locative : i. Lori.

Genitive : i.

Motion : regi, lhae
;
pungusi

;
acini

.

Instrumental : nia.

Dative : ni, vani.

The locative i used with the adverb max " liitherwards ” denotes

" motion from "
: Lena legua men i Galitea " they followed Him from

Galilee ”
;

i nggaringgu mai " from my youth up "
; the locative i

precedes place-names ;
kori means “ within, at. in. of, from ”

;
it is

compounded of kora i '‘inside, at "
: hage kori hugu “to enter the

harbour"; kori vido ‘‘in the place"; when used with au “out,

away " kori denotes “ from "
: rugu au kori "to go out from

The use of the genitive i is shown above under “ Nouns ”, 8.

It may be used of place, and is not to be confused in this connection

with the locative i: igita i Bugotu "we of Bugotu "
; vaivinegna

i Sion
£

* daughter of Sion ", The articles are not used with i and kori :

na aheahe i havi "the breath of life " ; kori vathe “ in the house

Two verbs denoting “ change " and " begin ” are used with i genitive :

tabiru i, tuguru i
;

cf. Sa‘a aehota “to begin", oli “to change”,

Ja " to go. to be ", which are used with i, a genitive.

There is a use of ni, a genitive, with the noun puku “real”:

puku ni mcim

i

"really powerful"; also with pan “head”: pau

ni mane "adult, elder"
;
pa u ni tnviti "an uninterrupted going, to

go straight on

The prepositions denoting motion are all verbs, and they always

have the pronouns of the object suffixed
; regi “ to go, to see ”, ihae

" to go ”, both mean “ to, towards "
;
pungusi denotes “ against, in

opposition to '

; sam means " from ", and is generally used in composite

phrases : na taviti saniragna " to leave them Nia , the instrumental,

means “ by means of, by, thereby, withal, therewith ”
;

it precedes

the word or phrase with which it is used : ke nia voliradiagna nigna

na rongo “ he bought them with his money ”
;

ke nia poko na poke
“ he is clad w ith clothes ". There is a use of nia in e hava nia “ why ?

”

o hava nia eeri “ wffiat are you doing here ?

"
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A form niagna is used as meaning
k
* with

Ni is called by Ray “ a prepositional verb **
: it precedes the verb,

and the pronoun of the object is suffixed; it means “with, by, to.

for ”
: me ke nira havugagi

"
and sacrificed therewith ; a Abraham

ke nira udu haidu “ Abraham went along with them "
; me ke nira

huge kori Tiugu “ and there is an entering for them into (they enter)

the harbour
;
keda nia lealeaa na tootonggo

"
they rejoiced with joy

Ni is used with certain verbs, the pronoun of the object being

suffixed in agreement with the object of the verb : keda niu fate

hatheugna na koakoa
" my sins will condemn me "

; ko nia tuha

vano na limam u stretch out thy hand : ko sagoi nia jike sania

“ turn not away from it
**. Other verbs which have ni preceding

them are bati
“
to resist "

; hugn “ to deny "
;

raba
kk
to scatter "

:

siriu “ to hate "
;
tootonggo

,k
to rejoice

??

;
thare “ to be undecided *\

Vani denotes “to, for "" of the dative
; vania is used as meaning

“ said to him 5
*

;
the phrase na ijumi vaniagna

"
the reckoning to him,

it was reckoned to him is a composite noun in form.

The instrumental nia is probably formed from the prepositional

verb ni.

The verbs ani
,
vele , mean

k
’ to tell to *'

a person, and they have the

pronoun of the object suffixed : me a nia ‘
k

and said to him v
;

he

means “ to give to a person, and has a similar use : me hera “ and

gave to them Ani seems to mean “ to do to a person
v

(cf. Ulawa

ta “to do, to say ”).

(2) Nouns or verbs, with pronouns suffixed, used as prepositions :

—

Ta “ at, in, with, of, from ; ei “ for, on behalf of ; dua “ with,

companion ”
;
kamene “ opposite to, fellow

Ta is of very general application : tagna na vido “ in the place,

from the place, at the place "
;
ke taviti tagna

k
’ goes from thence "

;

i may be prefixed to ta : na kuli itadia “ they have ears
v

;
ke sahiri

itanggua “ he bought it from me "
;

but ta- not ita- is used when

governing : tagna na hehenggu “ of my spirit
;
tagna ia ani “ herein

??

;

tagna ia ngeni “ then ’’
; itagna na maiagna mai “ when he is come ”

;

tagna also denotes “ when, while ", For ta see ML pp. 159-60.

Ei is a verb in origin, and means to do ^
: ei nithe “ to build

houses ”
;
eigna

ki
the doing of it, because ”, When used as a preposi-

tion it has the pronoun of the object suffixed in agreement with the

wTord which it governs : eigna na ham “ why ? ; einggu
,
einggu inau

“ for me ”
;

eida igita, eimami igami “ for us '*

;
eidia “ for them

The article na may precede : na eidia na botho “ about the pigs ",
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Dim means “ companion, fellow ”, and with the pronoun of

possession suffixed it signifies “with": drngna “with him, i.e. his

fellow, in his company "
;

diunniu
"
with you ",

(3) Compound. The compound prepositions are nouns with

suffixed pronouns, and the locative i may precede them
:
popo. i popo

“ above, next
?

\ popogna ” its top, on it. above ", i popogna swisupa

“ on the tops of the hills ", villa i popo “ next month "
;
sara “ below,

beneath, under *\ sara i rathe
"
under the house ", i saragna , i sasaragna

“underneath (it)"; kora ’“within, resting in", kora i
(
kori

)
rathe

"
in the house ", koranggu inan “ in me ", i koragna “ within, in "

;

thepa “ earth ”, i thepa “ below ", i thepagna
"
underneath, below ”

;

legu “to follow, after, behind, last, rear", i legugna “ afterwards ",

legngna na thehe
"
after death "

;
hiliga

"
round, about ", i hiligagna

“ near

IX. CONJUNCTIONS

45. Copulative ma ;
disjunctive ba, ma

;
consequential ngge,

nggi
;
adversative keana

;
connective kari.

The conjunctions ma, bn, shift their vowels in agreement with the

first vowel of the word that follows. There is a complete change

of vowel in the case of ma, viz. me, mb mo, mu, but the changes of

Ixi are confined to be , bi. The form mi t£ and” is preferred even when
the following vowel is other than i : thevu mi them “ part and part ”

;

hut ma is used before the articles a, na, sa. The vowel of ma drops

when used with the pronouns u “ I ", o “ thou ” and the verbal particles

ati, iti, oti, ena, and the vowels of both ma and ba drop when the locative

preposition i follows, the resultant forms being mb hi. The vowel of

ma drops before the initial i of the pronouns bum "
I “, igoe “ thou ",

and the resultant forms are minan , migoe . In the case of the other

pronouns beginning with the vowel i, this vowel replaces the vowels

of ma, ba, but the resultant forms mi, bi are written separately from

the pronoun
;
mi gita, mi ia , bi maraira

, etc. The form me is often

used as a connective when the following vowel is other than e
; me

may also denote “ or Similarly the form bi is preferred to ba
;

bi . . . bi denotes “ either . . . or : be teo ‘
k or not, haply” may be

used in questions, and occurs at the end of a sentence. Ngge has a

consequential use only, and means then, thereupon, after that "
;

its vowel drops before the pronouns u ” I ", o “ thou ”, the resultant

forms being nggu, nggo : the vowel of ngge also drops before the first

vowel of the verbal particles ati , iti, oti , ena : nggati , nggitb etc. ; ngge

is not used with the verbal particles which are compounded with ke
;

ngge may be followed by mingtjoi “ lest "
: ko retulara na mavitu nggena

nnnggoi hujuu mai “bid the people not to come near" ; nggati minggoi

thehe ** lest we die ".

For nggi see par. 30.
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X. Numerals
46. Cardinals :

—

sikei
i%
one

“

rua “ two

toln
k

* three
*

vati ‘‘ four
"

lima “ five
'*

The numerals from

particle e : e rua “ two

OHO
'

SIX .

vita " seven

alu ‘‘ eight
**.

hia
4

’ nine

salage
\

hangavulu \

“ten’’ are used with the verbal

a score ", mola ‘‘ ten thousand

' ten
:

two to

;
tutugu

are both used with the verbal particle e.

In counting a series keha ‘‘ one ’*
is used, and not sikei

; sikei has

the further meanings of “ a, the first, once, the one . . . the other,

each "
: sikei gua “ one more "

;
sikei na vala e salage vatigna na

magava “ the first month, the fourteenth day There is a form

siesikei = one. Sakai (Florida sakai “ one ") is used in Bugotu as

meaning “ together, with one accord, reciprocally ”
: sakai godo

“ covenant, agreement *\

The articles si
,
sa also denote “ one "

: si na mane a certain

man ”
;

sa meleha “ a place
;
eteo sa aha “ there was no rain

The forms ro, ru “ two ” appear in the pronouns of the dual

number ;
they are a change from rua : na ro matadia “ our eyes, the

eyes of us two "
;
there is a separate use of ro : ro vavinegna “ his two

sisters ’’
;

ro iadia ‘‘ the two of them "
;
and the pronouns are added to

tolu three "
: sikei na toludia na tango “ they three had one trade

Salage “ ten *’
is made up of sa

, the article, and lage
;

kasa

“ to be complete ’’ (Mota paso ‘‘ to be finished ”) is added to salage :

salage kasa “a full ten *'

;
e salage sikei ‘‘eleven*'; e salage rua

“ twelve *'
: mara e salage rua

^
the twelve **

; salage is used to denote

“ a great number : e salage ngiha ‘‘ how many tens ! i.e. “ how

numerous !

*'
; na salage thaba “ abundance

Hangavulu ten *’
is used only of tens which are not units of

twentv : e lima hangavulu fifty
*'

;
e hia hangavulu me hia

"
ninety-

nine *\

There is nothing to mark the unit over ten, but a word tomaga

is used meaning ‘‘ to be in excess, over and above : e lima tomaga

“ five and a few over "
;

e salage me tomaga
"
some over ten "

;
tutugu

(a noun) is
‘‘ a score, twenty ”

: tutugu sikei
"
twenty-one "

;
e tutugu

lima ‘‘ twenty-five A “ hundred ’’
is hathangatu , which is the

Florida hangalatu
,
bv metathesis : si na hathangatu “ one hundred

s

\
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There is nothing to mark the unit over a hundred : e rua na hathangatu

litu hangavuht me oyw
'

’ two hundred and seventy-six \ A “ thousand

is toga: mold is ’’ten thousand*'
: feferi “a hundred thousand"

vnthea *'a million ”
: vnthegila “ ten million **. These are all nouns.

The last two numbers are used of stored canarium almonds.

“ How many \
" is ngiha : ngiha has also an indefinite use :

gathi

ngiha " too few ".

There is no distributive : sopa. son.sopa " to be different " serves

the purpose : sopa hathangatu na thanggi
" by hundreds : e onoono

soasopa na alodia “six wings apiece ".

There are certain words which denote a specific number of things :

sikei na aba “ a ten of turtles, ten turtles "
; sikei na boka i topa

“ a ten of topa fish, ten topa fish "
: sikei na pangga “ a ten of pigs,

ten pigs "
: sikei na piga “ a ten of coconuts, ten coconuts "

: si na

tatha “ a fleet of canoes, ten. fifteen, twenty, or a hundred canoes "
:

sikei na varipuku “ one knot, a hundred buma fish ".

47. The ordinals are formed by adding the suffix gna to the

cardinals, i.e. by using them as nouns
;

the article na may precede :

ran
"
two ", ruagna "second*. “First is sikei or nago

4 k

face,

front, before : ke nago “ first
*

: )ta yrngo ma na legni rahni
41
the first

and the last
**.

There is a use of horn “ times, repeated occasions as a multipli-

cative : ngiha horn i tnturiagna “ how many tellings ?
"

: e tolu na

horu i vaniagna “ three times of telling "
: keda hangavulu i ta yujoliagyia

"
it will be ten the doing of it. ten times ". The ordinals also have

the same use : ruagna
,
e ruagna

"
twice : kidi means **

first, formerly,

for the first time

The cardinals with a gerundive denote a multiplicative : e tolu

ningqua na kaeagyia ‘‘it is the third time I have asked **. Vitolu used

with magavu “day" means “the fourth day", i.e. “three clear

days ’*
: vitolngna ” third *’. This prefix vi is not used otherwise.

The causative prefix va is used with all the ordinals from the second

to the tenth : raruagna , vasalagegna (rasalage)
;

these forms are used

in general as multiplicatives. ’’ twice, ten times," etc. Varuai means

“second, a second time": na varuai ahagna “a second name*':

na varuai taviti saniragyia
c *

the second time of leaving them ".

XI. Exclamations

48. a is used of summoning or of address : a Moses “ Moses !

nige is used in questioning, and to call attention : ori “ oh ! hev !
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come now !

’’
;

toke well then
!
good ! come now !

"
;
an “ who

can say ! don't know !

’*
; keke, akeke

"
eh !

" a cry of pain or fear ;

namu alia !
”

;
iilo mother v

is used in ido i meleha
"
mother of

countries !
" to express wonderment.

XII. Example of Bugotu Narrative

A translation of the story appended here will be found on pp. 365-6

of Dr. Codrington's The Melanesians. The original MS. story was

written for Dr. Codrington.

The Story of Kamakajaku

Titionogna A Kamakajaku

He dwelt on the hill at Gaji and lie was

Manea ke mono kori suasupa i Gaji, me

mending nets and he looked at down the sea

sake ba u , mi marten ke siromia horua na hagain

black very and they his grandchildren they about to

ke jongo puala ; mara kukuagna kena hangga

go down to the sea and collect shellfish and Kamakajaku

horu i tahi . menu vagoda ; tna a Kamakajaku

says to them you go dip in the place I

ke anira ,
” Koti in no toia mai tagna na vido ku

saw mine the saltwater said he to them And thev

rigid na gagua na tahi." e anira. Mara

his grandchildren they went forth down and they got shellfish

kukuagna ken a atu horu mena vagoda

and they netted fish and then they dipped the saltwater

menu nuggara : me nggovu kena toia na tahi
,

and they went up and arrived at the village and they

mena hadi mena vula kori meleha , mena

went gave1 to him and he said you give it here

atu hea. mi manea ke ahoru .

** Koti hatia mai

the dish and I pour down and I see (it) the

na nahu mu tilima horua. muku regia na

blackness of it like I looked at it down says he

jongogmi vagagna ku siromia horua" e ahoru ;
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—

and he poured down and looked at it and did not find

me tilima horua me regia me bosi regi-pada

like looked at it down dwelling on the hill And

vagagna ke regia horua na mono kori suasupa. Me

next morning he took the saltwater vessel and went forth

vuevugei me hatia na tahi, me atu

dowm and put (it) in his ear a piece of flint and

horn, me talua kori kuligna na vido i nodi, me

went down and came to the sea and put (it) down on

taviti horn , me vula i tahi, me talua i

the beach his bag and club and shield

longa trut nigna na ngoi
,

ma na tila ma na reoreo ;

thereupon took (it) the vessel and swam and went seawards

nggi e tangolia na tahi me otho
, me sapa

,

and looked up to the hill on it he dwelt and not

me tada hadia na suasupa tagna ke mono
,

me bosi

get sight of it yet and further went seawards still

regi-pada mm, me hujuu sapa mua,

till saw the hill at Gaji Thereupon dipped and

nggi e regia na suasupa i Gaji . Nggi e toia, ma

the surface of the sea sounded and bubbled then

na matagna na tahi ke taitangi me buaburara , ngge

he heard come a kobili a fish big exceedingly and

rongovia mai na kobili na fei hntu puala, me

it came swallowed him and with him wrent and went off

mai sonovia , me nut taviti me tahi vano

to the rising (of) up the sun and with him wrent

tagna na songgalagna hadi na aho, me nia taviti
,

and wrent till with him arrived at place of shoal

me taviti nggi e nia jufu kori masa i kakaba ,

and turned from side to side till perceived Kamakajaku

me goto kililia nggi e rongovia a Kamakajaku

that on shore already probably I here then

da i longa gohi tuni. “ Xan eni nggi,"
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says he and then thought of the flint in his ear and

e ahoru : me ngge gagana na nadi kori kuligna , me

felt for it and found it and cut open the belly of

tangolia Jiadia , me tango-pada , me tlmvikutua na kutugna

the kobili and leapt out thereupon saw (it) a bright light

kobili, me thovo au ngge regia na raraha.

And sat and pondered Where indeed I here

Me sopou me toatoga, " Mivei hiri nan eni ?

"

says he. Then up comes the sun with a bang at one swoop

e ahoru. Ngge hadi mai na aho ke podilo me ra raja.

And the sun says Don't come near me here

Ma na aho ke ahoru, ‘
s

Sagoi garaniu mai ;

at once you die stay on my right says he And

ken u gna o thehe ; mono kori madothonggu

e

ania. Me

he kept far off still and rose up the sun then

haunia man, me thovo haliu na aho ; ngge

he followed to dwell up in heaven and went and arrived

legua mono hadi i popo
,

me atu jufu

at the place of the children of the sun and he said

kori vieleha ara dathegna na aho

;

me gagiui,

Here you dwell says he to him Then he dwelt with (them)

“ Bern mo mono," e ania . Ngge e mono tadia

the children his and the grandchildren his and the Sun

ara dathegna mara kukuagna , ma na aho

departed. And Kamakajaku stayed and they asked him

ketaviti. Ma a Kamakajaku ke mono ; mena huatia,

Where thou come hither And he savs At

“ Ivei ko turugu mai?" Mi manea ke velea,
£
‘ I

the earth I dwelt in my place then I dipped

thepa ; ku mono kori ninggua na mono

;

nggu toi

saltwater and a fish big swallowed me then I came

tahi. ma na /« hutu ke sonoviu , nggu mai

arrived at your place good

j«/« -kori nimiu meleha toke."
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So dwelling together and eating raw food forsooth

Ngge na mono haidu : ma na rang

a

deedee vamua

they in heaven and he then showed to them fire

imara i popo , mi manea ngge tutaria vanira na goto ,

so they ate cooked food And they said

ngge ena vavga muamuha. Mi maraia hena velea

to him Don't go to place that it is tabu

vania
,

" Sagoi vano kori vido iangeni, e tabu”

saying to him And they went for their part and he

e vania. Mena taint i nidia, mi manea

keeping house and thought What they said to me

he tautau vathe
,

me gagana , Na hava hena niu ?
99

Don't go they said said he And went and went
fc<

Sagoi vano
,

kena ahoru

,

e ahoru. Me taviti me vano

set on edge the stone covering hole in skv and

bokihia na gahira tantafugna kilo i popo, me

looked down on his place at Gaji and cried

siromia horua nigna na mono i Gaji , me tangi.

They gave him food and he refused for his part

Ena hea na vanga me boi nigna.

Thev then asked him Did you go to the back end there

Xggena hunt in,
' 6 Mo vano buriti nggeriV'

Don't go we said to you indeed ves And
* k

Sagoi vano , kit i a n igo ri” “ Hii." “ M

o

you want to go down And he says yes

magnahaginia na horn ? Mi manea he ahorit, “ Hii
99

And they gave him a banana and they gave him a

Mena hea si\ na vudi. mena hea na

seed ol pan and they took (it) { i cane and they tied it

sagaro i pan, mena hat id na gae. mena taria

to the saddle-piece of the house and sat therein

kori kokopagna na vathe

;

me mono i koragna

he Kamakajaku and they let him down If

manea a Kamakajaku ; mena ulia horua .
“ Keda
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cry the birds and things don’t you look out crying

tangi na unarm mu na fata ,
o sa sigo au ; me tangi

the cicalas and things dwelling on the earth then you

na gnago ma na fata ke mono kori thepa
, nggo

look out And they lowered him and they lowered him

sigo au.
9 ' Mena ulia, mena ulia

down and short one cane and they joined on another

horu, me kudo si
’ na gue

,
mena panggua sikei,

done. And arrived down at hill (where) he dwelt

ea. Me jufu horu kori suasupa ke mono.

And his friends they searched for him for they thought

Mara kulagna kena hiroa, eigna marea kena gagana

he was dead already And on the day he came

ke thehe gold. Mi tagna na magavu ke horu

hither coming at (from) heaven they at it rejoiced

mai turugu i popo kena nia lealeaa,

because they again saw him and glad their hearts

eigna kena goi regia
,

me toke na hehedia.

And he lived a long while then he died on

Me mono me haa

,

hill at Gaji. And i

suasupa i Gaji. Me i

the story of Kamakajaku

na titionogna a Kamakajaku.

o me haa
,

ngge thehe kori nigna

Gaji. And finished yes just that

Gaji. Me nggovu ; hii ; ia vamua ngeni
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REVIEWS OF BOOKS

A Catalogue of Paintings Recovered from Tun-Huang by

Sir Aurel Stein, K.C.I.E., Preserved in the Sub-Department

of Oriental Prints and Drawings in the British Museum
and in the Museum of Central Asian Antiquities, Delhi.

By Arthur Waley. 10 x 74 in., pp. 328. London : Printed by

order of the Trustees of the British Museum and of the Govern-

ment of India. 1931.

As Mr. Laurence Binyon tells us in his preface, the paintings

described in this volume ” form a collection of inestimable value

both for the student of Buddhism and for the student of Asiatic,

especially Chinese, art *\ It is therefore fortunate that the Catalogue

has been prepared by a scholar of the calibre of Mr. Waley. Indeed,

it is hardly too much to say that he is the one man in this country who

combines sufficient knowledge of Buddhism, Oriental art, and the

Chinese language to undertake such a task. It has been done with

the thoroughness that one associates with the publications of the

British Museum : each painting is fully described and explained in

the light of the legends which it may happen to illustrate : colours

and measurements are specially noted
;
and all the Chinese inscriptions

are transcribed and translated at length. Inasmuch as the more

important paintings have already been reproduced in Serindia, The

Thousand Buddhas
,
and elsewhere, no illustrations are given in this

volume, but only references showing where they are to be found in

those works.

It must not be imagined that the book is free from blemish. On

the contrary, it is sadly disfigured by all manner of mistakes, largely

arising from carelessness
;
and I never remember to have seen a book

issuing from the Oxford University Press with such a formidable

number of misprints. Most of these, however, occur in the Chinese

text, and the author, not the printer, must be held responsible for them.

Professor Pelliot has written a long review of the work in T'oung Pao ,

vol. xxviii, pp. 383-413, but there are many points he has not touched

upon. I propose, therefore, to run through it page by page, noting

briefly what appear to me to be mistakes, but omitting such corrections

as have already been made, except where confirmation may be needed

from the original documents, to which I have had free access. Readers
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should bear in mind, of course, that many of the Chinese inscriptions

are so much damaged as to be more or less illegible. Only one who has

attempted to decipher badly mutilated Chinese texts can appreciate

the difficulties that must have been encountered in the compilation

of this catalogue.

p. xvii, n. 2. The latest date found in the Stein Collection of MSS.

is not a.d. 993, but 995, which appears in S. 4172, an interesting

document fixing the boundaries and extent of certain pieces of farm

land in the possession of different owners. This has been for some time

on exhibition in the King's Library. But S. 5850, a commentary on

the Hridaya-sutra, would seem to have been copied not earlier than

1022, for a prefatory note mentions the third Sung emperor by his

temple name of ipL ^ Chen Tsung.

p. xviii : For “ k‘uei
77
read ” kuei

77

p. xx : ^ tf| Chih-chden translated not the Lesser but the Longer

Sukhavatl-vyuha. The earliest existing version of the former is that

of Kumarajiva.

p. xxvii : Mr. Waley has confused the two apocryphal sutras of the

Ten Kings (Kyoto Supplement C. xxiii, 4, Nos. 8 and 9). S. 3961 is

not the Ksitigarbha sutra with the colophon containing the date
“ 10th year of ^ T ;

ien-sheng ” (a.d. 1032), but the -j- ^
Jfc a fragment of which is also preserved among the paintings

(CCXIII). Unfortunately, one confusion has led to another
; for

assuming, so it would seem, that nothing in the Stein Collection could

be as late as 1032, Mr. Waley fastens upon a dubious nien-hao ^ ]|?

said to have been adopted by the rebel ^ || Tung Ch‘ang. which

lasted only one year (895-6). The impossibility of this being right has

been shown by M. Pelliot, who, however, also rejects the date 1032

on the ground of the popularity of the sutra at Tunhuang when the

cave -library was bricked up about 1035. Although it is the other sutra

which appears in the Stein Collection, this argument will perhaps hold

good for both, seeing that they are said to have been transmitted

by the same person. But the whole colophon is obviously unreliable

and legendary in character. Last line but one : For “forest ” read

“ priest

p. xxxii : For “ Saddharmapundarlka read “ Saddharma-

pundarika
?

\ (Mr. Waley treats these “ damned dots rather after

the fashion of Lord Randolph Churchill
;
he usually ignores them, but

is by no mean:? consistent.) The chapter dealing with Avalokitesvara

is not the 24th but the 25th.
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f .

i;

i

tot

y •

-y

p. xl, 6th line from bottom: For “ Dharmakshema ” read

“ Dharmaraksha ?

\ Note 4: For “No. 662 read “No. 663

Note 7 : For “ Dhrtarastra " read “ Dhritarashtra

p. xliii, 4th line from bottom : For “ Dharmatara read

“ Dharmatrata

p. xlvi : For read

p. xlvii : For ^ read

p. xlviii, 1. 4 : For “ po-tou
JJ
read “ po-t‘ou

p. lii : With regard to the pronunciation of Tun-huang, there can

be little doubt that the first syllable was aspirated in the T‘ang

dynasty : see K‘ang Hsi sub voce and Karlgren's Analytic Dictionary ,

p. 323. Mr. Waley is wrong in saying that the modern pronunciation

Tun-huang is already indicated by the I cfi'ieh eking yin
,
for it seems

that even the sound there given, was aspirated in ancient Chinese.

p. 6, Chinese text, 1. 1 : The missing character here is certainly

Tjt (

kt
live perennially in the Pure Land and not as conjectured

by M. Pelliot. Further on in the same line, for read ^ Jg.

“ to attain the fruit of Buddha i.e. the state of an Arhat, is a well-

known phrase. It occurs, for instance, in the colophon of S. 791.

p. 7, 1. 9 : The eighth character is not and the one following

is written ft.
“ Craftsman's apprentice ” is the meaning of

m rather than
e<

artist
??

or “ musician ’. Note 3 : There is no

need to refer English readers to a Paris MS. for a list of priests in the

Yung-an Monastery, for there is a similar list in S. 2729 at the British

Museum.

p. 10 : ^ fig means not the Emperor's envoy but “ the present

Governor (of Tunhuang).

p. 11 : Mr. Waley again refers to a Pelliot MS. for a priest named

^ Shell-wei, when he might have found him in the colophon to

S. 2701. The respective dates are 864 and mou-hsii (probably 878),

so that the two may very well be identical.

p. 16, 1. 9 : For “ dharmpalas read “ dharmapalas ?

\

p. 18, 1. 4 : Dele “ for 75 •

p. 21, Chinese text (scene 2) : For gi read and below, for

“attack" read “kill".

p. 22, 1. 2 : The last two characters, left blank, are %
p. 23, scene 12 : Transpose the characters and Jfc.

p. 24, scene 15 : For ® (?) J ^ ^ read 35

p. 25 (1) : The missing character appears to be 0 “ the female

novice Sheng-ehen." (2) : ^ % Ta-sheng Ssu. This was a large
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nunnery at Tunhuang. Two complete lists of its inmates at different

dates, one perhaps of the ninth and the other of the tenth century,

have been preserved to us in S. 2614 (v“) and S. 2669. The former MS.

records a total of 173 names, the latter 209, with details of age. place

of birth, surname, religious name, and familiar name. (3) : The

fourth and fifth characters should be jjS|. and the sixth is probably

not

p. 27 (2) : The third character, as written, is not jh£ but f§|.

p. 27 (3) and 28 (5) adfi)K : For read Jjj :

" note made on com-

pletion of the task

p. 28 (5) : jjiL does not stand for fE but for jjjg. For read

p. 33, dedicatory inscription. I. 5 : For ^ read The missing

character is

p. 39, main inscription : The third line should end at After

M if* add y)j fib Donors* inscriptions (1) : M. Pelliot scented some-

thing wrong here, and on looking up the text I find that tfe t
is a misreading for A M ? " the sixth daughter

p. 43, 1. 6 : For '"three hundred'* read "thirty
7 ',

p. 44, inscriptions, 1. 3 : The last character but one should be

m (f<* r

K)-
p. 45, inscriptions (3) : For jgfc read

p. 50 (1) : For " Mantel
77

read " Mantle ’*.

p. 51, 11. 8 and 10 : For " Amogavajra ** read " Amoghavajra
* 7

.

p. 62 : Note 2 should be transferred to p. 63 and become note 1.

p. 63, note 1 : The meaning of these references to CLXXYIII and

CCXLY is obscure.

p. 64. inscriptions, 1. 2, and p. 65 (2). 1. 3 : For ^ read

p. 65 (7), 1. 1 : is omitted before $j§.

p. 67 (1) : Line 2 should begin at " cause all living creatures
7
’,

and line 3 should take the place of line 2. For " deficiencies
*' read

deficiencies
**.

p. 68, 1. 6 : After " he
**

insert " shall

p. 69 (i 2 ) : t* n k a m # m ft m m is m he

must ask some one to bring him a Bhikshu priest who shall perform the

ritual and service ", etc. Translate rather :
" On behalf of that man

one must ask a priest to recite the ritual of confession." (19) :

" Indured " seems to be a misprint for " injured "
; but as a form of

violent death is in question, the word should rather be " killed

This is a common meaning of |£.

p. 71, 2nd line from bottom : For read g.
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p. 76, 1. 9 : H 'dfe is evidently a mistake in the text for H
4 4

the three inferior paths of transmigration or states of sentient

existence, namely pretas, animals, and beings in hell 1. 10 : For

^ & read ^ and for ^ read

p. 77, 1. 11 : For
b4
quickly ” read

44
all ]£ being a vulgar form

of

p. 85, inscriptions (5) : For ^ read Chavannes, I think, was

wrong in saying that a deceased mother cannot be recognized as

a donor
(
Serindia

, pp. 1336-7). For not only here but on p. 45 and

elsewhere we find paintings dedicated by a deceased mother.

as M. Pelliot has pointed out, should not be translated
44 new wife

”

but simply " daughter-in-law Correct also p. 231 (5) and (6).

p. 88, main inscription, 1. 1 : Instead of jf\ M. Pelliot suggests J|,

which may be right, though the character looks more like (which

would also go better with ^). 1. 4 : For read ^p. The phrase

a. which recurs several times on these

paintings, is translated here by Mr. Waley :

4
* In order that the land

may enjoy peace and its inhabitants contentment, that its altars

may flourish continually . . . £ would thus be written for A-
This reading is proved correct by the actual occurrence of \ in

No. CCXLV (p. 200) and the substitution of g in No. CCXVI1 (p. 188).

But on p. 96 Mr. Waley translates the same phrase :

4

4

With the

prayer that the country might enjoy peace, benevolent rule and

prosperity, and that the harvests might be always abundant.*' On

p. 188 the translation runs :
” May the land be peaceful and its people

prosperous
;
may the rural shrines continually flourish.” On p. 201

we get another variation :

4
* That the land may enjoy peace and its

people quietness
;
that the village shrines may never cease to be kept

up." On p. 237 :

44
That the land may be peaceful and its inhabitants

at rest ; that the village shrines may flourish continually." On p. 202

the second half of the sentence is rendered :
‘ May village and clan

altars flourish ”
;
and on p. 318 : (jfrt j$|

44 May the gods of

the soil be peaceful and unassailed." Mr. Waley ought to have made

up his mind as to the best translation and stuck to it. ^ certainly

means *' prosperity " rather than
44
contentment " or *’ quietness ”,

and st m are the spirits of land and grain, figuratively used for the

country as a whole.

p. 89 (7)

:

The fourth character, which Mr. Waley conjectures to

be jiff tsa . is really the ordinary manuscript form of JjE yen. See, for

instance, the date JiE || yen-ch'ang in S. 2067. (8) : For 52* read
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(17): For read Last line: For “ CITu-ting *’ read

“CITou-ting”.

p. 91, No. LVII : For - MANSUSRl “ read ” MANJUSRl
p. 92, note 1 : The suggestion that the flat circular objects in the

painting are iron draughtsmen for the game of wei-clTi is not a happy

one. seeing that this game has no resemblance to draughts, and is not

played with disks, iron or otherwise, but with semi-globular pips.

p. 94, 1. 6 : 52E should be transliterated chi, not ch'ih. Chinese

text, 1. 1 : For read Jg. ^ US are the necessary means for

salvation. The diplomacy of the soul
*'

is a very fanciful, not to say

inaccurate, rendering.

p. 95, main inscription, 1. 1 : For read iff. 1. 3 : The first

character is J$, the fifth is

p. 97 (3), 1. 2 : The third character seems to be f
1

?.

p. 98, 1. 1 : FP ffil is to fall, not head downwards, but face

upwards.

p. 99, right side (2) : For ££ H ^ read $t§ H Left side (5) :

For PI ^ read & W'J - Mr. Waley has ignored the flick of the brush

which shows that two characters are to be transposed. A similar

case is Ifc on p. 318, note 2. Donors’ cartouches (2) : For read

Tun-huang Hsiang is one of the twelve districts into which

Tun-huang Hsien was divided. The next character is certainly If.

(3) : The seventh character cannot be 2fc. The tenth seems to be gg,

the twelfth and thirteenth g g. (4) : The sixth character is g.

p. 100, main inscription, 1. 2 : After ^ add jy. 1. 5 : After ^ ^
add (Li Wen-ting). 1. 8 : After M add if (

:i May the battle-

gong never be heard "). Cf. p. 200 (wdiere Mr. Waley incorrectly has
“ war-trumpet

,?

)
and p. 318.

p. 101, Chinese text, 1. 10 : For read 1 . 11 : Before ^ insert

$£(?), and before insert ^ (= #) ftg. 1. 12 : £ iz is not

“ peace and benevolence *\ but part of the stock phrase that recurs

so often : gi See above, on p. 88. At the end of the line

add .

p. 102, main inscription, 1. 1 : For g, read g, . 1.2: The fourth and

fifth characters, left blank, are 1. 3 : For g, read TT- 1. 4 :

The last character seems to be Jgg. 1. 5 : -§> is certainly wrong. It is

followed by Jz, omitted in the transcription.

p. 104: For " Fu-Mo-en-ckung Ching" read
{‘Fu-mu”, etc.

The same mistake occurs on p. 183. For this apocryphal sutra,

Mr. Waley refers to 8. 149, which is very fragmentary, and in a note on
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p. 106 he says that the latter portion of the text yields no meaning,

and that there must be many mistaken characters. This is not so ;

there are several other copies of the sutra in the Stein Collection, some

very nearly complete, e.g. S. 2084, from which the present inscription

can be entirely reconstructed.

p. 105 (6), 1. 2 : For ^ read 5$T-

p. 106 (8) : jls j|l fp IS is aide-de-camp to the

chieh-tu-shih (Governor) of the military district of Kuei-i (the new

name bestowed on Tilnhuang after its return to allegiance under

Chang I-ch/ao) ”. Both Mr. Waley and Professor Pelliot are wrong

here, the former with “ member of the Bodyguard of the Military

Controller, attached to the Kuei-i regiment ", the latter with

“
. . . commandant l'armee Kouei-yi ”. Cf. pp. 187, 199, and 316.

pp. 115, 116: For^ (five times) read fg.

p. 120 : For (twice) read

p. 126 :
“ The landscape backgrounds have an astonishing dramatic

force.” This is a regrettable lapse into meaningless art jargon. But

it must be admitted that Mr. Waley does not often sin in this way.

p. 129 : fpj ^ means river bank ”, not
‘ k

river bed ”.

p. 159 (2) :
[ -(-] — ® Tf, as the name of a temple, seems to

M. Pelliot assez surprenant ”. The characters, however, are almost

obliterated and suggest to me rather fj| [gj $ the Ling-t'u Temple,

which is mentioned many times in the Stein MSS. Two defective

characters follow, but neither of them, I think, is ft. (3) : For =£
“ Hsing ” read ^ “ Hsin ”, a much commoner surname. 4^ is

more likely to be a superintendent or person in charge of the cave**

temples than ‘'the cave-owner”,

p. 165 (3), 1. 1 : For £[] read

p. 166 : There is a difficulty about translating jtk

m Ji* >6 “ this is Indra : his head must [also] be put in the centre-

circle "
;

for below we have :

m m & which is translated : These lotus flowers and

treasure pearls on the four sides must all face the centre." What

becomes of gj here ? Fourth line from bottom :
“ Golden rope

loosened way ” is a poor attempt at translating ^ 'M- I would

suggest “ golden rope symbolical of the Way ".

p. 167, sixth line from bottom : For ” Garbhadatu ” read

“ Garbhadhatu ".

p. 169 : After No. CLXXIV there is a gap. Nos. CLXXV and

CLXXYI being omitted without explanation.
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p. 170 (1), back, 1. 2 : The second character is probably

“teeth ", (2), front. 1. 1 : The missing character is p “mouth

p. 171. above, 1. 3. and p. 196, main inscription. 1. 1 : For read

|gl. The third character is ip, not gp. 1. 4 : After ^ insert Jifc. 1.5:

For 3C read 3£. Back, LI: For “ Shih-chu-ning " read “ Shih-chii-

ning *\

p. 172, last line but one : For Ch'u " read *' Chu The same

mistake occurs on pp. 173, 241.

pp. 173-5 : Xos. CLXXX-CXCI are described in the order in which

they were mounted, a proceeding which seems both unnecessary and

awkward.

p. 174, Xo. CLXXXI : According to my reading, the missing

characters are ^ and

p. 178, last line : Xo. XXVIII* is dated 892, not 891.

p. 182, Xo. CCVIII : For the text has jpfi. It may, of course, be

a mistake, but Maya does not seem a probable name for a devaraja.

p. 183, 11. 2 and 3 : M. Pelliot has questioned the names Jambhika

and Loka. fif $0 looks all right, though the second character

might be Jfc; but in the other name the first character is written HJ,

not j|(j. Below, it is exaggerating to say that the M S IS? Wh ch'ang

ching was “ exceedingly popular at Tun-huang I can onlv find

ten copies of it in the Stein Collection as opposed to hundreds of

copies of the really popular sutras. At this point there is another gap,

Xos. CCIX-CCXI being omitted.

p. 184, 1. 8 : The third character should be Xo. CCXIII (2)

and p. 185 (10) and (15) : For §ff read .

p. 185 (8): i?] ^ does not mean “Controller of Salary" but

“ Registrar ", i.e. the underworld official who keeps a record of men -

deeds.

p. 186 (2) : For ^ read jig. (3) : For ^ read ]£j Inscription

(1), 1. 3, and p. 199, 1. 4 : For ifc read 1. 5 : After

add $1) j{|l
“ pricked himself so as to draw blood"—which was

doubtless to be mixed with the ink or paint. We find a parallel in

the colophon to S. 5451
: A h H % A ¥ § 14 ifil % £

*'
Copied by an old man of 83 who pricked his own hand so as to draw

blood ; and again in S. 5669 :

M itfc & H • • •
pricked the middle finger of his left hand

so as to draw blood, which he mixed with fragrant ink to copy out this

Diamond Sutra."

p. 187. 1. 7 : The fourth character seems to be 1. 8 : For
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read In the next line, the character transcribed as is really

The sentence will then run

:

Mr. Waley translates: "Next,

it is the object of this offering that his father and mother in

the plain may long continue to announce themselves to be in health

and security, and for them are desired the same blessings as for their

son and his bride.*
5

I would suggest the following :

c:
Next, I prav

that my father and mother, living in the capital, may long retain their

health and happiness, and that my wife and son, who are living here,

may also share in the blessings (that may result from this donation).'
5

M. Pelliot is right in making ^
p. 188, Chinese text, 1. 2 : The second character is Mr. Waley

translates [M] fpf pf
’* May the whole house be clean and happy

The meaning is rather :
" May the whole family enjoy unsullied good

fortune.'
5

p, 192. No. CCXXXI : This fragment of a treatise on divination is

part of a long roll (S. 3326) in the Department of Oriental Printed Books

and MSS. The subject is not meteorology, as here stated, but the

interpretation of vapours or emanations rising from the ground. Here

is an example :
" Whenever in a man's house or garden there is

a vapour in the shape of a wolf or tiger, prancing or squatting on the

ground, one of the sons will become a general, or be created a duke

or marquis, in less than three years' time." Mr. Waley compares

Taoist Canon, No. 283 (contained in vol. exxxvi of the Shanghai

1923 edition), which Wieger calls " Traite de meteorologie "
;

but

the two treatises have nothing at all in common.

p. 195, 1. 3 : M t§j[ does not mean e; and then submit

and do obeisance ", but ** he must first make respectful obeisance
55

.

11. 4 and 5 : The three characters in brackets need not have been so

treated, for they are all quite plainly written, ^ is rather

"escape from his own tainted nature" than "put away all turbid

emotions '*.

p. 196 : For " a million times “ read " ten million times "
(—

• r-

fgj jH). No. CCXXXIV, which has been omitted, is a duplicate of

No. CCXXXI1I, with the addition of a little colour.

p. 197, 1. 11 : For readaf§. (2) : To propagate and encourage

interest, offering, acceptance, and faith" is a thoroughly bad trans-

lation of lijj
aUel another version on p. 201

(where the last two characters are omitted and 31 takes the place of

jg) is hardly better :
” Dedicated in earnest desire for the propagation
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and encouragement (of the Faith)." ^ ^ (literally, to receive and

hold) does not refer to the faith but to the donation, and ^ jj\

(steadfast heart) does not go with fit |g. but is the direct object of

fgj. My translation, then, would be: '’Dedicated as an enduring

possession for the universal encouragement of steadfastness in the

Faith." Main inscription, 11. 1-5
: A A +0 surely means the marks

of a celestial being not
' k

the marks of a deva or man *\

p. 198, 1. 8 : Dele “ inhabiting

p. 199 : There is a muddle in the numbering here. No. CCXLI has

been exchanged as a duplicate, being the same as Nos. CCXLII and

CCXLIII, which are omitted altogether. No. CCXLIV, which also

does not appear in the Catalogue, contains nine prints of Avalo-

kitesvara, with the following inscription : Right

:

§§ Ipf fjj jgf {jg

A $1 W 7C & is made to the order of Ts’ao Yuan-chung,

Governor of the military district of Kuei-i and additional Grand

Preceptor Left: ± gr ^ ^ fg jfc ft jg? “The
Great Merciful Great Compassionate Rescuer from suffering, the

Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara .Main inscription, 1.1: For 1ft. read /R.

1. 2 : jg $ . •
. {£. left untranslated by Mr. Walev, was a kind of

Legal Commissioner.

p. 200, 1.5: " The workman Lei Yen-mei " appears twice again in

the printed documents of the Stein Collection : in P. 9, also dated

4th Aug., 947, he is called simply ££ as here
;
but in P. 11, dated

3^ SS + 3E *¥ £ which may be either 14th June, 949, or

3rd June, 950, he has been promoted to the rank of
“
Superintendent of Block-engraving Note 1 : The reference to the

Sung History concerning Ts‘ao Yiian-chung is wrongly given as

ch. 49, fob 96. It should be ch. 490. fol. 15 v° (in the British Museum
edition). As to the date of his accession, we know that it must have

been between 940 and 942, though he was not accorded the title of

ckieh-tu-shih until 955.

p. 201, main inscription. 1. 7 : For read ffr. 1. 8 : The second

character should be

p. 202, main inscription. 1.2:
J[5] f- Yang Tung-ch‘ien was

the author of a history of Kua-chou and Sha-chou of which only

a prefatory note and five columns at the beginning are preserved in

S. 5693 (not S. 5193 as stated here in the footnote). M. Pelliot throws

doubt on the character ^ ,
but it is clearly so written in both places,

though there is just a possibility of its being Jean. No. CC'XLVII,

1. 3 : For -ft read Note 3 : The character in question is certainly
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a shortened form of fg, commonly used in archaic texts of the fifth

century.

p. 203, 1.4: JfeMl^^ifiL^^^isnot well translated

“ and desire all of them together to ascend to pure, firm, lovely effects

Bearing in mind the original meaning of jg;, I would suggest rather :

and pray that all of them together may attain the truly permanent,

wonderful fruit (of Axhatship).”

p. 204 : The fourth of the Eight Emblems is not ’written §\\, as

Mr. Waley has it, but §JJ, which K ;

ang Hsi tells us is only another form

of JJ. Donor : Before I® insert ^ (Li Chih-shun).

p. 205, Chinese text, 1. 6 : For read 1. 7 : After ^ -f-

insert 3l* Main inscription: For “bring success*’ read “achieve

success” &).

p. 206 :
“ Prosperity and virtues "

is not quite the meaning of

The phrase is nearly equivalent to JPfj “ stock of merit ”

—

to be acquired by the use of this dharani or spell, -jfc
qs J|i g}

^ A n + 3£ 0 Jit ^ f£ : This concluding note

has been badly bungled by Mr. Waley. He omits the second g£ and

translates :
“ T'ai Pdng Hsing Kuo 5th year, 6th month, 10th day this

hand-record was ready to be engraved on wood (July 24, 980)." It

should be : “On the 25th day of the 6th moon of the 5th year of

T'ai-pdng Hsing-kuo [8th August, 980] the engraving of this block

was completed. Personally recorded."

p. 210, 1. 7 : For “ Wu-fen-lu " read “ Wu-fen-lti 1. 14: For

“ pressed the palms of their hands together " ($| Spr) read “ clapped

their hands In the story as recounted here, the laugh appears to

be against the poor nun
;

but in the sequel the Elder is severely

reprimanded by Buddha for his disgraceful practical joke. See

ed. Takakusu, vol. xxii, p. 48 ad init .

Part II, beginning on p. 213, describes the paintings which have

been allotted to the Museum at Delhi. They are no longer in this

country, and the transcriptions are therefore not always verifiable.

p. 214, note 1 : The two characters are almost certainly gt fH
(literally “strong protection”).

p. 218, 1. 4 : For “ Vaisravana ” read “ Yaisravana’s

p. 237, third line from bottom : Allowing that i-mao is a.d. 955,

the 20th day of the 10th moon would be not the 11th but the

6th December.

p. 245 : The character ^ is not T l

o but Chai. But probably it is

a misprint for
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p. 248: For " mohter ” read " mother'*. Chinese text, 11. 3-4 :

j^L ^ ^ fpI
’ May all living things in the realms of

Dharma be equally wetted with (the dew of) this good fortune

Such a rendering shows a misconception of the purpose of these temple

offerings, namely to acquire merit and thus create a stock of happiness

on which all may draw. The meaning then is :
" May all sentient

beings share in the blessings which will flow from the merit acquired

by this pious donation.’* In Buddhism everything is strictlv regulated

by the law of causality : a pious act will automatically produce

a certain quantity of
£

* merit which again will result in a certain

stock of ’* happiness There is no question of ** good fortune''

at all

p. 261, Chinese text, 1. 1 : The date is 11th March, 890. Last line :

IP] jfr Wi For “
i
oins in this act of piety “ read ’* collated and

revised (the MS.) in the same spirit of pietv

p. 262 (2) : For Kg read $g.

p. 268, Chinese text, 1. 2 : should evidently be fft. For fl|

read g§. In the next line, for “Maghada” read “ Magadha
Note 2 : The second word should be Yil.

p. 277 : For ' XXVII.004 read ” Ch. xxvii.004

p. 279: For "Five-headed” read
u
Fire-headed ”

(fc gg).

p. 286. note 1 : The seventh moon of the second year of ChTen-vu

(949) began on the 28th July, not June.

p. 291 (1) : For " third ” read " thick
5?

(darkness),

p. 298 (5): For Mandgalvayana ” read “ Maudgalyavana

The same misprint is twice repeated on p. 301 and once on p. 307.

p. 315, 1.3: 915 Teng “
is the surname of the camel-man and In-

wife which Mr. Waley was unable to decipher. And the name of the

second daughter is not Ch’ang-chin but H JiE Ch’ang-yen. 1. 7 :

^ M W fy means ’How has vour health been keeping

lately ? Mr. W aley wrongly reads the second character fEJ and
translates: "We now say: How is vour honourable health?’’

h 8 : is, ][$ jfit does not mean ‘“Me look longingly towards the

City
,
but Such is our hope in this far-off city (i.e. Tunhuang) *’.

After the first two paragraphs, the translation of the letter becomes
almost purely conjectural, and was hardly worth attempting. 1. 16 :

For " confort ” read "comfort ”.

p. 316, 11. 9 and 11 : For "Li Che-li ” read
£v
Li She-li The

character before Hsing-te is again Teng. Text of LXXYII, 1. 2 :

The date is 31st May. 966. L 8
: % $ ftg £ g is translated
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by Mr. Waley “ to avoid the pain of the Fiery Lord and of Heaven's

importunities
"—whatever he may mean by that. Literally the

sentence runs :
“ In order to avoid the evil of the killing (quality) of

the fiery sky," i.e. the discomforts of the hot weather. Note 1 : For

W Jk ^ read $£ ± W'
p. 317, 1. 16: For

c<
delapidation " read “dilapidation". 1. 18:

To the General Controller of the Clergy, to the Great Teachers

(Ta-shih) ..." These vrords cannot be divided up thus. As on p. 319.

1. 8, they must represent the title of a single dignitary of the Buddhist

Church, corresponding more or less to our
<k
bishop ".

p. 318, 1. 12 : For Epidridum " read Epidendrum ". 11. 17-21 :

In spring may the silkworms successfully mature
;

in summer

may the fields (?) £ (?) be fertile that mounting to the Eastern Bank

we may gather from far and wide an abundant harvest in a thousand

baskets. On the southern plantations may we get increase from ten

thousand ridges (?)." The Chinese text, as I should read and punctuate

it, runs as follows :

P 3® o $3 vA 'fa ^ 7j Eft o The character tentatively

written || and translated
6i

fields " by Mr. Waley is really ^
“ wheat'*. The stop should come after otherwise the balance

of the sentence is destroyed. jft Jj| is a stock phrase for which see

Y'ex iven yiinfu ,
xix, 48. ip, here means flooded fields (tJc ), and jff

conveys the idea of spring. In £g and ^ there is an evident

reminiscence of Odes II, 6, vii, 4. The last character is an unrecognized

form of 5L sheng “ pint measure ", or it may possibly denote a measure

of 100 sheng. My translation would therefore be :

c
‘ In spring, may the

silkworms successfully mature : in summer, may the wheat spring

up in abundance. May the produce of the eastern fields be heaped up

into a thousand carts
;
may the south-lying acres yield a double

harvest of ten thousand measures." 1. 23 :
“ May the wise and holv

add to their secret power, and (since the sacred dragon cannot be kept)

may they eventually fly away into the skv." This cannot be right.

The Chinese i* R I? JU feS. nil # M H #= IS £ M- Perhaps

is a mistake for or or some other character
;
but the

meaning in any case seems to be :
“ May our wise and holy Prince

put forth his majestic power, and may his Dragon spirit lend us his

protection before he flies up into heaven." Fourth line from bottom :

For k
* months" read “month". Note 3: The “Palace of Divine

Herbs" refers to the lady's earthly abode, not to any “Taoist

paradise ".
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p. 319, 1. 13: For ” twenty-eight ” read
iC
twenty ". The MS.

referred to at the bottom of the page is S. 5973.

The index is not as full as it might be. Some important names,

such as Suddhodana, Lii Ling, and Maya, do not appear at all. while

others are only partially indexed. Ts
e

ao Yuan-chung is not missing

altogether, as M. Pelliot says, but is slightly out of place.

Lionel Giles.

The George Eumorfopoulos Collection Catalogue of the

Chinese and Coreax Bronzes, Sculpture, Jades, Jewellery,

and Miscellaneous Objects. By W. Perceval Yetts.

Vol. III. Buddhist Sculpture. 17 in. X 12J in., pp. viii -j- 93,

plates lxxv. London : Ernest Benn, 1932. £12 12s.

This magnificent work is produced in the same luxurious style as

the earlier volumes in the same series with wonderful illustrations in

collotype and colour reproduction. According to the Preface, it deals

“with works in stone, bronze, iron, wood, lacquer, and stucco made
during a period of more than a thousand years. Though only three

bear inscriptions which give exact particulars, most of the others

may be placed with little hesitation in their proper setting The

bulk of the material is formed by the stone sculptures
; at the side

of these, the others are of comparatively minor importance. The

catalogue proper is. however, preceded by an Introduction devoted to

“ a historical sketch of early iconographic practice in China ”, and

in order to make a solid foundation for this study the author gives a

very substantial account of the beginnings of Buddhist religion in

-China. It is based on all the best sources available in European

languages, and offers thus a mass of valuable information concerning

this vast problem.

The sources concerning the vicissitudes of the Buddhist religion

in China are as a matter of fact much more abundant than the records

about the early sculptures which must have existed already in the

third and fourth centuries. According to a text quoted by Omura
from Hou Han shu

,
the Emperor Hsien Ti (190-220) ordered the

construction of Buddhist temples and their decoration with gilded

statues, and there are also said to have existed other Buddhist statues

draped in garments of doth or silk. All these have perished, and we
have nowadays no Buddhist statues in China which can be dated
with certainty before the beginning of the fifth century. The great
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efflorescence of Buddhist art seems to have set in about the middle of

the fifth century, right after the serious persecution of the foreign

religion in 446-7, coinciding with the rapidly growing power of the

Northern Wei dynasty in northern China. This dynasty has thus been

credited with the greatest merit for the propagation of Buddhist

sculpture but, as the author rightly points out. it should not make us

forget that there were other centres of Buddhist art and religion,

particularly in southern China. The sculptures made here have, how-

ever, perished with few exceptions, and if we want to form some idea

about the style of the South in contradistinction to that of the North

(usually named after the Northern Wei dynasty) we must have recourse

to more or less plausible hypotheses, one of which I advanced in my
book on Chinese Sculpture (p. xxxiv). It may be, however, that the

style of the South did not differ so very much from that of the sculptures

produced within the territory of the Northern Wei dynasty. The

principles of style were always in China—even at periods when the

country was divided between contending States—rather homogeneous :

they prevailed as the general characteristics of the artistic products

in spite of many local and individual differences. This is particularly

noticeable in the sculptural works which were largelv executed by

craftsmen who kept strictly within the limits of the prevailing style,

and it is one of the reasons why Chinese sculptures can be dated with

comparative accuracy.

The historical account of Buddhism in China is not continued

beyond the fifth century, which to me seems a matter of regret. The

later vicissitudes of this religion in the Far East were of no less

importance for the production of sculpture, and the collection contains

many interesting specimens of later periods. The author found it,

however, more important to devote the latter half of his Introduction

to a discussion of Buddhist scriptures, which have been of some

consequence for the production of sculpture, and to questions of

iconography. He emphasizes with good reason the particular

importance in this respect of the Lotus sutra and the Vimalakirti

sutra, the two scriptures which inspired the most frequent

motives in Chinese sculpture of the fifth and sixth centuries. This

is also verified by the inscription on one of the main monuments

of the collection, the stele of 520. which illustrates most graphically

certain motives borrowed from the above-mentioned sutras. The

great fondness of the Chinese for the Vimalakirti sutra the author

explains by pointing out that it is packed with trenchant argument,

VOL. VII. part 1 . 13
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enlivened with dramatic and imaginative episodes and free from

those repetitions which render so many sutras wearisome ”, but one

may well wonder if there was not some other special reason for this

predilection. Vimalaklrti became, as a matter of fact, one of the

most popular motives of Buddhist art in China, represented not only

in sculpture but also by the great painters of the T k

ang and Sung

periods, who regarded him as an ideal of purity and wisdom. To some

of them he became almost like a patron saint.

The motives based on the Vimalaklrti sutra have the advantage

of being easily recognizable, there can be no hesitation as to their

identity, which unfortunately cannot be said about some of the other

frequently occurring Buddhist motives. Thus, for instance, the most

common of all the Buddhas, represented in standing position with

hands in abhaya and vara mudrd, may be either Sakyamuni, Maitreya,

or (more rarely) Dlpankara. When the sculpture has no inscription,

it is often impossible to tell with certainty whether the figure is

intended to represent Sakyamuni or Maitreya. Circumstantial

evidence, the accompanying Bodhisattvas, and the like, may help

us to decide in favour of the one or the other of these two Buddhas,

but when the figure is isolated, there is no mark of distinction between

the two. The same difficulty of definition applies to the representations

of the “Meditating Bodhisattva ", which may be either Maitreya or

Prince Siddhartha before his enlightenment as a Buddha. I pointed

out this difficulty in my somewhat scanty monographic remarks

{Chinese Sculpture
, p. cxiii) :

“ If he is not Maitreya, he must be

explained as the future Sakyamuni in the state of a Bodhisattva,” and

in spite of the special studies that have been devoted to this subject

during the intervening years, the author is still obliged to admit

practically the same thing. This, I think, may serve to show how little

the Chinese cared about monographic distinctions, how far removed

they were from the Indian attitude towards the Buddhist motives,

and how futile it is, in many cases, to argue about the name of their

Buddhas. The men who made the majority of the Buddhist sculptures

in China were evidently not very well versed in the scriptures
;
they

were less concerned with the intellectual meaning of the figures than

with their shapes and their conformity with certain principles of

style. Iconographic considerations offer a very insufficient support

for thXljistorical classification and dating of the Chinese sculptures,

a fact of w'frAth we are reminded several times in reading through the

catalogue.
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It would require too much space to dwell here on all the points of

iconography brought up by the author in this very valuable and

learned introduction
;
the subject is a vast and difficult one, or as the

author says in regard to the Dvarapala motive, it ‘As too large a

theme to be investigated here A few remarks about this important

motive would, however, have been welcome
;

its origin in Indian

art has been demonstrated by Foucher, and I have ventured some

remarks about its development in China, which would require to be

completed (J. History of Early Chinese Art
,
vol. iii, p. 51). The

introduction closes with a translation of the well-known list of the

statues which Hsiian-tsang brought back from India and quotations

from his Life in which these statues are further described.

Proceeding to a closer study of the Catalogue proper, it may not

be necessary to dwell on the monographic descriptions, which complete

and illustrate the more general remarks in the Introduction. I will

mainly consider the objects from a stylistic and historical point of

view and add a few suggestions as to their dates, though my remarks

must necessarily be very short. The two stelae which are provided

with inscriptions indicating the years of their execution (520 and 535

respectively) and the places of their origin, need thus hardly detain

us. They are both examples of the somewhat rustic type of Buddhist

sculpture executed in southern Shansi at the beginning of the sixth

century.

C 9-10 represents an attractive little Bodhisattva seated in the

Maitreva posture with crossed ankles
;
the lions at the sides and the

large halo, which formed a background, are partly broken. Similar

figures among the early cave sculptures are not uncommon, and on

the ground of this correspondence, the author dates the figure to

the latter half of the fifth century or the beginning of the sixth

It should, however, be recalled that a figure in exactly the same

posture and mudra (though with the marks of a Buddha) is represented

on a stele in the Prince Li Museum in Seoul, and dated 578 : which

tends to show that the monographic considerations do not offer

sufficient ground for establishing an exact date. More important in

this respect is the peculiar mannerism in the treatment of the mantle

folds which is the same in these two sculptures. The Corean piece

gives us also an idea of the original shape of the broken halo, though

the decoration has been different. I do not think that the two monu-

ments are quite contemporary, but the above observations together*

with the facial type of the Bodhisattva make me believe that i/
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cannot have been executed before the middle of the sixth century, i.e.

at the end of the Eastern Wei or the beginning of the Northern Ch'i

dynasty.

C 21-23, a standing Bodhisattva of remarkable sculptural refine-

ment. I have previously placed in the Northern Chou period (557-581)

and expressed the supposition that the figure originally had a circular

halo. The author dates it not long before or after the beginning of

the seventh century
55 and remarks that it shows no traces of a halo.

It is probably difficult to ascertain to what extent such traces may

have been obliterated ;
I am not able to express an opinion on this

point without a renewed examination of the statue, but as all the

corresponding statues have a circular halo, it seems unlikely that this

did not have one, if it was not placed in a group of three figures against

the background of a large nimbus (which seems less probable). In

regard to the more important question as to its date of execution, I

feel no hesitation : the general character of the figure, the way the

garment is cut and the facial type (which is not very far removed

from that of the above-mentioned seated Bodhisattva) point to the

third quarter of the sixth century
;

the most probable date would

be about 560-70. Whether it was executed in the territory of

the Northern Chou or in that of the Northern Ch‘i State, is more

difficult to tell, because the stone material is in this instance not

particularly characteristic
;

I placed it in the Shensi group because

of similarities with other figures which come from that part of the

country.

C 24-25, a standing Kuanvin, is correctly placed in the Sui period.

It belongs to the same group of statues as those reproduced on plates

312 and 314-316 in Chinese Sculpture , though the figure is of

uncommonly clumsy proportions.

C 26-27. a seated Buddha accompanied by two Bodhisattvas, is

reproduced on pi. 276a in Chinese Sculpture , and described among

the later works of the Northern Chou dynasty, which would make

its date about 570-80. The author prefers the K’ai-huang era of the

Sui dynasty (581-601) and draws attention to two minute repro-

ductions in Omura's work which are hardly sufficient for establishing

the date. The divergence is, however, too slight to be discussed here,

but it might have been worth while to point out that this unpretentious

little group is made of the yellowish serpentinous limestone, which

, makes it possible to place it among the sculptures from Shensi.

\ C 28-33, a four-sided stele decorated with a number of Buddhas
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and Bodhisattvas in deeply-hollowed niches, seems to have been the

cause of some perplexity and hesitation. The author draws attention

to points of iconographic and stylistic resemblance in works from

many periods (ranging from the Northern Wei to the T'ang), but

winds up with the statement :

*’ The problem is to decide whether

the piece actually dates from about the seventh century or is an

archaistic work belonging to a later period." The answer is not very

reassuring : A tentative attribution to the latter part of the sixth

or to the seventh century seems reasonable.' * According to my
experience of Chinese sculpture, old and modern, there is not the

slightest reason to throw any doubt on this monument or to express

hesitation as to its date. It is a characteristic example of the Northern

Ch’i period, executed about 575, the date inscribed on a stele in the

University Museum in Philadephia. with which it shows the closest

stylistic correspondences (see Eastern Art, vol. iii), not to mention

several minor works of the same period which exhibit the same elements

of style and decoration.

C 34-36. a large standing Buddha, without head, hands, and feet,

draped in a closely fitting mantle with ridged folds. The information

supplied by Mr. Walter Weinberger, who acquired the figure at its

place of discovery, that it was excavated at the Hsiu-te pagoda in

Oh'u-yang, is perfectly correct. I have had occasion to investigate

the spot, and we have good reason to presume that it originally stood

in a temple at that place which is now destroyed. “ This work of

Chinese genius . .
.
proclaims the mason to have been also an artist

—

a combination rarely displayed in Chinese Buddhist sculpture." The

first part of the statement mav be accepted with some reserve, but the

latter part would, no doubt, be denied by all who have had occasion

to study the sculptural decorations of the numerous Buddhist cave

temples in China, such as Yiin-kang, Lung-men, Tben-lung-shan,

Ytin-men. T vo-shan, and several others, which until some decade ago

(when the wholesale destruction of these places took a new impetus)

contained an abundance of religious sculpture of the very highest

order. Illustrations or photographs, often taken under adverse

circumstances, can never give an idea of the beauty and significance

of this art which marked one of the summits of religious sculpture in

the world.

The statue is placed by the author in a comparatively late period
;

he calls it Sung or earlier ", which reasonably may be interpreted as

Sung or the preceding epoch of the Five Dynasties, leaving it to the
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reader to date it more definitely within this range of some 300 years

(c. 900-1200).

The author may have been led astray by circumstantial and

monographic considerations. If criteria of style are taken into account,

it becomes evident, beyond doubt, that the great statue is at least

300 years earlier, i.e. a characteristic specimen of the K 4

ai-huang era

of the Sui dynasty (581-601). As I have pointed out in my various

writings on Chinese sculpture, the unfailing evidence for the dating

is offered by the stylization of the mantle folds and hems, which here

(as in most specimens of early sculpture) is carried out in strict

accordance with the prevailing style of the period.

C 37-40, “ a large balustrade in white marble/’ or rather, the

frontal of a platform for a Buddhist statue. It is assigned “ to the

latter part of the sixth century or the beginning of the seventh

If this somewhat inclusive dating is taken to indicate not only the

Sui dynasty (581-619) but also the Northern CVi (550-581), it includes

the correct date, which is about 560-570. This is proved by a com-

parison with the sculptured pedestals or platforms under the votive

stelae in the Museum in Cologne and in the Hara collection at Sanno-

tani, the latter being provided with a dated inscription of the year 569.

The frontal as well as the two stelae and a number of similar minor

sculptures are typical specimens of the workshops at Ting-chou,

Ch k

u-yang, and neighbouring places in the Northern Ch‘i period.

C 41-44, an octagonal piece decorated with four yahsas (or

Lokapdlas) and four lions in niches, which has formed one of the lowest

sections of a so-called sutra pillar or ch'uang . Dated :
“ probably about

the tenth century It is another characteristic specimen of the

Chii-vang workshops, though of a comparatively advanced period
;

in fact, it is one of the rare instances when the date proposed by the

author seems to me too early. There are a number of similar pieces

still standing or lying about in a more or less dilapidated condition

in Chu-yang and the neighbouring villages, though unfortunately

without dates. Complete pillars of the type in question are to be

seen at Feng-chTmg ssu in Hsing-t'ang and at Lung-hsing ssu in Cheng-

ting-fu
;

the former is dated 1014 and the latter 1180, and they

both contain lion bases similar to the above-mentioned piece. The
fashion seems to have survived during a comparatively long period.

The pillar of which the above-mentioned piece formed part was
evidently not one of the earliest, but it may well have been executed

in the eleventh century.
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C 101-103 offer the reproductions of another section of such an

octagonal “ sutra pillar *\ decorated with eight musicians seated in

niches which are framed by banded pillars. It is dated “ Sung or

later The style of the draperies and the architectural elements

are here, however, considerably earlier. Pillars of this peculiar type

are found on monuments of the Sui and T k

ang periods (for instance,

at Yii-han-shan, c. 585, and at Shen~t‘ung-ssu, 657), and the drapery-

like arches ending in volutes are still of T'ang design. The most

probable date for this fragment would thus be. according to my
knowledge, about the middle of the T‘ang period. It is certainly

earlier than the previously mentioned piece.

C 45-50 is the large lunette-shaped door lintel with a Buddhist

Paradise executed in quite low relief and engraved design, which now

is difficult to see, as it has been eaten away by the wear of weather

and wind. The proposed date, “ probably about the seventh

century/’ appears to me too late. The author points out the

resemblance between this lunette and two large reliefs in the Freer

Gallery (one of them likewise representing a Paradise), and I think

this correspondence, which includes essential features of style, is

sufficient ground to consider the two monuments of approximately

the same period. The reliefs in the Freer Gallery, which are executed

in higher relief and less corroded, conform to the style of the Northern

Ch4 dynasty : the lunette cannot be much later-—it seems to have

been executed at the end of this same period.

The following numbers in the Catalogue are allotted to several

small bronze statuettes of slight importance, which hardly call for

comment, and to two wooden statues to which we will return presently

after we have studied the sculptures in stone and iron.

C 86-87, a Bodhisattva head in yellowish veined stone (called

popularly yu-shih in China). The author says :

‘‘ This interesting

head may be archaistic. or the product of a poor craftsman : date

doubtful," and leaves it to the reader to form a more definite idea

about it. I have never examined the original, but venture to suggest,

on the ground of the excellent reproduction, that it is a thing made

in quite recent years.

C 88-89, a large Buddha head in cast iron wuth traces of colour and

gilding. According to the author, “ a definite date can hardly be

assigned to it ; the type is a late one which continued for many

centuries." This sweeping statement seems rather surprising, since

the author himself has observed the resemblance between this head
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and those of some of the iron statutes in the temple on Shih-pi-shan in

Shansi, reproduced by Tokiwa and Sekino (Yol. Ill, 4). The Japanese

authorities do not assign any definite date to these statues, but they

inform us that the temple, according to an inscription on a tablet,

was founded in 823. Those who have visited this most picturesquely

situated temple at the bottom of a high mountain gorge, will have

observed that the iron statues in the Ch'ien-fo hall are of various

periods : the later ones are certainly not made before the Ming period,

while the earlier may go back to the end of T‘ang or the beginning of

the Sung period. Their comparatively early date becomes evident-

in the noble shapes, the subtle treatment of the mantle folds and also

in the facial types. They may still be of the ninth century, though

it is difficult to ascertain, because dated specimens of this century are

extremely rare. It may at least be said that their stylistic criteria

do not contradict such a supposition. The head in the Eumorfopoulos

collection belongs to the same early group
;

it may be from the end

of the ninth century—it is certainly not later than early Sung.

The same head has caused a learned dissertation about the ear-

lobes, the coiffure, and the usmsa of Buddha. Without entering into

the details of this discussion, I would venture to suggest that the

bulbous tisnisa (here somewhat broken) has been formed after the

traditional shape of the sacred jewel, cintamani
,
the symbol of spiritual

enlightenment, which in earlier sculptures often was placed at the

feet of Buddha, but here seems transferred to his head.

C 90-91, a Buddha head in more than life size, executed in white

marble
;

said to be 4
‘ probably Sung or later The rather definite

stylistic features of the head, the type, the treatment of the eyes,

and particularly the ridged eyebrows, afford sufficient reason to

date it three or four hundred years earlier. It is altogether a typical

specimen of the Sui period, probably of the K’ai-huang era (581-601).

C 92-93, a monk's head, is correctly compared and coupled in

date with a similar head in the National Museum in Stockholm. The

author might safely also have followed mv indication as to the

provenience, i.e. the province of Honan. These heads belong to

the class of Tang sculpture which was made either at Lung-men or

in workshops radiating from this great centre of sculptural activity.

C 94-95, two Bodhisattva heads, made of compressed clay and

mud (ni) coated with a kind of gesso and pigments. They " are said

to come from beyond the frontiers of China proper ”, and catalogued

as of "doubtful date”. The legendary indication as to the origin
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of these heads may have been the cause of the somewhat surprising

observation that they *' manifest Hellenistic tradition'*. Similar

heads made in mud and clay have been exported in dozens from the

province of Shansi, and there are still many figures of the same type

and material in situ. The most important ensemble of such statues

may be seen in Hsia Hua-yin-ssu in Ta-t’ung-fu, and they were most

probably made in connection with the restoration of the temple in

1140 or shortly after. Reproductions of some of them are included

in Etudes d'Orientalisme publiees par le JIusee Gnunet a la memoir? de

Raymonde Linossier (1932). and I may particularly draw attention to

the figure reproduced on plate lxiii which shows the same type as the

head C 95. There can be little doubt as to their unity of date and

origin.

C 96, a small representation of Buddha's Parinirvdna. said to be
k

' probably of the eighteenth century ". The sculpture is evidently of

little consequence, but to judge by the reproduction, it can hardly be

later than Sung.

C 97-98, a seated Buddha in dry-lacquer with traces of pigment,

dated Ming or earlier". The rather free naturalistic treatment of

the mantle as well as the type point, in fact, to the Yuan dynasty.

C 99-100, a small seated Bodhisattva of rather unusual type,

executed in grey sandy stone with traces of paint. When publishing

this attractive figure nine years ago (Chinese Sculpture, pi. 566) I placed

it in the Sung period, a dating which the author accepts, adding, of

course : or later." The scanty material of stone sculpture remaining

from this period makes it difficult to arrive at a more definite date,

but among the sculptures known to me. I would refer to the figures

executed in relief on one of the small pagodas at the side of the so-

called Xan t'a or South Pagoda on Fan-shan in Chihli, which was

erected in 1117 during the reign of the Liao dynasty. This is probably

also the approximate date of the Bodhisattva statue.

C 114, a Bodhisattva head, is the last stone sculpture in the

catalogue. It is dated ' Ming or later ", but the type and style of

the head are quite characteristic of the Sung or Chin period. It may

be compared with the clay heads mentioned above, and should be

dated to about the same period, i.e. the middle of the twelfth century.

The collection includes also half a dozen wooden figures which

might invite to a more detailed discussion than can find place here.

The material of wooden statues from China has in late years grown

very abundant ; 1 made a beginning in the sifting of it in an article
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in Ostasiatiscke Zeitschrift, 1927, but only a minor part of the material

could there be taken into consideration, and the treatment is thus

quite incomplete. I may, however, refer to this article for the dating

of two of the statues in the Eumorfopoulos collection
;

they are

there placed in certain stylistic groups together with similar figures.

C 82-85, a Kuanvin Bodhisattva in the maharajallla posture, which

in the catalogue is dated to the '‘thirteenth century or later ”, is,

according to my chronology, a work of the latter part of the twelfth

century, while C 77-78, a seated Bodhisattva, which is dated in the

catalogue to the “ fourteenth century or later ”, belongs to a series

of figures which probably were executed in the early part of the

thirteenth century, though the type survived later.

C 106-107, a standing Kuanvin. ** perhaps an archaistic product

;

date doubtful.” As this same expression is applied to several sculptures

of widely diverging dates and merits, it is difficult to say just what it

mav imply. If it is intended to throw a doubt on the object, it is

properly used in the present case, because the figure is obviously a

quite modern work. C 108-109 is, I should think, correctly classified

as a work of the Ming period, but the two smaller
* £

Bodhisattvas
*’

described under C 112-113 as “ Ming or earlier **, are fairly crude but

powerful representatives of the kind of wood sculpture which was

produced in northern China (particularly in Shansi) towards the end

of the twelfth century. They belong to a series of four Bodhisattvas

(two standing and two kneeling) which evidently were arranged at

the sides of a larger central statue. The two corresponding figures

of this group are preserved in the Museum in Boston, and if the

information offered by the firm which imported these statues is correct,

the central figure would have been the large Kuanvin in maharajallla

posture, now in the Art Institute in Chicago. The small figures would

thus be acolytes of Kuanvin in the attire of Bodhisattvas. an

interpretation which is quite possible.

Of the three clay reliefs included in the catalogue one (C 73) is

evidently a fine work in early T'ang style, though somewhat damaged,

whereas the two others would require a (‘loser studv before I can

express any opinion about them.

The volume as a whole is an admirable production, which

nobody interested in Chinese sculpture should pass over without

careful study. It contains, as said before, much valuable information,

historical as well as iconographic. which cannot be affected or belittled

by the comments that I have attached to the classification of some of
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the items. I ventured to offer them in the interest of the very

important material, and to further the study of Buddhist sculpture

in China.

Osvald Siren.

Confucius and Confucianism. By Richard Wilhelm. Translated

into English by G. F. and A. P. Danton. pp. x -4- 181. Kegan

Paul, 1931. 6s .

The Political Philosophy of Confucianism. By Leonard Shihlien

Hsu. pp. xxii t 237. Routledge, 1932. 12s. 6d.

The Origin and Development of the State Cult of Confucius.

By John K. Shryock. pp. xiii — 298. The American Historical

Association (The Century Co.). New York, London, 1932. 18s.

Mencius. Translated by L. A. Lyall. pp. xxviii + 277.

Longmans, 1932. 12s. 6d.

The abandoning of the Confucian cult and the Confucian ideal

bv modern China appears to have resulted in a new and detached

view of the sage and his teachings, and the present group of books,

widely different as they are, have this in common.

The late Dr. Wilhelm, whose death at the time when he was in

process of developing a School of Chinese Studies at the LYiiversity

of Frankfort-on-the-Main is a great loss to sinology, has given the

student of the Confucian classics an excellent and concise guide to the

life and teaching of the sage. The book includes a translation of the

biography of Confucius in Ssu-ma Ch’ien’s Shih-chi as well as a critical

examination of the data on which the life was based, and should hnd

a place among those constantly referred to by all students of the

pre-Confucian books and those of the Confucian school itself.

Dr. Hsu’s aim is to explain the social and political psychology of

the Chinese people in relation to their social and political development

and to furnish some new points of view in political philosophy. His

discussion of the sources of Confucian political philosophy and their

reliability forms a useful introduction to the student of textual

criticism which, until recently, has been almost unknown in China.

For the average reader ” referred to in the Foreword. Professor Hsu's

constant use of the Chinese terms for words which have a genera llv

accepted equivalent in English (li and yiieh. for example, might quite

satisfactorily be translated *’ ceremonies " and '* music ", in many
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if not all instances) is to be regretted. Some inaccuracies of phrase

are surprising, as for instance the statement on p. 103 that li [$i‘c/]

provides a foundation for crime and lawsuits**. Dr. Hsii is, none

the less, to be congratulated upon his interpretation of the social and

political theories of Confucianism. Their influence on China for

twenty-five centuries will be less surprising to the reader of his book

than their wholesale rejection at the present juncture when China

is seeking a democratic and virtuous government.

From the theories of the Confucian school, we turn to the Con-

fucian cult as practised in China from the second century b.c. till

modern times. The worship of the sage was not in the nature of an

innovation. It was an outcome of the old ancestor-worship, and

spread from the family of Confucius to the emperor and to the whole

Chinese people. Only at certain periods was he regarded as a god,

and since he himself refrained in his teachings from anv discussion

of spiritual beings, this phase can only be accounted for by the

extending of the cult to the uninitiated. He was at other times rather

the patron saint of scholars and officials, a great man and the ideal

gentleman. Dr. Shrvock‘s study, though it does not pretend to

exhaust the material, carries us far beyond anything that has been

done previously and opens the way for further investigation of the

available sources.

Whether or not the reader will enjoy Mr. Lyall's new rendering

of Mencius must depend upon his preference for things ancient or

modern. The present writer confesses to visualizing a Chinese Henrv
Ford on reading of a *’ land of ten thousand cars **. but for the general

reader. Mr. Lyall is doubtless more readable than the rather stilted

text of Legge. A new translation should make the old clearer, and
it may be questioned whether the attempt to use a single English

equivalent for a specific Chinese term conduces to this end. One
great advantage of the present version of Mencius is that the form in

which it is presented makes it attractive to a wider public than the

earlier, annotated versions, intended primarily for students and
sinologues.

E. Edwards.
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Eix Beitrag zur Kexxtxis der Chixesischex Philosophie : T'ung-

su des Ceu-tsi mit Cu-hl's Commentar nach dem S:ng-li Tslng-i.

Chinesisch mit mandschuischer und deutscher Ubersetzung

und Anmerkungen. Herausgegeben von Wilhelm Grube :

Kap. 1-20 : fortgefiihrt und beendet von Werxer Eichhorx :

Kap. 21-40. 91 \ 6J. pp. xvi 173. Leipzig. 1932.

We have in this volume the continuation and completion of a

work published more than half a century ago. The T'inig shn is

quite a short treatise, even with the commentary added, but it occupies

an important position in the history of Chinese philosophy, for its

aphorisms may almost be regarded as the foundation of the Sung

school of Confucianism, culminating in the system of Chu Hsi. We
have every reason, therefore, to be grateful to Herr Eichhorn for

undertaking what usually proves to be rather a thankless task—

-

the completion of another man's unfinished work. He has done it

with great care and thoroughness, following the general lines laid

down by his predecessor, but showing an even wider range of research

if not of sinological knowledge. It was all the more unnecessary for

him to make the following apology in his preface :
" Trotz alledem.

fiirchte ich. werden sich fur scharf eindringende Geister noch geniigend

Gelegenheiten finden, durch die strablende Helligkeit ihrer iiberlegenen

Sachkenntnis mein kleines Licht zu beschamen " (in spite of all this.

I fear that plenty of opportunity will .still be found for sharp and

penetrating minds to put my little light to shame with the radiant

splendour of their own superior knowledge).* This sounds more

sarcastic than sincere.

Herr Eichhorn tells us that his aim has been not to couch his transla-

tion in smooth-flowing language, but rather to give a faithful rendering,

so far as in him lay. of the Chinese text. What he overlooks is that

to a skilled translator a combination of the two ideals is, in some

measure at least, by no means impossible. Fidelity need not necessarily

mean cumbrousness : and much of the translation before us is distinctlv

cumbrous, besides being disfigured by the too frequent use of brackets.

To take an example, & ft ± %\ ft ^ IS 9 X 3c « g W 1$ it

^ |jg is translated (p. 121): *’ Was daher die Lelire des Kung-tze

angeht. so hat er. nachdem er (sie) schon (einmal) niclit in leichter Art

und Weise offenbart hat. auch (anderseits) nicht einmal selbst die Tiefe

seines Tao durch die Rede dargelegt." I think that ** indem should

be substituted here for ** nachdem", and that the sentence simply

means :

*' Since Confucius’ teaching was not lightly imparted, he did
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not himself put into words the concentrated essence of his Tao.
,y

Another passage where the translator would have done well to imitate

the terseness of the Chinese original runs as follows fln ^ ft

5; 4}J*
" Having strength but striving not—such is the way of Heaven.'*

5

Here he gives what is surely an indefensible rendering (p. Ill) :

“ Wenn
man. nachdem man seine Kraft aufgewandt hat, doch nicht zum
Erfolg gelangt, ist das (Schickung vom) Himmel (if. after expending

our strength, we still fail to attain success, that is the dispensation of

Heaven).

It is a question whether the Manehu version, which is printed in

romanized form in parallel columns with the German and takes up

a good deal of space, need have been included at all. It may have

proved of some use to the translators as a guide to the sense of difficult

passages in the Chinese, but very few nowadays have even a bowing

acquaintance with this moribund language.

An excellent Chinese index is supplied, but it takes one a little

time to discover that it is arranged under the 214 radicals. More-

over, the references are to section and paragraph
;

as the sections

are not marked so as to catch the eye very readily (except in Grube’s

portion of the book), page references would have been more convenient

for the reader.

Lionel Giles.

Les Origixes de 1'Astroxomie Chixoise. By Leopold de
Saussure. 10 x 6J. pp. x -r 598. Paris : Maisonneuve

Freres, 1930. 150 francs.

Leopold de Saussure was born in 1866, and died in 1926. He came
of a French Protestant family which had emigrated to Geneva prior

to the repeal of the Edict of Nantes. Attracted to a life at sea, he

regained the nationality of his forefathers and served in the French

navy till he retired in 1899, with the rank of lieutenant. The last

twenty years of his life were devoted mainly to the study of Chinese

astronomy, when he turned to good account the knowledge of the

stars and the Chinese language first gained during his naval service.

His earliest article on this subject appeared in 1907, in the Revue
generale des Sciences, under the title L'Astronomie chinoise dans
I*Antiquity *\ and this was followed by others in the same journal, the

Archives des Sciences physiques et naturelles
, Journal asiatique

f New
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China Review , and T‘oung Pao . The majority, twelve in number,

appeared in the last-named.

In this volume, all but one of the Tc

oung Pao articles are reproduced

in photographic facsimile, only the pagination being changed so that

the numbers run consecutively. It is a great convenience to have in

handy form the most important of these scattered writings which

have corrected many erroneous notions concerning Chinese astronomy.

All sinological students must regret that the author did not live

to fulfil his intention to revise and incorporate them in one work.

M. Gabriel Ferrand contributes an illuminating preface in which he

quotes a letter from de Saussure, written a month before he died,

varying his earlier opinions on the problem of origin. Instead of the

view that the Iranian system had been borrowed from China, he then

stated belief in the converse at an early date—some 2.000 years b.c.

W. P. Y.

WlRTSCHAFT UND GESELLSCHAFT CHINAS. By K. A. WlTTFOGEL.

Yol. I. 8§ X 5f. pp. xxiv + 768 + map + 23 figs. Leipzig :

Yerlag von C. L. Hirschfeld, 1931.

This is the first of two volumes, and it deals with agricultural

production and distribution. The second will treat these subjects

in a more comprehensive manner and include a study of social and

political institutions, a bibliography, and an index. The author

states that he cannot claim to be a sinologist, nor does he appear to

have had personal experience of conditions in China. Thus he is

somewhat handicapped in having to form conclusions from second-

hand evidence which is limited to writings in European languages.

Many of these sources are not easily accessible, and the information

is widely scattered. This systematic digest, collected with laborious

thoroughness, provides a most useful compendium.

Herr Wittfogel, following the method of Karl Marx and Friedrich

Engels, investigates the history of early agrarian communism, feudal

life, and later social evolution in China. This involves a detailed

study of natural conditions
:

geological, geographical, and climatic.

At the time of the T*ai-p*ing Rebellion. Marx came to the conclusion

that China, once drawn out of her isolation, would rapidly fall to

pieces. He predicted, however, the strong resistance to change

exerted by village pursuits, coupled with the system of small holdings.
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even in face of modern industrial production. Powerful new factors

m communication—by rail, motor, and air transport—have brought

about fundamental changes which seem likely to upset many of his

carefully reasoned arguments.

W. Perc eval Yetts.

The Gilds of China. By H. B. Morse. Second edition. Longmans

Green and Co., 1932.

The first edition of this small volume was published so long ago

as 1909. But though it has had to wait twenty-three years for its

reprinting, that must be ascribed to the neglect of the public rather

than to any other reason. It forms an admirable resume of the customs

regulating these private associations of Chinese merchants and artisans,

and provides the reader with a clear conception of the methods

governing their organization. We warmly welcome this new edition

at the present time. We know of no other volume which illustrates

better the basis of contemporary Chinese developments, which have

been founded on the principles and methods of the secret society.

H. D.

Le Shinto : Kelioion xatioxale du Japox. Par Gexchi Kato.

Publication de la Societe Zaidan Hojm Meiji Seitoku Kinen

Gakkai . traduite en franca is par la Maison Franco-Japonaise de

Tokyo. Annales du Musee Guimet : Bibliotheque de vulgarisa-

tion. Tome 50. 5. pp. 230. 5 pL. Paris. Paul Geuthner.

1931. 3b francs.

The original of this book. A Stml if of Shinto, the Rehqion of the

Japttnese Saturn, was publLhed in 192b. and was brieflv reviewed in

vol. xxiv (192b <) of the Transactions ami Proceedtm/s of the Japan
Sonetp. London. To the same LsUe the author contributed an article

entitled ” An ( hitline Sketch of Shinto which is practically a resume
of the present work.

\\ it h his wide and profound knowledge of world s religions, ancient

and modern, Profes>or Kato ha'' set forth ” une etude sur 1 origine

et 1 lustoire du ShintoLme. d un ]>oint de vue scientifique the

method employed being " strictement historique. en dehors de tout

< loginat isme Thus he finds m Shinto all conceivable forms of

>uj>erstition and religious belief, such as Animatism. Animism.
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Fetishism, Phallicism, Spiritism, Anthropolatry, Ancestor Worship.

Totemism. Primitive Monotheism, and Polytheism.

However, it is a problem whether “ les regies les plus strictes

de la religion comparee ", to use the author's expression, can be applied

indiscriminately to all religions. In a country like Japan where

various peoples immigrated, ultimately to build up the Japanese

nation, diverse beliefs and religions, some primitive and others more

advanced, would in all probability have been introduced and mingled

before Shinto took its crudest shape, and hence it would seem unwise

to conclude that “ le Shinto s'est developpe du polydemonisme au

polytheisme dans le vrai sens du mot "
(p. 75). All that is known to

us is that both polvdemonistic and polytheistic elements, as shown

by the author with a wealth of citations, are found in the religious

belief of the Japanese people of the eighth century a.i>. The five

reasons given by Professor Kato in support of Ids theory as to the

existence of monotheistic element in primitive Shinto betray the

partial diffusion alone, if not the entire absence, of such an element

in Shintoism.

In a study of early Shinto, as in other problems concerning ancient

Japan, the language offers considerable difficulty, affecting not a

little the interpretation of the subject matter. Does the word Hiruko

really mean ” un jeune soleil. une etoilo " and not “ l'enfant sangsue "
?

Professor Kato adopts both interpretations to suit his argument

(cf. pp. 22-3; 88). What is the real signification of sagiri in Atm-

vo-saf/iri and Kum-no-sagiri ? Does it denote “ boundary " as

suggested by Motowori. or does it signify “ brouillard " as translated

by Professor Kato (p. 135) ? (an we agree with the author in his

opinion that ” nous pouvons en toute securite conclure (pie l'ancienne

conception japonaise de l ame ou esprit est celle de souffle et que

l’expression : mourir (shwnrn pour sht-inuru) signifie : rendre son

dernier souffle, l ame (piittant le corps " (p. 43) ? If the ancient

Japanese concept of the spirit or soul were that of breath, and if

tawa meant ‘ spirit, soul" and ski (?) "breath", why were not

these two words interchangeable in ancient Japanese ? Besides,

there is a greater possibility that the word skin *4
"
to die ”

is not a

compound, ami that its fundamental meaning is “ to become quiet

indicating the cessation of one's activity. Similar examples are too

numerous to quote here, and it is plain that any theory based on such

doubtful grounds can hardly meet with universal acceptance.

The above remarks go to show how difficult it is to draw out what

VOL. VII. pari 1. it
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facts there may be hidden behind the myths that are recorded in a

language not clearly understood, suggesting all the more the intrinsic

merit of the present book. Indeed. Professor Kato's work is beyond

all praise, particularly in his elucidation of the ethical aspect of Shinto.

Parallel cases cited from other religions of the world make the book

extremely interesting to the general reader. The five plates illustrating

the Ise and Idzumo Shrines and the procession of the removal of the

Divine Mirror representing Amaterasu-Omikami are excellent, while

the exhaustive Bibliography and the Index offer a useful reference

to all students of Shinto.

The French translation is somewhat abbreviated and augmented,

without altering the general theme of the work. Several misprints

found in the names of places, of persons, and deities, can be easilv

corrected by referring to the Index, where they are printed accuratelv.

La Maison Franco-Japonaise of Tokyo is to be congratulated on its

undertaking of this translation work, an admirable effort to bring

deeper understanding of the Japanese nation to the French-speaking

people.

S. Y.

Translation of “ Ko-ji-ki
*'

or Records of Ancient Matters ",

By Basil Hall Chamberlain. Second edition, with Annotations

by the late \V. G. Aston. 8|- ;< 6. pp. lxxxv -j- 495. 1 map.

Published with permission of the Asiatic Societv of Japan.

Kobe : J. L. Thompson
;
London : Kegan Paul. 1932. 20 s.n.

Of all the translations of Japanese literature, those that have

rendered the greatest service to the academic world are perhaps Prof.

Chamberlain's Kojiki and Dr. Aston's Aihomji. Unfortunately they

both have long since been rather inaccessible, often compelling a

student to make a daily visit to a library in order to consult the

Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan and of the Japan Societv

in which respectively these translations appear. It is for these reasons

that the second edition of the first-mentioned work is a welcome
publication. It has been prepared from Dr. Aston's copy of the

Supplement with his own annotations, which had been inserted before

his translation of the Sihongi was issued. For the convenience of

readers, however, reference to the latter publication is added in this

new edition, and a list, prepared by Professor Tsugita. of Japanese
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works published on the Kojiki since the first appearance of Professor

Chamberlain's translation in 1882.

It is idle to speak of the value of the present book, for it is a

monumental work of one of the greatest living authorities on the

Japanese language. It stands uncontroverted not because we are

in a position to assume the absolute accuracy of the translation

throughout, but because we have not. even during the intervening

years, attained sufficient further knowledge of the eighth century

Japanese to add anything. And this inability is in spite of Professor

Chamberlain's happy imagination that "the history of the Japanese

language is too well known to us (p. vii), which is by no means true.

What do we know of the phonetic system of eighth-century Japanese ?

Does the specific usage of the Man-yd-gana indicate that there were

more vow^el sounds in the early part of that period than there are in

modern Japanese ? Or does it suggest the existence of palatalized

consonants ? Such points have not as yet received due consideration.

The limitation of our knowledge of the Kojiki language is not confined

to its phonetic system. Are not the meanings we attach to some of

the words occurring in the eighth century literature sheer guess-

work ? Are we clear about the functions of all suffixes ? Until we

have acquired a sound knowledge of these seemingly trivial elements

we cannot profess that w~e understand the language. It is true that

since Professor Chamberlain published his translation of Kojiki

attempts have been made to clarify various doubtful elements in

ancient Japanese by Professors Ando. Hashimoto, Pierson, Yamada,

Yoshizawa. and other researchers. Notwithstanding all these efforts

we have not discovered anything important that would seriously

affect Professor Chamberlain's translation.

From what has been said above it is clear that the present transla-

tion is on the whole accurate to the best of our knowledge of the

language in which the original text is written. The only regrettable

feature of the translation is that, while denouncing the explanations

of early Japanese scholars regarding the structure of words as

“ etvmological gymnastics" (p. 130. n. 16) the translator himself

has fallen into the same error by trying to translate proper names.

We may accept his contention that since it is so extremely difficult

to draw a line between a proper name and a description of the

personage (p. xx) one is tempted to translate the names where possible.

But why the etymology of unmistakable place-names ? We might

almost ask, why the mention of etymology at all ? The value of the
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book would be infinitely greater if the translator had ignored the

groundless etymological expositions advanced by the early com-

mentators instead of following them. As an example of such errors

may be cited the name Oho-ivata-tsu-mi
,
translated

4
* Great-Ocean-

Possessor
5

where -mi is, according to Professor Chamberlain,

equivalent to moehi
4
* possessor ” (p. 31, n. 8). If this derivation

be correct, how are we to account for the presence of -tsu -, which he

doubtless regards as a
44
genitive " particle? Is not Oho-ivata-mi

sufficient, or even more adequate, to convey that meaning, like Oko-

na-muji
,
translated

44
Great-Name-Possessor ” (p. 81) ? There must

be something at fault in the analysis of these names.

In his long Introduction the translator explains (1) the authenticity

of the nature of the text, (2) the method he has adopted in his transla-

tion, and (3) the relation between the Kojiki and the Xihongi. Further,

he proceeds to deduce from the text the manners and customs, the

religious and political ideas of the early Japanese, and finally discusses

the beginnings of the Japanese nation and the credibility of the national

traditions. These inferences alone present a very interesting piece

of literature, and add considerably to the usefulness of the

volume.

There is. however, one point to be noted. Speaking of the Chinese

influence on Japanese culture. Professor Chamberlain quotes nari-

kabura . a humming attachment to the arrow, as an example of such

influence (p. lxxix), telling us that
k4

it was used in China in the time

of the Han dynasty "
(p. 87, n. 7). The earliest mention of narikabura

seems to be found in the Shih-chi ({£ f£) where it is described as

having been used by the Hsiimg-nn (jXj %£). This at once shows

that the object under consideration was not of Chinese origin, and

hence the Japanese may not necessarily have learned its use from

the Chinese.

Another and still more significant problem raised bv Professor

Chamberlain is the question of early Chinese loan-words. Important
as it is. this problem is nevertheless a very difficult one to solve

and some of the identifications given on p. lxxix cannot be accepted

readily. If the word funri “ document '*
has really been derived from

the Chinese % (Anc. Chin, wiutn) as is believed by the translator

(p. xlix, n. 5fi), then we must consider that the Chinese final » was
replaced by -m in Japanese under the influence of the preceding
labial syllable/?/. There seems no other explanation for this sound
substitution. But then, how about knme ”armv(>)" (p. 13^ n . 7)
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and kuni
4

‘ land ", which Professor Chamberlain is inclined to identify

with the Chinese Iff (Anc. Chin, kiuan) and (Anc. Chin, g'iudn)

respectively ? If g'iuon gives rise to kuni in Japanese, knon must also

become kuni, not kume. Thus the etymology of one at least of these

two words is incorrect, unless there is some other reason to account

for this inconsistency.

The following suggestions as to details of translation may prove

useful to the serious student of ancient Japanese.

p. 25, n. 5. Ye-hhne should read E-hime, since ye and e were

clearly distinguished at the time when the Kojiki was compiled.

For the phonetic value of h see Professor Pierson's The Manyosu
,

book i, pp. 38-43.

p. 29, n. 31. Motowori does not suggest that
’ 4

nu may mean
* moor * and de (for te)

4

clapper-bell Y’ hut says that nude may mean

H 4
‘ a clapper-bell "

(
Zenshii

,
vol. i, p. 217).

p. 41, n. 6. The word 4

4

moreover '’ is Professor Chamberlain's

rendering of JT, shibaraku “ just ", of the Shimpukujibon (the edition

of 1371-2). Motowori's readings madzu tsubara ni (Kojikiden) and

ashita ni tsubara ni (Kokun Kojiki) should be rejected,

p. 88, 1. 16. “floor" should read “door" (for ^).

p. 96, 11. 13-14. Mushi-busuma translated
4

4

warm coverlet

"

seems to mean “a hemp coverlet" as suggested by Mr. Matsuoka

(Kogo Daijiten
, p. 1234). The word mushi

44
hemp, linen (?)

"
is

probably akin to fusa " hemp ", and its cognates seem very widely

distributed over the globe : Goldi boso , Oroche boso, busu , Manchu

boso, Mongol bos “ linen ", and in many other languages, both ancient

and modern. Compare, for example, byssus.

p. 112, n. 5. Ari keri , translated "it is", is Motowori's careless

emendation of the original ari nan
, ^j* gg. The same is true

of " it is" (p. 163, 1. 13 and n. 11) for ari nan
, ppf gg gg, and

'*
it was "

(p. 297. 1. 14) for tnashi nan. gg. This nan- form

should be distinguished from the keri-form which occurs in ari keri ,

ft SR (?) 3b " I have! "
(p. 46. 1. 7 and n. 1) : ari keri

, ^ SR M
"
no !

", mashi keri
. ^ SR (?) gg. “ n0 • (P* 117, 1. 9) ;

imashi keri

^ SR 3b "there is" (p. 251. 1. 16 and n. 16).

p. 116, 1. 10. "‘head-hanging" should read “head-inclining",

for means “ to incline ".

p. 123, 1. 27. The word todaru. here translated rich and perfect ",

has been interpreted by Professor Ando as signifying
4

‘ brilliant,

shining " (Gengo to Bungaku, vols. i and vi). It occurs again in the
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expression todaru ama no nihisu no susn
,

liere translated “the soot

on the heavenly new lattice of the gable ” (p. 125. 11. 10-1 1).

p. 134. n. 10. The tsuchi in kabu-tsuchi and the tsutsui in kubu-

tsutsui
,
ishitsutsui seem to mean “ haft, hilt They are probably

derived from *tut- “ to hold, grasp, withhold, restrain, refrain ”, from

which also come the words tsutsimi “ captivity, hindrance, mishap ”,

tsutsushimu “to refrain, be prudent*', etc.

p. 150, 1. 8. “ head ** should read “ neck ” (for ^g).

p. 178, 1. 13. “ the lovely [one] " is Professor Chamberlain’s

translation of ^ (in the Shimpukujibon) which Motowori took for

£t£, ye, and interpreted as t\
"
lovely **. But since ye and e were

carefully distinguished at the time of Kojiki it would be more

appropriate to consider the character £j£ as representing ^ “ good,

fine, beautiful

p. 193, 1. 8.
C£
eleven " should be “ eight ".

p. 210, n. 18. “the first two of these three characters" should

read “ the first and the last of these three characters *\

p. 232, n. 7. The word agitofu is derived from agi
, agito “ jaw

"

and is best translated “to open and close the mouth, to babble”.

Motowori’s rendering “ to say ‘ agi * (my lord) ” is far-fetched (Zenshu,

vol. iii, p. 1295).

p. 244. n. 7. There is no such word as me-guna in Japanese. This

is a result of Motowori* s wrong etymology of tcoguna “boy" which

assumes the meaning “male " in the first syllable teo.

pp. 248-9. The word negi (i/£ |j§) is here used in two different

senses “ to entreat ’* and ” to entertain Thus. “ Be thou the one

to take the trouble to teach him [his duty] "
(p. 248. 11. 15-16) means

“ Be thou the one to entreat and make him understand ", and “ I have
been at that trouble " (p. 249, 1. 5) signifies “ I have already asked

[him] ". whereas “ How didst thou take the trouble ?
"

(p. 249, 11. 6-7)

must denote “ How didst thou entertain [him] ?

”

p. 290, 1. 1. “ firmly standing " should be followed by “ [as] the

Deity of Medicine " which is the usual interpretation of htshi no
kami, fg tW 01-

p. 297, n. 2. According to Professor Ando ehidaru (fa p£ is

identical with todaru (g p£ gfc). already mentioned under p. 123.

p. 362, 1.8. “ Come " should be followed by some such word as
“ stealthily which seems to be the meaning of shitata ni mo ^
£ £ m €*

p. 375, 1. 12. The sentence “ At this time there came over people
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expression todaru atnci no nihisu no susu
,
here translated

££
the soot

on the heavenly new lattice of the gable ” (p. 125. 11. LO-11).

p. 134, n. 10. The tsuchi in kabu-tsuchi and the tsutsui in kubu-

tsutsui
,

ishitsutsui seem to mean £
* haft, hilt They are probably

derived from *tut-
<£
to hold, grasp, withhold, restrain, refrain ”, from

which also come the words tsutsinni ** captivity, hindrance, mishap

tsutsushimu
w
' to refrain, be prudent *\ etc.

p. 150, 1. 8.
££
head “ should read

‘ £

neck ” (for |g).

p. 178, 1. 13.
k
' the lovely [one]

'*
is Professor Chamberlain's

translation of (in the Shimpukujibon) which Motowori took for

JjE ,
ye

,
and interpreted as gg\ e. lovely But since ye and e were

carefully distinguished at the time of Kojiki it would be more

appropriate to consider the character as representing ^ ££
good,

fine, beautiful

p. 193, 1. 8.
££
eleven " should be ” eight ”.

p. 210. n. 18.
£
* the first two of these three characters ” should

read
£

'the first and the last of these three characters”.

p. 232, n. 7. The word agitofu is derived from agi , agito
6i
jaw ”

and is best translated
,£
to open and close the mouth, to babble “.

Motowori' s rendering
£

‘ to say
£

agi * (my lord) ” is far-fetched
(
Zenshu

,

vol. iii, p. 1295).

p. 244. n. 7. There is no such word as me-guna in Japanese. This

is a result of Motowori* s wrong etymology of woguna ’ £ boy” which

assumes the meaning ** male " in the first syllable wo.

pp. 248-9. The word negi |§) is here used in two different

senses
££
to entreat ” and to entertain **. Thus, Be thou the one

to take the trouble to teach him [his duty] "
(p. 248. 11. 15-16) means

££ Be thou the one to entreat and make him understand \ and ££
I have

been at that trouble “
(p. 249, 1. 5) signifies

£
’ I have already asked

[him] whereas
££ How didst thou take the trouble ? " (p. 249, 11. 6-7)

must denote ** How didst thou entertain [him] ?

“

p. 290, 1. 1.
* ;

firmly standing “ should be followed by ’ £

[as] the

Deity of Medicine *’ which is the usual interpretation of kuski no

kami , jJD H*
p. 297, n. 2. According to Professor Ando ehidaru (£fl [?£ is

identical with todaru (^ [>£ fft), already mentioned under p. 123.

p. 362, 1. 8.
** Come " should be followed by some such word as

£
* stealthily which seems to be the meaning of shitata ni mo ^
& ^

p. 3/5. 1. 12. The sentence At this time there came over people
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from Kure should follow “Again the Kahase Retainers were

established " in 1. 13.

p. 394, n. 4. In the Shimpukujibon the two words asato

" morning " and yufuto “evening*' appear in the forms asako (|5pJ

ff) and ynfuke ff) respectively. The -to in the former

pair of words, like -ke and -ko (?) in the latter, is a locative suffix : it

has no such signification as “ doors ", in which Professor Chamberlain

has followed Motowori's interpretation
(Zenshu ,

vol. iv, pp. 2098-9).

p. 399. 1. 2. “ Song " should be “ Song-Hedge *’.

p. 400. n. 12. "so after “ the original being " should read ” ski ",

as it is written ijf.

Lastly, the following misprints and omissions may be noted.

The forms as printed are given first :

—

I. Chinese Characters.—p. xxxviii, 1. 11, ^ p. xxxix. 1. 39-

m ; m- P- 30 * n. 2
, ± : ± p. 36, n. 11

. \| : ft. p. 64. n. 9.

m ; P* 73, n,9,i; JI. p. 102, n. 3. £ ; H or *.
p. 114, n. 10. H : P- 137. n. 6, 5$ : M- p. 159, n. 26. jfc ;

p. 162, n. 5. : J]

.

p. 165, 11 . 2. Jft ; ,£>. p. 218, n. 17, A •

31 Mi A- The more correct translation would therefore be
t:
people

of that side [-building] ", meaning “ you

II. Proper Names.—p. 30. n. 3, -zu-bime- ; -su-hime-. p. 42,

n. 12, Sara- : Naru-. p. 49, n. 17, -ne- ; -no-, p. 49, n. 18, Nika- :

Naka -. -komi ; -kami. p. 53, n. 12, -ftnni ; Afumi. p. 106. n. 2,

-nntsu-bi- ; -subi-. p. 120. n. 9, Tori-; Ame-no-tori p. 125, n. 37,

Knrnu- . . . -kami ; Kami - . . .
-mikoto

. p. 128, n. 5. -no-nigi

;

-no-ni-nigi . p. 199. 1. 7. Mato : Maito. p. 204, 1. 4, Mimi- : Miwi-.

p. 205, 1. 12, Oho- : Oto-. p. 206. 1. 4, -be ; -ne. p. 213, 1. 1. Igaka- ;

Ikaga-. p, 222, 1. 11. Otokuni ; Ohokuni. p. 257, 1. 8, Sugamu ;

Sagamu. p. 293, n. 21. Aguchi ; Aguchi. p. 325, 1. 1. daughter of

•the Duke of Muragata in Himuka : daughter of Ushimoro, the Duke

of Muragata in Himuka. p. 348. 1. 1, -iratsume ; -iratsume (three

Deities), p. 360, 1. 7, Thereupon Anaho : Thereupon Prince Anaho.

p. 375, 1. 4, Wake- ; Waka-. p. 376. n. 6. Himokuma- ; Hinokuma-.

p. 407, 1. 27. Hirataka : Hirotaka. p. 408, 1. 6. -wake- : -waka-.

p. 408, 1. 18, Kara- : Kata-, p. 410, 1. 28. -kura-tama- ; -kura-futo-

tama-. p. 411. 1. 6. Inawe : Iname. p. 411, 1. 8. Ihakumo : Ihakuma.

III. Songs.—p. 418, 1. 13. yo
;

ya. p. 418. 1. 18, ko-ra ; ko.

p. 420, 1. 5, Shigekoki : Shikekoki. p. 421. 1. 17, tatanamu yo :

tachi ni keri. p. 422, 1. 3. o ; a. p. 422, 1. 6. Tatanatsuku ; Tata-

nadzuku. p. 422. 1. 17. Wotomo : Wotome. p. 422. 1. 22. -motorofu
;
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-motoborofu. p. 423, 1. 12, Isa
;

Iza. p. 425, 1. 10, wo : ha. p. 426,

1. 20, watari no ; watari ni. p. 428, n. 19, mikahoshi ; migahoski .

p. 433, 1. 13, hi
;

ni.

S. Y.

The Phonetics of Japanese Language. With Reference to Japanese

Script. By P. M. Suski. 7x5. pp. 123. Los Angeles : The

Science Society; London: Kegan Paul, 1931. 9s.

The author of this work seems unaware of the fact that since

E. R. Edwards published Etude phonetique de la langue japonaise
,

nearly thirty years ago, many books have been written on Japanese

phonetics, as, for example, A. Imagawa's Tokyoben (1915), K. Jimbo's

Kokugo Onseigaku (1925), G. Mori's Pronunciation of Japanese (1929).

and H. E. Palmers The Principles of Romanization tvith special

Reference to the Romanization of Japanese (1930). Naturally the

present book does not give us any further information on the subject

than that with which we are already familiar.

The first half of the book is devoted to a study on the system of

Japanese writing. This is because Mr. Suski felt it “ a necessity to

describe how Japanese sounds are 'outcome of Chinese sounds and

ancient Japanese ; the language itself is based, not on spoken tongue

but rather on written words, which allow varied sounds, circum-

stantial or personal" (p. 55). Here it must be pointed out that

the author uses the word sound

'

5

with three distinct meanings
c*

*

When he tells us that “ there are 101 single sounds in spoken Japanese,

which may be written in Romaji "
(p. 9T). we should not wonder how

these 101 different sounds can be adequately represented bv 26

Roman letters, for the author means by " 101 single sounds ” as

many syllabic sounds. But when he speaks of ** Chinese sounds
”

(p. 55) and “ 304 Japanese sounds "
(p. 8) he refers in both cases to

the On of the Chinese characters. His third use of the term is normal.

Despite this wide application of the word " sound " the author's

intention can be sufficiently gathered from his statement cited above,

i.e. to explain the history of the sounds as heard in modern spoken
Japanese. Most unfortunately, however, he has not made adequate
use of the valuable materials we have before us for such a purpose.
He should have taken into consideration all the known facts relating

to the phonetic s\stem of Japanese since the eighth centurv instead
of giving the lists of ” 304 Japanese sounds of Kanji" (pp. 8-11) and
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the Man-yd-gana with an antiquated Roman transcription (pp. 46-8).

Not only do these serve no purpose in a book on phonetics, but they are

also misleading, because the phonetic values of the Man-yd-gana , the

Kana signs and the On of the Chinese characters have undergone

a series of changes in the process of time.

Although the book under review cannot be called a serious work

it may benefit the beginners of Japanese who wish to acquire a

rudimentary knowledge of the modern system of Japanese writing

and of the sounds as heard in careful speech of Tokyo citizens. Space

does not permit us to point out the errors, which are not infrequent

in this volume.

S. Yoshitake.

Die legexdare MaghazI-Literatur. By Rudi Paret. pp. viii + 251

.

Tubingen : J. C. B. Mohr, 1931.

In his earlier studies in the Arabic folk-literature Dr. Paret has

shown what a fertile and little-explored field still awaits investigation

outside the familiar range of the Arabian Night? and the ‘Antar and

Hilal romances. In the present work he has developed more fully

his own method in relation to an important but neglected section of

this literature, which he first summarizes and then subjects to analytical

examination, with results not only interesting in themselves but also

of value for the study of the inner aspects of Islamic thought. The

importance of the Arabian Nights for such a study has long been

recognized ; that of the popular romances associated with the history

of Muhammad (the Sira-romances) and his wars (the Maghazl-

romances)—the latter of w’hieh form the subject of this work—is no

less great, though specialized within a narrower range, and to some

extent coloured by the peculiar conditions of a particular period.

Moreover, the fact that several of them have been printed and reprinted

of recent years shows that they have not yet lost all their meaning

for the present day.

These romances naturally concentrate upon the jihad and the

relation of Muslims to non-Muslims of all kinds, and do not step far

outside these limits. By the picture which they give of the popular

attitude to these questions they furnish an interesting commentary

upon and supplement to the theoretical expositions of the Muslim

jurists and the data supplied by historical and literary works. In

the second part of his book Dr. Paret methodically arranges the
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information thus gleaned under separate heads, which often throw

illuminating side-lights on the orientation of popular Muslim thought

(e.g. its positivism and optimism, pp. 171-2
;

the magical value of

ritual recitations, pp. 178-180
;

conversion and missionary activity,

pp. 232-3). The period from which the principal redaction of the

romances dates (the first half of the fourteenth century) has left its

mark on their contents : on the one hand there was the stimulus of

Islamic feeling caused by the reaction from the Crusades and the

Mongol domination, on the other the close alliance between the new

Sufi fraternities and the trade guilds, which had just reached full

development, and explains the strong ‘Alid sympathies within their

Sunni framework. One may even be tempted to describe them as

a kind of Sirat
6

All, but the manner in which the more definitely

Shi'ite doctrines are whittled down to conformity with Sunni views is

very well illustrated by the author (p. 207). The romances show in

general a somewhat monotonous lack of imaginative power, diversified

only where they are based on incidents related in the genuine historical

sources, the general reliability of which thus receives confirmation

in an unexpected way. These reflections of the historical works are

carefully noted by Dr. Paret ; those of the Qur'an are occasionally

referred to, but not made the subject of a special investigation. Among
the unhistorical materials too, however, there are some interesting

details. It is a surprise to find a Muslim version of the mediaeval

Christian legend of Muhammad's coffin—here it is a heathen idol

which is suspended between magnets (p. 215) : and the story of

Haddam's artificial Paradise (pp. 99. 221) might be taken for an

echo of the familiar story of the Old Man of the Mountain were it

not for the counterpart of an equally artificial Hell.

H. A. R. G.

Vorislamische Altertumer. By Carl Rathjexs and Hermaxx
v. \\ issmaxx. (Rathjens-v. W issmannsche Siidarabien-Reise.

Band 2.—Hamburgische Universitat. Abhandlungen aus dem
Gebiet des Auslandskunde. Band 38.) pp. xvi -f 212. Hamburg.
1932.

The authors of this work were, by a fortunate chance, enabled to

carry out in 1927 a short archaeological tour in the vicinity of San‘a.

and even to supervise the excavation of a Soutli-Arabian temple at

the village of Hugga. Hurriedly though it was done, and at a none
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too promising spot, the results of their investigation have thus a

certain historic importance as the firstfruits of excavation in the

Taman. Its tangible results were, indeed, rather meagre, and it is

greatly to the credit of the authors that by a careful piecing together

of their fragmentary materials with those of earlier explorers, they

have induced them to yield such a respectable body of evidence and

conclusions. Apart from the archaeological finds, which provide

confirmation of the remarkable architectural and constructional ability

of the Sabseans, and their simple but effective decorative processes,

some additional light has been thrown on the ancient culture of the

Yaman, particularly as regards burials. Whether, however, the

existence of two types of temple plan and two types of burial is

sufficient to support the hypothesis of an old Hamitic culture, which

fell about 1000 b.c. before the advance of the more familiar Semitic

culture from the north, is still doubtful, as also is the suggestion (p. 72)

that the South Arabian temple was the architectural forerunner ol

the Islamic mosque. But the gradual accumulation of
#
evidence fox-

some sort of relations between Arabia and the Hamites is becoming

more and more impressive, and there will be general agreement with

the authors’ conclusion that the key to these oldest racial and cultural

problems must be sought in the Yaman.

H. A. R. G.

Historical Facts for the Arabian Musical Influence. By
H. G. Farmer, pp. xii -f- 37f>. London : William Reeves, n.d.

12s. 6rf.

Readers who are not acquainted with Dr. Farmer’s earlier writings

on the musical contribution of the Arabs to medieval Europe would

be well advised to read carefully his chapter on Music " in The

Legacy of Islatn. before attempting this book. This for two reasons :

one, that the present work expressly exclude* the subject of mensural

music, which the author himself regards as the most important legacy

of the Arabs : the other, that in order to grasp the bearing of many

of the arguments, it is essential to have some idea of the process a*

a whole. The genesis of the book was a series of articles in the Musical

Standard , replying to a criticism of Dr. Farmer’s original pamphlet

on the Arabian Influence ; to these have been added a long introductory

chapter and forty-eight Appendices dealing with individual points in

detail. The greater part is taken up with the defence of medieval
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Arabic musical science against the ill-informed depreciation of the

critics, and Dr. Farmer has little difficulty in dislodging them from

this singularly weak position and driving home his counter-attack.

On the other hand, he admits that definite proof of Arabian influence

in the Western systems of solmization and notation are still lacking.

The difficulty with which he is faced is the same as that which confronts

nearly all students of medieval culture. Literary evidences are late

and not very satisfactory, and the kernel of the problem lies in the

extent to which viva-voce transmission, both practical and theoretical,

can be demonstrated on more or less indirect testimony. Of the

probative value of the
<c
clues

*' which Dr. Farmer brings forward

it is hardly for a layman to judge, but there will be general agreement

with his claim that they are entitled to serious consideration.

H. A. R. G.

The Muslim Creed. Bv A. J. Wensixck. pp. 304. Cambridge

University Press, 1932. 15s.

“ There is no God but God and Muhammad is the prophet of God.*’

It is a shock to learn that Islam existed without this declaration.

Both parts of it are contained in the Kuran but they were not at first

united in a challenge to the unbelieving world. In Medina Muhammad
was busy in persuading the tribes to acknowledge him and was so

bothered by material cares that he wras more concerned with the

payment of the religious tax than with the form of wrords in which

his headship was recognized. As the elements of the confession are

found in the Kuran so are the beginnings of a creed, Each one

believes in God, his angels, his scripture, and his apostlesA The

spiritual history of Islam from the prophet's death till about a.d. 750

is contained in the traditions. Most of these are comparatively late

or have been revised to agree with later fashions of thought or action.

One can only admire the insight with wTiich Professor Wensinek has

sifted the mass of tradition and written a convincing history of Muslim

thought. Even such an elementary creed as the “ five pillars of

Islam
"—faith, prayer, the religious tax, fasting, and pilgrimage

—

was of slow growth. One form of this says that Islam has four

commands and four prohibitions, the things forbidden being vessels

for keeping wine. This is clearly early, but it has been revised bv the

insertion of the confession. Another defines the duties of a Muslim
as the service of God, performance of prayer, payment of tax, and
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keeping the bonds of relationship. Another says five daily prayers,

the fast, and payment of tax. Islam has moved a long wav from

the first sermons of Muhammad ; the great problem is no longer how
to escape hell but how to distinguish a Muslim from other men. The

same circumstances gave rise to traditions on the difference between

faith and Islam
;

the definition of faith is not philosophical but a

statement of its content, belief in God, his books, and his prophets,

following the example of the Kuran. When men flocked into Islam

in crowds the old believers doubted the newcomers' sincerity. The

words, “ he who takes part in the holy war does so to his personal

profit," reveal the doubts felt by some at the course Islam was taking.

Opposition to the Khawarij produced the statement that the pro-

nouncement of the confession was enough to make a man a Muslim.

One variety of this tradition ends with the words, ‘‘ even though

Abu Dharr should turn up his nose "
: such obstinate doctrinaires

as he were forerunners of the Khawarij. Islam never got beyond

the position of Ezekiel that the last moment's of a man's life decided

his destiny.

Discussions about God did not begin till the making of traditions

had almost ceased, though one, which denies the intercession of the

prophet, agrees with the teaching of the Mu'tazila. If the canon of

tradition had been closed a little later we should have had the opinions

of the prophet on the attributes of God and the relations of substance

and accident. With the Mu’tazila the book reaches a subject which

is comparatively well known and loses the interest of noveltv, for up

to this point the matter has been quite fresh. There follows a sketch

of their teaching, the reaction led by al Asldari, and later developments.

Then come translations of several creed-like documents with a com-

mentary clause by clause and elaborate cross-references. In the latest

creed God is a deduction from the existence of the world
;
there could

not be a better proof of the change that Islam had undergone. This

second half of the book is heavy going, upholding the epigram that

religion is interesting till it becomes theological. Indeed, one is

tempted to say that the first hundred pages must have been written

by a Frenchman and the rest by a German. In the book as it stands

many subjects are treated in three commentaries representing three

stages in the history of dogma. It would probably have been easier

reading if the texts had been given with the briefest notes possible

and the history of each doctrine given connectedly in a joint

commentary.
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It is instructive to find that in the heat of controversy a practice

(p. 158) is declared to be necessary, when passions had cooled some-

what it became commendable, and later still allowable. A change

of terminology may be noted. A1 Ash'ari uses makan for substratum
,

Shahrastani uses mahall.

A few details are open to question. The phrase, “ pretend to

remove tanzih
"

(p. 90) is a slip. The advocates of allegorical inter-

pretation claimed to distinguish the qualities of God from those of

men while their opponents charged them with denying these qualities

to Him. “ Maintain tanzih “ is wanted. Ma‘bad (p. 53) took his

ideas from Susan. Maqrizi calls this man Sansoe. In Pehlevi one

sign does duty for both w and n ; is there any authority for preferring

one form of the name to the other \

k
‘ Beauty and ugliness, beautiful

and ugly "
(p. 63) should surely be

* 4

right and wrong The problem

is the origin of our ideas of right and wrong ; some said that a thing

was right because God willed it to be so while others held that right

would be right though there were no God. ‘Abd Allah ibn Sa‘kl

(p. 136) and Abu Muhammad 4Abd Allah ibn Sa‘id (p. 144) are probably

the same man though there are two entries in the index (it is called

Register, p. 204). There is some doubt about the name but evervone

calls him ibn Kullab or al Kullabi not al Kilabi. The author quotes

(p. 44) the tradition, ” Whoso commits fornication cannot be faithful

at the same time, etc.'* The translation gives the meaning attributed

to the words by the exegetes. but the words themselves are frankly

antinomian. The sentence at the top of p. 213 scarcely makes sense.

To turn to bigger matters. It may be asked if enough weight has

been allowed to the influence of Christianity. We may doubt if the

religious ideas which al A'sha learnt at Hira had much effect on Muslim

theology, but ‘Abd Allah ibn ’Umar had a friend in Syria who was

unsound on predestination (quoted by Ylieger, p. 201). This would

show that Basra was not the only place where new ideas fermented.

John of Damascus is quoted (p. 71), ” The divine light and workings,

though one and simple and indivisible, shine in various ways in the

individual beings, according to their goodness,” which is like the

theorv of Abu 4 Hudhail that the attributes of God differ according* o
to the variations of what is known and done (Maqdlut, p. 486). His

views on heaven, too, recall the Christian idea of rest from labour
;

this or Neo-Platonism is the more likely source, not elaborate specula-

tions on the nature of finitude. Islam made the same distinction

between the w ill of God and his good pleasure as did Christianity
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(p. 145) ;
and an attempt is made to separate knlam from qaui as

Adyta are distinct from p^/xara. A problem of interest is the origin

of istata'a ,
“ faculty " as it is translated. Muslims argued whether

it existed before or with the act or both before and with
;
whether

the faculty for faith was also the faculty for unbelief or not. It may
be that the word comes from the Kuran, like fotsb and khadhldn, for

the Kuran and the comments of popular religion on it had more

influence on religious thought than is usually recognized. Thus the

MiUtazilite interest in scorpions was due to those as big as camels

which public fancy put in hell to torment sinners. But it is note-

worthy that Theodore Abu Qurra uses this word, faculty.
* k

In the

body is the existence, equipment, and faculty for all the movements

of man's nature." He also speaks of ** the faculty of powers " and

“ power of faculty By going outside the limits which Professor

Wensinck has set himself we could find other points of contact. The

innovations of early Islam were not true heresies but symptoms of

growing pains. Those, whom the historians of dogma condemned

as non-Muslims, were sincere in calling themselves Muslims.

It is tempting to suggest that the power of intercession given to

the prophet (p. 181) is a survival of the Arab spirit. The Kuran shows

that the Arabs regarded the minor Gods as intercessors
; history tells

that mediators were employed in every branch of life, and this custom

has not died out. The intercession of the prophet is this habit carried

into religion.

A turning point in the history of Islam is connected with al Ash‘ari.

The author inclines to the view that the doctrine usually called his

really belongs to his school. There is no doubt that al Ash'ari went

over to the right wing of Islam, Shahrastani called him a disciple of

Ibn Kullab. Would the conversion of a prominent MuAazilite have

caused such a stir ? Could anyone give up the habits of thought of

a lifetime ? The words put into his mouth, “ I do not begin a dis-

cussion on theology, but when others go deeply into what is not

fitting, I call them back to God's decrees," do not exclude reasoned

discussion of religion, though revelation not reason is the foundation.

The footnotes need revision ; the references to the maqdldt do not

agree with the copy in the School library.

Professor Wensinck has paid us a compliment by writing this book

in English and we appreciate it. The first five chapters can be recom-

mended to all who want to know something about early Islam and

students cannot do without the whole book. There is something
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in it for all. language, history, and law, besides theology. Only those

who have worked through a collection of traditions can appreciate the

immense labour that has gone to the making of this book. The

professor has never let his material get out of hand ; his facts are

carefully arranged and point to his conclusions without ever obscuring

them. It is a human book and a wise.

A. S. T.

Le Pelerinage de la Mecque. Par Dr. Duguet. pp. 337. Paris :

Les Editions Rieder. 1932. Fr. 30.

The true subject of this book is not named in the title, yet two-

thirds of the whole are given up to cholera. To introduce his subject

the author gives a description of the pilgrimage which is so readable

that it is almost ungracious to say that one or two points are open

to criticism. The world-wide appeal of Mam is made clear by tables

showing the lands from which the pilgrims come. The problem is

the poor pilgrim
;
two of them walked across the Lybian desert

where the space of 300 kilometres produces nothing but stones. A
chapter is given to the sacred towns in Irak and the traffic in corpses

from Persia. In the body of the book the author describes the

epidemics at Mecca, the hospitals (!), the development of preventive

measures outside the Hedjaz. and his hopes for the future. The

policies of the Turks, King Husain, and Ibn Sa'ud. the change in

defence from long quarantine to inoculation and disinfection, and the

growth of the International Sanitary Conference are explained. He
records inhuman wickedness and magnificent courage and generosity.

A squeamish layman should not read some of the pages just before

dinner or bed. In former days the deserts formed a sufficient shield

for the health of Europe ; a caravan rotten with cholera was clean

before it was out of the desert. The steamship and motor have

changed that. The great danger has always been secrecy and the

contraband traffic. The conclusion is that all pilgrims should be

protected by inoculation against cholera, plague, and smallpox before

leaving their homes ; then the Hedjaz will not be in danger itself

nor a danger to others. There are a few misprints, one of which makes
the name of Dr. Olsehanietzki even less pronounceable than it is bv
nature. A very useful book.

A. S. T.
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Ta'rIkh-i Jahan-gushay of Juwayni. Vol. iii, being a facsimile of

a MS. dated a.h. 690. with an introduction by Sir E. D. Ross,

pp. 108. London : The Royal Asiatic Society, 1931.

The first volume of Juwayni*s Tankh-i Jahdn-gushd was published

in 1912, and was followed by the second volume in 1916. Of vol. iii.

pp. 1-184 (covering 69 out of 108 pages of the present edition) had

long been printed, but other urgent work delayed the completion

of this most important enterprise by Mlrza Muhammad khan Qazvlnl.

Persons interested in Persian history will be glad to hear that the

learned editor is now actively passing the volume through the Press,

and before long the critical edition of the whole of Juwayni* s text

will be in every orientalist library.

This good news does not in the least impair the value of Sir D.

Ross's initiative in bringing out a facsimile of this very good manuscript

of vol. iii, dated 690/1291. This new copy will be welcome for the

preparation of the printed text, and even when the latter is ready,

this photographic reproduction will keep its utility both on account

of the documentary value which every ancient and consistent manu-

script possesses, and for scholastic purposes. There is no better

philological exercise for scholars and students than the study of a

manuscript which has always some personal problem about it.

In the English table of contents a slip must be corrected : on

p. 93 of the MS. it is Jala 1 al-dln. master of Alamut who is in question

and not the homonvmous Khwarizmshah.

V. M.

The Damascus Chronicle of the Crusades. Extracted from the

Chronicle of Ibn ai Qalanisi. By H. A. R. Gibb. pp. 368. Luzac,

15s. 1932.

The editing and translation of this volume must have been a trouble-

some and difficult task. Professor Gibb is therefore the more to be

congratulated on its accomplishment. It is a great thing for the student

of the early crusades to be provided with a text which shows them how

those expeditions appeared in the eyes of a pious Muslim gentleman.

In a number of details the latter differs materially from the narratives

of the Christian chroniclers. Many of these differences are matters of

chronology, on which, at least so far as appears at first sight, nothing

very much depends. More interesting is a detail of the crusaders*

siege of Damascus. According to William of Tyre, the crusaders

VOL. VII. PART 1 . 15
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abandoned a good camp for a bad one owing to the treachery of some

among them who took a bribe from the Muslims for so doing, and,

the chronicler adds, were paid, as they deserved, in leaden coins gilt

over to deceive them. Ibn al Qalanisi says nothing of this, but points

out that the crusaders moved from their original camp because the

Muslims had diverted the course of the canal by which they had been

supplied with water, and adds that their second camp was more com-

fortably placed than their first. In this matter the Muslim writer is

more likely to be right than the Christian. He was probably an eye-

witness of the siege, and records that when the crusaders abandoned

the siege their corpses stank so as to sicken the very birds.

It is, however, as presenting the other point of view that this

Muslim chronicle is specially valuable. No one, of course, would be

likely even wdthout his aid, to forget that another side existed. But it

is well to be reminded of the delight w ith which the people of Damascus

watched the heads of their enemies being carried on spears through their

streets, and that this pious public servant regarded the Latins as

idolaters and polytheists. Another very interesting point emerges

from his narrative. Readers of the Western chronicles certainly are led

to regard the Muslim dominion in Syria as a united thing. But, in fact,

it was far otherwise. Damascus for example passed from the hands of

a Berber garrison holding it in the name of the khalif of Egypt into

those of a Turkoman garrison holding it in the name of Saljuk Alp

Arslan. Syria was divided out among a host of warring princelets,

whom Sultan Nur-ud-din and later on Saladin, had a w^orld of difficulty

in uniting against the common enemy.

H. D.

The Problem of the North-West Frontier, 1890-1908 : With
a Survey of Policy since 1849. By C. Collin Davies, Ph.D.

(Cantab.), pp. xii 4- 220, 3 maps. Cambridge University Press,

1932. 125. 6d.

This is an admirable and clearly written study of what the author

rightly describes as one of the most difficult, but at the same time one

of the most interesting, frontier problems in the world. The book
gives an excellent survey of the intricate history of the North-

West Frontier of India since 1848, together with a more detailed

discussion of various defence schemes that have been adopted or
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suggested since 1890. Dr. Davies, who is a thorough master of his

subject, has based his account upon official documents and other

original sources, and has presented the results of his careful research

wo* in a lucid, impartial, and well-balanced form. The interest

of the book is greatly enhanced by the fact that the author has a

considerable personal knowledge of the border country and has made
a first-hand study of the racial characteristics, customs, and religious

beliefs of the tribesmen.

The book opens with a detailed discussion of the relative merits

of the four possible lines of defence—the line of the Indus, so warmlv

advocated by Lord Lawrence despite all the lessons of history, the

old Sikh line which Lord Roberts declared to be an impossible frontier,

the line which was demarcated in 1893 as a result of the negotiations

conducted by Sir Mortimer Durand and which possesses no strategic

merits, and the so-called scientific frontier commanding the passes

between Kandahar and Kabul. From the military as well as from the

political point of view not one of these frontiers is entirely satisfactorv.

but the force of circumstances, the restless and marauding activities

of the tribesmen and the Russian advance in central Asia, has com-

pelled us. often against our will, to move forward almost continuously

towards the scientific line. British policy regarding the North-West

Frontier has fluctuated incessantly and has not infrequently suffered

as a result of conflicting political opinions at home. Even a Vicerov

as pacific in his intentions as Lord Ripon, however, who came to India

with strict injunctions to reverse the forward policy of his predecessor.

Lord Lytton, and who had made up his mind to withdraw from the

recently acquired positions in Baluchistan, when confronted by the

steady advance of the Cossacks upon Merve wns forced to admit

that a policy of retirement was impossible. Not only wTas Baluchistan

retained by the Liberal Viceroy and the railway reconstructed at

considerable expense, but an extension of the line to Chanak was also

undertaken.

Dr. Davies s intimate knowledge of the character of the native

population and his detailed description of British relations with

individual tribes bring home to the reader the great political difficulties

of the frontier problem. We never have had, and probably never can

have, a single uniform policy for the whole frontier zone. The system

employed by Sir Robert Sanfleman of granting allowances to friendly

tribes was eminently successful in Baluchistan, a region in which

the tribal chiefs w^ere powerful enough to control their followers :
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but it proved an utter failure when tried by Mr. R. I. Bruce in

Waziristan among the lawless, undisciplined hordes of the Mahsuds.

The formation of the North-West Frontier Province during the

Viceroyalty of Lord Curzon was, in the opinion of Dr. Davies, a

necessary part of the reconstruction following the rising of 1897

—

a rising that was due primarily to the forward movement of the early

’nineties, but was stimulated by an outburst of fanaticism among the

Afridi tribes and by the sinister influence of Afghan intrigues. Lord

Curzon's frontier policy of “ withdrawal and concentration
”

undoubtedly led to a sounder system of border administration and

“ gave to India a longer period of rest from border warfare than had

been experienced for many weary years

A separate chapter is devoted to the study of Anglo-Afghan

relations. The establishment of a strong, independent, and friendly

Afghan State does not, as Dr. Davies points out, in itself solve the

problem of Indian defence. Russia is still a potential danger to our

Indian empire, nor can the Government shirk the responsibility of

protecting the friendly tribesmen of the Frontier Province against

the incursions of robber bands from across the border. The vulnerable

portion of the Frontier lies between Peshawar and Quetta and military

strategists are almost unanimously of the opinion that to protect

this area it is necessary to hold both the eastern and the western

extremities of the five main mountain passes. In normal times the

defence of the Frontier, in Dr. Davies’s opinion, can be entrusted to

native troops, but he emphasizes the importance of greater mobility

in cases of emergency which can only be ensured by the construction

of a more efficient road and railway system to enable British troops

to be rapidly concentrated at any point of danger.

The final pacification of the Frontier, if such a thing is indeed

possible, must necessarily be a slow process. Waziristan, it should

be remembered, is not a self-supporting country and from time

immemorial economic necessity has compelled the tribesmen to eke

out their precarious existence by means of robbery and plunder.

Dr. Davies, however, produces convincing evidence to show that from

1890 onwards political propaganda, instigated directly or indirectly

by the Afghan Government, has been a potent cause of unrest among
the tribesmen. Until the blockade of the Persian Gulf, too, in 1910

warfare on the Frontier was certainly augmented by the alarming

increase of gun-running that was going on. It is essential for the

security of India and the maintenance of peace on the Frontier that
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British predominance in the Persian Gulf should be maintained and
that any recrudescence of this illicit traffic in arms should be instantly

suppressed.

Politicians of all schools of thought who are interested in the well-

being of India, should most certainly read Dr. Davies’s book and

should bear in mind his warning that any Great Power which fails

adequately to protect its frontier ceases to be great
;
any empire

that neglects this important duty of self-preservation is eventually

overthrown

The book contains three excellent maps prepared by the author,

and a most useful bibliography.

CUTHBERT HEADLAM.

The Jesuits and the Great Mogul. By Sir Edward Maclagan.

pp. xxi + 434, 12 plates, 2 maps. London : Burns Oates and

Washbourne, 1932. 175. 6rf.

This well-written and well-arranged work provides the student

of Indian history with the first comprehensive account of Jesuit

activities in Mughal India from Aquaviva's mission in the reign of

Akbar to the death at Lucknow in 1803 of Father Wendel, the ex-

Jesuit. Although Sir Edward Maclagan offers an apology to his

readers for the frequency with wffiich they are introduced to the

authorities on which his narrative is based, no such apology is necessary,

for much of the value of this book lies in the excellent arrangement

whereby future investigators may readily find references to informa-

tion scattered throughout numerous publications. Useful work on

this subject has already been done by Father Hosten. a list of whose

articles will be found in Appendix ii, and by Mr. C. J. Pavne wdiose

Akbar and the Jesuits and Jahangir and the Jesuits were published

in 1926 and 1930 respectively. It is interesting to note that manu-

script copies of several works in Persian written by the Jesuit

missionaries form part of the Marsden collection in the School of

Oriental Studies. These are described in considerable detail in

Chapter xiv.

When it is remembered that the Persian sources for the last ten

years of Akbar s reign are of little historical value, some idea will be

obtained of the importance of the Jesuit reports for any reconstruction

of the history of this period. The TabakdtA-Akbar

i

does not extend

beyond the year 1593 ; Badaoni s wurk ends in 1595 ;
and the
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Akbarnmna
,
which is historically unimportant in its later chapters,

comes to an abrupt conclusion with the murder of Abul Fazl in 1602.

More than this, the testimony of the Jesuits, like the general body of

European evidence, serves as a useful corrective to the official historians

so prone to eulogistic descriptions of the activities of contemporary

monarchs. Badaoni, a stern and orthodox Sunni, is of course violently

opposed to Akbar's eclecticism. Again, the Jesuit Fathers, unlike

Hawkins and other rough sailors of the period, were cultured men

and skilled observers. At the same time, in order to arrive at the

truth, it is always necessary to take their religious and political views

into consideration, for not only did they represent the forces of the

Counter-Reformation but they were also leaders of deputations from

the Portuguese settlement at Goa. It must always be borne in mind

that they were not casual travellers but men who came into the

closest contact with Akbar and Jahangir. Residing at the Mughal

court, they had, in the early days of the mission, unrivalled oppor-

tunities for observation, and, if it were for this alone, their opinions

must carry great weight.

At first the Jesuits turned their attention to the conversion of

Akbar, but the attempt ended in failure. There were many reasons

for this. The Jesuits attributed their lack of success to the fact that

Akbar was a bad listener ;
that he was quite unable to give up the

pleasures of the harem and confine himself to one wife
;
and that he

was seeking a sign, such as the fire ordeal, but no sign was forthcoming,

Akbar himself stated quite frankly that he found the doctrine of the

Trinity and the Incarnation to be the chief obstacle. Bohlen in his

Alte Indien and Noer in his Kaiser Akbar suggested that Akbar was

influenced by reports which had reached him of the cruelties of the

Inquisition at Goa, but Sir Edward points out that there is nothing

in the records to show that Akbar had heard of the Inquisition.

The chapter on Shah Jahan contains an excellent and detailed

examination of all the available evidence relating to the attack upon

Hugli and the fate of the Christian prisoners. Opinions will always

be divided as to whether this can be cited as an example of religious

or political intolerance. It is now generally recognized that the

orthodoxy of Aurangzeb was not so abrupt as has sometimes been

imagined, for there was a gradual growth of intolerance after the death

of Akbar. Nevertheless, as the author points out, the Fathers had
hopes that in the person of Dara Shikoh they would once more be able

to establish their influence in high places. The victory of Aurangzeb,
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however, sealed the fate of the Jesuit missions. But, even under the

greatest Puritan monarch of Muslim India, certain Bathers were

exempted by a parwana in 1693 from paying thejizya. This privilege

was continued by Bahadur Shah. Similar exceptions were granted

by Farrukhsiyar and Muhammad Shah. In analysing the failure of

the Jesuits it should not be forgotten that the decline of Portuguese

political power also adversely affected their interests, for the Portuguese

alliance was no longer regarded as important.

Other interesting and important subjects dealt with in this valuable

work are the Indian Bourbons, Akbar's Christian wife, the influence

of the missions on Mughal painting, and Jesuit enterprise in Tibet.

Readers who have forgotten Cicero's advice in De Senectute will be

interested in the chapter on cemeteries.

C. Collin Davies.

The Origin and Growth of Caste in India. Vol. I. By Xripendra

Kumar Dutt. pp. xi 4- 310. Kegan Paul, 1931. 12s. 6rf.

Caste and Race in India. By G. S. Ghurye. pp. vii + 309. Kegan

Paul, 1932. 10s. 6d.

The Caste System of Northern India. By E. A. H. Blunt, pp. ix

-j- 374. Oxford University Press, 1931. 158.

Indian Caste Customs. By L. S. S. O'Malley, pp. ix + 190.

Cambridge University Press, 1932. 6s.

This diversified group of volumes approaches the problems of caste

from very different angles. Both Mr. Blunt and Mr. O'Malley deal

with the caste system as it exists now. Mr. Blunt is concerned almost

exclusively with the United Provinces, and has aimed at gathering

together into one volume the various information scattered through

census reports and the works such as those of the late Mr. Crooke.

Mr. O'Malley's purpose is much more general. He seeks to draw

a general picture of caste as it exists to-day in India as a whole, and

to estimate the extent of the changes which have been introduced into

it by modern conditions. Both volumes are well done, and succeed

iti their purpose. Mr. Dutt's volume forms the first of a work intended

to survey the history of caste throughout the whole period of Indian

history. At present he has reached the year b.c. 300. He is mainly

eoncerned with expounding the traditional theories of caste contained

in the classical texts, and, so far as the present volume goes, does not

seem to have anything very new to say. Mr. Ghurye's work is perhaps
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the most original of the four, and contains much matter of interest.

He, too, has much to say that will be familiar to many of his readers ;

and on the whole he must be adjudged to have exaggerated the position

of the Sudra even under the early Hindu regime. But he devotes part

of his volume to a criticism of the theories of the late Sir Herbert

Risley, especially the theory that the nasal index corresponds closely

with the social precedence of the caste-men concerned. Mr. Ghurye

concludes that while this theory is true in a broad sense for northern

India, and especially for the United Provinces it cannot be applied at

all to the other provinces, such as Bombay or Madras. He is therefore

inclined to think that whereas in northern India the population is as

a whole homogeneous, elsewhere Brahmanism was carried by a small

number of men who found themselves obliged to take women of the

country as wives and so introduce new complications into the problem

of the relations of caste and race.

H. D.

Colonial Policy. By A. D. A. De Kat Angelino. 2 Vols, pp. viii

+ 530
;

vii + 674. The Hague : Martinus Nijhoff, 1931.

These volumes are an abridged translation of Dr. De Kat Angelino’s

massive work on the development of colonial policy. Such translations

are most welcome. The work itself is concerned not with colonial

policy as a whole, but with the development of Dutch colonial policy

—

that is to say, with the development of the Dutch possessions in the

East. Very little has been published in English on this most interesting

topic, in which every Englishman concerned in anv wav with Anglo-

Eastern interests ought to be well-read. For the problems of the Dutch,

and the goal of their policy, are much the same as our own. Both nations

are seeking to deal with their responsibilities as trustees for others
;
and

if in some respects the Dutch task has ever been easier than ours, that

does not rob their proposed solutions of value. The present work is

divided into two parts. The first is concerned with matters of principle :

and those who are acquainted only with the older historv of Dutch

colonial administration will be surprised at the liberality which pervades

the expression of Dr. De Kat Angelino's views. His subject of discussion

is the difficult and evasive problem of the relations of East and West.

He discusses such questions as the modernization of Eastern States

and more particularly the methods by which the cultures of Europe

and Asia can best be synthesized. He then proceeds to supplement his
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theory of the relations of Holland and its Eastern dependencies by
an analysis of the actual facts of those relations. Here his work bears

most closely on such topics as the relations with the protected states

of India or with the Federated States of Malaya. The Dutch were

always peculiarly careful to preserve as far as possible the older forms

of government and with them the families of the rulers. They

consciously sought to perpetuate the indirect mode of government

which in large parts of India the English were too impatient to preserve,

although elsewhere and in more recent times we seem to have changed

our attitude. Here, specially, the present work should provide English

readers with food for thought. We hope that they will take advantage

of the opportunity provided for them by the publication of these

volumes.

H. D.

The Life of the Icelander Jan Olafsson. Vol. II. Edited by the

late Sir Richard Temple and L. M. Anstey. Hakluyt Society

(Bernard Quaritcli), 1932.

The value of this volume lies in the interesting and minute detail

which the writer, a gunner in the service of the Danish East India

Company, gives us of life aboard ship and life in garrison at Tranquebar,

in the early years of the seventeenth century. Olafsson wrote many

vears after the events which he describes
;

his memory plays him false

regarding names and dates : his love of the supernatural invests his

dreams with a portentous significance
;

his love of the marvellous

creates a sea-serpent off the Indo-Danish settlement
;

his self-

importance evidently exaggerates the affection and respect shown to

him bv the rest of the ship's company. But despite these limitations

of his accuracy, his narrative forms just the sort of story which

hundreds of returned mariners, Dutch and Danish, English and

Portuguese, must have related to their friends and families after their

return from the remote East Indies, amid a hushed and not over-

credulous silence. Every now and then he records a detail which

reminds us pointedly of the difference between his generation and ours.

Such is the remark that when he was undergoing a surgical operation

on his hand, he had six men to hold him fast. He shows us the garrison

at Tranquebar mounting guard, and closing its gates at service-time

and dinner-time. He notes (to the present writer's great surprise)

that the garrison bathed daily. He illustrates the early practice of
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casting lots to determine which of a body of condemned prisoners

should actually be put to death. On the technical side perhaps the

most interesting detail which he has preserved is the method of loading

the ship’s guns at a time before it was the custom to allow the guns

to be carried inboard by the recoil of their firing and when, therefore,

it was necessary to load them from a platform outside the ship itself.

H. D.

Across the Gobi Desert. By Svex Hedix. Translated from the

German by H. J. Cant. pp. xxi A 402, 3 maps. Routledge,

1931. 25s.

The interest of Dr. Sven Hedin’ s account of his latest expedition

into Central Asia lies even more, perhaps, in what he promises to tell

us than in this preliminary record. The story of the journey,

interestingly as it is told, is yet unimportant when compared with

the scientific work of the Mission, of which we hear just enough to

wish that the account had been published in full.

The discovery of the bed of the ancient Lop Sea, of which the

mysterious Lop-nor is but a shrunken remnant, and the fulfilling of

the predictions which he made thirty years ago regarding what lie

believed to be an inevitable change in the position of the lake, must

have given Dr. Hedin great satisfaction. If, as he himself says, the

expedition had done no more than solve the Lop-nor problem which

has so long intrigued geographers, it would have justified itself. But

it did much more : and we hope that it will not be long before the

record of the scientific side of the expedition becomes available.

Already both European and Chinese members of the party have

published in part their discoveries in geology, archaeology, topography,

etc., but the relation in English of the scientific results of the expedition

would greatly increase our knowledge of Central Asia, and enhance

the author's reputation as an explorer.

Dr. Hedin has been fortunate in his translator.

E. Edwards.

Myamma Mix Okchokpox Sadax. Compiled by U. Tin. 2 parts.

Rangoon : Government Press, 1931-2.

As its title indicates, this is a book on the public administration

of Burma in Burmese times. It covers a period of over five centuries,

from the reign of the Shan King of Ava, Min Kviswa Sawke (1368-1401),
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to that of King Thibaw, who was deposed by the British in 1886.

Besides historical information, it contains much that is of great

interest to the research student regarding old customs and beliefs of

the Burmese.

For the information given, the compiler. U. Tin. has had recourse

not only to royal orders, vernacular histories of Burma and Arakan,

records of the Hlutdaw, or supreme court, stone epigraphs, and

inscriptions on pagoda and monastery bells, but also to private

documents which heretofore do not appear to have been made public,

and the subjects range from coronation rituals and the duties of kings

to the duties of slaves to their masters. There are also sumptuary

laws which include rules prescribing the kind and texture of cloth to

be worn by persons of each class of society.

Some of the depositions of thugyis , or village headmen, that were

recorded when the Sittan
,
or Revenue Inquest of King Bodawpava.

was made in 1784 contain curious details. For example, every villager

who grew hinnunive (spinach) had to give the headman a bundle,

and those who grew gourds, two gourds : each householder was bound

to give him a bundle of firewood a month, and when a buffalo or ox

died, the thugiji was entitled to receive two ribs of beef, a privilege which

must have been appreciated when the slaughter of cattle was strictly

forbidden on religious grounds. When the headman died he was buried,

or burnt, in a specially ornamented coffin. Some of the depositions

show that gynsecocracv existed in certain villages where the thugyi

was always a woman.

The population of Burma, according to this inquest, was about

two millions. It is now well over thirteen millions, but the hill-tribes

could not have found a place in the census of 1784. Bodawpava’s

Sittan is regarded as forming an epoch in the rural annals of Burma.

It was based on the sworn statements of village headmen and forms

a complete record of the population and resources of the Empire,

and as the boundaries of headmen’s jurisdictions were recorded it is

referred to even at the present time. Like the English Doomsday Book

of 1086. it was popularly regarded as an instrument of fresh exactions.

It has been said that Empalement has never been a legal penalty

in Burma, but on p. 5, vol. 2, it is mentioned as being one

of the thirty-two kinds of punishments which kings may inflict on

their subjects. Of the remaining thirty-one. nearly all are abominably

cruel according to our notions.

At the end of the book is an account, which evidently has been
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taken from private sources, of how Thibaw, the last of the Burmese

kings, came to succeed his father instead of one of the elder princes,

of whom there were many, and it is stated that during the first year

of his reign, the young king had resolved to visit London, and actually

had begun to select the members of his suite, when he abandoned the

project owing to the opposition of Queen Supyalat and a favourite

Minister, the Taingda Mingyi, who feared, doubtless with good reason,

for distrust and treachery between brothers has been the inveterate

canker in the royal families of Burma, that one of the senior princes

might seize the throne during the Kings absence. Had Thibaw made

this visit, the subsequent history of Burma might have been written

differently, the wholesale massacre of princes and their families,

a massacre which greatly exceeded in the number of persons executed

all previous massacres, might not have taken place, and Thibaw would

not have gone down to posterity as Madayat pa Min, the king who was

taken to Madras.

\V. A. Hertz.

A History of Urdu Literature. By T. Grahame Bailey. Heritage

of India Series, pp. xii -f- 120. Calcutta : Association Press,

1932. 35.

It is hardly creditable to British scholarship that no history of Urdu

literature by a British author has hitherto appeared, and that Garcin

de Tassy's Histoire de la litterature hindouie et hindoustanie
,
of which the

first volume was published over ninety years ago, still remains a

standard work. It is only quite recently that anything comprehensive

was again attempted, this time by an Indian scholar, Ram Babu
Saksena's History of Urdu Literature being published in 1927. This

is on the whole an admirable book, but it lacks references and, being

intended rather for the general reader than the specialist, it tends to

avoid minutiae. In the circumstances the limitations imposed by the

small scale of the " Heritage of India ” series must have been galling

to Dr. Grahame Bailey : but perhaps he will be able to expand the

present work into something more substantial on the lines, though
not necessarily of the proportions, of Professor Browne's volumes on
Persian literature, with illustrative extracts. No one is better qualified

for such a task, and \ rdu. if only for the reason that it is almost certain

to have a distinguished future, deserves detailed historical treatment.
For the present. Dr. Grahame Bailey has given us a useful sketch

history of the language from its beginnings down to 1928. Writers
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who were alive in that year have been excluded, with the exception

of Sir Muhammad Iqbal, while not much is said about the Press and

the various literary journals, in which, as a matter of fact, some of

the best contemporary writing is to be found. Most of the book is

taken up with a list of some 250 writers of poetry and prose, with

notes on their lives and works. Some of the notices are naturally very

brief, but those on the chief personalities and movements are sometimes

models of felicitous compression, hardly anything of first rate interest

being omitted.

Two special features of the book are the importance attached to

the influence of the Panjab and Panjabi on the early development of

the language, and the lucid account of the growth and influence of

Dakhnl Urdu—the latter a remarkable phenomenon to which

insufficient attention has hitherto been given, and on which the

author furnishes some fresh details, the fruit of recent research.

As regards the influence of the Panjab, Dr. Grahame Bailey makes

an original point in observing (page 6) that “* Urdu is always said to

have arisen in Delhi, but we must remember that Persian-speaking

soldiers entered the Panjab and began to live there nearly 200 years

before the first Sultan sat on the throne of Delhi", and that what

is supposed to have happened in Delhi must, in fact, have taken place

in Lahore centuries earlier. On the other hand it is easy to overrate

the importance of this. Xo doubt some kind of mixed Urdu or camp-

language existed in the Panjab before Delhi became the main capital,

but Panjabi left little or no trace on the literary or spoken idiom that

survived, the grammatical structure deriving from Western Hindi.

There is no space here to discuss Dr. Grahame Bailey's appraise-

ment of the leading figures in Urdu literature. Mir, Anls, and Ghalib,

he says, are probably now regarded as the three greatest poets in the

language, while he implies that Sauda's reputation has declined.

It is interesting to compare this judgment with Blumhardt's remark

that Sauda is universally considered to be the greatest of Hindustani

poets", and with that of Ram Babu Saksena, that he is ’* generally

considered to be the greatest and most powerful of Urdu poets."

The definition (page 3) of dlvd)i as ** a collection of poems, chiefly

gazals ", might be amplified. Though the word divan is sometimes

loosely used, it usually implies in Urdu as in Persian an alphabetical

arrangement. Juvaim's Jahan-kushai (page 11) was completed in

a.d. 1260, not in 1150.

J. V. S. Wilkinson.
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Yeli Krisax Rukman! ri. By PrithIraj. Translated by the late

Jagmal Sih. Revised (in translation) and edited by Thakur

Ram Sih and Suraj Karan Parik. 9x6. pp. 9 + 914.

The Hindustani Academy, Allahabad, 1931. Price 6 rupees.

Prithlraj was a gallant sixteenth-century prince as mighty with

his pen as with his sword, upheld by an equally brave wife. His

famous letter to Pratap Sih may be adduced as characteristic of his

warrior spirit. But while his bravery in the field has been recognized,

his merits as a poet have not. The editors of this book hold that he

ranks with the great souls of Hindi literature and can commune on

equal terms with TulsI, Sur, Cand, and Hariscandr. Not much of his

work is extant, but what exists, both in Pihgal and in Dingal,

particularly in Dingal, is of excellent quality
;

indeed in the latter

he excelled all other poets. He must, of course, be distinguished

from Prithlraj Cauhan, Cand Bardal's hero.

A long introduction by Suraj Karan Parik mentions the four

principal dialects of Rajputana, and gives useful information about

the literature. Mevatl, which resembles Bagaru, is very “ rough

and ear-piercing and has no literature. Another dialect of no

literary importance is MalvI. At the present day all Rajputani prose

is written in Dhudhari, known also as Jaipuri, which is spoken in

Jaipur, Alvar, and Har5tl. The most important dialect is Marvari,

in which the authors include Mevarl, Thai!, and Jodhpur!. Its poetical

literature is both extensive and inspiring. The old literary form of

Rajputani is called Dingal. In the sixteenth century when Prithlraj

wrote, it was already different from the language of prose, and now
even educated Marvarls find it difficult to understand.

Rajputana has always been the home of bards, and the time of

Prithlraj was specially prolific in poems of martial prowess, narrating

great deeds, human or superhuman. Foremost among these, not

unworthy companions to Krisan Rukwanl ri Veil, are Rnkminl Mahgal
by Padm Bhakt and Narasi ro Mahero, the author of which was a

humble woodman.

The Introduction contains a few pages on Dingal grammar by
Narottam Sih, who compiled also the vocabulary (2,500 words).

The text of Prithlraj 's poem, 610 lines in length, is printed along

with a commentary, followed by over fifty pages of various readings

and 300 pages of Notes. The commentary is founded on four others,

the best of which, written in Dhudhari and contemporary with the

poem itself, is printed in extenso as an appendix
; another in Marvari
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is by a Jain pandit. Two others are in Sanskrit, and one of these

is given in a second appendix.

The date of the poem is 1580. This appears from a somewhat

obscure statement in the last couplet, where we read :

—

rarasi acal gun cntg sasi savati

taviyau jas hari srl bhartdr.

i.e, in the YikramI year of the (seven) mountains, the (three) qualities,

the (six) Yed-subjects. and the (one) moon I have sung the praise of

Rukmini and her husband.

The figures give us 7361. which read backwards yields 1637,

corresponding to a.d. 1580.

Altogether the volume before us is a valuable work, reflecting the

greatest credit on the editors and those who have helped them. The

only suggestion I permit myself to make is that in all similar works

which the Hindustani Academy may publish, it should be an instruc-

tion to authors and editors to broaden the basis of their literary

criticism, so that, while all that is best in the older and more conven-

tional Sanskrit and Hindi methods is preserved, the writings of more

modern schools of thought may be laid under contribution and new

light thrown on the treasures of the past.

T. G. B.

Yurap me DakhnI Makhtutat. By NasIr ud Din HashimI.

9J x 6£. pp. 11 A 714. Hyderabad, 1932.

During the last few years there has been great activity in connection

with the Osmaniya University and allied institutions. Young men
who are all Dakhnls, and older men who often come from the north,

have vied with each other in the production of literary works. Among
the former it is sufficient to mention the names of Abd ul Qadir

Sarvari, Muhluddm Qadri, Sayyad Muhammad and the author of the

volume before us. Much of their work is good, but their Urdu

style frequently leaves something to be desired, for they feel it

incumbent on them to prove that their mastery of Urdu has not been

impaired bv their living at a distance from Delhi and Lucknow, the great

centres of the language, and this unfortunately they do by employing

unnecessary Arabic and Persian words. If only they would realize

that simplicity is one of the ornaments of style and would prefer

simple, indigenous words to little-known foreign ones, their books
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would gain much and their readers still more. Having said this.

I must add that among the younger men the writer of the work under

review is perhaps the least addicted to exotic words.

Mr. Hashimi is already known as the author of Dakan me

Urdu, in which he traced briefly the history of Urdu literature in

his native land. He has followed up his theme in a very interesting

fashion. Taking advantage of a travelling scholarship he came to

this country and made a study of the Dakhni MSS. mentioned in

the catalogues of our libraries and in that of the Bibliotheque

Xationale of Paris. In addition to translating part of the material in

the catalogue, he here describes the MSS. and their writers, but does

not attempt to discuss Dakhni literature as a whole or divide the

MSS. into periods
;

he takes them in approximately chronological

order without relating them to one another. The work is thus a

kind of supplement to his former labours. It is useful for scholars

here who may wish to learn what is known about the Dakhni MSS.

which are available in Great Britain.

How important they are will be realized when we remember that

practically all Urdu literature before 1732 is Dakhni. A study of

the dates shows us how many unpublished works written before then

are now in our libraries. The list is :

—

India Office, 24.

British Museum, 1 1

.

Royal Asiatic Society, 3.

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, 1.

Bodleian, 1.

Edinburgh University. 1.

(Paris, 3.)

They come to forty-one. excluding Paris, but some are found in

two libraries. If we omit these, we have thirty-one, and three in Paris.

The oldest is Qu[b Mwshtarl* 1609. But actually there are two, passed

over by Mr. Hashimi, older than any of them, viz. Khub Taramj
,

1578 (India Office) and Xur Xdma
,
late sixteenth century (British

Museum). So thirty-three distinct unpublished Dakhni works, older

than all but two or three of those in north India, can be studied in

our country.

Mr. Hashimi gives his opinion on some points which I left uncertain

in my History of Urdu Literature . Thus he states that the two Afzals

(p. 42 in my book) were different men. I suggested that possibly

they were one and the same.
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Again, I mentioned only one poem, Laild Majniin, bv Ahmad Dakni

(p, 22), but 31r. HashimI attributes to him a fragment of 1,200 lines

from an imnamed poem which he calls Mufibat i AM i Bait (India

Office, Cat. 73, 6). This name is. of course, a description of the

contents.

The kings of the Qutb Shah! and ‘Adil Shah! dynasties are not

represented in Europe. This is regrettable, particularly in the case of

M. Qull Qutb Shah, who was the first writer of literary Urdu, a man
of wide sympathies and considerable poetic power.

The transliteration of English and French names is not alwavs

good. “ Edinburgh “ is given in three different forms, “ Paris “ in two.
£<
Bibliotheque Rationale *' appears as biblidtal: dl naishanal instead

of blbllotaik ndsyondl :
” de Tassv “

is written dl fast instead of

datdsl
,
the form used by ‘Abdul Qadir Sarvarl (the da being separate

in Urdu). The phrase “ Agreez. Monsieur. Tassurance de ma considera-

tion la meilleure "
is understood as a promise on the part of the

librarian to give his best consideration to the author's suggestions.

Finally. Mr. HashimI deserves our cordial thanks for having brought

to a successful conclusion a big bit of work. The book is both useful

and interesting.

T. G. B.

Hindi Sabd Sangrah. Compiled by MukundI Lal and Raj Vallabh

Sahay. 9f x 7. pp. GOO. Benares, 1930. Rs. 4-8.

The two compilers of this dictionary deserve our gratitude for the

labour which they have put into it. In their search for words they

were successful in discovering 600-700 which had escaped the editors

of so large a work as the Sabd Sdgar. Of these, 250 were unknown,

and their meanings could not be given. In 1928, when the Supplement

to the §abd Sdgar was in preparation, they sent 125 for incorporation

in it, and they regretfully mention that only seventy or eightv of

these were accepted.

These facts draw attention to a matter of some moment which

can be illustrated by a recent experience of my own. It has been

my lot to work through one of Tod's Rajputani MSS. with a student

for a Higher Degree, and we discovered a number of words which

we failed to recognize and which are not given in any dictionary. It

ought to be possible to produce a supplement (say to the Sabd Sdgar or

Sabd Sangrah) which would give every word used in published

VOL. VII. PART 1. 16
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literary works, and even in a limited number of important MSS., but

not found in our present dictionaries. This might be succinct, only a

few pages in length. It would be unnecessary to insert words which

could be found in every Sanskrit dictionary. The chief desideratum

would be a list of words found in works written in Hindi languages

other than Khari. The volume before us contains, it is claimed, those

in existing lexicons and vocabularies including pure Sanskrit ones

used by the earlier Hindi writers. The total number is 36,259.

A feature, notable in a work of this size, is the inclusion of quota-

tions from old authors
;
over 7,000 words are illustrated in this way.

Many scholars and students will be glad to have a dictionary as

small as this and yet so full, at such a low price, and will join me in

thanking the two men who have prepared it.

T. Grahame Bailey.

Syrische Grammatik. Von A. Ungnad. 2. Auflage. pp. 123 + 100*.

Muenchen : Beck, 1932. RM. 7.

The aim of the series to which this grammar belongs, the Clavis

Linguarum Semiticarum, is to enable a beginner to read a strange

language without the help of a teacher. This book gives all that is

needful and not a word more. The grammar is concise and clear,

the forms of the verb and noun are set out in tables in full, and an

elaborate system of cross-references shows where the necessary

explanations are. Syriac exercises, beginning with forms and rising

to simple sentences, numbered according to the paragraph of the

grammar illustrated, lead up to the chrestomathy which is well chosen.

The notes to the texts and the vocabulary are given in both German

and English. The English is correct. The use of some technical

terms presupposes a knowledge of Hebrew grammar. This, the second

edition, is a photographic reproduction of the first. Some of the

Syriac words are smudged and hard to recognize, especially in the

vocabulary. A few vowels and other diacritics are misplaced and the

first two lines of paragraph lb are in sad disorder. It might be argued

that in North Semitic verbs first “ n ” are weak
; but there are

arguments on both sides.

A. S. T.
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A Coptic Dictionary. Compiled by W. E. Crum. (Parts II and

III, euye-MOY^rc and itOY^Tc-Tmu
)

Oxford : Clarendon

Press, 1930, 1932. 42s. net each. (To be completed in five

parts : subscription price for the whole, £7 7s.)

The first part of this ma'gistral undertaking was noticed in the

Bulletin
,
Vol. V, p. 611 sqq., when an attempt was made to give some

account of Crum’s lexicographical principles and to indicate the

manner in which this work was compiled. It is satisfactory to know

that it is now more than half printed, and though the end is not yet

in sight, Coptic scholars have already a very substantial and

indispensable aid to their work.

Crum’s skill in arrangement, which was mentioned before, may be

judged by reading through some of the longer articles, such as ko>,

aa, .woouje, TTcepN', po, c<\, com, ^ : his modesty (and

the amount of elucidatory work still to be done in Coptic) by the

number of entries “meaning unknown” or “uncertain”. In the

third part he draws upon the important new Manichsean papyri

found in the Fayyum, which will provide a plentiful crop of addenda

for the earlier letters in the final indices, for he has been able to

incorporate them in his text only from tt onwards. I am told that

to the reference given (or rather anticipated) by Crum for these in

the Berlin Sitzungsberichte we may add Liiders in D.L.Z., 1932,

col. 1772, and Carl Schmidt in Forschungen u. Fortschritte , 1041,

1932, pp. 354-5.

A certain austerity in etymologies sometimes provokes our curiosity

without satisfying it. If is derived from ca (man) +pi jkiz,

why is the initial c dropped in the plural pio.we ? And Peyron’s

erroneous derivation of CAp«\i-uoT£ (venditor Alexandria1

)
is not even

mentioned. But it is an interesting suggestion that a misreading

of this word may have produced the enigmatic Sarabaita.

S. Gaselee.

Guebre Sellassie : Chronique du regne de Menelik II. Traduite

de Tamharique par Tesfa Sellassie, publiee et annotee par

Maurice de Coppet. Two vols., with portfolio of maps and

plans. Paris : Maisonneuve Freres. 500 francs.

The first volume of this work was reviewed in Vol. VI of the

Bulletin (p. 816) : the second begins in the middle of the Italian war,
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and, after a general description of the organization of Menelik
7

s

expeditionary forces (which applies to all his campaigns as w'ell as to

this), we reach the junction of Menelik’ s and Walda Giorgis's armies

and their victory at Adowa. There is no new material to enable us to

decide whether, as is sometimes stated, the Abvssinians were so short

of supplies that the Italians came within an ace of turning the fortunes

of the day : but there are some interesting details as to the part

played by the women of the Royal family (especially the Empress

Taitu) in encouraging the Abyssinian troops to advance when they

seemed in danger of wavering and breaking their line.

The chronicle then proceeds to describe the rest of Menelik*s

reign—the conclusion of peace with Italy, the consolidation of the

Ethiopian empire by the defeat of Ras Mangasha and the conquest

of Tigre, and the advance of civilization as shown by the institution

of a mint, a telephone, and the restoration of churches both in

Abyssinia and in the Abyssinian properties in Jerusalem. It concludes

with the appeal of Menelik on his death-bed to all the princes to

recognize Lij Iyasu as his successor.

The final instalment of the chronicle occupies rather less than

half of the present volume : it is followed by a series of appendices,

all useful, but of varying value, on subjects connected with the Church

of Abyssinia, the languages spoken in the country, the calendar,

slavery, coinage, and finally a concise sketch of Abyssinian history

from 1909 to 1916. Then follows a really excellent bibliographv

—

the most complete 1 1 have yet seen, which will be of immense value

to students, and a full alphabetical index, tco often absent from

French learned publications.

This second volume is as richly illustrated as the first, with repre-

sentations of seals, photographs of places of importance mentioned

in the text, and portraits of notabilities (Menelik himself at various

ages, Hapta Giorgis, the Empress Zauditu. Gugsa-Walie, the Empress
Taitu, Ras Tessamma, Lij Iyasu, the dejach Balcha, and the present

Emperor). A coloured frontispiece represents the battle of Adowa by
a contemporary Abyssinian artist in which it is interesting to note the

continuance of a very ancient convention of Abyssinian art : the good
(i.e. the Abvssinians) are all represented in full or three-quarter

face
;

the bad (i.e. the Italians) all in profile.

S. Gaselee.
1 But add Simpson, An Artixt'.s Jottings in Abyssinia, 1868.
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Cinq Annees de Recherches Archeologiques en Ethiopie. Par

le R. P. Azais et R. Chambard. One vol. text, with album of

illustrations. Paris : Geuthner, 1931. 350 francs.

Father Azais returned to Paris from Thrace at the end of the

Allied occupation in 1920, with the results of his diggings there,

and General Charpy. who had been his chief, proposed to take him

with him to Asia Minor on similar work : but M. Pottier, the Keeper

of the Louvre, recollecting that he had been fifteen years in Abyssinia

prior to 1914, thought that he was especially well equipped for work

in that country, and thither he went, supported by grants from the

French Ministry of Public Instruction, the Quai d'Orsay, and the

French Geographical and Photographical Societies : the ficole des

Langues Orientates supplied him with a young student and helper,

M. Roger Chambard (trained under Marcel Cohen), whose name

appears on the title-page as joint author. The last and longest of

their five excursions, lasting seven months, was at the expense of the

enlightened Regent Taffari, now the Emperor Haile Sellassie I.

The results of the work of these five years are well summed up

in M. Pottier's preface :

—

(1) In the province of Harar, a series of sepulchral dolmens,

not unlike those already known in certain parts of Europe, Asia,

and Africa, and similarly inexplicable—or at least as yet unexplained.

(2) In the Gurage country, south of Addis Ababa, sepulchral

tumuli surrounded by blocks of stone flat on one side and rounded

on the other, reminiscent of certain early stone circles in France.

(3) Menhirs, consisting of flat slabs rounded to shoulders towards

the top : surmounted by a coarsely executed head, while the slabs

are covered with ornament apparently representing richly embroidered

dress. A few of the heads are bearded and masculine—most feminine.

(4) Further south, near Lake Margherita, at Soddo in the Wallamo

country, sepulchral slabs inscribed with a more or less geometrical

representation of the human form.

(5) East of the great lakes, a large number of phallic columns :

such are already known at Axum, but the new discoveries are larger,

more numerous, ancl in some ways more realistic. They bear markings

which appear connected with a cult of the sun and stars.

Father Azais lias, fortunately, not contented himself with the

investigation of archaeological material alone : he records folk-lore

and semi-liistorical legends in valuable detail. Thus we find a parallel

(p. 36) to the Shakespearean Till Birnam Wood do come to
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Dunsinane ’* and (p. 56) to the whisper into the ground that Midas

had ass’s ears, and its subsequent divulgation : and constant indica-

tions in legend of the folk-memory of the horrors of Muhammad
Gran’s invasion of Abyssinia from Harar in the middle of the sixteenth

century (see Bulletin
,
Yol. VI, 3, p. 818), together with a reason for

his savagery against all things Abyssinian and especially against

the Abyssinian churches : he is said to have been the fruit of the rape

or seduction of a Ghirri woman by an Amharie priest in the church

of St. Michael at Chenassen, and Gran began his campaign by burning

this church to the ground.

Valuable appendices contain (1) Arabic burial inscriptions of the

Harar district (text and translation by Paul Ravaisse), thirteenth

century [of our era] and onwards ; (2) an anthropological survey

(skull measurements, etc.) by P. Lester, and (3) a list and description

of the paleontological objects brought home by the expedition,

by Jean Cottreau.

The reproductions in the album of photographs are beyond all

praise, and Father Azais and M. Chambard are to be congratulated

on their acquisition and publication of really first-class material for

the study of the history and pre-history of Harar and the part of

Ethiopia that lies south of Addis Ababa down to the Lakes.

S. Gaselee.

Introduction to the Phonology of the Bantu Languages. Bv
Carl Meinhof. Translated, revised, and enlarged in collabora-

tion with the author and Dr. Alice Werner, by N. J. v. Warmelo.

pp. 248, 1 map. Berlin : Dietrich Reimer (Ernst Yohsen).

London : Williams & Norgate, Ltd., 1932.

At last a translation of Meinhofs standard work has come out,

that has, as the Preface tells us, been begun by Professor A. Werner,

but according to several reasons was not brought to an end. The

new collaborator at the work, Dr. v. Warmelo, is the author of a thesis

on “Die Gliederung der siidafiikanischen Bantusprachen *’
in the

Zeitschrift /. Eingeb . Sprncken, 1927, and of several other publications

concerning South African languages.

The new edition of the book, as compared with the second German
edition (1910), exhibits a good many changes, in that some languages

dealt with in the second German edition have been replaced by others,
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viz. Duala, Herero. and Sango by Zulu and Kongo, both of which
have been treated before in the Zeitschr.f. Eingeb. Spr . The rest of the

book has also been revised, the main alterations being, as far as I see,

the insertion of a chapter entitled The Classification of the Bantu
languages’

7

(pp. 176-184), which gives a review of the principal

phonological phenomena occurring in different parts of the Bantu
area, such as the “Palatalization" (bv which only influences of a

preceding i are understood), the assimilation of nasals in successive

syllables (“ Nasalattraktion "), and the laws of dissimilation. In the

beginning of Chapter II (Ur-Bantu) (pp. 18-21) a digression about

the methods of comparative linguistics has been added, starting

from the classical example of Indo-European comparative study.

The text has been altered wherever recent studies have enlarged our

knowledge on phonological facts, e.g. on p. 25, where Kulia, Uamba,

and Gikuyu have been added as languages still showing differences

between the “ Open " and Close " vowels of Ur-Bantu (following

the observations of Dempwolff and Barlow, comp. p. 26), but the views

on the problems of Bantu phonology such as the nature of close

vowels and the primary fricatives " seem to have remained the same.

The contrary views on these subjects, as e.g. expressed by M. Heepe

in his article on
k,
Probleme der Bantusprachforschung in geschicht-

lichem Uberblick ", Zeitschr. d. Dtsch. Morgen. Ges., 1920, pp. 1-60,

ought, however, to have been mentioned. Interesting is the more

concrete translation of the terms “ schwere Yokale " by “ close

vowels " and k<
Mischvokale " by “ palatalized vowels ’’ as well as

the omission of the adjectives alt " and “ jung " as regards the ni-

and mu- compounds. Also the denomination of Ful as a pre-hamitic

language seems to have been given up.

The new edition has gained by the use made of fat print and head-

lines, a clearer aspect than the German edition. Also the old map of

Bantu languages has been replaced by a new, fuller one.

It is to be hoped that by means of this translation Meinhof's

method, that has for such a long time proved to be an efficient system,

as well to deepen our knowledge of single languages by elucidating

facts unexplainable in the set of the single language as also as a means

to acquire a survey of the common features of this interesting language

group, will find some more adepts in English-speaking countries.

Hans J. Melzian.
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A Vocabulary of the Dialects of Mashonaland in the New
Orthography. By The Rev. Bertram H. Barnes, C.R.

pp. ix + 214. Sheldon Press. 2s. §d.

This is a most valuable book, and both the compiler and the

Language Committee on the Unification of Shona Dialects are to be

congratulated on bringing it out so quickly after Dr. Doke's Report.

It is likely to do great service in spreading the new orthography and

in facilitating its use. The compiler sets out his aims in the preface,

viz. to collate “ the commoner words from the four or five chief dialects

so as to help the speakers and students of one dialect to understand

the words of the other dialects wUere they differ ”, He hopes that the

book will form the basis of a bigger and more complete vocabulary,

and to this end invites the co-operation of all students of the dialects.

Tables of Grammatical Forms are included for reference, and an

appendix on relationship terms in Mashonaland is added. The book is

very well printed and got up, and its low price has been made possible

by a generous grant from the Government of Southern Rhodesia.

I. C. W.

Modern Swahili. By B. J. Ratcliffe and Sir Howard
Elphinstone. pp. xviii + 310. London : The Sheldon Press,

1932. 10$. 6d.

The joint authors of Modern Swahili are to be congratulated

on their production of a new grammar, designed to meet the needs

of the present times.

To have done the work so satisfactorily is no mean achievement,

especially when it is an attempt to find the G.C.M. of the various

dialects of Swahili and to embody the result in the form of a grammar.

For those who, through compulsion or choice, sit for Government

higher examinations this book should prove of practical value.

For the greater part of the book there is nothing to be said but

words of praise. Part II gives a good deal of useful information

not found in other grammars, and the chapters in Part I on verbs

and formation of nouns should prove helpful to students wishful

of acquiring facility in expression.

But the earlier chapters are marred by little inaccuracies in Swahili

idiom, lack of punctuation in the Swahili sentences, and verbose
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explanations in the text, and confusion in the use of grammatical

terms.

Also, some few difficulties, which constitute the essence of Swahili

idiom, are passed over too lightly, and the exercises on these points

display either a poverty of examples, or examples in such poor English

idiom, as to afford the student but little help in grasping the point

at issue.

For instance : In illustrating the use of the
44 me " tense, the

example given is :

44 The chief's house has fallen down "
;
and in the

exercise on the
44 me " tense the sentence given is :

44

The clothes of

the porter's wife have become torn." To use
44
have become torn

instead of
4fc

are torn ", may help the student to translate that particular

sentence, but affords him little help in understanding the use of the
44 me " tense in verbs expressing state—a first step in Swahili idiom.

On p. 118 we read :

44 The applied passive is likely to cause some

confusion," yet this form, so truly characteristic of Swahili idiom,

is dismissed in four sentences in the exercises, and the whole point

lost by giving the English as a literal translation of the Swahili :

44 He

was run away from.*’

On p. 36 a list is given of the reduplicated demonstratives

in all their variety, but the exercises afford the student no help

in using these demonstratives.

Often sentences illustrate grammatical points, but at some sacrifice

to Swahili idiom. It is doubtful whether one hears such a wealth

of demonstratives, adjectives, and particles as given in the sentence

on p. 37 :
“ Mivivi huyo ameshika maguu manene yale ya waimbaj

i

hao."

The confusion of terms, already referred to, may be seen in reference

to adjectives and pronouns :

—

p. 31 : Possessive Pronoun,

p. 36 : Demonstrative Adjectives,

p. 37 : Locative Demonstrative,

p. 37 : The Demonstrative,

p. 38 : Possessive Adjectives,

p. 38 : Possessive Particles,

p. 38 : Possessive Prefix.

This is all the more confusing because of the omission of a table

of concords.

We read : The authors recognize the advantages of tables of

concord, but conceive it to be of far greater service to show each
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separate class in its relation to sentence construction. The method

adopted enables sentence building to commence immediately upon

engaging in study.”

But in what way is the use of a table of concords incompatible

with sentence building immediately upon engaging in study ? Should

it not rather be a necessary complement to the explanations set forth,

and thus show the relation of one set of concords to the others ?

In conclusion, a few words seem necessary about the arrangement

of the classes.

In a grammar entitled Modern Swahili
,
it is somewhat surprising

to find that the arrangement of the classes follows that of the late

Kev. W. E. Taylor in his Groundwork of the Swahili Language—a work

representative of Mombasa Swahili.

And it is still more surprising that no comment is made calling

attention to points where this arrangement differs from that of Zanzibar

Swahili, which more closely approximates to what is termed Modern

Swahili.

It must be confusing to a student who has studied Zanzibar Swahili

to be confronted with a plural locative form without any note explaining

its common use in Kimvita.

Also the “ Ku " of the infinitive :
“ A going on in point of time,”

to be put with the “ Ku ” of the locative :
“ A going on in space,”

needs some comment as this arrangement differs from the classification

given in the Zanzibar Swahili grammar books, hitherto accepted

as standard Swahili.

Such notes would be especially useful, as these forms are more

logical and need to be brought into notice,

E. 0 . Ashton.

A Modern Ibo Grammar. By R. F. G. Adams, pp. 200. London :

Humphrey Milford, Oxford University Press, 1932. 6s.

Mr. Adam's Modern Ibo Grammar

,

dealing with the Owerri dialect

of this language, represents another outcome of the recent efforts

towards the investigation of West African languages, which are linked

up with the name of the International Institute of African Languages

and Cultures. In fact, the author's phonetical chapter (chapter i)

is based on an article on “ The Arochuku dialect of Ibo ” by Miss I. C.

Ward and the author that has appeared in Africa ,
the journal of the
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Institute
,
and he uses the orthography officially adopted for literary

Ibo since Professor Westermann’s visit to Nigeria in 1929. His aim

is to give a first practical introduction to the Ibo language for the use

of the European, and I think he has succeeded in reaching it. Besides

the grammatical part, which he illustrates copiously by examples and

patterns, he gives in his chapter on Idioms “ a series of highly

valuable examples of Ibo everyday talk (conversations between

market women, farmers, and hunters) and stories, thereby illustrating

native life, as far as it is possible in the limited scope of his book.

Having carefully worked through this part of the book, which supple-

ments the exercises that are to be found in the grammatical chapters,

with the help of the Ibo-English vocabulary (pp. 170-200). containing

all the Ibo words used in the book, the student of Ibo will, it seems,

possess a sufficient knowledge of both the grammar and the vocabulary

of the language as to enable him to converse with Ibo people without

the help of an interpreter or an intermediate language. But in the

Ibo area there is one great obstacle to practical language study, viz. the

extraordinary dialectical diversity of this language. To meet this

difficulty (at least to a certain extent), the author has added an

appendix showing the main features of the important Onitsha dialect.

Intonation has been treated in a special chapter (ii), but as the

author says. the tone-marking
4 4

only aims at being suggestive

'

1

. Never-

theless, a good deal of useful advice is contained in this chapter, e.g.

about the tonal changes in questions, about negative verbs, imperative

and subjunctive. The author gives also (p. 12) a tonal pattern of a

high- and low-tone verb with an indication of the occurring mid-tones

(which are not marked in the rest of the book). The most important

thing would be to know, whether the tonal system of the language

is based on the contrast of low and high, as would be suggested by the

absence of mid-tone verbal stems, or whether one or two 1 mid-tones

are as essential and as original as low and high tone. The author

seems, however, to ascribe too much of the tonal changes to psycho-

logical causes, e.g. when he says that the pitch of the syllable •• is liable

to modification according to the special mental picture which the

speaker wishes to paint '*
(p. 8), or, when ascribing the low tone of

the past tense (of high and low-tone verbs) to the definiteness of the

statement (p. 9). It is, at least, not certain that a psychological

reason is behind such a fact as the latter. The existence of a passive

1 Cf
.
p. 8 :

“ While every syllable has its own pitch, which may be high, half-high,

or low, half-low . . .
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distinguished from an active form by tone is very interesting and

recalls the same fact in Xilotic languages, e.g. in Shilluk. Very

practical is the hint on tonal changes connected with the elision of

vowels, as the beginner may often be puzzled by words shortened

in this way in everyday speech. The use of a tone-mark on the letter

gh (which is. by the way, a relic of the previous spelling of Ibo,

retained in the new orthography) seems to be very unpractical, and

it is highly probable that there is a short vowel following the consonant

which bears the tone. A list of words distinguished by tone only

(pp. 15-18) will prove to be useful.

The reviewer wishes the book a wide distribution among the

European residents in the Ibo country, both for their own profit and

that of the Ibo language, one of the most important languages of

Nigeria, and one presenting as yet so many difficulties as to the

development of a literary kolvj
7

.

H. J. M.

The Ama-Xosa : Life and Customs. By John Henderson Soga.

Lovedale Press. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner and Co.,

Ltd. 215.

Rarely do we come across a document written by an African

in which he attempts to describe and explain the customs of his own

people. Rev. Soga’s book is therefore particularly interesting as

it comes from the pen of an educated man of native descent and gives

us his outlook upon the life of his own tribe of which he is proud

indeed.

It is not untimely that w~e should have this point of view, for

though the Xosas, a Bantu tribe of South-East Africa, have been under

European administration for nearly a century the Europeans who
have written about them have not delved very deeply into their

mode of life, with the result that they have not succeeded in giving

us a clear insight into the most important aspects of Xosa life.

The book is divided into two parts : Part I—Historical
; Part II

—

Sociological.

He starts with an outline of the history of this South-East African

tribe, in which he makes much of the not very significant points of

similarity between Bantu and Jewish customs.
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The best section of Part I is the next chapter—an excellent chapter

in which the writer deals very ably with the clan system and the

institution of chieftainship. He next discusses Xosa Law and gives

a detailed description of their methods of warfare. These chapters

are interesting, illuminating, and very well treated.

The chapter on Physical and other Characteristics would have

been better placed in Part II. Here in a note on the Xosas' sense of

humour Rev, Soga remarks that Europeans who have not mastered

the inflection and tones of the Xosa language provide a never-failing

source of amusement to the native (surely a suggestion for the linguist

and phonetician to set to work in this field !).

Part I closes with a chapter on Kreli, last great chief of the Ama-
Xosa. This splendid character study arouses sympathy for the chief.

Part II is a veritable patchwork of clumsily arranged chapters.

A chapter on the Life and Customs of the tribe is followed by others

on Sacrifice and Religion. In this last he includes a useful section

on the various grades of diviners, but Ancestor Worship—so important

in the lives of the Bantu—is surprisingly lightly touched on.

Next come chapters on Beliefs and Omens : Charms
;

then a

peculiar arrangement—one on Marriage Customs is separated from

a chapter on Lobola by one on Circumcision.

He treats the custom of Lobola in a defensive way. and grants

the womenfolk no disabilities because of it. This point of view is

surely debatable.

Then, Mother and Infant ; Children's Games ; Old Age, Death,

and Burial. In his chapter on Proverbs and Metaphors Rev. Soga,

by his choice of examples, illustrates the surprising vitality and aptness

of the language and discloses an imagination with which the native

is not usually credited.

The section on Taboos is divided into Women's, Girls’, Men’s,

Bovs', and General Taboos,

In a chapter on Sport the Xosa pastime of Ox Racing is delightfully

described. Then comes an all too short account of the Economic

Life, which nevertheless includes some intelligent remarks on the

effect produced on Xosa life by European contact.

An insignificant chapter. Seasons, brings the book to a close.

Several good photographs are included as illustrations.

Though early in the book Rev. Soga points out that “ mis-

interpretation of Bantu customs by European writers and failures by

missionaries, who have had in the past the primary part to play
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in the education and civilizing of the Bantu, to value aright the customs

of this people are duly responsible for the failure both of education

and civilization among them. No attempt has seriously been made

to find the true inward meaning of, and retain what is best in, the

customs and social institutions of the Bantu, and to bring them into

line with what is best in European civilization. Had this been done

progress would have been speeded up. To regard all Bantu customs

as anathema deserving of utter damnation is pure ignorance and folly.

The Bantu can never more live wholly under the laws and customs

of his forebears, but he should be encouraged to retain what was

good and useful in the past, and along with it accept what is best for

his uplift from his new environment ", in spite of this, he himself has

left some serious gaps. Although he is idealistic, and sometimes

weakly attempts to defend what Europeans criticize adversely by

vaguely saying that these things are all for the purpose of maintaining

the balance of the tribe, yet there is much of importance in Bev. Soga’s

book. It is a definite contribution to our knowledge of the Bantu,

which no serious student of anthropology can afford to ignore.

B. Honikman.

At Home with the Savage. By J. H. Driberg. pp. x + 267.

London : George Routledge and Sons, Ltd. 1932. Is . 6d.

Mr. Driberg’s new book is a pleasant book, a book that arouses

interest and sympathy. It gives a survey of and an introduction

to anthropology “ for the general reader ", as the author says in his

preface, based on facts taken from all parts of the world, but showing

clearly enough that the author has been “ at home ” in the field,

and has retained a view of anthropology as a science of man and life.

Everywhere we meet with this concept of anthropology, whether he

stresses the need of seeing the individual in the primitive group, which

means, finally, the living man, or whether he pleads for his science as

a practical science, which is not to be understood as narrow

utilitarianism, as the field of practice in this case. “ native policy ’’
in

all its branches, covers all the burning problems of cultural contact

of to-day, that will be the history of to-morrow. Therefore also

he restricts himself to the discussion of the facts, limiting the number
of anthropological termini as much as possible, cuts down nearly all

literary quotations, and handles things as generally as possible in order

to avoid giving long lists of specified examples. This generalitymayhave
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disadvantages, but the author warns his reader against it. and speaks

(p. 256) of the variety of detail which may differentiate cultures

governed by the same general principles. Another result of the author's

basic attitude is his organic view of cultural life :
“ Anthropology,

therefore, is the science which relates man to his activities, which

studies him as a living organism and equally studies groups

of men as living organisms seeking to discover how they work and

why they work "
(p. 135). (Therefore the comparison of culture

to merely
<£
a very complicated piece of machinery " seems to be

not quite suitable, as machinery, in any case, lacks the “ vis vitalis
”

proper to everything organic).

To resume the statement made in the beginning : this book,

written “ to interest him (viz. the
k

general reader ') in the science of

social anthropology and to enable him to see that it is an extremely

interesting science " (Preface) serves its purposes extremely well, and

will help the reading public to find ‘'a possible line of approach to

the problems of contact, which now loom so insistently on the cultural

horizon ” (Preface), and, perhaps, even entice new adepts to the

science of anthropology, desiring to meet these problems.

H. J. M.
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HINDUSTAN AND HINDOSTAN

On pp. 1104 ff. of Vol, VI, Part 4 of the Bulletin
,
Dr. Grahame

Bailey lias given us a valuable article on “The Word Hindustan ”.

He begins it by remarking “ It has sometimes been said that the only

correct spelling of the word is Hindostan
,
and that this is proved by its

being made to rhyme with bostan .” He then gives a number of

authorities to show that the word is usually pronounced “ Hindustan ”,

although
££
Hindostan ” is not wrong. His conclusion is that,

££
This

form Hindustan, so well supported by the evidence of literature,

almost invariably heard in speech, adopted by the Hindustani

Academies, is surely the form which we should employ in English.”

So far as English is concerned, I do not think that many will be found

to differ from Dr. Bailey, for the Oxford English Dictionary has
££
Hindustan ” as one of two allowable spellings, the other being

“ Hindoostan ".

As a technical term for philological purposes, I would, however,

suggest further consideration of the subject. The questions are :

first, what is the quality of the second vowel of the word ? Is it u or o ?

Secondly—whichever of these two vowels is adopted, is it long or

short ?

Dr. Bailey’s allusion to the rhyme with bostan is apparently a

reference to what was said by the late Sir Charles Lyall on p. 1 of his

Sketch ofthe Hindustani Language (quoted in LSL 7 ix, i, 42). Sir Charles

called the language
££
Hindustani ”, and then went on to state that

the word is
£e
correctly Hindostan! ”, and to explain its origin. There

is here no reference whatever to the quantity of the second vowel.

What he wished to be understood was that “ correctly ” that vowel,

in quality of timbre
,
was an o-vowel and not a u-vowel.

I entirely agree with Dr. Bailey that, at the present day, the word

is very commonly pronounced “ Hindustan ” or (as I, personally,

should prefer to write it) “ Hindostan ”, in which latter the d is

intended to represent the sound of the first, short, o in the word

“ promote ”, and not the 6 in “ hot ”. At the same time, I would

draw attention to the fact that, as quoted by Dr. Bailey, Professor

£Abd us Sattar Siddlql while preferring “ Hindustan ”, says that

“ Hindostan *'
is not wrong. While, therefore, I fully admit the

VOL. VII. PAST 1.
1"
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currency of “ Hindustan ” (or
k

* Hindostan ”), I think that we may
all agree that from the point of view of etymology, the spelling (not

necessarily the pronunciation) “ Hindostan ” deserves consideration.

It is unnecessary to waste space here with the old Eranian history of

the word. That was sufficiently given by Sir Charles Lyall. Suffice

it to say that, in Persian, the word Hindostan ” (with o) was firmly

established at the time of Sa‘d! and that that was the form under

which it was introduced into India. Under the influence of the

istetndl-i-Hind 1
it has, in that country, remained unchanged and

current, with its majhul 6
, ever since, while in modern Persian, not

subject to that influence, majhul has become ma‘ruf.

That this 6 was in regular use in India must be inferred not only

from the analogy of other words, but also from the fact that nearly

all the o’d travellers from Europe used such words as “ Hindostan ”,

“ Indostan ”, and so on. I do not give particulars of these, as they

can easily be found in Hobson-Jobson, but here are some references

to works by people who made a professed study of Hindostan! :

—

a.d, 1704. Franciscus M. Turonensis wrote a Lexicon Linguce

Tndostanicce.

1744. B. Schultze published his Grammatica Hindostanica.

1772. First edition of G. Hadley’s Grammatical Remarks on the

Indostan Language. But in the fifth edition (1804) the language is

called “the jargon of Hindoostan

1773. Fergusson’s Dictionary of the Hindostan Language.

1778. Anon. Gramatica indostana a mats vulgar, que se practica

no Imperio do gram Mogol (in Portuguese, printed in Rome).

From the above it is plain that up to the end of the eighteenth

century the word was pronounced with 6.

At the end of the eighteenth century, the foundation of the Bengal

Asiatic Society encouraged the study of Persian among Europeans in

Calcutta, and, in quoting words borrowed from that language, and

used in Urdu, the later Persian pronunciation then current rose into

favour among Englishmen. We thus find, both in the fifth edition of

Hadley’s grammar, as shown above, and in the long series of Gilchrist's

works (1787-1825) the spelling “ Hindoostanee ”, and this became
the current English form of the word (though now and then the o-form
reappears), and is the origin of the two forms sanctioned by the OED.
for modern English.

1 See, e.g.
; Blochmann in JA SB. xxxvii, i, p. 3,“>.
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So much for the question as to whether the second vowel was

originally u or o. Let us now consider the question of its quantity.

Dr. Bailey is undoubtedly right in his contention that at the present

day it is generally pronounced short. That the word is often written

with the original long 6, as in <jl

,

does not contradict this.

The word is a foreign one, borrowed from Persian, and in writing such

words in Urdu in the Persian character, majkul vowels are used, not

only to represent the sounds of long e and long 6, but also to represent

the short sounds of the same letters (for which there is no direct

alphabetical provision). Thus, to take as an example the Hindustani

Academy referred to by Dr. Bailey, the borrowed English word

4 4 Academy ” is spelt with the short e represented by

?najhul e. It thus follows that and are nowadays

merely variant spellings in the Persian character of the same word

written by Dr. Bailey Hindustan in English letters.

As to whether, when transliterating, we should write the second

vowel of the word u or 6, that is a matter of small importance. We
all know that pesh may, and often does, represent 6 as well as ii,

though usually transliterated by the latter English letter. If we

stress the etymological history of the word, it would be better to

write
£

* Hindostan “ than
44
Hindustan \

The origin of the short vowel requires hardly any explanation.

It is a universal rule in Indo-Aryan languages that a long vowel

immediately following an accented syllable tends to become short,

so that
44
Hindostan

*
7

is naturally pronounced
4

* Hindostan As

to whether, in actual speaking, the second vowel is pronounced (as

distinct from being spelt) u or o, is, I think, largely a matter of personal

equation. The actual vowel is obscure, and its timbre varies in

different mouths. I discussed this very question some twenty-five

years ago with several educated Indian gentlemen who then happened

to be in London. Opinions differed—indeed, in some cases, the

speaker had to repeat the 'word to himself several times before he could

make up his mind one way or the other—but the opinion of the

majority was that the sound was nearer that of o 1 than that of u. The

late Colonel Phillott talked the matter over with me at the time, and

1 Let me repeat that by u I here indicate the short sound of 6, approximating

the sound of the first o in “ promote ”, It does not here indicate the sound of the

5 in “ hot ”.
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we agreed that the ideal spelling of the word in English characters

would be
44
Hind°stan ”, the small superior 0 indicating at the same

time both quantity and quality. Of course, such a spelling would be

unsuitable for general use.

To sum up, I would suggest that for lay use, in writing English

for English people who are not expert orientalists, our business is to

accept the authority of the OED., and not to be didactic to the poor

unlearned. If we wish to transliterate, we must transliterate, and put

down letter for letter what is in the original. If in the original the

word has majhul wao, we must transliterate that by o or d according

to our system. If it has pesh, then we must transliterate it by u
,
or,

if our system allows it, by 6. In technical work for fellow-students

I would suggest that the form
44
Hindostan ” should be adopted.

I prefer it to
£ 4 Hindustan ” not only for historical reasons, but also

because it is in accord with the istemdl-i-Hind, while
44
Hindustan ”

is not. 1 It is, of course, unnecessary, in most systems of transliteration,

to put the mark of shortness over the vowel. As elsewhere, the absence

of the long mark should be a sufficient indication of its quantity.

George A. Grierson.

URDU AI, AU.

May I be permitted to offer a few supplementary remarks on

Dr. Grahame Bailey's interesting
44
Phonetic Notes on Urdu

Records ” on pp. 933 ff. of Vol. VI, Part 4 of the Bulletin . In that

paper he is dealing with the Urdu of Delhi, which is, I believe, nowadays

accepted as possessing the standard pronunciation. On the other

hand my experience has been almost entirely confined to that spoken

further east, and in one particular that shows a marked divergence

from the Delhi norm. I allude to the pronunciation of the diphthong ai.

Dr. Bailey states that in the Delhi record ai is sounded as ae. I am
familiar with this sound in other Indian languages, and would suggest

that it is peculiar to western and north-western India, and that it is

heard not only in Delhi Urdu but also, to my experience, in Rajasthani,

1 If we are to abandon the ist^tnal in this word, we must also abandon it in such
words as gosht, flesh, and sher, a tiger. The former would then become the Persian
gusht, and the latter would not only become the Persian shir

, but would also mean
“ a lion ”, and not “ a tiger In discussing Indian languages, I think we may fairly
quote Horace, and say, “ Persicos odi apparatus ” and « simplici myrto nihil adlaborea
sedulus, cura
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Gujarati, Lahnda, and even further west in the Eranian Pasht5.

It is also probably heard in Panjabi and Sindhi, but I cannot state

this from personal experience. Different grammarians have repre-

sented the local variants of this sound by various signs, of which

e and d are perhaps the most usual.

The sound is recognized by Indian grammarians. Thus Pandit

Rama Karna, of Jodhpur, on p. 7 of his Marwari Yyakarana says

that in Sanskrit the pronunciation of ai and au is vyakta
,
but that

in Marwari it is usually avyakta. In 1814 I asked the late Signor

Tessitori, who was then studying in Jodhpur, what the Pandit

actually meant by the term avyakta. His reply was :

—

44
In the pronunciation of Y it [i.e. the avyakta pronunciation]

sounds to me something like e in
4

step ’,
4

let ',

4

get ’,

4

complexion’, etc. Certainly, it has the same sound as Italian e
,

is. Taking the Sanskrit T[ to have the sound of e (acute accent),

the Marwari T[ might be represented by having the sound of e

(grave accent).”

In Dr. Bailey’s paper, the Delhi pronunciation of Urdu is quite

properly taken as the standard, but it is queer how standards change.

About the year 1912, I arranged to have a Hindostani gramophone

record made by an educated Indian friend, a native of Rajputana.

He pronounced his ai’s in the Delhi fashion, and not like the ai in

44
aisle ”, At a meeting of language teachers held at the office of the

Civil Service Commissioners in 1913, which was attended by several

eminent Urdu scholars, this record was unanimously condemned as

unsuitable for teaching purposes, solely on account of this pronuncia-

tion of ai, although I contended, and it was admitted, that it was

that used in Delhi.

I was interested in the matter, and wrote to India to inquire how

widely, in the Gangetic valley, this pronunciation was diffused. I here

give one reply, written to me by a first-rate Urdu scholar, whose name

I must omit, as I have not had an opportunity of obtaining his

permission for its publication on this occasion. He said :

—

44
. . . If I had answered it [i.e. your inquiry] on my own

impressions, I should have said that the vowel of mai was always

pronounced like the German a, or the sound of a sheep bleating.

. . . But I think I was wrong. I learnt Hindustani first from my
father, who spent his time in India in Lahore, and he certainly

pronounced the vowel of mai in this way, while he pronounced
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that of hai to rhyme with
s

high \ and I have continued to do the

same. I have just been talking to a Musalman gentleman of

Sitapur (50 miles north of Lucknow) who talks, I believe, excellent

Lucknow Urdu, and he tells me that the a pronunciation is that of

Delhi Lhdu, in use as far east as Aligarh, and that the other is the

Lucknow pronunciation. I think this is correct/*

Here we have it definitely stated that, in 1913. the Delhi pronuncia-

tion did not prevail farther east than Aligarh. My own experience,

based on what I heard still farther east, in the country round Patna,

was that the a-sound was occasionally heard, but indicated a certain

want of education. Thus, in the well-known nurserv rhvme, one

heard servants call the jujube bar instead of bair . On the other hand,

in common conversation. I noted, among educated Hindus, two

distinct sounds, each, of both ai and au. One sound was long, as in

Sanskrit, and was used only in Tatsama wmrds, such as bair, enmitv.

Here the ai was distinctly long, as befitted its origin from a + L
On the other hand, in Tadbhava words it was derived from a + i

or aya, and it was distinctly short, as in ban . the jujube (< badara

bayara -). The sounds of the respective words for
;;

enmity ?
* and for

“ jujube ’* were cpiite different. It would be interesting to know if

there is any such distinction in the Delhi pronunciation.

In the above I have said nothing about the Delhi pronunciation

of au, as that of au in the English word " maul '. to which attention

is also drawn by Dr. Bailey. I think, however, that all that I have
said regarding ai will apply, mutatis mutandis, also to au, although

my materials are not so full. I, however, clearlv remember that, in

Bihar, the au in the Tatsama auras, a legitimate son, or in the Arabic
‘aurat

,
a woman, was long, while, in the Tadbhava aur, and (< apara

avara -), it was always short.

George A. Grierson.

REFERENCES TO ALCHEMY IN BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES
Indologists have to be obliged to Mr. A. Waley for calling their

attention to passages on alchemy in Chinese translations of Mahayana
texts (BSOS. vi. 4. 1932, p. 1102 f). The most interesting from
a literary point of view seems to be the reference in Hsiian-tsang's
translation of the Abhidhnrma-Mahavibham to the gold-making by
“ kanaka and the minister Huai-vueh (moon-lover) 1 There is little

1 Huai means here probably “ conceal, embrace for protection.
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doubt that the latter name represents an Indian Candragupta, Sanaka

being the well-known Canakva. That their relation is inverted must

not surprise, as Sanaka is called a disciple of Ananda also.

The name Sanaka is nearly the same as in Arabic works where

Sanaq is met as a master of medicine, a master of poisons, and as a wise

man. 1 That he is represented as a pupil of Ananda is perhaps a

confusion with Sanaka- or Sanakavasin, who is brought into connection

with Gupta and to whom Ananda commits the care of the Law. 2

The Chih Tu Lun
,
attributed to a Ndgarjuna , can hardly be earlier

than the eighth century, if this author of the Rasaratnakara is not to

be identified with his namesake of the tenth century, mentioned by

Albirunl. 3

0. Stein.

A correspondent writes : The following extract from the Madras

Mail (Overseas edition) of 13th August, 1931, may possibly be of

interest with reference to Professor J. Ph. Vogel's article '* The Head-

offering to the Goddess in Pallava Sculpture " {BSOS.. vi. p. 539

et seq.). Though the “ victim " was a Christian, and there is no

evidence of any vow, this unusual method of ending one's financial

troubles may owe something to the folk memory of a practice which at

one time was quite fashionable in South India. B. Lewis Rice cites quite

a number of instances of head-givings in his Mysore and Coorg

from the Inscriptions (pp. 186-7).

CHOPPING HIS OWN HEAD OFF!

Bangalore.

“ August L
” Joseph, said to be a clerk in the Indian Institute of Science and

residing in Blackpally, is in the Bowring Hospital with chopper wounds

in his head.

'* It is alleged that he was heavily involved in debt and was served

with a summons to appear in Court on July 31. He is reported not to

have obeyed the summons, but that on the night of August 1, in the

1 Cf. Zachanae, IfZKM. 28, 1914, p. 182 ff.

2 See Diry'ivnd. xxyi, p. 348 ff. : Przvluski. La Lf'gende de Vemptrcur Aroka
(A n nalf> d u Mu iff Guimct 32) pp. 337 ff., 342 ff.

3 Jolly, Festschrift fur Ertud II mdisch, p. 99 ,
Winternitz, Gesch . d. ind. Lltt.,

iii, p. 552 f.
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presence of his mother and wife, he took up a chopper and began

chopping at his head. Several neighbours endeavoured to stop him

but failed.

“ After gashing his head in about fifteen places he attempted to

sever his head, but when the wound was about 3 inches in length he

fell exhausted and was removed to hospital.”

THE NIHAYAT AL-IQDAM FI TLM AL-KALAM OF
AL-SHAHRASTANI

Readers of the Bulletin (and not least myself) have reason to be

grateful for Dr. Tritton's helpful review of vol. i of my edition of al-

Shahrastanl’s Summa Philosophic? (vol. vi, p. 1019 et seq.). Never-

theless I must reject the emendation which he proposes in

place of The verb is »JW, not and the idiom JU-I is

a favourite of Shahrastanfs, cf. his Mildly p. T . ,
line o :

the referring of all states to the divine decree." So here (rs, ^)

he says, “ We do not admit that temporal relations are predi^able

of the deity, yet you have attributed to us (the terms) ‘ before

* after *, etc., with reference to the creator/'

In Te £, No, Dr. Tritton is undoubtedly right in saying that the

text may stand
;
but wrong, I think, in rendering It is excluded by

the fundamental principle. Their argument from knowledge is

admissible." The text S-Vx-liJI isAft

shows that " admissible ”, if this stands for

must be construed with the following, not the preceding.

clause, and consequently the passage reads :
“ On this principle

your argimient 1 as to the (divine) knowledge is excluded, for it is

possible that God may order what he knows will not be performed."

Alfred Guillaume.

1 The ^ must be omitted.
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—

subsiste et Fon ne sait toujours ni le sens de rexpression (airyn hjih)

mejo, ni oil localiser cette contree, et moms encore le cnklit que merite

le temoignage de FAvesta snr Forigine des Iraniens. II semble cependant

que, sur chacun de ces points, Fetude interne des textes en presence

fournisse les elements d'une solution.

I

Des explications proposees pour le mot vaijah

-

dans Fexpression

aryanam vaiyih- “vaijah- aryen (iranien) nous ne retiendrons que

la derniere en date, qui est en voie de s'imposer partout. Andreas

a restaure vaijah- en *vyacah- pour le faire correspondre a ved. vyaects-

i:
espace, region \2 Adoptee par MM. Christensen. Lommeb et, d une

maniere plus reservee par 31. Herzfeld, cette interpretation, aux yeux

de 31. Hertel, “ trifit zweifellos das Kichtige.* 3 II est temps d en faire

justice. I/etymologie d'Andreas ne se soutient qu'en imposant une

forte deviation a la graphic avestique : modifier vaijah- en *vyacah -

,

c'est imputer a la tradition deux fautes distinctes. inconnues rune et

Fautre de la Vulgate, et qu’il serait singulierement audacieux de

supposer reunies dans chaque exemple du mot. 11 arrive que ae (= ai
)

et 7 soient ecrits Fun pour Fautre, 4 du fait que la notation 'y de

Farchetype admettait les deux vocalisations. 3Iais il serait sans

precedent, a ma connaissance. que ae ])rovint d'une corruption de ya .

II y a autant d'arbitraire a admettre un flottement entre -c- et ; rien

n'autorise a transporter dans FAvesta ce phenoniene dont les manifes-

tations n'apparaissent que dans la graphie du moyen-perse
;

en

avestique les semi-occlusives sourdes et sonores gardent constamment
leur valeur respective et sont toujours exactement notees. Cette

objection paleographique dut-elle meme etre surmontee que la forme

postulee par Andreas achopperait sur une impossibility phonetique.

On connait a present le sort do *rya- initial en pehlevi : il aboutit

a )<i- . Ainsi vyana - " souffle vital ^ *vyibi 2> jdn
;

-*vyuka- (corre-

spondant precisement a ved. ryarns-) “ endroit *' > vydk > jdh. Done
le pretendu *ryninh- aurait donne *rya<\ puis *yV/:. On est loin de

notre vez.

1 Dans la suite* de cette etude. 1‘expression sera toujours eitee dans ,son ortho«:rap])e
restauree, (£ui ne dillere d'ailleur> (le la forme ecrite que par des details msiyniHants*

2 Cf. la n. smvante et Doejzeu, / ntet fmuthit VolUtH. p. 3SI.
3 Herrmann, Altr fSrtHjt. s Oxu^dtb.. p. 42 ; (’hiistensen, Art. (hUut , iv, I920,

p SI, n. 2: Lommel. Z//., v, 1927. p. 7, n. 4; Herzfeld. Ah ft. Mithd. \u, s /m„\
i, p. 104, n. 2 ; Hertel. Mithrn and jft >J >>/. 1921, p. ,70, n.

4 Cf. \Vackerna<rel, Eht* ttynbr \V . <it ijr f . p, 227.
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En definitive on se trouve ramene a la forme traditionnelle vaijah -

et a I'obligation de Tinterpreter telle quelle. Or, an point de vue

morphologique, vaijah se tire immediatement de vaig-. Si personne

n‘a propose cette derivation evidente. e’est apparemment qu'elle ne

fournit pas a premiere vue de sens adequat. ce qui tient a une limitation

illegitime du sens de la racine. La traduction de vaig- par “ brandir,

lancer (une arme) ", la seule qu'on reconnaisse. convient en eft’et a

plusieurs formes : vaeyam vaejo “ brandissant l‘arme " (17 xix, 92) ;

—

Vfteya- “ action de lancer (un trait)" (17 x, 69, 98) \-hunivixta- “bien

lance", cf. pers. angestan “ pousser oss. veyun “ ebranler, agiter ",

bal. gejag “brandir, frapper". Mais vaig- possede aussi la valeur

moyenne de “ s'elancer " que montre ind. vej- et qui se confirnie dans

plusieurs emplois avestiques : vazraw fravaeyam " la massue qui vole

droit " (17 x. 96) ;

—

hvavaeya snaidis “ l'arme qui s'elance (et frappe)

bien " (Y. lvii, 31), et surtout vdiyna- “ elancement, fait de se repandre

en parlant des eaux qui debordent, et, metaphoriquement, d’une armee

ennemie (Bartholomae, Wb.
f 1428). La comparaison avec skr. vega-

“mouvement vehement, irruption, flot" montre que le sens originel

de i. ir. vaig- reside dans 1‘idee de “ (se) deplacer par un mouvement

rapide, (se) projeter, (s')epandre " et que Tapplication au jet d*une

arme rfen forme qifune acception.

Ce j)oint acquis, on gagne une confirmation et un terme nouveau

dans phi. T. vehm “ large, etendu ", rehwhar “ plus large ", rehmlh

extension, etendue " } L*adject if vehm remonte a *vaig-ma~. parallele

a vaig-nd- (av. vdiyna-). Pour ie passage de -gw- a -Jnn-. comparer :

*spragma- (sogd. spryml' “ fleur ") > phi. sprahm

.

arm. spraw.

pers. isparam “basilic "
;—v.p. Ilagmatdna- > arm. Ahwatan , aram.

NTpnN. syr. jnSrfNj pers. Hamadan. On voit ainsi corrobore par

un derive signifiant “etendu", le sens de “ se repandre. s'etendre
"

qu’on a reeonnu a vaig-. surtout en parlant des eaux.

Des lors, vaijah- se denonce comme un abstrait designant le fait

de se repandre et plus generalement Tetendue ou 1' extension. Et

arganaw vaijah- signifie
1* “ etendue iranienne ". La valeur exact

e

de ce terme applique a une region se determine par le complexe

descriptif dont elle est en real ite une abbreviation. On ne srmble pas

avoir observe que la locution authentique, celle qui reunit tons les

elements necessaires a 1* interpretation, est airganam raejd vanhagd

1 Former attostrrs chez Amlreas-tlmning. Mitt* htuu . Munich., i, p. (
SHA IF.*

p. 2lUai; limning, (iott. X*uhr., 1033. p. .‘ill «»t n. 5.
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daityayd le vaijah- iranien de la bonne Datya "
(Vd . i, 2 ;

ii, 20 ;

Yt v, 17, 104 ;
xv. 2). Regissant le nom de fleuve Datya, le neutre

vaijah- comme ci-dessus le feminin vaigna -, contient bien Tidee des

eaux en inouvement. En consequence 1‘expression qualifie T
ee
etendue

iranienne de la bonne Datya", c*est a dire la portion iranienne du

territoire que le fleuve baigne. De la. plus brievement, aryanam vaijah

Erdn-vez
"
etendue, region iranienne

II

II s'agit maintenant d’identifier la region ainsi denommee. Personne

n'ajoute plus foi a Tilliisoire equation aryanam (vaijah-) = Arran dont

Justi et Darmesteter s'autorisaient jadis pour placer l'Eran-vez au

Xord-Ouest de Tlran. De par ses donnees, le probleme ne coniporte

qu'un nombre restreint de possibility : 1‘Eran-vez etant le premier

pays mentionne dans le catalogue des provinces orientales qui ouvre

le chapitre initial du Videvdat, il faut necessairement le chercher au

Nord-Est de 1‘Iran. Aussi. depuis Markwart, a-t-on pense a plusieurs

reprises a la contree la plus septentrionale del'Est iranien. la Chorasmie, 1

mais pour des raisons exterieures a 1'Avesta. En fait la preuve peut

en etre acquise par une comparaison de deux textes avestiques.

Le premier chapitre du Videvdat enumere dans Tordre suivant les

provinces de l'Est : aryanam v<ujo — yava- (Sogdiane) — margu-

(Margiane) — bajrbi-2 (Bactriane) — haraiva- (Herat), etc. Plusieurs

de ces noms figurent aussi, disposes autrement, dans 17 x, 13-14:

(miOrd) yd paoiryd zaranyd . pisd srlra barjsnara rprjirnditi a Sat vispaw

dd i Sa it i airyd . sayandm sjvistd . .
.
yahmya dpd ndvayii pjrjQwls

xsaohdnta Omaxsonte d iskatdm ponrutdmca mountm hardyam gaomm
siu'Samea x vdirizsmca. Passage metrique et ancien. dont les vers ont

etc inexactement separes dans Fed. Geldner. Nous le restituons ainsi

:

yd jxuvyd za ranya.pisd
"
(Mi#ra) qui le premier atteint

srlra barsnara grbndti les belles cimes decorees dor ;

addit rispam ddidati do la il contemple tout entiere

arya.sayanam saristd Yam des Aryens, lui tres fort,

yahmiya apd nanyah oil les fleuvos navigables

prOrls .rsandanfa Orassantai largos. se preeipitent torrentueux

P-

et

1 Murqtiait, Etun^Ju, pp. 11<S, 13.1; Andreas ftp. I)clegon, I.e.
; rhristensen, l.c.

S2 <*t n. 1 ; Herzfeld, Atvh. Mittnl., ii, p. 3; Bailey. HSOS., 1932, VI. p. 93
2 Je mVHire Xi^nju, dont ii ot dit

( Yd, i, 7) qu'il se trouve entrc Margu et
<|iii ne marque pas une etape nouvelle dans la description.

BaxSi
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a iskatam parutamca vers Iskata et Paruta

.

mart)inn hiraivam gammen Margu. Haraiva et Gava,

suxhamca x ldirizamca Sugda et X'arizam.

Les noms geograpliiques do la fin du passage demandent quelques

mots d'eclaircissement : Bartholomae a eonsidere a tort iskata- eomme
un substantif “Fels^)" dans ce passage, tout en le prenant pour

un nom propre dans Y. x, ii. et 17 xix. 3 ;
ces deux derniers exeinples

associent iskata (plur.) a la eliaine Uparisaina, e'est a dire a la portion

de l'Hindukus entre Balx et Kabul : inais le nom n*est pas autrement

connu,—Celui qui est ecrit pouruta et qui se lira parata ou parrata, doit

probablement corresponds a Tappellation des *Airapvrai (Herod, iii.

91), IJapogral (Ptol. vi. 7)
1 et se rapporter a la region montagneuse

qui se trouve a VGuest de la precedento.—A partir dici, la liste monte

vers le Xord : mourn- est la forme qui alterne avec v.p. Margu- dans

les memos conditions dialectales qui opposent par exemple ]>lil. X.O.

mury oiseau

a

S.O. mun\—Une vocalisation fautive a produit

liardyum d'apres une graphic avec epentliese de -v- dans

la seconde syllabe, au lieu de haraivam, v.p. haraiva gr. 'Apia,

Comparer av, dyum = aivam ou vlddyum ~ vidaivam.—Gava- designe

la Sogdiane et survit chez les geographes arabes dans le nom de a

lire yay ; cliin. Ho

r

Jusque la le metre correct garantit 1‘exactitude du texte transmis.

Mais avec les deux derniers noms, suxSamca Mdirizamca, on voit

apparaitre un menibre de sept svllabes que d’autres raisons invitent

a tenir pour interpole. Bartholomae a deja rejet e sux&amca. simple

glose de gavam. A plus forte raison xvdirizamca, reduit a lui-meme,

se denonce -t-il eomme une addition au morceau primitif. Une nouvelle

preuve en est donnee par la forme de Pun et de 1‘autre nom. La graphic

mtjcStWt (var. saoxbam. saux&am, mthaw). trah it une pronunciation

moyen-iranienne de type suyd , oil le vocalisateur a essaye de rendre

]>ar -x- 1' articulation spirante de -y~. Par suite, le disaccord inexplique

entre j l'diri:am et v.p. (h)uvdrazmis se denoue de la maniere la ])lus

simple. 11 est clair que seul v.p. (h)uvdrazmis, corrobore par les tran-

scriptions etrangeres (arm. Xorozm, xohzmik* gr. Xopaopis. aram.

1 Ain>i doja Goiser. Kullm. p. 0, n. 1.

J Manpiart. Erfin^ihr, p. 29. n. 2 et Andreas*. CntL A'win., 19.‘U. p. !2.

J Marquart, l.e., p. l.V>, n'a pu identifier la nomine appelee mlnznnk on aimenion

{< phi. *x'a ntzmik). Non** savun* maintonant par la Gharte du palais de Su>e, ipie

Darius lai^ait voiur do GhoraMnie la pierre njt^tina (luzulite) : kanaka hyn nx^aina

hum huen {hptvatazimyn atony. Suivant toute apparenee. o‘ost la piorre ax**nna

qu’on appolait xoluzmik .
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Eleph. JTOnTT),

1

peut pretendre a l’authenticite : x*airiz<>tn nest

rien d'autre que la notation pseudo-avestique de m. ir. x*ariz»K Le i-

interieur se trouve deja a Fepoque achemenide dans la transcription

accad. hu-ma-ri-iz-mu (Bisutun) et provient sans doute de la forme

locale
;
mais la finale anomale -zzm recouvre phi. -zm. De merae que av.

Baxhi

~

reflete en realite Bdhli- (cf. skr. Bahtika
,
arm. Bahl

,
syr. ^“12). de

meme on a tente de vieillir, en les revetant du deguisement avestique

suxhzm et xvdiriz&m ,
les appellations moyen-iraniennes Suytl et

Xvdrizm. Dans cette conclusion, metrique et dialectologie se

conjuguent. Nous ne suivrons done ni Andreas, qui posait en face de

v.p. (H)uvdrazmis, line pretendue forme avestique “ Huv&rizo ” 2
;
ni

M. Herzfeld, 3 qui use d’artifices pour conserver x?airiz*m : selon lui,

la notation x?dirizzm represente la simplification d’une ancienne finale

a-m redouble, indiquant x9drazmim ,
ce qui ne laisse pas d’etre arbitrage.

II sauve le metre en lisant : a cikatam [sic] parmtamfri
|

d margumca

haraivamca
|

a gavamca xPdrazmimca ,
e’est a dire en ajoutant deux

fois d, deux fois -ca et en retablissant la forme perse x'arazmim .

C'est precisement a titre d’interpolation que vaut la mention de la

Chorasmie. Le transcripteur, voyant les noms de provinces se sueceder

du Sud au Nord, a prolonge la serie, qui s'arretait a Gava (Sogdiane),

d’un terme qui marque la limite septentrionale de l'lran, la Chorasmie.

Or, si Ton confronte a remuneration de Yt x celle de Vd. i, on observe

qu’elles s'ordonnent en sens inverse : Vd. i du Nord au Sud, 17 x

du Sud au Nord. II suffit done de retourner la liste de Vd. i pour

obtenir avec celle de Yt x les correspondances suivantes :

Yd. i

haraivam

bdxhim

margnm

gavam

aryanam vaijd

Yt x, 14

haraivam

margnm

gavam (gl. suxhwn)

xvairizxm

Le transcripteur s*est ainsi charge a son insu de demontrer que

TEran-vez est la Chorasmie, et de eonvertir en certitude ce qui etait

depuis Markwart conjecture, probable, mais non encore etablie par une
preuve directe. Markwart se fondait sur le fait que d’apres l'Avesta,

l'Eran-vez souffre d’un hiver de dix mois
;

les geographes arabes

1 Cf. Schaeder, Iran . Beitr., i, p. 68 et Herzfeld, Paikuli
, p. 186J>.

2 Ap. Doegen, op. cit., p. 381.
3 Arch. Mitte.il. aus Iran , ii, p. o.
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decrivent en effet la Cliorasmie comme la region la plus froide de HJxus

et une des plus froides de l'lran entier. II faut bien dire quo eet

argument a lui seul ne prouverait rien. d'abord parce que les hi vers

sont tout aussi rigoureux a 1’extreme Xord-Ouest de 1 Iran, ce dont

Darmesteter pouvait s autoriser pour loealiser l'Eran-vez au Karabagh
;

ensuite. parce que. eomme l a discerne M. Herzfeld, 1 la description de

l hiver qui desole 1‘Eran-vez const itue dans IV. i. 3 une interpolation

de date arsacide. Comment rEnln-vez serait-il
**

le premier, le meilleur

des sejours et des pays'* (jxunrlw u$<utbnnnt sbidratuneca mhist^tn)

si l'ete n'v dure que deux mois. et encore “ trop froids }our les eaux,

pour la terre, pour les plantes ". et si a la fin de 1 hivcr de nombreuses

inondations se produisent ? 1)? toute evidence celui qui a interpole

cette notice ne s‘est pas soucie du contexte. Xeanmoins. une fois

1*equivalence de l’Eran-vez et de la Cliorasmie fondee par ailleurs.

1*interpolation reste instructive en ce qu elle montre qu on reconnaissait

a l'Eran-vez le climat qui characterise la Cliorasmie.

L induction etablie sur une comparaison de textes se fortifie en

outre de deux indices geograph iques :

() Mr. H. W. Bailev 2 a montre que rancienne designation de la

Sogdiane (ruru. survit dans le nom fameux de Gbftatsuh ; ce heros,

transforme par la legende en un etre fahuleux. nii-homme mi-taureau.

porte etymologiquement le nom de ’* roi de (lava . Pour la localisation

du personnage. Mr. Bailev a mis en valeur la notice du I)ud

.

7 Dt ti. :

(rdjxifstilt j
vufdiflh ujxir (ioput hiIw luutii'iwutuf 7 o Erutt-rez jxii bur

7 up 7 Dnitiju "hi royaute de Gopatsah (s’exerce) sur le pays de

Gopat, qui est limitrophe de l’Eran-vez sur la rive du fleuve Datva .

En effet la region de Gopat, la Sogdiane, avoisine immediatement

la Cliorasmie.

() La mention dans ce memo passage du fleuve Datva (— Oxus),

d accord avec la definition avestique ainfan.m ruejo ronbtyd ditifyayd,

se fonde sur une tradition veridique (pie Con pent verifier grace a cette

indication du Gt\ Bd.HT, ddityn rot hue Eruu-rez be uyet jxii *Suf38usfan 3

be itarel
"

le fleuve Datva vient de l'Eran-vez et va dans le SujSSastan

(Sogdiane)**. I/Oxus traverse hien la Sogdiane et la Cliorasmie,

quoique dans le sens eontraire, vers la mer d'Aral. D'ailleurs la

1 Op. cit., i. p. 104. n. 2, el <leja Parmesteter. ii, p. 7, n. 7; “Tout ce

passage a les allures U'une citation mterpolee.
’

2 BSOS., VI, 11K12, p. 1V>1 sq.

3 A lire ainsi, au lieu <le (lopestan. OurjPtan. FanjPtan, etc. Pour la forme

Sufiha^tun, cf. Bailey, l.c., p. 048 Mp
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proximity de la Sogdiane et do l'Eran-vez so trouvo ioi affirmee dans

dos conditions telles que, toute autre region orientale etant exclue

par lo catalogue de Yd. i, seule la Chorasmie pent venir en question.

I/auteur du Bundabisn a recueilli, sans peut-etre le comprendre, un

renseigmuncut dont la valour n’ost pas amoindrie par 1*indication

contradictoire du memo traite : Erdtt-vez pat bndak 7 Aturpdtakda
"
rEran-vez est dans la region do 1‘Adharbaijan Quand le centre

do T Empire s'est deplace vers POiiest, il s’est produit parallelement,

a lopoque sassanido. un transfort dans la nomenclature geographique :

on a re porte dans l‘lran occidental uno grande partie du repertoire

des noms orientaux conserves par 1’Avesta.

TTI

II est admis quo lo catalogin' geographique do Yd. i reflete la

division territorial do 1 Empire a Pepoquc oil il a ete redige. vrai-

semhlablemont sous Mithridate 1“ (171 136 av. J.-C.). A cette date

la Chorasmie passait done pour le berceau des Iraniens. On ne saurait

doutor quo hauteur do Yd. i ait re produit ioi uno donnee ancienne

quand on voit, memo dans les portions anciennes do rAvesta. rArvanam
vaijo nomine avec la Datya. qui est 1‘Oxus. D’autre part. la litterature

pehlevio garde le souvenir encore net d\m Eran-vez localise primitive-

mont en Chorasmie. he I

1

chapitro du Videv< hit forme done le lien

en t re 1 A vesta aneien et les toinoignages sassanides. I no pareille chaine

d»‘ concordanc*‘s invito a roconnaitro Inexistence ot la fidelite d’une

tradition dont les debuts, anterieurs aux premiers Yasts, remontent

]>our lo moins au commencement de Pepoque acliomenide et dont la

teneur n a pas vane jusqu a la ponode sassanido. Do la ressort un

premier fait : si la tradition mazdeenne s’est attachee avec autant de

mn^tanco a ce souvenir, e o^t quo lo fonds historique et legendaire

do 1 Avesta so relie a 1 Tran oriental. (7 nitre ce fait, que maint autre

mdice appuie. aucune combinai^on no saurait prevaloir.

Pour determiner, dan^ la mesuro du possible, ce quo l'liistoire pent

tenn pom \alalde dans cette tradition -et 1 on salt a quoi so reduisent

nos connaissances sur les antiquite^ preislamiques de la Chorasmie
il eonvient do detinir la portee des tonnes. Ecartons comme incon-

solable tout re (jui eonrerno la nai-sance ot lactivite de Zarathustra
dans cette region, pour nous limiter a 1‘origino des Iraniens. Par
Iraniens. on doit >ans doute entendre non Yensemble des tribus
arvennes qui out people le plateau iranien. mais plus simple-
ment cellos que l’on trouvo otablies dans l‘Est. Quand le texte
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avestiquo parle <le leur origine. on comprendra qifil s‘agit (in plus

ancien peuplement dont les trilms do l'Kst aient garde la memoire.

Sous cette reserve, rien n'empeche de croire a l’historicite de la tradition.

Selon une version (pie Benin! a recueillie, les (’homsmiens faisaient

remonter 1‘oeeupation de leur pays par les Iraniens a Tan 980 avant

Alexandre
(
-- 1292 av. J.-t\). et 1'installation de Syavus, debut d*une

nouvelle ere, 92 ans plus tard, soit en 1200 av. J.-(\ l Sa(*hau a bien

marque le earactere artifieiel et savant d<‘ ee comput.2 Mais sans

adopter des dates que leur precision menu* rend suspectes, on est en

droit de retenir l aUirmation d’un peuplement de la (’horasmie a date

tres reculee. En outre. bien (pie les indications donnees par Berun!

sur l'arrivee de Syavus (av. Syavarsan) en Cliorasmie ne s’aeeordent

pas avee l'Avesta. le Sahnfmia ni avcc les historiens arabes, il semble

(pfon ne doive pas ecarter toute idee dun rapport entre la legende

de Syavarsan et la (’horasmie. Les tenioignages de lepopee et des

<*hroni<pieurs veulent (jue Syavus se soit enfui en pays “ turan ion '*

;

les (. horasmiens, qu’il ait eherclie refuge dans leur eontree. II n‘v a pas

la contradiction si Ton admet ([lie le nom de turanien *'
s'appliquait

aux trilms nomades du Nord-Est, des stepjx's limitrophes de la

Chorasmie. D autre part, Yaqut declare avoir lu dans louvrage perdu

de Berlin! sur le Xvarizm (pie le nom ancien du pavs etait /7/.3 De

fait on connait une eitadelle chorasmienne du nom de Fir
(
Fll ). et ee

nom a pu etre donne a la fois a la ville et a la province entiere. tout

comme X'arizm ou aujourd hui Xiva. (V Fir doit representer la

pronunciation arabe de Plr. Or le haut dignitaire turanien. de la

famille des Yesak (cf. av. Yaesakav-), dont Syavus a epouse la fille

(Jarira, selon Firdous!). sappelait Plrdit .
4 Si Piran cst derive de Pir

(pour la formation, cf. Pahlnrfw. A u zdh , tires d un nom de pays),

on saisit une relation concrete entre la (’horasmie et la legende de

Syavarsan. relation de memo nature quo celle qui unit la legende de

Rotstahm (Rustam) au Sistan.

Que la ('hora>mio ait bien etc un centre de dispersion aux hautes

epoques, c ost ce <pie font supposer les invasions iraniennes dans 1‘Ouest

iranien et dans 1* Europe orientale. La langue des Scvthes. a en juger

]>ar ronomasti(pie t*t par Tossete actuel. forme un groupe dialectal

1 Rerun! ('hinnnbyy, trad. Sachau, pp. 40-].

- Sathau. Znr G* *rh. nnd ChromJ. ron Khu'drizw (SB. Wieu Akad.. 1S73, t. Ixxui*.

p. 4Mi ^q,

3 Sardian. * ]». tit., p. 47(3.

4 .Sur S\avus, cf. Christens n. L< ? Kaynnuk^ p. 10.1 sq.
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avec le sogdien et le chorasmien. ee dernier mal connu. mais en tout

cas proclie du sogdien. C'est de Chorasmie que. pour ne rien dire des

Cimmeriens. les Scvthes, les Sarmates, les Alains sont venus en vagues

successives. Et l‘on sait- par les annales de Sargon que des 714 av. J.-C.

les Scythes avaient subjugue les Urarteens.1 Si le peuplement iranien

de la Chorasmie est ainsi indirectement assure pour la fin du viii*

sieele av. J.-C., il n*etait pas excessif de faire remonter au-dela des

Achemenides la tradition avestique sur l'etablisscment des Iraniens

dans cette region.

Eappelons enfin que plusieurs temoignages classiques aflirment la

parente des Scythes et des Parthes : Parthi Scythia profecti (Q. Curt,

iv, 12, ii)
;

Scythe, cpii Parthos condidere (id. vi, 2, 12) ;
Parthi

Scytharum exules fuere (Justin xli, 1, i)
;
Sermo his (sc. Partliis) inter

Scythicum Medicumque medius et utrimque mixtus (id. lxi, 2, 3)

;

FlapOvatoi edvos iraXat . . . EkvOikov (St. Bvz.) ;—Tovs he TldpOovs

/cat TJapOvaiovs KaXovoi rives /cat <f>vXov elval <f>acn EkvOikov (Eust. ill

Dionvs. Perieget. 304).2 On ne tiendra plus alors pour fortuit que le

catalogue des regions redige sous les Parthes ait conserve sa preeminence

a la region d'oii les Parthes avec les Scythes etaient censes venir.

Le probleme de I'Eran-vez comporte done, limite a ses donnees

principales. une solution positive. Cc iiom se proto a une etymologic et

a une localisation definies. Des decouvertes ulterieures nous laisseront

pout -etre preciser davantage la part de la fiction et de la real ite qui

se rnelent dans la tradition mazdeenne sur Torigine des Iraniens. II

suffira pour 1‘instant d'avoir pu reconnaitre a cette tradition une ame

de verite.

1 Thureau-Dangin, Relation de In 8 cnnipagne de Snryon, pp. xiv-xv ; 81reek,

A't-'iiitbanipnl, i, p. ocelxxi sq. ; Julius Levvy, Forseh zur alien (Jesch. Kielnasi? ns,

1925, p. 1 sq.

J Cf. Ya>mer, Die Irnnttt in Sadnudand, p. la.



Iranian Studies III

By H. W. Bailey

I. fkill (fseh)

TN a comment on Vid.. 15, 42, the Palliavi translator quotes a legal

”* enactment as follows :—

-

oh paihdkend ku patiydruk av bar raset, av grafiakdndbr

mat but an<i> av bun raset av -004)*

‘ It is so published that injury that comes upon the fruits lies

upon the holder of the pledge, that which comes upon the stock,

lies upon the farmer,*

For the interpretation of grafiakbndbr, bar and bun. one may refer

to Bartholomae, MM., 1, 14.

In DkM., 7*23, 11, we have :

—

apar aratestar i atomic ke jxit rafiisn apar vdstr ut ybrink ut

gbspand frbe rasend he *00 £) bails bekdnak .

4

Concerning horsemen without provisions who on their journey

plunder the pastures, crops or cattle from which the farmer is

absent.*

This word is frequent, as DkM.. 7*25, 1*2 his. 13. 16, 17 : 727. 6,

8, 9 bis, 10, 16, 17, 20 bis
;

cf. also the references of West. SBE ., 37.

78, note 1. It is written and oo ei- and. with the abstract

suffix -Ih. occurs in DkM., 865, 18. The meaning is certain

from the context :
* farmer,' whether keeper of cattle or grower of

crops. The Sanskrit version renders it by visphdgitd (with incorrect

variants), with which is to be compared the use of sphltayitum

to render fsuyb in Yasna, 48, 5, and the vrddhikartb rendering

fsuyantaeca, Y., 29, 6.

The reading of the word as fsah (or fseh) is assured by its use in

rendering Av. fsZnghyu- (which occurs with unimportant variants).

It is then a learned word with fs- preserved, in contrast to supdn
' herdsman * with s, surviving in NPers. sabdn. Bal. (W) sipdnk .

(E) safdnV. It is curious that West (loc. cit.) approached the meaning,

though his reading was impossible, but missed tin* explanation, and

Bartholomae in AIW„ col. 1029, could make nothing of it.

The frequency of the word fsah gives confidence that the tradition

is well-founded. From it the meaning of Av. fsoughya- can also be

determined.
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Yasna, 31. 10a-6 :

—

at hi ayd fravardtd vastrim aiiydi fsayant&m

ahurzm asa ran9m vanhausfsanghlm mananhd

The Pahl. Comm, renders the second line by :

—

xvatay ahrav Ice fat vahman

l'ii sarddrih i gospanddn fat frdronlh Jcuneh

.

Yasna, 49. 9a :

—

sraotu sdsna fsanghyo suye fast

6

Pahl. Comm. :

—

ka nigd{k)set dmocisn an i *004) s tdsltar

ku frasdstr i denlk nigo(k)set

(Here the Sanskrit has gone astray with ]xiscdt for The

abstract {J&fsahlh is used in an epitome of this passage of the

Yasna in DIM., 865, 18 :

—

afar stdyisn ifrasdstr . .
. patfsahlh gehdn rarzltarlh sut tasltarlh .

Attempts to interpret Av.fsvnghya- have been frequent. References

to earlier literature are given in AIW. More recently Andreas-

Wackernagel proposed fsohiyax- related to spas-
;

cf. on this and

Hertel' s use of it, the remark of Charpentier, Brahman
, 47, note 1.

The Commentator understood fsvnghya- to be fsah ‘ farmer

a word familiar to him, 1 as we have seen. This suits both passages

well. Therewith the etymology is given at a glance. Just as in Greek

to 7T€kos
£

fleece, wool and in Latin pecus, pecoris
,
that is *pek~

with -osf-es ,
see Brugmann, Vergl. Gram .

2
, 2, 1, 518, beside the well-

attested *peku- . Skt. jxisu Av. pasu-, Goth, faihu ,
so here *pekes-

with -io- gives *pkrsio Iran. *fsahya-.\v.fs9nghya-< correctly readfsah

(fseh) in Pahlavi.2 It is accordingly a designation of the fsuyant

Then *fsahya- beside the synonymous fsuyant- in Y., 31, 10, recalls

the use of the almost synonymous vdstrya- with fsuyant-.

II. *spanta-

1. nlrang.

The nlrang (Pahl. nlrang Paz. nlrang, Skt. transcription

nlranga APer*, nlrang. Arab, nairanj) occupies ail essential place

1 For learned words m Pahlavi, ef. the remark : droy kt put erne i demk xvnnihet
mitoxl. J)d 36, 41.

2 Cf. Turfan Mid. Iran. (S), mhy *mahyah-.
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in Zoroastrian books. It is the
4

formula \ the results of which may
prove either good or bad. In the course of theological speculation the

nlrang then attained a more significant place. We have accordingly

three aspects.

(1) nlrang
£

injurious spell \

The nlrang of Dahak are alluded to in Dd Purs., 64. 5 (SBE.,

18, 201). Similarly in the Sahnama (Vullers, 58, 464) nlrang i zahhdk.

It has here the same meaning as ydtuklh.

(2) nlrang in religious use.

The Nlrangastan of the Avesta has partially survived. It is

described in DkM.. 735, 6 : brlnak-e nlrangastan : mdtiydn apar

nlrang i Izisn i yazdan. Similarly the yazisn and dtaxs-sdclsnlh are

classed with aparlk denlk nlranglk pdspdnlh (Dd Purs., 27, 5). Cf.

also Dd., 38, 23, denlk nlranglha and Dd., 38, 32, fraran nlranglhd .

The asron (priest) possesses good nlrang

,

he is xiib-nlrang (Pdz. Texts,

p. 335). DkM 645, 1, nlrang i var (translated by Bartholomae,

SR 2, 10, note 3, with
4

Zauber des Var ')
c

the nlrang of the ordeal '.

GrBd., 227, 10, Ganak Menuk and Az are struck down pat an i gdsdnlk

nlrang (translated by Nyberg, MO., 23, 346, as ‘ die magische Wirkung

der Gathas
r

).

Similarly GrBd., 177, 6, nlrang ut afison i ddtlk gdsdn.

In the epitome of the Yidevdat. DkM., 784, 11 fob :

—

apar an i nlrang l~s pat bundahisn stahnuiklh i drub pads be

kdst nt vazurk neroklh i airman xeabisnih ut akunavar ut ban

gdsdnlk apastdk pat apdc ddstan i devdn lute druzenltan i gehdn i

ahrdylh .

In the same epitome the supernatural power of plants is noted.

DkM., 784, 5 fob

nt apar vazurk neroklh i *besaz-dar urvar pit nlranglk apde-

ddstdrlh i vas pitiydrak ddt i ohrmazd pur sraxtak urvar av

besazenltan i daman had hiyandaklh.

The nlrangenltdr is mentioned in DIM.. 920, 20.

The Commentators also understood nlrang to be the study intended

in the Avesta : mat, paiti .frasa- is explained by apdk apdc pursisnlh

i nlrang.

In this sense of
5 good supernatural power ' the nlrang is frequent.

The same meaning survived in later Persian. So in the Sdhndma,

Vullers. 32. 180, when the physicians seek to cure Zahhak :
—
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—

biziskdn i farzdna gird dmahand

hanta yak ba yak dastdnha zahand

zi liar guna niranghd sdxtaml

mar din dard rd earn na sndxtand.

In the Avesta the same view is attested by Vid., 7, 44, in the specific

case of healing :

—

ka raid . baehizasca u rvard . baesazasca ma Orb . baesazasca

To the third method of healing the Commentator remarks :

—

ke pat mansr spand besazenet ku afison kuneh

In the same text ya{ mgOram .spantam .baesazyo is glossed :

—

ke mansr spiutd besazenltdr veh ne kunand vattar-ic ne kunand.

This is nlrang or afison . Hence the epitomizer in DkM 784,

quoted above, rightly recognized the Avestan maOra- to be nlrang .

In the Avesta the injurious type of nlrang is represented by the

aya maOra :

—

Yast, 10, 20: frana ayantun mqOranqm yd varazyeit i avi. mi Oris.

Al-Nadlm (Fihrist
,
viii, 3) speaks of a kitdb nairanjat

,
and of the

nairanjat al-asjdr, wa ’l-dimdr
,
ira l-adhbn v:a ' l-hasais .

(3) The cosmic nlrang is expounded in a passage of the Denkart

(DkM., 399, 7-400. 21), which is of such importance that a transcription

and translation is here attempted, although certain phrases remain

obscure.

apar nlrang. hac nikez i veh-den

.

et : nlrang hast rdhenisndn rafidklh

cegdn geteylk rdhenisn kdrenlt nlrang-e hast pads rafidklh

an rdhenisn kdr hastdo mendk rdhenisn ut hast i andar getey

vlndrisn i getey pat mendk rah an getiydn apdk nlrang i geteylk

rdhenisn pat is rafiet

apdytsnlk-ic hast nlrang i mendkdn i paths getey rdhenisn vt vlndrisn

nt et i zawlk getby nlranglk pat dp at rat dz i dp «* ut> vdtjx.it asmdn

mendk nlranglk jxii amahraspand rare at svarr vlndrisn

lit tan getey nlranglk dmfcisn i tan passdeisn

at mendk nlranglk jxit rurdn zlndaklh

at gelidn amok pat asrdnlh

at pdnaklh jxit aratestdrlh

at varzisn pal vast ryds!

h

at dsdnlh pat huhusaklh nlrang

at hamdk getey nlranglk pat :rratdylh

at mendk nlranglk jxit den vlndrisn
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martdm tan geteg mranglk apertat pat dpdtlli vlnarisn

mean mendk mranglk pat krpak bdzisn

ut ct-ic cegon nihuftak rdbenisn etonlh ut an -etonlh paibaklh pat denlk

var nlrang i pesenlk pat krtak deistan tdstlk dkdslh

cin-ie i cegdn dfrln nifrln i pat rdcarlkdnlliustan den-paihakVt ut andar

gelidn dkdslh

at cin-ic i liac axtardn apdxtardn rasisn vartisn

afison i xrafstr ozanisn ut gazisn ut zahr da rman

vaslh <7> vlmdrlh be-barisnlh </> hok eisdpddk

ut tuning i pat dtaxsdn dpdn urearan zanisn ut agd(k)snstdn <i>
zamlkdn

an i andar baeisn ham-haeisnlh i jdncardn pat axtardn apdxtardn hac

*ron ut gelidn*

an i andar vlmdrlh ut drueistlh pat haftaka n ut nem, haftakan andar mail

purr mdih ut eisaftas

an i hac den mranglk apastdk Izisn pat sndgisn <i> yazddn ut

besenitdrill </> deviln den-pa ihdklJi

ut han-ic vas ninnltdr andar geteg ut mendk zonk nlrang gut hac dn

i pat cihr

ut kam-paibdklh i andar geteg mendklk nlrang apareezaklh i cihr andar

geteg axvan, *zruftaklh i mendk-kdrlh andar cihr-kdrlh

dn i andar mendkdn ascan vas vug dzlh mendk rare apar cihr rdb nlrang

apar cihr apareezaklh ut cihr andar nlrang mendk rare *zruftaklh

ut andar -ic geteg pat kisearan salirdn i Peak hac dit dur cis hast

andar kisear-e sahr-e cihrlk

pat him kisear sahr nlranglk hangdrend

dn i easlhd paiSdk

Notes to I)kM .. 399 400

(1) kdrenlt nlrang-e.

San j ana’s variant appears to be dittography.

kdrenlt , Piiz. (S(jV. 11 . 77) kdrinlb. Skt. kdritah . It is taken here as

absolute participle and noun. The same collocation— participle with

noun can form a possessive compound :

(IrBd., 220, 1 : hangartenlt dam ha vet ‘ lie becomes one wlio lias

finished his creation

I)d.. Introd.. S ; mayuk martdn i dsmurt mansr i dranjenlt zand

uskdrt datastan.
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—

(2) menok rdhenisn, zonk nlrang.

Cf. DIM., 893, 16 : et-ic rdh ce pat var varzisnlh an i varomand

*Pmr ut tank *rbsnlh pat mendk-zorlh, quoted by Bartholomae, SR., 2,

10, note 3.

(3) apdyisnlk.

1. desirable; cf. Paz. dfiaisnl = Skt. abhlstha- . apdyisnlktar,

Skt. dkdhksanlyatara (MX).

2. apdyisn
fi needed 5

: an-apdyisn
c

unneeded \ Dd .,
K 35, 199

verso 5-6, corresponding to GrBd ., 137, 13, vdret av givdk ku apdyet.

(4) rare
4

power, energy \

Av. varacah varocahvant-. Turfan Mid. Iran. (S) yazddn ke pa S

xves varz u8 rosnl.

vrz, vre
,
vrevynd. DkM., 675, 19, rare ut xvarr at dz.

(5) dmecisn
4

element '.

Cf. Matiyan i Catrang, 26 : 4 ogdn humdndk kunom cegon 4 dmecisn

ke martdm hacis. More often zaliak
i

element \

GrBd., 142, 11 : 4 zahakdn hast dp ut zamlk vat ataxs

143, 7 : 4 cfbhr ut zahakdn

SGY., 4, 17 : df3 dtas gil vdS

5, 48 : dtas dfi vdh zaml.

(6) amok pat asrdnlh . . . et seq.

Cf. GrBd., 31, 9 : brbh i asronlh dast ce ham-e ddndklh apdk asrondn

31, 15 : bralimak i aratestdrlli ce . . . ddm-pdnaklh kart

32, 6 : brahmak i vdstrybslh ddst ce . .
. gehdn varzitan

(7) denlk var.

Cf. var i denlk . MhD ., 13. 1 (Btlil., SR.. 2, 13).

(8) tdstlk
'

certain, sure*. So SGY., 15, 62, fasti, Skt.

suiuscita-. >S(tJ .. 11. 140, pa fast , Skt. niscayena : be-sg gundh
i garg bahoh pa fast.

For the tAvo forms, Avith and Avitliout -Ik. cf. mm -cist and ndm-
cistik. The a\ ord ma\ lie den\ed from tasta

~

'

cut off
,
hence k

decided
cf. Av. tbstnm damn cut Avood . Latin decldere sIioavs a similar

deA’elopment. It is found elsewhere

hp. Man., i. i. 4 . be en ne tdstlk ddmsn horn ku kam cis ne sayet.

Ibid., i, 9. 12 . adak-sdn pat ne *sdyastlh tdstlk ne vicvrenlt heh.

Dd Purs.. 38. 10 : tdstlk agtimdn.

According to SBE., 18, 160. tdstlk occurs also in Purs., 47, 5. The
text is not accessible.
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The phrase Hd) Paf fdst is found several times in MhD.,

but Bartholomae in his discussion of the ordeal and the oath (SR., 2,

7 fob) failed to recognize the word. He inclined to connect it with

fast ‘ cup \ West also in the three passages of Ep. Man. and Dd.

rendered tdstik bv £

purifying cup \ * consecrated cup which involved

the passages in obscurity.

(9)

dfrln nifrin ‘ blessing and cursing \

Gizastak Ah. ad fin., zat ut skast nifrlt burnt. SGY., nifrldaa.

XPers. nafrin
£

curse nafrl ‘curse cf. for the form Buddli. Sogd.

"pry>v, Man. Sogd. ptfryy.

The same value of ni- is found in Arm. nzovk' ‘ curse ' from

*ni-zava whereas in Avestan the simple verb zav- means ‘ curse
'

in Yasna 11, 1, zavaiti. Hence the Paid. is nil'!ray

‘repudiating’ as read by the Pazand niyerae , niyirde . MX., 36, 13.

Btlil. proposed viyirdy . SR., 2, 38.

(10)

pat cihr.

Av. ciOra-
£

visible, manifest ’, rendered by Paid. paihdk, but also

cihr, cihrak. Hence pat cihr
'

in visible form *, cihrenitan ‘ to embody \

DIM., 681, 13 : vastan i hacis yetey cihrenitak sdxtak av undnr

afiigatik kosisn pattutan.

Zatspram, 6, 6 : din menok i vat andar cihrlk vat i andarvdylk frdc

yumbenet.

SGY ., 6. 21 : cihraniddr

.

Skt. rupayitd .

7, 2 : ez . . . cih ranidal, Skt. rupat vat.

Paid, cihrak. XPers. cihr, cihra ‘ countenance '.

The cihrlk in the present Dk. passage is contrasted with the menokik,

just as in Zdts. 6, 6, menok i vat is set over against andar cihrlk.

Dd. Purs., 27, 4 : api-s mendk-cih rih rdS dahisn i yazddn ut

frahaxtisn i menok niranyik frahaxtisniktar.

XS.

(11)

*zruftakih The spelling is to be compared with

the treatment of zruvan-. Pahl. zurvdn. and trnftak from trftak.

Paid. JD XPers. surb * lead

DIM.. 407, 1 : zruftak ut sutak fit xdk-dmek.

DIM.. 435. 12 : av nihdnik zruftakih.

GrBd., 35. 13 : Paris MS. azrdpet. Hence the verb is

rdp- * remove ’, rup-
'

be removed

VOL. VII. PART 2 . 19
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Translation

On the nirang. From the Exposition of the Good Faith *. It is

this. The nirang is the coming into operation of controlling influences.

So the controlling influence in the visible world, when a nirang is

caused, is thereby rendered active. The action of those controlling

influences is both in the invisible world and in the visible world.

Because the visible world is ordered through the invisible world, the

things of the visible world are associated with the nirang of the visible

world, and the controlling influence comes into operation through it

The nirang of the invisible world is also necessary, since through it

operates the controlling of the visible world and its organization.

As to the earth, the nirang of the invisible world is in water and

wind, the power of the water and wind in the sky.

The nirang of the invisible world is concerned with the organization

of the supernatural power and splendour of the Amahraspands.

As to the body, the nirang of the visible world is concerned with the

preparations of the elements of the body, the nirang of the invisible

world is concerned with the life of the intelligent soul.

As to the beings of the visible world, the nirangs are :

—

teaching by the priests

protection by the warriors

cultivation by the peasants

comfort by the artisans,

and the whole nirang of the visible world is vested in kings.

The nirang of the visible world is concerned with the organization

of the Faith.

As to the body of men. the nirang of the visible world is most
influential in the organizing of well-being.

As to the intelligent soul, the nirang of the invisible world is

concerned with the deliverance through good deeds.

There is this also : in the controlling influence of hidden things

the manifestation of its being so or not so.

and the certain knowledge through the ordeal according to the
established form by its use.

and that also consisting of blessing and cursing, the religious

manifestation of their trustworthiness and making known in the
visible world,

and that also connected with the movement and resolution of

zodiacal signs and planets,
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the incantation as cure of the attack, biting or poison of noxious

creatures, the removal of the destructive character of a multitude

of diseases,

the nirang in respect of the assault of fire, water, or plants, and the

metals of the lands,

that concerned with coming into existence and conception of

animals in regard to the zodiacal signs and planets . . .

that in connection with disease and health in the weeks and half-

weeks, the new moon day, and the seventh days after the full and new

moons,

that of the religious nirang according to the revelation of the Faith

for the worship of the Avesta in propitiating Yazdan and vexing

the devs.

The others also, appearing in great number in the visible and

invisible worlds, as powerful nirang besides those which are embodied.

Because the nirang of the invisible world is rarely manifested in the

visible world, the embodied form prevails in the visible existences and

the activity of the invisible is eliminated in the activity of the

embodied.

Because in the invisible existences the power of Yay and its

invisible supernatural activity is more abundant than the embodied,

therefore its nirang prevails over the embodied, and in the invisible

supernatural activity of the nirang the embodied is eliminated.

Also in the visible world, in regions and districts remote from one

another there is a thing which in one region and district thev consider

to be embodied, but in the other region and district they consider to

be nirang. That is abundantly manifested.

2. afison.

Beside nirang. as we have seen, stands a fisdn with like meaning.

So in GrBd . ,
177, 0 : nirang }it afisdn i ddtlk gdsdn , and in the Yid.

passages quoted above from DkM. and the Paid. Comm, a fixon in

healing represents the madra- of the Avesta.

The verb is attested in GrBd.. 154. 15

nasim ka nr a {isat rstrt deran ifatdkdn stanfnd tiyr hanalndk

<7 v an < atari '^ vrhPnd at dzanrnd r rah tin ntarv ndsan < ka>
nr afisdt rstrt stanrt <svaret> tdk drvan kdr nr fra nalgrnd

ka afisdt rstrt nr svarrt devdn rinds pat is kartan nr tuvdn.

Here the afisutan works against the devs. But just as there are
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aya mo Ora in the Avesta, and good and evil nlrangs, so the aftson

mav be used by beings good or evil. In Aftiydtkdr i Zareran . 74 and

100, the ydtuk Yidrafs has a spear : an fras i aftsiitak. The weapon

has been magicallv strengthened.

Both aspects of the aftsdn persist into XPers. The Sdhndma knows

the beneficent afsun of kings (Vullers, 20. 43, of Hosang). and the

ofsiingarl , which a heavenly Sards teaches to FireSun (Vnllers, 50.

304-5). The physician at the birth of Rustam (Vullers. 223. 1078)

is described as

—

yak-e tnard i bind-dil u pur-fusun

and he exercises afsun (afsun kunaS) in his work of healing.

But the harmful afsun is illustrated in the case of Sarv, king of

Yaman, the sdh i afsungardn (Vullers, 73. 208), who tried to destroy

the sons of FireSun by bringing upon them a bitter cold.

In NPers. we have

—

afsun

afsdn
1

fascinating, magician ’

afsdna * incantation
*

(ifsay
'

enchanter
'

afsdyldan
6

to subdue by magic ’

afsdnldan
c

to make tame 5

The etymology of aftsdn is of importance for the discussion which

follows. It can safely be explained as from a verb sav- with the preverb

abi- (which the abhi- of Sanskrit nbhicdra
'

enchantment ' mav
support

;
Salemann proposed upa- in GIF.. 16. 304). Hence *abi-

sarana-. The verb abi-sa r- may be rendered * to exercise supernatural

power upon, so imparting strength ' as to words or weapons.

3. sac-.

\\ e are led then to recognize a word sav- with the pregnant meaning
of ‘ strengthening ' by the exercise of supernatural power whether
of words alone or of words associated with rites. This meaning, and
this is of particular importance, is to be recognized also in the Avesta.

Such a translation of the frequent Av. stir- seems alone to do justice
to the contexts. It may be seen clearly in such a collocation as that in
Visprat. 7, 2 :

—

arstdtdw yazamaide vanuhlm

frdthit_
.
garfat m r,rhi[

. m Sl, rft m
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rendered in the Pahl. Comm. :
—

astdit yazem veh freh-ddtdr i gelidn

valisn ddtdr <i> gelidn

sutenltd

r

<f> gelid

n

Similarly in verbal form,. Yid.. 4. ‘2, gloss :

—

go dawho vc hu.vaxsdi

frahamnahe vardhawnahc xradamnahe sagammthe

Palil. Comm. : lie deh pat Inivaxs frdxvenet ka ves bekuneh <vdIenet>

xratenet sutenet ku-s sut pat is kunend.

To this sav- with transitive meaning * to strengthen \ the corre-

sponding intransitive is attested as *kaci-
'

to increase, be strong
’

in Skt., Gr.
}
and Iranian :

—

Skt. svay-, Av. spay-, Oss. rdsuyun, NBal. slay k to swell \

Gr. Kvea)

Adjectival derivative :

—

Av. sura savista-

Skt. sura-, savistha

-

Gr. CLKVpOS, KVptOS

In Mid. Iran, sav- is chiefly found in the participial sut : Pahl. sat,

sdtenltan. sutdmand. sutenitar are frequent. XPers. slid is * profit,

advantage *.

Pahl. sut-aftkdrlh 'affording silt
?

: Dd ., K 35. fol. 199. verso 6:

at sut-a fikdrlh apar givdk av rotastdkdn baxset is used of the wind

which brings rain to promote the welfare of the world. So also

Dd Pars.. 30, 11. sut-a f3kdr4 and GrBd .. 5, 9, sut-a fikarlha. DIM..

751. 4-5, silt ut nlrmat. 1

The gloss to saokavantam

.

Vast, 7, 5. reads in GrBd.. 105, 10 :

—

sutdmand hi bar < nt> dp ^mv> urvar dahet.

Similarly GrBd.. 00. 12 fol. :

—

*
hamdk kdf hue zaatlk apar dmat hand ke frahaxtisn at sat i

martoman hacis.

Dd.. K 35. 199. verso 7 11. uses this same phrase in describing the

effect of rain :

—

pat is navak dp-ic navak tacisn at narak *besazcnisnlh av urvardn

at navak vaxsisn ut navak zarydnlh av zamlkdn at ybsddsrlli av

1 In nh mat we should perhaps ret-oem/e nl-tmat. a derivative from <n~ with rediu ed

jrradt1 *r~matt-. Arm. annat 'root' ma\ he explained as *a-nnati- {Xyher<r, MO..
23. 360. proposed *ab(a)ttHtf). Avestan drmait'n need> further consideration.
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—

gospanddn ut naval zdyisn ut naval: xvap damlh[d] av apdrlk

daman ut naval bam ut naval hugonlh dahet jxitexvlh i gehdn sut

ut frahaxtisn i veh dahisn afizdyenet .

Here the same idea is elaborated which is intended by the

frddat.gaeOa - and savo .gaeOa- of the Avesta. The translation of

Pahl. sut by 4

advantage 5

is inadequate. It is rather a
4

strengthening

and promoting of welfare \

The verbal form occurs in Pahl. in DIM., 674, 13 fob, in explaining

the word sutomand (here rendering the Av. saosyant-) :

—

sutmnand perozgar nam tan-la rtdr-ic ndm

etdn sutomand cegon harvisp axv i astomand savenet

It is found also in DIM., 606, 5 fob :

—

ahalfrac raft porusdsp pat menol-ldmallh cegon mendkdn

apdyast mendl savihuh m*nokdn Jiam-e sut.

Pahl. Psalt. svtyllyhy.

In the recently published Pahlavi Psalter the word svtyllyhy

*sutelarih occurs three times to translate Syriac Ivsp and tlspf
4 prayer

5

. It was possible accordingly to decide the correct form of the

name of the Vkj Nask as Sut-lar, since this Nask begins with

a treatment of the Ahunavar, that is, precisely as was seen above,

one of the nlrangs in the passage DIM., 784, quoted above. It is

therefore possible to see in sut-lar, sute-larlh the word sut with the

same meaning as afisdn and nlrang from the verb sav- ‘ to strengthen

by supernatural power \ Its adaptation to the Christian sense of

prayer is natural : the * potent formula passing over to prayer. 1

It may then be considered that we have :

—

(1) afisdn. afisut , afisutal

(2) sut-lar

from the same sav- and with the same meaning.

Barr, in the Glossary to the Pahlavi Psalter, p. 54, suggested
a possible connection of svtyllyhy with Av. sruti-, that is, sr- becoming 6*-,

but the supposed parallel in Pahl. afUsds is to be otherwise explained,
as -sos from -saul-s-r an inchoative form of saul-. It is clear that
a derivation from sav- in the sense suggested is more satisfactory.

;

It is curious that a similar transition appears to have taken place also in the
Syriac : k*p is used of ‘ sorcery ' m Hebrew and Akkadian.

Similarly NPers. dos- ‘ adhere ’ beside doza k

tincture of lac Arm. doc ‘ lac \
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4. *kuen~.

A meaning * strengthen by supernatural power * seems to be

attested outside Iranian in Balto-Slavonic for another derivative

of *kcu- , namely with the enlargement -en- in *kuen -

.

Lettish svets has preserved certain interesting uses. 1 am indebted

for the following information to Mr. N. B. Jopson.

(1) G. F. Stencler. Lettische Grammat ik , Milan. 1783.

p. 233. $\vehti lahjti, heilige Fluehe, lieissen bey den Bauron. wenn

jemand auf der Kanzel, auf Begehren eines andern (ver-

mutlich nicht umsonst) braf verflucht wird.

p. 270. j&wehtas meitas, unterirdische heilige Madgens. unter welehen

die Semmes mahte odor Erdgottin ihr Reich hatte. Diese

Madchen sollen flir ihre Yerehrer. des Xachts alles arbeiten,

dass, wenn sie aufstelien. alles fertig linden,

p. 270. $wehti wahrdi, heilige Worte. So nannte die aberglaubisclie

Letten, die gemurmelten Worte der vermeinten Weihsager

und Segensprecher.

(2) G. F. Stender, Lettishes Lexicon. Milan. 1789, Znnfer ThciL

p. 307.

$wehts, heilig, selig. it. theuer und hoeh, it. das Besomlore

so gar im Bosen.

$wehti wahrdi, Gottes Wort, abusive das aberglaubisehe

Besprechen, it. wenn ein Prediger auf der Kanzel brav

flucht. welches eliemals Mode war.

$wehts putns, Storch.

swehts nasis. ein Messer, (lessen Schnitt sehr sehmerzet.

swehts kohdums, unheilbarer Biss.

sauliti swehtiht. Sonnenuntergang fevren und alsdann

die Arbeit aus der Hand legen. ist ein lettischer Aberglaube.

It was. of course, employed by Christians in the sense of ' holy

In the examples here quoted we seem to have a use of the word

independent of Christianity 1 and therefore important. This is con-

firmed by the Serbo-Croatian :
—

bveiiti (1)
* to avenge’: sin seed oca

'

t lie son avenges the

father *.

(2)
* to consecrate ’

; seestenik seed coda * the priest

consecrates the water \

1
( f. also (.Vch hhmUh ‘idol, temple' be-ide Pol. * prayei \ as treated by

Heaven iste, IISL., 33, 133.
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—

bsvela * revenge '.

osvet it i ‘ to avenge \

Both Lettish and Serbo-Croatian words represent an Indo-Eur.

*kuen-to~. In Christian use *b*en-to- is found regularly in these and

the other Balto-Slav. languages :

—

Lettish svets.

Lith. sventas

.

Old Slav, svetu.

Kuss. svhit-oi

.

Serb. svet. sveta. sveto.

Pol. swiety.

Old Pruss. sivints.

The examples in Lettish and Serbo-Crotian suggest an original

meaning 4

to strengthen by supernatural power 5

as for the Iranian

sav-, abi-sciv-. This is particularly clear in the Lettish use of svets

in reference to
k words ? and k

knife ‘
: svets implies the presence of

magical power in both. 1 A transition to express the sense of
4

holy \

as in the case of * holy water * in Christian use, was evident. The word

could then be given meanings which early Lettish beliefs did not

compass. It is possible that further search would discover other

examples in the Baltic texts.

This Balto-Slav. word is identical in form with the Iranian *spanta-,

*santa-.

5. Iranian *sjxwta-, *santa-, *santa-.

In dealing with the vexed problem of Iranian *spanta-. to which

the inquiry has now' led, it is necessary to keep in view four points.

These are (1) the Avestan contexts. (2) the etymology, (3) the Balto-

Slav, cognates in their oldest ascertainable meanings. (4) the traditional

Pahlavi translation. A view' which allows full value to each of these

four factors receives thereby a strong cumulative confirmation. It

is hoped to show that each of the four aspects are in accord. The
result is likely therefore to be trustworthv.

The central importance of span t
a- in Zoroastrian studies is self-

evident and explains the rich literature which has been devoted to

the problem of its meaning.

1
It is oh\ unis that thiN would also explain the Germaine Goth, hint#!; Old Engl.

Au.sf/
k mu rament w hirh has Been supposed to represent From ' an offering

of magic power to * sacrament would lie hut another example of the adaptation ol
pre-Christian wonK to Christian uses.
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From the time of Anquetil flu Perron attempts have been made to

translate spanta-. The following may be noted :

—

(1) In the AIW. Bartholomae has an elaborate note in which he

seeks on the evidence of Lithuanian $rentas. by him understood as

‘ heilig \ to prove that the meaning of Aw spanta- is
4

lieilig
' and

nothing else. Similarly Spiegel and Geldner translated.

(2) Jackson
(
GIF .. ii. 635) wrote ‘ aw. spanta “ vorteih. gewinn-,

heilbringend \ von der AVurzel span (su)
"
niitzen. forthelfen,

vermehren
“ ?

;
hence he translated ’ wohlthatig '.

(3) B. Geiger (SIJL1TF. 1916) attempted a new explanation by

comparing Skt. pan-
k

to praise *. This is phonetically inadmissible.

(4) Junker (Ung. Jahrb ., v. 1925, 411 fol.) proposed to connect

spanta- with the group of words to which spaita- * white * belongs,

with the meaning of
6

shining \ thinking of the light in which Ahura

Mazdah dwells. This view is also held by Hertel, Beit rlige znr Erkltirung

des Aivestas and des Vedas, p. 108 fol. It is in conflict with the Balto-

Slav. cognates and the Pahl. tradition.

(5) Johannson connected spanta- with Gothic swings
v

ta^upo?'
;

see Charpentier. Brahman , 46. note 5. This is phonetically inadmissible.

(6) Lommel by a consideration of the contexts (Z//., 7. 44 fol.)

came to the conclusion that spanta- could everywhere be rendered

‘ king \ This can, however, in two cases be done only by straining the

meaning severely, namely in gaospanta and mg dm spanta.

As can be seen, none of these explanations satisfy all the four points

upon which it is necessary to insist.

A new explanation is accordingly here offered, which if it proves

acceptable must affect the view of Zoroastrian origins to an important

extent.

It has so far been seen that Mid. Iran. Zoroastrian texts contain

a theory of * supernatural power ' manifested in the cosmos as well as

in the acts of daily life, as in the case of the physician healing by

afisdn and the use of ’ spells * by Azi Dahaka.

The agreement of Balto-Slav. theory as expressed by representatives

of *kuen-to- may justify the assumption that *keu- had been earlv

specialized in this direction in these two Indo-Eur. dialects. If this

was the case—the idea of * effective power ' expressed by *kcn- and

its cognates—it would not be surprising to find traces of such

a meaning in the Avestan spanta
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The word is attested ill Iranian as follows :

—

Av. spanta-, comp, spanyah superl. spanista sp&ntd .tzma-,

abstract sp&nah adj. spanahvant-.

Gr. a<f>^v8aSdrr]g.

Cappadocian Calendar oovSapa.

Arm. spandaramet , -i Atovvaos.

spandarametakan ‘ Dionysiac \

sandaramet-k
7

77}
Karto, aSirrov.

sandarametakan Karaxdovios

.

sandarametayin x^oiaos*.

sanda rametapet A rjprjTTjp.

Saka ssanda (see below).

Sogd. Letters ’sp'nh't nom. pr.

Man. spnd'rmt
,
mrVspnd (see Waldschmidt-Lentz, Man.

Dogmatik
, 91).

Pahl. spand
,
gospand

,
maraspand, anuikraspand.

spencik.

INiPers. gospand, gdsfand.

Probably the name of the rue plant is to be connected :

—

Pahl. spandan.

NPers. sipand, isfand
‘

rue sipanddn
c

seed of wild rue

Arm. spand.

Afgh. spdnda ‘ wild rue \

It is a plant of apotropseie character. Cf. wrnrr pat mranglk apdc

dastdrlh i 1 as pitiydrak
,
DkM., 784, quoted above.

These various forms assure the etymology. The alternation of

sp-, s-, 55- is of the same type as that of Median aW/ca, Av. spa,

sitnd , Pahl. sat, NPers. sa/7 ,
Wax! lac, and Av. aspa-, OPers. asa

Saka assa-, Wax! yal. Hence we have here an Indo-Iranian *suanta

Indo-Eur. *kaendo-. We have recognized the identical form in Balto-

Slav. The formation is an adjectival derivative with suffix -/o- from

a subst. *knen~, cf. Bmgmann, Vergl Gram., ii, 403, who quotes the

type in Gr. davpaoros. Skt. surta-, and especially Italic examples,
as Latin fast us. Av. spmta- is therefore the equivalent of spanahvant-
‘ possessing spa milt- \

It has been shown that the meaning of the Balto-Slav. word, as

attested in particular by Lettis svets and Serbo-Croatian bsveta,

expressed the idea of ‘supernatural power'. This is precisely the
meaning which fits the Avestan words. Here we find
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my Ora spanta.

gao spanta
,
Yid., 21, 1. (Palil. Comm, gdv i afizonlk.)

spantd armaitis.

spantd mamyus.

nd spanto
, Yasno. 51. 21. spantam naram , T7.y>raf, 19, 1.

spantd daenci

.

17, 45. 11.

asaw . . . spantam ant asam. Y .. 37. 4.

fra vasis . . . spantd . . . spanistd . . . sfud . . . savistd. Yast , 13, 75.

d#>v3 urvdzistake spantake.

gdOdbyd spantdbgd , 17, 55, 1.

haoma sura spanta , Pisp/v/f. 9. 3

aurvanto . . . spanta vlSvdnho, 17. 57, 27.

spanta fradaxsta maraya.

spantd .data-.

spantd .xratu-, Yast, 13, 115, nom. pr. Cf. Dd 36, 11,

afizonlk xrat

.

spantd .frasan-. Yid .. 22, 19.

So the abstract, associated with ‘ knowledge \ is found in :

—

spammha vaehyd .paite, 17, 9, 27, addressing Haoma.

r., 9, 22, spdnd mastlmea.

Yast , 10, 33, mastlm spdnd vaeSlm.

Yid., 18, 7, cmidci gw/m spanyd yezi mam jmiti
.
parasdnhe.

The possession of spanah which according to the explanation here

proposed means f

supernatural power \ is attained by the knowledge

of what was called nlrang and ajUsOn in Mid. Iran. Cf. the Paid,

rendering of Av. mat .paiti Jrasa- bv apdk apdc pursisnlh i nlrang.

Just so in the Sahnama afsun is associated with wisdom :

Yullers, 73, 214 :

—

bah-dn IzaSl farr u farzdnagl ba-afsun i sdhdn a marddnagl

Yullers, 71, 178, speaking of the physicians :

—

pur az ddnis u purfnsdn dmaSand

The nd spantd of the Gathas is the man who has this power. The

spantd mainyas is the being of the invisible world who manifests this

same power, and the spanta - maOra- is exactly the nlrang. It is possible

also to understand the cow as spanta-. and the earth called spantd.

It is a meaning made necessary by a comparison with Lettish.

The activity of the being who has spanah-. the spanta- man, is
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expressed by tlie cognate verb spanu - in the Gathic passage. Yasna.

51. 21 :

—

drmatois nd spantd hvd eistl uxhdis syaodana

daend asam spanvat

This is probably also the meaning of spanvanti in HaSdxt Nasl\ 1,4.

It has therefore been sliown that the three first points— (1 )
Avestan

context. (2) etymology. (3) the meaning of the Balto-Slav. cognates

—

confirm each other and together assure a meaning of ‘ supernatural

power \ There remains the fourth point : the Pahl. Commentators

rendered spanta- and the related words, not by a cognate word, but

bv afizonlk. It is now necessary to show that this is equally in accord

with the above result and in turn confirmatory of it.

6. cipzdnik.

In the Pahlavi Commentators' rendering of Av. spanta- and its

cognates we have another example of an interesting practice. This is

to avoid an identical or etymologically related word in translating

Avestan. Turfan Mid. Iran, shows that the phrase yasn uh vahm was

familiar, yet Av. vahma- is not rendered by vahm in Pahl. In the

Frahang i Olm, 10, Av. pusnm 6

crown '
is rendered by aparsar

although Turfan Mid. Iran, has pvsg *pusay (II. , 7. 9, North.) and

Arm. has psak . Similarly Av. eidra- is usually rendered by pa i8dk,

though cihr and cihrak are also found. It is therefore not necessary

to suppose that the commentators used afizonlk to render spanta "

owing to a mistaken association of the words.

It is important to define, if possible, the meaning which was

intended by the translators in using aj3zdtuk. Happily the word and

its cognates are well attested.

The oldest examples of the verb are in two Old Pers. inscriptions.

The first published by Herzfeld with facsimile in * A new Inscription

of Xerxes from Persepolis ‘ (Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization
,

Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 1932). and again in

AMI.. 4, 117 fob. and also by Benveniste, BSL .. 33, 144 fol. :

—

39-40 uta amya krtnm abijdvayant

The second inscription, also of Xerxes, was published in the

Illustrated London Sen's. 8th April, 1933, p. 488 :

9—10 adaw abiyaylvmjatn abiy ava krtant

The meaning is clearly
k

to add '.
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We have the word also in Turfan Mid. Iran. (S) 'bzv- and
*

bz'y-,

see Henning, Manichaica ii. and in Budh. Sogd.
*

fiz'w-, ' fizic'y.

In Paid, the word is common. It is here a matter of the meaning.

Two aspects are represented.

(1) apzutan. afizayenltan 'to increase in number*.

In Yasna. 62, 4, spdnah- is glossed by afizonlklh hi tdk cis-e t'cts

cis (lanom <a/3ziitan>

In Yast, 1. 8, spanahvant - is glossed by afizdyenltdr hi laic umiak

cis vas cis be afizdyenem.

GrBd. . 222, 3-4. ka-m yortdk ddt hi andar zamlk be parkanend ut

apdc rohend pat afizon apad buret.

GrBd., 54. 4, hist at aftzon kitHead ' they shorten and increase *.

So in NPers. afzun ‘ more ’.

Sdhnama (Vullers. 429, 72) :

—

birun raft bd d zi lashir suvdr

zi marddn i janyl fazun az hazdr.

(2) afizut is further defined by its opposite, vizut vizdtan
'

to lessen,

to do harm * (cf. Btld., SR.. 3, 53 fol.). Dd Pars., 27. 2. api-s dart ut

vizdyisn apar vitart estet ndzuktar. SGY.. 4, 63, vazudan

,

Skt.

vidhvamsitum. SGY., 8, 73. ez vazdddrl , Skt. virodhatvdt. Cf.

Sdhndina (Vullers, 368, 844). fazdyanda bah az yazdyanda bah.

Hence afizatcin will mean ‘to increase, strengthen *. So afizdyisn

explains fsavisn (gloss to Av. fsaonibya. Slrnc.. 1. 7), which means the

well-being of the herd, including an increase in numbers. The Skt.

version uses sphltayitum ‘ to make prosper * ior fsavenisn.

DkM.. 729. a j3zdye?takenitan <V> an i ahrav pat ddndklh at

kdhenltan i din i druvand pat dasakdslh <?> gehdn. Similarly the use

of afizuh on Sasanian coins means ‘ well-being, good fortune '. some-

thing more than a bare increase in numbers.

The same view is attested by GrBd., 48, 12. in the list of opposites :

gandklh hast zatdrlh av afizdnlklh. Here afizonlklh might be translated

‘ making prosper ’ in contrast to zatdrlh
'

destructiveness \

It is also interesting that for fraid i*n, Yasna, 53. 6, the XPers.

gloss has afzunl-dahisnl. the Skt. vrddhiddtih.

We are here in the presence of the same conception as that

expressed by the sat ut frahaxtisn i gehdn, and the Av. sard
.
gap0a-.

Since sav- and spjnta- are restricted in the Avesta to beneficent

activities, resulting in prosperity among living livings, the rendering

of sponta- bv afizdnlk looks to the result of the activity of the being who
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—

is spanta who possesses the supernatural power, the nlrang
,
needed

to promote the well-being of the world, which is the afizut of living

creatures. It is therefore evident that afizonlk is not * bountiful \

nor is it simply
c

increaser ’ as the glosses quoted above (Yasna, 62, 4 :

Yast
,
1

, 8) might at first suggest : afizonlk is
4

he whose activity results

in afizfd \ the silt nt frdhaxtisn i gehctn.

It will now be evident that the cosmic view of the nlrang in the

Denkart, as translated above, may justly be considered a doctrine of

the Yeh-den, and represent speculation based on the Avestan idea of

the spanta- and the mg Ora-.

As shown by the agreement of Balto-Slavonic and Middle Iranian,

spanta- was probably at one time used both of bad and of good super'

natural power. It is specialized in the Zoroastrian tradition in a good

sense, as happened, for example, also in the case of ahura

7. Saka ssandd,

.

In Avestan spanta dnnaitis is often the
c

earth \ whatever be the

explanation of drmat i-.

When it is remembered that in Saka purra (fem.) is used for
4 moon

that is, the epithet, as in Av. parand .mdh- and in Paid, purr mdh 4

full

moon without the word 4 moon \ and also that urmnysdd is
fc sun

it is probable that ssandd, sandd * earth
J

is to be explained similarly

as an adj. without the noun.

In Saka, as in the modern dialect Wax!, Indo-Iran. su is represented

by s
,
where Av., Sogd.. and the North-West, dialects have sp

,
and

Old Pers. has s.

Saka ssg/a-
£

white ' Wax! sac ‘ dog ’

bissa-
'

all yas
(

horse
’

assu-
'

horse yiPn 4

iron
9

sis
4

louse
’

Hence Saka ssanda- is the expected form corresponding to Av.
spanta-. In Saka we find ysnmassandd '

ground, soil, earth ' (-(7 <-ald),

ysamassandaa-
k

the world \ ssandd
4

earth \

We seem to have here an old phrase *zam- *suantd, which has
been replaced by spanta dnnaitis in the Zoroastrian tradition. If Av.
dnnaitis is brought into connection with Arm. annat 4

root the

meaning could be basis . which would suit well to replace a word
meaning 4

earth \
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8. okra-.

In the Avesta the spznto mainyus . as the being whose activity is

constructive, tending to the prosperity and strengthening of living

beings, stands over against the a&rd mainyus . which should probably

be translated by the opposite as
k

destructive \

We should then have an Iran, base ah- (or anh- with nasal, but

the form vista on which such a form is based cannot be pressed to prove

the nasal, as is indicated by such a spelling as mnzi7. which corresponds

to Skt. maha) i

to destroy *.

From this an explanation of AoydmadnPci7, *28. is attainable

mil mnm ta n vd i9yejanuha it i

anrdi va iri fraspayois

yim xruvantJm di6ivant<nn

yim daPuiw *afradjrjsrant<mi 1

frdkjrdntal anro mainyus

In this passage in iri should certainly be read *vaire. dat. sing.,

not as Geiger followed by AIW. *vairlm . The dative case a nrdi .*vairv

depends on the verb fra-spa-
'

to throw down to \ Examples of such

datives are given by Brugmann. Yergl. Gram., ii, 2. 502, of the same

type as Gr. iftvxas aiSi irpoLcu/jev. Skt. mrtydve id esd nlyate.

In this phrase anra- var-. aura- may be rendered
k

destructive \

hence
4

pit of destruction that is ddsaxv . the pit of Ahriman. So

the Pazand reads a i gand var the pit of the destructive one \ and the

Skt. paraphrases with'angromanlona rainyuphd.

This same phrase is used also in DIAL. 660, 1 :

—

asdn av an i gandk mr\ afikanend av ddsaxv

in a quotation of Den. referring to the age of iron. West in SEE.. 47, 97,

rendered
4

smiting precinct *.

The Pazand a i gand var and Paid, ganak var are half-translations.

But just as Ah reman, Ahriman represents *Ahramanyu -, 'Apetpavios.

Av. awn .mainyus. with ahr-r not translated by gandk. so *ahra-var

1 MSS.
^

for Emended by \V. Geiger (adopted in A

I

IT.) on the ba^is of the

Pazand anadtia* and Skt. andlaka-. It is contirmed by GrLld.. 188, 11, where Ahriman'

s

abode is described :

—

givak tank ut gandak malar a-Jruc-pnihnk dolin' idh yofift ku tar pat dast

ddget griftan gandakih pat h~nt Cayft tinta a.

Hence a~frdc-p<t\htik represent* an Av. *afradar.uraitt)hi, ju>t a^ fide paibak renders

Av. fradirotra- in .“>7, 27.

2 I)d ., 30. 11, 13, 101, has unyramnn.
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—

is probablv to be recognized in the Turfan texts. In 3/ 99rf 21. 22,

occurs 7tryvr *ahrevar. Various attempts have been made to interpret

this word. F. W. K. Muller gave ‘ *Wall (?)
*

: Waldschmidt and

Lentz, Stell Iesu. p. 114, hryvvr
' Umwallung

*
(T. ii. D. 178, iv

verso, 36) : Jackson. Researches, p. 66. thought of Av. dOri- and

vara-. It receives a better explanation if it is connected with this Av.

aam- car-.

III. Pahl. vltvar
;

grieved
'

In the description of Spandarmat. GrBd 173. 3 fob. we have in

line 7 :

—

api-s vehlh en ku vltvar ut gilak dpdr

P(aris MS.)

‘ Her being good is for this reason : she is grieved and filled with

weeping.*

The lamentations of Spandarmat are known elsewhere, as in this

same passage following and Zamasp Xamak, 74 (BSOS.. vi, 582).

To dpdr
4

filled with *. cf. APers. dbdstan ' to fill *, and for the form and

meaning cf. the use of the frequent NPers. -dgln. from *dken.
'

filled

with*: dpdr is then a verbal noun 'a filling*. NPers. dbdr
k

lamentation * does not seem of use here.

DIM.. 579. 20 1
: gaft estet hi gildn-dpdr ut vltvar pat hrpah hirtan

tuxsdk baris a

4

It is said that the person full of weeping and grieved must be

active in doing good works.*

gildn-dpdr with -an as kdrdn-dost (Husrav, 10) and dpdn-ddn
4

water-pot * (GrBd.. 62, 11). Pahl. Psalt. vc ncyny.

DkM.. 921, 6-7 : et-ic rdb ce vltvar jrazdm ahmet ha vet

ut frdrdn ahmet fraska rt nimdtdr-ir baret

Here frazdm -ahmet * having hope of the end *.

Dd.. 36, 27 : vltvarlh bast i undar kdxsisn
‘ he allotted the distress which exists in the conflict.'

Here vltvarlh

The reading of ntmr is so determined. The form rltmfth proves

that is adj. (which also suits the contexts). Hence . . . rnr.

1 Bartholomne. quote, l JIn., 1.-,. m. not,, (i. so,-ms wronaly to have roa.l nryt.
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The initial letters allow various readings, but the meaning

already determined by the context points to the participle of vd(y)-

* to excite *, therefore *vlta-
i

excited in a bad sense ‘ distressed \

The Paid, will accordingly have vlt. In Sanskrit also the verb developed

similar meanings : vl- (re//, vita-)
'

to excite \ fin-, dri- ‘ pain *.

A parallel development is illustrated bv the verb from-. XPers.

farcnn is ' grief *, but Turfan Mid. Iran, prnmen (also with initial/-) is

4

joyous ‘ (Henning, loc. cit. ii). So to read also in M. 97. d 23. sa S t/S

pram<en>. Both meanings find their explanation in a verb fram-
* to be agitated' 1

. In Paid.. GrBd.. 128. 2. 11, we find the fire

dtaxs*
»

(P- that is, fraw-kar. Here there are three

possible translations: (1) ’causing agitation', (2) ‘causing joy \

(3)
‘ causing grief \ as Markwart rendered it in Sahrlhd i Enin. p. 50 .

The most probable meaning is that the fire itself is * (always) excited \

Pahl. vltrar is then *rlta-bara -
fc

bearing grief '

: *vlta- n. This same

*vlta- is attested with adjectival function in Turfan Mid. Iran, in

a word which has been already several times discussed.2

S. 9, a 21-3

kird-us nasdh ub zlnddn
'

Az created the physical body

a-s bast (jifCin vifdr'ij and prison, and bound the

grieved soul.*

S. 9, c 18-19

vydry ub ndfl xrdsll

It should almost certainly be read vlb-rdy
'

he whose ray (“ soul ") 3

i^ rlS '

.

that is, *rlta-
i

grieved

The same word, defectively written, is attested also in M. 4. b 15 17 :

az dvarzfiy vabisydr

ub az dbar tafiay rxarenday

burz bramlb yydn vdr y

Read rib-ray.

This interpretation requires that its opposite xms-ray (quoted bv

1 Iiather than Jra-man-.
2 F. \V. K. Muller and Schaeder connected it with the verb ri&arrfan : Salemann

left it untranslated, Jackson, Research* p. 06 (where see references), ‘mute(?).’

Andreas, followed by Henning (XGG IT., 1032. 219, note 7, where other references),

suggested vi-ita- + ray. Hence Henning's rendering ‘ der die Erkenntnis verloren

gegangen ’ and ‘ unvernunftig ’.

3 It would be interesting to compare the identification of xvurr and ruvan in

GrBd. y 101, 13.

20VOL. VII. PART 2.
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Henning, loc. cit.) should be rendered ‘ happy \ rather than
e wohldenkend ’ in M. 97, d 17.

The parallel phrases in S.

—

vlh-rdy uh ndf i xvasti

and soyvdr u8 ndf 1 xvasti

may also help to confirm the explanation here proposed.

A further comparison is suggested. XPers. buldr
‘

awake, wakeful \

a frequent epithet of heroes in the Sdhndma
,
could be *vltdvar

1

excited \



A Letter from James I to the Sultan Ahmad
By E. Denison Ross

(PLATES II and III)

npHE main object of this article is to explain the circumstances which

induced James I to write to Sultan Ahmad the letter which is

here reproduced. 1 These circumstances cannot fail to be of interest

to students of Oriental history, constituting as they do a kind of foot-

note to the relations existing between England and Turkey at the

beginning of the seventeenth century. I cannot here recount in

detail the many adventures of Sir Thomas Sherley, for they would

occupy far too much space in the Bulletin ; but I shall confine

myself to an outline of the events which culminated in his falling into

the hands of the Turks, who held him prisoner for a period of nearly

three years (January, 1602, to December, 1605), and the corre-

spondence that passed between Constantinople and London regarding

his captivity.

The three sons of Sir Thomas Sherley the elder of Wiston, Sussex,

were all destined to spend some time in Muslim countries. The eldest,

Thomas, had by comparison the least adventurous life, for his two

brothers, Anthony and Robert, had such amazing careers that, even

in the Elizabethan age of adventure, they must be regarded as extra-

ordinary. In 1598, Anthony and Robert, accompanied bv twenty-four

others, made the journey from Venice to Ispahan, via Aleppo, Baghdad,

and Qazvln, without either credentials or any definite object in view.

So favourably did Anthony Sherley impress the Shah that at the

beginning of 1600 he was sent on an embassy to the Christian princes

of Europe. Robert, who was left behind as a hostage for his brother,

after serving Shah *Abbas I in court and in camp for nine years, was

in his turn sent on a similar mission. Anthony's connection with

Persia ended with his arrival in Rome in May. 1601. Robert, on the

other hand, remained to the end of his days in the service of Shah

‘Abbas, only to die of a broken heart as a result of the ingratitude

shown him bv the Shah on his return to Persia with Sir Dodmore

1 The original of this letter some years ago came into the hands of Messrs. Maggs

Bros., and recently my friend Mr. Sigismund Gootze, knowing of my interest in the

Sherley brothers, very kindly made me a present of it, and it is now exhibited in the

Library of the School of Oriental Studies.
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Cotton's mission in 1028. Anthony, after serving the Emperor

Rudolph II. entered the service of the King of Spain, in which country

he died as a pensioner in 1636. 1

Thomas Sherlev the younger was born in 1564. but there is no

record either of the exact date or the place of his birth. He spent

his youth at Wiston. and in 1579 was sent, together with his brothei

Anthony, to Hart Hall, Oxford, and left without taking his degree.

In 1583 he was appointed to the royal household, and we next find

him fighting in the Low Countries. In 1591 he secretlv married

Frances \ avasour, and as a result was disgraced at court and

imprisoned in the Marshalsea Gaol for several months. In 1593 he

was again fighting in the Low Countries as a captain in command ot

300 men under Lord \\ illoughby. He was knighted in recognition

of his distinguished military services in the Low Countries either in

1589 or 1593. At this time he became involved in his father's debt"*,

on account of which Sir Thomas the elder was serving a term of

imprisonment in gaol. It was no doubt the familv debts which drove

all three brothers abroad. In 1598, the year in which Anthonv and

Robert went to Persia. Thomas resolved to trv his own fortunes at

sea. and set sail for Portugal on a voyage of adventure. He returned

from this expedition in June, 1G02, having achieved nothing beyond
the destruction of two Portuguese villages, and the capture of four

hulks. In the same year, spurred on by the fame achieved bv hi'*'

two brothers, and also by the ridicule and scorn showered upon him
as a result of his unfruitful voyage, he equipped three well-built

ships, manned with 500 soldiers, and set sail with the object of attacking
the infidel Turks. Fuller, in his English Worthies , says: “he was
ashamed to see his two younger brothers worn like flowers in the
breasts and bosoms of foreign princes, whilst he himself withered on
the stalk he grew on. The only sources for his exploits are his own
letters written from Turkey after he was taken captive : those
of Her Majesty's Ambassador in Constantinople. Mr. Henry Lello :

and The Three EwjUsh Brothers . by Anthonv Nixon, published in 1607.-
According to Nixon. Thomas was driven on to the coast of Italy,

and proceeded to Floience. where he was received with great honour
y the Dllko of Tllscany. It is not known at which port he landed.

" B^Ilv iSJlrUl

v
A "thn*» SherU» hi, Persian MrenUne,nroaUw a\ lra\<‘II(*rs Series, Routledge, V.m.

v of tMs i,ttu ‘ Bia,k »•«* » «.». in «><i»rm>n .uum mu, catalogued tinder (J. (><>72 .
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but he finally set sail from Leghorn, apparently with only two ships,

having lost one ship as the result of an engagement with a large vessel

in the course of which he lost one hundred men. and " the spoil being

by no means equal to so great a loss, the soldiers became mutinous,

and a part of them deserted with one of the ships At Leghorn

Thomas replenished his crews with thirty Greeks and Italians, and

also took on an Englishman named Peacock as pilot, who had with

him a dozen English mariners. It is evident that Thomas sailed

under the banner of the Duke of Tuscany. His misfortunes had,

however, only just begun, for. when off the coast of Sicily. Peacock

fled with another ship *\ leaving Thomas again with only one.

When they eventually reached the Archipelago the vessel sprang a

leak, and they were forced to put into the small island of Zea. What
exactly took place on this island and led to his being taken prisoner

by the Turks it is hard to discover. Thomas himself, writing apparently

to Lord Burleigh from Xegroponte on “the last of February, 1602
“ 1

gives the following account :

—

<£
I am a man vnknowne vnto your Lordship, but a Tentleman,

a knighte and housholde servant of the Queenes, my fiather is a man
of good livinge, but somethinge caste behinde hande by harde fortune,

I am his eldeste sonne, and since hi* disgrace I have traviled to gett

my livinge by my sworde. and the labore of mv ha tides in treadinge

which course I thruste into the Straighten, with 2 shippes wliiclie are

hollye my owne. I have done nothinge preieudiciall to any of hure

Maiesties frendes, but have only soughte to make my voyage upon
the Spanyarde in which pretentes whilst I did labor my shippe sprange

a greate Leake, soe I was forced to putt into Gio [ZeaJ, where I

remayned a holle weeke dewringe which time 1 nore anny of myne did

take the worthe of a henne wi thought payinge for it, in thende of which
vnfortunate weeke, ther felle oughte a brahie betwene some of the He
and some of my people, which cominge to my knowledge, I landed

with intention to pasi fie all matters, and soe I did, but it was my harde

fortune to be lefte with 2 poir men more of myne at Gio, and there my
shippe did verve curteouslve leaue me where I remayned 5 weekes in

highe extremytie of myserve and nowe I am in negroponte, somewhat
better for the punishment of my bodie, but my libertie noe more then

it was, and my mynde indeurethe the same Affliektions that it did at

the first e but the (’ado [Laid] dot he vse me honorably, knowinge me
to be a lent elman, but thinkethe that 1 cam in traffeke, and bounde
firste to Marselles And Legorne, where as (he supposeth) I have allreadie

vnladen, and that I have a remavner lefte for to vnlade at Gioe. Thus
he bathe written vnto the Bashae, and that he findethe noe faulte in

me, nowe my sente vnto your Lordship, is that, youo woulde please to

spende your hrethe for me, deliver me and voue shall gett yourselfe

1 K.l\ Foreign, Turkey. 4. f. 160.
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honnor and thankes, and youe shall for ever bynde me vnto you* 1

.

I ame not soe poore but I maye deserve it, and your Lordship .dial

doe god good sendee to free a Christiane from bondage, and you dial'

deliver your Contrye from a greate skandalle in savinge and freeing

me. The Bashae would heare youe yf I weare an offender, nun 1

more beinge pronounced Innocente by his owne officers. Thu- I

humblye take my leve of your Lordship : at Negraponte the La-t*

of ffebruary 1602.

Yours ever to command,

Thomas Sherlye."

Mr. Lcllo, writing to Sir Robert Cecil from Constantinople on

26th February, 1602,1 expresses his opinion that Thomas and his men

must have used no friendly and lawful means " of procuring victual-

from the islanders of Zea. Nixon gives the most vivid description

of the landing of Thomas and his men, of the capture of a town

of his withdrawal on the approach of a large body of the islander^

and of the flight of the soldiers and their desertion of their leader

who, holding his ground with only two others, was wounded and taken

prisoner. Whatever may have been the circumstances, it is clearly

established that Thomas was taken prisoner by these Greek Turkidi

subjects of the island, and there retained until his ship had departed
a month later, when he was transferred to Negropont and was there

confined with great rigour from 20th March until 25th July. Nixon
tells us that in Negropont, though Thomas and his two fellow prisoner-

were carefully guarded, they were well treated ; but “ after the end
of the days the governor of the island lent him a janissarv to carry
his letters to the English consul of Petrass, which was five days’ journey
from thence ; howbeit he received no answer of his letters from the

Consul
,
but upon the janissary s return, he was presently committed

into a dark dungeon, and with a great galley chain bound fast with
a slave that was before taken, which grieved him worst of all

From Negropont Thomas was sent to Constantinople, a distance
of oOO miles, riding upon a pack saddle with a great galley chain about
his legs and another about his waist and many times his legs bound
under the horse's belly." The Turks had at the time no notion who
their prisoner was, and had Thomas held his peace he might have
been more speedily released. When, however, it was discovered-
presumably through Ids letters-that he was the brother of Sir Anthonv
hherle} , \\ ho had been engaged in stirring up the Christian powers
against the Sultan, the Turkish authorities no doubt felt that his

1 S.P, toreisin, Turkey, 4, f. 200.
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captivity was more desirable than his release. It was also well known

that his brother Robert was serving their arch-enemy the Shah of

Persia, with whom hostilities had been renewed after a truce of

thirteen years. 1

Of Thomas's miserable condition in Constantinople Nixon gives

a very detailed account which he may have received from Thomas

himself. The facts agree substantially with what we may learn from

the letters written during the period by Thomas, and the despatches

of the English Ambassador, Mr. Lello. Both Thomas and Nixon

make charges against Lello of negligence in dealing with the matter

of Thomas's release, and the following letter from Thomas to his

brother Anthony, dated 31st May. 1605, 2 contains many accusations

against the Ambassador. This letter was shown by the friar (to

whom Thomas refers as “ mvne assured freind
*

J

)
to Lello, who

sent a copy of it to Cecil, with his own comments in the margin :

—

n*'\tT any unlo5?

they be de*
inaunded.

meaninir myself
in rurht

he should ha\e
said his trend.

That is nio-t

uutrew I ne\er
omitted non.
this Burton
a i loeke luuktr,
wliome fur a
d’sordered fellow
I M iit out of m\
house

“ My mostc honorable deare brother : I nuiste needes

impute it to one of my worste fortunes that vow doe not

receave my letters, for I doe assure vow that I never lett

carrier passe without sending of diible packetes unto vow.

th one by the Englishe Embassador
( u

ch is ever suppressed)

th' other by mvne assured freind the fryer : And 1 feare

that his confidence in the Freneke Embassador bathe bine

the cause that they haue ever mvscarred of late, for since

his cominge to Constantinople I reposed a greate hope and
confidence in him uppon vor

: commendacdns and asurance.

(But to use fewe wordes and leave all circumstances) I find

noe kinde of eomforte from him, hut a right frencheman

he bathe shewed himselfe in betrainge hothe yor secrits

and mvne. First he delivered your open letter to the man
(you may imayen) and since tould him all the complaints

and exclamacons weh the fryer used agaynste him in mv
behalf : Now (brother) I praie vow to judge what hope
there is of my lihertie when you espeete yt by the meanes
of only 2 men. of whome th* one carethe not for me. th' other

is myne enemy as marke the sequell. and yow will plainlie

perceave jirste hee never tooke hould of ant/ opertunitie to

ease we, but hatlie geven wave to all meanes to mine me
as Mr. Burton can tell yow. Nexte, he bathe ever wry tten

in to England of stronge hopes for my lihertie. when hee

had none at all. Therby proventmge all further ami newe
meanes, yt should there be effected for me, and to increase

1 In 1500 Shah ‘Abbas I had concluded a truce with Sultan Muhammad with

the object of being able to give his undivided attention to the MipproMon of the

t

”

7 bees on his eastern frontier.

2 S. P. Foreign. Turkey 5, f. 17.
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nevt r had any
hnt hi- Mat' it

jo 1 hon 1,1

(To) prmo hi^

allfL'aion for

Mr (i lover I wi-h
yor honr would
opun\ne him Of)
he he an Imne^t
man ( ) wil

r-jeake yt way .

hut I mouse it ho
S r Thoma s Humr

fir'it I fori his
brothers Ires

ad\ised him to
. . . ‘.tly upon
non, >»ut ye French
A- and now an
other.

hi^ hatred to me my father hathe shewed my letters (wry tten

againste him) to suehe as have certified him of yt. You
wryte to me that you have bound him, yf anv tiling can

hind a man. mv deerest Brother. wth greefe I speake yt

he is not a man to be bound wth benefits, but to be forced

wth sharpe threates and terrours, like a dull horse that must

ever be spurred. When he receaveth a freshe letter from

the kinge or any couneeler then he rampeth like a beare

for two or three daves, and then, as Sir Drue Drurie was

wonte to saie. finger in mouthe and no more newes : these

are mv present hopes here, unlesse you, or some other

of mv frinds can helpe me to some better succor out of

Christendom then any that Turkie dothe vet afforde.

I am verie glad that you have spoken wth Mr Glover he is a

true honest gent and (I am sure) hathe confirmed what I

have formerlie wrytten. I praye you use Mr Burton wth

that respecte that his love to me dothe deserve wch (you

see) is exceeding greate. And so I eomend [him l] to you

this laste of Maye 1605.

Yor moste affectionat loving poore brother,

To: Sherlie/’

Lello. in his covering letter 1 to Cecil (then Viscount Cranbourne),

speaks of Thomas's harsh and malitions dealinge " towards him,

who has, he declares, been " the best friend liee had in his present

state ". He continues with an account of an occasion on which

Thomas “ sent to mee for a trifling matter, which not beinge founde

for him at that present burst out into such a raging and ravling fury

that it was wondered at bv the barbarous turkes in prison with him as

also his Galer and owne servante in prison attending? upon him beinge

in conscience moved with that his faulse calumniation, made known
unto mee how that hee often used to rayle upon mee in that kinde,

and at that present swore he would cause me to be hanged and I

should answer? the whole charge of all his troubles whether he came
out or not as beinge cause thereof The Ambassador then proceeds

to outline the steps he has taken to effect Thomas's release and declares

that the fact that Robert Sherley is at this time in the service of Shah

‘Abbas is the reason for Thomas's continued imprisonment. MY are

then given a curious sidelight on Thomas's character bv Lello ‘s

account of how in prison “ he will sometimes give out hee is allied to

the kinge and would shew it in his expenses were he not rostravned
of money. Many times heo will banquet the prince of Georgians, and
persians in prison with him. publickly making? his brothers actions

known?

1 S.E\ Foreign. Turkey o. f. 18.
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In 1605 the Earl of Salisbury put Sir Thomas Shorlev's case before

King James, who wrote several letters to the Sultan—including the

one here reproduced—demanding the release of his subject

:

(Trans.) :— Janies, by the mercy of most gracious and almighty
God, sole maker and ruler of the World. King of Great Britain, France,

and Ireland : most powerful and invincible defender of the true faith

against all idolaters falsely professing the name of Christ, to the most
august and invincible Emperor, Sultan Ahmad, the most potent ruler

of the kingdom of the Mu^ulmans. and Monarch of the Eastern Empire,
sole and supreme over all. Greeting and many prosperous and happy
years, with the greatest abundance of all things.

Most august and invincible Emperor. If we did not consider our

subject Thomas Sheriey (who three year** ago and more thrown into

prison in Constantinople, is even now detained there) had committed
no crime against Your Majesty, empire, or subjects, or not a very

serious crime (if indeed he admits any crime) : and that severe penalties

have already been sufficiently suffered by him : after those letters

which we wrote on his behalf last vear. we should scarcely make a fresh

entreaty. But we are sorry for this unfortunate and miserable man ;

nor less for his parents, to whom, deserving a better condition and
fortune, a very great grief arises from the misfortunes of their son ;

and the more so, because their wealth, being seriously lessened and
almost destroyed through adverse circumstances, unless your
benelicence conies to their aid, his redemption and liberty will be

entirely despaired of. Therefore, besides that he is our subject, and
on that account ought to be given up to us, unless lie deserved this

punishment for some shameful crime ; we are moved by their prayers,

to entreat you again on his behalf; and by these letters solicit Your
Majesty for his liberty to be effected.’' Etc.

These letters were eventually delivered to the Sultan by Lello

after some delay owing to the former's absence at the wars against

the Persians and. Lello having advised the Sultan and his ministers

“ to take good notice 4 of his Majesties letters, which weare not for so

small matter to be lightly regarded, the same being from a potent and

greate Prince, able to requite vt " and further having distributed

some 1.100 dollars (which Sir Thomas hatli promised his father shall

repav) . .
1 among the pashas. Sir Thomas was released from

prison on 6th December. Both he and his father wrote appreciative

letters to Lord Salisburv in which they express their gratitude to

Lello ami do full justice to his efforts on Thomas's behalf. Thomas

adding (in a letter dated 19tli December, 1605) 2 that
w
tlioughe hee

dyd mutche for mee in Christian eharitye
:

yett hee did force more

for your lordshippes sake than eyther love or pitye of mee coulde

1 S.l\ Foreign. Turkey 5. f. 44. Lello to Salisbury. Rated 19th December, 1605.

2 IS.P. Foreign, Turkey 5, f. 46.
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have moved him unto There is also preserved in the Record Office

an interesting letter from Thomas to James I thanking him for writing

letters in his behalf, in which he took the opportunity of expressing

his opinions on the state of affairs in Turkey at that time.1

Thomas, on his release from imprisonment, instead of hurrying

away from the town in which he had suffered so much shame and

indignity, elected to spend some time sight-seeing in Constantinople,

and having done so proceeded homeward by easy stages through

Italy and Germany. In August. 1606. we hear of him living in Naples
“ like a gallant After his return home he wrote an account of all

he had seen on his travels, and the original mamiscript is preserved

in the Library of Lambeth Palace.2 This little journal contains many
interesting descriptions of the places he visited, but unfortunately

nothing of his own personal experiences.

With his later career we are not here concerned
;

suffice it to say

that his troubles did not end with his release from prison, and in 1607

we hear that he was arrested and imprisoned in the Tower for interfering

with the Levant trade, but was released after answering various

questions regarding a supposed plot connected with the trade of

Turkey. These queries and his replies to them are preserved in the

Public Record Office, 3 the articles being as follows : “I, howe I

entered firste into this plotte : 2, whoe persuaded mee to it : 3, with

whom I have had conferens about it by letters or speeclie
; 4, howe

farre I have proceeded in it ; 5, to declare the full purpose, scope, and

entente of the proiecte." Thomas seems to have spent the remainder

of his life in continual poverty and distress which were aggravated by

his father’s debts, on account of which he appears to have been made
prisoner in the King's Bench in 1611. We hear little of him after this

beyond the fact that he represented the borough of Steyning in Parlia-

ment in 1615, and that in 1617 he contracted his second marriage

with Judith Taylor, a widow, by whom he had several children.

In 1624 he seems to have retired to the Isle of Wight, where he shortly

afterwards died.

1 S.f\ Foreign, Turkey A, ff. 3S, 30.

- Lambeth MS., A14.
3 S.P. Foreign, Turkey A, f. 2A|.



The Letters of Al-Mustansir bi’llah

By Husain F. al-Hamdan!

I

TN the archives of the Da £wat of the Yemen and India a collection

of royal letters and decrees (sijilldt) issued by the Fatimid Khalifa

al-Mustansir bi'llah (denoted in the following pages by the letter M.)

(died a.h. 487 — a.d, 1094) to the Sulaihids of the Yemen has been

preserved, and a manuscript containing this collection of documents

has now been acquired by the Library of the School of Oriental Studies,

London. The MS. is a modern copy, which belonged to an IsmaTll

priest in India. I have searched in vain for other copies, but it is

quite likely that we might find others in the collections of the IsmaTlIs

in the Yemen and India. I give in the following pages a synopsis of

the historical matter contained in these documents. Apart from their

interesting literary style the letters furnish us with some useful

historical data and contemporary evidence for the period covered by

them, viz. the forty-four years from a.h. 445 = a.d. 1053 to

a.h. 489 = a.d. 1095.

‘All, son of Muhammad as-SuIaihl (S). the founder of the Sulaihid

Kingdom in the Yemen, who made his declaration of independence

on the summit of Masar. Mount Ilaraz, in a.h. 429 = a.d. 1037. owed

allegiance to none except M. In this collection we have letters of M.

written from a.h. 445. about the time when S. had consolidated his

power in the Yemen. One of the greatest achievements of S. was

his success in establishing peace in Mecca on behalf of M. (ride Xos.

3, 4, 7, and 12). With the discovery of these documents we are able

to fix the date of the death of S. Xos. 40 and 00 leave us in no doubt

that he was assassinated in a.h. 459 = a.d. 1007. This is further

confirmed by 'Umara,1 Idris Tnuidu'd-dm (’Uyfm . vii). al-Khazraji

and IbnuT-Athlr.

The kingdom which S. established would have fallen to the ground

if his son Ahmad al-Mukarram (Muk.) had not come to its rescue and

restored it (vide Xos. 00 and 01). After a brief period of rule, Muk,

retired to the heights of Dim Jubla, the summer capital, and his wife,

1 ‘Umfira also gives another date, viz. a.h. 473, which is supported by al-Janadi

and Ibn Khallikan. In my note on page 50S of JRf ’AS., vol. xviii. part 4, October,

1031, I have used the latter date, depending upon ‘Umara. and al-Janadi, hut in the

light of the contemporary evidence of the SijiHnt, the date could not be other than

a.h. 459.
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—

Our Xoble Lady. SavvidatunaT-Hurra (S.H.), took up the reins of

administration of the State and the DaSvat. She ruled the country

with the assistance of her premiers and the commanders-in-chief of her

armies, though after the death of Muk. his young son
!

Abdu‘l-Mustansir

(A. II.) was appointed as the nominal head of the State (ride Xo. 14).

The Isma’IlI movement aimed at extensive propaganda and organiza-

tion of the Da'wat wherever it was possible. M. entrusted to S.H.

the work of supervising the affairs of the Da'wat in India (vide Xos.

50 and 63). The Sulaihid Kingdom came to its end after the death

of the great Queen of Arabia. Though the Sulaihid Empire was

short-lived, it was full of exciting events. This collection throws some

interesting sidelights on the history of the latter part of the long reign

of M. and on that of his allies, the Sulaihids. Among these letters,

Xos. 1, 5. 6. 8, 13. 15, 16. 18. 19. 20. 27, 28. 30, 31 32. 34, 35. 37,

39, 43, 57. 64, and 66, give to the Sulaihids information about the

events which happened in Egypt and at the Fatimid Court. Xos. 1,

13, 18. 19. 30. 31. 64 convey felicitations on the Td and describe the

festivities on these happy occasions in Cairo. Almost all letters written

after a.h. 467 = a.d. 1074 mention Badru l-Jamall in highly eulogistic

terms (ride Xo. 32).

S. sent his emissary, Lamak b. Malik, who was then the Grand

QadI of the Yemen, to the court of M. (vide Xos. 42 and 55). where

he lived for several years with al-Mifayvad fi’d-dln ash-Shirazi. 1

returning to the Yemen after his master S. had died. It was through

al-Mu‘avvad and Lamak that the literature of the Fatimid DaSvat

was transferred from Egypt to the Yemen. These documents testify

that direct relations existed between al-Muavvad and the Da'wat

of the Yemen ( vide Xos. 55 and 61). I have dealt in detail with the

question as to how the literature written during the Fatimid period

came to be preserved down to our own times in the Yemen and India

in JRAS .. April. 1933. The documents support the conclusion arrived

at in that article that there existed political, religious, and literary

links between Egypt and the Yemen during this period. In the reign

of S.H. the Da'wat was separated from the State, an account of which
is given in JRCAS .. vol. xviii, part 4. October. 1931. The DaSvat.
after the decline of the Sulaihids. became a purely religious organization

and inherited the literature written and brought from Egypt, during
the Sulaihid period. It was this secret organization of the DaSvat

i iSee my article, JJtAS , Jan , 1 932, p 133, anrl Evnje of Islam, s y.
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which has preserved these documents for us together with many other

gems of Islamic literature.

It will perhaps be of interest in this connection to mention

a Covenant (*Ahd) of II. preserved in the Autobiography (Sirat) of

al-Mifayvad fi’d-dln ash-ShirazI. This Covenant was read by

al-Mu’ayyad on behalf of 51. to Abu’l-Harith al-Basasirl.

It is probable that this collection was one of the sources of Idris

4

Imadu‘d-din for his history of the Da'wat entitled 'Uyun <d-Allbar ,

vol. vii. In this work he (piotes Xos. 5, 14, 35, and 50 in toto , and

Xo. 7 in the incomplete form in which we find it in the collection. But

Idris had other sotirces as well, for he reproduces in 'UijCw some letters

of M. addressed to the Sulaihids which are not to be found in the

collection. It will therefore be useful to take note of the letters of

M., which are not mentioned in the collection, but are preserved in

'll/un :

—

Letter of 51. to S. dated Babr I. a.h. 458. with condolences upon

the death of the latter’s son ('Uynn. vii. f. 406- f. 4b/).

Letter of 51. to 51uk. dated Rabl‘ 1. a.h. 458. expressing condolences

upon the death of his brother (ibid., f. 416).

Letter of 51. to S. dated Jumada II, a.h. 459, regarding the

permission requested by S. to go to Egypt (ibid., f. 42//-f. 44//).

Letter of 51. to 5Iuk. dated 5Iuharram. a.h. 407. giving tidings of

the birth of a son named Ahmad and surnamed AbuTQasim (after-

wards al-51ustail) (f. 71a). Compare this with Xos. 0 and 11.

The book contains sixtv-six letters written to the order of 51.,

with the exception of Xos. 28. 35. 43. 51, ami 52. All the letters of

51. are headed by basmalat and lanah written bv the hand of 51.

himself (a j-J' The formula <0

is the motto of 51. This is also further supported bv a reference to

51. *s letter headed by this motto in al-Hiddyat al-Ahnnjfyd} At the

beginning of the letters of the mother of 51. (see Xos. 51 and 52) is

the formula which seems to be her motto. Xo. 35

is the letter of the mother of al-Mustadl bi’llah. which is headed by

the formula aU It is remarkable that 8.. 5Iuk.. and

A.5I. all bore the kanya Abu’l-Hasan.

1 This Hi>ala i> a polemical treatise written by al-Amir bi alik.imiTlah to support

his father al-Musta'llV and hi> own ehum> to the Khilatat of M. against the contentions

of Xiziir and lu> followers. (See aNo Xo?*. 35 and 43.) The KiSUa i>* preserved b\ tin*

Da'wat and an edition of the text 1^ under preparation.
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—

The following table gives the chronological order of the sijilldt :

—

Date.

Tdu’l-Fitr 443

Rajab 448

Tdu’l-Fitr 431

Safar 452

Rabi‘ I 455 .

Ramadan 455

Rabr II 456

Jumada I 436

Rajab 457

Sha’ban 460.

Rabl‘ I 461 .

Rabl‘ II 461.

Jumada I 461

Jumada II 461

Jumada, II 461

Ramadan 461

Ramadan 461

Muharram 467

Safar 467

Rabr I 468 .

Sha‘ban 468

DhuT-Qa‘da 468

Rabr II 469

I)huT-Qa‘da 470

Safar 47

1

Safar 471

Shawwal 472

Shawwal 472

Shawwal 472

Tdu’l-Adha 474

Rabr I 476 .

Tdu’l-Fitr 476

Tdu’l-Adha 476

Rabi‘ I 478 .

Rabr I 478 .

Rabr II 478

Rabr II 478

Tdu’l-Fitr 478

TduT-Adha 478

Tdu’l-Adha 478

Dhu’l-Hijja 478

Muharram 479

Rabr I 480 .

Rabr I 480 .

Rabr I 480 .

Rabr I 480 .

Rabr I 480 .

Rabl* I 480 .

Rabl‘ I 480 .

Sender . Addressee. Xumber.

M. §. 13

M. S. 12

M. S. 1

M. s. 6

M. s. 7

M. s. 5

M. Muh. b. S. 2

M, S. 4

M. Muh. b. S. 10

M. Muk. 40

M. Muk. 33

M. Muk. 60

M. Muk. 29

M. Muk. 42

M. S.H. 55

M. Muk. 61

M. S.H. 65

M. Muk. 56

M. Muk. 32

M. Muk. 41

M. Muk. 58

M. Muk. 57

M. Muk. 54

M. Muk. 34

M. S.H. 44

Mother of M. S.H. 51

M. S.H. 20

M. Muk. 39

M. Muk. 59

M. Muk. 30

M. Muk. 63

M. Muk. 31

M. Muk. 64
M. s. 14

M. S.H. 48
M. A.M. 26
M. S.H. 46
M. A.M. 19

M. Muk. 27
M. S.H. 66
Sifter of M. Muk. 28
M. A.M. 15
M. Muh. h. Muk. 17

M. A.M. 25
M. S.H. 36
M. A.M. 37
M. Sulaihid and

Zawabid Sultans 38
M. S.H. 45
M. S.H. 49
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Date.

Rabi4
II 4S0

Sender.

Daughter of az-

Zahir

Addressee.

S.H.

Xumber.

52

Jumada I 480 M. A.M. 16

Jumada II 480 M. S.H. 53

TduT-Fitr 480 M. A.M. 18

DhuT-Qa‘da 481 . M. A.M. 22

Dliu’l-Qa‘da 481 . M. A.M. 23

L)hnT-Qa‘da 481 M. A.M. 24

DhuT-Qa {da 481 . M. S.H. 50

Safar 489 Musta'll S.H. 43

Safar 489 Mother of Mu&taTl,

widow of M.

S.H. 35

. M. s. 3

(after 457)
« Muharram of the above-

M. s. 8

mentioned \ear
” M. — 9

. M. s. 11

. M. S.H. 21

. M. ?.(?) 62

II

The following is a detailed inventory of the letters in the order

in which they are contained in the MS. :

—

(1) f. 16-f. 36.—Mustansir's (M.) letter to "All b. Muhammad
as-Sulaihl (S.), dated Td al-Fitr, a.h. 451 :

—

M. informs S. of the successful close of the month of fasting and

of the advent of the Festival of Td. He desires S. to give publicity

to this news.

(2) f. 36-f. .—To Muhammad, son of S., dated Rabi* II. a.h. 150.

M. mentions the services of S. in the cause of the Faith, enjoins

Muhammad to remain obedient to liis parents and to take his two

brothers „A*V 1 and

jL* aSja!' into his confidence and to be of good

behaviour to his subjects.

(3) f. 66—f. 106.—To S.
;

date not mentioned :

—

M. mentions (1) As'ad b. 'Abdullah. (*2) "Abdullah b. "All, (3)

Muhammad b. 'Asiya, (4) Mansur b Hamid, (5) Musa b. Abl Hudhaifa

.

and (G) Ibrahim b. Abl Salma as bearers of S.'s letter to him.

M. bestows upon S. additional robes of honour and adds to the title

of his eldest son the word sj-XJ*-] ^5, to

the title of his younger son a5ja!I tlio word

and to that of his youngest son the word
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—

j5. M. takes note of the services of the wife of 8. in the

interests of the Faith.

M. says that he received a letter from the ruler of Mecca in which

the latter had mentioned S/s help in restoring order in [Mecca and

expresses his delight and appreciation of the success of S. in this

respect.

M. is pleased with S/s messengers and says that they have all

gone back to their master except Muhammad b.
;

Asiva . whom death

has overtaken.

The Wazlr Abu’l-Faraj 'Abdullah b. [Muhammad is mentioned in

eulogistic terms and 8. is asked to address communications to the

Wazlr.

(4) f. 106—f. 146.—To 8. (cf. vii, f. 13a—13a), dated

21 Jumada I, a.h. 450 :

—

M. acknowledges the receipt of two letters of 8.—one from San' a,

dated Sha'ban 455, and the other from Hajar Shawwal 455.

Replying to the first letters, written after his return from Mecca,

M recognizes the services of S. in subduing the rebellion of the

Khariji who led the people of Madhhaj. of the Xakh‘ and of *Abs, in

reducing his strongholds and in inflicting a complete defeat upon him.

M. asks S., however, to treat the ruler of Mecca with leniency.

If statesmanship is not effectual. 8. is asked to pursue what course

he deems fit. M. takes note of S/s recommendation that the office

of the QadI of Mecca be transferred from 'Abdullah b. Ibrahim

al-Husaim to his grandson on account of his piety and other qualities.

Referring to the second letter. M. shows his appreciation of 8/s

efforts in suppressing the revolt of Ibn 'Fraf. M. says that he is in

touch with the news of Ibn Araf. M. is pleased that Sharif Fakhr

u'l-ma’all dhu*l-majdain rejected the advances of Ibn 'Fraf's son at

Mecca. M. accepts the recommendation of 8. in the matter of the

grandson of ‘Abdullah b. Ibrahim. M. also grants 8/s request to

grant an amnesty to As'ad. In recognition of his great services, M.

bestows upon 8. the additional title of "Support of the Khilafat
*'

(5) f. loa f. 176. To 8. (cf. V.A.. vii. f. 376-f. 386), dated

Ramadan, a.h. 455: —
M. describes the rebellion of Ibn Badls. the departure of AmlnuM-

daula Hasan b. All b. Mulhim at the command of M. to the other

provinces of Africa, ami the success of Amlnu d-daula in uniting
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the Arabs, capturing the stronghold of Fez, appointing Ibn Yalmii

as governor of the provinces, besieging Ibn Badls and in suppressing

his revolt and restoring the country to M.

(6) f. 18a-f. 20u.—To S., dated Safar. a.h. 452 :

—

M. gives the glad tidings of the birth of a son to him on Sunday.

14th Safar, a.h. 452. The new-born child is named Ahmad and

surnamed Abu'l-Qasim. S. is asked to give publicity to tins news

in the length and breadth of his country.

(7) f. 206-f. 23/7.—The introductory part of this letter (vide

vii, f. llrt-f. 126, wliere the introductory portion is missing also) is

missing, but from the following contents it is clear that this is M. *s

letter to S., which is dated Rabi* 1. a.h. 455 :

—

M. takes note of S.'s kindly treatment of a runaway to the Yemen

and goes on to describe how S. helped him to rise from insignificance

to glory and shows how the favoured one became ungrateful to his

benefactor and what efforts were made by S. to reconcile the contending

parties at Mecca. M. is anxious that blood be not shed on the holy

land, but gives S. latitude to deal with the situation as he chooses,

relying upon his good sense.

In reply to S.’s complaint, M. says that S. did not properly under-

stand the reason of stationing the Amir Za'Im ad-da ula Husain b.

Ahmad at Mecca, whom S. holds responsible for the cause of war.

M., however, reassures S. that he will write to the Amir in the matter.

In compliance with S.'s request, M. grants S. his wish to bestow

upon “Abdullah b. Ibrahim b. ‘Abdullah al-Husain! favours from the

public treasury (Bait al-mfd).

(8) f. 236-f. 24r/.— To S., date missing :

—

This letter contains tidings of the 1 birth of a son to M. in the second

third of Jumada I, a.h. 457. The new-born child is named al-Muhsin

and surnamed Abu'l-Fadl. The letter abruptly ends with the words :

*, -Jj ^yc Ai-u!. The last part is

missing.

(9) f. 24a f. 25u. A considerable portion of this letter is missing,

and only the concluding part is preserved. It is dated ” Muharram

of the above-mentioned year The year is mentioned in the last

portion. The fragment contains M.'s sermon addressed to one of the

Sulaihids on the co<le of conduct he should adopt in the administration

of the affairs of his kingdom.
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—

(10) f. 2-36—f. 206.—To Muhammad, sou of S, dated Rajah,

a.h. 457 :

—

Replying to Muhammad's letter, M. pronounces his blessings upon

the young Prince, and appreciates the Prince's part in the administra-

tion of the affairs of his father's kingdom and exhorts him to be dutiful

to his parents and affectionate to his brothers and the faithful.

(11) f. 266—f. 276.—-To S, date missing:

—

M. announces the news of the birth of a son to him, who is named

al-Hasan and surnamed Abu Muhammad. The letter ends abruptly

with fcjjJ aO' jy ,Jc jy j\i ijj \s
£Si
~ j

O'*’
^ie Par^ rQiss ing*

(12) f. 286—f. 30a.—To S., dated Friday, 22 Rajab, a.h. 448

M. acknowledges the receipt of this letter at the hands of the

messengers of S. M. assures him of the high esteem in which M. holds

the Sharif Taj al-ma’all Muhammad b. Sharif Hasan b. Ja‘far al-Husainl,

whose case S. has recommended, and gives liis assent to whatever S.

does to ensure the bonds of friendship in the interests of the House

to which he (M.) and the Sharif belonged.

(13) f. 30a -f. 316.—To S, dated 'Id al-Fitr, a.h. 445 :

—

This contains a description of the pomp and magnificence with

which 51. 's procession marched towards the Public Prayer Ground

(Musalla) on the Festival of the 'Id, of his prayer and sermon, and

of his return to his Palace.

(14) f. 32a f. 36a.—To A.M. (see f. 64a—f. 66a), dated

1st Rabl* I, a.h. 478 :

—

51. gives A.5I. elaborate condolences on the death of his father,

al-5Iukarram. The letter contains a high tribute to Badrul-Jamali,

as also to the deceased. 51. sends Amir AbuT-Hasan Jauhar
al-51ustansirl to offer condolences in person on behalf of 51., and gives

him powers to perform other formalities. From the literary point of

view, the style of InsluV in which this letter is composed is one of the

most elaborate in this collection.

(lo) f. 366 -f. 39a. To A.5I.. dated 7th 5Iuharram, a.h. 479 :

51. writes very highly of the services of (Badru’l-Jamal!) Amir
u 1-Juvush, then goes on to describe the high position of his son,

al-Afdal. and asks A.5I. to mention al-Afdal in the official sermon
along with himself and Amir al-Juvush.

(16) f. 396—f. 42a.—To A.M, dated Jumada I, a.h. 480:—
51. describes the anarchy which once paralysed his kingdom,
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then the advent of Badr and the consequent establishment of order

and peace. But 51. complains that one 'Abdullah ar-Rikabi is still

busy with his mischievous work against the State. 51. therefore asks

A.M. to direct all his powers to annihilating the mischief-monger.

(17) f. 426—f. 446.—To Abu “Abdillah 5Iuhammad. son of 5Iuk.,

dated Rabi' I, a.h. 480 :

—

This contains 51. s exhortation to 5Iuk. to be loyal to his brother.

(18) f. 45a-f. 47a.—To A.M., dated Id al-Fitr. a.h. 480 :

—

The rejoicings of the Festival of the 'Id are described.

(19) f. 476—f. 49a.—To A.51., dated 'Id al-Fitr, a.h. 478 :

—

The festivities of the ‘Id described.

(20) f. 496—f . 516.—To S.H., dated Shawwal. a.h. 472 :

—

51. asks her to follow in the footsteps of her mother-in-law and

seek the advice of Badr. He asks her to secure the arrest of (1) 'Abdullah

ar~RabbanI, (2) Ibrahim Ghulam al-'Amirl. who claimed prophethood

for himself. (3) al-Husairi, (4) liis son (i.e. of al-Husairl). 51. says that

they are hypocrites and mischief-mongers. They had gone to the

Yemen and joined hands witli the enemies of the Da'wat. Thev

should be either captured or killed (see below, No. 39).

(21) f. 516—f. 52a.—To S.H., date missing :

—

The last part of the letter is missing. The fragment contains

expressions of 51. ‘s high appreciation of Badr.

. . . JA, . .
. jj jJy jIJ

l
>

^

>'1^' id* ^ ^>1' * ^.5

The document ends with the words
: o[ d'

AJi

*r *a\

(22) f. 526—f. 50a

.

—To A.5I., dated DhuT-Qa\la. a.h. 481 :

—

51. says he has issued orders that the faithful remain loyal to him

and to his mother S. He then mentions the co-operation of Badr

and praises him in high terms. 51. acknowledges the receipt of

S.H.’s letter, which she wrote in reply to 5I.\s. 51. sends this letter to

her by the hand of Shaikh Abu Xasr Salamali b. Husain, together with

other letters addressed to the Sultans and the believers in the Yemen.

51. is pleased to note that the quarrel between Saba b. Ahmad as-

Sulaihi and Sulaiman b. ‘Amir az-Zawahi had been settled amicably.
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—

(23) f. 566-f. 58a.—To A.M., dated DhuT-QaVIa, a.h. 481 :

—

M. acknowledges the receipt of the letter in which A.M. excuses

himself for delay in sending the amount of poor-rate
(
zcdat ). M.

administers a mild rebuke for neglecting this essential obligation,

particularly when A.M/s ancestors were so punctual in their remittances.

(24) f. 586--f. 60a .—To A.M., dated DhuT-Qakla. a.h. 481 :
—

M. conveys his condolences upon the deaths of Muhammad, A.M/s

brother, and of Muhammad b. 'All b. Malik as-Rulaihl, A.M/s cousin.

(25) f. 606-rf. 626.—To A.M., dated Rabr I, a.h. 480 :

—

This letter speaks of the nobility of A.M. and of his ancestors,

and also of their services to the cause of the Da*wat. Amir ’Adud

ad-daula has informed M. about this. M. then speaks of the favours

he has bestowed upon A.M. and his mother, R.H., and gives promise

of further attentions.

(26) f. 626—f. 656.—To A.M., dated 7th Rabr II, a.h. 478

On receiving news of the death of al-Mukarram, M. has ordered

that all correspondence he addressed to A.M. He entrusts the duties

of the Da'wat and all the functions of the State to A.M. M. states

that he has deputed Adud ad-din Abul-Hasan Jauhar to A.M. with
letters to him (A.M.) and other leaders of the Yemenite DaSvat,
as also with letters from Badr al-Jamall. M. also takes note of a letter

from S.H. describing the death of Muk. and requesting the appointment
of A.M. in the place of the deceased. M. has accordingly issued orders

to the people of the Yemen.

(27) f. 66a f. 676 —To Muk.. dated ’Ll al-adlia, a.h. 478 :

Felicitations on the ’Id are conveyed. M. informs Muk. that every-
thing is well with his kingdom in the hands of Badr and of his son
al-Afdal.

(28)

f. 68a f. 69a. From the Sayyida, the sister of Mustansir,
to Muk.. dated 11th DhuT-hijja. a.h. 478:--

The Sayyida acknowledges the receipt of Muk.’s letter. The affairs
of the kingdom, she says, are managed by Badr and the territory,
which was once lost, has b<*en restored through him. The Savvida
sympathizes with Muk. for Ids sufferings on account of the frequency
of his wars and congratulates him on the final victory over the enemy.

(29)

f. 696 f. 70a. To Muk.. dated Jumada I, a.h. 461
31. lias received a petition fn.m Hiniyar under the signature of

one Ja'far the artist (»La)') in whieh attention was drawn to
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Muk.'s administration. M. asks Muk. to show favour to the petitioner

and help him.

(One can read between the lines the complaint of the petitioner

against the maladministration of Muk. (d\S^ V) and the

guarded manner in which M. desires Muk. to win the petitioner over

by showing favour to him.)

(30) f. TOrt-f. 72a.—To Muk., dated Wednesday. Td abadha,

a.h. 474 :

—

Felicitations on the Td are described. The letter is dispatched

after the ceremony is over. M. attends the Public Prayer Ground in

company of Badr. and after prayers offers sacrifice

(3

(<. . . A: IL2C jTj \S>~
,

* yA A ^ \ Oi\c

Mukarram is asked to give publicity to this letter.

(31) f. 72a—f. 736.—To Jink., dated Saturday, Td al-Fitr,

a.h. 476 :
—

Felicitations on the Td.

(32) f. 74a-f. 756.—To Muk., dated 29th Safar. a.h. 467 :

—

M. acknowledges the receipt of Muk.'s letter at the hands of his

messengers Ibrahim b. Hasan and companion. M. had replied to this

letter, when there reached him another letter from Muk., to which

the present letter is the reply. M. is sure that his previous letter will

satisfy Muk., and declares that the most important part of his writing

was about Badr. who had raised the jiillars of the Fatimid Kingdom
** ^

.
«

after they had disappeared J Jji 1 jJ&
C- t 5,

Jl (^1 '1 ^ O’* ^ A) ^ ^ 1 aL*

S VI il ^y, jl^U, Jl'l l-4>
I

t

-

(33) f. 76u-f. 766. To Muk.* dated 1st Rabr I. a.h. 461 :

—

M. has received a petition from al-Qa'id. Muqbil, and Muwaffaq,

who complain of Muk.'s treatment of them. Muk. is asked to adopt

a conciliatory attitude towards them.

(31) f. 77a- f. 80a. - To Muk., dated 29th IHmT-Qa'da. a.h. 470

This letter contains an elaborate description of the high position

of Badr and of his great services to the Imam.
c- t t

Aj j I —*\ o*>0 A aI|I *-£o -A®
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—

*V S i C_ii-k -* ^v-

a5 JU^r J jJl j31 0L^ -c* A?LAI Jiji Y'j *sL' j aJL jl

3 A^Xc- ^a‘% cLLLJI (j^0 A_^L* ^ -VAfi- 3 J

AcA A_> | ^ ol— AA^**"'

jM . .
. ^ \ 4\c ^LA lii? I 1^'-^ 3 'jjV*

This refers to the union of the functions of the state Khilafat and the

mission (Da'wat) in the leadership of Badr. M. asks al-Mukarram to

follow the guidance of Badr

3 Alio AS . . . 0U>- \\
I A& aL^>- « J 4.9

:U £*j\
c.

(35) f. 806-f. 88r/.—From the mother of al-Mustaii, son of M., to

S.H., dated 8tli Safar, a.h. 489 :

—

This letter (see U.A. , vii, f. 796—f. 836 : also Xo. 43 below) describes

the nomination {nasx) of JI. in favour of his son, Mustadi. the revolt

of Xizar and Aftagln at Alexandria. al-AfdaTs campaign against

Xizar' s insurrection, and the events leading to the arrest of Xizar.

(36) f. 886—f. 926.—To S.H.. dated Rabf I, a.h. 480 :

—

M. expresses his co-operation and support in her work. On hearing

of the death of her husband. M. hastened to appoint her son, AM.. in

place of his father. When Amir ‘Adud ad-din returned, accompanied

by Abu Xasr Salamah al-Katib. JI. learned from them the news of

the Yemen. S.H. is asked to seek the assistance of Badr. M. assures

her and her two sons of his attention towards them. Regarding the

controversy between Abu Himvar Saba b. Ahmad as-Sulaihl and
Abu’r-Rabr Sulaiman b. 'Amir az-Zawfihi. JI. is aware of S.H.’s

correspondence with Xa'im adi-Sha*ir al-Hilali. then with SaTlu’Ilah

and his companion adi-Shirazi. The Amir 'Adudu*d-din and Shaikh

Abu Xasr also a<piainted JI. with the nature of his rpiarrel. JI. entrusts

to 8. II. the task of settling the dispute between the two. JI. acknow-
ledges the receipt of the sacrifices, poor-rates, and presents sent
by S.H. through her agent Shaikh Abu Xasr.

(37) f. 93u - f. 9Su. io A.JL, dated Rabi* I, a.h. 480:

Sim o AM. is the so tl of the Da'wat (1*^. S^jJI J_L) and his

ancestors wore attached to the ‘'rope" of the Da'wat. M. has

appointed AM. in place of his father and issued orders (o>U-.) at
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the hands of ‘Adudu'd-dln, and in these letters 51. informed him :

40 ^LJjU ^*i**_U j^*i olc^ ^ji

• C- •

ULo- ^ail ULo- a/'

I

i'_ j LA. There came to M. also

A.M.’s agent. Shaikh Abu Xasr Salamah b. Husain, who conveyed

to him A.M.'s messages. Badr is again mentioned in eulogistic terms.

A.5I. has come to the throne through the favour of the Imam in his

teens, but 51. assures him that he himself came to the Khilafat when

he was under eight years of age and his grandfather, 'All b. Husain,

became Khalifa when lie was just nine years old. It is argued

Jo ^ l \ ' ^A& Jc>-

*jLo-| Jc. j! jJ V. 51. reassures him of further

co-operation and acknowledges the receipt of the dues of poor-

rate, etc.

(38) f. 9S6-f. 1036.—To the Sultans of the 8ulaihids and the

Zawahids and the grandees (5Iasha*ikh) of Hijaz and to all sections

of the Believers, dated Rain* I. a.h. 480. The letter is an earnest

appeal to the Sulaihids and Zawahids to shelve their mutual differences

and to obey S.H. and her son. A.M. The letter contains a strong

plea for unity in the cause of the Da'wat and records the surpassing

services of S.. al-Mukarram, and S.H.

(39) f. I04n-f. 106a.—To Muk.. dated Shawwal, a.h. 472:-

This contains an order to arrest (1) ar-Rikabl, alias ‘Abdullah,

(2) Ibrahim Ghulam al-'Amirl, (3) al-Husairl, and (4) Husain's son,

(5) a poet, who was with Subli al-Kliarijl, (6) a chamberlain of the

Khalifa's Palace in the service of the sisters of the Khalifa, all of whom
had fled from Egypt and made for the Yemen. M. asks Muk. to

administer severe punishment to these miscreants, and send them

as captives to Egypt (see Xo. 20).

(40) f. 10G6-f. 109m To Milk., dated Slurban, a.h. 160

51. expresses sorrow at the death of >S.. and confirms his appointment

to Muk. 51. also notes Mukarram's reference to the ungrateful conduct

of 51uhammad b. Ja‘far b. 5Iuhammad b. Abu Hashim al-Husaini.

(41) f. 1096-f. 1116.—To 5Iuk.. dated Rabi* I, a.h. 468: -

51. has received a letter from Muk., describing the troubled state

of the Yemen and the subsequent victory of 51uk. 51. is pleased

with this news. 5Yith reference to what 51uk. has written about tbe

death of the I)a‘I stationed in India, M. pronounces mercy on the
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& rA jtUI jLt

Jy«
oil oA^ 1 a*c>- ^-V,io ^2-^v

Wj j/V' it Jj- J J Afc j^ A-"j 0AUI fVj'j

(f 10%) 0AA03 Aj'^j.1 oA2a»J aJx •

Muk. is asked to seek the help of Badr.

(t°) f. 1 12'/ -f. 1 1 in .—To Mukarram. dated Jumada II. a.h. 401

(see No. 55) :

—

M. bestows upon Muk. the further title of Amir al-l'mara, and

st>n<ls this glad tidings together with a tashrlf through Mukarram'

s

agents, the*' Qh.lT Lamak h. Malik. Abdullah b All, Muhammad

b. Hasan. Hasan b. All. •Abdullah b. ’Umar Abu l-Barakat b. Ali

l-Ashlra. with whom M. is pleased.

( 4 ;>
(
)

f 1 14-/ -f. I20f>. -From al-Musta'lI to S.H.. dated 8th Safar,

a.h. 489 :
-

This contains an elaborate account of the Nizarl Aftakin's rebellion

and tlie subsequent victory of Afdal over both.

(41) f. I21u f. 125/. -To 8. II., dated Safar. a.h. 471 :

—

M. pronounces his blessings upon S.H. and reassures her of his

own and Badr's co-operation.

(45) f. 125'/-f. 1257.—To S.H., dated Rabi* I. a.h. 480:

—

M. acknowledges the receipt of S.H.'s letter, and pays a high

tribute to S.H. for all her sacrifices and services in the cause of the

Da 'wat.

(pi) f. 1256 f. 128/. To S.H.. dated 7th Ruhr II. a.h. 478:

—

After the death of Muk.. M. appointed his son, A.M., and sent

orders to that effect through his agent. *Adud ad-din Jauhar al-

Mustansirl. These were also accompanied bv letters from Badr. Soon

after the agent had left for the Yemen, there came to M. S.H.'s agent

witli news of Muk. s death and request to appoint A.M. M. had already

sent the agent with instructions to unify the forces of the Da 'wat

in the Yemen.

(17) f. 1286 f. 150u. - To S.H.. dated Rain* I. a.h. 180:- -

A letter of consolation to S.H. and her son, A.M., on account of

the calamities inflicted upon them bv their enemies.

(18) f. 1506 f. 155/7. To S.H.. dated 10th Rain L a.h. 478:

S.H. is praised for her great services in the cause of the Da‘wat.
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After the death of Muk., M. appointed his son, A.M., as his successor.

Badr is also mentioned in this connection. M. has deputed 'Aclud

ad-din Abu'l-Hasan Jauhar al-Mustansirl with royal letters --one to

express condolence upon the death of Muk. and others to leaders of

the State and the DaSvat asking them to be loval to A.M.

f. 1336.-—Lacuna (, r\^Ul

(49) f. 134// -f. 1 36// .—To S.H., dated Rabr L a.h. 480: -

M. is pleased with S.H.'s information that the Sulaihids and

Zawahids had composed their differences. Amir ‘Adud ad-din and

Shaikh Abu Xasr also acquainted M. with the situation.

(50) f. 1366-f. 1376.—To S.H., dated Dhu'l-Qa'da. a.h. 481

This letter (see vii. f. 626-f. 036 : ef. also No. 03) gives formal

sanction to S.H.'s appointment to the Da'wat of India of Ahmad,

the elder son of the Dad Marzuban b. Ishaq b. Marzuban on the death

of his father. M. also approves of S.H.'s appointment of Ismail

b. Ibrahim, who was the Dad at ‘Umman (Oman), to lielp the Ahmad
mentioned above, and of Hamza, son of the late Sibt Hamid ad-din,

to the DaSvat of Oman. M. appreciates S.H.'s vigilance in the affairs

of the DaSvat. M. entrusts to S.H. the management of the Da'wat

of India.

(51) f. 138a f. 139a.—From the Saivida Malika, mother of M., to

S.H., dated Safar, a.h. 471 :

—

M.'s mother receives S.H.'s letter and promises her own, M.'s,

and Badr's co-operation and support.

(52) f. 1396—f. 1416.—From Saivida, the daughter (?) of az-Zahir

(mother (?) of M.). to S.H., dated Rabr II, a.h. 480:

—

She has received S.H.'s letter at the hands of the latter's agent,

Shaikh Abu Xasr Salaiuah b. al-Husain. She pays a tribute to S.H.

for her services and says that letters have been issued to A.M. and to

the Sultans of the Yemen to support A.M. in his sovereignty of the

Yemen.

(53) f. 1416 f. 1 14a. - From M. to S.H., dated Jumada II.

a.h. 480 :

—

M. describes the disturbed condition of the State and afterwards

the establishment of peace and order by Badr, the flight of his

adversaries to the Yemen, and the subsequent annihilation of those

fugitives at the hands of Muk. Only one man, known as 'Abdullah

ar-Rakabl ?), still survives in the Yemen to carry
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—

on the nefarious work. He should be immediately arrested and killed.

All efforts should be directed towards this.

(54) f. 1446—f. 1476.—To Muk., dated Rabf II, a.h. 469

M. entrusts the government of 'Uniman to Muk., although the

country was outside his jurisdiction, but since the people of this

country have revolted against the established authority of the then

prevalent church. M. suggests this course. As the Hijaz was near

the Yemen, M. asks him to take over also the responsibilities of the

administration of this country. Amir 'Abdullah b. 'All ah'Alawl

j jiJ] aSjjJI of al-Ahsa has supported the govern-

ment against its enemies. Muk. is, therefore, asked to take the Amir

into his confidence.

(55) f. 148a-f. 149a.—To S.H., dated Jumada II, a.h. 461 (see

No. 42) :

—

M. mentions a previous letter which he has addressed to S.H.

This letter M. had communicated after al-Muavyad fTd-din’s letter :

ft.

44*31 niy* dU* p-kj} ^j>-j

M. liad also sent honours and titles (oU_^5lj ~<1^. *
*11) to

S.H. s son 1 by her own agents, the Qadi Lamak b. Malik, ‘Abdullah

b. ‘All, Muhammad b. Hasan, Husain b ’All, ‘Abdullah b. ‘Amr, and
AbuTBurakat b. al-‘Ashira.

(56) f. 1496—f. 1526. —To Muk.. dated Muharram, a.h. 167 :

—

M. acknowledges the receipt, of Muk.'s letter handed over by

O’,
an<l (V J^i . M. is satisfied

with the support of Muk.'s followers, particularly of ‘Amir b. Sulaiman
az-Zawahl and Ahmad b. al-Muzaffar as-Sulaihl. M. then speaks of the

disorganization of the State, the appearance of Badr, and the

subsequent peace and glory of his kingdom.

(57) f. 153n-f. 1566.—To Muk., dated 29th DlmT-Qa‘da,
a.h. 168.

1 The text has do!, J |, whereas in Xo. 42 it is sai<l that these honours were sent

to Mukarram with tlicse agents While Mukarram was still living, these could only
have been sent to him dJ

, J I
may perhaps be the copyist's mistake.
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This long letter is a description of Badr’s campaign against the

insurrection of Bahulkosh and of the subsequent- victory of Badr.

(58) f. 157a-f. 1596.—To Muk., dated 27th ShaTian, a.h. 468

In this, M. congratulates 3Iuk. on having conquered twenty

mountain strongholds and on his victory over the enemy. This is

accompanied by the mention of Badr's successes.

(59) f. 160/i-f. 102*7,—To 3Iuk., dated ShawwaL a.h. 472 :

—

This letter confirms M/s complete confidence in Badr. He entrusts

all the affairs of the State, Khilafat and Da’wat to Badr. Also Badr's

two sons—AbuT Husain ‘All and Abu’I-Qasim Shahanshah are

mentioned in eulogistic terms. This letter is sent with Sa‘id b. Hamza.

(60) f. 1626-f. 165u.—To Muk., dated Rain' II. a.h. 401 :

—

Muk/s letter has been received. M. sympathizes with Muk. upon

his father's assassination and the destruction of his family, but

expresses his joy at the defeat of the enemy and at Mukarram's taking

revenge on him. Jp-j Aa! J^Yl
^ t ^

5- ^

i AVaA_^~ 's./o I A? A—&__> ^ ^ ^

t

aAjJI Aj>-^jA^^ A,.^— Ao l> diAc v5ji A Aa-^ o

Regarding the representations of Ghars ad-din Yusuf b. Husain

b. Yusuf as-Saimurl (?), which are referred by Muk. to Egypt, 31.

advises him to consider the situation and his own strength to meet it.

The bearer of Muk/s letter. Husam ad-daulah Xadir ai-Mustansirl,

is asked to return with this letter in companv of a former agent,

Jakl 1). Hamid b. al-Hnwaid al-Yaml (1). 31. also orders other agents

who came in the time of 8. to return to the AYmen.

31, bestows upon 3[uk. the further title of Amir a 1-Umara.

(61) f. 1656 -f. 1676. —To Muk.. dated 15th Ramadan, a.h. 461 :

—

31. has received a letter at the hands of Muk/s two agents, Sifr b.

Small b. Abi'l-'askar and Ja’d I). ‘Abdi/r-Rahman al-AAmii. and is

pleased to hear of 3Iuk/s crushing victory over the enemy.

31. pays a tribute to 3Iuk/s mother and congratulates him upon

the birth of a male child, honours the new-born babe with the title of

jS^\ and sends an amulet to he tied on its arm

:

*•> isA/sv- ^3 AAkJ AAj oA

AA A^?| Ai—jJlj J A^>U^

Regarding 3Iuk/s inquiries about Shahrayar b. Hasan, 31. says
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al-Mu'avvad will deal with the matter
:

jll aj UIj

Aw-2j£. Slc-0' Vt rc-iJI ji

^ ^ c.

fc) ^ ^5Jo -A*^j^ AA*9 &}
^

(62) f. 168a- f. 1686.

This is a fragment from M.*s letter addressed probably to S. (?).

There is no date. M. had written a separate letter dealing exclusively

with the unrest at the Haramain and had asked 8. to spend from his

(S.'s) own purse for the performance of the rites and ceremonies of the

place. In this letter. M. reminds him of his former injunction and

asks him to carry with him 10,000 dinars to the Holy Places.

He has also dispatched Amir Tahir b. ‘All b. Hassa (? a>-U*) with

the clothes he has worn and prayed in on the last Friday of Ramadan
in order to elevate the position of 8.

(63) f. 1686-f. 1706.—To Muk., dated Rabr I, a.h. 476 :

—

Mukarram*s letter received. Regarding the Da'wat in India and

‘Umman, M. had received letters from these parts with requests to

send deputies to fill the vacancies caused by the death of their da‘Is.

Also MukarranTs suggestion to appoint Marzuban b. Ishaq b. Marzuban
to the mission of India and Isma'Il b. Ibrahim b. Jabir to that of

‘Umman is accepted. Orders to this effect have been issued by the

office (majlis) of the Amir al-Juvush and sent with the Amir Mu‘izz

ad-daula Tauq b. Nasik (see No. 50).

(64) f. 17 la - f. 1726.—To Muk., dated Friday, Tdu 1-adha,

a.h. 476 :

—

Greetings on the Td.

(tio) f. 173a f. 1746.—To S.H., dated 15th Ramadan, a.h. 461 :

—

31. expresses his great pleasure to hear from her the glad tidings

of the birth of a male child to her. He bestows upon the new-born

babe the title of c.L*J' W. This letter is sent with the Amir

Abu I-Fad l Tahir b. All b. Habasa and two of her own agents (see

No. 61).

(66) f. 17 16 f. 1756. To S.H., dated Pith Hhu'l-Hijja. a.h. 478 :
-

This letter is in reply to S.H.*s inquiries regarding the insurrection

of tiie seceders (rj'y^ !

). M. informs her of the complete

victory over the rebellious forces through the efforts of Badr.



The nature of the Persian Language written and
spoken in India during the 13th and 14th Centuries

By M. J. Borah

T T has often been said that the Persian language written and spoken

in India does not possess that flavour which is generally found in

the writings of the Iranian authors. There is an element of truth in the

foregoing charge so far as the literature produced in India during the

later period of Muslim rule is concerned. But the Persian literature

produced in India from the middle of the thirteenth to the middle of

the fifteenth century may be favourably compared with the writings

of many an indigenous Iranian scholar. The works of Amir Khusrau

and Hasan of Dihli and Badr-i-Chacli. who flourished during this period,

are highly esteemed by Iranian scholars and are placed next to Sa'di

and Jalal ul-Dln RumL The early immigrants who made India their

permanent home retained the purity of their tongue in a much larger

measure than their successors. But with the growing influence of the

Hindu scholars who began to study Persian to qualify themselves for

the service of the State, the difference in the style of India and Persia

proper became more marked. According to Firishta this influence of

the Hindus on the Indo-Persian literature began to work from the time

of Sikandar Lodi's accession to the throne in A.n. 1489. He says :

The Hindus began to study and write Persian (during the reign

of Sikandar Lodi) which was not in vogue amongst them before this

time.” 1 With regard to the nature of the Persian language written

and spoken in India during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries

we have an interesting account left by one of the contemporary writers,

namely Amir Khusrau of Dihli. In the preface to his (i'hurmt-ul-

Knmal 2 he says

“ The singers of the land of Hindustan, particularly the immigrants

who have settled at Delhi, surpass all the scholars of the world in their

attainments. Therefore no Arab. Khurasan!. Turk. Indian, nor any

other who comes to the Muslim cities of India and spends his whole

life in places like Delhi. Multan, and Lakhnautl. and not in places

1 Firishta, vol. i, p. 344.

’ Hritisli M\iM*um MS. Add. 21. 104 f..
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—

like Gujarat, Mahva and Deoglr, the land of Hindu Idolatry, suffers

deterioration in his own language. Assuredly he speaks according to

the standard of his own country. For example, if he is an Arab, he is

the master of his own language only, and he cannot lay a proper claim

to the language of others
;

his broken speech is a proof of his foreign

origin. If a Hindu citizen or a villager continually lives and mixes

with the inhabitants of Delhi, yet there is imperfection in his

Persian. A Khurasan!, ‘Iraqi, Shiraz! or a Turk, however intelligent

he may be, commits blunders in the Indian language, even if he burns

many a midnight candle and claims eloquence in an assembly, yet at

the end he stumbles and breaks down. But the Munshis (secretaries)

born and brought up in Indian cities and particularly at Delhi, with

but little practice, can speak and understand the spoken language (of

others) and also obtain a command over prose and verse ;
they can

adopt the style of every country they visit. And it has been fully

proved from experience, that many of our people who have never been

to Arabia, have acquired an eloquence in the Arabic language such

as has not been achieved by the scholars of Arabia themselves who

take lessons from the flow of their language. The Arabs, in spite of being

eloquent in their own tongue, have not ability to learn our Persian

correctly.

I have seen many Tazlks 1—not Turks—who have learnt Turkish

with industry and erudition in India
;
and they speak in sucli a way

that the eloquent men of this tribe who come from their original home

are astonished at it. In the case of the Persian language, which has

been derived from the Persians, there is no other correct style than the

style of Trans-Oxiana, which is the same as that of Hindustan. Because

the Khurasanis pronounce the word^ (
cha

)
as^ (chi), and some of

them read iC* (huja) as^ (kaju), but in writing they use ^ (cha),

1 Tht* word Tajik or Ta/.Ik lsuxrd by different writers in different senses. The early

Armenian writer* applied it to the Arabs, modern Armenians have impo&ed it on the
Turks and the Turkish Empire and even on Muslims in general. Professor Xoldeke
has suggested that Tajik (better Tat Ink) and Taxi are the same word, the former being
merely the older form. (Ink means belonging to ” and in this case belonging to
the tribe of Tai In modern Persian Chik becomes ZI. D’Ohsson savs :

vv The
Mongols gave the name of Tajik, or Tazik to the Muhammadans, and in tin* historical
work* of this period it will he found that they employed this word in opposition to
that of Tuik . Ihe first serve* l to designate the Muhammadan inhabitants of towns
ami cultivated lands, whether the\ were of Turku Persian, or Arab origin mattered
not. (\ id< Ho*'* and Elias s Introduction to Tu’rlkh-i-Hn^hldi^ pp. So, 87, 90-1).
I think Khusrau has Used this term in the sense of Persian-speaking Turkestan!.
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not ^j>- (chi) and iC”* (kuja), not S~ (kaju). The correct pronunciation

is that denoted by the spelling. There are many words like these

which are pronounced in one way but are wrong if written so. But the

Persian speech prevalent in India, from the bank of the Indus to the

coast of the Indian ocean is everywhere the same.’* It is evident from

this account that the standard style of Persian adopted in India was

that of the Trans-Oxiana.





Isophones of the Orthographic gh -
9 bh -

9 dh-
9 etc., and of

h- in the Ambala District 1

Bv Banarsi Das Jaix

rpHERE is a saying in India that language changes every twelve

kos .
2 This saying will still hold good if we say language changes

every kos , although the amount of change in the latter case will he

almost impossible to detect. In spite of this saying, which is correct

at bottom, we are apt to believe that our next-door neighbours

(if they are not recent strangers) speak exactly the same language

as we do. Similarly we also believe that we speak exactly the same

language as our parents spoke or our children will speak. But this

our belief is not true, for, as a matter of fact, language changes

gradually and almost imperceptibly both in time and space. The

language of one's neighbours is slightly different from one's own,

but when the distance grows and two persons separated by twenty

or thirty miles talk together, they are certain to pick up some

peculiarities in each other's speech. In the like manner the speech

of the children differs from that of the parents, and in the course

of a few generations this difference becomes appreciable.

Although on the whole speech varies so gradually from village

to village that it is almost impossible to draw a definite line of separa-

tion between two neighbouring dialects so that we could say that to

one side of this line there is one dialect and to the other side the second,

yet geographical division, more or less definite, can be attempted

with reference to the following points :

—

(1) Vocables, i.e. words signifying a particular idea. In the Punjab

there are at least three words meaning “the back
“
—pifth, dhni,

hand. All the three are not found in one and the same dialect. The

area in which each of these predominates can be ascertained, but the

1 “ Lately there ha** been no la<*k of would-be new method*, which sometime^

have been announced in a rather nois\ way. Of real importance is the principle of

linguistic geography, which has been illustrated m a "erics of linguistic atlases and
special investigations founded on them. It is baldly necessary to remark how many-
sided is tlie information on the history of words which may be derived from these

works." Holger Pedersen, Linyui^th' Scitncr hi On Sunt** nth < 'rutin y, Harvard
University Press, 1931, p. 307.

* The implication is that the difference between two languages spoken 12 fou* apart

is appreciable.
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boundaries between these areas cannot be determined quite definite lv

as there will be wide strips intervening between the two areas where

both the words spoken in the adjacent areas find currency.

Supposing A represents the dhui-area and B the pitt//-area, the strip C
will be such that here both dhui and pitth are used. The speakers

employ these words indiscriminately and find it difficult to decide

which is their own and which is foreign.

The lines or bands separating the areas of different vocables are

called isoglosses.

(2) Forms, i.e. different forms of the same word, e.g. putt, puitar

;

tur, tur ; pried
,
pcntjhl ; sapp

,
samp ; kitla, hared, etc. Experience

shows that the lines separating the areas of these forms are also wide,

i.e. between the areas there are wide bands where the speakers are

not quite certain as to which form they should call their own. These

lines or bands may be called isomorphs .

(3) Speech-sounds.—There are certain speech-sounds which are

employed in one area and are absent in its neighbourhood . Such are

the voiced and unvoiced h, (f and ts , r and rh (i.e. r followed bv a

vowel in the low tone), various pronunciations of gh bh- , etc., and
numerous others. The lines separating the areas of speech-sounds,

however, admit of a more definite and precise determination than

either of the two factors mentioned above. These lines may be termed

isophones (or isotones if the difference is in tone onlv).

It will not be without interest to describe here briefly how I became
interested in. and what method I followed to investigate the isophones

of the initial gh-. bh-. dh-. etc., and of h-. This will serve a twofold

purpose. Firstly it will indicate, to some extent, the degree of

accuracy of the results obtained, and secondly such persons as feel

interested in the work and find opportunity may avail themselves
of it in collecting more materials.

Everybody comes in contact with speakers of different dialects,

and thus gets an opportunity of noting certain points of difference.

I became particularly interested til the various pronunciations of the
orthographic gh bh-, etc., and h-. It was in my school days that
I noted the pronunciation of gh- in the Bangaru word ghdl “ to put

"

to l)e different from my pronunciation of the same letter in the initial

position. Later, in 1908. I found that a class-fellow of mine from
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Gujranwala pronounced the h in the English words he, his
,
behind

differently from the way I did. Still later in 1014 I observed that the

pronunciation of (jh, bh in the words yhbra. bhai
,
bhnin in the Jubbul

dialect (Simla Hills) was quite peculiar ami was different from mine

and Bahgaru pronunciations. About that time I had analysed my
pronunciation and had found that the symbols f/h-, bh-, dh-, dh-,jh-

had three distinct values. I brought tliis to the notice of Mr. A. 0.

Woolner, who pointed out that two of them were surd and sonant

varieties of the same thing. The third was more different. I also

discovered that when an unaspirated surd stop was followed by a vowel

of the lowest note as in Aldp or solfaing the result was a sound that

differed very little from the surd variety of the peculiar pronunciations

of (jh bh etc. That this peculiarity of pronunciation was due to

variation of pitch of vowels was discovered bv Dr. T. (1. Bailey

and announced by Professor Daniel Jones in his lectures on phonetics

delivered at Lahore in 1913.

So far I have noted the following values of the initial ////-. jh-, dh-,

dh-, bh-:—

(1) The voiced stop followed by voiced aspiration. This is the

original pronunciation of these symbols and is now found in Hindi,

Urdu. Marathi. Gujarati, Bengali, etc. I shall call it the true

pronunciation.

(2) Unvoiced unaspirated stop followed by a vowel in the low-

rising tone. This pronunciation is typical of Panjabi, and hence

I call it the Panjabi type.

In those areas where the intervocalic h- followed by a stressed

vowel is lost, and the vowel pronounced in the low-rising tone, the

previous voiced unaspirate does not lose its voice, e.g. dhm wages

for placing (
— d(ih(Ti

)
is pronounced differently from dhm two and

a half

(3) Voiced unaspirated stop followed by a vowel in the low-rising

tone. This is the tvpical value obtained in the districts of Hissar,

Rohtak. Karnal. etc., and I call it the Bahgaru type.

(4) Voiced unaspirated stop followed by a vowel in the high-

falling tone. This pronunciation prevails in the hill dialects about

Simla, and I call it the Pahdn type.

The following values of the initial h- have been observed

(1) Unvoiced h- as in standard English. This pronunciation is

found in the districts of Jallandhar. Hoshiarpur. Ludhiana, Ferozepore
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and the Patiala, Xabha, and Sangrur States. It is also found in

Hindustani.

(2) Voiced h- followed by a vowel in the low-rising tone. This

pronunciation is found in the rest of the Panjabi area and in the

Dogri. It is typical of the Bahgaru dialect and I call it the Bahgaru

type. Most speakers omit the h- also, and in that case the vowel

beginning a breath-group is preceded by a glottal stop.

(3) Glottal stop followed by a vowel in the high-falling tone.

This pronunciation obtains in the hill dialects about Simla, and I call

it the Pahan type.

SCALE

4 MILES TO AN INCH

PanjaeT Pronunciation

Bangaru

Roads

The upper line stands for the Pronunciation

of Gh, Bh, Dh, etc

The lower line for that of H

While thus paving attention to the pronunciation of <jh-, bh-.

dh-, etc., and of h-, I found that the people from Patiala. Ambala
city, and Samana pronounced the </}>-. hh-, <]h-, etc., in the Panjahi

fashion, while those from .Tagadhari. Lad wii, and Shahabad in the

Bangaru fashion. As I had noticed that a speaker giving the Bangaru
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values to these letters seldom gave them the Panjabi values and vice

versa, it struck me that a definite line separating these pronunciations

could be determined. I. therefore, observed the pronunciation of a

number of words beginning with tjh bh-. dh etc., and with h- from

the lips of the students of schools at Patiala. Ambala, and Karnah

noting down the place from where each had come. In this way I got

a rough idea as to the path of the separating line. Some time after

I made a tour in small towns and villages and observed tin* pronuncia-

tion of school students there. This resulted in giving me an almost

definite line separating the two pronunciations. The names of the

places of which pronunciation was observed are shown on the

accompanving map

.

Conclusion

1. On looking at the map it will be seen that when going from

Ambala to the east, the pronunciation of ////-. jh-. dh and hit- changes

earlier than that of h-. There is a band about six miles wide when*

the pronuneiation of h- is Bangaru while that of (fit-. ///-. etc., is

Panjabi. To the west of this hand the pronunciation of <jh -
.

jh-. etc.,

and of h- is Panjabi and to the east of it. it is Bangaru.

2. The line separating the pronunciation (jh-. jh-. (Jh-. dh-. and bh-

travels roughlv along the Begna stream.

3. Another fact brought to notice bv this investigation is that

the compensatory lengthening of vowels before old consonant groups,

e.g. Skt. hasta-. H. hath. Panj. hatth. first appears in this intervening

band.

-1. The rise and fall of the musical tones is not the same everyw here.

In some places the difference is cpiite distinct. This requires a .still

closer studv.





Beitrage zu einer Milindapanha-Bibliographie

| Yon Siegfried Behrsing

IXHALTSCBERSICHT

VERZEICHXLS DER ABKtRZUXGEX
I. DIE CHIXESISCHEX YERSIOXEX DES MLISDARYL'HES

A. Texte
B. trBERSETZUXOEX
C. ARBEITEX, DIE SIC1I MIT DEM < MIX IISIM'IIEN MlLIX DATAN HA HEFASSES

II. GIBT ES E1XE TIBETISCHE UBERSETZEXG I)ES MIUXUABLCHEN ?

;
III. DER PALIAllLIXDAPAXHA

!
A. Texte

1. Manushrlptc

2. Textausgaben

\
B. YbERSETZUXGEN

1 . Yollstandige Cbcrsctzung* n otln l brr**tzn mj* n t on gio**(rtn

|

Teilen dt# M.
2 . L’bersetzungen ode? Rfftuiit uni lhiinu.it Ah.'chnittcn dcs M.

C. LEXIKOGRAriHSCHES USD GllAMMATISCHES

I). WeRKE, DIE JX (.ROSSEKKK /ami. LbKRSETZTNGEX f’NII ArsZUJE

AES DEM 31. EXTHALTEX

E. WERKE, AtISATZE ODER KAriTEL, DIE SICII MIT DEM M. ALS 4.ANZEM

BEI ARSES

ABKtRZUXGEX

BB. = BibUoguijdtie bovddhiquc (m dor Serio Buddlma. Iierau-gogeben

von J. PrzyliLski). Paris 1030 tT.

Bibl . (mit darauffolgender Xuinmer) = bezielit Mch auf dio XuniimTii dor

vorllogondon BiM iograp li io.

Dcm. = Denueville, Lt* version* chinoisc* du ^Idindapauhu 1024 (
— Xr. 6

diosor Bibliographic).

ERE. = Hastings Encyclopedia of Rdigunt and Ethic*.

Held = Deutsche Bibhognipltie dr# Buddhi^mn

*

von H. L. Hold. Munohen-

Leipzig, 1010.

HOS. — Harvard Oriental Serio-

JA. = Journal Astatigm.

JCBRAS. ~ Journal of th ('nylon Riant h of tin Royal Asiatic Suebty.

JPTS. = Journal of th e Pah T* xt Socuty -

JRAS. ~ Journal of th* Royal Asiatic S<nt*hj.

M. = Mihndapahha. Stohon Zahlon dahintor. so beziohen -io sioh auf Seite

uud Zoilo dor Treiichner'-i lion Au-gabe

PTS. = Pali Text Sot iety.

Q. *= Rhys Davids' Phcr-ttzang de» Mdindapahha (Sac roil Books of the

Ea-L Bd. 3.3 und 3d). Itohmtor-tchende nioht eingeklanim.rte
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—

Zahlen nennen den Ab&ehnitt, eingeklamnierte Zahlen Band und

Seite der Pbersetzung.

RHR . = Revue de Vhistoire des religions.

SBE. = Sacred Books of the East.

S.C. 1 = A Supplementary Catalogue of the Sanskrit , Pah, and Prakrit Books in

the Library of the British Museum acquired during the years 1892-1906.

Compiled by L(ionel) D(avid) Barnett, Keeper of the Department of

Oriental printed books and MSS. Printed by order of the Trustees of

the British Museum. London : British Museum, 1908. 4
3

. pp. vii —
548 (= 1096 Spalten).

S.C. 2 = (dasselbe) . . . acquired during the years 1906-1928. . . . London :

1928. 4°, pp. vii — 847 (— 1694 Spalten).

Westfergaard, Xiels Ludvig) — Codices indici Bibl. Regiae Havniensis. Kopenhatren

1846 (
— Codices orientates Bibl. Regiae Ha vmensis, Pars prior),

4', pp x. 122.

Z.W. 1 = Catalogue of the Sinhalese MSS. in the British Mu um, by Don Martino

de Zilva Wickreniasinghe. London : 1900. 4\ pp. xxiii. 199.

Z.W. 2 = Catalogue of the printed book s in the Library of the British Museum, by

D. M. de Zilva Wiekremasinghe. London : 1901. 4°, pp. vii — 154

(= 304 Sp.).

Die Abkurzungen S.T., Tok.T T.T. , diesich nur in Teil I finden, sind Bibl. 1 erklart.

I. DIE CHINESISCHEX VERSIONEN DES MILINDABUCHES

A. Texte

1- 815 vfc it" If I??- kiirzere Fassung in 2 Kapiteln (^4 ). Im
Shanghair Tripitaka (Ausgabe des $fi jijji -Klosters in Slianghai,

vollendet 1913. Abkiirzung : S.T.) und im Tokyo er Tripitaka

(vollendet 1885. Abkurzung : Tok.T.) findet sich das Sutra in

Abteilung 24 (Jig). Heft 8 C fol. 43 recto-52 verso 2
. Im von Takakusu

nnd A\ atanabe lierausgegebenen japanischen Tripitaka (Taisho-

Ausgabe, 1924 ff. Abkurzung : T.T.) unter Xo. 1670 A im 32. Band,
Seite 694« 703c. Kyoto er Tripitaka, xxvi, 9, 769 recto-777 recto 3

.

Speclit s Angabe ., troisieme fascicule “ in Bibl. 26, p. 521, n. 1 muss cm Vcrsehen
scin

;
in Bdd. 28, p. 155, sagt or „ 8-e fascicule “.

Tok.T. war mir nicht zuganglich. Die Stellenangaben fur dicso Ausgabe verdanke
ich dem Werke von Dernieville : Les versions chinoises du Milindapahha (Bibl 6),
und zwar

: p. *5 n. 1 fur die Bibl. 1 und 2 genannten Texte, p. 64 n. 2 fur Bdd. 4a
und 4b, p. 66 n. 5 fur Bibl. 3. Fur die Agama-Abschnitte war mir die Ubereinstimmung
der von Anesaki zu seiner Arbeit The four Agamas in Chinese Transactions of
the Asiatic Society of Japan, xxxv (1908), 3, benutzten Tok.T.-Ausgabe mit der im
Besitz des Ostasiatisehen Seminars der Universitat Leipzig befindlichen S.T.
Ausgabe aufgefallon, vgl. Asia Major, vol. vii, p. 28, unter ST Da auch die
Bibl. 1—4 genannten Texte sieh in den beirlen Ausgaben an gleieher Stelle linden,
aueh beide Ausgaben auf jeder Seite 20 Zeilen zu je 45 Zeiehen enthalten (vgl. Anesaki,
op. oit., p. 5). so ist anzunehmon, da-s S.T. mir ein Xaehdruek von Tok.T. ist.

3 Vgl, DenueviHr, op. cifc., p. 75, a. 1.
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2- Jt i£ S&b langere Fassung in 3 Kapiteln (Bumju
Nanjd Xo. 1358). Steht im Anschluss an die unter Bibl. 1 genannten

Stellen, in S.T. und Tok.T. : fol. 52 recto-64 verso nnd in T.T. als

Xo. 1670 B auf p. 703c-719a.

Bib], 1 und 2, die von einem unbekannten Uber^etzer unter der

Dynastie der ostlichen Tsin ^ || (317-420) uhersetzt worden sind,

in anderen Tripitaka-Katalogen und Ausgnbcn : s. Bern., Kapitel ii

und die Indexbande von T.T.

a) das Sutra in 2 Kapiteln: T.T . Indexband i, p. 998c, Zeile 6

von links (Bemerkung : ,, auch 3 Kapitel “)
: p. loll/;, Zeile 5 von

links; Indexband ii. p. 1095. Xo. 1009
:

p. 233c, Xo. 1151 (mit dent

Vermerk „ aueh 3 Kapitel" = Dem., p. 20. Zoil« k 10 22); p. 1585,

Xo. 1072
; p, 7555, Xo. 966 (mit einem kurzen Referat iiber den

Inhalt; hervorgehoben die Abschnitte xxxviii und Ixxx — mull

der Einteilung von Uemieville — de< eliined^ehen M.)
; p. 8295,

No. 992 (— Dem., p. 20, Zeile 14-18
;

mit einem kurzen Referat iiber

die Abschnitte evi und cviii des chine*. M.).

b) das Sutra in 3 Kapiteln : T.T . , Indexband i. p. 7805, Zeile 9 ;

p. 813n, No. 1000
; p. 843c, Zeile 8 von links

: p. 8725. Zeile 4 von

links: p. 900(i, 5Iitte
; p. 9205, No. 101 1 ; ]>. 939. No. 1011 : Index-

band ii, ]). 58c, Xo. 1 006 : p. 140a, No. 1004
; p. 1715, No. 1020 ;

p. 260c, No. 1016
; p. 293c, No. 1351 : p. 318a, No. 1349

: p. 346c,

No. 1106
; p. 382a, No. 1351

; p. 421a, Xo. 1009.

c) das Sutra in 2 und 3 Kap. : Indexband ii, p. 5olc, Xo. 1363.

d) imbestimnit wieviel Kap. : Indexband i, p. 9165, Xo 8.

Zu diesen cbinesischen Fassungen des Milindalmchos fiilire icb

ferner nocli folgende Stellen aus dem chinesiscben Tripitaka an. in

welchen auf Jlilinda und Xagasena Bezug genommen wird :

3-

3#K3E*15ftl*fl5 ft Ur $£. ..Amddmi rtm

Gespriich des Kbeiy* Xanda mit Xwjasewt". das 111. avadana. im 9.

Kapitel - der Sammlung Jfi ^ |§t (Bnntju Xm*jb. Xo. 1329 :

Taishd-Ausgabe Xo. 203). libersetzt a.d. 472 von Ki-kia-ye jffi fA

und T'an-yao & unter der Dynastie der nurd lichen Wei Jrfc ffe

(386-534). S.T . und Tdk.T. : Abteilung xiv (fif). Heft 10. fob 39

verso-40 recto. T.T. : Band 4. p. 492c 1935.

4. In den cliinosiscben Ubersetzungen von VasubandbiTs

Abhidhannuhokt von Paramartha M. gfr. (lessen Ubersetzung 563-567

1 Die alte Sung-AuMrabe (1 104-1 14S), die der ..Library of the Imperial House-

hold “ gehort. lie^t hier, wio m der T<n>hu-A u vjnhc vermerkt wird, ^ ^ •

2 So T.T. und S.T. Takaku^i, JRAS., lS9f>, pp. H> und 17. gibt esals imS. Kap.

stehend an ; Bibl. 30, p. xhx, n. 3, sagt er : ,. vol. viii, avadana 61.“
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datiert ist, und Hiuen Tsang der dasselbe Work 651 -054

iibersetzt hat, gibt es einen Abschnitt ,.JYiderlegung derjenigen
,
welehe

(die Existenz ernes) Ich behaupten cs

(g£ [bzw. fft] in welchem

zum Beweise dessen, dass es keine Seele gebe, und damit die Frage

nach der Identitat von Seele und Korper miissig sei, ein Gespriich

des Konigs Milinda mit Xagasena berichtet wird.

a) Paramartha. (Bunyu Nanjo

Xo. 1269
;
Taisho-Ausgabe Xo. 1559. Band 29. pp. 161c ff.

;
Forke's

Katalog d. Pekinger Tripitaka Xo. 12). Der Milinda-Abschnitt

(Xagasena wird hier ffl Wfr wiedergegeben, Milinda

Pt )
steht : S.T. und Tdk.T. 1

: Abteilung xxiii (4£r), Heft 2. fol. 32

verso; T.T . : Band 29, p. 307a. 18-3076, 3.

b

)

Hiuen-Tsang. Ghf fg 'M M (ft ffe (
Bunyu Nanjo

Xo. 1267 ; Taisho-Ausgabe Xo. 1558, Band 29. pp. 1 ff.). Der

Milinda-Abschnitt (Xagasena = f| Iff, Milinda = ^ P£)

steht : S.T. und Tok.T. : Abteilung xxii (Jj£), Heft 10, fol. 105

verso
;
T.T. : Band 29, p. 155c, 17 - 156a, 1.

Die chinesisehen Kommentare zur Milinda-Stelle in Bill. 4b

sincl sehr unergiel)ig ; vgl. Dem., p. 65, n. 3.

5a. In dem von Tao-shi }f| tt
2 in der Mitte des 7. Jahrh.

xedigierten AVerk |# 1? (Bunyu Nanjo Xo. 1474 ; Taisho-

Ausgabe Xo. 2123) findet sich ini 17. Abschnitt (^) oder : im 3.

(§§ fif) des 27. -£[$ (£ ^) 3 eine Stelle, in welcher das M VC

_£ |g unter dem Titel jfc it _£ P«] fife H zitiert und iiber

den Inlialt von drei Abschnitten 4 daraus berichtet wird. S.T. (und

walirscheinlich auch Tok.T. 5
) : Abteilung xxxvi (^f ), Heft 2, fol. 31

recto, Zeile 20 -fol. 31 verso, Zeile 7 ; T.T.

:

Band 54, p. 165a
;
Ausgabe

Kyoto : xxvii, 8, p. 515 recto 6
.

56. Dieselbe Stelle findet sich im 23. Abschnitt (^g) oder : im 3.

j
pI5 (^fe fH) des 15. (|^ j|J) eines anderen von Tao-shi redigierten

Werkes, des fjr ftti £Jc Fh (Bunyu Nanjo Xo. 1452; Taisho-Ausgabe

Xo. 2122). S.T. (und walirscheinlich auch Tok.T.5
) : Abteilung xxxvi

1 Dem., p. 64, n. 2. S. Levi in Bibl. 16 muss eine andere Tf>k\ 6-Ausgabe
vorgelegen haben, denn er gibt dort, p. 233, fur Bibl. 4a : vol. ii, p. 35a, I. 11 sqq.
und fur Bibl. 46 : vol. iii, p. 108«, I. 18 sqq. an.

2 So ist auch JA., 1914, ii, p. 384 n., statt
3J1 1|f zu lesen.

3 Bei durchgchender Zahlung im 155
4 — Dem., $§ cvi, cix, und cxii.

5 Die Abteilungen und Hefte stimmen 11herein (vgl. Katalogband 1 der Tnisho -

Avxgahe. p. 6306, Zeile 10-11 und p. 619c, Zeile 1-2). Xur die Identitat der Seiten-
zahlen musste noch fe^tgestellt werden.

b Xach Pelliot, JA 1914, ii, p. 384 n.
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(M) : Heft 6, fol. 60 recto, Zeile 7-14. T.T. : Band 53, p. 457c-458a.

Atisgcibe Kydto : xxxviii, 5, 164 recto unci verso l
.

B. Ubersetzuxoex

a) von Bihl. 1 und 2

6. Demieville, Paul: Les versions chinoises du Milindapafilia."

In : Bulletin cle I'^cole Fmnytise d'Extreme-Orient, xxiv (19*21),

pp. 1-258.

Eine Ubersicht iiber die Einteilung dieser wiehtigen Arbeit,

welche naeli den nielit zum Abschluss und zur YcroftVntlichung

gelangten Arbeiten von Spocht 2 und Dufresne 3 die erste und. soviel

mir bekannt. einzige vollstandige Ubersetzung der chincsischcn

Versionen cles Milindabuches in eine europaische Sprache eiithiilt.

mag von der Menge der darin beliandelten Einzelfragen eine

Vorstellung geben.

Einteilung der Arbeit : I. fitat des recensions conservees

(pp. 1—4). IT. Histoire des versions chinoises (pp. 4-21)

III. Comparaison des versions cliinoise et palie (pp. 21 35).

IV. Menandre (pp. 35-46). V. Nagasena (pp. 46-67). VI. Valeur

doctrinale cle l'ouvrage (pp. 67-74). VII. Traduction (pp. 73—180).

Appendices : 1. Sur les editions imprinters du canon chinois

(pp. 181-218). 2. Sur un passage du Mahamegliasiitra (pp. 218 230).

3. Sur le fleuve Che-pM-vi (}>p. 230-1). 1. Sur la pensee uni<pie

(pp. 231-246). Collationnement des citations aneiennes (pp. 247-8).

Approximation du nombre des caracteivs ecrits sur cliaque

feuillet des exemplaires officiels du canon a l epoque des T*ang

1 Xach Pel Hot, JA 1914, ii. p. 3S4 n.

2 Spocht, der zusammen mit Sylvain Levi als erstor auf deni 9. Internationalen

Orientalisten-Koncress in London (1892) auf die chinesisehen Ent<prechungen zum

M. hingewiesen und Teile daraus ubersetzt hatte (vtrl. HJJ. 20). arboitete an einer

vollstandigen Ubersetzung der chinesisehen Versionen. Leider verhinderte sein mi

Jahre 1906 erfolgtes Ableben (ein lhm vom damaluxen Prasideiiten dor Sneiete

Asiatique, M. Barbier de Meynard, gevridineter Xachruf ist ahgedruckt in JA., 1906,

i, pp. 305-9) die Vollendung dieser Arbeit.

3 Auf diesen Gelehrton wurde leb (lurch die Bemerkumien Pelhot s in JA.. 1914,

ii, p. 379, und T'oumj Pan 22 (1923), p. 210, aufmerksam. Prof. lVlliot hatte die

Freundlichkeit, nur auf erne Anfrage mit/uteilen. class Herr Dufresne* Mih auf den

Rat seines Lehrers Sylvain Levi an eine Ther^etzung der chineMschen Version des

M. gemacht hatte, abc'r dureh seine A ersetzung an die heole b ran* ai-v d Extreme-

Orient und den Emtritt als Professor m die ,, Direction dc l instruction pubhque “

der indo-chincsiscben Vonvaltung seine Milmda-Arbeiten aufgeben inu^te und nichts

daruber veroffentlicht hat.
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(nach p. 248). Vocabulaire de la version chinoise (pp. 219 253).

Druckfehler- und Inhaltsverzeichnis (pp. 255-8) K

7. Ivanovski (Aleksej Osipovic) 2
.

Professor Ivanovski libertrug die Einleitung und andere Stiicke

der chinesischen Milindapanlia -Version nach in St. Petersburg

vorhandenen Texten ins Russische. Professor v. Oldenburg

fertigte davon eine englische Ubersetzung an und sandte sie imo c* r*

Frlihling 1892 an Professor Rhys Davids. Leider ging diese

Ubersetzung auf dem Wege verloren, vgl. SBE. 36. p. xi.

h) von Bibl. 3-4 3

8. Chavannes, Edouard : Cinq cents eontes et apologues extra its

du Tripitahi chinois et traduits en fran§ais par Ed. Ch. Publies sous

les auspices de la Societe Asiatique. Paris: Leroux 1910-11. 8
C

.

3 Bande. i: 1910. xx, 428 pp. ii und iii : 1911. 449 und 395 pp.

Im 3. Bande. pp. 120-4, findet sich unter Xo. 418 die

Ubersetzung von Bibl. 3.

9. La A allee Poussin, Louis de : L Abhidharmakosa de Vasubundhu

traduit et annote. Societe Beige d’fitudes Orientales. Paris; Geutlmer.
8°. 5 Bande. 1) 1. u. 2. Kap. pp. vi. 331, 1923

; 2) 3. Kap. pp. iii.

217, 1926; 3)4. Kap. pp. 255, 1924; 4) 5. u. 6. Kap. pp. xi. 303.

1925; 5) 7. 8. u. 9. Ivap. pp. iii, 302, 1925.

Der Ubersetzung liegt der Text von Hiuen-Tsang zugrunde.

Die Xagasena-Milinda-Episode (Bibl. 46) findet sich auf pp. 263-4

des V. Bandes.

10. Levi, Sylvain
: (Ubersetzung von Bibl. 4a und 6) s. Bibl. 16.

11. Takakusu, Jyunjiro
: (Ubersetzung von Bibl. 3 ins Englische)

s. Bibl. 29.

Im Sonderdruek steht statt dessen ein Index (pp. 255-9) und cine envoitorte
Litde von VrrbesMTungen und Xaehtragen (pp. 261-4). Als Erganzung zu dieser
Liste tier noch emigre kleine Druckfehler. die mir bei der Lekture aufjjefallen sind

:

p. 6.}, n. 4 : lies xcv statt xcxv
; p. 65, n. 3 : Yasonutra statt Va.su- ; pp. 79-80 fell It

die Kapitclbczeichnung X
; p. 81, 1. 15 : Catapatha- statt -pata-

; p. 150. n., 1. Zeile :

\ amlev statt Vasilve; p. 133 n., 1. 1 : cakkhuvinnanam statt -nam
; p. 137, n. 2 :

abbhantare statt ablia-
; p. 138, n. 6: udghatayati 'statt udghatt-

; p. 150, n. 5:
-bahire ayatane statt -balnaya-

; p. 170, n . unter iv : Dlgha Xikuva, vol. ii statt ni

;

p. 136 I. 3: Smarwyamti statt ^raarisyhanti (so ist aueh im Druckfehler-
verzeichnis, p. 264, zu lesen)

; ebenda 11. 18 und 19: akuvala statt sala.

i

1

!

863 Kurzer Artikel uber ihn in der russisehen Enzvklopadie von
Brockhaus-Efron

(m der Auspabe 1890-1904 : Band 12 A (= 24. Halbband) Sp 757 •

m der neuen Auspabe 1904-1914 (Xnryj Ennklnp^skij Shmr\ die brim
Buchstaben 1 ab^ebroehen Borden ist. im 18. Band). In der BoVmja Soijetskaja
EnctHnperfij,, fell It dor Ijctr. Band noch.

J

3 (.’ber.setzungcn von Bibl. 5 sind mir nicht bekannt.
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C. ARBEITEX, DIE SIGH MIT DEM CHIXESISCHEX MlLIXDAPAXHA

BEFASSEX 1

12. Davids. T. W. Rhys : The Quest ton* of Kitty Milinda (genauen

Xitel s. Bibl. 74).

Beschaftigt sic-li ini 2. Bande (SBE. 36). pp. xi-xv mit den

chinesischen Versionen des M.

13. *Genshin fg (942-1017) von der Tendai-Sekte.

Zitiert in seinem Work Ojdydshu ft ft % das ft it

Fr |§, allerdings aus zweiter Hand, nach Tao-shi (vgl. BibJ. ha

und 56) in der Sammlung ShinshdseMydtaizen ipt ^ ^ ^
Bd. ii. pp. 437-8 (Dem., p. 245 und n. 8).

14. Ivanovski. Professor, s. Btbl. 29.

15. *Kanenori. Hari Ult ^ : •• La geographic des lieux oil

enseignerent les Maitres en sastra de lTnde. ,v In : Shiyalcu ZuWd,

vol. xix, pp. 1157-1 ICO.

Erkliirt : .. Le niaitre en sastra Long-kiun. on Xa-k’ia-si-na,

on encore Na-sien. convertit le roi Menandre en lui preeliant la

doctrine maliayaniste *• (l)ein.. p. C3. n. 4).

15u. *Kimura. J. : Bulia Bukkvu ni okeru Fumbetsu Jozasii

no Cliii to sono Shiigi no sadamekata (La situation des Yibhajja-

vadin dans Theravada et leur doctrine). In : Sit ukyo Ktnl'yd. Juli

1930, G pp.—Angezeigt von K. Okanioto in BB.. fasc. 2. No. 2C3.

Nach der genannten Anzeige in BB. empfieldt Prolessor Kimura

in dieser seiner letzten Arbeit zur Klarung der ini Thema aufge-

worfenen Frage zwei Wege : .. examiner ee (pie nie le Bathdnttthu

et comparer Milladapt hint avee Yibhunya

16. Levi. Svlvain : ..Un nouveau document sur le Milindaprarna.**

In : Comptes rendu* de VAc. des Inscription* et Belles-Lettres, 4
e

serie, tome xxi. 1893. pp. 232 7.

Briimt zum erstemnal aus den im Chinesischen erhaltenen
©

Versionen (Paramartha und Hiuen-Tsang) von Yasubandliu's

Abhidhannakosa die Stelie (s. Bib]. 4a und 46). auf welche sich der

Kommentator Yasoniitra. der einen Xagasena orwahnt, bezogen

liatte und die man bis daliin niclit vergleiehen konnte. da der

Sanskrittext des Ahh idhunnui'osa niclit orlialten ist. Auf die

betreffende Stelle in Yasomitra's Kommentar. der Abhidhnnna-

Icosarydkhyd. liatte selion Burnouf. Introduction, p. 570. im Jahre

1 In dieser Abteilnng babe leh auih (aus Dem. und BB.) Arheiten japaniM.-her

Gelehrter aufgenoimnen. in denen der M. nur eru.dmt wird Diesr Aibnten Mild

mit einein * bezeiehnet.
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1844 aufmerksam gemacht, und L. Feer teilte auf eine Bitte

Rhys Davids* Genaueres aus Burnouf’s Manuskript mit, vgl.

JKAS ., 1891, 476-8. Levi’s Aufsatz brachte zwei Jahre spiiter

willkommene Aufklarung. Er fasst das Resultat seiner Unter-

suchung wie folgt zusammen : ,, Le texte pali du Milindapahha

et les versions chinoises etudiees par M. Specht n’ont pas de passage

qui corresponde an fragment cite par Vasubandhu. mais la doctrine

est de part et d'autre absolument conforme “ (p. 235).-—S. auch

Dem., Absehnitt v, iv (pp. 64-5) : „ Le maitre aneien de

Vasubandhu “

17. Levi, Svlvain : Einleitung zu Specht's Aufsatz Deux

traductions, etc.**, s. Bibl. 26.

18. —— ,
: (Diskussionsbemerkung) in : JA ., viiie serie,

t. xix (1892, i), p. 343.

,, M.S.L. estime cjue la version chinoise (du M.) permettra de

reconstituer la forme primitive de ToriginalA

19. *Maeda, Eun, fjj [II : Geschichte des Mahavana-

Buddhismus (^ ^ £ |fe). Tokyo, 1903.

Auf pp. 122-7 ,. 1 auteur se borne a renvover au texte sur le

Nirvana (v. ch. § xcv) : de ce passage ‘et d'autres pareils* il

conclut qu *en lisant attentivement ce dialogue* on ne peut

manque r d y reeonnaitre des elements mahayanistes
;

puis vient

1*argument de fond : si Nagasena exposa la theorie hlnayaniste

de la negation du moi, c*est par contraintc et pis-aller, parce qu'il

lui fa 11a it convertir un profane, un paien, un roi grec. un debutant,

auquel convenait seule cette doctrine elementaire ou ‘initiale*
”

(Dem., p. 63. n. 4). Demieville weist darauf kin, dass dieselbe

Meinimg schon fiinfzehnhundert Jahre fruher von Vasubandhu
geaussert worden sei.

20. *3Iatsumoto, Bunzaburo : Uber das Sukhavatl-Paradies,

Gokuraku jodo ron @ ± Tokyo, 1901.

Sieht (pp. 18-20) im § cvi des chines. M. (Dem., pp. 166-7) den
ersten ^ orlaufer der Sukhavati-Lehre und vergleicht auf pp. 149-151
den § c\iii mit zwei Stellen aus dem Amitayus-Sutra. 1st geneigt,

eine Abhangigkeit der Amidalehre von der im Nagasena-Sutra
zutagetretenden ,, idealistischen Konzeption anzunehmen, eine

Ansicht, die Demieville als ,, singulierement fragile bezeichnet
(Dem., p. 232).

21. *0da, Tokuno Q] ^ fg, bringt auf p. 1688 des
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Bukkyodaijiten \% fjjr ^ M in seiner Xotiz iiber den Kbnig
Menander den § cvi des cliines. M. (Dem., p. 232 und n. 1).

22. v. Oldenburg. Ssergej (Sergius. Serge)

war der Vermittler zwisclien dem russiscken Sinologen

Ivanovski, der sicli mit den in St. Petersburg vorliandenen

chinesischen Milindatexten beschaftigte und augensehoinlich

des Englischen nicht niaehtig war. und den Engliseh schreibenden

Orientalisten (s. BibL 7 und 29).

23. Pelliot, Paul: ..Les noms propres dans les traductions cliinoises

du Milindapanha." In : JA.. xi“ serie. t. iv (1911. ii). pp. 379-119.

Analyse von 24 ini cliines. M. vorkonimenden Eigennamen.

Mon but, en redigeant le present article, a ete de fournir aux
indianistes des indications que la plupart d'entre eux ne peuvent

pas aller prendre directement dans les sources cliinoises : et-

en meme temps j’ai essaye. ii propos de cette onomaxtitpie. d’utiliser

d une fa§on plus precise qiTon ne le fait generalement les donnees

de la phonetique cliinoise ancienne “ (p. 417).

24. Hahder. J(ohannes) : Groot-Indie. Rede uitgesproken bij

de aanvaarding van bet hoogleerarsambt aan de Rijks-Universiteit

te Utrecht op den 7den April 1930. door J. R.. gr. 8
r

. pp. 33 1
.

pp. 10-12 : weist auf die Ubersetzung von Demieville bin und

belegt dureh einige cbinesiscbe Umschreibungen indischer Wbrter

seine Ansicht, dass das Original tier chinesischen Miiinda-

Ubersetzung nicbt in Pali, sondern in einem altindiscben Prakrit

abgefasst sein miisse, abnlicb dem Dialekt der Klin rest hi-

Inscbriften.

24a. Sasaki, X. : Zui-kvo |g (Sutras do l'eporjue Zui). 5 pp..

19 photog.
; Tokyo. 1930.—Angezeigt von K. Okamoto. BB.. fast*. 2.

Xo. 148.

Bekandelt die im Titel genannte Abteilung ties in Xara

aufbewabrten Tripitaka von Sbosoin jR fi; J>£. die auoh ein

Sb Jfc IE IS entbalt, s. Imlexband 1 der T<tisho-Ans<f*iI><\

p. 9466. Xo. 8. Es handelt sicli uni cin Heft. icb wei.ss aber nicbt,

ob von BibL 1 oder BibL 2.

25. Schrader, F(riedricb) Otto : Die Fragen des Kbnigs

Metiandros. Aus dem Pali zum ersten Male ins Deutsche iibersetzt

Berlin : Raatz o.J. (1907). 8
. pp. xxxv — 172 — xxvii.

1 Anzeijrt* von Luui> <lt* La ValhV Poulin. IW., faM*. 2, Xo. I U2.
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Enthiilt ein Kapitel : Die cliinesischen Ausgaben und ihr

Verhdltnis zum Pdli-Text, pp. 117-125.

26. Speeht, Fdouard ; Deux traductions ehinoises du Milinda-

panho. Mit einer Einleitung von Sylvain Levi.

Diese Abhandlung, welehe die Orientalistik zum erstenmal

auf die cliinesischen M.-Versionen hinwies, wurde am 9. Sept. 1892

von L. de La Vallee Poussin der indo-arisehen Sektion des 9.

Internationalen Orientalisten-Kongresses in London vorgelegt 1

und ist dann erschienen in : Transactions of the Ninth International

Congress of Orientalists (held in London. 5th to 12th September,

1892), ed. by E. Delmar Morgan, in two vols. London :
printed

for the committee of the Congress. 1893. Yol. i (Indian and Aryan

sections), pp. 518-529.

27. , : Deux traductions chinoises du Milindapafiho.

Paris : Leroux. 1893. 8\ pp. 25. 2

Dieses Biichlein habe ich mir leider nicht beschaffen konnen,

so dass ich nicht weiss, wie weit es von Bibl. 2b abweicht.

28. . : (eine Mitteilung) in: JA.< ixe serie, t. vii

(1896 i), pp. 155-7.

Enthiilt die Antwort auf die von Takakusu in Bibl. 29 aus-

gesprochene Frage nacli den in Paris vorhandenen Ausgaben des

cliinesischen Milindatextcs. Speeht \s Angaben betr. Yorkommen

des chines. M. in den Katalogen des chines. Tripitaka sind nacli

Bibl. 23 und besonders nacli Bibl. 6. wo dieser Frage ein besonderer

Abschnitt gewidmet ist (pp. 4-21), zu erganzen. bzw. zu berichtigen.

29. Takakusu. Jyunjiro
J||fj ^ : Chinese trans-

lations of the Milinda Panho. In : JUAB.. 1896, pp. 1-21.

Teilt die Einleitung aus dem Milindatext der Sanimlung des

India Office in teilweiser Ubersetzung mit und kommt zum Schluss,

dass man nicht. wie llhvs Davids in der Einleitung zum 2. Toil

seiner Milindapa fiha-Ubersetzung (SEE. 36, p. xi und Anm. 3.

und p. xii mit Anm. 1) annehmen zu miissen glaubt, drei

(-- Exemplar von St. Petersburg) odor gar vier
( f- Exemplar

der India Offiee-Sammlung) cliinesisclie Fassungen besitze.

sondern. dass es mit den schon von Speeht in Bibl . 26

1 Vgl. Trtmmrtinn otr., v«l. i, p. xxxiii.
2 Kurze* Kt-forat 4iirul.tr \on Smart s. ('omptrs tt mitts tit V \r tit* Sr. ft

1803 f p. 113.
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genannten zwei Fassungen sein Bewenden babe. AYeiterhin

bringt er eine Ubersetzung von Bibl 3

1

. Zuni Sohluss ist als

Bestatigung der Annalime von Takakusu eine Alitteilung des

russischen Sinologen Ivanovski abgedruckt. die dureh v. Oldenburg

an Takakusu und von diesem an Rhys Davids veitergegeben vurde.

Ivanovski stellte die Uherein*timmimg des in St. Petersburg

vorliandenen Textes mit der von Takakusu auf j>p. 5 ff. seines

Aufsatzes gegebenen Ubersetzung fest.

30. .
: A Pali ehrestomathy with notes and glossarv

giving Sanskrit and Chinese equivalents. Tokyo : Kinkodo & Co.

1900. 8°. pp. xeiv — vi — 272.

Auf pp. xlviii-liii linden sich neben einer einfiihrenden Xntiz

iiber die Pali- und ehinesisehen Versionen des Miiindabuches

Ausziige aus deni chines. 31. und Yergleiche mit dem Pal it ext

(die entsprechenden Pfilistucke
: pp. 09-88).

31. *Toki\va. Daijo ffV M jz. %
Sagt in EncycJopiviJiii Juptmicn. vol. vii (1910). pp. 1*229 1230 :

„ Les commentateurs ehinois font (do l'interlocuteur de Menandre)

1"auteur d un Trikava-sastra et lui attrihuent line doctrine

differente de celle des representants de l’eeole de Xagarjuna :

mais ce point n'a pas ete otudie do pres. . . . La doctrine (du 31.)

ne eomporte quTme faible part d’elements pouvant etre appeles

mahavanistes : toutefois on v trouve quelques passages fort

remarquables. notamment un paragraphe relatif au ‘saint par la

force etrangere'. (’et ouvrage est un document important pour

1 histoire du bouddhisme au ne siecle avant here chretienne dans

l liule du Xord-Ouest
k

* (Dem.. j>. OL n. 1).

32. Watters. T. : ..The eighteen Lolian of Chinese Buddhist

temples/* In : JRAS .. 1898, pp. 329 317 1
.

Ankniipfend an den 12. Arhat ( | | |i warden chineshche

Texte. in denen ein Xagasena vorkommt (Bihl. 3. \n. lb, 2 und 1)

envahnt, ausserdem der Pfdi-3Iilindapahha (p. 3.11).

Demieville meint. der Arhat Xagasena kbnnc naturlieh der

kanonisierte Held des 31. sein (das ist die Ansiel.t von Watters) ;

er (D.) sei jedoch eher geneigt. den Aihat mit dem Sthavira

1 Bihl. ins l'ran/oM^-hr uhcr-et/t s. ll/M. S.

2
1 )as"(‘UK' Thrma, jrdoch viel einjichi nder. dtT Auf-at/ \ on I.r\i

und Chavannes .. I.»s M»i/.e arliat prntrcU iun dr la loi •*. in JA., 1
1**

-<*rir. t. S {101e.

ii). }tp. ;Vr»Uuii(l ISO S(»4. |» 274 findrt M<h liii-r du* Bniierkiini:. der Aihat XayaMuia

mi thirch die IVkehrung iU> Menand* r 7.11m Buddhomu^ hekannt

VOL. vii. p \HT 2.
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Xagasena zu identifizieren, der nacli tibetischen und ehinesischon

Quellen im Zusammenhang mit einer Sektonspaltung genannt

wird (Dem., pp. 47-52).

II. GIBT ES EIXE TIBETISCHE UBERSETZUXG DES

MILINDABUCHES ?

Die einzige Stelle, in welcher ich eincn Hinweis auf das Vorhanden-

sein einer solelien Ubersetzung zu finden glaubte. steht im 8. Bande

(1915) der ERE.

33. Rhys Davids sagt hier (p. 6326). nachdem er vom Yerhaltnis

des indisehen Originals zur Pali- und zur chinesischen Version

gcsprochen hat und von verschiedenen Moglichkeiten, dieses Yer-

haltnis zu erldaren : A solution of this Milinda problem would

be of the utmost importance for the elucidation of the darkest period

in the history of Indian literature. Unfortunately, each of the

alternatives suggested above involves great difficulties, and none of the

scholars who have written on the subject has so far been able

to persuade any other to accept his conclusions. The evidence at present

available is insufficient. tVhen the Tibetan translation lias

been properly examined 1

,
when all the quotations from the

Milinda in the Pali commentaries are edited, when all the references

elsewhere (and especially those in the numerous Buddhist Sanskrit

works still buried in MSS.) have been collected, we shall be better

able to estimate the value of the external evidence as to the history

of the Milinda literature in India. <k

Doch stellte sicli sehr bald heraus, dass ich Rhys Davids miss-

verstanden liatte. Frau Rhys Davids war eine tibetische Ubensetzung
nicht bekannt, und aueh Frl. Marcelle Lalou, an welche ich mieh mit

der Bitte um Auskunft gewandt hatte. wusste nichts von oincr solchcn

Ubersetzung im tibetischen Kanon. Rhvs Davids spricht also von
dor Zukunft und meint, dass vielleicht im tibetischen Kanon sich

eines Tages eine Milinda-L bersetzung finden wiirde, die dann untor

Lmstanden wert voile Hinweise zur Geschichte der Milinda-Literatur
liefern konnte.

34. Auch Sarat Chandra Das verspricht sich von einem Durchsuchen
des tibetischen Ranons nach einer solchcn Ubersetzung Erfolg.

1 Von mir gesperrt.
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Er sagt (Journal of the Buddhist Test and Research Society.

vol. vii. pt, iii (Sept. 1904). p. 5 : .. As the Tibetans translated all the

Mahiiyana works which were written in Sanskrit it is very probable

that Milinda Prasna may still be found either in original or in trans-

lation in Tibet. Its recovery may some day be announced by

the future Tibetan scholar when he has carefully analysed the Tangyur

collection of Buddhist shastras." 1

35. Auch bei Pavolini. Buddl.swo (Bibl. 112), p. 98. n. 2. babe icli

eine ahnliche Ausserung gefunden : ed e probabile. e dcsiral)ile.

che del dialogo si trovi poi anche una vorsione tibetana . . Beider

erklart Pavolini sein probabile ’* niclit niilier.

Es sei also hiermit an die Tibetologen der ganzen Welt die Bitte*

gerichtet, einer wissensehaftliehen Institution odor mir Mitteilung zu

machen. ob ihnen etwas vom Vorhandensein einer tibetischen Uber-

setzung des Milindabuclies bekannt ist. Dieses Work Wiire. wie das

ja auch Rhys Davids in der BibL 33 zitierten Stelle hervorhebt, von

grosster Bedeutung fiir die Milinda-Kunde.

Von Bearbeitungen tibetisclier Quellen. in denen auch auf Milinda

und den M. Bezug genommen wink sind mir nur bekannt geworden :

36. Stcherbatsky (Scerbatskoi). Th(eodor) I. : The soul theory

of the Buddhists. In: Izrestija Rossijskoi Ahidnnn A unh (Bulletin

de VAcademie des Sciences de Russie). 6. Serie. Band xiii (1919),

pp. 823-854 und 937-958.

Die Arbeit ist die Ubersetzung des Anliangcs zum 8. K a pi tel

(von manchen als 9. Kapitel bezeichnet) von \ asubandhu s

Abh idhrtrmakosa . .. Widerlegung derjenigen. welche (die Existenz

eines) Ich behaupten ” 2 nacli deni tibetischen Tandjur. O. O.

Rosenberg hat die Ubersetzung mit den chinesUchen \eisionen

des Hiuen-Tsang und Paramartha vergliehen.

Die Geschiclite von Xagasena und Milinda liiulet sich auf

pp. 846-8.

37. Waddell, L(aurence) A(ustine) : .. An historical basis for the

Questions of King ' Menander from the Tibetan. In . JJtAS..

1897, pp. 2-27-237.

Meint, dass der M. auf einen Dialog zvisehen Nagasena und

einem Kdnig Ananta oder Xanda von Bengalen oder Sudostindien

1 Merkwurdig i.st. da^s Da< liu-r otlciiliar den M. zu <1™ Maha\ anawvi ken rechnrt.

J Vgl. Bibl. und 4(>.
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zuriickgeht. Diese Hypothese ist jedoch kaum zu halten. vgl.

Garbe. Beitrage zur indischen Kulturgeschichte . Berlin 1903, Anm.

auf S. 109 und 110 1
: Goblet d'Alvielhi . Ce que I'lade doit d la Greer

(Ausgabe Paris 1926), p. 27, n. 3 (—Bulletins de VAc. Royal* 1

Belgique 1897, i. p. 688 n.) : Dem., pp. 47 ff.. besonders n. 3

auf p. 47 und n. 3 auf p. 52.

1 Im Aufsatz in der Deutschea Rmuhcbiu (s. Bihl. 10S) f**hlt dicsr Anm

( Teil III folgt.)



A Grammar of the Language of Vaturanga,

Guadalcanal, British Solomon Islands

Bv \Y. 0. Ivexs. Litt.D.

Y-Vn'RAXHA

yATURANGA itself is the naniB given to a >mall t at tin 1

extreme north-west end of the inland of Guadalcanal. Solomon
Islands ; but. according to Bishop J. 31. Steward, who worked as

a missionary on that end of the island, the language spoken along

a very considerable portion of the north-west coast, as well as of the

north-east coast, of the island is very closely allied to the language

of 3 aturanga. In addition, through the work of the Melanesian Mission,

the language of \ aturanga lias become the *’ eeclesiastieal language

in the schools and churches of the mission throughout the portion

of the island indicated.

The translational work in the Vaturanga language undertaken

by the Melanesian Mission comprises
: (1) A translation of the Book

of Common Prayer, with the usual daily and occasional ser\i<v^.

the liturgical Collects, Epistles, and Gospels, together with lilty-inm

Psalms, and a Hymnary. These translations represent the work, at

various times, of Rev. P. T. Williams. Bishop J. M. Steward. Rev. F.

Rollen, and Rev. H. Toke. (2) The Gospel aci-onlinj; t<> St. I.ukt*.

Tliis was issued manv years ago. and the translation was the work

of the Rev. P. T. Williams, with native assistants. In 1932 a translation

of the four Gospels and the Book of the Acts was published by the

Melanesian Mission Press. Various native teachers of the Mission were

responsible for the translation.

The following grammar lias been drawn up as a result ol the >tudy

of the existing translations in the language, with the help of a MS.

dictionary and MS. notes on the grammar compiled by Bishop J. 31.

Steward.

Dr. Codrington presents a grammar of the Vaturanga language on

pp. 539 515 of his Mchtnr>l(u< hwtjmtjv*. the material for which was

gathered from Vaturanga -speaking native boys in the Melanesian

3Iission School at Norfolk Island. This grammar has also proved of

use in compiling the present grammar.

The translations in the language were made long alter Codrington s
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grammar was published. It is therefore possible now. witli the new

material available, to do a much fuller grammar of the language

and to amend any mistakes made by Dr. Codrington. The present

grammar has been submitted to Bishop Steward for comment and

criticism, and his corrections and additions have been incorporated

in the text.

According to Codrington (Melanesian Languages
. p. 540), there i>

a connection between the languages of Yaturanga and that of the

neighbouring island of Savo, but rather in phonology and vocabulary

than in grammar. Bishop Steward, however, thinks that there is w
connection between the two languages. It may well be that certain

words are common to both languages, and that certain sounds are

found in both.

Codrington calls attention to the fact that the Yaturanga language

has the remarkable characteristic of making fixed and certain changes

of letters with the language of Florida, the island of the central Solomons

which lies midway between the islands of Guadalcanal, Ysabel. and

Mala, and with which a considerable intercourse has been maintained

in the past by the peoples of the neighbouring parts of these three

islands. Thus, as Codrington says, the Florida g (what Codrington

calls the Melanesian
//

**) is h in Yaturanga, and the Florida h is s in

\ aturanga
; e.g. Florida kege ‘‘self, alone is Yaturanga sehe. But.

he adds, it cannot be said that everv h and s in Yaturanga is the

equivalent of a corresponding g ami h in Florida, since the vocabularies

of the two languages are not the same/* In addition, it may be said

that the Florida $ changes into j or z in Yaturanga ; e.g. Florida

sisi ” red
,
sabin

"
to trade *\ are in Yaturangajiji, zabiri. Codrington

also notes that Florida sani ‘‘ from becomes tani in Yaturanga.

Abbreviations
adj. 7 adjective.

adi\, adverb.

ejnl., exclusive. i.e excluding the person
spoken to.

ittcl.. inciiiM\c, i.e. including the person
spoken to.

J/A, Mtlanesian Ijunjuwp s. K. U.
Codnn "ton, 1 ).!)., Clarendon Press.

M / L., Melanfx'm n Jaland Ln ntjmvj* s
S. H, Ray, M.A.. Cambridge University

Press.

/>/., plural.

per.*., person,

singular.

TSK., Torre* Strait.* Expedition, vol. iii.

Cambridge University Press,

Fur references to Bugotu see " Bugotu Grammar ” (Ivens), BSOS..
Vol. VI II. Ft. 1. 1933.

For references to Biakona see “ The Language of Inakona

"

(Rev. A. Capell, B.A.), JPS., No. 154, June, 1930.
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lor references to Longgu m*c Ivens. “ A (Inunmar of the bungling**

of Longgu, Guadalcanal. British Solomon Islands, to l>e j ml >li^ho ( i

shortly in BSOS.

I. Alphabet

1. (a) Vowels: a. e , i o, u,

(b) Consonants : b. (L li, j. k\ ngg. /. w. e. mg. p. r. s. /. r.

According to Bishop Steward, the vowels have the sounds of the

English ah, eh, et\oh, ugh. except 1>efor° h. rf. egg. eg. when a, e, i, o

have shorter sounds, as in the English " pan *
.

’* ])en " pin.*' ’* on.'*

The b in \ aturanga is sounded as mb in " tumbler
,
the rf as mi in

** handle : ngg is sounded as eg in ” Huger *

. and eg as eg m
“singer'*, j is sounded as t.\ in ** Tsar . ; as /;</>• in ’’ ham ba

w

Bishop Steward also says that everv vowel in the language is given

its full sound, and that diphthongs do not occur.

In the translations, ngis printed as n and ngg as g. The ngg sound

is a change from k, however, and not from g.

Bishop Steward dissents from Codrington's statement. Melanesia)*

Languages, p. 540, that j is sounded as ch in English ” church and

gives its value as above. Again, with regard to Codrington's statement

that j in Yaturanga has not alwavs the same sound, being sometimes

the equivalent of the English r. and sometimes containing an n sound.

Bishop Steward says that tlie value of j is nj, i.e. nfs. but adds that

in practice it is often verv difficult to know whether to write a j <>r

a z for the sound, each sound apparently being heard at different times

and from the same speaker.

Ill the translations, j is often used where Bidiop Steward write*

z in his dictionary : e.g. jajahali or vtjahuh for zavihah.

An 1 has been lost in many words, but without anv " break in

the pronunciation such as occurs in the Sa*a. Mala, language, when

medial consonants are dropped: e.g. h nthto for tin* Florida fimluht

“ghost sftngdlif for the Florida sangahitn
" hundred (in this case

the a is lengthened)
;

teteo for tetelo
"

little . Bishop Steward, in his

grammatical notes, writes also a form tefelo ” little . showing a change

from I to k.

The letters q and w do not occur, as also is the ease in the languages

of Florida and Bugotu. Where w occurs in &Ta as an initial letter

it is missing in Yaturanga : e.g. the Sa a n'a*i wild, unowned .

U'fthi "'eight”, are in Yaturanga agt. ahi.

The ‘ Melanesian g‘* or, as Bay calls the sound, the '’guttural
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trill/
5

is also absent in Yaturanga. its place being taken bv li m
words in which it occurs in Florida.

II. Articles

2. (u) Demonstrative : —Singular : na.

Plural : hira.

(b) Personal, masculine, a
;

feminine, ko. a ko.

The articles precede the noun.

3. The article na is used before all nouns, and seems to be more

or less attached to the noun, being often written as one word with

it, and not being dropped for the plural
;

it may mean either ** the
"

or “ a
;
na mane “ a man, the man ”

;
but usually a demonstrative

pronoun follows the noun when “ the " is indicated : na inane ngene
"
that man, the man. he who Xa is used, as in Bugotu, with the

gerundival forms : na pancteana “ the doing of it, to do it
’*

;
e Jalave

na reianct “ he sought to see him It may denote purpose, and in

itself contains a gerundival force : ara tu na vano “ thev rose up to

go A noun form follows the words tangomana “to be able ", and

also jilca and mole, the dehortatives
: jika na hoko

1
‘ do not speak

i\a is used preceding the possessive noun in, to which the pronouns

of possession, nggu, mu, na, etc., are suffixed : na in this case is

written separately : na mm . “ yours
55

; also it is used with the

interrogative pronoun hua "
what ", and with the ordinal numbers :

na hua what ? : na ngidana “ first, the first ”
;

na ononina “ the

sixth : na sangavulunma “ the tenth ”
; also na toha

Ci
a thousand ”,

In itself na is singular, but it is used following hira, the personal

pronoun 3rd pers. pi. which is used to denote plurality: hira na ome
‘‘things

55

;
also hamu na taovia “ye kings !

A\ hen the connotation is general the article na is omitted : loho
vale house-building . No article is used with a noun following and
qualifying another noun : na vale ginoho “ the guest-house "

;
na vale

vatu *
c

a stone-house ".

4. An article na is used, as in Florida, before the name of a place
in order to denote belonging to ' a place

; na taovia adira na Judea
the King of the Jews

;
thoe na Galilea “you are a Galilean".

Bugotu has an article gna denoting “ of, belonging to, a place ”, and
these articles na and gna, in Florida, Yaturanga, and Bugotu, according
to Mr. S. II. Bay, are connected with na the ligative article in

Indonesian languages
; thus in Tagalog si Jesus na laga Nazareth
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“ Jesus of Nazareth "
is the same as na in the Vaturanga a Jesus

na Nazareth, or as </tta in tlie Bugotu a Jims </na i Nazareth.

5. The personal ]>ronoun hint. 3rd per*, pi., is used preceding the

singular article na to denote the plural : )>a owe "
a thing '

,
Jura na

owe things**. Ray regards a similar in' of the pronoun in the

Tasiriki language of Espiritu Santo. MIL.. ]>p. 371 -2. as being a case

of apposition rather than a plural sign. In a letter lie states that

when the personal pronoun. 3rd pers. pi., is used as a plural sign in

certain languages of the New Hebrides, of. MIL., pp. 217. 271. 2So,

etc., it follows the noun and dn»»s not pre< ede it.

6. A plural is shown bv the doubling of a phrase with the copula

))fct
£

* and "
: )ai owe “ a thing . na owe wa na owe things, many

tilings *

.
(this is probablv the wunanwe oi ( odrington s grammar,

p. 541) : na varata tea na meata
"
generations, from generation to

generation *
. The Longgu language of Guadalcanal has a similar use.

as also has Bugotu.

7. The personal article a is used with the names of males onl\
,

it also personifies : a Battle) : a John : a w/t/a w/t/are the tempter

it is used with the relationship terms to denote a specific person .

a dale “the son'*, a fina “mother**, a wawa “father**, a tasiwn

4
‘ vour brother *

, man a tantami “ I (am) liis lather . it ma\ b<

preceded by the pronoun aia “ he. she : ant a tawana his father .

a ia a finanrjf/tt “ my mother . ata a Lord the laud . it h used "ith

wea ‘‘ person
M

. which is equivalent to the Honda and bugotu hanu

i£
person ", and is probably the same as the Maoii twa tiling

a wen “the male ])erson. lie who . ho w*a the woman. she "ho .

a ko men de “ this woman **
: and there is the usual Melanesian usage

of a with the word meaning thing : wt owe a thing . a taw so

and-so. such and such a man . la owe Mich and mu h a woman

There is a use of the article a with the plural, as in Bugotu : hawn

a wea “ you people !

*
. htnt tana a wea aw/\/o his "oilmen . hn t

a tashift ‘‘our brethren", kara a dah nit “his two sons .

The article ko is used with the names of females only : a may be

prefixed: ko Man/. a ko Man/: h> ni “you" is used in address

by a child to its mother.

III. Nouns

8. Both Dr. Codrington and Bishop Steward state that there is

the usual Melanesian distinction in the \aturanga language bttwun

nouns that take, and tlawe that do not take, the siiltixed piommns
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of possession
; but neither of these authorities gives any examples.

The names of parts of the body take the suffixed pronouns, as do the

words for *’ name " son, *
£

bed " nihe,
£

* house ” vale
,

“ village ” vera.

"speech' hoko, "day” bongi
,
"thing” otne, and also all the

relationship terms except the vocative mama ££
father ”

;
but the words

for "friend, neighbour, enemy” do not take the suffixed pronouns,

nor do certain words which denote a man's close possessions, such as

" bag. money, bow, spear, shield, arrow, canoe, paddle ”
;

also the

names of things to eat, and the names of animals, " dog, pig,” do

not take the suffixed pronouns : all these latter being used with the

possessive nouns m or ha ,
with the pronouns of possession suffixed :

while vale
£

‘ house *
is used with the suffixed pronouns, and also with

the possessive noun ni : nxnggu tut vale , tin valenggu " my house

9. A word which in form is a verb may also be used as a noun,

the article tut preceding, without any change of form : ngao
££
to desire ",

na ngao
l '

the will, the desire ”, hoko
££
to speak ”, na hoko

££
the word ",

na ltokonggn
<£ my word ”

; a noun form, i.e. the article na followed

by a verb may denote purpose : na vanaho " to steal ”, ara vano na

zabxn they are going to do some trading *’
; an object may follow

a noun form : na beku an " to bury me, mv burial ”
;

this gerundival

form is used after the verbs turihn
i%
to begin ", ngao

££
to desire :

also as noted above in § 3 it is used after tangonmna. jika , mole : mole

asei na vota ikura ‘‘let no one separate them ",

10. Tlie verbal noun suffixes are na, ha, ana ; these are added
to verbs to make nouns.

na is in common use as a noun suffix : hoko " to speak ", na hoko,

na hokona speech : sere "to be white", na serena "the white

one
, male to be tidied up

,
na malena the courtyard ”

: lutntn

to believe , na tatnm. tat tutnmna " belief, to believe ”
;

loki "to
be big , na lohna "the master, chief". Compound phrases occur
’with tat suffixed to the last member: jika na molo takutina "cease
not , na totu ralama righteousness fnakona also has na as a noun
suffix.

ha added to verbs may convey a gerundival idea, the pronoun
^ l0 °^jec^ !

H ’rs * ‘s hig.. being suffixed : ke tnvahana na jttpn

lie will feed the flock . karnn zajahana "you will know (it) ",

otahthana deceit, to deceive" (ohtla "to deceive”), and zajahana
wisdom [zajtt to be wise

)
have both ha and na suffixed. In 8a‘a

the suffix ha lias a gerundival use, and the pronouns of possession are
added to it.
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Bishop Steward regards the suffix ha in Aaturanga as meaning
full of ”

;
it seems, however, to be the adjectival ending ha. Florida

fja. while na is the Saffi raja, a noun ending. The word susuliha (sal,“
bone ’

)
is used as both adjective and noun. ** strong" and " .strength

Howe\er, m the case of titinaha . a trfntaha LnJr ** the universal mother ’

(tina “mother' ). and leruha “middle" (hot ".side, part"), ha is

a noun suffix added to words which are nouns.

There are instances in the texts of ha being used as a verbal suffix :

kibo to transgress . ktboha “adultery, to commit adulterv " :

luhilu to mock . ara htlnlahaea ata “tliev mocked him The
transitive verbal suffixe> //. w. mm*

\J li. are used as verbal noun
suffixes : mi veseah

'

goodness
, na htbohavt “ ndultorv . In tin*

later instance si is added to an existing noun suffix. In Inakona ya.

the Aaturanga ha is used as a verbal suffix : tnba “ heart ", tobaja
£

’ to love

ana is used, as in Bugotu. as a noun suffix, being added to both

transitive and intransitive verbs : <a^t “ to err . mtnfja na sa^i-

lahniana *' my error’, na raw* saheana “ascent", na ba saheana

entry
, na dodonuina “wisdom", na rowjunnana “hearing",

na kibohasiana “ adultery Its use with intransitive verbs preeludes

the idea that ana is composed of the gerundival form a and na. the

suffixed pronoun.

Three words in the texts, nrtat "coming", maha “death",

vmtoa going", show the use of a as a noun suffix, the pronouns of

possession being suffixed.

11. In Ahituranga. as in Bugotu. there* is a use* of tie* gerundival

form a with na and dint, the suffixed pronouns of possession. 3rd pers.

smg. and pi.
;
the suffixing of these pronouns shows a to be a noun.

The verbs which have this gerundival form a suffixed are always

transitive, and lienee nti and dim are used as objects; janli “to

reach'
1

, na jaaliana “to reach it ", na hifiana “the forbidding of

him ‘

; na peruana aia “ to betray him ", shows an object following ;

na nepti votaana na bread ” the breaking of the bread, to break bread
"

shows a compound verb with a gerundival me and with an object

following. The second member of such a compound phrase need not.

however, be a transitive verb: labn toho “to kill for no reason",

na htbu toboana “to murder him", na tannidirn “to follow them".

12. Genitive. A genitive relation is shown (1) by the me of the

proposition na of" ; na rara na hai “ a tree-branch ", n ra na aso
"

village of the sun ", na tako na tutu hi na
"
the shield of faith ". him
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na hoko mi mm vo ” tin* words of prayer No article is umm! aftn

na according to the usual Melanesian custom. Tasiko, New Hebrides

has na as a genitive. MIL., p. 238 ;
see also MIL., pp. 287. 337. foi

ne as a genitive, and compare the use of e in Lau. which mav he hn

ne through the loss of n
; (2) by the use of the suffixed pronoun^ of

possession. 3rd pers. sing, and j)l. : him na dalernt na nuimnmmi " they

its children tlie world “. i.e. " the children of the world ”
: na blina

na sautn
"
the side of the path *\ na matadira hint na tinoni " tlie ev»*^

of men '

: (3) by the use of the possessive' nouns //*. a . with the

pronouns of possession. 3rd pers. sing, or ph, suffixed : na manaho nnm
a God "the peace of God . him na ha a adini na mane ’’the men -

knives

13. Prefix. An instrumental prefix i is seen in the words tku

crook
5

, itai ‘‘bond '
. tai

"
cord *. Tama is a prefix, as in Florida

and Bugotu, used with relationship terms : tasi " brother, sister .

na tamatasi "brethren”.

1 4. Plural. Plurality is denoted by the use of him
.
personal pronoun,

3rd pers. pi., preceding a noun with the article na. see § 5 : him na

mane the males, the men folk , him de " these , hint mjene
"
those :

Jura is used even when the anticipatory object him " them

"

immediately precedes: am na taovia kapntihira him mi timmt "lie

is lord over men
;
but the plural article him is not used when the

forms dim. adxra their precede : him na ome adim na timmt mj( ne

the things belonging to the men \ na tahoadira na ome " to take

the tilings

The word kode finished, all is added to a noun to denote

completion or totality
; kode Jalaka denotes “ all. completely :

lalaka is a reduplicated form of hika
"

perfect, whole, verv good "
:

him na ome kode lalaka " every tiling ** (Inakona lakalaka) :
leleroka

means all kinds of . and also conveys the notion of plurality :

"" "
all kinds of things ”

; popono "
to be whole, closed,

complete denotes "all : na rent popono "the whole land ”.

lo. Four nouns, mena. pakn. mate . romjo deserve notice : menu
means " place, thing, instrument for”: na menu tin "the wav of

mena tele sura **

way of crossing, bridge na mena rovon
”a stretcher ". m am,a btm/i "an hour ", lam warn, - while, when "

:

mvim* ” tJ'M-k »*niK trunk, tlie real thine, very, actual, master "
:

the possessive pronoun. ?,r<l pers. sine., may be suffixed : m pnhwam h"\\' a "• "" l>"L" r"l< - »« pidurn na mb ” the master of the
house

. palam na mam " its real power, trulv powerful tabo
pobt " to inherit ", taka pakaha " to be free ".
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Mate and rongo are used with all the suffixed pronouns of possession :

mate means "because. because of. concerning, sake": mahmt. an

matena " because "
: the personal pronoun'-' may be added as well :

mateda ihita “concerning us. for our sake natfenggn inan ’’for my
sake"; rongo means "cause, reason, because of. on account of".

na rongoda ihita " because of us

pipi "each, every, all" is a noun
:
pipihira an finoni "all the

people "
:
pipi asei. pipi #n "every out*, each "

: ihita pipi hita tat

rarada lode " we are all members of each other ". pipi Langt. na ptpi

bongi
i:
every day

16. Gender. To denote gender, name "male is added for males,

and kahtve "woman " for female^. Bishop Steward says that na bno

na mane does not mean " a male pig ". but " a feast of poik for males

only ", where the second na is evidently the preposition na
"

ot .

17. The reduplication of a noun serves to d< note an mlerior sort

:

tinoni "man", titinoni "wooden image", ma ‘'coco-nut . nwmu
“ palm ".

IV. Pronouns

18. (1) Personal :

—

Sing. 1 . man. nan , an.

2. ihae. hoe ,
o.

‘h a at.

PI. ] inch Unfa. lata. a.

1 exel. i/tama ha tat. ana.

2. thanat. hanat , awn.

fi. t)a at. hu'a. am.

Dual 1 inch kata.

1 exel. hatfan.

2. hnamn.

:>. I'afa.

Trial 1 inch (alnhtfa.

I exel. tabihann.

2. fa Iahaw a

.

taintarn.

19. The forms in the :’»nl |><-rs. s-inp. and pi. are used of tilings

ns well as of persons. The forms win ami hue ot the 1st ami 2ml pels,

sing, are not in verv common use.

The forms in the first column may follow the nouns malr ami rowjo.

§ 15, when the suffixed j>ronouns of possession have been attached to
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those nouns; see instances above ; also sent
“
alone "

: senimi
"

lie alone, by himself "
; the dual and trial forms an* added to noun-

used with the suffixed pronouns of possession when speaking of tut-

or of three people : ko tobadim kura “ the hearts of the two of them

The short forms in the third column are used by themselves <i>

the subject; au ratio “ I am going"; but the long forms of th,.

first column, inau. etc., must always be followed in the .singular and

plural by the shorter forms either of the second or of the third column^ .

while the forms of the second column must always be followed by rh*-

short forms. However, hoe is never used with ihoe. though it mav
serve as a subject, being followed by o. The forms of the third column-

when used with those of the other two columns, practically take th**

place which verbal particles occupy in such languages as. c.g.. Mota

and Sa‘a. but they are definitely pronouns. The dual and trial fonm
are never used alone as the subject, but are always followed by th**

short plural forms of the third column.

The use of the forms with * prefixed conveys a certain amount of

emphasis
;

the copula nm may often precede : ihoe ko tot ti * t/tind'l

ku mao you will stay
;

I shall go

au is composed of a, the personal article, and the triu* form

of the pronoun, 1st pers. sing. (ML., p. 118) ;
in Bugotu and Florida

and Longgu ti is used by itself as the personal pronoun, 1st jjers. sing. .

an is compounded with the verbal particle ke in the form kaa. The
h which appears in dioc, ihitu , etc., is for the (j of the Florida forms .

o is for go. tlirough the dropping of the consonant (ML., p. 1 IS).

o used with a verb may denote an imperative
;
but o moo, with

a rising intonation, may denote the question “ Are you going ?

o is compounded with h\ the verbal particle, in the form ko.

cun is composed of a. the personal article, and id. the common
Melanesian pronoun. 3rd pers. sing.; it is used with the verbal

particles e, ke : did e hoko ttnta “ he spoke for his part ", d id dr
"

lie,

tliis person , main (ma dm) tta smtm “and this is his name ", aid

otimd this, this person, lie who, I mean ", a ia a tammm 4<
his father

did on matte the man, he who \ am im a$o *• the sun \ did ttd

tumiti din a Lord e bn eesmli ma "
the man whom the Lord blesses

"

(t of 1st pers. pi. is for ta (cf. ta in the dual form kata, and in

Florida f/ita) through the dropping of t ; Api has da. Raga ta, Oha da
(ML., p. 1L,) for we ’ inch, and Florida has a

, and Bugotu nti.

1st pers. pi. inch, while Duke of York has dint “ we The ti of the
Bugotu form ati, has been shown to he part of rati, the numeral for
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“ four Y 1 so it may be concluded that tin* Yaturanga and Florida a. as

above, and the a of Bugotu ati. are for tin* personal pronoun fa

,

"we
“

inel.. through the dropping of t.

The forms ami. ama, are shoitened fonm of Imwi. hama. i.e. tjami,

f/ama. through the dropping of g : hama is used an imperative

and also as a vocative : hama ram "go ye !

“ hama, hint na haha

“ you boys !

'*
: but bahtmia "you hoys f is a colloquial use.

ara is composed of a. the personal article, and ra, tin* common

Melanesian pronoun. 3rd pers. pi.. " they : ara maybe used by itself

as subject, or it is used following the longer fornix. Tie 1 forms o. aan.

ama. ara are compounded with the verbal jurtich* lr in the forms la.

hami, hama. hara.

The ha of the dual forms is } paralleled by ha of Sa'a l an " we two ,

inch, and also bv ha used with the dual, see § 22.

The prefix (ala of tlie trial forms is evidently a form ot the numeral

fola
"
three *

; and the trial forms are composed of tala used as it 1 i the

plural forms hita, etc. The trial number is used of three persons.

20. There is a form ha which is used with the dual forms, following

the governing pronoun or pronouns : it expresses the idea two

people \ and is used thus before possessive nouns or prepositions

to which the pronoun <lira is suffixed : mara ha hoaza a Jana’s am

a Joha "’as also did James and John . laama hama lo famjaanhai

k

‘ you two are able *\ fi hara Lara ha .samara that they two might

pray *\ hara ha (lira na raho ” their nets . (ana ha rahdtra in their

house", a ho tiaadira hara "the mother of the two . ha bmadtra

hara " the hands of the two . This la. and also ha of the dual form

above, mav be a change from ra (raa) two . tlirougli 1. Inakona

has the forms taho , anha. waha. aha. in the dual, where ho is e\identl\

the ho of Yaturanga.

21. tala is used of three persons just as ha is used of two persons :

hara tala tot a " thev three will sit . ara tala ,stsahr the\ tliiee went

up e visa mai tala hmidira
"

lit
1 returned to the tliiee of them .

ho, tala, dalemia
"
the children of you two. of you three ". Tlie forms

talahita, etc., are composed of tala and hita. haan, etc.

22. (2) Pronouns suffixed to verbs and prepositions as the object

:

Sing. 1. an.

2. ho.

For the 3rd pers. sinjr. the personal pronoun aia is used as tlie

1 See Hwjotn Gnon nut r, Ivent*.
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object ; in tlie plural number the personal pronouns hitn. hnwi, etc

are used as the object, and in the dual and trial numbers also tie'

personal pronouns are used as the object. The form ho is paralleled

by Florida go, Sa‘a 4

o.

dia and him are used as anticipatory objects following a proportion

or a verb, but only in the case of persons : while him is regularly used

in this way, the use of a in as an anticipatory object is more or le^

confined to prepositions : vanillin ninggua n Lord to my Lord

hut labnhira am hini jika ctia
"

I will destroy them that hate him

In Vaturanga there is no plural ending in i such as is used in

Florida to denote the object when things are in question.

The pronouns of the object are suffixed to to He “ in vain "
: tailed n.

taileain. tailehira, in agreement with the person or persons.

23. (3) Pronouns suffixed to nouns to denote possession

:

Sing. 1. vgqu. PL 1 inch da.

2. mu. 1 excl. mami.

3. nn. 2 mill.

3 (lira.

These forms are the same as in Florida, except in the 3rd pers. pL.

where Florida has dia, dim , with ni used of things.

For the nouns that take these suffixed pronouns see § 8. The

suffixing of na , dira, to nouns may convey a genitive idea, see § 12

:

na papasana kokoji “the dust of the earth", ad loramt na tinoni

“ a man s head na madoadira him na tinoni “ men s right hands :

also na and dim are suffixed to prepositions as anticipatory objects :

i polina na kewa “on the sea ", i konidim hint na tabu “ among the

saints . Certain verbs have the pronominal form na suffixed as an

object, or used as an anticipatory object : ara titibongina matena

“ they made a promise about it ", e rei papadana "
he perceived it .

ara papada zajrtna “ they were aware of it ", na malobnna na susaba

"to keep the commandment", ke tnmhana na japa “to feed the

hock
; veiftahire “to have pity on "

is used witli all of the above

forms of the pronouns suffixed as object; talao " to be angry",

tnnmm 44
to own have the pronominal forms suffixed in agreement

witli the person or persons : aid e talaona
“
he is angry ", r tawanidmi

“ he is their master ".

The personal pronouns inan, hita, etc., may be added to nouns

to which the above pronouns have already been suffixed : na mateda

hita * on our account , na kimanggti inan
44 my hand na rongoda

iIt ita “ because of us ",
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The plural forms mami. min. dim , are used Avitli the article na :

na mami “ our ", na win ** your m dim "
tlieir “

;
these precede

the noun
;
for the 1st pers. pi. inch m tnda is used : these forms are

also used following the verb. hut without an article and meaning
“
for our part ", etc.

2d. (4) Possessives : ///, ha. These are nouns and are used with

the pronouns nfjfju. at if, )ia

.

etc.. added to the possessive form.

ni : Sing. 1. nimjfjn. PI.

2. vim a. 1 excl. nimami.

3 . trim. 2 . nimia.

There is no a added to the form* in the l*t and 2nd per*, sing.,

as occurs in Florida and Bugotu.

»i denotes (1)
“ mv, mine ", etc.. (2)

" for my part . etc. ; in

the former ease it either precede.* or follows tie* noun with which it

is used, and the article mi may precede it : mi ntna mt ]>ai
"

Ids dog
,

na nina ome na tinoni mjrne " that man's things ". mi hahnr mna didn

a God " the mercy of our GckI : in the latter case it lolknvs the

predicate and is not preceded by na. Xouns which do not take

the suffixed pronouns are used with tl e ])Ossessive nt
;

see also

ha below.

In the plural dida is used for the 1st pers. inch, and dim for the

3rd pers. The forms in Florida for the same persons are <hda. dahra.

Codrington states (ML., p. 528) that this is probably due to the

attraction of d to n; but in Vaturanga the plural pronominal forms.

didft, mami, min, dim are used as meaning "our. yotu, tlieir . and

it will be noticed that these, with the exception of dtda. are the forms

which are suffixed to nouns to denote possession. (In the Longgu

language the form mami occurs in the existing texts w it h a similar use.)

It would seem, then, that in Vaturanga. the plural forms in $ 2«> aie

also used to denote possession without being suffixed to a pns*essi\e

form. In this case dida may be a reduplicated form of da. with tin*

vowel changed to correspond with * of hita we inch : while the

Florida didim may be a reduplicated form of dim. rather than a change

from nidira.

ha. The pronouns which are suffixed to ha are those of § 2.) .

ha denotes close relationship, and is used also of things to eat and

drink
;

it is not used, however, ot the relationship terms, hut it is

used with the words for *’ companion, m ighbour. enenu . hana ndn

" his friend, companion". hawn mi r*‘m fadn \oul neighboui

*J4VOL. Ml. CAR L’ 2.
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hnnygu na Una mate “my enemy", hana hi ‘“his water v
drink . liana nutzn his food , luuhra

"
their food ". A prefix n 1

fidded to the forms ningi/u, nimti. mint ; anun/i/u “ for mv pa it

anina " for his part, his doing "
; there are no instanees in the text

of the forms anunami. animiu. but they doubtless occur. This </ i-

aho prefixed to the forms nutmt, mat , dint : a nutmi
"

for our pait
etc. There is a form adida

"
for our part, our doing ". which slant'

a prefixed to dida. These forms with a precede or follow the noun
and are not used with the article na.

25
(5) Demonstratives. -This, here," tie, tide, iude : ‘these.

1

hint de
; -that,

-

ngene, angene , iangene; “those." hint wp ,<

" that person." a men ngene. It is probable, as Codrington says, that
de, ngene, primarily mean “ here, there ”,

ade is composed of a, personal article, and de : iade shows tie

presence of the i which is used with the pronouns inun. etc., in

Melanesian languages
;
de may be added to krnzn " thus "

: km:n d,

.

e konzct de “ thus, in this fashion ”.

A demonstrative di denotes “ this very ", and has an exphmutuiy
use as well

; it also serves to enliven the diction
; it follows the word

with which it is used : inau nitmit di “ it is I indeed ". c hnr.a di

just, so
, hint di “ we indeed ", aia ke rongomi di “ let him then

hear
; di, like the Bugotu demonstrative ri. is used of a preterite :

aia e totu noho di “ he has sat down ”.

”,
> . 1 ,1, ‘

'n '

( igat i\ es. asei who?’ plural, hinisei ? hint. i"t

nhat . asei nasoamu what (who) is your name l hirusii

own paw In na hna who are those (they) and what are they
0In° ' r hna, hi hna. koi hna. laka ke hna “ how ?

” o hint ” what
are you doing ? how are you ?

’ ’

The niterrogatives are also used as indefinites : asei na Una muU
some enemv

2 c. A distributive meaning is conveyed bv pipi. see § J.
r
>. rim.

vuatta denote “ other, another, some": mam rim “others" rimm some
> food rat Visana "another, the other", him

umnit,' urn na vtmnti, hra e vim nit “ others ”, The numeral hem
one

,
is used to denote "the one . . . the other”: e hem . . .

e kem .

-kS. Relatives. There are no relative pronouns. A relative sense
is conveyed (1) by the addition of a men “

the person, he who " to
. name o a Person : a Judas ngene, a men c pern aia “ that Judas

( uas), the person who betrayed him ”
; (2) by the use of the pronoun
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am “ they : amu dodoin him.sn am eane> “ vou know them they are

coming ". i.e. “ those who are coming “
; (3) by the use of a dependent

clause : a Judas myene. wain e p< m ala “ that Judas (it waj. and lie

betrayed him ".

29. A word sen

i

“ alone, by oneself, of one's own accord ", is used

with or without the suffixed pronouns of possession : iutnt senimjyn
“ I alone ", senina aia ” lie alone ". c kc.su snn “ different, a different

thing", hita seni “we ourselves

V. Adjectives

30. Words which qualify nouns are used in a verbal form. i.e. they

are used with a verbal particle : and all so-called adjectives, except

those with a definite adjectival form, are really verbs.

Adjectival suffixes : ha. a.

ha (Florida ya) is used (a) with nouns : h<d>n
"
blood ". hahaha

“ bloody *'

;
nanyya “ dirt ", minyyuha “ dirty "

: knlum “thorn ",

kakaruha “thorny"; (6) with verbs: ha a “to be dntv ", ha aha

“ dirty
;

bide “to be foolish", bubuleha “foolish": mutahu “to

fear ", matahuha “ fearful ".

Adjectives, with or without an adjectival ending, are used with

the verbal particle e : aa Tunnuja e Tabu “ the Holy (thost : an mane

e resea “ a good man ". In the latter case the particle mav be dropped.

The adjectival suffix a is seen in saia “ always " (sai “to join )

:

hanoa “grown up " (Bugotu. yano “to be full grown ').

The verbal suffixes, lid si , may take an adjectival meaning : na

ome bubulehasi “a foolish thing", maturu vcscuh “to sleep well ,

me pado kaso sosonyoli na tobarnt “ his mind was much grieved . lor

a different use of Ji. si , see §10.

Adjectival prefixes : mu. (a (fata), fapa. tara.

van : madeli “ smooth, slippery (Lau. 3lala. ajc-dah smooth ).

munyyida “burdened (Lau yula “to be heav\ ). imtfnla thick ,

walaka “ soft, gentle ", maden “ thin .

ta is used of condition, and is prefixed to verbs : tanyyati

“ broken ", takuti. tafakuti “ to break off. broken off . knit to cut .

taraji “to break, broken ”, ruji “ to rend . tuturotu separated
,

rota “ to divide
?

.

tapa is used of spontaneity: tujtutuhnm “to leap upright .

tara is also used of spontaneity : turnnasi untied, to come

1
li used in Fiji a> an adjt-ctival ML.. p. H»s
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undone”, nusi “ to loose”, tavakeji “ to depart”, tavatnhuru “to

get up ”.

31. Comparison of Adjectives. Comparison is expressed by the

use of ba following the verb and carrying the meaning of “ rather,

very”, and denoting degree : e veihaluve ba “very miserable ”, me

kara taho pabo ba “ and they shall receive more ”, e loll ba “ rather

big, too big ”
: to denote comparisons, ba is used with the preposition

koni, i koni “ with, from "
: ara avo ba i konidira “ they are more than

they ”, na boo e loki ba i konimi na bohu “ a pig is bigger than a rat ".

There is also a use of ba with tana in, from ” to express comparison.

It would seem that tana is used properly of things only, while koni,

i koni is used properly of persons.

This ba is evidently the verb ba meaning “to go ”, see § 37 ;
and

its use as both verb and a means of comparison is paralleled by

a similar use of va in Florida.

The verb puji, “ to pass bv, farther on ”, is used with ba or with

kae “up ” following, to denote comparisons: puji ba
,

e puji ba ,

“greater”, e puji kae i konidira “is great among them ”, i.e. “is

greater than they ", e puji kae ba “ it is greater, greatest A super-

lative is expressed by sata “ very, numerous ”
: e loki sata “ very big,

too big”.

VI. Verbs

32. Verbal Paitides. The verb in Yaturanga is conjugated by
means of verbal particles or of pronominal forms

;
any word used

with the verbal particles is a verb, whatever be its form.

The verbal particles precede the verb and may be used with or

without a subject expressed. The particles in use are e. ke
,
the former

being without temporal significance and the latter being used of the

future. The verbal particle e is used of 3rd pers. sing. only. Apart

from its use with adjectives, § 30, e is used without a subject expressed

when the meaning is “ there is, it is "
: e tahura it is not, no ”,

e vesea “ it is good ”, e mamma “ it is true, verily e koaza “ thus,

saying "
;
e may be used with a subject : na aso e aso “the sun shines ”,

na usa e ma “ the rain rained ”
;
a subject may be understood : e hoko

vaniau “ he spoke to me There is a use of e with a plural subject

which is used collectively : him na ome nina a Lord e puji kae “ the

things of the Lord are great ”
;

e is used in the expressions e hua
“how?" e nf/isa “how many?” The numerals from “one” to
“ ten ” are preceded by e : e kern “ one ”.
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The verbal particle he is used in an uncompounded form of t lie*

3rd pers. sing, only : it is used without a subject when the meaning

is “ there will be, it will "
: he usa ‘‘ it will rain ", he aso

"
it will be

fine weather ", he mate “almost dead", he jihai
"
only one. if one ",

he niha “ only two, if two. let it be two "
: it may be used with

a subject : va hohoji he hint ruraha mai mt muza "
the earth shall

give her increase ". Also it is used in certain phrases in an uncom-

pounded form : he ba me bn
"
for ever and ever ". he rnjein

"
to-day.

of time to come ", he dani “ to-morrow ", he hmi
" how will it be ?

"

he is compounded with the short pronominal forms ait. o. a . ami,

amu. and also with ara : the resulting forms are ha a. ho. ha. hami.

hamu. hara. These forms are used of the future or the subjunctive,

or with a conditional force : ho and ham a are also used of the

imperative. The compound forms are used either by themselves as

the subject, or they follow the longer pronominal tortus man. ihoe,

ihita. etc. The Florida forms a. o. a. ai. a a (ML., p. 530). to which

the particles te and he are prefixed, are evidently pronouns, // and

o (ML., p. 1 18) being the true forms of the pronoun, 1st and 2nd pers.

sing., while a. ai. an show the loss of t and m. since the forms ta. ami

ama occur elsewhere in Melanesia. Longgu has the forms u and o.

The past tense. A definite past is shown by the use of the adverb

noho
"
already " (Maori, aoho “ to sit

)
following the verb

;
a sentence

such as h irasei ara havi hira may be rendered as “ those who carve

them ", or “ those who carved them . The particle mi is used following

the verb, as in Longgu. to denote a preterite : mi him o hoho mi tin*

thing which you said ". See also tin* use of di. § -*>.

33. Imperative. For the imperative the verb is either used directly

and without a pronominal subject, or else it is used with the pronouns

of the second person either singlv or with the addition of the particle

he : at a ‘‘ be off ! am a mai. ham a mat. amu he mat
" come here !

34. Conditional. Conditional clauses or sentences have the particles

i\ he. used with the conjunction // preceding : ti e. ti he.

ti denotes “ if, supposing that. Imply, in order to. to : ti ho

rerei aia “ if vou see him ", ti e tahara
"

if not. or else
,

(ti) he tan

"
lest ", ti mi him he tan mtuifti

"
lest anything be lost ", v tahara tan

ti he a-ninja an
"
there is no one to help me ", na prophet ttumu di ti

he mai ** that prophet who should come ”, ti hoe ho tan ten mi tuamu

lest thou strike thy foot ".

35. Negatives. The negative list'd with verbs is tan : both the

verbal particles are used with tan : ant e tan zajahunti lie does not
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understand ti aia he tan molo luaniho “ lest lie deliver you
;
no

particle is used when the past tense is in view : an tan rei “ I did not

see A word talmra denotes “ not to be, not
J?

: e tahara “ it is not

(so) ", tahara tcni ‘‘not at all ", tahara pipizu “ certainly not, by no

manner of means A Inakona has tagara . tarn, thus used.

Dehortative. For the dehortative or proliibitive jiha and mole are

used; these are both verbs: jiha means “to hate, reject, avoid*'

(Florida, siha ), and mole means ‘‘leave alone, leave off" ; both are

followed by a noun form, and the pronouns of the second persons may
precede, being compounded with the verbal particle he : jiha na tot a

sieo “don't sit down! ", jiha na varano “don't go ! ", ho mole na

papailana “don't think of it!", mole na matahu “don't fear".

36. Illative. The illative is visi. visini “then, thereupon,

immediately, just now "
; it precedes the verb and is used with the

verbal particles.

37. Verbal Prefixes. The causative prefix is ba “to make, cause

to be "
;,
ba may be used with an intransitive verb, making it transitive,

or it may be used with a transitive verb, thus increasing its active

sense : mate " to die ", matesi " to kill ", ba matesi “ to kill ", na ba

matesiana “ the killing of him *\ sari “ to bind ", ara ba sorihira “ they

bound him ?

\ he ba hint soadato na soamn “thy name shall be

glorified", o ba tnji paepanete “make ready ", ba hahaisi “to make
straight ", ba jijili “to make red ", So far as the texts are concerned,

it is difficult to distinguish between the use of the causative ba and

the verb ba “ to go "
;
and since it is hardly likely that the causative

ba is a form of the common Solomon Island causative va, it may be

that ba “to go "
is also used as the causative in Vaturanga.

There is a frequent use of the verb ba “to go " before another

verb as a kind of auxiliary : mara ba jan “ and they came, reached ",

i.e. “ they reached : a Hoho e ba tutoni “ the Word became man *’,

me he ba e hesa na barn “ and there shall be one fold ”, ba rano “ to

go
,
ba fInto . ba sahe “ to go up. ascend . me ba panete “ and it came

to pass
;
compare the use of lav

"
to go. to be ’*

in Sa‘a : c lac i diana

it went good , i.e. “ it is good , non lae ofo i manatainr “ I go to

knowing it
,
i.e. * I know it

;
and the use of la “ to go “ in Longgu :

ara la rarara itana “ those who (go) trust in him "
; and of pa or ba

in Sesake (ML., p. 166) : also of va in Florida (ML., p. 532). Instances

are found in the texts of ra used as a causative : ralaha “to make
tidy ", vanro “ to turn round ", rararomjo “a listener ". These may
perhaps be due to a Florida translator.
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38. A prefix hi is used to denote consequence of action. “ thereupon,

then, and. next, a"ain. in turn, at all "
: k<> jiht na hi mtttahu

"
have

no more fear**, we ke hi na niknnim na bnjana ami and l>e born

the second time**. It tan hi inari hoto ^ ill not drink it again",

ke hi saheli na sahorena wt dani “and tlien put on the armour of

light", ti ke fan hi pnka “that I fall not again", ke ha hi kajapili

joni na wammnm "
before the foundation of the world The use of

hi corresponds in a measure with that of the Sa*a hat. which is used

of repetition or continuance.

39. A prefix hiiti also denotes consequential action : tnaia e hini

poro ain “and he (then) touched him ". man hini bain tana nitnt na

reila “ and I continue in his love "
ft ke ha hint hatali hami “to justify

us ", an hini salami a wia. me hini rant tin “ 1 then sent so-and-so.

who thereupon went ", warn htni renstt aia “and then they questioned

him

hini has an additional meaning of ‘‘thereat, about, concerning"

(Longgu rini) : e tuji hini molnhowji “ he first made a promise about

it jiht na hini tntnnina ‘‘believe it not ", ko jika na hini halo rant

asei
“

tell no one about it
".

/urn is used with certain verbs in the way that ni . the “ prepositional

verb ". is used in Florida and Bugotu : in these cases the pronoun

of the object is not suffixed to hini. as it is to ni in the other two

languages, but follows the verb in the ordinary way : hint ilndatn

“ to think", hini jiht “to hate *'. hini kafe “to declare . hint It v

“ to harm ", hini lin “to change . hint sorr “ to be unwilling . ant

hini jika hita they hated us ". It is probable that this hint is In tie*

verbal prefix, and ni the “prepositional verb . It ceitainly is not

the instrumental preposition hint
.
q.v. below.

40. Reciprocal Prefix. The reciprocal prefix is ni. ttni . mini:

the transitive suffix ht is generally added to a verb which is us»*d

with the reciprocal prefix : the suffixing of Jtt does not nece.ssarily

caust' the verb to bt'conie transitive : reirofaht to be divided one

against the other . veipnmhi “ to run a race . n lumsoaht
"
to call

one anotlier "
: in some cases the reciprocal form, with or without

hi. is used both as noun and verb: ntstihantthhi a dispute, to

dispute . reihahtre “ merev. to ha merciful . nazaz/t “ distress, to

be in need". There is a form nthi which follows the verb and

has a reciprocal meaning : kanta reihokn ret In “ speak to one

another ". This form may be compared with the Bugotu nan iff i

“ mutually *\
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41. Verbal Suffixes. The suffixes which are added to verbs to make

them transitive are :

—

(1) Simple : hi, ki, li, mi, ni
,
ngi, ri, si, ti

,

eb

o/i “ to change ", olihi “to change something".

tuji “ to be first ”, tujiki “ to do a thing first ”.

azci
“
to be equal ", azali

"
to liken, to equalize ".

lulu
“
to drown ", lulumi “to drown a thing, to be drowned

matahu “to fear", matahuni “to be afraid of”.

mana “to be powerful ”, manangi “ to empower ”.

tapo “ to slap ", tapori “ to clap (the hands) ”.

mate “ to be ill, to die ”, matesi “to kill

luba “ to loose ”, luboti “ to loose something ".

inn “ to drink ”, inuvi
“
to drink of ”,

In compound verbs the second verb is used with a transitive

suffix even when the first verb has a transitive force, or is used itself

with a transitive suffix
;

the second verb often carries an adverbial

sense : maturu vesecili “ to sleep soundly ", turuvahini kakaisi “ to set

up firmly ”, me pada kaso sosongoli na tobana
“

his heart was grieved ”,

ngao lokisi “ to desire earnestly ”
; labati “openly " (laba

“
to appear "),

vxilahi “ openly ” (pula “ to appear "), are used as adverbs. In some

cases a compound verb, the second member of which is used with a

suffix, may be used as a noun : na Jioko veseali
“
praise ", na veseah

“
goodness ".

A verb with a transitive suffix is sometimes used as a noun : mate

“to die", na matesi “death”; tangi "to cry *, tatangisi “to

bewail", na tatangisi “wailing* 7

;
kibo “to be at fault, to commit

adultery
77

,
kibohasi “to commit adultery, adultery

7
*. In the latter

example the transitive suffix si is added to ha, see § 10.

The transitive suffixes may be used with a verb which is preceded

by ba : ba lokisi “ to increase the size of ", ba matesi “ to kill ”.

These transitive suffixes are not used according to any particular

rule
;

it merely happens that a particular suffix is attached to a certain

verb. Some verbs take two different suffixes : nanggu “to be dirty ”,

nanggnhali, nangguhusi
"
to defile ". where li and si are attached to

the suffix ha.

hini (Florida////^/) is also used as a transitive suffix : tabula “to

stumble ”, tubulahi, tnbulahini “ to cause to stumble ", son “ a name,

to name", soahini “ to give a name to*', daovi “to rub, anoint",

daovihini id.
;

volt
"
to buy ", na volihiniuna “ to buy him ".
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(2) Compound : kahini, lahini , ngahini, rahini . sah ini, tahini
,

valrim.

These suffixes convey a (Infinite transitive force to the verb, and

are perhaps more recognizable as transitive suffixes than are the

simple forms. Some verbs use both simple and compound suffixes :

nanga “ to be lost *\ na ngali, nangalaliini " to lose ”.

am "to swing, to disperse*’, arakalnni "to throw away, to

disperse

lovo "to fly **, lovohthini " to fly off with **.

knda "to be heavy ", kadangaliini “ to be too difficult for”.

jinn '‘to drizzle *’, jiniimhini "to sprinkle”.

labn “to strike”, labusahini "to strike a person”.

rose “to paddle”, resetah in i “to paddle a canoe”.

ngora “to lie down”, ngoravahini “to knock down’".

The suffix tahini also means " away ”. A verb with a compound

suffix may be used as a noun : sasi " to err ”, na sasilahin

i

“ error

42. Reduplication of Verb. A verb is reduplicated by the doubling

of the first syllable : anggo, angganggo
;
vano s ravano. The reduplicated

forms, ]xiepanete (from panete) and veivei (from rei) are irregular.

The reduplication of a verb signifies continued or intensive action,

and also changes or modifies its meaning. Some verbs exist only in

a reduplicated form. The mere repetition of a verb may signify

continued or intensive action : aia e vano me vane we vane
"
he went

on and on ”.

43. Reflexive. A reflexive sense is conveyed by the use of visa

"to return, back”, following the verb: aia e labn mates i visa am

“he killed himself”
;
(aha “ to exchange ” may be added to visa.

44. Passive. There is no special way of forming the passive
;

but ba mav denote a passive, the verb being used without a subject :

me ha panete “ and it was done, it came to pass me ba man' “it is

written ”. a mea e ba veli aia " the person who was bought : in some

cases the subject mav be expressed, a transitive suffix being added

to the verb : e kakaisi na laonggn “my heart is strengthened”.

A passive sense is given bv the use of the 3rd pers. pi. of the pronoun :

am joke saian i hmidifa "they numbered me among them’ . i.e.

“ I was numbered ”.

4b. Order of the Sentence. The subject frequently occurs at the

end of the sentence, though not necessarily so : na menu < snn na a so

" when the sun was setting ”, e visa mai a tasimn “ your brother has
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returned ”, na rant na Jtni he tau vita “ a branch that does not bear

fruit

The sentences are rather balanced than made dependent the one

on the other, and the copulative nut
im and ” is often introduced where

in English no copula would be used
:
pipi ram he vua , mu ia he vingge

malesi na rara ngene " every branch (that) does not bear fruit, and he

purges that branch

46. The anticipatory object. The pronouns of the 3rd pers.

sing., a ia in the case of persons, and of the 3rd pers. pL him, in the

case of both persons and things, are used as anticipatory, or extra

objects of verbs and prepositions : vaniaia na tidaonggu “ to my
soul . kau labuhira him am hini jiha aia

i:
I will destroy them that

hate him ”
;
but this is not always done in the case of verbs, see § 22 :

hau turuvahini him na tutunggamu
“

I will set up thy descendants

ATI. Adverbs

47. Time, mu 44
yet, still ” (Florida mugna) follows the verb :

tan mu 4
* never ”, tahara mu 44

not at all ”, hesa mu 44
only one ”,

mole mu 4
‘ wait a while !

”
; rati, viti ” yet " precede the verb : e tau

viti boja mn 44
he was not yet born ”, e tan viti visa mai 44

he has not

returned yet "
;

tnji
44

first, before all ”, precedes the verb : hoto
44
again, also, moreover ”, follows the verb

;
voho

44
already ”, follows

the verb, and is used as a preterite ; saia ” always, for ever ”, follows

the verb
:

poi until "
; the verbal particles e, he, may follow

:
poi

juuli, poi he jauli
4
* until, as far as ", poi hau nwo 44

till I come ”,

mu ba " in a little while, soon ". halina de
4

“ this time, now ”, i ngeni
"
to-day ", of present or past time ; he ngeni to-day ”, of part of

the day to come ; he dani to-morrow ”, he dani he hira “ by and bv,

in the future ”
;
him in this phrase is perhaps hi the verbal prefix,

§ 38, and m 4

4

to shine ", him soon ”, na dani “ by day ", na bonqi
" by night ”, i no

£

* yesterday ”, nona de
44
the day before yesterday ",

i ngnri “ of old ", he ngari
"
hereafter ", vohtngana

4C
a little while ago,

the day before yesterday", i ngisa . he ngisa when ” ?

Place : ide
"

here, there ", fade
"

there, here ", fabani de
44
on the

other side ", all show de, a demonstrative pronoun : itana
k

’ here,

there, there it is ! ngge
"
there i ngge mi ngge ’’here and there ”,

i ara
"
where { anywhere", popoli "above, around", i popolina

" above. al)ovt» it. on top ", mai " liere, hither", atu
4

’ away "
;
these

last two words are verbs meaning " come here !
", “be off !

"
;
the
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words dato
,
pitji, kae, all meaning

* c up ", and sivo
Ci down ", are also

verbs; i koji ‘outside", i hotu “ above ", i vara
^ down east

5
',

i longa “ ashore, inland, south", na mao “south", i ata “west' 5

,

i tasi “ north ", The last six examples, except aa who. all contain

the locative preposition i.

Manner : h:\ Me. mu. le mu “just, only, merely, at all. any liow'
5

(Florida lee)
;

kodasi (a verb) “ thus, in this manner "
;

these all

follow the verb ; koaza. koaza de “ thus e koazti “ as follows, saying ",

laka “ saying ", of reported speech : hum a “ forsooth, that is to sav,

I mean ", is used in explanations and follows the word it qualifies :

an mare unmu di “ I mean, I wrote "
;
ngazu “ perhaps follows the

verb
;

na hua. ke hua, koaza ha hua . laka ke hua “ how ?
"

: o hua

‘‘what did you do i

"
;

these are also used as indefinites meaning
“ what ?

5
'

; sala, a superlative, sauna “ very "
; both of these follow

the verb
: pizu, pipizn “ entirely, completely ", is only used with the

negatives: tahara pipizu. jika pizu “not at all"; tau mate pipizn

“ not quite dead ".

48. The negative adverb is tahara no
5

‘

: e tahara “it is not
55

;

eo, ino , iso, all express affirmation
;

hi asks a question, “is it so ?
’*

(Sa‘a )ii)
;

ko ni “ mother 5
' is used in address to a woman by a

small child.

VIII. Prepositions

49. Locative : i.

Rest at : ita, ta, tana, itana, kohi
,
i koni .

Motion to : kaput i.

Motion from : ni
9
tani .

Dative : rani.

Genitive : na.

Instrumental : Jnni.

The locative i is used with place names : i Vera na a*u : ifa means
“ at, on ", the pronouns of possesion may be added : ita kokoji “ on

the earth "
;

ta is of general significance, and denotes “at, in, from,

to
55

of place : ta ninggu na menu mamao “ in, from, to, my resting

place ", me hungnti fata rata ta na parako “ and gazed steadfastly

up into heaven ", ta na rale “ in, to, from, the house "
;

the

pronouns of possession are not suffixed to ta. except in the case of

tana ; tana denotes “ in ", and is used with or without the article

na following ; it is composed of ta. with na the suffixed pronoun,

3rd pers. sing.
;

it denotes “ in, with, belonging to, from "
: tana soana.
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tana mi soara "in his name"; /uwa is used of comparison, §31 ;

denotes “to. in, on, from, here, there, there it is !
” There is

a use of itam in the translations meaning £
* concerning it ". This is

probably incorrect, being a rendering of the Mota ape))

a

;
Ion i. i honi

denote “ with, at, to. from, among "
;

it takes the place in Vaturanga

that ta does in Florida
;
the pronoims of possession are suffixed, and

the personal pronouns may be added also : i honimami hami “ with

us *\ e turiha data i honidira (him) “ it began with them "
;
am mai

i honimu il
they came from you "

;
see the use of saa. see

,
in the Sa

£

a

language.

kaput

i

denotes
k
* against, in the way of, over against "

: na taovia

hap) ft i hint
££
the ruler over them ", mole haput i na table “ put it over

by the table In the translations there are several other uses of

kaput

i

which would, incorrectly, make it equivalent to Mota goro in

all its uses.

ni denotes “ belonging to a place ", and so
££
from a place ”, after

the usual Melanesian idiom : na vaha nijavo ’‘a Savo ship Inakona

has also this ni.

tani means “from”, of persons or things; it may be followed

by the article na , and the pronouns may be suffixed : ho vano taniau

“ depart from me". Codrington regards tani as the same as the

Florida word sani.

vani means k

*to ", and is used of persons only : ho tit sot vaniau
£k
give it to me "

;
rani is actually a verb with the meaning “ to come,

to go ", and also “ to say to, speak to "
: e ntnihami mai "

he came

to us. spoke to us ".

The genitive na not followed by the article na ; for examples of its

use, see § 12 ; ni is not used as the genitive, though it may occur in

certain phrases, e.g. mu ni dalo
£

‘ a fishing-kite ”, the use of which

kite is shown thus to be of Florida origin : liini precedes the word

it qualifies, and means “ by, with, thereby, therewith ”
: me lalave na

hau he hini ha wafcsi na boo “ lie looked for a knife to kill the pig with ",

he In ni ha zajahali hami “to instruct us therewith ”, he mamarc hini

na j>en
"

to write with a pen ". There are a few instances in the

Vaturanga texts of the use of hini meaning “ with ", of accom-

paniment : hini boja. hini rasa ’*to bo born with"; this may be

due to a Florida translation.

Codrington equates hini (ML., p. 544) with gini of the New Hebrides

and of Fagani (San Cristoval) : it may well he divided into hi -f- ni ,

for Maewo has both gi and gini (ML., p. 417), and Gog has ni (ML.,
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p. 375) as instrumentals, and Florida and Bugotu have nia,

instrumental, and ni the " prepositional verb " which is used before

certain verbs. See also hint, § 39.

Compound prepositions like i ho " inside ", i htona " in it, inside ”,

i poli, i polinn
£

' upon ", i vavanci "underneath", are made up of

nouns preceded by the locative i .

kohl, a verb meaning "to collect ", is used to denote with "
:

kolu Tiita
“
together with us ", kohtho ” with thee ".

IX. Conjunctions

50. Copulative : ma
;

ti.

Disjunctive : ma, ma ti ; diava
;

da.

Conditional : ti.

The copula ma shifts its vowel to e, i, o, to agree with the first

vowel of the word following, but mi is commonly used whatever

be the succeeding vowel ; the vowel of ma drops before the initial

vowel of a succeeding pronoun and also before the verbal particle e

main, minau
,
etc.

;
ma also denotes or "

;
ma ti is

“ but " ;
diava

“ but " raises a counter idea
;

it is composed of de " or " and i ava

“ where "
;

de is
c<
or "

;
its vowel drops before a and i : dihoe

,
da

mm
;

for the use of ti see § 34 ;
further .examples are

:
jari vaniaia ti

he mai 4
‘ tell him to come ", ti ke tu na liokona

"
that the word might

be fulfilled ",

X. Numerals
51. (1) Cardinals :

—

kesa “ one ". ono " six ".

ruka " two ". vita seven

tolu
^
three". alu

“
eight".

vati "four". sia "nine".

jehr
"

five ". sancjimda " ten \

These are the ordinary Solomon Island numerals, except jehr

five *’
;

kesa " one " shows sa
"
one which appears so commonly

in Melanesian languages (ML., p. !243) ;
jehe is Inakona eeqe.

The verbal particle e is used before all the cardinal numbers,

including kesa
;

it is sometimes omitted, e kesa . . . c kesa means
44
the one . . . the other ", e kesa seni

4i
different, not like any other ",

kesa Me ma 4
‘ ono and one only", kesa ma “ the same, one and the

same ", sai kesa " together "
;
tarn " one at a time, from time to time ",

tasahana
ct
one at a time, simple jiki (Florida siki) means a “ single

one ", generally with a negative sense, “ not one "
;
jikai (Florida
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sikai) means “ one and no more ", e tau jikai lele “ not even one ”,

jikai ntu “ only one "
; ke, see § 22. is used of two people : ko hulira

mlu “ his two friends ", am ko ruka “ they two "
;

tain, see § 21, is

used similarly of three people. A word patu . is used meaning “ ten ”,

but only in the phrase e ruka patu
'

'

twenty
m

’;e ruka patu kesa ‘
e

twenty-

one "
;

“ thirty "
is e tola sangavulu : “fifty-four" is (e) jehe sangavulu

rati : laka “ perfect " is added to sangavulu to denote “ a full ten
'

‘ Hundred ” is sangdtu
,
i.e. the Florida hangalatu with the 1 omitted

;

it is used with the article na : e kesa sangdtu ruka patu jelic “ a hundred

and twenty-five*'. A “thousand" is toha (Florida toga), which is

also used of a great number, a multitude : mala (Sa‘a tnola) means
** ten thousand, a vast number ”

;
both of these are used with the

article na.

jura (zara) is used of numbers over ten
;
the word means “to be

in addition, over and above ", and its Florida and Bugotu equivalent

is sara “to go on. reach : it is used of the numbers over ten and

a hundred : sangavulu jam e ruka “ ten, two in addition ", i.e. twelve ;

e kesa na sangdtu jam e ruka patu “ a hundred and twenty ’*
;
mi jam

“ and some over the ten
;
dangalijam “ to be in excess, abundance

A prefix, tango , denotes “a party of, apiece " : tango ruka “in pairs,

two by two "
;

tango ngisa “ how many each ?
" There are certain

words which denote a specific number of things
:
juju “ ten bread-

fruit ", pinggu “ten coco-nuts ”, tax “ ten fish tax
£k
a string",

talina
"
six shell-monies, of six strings each

?

\ tali “ rope, line ".

52. (2) Ordinals. The ordinals are formed, except in the case of

ngidana . na ngidana “ first, the first ", by adding nina to the cardinals :

ruka tuna, tolunxna , sangavulunina , sangdtunina . This nina is evidently

a compound of hi and na. noun endings, the former being used to

make the ordinals in Bugotu, while the latter has a similar use in Sa*a.

The ordinals are used with the article na.

53. Distributives. The idea of “ at a time, apiece "
is conveyed

by the reduplication of the first syllable of the cardinal numbers :

kekesa
''
one apiece, one and the same ", kekesa him “ each one of

them", kekrsamiu “each one of your"; ruruka “two at a time,

two apiece “, papada ruruka “ to be of two minds, to doubt ’*
; vavati

tm by fours "
;

onono “ six apiece ".

54. Multiplicative*, kalina “time, occasion", is used with the

cardinals to denote “once, twice", etc.: e kesa kalina “once”,
e aeo kalina “ often "

;
“ how many ?

” is e ngisa
;
am ngisa “ how

many soever they are
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XI. Exclamations

55. aici
"
there ! there !

*'

ai koi. pain
;

ai rci. grief.

ditto . surprise.

alele
"
tut ! tut !

"

alora, lava
,
surprise.

for/, satisfaction.

eki oh !

’'

katlasi, satisfaction.

kiki ‘‘ so ! well then !

mazi
k
‘ can't say ! don't know !

"

pile dissent
:

pile tahara not so ! apile “ alas !

’*

sasi, sari ** wrong !

5
* of disgust.

tasinggu
<£ my brother !

” timuiygn
<£ my mother !

" tiaaoggu

kakave kode lalaka *
k

all my female mothers !
" are exclamations of

astonishment.

vata wait a while ! in a moment !

”





Some Swahili Nautical Terms

By B. D. Copland

FT1HESE words were collected at Bagamoyo and Tanga and on trips

between Zanzibar and the mainland. Most of them do not occur

in any of the standard dictionaries, that is. in Krapf
,
Steere. and Madan

.

In cases where a word has a specialized meaning or a different meaning

from that given by the authority, the fact has been noted.

The following abbreviations are used : Kr., Krapf, Suaheli-Enylish

Dictionary
;

St., Steere. Handbook of the Stvahili Lanyaaye : M.. Madan,

Swah ili’Enylish Dictionary

.

A

Ariyamu Slightly curved central rib of hull (Halgam

(R.) =on a boat or ship. Kr.).

Aya ri . Shroud, and particularly the central running

gear made fast to a rope (.ylonnti) and block

from the mast-head, and to a rope loop

{shiraha) on the ship’s side.

B

Batall (= Ship's log. Kr.. St.. M.) Rope dependent

from the foot of the sail used to make it fast

when running before the wind.

Ban Outrigger.

Bitana (See Fash in.)

Bosa Make fast with a hitch (=to affiance one. Kr.).

Bumia (See Fashin.)

Bunda Heavy shore used to support the hull in building

(= pack, a bale of goods. Kr.).

C

Chande Flat stern.

Chipi Gunwale (of outrigger canoe).

D

Dafurai Fender (Arabic = push).

Da ah . Line of planking above the Ubau wa Mariki (q.v.).

Dosari Boring worm.

VOL. VII. PART 2. 25
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—

Farasi

Fashin

Fundo kubiva

Gidcimu

Giyami

Gorati

Hamlau

Janja .

Jiingu

Kama

Kasama

F

Raised cross-bar right aft on which the yard rests

when down.

(
= Prow of the vessel, Kr.

;
= sternpost, St. ;

= block of wood fastened to the sternpost

(bumia) in a native-built vessel, and carrying

the rudder, M.) A boat-builder explained

the situation to me as follows : Both bow

and sternpost are in two parts. The bowpost

consists of the prow (fashin ya mbele) and

a second member parallel to it inside (bitana)

to which the hull planking is attached.

{Bitana = double, lined, Kr., St., M.) The

sternpost consists of two parts also, the

inner
(fashin ya nyuma) and the outer

(bumia) to which the rudder is made fast.

(Bumia = sternpost, St.)

Main cross-beam immediately forward of the

mast.

G

Bows (Arabic = precede) (= sandal-strap,

Kr., St., M.)

Bollard.

Temporary ribs used in shaping the hull.

H
Rope leading from the forward end of the yard.

(Hamara in, M.)

J

Painter.

V-shaped ribs of the hull at bow and stern.

K
Elbow-piece strengthening the cross-members

(fundo) of the hull.

Massive wooden block in the angle of the bows.

(Arabic — divide.) Krapf describes it

as a cutwater, but it is inside the bowpost.
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Kifungo chct sara met

Kipaa

Khvaro

Khvinda

Kiresi

Magendo

Man tiro

Marik i

Marahamu .

Mbela

Mrengu

Mtxvana

Xanga ya nibele

Xanga ya khvinda

Xyungu

Pua

Samaki

Sarama

Sayari

Rope lashing passing through the sternpost

(burnia) and holding the rudder down on its

hinges.

Roofing amidships.

Bowsprit lashing on outrigger canoe.

(See Xanga.)

(Msumari ira kiresi) flat-headed keel-nail.

M
(Mali ya magendo.) Smuggled goods. Originally

applied to slave-running. X.B.

—

Mali

is the term commonly used for cargo on the

Mrima. Shehena is rare.

Rope leading from the after-tip of the yard

through a block at the mast-head to the

deck. The shebaha is a similar rope made

fast to the forward tip of the yard.

Lav the keel, start building a ship. (See also

Ubau .)

Seam.

Short outrigger supports lashed to the main

cross-members.

Main out-rigger cross-members.

Short spar, set in the keel, which braces the main

mast.

X

Bow anchor.

Stern anchor.

Hole in the ntsfamo (see Madan) into which the

mast is stepped.

Large cringle through which runs the sharuti

(q.v.).

S

(See Ubau.)

(See Kifungo.)

Curved side-ribs of the hull.
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Seremani (See Ubau.)

Sharuti Rope made fast to the middle of the yard,

holding it close against the mast and serving

as an extra stay rope in the outrigger canoe.

(Arabic = rope.)

Shaurisi Heavy splitting chisel used in shipbuilding.

Shebaha (See Mantiro.)

Shiralia (See Ayari.)

Shungi (Shungi la mlingoti.) Mast-head.

Sugua Careen.

T

Teku . Roughness (bahiri ina teku = the sea is rough).

Compare kutekua = to toss, St.

Ubau iva mariki

U
First plank above the keel.

TJbau iva samaki . Small planks, projecting aft of the fashin below

the water-line, and gripping the bumia.

TJbau iva seremani Raised planking round the poop.

Ubau iva zinara Top line of hull planking, or line of planking

just above the water-line. (Arabic jUj =
girdle.)

Ulimi Heel of the mast.

Ushanga Wooden block (one of four or five) through which

runs the sharuti (q.w).

Vitabamba .

V
Flotsam.

W
Wadira Groove in the keel into which the ubau wa mariki

is set.

Z

Zinara (See Ubau.)



REVIEWS OF ROOKS

Linguistics

By B. L. Turner

Demonstration de la Parente des Laxuues indo-europeennes

et semitiques. By M. Honnorat. 9 x 11. pp. 398. Paris :

Paul Geuthner, 1933.

In this attempt to prove the relationship between Indo-European

and Semitic Mr. Honnorat appears to neglect entirely the generally

accepted principles of linguistic science. Most of the book (pp. 100-397)

consists of what purports to be a comparative vocabulary of Semitic

and Indo-European. Resemblances of vocabulary alone are of little

probative value
;
but sueli a vocabulary as this is completely worth-

less. Not only are the most bizarre and impossible combinations set

forth, but the forms quoted from a score or more of languages appear

to be quite untrustworthy, if the alleged Sanskrit words may be taken

as a sample : e.g. on the first three pages we find Skt. avuk * father

abik * husband caraba * black \ carabha * bird \ papa ‘ father \

mama ’ mother gabas
4

give ( ?) \ sanat ‘ year *. hana 4

old \

da, kaza, kasta, kava ‘ hand vuda, yoda * help '. These words

have no existence outside Mr. Honnorat* s mind and the covers of

this book. On the same pages : Latin hannus * year \ yudo. adyudo

* help *, bheredo ’ mule \ Quid plura ?

Rtudia Indo-Iranica. Ehrengabe fur Wilhelm Geiger zur

Vollendung des 75. Lebensjahres. Edited by Walther

AAust. 6^ x 9f, pp. xii, 327. Leipzig : Otto Harrassowitz, 1931.

M. 20.

This volume, edited by Professor AVust, containing articles by

thirty-six scholars, is a worthy tribute to the veteran scholar whose

name is famous in the domains of both Iranian and Indo-Aryan.

The very number and variety of the contributors make an adequate

review of such a collection of good things almost impossible. AAltness

the list itself. Buddhadatta. Hocart. Zachariae. Jules Bloch, the late

Ernst Leumann, Bachhofer. B. V. Law. R. Fick. Mrs. Rhys Davids,

AYinternitz, Hommel. Scheftelowitz. Schick. B. K. Ghosh, Hauer.

Oertel, Betty Heimann, Edgerton. Renou, AAhalleser. H. K. Deb,
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Wtist, Nyberg. Benveniste. Wackernagel. Meillet, Tavadia, Reichelt,

Konow, Anrel Stein. J. J. Modi, Morgenstierne, O. Paul, Williams

Jackson, Dombart, Merkel. These articles cover questions of

Literature, Religion, Folklore, and Language. The last are the most

numerous. To mention but a few of these : Jules Bloch considers

the change of gender in Skt. mrtman- n. > Pkt. vatta f.. and connects

it with the general IE. tendency to give animate gender to the word

for * road \ F. Edgerton maintains, against Wackernagel, that the

pronominal stems in -d. wad-, aswad-, etc., rare in Yedic, and having

no parallel in Iranian, are analogical formations after tad, etc.

L. Renou contributes an illuminating and suggestive article on some

aspects of the suffix -A- in Sanskrit. In the domain between Iran and

India the editor himself, in a masterly treatise, sees in RY. dhtka-

an Irano-Scvthian proper name. On the Iranian side Nyberg deals

with two problems of phonology. IE. -(.s*).s*A- in Persian, and the

appearance of fr- as hr- in Iranian loanwords in Armenian. Benveniste

studies some differentiation in the Avestan nomenclature of animals

which he ascribes to the difference between popidar and learned

language. Meillet shows also that Avestan tkaesa- by reason of its

initial belongs to the popular vocabulary. Wackernagel writes on the

Indo-Iranian type of formation seen in Av. mehayaua. Reichelt

discusses two problems of Sogdian grammar, the augment and the

infinitive and passive participle : and Konow establishes the existence

of the neuter gender in the Sakian of Khotan.

Esquisse d'txe Histoire be la Laxoue Saxsorite. By J. Maxsiox.

52 x 8^, pp. ix. 188. Paris : Paul Geutlmer, 1931. Frs. 50.

The history of the Indo-Aryan languages is known to us through

documents of one sort or another over a longer period than that of anv

other branch of the Indo-European family. In attempting an outline

of this history Professor Mansion has provided a much-needed book.

Designed primarily for the beginner in Indian Studies and for anv

generally interested in linguistic problems, it can nevertheless be read

with interest and profit by all Indologists. For the previous, and

especially the subsequent, history of a language of such great cultural

and linguistic importance as Sanskrit cannot be a matter of indifference

to the student of any of its aspects. Unfortunately, despite its long

history, we have not the same wealth and precision of facts as enabled

Meillet. for example, to write what were perhaps the source of Mansion's

inspiration, his two histories of Greek and Latin. Nevertheless, the
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author has struck a happy mean between leaving the reader in a fog

of hypothesis and recording as facts what are often only probable

theories. The work deserves success, and (unless the rather high price

for a book of this size proves deterrent) should soon run to a second

edition. A few suggestions as to detail may then perhaps be

permitted. The accent formed an integral part of Sanskrit (with Yedic

and, as the author points out, Bhasa) : it should, wherever known, be

marked. The history of Sanskrit, even in a modest volume of this size,

cannot be considered complete without some account of its extension

beyond the borders of India and Ceylon, both to tin* North and the

Hast. In Chapter VII on Indo-Iranian some mention might be made

of the peculiar problem raised by the Kafiri group of languages and its

discussion by G. Mergenstierne in his Report on a Linguistic Mission

to Afghanistan
. pp. 50 -bfi. The chapter on New Indian is incomplete

without some reference to the Dan lie group of languages, which

a development to a large extent independent of the main body of

Indo-Aryan languages in India proper renders particularly interesting

to the linguist. Thus the complete disappearance of intervocalic

unaspirated stops or the assimilation of r in consonant groups ascribed

to New Indian on p. 101 does not apply to all the Dardie languages,

some of which maintain -A- and and perhaps -//- as consonants in

one form or another, while groups containing r as the second member

remain intact generally in the North-West and even as far south as

Gujarat. On pp. bo b the full implications of the phenomena of

Sandhi are not brought out. These phenomena, as far as consonants are

concerned, are based on the fact that all final consonants were

unexploded. This accounts (1) for the complete disappearance of final

consonants in Middle Indian : and (2) for the parallel treatment of final

consonants and of interior consonants in positions in which they too

were unexploded. Thus on p. b*2, the description of the development of

so-called final s as -/ and -

k

does not take into account the different

developments of final *-Ax and intervocalic -A**-.
1 In the first, *k before

unexploded is itself unexploded and like interior unexploded *k or *<j

before stops other than dentals becomes -t (-*/), while *-ks- with

exploded s and k became -Ay-. Thus vit < *u%iks as ridhhih < *iriijbhis

(after which vitso instead of earlier viksu < *iciksn) : and diksn

< *diksn like vdksi *ireksi (after which dik instead of \lit, etc.).

1 Wackernagel, Altoul. (ir §§ 116, 149. does not envisage the possibility, if not

probability, of a different development of -ks- and -ir«
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A few small points
: p. viii. m is not a mere nasalization of the

preceding vowels, as I have elsewhere shown from the evidence of its

development in New Indian. P. 60, the inclusion of jh among

the palatals derived from gutturals is a slip. P. 61, the existence

of affricates in Kafiri corresponding to the IE. palatal series, k, etc.,

renders it doubtful whether these had reached the stage of s-sounds

in common Indo-Iranian. And. indeed, the development of the

voiced j is more easily explained as from an Indo-Ir. g' or d
f

than from an intermediate z. In Sindhi j < Skt. j- is still a

strongly palatalized d' (BtdlSOS., Ill, 301). The MI. change

of Skt. jh > h

u

points to a pronunciation g'h or d'h rather

than [d5Ji] which in the area where j had moved to [(I5] gave the

development jj. P. 82, what is the authority for the pronunciation of

Skt. d as [o:] ? On the same page it might be more correct to substitute
k un Francais ' or ‘ un Beige * for * un Europeen \ as one who

confuses the first vowels of bala- and bcikt-. P. 113
s

singh. dq , feu
'

is perhaps a slip for Hi. dg. In Singhalese the descendant of Skt.

agni- is aga.

Truths of Language. Or Comparative Philology of the Sanskrit,

Bengali and incidentally other Prakrits. Bv Srixath Sen.

pp. 336. Calcutta, 1928.

This book Avould be better named ‘ Untruths about Language \

Bibliographie vedique. By L. Renou. 104 x 7. pp. v + 339.

Paris : Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1931. Frs. 100.

In this bibliographie raison nee, Mr. Renou has produced an incom-

parable instrument for the use of students of any department in Yedic

study. It is as far as possible a complete list of books (including

references to reviews of them) and articles dealing with Yedic studies.

The term '* Yedic “ has been used in a large sense, to include the

Samhitas, Brahmanas, Upanisads. Sutras, and the annexed texts.

The work is divided into two parts. The first contains all references

to texts and works directly dealing with them. The second, concerned

with more general studies, is divided into seven sections
: generalities,

history, religion, philosophy, music, sciences, language. Numerous
cross references and full indexes of author’s names and of words add
greatly to the convenience with which the book may be used. The
author expresses the fear that some foreign publications, especially
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those appearing in Indian periodicals, have escaped notice. But his

hope that nothing of importance has been omitted appears justified.

Once more Mr. Renou. w ith his wide and deep knowledge and accurate

scholarship, lays all Sanskritists under a debt of gratitude.

Yedic Variants. By M. Bloomfield and F. Edgerton. 64 x 9f.

Vol. I : The Verb. pp. 340. Vol. II : Phonetics, pp. 570.

Philadelphia : Linguistic Society of America. 1930-2. S9.75.

Bloomfield's monumental Yt'dic Concordance made available the

variant versions of the Vedic texts. At the time of his death he was

engaged in collaboration with Professor Edgerton in arranging the

linguistic material deducible from the variants. The work, far from

finished, was continued by Edgerton, and we now have these two

volumes (a third is promised shortly), the result of those labours.

This great mass of material, so clearly sorted and arranged, bears

witness to the scholarship of both its authors. It will be a work of

reference invaluable both for the Vedic specialist, and in particular

for the historian of the development of Sanskrit. Throughout, as the

authors clearly recognize, we see in the variants of the later texts the

influence of a younger stage of the language. This is very clear, for

example, in the case of the verb, in which the later texts often show

thematic stem forms beside the athematic of the older. It might be

expected, however, that the variants besides giving evidence of the

existence of younger forms might also betray some distinctions of local

dialects. This is a matter on which further light is urgently required

for the Indo-Aryan languages. It is possible that the variation between

the two present stems h'no/U- and karo- htru- may be not so much

a distinction of hieratic and popular language as of local dialect.

krno/u-. as the authors point out, has its counterpart in Iranian,

and may therefore belong to the dialect area of the North-west, which,

as shown bv Tedesco and Morgenstierne, shares several isoglosses

with Iranian as opposed to the more eastern and southern Indo-Ary^n

dialects.

Volume II consists of a lucid and penetrating analysis of the

variants in so far as they involve phonetic changes. Though we must

undoubtedly agree that many of the variants attest younger linguistic

forms, it would be a mistake to use the term * Prakritic ' too easily.

Thus (p. 34) to call the variant jakxar for evksur " a Prakritic

anomaly " explains nothing, for the change of c to j is peculiar to the

intervocalic position. Again, the term
k

spontaneous lingualization
'
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(or cerebralization) is dangerous, for it is too readily used by some

merely to cloak our ignorance
;
and in this particular case (p. 87)

it is not required for an explanation of avatd- beside avatd The

authors reject the connection of avatd

-

with avdr on the ground that

such connection could not explain avatd-. But if we hypothecate

a form *avr-ta- to explain avatd-, then avatd is the expected form of the

South-west dialect, in which -rt- > -at-. For the variants containing

-gm- for -jm

-

the authors offer no explanation (p. 72). Is it not possible

that here, too, we have a local difference of pronunciation ? I have

above (p. 384) suggested a pronunciation according to dialect of

jn as g'Ti or d'Ti, on the one hand, and as jh [cbyi] on the other. Is it

not possible that in jm the j may have preserved the pronunciation as

g
f

in some area ? The variation khy with ks mav have a similar

explanation, for if in MI. ks becomes kkh it would be in agreement with

the system that ks should become (k)khy : and it would be tempting

to see in khyd- a dialectal development of ksd Then supposing ks-d-

to be a form of kas- of which caks- is assumed to be a reduplicated

present stem, 1 Panini's rule, II. 4, 54-5. prescribing khyd- for caks-

in the nomen agentis. the infinitive and gerundive, and optionally in

the perfect is explained. The variation of -bh- and -h- from the purely

phonetic point of view appears to be confined to the root grabh - grah-

(p. 65). I have pointed out elsewhere that the early opening of the

plosive may be a particular development in this verb, and is paralleled

by the similar early opening of -bh

-

in the verb labhate, which already

in Asoka has the form lah
- (Ganmath Inscr . of Asoka. p. 11, note 1).

But a ‘ phonetic reduction of rgh to rh
'

(p. 68) appears to be impossible :

the variation of argh- with arh- depends surely on the historically

regular variation of the types arghd

-

and drhati

.

We shall await with eagerness the appearance of Volume III. for

that can but add to the debt under which the authors have placed

all Sanskritists and all students of lan^ua^e

Grammaire saxscrite. By Lons Rexou. Two vols. G{- x 10,

pp. xviii. 57G. Paris : Adrien-Maisonneuve. 1930. Frs. 235.

There was need for a grammar of Sanskrit written in French.

That need exists no longer. Even though Mr. Renou's Grammar of
Classical Sanskrit may not replace that of Whitney (which includes

Yedic material) or cover the ground of Waekernagel's (which is

historical and comparative as well as descriptive), neither is it in any
1 Better reduplicated present stem with suthx -s *qeqk'- s-
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way a mere repetition of existing works. Throughout it is personal,

full of new points of view, and much new material, for both the native

grammarians and the texts have been used with a sureness and

a maturity of scholarship which belie the years of this brilliant

Sanskritist. It is a grammar of post-Vedic Sanskrit from and including

the Upanisads. In this sense it is historical as well as descriptive, for

during the period thus covered the language underwent considerable

change in its usages. But as a whole the work is envisaged as

a descriptive grammar pure and simple, in which the actual facts of

the language as established from the native grammarians, the

lexicographers and. before all, the texts are set out with an insight and

an analytical power altogether admirable. Renou deliberately abstains

from explaining the facts, if the explanation lies outside the period

of his description. But it is only an accomplished and brilliant linguist,

such as he is, who could have kept to this intention without falling

into the pitfalls besetting the grammarian who tries to explain his

facts without being at home with the methods of historical and

comparative linguistics.

Even in the hands of so accomplished a linguist, some

inconveniences of this method may be observed. For occasionally

phenomena, for which an explanation or partial explanation is offered

from contemporary conditions, are more accurately explained by the

methods of comparative grammar. It might be better to omit all

explanation. Thus, on p. 16 it appears to be suggested that the change

of s to s in compounds of
z
snh- was due to the assimilatorv effect of -t

in the nom. -mt
;

nevertheless, in view of the fact that it is especially

the sibilants which assimilate each other at a distance, is not this

assimilation to be referred back to a stage *-$<!* ( - _ *-sy7c/gs), in

which later unexploded was replaced by unexploded -t. Similarly

asadha - < *amzdha- rather than < asadha-. This belongs then to the

type of assimilation seen in suska- < *suska-. with s- rather than y in

the initial position. P. 22, dehi < *dazdhi < *dadzdhi or *ded~dJti rather

than < *daddhi. To say (p. 22) ’ r tombe (levant a an redoublement

du parfait des racines (a Itemantes) en va- : avdca : vac
-

' seems to imply

an older *vuvaca
,
whereas from the historical and comparative point

of view we have the continuation of the alternation of the syllables

u'e : u, P. 23, it is misleading from the strictly historical point of view

to say that ai derives from a + e, instead of considering it as the

form taken bv an earlier *«/ < *ei. *oi. *di. P. 41. the form *a before

words beginning with a consonant is probably the direct descendant
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of an earlier IE. **n. rather than < salj with a special treatment of

-h, while .so possibly represents m n rather than *$az. So. too. saisa(h)

mav perhaps represent the normal sandhi of sa csa(Jj) rather than

elimination of secondary hiatus (p. 45). P. 45, the type of sandhi.

hi /\s i

h

, would seem to be derived from *kaz fsih (with unexploded -z)

rather than from ko rsih
.
glh is better explained as < *glr + s (rather

than *//>>—-.<?. p. 64), where -Ir represents the IE. e
rd and the

alternation ir : Ir is exactly parallel with uv : u in bk avail : bhuh, with

which it might have been brought into relation. P. 19. may not

the a of (nnth’ptnm- depend upon an *atntrepa>ja rather than be an

example of ’ spontaneous ' cerebralization ? P. 62, that in the

paradigm kitrvah knrmah only ‘ le type ** syncope" ‘
is in use depends

perhaps on the fact that tin* verb * to do ‘ has in most languages a

particular phonetic development (BallSOS., VI, 531). P. 19, even if

the form skaptra is unauthentic. the existence of a *skap-
9

l on which

it might depend rather than on sknbh-. appears to be well attested

in Middle and Modern Indo-Arvan (A (puli Dictionary, p. 184 b).

But once beyond the sections on phonetics we are free of such

inconveniences, and the full clarity of the author's purely descriptive

method can be appreciated. Renou's Grammar will be an invaluable

instrument for all Sanskrit students, whether of literature or language.

The Use of the Cases in Vedic Prose. By Sukumar Sex. Reprint

fiom the Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

Vols. VIII X. 61 . 91, pp. 176. Poona: 1930.

Vkdiu Studies. By A. Yenkatasubbiah. 61 * 9J. pp. 292. Mysore:

Surabhi and Co.. 1932.

( )x fhk Interpretation of some Doubtful Words in the Atharva-

Veda. By Tarapada (’howdhtry. Reprint from the Journal of

the Bihar and Orissa Research Soviet v. Vol. XVII. 6| X 9J.

pp. 100. Patna, 1931.

These three books all represent the work of Indian scholars who,

imbued with the traditional scholarship of their homes, have entered

upon new lines of research under the inspiration of the newer methods

of the West. The combination is one* which is likely to be fruitful of

irood results. And if. as appears sometimes to be the case, the attitude

of the National leaders tends to be hostile to the studv of their Classical

1 Al>n f»«Thap- in >aka ~ tom he- ' iKonnu. Suko Stmt}* *. p. 1^1), which
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languages, the work of such scholars as these should help to show them

that Sanskrit studies among the younger generation in India are by

no means a stagnant backwater.

Mr. Sen's articles on the use of the ease* in Yedic prose originally

appeared in three volumes of the Annals of tin' Bhandarkar Oriental

Research Inst it ate. They form a very useful collection of examples :

and it is most convenient to have them thus collected in one easily

accessible volume.

It is all the more desirable that Mr. Yenkatasubhiah's Yedic Studies

should have been collected, since they a pfwared previously in two

separate journals, the Indutn Antiquary and the Journal of the Bombay

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, In republishing them, the author

has made some slight alterations and has added four new articles.

Mr. Venkatasubbiah has investigated a number of obscure words in

the Rgveda, and his method of making a careful comparison of all

the passages in which they occur is sound and has led to excellent

results. His work should not be neglected by Yedic scholars. The words

studied are nitya -. sandm
,

indrascnd , saymd srdsara-. a rati dan.

pjrthnk
.
yaksd/n. dbhra-. adma^dd-. nirekd -. smdddisti-. jyadbhih.

Whereas several of the above words occur in a good number of

passages, most of the fifty obscure words from the Atharva-Yeda

which form the subject of Dr. Chowdhurv \s thesis occur a few times

only, while several are a7ra£ Xeyopeva. As in the case of the Ycdie

Studies. Dr. Chowdhurv. too. has referred to the previous discussions

of his words, and where possible has followed the same sound method

of careful comparison of the passages in which the same word occurs.

In the article on dksu-. to which he assigns the meaning “ pole ",

I would draw special attention to his elucidation of AY. IX. 3, which

enumerates the different things used in the construction of a said, by

describing in detail the construction of a modern said in his own district

of Manbhum. In a land where ancient customs have lingered so

persistently this is a method of exegesis which might be fruitfullv

used more often. It seems curious that in discussions of dursd - and

pa vasta - no previous scholars have had recourse to their Pali

equivalents, dassa- and pottha(ka)-. the meanings of which are fairlv

certain. For the second a reference might l»e added to my Nepali

Dictionary s.v. pofo. where the Sind hi potho * rag for smearing with
'

is quoted. Dr. Chowdhurv has produced an excellent piece of work,

and it is to be hoped that he may continue with further studies of the

same kind.
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The Sauxdaraxaxda of Asvaghosa. Edited by E. H. Johxstox.

Panjab University Oriental Series. 64 X 9f, pp. xv, 171. London :

Humphrey Milford, 1928. 12s. 6d.

The Nighaxtu and the Nirukta. Edited by Lakshmax Sarup.

6J X 9J, pp. 39 + 292. Lahore : University of the Panjab, 1927.

The Kjcaka-vadha of Nitivarmax. Edited by Sushil Kumar De.

Dacca University Oriental Publications Series, No. 1 . 6J x 9|.

pp. xxvii, 129. Dacca, 1929.

The RgvedanukramanI of Madhavabhatta. Edited by C. Kuxhax
Raja. Madras University Sanskrit Series, No. 2. 6J x 9|,

pp. xxviii, 93, clxiv. Madras, 1932. Rs. 3.8.

These editions of four very diverse Sanskrit texts testify to the

fortunate interest taken by the Universities of India in the study of

India's Classical language : for they all form volumes in University

Sanskrit Series. Three of the editions, Saundarananda
,
Xighantu,

and Rgiedanukramanl , have this further in common, that they are

the work of pupils of the late Professor A. A. Macdonell. To that

great scholar, renowned especially for his own Vedic studies,

Sanskritists owe also a deep debt of gratitude for inspiring a younger

generation of Indian scholars with the desire to edit in accordance

with the canons of modem textual criticism Sanskrit texts hitherto

either unpublished or uncritically or inadequately edited. The only

previous edition of Saundarananda. that of MM. H. P. Sastri in

Bibliotheca Indica. does not, as Dr. Johnston savs, reproduce the MSS.

with the fullness and accuracy necessary to settle a text so full of

corruptions. The value of a Tibetan translation in establishing the

text of Asvaghosa's other poem, the Buddhacarita, has been fully

explored by Dr. Johnston himself. For the Saundarananda

unfortunately no Tibetan translation is known, and the editor had to

depend on the two MSS. in the Library of Kathmandu. But making

use of these Dr. Johnston has most admirably fulfilled his purpose,
‘ to give a complete description of the material available in the MSS.
so as to facilitate further work by others on the text, and to provide

as good a text as possible/ But he has done more : for he has added
much valuable material both in his Notes and in his Index. On p. 147

waste should be read waste ; but it is doubtful whether Urdu ndm he

waste has directly replaced ncuna in this sense. On p. 155 Dr. Johnston

rightly remarks that mrsta- as applied to food is well authenticated in
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Epic and Buddhist Sanskrit : it is, moreover, the source of the words

meaning 4

sweet
?

in the later languages : Pkt. mittha-, Hi. mitha
,
etc.

P. 156, for anumattesu read nnuc
. P. 157, to the meaning of ghrna

as
4

compassionate disgust *
it might be added that the word survives

in the modern languages only in the sense of * disgust, hatred ’ (e.g.

Xep. ghin ).

Professor Sarup began his study of the Xirukta at Oxford under

Macdonell. On his return he carried into effect the determination to

produce on critical lines a new edition of the text. In addition to the

twenty-eight MSS. collated by the previous editors of the Xirukta, he

collected and collated thirty-seven new ones. In the main, however,

the resultant text is the same as that which served as the basis of his

English translation. The labour involved in this collation must have

been great, but the result repays it.

The Kicakavadha of the eleventh-century poet Xitivarman was

known previously only from quotations by writers on Grammar.

Lexicography and Alamkara. Dr. S. K. De is already well known as

an authority on Poetics
;
and there could be no more suitable editor

for a poem such as this which is at the same time both a gamaka-

and a slesa-kdvga . Together with the text he has edited the com-

mentary of Janardanasena, for a commentary is necessary to the

understanding of such a text. In addition the editor has given us an

excellent introduction and numerous illuminating notes.

The kdrikds contained in the work which the editor, Mr. C. Kunhan

Kaja, has called Rgredanukramanl are taken from a commentary on

the Pgveda by Madhavabhatta, son of Yenkatarva. This is the

Madhavabhatta mentioned by Sayana. The text will prove of value

to those interested in the traditional interpretation of the Rgveda in

India and particularly in the history of that interpretation.

SaddanIti : la grammaire pali d'Aggavamsa. Edited by Helmer

Smith. I. Padamala. G| X 9^, pp. xi. 314. Lund : Gleerup.

1928. 21s.

Mr. Helmer Smith has undertaken the task of editing the Saddamti,

the system of Pali grammar dating from the twelfth century a.d.,

that is to say. from a period about four centuries earlier than the earliest

manuscripts of the Pali texts. Since, as Mr. Smith himself says,

Aggavamsa belonged to a school, whose teaching influenced the

successive generations of copyists and emcnders of the Pali canon, it is

of great importance to know what exactly that teaching was, if the
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linguistic facts of the traditional texts are to be properly evaluated.

The need, then, for a critically edited text of Saddanlti is established.

No more competent editor could be found than the present, whose

knowledge of the Pali texts and the problems therewith connected is

probably unequalled and who is a master of exact scholarship. The

wrork is to appear in three volumes, of which this is the first.
1

Jasaharacarit of Pcspadanta. Edited by P. L. Vaidya. Karanja

Jain Series, Vol. I. X 9i. pp. 220. Karanja (Berar) : Karanja

Jain Publication Society, 1931.

XaYAKUMARACARIV OF PuSPADAXTA. Edited by HlRALAL JaIX.

Devendrakirti Jain Series, Vol. I. 6J x 9|, pp. lxiv, 210.

Karanja (Berar) : Balatkara Gana Jain Publication Society, 1933.

However artificial a language the Western Apabhrarhsa. in which

a certain number of Jain works were composed, may be held to be.

there is. nevertheless, to be gathered from it considerable information

as to the development of the Western and Central Indo-Aryan

languages immediately preceding the modern stage. The first complete

and critically edited work of this nature to appear was the Bhavisatta-

kalid of Dhanapala. edited bv Professor Jacobi in 1918. Since that

time MSS. of a number of other works have come to light, especially

through the activity of Professor Hiralol Jain, who discovered twelve

Apabhrarhsa works in MS. at Karan ja in the Akola district of Berar

(Catalogue of Sanskrit MSS. in the Central Provinces and Berar
, 1926)

Professor Hiralal Jain's energy and enthusiasm led to the foundation

of two series for the publication of these and other Apabhrarhsa

Jain works, the first being financed by the generosity of Seth Gopal

Ambadas Chaw'are in memory of his father, the second depending at

present upon contributions made from time to time. Here we have

the first-fruits of this activity, the first volume in each series beino-
* c

devoted to editions of two works by the Jain poet Puspadanta. who
flourished in the tenth century a.d. The first of these. Jamharacariu. is

edited by Dr. 1’. L \ aidva. the second A Syakuninracariii. by the general

editor of both series. Professor Hiralal Jain. In each case the work is

admirably done : there is an informative introduction in English

(including in the case of Nayak° a short grammatical analysis) : the

text with critical apparatus
; a number of notes ; and (most welcome

feature) an index of all words with references to the text and their

The remaining two, f)hutu infilfi and *S itWitHixJu, have since been published, but
have not yet been received here.
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Sanskrit equivalents. One interesting phonetic development to which

Professor Hiralal does not draw attention is the regular simplification

of the MI. group -ss- with compensatory lengthening of the preceding

vowel at a time when other long consonants are still maintained, e.g.

asa- < assa- < asm-, slsa - < sisya-
7 dusaha- < duhsaha-. The only

contrary example that I have noted is the geographical name
hisslra- < htsnnra -. which is a loanword from the NAY. (-ss- < -sm -).

precisely the district where long consonants were retained to a later

date and in some languages, e.g. Panjabi, to the present day.

It is greatly to be hoped that these excellent editions will be followed

by other works in the same series.

Torwali : Ax Account of a Dardic Language of the Swat,

Kohistan. By G. A. Grierson. 5J- x 8J, pp. vii. 216. London :

Royal Asiatic Society. 1929. 12s. 6tf.

The Indo-Arvan language spoken in the upper part of the Swat

valley was previously known from the very short grammar and

vocabulary in Appendix D of Biddulph s Tribes of the Hindoo Koosh .

on which is based the account in LSI. VIII, 2. pp. 514-18. Sir Aurel

Stein was the first European of modern times to visit this valley, in

April, 1926. The linguistic material then collected there he handed over

to Sir George Grierson, who with characteristic vigour forthwith used

it to supplement the meagre information in LSI . with this book. He

has analysed the material minutely and arranged it in a form most

convenient to the reader. There are sections on phonology and

grammar, followed by the folk-tales recorded by Sir A. Stein with

a literal interlinear translation and a free translation. A vocabulary

with etymological indications follows. Since the appearance of this

book, Professor Morgenstierne in Acta Orientalia , VII. pp. 294-310,

has published additional material recorded during his mission to the

North-AA'est Frontier and has added further etymological suggestions

and comparisons.

I offer a few more here, with references to the Nepali Dictionary

if the words concerned appear there.

Sir Aurel Stein did not record the difference between c j s z. on

the one hand, and cj s : on the other, which is noted by Morgenstierne.

d
k peach *

: < *drO . Nep. dr it.

e
4 ewe Morg. oi, with other Dardic forms <r Skt. (d7- (since -d-

disappears). But possibly < Skt. dvi-.

e
4

this \ perhaps cf. Sk. esd rather than ena

VOL. VII. PART '2 . 26
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abosa
k

to arrive \ < pres. stem, apndti rather than apayati , with

-b - < -jo- < ~pp~ < -pn~, secondary single intervocalic surds

becoming voiced.

oso, f. ese
4

ugly *, < Skt. asiibha- ?

biu, Morg. prob.
4

willow
J

, < Skt. lex. veta- rather than vetasa-.

buk
'

blunt cf. Xep. bukumt.

bolu-di
k to-morrow cf. Xep. bholi id.

banusa * to say *, < Skt. bhdnati , bhanati rather than varnayati.

bar
,

f. bdr (Biddulph), for bar ? Cf. Nep. baro.

bis f. ' flute *, < Skt. vamsl rather than vamsa - or vamsyd- (Morg.),

cf. Ass. etc., s.v. Xep. bdsuri.

eosa * to let go perh. < Skt. tyajati.

diu * he fled * < *drta- . cf. Sk. dlrna- in Si. drhio * he fled \

dur
:

mist ‘ (Biddulph). for dur ? < *dhudi see Xep. dhido.

gan
'

herd \ < Skt. gam-.

jagd. jogn (Morg.) ‘ liver * G. cf. yakft-. Prob. < oblique yaht-. cf.

Waigeli (Morg.).

Ao7
k

valley *, < Skt. kupa- ’ cave, hollow '
; for meaning cf. Or.

khola
'

cave ’
: Xep. kholo

'

valley *.

kan
'

arrow \ G. cf. Skt. karni-. rather < Skt. kdmla Xep. kar.

loj m. ’ light *, G. cf. Skt. ruci, perh. < *Iocya~. cf. Skt. rocyd-.

pihll
4

green \ cf. Xep. pahelo.

puran-(gdm)
'

old *, < Skt. purdnd - or purdtam Xep. purdnu.

pat
4

back, behind '

: hardly, with G. , < Skt. prsthd

pet m. k

feather \ hardly, with G., < Skt. pdttra- as a real Tor. word,

if pile (Morg.) < patrd

si
4 sun *, G. cf. Skt. siirya-. Rather < suriya-.

sabd
4

prepare \ G. cf. Skt. sambhdrayati. Or < Skt. sampddayati ,

as Sgh. sapayanu
'

to make \

sis f. * breath ’ (Biddulph) : for sis ? This <
tambd

k

copper loanword from Hindi tambd ?

Sri-Krsnavatara-l!la, composed in Kashmir! by DIxa-xatha.

Edited and translated by G. A. Griersox. Bibliotheca Indica.

Xo. 247. x 10, pp. xii. 251. Calcutta : Asiatic Society of

Bengal. 1928.

The Kashmir! Ramayaxa. Edited by G. A. Griersox. Bibliotheca

Indica. Xo. 253. Oj x 10, pp. 1. 139. Calcutta : Asiatic Society

of Bengal, 1930.

To Sir George Grierson we owe more than to anv other our

knowledge of the Kashmir! language. We have here two of the texts
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which he indexed for his Kdshnnri Dictionary

,

1 The first of these is

a poem in the modern language, with comparatively few archaisms,

containing a life of Krsna based upon the tenth Skandha of the

Bhagavata Parana. The poet is somewhat circumscribed in his choice

of forms by the fact that every first and third line of his four-lined

stanzas (the fourth line being the same throughout the poem) must

end in -as ta. preceded usually by a short syllable. This has led to the

peculiar use of the dative infinitive in -anas (with, as Sir George points

out
;
some form of the verb lag- understood) as representing any form

of a finite tense, past, present, or future. The translation on the page

opposite the text makes the reading of an otherwise rather difficult

text easy and pleasant.

The second is the Srirdwcivatamcaritn and the Lavakasayaddhacarita

of Divakara Prakasa Bhatfa, who lived probably at the end of the

eighteenth century a.d. The text is based upon fragments of the epic

collected by MM. Mukunda Rama Kastrl. under the direction of

8ir George, at the end of the last century. It agrees fairly closely with

an edition also pieced together from scattered fragments and published

in Persian script in 1910. 2 The language in the course of the handing

down of the poem has doubtless been modernized, and according to

the editor it is now k

a specimen of the purest Kashmiri as spoken

by the Pandits in Srinagar ’. The introduction contains an excursus

on the metre, and a full summary of the poem, which will prove of

value to any one investigating the history of the Rama legend.

Gurkhas : Handbook for the Indian Army. By C. J. Morrts.

x 9i. pp. iii, 178. Delhi : Manager of Publications. 1933.

8s. 9d.

This book replaces the former handbook originally compiled bv

Lieut.-Col. E. Vansittart and revised by Major B. V. Xicolay in 1915.

Although following the general plan of the earlier one and here and

there, where there was no reason for change, reproducing sections as

thev stood, it is for all practical purposes an entirely new work. In

addition to his very much fuller and more accurate information, the

author is to be congratulated on having adopted a more scientific

svstem of transliteration for Nepali names and words and on having

replaced the jejune style of his predecessors with a lucid and readable

1 The last part of this monumental work was published in 1932.

1 Sir George has given a concordance of the two texts m the introduction to his

A'a s hm in IJ irt io tia ry

.
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prose. Captain Morris, who is among those who best know the Gurkhas

and their customs, has not only travelled more extensively in Nepal

probably than anv other living European, but he is also a trained

anthropologist. This is what gives his book a much wider scientific

value than might attach to a simple military handbook. Two new

features are specially valuable : an appendix giving a full table of

relationships by descent and marriage, and an exhaustive bibliography

of the books and articles that have been written on Nepal. This book,

which should be in the hands of every officer whose duties bring him

into contact with Gurkhas, will also be an indispensable instrument for

all interested in Nepal and its people, until Captain Morris writes the

larger work which wo may now hope for.

The Government of India were fortunate in their choice of author.

The same cannot be said of their choice of printer. The type is bad.

broken, and worn, to such an extent that many letters are illegible or

altogether missing : the alignment is disgraceful
;

the binding and

sewing of that peculiarly Indian kind which does not permit of the

book remaining open. There are good printers and good binders to

be found in India. It is not to the credit of a great Government that

a publication of this value should be not only not among the best that

India can produce in this respect, but definitely among the worst.

SrImadbhagavadgita. Translated into Nepali by Kedarxath

Upaphyaya. x 144. pp. *245. Benares : Hitaishi Co.

Sam. 1987 V i.

Kama

y

axasr

x

parakaxda of Raghi xath Upadhyaya. Edited by

DIxxath Sarma. 5] x 84. pp. 70. Benares : Hitaishi Co., 1932.

Annas 5.

Ramasah ko JIvax-caritra. By Suryya Vikram GewalI. 5x7,
pp. 48. Darjeeling : Nepali Sahitya Sammelan, 1933. Annas 4.

The existing literature of Nepali is not large, but there is a steady

increase in the number of texts available. The first of these mentioned

above is a well-made verse translation of the Gita. It will be welcome

not only to Nepali speakers who wish to read the Gita in their own

language, but also to students for whom the appended English trans-

lation by Lalit Prasad Yarma will make it additionally useful. The

Sanskrit and Nepali texts are printed together. Raghunath was

a Nepali poet who flourished before the celebrated Bhanubhakta.

A cheap edition of his Rdmnymmsundamkdnda is welcome. The
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Nepali Sahitya Sammelan of Darjeeling continues its good work,

and we owe this Life of Ramasah to its energetic secretary, 3Ir. S. V.

Gewall, who based it upon a MS. Vamsavali that came into his hands.

Ramasah was the fourth king of the Gurkha dynasty and is said to

have reigned from 1606 to 1633 : one of his successors, PrithivI

Xarayana Sah (1742-1774). brought the valley of Nepal under

Gurkha rule.

Bengali Grammar of Manuel da Assumpc am. Edited and trans-

lated by S. K. Chatterji and P. Sen. 6| x 8J. pp. 260. Calcutta

University Press, 1931. 9*.

Sir George Grierson in LSI.. V, i. p. 23, mentions the Vocabulario
etn Idiotna Bengalla e Port ague': of Assumpfam as the first Bengali

grammar and dictionary known to us. It was published at Lisbon in

3 743, and was a considerable work of 577 pages. Professor S. K.

Chatterji utilized it in his Origin and Development of (he Bengali

Language in considering the earlier pronunciation of Bengali. Bengali

scholars will therefore welcome the present reprint of the grammar

portion of the work, and selections from the vocabulary, provided as

it is with an excellent introduction and a Bengali translation of the

Portuguese, by Professor Chatterji himself in collaboration with

Mr. P. Sen. It is a scholarly piece of work which deserves recognition.

A Brief Phonetic Sketch of the Noakhali Dialect of South-

Eastern Bengali. By Gopal Haldar. 6} x 9].pp. 40. Calcutta

University Press. 1929.

This is the second of the series of Calcutta University Phonetic

Studies inspired and edited bv Professor S. K. Chatterji. No greater

service can be given to the cause of Indo-Aryan Linguistics than such

studies of otherwise unrecorded dialects, or even if recorded, then

unprovided with adequate phonetic data. In this excellent study

before us there are a few points, where the writer has deserted the

purely descriptive method for the historical or explanatory, and where

his explanation might perhaps be questioned. P. 8 [bodda] ‘ big
’

is perhaps an example of emphatic consonant lengthening rather than

the result of bara + enclitic td. The retention of the aspirate in

[porlia] ‘ to read
?

is due probably to learned influence. P. 9. I would

suggest that the insertion of [g] in [buirga] * old woman ’ may be

a morphological rather than phonetic procedure, namely a MI. -kk-
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suffix. P. 12, § *22. for * alveolar * read * velar *
? P. 18, [tsunni] '

corni should he given as an example of regressive, not progressive,

assimilation. It is to be hoped that the author will continue his

dialect studies.

Varna ratxakara of JyotirIsvara-kavisekharacarya. By S. K.

Chatterji. Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Fourth Oriental

Congress. 8 x 9j, pp. 89. Allahabad : The Indian Press.

Ltd., 1928.

In this reprint Professor Chatterji gives an exceedingly interesting

account of the oldest known work in Maithilu which belongs to the

first half of the fourteenth century. The unique palm-leaf MS. itself

dates from a.d. 1507. What changes were made by copyists in the

preceding two centuries we cannot say : they were probablv

considerable
;
but even the later date is fairly old for a document of

a modern I.A. language. Professor Chatterji stresses its importance

not only as a linguistic document, but also as giving a picture of social

conditions at the beginning of the fourteenth century. A transcript

of the MS. was made with a view to publication by the University of

Calcutta, but the publication has been delayed. It is earnestly to be

hoped that a complete edition will be made, even from the single MS.,

if no other copy of the work is to be found. In his notes on the language

Professor Chatterji makes many interesting observations. It is well

known
(
Festgabe Jacobi

, pp. 36 f.) that in Biharl dialects both Skt. 4-

and MI. -d-> t. In A R. -7- has already become but -d- appears as -7-.

Professor Chatterji inclines to think that this was due to confusion in

spellings with r and 7. But his discarded suggestion is probablv correct,

namely that this 7 (< d) represents 7. which later became r. In this

case we may perhaps assume a passage from 7 to r without an inter-

mediary 7. since in the neighbouring language of Nepali original Skt.

-7- remains -7- and is thus distinguished from r < JII. -d-. P. 46 levari

is from naipali (Xep. Diet., p. 353 a 42) rather than navamallika

,

which
accounts neither for e nor for -r- (since -77- > -7-). P. 60, in noting the
forms achi , acha, cha

’

is * beside karat
'

does \ it might be added
that the verb ' to be ' only shows a change which later affected all

verbs. The existence of the three forms side by side, which
Professor Chatterji finds inexplicable, is probably due to varying
emphasis, and is strictly comparable to the English [iz] and [z] which
exist side bv side in the language. He remarks that ’ the first personal
form was a strong one apparently ', but unfortunately gives no
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example. Tlie first person of the present tense seems to be 3rd sing,

passive construed with the pronoun, when expressed, in the

instrumental, middle Maithili -iya. modern - i < -iyati. This is parallel

with the similar development of 1st plural in Gujarati, where ante

karle < Pkt. anthehim kariai. P. 63, whatever the explanation of

the type karai acha * he is doing ' (and it is by no means out of the

question that kara'i is here the old present), it is the regular type of

Gujarati, kareche . P. 65. it is not perhaps strictly accurate to sav that

the passive suffix ~i~ is from Skt. -yd- through ML -in-. It is rather

from MI. -7a-. which rests upon Skt. -iya - of the type dlydte. hlydte.

P. 6-1, in explaining calaiti (> modern calait) as derived from *cakwti

< MagadhI Pkt. calante . the difficulty is not raised of the mod.

Maithili kdri * black \ in which epenthesis has not occurred, nor of

the nom. sg. of -a stems of the type cdnda (< Mag. Pkt. cande). in

which e'Xi (through i ?) also without epenthesis. It appears necessary

to assume that (1) calaiti and kdri rest upon enlarged -aka- stems,

Pkt. calantae
,
kdlae . and that in the longer type of word such as the

present participle -ae > t earlier than in the shorter tvpe like kdlae :

this 7 then affected the previous vowel, a development no longer in

operation at the time when kdrae had become kdri : (2) -i < -e after

a consonant (type carnle) became -a before the tendency towards

epenthesis manifested itself. An ancient text of this sort obviously

raises questions of great linguistic interest, and we owe Professor

Chatterji our thanks for having brought the existence of this MS.

once more to notice.

Les Chants Mystiques de Kanha et de Saraha. Edites et traduits

par M. Shahidullah. 64 x 9f. pp. xii. 234. Paris : Adrien

-

Maisonneuve, 1928. Frs. 60.

These texts are of equal importance both for the history of later

Buddhism in India and for the linguistic history of the eastern group

of Indo-Aryan languages. Mr. Shahidullah places Kanlia in the eighth

century and Saraha in the eleventh. As both have written in both

Apabhraihsa and Bengali, if the author is right, the Carvas of Kanha

are the oldest document of any Modern Indo-Aryan language. One must

.

however, suspect that the language has been considerably modernized

in the course of tradition ; but the author has established his text

with careful consideration of the metre and with reference to the

Tibetan versions, which he prints here. The Bengali canjds are given
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in an appendix, and their language is not studied. It is to be hoped

that Mr. Shahidullah will return to them. He shows that the

Apabhramsa is not identical with that of Western India : but that is

not to say that it is based exactly on the spoken language which

developed into the Eastern vernaculars. The author thinks, rightly,

that it is an adaptation of a common literary language, used by the

Jains on the one side, by the Buddhists on the other. The whole work

is careful and thorough and informed with a just linguistic theory
^

as might be expected from one who was a pupil of Jules Bloch. There

are many interesting questions raised in Mr. Shahidullah's section on

the language. Here is one. On p. 37 it is stated that consonant groups

are sometimes treated like original single consonants, i.e., if plosives,

thev disappear. But this statement needs further definition. An

examination of the material collected by Pischel shows that this is

only a frequent development wdien the group is preceded by a long

vowel, and then most common in Ardhamagadhl. The examples

of such shortening of the consonant group after a short vowel

are confined to the numeral adlia - ( < asta-) in compounds, and

of several compounds ending in -sadka the exact relationship

of which to -srstn- appears doubtful. Of the forms quoted here by

Mr. Shahidullah uha < urdhvd- and diha- < dlrgha- fall under the

apparently regular AMg. change
;

nesa < upadesa - has obviously

been included by mistake, since there is no question of a consonant-

group
;

suha- is from subha - rather than snddha

-

: uatti and uajjai

(ubajjai) are not from utpatti- and atpadyate. but from upapatti- and

upapadyate which survive both in Pali and Prakrit in the sense of

* origin, originate \ The only word left is fiala * lotus * beside Skt.

utpala of which in any case the origin is unknown.

Yeli Krisana Rukmini ri Rathauraraja Prithiraja rI Kahi.

Translated by Jagmal Simh. Revised and edited by Ram Simh

and Suryakaran Parik. 6x 9, pp. 914. Allahabad, 1931.

The Hindustani Academy is responsible for publishing this fine

edition of the Dihgal poem. The work is written in Hindi, and consists

of a good introduction, including a short sketch of the grammar of

the language in which the poem is composed
;

the poem itself with

a Hindi translation
;
apparatus criticus based on five MSS., the oldest

of which is dated Samvat. 1673
;

vocabulary with references and
Hindi equivalents ; two appendixes containing a Rajasthani com-
mentary of Samvat. 1673, and a Sanskrit one of Samvat. 1683.
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A Santal Dictionary. By P. 0. Bolding. Vol. I. Parts 1-3, A-CH.
7 x 104

. pp. xvi. 632. Oslo : Dvbwad. 1929-1932. 58s. 6d.

The important part played by the Munda languages in the linguistic

history of India has now been recognized, and Przyluski in his study of

Munda loanwords in Sanskrit has demonstrated the probability of

early contact between the Munda and the Aryan languages. The need

for recording these interesting languages before they finally disappear

from the Indian scene has not been so fully recognized. Fortunately,

however, the Government of Bihar and Orissa, within whose boundaries

the large mass of Munda speakers is to be found to-day, has awakened

to a realization of its responsibility in the matter, and the more than

half-completed publication at the charges of Government of the great

Encyclopaedia Mundarica of Father Hoffmann and other Jesuit

missionaries bears happy witness to that awakening. Before that

publication the closely related Santali. owing to the work of Skrefsrud

and Campbell, was the best known of the Munda dialects. That work

is now to be crowned by the great dictionary of Mr. Bodding. whose

name as a Santali scholar is already known from his Materials for

a Santali Grammar
.
parts i and ii. This dictionary, which so far in

652 pages has proceeded only to ch in the Roman alphabet, bids fair,

with its exact and detailed definitions and its great wealth of

illustration, to be one of the most complete of any modern Indian

language. The author has given brief indications as to the origin of

the vocabulary, denoting those words which are found in other

Munda languages (though it is to be regretted that he does not quote

the actual forms), and giving, in the case of loan-words from Indo-

Aryan, the Hindi or Bengali original (though it must be understood

that the borrowing does not necessarily take place from the literary

form of these languages). The latter show how thoroughly impregnated

present-dav Santali is with Indo-Aryan elements. To some words

used bv races other than Santals. but living in the same country, he

applies the term Desi. Further research will probably identify these

(as the author suggests) as Indo-Aryan words, e.g. ditjui given as Desi

ditho certainly depends upon some form represented by Oriva atthd,

Bengali eto
'

leavings of a meal ’ (which is perhaps < Skt. *dmrsta -

.

cf. dmrsati * touches, tastes’ MBh.. Pa. dmattha or <^*<7casta- in

Sind hi atho, Guj. cthii).

Recent study of modern Indian languages owes much to Norwegian

institutions. The Institut for sammenlignende Kulturforskning
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supported the two missions of Professor Morgenstierne in the North-

west and is printing the results of Colonel Lorimer’s researches into

Burushaski
;

the Santa 1 Dictionary is a publication of the Xorske

Videnskaps-Akademi i Oslo.

R. L. Turner.

Mundartex der Zaza, hauptsachlich aus Siwerek und Kor,

Bearbeitet von Karl Hadank. Kurdisch-Persische Forschungen,

abt. Ill (Nordwestiranisch). Band IV. 1932.

To Oskar Mann we owe the collection of the material here edited

by Dr. Hadank. It represents the first full account of the Zaza dialects.

The main part is occupied with the dialects of Siwerek and Kor, but

contributions from the villages of Bijaq, Cabakhcur and Kighi are

also included. The editor has introduced the texts with an historical

sketch of importance. Then each dialect is treated separately and with

great care, so that we have for the Siwerek and Kor a brief account

of the sounds, followed bv a full morphology, syntax, glossary, and

texts. The Bijaq material consists of glossary only. Considerably more

is again offered of the Cabakhcur and Kighi. A sketch-map enables

the reader to understand the relative positions of the villages. The

editor s task has been by no means easy. It has been excellently accom-

plished as regards the editing of the material. From this book it is

possible to get a clear idea of what the Zaza people speak. That the

vowels are so distinctly divided into long and short we may find hard

to believe. Certainly in other dialects in Persia one finds the distinction

rather hard to seize. One matter in the treatment, which seems a

little disappointing in a book otherwise so important, is the introduction

of etymological comparisons which display a rather lawless freedom.

It is hard, for example, to see whv on p. 20. Kosa Zaza ziirl Lii^e
"

is compared with West Kurdish derail " Betrug". and in the Siwerek
Glossary, p. 1/3, zu / Luge is given with the remark : Dagegen
Pers. djjz. Two words are known as distinct as early as Old Persian

znra and drata/a. A more exact study of the phonology would have
suggested to compare Kor peldk " purse p. 295, rather with NPers.

jiela, pel purse " J- than with NPers. J^. On p. 33 Kor

vUn "loss" and ziiia "sin" seem to be connected, and also with

gima, cf. on p. 305. Yet zina recalls at once Arabic zina *1>'J
“ forni-

cation ". while Siwerek bi-run, p. 171, suggests that a different
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explanation is necessary for vim. It is also hard to see a reason for

comparing Greek luropia with arf&nik. pp. 31 and 148. Xor does

it seem necessary to connect mot, p. 54. " he showed ** (the present is

dz mdzhindnndn on p. 126) with XPer*. ndmutl. These and other

etymological connections raise grave doubts. It may also be noted

that the colloquial Isfahan! has faram On for the written Per*, fa rat'dn.

Hence the Zaza fenwan. quoted on p. 29. and the ParacI are not

isolated.

H. \V. B.

Brahman, eixe sprachwissenschaftlich - exegetisch - religions -

GESCHICHTLICHE UnTERSUCHUNG. Voil JaRL ChARPENTIER.

I, II. pp. iv + 138. Uppsala Universitets Arsskrift. 1932.

Programme 8.

In the increasing complexity of Indo-Iranian studies it is of great

service to have occasionally a summary of earlier treatments of any

particular problem. The articles become easily inaccessible or accessible

onlv with difficulty. New studies may appear reproducing unawares

older discussions. In the present work the author has most fortunately

thought fit to prefix a careful examination and criticism of all the

earlier studies accessible to him of the word brahman before offering

the justification of his own views. In the course of the study he has

had occasion to touch frequently upon the Iranian side of the problem,

the side particularly interesting to the reviewer. The full value of the

work cannot indeed be gauged till the third part of historical character

(Vorwort IV) is published. Professor Charpentier s view of brahman

is in accord with that of Haug and Hillebrandt among earlier scholars.

This view (p. 58) sees in brahman the identical word (both etymologically

and semantically) which we have in the Avestan bailsman bundle

of twigs Here might be added in justification of the postulated form

*barzman~. the word attested in Aramaic brzmdn that is *brzmu-duna-

holder of brzmn “ (the vowel of the first syllable being uncertain :

either barzman- or brazman- can be read) as recognized by Andreas

in Lidzbarski Ephemeris. iii. 222. This form has the expected : (which

may be the Aramaic notation of : or z). For the vowel of the first

syllable the earliest evidence is the Arm. barsmonn-k'. gen. pi.

barsman-c in Eznik fifth century ;
see Hiibsch. Arm. Gram., 119.

Almost fifty pages (10-58) are devoted to criticism of the view*

on brahman expressed by J. Hertel in IF.. 41. 206 fol. and later
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publications. With the result of the criticism one cannot but agree,

while regretting that so much space should be given to the matter.

The Avestan problems discussed incidentally provide suggestions

of interest. On fsanghya- (p. 47) and spanta- (p. 46), I have proposed

new solutions in this Bulletin , above, p. 275 ff.

The author has then passed to an examination of the texts to test

the meaning of brahman-. The original meaning expressed by
** Pflanzem. Grasbiisehel, Opferstreu \ p. 85, cannot be strictly

proved in any certain passage, although this meaning seems best to

explain Rg. III. 8, 2 (p. 76). It is claimed definitely for brahman- in

brahma-carin on p. 79. The secondary meaning ” Zauberritus is

shown to be the commonest meaning, which best suits also the use

of brahman- in association with kar- (p. 122). The translation

" Hymnus **, the equivalent of mantra- and sulla-, is rejected as the

original meaning (p. 5. fol. and p. 72), but accepted as a later

meaning on p. 127.

From p. 124 the subsequent development of meaning is briefly

sketched in three directions. (1) One line of change resulted in ’* heiliger

Text ". This may have evolved somewhat as follows. The earliest

rites, of magic potency, were doubtless accompanied by songs. A great

ritual of the offering was developed so that the brahman

-

rites lost

their dominant position. Hence brahman

-

could express simply
“ Zauberritus ”. The songs became more important in the more

complex rites. Hence the song as part of the Zauberritus could be

called brahman-. (2) The evolution to the cosmogonic brahman- is less

clear. Possibly, as Haug and Hillebrandt thought, it derives from the

idea of a “ Triebkraft der ganzen Xatur " (p. 133). But since a word
for ’* magic might also be used for *’ magician possibly a meaning
“ Zauberwesen '*

for brahman- existed beside brahman- Zauber
”

being then easily identified or brought into contact with primitive

cosmogonic deities. (3) As a designation of the ^ Brahman class *\

brahman- appears beside ksattra- and vis. either as a collective noun
or perhaps from the meaning Zauberkraft " as possessed by the

Brahman.

The book is instructive and of great interest, and has repaid
several careful perusals.

H. W. B.
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Das Alphabet vox Has Schamra. Seine Entzifferung und seine

Gestalt mit drei Anhiingen. Yon Hans Balter. Max Xiemeyer,

Halle/Salle. 193*2.

This short book is of general interest, in view of the existence

of other still unknown scripts, for the illustration of the method —
essentially combinatory—by which the Ras Shamra tablets were

read in the space of a year. The progress of this decipherment is shown

by a series of documents in Anhang I. Once assumed as a working

hypothesis that the language was Semitic (“ Old Canaanite "). since

the words were separated by strokes, a study of the prefixes and

suffixes supplied the clue. It was soon possible to recognize Semitic

words

.

Included in this book the author has treated of the representation

of Semitic $ and s (fallen together in Ras Shamra) and \> (preserved

as in Arabic), as also of the presence of h beside h, as in Arabic.

xAmhang III offers a discussion of the position of the language

within the Semitic group, and a further contribution to the problem

of the divine name Mut (Mot). H. \V. B.

Ein Bruchstuck der AfrIxaghax ! Gahanbar. Mit 10 Tafeln.

Heinrich Junker. Berichte iiber die Verhandlungen der Sachs.

Akad. der Wiss. zu Leipzig. Band 84. Leipzig : S. Hirzeh 1932.

The author has published in this book a short text in Middle

Persian remarkable for its alphabet. A specimen had already been

published in Caucasian fasc. 2.87, tafel 13. The text shows the attempt

of a Pars! scholar to produce an unambiguous script out of the

Zoroastrian Pahlavi alphabet by the use of diacritical marks and

the employment of conjunct consonants of the older orthography

with the phonetic value of his own time (e.g. -k as equivalent to -a).

The result is a curiosity. So far, it seems that only the two short

passages here published have been preserved in this script. The

interesting orthography has been carefully annotated, and to the

text is added the translation with important notes.

One observation may be of interest. On p. 35, n. 1. the Paid.

‘‘ solid ’’
is discussed. It is read ter. One would perhaps prefer

a different explanation. If we think of IndBd. = GrBd. 80. lb

purr
,
or of GrBd. 86.6 (TD/2 and Paris MS.) beside (DH)
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3)^ Kur. name of the Caucasian river, and other cases of * for ),

whether as scribal mistakes, or as examples of (old cursive ?) )
joined

to the left, could represent *tur and hence correspond exactly

to Av. turi- (cf. Gr. rvpos) which it glosses. Av. tciyuri- appears to

be a vrddhi form to tun-, as if *tauri *tavuri- > *tayuri- (cf.

zuzuyanam . where there is no graphic reason for y in place of r).

It is of great interest to have this document in an excellent facsimile

edition. H. W . B.

Das Weltbild der Iraxier. Voii 0. G. vox Wesexdonk. Geschichte

der Philosophic in Einzeldarstellungen. Band Ia. Miinchen :

Ernst Reinhardt. 1933.

It is a task still beyond realization to give a comprehensive account

of Iranian origins. Too much still remains undecided for lack of

conclusive evidence : especially in the earliest period inference has

to play the most important part. Undeterred by the difficulties,

which he fully admits, the author has essayed the undertaking. He

has ordered the course of events as he himself had come to see them

as a result of a wide reading of the large and still accumulating literature

One misses, however, the master hand of one fully immersed in the

subject. As one reads, the impression gained is of opinions adopted

from the most varied sources. At times this more external acquaintance

with the subject matter appears disconcertingly, as when the Pahlavi

fragments of the Psalter are placed under the sources for the Arsacid

period (p. 34) as das hedeutsamste Sell riftst tick in Pahlavlk
,
although

they have long been quoted for Parslk forms of words.

If allowance be made for such deficiencies, the book presents a

mass of speculations and facts, for which the bibliography offers some

control. It is of service in bringing together the scattered researches

of recent years. In reading it is necessary to keep in mind that many
of the statements would or could be contested. It is interesting thato
the author has had the courage to expound his own views, based on

his firm conviction (p. 10). even if he does not always convince.

H. AV. B.

Leoexdes svr les Xartes. suivies de cincj notes mythologiques,

par Georges Di mezil. Paris. 1930.

The author of this study of the Xart legends has had two aims
in view in writing, one to make this cycle of Caucasian tales of the
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Xarts better known, and the other to explain part of the mythology

of these tales which bear in their social and mythical traits clear traces

of considerable antiquity. He has here again called attention to the

fixed characters of the persons, which form accordingly a definite

scheme, permitting indeed many minor variations, but on the whole

presenting the same development. The larger part of the book is

taken up with translations of the tales themselves, usually in the

form of a resume, which suffices for the purposes of comparison.

The many variants are carefully noted. They form a curious mirror

of barbaric life in the mountain or the plain, true in the main to the

motifs of the tales, but varying with the different peoples (Ossetes,

Tatars. Cecens) who have preserved them. We have here a most

useful comparative collection. The second part is represented bv five

notes. In Note I the resemblance of the manners of the Scyths of

Herodotos, the Alans of Ammianus Marcellinus. and the Xarts of

the tales is brought out largely on the basis of earlier work, but with

additional material. This resemblance is striking, but one wonders

whether it may not rather belong to the mode of life among nomads

than to any particular inheritance. Note II discusses the all too little

known story of the Alan princess Sat’inik and the legends of Satana

of the Xart stories. Beyond the resemblance of name a likeness of

incidents in the lives of both is evident. The conclusion is therefore

likely that we have here two variations of an older legend. The frequent

connections of the hero Batradz with the skv and storm and of Sozryko

with the sun are urged as proofs of origin in storm myths and solar

myths. Satisfactory proof of such views is naturally hard to obtain.

In Xote V the examination of the influence of Persian religion and of

Russian tales leads to the conclusion that they have been less interested

in the development of the Xart legends than has sometimes been

claimed. The tales are certainly of great interest, not least for the

reason that they have been preserved by the descendants of the Alans

in an Iranian language. U g

Caucasica. Begriindet von Adolf Dirr. Herausgegeben von Gerhard

Deeters. Fasciculi 8 (1931). 9 (1931). 10 (1932). Leipzig:

Verlag Asia Major.

Three fasciculi (6.1 and *2. and 7) have been reviewed in BSOS . VI.

The present three parts are of equal importance and interest. Fasc. 8

contains a detailed study by X. Trubetzkoy of the consonant system
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of the East Caucasian languages, Rutulish. Kiirinish, Tabassaranish.

Aghulish, Kubacinish, Lakkish, Darginish, Avarish, Andish. Arcinish.

Tsayurish, Cecenish, Batsish, and Relish, as far as available infor-

mation allows. With this application of exact phonetics the difficulties

of the study are considerably lightened.

An article of the late Professor Markwart is included on the identity

of the Hyrcani in Josephus (Judean Wcn\ vii, 245 'Ypecavol) and

Johannes Lydos ('YpKavrj). The conclusion here attained is that, not

Iberians, a view expressed by Markwart in Eransahr . p. 155, but the

Hyrcanians of the East Caspian region, the later Gurgan, are intended.

J. Friedrich has continued the valuable study of Urartean grammar.

In this fasciculus he has dealt with the gen. and dat. sing, and plur.

of the nominal inflexion, the relative adjective formed by the suffixes.

-hini and -(?)«*, the 3rd sing. pron. (incidentally showing that me-i

is probably “ and "). the imperative 2nd sing., and an explanation

of sulustibi “he fell down", hence an intransitive verb with f-stem.

beside the usual a-stems, and an explanation of burastubi “ I enslaved

There is also an article of less importance on vocalic change, in

languages outside the Indo-European group, in so far as it appears

to be due to accentual shift, bv H. Schnorr von Carlsfeld. The examples

are of varying value.

Fasciculus 9

E. Forrer has gathered together in an article entitled “ Hajasa-

Azzi " all the historical and geographical information in the material

so far available on the land Hajasa, which he had previously identified

with Azzi.

The study of the Lydian language is continued in this part by

W. Brandenstein from the earlier articles in WZKM .. 36 and 38.

The nominal form is here treated, in eleven sections, including pro-

nominal and nominal inflexion, nominal prefixes, compounds, and the

use of cases. A brief and cautious account of possible connections of

Lydian with other languages leads to no certain results.

K. Rouda has contributed a treatment of the subject and object-

cases employed with the Avarish verb.

The second part of Beitrage zur Sprach- und Yolkshinde des

georgischen Stammes der Gnrier. by R. Bleichsteiner. of which the

first part was published in fasc. 7. continues and completes the trans-

lation of the texts, and is concluded with a glossarv with important

comparisons.
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A sketch of Basque syntax is given by E. Lewy. and Gb Deeters

has briefly discussed the Cerkes grammar of Jakovlev and Aschamar,

with special reference to the analysis of the Cerkes sentence.

Fasciculus 10

In a paper. ” Die Sigynnen/* Markwart discussed the origin and

localization of this little-known people, concluding that the statement

of Herodotos who puts them to the North of Thrace is correct. Later

writers confused them with the inhabitants of Sigylinos, probably

Zigana. a city to the south of Trebizond. During the course of the

proof many related problems of topography are touched upon.

K. Bouda has contributed two articles. The first contains Avar

texts translated from an adapted form of the Arabic alphabet with

translation. The second brings parallels to the expressions of two

Basque words, ahorpcgi “face”, ami umttu "
Zerreissen " as used

of day-break.

The journal is throughout of the same high quality and makes

available material otherwise very hard to obtain.

H. W. B.

Archaeologische Mitteiixxgex ai’s Iran. Herausgegeben von

Ernst Herzfelr. Band III. Berlin. 1930-1931. 2D.

These Mitteilungen, of which the first two volumes were noticed

in BSOS., VI, continue to offer matter of great interest. In vol. iii.

Heft 1 has two essays, Dareios Soter and Spendarmat-Demetor. Of

these two studies it must be admitted that there is much with which

it is impossible to feel in agreement. It is true that one of the leading

ideas, that the Achaemenid kings were Zoroastrians. is based by

Professor Herzfeld on studies published earlier in these Mitteilungen,

but although this is perhaps possible, it cannot be considered proved.

A second cause for disquiet is the adoption of the unsatisfactory

theories of Hertel, though it is true 1 that the author does not himself

translate* according to those* etymologies. There is here a hold sweep

of exposition which omits at times to supply necessary foundation.

So the passage GrBd.. 92.11 fob (quoted p. 3), must he treated with

GrBd. 171.fi (in any case* adafif/aunui does not represent the reading

either of DH. or TD2). That there is reason to doubt sue*h an explana-

tion (p. 1, n. 2) of fntstt- as fromJm-rsdij-, has been suggested in BSOS..

VI. 595 fol., in connection with frits

w

(for this word, to the* passage

there adduced, ran he* added Del. 1.12: 3fi.l<>l).

VOL. VII. part
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In the essav Spendarmat-Demeter, the life of the nomad is sketched

instructively. The explanation of annnitis as a vrddhi form of *rmad-

ia suggestive, although one might rather propose *a-rmati if it may
be assumed that the word was first applied to the earth.

It may be suggested that in the problem of Avestan yaoxsti

-

mentioned p. 15, note, Sogd. yuv-
"
to teach and yyivs-

t£
to learn ”,

with the participles yyirt- and yyirst -. beside the Munjl yxus-
"
to

learn " may be useful. From this one would get a meaning more in

accord with the Pahlavi translation.

Pp. 26-8 treat of an elephant, cut in black stone, ascribed to

Rasanian times, in its relations with the sculptures of Taq i Bustan,

with four excellent plates.

In Heft 2 is published a new edition of the Charte de fondation of

the palace at Susa. It corresponds to the importance of the text that

so soon after its first publication bv P. Scheil, 1929, it should have

been studied twice in the JAOS . by R. Kent, in the WZKM. by

W. Braiulenstein, as also by Konig. to which are to be added the

interpretations of Benveniste, BSL., 1930. and of Weissbach, all of

whom have contributed largely to the understanding of the text.

Further fragments found subsequently have but just been published,

by P. Scheil (1933), which are important in deciding some of the

problems still unsolved. In the rich commentary which Professor

Herzfeld has given to the text, there is much of great interest for

history, geography, and language. On p. 51 there is a further discus-

sion on but-. It is urged that in htn- is contained a word originally

referring to earthworks. To this the Ossetic words to which attention

was called in BSOS VI, 593, and the derivatives of m-kan- are

additional support.

The treatment of the word a r k n i k will probablv not prove
acceptable (it is not adopted by Kent). To justify a transcription

a ) astils, it is not sufficient to compare Paid, asp bdldy (gloss to

Avestan drkfyd. bar,>za) without also mentioning the phrase aezak bdldy
(three times in Paid. Riv. Dd., cap. 48. § 98). The Akkadian version
ammata surely makes ” cubit ” the only satisfactory rendering.

The proposal on p. 76 to read aril as dhrihi- "belonging to

Ah riman is probablv the best interpretation of the word so far

offered. On p. 81 we learn of a Persepolis inscription with the
words maydra blsabttaa. of which maydja "nail'* appears for the
first time.

The whole of the text of the Chart is given in the three versions
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in cuneiform with the proposed reconstructions of the broken

passages.

Heft 3 is devoted to problems of the Old Persian script and

orthographic rules and their relation to the presumed existence of

verses in the inscriptions. A great part of the new views here urged

is based upon a large use of the Elamite version. An attempt is made
to prove that this Elamite version in its transcription of Old Persian

words and names offers a nearer representation of the actual Old

Persian pronunciation of the time of Darius. The facts seem not to

bear out this theory to the extent presumed. An examination of the

case of /?, for example, speaks against it. So the word Old Pers. vixadahyu-

(the corresponding word dih in Mod. Pers. has a still audible h) is

represented by Elam, (in Weissbach's transcription) mi-is-sa-da-a-hn-is

with h. but Old Pers. dahyauvd, B.. i. 2b. is in Elam, da-a-ki-u-is ha-ti-ma.

In B., i, 1
, sunkuJc da-a-u-[i\k-be-mi translates jcmyadiya dah^yutttuu].

Hence without h. The month name Old Pers. Ourardhara- (which almost

certainly contains a word cognate with XPers. bahdr “ spring *')

appears in Elam, as tn-ir-nia-ir. Initially, Elam, has sometimes h- s

sometimes an initial vowel, where Old Pers. has initial vowel, as in

ariy
,
Elam, har-ri-kt-ma. but Old Pers. hayniatdna- is in Elam, ag-ma-

da-nct . It is impossible to use Elamite for the pronunciation here.

This is equally the case for auranuizdd
y
vahau[ka]. vahyazddtta. That

vahu-, valiyah

-

were ever pronounced by Persians or Medians without

h is hard to believe. Even now the h is audible in XPers. bih. The

Aramaic Papyrus has vhnnix, where Old Pers. has vaunt ha-. Foreign

transcriptions such as the Greek (for example. o>^os‘) or Elamite do

not render Persian with exactitude. This is without doubt also true

of the nasal in the Elam, and Akkad, transcriptions of Old Pers.

eissataxma-. Similarlv the nasal in Elam, da-ad-du-man-ia need not

indicate a nasal in the Old Pers. form, any more than in the Akkad.

za~ -ta- -a. Further, the discussion of Old Pers. i
l

i va //. p. 89. cannot

be considered satisfactory. A derivative of *nrahnu>t- must surely

still have an indication of the hv in Old Pers. Xor does it seem alto-

gether acceptable to use Elam, kain-bar-tnn to prove the reading

(raubarva
, p. 112, for Old Pers.. when onp. 117 Elam, tar-inn is claimed

as a loanword from Old Pers. durum-. There are other points of this

kind. It is doubtful if much certainty can be found in this treatment.

But it raises important and difficult problems which will, it is hoped,

one day be solved.

H. W. B.
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Neue Originalquellen des Manichaismus aus Aegypten. Vortrag

. . . von Prof. Dr. Carl Schmidt. Stuttgart : W. Kohlhammer,

1933. RM. 0.60.

In this lecture Professor Carl Schmidt has given a succinct account

of his discovery of the Coptic Manichean texts, and of their contents.

The same matters have been dealt with, sometimes in the same words,

but with far greater detail and with the actual texts, quoted here only

in translation, with full commentary by Professor Schmidt and

Dr. Polotsky in ., 1933. To this latter book the reader must

turn for the rich mass of new information. The present lecture, how-

ever. is of interest to a wider circle. At the end of the lecture the

author has indicated his views of Mani*s position in regard to the other

founders of religions. He recognizes in Mani the last of the Gnostics,

to whom Hellenistic philosophy, independently of Gnosticism, was

unknown. It is the oriental spirit which is revealed in the Coptic texts.

This is in agreement with the views of Professor Schaeder in his review

of the fuller treatise of Schmidt and Polotsky (Gnomon, 9, 1933). It is.

however, too early yet to know to what extent the Coptic texts them-

selves will reveal developments of dogma.

H. W. B.

Saka Studies. By Stex Konow. Oslo Etnografiske Museum Bulletin

5. pp. vi + 2 + 198. Oslo, 1932. 25s.

Professor Konow has offered a feast in these Sala Studies. Here
we find a careful treatment of Saka phonology and morphology, based

on all the published material. Some material, indeed, remains
unpublished, which will later certainly bring much enlightening

information. With what is known, however, a firm foundation has
here been laid.

A few points may be noted :
—

Mid. Iran, post flesh is probably tjo-sV- “ consisting of <fo (that
is, par-, hence flesh of the ox) ". It therefore agrees excellently with
Saka (justa-, with older st not kt.

dljslmU “ they sing " attests art- in Iranian. It was earlier known
only in Arm. erj “song" and Sansk. art- “to sing".

plr- to write would more satisfactorily be explained from
*pistra- to pais-. It is impossible to connect it with Mid. Iran. Paid.
dipivar. which occurs as dirira in the Klmrosthl documents.

Besides the examples of nd > on p. 29, there are the interesting
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cases pabarni, at it-. fvan-. Hence khunau smile is clearlv from
. sand-, and ygandnan ” smelling ” from ynnd-. In Saka the treatment

of -nd- and -nt- differs.

vtina-
"
hall

. pp. 35 and 192. is probably *vdluim -, cf. amt
“
sitting" from *dhdtta - and hram "sister” for the -h-. The Arm.

word to compare is van- (not valuta. p. 192).

ssandd earth ” corresponds to Avestan spontti-. a view held now
also by Professor Konow.

fiauta “knowledge”, hnutta. 3rd sing. inj. "know”, hosta "he
knew ”, provide the explanation of Arm. haunt

"
proof, faith ”, and

Arm. hauasti
il
sure ”. both from *ha-mt

thaltc- in ndhaltc-. nuludtc pmhnltc-. hawthaltc hnmthrnsdmata
,

thargga , suggests rather Avestan Qrnxta

-

" pressed together *’ and its

cognates.

anaulsa " free from desire ”
is perhaps to be compared with Oss.

varzun *'
to love ”, then -y-s- > 8. To this may belong also Turfan

Mid. Iran. 'vrzrg *avarzuy and Pahl. drzuk , XPers. cirzu “ desire ”.

bitcussd, 2nd sing. " you adorn ”, suggests the *cnitlc- of the Arm.

loanword pacoic " adornment ” from *puti-cauc-. The 8aka form

would then be “ inchoative ”, as nrhiss-.

brrasta

-

is like Old Pers. frusta-, frusta-, rather than *prsta-

(p. 58).

itjam-
"
to lead ” looks like Pahl. ynntb -. XPers. jamb- " to move ”.

kusda " palace ” offers a means of explaining Av. kuozda

staura agrees exactlv with Pahl. stufir. XPers. istabr " firm ”.

vahlnda " he sinks ” is probably *aca-hr-n-uti to Sogd. yr- " to go ”.

that is, liar-, Skt. sar-. The form will be like ylndd "he makes”

*knutti.

vahlys- "descend” is *ara-lutiz-. Cf. Turfan Mid. Iran. S. nhez

“moving from”, Pahl. rihPz "movement” (frequently).

vanda beside vdnda shows that a and d may at times interchange,

hence uysnata " elevated " is perhaps *uz-nutn- to nant-. cf. Skt.

unnata-.

There remains a large number of unexplained words. But the

work so far accomplished is already great. The present studies represent

an important advance on earlier treatment.

H. W. B.
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Chrestomathie de l'armexiex moderxe avec vocabulaire.

Publics par Frederic Mauler. Bibliotheque de FEcole Xationale

des Langues orientals vivantes. pp. 393. Paris : Geuthner,

1932. 100 francs.

This is a useful book to serve as an introduction to the study of

the two principal modern Armenian dialects. It contains 204 pages

of texts in prose and verse, of which ten pages are in the reformed

alphabet of Erivan as a specimen of the new orthography. The rules

of this orthography are set forth by M. David-Beg. The vocabulary

will probably suffice for the learner. It is excellently printed.

H. W. B.

Kelioioxk dei Yezidi. Testi religiosi dei Yezidi. Traduzione, intro

-

duzione. e note di Giuseppe Furlaxi. Testi e Documenti per

la Storia delle Religioni divulgati a cnra di Raffaele Pettazzoni.

Yol. III. pp. x + 124. Bologna. 1930. L. 12.

Professor Furlani has offered in this book a brief account of what

is known of the beliefs, the sect, and the cult of the Yezldls, and has

added translations of the two sacred books, the memorial of 1873,

pravers, and catechism. New facts about the actual conditions of the

Yezldls are not to be expected but in this book and in his further

contribution. “ Stii Yezidi " in the Itivista dwjli Mudi orientali
,
1932,

the author has suggested interesting conclusions. He has shown that

the origin of tin* name Melek Taus is to be found in Muslim legends

of the temptation of Eve by the peacock. As to Sheikh ‘Adi and ‘Adi

ilm Musatir. it is now necessary to consider the views of M. Guidi

(1{S()., 1932), who gives grounds for tracing the Yezidi sect back

to propaganda of exaggerated veneration
)

for the Omayyads.

This makes a connection of the present-day Yezldls with Yazld the

Omayvad, as suggested by tradition, quite possible. Doubts suggested

as to the authenticity of the two sacred books, the Kitah al-jihrah

and the nm^buf i ra*. are discussed at length and shown to be unfounded.

It is an interesting and useful book.

H. W. Bailey.

StUDIEX zr FINER OMTURKISCHEX LauTLEHRE. Yon GuNXAR
Jarrixu. pp. XV I oh * 53. pis. I. Leipzig: Lund. 1933. 16$.

The Turkish language at various periods and in its various dialects

lias been recorded in a number of different scripts, of which very few
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have been well suited and none adequate to the reproduction of the

delicate vowel system which is the chief characteristic of this and

kindred language groups. The main scripts used bv the Turks them-

selves have been the Runic of the early inscriptions and some

manuscripts
;
the Estrangelo, employed both for inscriptions and for

books
;

the Uighur alphabet derived from the Aramaic, through

Hoghdian the Latin alphabet used by the Christian Comanes ; the

Arabic, the Hebrew, the Armenian, and the (Ireek not to mention

the more recent adaptation of the Russian alphabet for Central Asian

dialects and the new Latin script made compulsory in the new Turkish

Republic. Of all these alphabets the least adapted to represent Turkish

sounds was the one which has in the past been the most extensively

employed, namely the Arabic, which, like the other Semitic alphabets,

contains only three characters representing vowels - namely, a. ?(?/)•

and v(w), which are also employed as consonants. The most scientific

of the older scripts was the Runic, which is natural as it was invented

by the Turks themselves.

During the past thirty years much attention has been paid to the

study of Old Turkish, thanks mainly to the decipherment of the

Orkhon inscriptions by Vilhelm Thomsen ; the discovery of a large

number of documents in Central Asia of Buddhist. Christian, and

Munichscan contents ; and finally of the most fortunate recovery

of the Z>Tiv?w -? -Lwjhal-i-Turk of Mahmud al-Kashgharl.

In addition to all these newly-discovered documents, lurkish

scholars have at their disposal the vast mass of materials collected

by Radloff and others for the study of all the principal dialects. Of

these none is more valuable than the living language of Chinese

Turkestan, which represents the nearest approach to the old Ughur.

This branch is divided into the northern dialect, which is spoken

from Aqsu to Hami, and the southern dialect, spoken from Rashghar

to Cherchen. There is further a dialect called by Radloff the Taranchi,

spoken in the Ili valley. By far the best known of these is the dialect

of Kashghar, of which R. R. Shaw published a grammar and a dictionary

in the 'seventies.

Apart from the general linguistic* researches of Berezin. Katanov,

Kunos, Hartmann. Yamberv. Bang, and others, the first really

important contribution to the phonetics of Kashghari was made by

(I. Raquctte. who in 1909 published his contribution to the existing

knowledge of the Eastern Turkestan dialect. 1 and in 1912-14 his

1 Journal dt la Sociilc finno-owjnenne. xnyi, o. HeUingfors, 1909.
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Eastern Turki (Grammar. 1 Raquettes works, which now include an

admirable Enghsh-Turki dictionary, deal mainly with the literary

language, although lie occasionally gives the popular equivalents in

parenthesis.

Dr. (iiinnar Jarring has now produced the first attempt to formulate

a comprehensi\e study of the phonetics (L<u(tlrlnv) of Eastern Turkish,

and has given u.s a woik of outstanding excellence. W hereas Raquette

adopted the Lepsius system. Jarring lias taken the alphabet of the

International Phonetic Association, although he seems to have a

preference for " Landsmalsalfabet Like Raquette he uses fifteen

vowels. His transcriptions are all based on the pronunciation used

in Kashghar : the examples, however, are all exclusively derived

from the written language and no account is taken of purely colloquial

hums. ( )m* of the main characteristics of all Eastern Turkish dialects

is the omission of the letter /• before another consonant, result ing usually

m a lengthening of the preceding vowel, thus : be:gen bergsn
t
and

kb:in: l onnfsnu, I also disappears at the end of the demonstratives

ha! (bu:). .so/ and d (a:)
; hut if they are followed by a grammatical

ending the lengthening disappears, e.g. bnlrv hi for bnl-lm r-)th soniy

for snlhmt'i f), and dwnhj for dbrnihj.

Jarring calls attention to the interesting fact that Mahmud al-

Kashgharl (writing in a.d. 10GG) notes that hiliteral verbs can in

the preterite become triliteral : thus han/’i becomes hard)\ and turdi

becomes hhd). though he does not note the disappearance of the r.

Jarring denies that there is a tendency to lengthen the preceding

vowels in an exaggerated manner by wav of compensating for the

lost r. a s maintained by Hartmann and K linos : but I think such

lengthening does occur not only in such cases, but also before )j.

I have mvself heard cO/c krtteetj tor n<
( 'jrr)<fr krttitj.

In connection with the examples Jarring gives of the change from

i to the diphthong it. ;is in krn/tzk for kt.ttsh (to dress), and /Ww for

In/* (after), I would note the opposite tendency which occurs, for

example, in * q*nn (in-law). which is sometimes pronounced and

even written qh>.

Jarring ?mtes a number of impoitant changes whicli take place

in the i onMuinnt>. such as b j,. e.g. y/q/. Persian y//:6 ; d > /,

which alwa \ s rms at the end of a word. e.g. nHHivut ntt hi twdid :

1 M'tt* >i>n //. /, -A . fit r S’pntrheit. Jnhry. 15 17, Abt 2.

Berlin, 1012-14.
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k ^ c (which only occurs in cinnek
“
to enter ** and vim

" who ? ") •

t >6 (only in cirik for tirik ‘’living"). / > st. as in i.it for it “a
dog "

;
k > sk, as in iski for iki

" two He doe* not. however. note

in his list the change s : r. although examples occur in his texts of

hs for hc
"
three I have also heard this change in the expression

'is-ktfs for 'is-kttj
"
business

As an appendix to his Lmithlnr, Jarring has given a small number

of extracts in prose and verse text, transcription and translation.

Among the prose extracts are two stories from RabglmzTs (Jfsas

trf-rutbiya. 1 which go to show how little the language of Kashglmr

has changed since the days of tin* Qarukhan ids.

What is still required is a grammar of the spoken Turki. With

the help of Raquette's grammar and dictionary and Jarring’s L<iuthhn\

we can know how this language is written and how the written language

is read : we still await a description ot the colloquial in which many

verbal forms occur which have never yet received the attention of

scholars, and when the colloquial grammar comes to be written, then*

will be much more to be said regarding 1 lie phonetics of Eastern Turki.

In the meanwhile. Dr. Jarring has provided us with a very clear and

scholarly analysis of the sounds which arc employed by Kashgliarls

of to-dav when reciting the literarv language.

The literary language for example, does not admit such common

contractions and modifications as iki for ikatt. ntrkt for

*ttnt-ik(in (and inversion of ikon-wu). h'htm<lnr for ki'Vvhmini,

E. D. R.

SrFIKSV IMIEXXE I CZASOWNTKoWE W JKZYKT ZA( MODXIOKAUAIMSKIM

.

Przvczvnek do morfologji jezykow tureckich. (Les suffixes

nominaux et verbaux dans la langue des KaraYins oecidentaux.

Contribution a la morphologic des langues turques. Avec n*surm*

fra 119a is.) Par Axaxmasz Za.ja< zkowski. Prace Komis ji orjen-

talistvcznej A. 15 (Memoires de la Commission orieiitahste No. 15).

9i x 6}. pp. vi — 195. Krakow. 1932.

This is an elaboration of tin* author s thesis for doctorate, which

he submitted four years ago to the Faculty of Philosophy of tin*

Universvtet Jagiellohski. Cracow. It D an extensive study of all

suffixes that are found in tin* 'Western Karaim dialects as spoken in

Troki, Lutsk, and Halicz.

1 The oldest and mo>t important Ms. of this work is in the British Mu-eum (No. 63N,

see Rieu Cat. Turk. MsS., p. 26%).
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These dialects are of great importance in the historical study of

Turkish, since they are closely related to the Kipchak language of

the eleventh to fifteenth centuries as recorded in Arabic, and the

language of the “ Codex Cumanicus ", a Latin-Persian-Turkish

vocabulary, of the thirteenth to fourteenth century.

The words in Turkish, be they nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,

or postpositions, are mostly composed of stems and various suffixes,

whilst the number of pure stems is comparatively small. A thorough

study of suffixes like the present work should therefore enable us to

determine the possible stem of a given Turkish word. In practice,

however, a fair amount of difficulty and uncertainty confronts us in

many cases.

The author divides the Turkish suffixes into four categories :

(1) suffixes which serve to form nouns from nominal stems, (2) suffixes

which form nouns from verbal stems. (3) suffixes which form verbs

from verbal stems, and (4) suffixes which form verbs from nominal

stems. Following this classification he has shown us that an “ artery
”

(kiinvitsix) is but an offshoot of the “ guts " (k'iima), a “ rainbow
”

{unit) is something that “stretches" (?>«-). one “stutters” (Kir.

tut id-) when one is “caught" (tut-) while speaking, and when it

"thunders" (knk'ra-) there is a “noise" (Tel. Jrfi).
1 Many such

interesting examples of derivation may be quoted from the volume,

where we also find several instances of doubtful etvmologv. Is lie

quite certain that, e.g. the word “money " is built on r/y “ white ”,

and not on the word corresponding to Uig. ayi *' treasure, riches
”

as Professor Ramstedt believes ?
2 Can we rule out the possibility

that it has been derived from to flow", on the ground that

dbd is not a deverbal suffix ? Have not the words issi “ warm " and
} ssi

-

" to get warm * (is.si and issin- according to Professor T.

Kowalski) sprung from *ix < *isi (cf. Cliag. isiy, Uig. izik “ warm ") ?
3

If so. the suffix -si of tssi would probably differ from that of issin-.

In the present study. Dr. Zajaezkowski has availed himself of all

the works on the Karaim dialects published by Professor T. Kowalski
and other Turkish scholars. There are, however, some words that

escaped his attention. Take e.g. the word antsa "as much . which
occurs in Kum.au in the form u utsuyuiu

"
as much ". There can be

no doubt that these words are derived from au-. a variant of ot
"
that ",

as in audit there . attf’tx that . etc. But how are we to classifv

1 Cf. pp. 2.“>, loo, 3, 141. J Cf. p. 23. 3 Cf. p. 112.
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the suffix ~tsa ? Is it a diminutive suffix, as in netsa
£,
'some or is

it identical with what is called '* aequativus *' bv the author ? Or.

again, has it anything to do with the suffix -tsn in Uig. aotsnbuju
££
thus

JV which corresponds to Mongol fyilntsilcn
"
thus “

? If it is

connected with this -tsa, why is it not found in the Karaim afci

( < *cttaiu) ” thus "
? Further, is the word ( nsa

"
nape “ indivisible ?

If it includes the suffix -sa ^ -sa (of. Kaz. uj*i. Kir. ojsd. Chuv. >*nzd
* 4 nape "). then the stem cn cannot be of verbal origin, since, following

Dr. Zajaczkowski's classification, this suffix is used with nominal stems.

In the fifth chapter, which is devoted to a study on the phonetic

changes in Turkish stems and suffixes.various phenomena characteristic

of the Karaim dialects are briefly discussed. The most striking are :

the palatalization of vowels due to an immediately preceding or

following i or ts< the labialization of vowels under the influence of

b, p, i\ and jw, and the changes from y and //
to

[ and i\

We are in entire agreement with the author in his belief that

“ ce iTest que lorsqu'on aura etudie tous les monuments eonnus de la

litterature turque ainsi que les dialectes contemporains. qu’on pourra

atteindre le but le plus important de la turcologie : Yelaboration d une

grammaire comparee des langues turques *\ And for this very reason

the book under review is a long-needed contribution to Turkish

linguistics.

8. Y.

Die KAISERLieHEX EkLASSE DES ShoKU-XlHOXGI IX TEXT UXD

Ubersetzung mit Erlauteruxgex. I. Einleitung und Semmyo

1-29. Yon Herbert Zachert. Sonderdruck aus Asia Major.

Yol. VIII, fasc. 1-2. 9] \ bj. pp. 128. Leipzig. 19:12.

The Semmyo, or the Imperial Edicts contained in the Shoku-

Nihongi (a.d. 797). have a twofold significance. Besides providing

us with historical data they form one of the few valuable specimens

extant of the earliest Japanese prose work. The Edicts were partly

translated bv Mr. G. B. Sansoni into readable English, and were

published in 1924 in the Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan

(Second Series, vol. i).

Finding this rendering somewhat too free and insufficient.

Dr. Zachert has undertaken to give a complete translation of the

1 Cf. S. Ts'haki, “ Denominalc VerbhiMuiigen in den lurksprachen, OritntaliG f

vol. ii, fade. 1. 1933, p. 78.
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Edicts, with a transliteration of the original text, in the work under

review. When brought to a completion the present translation, which

is more faithful to the original than is Mr. Sansoms attempt, will

undoubtedly furnish the foreign student of the early history of Japan

with much useful material.

The linguistic value of the original work is seriously impaired by

the translator’s inadequate treatment of the text. The transliteration,

in which I have found no fewer than a hundred misprints and omissions,

is inconsistent, and hence artificial ; he has neither followed modern

pronunciation throughout nor endeavoured to present the text as it

was probably read in the eighth centurv.

Apart from the problem of transliteration the following points

may be noted :

—

p. 24, 11. 8-9 :
” Die Goldminen von Tsushima werden erschlossen

"

should read ** Das robe Gold aus Tsushima wird gereinigt \

p. 24, 1. 12 :
" Goldgewinnung in Mutsu " should be Reinigung

des Goldes aus Mutsu

p. 26, 1. 27 :

k k

in Korea should read
;
‘ nordlich von Korea

‘

'

.

p. 28, last line :
" Kissliin “ should be

v
* Kishin ”.

p. 29, 11. 7-8 :
” Abt des Tempels Yakushiji in Shimotsuke ” should

be
b

* Oberaufselier der Bauten des Tempels Yakushiji in Shimotsuke

p. 36. n. 16: "-wo steht hier
*' should read " nngara mo steht

hier \

]». 38, 11. 1-2 : tarimahite
( £ fl] ^ Jfc Rh which Motowori altered

into tachimcikite. has been interpreted by Mr. 8. Matsuoka as meaning
“ enfeebled *’ {Kogo Daijiten

, pp. 829-830).

p. 43. 1. 10 :
" Vernehmet insgesamt die erlauchten Worte, die

solches besagen. So kunde ich.” should be inserted after in aller

Ehrfurcht

p. 47. n. o : htbhikomi is tin* Ren-vo-kei of the verb htsJiikotnu.

p. 49. 1. 10: ( frff Jo) should read ”
(

J,ff Y6) dieses Jahres "
;

h 1 1 .
” (UJ Cho) should be Cho) des Kureffenden Kreises **.

p. 55 : The last line of the translation should be followed by some-
thing like “Dem Kinai der Hauptstadt erlassen Wir ganzlich die

Kopfstoner **.

P* n * ^ ~ nii subuinmi is not a substantival suffix,

but is a descriptive gerundial suffix (see mv article in BSOS ., vol. vi,

part 3. p. 655).

p. 01. n. 10 . Both Loin}

o

and kokodu mean ** so viel wie das. so
viele wie diese ”, not **

zahlreich, wichtig *\
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p. 73, n. 4 :

" Ein (Befehls-) Ubermittler (trn) " should road Ein

Bogleitender (-Lelirer) (fa) since the word quoted here is f;/, not {^.

p. 73, n. 5 :
" Shinki (715)

” should ho " Reiki (710)
*'

;

" 22
”

should he 24 \

p. 99, n. 4 : hnm seems to be the second half of the compound

katakuna as Motowori suggests. It is therefore not composed of -ka

and na as Dr. Zacheit wrongly interpreted Motowori’s commentary.

Such a form as katakn na is altogether inadmissible in the Japanese

language of the eighth century. If the word kana has the same moaning

as kataknm "stupid, dull “ (cf. SemmvG No. 35). then it must mean
" dull ” here also. This interpretation soerrw to tit in well with the

fact that Komaro was called noroshi (J?j £
"
dull “.

p. 119. n. 1 :
" (734)

“ seems a mistake for " (702)

p. 120, n. 11 : here means " allmahlich ”, not " ziemlich ".

It is to be hoped that Dr. Zachert. in his future ])ublications on

ancient Japanese, will adopt a method similar to that employed in

Professor J. L. Pierson’s Man-ijd-su. This will enable the reader to

appreciate the exact linguistic significance of the original text.

8. Yoshitake.

Il-Kotba Mqaddsa. Maqlubin mill-lhudi u mfissrin bil Haiti min

n

Dun P. P. Saydon. It-tieni ktieb (1930), It-tielet ktieb (1930),

Ir-raba' ktieb (1931), II-hames ktieb (1931), Is-sitt ktieb (1931,

completing the Hexateuch)
;

Ktieb 1-imliallfin u Ktieb Rut

(1932). Six thin vols. in 8vo. Malta ; Empire Press.

Four years ago we noticed the beginning of the work of Bible

translation undertaken by Professor Saydon of Malta University.

Since then he has proceeded apace and has now overtaken his friends

and competitors. P. P. Urmia and A. M. Galea (whose work had started

with Judges), and has now covered the Books of Samuel which have,

however, not yet been published though we have had an opportunity

of seeing the proofs. Hence we have now the advantage of being able

to compare the two variant translations, one on the Kaf-K. Qaf-Q

system of spelling, and the other on the Kfif-C. Qaf-K >vstem. Both

systems have their following in Malta, and both translations are full

of interest in their differing renderings, though, speaking roughly, it

may be said that Savdon’s besides being rather more stately in its

prose is also more Semitic in its construction, for instance in the

relative position of verb and noun. Galea : il Malrj . . . nr/fied ;

Saydon : rinjTud il Mulej “the Lord thundered”. Apart from the
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letters k and g, and also the use of the w, both writers, as indeed

most Maltese. agree in the use of the other letters. Dotted c stands

for eft as in “ child g is hard as in “ girl ”, dotted g is soft as in Jim ",

j stands for g, s for s. The emphatics, both in speech and writing,

were long ages ago reduced to d
,
as in dalmci " darkness ", dratciva

“ custom ", daincar dahru “ he turned his back In the eighteenth

century M. A. Vassalli had distinguished in his Lexicon between the

gftain and the 'ain and between the ft and the ft, but though this

distinction was maintained by Falzon even in the second edition of his

dictionary, for the past eighty years no Maltese writer has observed

it, nor does it exist in the spoken tongue
; ft and ft are now universally

rendered by ft, and both gftain and ’ain bv gft. For instance, a cregftel

gftadbu “ and his wrath flared up

In the matter of the vowels the very frequent combination ie,

usually standing for Arabic a, is considered as a digraph
;
with this

exception two vowels can never meet in the same word or in words in

juxtaposition. Various devices are adopted to secure the observance

of this rule, for instance the changing of a vowel into its related

consonant w or j : W uliedek “and thy children ”
; mam bla wlied

“ a woman without children ".

In some few words the gftain has become a ft
;

ftasil washing ”,

rnaftfm "forgiveness". The ciin at the end of a word often drops

away : The common word issa
" now, forthwith " is really is-siegfta .

The verb in the sentence swajt kliemkoni ‘‘ I have heard your words
"

is really samagft . Geo. Percy Badger, the noted Arabist, who owed his

knowledge of Arabic to his having passed his boyhood in Malta, in

the days when he was a printer in the employ of the Malta branch of

the C.M.S.. published a little magazine which he called Smaitcft (it

would now be spelt Snmjtx :
" Hast thou heard ?

5
'). Very rarely the

g as in “ Jim " becomes c as in “ chin "
: ivicc l-art “ the face of the

earth *\ Arabicf has b<‘come b in one word : bezgftu " they feared "
;

in another, Arabic s has become $ : nignr ‘‘ trees **. In one word of

constant occurrence there is a metathesis of fs for sf : f'nofs il-baftar

in the midst of the sea . In some half-dozen words the article has

coalesced with the noun, for instance in ihna
<k
water ", giving in the

plural Vihnijiet “the waters"; in Lftnd "Jews", and in hiera

“slaves (Arabic rtsum) ; also in the word letnin riglit hand",
lennntf k thy right hand , and in him back, backwards \ Vowels
are sometimes dropped, sometimes inserted : isem

c<
a name ”, ismu

“ bis name ", star “ a veil
'

J

,
Vistar “ the veil ",
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In the matter of the verbs, Maltese is very fond of the second form

of the verb, where Arabic uses the fourth : datitiaJhom “ he made them

enter "
;
jiena mvebbisht qalba " I will harden (lit. ' drv ’) his heart "

:

riikibhom fuq %mar " he made them ride on an ass ". In one verb

the eighth Arabic form of the verb Inyyar is used as a first-form verb :

min Tiatar il-Mulej “whom the Lord hath chosen". In the Maltese

verb satagTi . a tenth-form verb {istatngha) has been similarly reduced :

ma setgTiux "they were not able". There are in Maltese a few

mimmated verbs derived from participles of lost verbs : muqdttr " to

contemn " is one instance : a mnqdndt " and they despised him

Prepositions b' and fi combine with the following article : bl-cghjnhijiet

“ with wonders "
; fit-triq " on the way "

; fid~deheh. fi
l-Jidda n jl-intins

“ in gold, in silver, and in copper ", In the case of the preposition

minn, the final liquids coalesce with the article : will-imrieTicl
"

of the

flocks "
;
huma a defilin mill-bieb “ as they were entering the gate "

:

barm mit-tfal " exclusive of the children The same thing occasionally

happens with the proposition mngti “with": min lu wal-Miih’j

“ he who is with the Lord ",

There are several composite words in use : minmfhajr “ without "
:

kuWtmdd “ everybody "
;

minfutbba
"
because " (lit. “ for love of ")

:

niintiabba d-dubbien “ because of the flies "
; fast “ in the midst of ",

contracted from f'-wasf. Many words have somewhat altered their

meaning: %azin means “bad" not “sad": rtjnd Tizienn “evil

men "
;

I-aTibar Tiazina “ bad tidings ", In a few cases a same word

differently spelt is specialized to denote different things. Thus the

same Arabic and Hebraic word which denotes “ hand " and
4k

authority "
is in Maltese written id when it means “ hand and

jedd when it stands foi “ authority : id iUMuhg “the hand of the

Lord jedd is-saltnn “ the authority of kingship ".

But what must above all strike the casual reader who has a nodding

acquaintance with Arabic is the overwhelming predominance on every

page of the digraph ie standing for the Arabic d. The resemblance with

the Arabic of Old Granada, phonetically rendered by Pedro de Alcala,

is too striking to be merelv casual though the connection has never

been satisfactorilv explained. Lbies “garments", ntmmirn “ pome-

granates ", friejr "a bed", rmied “ashes", kbie.r “rams". Tiricf

“
lambs ", kihviet “ kidnevs ", wiegeh ” he answered "

: il-kittien

<£
the flax ", Vimwieg “ the waves ", il-klirb “ the dogs ",fnq il-bhjjrm

“on the beasts", mid a hiesa “he bowed and kissed him", ragel

irietwd " a single man ", tinbidel f'rngrl wfior “ thou shalt be changed
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into another man*’. ktiebek li ktibt “ the book thou hast written".

kiviekeb tus-sema “ the stars of heaven ", hrieti taf-zhieda “ the tables

of the Testimony", kliem in-nies ’‘the words of the people qabel

nut gie “ before he came ”, ntija tlieta u tletin sena “ a hundred three

and thirty years ”, Jien ink*tn niiegTiek “ I shall be with thee
,
tiekol

miegtii blunt
4
* thou shalt eat with me to-day", quddiem il-mirkeb

"
before the chariot ”, bieb 1-gkari.r

"
the door of the tent ", fiber twilit

n fiber u'iesgfia ’’its length a span and its breadth a span", ghegel

tad-delieb ’’bells of gold", zcug sliesel ” two chains”, tafit iz-zeug

friegTii “beneath the two branches", zeug irgiel
" two men”, rgiel

u nim . . . u Timir “ men, women . . . and asses ", bi driegfi mintdud

“with an outstretched arm", xogttol in-nissieg “the work of the

weaver ”, lubien safi “ pure incense ", debTiiet is-sliem
iS

sacrifices of

peace ", qatl mu kien
4

’ there never was ". In the text there are a few

(verv few) words of Latin or Romance origin. It is worth noticing how

these words were assimilated by the old Maltese to the extent of being

provided with broken plurals on the approved Maltese measures :

tonka
"
a tunic ", plur. tonok

;
bastun a stave " or

u
carrier’s pole ”,

plur. bsaten.

Each of the volumes has the imprimatur of the Malta Church-

Authority. The text is conveniently split up into sections under sub-

titles
;
there are copious footnotes explanatory of the text, and there

are a few sketch-maps and plans.

C. L. Dessoulavy.

Geography of Claudius Ptolemy. Translated and edited by E. L.

Stevenson, Ph.I),. etc. Folio, pp. xvi -f- 167, pis. 29. New
York : New York Public Library. 1932.

The very unsatisfactory state of the various Greek and Latin

MSS. of Ptolemy s Geography, and the backwardness of critical

research into these manuscripts and their tradition, are no doubt to

blame for the absence* of any complete translation of the work hitherto

into a modern language. For this reason, if for nothing else,

Professor Stevenson s English translation is welcome as a pioneer

achievement, although, by the same token, it has been made possible

only by a certain boldness of handling. This is frankly admitted by
the translator, who- -while claiming that his version has been based
upon critical study of the be>t texts and editions- adds :

“ The
intention has been to give that reading which, in the translator’s best
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judgment, is a faithful representation of what Ptolemy intended to

set down in his great work.
5
' No one who has even a slight acquaintance

with the discrepancies of the MSS. in place-names and in determinations

of longitude and latitude can help wondering how many knots have

had to be cut in the process, even with the best judgment and most

acute analysis.

In view of this, and of the further fact that no indications are given

in the text itself either of the INIS, followed or of variant readings, it is

a little difficult to gather the precise object of the translation. Evidently

it may serve a useful purpose in enabling those who have no access

to the original texts to examine for themselves Ptolemy's methods

and to gain some conception of his work. For critical scholastic work,

on the other hand, these are serious drawbacks. The danger is that it

may be used as an authoritative source for details, and that not only

in regard to such obvious traps as names and figures. For the trans-

lation also tends to steer a middle course, often taking the by-pass of

paraphrase or desperately shooting the rapids, when those difficulties

arise as to the exact reading or significance of the text, with which every

translator, however competent—indeed, in proportion to his

competence—is only too familiar in his own field. The point may be

illustrated by comparing the second sentence of bk. i, ch. 2, as given

in the translation, with Professor Fischer's elucidation of the same

sentence in the Introduction.

So much it has been necessary to say bv way of warning, but none

is better aware than the present reviewer that such negative criticism

is a poor return for the labour which Professor Stevenson has put into

his translation. In Oriental studies particularly it will be of the greatest

service to those who need ready access to a Ptolemaic text, backed by

the considered judgment of one who has long worked on his material,

either for their historical work or in connection with the many problems

of medieval Arabic geographv. In this wav it may even serve a valuable

purpose in furthering the study of the Arabic materials, which are of

such importance for the critical reconstitution of the original

Ptolemaic text itself.

The maps call for little comment. They are taken from the so-called

Codex Ebnerianus prepared by Xicolaus Germanus in 1482 and now in

the New York Public Library. Though of interest as the basis of the

maps contained in the early printed editions of Ptolemy, they have no

claim to represent the Ptolemaic originals but, as Professor Fischer,

the editor of the Codex Urbinas, shows in a valuable introduction to

28VOL. VIT. PART 2 .
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the translation (in which he restates his arguments for the existence of

a genuine Ptolemaic atlas), have been revised in the spirit of

Ptolemy 55 by Nicolaus himself.

H. A. R. G.

Saracenic Heraldry : A Survey. By L. A. Mayer, Pli.D.

pp. xvi -j- 302, pis. 71. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1933. 84.>\

The book, which Dr. Mayer has produced as a result of his ten

years’ study of a subject, about which much has been written but

little known, even surpasses the expectations of his friends and

colleagues. His acknowledgments and the list of collections examined

show that he has drawn on all available sources of expert information,

but the merit of organizing the material and the thoroughness and

precision with which the inscriptions have been verified and the results

set down are entirely his own.

For the average student who is not a collector, the most interesting

part of the work is the introduction (pp. 3-43). in which all the evidence

relating to the use of blazons in the Ayyubid and Mamluk periods is

concisely examined. Space forbids a detailed statement of Dr. Mayer's

conclusions, but though some of them controvert views hitherto held,

he may be said to have proved his case pretty thoroughly (always

admitting that new evidence may upset the best of arguments).

Difficulties still remain, of course. We are told that the blazon was

the prerogative of military rank, but the armorial roll ” itself seems

to contain some contradictory examples. Apart from the doubtful

case of al-
£

AinI (pp. 149-150), we find blazons attributed to a certain

SidI Muhammad (p. 157) and a IJnraja Muhammad b. al-Khidr (p. 266). 1

The emblem on the shrine of Shaikh Ilyas dated 671 at Gaza (p. 124)

sets a problem connected with the ** non-professional " blazons. The

taw'jha which it displays can obviously not be the personal emblem
of the Shaikh, since it appears also on a column in the cemetery of

Gaza, dated 694. over a member of a totally different family (p. 53).

The hitter being of Turkmen and amirial descent, the tamgha may
probably be regarded as his family blazon, but how then does it come
to be connected with the Shaikh \ Is it possible that it was through

marriage with a daughter of the house ?

In regard to several other symbols of the non-professional group,

1 There is a clerk of this name m Ihn Hajar’s Dinar, iii, 432, and another with the
laqab Shams ad-Dln in the Mnnhd (Wiet's index, no. 2121).
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Dr. Mayer has some instructive suggestions to make. The heraldic

form of the fleur-de-lis lie holds to be of Saracenic origin (pp. 23-4),

and the so-called crescent is probably a horse-shoe (p. 25). In the

pair of hollow horn-shaped objects, which appear in composite blazons

of the fifteenth century, he sees—-with much hesitation—the sannvll

al-fntuira or “trousers of nobility “
(p. 21). The reviewer would not

presume to question this identification on grounds of artistic representa-

tion, but rather on the ground of historical appropriateness. A pair

of breeches may well have been borne as an emblem bv an amir like

Taqi ad-Dln during the Caliphate of the romantic an-Xasir, who

attempted to transform the fut viva into an order of chivalry, or even

in the thirteenth century, during the revival of the order in the time

of Baibars. But by the fifteenth century the futiunt had fallen from

its high estate. 1 and it is indispensable for the proof of Dr. Mayer s

supposition to produce evidence that al-Ashraf Qa it-Bay (in the

blazons of whose manduks these objects are exclusively found) revived

—like his earlier namesake, al-Ashraf Khalil—the Jutuira as an aristo-

cratic order. If the
<k
breeches * identification is set aside. I would

suggest that the objects in question are tusks, and more precisely

elephant tusks.2

Much of the uncertainty which besets the subject of Mamluk

heraldry is due to the lack of a definite technical vocabulary, which

in turn is doubtless to be put down to the absence of any organization

corresponding to the European Heraldic Colleges. Even the word

rank can hardlv be listed as an exclusive technical term, as may be

seen from the passage from adh-Dhahabi. quoted on p. 144 : ica-kdna

rankuhu fl ayydnti intratdn ltdkndhd [figure showing a cup on the

lower part of a shield] wafl ayydnn nadkiJu rrdydti fra . Dr. Mayer

translates correctlv enough. “ W bile amir he carried this coat of arms,

while king yellow banners/* but his .subsequent interpretation of the

passage as implying merely a change of colours, seems to me to force

the text much too far. Is it not simply that rank is employed in two

senses, in the first for the blazon or device, in the second for the royal

colours, as in such phrases as rank al-kftildfa the* black banners and

robes of the Caliphate ”
l Shi'dr. in turn, means not only “device ”,

but is also used for colours or banners, as in the common phrase nddd

1 Of. now Taeschner in ZDMO., ST, 30-40: -Die Futuwwa wheint damals ais den

hofischen Kroisen hinabge£]itten zu spin in niodorp A olksschichten.

2 Note tiie reference to tilting at elephant', contained in a verse of the znjal elegy

on Q.Vit-Ray quoted by Ibn Fya-. b, 300. 1-2.
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bi-shVari fulan “to proclaim the colours (or banners) of ” for to

proclaim allegiance to

The " armorial roll ", which takes up the main part of the book,

is compiled with a precision wliicH it would be difficult to overpraise.

Attributions of objects to known persons are made only when no

possible dubiety exists, and even when the identity of two persons

of the same name seems scarcely doubtful (e.g. Janbalat, pp. 127 and

129), Dr. Mayer cautiously lists them separately. The biographical

references alone represent an immense amount of laborious research,

and though other references are doubtless to be found, 1 little would

have been gained by extending the list : it is of much more

importance that a number of wrong attributions have now

been corrected. The inscriptions themselves present several

features of interest in language and style which must be passed

over here. 2 The attached translations clear up practically all

the difficulties, if occasionally loose in phrase
(al-fctqir ilalldh

translated “ yearning for God ” instead of
4k who stands in

need of God ”
;

bisifdrati (p. 101),
44
with the help of ” instead of

4
* through the agency of ”, etc.). For the phrase

in several inscriptions of the fifteenth century (pp. 103, 138, 153), van

BerchenTs rendering,
44 Commander designate of a thousand,” is

retained, but it must be admitted that Goldziher's reserves (in C.I.A .

,

Egypte> h 545, n. 4) as to the validity of this translation still hold good.

Van Berchem’s principle of always translating the personal honorifics

in the form — ad-Dln " has also been adopted, but the inscriptions

appear to show three stages : (1) Up to the end of the seventh century,

when they are uniformly given in full
; (2) during the first half of

the eighth century, when the nisba forms were coming into use,3 the

inscriptions frequently give both, e.g. as-Saifi Saif ad-Din (pp. 67, 96,

221), a 1-Jamal! Jamal ad-Dln (p. 72). ash-ShamsI Shams ad-Dln

(p. 213), once even as-Saifi an-Xasirl Xasir ad-Din (p. 159) ; (3)

beginning in the eighth century nisba forms alone are found, with rare

exceptions. Is there any good reason why these distinctions should

not be retained ?

Xftsh.t3.niur al-Badrl add Ibn Battuta, i, 8,)— 6, where the name is written
and vocalized Tuditu.

2 In Jaqmaqs inscription on the Mosque at Damascus (p. 133) occurs the odd
phrase invjhajnm lahu irnliwuluhiihi u'nh'uhtxVnhL Should not the last word he
V'nh'ajduthhi ?

3 Cf. al-Jainali in Ihn Batt., i, 80.
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Lastly, a word of praise is due to the excellence of the index and

of the plates, and to the general production, tempered only by some

regret at the primitive and googly design that adorns the jacket.

H. A. R. G.

Revue des Etudes Ishuniques. Publiee sous la direction de L. Massigxux.

Tome V (Annee 1931). 4 cahiers. pp. 538 — 39. Tome ^ 1 (Annee

1932). 4 cahiers. pp. 5G1. Paris : Geuthner. Subscription price

100 francs per annum.

On p. A. 171 of vol . v. Professor Massignon, apropos of

a biographical work on A. le Chatelier. gives a definition of his objects

and methods of study which may well serve as the motto of the R.E.I.

—

^ de considerer Vishnu . non plus de dehors , eotnme un assaillunt , mew*

du dedans, afin d en apereevoir uxirdewent let structure vdale et les

organes solidaires/’ The real originality of this conception, and the

predominating sociological trend of its articles, together with their

width of range, continue to distinguish the Revue from all other

journals devoted to Islamic studies (which is not. however, to say that

similar articles are not to be found in them also from time to time)

;

and to make it an indispensable consultant for all students of the

modern Islamic world. Nevertheless. Professor Massignon is no narrow

doctrinaire who strangles the life out of his subject by cramping

limitations of time, place, or substrate : he finds room for

M. Sauvaget s survey and catalogue of the medieval monuments still

existing at Aleppo (1931. 59-124). as well as for Mine Kratchko\ ska ia s

study of the inscriptions of the famous ruined mosque at A eramin

(1931, 25-58, from the photographs and sketches of M. Morosov),

and for Professor Gottheil s notes on the modern illustiated copy

of the Qur'an which roused so much interest at the Leiden Congiess

(1931, 21-4).

The remaining contributions fall into well-defined categories.

Questions of legal usage and theory, though the most limited in range,

occupy the widest space. Apart from an analysis b\ L. Mercier (1931,

125-137) of the decree of 1931 reorganizing the SharTa courts in

Egypt—in which he brings out the importance of this legislative action

which, while preserving the principles of the canon law, defines the

jurisdiction of each class of tribunal and limits the competence of the

single qddl

-

the legal articles deal exclusively with North-West Africa.

R. Vigier criticizes the decree of 19th May, 1931. regulating the divorce
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and successoral rights of Kabyle women (1931, 1-19) ;
R. Gromand

gives a preliminary account of a peculiar Berber custom in Figuig^

called Bezra, or confiscation of property by the local Jama/a to the

use of the community (1931. 277-312)
;
L. Milliot publishes his lectures

on the qdnuns of the Kabyle villages, which constitute an important-

attempt to elucidate their social function and relations, with an

interesting lecture on the Kabyle colonies in Paris tacked on (1932,

127-174) ;
and the indefatigable Paul Marty contributes the first part

of an exhaustive study of the organization, jurisdiction, etc., of the

Sharfa courts in Morocco, as modified by the legislative decrees of the

Protectorate (1931, 341-538).

The articles which may be generally classified as relating to the

religion of Islam cover, in contrast, a very wide range indeed.

M. Marty, in a detailed and careful piece of work, continues (from

vol. iv) his investigations into the actual position and influence of

Islam in the Niger colony (1931, 139-240). Almost at the opposite

extreme are the brief but interesting notes of A. Bonamy on the

Muslim populations of Poland, Romania, and Bulgaria (1932, 81-90).

An exceptionally brilliant study is contributed by H. Laoust on the

ideas and ideals underlying the reformist Salafiya movement in Egypt

(1932, 175-225), and provides a valuable supplement to Dr. C
1

. C.

Adams's book reviewed elsewhere in this number. One whole issue

(1932, c-ah. iv) is devoted almost entirely to the theological background.

AV. Ivanow resumes a curious Persian work, the Ummul-Kitab
,

apparently a relic of an early dualistic sect which deified ‘All, and was
subsequently absorbed by the Isma'llls (1932. 419-482), and Paul

Kraus gives some supplements and corrections to the IsmaTli

bibliography recently published by Ivanow (483-490). Another
medieval relic, a long-suppressed chapter of Armenian anti-Muslim

polemic, rather primitive and violent, is summarized by F. Macler

(491-522). To this Professor Massignon subjoins a brief but, as always,

penetrating analysis of al-Ghazfdfs refutation of the Christian doctrine

of the divinity of Christ, from an unpublished MS. of ar-radd al-jamll
,

together with other materials which lead to the unexpected conclusion

that al-Ghazalfs philosophical polemic links on to the IsnnVili

apologet ie (523-535).

Education forms the subject of two articles, one in which L. Bercher
gives a re\ ised translation of the new statutes of al-Azhar issued in

1930 (1931, 241 -275). the other a study by Ajjan al-Hadid of the

educational system of Iraq, in the light of the recent report of an
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American Educational Inquiry Commission (1932, 231-267). The

author, for the soundest of reasons, rejects the Commission's plea for

decentralization : L'organisation scolaire sera centralisee ou ne sera

pas."
w

' Pure " sociology is represented also by two articles :

a collection of photographs of wedding costumes of brides in the cities

of North-West Africa with explanatory notes by [Mdlle ?] J. Jouin

(1931, 313-339), and a study of the social structure of the Shammar of

Najd and the relations between nomads and settlers, in which

A. Montagne utilizes to good effect the experience and insight acquired

in his Moroccan researches (1932, 61-79). In the field of economic

sociology, J. Gaulmier writes on the trade-unionist movement at

Hamah, emphasizing the leadership of the intelligentsia and their

political rather than industrial aims, as contrasted with the old and

now almost extinct guilds (1932. 95-126). Of particular interest to

English students is a long article by the Punjabi Ralunat
k

Ali, analysing

the Hindu-Muslim problem in India from a Marxist standpoint

(1932, 270-414). After a somewhat one-sided review of the economic

development of India in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, he

finds that economic, rather than political or religious questions are at

the bottom of the conflict, the new Muslim bourgeoisie fearing its

elimination by the old-established Hindu and Parsi bourgeoisie.

In addition to these articles, J. G. Lemoine contributes

a preliminary study of the systems of finger calculation used in Asia

and Europe, distinguishing three notations, and hints at some of the

wider implications of this study (1932. 1-58), and brief notes are given

on the visit of Egyptian theatrical companies to Tunis (1932, 537-544)

and on recent political and literary activities in Afghanistan (1932,

545-561). Lastly, Professor Massignon continues his series of Abstracta

IActmica (1931, call, iii, separately paginated A. 141-179), of the

importance of which enough has been said in the reviews of earlier

vears to make further remark unnecessary.

H. A. R. G.

Islam and Modernism in Egypt. By C. C. Adams, Ph.D.

pp. ix + 283. London : Oxford University Press, 1933. 7s. 6d.

The sub-title of Dr. Adams's book,
k

’ A Study of the Modern

Reform Movement inaugurated by Muhammad ‘Abduh ", supplies

the necessary corrective to the rather excessive width of the subject

implied in the title, since he has limited himself to an exhaustive

study of one important section of the modernist movement. After
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and successoral rights of Kabvle women (1931, 1-19); R. Gromand

gives a preliminary account of a peculiar Berber custom in Figuig

called Bezra, or confiscation of property by the local Jama'a to the

use of the community (1931, 277-312) : L. Milliot publishes his lectures

on the qanuns of the Kabvle villages, which constitute an important

attempt to elucidate their social function and relations, with an

interesting lecture on the Kabyle colonies in Paris tacked on (1932,

127-174)
;
and the indefatigable Paul Marty contributes the first part

of an exhaustive study of the organization, jurisdiction, etc., of the

Sharfa courts in Morocco, as modified bv the legislative decrees of the

Protectorate (1931, 341-538).

The articles which may be generally classified as relating to the

religion of Islam cover, in contrast, a very wide range indeed.

M. Marty, in a detailed and careful piece of work, continues (from

vol. iv) his investigations into the actual position and influence of

Islam in the Niger colony (1931, 139-240). Almost at the opposite

extreme are the brief but interesting notes of A. Bonamy on the

Muslim populations of Poland, Romania, and Bulgaria (1932, 81-90).

f An exceptionally brilliant study is contributed by H. Laoust on the

ideas and ideals underlying the reformist Salaflva movement in Egypt

(1932, 175-225), and provides a valuable supplement to Dr. C. C
1

.

Adams's book reviewed elsewhere in this number. One whole issue

(1932, call, iv) is devoted almost entirely to the theological background.

W. Ivanow resumes a curious Persian work, the Ummu'l-Kitab,

apparently a relic of an early dualistic sect which deified 'All, and was
subsequently absorbed by the IsmaMis (1932. 419-482), and Paul

Kraus gives some supplements and corrections to the Isma'ili

bibliography recently published by Ivanow (483-490). Another
medieval relic, a long-suppressed chapter of Armenian anti-Muslim

polemic, rather primitive and violent, is summarized bv F. Macler

(491-522). To this Professor Massignon subjoins a brief but, as always,

penetrating analysis of al-Ghazali's refutation of the Christian doctrine

of the divinity of Christ, from an unpublished MS. of ar-radd al-jamll
,

together with other materials which lead to the unexpected conclusion

that al-Ghazali's philosophical polemic links on to the IsmaTlI
apologetic (523-535).

Education forms the subject of two articles, one in which L. Bercher
gives a revised translation of the new statutes of al-Azhar issued in

1930 (1931, 241 275), the other a study by Ajjan al-Hadid of the

educational system of Iraq, in the light of the recent report of an
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American Educational Inquiry Commission (1932, 231-267). The

author, for the soundest of reasons, rejects the Commission's plea for

decentralization :
" Lorganisation scolaire sera central isee ou ne sera

pas." ” Pure " sociology is represented also by two articles

:

a collection of photographs of wedding costumes of brides in the cities

of North-West Africa with explanatory notes by [Alcllle ?] J. Jouin

(1931. 313-339), and a study of the social structure of the Shammar of

Najd and the relations between nomads and settlers, in which

A. Montagne utilizes to good effect the experience and insight acquired

in his Moroccan researches (1932. 61-79). In the field of economic

sociology, J. Gaulmier writes on the trade-unionist movement at

Hamah, emphasizing the leadership of the intelligentsia and their

political rather than industrial aims, as contrasted with the old and

now almost extinct guilds (1932. 95-126). Of particular interest to

English students is a long article by the Punjabi Rahmat ’Ali, analysing

the Hindu-Muslim problem in India from a Marxist standpoint

(1932, 270-414). After a somewhat one-sided review of the economic

development of India in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, he

finds that economic, rather than political or religious questions are at

the bottom of the conflict, the new Muslim bourgeoisie fearing its

elimination by the old-established Hindu and Parsi bourgeoisie.

In addition to these articles. J. G. Lemoine contributes

a preliminary study of the systems of finger calculation used in Asia

and Europe, distinguishing three notations, and hints at some of the

wider implications of this study (1932. 1-58), and brief notes are given

on the visit of Egyptian theatrical companies to Tunis (1932, 537-544)

and on recent political and literary activities in Afghanistan (1932,

545-561). Lastly, Professor Massignon continues his series of Abstracta

Islamica (1931, cah. iii, separately paginated A. 141-179), of the

importance of which enough has been said in the reviews of earlier

vears to make further remark unnecessarv.

H. A. R. G.

Islam and Modernism in Egypt. By C. C. Adams, Ph.D.

pp. ix -f 283. London : Oxford University Press. 1933. 7s. 6d.

The sub-title of Dr. Adams's book. ‘ A Study of the Modern

Reform Movement inaugurated bv Muhammad ‘Abduh ", supplies

the necessary corrective to the rather excessive width of the subject

implied in the title, since he has limited himself to an exhaustive

study of one important section of the modernist movement. After
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a short chapter on Jamal ad-Din al-Afghanl, 159 pages are given to

the biography and an analysis of the doctrines of Muhammad ‘Abduh,

followed by three chapters on the activities of his followers (especially

the journal al-Manar) and his influence on the younger Egyptian

modernists. Though it is by no means the first time that Muh. kAbduh

has claimed the attention of European scholars, all previous writers

have studied him in the abstract from his writings ; this solid and

well-documented monograph is the first which presents him in the

round, in his own historical and political setting, and which brings

out his work as a practical reformer. Speaking for himself, the present

reviewer is inclined to doubt whether his work as a thinker, an

assimilator of the new knowledge of the West and a theological scholar,

has anything but a temporary significance, that is to say as a stimulant,

more important in its effects than in itself. Professor Horten's criticism,

summarized in pp. 105-7, certainly makes an impossible demand ;

Islam (and Europe too) has still far to go before any such synthesis

as he envisages can be practicable or acceptable. Dr. Adams

is fully justified in rejecting his view as
k
* too scholastic and detached ”

and in insisting that Muh. ‘Abduh’s thought and his practical activities

go hand in hand. But, of course, such an analysis of his teachings as

this book gives us has a definite value as representing a phase in the

development of Muslim thought, which is the more deserving of

attention as it is by no means confined to Egypt.

It would be difficult to improve upon the compact and thorough

survey of Muh. ‘Abduh’s life which Dr. Adams has written, though

there will always be room for differences of estimate. During the second

period of his career, for instance, Muh. ;

Abduh's ideas seem to have

been even more completely dominated by Jamal ad-Din than he would

allow. In al-Uriva al-Wnthqd, at least, though the pen is ‘Abduh's

the voice is Jamal ad-Din\s, and this is borne out by the numerous

references which the articles contained to Afghanistan. (Incidentally,

this fact, and more especially the impression of hostility left on his

mind by the British operations in Afghanistan in 1839-1842, confirms

the truth of Jamal ad-Dln*s Afghan origin.) Or was Jamal ad-Din
using him merely as a tool to propagate his militant pan-Islamic

views ? It can hardly be questioned, on the other hand, that in later

life (partly, no doubt, as Dr. Adams says, as a result of his European
experiences) he broke decisively with Jamal ad-Din's methods, though
remaining none the less genuinely attached to the political aspirations

of Islam.
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The last two chapters provide so useful a survey of the modernist

movements and literature of Egypt, that one has no heart to quarrel

with Dr. Adams over his rather too generous extension of the limits

of the “ Mandr Party Among the post-war writers he singles out

Mustafa and ‘All *Abd ar-Baziq. Taha Husain, and Mansur Fahml

for special notice, though with some doubts as to the propriety of

bringing Taha Husain within the sphere of influence of Muhammad
‘Abduh, but these doubts can surely nowr be set at rest in view of the

reminiscences which he has recently published
(Ffs-Saif

’ Cairo :

Matb. al-Hilal. 1933, pp. 44-7). Of the still younger offshoots of the

Salaflya movement, to whom M. Henri Laoust has recently devoted

a brilliant article in the Revue cles Etudes Ishtmiques (1932, 175-224),

Dr. Adams gives no account in the present volume, but every reader

will hope that in due course this, in the reviewer's opinion the most

valuable work on Egypt that has appeared of recent years, will be

followed by others of the same thoroughness and sureness of judgment.

H. A. E. G.

Shawki : Majnun Layla. Translated by A. J. Arberry. pp. 61 .

Cairo, 1931. London Agents : Luzac. 5s

.

The poetical dramas of Ahmad Shawqi, which rank as one of the

most successful efforts made as yet to acclimatize the dramatic form

in modern Arabic literature, well deserve to be more widely known,

and Mr. Arberry has rendered a very good service in translating one

of the best of them into English. His blank verse not unfairly represents

the stvle and language of the original, given the difference between the

structure of poetry in the two languages : for Shawqi's virtuosity in

the handling of rhyme and metre obviously had to go by the board,

except in the occasional songs. A careful reading has disclosed very

few' errors in the rendering
;

as the most serious, in that they effect

the portrayal of character or incident, may be mentioned: p. 28*

“ He's a man w ho is no friend of the just “ (the original being "
I bn

*A\vf is not dealing fairly in that for which he strives ) ; p. 4G :
" My

misery was no less great than thine
??

(’* An oath [I swear], though not

obliged to take an oath to thee ")
; p. 51 :

’ M hat fate thus slays the

chaste and faithful ? ” (*' Whose weapons when he slays are forged of

naught but chastity and loyalty to plighted troth ). Misprints

probably account for one or two phrases that are unintelligible (p. 22 :

“ Drive plenty down the canyons, Drive the near moon
; p. 49 :
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a stage direction, ’* Layla (behind her head)
5

'). But in a task of this

kind, the most important, and most difficult, thing is to capture the

spirit of the original, and in this Mr. Arberry can be said to have

succeeded to a remarkable degree. The only general criticism which

may be offered is that for the non-specialist reader a fuller introduction

to the theme and some notes are really indispensable.

H. A. R. G.

Abu Xuwas in Life and in Legend. Bv W. H. Ingrams, pp. xi + 95.

Mauritius, 1933. London Agents : Luzac. 3s. 6d.

The third and longest chapter of this little book contains a valuable

collection of new material for students of comparative folk-lore and the

migration of stories. Among the Swahili of Zanzibar Abu Xuwas

has fallen heir to a great variety of stories of a totally different type

from those with which he is associated in Arabic legend. It seems

possible to distribute these stories generally under three heads : (1)

the Juha cycle of Arabic and the Turkish qamgiiz (Mr. Ingrams is

almost certainly wrong in deriving Kargoss from the Persian Khargvsh
“
hare ")

; (2) stories found over a very wide range, some of them also

in the Arabian Nights, but associated with quite different persons ;

(3) the indigenous African rabbit cycle, in which £
’ Kibunwasi " most

surprisingly takes the place of Brer Rabbit. The first and second

chapters serve to bring out the contrast between the poet Abu Xuwas
of Baghdad and of Arabic legend and this Africanized figure, a contrast

which, in spite of the scaling down of Caliph and poet to fit the social

environment of a Swahili village, must be admitted to be entirelv in

favour of the Africans.

H. A. R. G.

Joseph Ben Meir Zabara : The Book of Delight. Translated by

Moses Hadas. pp. xi j- 203. Xew Aork : Columbia University

Press, 1932. $3.25.

The Booh of Delight is a lesser member of that great and intricately

interrelated family of collections of moral tales within a frame story

which ministered to the pleasure of the literate classes. Muslim, Jewish,

and Christian alike, in the Middle Ages. The author was a Spanish Jew
and a physician, and was presumably well acquainted with Latin

(he belonged to Barcelona) and Arabic as well as Hebrew. The loose

maqdma form of the work shows its Oriental affinities
;
the provenance
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of or the parallels to the fifteen stories which it contains form the

subject of an interesting though, on the whole, inconclusive

introduction by Merriam Sherwood. Like most medieval works of

its kind, its importance to-day lies mainly in the evidence which it may
afford for the study of the contact of civilizations in Spain. In addition

to this it contains a good deal of medical lore, of the well-known

Graeco-Arabian type, and the translation of a medical poem by Zabara.

entitled " The Seats of the Soul ", is also appended to the volume.

From both points of view it is a useful addition to the series of

*’ Records of Civilization ".

H. A. R. G.

Ibx ‘Idhari al-Marrakushi. Al-Bayax al-Mvghrib. Edited by

E. Levi-Provexcal. T.I. : Texte et- Indices, pp. 368. Paris :

Geuthner, 1930. 200 fcs.

The discovery of the third volume of Ibn 'Idharl's history in

a private library at Fez is one of the major finds which have rewarded

M. Levi-Prove^al's diligent search for “ lost " works on the liistorv of

Spain and the Maghrib. The period which it covers is that of the

decline of the Amirid dictatorship and the rise of the minor dynasties

in Spain in the first half of the fifth/eleventh century, and. as in

the previous volumes published by Dozy, it is composed mainly

of extracts from Ibn Hayvan and other earlier authorities. Some of

the material is consequently available already in citations by other

compilers, but the book offers on the whole a mass of now detail on the

troubled history of the time. The MS. appears to present, apart from

some lacuna1

, a reasonably good text, and the more obvious errors

have been carefully corrected by the editor. The minor errors of

impression will presumably be corrected in the second volume

containing the introduction, etc., which is promised in a brief foreword.

In the meantime, 31. Levi-Proven9a 1 has appended to the revised

issue of Dozy's llistoire dvs Mn.stdmcni .* d‘E$pag»'> (Leiden, 1932)

a translation of two lengthy extracts from this volume, one on the

government of al-Muzaffar Ibn Abl ‘Amir (pp. 3 37 of the text :

Dozy, vol. iii. pp. 185-214), the other consisting of fragments from an

anonymous history of the minor dynasties (pp. 289-316 : Dozv.

vol. iii, pp. 215-235). To judge from some differences of rendering, the

translation was made before the texts were edited for publication,

and in a few passages it reads into the text more than the Arabic
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expressions justify. This opportunity may be taken, however, to note

one or two points of dating
: p. 187. 11. 27-8, read 23 Sha‘ban

(27 June) ", especially as the following words confirm that the day

was a Thursday: p. 191, 1. 5. after “'mardi'’ insert “8 Shawwal

(10 August) and he entered Cordova on Tuesday (5 Dhu*l-Qa‘da
?

etc.)": p. 203, 1. 26, the text has *’ Thursday, the penultimate day

(i.e. 29th) of Ramadan ", but Thursday, 3rd June, was the 24th or

25th Ramadan, and Thursday, 10th June, the 1st or 2nd Shawwal

;

p. 217, 1. 5, the month must be Jumada 1, i.e. Thursday, 23rd

December: p. 220, 1. 21, read “thirteen" for thirty
J

' (same error

in the text)
; p. 226, il. 32-3, read 9 Safar (6 June) " as on

p. 227. I. 4.

H. A. R. Gibb.

IVblicatioxs of the Islamic Research Association, Bombay. 1933.

No. 1 . Ax Abbreviated A ersiox of the DIwax of Khaki Khorasaxi
Persian text, edited with an Introduction by IV. Ivaxow. 5$.

No. 2. Two Early IsmaTlI Treatises : Haft- babi Baba Savvidna

and MatliibuT-nm'mimn by Tusi. Persian text, with an intro-

ductory note by IV. Ivaxow. 3>. fid.

No. 3. Trce Meanixu of Relkuox (R isala j>ar Haqiqati DIx).

By Shihabi 'i>-Dlx Shah al-Hi sayxi. Persian text and an

English translation by IV, Ivaxow. 4s.

This series of short texts provides materials for the study of

Ismailism. and particularly of the Eastern or Nizarl branch represented

in India by the Khojas, a sect which owes spiritual allegiance to H.H.
the Agha Khan. The texts are published in a legible, if not very elegant

Indian Nesta'liq. and consist of copies of works preserved in India, the

original manuscripts from which the copies were made being themselves,

in most cases, of recent date. The contents have no particular value

as literature, hut the\ have considerable interest as manifestations

of the religious ideas of the sects which produced them, for although
the doctrines of the IxmaTlIs have long been known from outside

sources, the spirit in which they were described has. as may be con-
ceived, generally been hostile. The present texts themselves are so
carefully guarded in their phraseology that it would be difficult to
distinguish them from works normally recognized as being of ShPite
origin and there is much in them which coincides with what is already
familiar in works inspired by Sufiism. There is sufficient in them.
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nevertheless, that is characteristic enough to make them valuable,

even though the earliest — those attributed in number 2 to “ Savyid-na
'*

and Xasirud Din TusI- are of doubtful authorship and date. The

work attributed to Sayvidna Hasan-i Sablmh concludes with a section

on the date of composition and purports to give it according to five

different eras, but the only definite year given is not that in the Ilijri

era but in the .Talall (Malik-shahi) era a suspicious circumstance,

particularly as the year which is given (121) corresponds to a.d. 111)1)

or a. i). 1200. whereas 11asan-i Sabbah is said to have died in a.d. 1 124.

The editor perceives the difficulty, but suggests that a.i>. 1200 is a

not improbable date for the composition of the work, judging from

internal evidence.

The introductions are concise and to the point and the translations

correct. In the introduction to the 1)1ml

a

of Khaki Khurasan! the

editor has, however, given his author undeserved credit for a logical

enumeration of thirty-three “ professions ”, and has, therefore, not

seen that in line 775 the scheme is interrupted by a number of pairs,

‘‘ Slave and master, lord and subjects (the curious form CAWj is

given), thief and watchman (and also diviner).” The recognition

of this fact would have obviated the misunderstanding which led

to the translation given on p. 12. viz. '‘Servant, eunuch, mir

executioner ?, farmer, etc/’

It may be presumed that those three little volumes are the precursors

of others, and it is to be hoped that amongst them will be included

some of the older works extant in w hich the special flavour of Ismailism

is more markedly obvious. Both the editor and the Islamic Research

Association encourage the hope by their admirable beginning.

R. Levy.

The Macdonald Presentation Volume. A Tribute to D. B.

Macdonald, pp. 487. Princetown University Press. 1933. 31s.net.

Twenty-seven pupils have joined to present to their master this

volume of essays on his seventieth birthday as a mark of esteem and

affection. Professor Macdonald lectured on the Bible in a school of

missions and wrote hooks about Islam : these varied interests are

represented in this volume. A short review* cannot notice them all.

A tombstone from Egypt dated a.h. 127 testifies to the orthodoxy

of the deceased and perhaps to the virulence of theological quarrels.

The declaration that the Garden and the Fire are facts looks like a
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protest against the ideas connected with the name of Jahm
;
but what

is the heresy attacked by the words. The resurrection is a fact
'*

?

In the essay on Balaam it is refreshing to find a good word for

the redactor, the final editor of the story as it is familiar to us. In

critical works on the Bible one is accustomed to find a few odd verses

cut out from the rest and called tags by the redactor. It is new to

hear that this shadowy figure had a mind of his own and a purpose

in selecting and combining the old stories. It is a pleasant thought

that he kept the ass, not because he had any use for it, but because

it had become an essential part of the tale and the audience would

have kicked if it had been left out. A mistake of the writer, who

has turned Buchanan Gray into Canon Gray, prompts the suggestion

that the name Balaam may also be a contraction.

Dr, Adams adds some details to the portrait he has drawn of

Muhammad 'Abduh (in Islam ami Modernism in Egypt) by telling

in full the story of the " Transvaal fatwa " and the opposition it roused

among the unco guid

.

In this decision Muhammad 'Abduh permitted

the Muslims of the Cape to eat meat slaughtered bv Christians, though

the conditions imposed by Muslim law were not fulfilled.

A careful essay on the Khawarij excludes Syria from anv part in

the mental growth of Islam. This is an exaggeration, for though

Kharijite and 8hi‘ite ideas took no root there doctrines more purely

theological did. The execution of Ma kbad for heresy in a.h. 80 may
have happened in Damascus : Marwan II was under the influence

of Ja kd b. Dirham, indeed he was called al-Ja*di
;
a tradition, quoted

by Vlieger, refers to ladaris in Syria
;
and Abdullah b.

bUmar was

perturbed because friends there were not sound in the faith. Against

the Government the Khawarij would always fight under any flag and

with anv allies, Christians, and landless men of all sorts. It is argued

that, though they were first interested in practical matters, yet thev

evolved a theology of their own and did not merely borrow one from

the Mirtazilitos.

One can only refer to the articles on David the Reubenite, Yunus

Emre the Turkish poet, and the School for Pages in the palace at

Constantinople.

Dr. Titus claims that though Muhammad did not use the phrase,
£

*the kingdom of God." yet he had the idea and Mughal emperors

sought investiture from the caliph. An Indian scholar said :

“ Only

one Indian sovereign asked for recognition by the caliph
;
and he

was mad."
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In a translation of the chapters about Jesus Christ from Ya'kubi's

history occur the words. A place called al-Jumjumah, the skull, which

is in Hebrew ' the sign of the head * ainni l'alia." These two words

are not Hebrew or Aramaic ; Imd might be Arabic, but kaila is a riddle.

It seems better with Houtsma to assume some corruption of the text,

perhaps khulkhnl for jitljnl, an attempt to reproduce the name familiar

in English as Golgotha.

From the Poliphili Htjpan'otomaeh in
,
published in 1499, is repro-

duced a picture with three inscriptions each in four languages. The

comment speaks of three languages only and does not notice that

two of the Arabic phrases are misplaced.

A. 8. T.

The Jewish Foundation of Islam. By C. C. Torrey. pp. 164.

New York : Jewish Institute of Religion Press, 1933. $1.50.

Der Irspnuuj des Islams ami das Christeatnm bv Tor Andrae,

which Professor Torrey had not seen when he wrote these lectures,

is the best criticism and refutation of his theories.

Professor Torrey assumes that a strong Jewish community lived

in Mecca. A plausible assumption, for Jews were settled in many

places on the west side of Arabia. True, they were for the most part

farmers and craftsmen rather than traders, but some were merchants

and there was room for craftsmen in the great trading centre. But the

historians make Mecca a second Aberdeen, so we are forced to conclude

that the early Muslims knew of Muhammad's debt to the Jews and

hid it by obliterating all signs of their presence in Mecca.

The Professor argues that Muhammad had one teacher in chief.

Whv does he not do his work thoroughly and make Khadlja a Jewess ?

She had brains and character and would have known enough of her

religion to meet her husband’s needs.

The Professor's arguments can be turned against himself. Many

Christians lived in Arabia and travelled freely about the country.

Muhammad was a genius and not a slavish follower of his instructor.

Knowing what he wanted, he took it. So he neglected the New Testa-

ment and took from the Old the Prophets, who were made to illustrate

his own position. Some of the details, for which a Jewish origin is

claimed, might have come from Christian sources. Thus Mar Ballai

makes Joseph's brothers say that his mother stole before him.

On the vexed question of the race of Arabian Jews, we may refer

to the note in Ilm 8ahi :

** a Jewess, paternal aunt of one of the
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Ansar/’ which shows that the Jewish tribes sometimes intermarried

with the Arabs.

Objection may fairly be taken to the method of quotation. On

p. 25 we read : Margoliouth will have it that Muhammad had small

respect for the Israelites of Mecca and Medina/’ Professor Margoliouth

says nothing about Jews in Mecca !

On the other hand, the analysis of the tales in the Qur'an is

suggestive. That Muhammad spoke with one eye on his audience,

whetting their curiosity with hints of more to come, and the other

on the people of the book ”, lest he should be accused of plagiarism,

may explain why parts of the Qur’an read like notes for a longer work.

A. S. T.

The ShiTte Religion. By Dwight M. Donaldson, pp. 393. London:

Luzac and Co., 1933. 15s.

This volume does its best to annoy the reader. The boards are

not flat, misprints are many, especially in the bibliography, the spelling

of names is not uniform, transliteration is not consistent and is often

wrong even on the author's own system. Medina for Media (p. 275)

is bad and ghuVat for gjiuldt is horrid.

The book consists of history, descriptions of holy towns and other

sacred places, accounts of theologians, and lastly theology. This last

is limited to the doctrine of the imams and is treated fully, mostly by

translation from ShiTte authorities. The theology is more human
than the Sunni doctrine. The imams as guides and mediators for their

people are men and not puppets in the hands of God. They are held

to be sinless. Apologists had to explain away the fact that they

confessed to sins, and said that these so-called sins were very minor,

attention to business or domestic affairs.

As an illustration, have you not observed how most servants, if

they happen to be occupied in such personal things when their master
appears, instinctively ask to be forgiven as though they had done
w rong '{

Another reason is this :

—

Remembering that the knowledge of God is not something that
can be fully attained, and that the prophets and the apostles and the
imams are always making progress in their perfections, and advancing
higher and nearer to God, consequently, every hour, in fact every
minute, they are in varying degrees of fellowship with God and of
knowledge of His truth. A previous degree of attainment may be
recognized as lower, and the worship that was in that place at that
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point may afterwards l>e considered inferior, so that they may think
of themselves as having at that time been deficient, and for this reason
they may ask to be pardoned. Or perhaps it refers to something like

this, as when the A])ostle said, " I ask pardon every dav seventy
times/’

Practically nothing is said about theology, in the narrow sense,

and it is assumed that the Mutazila derived their ideas from the

Shi* a. This part of the book, the doctrine of the imam, is good. Nothing

is said about the legal peculiarities of the Slira. Any account of the

Shra must begin in general Muslim history. It seems that Dr. Donaldson

could not bring himself to write Shrite history unadulterated so he

allowed himself a few criticisms at the beginning. As the storv advances

the criticisms grow fewer. The account of the election of Abu Bakr

is inadequate. Two versions are given, but no attempt is made to

decide how far either is true and no mention is made of the rivalry

between the Aus and Khazraj nor of the irruption of the Aslam tribe.

The election is surprising : it is a clear case of the "herd instinct “
:

at a critical moment one man acts firmly and the crowd follows.

What is the evidence which proves that Malik and Abu Ilanlfa were

pupils of the imam JaTar ? The Encyclopedia of Islam is not the

only modern to discredit the plot to kill the three tyrants, 'All.

Mirawia, and ‘Amr. The use of al-Suyuti as a first-class authority

for the early period makes a bad impression. The *Khariji factions

of the ‘Alids ’ is a strange amalgam.

The chapters on Medina and Samarra are dragged in, though the

latter is an excuse for a good photograph. The chapter on theologians

gives several names which are not in Brockelmann. The historical

part of the book is weak ; the miracles grow monotonous ; but some

of the anecdotes are ingenious.

A. S. T.

The Old and New Testaments in Muslim Religious Art. Bv

Sir Thomas W. Arnold, pp. 17. pis. 19. Oxford University Press.

1932. fi.s\

Sir Thomas Arnold chose this subject when he was asked to deliver

the Sehweich lectures. The lectures as spoken were a commentary

on a hundred pictures : as printed with only twenty plates, the reader

feels as if he had been put off with a lecture on cookery instead of

the dinner to which he had been invited. However, some of the pictures

cited can be seen in Painting in Islam.

VOL. VII. tart 2. 20
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Arabic literature is full of echoes of the Bible : Christian, and even

Byzantine, builders were employed by caliphs in the holy cities them-

selves, so it is natural that the same influence was felt in art and

Christian artists used by Muslims. Lack of material makes it hard

to write about the earlier periods. The Taivk al-Hamama tells us that

baths in Spain were adorned with pictures ; researches at Samarra

have shown that Christian pictures appeared in the palace and that

an artist of both sacred and secular subjects was in minor orders
;

and as late as the seventeenth century the house of a Christian in

Aleppo was decorated with pictures of religious subjects. The facts

confirm expectations. While Muslim pictures of Biblical subjects

are fairly common, perhaps the adaptation of Christian conventions

to Muslim material is more interesting. The illustration to a bit of

rascality in al-Harlri is modelled on a picture of the child Jesus in

the temple with the doctors. A preacher extols the beauty of charity,

a boy chooses this moment to beg from the hearers, and then goes

off with the preacher, his father, to carouse on the proceeds. A picture

of the birth of Jesus is adapted to the birth of Muhammad. ‘Abd

ul-Muttalib sits in the place of Joseph and some women take the place

of the shepherds. Curious in the history of art, if not of religion, is

the fondness of some Mughal emperors and of eighteenth century

Persia for Christian pictures, and of Indian artists for the work of

Diirer.

With plate i, parallel types of Christian and Muslim pictures, the

reader is left to guess which is which. In note 5 on p. 8 the reference

is wrong. A> s. y

Catalogue : Bibliotheque de Manuscrits Paul Sbath. Vol. I.

pp. 204. Vol. II, pp. 252. 1928. 8,s. each.

Mukhtasar fi ‘ilm il-xafs. Bar Hebraeus. Edited by Paul Sbath

pp. 65. 1928. 2s*.

al-Rawdat al-Tibbiyat. Tbaidullah b. Jibrall b. Bukhtlshir,

Edited by Paul Sbath. pp. 73, 1927. 2s.

Vingt Traites d'auteurs Arabes Chretiens. Edited by Paul.

Sbath. pp. 206. 1929. 5s. [All published by H. Friedrich and

Co., Cairo.]

Orientalia. Vol. I, fasc. 1. Rome : Sumptibus Pontificii Instituti

Biblici, 1932.

This number of Orientalia contains articles on ancient Egypt and
Mesopotamia and South Arabian inscriptions as well as a detailed
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study of the psychology of Bar Hebraeus, of which an abridged Arabic

version has been published by Father Paul Sbath. This is not the

only bond between the journal and the library.

Father Paul Sbath has collected about eleven hundred manuscripts,

mostly Arabic. The catalogue is a careful piece of work with four

indexes, of Christian names, Christian copyists, non-Christian (mostly

Muslim) names, and Muslim copyists. There is also a list of manuscripts

classified according to subjects. Some names have been omitted from

the indexes. Most of the books are religious and Christian, but a good

number are medical. Many are only curiosities, being translations

of modern Roman Catholic works. Classical Arabic literature is almost

entirely absent. There are a few mistakes in transposing dates from

one system to another. The following are some of the most interesting

books.

No. 2. Thirty chapters from the medical encyclopaedia by ‘Isa

b. Yahya, the teacher of Avicenna. Thirteenth century.

No. 25 (1). The story of Ahikar. Twelfth century. Father Sbath

says that this book was composed in Arabic.

No. B6 (1). A history of religions and philosophy. Dated 709/1309.

To judge from a very short quotation this must be closely connected

with Shahrastani.

No. 265. The Makamat of al-Harlri. A note states that this

manuscript has been compared with the original and that those who

lectured on it drew their authority from the author through his son.

Dated 583/1187.

No. 750. al-Risalat al-Kafivat, or al-Haruniyat bv ‘Isa b. Hakani.

Professor Browne says that no work of this man is known. His book

was dedicated to Harun al-Rashid, hence its second name. It is a

modern copy of an old manuscript destroyed in the war.

No. 777. The version of the Gospels by Hibatullah b Assal. This

book contains the introduction with Matthew and Mark. Modern.

No. 815. Simples. Part of the Canon of Avicenna with notes

taken from an autograph. Eleventh century.

No. 1001. A collection of tracts by Yahva b. ‘Adi and Abu Raita

Habib b. Khadama. Eleventh century.

No. 1008 (1). Paul the apostle : introduction and commentary.

A hitherto unknown work by Abu Ishak b. ‘Assal. Dated 710 1310.

No. 1011. A Christian apologetic against Jews and Muslims.

Dated 701/1301.

The Arabic version of Bar Hebraeus's book on the soul seems to
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be a translation of extracts from the Syriac, to judge bv Professor

Furlani's careful analysis of the latter. It is more theological than

psychological, dealing with the nature of the soul, its immortality,

and condemning transmigration. Here Avicenna's argument that it

would lead to a man’s having two souls is used. The author avoids

the noun “ spirit ” though not the adjective. A few words are given

to the activities of the soul, wonder, laughter, crying, shame, fear, and

modesty. Lying dreams are treated at length. They have four causes :

(1) Figures seen during wakefulness remain on the tablet of memory

and appear during sleep in the associated sense.

(2) When thought has been directed to an object, this is engraved

on the representative faculty : so, when the external senses are at

rest, some form is imprinted on the representative faculty in the

power near to the senses, i.e. the associated sense.

(3) When the imaginative faculty fails and heat prevails, the man
sees fires, when cold prevails, he sees rivers and snow, and if there

is fullness, he feels weights laid on him.

(4) They are the work of devils.

The twenty treatises are all theological. One by Hunain b. Ishak

on how to test the truth of a religion sounds the most promising. He
says that a false religion is accepted for six reasons :

—

(1) Compulsion.

(2) As an escape from poverty and in hope of well-being.

(3) Through preferring honour to disgrace.

(4) When an eloquent advocate persuades his hearers that the

worse is the better.

(5) When the advocate trades on the ignorance of his hearers.

(6) Ties of blood : a man will not desert his friends.

The true religion is accepted for four reasons :

—

(1) Miracles.

(2) When the externals of what a man is called on to accept are

a proof of the truth of what is hidden from him.

(3) Proof that compels acceptance.

(4) When the end agrees with the beginning : what comes later

cannot be doubted when the earlier is true.

None of the first six reasons apply to Christianity.

Another writer attacks the Muslim position that there can be no

likeness between the Creator and the creature. He argues that God
and the sun both exist ; they differ because God is the cause of His

own existence and the sun is not the cause of its existence
;
but the
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existence is the same in both cases. Two of the pamphlets seem to

be extracts or summaries from the system of theology bv Abu Ishak

b. 'Assal. or they may be by other members of the family. An article

in Onentnlia deals thoroughly with this family and its writings. Galen

is quoted as saying that among the Christians are many good persons

who display the highest virtue constantly, not only men but

women also.

Al-Rfiirdat al-Tibbit/at consists of fifty definitions or descriptions,

ranging from five lines to five pages, of ideas in logic, psychology,

and medicine. The style is easy and the facts reliable, though the

author was not a great philosopher. His account of the Platonic

theory of sight is practically a translation of Plutarch, Dr Phicitis

Philosojjhorum , 4, 13. He exaggerates a little in saying that Plato

taught that a man had three souls, a rational connected with thought,

an animal connected with anger, and a vegetal with desire.

The author quotes a few lines from his father's book. ul-Kaji :

—

Love often arises at the sight of lovely bodies when desire awakes
and the longing to be united with them grows. This union is one of

the chief causes which weaken and emaciate the body and bring it to

mortal illness. This habit has its seat in reason : it unites all fatal ills,

anxiety, sorrow, and degradation. The worst of this habit is that it

makes the rational tin* servant of the animal soul. It makes a base

slave master of a noble lord. One effect is to cause many diseases.

It is the worst habit for it incites to pleasure and brings punishment
on one addicted to it. It degrades and blinds the soul for it blinds

thought till it brings man down from that rank which he shares with

the angels to the rank of a pig , because desire of gluttony and
impudence overcome the rational soul and make it a servant. Just

as if a great king were degraded under a base slave.

These books are well printed and mistakes are rare. The editor

has corrected the grammar of his texts but records the manuscript

readings in the notes, though one can never tell whether the offences

against grammar are due to the author or to a careless copyist. At

times one questions the improvements. All the books have indexes,

but some names have been left out.

A. S. T.

Inx al-*AkIf. Mahasin al-Majalis. Texte arabe, traduction, et

commentaire par Mm tel Asin Palacios, pp. 100. Paris :

Geuthner, 1933. 00 francs.

Professor Asin Palacios claims that this pamphlet on the mystic

life is important because in it for the first time a clear distinction
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is made between the novice and the adept. Earlier mystics had said

as much, but this booklet makes the division fundamental. It was

written not as a guide to the aspirant, but as a reminder to the gnostic

who had attained to the intuitive knowledge of God. A paragraph

is given to each station of the mystic life, anxiety, fear, abstinence,

patience, etc. : but these are for the common herd. Hope and desire

are among the weakest stations, for the adept is above them. In

love the van of the profane catch up the stragglers of the elect, who
need only knowledge and love.

The book is not a treatise on the higher life, but a collection of

notes, some profound and some verbal conceits. The lesson is driven

home by an anecdote and a scrap of poetry. The arrangement is bad,

the text is concise to obscurity, and the meaning given to some common
words is uncertain.

The editor has added a life of Ibn al-‘ArIf, those passages in

al-Futuhat al-Makkiyat in which he is mentioned, and notes dealing

mostly with technical terms or with persons. The editor had two
MSS. of the book : he has printed one with all its obvious errors (the

vowels are mostly wrong) and some of his own, and has put the variants

of the second in the notes. The translation of the prose is good, though
the Professor would be the last to claim that he has solved all the

puzzles in the text ; that of the verse is not so good. He has paid

no attention to metre and has printed verses which do not scan.

The text is not metrical though the variant is in p. 83 penult.,

p. 87, 1. 9. and p. 90, 1. 3. In p. 78, 1. 1, it is the variant which is trans-

lated, without any indication of the fact. In the twro lines on p. 80
the caesura is in the wrong place. The verses, p. 91, 1. 26, and p. 92, 1. la,

2b will not scan. In places there are mistakes. Dhunub is sins * not
^ oiles . I n amour si ardent fpi il rende malade le cceur sain

99

should be a lover sick with a sound heart " or sick at heart,

healthy (38 81). Le supplice qu a vous autres donne la mort
"

should be ” the torture with which you are content ” (40/83). Nothing
in the text corresponds to et il n est pas une seule d'entre elles qui
ne soit pas un bicnfait de Lui ” (49/90). “ Tu mas fait aimer mes
ennemis should be

* fi

I loved my enemies " or Thou lovedst
”

(50/91).

A. S. T.
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Khabaya l-Zawaya. History of Saidanava. (Documents relating

to the patriarchate of Antioch.) By Hablb Zayyat. pp. 12 + 296.

Imprimerie de Saint Paul, Harissa (Lebanon), 1932. Agents :

Luzac and Co. 10s.

This book is one of a series of monographs on Syria published

by the review al-Masarrat. Saidanava, a small town less than a day's

journey north of Damascus, was formerly a great place of pilgrimage.

A picture of the Virgin was the attraction. Nothing is known of the

early history of the place. The people were Melchites, accepting the

decisions of the council of Chalcedon, though they welcomed pilgrims

of all sects and apparently let them have their own altars in the church

of the Virgin. It was not till the seventeenth century that they were

admitted into communion with Rome. Legend has been busy and

given the town a church for every day in the year and made Luke the

painter of the picture. This came to the church miraculously (part

of the tale is borrowed from Jonah), when stolen it turned into flesh

and was brought back by the astonished thief, it cured a Muslim

king of blindness, and worked many other wonders. It sweated a

healing oil and the vessel into which this dripped was always full

however much was taken away by pilgrims. The picture disappeared,

apparently in the sixteenth century. The convent with the church

was situated above the town and for long contained both monks and

nuns. The eighteenth centurv removed this scandal.

The author is a painstaking and lucky searcher and has ransacked

libraries and literatures. Pilgrims from Europe, obscure Arabic poets,

as well as church records have provided him with material. The

illustrations are poor, there is no plan of the church, and at times

the arguments are not convincing. It is possible that some of the

tribe of Kalb settled in Saidanava, but it is not proved. Sometimes

the book is wordy and succumbs to the lure of rhymed prose. Still

it is thorough. There are lists of bishops of the town, of superiors

and mother-superiors of the convent, and descriptions of all the

religious buildings. There is something for all tastes. A chapter on

the wine for which the place was famous, church quarrels with rich

ecclesiastical curses, modern Arabic prose and verse to delight the

philologist, letters from and to cardinals, and legends. It may be

noted that a sultan provided post horses for the envoys of Christian

kings to visit Jerusalem and Saidanava. An old woman related that

she remembered in her childhood the burning of nearly all the Syriac
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manuscripts in the convent lest Syrians (? Jacobites) should make

them a pretext for seizing the church. It took more than four days

to bum them.

Enough has been said to show that this is a book of varied interest.

The rendering of European names is capricious.

A. S. Tritton.

On Ancient Central Asian Tracks. By Sir Aurel Stein, pp. xxiv

— 342. London : Macmillan and Co., 1933. 31s. 6d.

Sir A. Stein's first journey dates back to 1900, and 1933 found

him still exploring one of the remote and little known borderlands

of Persia. Even making abstraction of his earlier works of erudition,

his minor articles, and the voluminous annexes of his later works, we

can estimate at several thousands of pages the actual records drawn

up by him on his travels

—

Sand-buried Ruins of Khotan ,
1903. 8°, 503 pp.

Ancient Khotan , 2 vols., 1907, 4:°, 621 pp.

Ruins of Desert Cathay
,
2 vols., 1912, 8°, 546 + 517 pp.

Serindia
,
5 vols.. 1921, 4°, 1,580 pp.

Innermost Asia

,

4 vols.. 1928, 4°, 1,159 pp.

Most of these books are out of print, the cost of the larger works

is prohibitive to an average student, and could the latter even procure

them he would need be a perfect master of his hours and days to

read through this mass of information.

Moreover. Sir A. Stein's peregrinations wnre never in a straight

line : he constantly returned to his favourite sites to w'eave round

them his complicated cobweb of march routes. So the appreciation

of numerous passages necessitates constant references to the earlier

wnrks of the writer.

Who but the author himself could give an adequate picture of

the general results of his travels so as to represent in due perspective

the more important, and the less important, facts and to join the thread

wherever it was interrupted bv the accidents of seasons and campaigns i

The present volume, with its twenty-one well-ordered chapters,

147 illustrations, and a convenient general map is a responsible and
handy epitome of the author's life work.

As stated in the Preface, it is based on the lectures delivered at the

Lowell Institute, Boston. ’ k

in a condense* 1 form suited for a wider

public*/' The lectures, calculated chiefly on the auditive capacities of the
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listeners, must unavoklahly be less saturated than the matter which

the reader of a book can profitably digest, and this is perhaps the

only remark as to the general character of the book which might

have been perhaps a more technical vade-mecum through the sea of

materials collected by the author. In the historical chapter some

more dates and a table of Chinese dynasties would be appreciated

by the readers. Some systematic summary of the work done by

Sir A. Stein's predecessors and contemporaries would also form a

desirable background. But, as it stands, the book is an excellent

introduction to the geography and archaeology of the regions

surrounding the Takla-makan Desert.

It is a pity that the author who sometimes uses q to denote

guttural l' (see fig. 142, Qalu-i qn'qti) does not mark it in Turkish

names, where the hard series of words is so distinct from the soft one.

V. M.

A Chronicle of the Early" SafawIs : Being the Ahsanu't-

tawarIkh of Hasan-i Rumlu. Vol. I : Persian text. Edited

by C. N. Seddox. Gaekwad's Oriental Series, vol. lvii. pp. 510

(Persian) + 36. Baroda, 1931.

No scientific history of Persia is possible until we possess reliable

editions of the principal sources with necessary notes and indexes,

and it is paradoxical enough that the more recent epochs of Persian

history remain perhaps the least known to us. In this respect the text

edited by Mr. Seddon fills one of the important lacunae. 1 It contains

all that remains of Hasan Rumlu’s Absent al-tatrankh. On p. 460 the

author mentions his previous nnijalladat, and on p. 141 tpiotes from his

vols. vi and vii of which the latter seems to have contained the events

towards a.d. 1258. AVe do not know whether all the intermediary

volumes were really completed by the author. In the present volume,

which, as we may presume, was the only one to possess a permanent

value, the author gives the history of the early Safavids : Ismffil I

(pp. 1-184), Talimasp (pp. 184- 176). IsmaTl II (pp. 176 -496). and the

beginning of Muhammad Khuda-banda (pp. 496 505). The con-

temporary evidence begins with the year 948 (a.d. 1541). from which

date on, says the author (p. 301). he followed Shah Talnnasp’s camp

on all the expeditions. Hasan Rumlu adds hardly anything to our

knowledge of the most important epoch of Shah IsmaTl, as expounded

1 See a very detailed hihhojjraplu ot the Safavid hudone^ by V. Horn, in G’/ ttmb is.*

(/ . ban. Philojoyte, ij, S.
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in Khwandamir's Habib al-Siyar and in the curious anonymous

history described by Sir Denison Ross in JRAS ., 1896, pp. 249-340. 1

For Shah Tahmasp we had to rely until now chiefly on his own incom-

plete Memoirs down to a.h. 969, 2 on the second part of the Sharaf-

ndma , ed. by Veliaminov-Zernov, and on the clear epitome of the reign

in the introduction to the
4

Alam-ara. Now that Hasan Riimlu’s work

lies before us the general impression is that it will only partially

improve (and hardly at all deepen !) our understanding of Shah

Tahmasp's times. The bulk of the book seems to have been written

towards 980/1572. Under the events of the year 958 the author says

(p. 356) that a sorcerer arrested at the time “ is still in life at the present

date of 980 Unless this note was added at a later date we should

think that the events were actually recorded after a considerable

lapse of time, when it was difficult to remember the details. Under

some years (cf. 978/1572) are given only records of events exterior to

Persia, culled from Indian and Ottoman histories (Idris ?). In his

Preface Mr. Sedclon candidly admits that as a historian Hasan Rumlu
“ is unsatisfactory because he omits so much that might be interesting

and usually fails to explain the real causes of the expeditions which he

describes Hasan Rumlu stands certainly far below Shah ‘Abbas I’s

historian Iskandar-munshi whose 'Alam-ara is a real mine of multi-

farious information and who has a clear vision of facts and of

geographical realities. Hasan Rumlu must have been much less

intimate at the court and his characteristics of Shah Tahmasp (written

after the latter’s death, pp. 488-9) are rather " bitter-sweet From
them we learn that in the words of a satirist the favourites of the reign

were “scribes, painters, Qazvlms. and donkeys*’, that the shah for

fourteen years did not pay his troops, and that
<£ among the peasants

of Adharbaijan war was perpetually going on "
; cf. also p. 455. Some-

what unexpected, too, is the inclusion in the book of a long letter of

‘Ubaid khan (pp. 226-232) passing strong censure on the politico-

religious tenets of the Safavids.

1 Sir H. Beveridge, JRAS., 1902. p. 170, .suggested as its author Khwaja kAbdullah
Murvarid, who is known as the author of a Tarikh-i ShdhJ. The Ahsa w aUnwarikh
records his death and work* under 922/1516. However, Murvarld’s association with
Isma II seems to he of a later date while the anonymous historv breathes the intimacv
of a faithful adept.

It was edited by 1\ Horn in 71)M(1. % 44. pp. 063-649, and translated by him in

IS91. In an important review Zhukovsky, Zftpiski, vi, 377—383, suggests that the
Memoir* are only a record of the Shah's conversations with the Turkish ambassadors
in 969/1561. Phillott re-edited the Memoirs in Bibl. Indira , No. 1319, 1912. Both
editions are full of mistakes.
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The concluding part of the book, written probably in 985, 1577

and speaking of the events which were fresh before the author’s eyes,

are rather disappointing. The story of the murder of Sultan Haydar

mirza by the unruly pretorians is scrappy and partial, and to under-

stand the events and even to disclose the identity of the chief

personages we have to recur to Iskandar-munshf s clear and reasoned

statement. 1

The advantage of the book is that it is disposed in the form of

annals and that in the paragraphs concluding each year (necrologies,

etc.) many interesting minor facts are recorded.

Hasan Rumlfks style is not very difficult, but he often indulges in

unnecessary embellishments, similes, metaphors, and ad hoc verses.

As an example p. 451 may be quoted where the accusative is separated

from its verb by six lines of intercalated phrases. As Mr. Seddon

proposes to publish a translation of the text we hope he will leave out

the unnecessarv lucubrations obscuring the sense, but instead will give

a verv detailed index of subjects and names.

Thanks to Mr. Seddon we now possess quite a readable edition of

the Ahsan al-taircirllh based upon the collation of three MSS. in

England and the readings communicated from Tehran of three more

MSS. found in Persia. There are chances that some important variants

will be found in the MSS. existing in Leningrad. The editor’s notes

(separate pages, 1-32) show the extent of his historical readings,

which certainly stood him in good stead during the preparation of

the A.-T . for the press. The more doubtful element in the notes are

the remarks on the Turkish names and expressions which abound in

the text, and more than anything else confirm the role of the Turcoman

tribes under the early Safavids. Some of the words belong to the

common administrative Turkish stock, probably introduced by the

Uyghurs in Mongol service, whereas some others are purely Turcoman

(southern group of Turkish languages) and cannot be expected to be

found in our dictionaries of Chaghatay Turkish (belonging to the

eastern group). Here are some remarks on the notes with references

to the pages of the text :

—

5, AUah-vermish (= Persian Khuddddd)—a rather strange use of

the southern past participle of the verb vermdh
,
usually Alldh-verdi

;

9, son in the sense of German " kaput ”
: 20, govda ‘‘ (squat) trunk ”,

nothing to do with giiddji : 27, qutas anglice “ yak ”
; derivation of

1 (Alam-am , pp. 136-141. I hear from Dr. W. Hinz (Berlin) that he has prepared

a paper on the reign of IsmaTl II.
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tughaghji (or toghaghji t) from tngh looks doubtful ; 31, if the spelling

rdf is right the word must mean “ nutmeg" : Yullers gives rdf as

equivalent of bazbdr
,

in its turn explained as The text

may oppose the warrior's armour to the nutmeg carried bv a dervish,

cf. Minorsky, Notes stir les Ahl-i Haqq< 1921-2. p. 106. Mr. Seddon,

who gives " mace, such as carried by dervishes " seems to have been

misled by Steingass's dictionary which gives :
" mace, envelope of

the nutmeg " meaning evidentlv bv " mace " the outer laver of the

nutmeg! 40, Kdkdlfkondl
"
heart, breast", kokdltash “breast

companion ", “ foster-brother "
: 42, the (“ Uyghur "

?) form ugh nil

(no lengths in Turkish !) is impossible ; read ogliVi his son "
; 43>

the safe reading is qoyun-dliimi “ sheep's death ", and so the name is

explained in Evliya Chelebi's travels, but a number of crossings on the

Atrak river are called Yaghli-olum, Duzli-olum, etc., which suggests

for *ohim (not found in the dictionaries) some meaning like ‘‘ ford,

ferry ”, etc.; on p. 35 i3j 3 stands perhaps also for
e

* nine

fords "
(?) : 46, [ba] namad-hd-yi aldchuq “ with the felts of their felt

tents "
; 48, on the Ozbek, see Shaibdnl-kkdn in Enc . of Islam

;
53,

the name must be Kabul', similar to that of several of the Mongol

khans
; 78, Tavachi , Deny, who has specially studied the word,

Journ. As juillet, 1932, pp. 132-3, translates it by “ nuntius,

messenger, recruiting officer "
; 94. explanation of aldddna highly

improbable
;

drum both in Persian anti Turkish “ seed, grain '*
;

ald-bdta in Turkish “ weeds " [ala ” spotted, variegated ", bdta “ low-

growing plants "]
;
therefore ald-ddna is perhaps seed of the weeds,

seed of mischief ", with a pun on the name of ’Ala : 94, qayttd. probably

from the root quit- “ to return ", “ place to which one returns "
;

123,

Atlaudl-bog is one of the many curious Turkish names, from athnul'i

“ he mounted : 123. Taghafay looks all right ; 124. the alternative

for yasaval can only be ftsand

.

not ehasand : 126. qasaq and yasa

are the same word but see p. 163
12

for the differentiation of their

meanings
:
yasa

"
( hingiz khan s law

.
yasaq usually “ interdiction,

tribute . but p. 163 the sense is not quite clear : did the two amirs

quarrel over the booty ( 130. huskim. better keskthi . Pavet

de Courteille. p. 486. ” espeee de casse-tete," in Russian KiiCTeHb ;

140. ehapan is a sort of overcloak, not necessarily tattered, those clad

in chapans = common ])eople : 1 15, explanation is absolutely

impossible : Mikhal-oglilu was chiefly known as a raider (aqinchi)

and the word (cf. p. 116
i3 )

certainly refers to that speciality; 156,
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on chelebi see Enc. of Islam ; 159, the meaning of knvka must be

" cuirass " big drum " being out of the question. The word for the

latter must be *ku varga or kaviirgd ,
see p. '211. and as regards the

pronunciation, cf. Zafar-ndma
,

i, 722, ii, 434 ; 170, qadaghtn " inter-

diction ", here in a strange use, perhaps " in strong isolation "
; 191,

sdksdn exactly means in Turkish “ eighty "
: -jik diminutive suffix

;

197, explanation absolutely impossible
;
how could soldiers be clad in

bath-towels ? The word is most probably *alclun
i
which I met some-

where in the sense of "cuirass" (cf. ijalch'in "smooth, polished") :

211, pronounce : boryh

u

> born
;

233, on chashmagi khurshld see

Buchner* s article in Acta Orientalia, ii, 208 ; 249, yalgliuz-aghach is

excellent: "solitary tree": 255, read: chashna-glr
; 299, qaysi

anglice " apricot ”
: 316. 320. the well-known shi’a Turcoman tribe :

Chapin
; 319, if the Eangldkli is right, the business of the chaghdacul

was also reconnoitering taldga-ddrl
;

321 9 . I understand the sentence

as meaning " when the fire of conceitedness of Alqas. which had gone

high on account of the wind of his pride, came down, he (Alqas) was

defeated
,J

;
32012 ,

perhaps : Q'irm-shamkhdl. Alqas went to the

khan of Crimea's
;

from Azov he sailed for Theodosia in Crimea :

334, akhtannaq in Azarbaijan Turkish " to search for ", in Ottoman

Turkish aqtarma “ changing trains In Persian historical texts the

meaning seems to be " prisoners to be exchanged “
: 335. see Enc . of

Islam
,
under Shdlistan

; 347, qnlluqchi : 388. safld -muhra — Ssk.

sankha
; 431, Lishtanishd still extant

; 438, Talaqan, district on the

upper course of the Shahrucl
;

475. I do not see the possibility of

transformation of into ‘‘the elders". Perhaps

*qoyinchi (qoynnchi)
;

478, the word is probably Mongol
;

479, as the verses describe the effect of musical instruments one would

suggest buq " horn ", but what to do with jl» ? 483, why not

leave Shushtar ? Shuslitar was known in the old times for its brocades
;

495, instead of maghz-i fll the ‘Alam-ara, j). 157 gives a drug

composed of opium and cannabis indica
;

505, why not “ the heroes

with all their equipment become dust (clay)?"

The following are some emendations of the text

96 , tanka *tanfja : 14 10 , add rd after H. Khan ‘Allkhanl : 1G19 ,

add bd lashkar
;

17 10 . ziid khwand *zad-va-klurdnd
;

8417 ,
shall

-

savaran *shdhsardr : 115
ir> , the rhyme requires nnldh ‘‘pretty one ",

and the first word must have the sense of "caress", etc.: 115 16 ,
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ta’aththur *tathtr
;

11820 ,
dar zahir *az zahir; 141, pur-ghamam

*67- ghamam
; 143, majma'-i firuz *majmar-i f.

;
bid *abyad ; 17520j

a‘zam-i umara *aazim-i u . ;
177 12 , mutana‘*im *muntaqim

;
2128 ,

maqarr *mafarr ;
21624 ,

astaran *ushturan
;

22617 ,
fisad-va-zaman

*fisad-i z . ;
2294 ,

‘aqili *ghdfill ;
2566 ,

intisab *intisdf; 2678 , muqabil

shudan *az muqabil
;

27610 (and in several other places), tufang

*tufak (metri causa) ;
2792 , ‘iddat-i ahl-i sunnat *ghuldt-i ahl-i s.

;

28619 ,
Shirvan *Shirvan (metri causa)

;
28910 ,

amthal-i khuban-i

Biyar *imsal khiibdn-i par
;

29914 , ’alam muta* *miitcC
;

3401S ,

marghub *marqum
; 372,

£

aqab-i Dlv-jama *'aqaba-yi D.
;
sukkan

*sagan ; 379, mustahdar *mu$tazhar (the editor ought not to respect

the obvious slip in his MS.
;

cf. 444 ult. ?nustazhar)
; 385, manqabat

guy *gu'

i

; 407, mykdt *makldat ; 445, khashidand *chashidand
;

448, dwjy *fauji ;
46521 ,

Zirih chand *ziriht chand
;
472 ult., avard-gah

*ordvgah
;
49017 ,

al-mushkilat *m ashkilat.

Many words appear in the text with unnecessary tashdids (6 and

13, lalla *lala
;
7g , murdiyy ; 355, twlyyt *tauliyat

; 379, inna-Yyajuj !

The corrections suggested in the proper names, etc., are as follows :

15, Rustam c. Maqsud b. Husain *b. Hasan (i.e. Uzun Hasan)

;

71, Alchi *Iji ( ? ) ; 73, Shahriyan *Shahrabdn
; 84, Tabas-i mina

*T.-i Masinan
;

114, Atrba *Otrar ( ? ) ; 141, Sultan Namad Khandan
*Muhammad Kliandan (famous calligraphist)

; 142, M.hal-oghli

*Mikhal (Michael )-oghVi
; 151, Adrafa *Adhrama

;
151 9 Acha *Qaraja

,

tit supra 151 5 ;
171 5 . The dates are wrong, for after the 16th of

Jamadi II follows the 13th of the same month. Very probably instead

of shanzdahum must be read yanzdahmn
,
but the days of the week,

according to Wvistenfeld’s Tables, are both wrong
; 172, dar hawall

[-yi Halab ?] ; 180. K.rchl *GurjT ; 300, R'nashi certainly *Marashi

(cf. p. 278) ; 316, Zkm-va-Gyrm *Zagam-va-Girlm, i.e. Dzegam and

Gremi? 317, Ywlag now Yevlakh : 323, Alus Krd *Aldshkard
; 345,

T. lvar, according to the description the river meant is Slrvan and not

Talvd

r

(the latter being a southern tributary of the Qizil-Uzan, north

of Hamadan)
; 351, Lavasan seems to be the author’s misspelling

for Lavdsdb < Luarsab, which is the Georgian form of the Iranian

Luhrdsp ! 352, Ardanuh *Arddnuj
; 355, Barat-Ali (cf. 380, Barat-

‘AlT) : the usual Turco-Persian form occurring in the ‘Alam-dra is

Bardt-ili “ the tribe of Barat ”, for Georgian Sa-barati-ano
e<
the fief

of the Barati family ”
; 362, Qngra *Qungrat

:

373, Kwt *Gavar
;

376, Arayiq *Araliq
; 386, Jarandab *Charandab (also well known as

the name of a ward of Tabriz)
; 386, Y.qa *Yusqa ( ? ), cf. the village
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of Beshyuskha still existing in the Turcoman Steppe
; 401, Surl

*Sumni, as in the variant quoted
; 422, Wall Bakr *Wali-yi Diydr-

Bakr
; 438, Hazar-Kham *Hazar-eham

;
448, Qulumula, in Russian

*Kolomna ; 451, In the report on the famous battle of Lepanto (1571)

the name of the King of Spain stands probably for

Rey Felipe (the last name recognized by Mr. Seddon) and j'j

is without any doubt possible Don Juan (cf. 452, j'jf- j * jU)

;

453, ^ l Russian Oka (pronounced usually Aka)
; 454, in the account

of the Aurora borealis the Byzantine emperor An.s, contemporary of

Kobad (488-531) must be Anastase (491-518) ; 455, the well-known

cemetery in Tabriz is not K.ch.l, but *Gajll ; 459 and 483, Dan

S.b.stdn
,
and 483 va an Sab. stein

,
undoubtedly Don Sebastian of

Portugal (1557-1578) (this is another proof for p. 451) ; 460, several

names of Turkish towns could be improved ‘Alaniya * ;

Ala'Iya, etc. ;

461, Sultan Salim I, read II ; 4767 ,
Qaracha-daghiyan *Qaraja-d.

;

476 ult. certainly “Master of the Threshhold
”

or <^La>J eshik), and not “ Master of the donkeys (dshdk) ! 480,

Parcham *Sarcham (W. of Zanjan).

V. M.

Shah ‘Abbas I, sa vie, son histoire. By L. L. Bellan. vii + 297 pp.

Paris : P. Geuthner, 1932. 80 francs.

The author, who for a number of years stayed in Tehran and Tabriz

as French consul, devoted his leisure to the preparation of this book,

which possesses the real advantage of being based on first-hand

sources. The list of his authorities (p. 293) could certainly be much

extended, and the sources are used in a rather uneven way, but very

happily the basis of the book is formed by a resume of the fundamental

\ilam-ard-yi
c

Abbas! written by the official historian of the reign,

Iskandar-munshl. This chronicle as lithographed in Tehran contains

some 750-odd pages in folio with neither index nor table of contents.

It is true that the narrative is arranged in order of years, and the

marginal notes are helpful, but the mass of facts it contains is over-

whelming. Any work which sets out to render them handier is welcome,

and a mere comparison of M. Bellan \s table of contents with any of the

existing histories of Persia will show to what an extent the systematic

use of the
‘Alam-dra has enriched our knowledge of the facts.
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The book, which belongs to the series of “ Les grandes figures de

1'Orient ", appeals to the general reader and has a tendency to be

“ literary " in style. For a student the chief regret about the form of the

book is its total lack of references to the sources and the absence of

any index. The obvious bona files of the work does not diminish our

desire to know the authorities for statements made in the text.

The author records principally the political events of the reign of

Shah-'Abbas, and does not even attempt to portray his hero's character

with its curious blend of unconscious bloodthirstiness, joviality,and love

of novelty, pageantry, and carousal. Such matters as the adminis-

tration of the kingdom (cf. pp. 170. 210, 251) and the reorganization

of the army (pp. 111. 181) are treated only en passant , but in the

Introduction (pp. i-vii) M. Bellan makes some happy hints on the

foundation of the Safavid power created by the pretorian Turcoman

tribes welded together by a religious discipline of an extremist shi
4a

creed; see the article “ Shah-Sevan " in the Enc. of Islam.

M. Bellan uses the ordinary French transcription of names which

tries to imitate the actual Persian pronunciation (Esmall, modjtahed,

etc.), and even applies it to Turkish names and words
(
Torkemdn

,

etc.). This system sometimes leads him astray (p. vi, tayyul for Turkish

tiyul, or in Persian pronunciation toyfil
; p. 2. Tchahal-sotun instead

of Tchehel-sotiln
,

etc.).

There are many mistakes and misreadings in proper names, of

which we shall quote only the principal ones using the author's tran-

scription (reference is given to pages) : 6, Parnak. Persian *Pornak

(Turkish : Porniik ?) ; 17, Samnan *8emndn
;

21. Kur Qur-Khoms

Kur Qorkhomns “ the blind Q." (or. rather, in Kurdish : Kitr-i Q.
"
son of Q.) ; 23. 36. Aslams *Asilmas ; 37. 119. 131, Tchakani

Tehifjam ; 45. Choste-Xecha *Lishta Neehd
; 51, Alichkar *‘All

Chakkar
;
55. Mostandjll *Mandjll

:

59, Korill *Girayli
; 51, Senevrl,

but 71 SolvIzT (same person, probably *8alrarzl ?) ; 71, Djangala

*Tchanffida : 74, Arabgarlu *Arab(jirht : 125. etc., Tchaghur-e-SaM

*Teh akh ur-e-Sa 'd “plain, depression of fVd ’’
; 131, Aymanlu

*hwndu (iman “wild goat"); 136. 139, Alidjaq *Alindjaq
; 137,

Tchuras *Tchors
;

147. 276, etc., Zanll *Zaynal
; 153, Gurg-tchayi

*Kiirdkdehayi ;
158. Bargcliat *Bar(juchat : 162. Esma-khan *Usml-

khan ; 169, Iv-oghlu *Er-oyhbi ; 175, Faridun *Fareydcm (locality) ;

178, bavartchi *bavurtchi ; 180, Sanqar *Sonqor

:

183, Tarkur-o-

Markur ^Taryarar-o-Marfjarar : 184. Domdom *Dimdim : 187,

Uchanl *UchnI
;

205, Aq-lang probaldy *Aq-olan<j
; 226, Qarlnaq
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(cf. 121, Qarin-yaraq) Qarin-yaruq ; 233, Qarkh-bolagh *Qirkh-bulagh

(

c ’40 springs"): 243, Pir Gedi
;

either the transcription or the

interpretation is wrong : in Ottoman Turkish cat " would be kedi

and 4
* cuckold " gidi ! 257, Qarfarl *Farghdrl

; 277, ‘Abdol-’Aqqar

*Abdol-Ghaffar ; 275, Sahran *Sohran ; 277, Gorus *Garrus. In

Georgian names : 151, didemal must stand for dedapali queen "
;

155, Tumanis *Dmanis : 215, Tayanat *Tionethi ; 216. Guri *Gori
;

225, Bachi'atchuq is the Turkish name for Imeretlii : 273, Alqrt *Algeti.

On p. 242 the names of Russian ambassadors to Persia are

mentioned as Kinas Ivan Yotorinsky et Ivan Ivanovitch ". The

embassy sent at a very memorable moment of Russian history by

the founder of the Romanov dynasty Mikhail Feodorovich (credentials

signed on 23rd May, 1618 = 1027 H.) was composed of the Prince

(hriaz) Mikhail Petrovich Bariatinsky and the nobleman Ivan

Ivanovich Chicherin.

The conversion of Muslim dates does not look very accurate.

Shah ’Abbas was bom on the 1st of Ramadan 988 (27tli January,

1571, not 5th February) ; he died on the 24th of Jamadi I, 1038

(19th January, 1629, not 21st January)
;

Safi mirza was proclaimed

king on the 23rd of Jamadi II, 1038 (17th February, not 16th !).

V. M.

Sir Anthony Sherley and his Persian Adventure, including;

some Contemporary Narratives Relating Thereto. Edited

by Sir E. Denison Ross. pp. xxxviii + 293. London :

Routledge (” Broadway Travellers "). 1933. 12s. 6d.

The book consists of an Introduction (pp. i-xxxviii) giving

a detailed survey of the sources, a biography of Sir Anthony Sherlev

(pp. 1-87), an annex (pp. 91-249), reproducing three different records

of Sir Anthony's journey to Persia in 1598-9 by the members of his

party (Parry, A. Pinion, and Manwaring). as well as some other

documents relating to that journey, and finally a very good Index

(pp. 251-293).

There was no lack of writers who were interested in the adventures

of “ the Three Brothers ", but the last book on them was written in

1848, and the matter certainly required a reconsideration in the light

of the materials found since then. Each page of the prefatory chapters

bears witness to the editor's long familiarity with the subject. The

texts already known have been collated with the originals, numerous

VOL. VII. PART 2. 30
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facts and details have for the first time found a satisfactory explanation,

and many a new trait has been added from the recently discovered

sources.

The story of the three Sherlev brothers has been very popular

even outside England, but few people have had the occasion of getting

to the bottom of their notoriety, and it is no small merit in Sir Denison

to have courageously summed up the impression which one cannot

fail to gather from his hero s fascinating but unedif\ing career

(pp. 86-7). Sir Anthonv possessed all the pluck, daring, and enterprise

which in adventurous times lead people to accomplish great deeds,

but there was in him some essential lack of constancy and

perseverance. Jumping from one enterprise to another, quarrelling

with too manv people, and easily abandoning his protectors, he finished

up by preparing a betrayal of bis own brother in whose house he was

staying (p. 80).

Persia, as a geographical entity, occupies a rather unimportant

place in Sir Anthony's life. He left Baghdad for Persia on

4th November. 1598. and bv June. 1599. was leaving the Shah's

kingdom on his northward journey. His further diplomatic association

with Persian interests finished about May. 1601. and out of this time

he actually lost some six months in Russia.

Sir Anthony's decision to go and offer his sword to Shah 'Abbas

came as a flash when he met a Persian merchant in Venice, but it is

not clear whether lie had time to secure for himself some unofficial

mandates for the plans lie developed on the spot. His chief idea was

to bring about a rapprochement between Persia and the European

Powers who were equally interested in the weakening of the Ottoman

Empire. Here he was on the path already trodden by the Popes at the

time of the Mongols, and by the Republic of Venice at the time of

Eziui Hasan. Indeed, the Emperor Rudolph, after the passage of

Sir Anthony and his colleague, speedily sent bis own embassy to Persia,

but owing to the remoteness of the two lands nothing tangible resulted

from the idea, and in 1600 Rudolph concluded a peace with Turkev.

On the other hand. Sir Anthony's own country was from the beginning

indisposed to upset with regard to Turkey the policy of peace on which

British trade through Aleppo depended.

Much less light is shed by the documents on the subsidiary plan

of striking a blow at Portugal, by diverting the spice trade of the

Indies (pp. 41 . 240. 246) to the route passing through Persia and Russia,

and more directly by inciting the “ King of Lahore ” (i.e. the Emperor
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Akbar) to make war upon the Portuguese. In both respects

Sir Anthony's suggestions were in the line of English politics : the

transit trade through Russia was the object of British endeavours

since the times of A. Jenkinson down to those of J. Hanwav ; with

regard to Portugal only some twenty years later the combined Anglo-

Persian forces destroyed the chief emporium of the Portuguese trade.

Hormuz. But even here Sir Anthony had more than one string to

his bow, for Gouvea in his Relation (Bill) praises him for his plan of

diverting the silk trade from the Baglidad-Aleppo route (in which the

British were interested !) to the maritime route Hormuz-Lisbon !

Cf. also p. 242. where Sir Anthony speaks of a mighty blow to the

king of Spain while the duplicity of such a plan from the outset did

not escape the attention of the French ambassador in Rome (p. 49).

The editor uses a rather non-committal expression with regard to

the introduction of artillery into the Shah's army with which the

Sherleys are credited (p. 20). But here Purchas's enthusiasm over the

prevailing Persian who has learned Sherlian arts of war " must be

confronted with Manwaring's decisive statement (p. 222) :

v
' Although

there are some which have written now of late that the Persians had

not the use of pieces until our coming into the country, this much

must I write to their praise that I did never see better barrels of

muskets than I did see there." Sir Anthony's interpreter Angelo,

interrogated in Venice, said (p. 29) :
“ The Shah has some cannon,

having captured many pieces from the Tartars : moreover, there is

no lack of masters to manufacture new ones, these masters have

turned against the Turk and have come to serve the king of Persia."

As regards Persian sources, it is known, for instance, that artillery was

used by Shah Tahmasp at the siege of Ottoman towns in Armenia

during the campaign of 959/1 552.

The three relations of Sir Anthony's companions contains several

very interesting details on Persia under Shah Abbas. Particular

thanks are due to Sir Denison for reprinting in his translation the little

knowm report of Abel Pinion whose identity he has disclosed for the

first time. However, the route followed by Sir Anthony's party from

Baghdad to Qazvin requires some further study.

Here are a few' suggestions on the text :

—

p. 72. Gouvea's words must not be understood in the sense that

Rudolph's embassy was the first Christian embassy under the Safavids.

Portuguese embassies to Persia are mentioned under 958/1551.

982/1574, and 981/1570.
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pp. 105 and 179. The island lying on the way from Zante

(Cephallonia )
to Crete, at two to three days from the latter, cannot

be Mount Athos.

p. 130. The note does not seem to suit the passage.

p. 180. Chorses can stand only for a plural of chaush . There were

no qurchis in Turkey so far as I know.

p. 174. Pinion's narrative can refer only to the situation in Russia

at the time of his visit (towards 1600)- In the text the names Boris

and Rorik must, without the slightest doubt, change places : ‘'The

present Emperor is called *Boris ” (i.e. Boris Godunov) and his son

Feodet Borisoich (i.e. Feodor Borisovich) ”. It is further true that

Boris was elected Tsar after the extinction of the Riirik dynasty

which ended with Feodor Ivanovich. Therefore ’* the Emperor recently

dead who was called *Rorik Feritelli “ can be no other person than the

last Tsar (Ferit = Fedor).

As an echo of Sir Anthony’s passage through Moscow a special

point was included in the instructions (dated 12th September, 1600)

which Boris Godunov gave to his ambassador. Prince Zasekin, sent to

Persia in company with the Persian ambassador Plr-quli beg, who was

returning to his master. The Muscovite envoy was to explain that :

” Loving his brother. His Majesty Abbas shah, H.M. the Tsar dismissed

his ambassador Ben Alev (*Husain 'All) and the Englishman Don
Onton (*Don Antonio) from his country, from Moscow to the Dvina,

(namely) to the anchorage of Kholmogory, and thence ordered to let

them go on ships by sea. . . . H.M. the Tsar told them not to travel

by Lithuania (i.e. Poland) because the king of Lithuania Zhigimont is

at present at peace and in friendship with the Turk : no sooner would

they be allowed to go there than Zhigimont . . . would arrest them and
send them to the Turk and thereby a damage would result to Abbas
shall. The fc>hah s ambassador Perkulv-beg (*Plr-quli beg) has received

in Moscow similar explanations.” Veselovsky, Pamiatniki diplo-

nmttchcskikb ii, 1892, p. 51. It is further interesting that

in the same instructions Boris Godunov expresses his willingness to

join the anti-Ottoman league, and more particularly to be united with
Shah 'Abbas and tin* Emperor Rudolph.

V. M.
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Persia. By Sir Arnold T. Wilson, pp. xvi + 400. London : Benn

(The Modern World Series), 1932. 21s.

There exists no good hook on present-day Persia, nothing, that is

to say, of the standard of Curzon's work. Most of the residents in

Persia probably feel hampered by the discretion they owe to their

respective administrations. On the other hand, the increasing rapidity

of communications seems to have considerably impaired the acumen

of occasional travellers, rarely acquainted with the language of the

country, and standing no comparison with their famous predecessors.

Sir Arnold Wilson's long connection with Persia in the various positions

which, in the course of his brilliant career, he has occupied gives him

exceptional opportunities for filling some of the gaps in our knowledge

of the kingdom of the Shah. The readers of his book will certainly find

in it much instructive information and many incisive judgments which,

even if not always incontrovertible, are interesting as reflecting the

strong personality of the author. And if none the less the book is open

to some criticisms, it should lx? remembered that Sir Arnold has

volunteered for a task which no one yet has ventured to undertake.

The primary aim of the volume/’ it is stated in the Preface, “ is

to throw' some light not on the history of Persia, not on the

characteristics of the country as it was twenty or even ten years ago,

but as it is to-day." Remembering that the country is just passing

through a stage of rapid evolution, we may wonder how this pledge

could be fulfilled at a lesser cost than by refreshing on the spot the

recollections derived from the former state of things. The author

avow's that ’* no attempt is made in the book to deal critically W'ith

ephemeral situations, nor to portray the features of the leading figures

on the political stage." but while taking notice of this restriction

one feels a regret that thereby the programme is considerably narrowed.

In fact, many important sides of the life of modern Persia are too

rapidly treated by the author w hereas long passages arc devoted to the

remote epochs deliberately excluded from the plan of the book.

Of the chapter on military forces (pp. 313 -348) eight pages give a brief

outline of the Pahlavl reforms, while twenty-seven pages are occupied

with quotations beginning with Plato. Herodotus. Arrian. Xenophon,

etc. Many of these texts, meant to stir the military pride of the

Persians, are not even very conclusive as regards the object in view .

The situation under the Safavids was much more complicated than

the quotations might suggest : even the assertion of the “ pure
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Persian descent " of Shah Isma/il (p. 32) is highly doubtful As regards

Nadir, his official history constantly opposes "the army'’ to the

Persian (Qizilbask) population, and Sir Arnold himself quotes (p. 319)

Hanway's testimony on the queer composition of that army.

Similarly in the chapter on literature (pp. 163-196) a very scanty

account of the present-day literature occupies the first eight pages,

while the rest of it treats of much older times and contains a good

deal of fortuitous or questionable matter. Can one really regard as

characteristic of the great Firdausi the passage " anticipating the use

of armoured cars driven by oil
“—which even as an interpretation of

the text is not quite correct
;

for according to Firdausi Alexander

invented only a sort of camouflaged
k

* Flammenwerfer ". The attempt

to fit the epicurean pantheistic Hafiz into the spirit of the Psalms

(p. 182) is also unconvincing.

The introductory part of the book (pp. 1-50) contains many records

of Plato, the Hittites, Benjamin of Tudela, the Mongols, etc., while in

the description of Persia Khorasan is not mentioned, and in the chapter

on the Persian people nothing is said about the actual distribution of

different tribes and minorities (the Turkish speaking Azarbaijan !),

the unification of which is one of the most important tasks of the

present regime.

The best chapters are those concerned with Agriculture, Commerce,
Communications, Irrigation (the last two particularly interesting !), and
other aspects of the material activity of the population. But here,

too, some of the most important questions are only slightly touched
upon. The author rightly thinks (p. 66) that *'* reform of the system of

land tenure is an essential preliminary to the maintenance of a larger

population in Persia, but leaves the reader in the dark as to the
characteristics of that system, on which the whole fabric of Persian
society rests. Speaking of the oil industry in Persia (p. 96), he says
that, " in view of his official and personal connection with the growth
in Persia of this remarkable enterprise,” he ** hesitates to estimate its

effect upon the life of the Persian nation ", and quotes the opinion of
a competent and impartial Afghan traveller " which is certainly

far from exhausting this important subject. The book appeared just
before the most sensational crisis in the negotiations between the
Anglo-Persian Oil Co. and the Persian Government broke out, but
nothing in the book explains or even foreshadows the possibility of
such a contest, which has now been happily brought to an end, but
which had long been smouldering under the surface.
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Two chapters on “ Currency and Finance " and e
' National

Accounts have been contributed to the author by Mr. F. Hale of

the Imperial Bank of Persia, and printed (pp. 252-312) “substantially

as they came from his pen These chapters, in some parts over-

lapping with the author's own. represent a real advance in our know-

ledge of Persian economics : the present-day financial situation

is well explained in them and organically linked up with the

immediate past.

The limited scope of the review prevents us from going into the

personal commentaries and views of the author. His general tone is

that of unbounded sympathy and admiration for Persia (pp. 127,

143. 168. 194, etc.), which is sometimes expressed too unconditionally.

To say that Persia " has a literary heritage of a quality, variety, and

extent to which no other Eastern country can lay claim "
is certainly

unjust towards China in the first place. That the literary standing of

the leading Persian newspapers “ is notably higher than that of their

Turkish and Arabic contemporaries "
is also hardly exact. Evidently

somewhat similar feelings account for the author's protest against the

international attempts to curtail the production of opium in Persia

(p. 60) :
“ The existence in Western countries of a few weak-minded

drug addicts is a poor excuse for undermining by harassing legislation

the sturdy individualism that is one of the most enduring assets of

the Persian race." Here we would only quote the testimony of the

author's collaborator, Mr. F. Hale (From Persian Uplands, 1900,

p. 35) :
” Birjand has an unusual number of beggar women, young

and old, and every day I am assailed by their shrill entreaties. I am
told that in most cases opium, directly or indirectly, has led to their

undoing." Finally, an adequate summary of the happenings of 1919-

1920 woidd necessitate a much more complete study of all available

sources ; the author himself after a rapid survey of the events abruptly

breaks off the paragraph.

No need to go into the occasional misprints and minor misunder-

standings in the text. Such matters in a book appealing to the general

reader have little importance indeed. But on p. 164 the introductory

note is not supported by the quotation from the Iran-sJiahr.

V. M.
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Bibliografiya Vostoka (Bibliography of the East), I, 1932. pp. 143.

Leningrad, 1932. [In Russian ;
table of contents in Russian and

English.]

This periodical, published by the Oriental Institute (Institut

Yostokovedeniya, former Musee Asiatique )
of the Academy of Sciences

of the U.S.S.R., has no preface to explain its programme, but its

purport will be seen from the titles of its sections, as given in the

English table of contents :

—

( 1 )

J
* Literary reviews," under which evidently come more extensive

studies in some particular fields. In the present fascicle N. A. Belgorodsky

(p. 5-20) analyses the first twenty-five quarterly and half-annual

reports of the Persian Ministry of Finance (years 1922-9) and mentions

the particular subjects and questions on which these documents throw

light.

(2)
“ Thematic bibliography," distinguished from (1) only by

the smaller size of the articles : Romanization of the Mongolian

script, Almanachs of the Persian Ministry of Public Instruction (the

latter by Belgorodsky).

(3) Manuscript collections and Archives : Library in Tubingen

(after Weisweiler), Central archives of the Uzbek Republic in Tashkent

(a valuable description of different categories of legal and economic

documents bv M. Izakson).

(4) Reviews of books, both in Russian and other European

languages. Professor Oldenburg is rather hard on Sir A. T. Wilson's

A Bibliography of Persia , of which he criticizes the incompleteness

and the fortuitous character of some entries and omissions.

Professor Oldenburg's criticisms, as a matter of fact, are directed

chiefly against the title of the book which, of course, even as a

bibliography, does not cover the whole field of Persian studies. But
Professor Oldenburg seems to overlook the utility of the book as a

very complete list of European works on geography and history of

Persia—which would have better remained without the addition of

casual items on literature and 1 ingiiist ics.

Other interesting reviews are of Kadelbach's book of Turkish

rural economy (Xavichev). of Khudadada's Persian novel from peasant

life (Rostopchin). of old Turkish documents from Chinese Turkestan

(Professor Malov). of M. Cohen's book on Southern Ethiopian dialects

(Professor Krachkovskv). etc.

(5) "Annotations on the books "—same as (4), but much shorter.
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(6) Bibliography of periodicals : very useful enumeration of

contents of some Persian. Arabic, Turkish, Japanese, Chinese, and

especially Russo-Mongolian journals.

(7) General bibliography (pp. 132-141) gives a systematic list of

Russian articles and books on each of the countries of the East,

published in 1931.

(8) List of foreign periodicals received in the Leningrad libraries

in 1931-2.

On the whole this bibliography, prepared bv qualified scholars, is

an invaluable reference book to many scattered and hardly accessible

materials, both in Russian and in the Oriental languages. The general

trend of the literature quoted and analysed is social and economic,

but one must admit that exactly these aspects of Oriental life are less

known in the West. Abstracts of Oriental documents like those bv

N. A. Belgorodskv, requiring much patient and ungrateful research,

are particularly welcome. V. M.

Bibliografiya Kitaya. A bibliography of China. By Peter E.

Skachkov, pp. xxiii -j- 843. Moscow-Leningrad : The State

Social and Economic Editorship, 1932.

The author, who is the head librarian of the Institute of Oriental

studies at the Academy of Sciencies of the U.S.S.R., further explains

the title of his work as “ A classified List of Books and Articles on

China in the Russian language, from 1730-1930 *\

The importance of this capital work is best apparent from the

number of its entries : 10,248 (+ 544). The material is disposed in

an elaborate but convenient system under the headings : A. China :

Nature and Geography, Inhabitants, Technology, Economics, History,

The Powers and China, Social Structure of China, Chinese Revolution,

U.S.S.R. and China, “Ideology*' (philosophy, religions, law, press,

literature, arts), Sinology
;

B. Manchuria, with practically the same

subdivisions, pp. 707-843 contains the authors and subject indexes

of the works quoted.

The author, who has utilized the libraries in Leningrad, Moscow,

and Vladivostok has gone through 361 different series and reviews,

most of which are extremely rare. Needless to say that the system

of quotation, abbreviations, etc., fully reflects the author's professional

qualifications.

Russian books on special subjects (to sav nothing of the articles)
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have always been difficult to get at. Even their existence, if printed

in the province, remained often unknown. P. E. Skachkov's work

has for the first time systematized and made clear the extent of Russian

contributions to the knowledge of China for a period of two hundred

years. His work will certainly become the handbook of students

interested especially in Northern China.

V. Minorsky.

The Nabobs : A Study of the Social Life of the English in

Eighteenth-Century India. By T. G. P. Spear. Oxford,

1932 . 105 . 6(7 .

Mr. Spear's volume is an essay in the by-ways of history. He is

not concerned with the rise and fall of empires, except in so far as

they set the stage for his social drama. Nor does he seek to amuse

instead of to instruct. He deals with all the centres of that almost

fabulous period of British prosperity and expansion, and seeks to

delineate the special features appropriate to each ; and above all

he wishes to explain how the modern Anglo-India came into being.

To accomplish this task he has had to read widely :* and although

lie probably would not claim to have said the last word upon his

subject, he has at all events said the latest, and many of his views

well merit attention. At Bombay, for example, he points out how the

Parsis served as a link between the English and Indian inhabitants,

providing a common meeting-place, how the social intercourse extended

to the Muslim merchants of the city, but that a like freedom of societv

was not possible either with the Marathas or the Rajputs. He might
perhaps, at all events for the earlier days, have found the Armenians
playing at Madras the role of the Parsis at Bombav. In anv case

the whole of his chapter on social relations well deserves studv and
consideration. We regard it as the outstanding feature of the book.
Especially notable is the contrast which emerges between Warren
Hastings, with his large circle of Indian friends recognized as such
not only by himself and his wife but also by his English intimates,
and the English nobles who succeeded him as Governor-General—
Cornwallis, informal and void of pride, but strange, ignorant, and
setting up his own people as an exclusive administrative aristocracy,
or Wellesley, who would not receive the agents of the Indian princes
more than twice or thrice a year. The changes which such men
introduced were slow and subtle in operation, but in time they broke
down the bridges which the merchants of Madras and Bombay, the
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politicals like Palmer or Kirkpatrick, the administrators like Duncan,

Munro, and above all Warren Hastings himself, had built up and

maintained. The reforms which the English noble introduced were

beneficial
;
but they cost much in ways that at the time were never

taken into consideration.

The Making of the State. By M. Ruthnaswamy. London, 1932.

Mr. Ruthnaswamy's work lies in the application of western thought

to Indian political conditions. It constitutes a most interesting, and

indeed important, contribution to the Indian political problem. The

difficulty of that problem lies, and has always lain, in the fact that

great oriental civilizations have tended in the first place to cast

themselves into the mould not of a political but of a social

organization. They have built up solid societies that have outlasted

the most devastating conquests. But their states have been flimsy

structures, superimposed on the society usually by a conqueror,

and enduring only so long as the conqueror's might continued. The

Indian problem lies in finding some other source for its political control.

To Mr. Ruthnaswamy, therefore, the state does not appear the

natural and inevitable framework of ordered human life. He puts

forward the view that the basis of the Indian state must be not the

people but the land. He sees as at least one of the major causes

which have produced political unrest in India that fragmentation

of holdings imposed by the Hindu law of succession operating in the

modern economic world. To him. too, religion is an indispensable

guarantee of the state, and the law courts are its equally indispensable

guardian. But he distrusts juries, and would deliver justice and the

maintenance of the Constitution alike to the care of an independent

judiciary. The judges should be specially protected from control by

any political party, and indeed he views the party-system as dangerous

in itself and unsuited to India. On the other hand, he is convinced

that in a political sense the caste-system is ruinous, that it has hindered

every development which might have generated an organic state

in India, and that flexible classes form an incomparably better social

foundation for the political building. So many books have been

written on Indian politics merely to promote this or that line of action

that a deliberate and thoughtful work such as the present is extra-

ordinarily welcome.

H. D.
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Ismail the Maligned Khedive. By Pierre Crabites. London,

1933. 12s. 6d.

L'empire egyptien sous Ismail et lTxgeraxce anglo-francaise

By M. Sabry. Paris. 1933.

These two volumes are essentially different in character. M. Crabites

eschews references and avoids citations from original authorities,

except to illustrate, in a curious and entertaining way, Ismail's relations

with the Porte. His great purpose is to clear Ismail's character from

the slighting estimates of Cromer and Milner. He argues strongly

that the Khedive was no spendthrift because his expenditure was

devoted to national purposes, and that he was no voluptuary because

he could not have had time to be one. So little is certainly known of

the private life of eastern rulers that the second point is not worth

discussing. But M. Crabites’ arguments concerning the first are far

from convincing. A ruler may be a spendthrift even if his expenditure

is national and not personal
;
and when he borrows at 12 per cent

to finance his schemes, he cannot be suitably defended by denouncing
the rascality of the bankers who demanded such a high rate. Ismail

had to pay high for his loans because his credit stood low. Kor was
anyone deceived by the practice of making loans at a discount. It was
a device employed time out of mind by the moneylender dealing with
the rash and impecunious borrower. The fact still seems to be that
Ismail's finance was rash enough to warrant the epithet of spend-
thrift

Ismail was a dreamer of great dreams which he lacked the power
to realize. His real contribution to the development of the Egyptian
monarchy was his arrangement with the Porte by which the Egyptian
succession was to be regulated no longer by the old Turkish rule of
the succession of the oldest male descendant, but by the western
rule of primogeniture. But he desired many other most desirable
reforms—the economic development of the country, the abolition
of the corvee

,
the expansion of his rule to the southward, and the

destruction of the slave trade. These he pressed on with the utmost
energy, with little regard for what they might cost. Just as the great
Muhammad Ali so hastened on the building of the great Kile barrage
that while it looked a most imposing structure the water found its
wav through so that the barrage was valueless, so Ismail (as Baker
said) was "resolved upon the rapid accomplishment of a work that
would require many years of patient and gradual labour ".
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M. Sabry’s volume is essentially a work of research. It is well

documented, and. till the author comes to questions of foreign relations,

is not unfair, except perhaps to Ismail himself. But it is a series of

chapters rather than an organic work ; and the reader is left to gather

up for himself the conclusions to be drawn from the documents cited

and the relations of the different aspects of Ibrahim's policy. Unlike

M. Crabites’, his thesis is not that Ismail was ruined by European

rascality, but that Egypt was ruined by Ismail's folly and Europe's

greed. To him the Suez Canal was a tremendous blunder : and had

not other causes of difference arisen, he would have approved the

English attitude to the Canal project. But British policy in and

occupation of the Sudan, and the establishment of British instead of

Egyptian supremacy on the equatorial lakes, appear causes of such

heavy offence as robs all British policy of claims to praise. In fact,

his work seems coloured bv current political prepossessions. While

M. Crabites throws new and painful light on the conduct and policy

of the Porte, M. Sabry illustrates Ismail's policy in Egypt and the

south with much new detail. We hope both will find many readers,

though we doubt if either represents the definitive judgment of Ismail's

conduct and achievement or of British and French policy in Egypt.

H. D.

Bombay in the Days of Queen Anne. By John Burnell. Edited

by S. T. Sheppard. London : Hakluvt Society. 1933.

Bernard Quaritch.

The Hakluvt Society has not. we think, strayed into the eighteenth

century in its former publications. The present volume fully merits

this development. John Burnell was at best a second-rate kind of

man. But he could catch and convey impressions. None of the earlier

travellers give us so vivid an idea of Bombay in its infancy, begirt

by powerful neighbours, and threatened by enemies in its very heart.

Like Dr. Fryer, Burnell found the island desperately unhealthy.

Two monsoons were “ the age of a man ". The hospital conveniently

adjoined the cemetery, and inmates could listen at nights to the

jackals quarrelling over the carcase of a late neighbour and w
think

what a dainty morsel" they themselves were likely to become. But

besides these dismal reflections, Burnell has much to say of the work

going on upon the island. Most notable was that of reclamation.

In his time the island was fissured by channels through which the

sea entered at high tides. But already men were at work building
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dams between Sion and Dharavl. and between Dharavl and Mahim,

and preparing to dam the passage between Mahim and Worll. These

works were no small feats of engineering in those days of limited

knowledge and appliances. But perhaps the most striking fact of

all that emerges from his pages is one to which the editor's knowledge

and experience add the point. Burnell dwells upon the mortality

of the island. The burial ground at MendhanTs Point was “ a cormorant

paunch, never satisfied with the daily supplies it receives, but is still

gaping for more In 1928 a new Legislative Council building was

being erected at Bombay. The trenches cut for the foundations went

down through layers of bones deposited in the old cemetery ; so

that the legislators of Bombay, in physical fact as well as in moral

truth, work upon an English basis. British India was indeed bought

with a multitude of lives.

Appended to Burnell's description of Bombay is a much shorter

account of Bengal, with an introduction by Sir William Foster and

notes by Sir Evan Cotton and Miss L. M. Anstev. But the main

interest of this second part is the account of the navigation of the

Hugli and the curious narrative of the writer's efforts to take military

service with Mir Abu Talib. who was charged by the Xawab with

the reduction of a rebel against Jahandar Shah.

The editing of the volume is excellent, and it is illustrated by

maps which throw into relief the topographical detail of which Burnell,

especially in Bombay, supplies great plentv.

H. D.

Ceylon under British Rule. By L. A. Mills. Oxford, 1933.

Some time ago Dr. Mills, who now teaches history in the LTiiversitv

of Minnesota, produced a very useful account of the history of British

Malava. He now follows up that chapter in British imperial history

by a study of Ceylon under British government. His new volume is

warmly to be welcomed. Xo lengthv survey of the British regime
has appeared since the volumes of Tennent, written seventy years

ago and long out of date. Dr. Mills' work is based less on that of

his predecessors than on his own researches : and when we remember
that since his predecessor wrote, the records of the Colonial Office

have become available, the importance of the volume is obvious.
The early history of British administration in the island was

unfortunate. At first it fell under the control of the Madras Govern-
ment. which, in 1795, had not as yet discovered a satisfactory method
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of administering its Indian territories. Dr. Mills, following the Colonial

Office authorities, is inclined to make the most of the Madras mis-

management. Perhaps his readers should make some allowance for

the fact that the mistakes were investigated and laid hare by a

commission appointed bv the Madras authorities themselves. Nor

had the island much to gain from the appointment of the amiable

and incompetent Frederick North as Governor by the Colonial Office,

while the cinnamon trade long continued to be a Government

monopoly under the administration of the Crown. It does not really

seem to be the case that the policy of the Colonial Office was more

enlightened or hotter informed than the contemporary policy of the

East India Company and the Board of Control : while, if the

Company's civil reforms and military laxity generated the Indian

Mutiny, the Cevlon. Government was frequently faced with revolts

of the Kandyan nobles, down to 1848. and at least until the last of

these the Cevlon officials were evidently in no closer touch with the

people of their districts than collectors in Bengal, and far less well-

informed than collectors in a rvotwari province.

On the whole it seems likely that Cevlon would have been at

least as well administered under the East India Company as it was

under Colonial Otfice management : while at a later period it would

have benefited from the large number of highly talented men who

were to be found m the ranks of the Indian Civil Service. Dr. Mills's

volume concludes with two chapters on the cinnamon and coffee trades

and with a brief sketch of the development of the island since 1885.

He adds a comprehensive and valuable bibliography.

H. Donwell.

The Life of a Mogul Princess, Jahanara Begam. daughter of

Shahjahan. By Andrea Butexschox. With an Introduction

bv Laurence Binyox. pp. xiii+221. London: George

Boutledge and Sons, Ltd., 1931. 10*. fir/.

Madame Butenschon very many years ago published a translation

into Swedish of the Kalhopanisad . a work upon which we do not wish

to dwell here. We must admit not to have met with her name since

then—at least not within the pales of Sanskrit learning or Indian

studies in general.

The book now presented for review is not at all a scientific work

and can only be very shortly mentioned here. It pretends to be the
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essential life-story of the Begum Sahib, the eldest daughter of Shah

Jahan and staunch upholder of Dara Shakoh, and is written in a

literary style which intends to be highly pathetic and is sometimes

rather rambling. The materials are all drawn from quite well-known

works dealing with the Moguls, and the contents can scarcely be said

to be in any way startling. The notes contain some unnecessary

mistakes which we need not correct here.

J. C.

Crime and Punishment in Ancient India. By Ramaprasad Das

Gupta. Books land II, pp. 69 + 168. Calcutta : Book Company,

1930.

This work by an author otherwise unknown to the present writer

apparently is meant to be continued—at least, that is the legitimate

conclusion to be drawn from the headline
;;
Books I and II ". As for

this volume it contains a conspectus of Hindu criminal law giving

a detailed list of the various crimes and the punishments meted out

to different classes of criminals. The contents thus are much of the

same nature as those dealt with in the late Professor Jolly's well-known

volume on
* ;

Recht und Sitte " in the Grundriss der indo-arischen

Philologie und Altertumskunde
;

but be it said at once, and without

any reflection upon the capacity of Mr. Ramaprasad Das Gupta,

the older work is still a much more successful one and cannot well

be put aside because of the issue of this one. It is perhaps not quite

to be wondered at that a Hindu author should compare the ancient

Indian criminal laws with those prevalent in ancient and medieval

Europe and find those of his native country rather to be humanitarian

in comparison with those of more western nations. However, quite

apart from such patriotic sentiment, it must be stated that Indian

punishments could scarcely be said to be very humane—unless, of

course, being trampled to death by elephants or cut up with razor-like

blades affixed to their tusks, being impaled on stakes, etc., could

deserve to be thus called. The author in one passage tells us that

flaying ali\e Mas not an Indian punishment, while it was at times

practised in the Western world. It is quite true that Hindu law does
not know this indescribable brutality

;
but Mr. Ramaprasad Das Gupta

may certainly be aware that it was much in favour with the Turks,
who ruled India during part of the Middle Ages, and even Jahangir—
m his sober intervals by no means a brutal nature—had it practised

perhaps more than once. I am not prepared to maintain that it was
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ever in use witli the Hindu Rajiths : but instances may perhaps be

quoted even from their States. However, we need not go into further

details
; be it sufficient to state that the high-caste Hindus, otherwise

a people of rather a mild disposition, have never been remarkably

humane as far as criminal law and punishments are concerned. Patriotic

feeling mav dictate such statements, but they are not in accordance

with historical truth.

The work, like most books composed in India, is not entirely free

from small but rather flagrant mistakes. To quote only one example :

the law of Cornelia de Sicaries " (ii, p. 47) is not a particularly happy

rendering of the les Cornelia de sicariis r[ veneficts.

J. (\

The Sivadvaita of Srikaxtha. By S. S. Siryaxarayaxa Sastri.

pp. x — 393. University of Madras. 1930.

This book, dealing with the Sivadvaita of Srlkantha. which is a

work of authority in Southern India, seems to be a very clever and

valuable piece of research. In the first chapter, bearing the title

“Some General Considerations'*, the learned author has gone very

extensively into the problems connected with Srlkantha's life and age.

Of these, it may be admitted at once, we have but scanty knowledge,

if knowledge it may be called at all. We are not even aware of what

caste Srlkantha might have belonged to. though it seems tolerably

clear that he was not a Sudra, he himself being responsible for the

statement that the Agamas are accessible to all castes while the Vedas

are not : on the other hand it is by no means certain that he was a

Brahmin. South Indian authorities seem to be most parsimonious in

bestowing upon us information of any Srlkantha at all. and in con-

sequence of that we cannot be sure about either his time or the

circumstances of his life.

As for the latter ones, they were probably just as uneventful as

those of any Hindu philosopher and founder of a community, be it

a Saivite one or belonging to any other creed. As concerns the period,

during which Srlkantha mav have taught his svstem of Sivadvaita and

composed his bhCmja on Badarayana's aphorisms. Mr. Suryanaravana

Sastri seems to the present writer to have made out a strong case for

the eleventh or early twelfth century, the age of the great Ramanuja.

With such an assumption, the fact scarcely seems to tally that he is

not mentioned by Madhava in his Sarvadarmnasamgraha. Such a fact,

however, most probably loses all importance when we find a quotation

31VOL. VII. PART 2 .
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from Srlkantha's Bhasya in a commentary on the Aghora Siva Paddkati

(a work belonging to the middle of the twelfth century) and also some

allusions to Srikantha in the works of Umapati. who was himself a

contemporary, if not a senior of Madhava. These facts tend to making

it increasingly probable that Srikantha was in reality a contemporary,

even if a less famous one, of Ramanuja
;
and thus his work seems to

possess the venerable age of nearly a thousand years.

The philosophy of Srikantha is ably and extensively dealt with by

the learned author. We cannot here enter upon any details of his

exposition. It may be sufficient to quote his words (p. 76) " that in

Srlkantha's philosophy we have a system of Saivism which, while it

has many points in common with the Visistadvaita of Ramanuja
and the Saiva Siddhanta of the Tamil country, is yet not devoid of

distinctive features of its own. It seeks to reconcile two bodies of

revelation and exhibit both as conformable to reason
;

it is theistic,

yet not sectarian. Though its arguments may be paralleled elsewhere,

its conclusions will be found to be its own
;
and throughout will be

seen a spirit of compromise and eclecticism, such as is characteristic

of the best Hindu philosophy \ Xo more need be said to awake in

everyone interested in Indian philosophy a vivid interest in Srikantha

and his work.

The notes are generally full of useful information, and the author

quotes several works which may be less well known to his European

fellow scholars. On the Vratvas (p. 5, n.), however, some more

authorities than the late MM. Hara Prasad Sastri and Professor A.

Charkravarthi—whose paper in the Jaina Gazette is entirely without

any value—might have been quoted. j Charpentier.

Wilhelm Filohner. Kumbum Dschamba Ling. 10 x 7i.

pp. xvi + 555. 208 photographs — 412 inset illustrations and
plan. Leipzig : F. A. Brockhaus, 1933. RM. 68.

Tibet has monasteries more impressive and more ancient than
Kumbum hbuw hyams-pa fjliii). founded late in the sixteenth

century ; others surpass it in archaeological and artistic interest,

and a few exceed its large population of 3.000 or 4.000 monks. But
" the Dvlpa of the 100.000 Maitreya .s the T'a-crh-sm. or " great
tent " of the Mongols, in Amdo near Kansu, some 700 miles north
of Lhasa, has the distinction of marking the birthplace of the founder
of the yellow-hat Gelukpa sect that still dominates Tibet, Mongolia,
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and Lamaist China. Tsong-kha-pa. unlike the previous great shapers

of Lamaism, Padma Sambhava and Atisa. was a Tibetan, and at

Kumburn one may still see the miraculous tree (Bild 61), said to have

sprung up from the placental blood shed at the Saint's birth, a sight

which evoked the wonder of Hue. The name of the monastery is in

popular belief derived from the incredibly large number of minute

images on this tree. Tibetan letters or texts have also been

observed on it.

Accessible from China and on the high road from Pekin to Lhasa,

Kumburn has been visited by many Europeans. For three months

in 1844 the Lazarists, Hue and Gabet, studied there, and Madame

David-Neel was also a recent inmate (p. 90 et seq., Mystiques et Magiciens

du Tibet
,
Paris. 1929). Hue's and Poekhill's accounts were the best

till Wilhelm Filchner's Das Kloster Kumburn in Tibet appeared in 1926.

Now, as Berthold Laufer's introduction puts it. Dr. Filchner's

" Baby-Kumbum " has grown to manhood in the present magnum

opus. It is indeed a veritable monographic colossus and the encyclopaedic

treatment will command the respectful admiration of the reader.

Three prefaces, penned from Tibet. Chicago, and Peiping, 404 pages

tightly packed with information. 1 ,706 scholarly notes. 208 photographs,

412 insets illustrating architectural, ritual, and other objects, a large-

scale map of the whole foundation showing in detail its public buildings

—over thirty in number—its innumerable stupas and private dwellings,

will sate the most voracious appetite. This volume shares to the full

the merits and in some respects the defects of, let us say, Waddell’s

Lamaism . Karl Baedeker's vade-mecums for the traveller, and the

encyclopaedias : and it is an inexhaustible mine of well-ordered infor-

mation on this Lamaist ic metropolis of large parts of Tibet, Mongolia,

and China.

But Kumburn is no romantic story, as is Sven Hedin's recent

JehoL It is a standard library volume of reference
;
no week-end

book. Its lavish photographs are excellent, the inset drawings most

instructive, and the general format admirable, though too bulky,

and we appreciate the author's careful and exhaustive notes, especially

the frequent equivalents in Tibetan. Mongolian, Sanskrit. Pali,

Chinese, and other languages. Perhaps only the index is somewhat

slight. The volume deserves a separate Tibetan index with full tran-

scription, explanation and the like of the many Tibetan words in the

text. In the absence of such an index much of value in the work may

escape notice.
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It would be vain to attempt anv criticism of the immense mass

of detail provided here. For convenience one would prefer this

ponderous monograph to be divided into two volumes, one containing

Kapitel I to VIII. on the buildings themselves, and the other. Kitpitel

IX to XVIII. together with the Anhcwp on Tsong-kha-pa, monks,

festivals, dances and the ethnology of Amdo. etc. Incidentally, the

Anliang (pp. 376-404) is an excellently written and well-illustrated

description of the Dogpa “ tent-dwellers of the north-east grasslands,

whose customs and mode of life closely resembles the nomads of the

Chang-thang, even to the far west in Rupshu. Tanguts and other

tribes are described.

The two chapters on the religious dances contain the fullest and

best illustrated treatment the subject has yet received, but it is rather

to the unreformed monasteries that we must turn for the investigation

of their earlier ritualistic forms ; the monastic Cham-yigs . or dance

manuals, also deserve detailed study.

All interested in Lamaism in its later development will find

Dr. Filchner's Kumbum major indispensible for reference. After

reading it. they will be as much at home in Kumbum as the Londoner

is in Westminster Abbey. Some may even regret that Dr. Filchners

monograph has rendered a personal visit there superfluous. At anv

rate to supplement his information will be no light task for the future

visitor. Fortunately there still remain plenty of other Tibetan

monasteries to explore and record.

H. Lee Shuttleworth.

Native Administration in the L'niox of South Africa. By
Howard Rogers. B.A.. LL.B. pp. 372. Johannesburg : Bantu

Studies. 12*. M.

This book is the outcome of long and laborious ploughing through

years of departmental reports and memoranda, and represents the

inner history of the Department of Native Affairs of the Union of

South Africa, its organization, functions, and activities from the

time of union (1909-1910) till the beginning of 1933. Special chapters

are devoted to subjects such a.s : Systems of Local Government in

native areas. Native land administration. Recognition of native law.

Native education. Natives in urban and industrial centres, etc., while

the numerous appendixes give the more statistical information.

I or officials, foi students of native administration, and especially
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for those wishing to qualify in that subject for the University examina-

tions, this book is most valuable, as it contains the information they

require in tabloid form, neatly docketed.

For overseas visitors and the general public who have heard

vague criticisms about native administration in South Africa, this

book alone will be of little help, as the reader feels himself perpetually

hemmed in by pages of governmental regulations, ordnances, etc.

(very necessary to master if one wishes to formulate or defend a

criticism in a legal manner), which give little reference to the actual

context out of which they arose.

Only here and there, and mostly by reading between the lines, do

we get a glimpse of the other party in the story—the natives themselves

and their reaction to the various laws and proclamations. But this

is to be expected. The author's task (which he has performed

exceedingly well) was to provide authoritative information, in vade

mecum form, on the activities and functions of the Department of

Xative Affairs, not to write a latter history of the natives of South

Africa. That has already been written (The History of Xative Policy

in South Africa from 1830 to 1927
,
bv Edgar H. Brookes), and should

form an interesting companion volume to the above.

A. X. Tucker.

The Grammar of Tiv. By Captain K. C. Abraham, pp. 8 + 213.

Kaduna : Xigerian Political Service, 1933.

Captain Abraham has produced a grammar of Tiv (or Jlunshi) in

which the phonetic and tonal system of the language is analysed

thoroughly. As in so many AVest African languages, tones and grammar

are closely bound up together : consequently tones play a very large

part in this book.

Readers should not be put off by the appearance of the printed

page, as owing to the limitations of the press at Kaduna. where the

book was published, the author has had to make use of types of different

.sizes and kinds to indicate different tones. Reading these varied types

is a little dazzling at first, but the first stage is soon passed and the

interpretation of the tones becomes easy.

The phonetic introduction is not well arranged and there are one

or two inaccuracies : the well-worn meaningless descriptions of the

sound of ng as ** nasal n “ and ” the letter n becomes nasalized before

h and y
''

occur once more : it is really time that these were decently
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buried. What Captain Abraham has recorded as a glottal stop, I

find as merely a diminution of breath force between two vowels and

no stop.

I have had an unusually favourable opportunity of testing the

accuracy of Captain Abraham's work while in Nigeria, and if the

proof of the pudding is in the eating, this mixture contains many
good ingredients. I had Tiv speakers on two separate occasions and

read to them words and sentences from the grammar and vocabulary

with the pronunciation and tones indicated. There was no doubt

whatever that the men understood perfectly, for they illustrated by

action wherever this was possible the meaning of the sentences and

words read, and repeated them so that I could check the written

representation. In this way I tested a large number of difficult points

of grammar and vocabulary with complete success. The work is a

valuable contribution to the study of tone languages.

I. C. Ward.

The Phonetic and Tonal Structure of Efik. By Ida C. Ward.
pp. xvi + 18G. 8| x 6A Cambridge : Heffer, 1933. 8s. 6d.

Dr. Wards book has a dedication and an introduction but no
preface. As the first of its kind in Africa it certainly needs a preface

and none could be better than

Fiat Lhj\

It is true that out of modesty this preface could not have been
penned by the author but it flashes out from the text, so that reallv

it doesn’t matter that there is no such preface. At last and vet
the first of its kind for the West Coast comes Dr. Ward's book on
the phonetic and tonal structure of Efik. Four years' work and she
is able to present the Open Sesame to the mysteries and difficulties

of this tone language. So far only one person has succeeded in passing
the Government Higher Standard in Efik, now the way is made easy.

No European, and many have a score and more years to their
credit in these regions, lias been able to speak the language as a native.
The secret is not that the language was not regarded as a tone language
for Goldie gave instances of that in his magnificent dictionary with
his (Ris. inf) and (Fal. inf) after certain words, and the Rev. Luke in
Pioneerivrj in Man/ Sfasor * Convtnj (he left the Cross River valley
in 1890) had an inkling that if one took care of the sounds the sense
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would necessarily take care of itself for lie wrote “ the language of

the bookless native is accent and only accent *\

It was known that there were semantic tones, but it was not realized

that there were also grammatical and syntactic tones, and it is here

that Dr. AYard's pioneering work has disclosed the secret, made clear

the hidden difficulties. It is a book that is essential to anyone working

in the Calabar Province and should be in the library of every District

Office. Dr. Ward’s work will have far-reaching effects, effects which

will echo through the realms of anthropology and force a re-adjustment

of outlook. The Efik and the parent stock. Ibibio. have alwavs been

regarded by anthropologists as primitive people. Can a people be

primitive whose thoughts are so precise, clear, and logical that they

have evolved five forms of the aorist tense alone to express their

shades of meaning ? Neither the language, the thoughts, nor the

modes of expressing them can be called primitive. Can the people

who have evolved and moulded their language to fit their mental

needs be any longer regarded as primitive ?

Her work has also made it abundantly clear that it is useless to

attempt to write native hymns to fit English tunes. In English, the

sound of the word determines its sense, so it matters not in singincr

whether the tone of the word alters. In Efik the tone of the word

fixes its meaning, consequently when an Efik sings his own songs

he sings the words on the same relative tones in his song as he would

use were he speaking, otherwise the sense would not be retained.

In European languages the words are written to fit the tune : in tone

languages the tune must be made to fit the tones.

The drift of this idea was expressed by a Yoruba. Dr. 0. A. Johnson,

writing of his own tone language in 1921. “ In Yoruba, vowels are of

greater importance than consonants, and tones than vowels, hence

the peculiarity of the language that musical sounds can be employed

to convey a correct idea of words in speech.*' Dr. AA*ard has shown
that it is essential to keep the correct relation of syntactical tone in

order to convey the correct meaning. The meaning is lost if in the

hymn tune the tune requires high notes to follow low notes where

the syntax would require a low tone to follow a high tone.

A moment's reflection will show the cogency of these remarks.

Dr. AA ard writes :
" The subjunctive is like the aorist in form. It

differs from the Aorist in tone . .
." AVhat a pitfall for writers of

native hymns.

It is difficult enough to realize that the only difference in Efik
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between. " a teller of tales (an honourable calling, as it were) and
b
* he tells tales " (a sneak) is a matter of tone, the homograph is the

same for both meanings, e.g. Obuk Mbuk, but to realize that an

assertion becomes a condition purely by tone has made interpretation

difficult. One must admire the local interpreters who have been able

to transpose so easily and readily, while the greatest gratitude is due

to Dr. Ward for revealing these difficulties and showing how and

the manner in which they may be met and surmounted. It is thus

clear that for Efik one must reverse Lewis Carroll's dictum and say

instead, “ Take care of the sounds and the sense will take care of

itself."

Following inevitably from Dr. Ward's researches in the part played

by syntactical tones is the conviction felt for many years, but so far

neither expressed nor followed by any. that no form of European

grammar could supply a model upon which to base a grammar for

a native language and certainly not for one whose syntax is inter-

woven with tone variation for variation of use and meaning. Dr. Ward
points out the necessity for a new way of dealing with such difficulties

and does not follow conventional lines, thereby giving a newness and
freshness to her work.

A methodical examination of the book suggests the following

comments which might be of assistance in another edition.

p. 3 : The replacement of the initial k '* by *’
t-
" in Efik occurs

also in the word tiene=follow ", The parent language has “ ldene
”

just as it has " kiet and never ” tiet While the change of “ it
"

into •’ r is also found in Ekritam (name of a town) which in full

is Ekit Itam.

]>. 4 : The nouns given which begin with a consonant other than
nasal are, with two exceptions, foreign words : thus : Sokoro is from
the Portuguese (?): kofinuk. tatabunko. bidak are all Ekoi words;
Sitim is a corruption of a European name, probably Cheetham, who
introduced this token currency. " bia and tuep *'

are the two exceptions
and in the parent language, Ibibio. bia " appears as abia

p. 11 : Footnote. ** Mbakara " conies from the root
bl

kara to rule
r?

,

and is applied irrespective of colour, so that it does not mean white
man. to anyone who rules or governs. As this function is discharged
by the European it is applied to him. The word still survives in the
language of the slave descendants of the West Indies, e.g. “ Bakra
work neber done ". The word used to describe the first Europeans
to Calabar, the Portuguese, still lingers in Calabar as Potoki, the
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term is now applied to the Syrian traders. A white man is called

Afia owo.

p. 14 : Ikotanakanda is more generally heard as Ikot Xakanda

and the " t " does not then become a one-tap “ r ".

p. 15 : The whistle in the " s "
is in some localities replaced by

"J" as in the name E/ien.

pp. 21 and 24: The use of the semi-vowels “y" and “w" is

to be preferred to the employment of diphthongs, because these

semi-vowels assimilate more readily to the sounds obtained in speech

and secondly, they act as guide to the European learner. Thus, a

student will be nearer the correct Efik pronunciation when the verb

*’ to throw down "
is written as “ dwok " than as duok In the

latter form he is liable to stress unduly the vowel “ u

pp. 27 and 28 : The kymograph tracings also display (a) in the

top diagram, short vowels : (6) in the bottom diagram, long vowels.

It would have been better, to illustrate the long and short consonants,

if the vowels had been of the same time-length in each instance, for

it is just possible that the length of the vowels affects by contrast

the length of the consonant.

p. 89: '‘Untranslatable particle/* This expression is. perhaps,

a little unfortunate. The Efik are essentially logical and practical in

the use of their language and the particle “ ke ** appears to be a form

of the verb “ ka
*’ = go. Hence the use of “ ke " implies motion,

movement towards. Thus, in the footnote, Enye ke-edi means that

" he is moving to come", i.e. is actually on the way : while the particle

" mop ** mav best be translated bv “about to . .
/* There is one

omission in this most excellent work and that is a chapter on the

plural form of the verb and the tonal structure and pattern of these

forms. Thus, *' dep bia = buy a yam ** but to buy yams is deme

bia “
: so also *' enye efehe = he runs *' but “ mo efepe =they run

There are a few minor slips of no importance, thus:

—

p. 4: “ Ekpri abia “ does not mean “plenty of yams", but

“ small yam “.

p. 35: Footnote. The tones for ** obop mosquito " are wrong.

They are correctly shown on p. 38. The tabular form on pp. 113, 114,

115. and 119 would be clearer if at the top of the columns were

printed :

—

1st sing. 2nd sing. 3rd sing.

and all plurals

p. 142 : In the example given (-dep bia). and in previous instances,
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these words are translated as " buy yams ", actually they mean buy

one yarn". If it is intended to say *'buv yams'* then the plural

form of the verb should be used, i.e.
" -deme bia **.

p. 144 : The affirmative "mi ntetie " is translated as "to sit

down’* : so also is the negative " mi nkutetie (sit down) ** whereas it

means “ not to sit down **. It is noticed that the positive meanings

in the other examples have been attached to the negative side. These

should be transposed in the next edition.

p. 152 :
" Nne = mother " is an Igbo word due to the presence

of many Igbo slaves. Eka is the Etik word.

In conclusion, this work was undertaken and accomplished in

London. Dr. Ward came out to Nigeria, to Calabar, to carry out

more intensive research on the spot and to make investigations into

the tonal structure of Igbo. A series of lectures to native students

was arranged. The rather bored air of having to listen to another

European butchering their language gave way, when she started to

speak, to startled surprise and ended with open-mouthed admiration

and astonishment. " Why. that’s just how mother talks, she is one

of us," was a comment heard. What greater success is possible : what

surer test of the accuracy of the work and methods could there be ?

The book is essential to all who wish to learn Efik or the parent

language, Ibibio. for the tonal structure is the same in both. That

the work would be of great use to students of Igbo seems probable

because the main tonal features of these two Sudanic languages

cannot greatly vary when it is realized with what ease members of

tone languages learn the languages of surrounding tribes. A Hausa

has as much difficult v as a European in loarnimr these tonal lanoiin^es

Dr. Ward's metier is clearly the investigation of tone languages,

and most fortunate it is that the grant from the Rockefeller Founda-

tion will enable her to continue her research work into the tonal

structure of West African languages.

M. D. W. Jeffreys.



NOTES AND QUERIES

KavaS

IX/FR. H. AA\ BAILEY, in his ** Iranian Studies II '*

(BSOS ., 1933,

p. 69 sqq.), has made a new attempt to emend and interpret

the difficult passage of the Iranian Bundahisn
(Anklesaria , p. 231. 13-

232, 1) regarding Kay KavaS. I think his interpretation much
nearer to the real meaning of the passage than any of the earlier,

including mv own suggestions in Les Kayanicies, p. 71. But I should

now like to propose a few modifications of the interpretation of

Mr. Bailey. 1

First, I thus read the final words of the passage
: frazand vindlbay

ndm nihdb he gave name to the foundling
s

\ The signs after

(vindlbay ; vindlban ” to find ") are probably a lapsus calami

of an old copyist, who has repeated some of the signs of the foregoing

As to the theme vind-. the Turfan texts in south-

western dialect have always the form vindaban
, which is borrowed

from the northern dialect. In ordinary Pallia vi of the books, we also

generally meet with this form
;

but the real south-western form

vindlban is to be found in the Pahlavi Commentary to the Yendldad.

Mr. K. Barr has noted the following occurrences : in Yd. ii, 8 and 1 7 (of

the Avestan text), Spiegel's edition of the Commentary has (p. 10,

11. 11, 15, 20) : the two good Copenhagen MSS. K 3a and K 36

have and 111 one case word is written in Persian letters

above j ; ATI. v, 14, Spiegel, p. 52. 11. 10-11 : ceydn pa frayarb

vindlb
;
Yd. vii. 78, Spiegel, p. 101, 1. 18:

Air. Badevs explanation of the words kavdb
,
lava bay. certainlv

holds. Now, evidently, the original significance of the words kavdb.

kavdbay
,
was not wholly familiar to the Parsis : therefore some

copyist has inserted the explanation a/3arndn.

1 I follow here and below my own method of transcription. As to the conjunction

which Mr. Bailey, in accordance with Professor Xyberg. reads apt-. I look upon it as an

ideogram. In ordinary prose texts this ideogram must certainly be read u- before the

enclitic pronoun
(
u-s ,

u-snti, etc.), but I think the older form u&a- could be read in

metric texts, just as Neo-Per>ian has conserved older pronunciations in certain cases

(the iz'lfat as a long f, etc.), according to the requirements of the metre.
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The last word in 1. 14 of p. 231 in Anklesaria, )^>y, is to be

read r5$e.

Now it appears that we have before us a series of perfect verses of

eight syllables, taken from some Pahlavi epic on the history of the

Kayanians. Reduced to its main features, the plot must have been

the same which in Arabic and Persian sources is related in the history

of Dara (v. Les Kayanides
. p. 150, and p. 71, n. 4) : a new-born child

is laid in a box and exposed on the river
;
he is found and adopted

(or recognized) by the king (or the queen). If Mr. Bailey is right in

reading kavdtakdn and in translating “ Overseer of the Pages ", the

passage in question must be somewhat disordered in arrangement.

Evidently the person who delivered the little child to the Overseer

of the Pages "
is Uzav himself, but only in the following verse do we

read that he saw and took up the child. In this case we must suppose

that the two verses have been interchanged, and, restoring their

original order, we should read :

—

Uzav be di8, sta 8, be parvarb.

pa kavdBaycin be afisparb ;

“ Uzav saw him. took him and had him nursed and delivered to

the
4

Overseer of the Pages Y*

Now, during the proof-reading, Mr. Bailey writes to me that

lie has been able to discover at Paris the whereabouts of the MS.

of the Iranian Bundahisn which had been in the possession of

J. Darmesteter, and that, collating it, he has found out that this

MS. is a copy of a copy of TD , but has a few pencilled corrections

from the original TD itself. The Kavat passage reads as follows :

—

vb ))4) YVVW -Vo*

WIKOJ4* -*mi^jj/V nei

^ij wfojr
To this Mr. Bailey makes the following annotations :

—

Hence there are three points :

(1) panart is now ceitain.

“ (-) iVo* 5>eems now to be certain, and therefore I doubt

if the correct interpretation of this passage pat lcavatakan be ... is

yet found.
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“ (3) probably means vindltak and hence confirms your

reading.”

Having read this communication, which Mr. Bailey has kindly

permitted me to make use of, I felt induced to examine the passage

again, and now I propose to read not pa kavdbaydn be afispar §. but

pa kavdbay yun be afisar 3. The verse of eight syllables is

irreprehensible. By this reading, the supposition of an interchange

of this verse and the following falls away, and I read :

hard

8

[a/3urnay] andar kefiub-e bub ,

nba-sdn pa robe be hist
;

pa kavdbay be afisatb.

TJzav be dib
,
stab, be parvarb ;

frazand vindlbay ndm vihab.

IvavaS [gloss : i.e. ‘ child *] was in a box, and they put him on

the river
;
the blood froze in [the body of] the child. Uzav saw him.

took him and had him nursed : he gave name to the foundling child.'”

“ He gave name . . . i.e. he gave him the name " child *\

that neutral name symbolizing the fact that the origin of the babv

was unknown.

The rhyme afisarb—parvarb is noteworthv.

Arthur Christensen.
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TS'IIA , ef. Greek %dos, is generally cavity ”
;
and in the }{g Veda,

+V particularly, the hole in the nave of a wheel through which

the axle runs” (Monier-Williums). In Jonrn. V.P. 1list. Soc., vii,

44-5 and 62, Mr. A. N. Singh shows conclusively that in Indian mathe-

matical usage, current during the earlier centuries of the Christian

era, kha means “ zero "
; Survadeva, commenting on Aryabhata, says

“ the khas refer to voids (khdni simya upa laksitdni) . . . thus khad-

vinake means the eighteen places denoted by zeros ”, Amongst other

words denoting zero are simya, dkdsa
,
ryonm

,
mitariksa, vabha, ananla,

and purna. 1 We are immediately struck by the fact that the words

suwja void and purm *
fc plenum ” should have a common reference

;

the implication being that all numbers are virtually or potentially

present in that which is without number; expressing this as an

equation, 0 r — jr, it is apparent that zero is to number as possibility

1 It may a> well Ik* }#>mted out here that although Vv The decimal notation must

have been in existence ami in eonminn nw amongst the mathematicians long before

the idea of applying the place- value principle to a system of word names could have

l>een conceived " (Singh, Inc. nt.. p. 61), and although a decimal scale has actually

l>een found at Mohcnjndaro (Matkay, “Further Excavation*, at Mohenjodaro.*’

Jonrn. Roy. Sor. Arf*. No. 4233, 1034. p. 222), it is by no means the intention of the

present article to present an argument for a Rg 1Vrf»r knowledge of either the decimal

system or the concept “ zero *' as such. Our purpose is^jwrfelv Ul ®ockib\t meta-

physical and ontological implications of the terms \yhfcj) infer? later brf acVntfHy -

h> Aryabhata and Bhaskara, etc., to designate^

-

one and some higher

numbers.

Lu
,

; o library Peer
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to actuality. Again, employment of the term ananta with the same

reference implies an identification of zero with infinity
;
the beginning

of all series being thus the same as their end. This last idea, we may
observe, is met with already in the earlier metaphysical literature, for

example Rg Veda
,
iv, 1, 11, where Agni is described as “ hiding both

his ends " (yuhamdno antci) ;
Aitareya By ., iii, 43, the Agnistoma is

like a chariot-wheel, endless ” (ananta ) ; Jaiminlya Up. Br. n i, 35,

“ the Year is endless (ananta). its two ends (rntta) are Winter and Spring

. . . so is the endless chant " (anantam saman). These citations suggest

that it may be possible to account for the later mathematicians' selec-

tion of technical terms by reference to an earlier usage of the same

or like terms in a purely metaphysical context.

Our intention being to demonstrate the native connection of the

mathematical terms Icha, etc., with the same terms as employed in

purely metaphysical contexts, it will be necessary to prepare the

diagram of a circle or cosmic wheel (cakra, mundala) and to point

out the significance of the relationships of the parts of such a diagram

according to universal tradition and more particularly in accordance

with the formulation of the Rg Veda . Take a piece of blank paper

of any dimensions, mark a point anywhere upon it, and with this

point as centre draw two concentric circles of any radius, but one

much less than the other
;
draw any radius from the centre to the

outer circumference. With exception of the centre, which as point

is necessarily without dimension, note that every part of our diagram

is merely representative
;

that is, the number of circles may be

indefinitely increased, and the number of radii likewise, each circle

thus filled up becoming at last a plane continuum, the extended

ground of any given world or state of being
;

for our purpose we are

considering only two such worlds mythologically speaking. Heaven
and Earth, or psychologically, the worlds of subject and object—
as forming together the world or cosmos, typical of anv particularized

world which may be thought of as partial within it. Finally, our
diagram may be thought of either as consisting of two concentric

circles with their common radii and one common centre, or as the
diagram of a wheel, with its felly, nave, spokes, and axle-point.

Now m the first place, as a geometrical symbol, that is to sav
with respect to measure or numeration, our diagram represents the
logical relationships of the concepts naught or zero, inconnumerable
unit}. and indefinite multiplicity; the blank (snnya) surface having
no numerical significance

; the central point (imlu, bindu) being an
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inconnumerable unity (inconnumerable, admita, because there cannot

be conceived a second centre) ; and either circumference an endless

(ananta) series of points, which may be thought of as numbers
;

the

totality (sarvam) of the numbered, that is to say individual, points

representing the sum of a mathematically infinite series extending

from one to *’ infinity and conceivable as plus or minus according

to the direction of procedure. The whole area (sarlm) delimited

corresponds to place
(
desa ), a revolution of the circles about their

centre corresponds to time (kala). It will be observed further that any

radius connects analogous or corresponding points or numbers on the

two circumferences 1
;

if now we suppose the radius of one or both

circles indefinitely reduced, which brings us to the central point as

limiting concept (that is also
k
‘ as it was in the beginning *'), it is

evident that even this point can only be thought of as a plenum of

all the numbers represented on either circumference. 2 On the other

hand, this point, at the same time that it represents an inconnumerable

unity, and as we have just seen, a plenum, must also be thought of

as representing, that is as the symbol of. zero
;

for two reasons

—

(1) inasmuch as the concept to which it refers is by definition without

place and without dimensions, and therefore non-existent, and (2) the

mathematically infinite series, thought of as both plus and minus

according to direction, cancel out where all directions meet in common

focus.

So far as 1 know, Indian literature does not provide a specific

exegesis exactly corresponding to what is given in the preceding

paragraph. What we do find in the metaphysical and religious traditions

is a corresponding usage of the symbol of the Wheel (primarily the. or

a wheel of the, solar chariot), and it is in this connection that we first

meet with some of the most significant of those terms which are later

on employed by the mathematicians. In Rg Veda i, 155. 6 ;
i, 164,

2, 11, 13, 14, and 48 ;
Atharm Veda, x, 8, 4-7

;
Kaasdtaki Br xx. 1 ;

Jaimnlya Up. Br i, 35 ;
Brliaddranyaka Up., i. 5, 15 ; Sretdsvatara

Up., i, 4 ; Prasna Up., vi, 5-6
;
and like texts, the Year as an ever-

lasting sequence is thought of as an unwasting wheel of life, a revolving

wheel of the Angels, in which all things have their being and are

manifested in succession
;

“ none of its spokes is last in order ”, Rg

Veda, v, 85, 5. The parts of the wheel are named as follows : dni,

1 The familiar principle as above, so below ’’
is illustrated here.

2 The notion of exemplarism is expressed here, with respect to number or mathe-
matical individuality.
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the axle-point within the nave (note that the axle causes revolution,

but does not itself revolve)
;

kha. nabhi
,
the nave (usually as space

within the hub, occasionally as the hub itself)
;
ara, spoke, connecting

hub and felly; non i,
pari, the felly. It should be observed that

nabhi, from root nabh. to expand, is also “ navel ” ;
similarly in

anthropomorphic formulation, “ navel “ corresponds to “ space
”

(Maitri Up ., vi. 0) ;
in Rg Veda, the cosmos is constantly thought

of as “expanded" (root pin) from this clithonic centre.

Certain passages indicating the metaphysical significance of the

terms ani, kha, and nabhi in the Rg Teda mav now be cited. It should

be premised that we find here in connection with the constant use of

the wheel symbol, and absence of a purely geometrical formulation,

the term ani employed to express ideas later on referred to bv the

words indu or bindnd Yedie ani. being the axle-point within the

nave of the wheel, and on which the wheel revolves, corresponds exactly

to Dante’s il punto ddlo stelo al cui la prima rota va dintorno, Paradiso,

xiii, 11-12. The metaphysical significance of the ani is fully brought

out in Rg Veda, i. 35, 6 anim na rathyam amrta adlii tasthxih
,
“ as on

the axle-point of the chariot-wheel are actually-existent the undving

(Angels or intellectual principles) *’

; which also supplies the answer

to the well-known problem, “ How many Angels can stand on the point

of a needle ?
" More often the nave of the wheel, rather than the

axle-point specifically, is treated as its centre
; nor need this confuse

us if we reflect that just as under limiting conditions (indefinite reduc-

tion of the radius, or when the central point has been identified but

the circle not yet drawn) the centre represents the circle, so under
similar conditions (metaphysically in principio) the axle-point implies

the nave or even the whole wheel—the point without dimension, and
a principal space not \ot expanded (or as the Rg Urdu would express
it,

ki
closed ") being the same in reference. The nave then, kha or

ncibhi of the world wheel is regarded as the receptable and fountain
of all order, formative ideas, and goods : for example, ii, 28, 5, rdlujama
te varum khan* rtauyu “ may we, 0 Varuna, win thv nave of Law

;

viii, 41, 0, where in Trita Aptya “all oracles (kdnja) are set as is

the nave within the wheel “ (nikre nabhir iva
) ;

iv, 28, where Indra

lNfhl (H'< Ur

?

,n h ‘‘ ’ in ( «>nnoct ion with Soma; in Atharva

V
as

;

(m il ^1 irrammatiially as the designation of
nmhHm»a. i, i, 0, I'l 20 is of interest ; utlarn irn hi pitamhmauava. i.e the l atii.irehs are as it « ore «In>p<{/*'/* in as it were the intellectual

pnnuple In % T „h, ^ 44, 22. Indu is on idently Soma
;

in vii, 54, 2, Vasto*pati.
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opens the closed or hidden naves or rocks
(
apihita . . . khani in verse 1

,

apihitdni asna in verse 5) and thus releases the Seven Rivers of Life. 1

In v, 32, 1, where Indra breaks open the Fountain of Life
(
utsam)

this is again an emptying out of the hollows {khani), whereby the

fettered floods are released.

According to an alternative formulation, all things are thought of

as ante principium shut up within, and in prineipio as proceeding from,

a common ground, rock, or mountain
(
budhna , add ,

pnrmta , etc.) :

this ground, thought of as resting island-like within the undifferentiated

sea of universal possibility (x, 89, 4, where the waters pour sajarasya

budhnat ), is merely another aspect of our axle-point {dni), regarded

as the primary assumption toward which the whole potentiality of

existence is focussed by the primary acts of intellection and will.

This means that a priori undimensioned space {Mia. dkdsa, etc.)

rather underlies and is the mother of the point, than that the latter

has an independent origin : and this accords with the logical order

of thought, which proceeds from potentiality to actuality-, non-being

to being. This ground or point is in fact the rock of ages ” {asmany

ananie , 130. 3 ;
adrim acyntam , vi. 17, 5). Here ante principium

Agni lies occulted {guild snntam
,

i. ill. 3. etc.) as Ahi Budhnya, " in

the ground of space, concealing both his ends " (bndhne rajaso . . .

guhamano antd , iv, 1. 11, where it may be noted that yuhamdno antd

is tantamount to anatda, literally ” end-less ", ’’ in-finite,*' eternal ”),

and hence he is called “ chthonic
75

{nabhir aqni prthiryd. i, 59, 2, etc.),

and first born in this ground {jayata pratliamah . . . bndhne
,
iv, 1, 11),

he stands erect. Janus-like, at the parting of the ways (ayor ha skambha

. .
.
pathdm visarge , x, 5, 6) ;

hence he gets his chthonic steeds and

other treasures (iasvabudhnd , x, 8, 3 ;
bndlinyd vasuni , vii, 6, 7). It is

onlv when this rock is cleft that the hidden kine are freed, the waters

flow (i. 62, 3, where Brhaspati bhinad adrim and vidad gdh
;

v, 41, 12,

srnmntv dpah , . . adreh). This is, moreover, a centre without place,

and hence when the Waters have come forth, that is when the cosmos

1 The Rivers, of course, represent ensembles of possibility (h-nee they are often

spoken of as “ maternal '*) with respect to a like number of " worMs ", or planes of

being, as in i, 22, Hi prthicija vipta ilhrnna f*hih. Our terms kha. tibia. etc., ,uv necessarily

employed in the plural when the “ creation ”
is envisaged with respect to the cosmos

not as a single ” world ", hut as composed of two, three, or seven origin illy unm mi-

fested but now to be conceptually distinguished " worlds "
: the solar chariot having

one, two, three, or seven wheels accordingly. It is perhaps hwaih 1 the chariot of

the Year is more often than not thought of as two-wheeled (Heaven and Earth) and

therefore provided with two analogous axle-points that uni was not later employed

as a verbal symbol of
k
* one ".
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has come to be, one asks as in x. Ill, 8,
“ where is their beginning

(tiffram), where their ground (budhnah). where now, ye Waters, your

innermost centre ? " (madhjtun . . . antah).1

Thus metaphysically, in the symbolism of the Wheel, the surface

—blank (snmja) in the initial non-being (avit) of any formulation
(
sam -

hi!pa)—represents the truly infinite (adiii) and maternal possibility

of being
;

the axle-point or nave, exemplary being (risvani ekam,

R*f Vrda. iii. bl, 8 = integral omnipresence) ; the actual construction,

a mentally accomplished partition of being into existences
;

each

spoke, the integration of an individual as mumt-rup'i
,
that is as

archetvpal inwardly and phenomenal outwardly
;

the felly, the

principle of multiplicity (n^iwatra). Or employing a more theological

terminology : the undetermined surface represents the Godhead

(aditi. pamhmhw'iH , tawa*. apah) : the axle-point or immovable rock,

God (aditya. aparabrahma/t. Isrant. jyoti) : the circle of the nave,

Heaven (svarffn) : anv point on the circumference of the nave, an

intellectual principle (mart, drnt ) ; the felly. Earth with its analogous

(annnlp't) phenomena (risrd rupdni)
;
the construction of the wheel,

the sacrificial act of creation (karma? sMi), its abstraction the act

of dissolution (laya). Furthermore, the course (<jati) of any individual

upon the pathway ol a spoke is in the beginning centrifugal (prarrtta)

and then again centripetal (nintfa). until the centre (madhya) is found ;

and when the centre of individual being coincides with the centre of

the wheel, he is emancipate (walla), the extension of the wheel no

longer involving him in local motion, at the same time that its entire

circuit now becomes for him one picture (jagaccitra) 3 seen in simul-

taneity, who as " round-about-seer paridrastr, now “overlooks
everything *\ visvan/ abhiraste

, i, 164, 44.

In order to understand the use of terms for “ space (kha, dkasa,

antarikm ,
sunya. etc.) 4 as verbal symbols of zero (which represents

privation of number, and is yet a matrix of number in the sense

Madhya is middle m all senses, and also algebraically ‘'mean”. For the
metaphysical values, rf. m the Wj Veda madhya saw. wire and utmsya madhya = smdh-
iindw upodaye as the plan- of Agni or Vanina and in Ohdwhyya )jp., iii, II, I e feata
ttiadhye sthnne

"
single in the midmost station

« For the eon-trin tion of the wheel, of. R; Vain, vi,i. 77. 3. akhidat khe amt,, ira
in my An,jH (lml T'7""’ an *'* »«*& ••»%, to appear

in the J IIm4.

3 Saiikaranirva, Krdtmamrupana, 1)5.

* Suuya does not app-ar in the Wj Veda, though sum,

a

oecurs in the sense of
* privation .
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0 = x — x), 1 it must be realized that akasa , etc., represent primarily

a concept not of physical space, but of a purely prineipial space without

dimension, though the matrix of dimension.

2

For example, " all these

beings arise out of the space (dkasdd samapadyanta) and return into

the space (dkdsam pratyastam ynnti). For the space is older than they,

and is their last resort (parayetmint)," Chdmloyya Up., i. 9, 1 ;

" space

is the name of the permissive cause of individual-integration," akaso

vai ndma ndwardpayor nirvaluta. Chdmloyya Up., viii, 14 ;
and just

as Indra " opens the closed spaces ", apihitd khdni. Ry Veda, iv, 28. 1,

so the Self ” awakens this rational (cosmos) from that space ". dkdsat

esa klutht itlani eetamdtrdun bodhayati , Maitri Up., vi, 17, in other

words ex nihilo fit. Furthermore, the locus of this " space "
is

’* within

you" : "wliat is the intrinsic aspect of extension is the supernal

fiery energy in the vaeance of the inner man ". tat snmlpam nnbliamh

khe antarbhutasga yat param tejah , Maitri Up., vii, 11 3
;
and this

same v
* space in the heart " (eudarludaya akasa) is the locus (dyatana.

vesma, nula , kosa, etc.) where are deposited in secret (yahd nihitam)

all that is ours already or may be ours on any plane (loka) of experience

(Chdmloyya Up., viii. 1, 1-3). At the same time, Brhaddranyaka Up.,

v, 1, this " ancient space " (kha) is identified with Brahman and with

the Spirit (kham brahma, kham purdnam. vdyuram kham iti), and this

Brahman is at the same time a plenum or pleroma (pfirna) such that
££ when plenum is taken from plenum, plenum yet remains ". 4

Here we get precisely that equivalence of kha and purna, void and

plenum, which was remarked upon as noteworthy in the verbal notation

of the mathematicians. The thought, moreover, is almost literally

repeated when Bhaskara in the Bijaganita (ed. Calcutta, 1917. pp. 17-18)

defines the term ana ata thus, ayam ananto rdsih khahara ity negate .

Asmin vikdrah khahare na rasavapi pravistesvapi nihsrtesa bah asvapi sydl

layasrstikdle ' nante 'cynte bhdtayanesa yadvat , that is " This fraction of

which the denominator is zero, is called an infinite quantity. In this

quantity consisting of that which has cipher for its divisor, there is

1 Observe that the dual .series of plus and minus numbers represents " pairs of

opposites ”, dvan ftcan.
2 Transzendenter Raum der Ewigkeit ist der Akasa vor allem aurh da. wo er

als Ausgangspunkt, als Sehopfungsgrund und als Ziel, als A und O der Welt angesehaut

wird.” Seharbrau, Die Idee der Schopfuny in d*r redixchpn Lite ratur, 1932, p. 56 ;

“ size which has no size, though the principle of size.” Eckhart, i, 114.
3 Xablnt, from root nabh “ to expand ”, etc., as also in ndbhi “ navel ” and ** nave

A secontlary sense of nabh is “ to destroy ”.

4 This text occurs in almost the same form in Atharv i Veda , x, 8, 29.
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no alteration, though many be added or subtracted
;

just as there is

no alteration in the Infinite Immovable (anante aeyute) 1 at the time

of the emanation or resolution of worlds, though hosts of beings are

emanated or withdrawn

It may be observed further that while in the Rg Veda we *' do

not find the use of names of things to denote numbers, we do find

instances of numbers denoting things " (Singh, loc. cit., p. 56). In

vii, 103, 1, for example, the number *’ twelve denotes the “ year
?J

:

in x, 71, 3,
k
* seven “ stands for " rivers of life

’’ or ” states of being

It is thus merely a converse usage of words when the mathematicians

make use of the names of things to denote numbers
;

to take the

most obvious examples, it is just what should be expected, when we
find that one is expressed by such words as ddi, indu, abja

, prthvi ;

two by such as ytnrn, asvina ; three by such as agni, vaisvdmra ,

haranetra
, bhuvam ;

four by reda, dis
,
ynga, samudra , etc.

;
five by

prana
;

six by rtn
;
and so forth. It is not to be understood, of

course, that the number-words are all of Yedic origin
;
many suggest

rather an epic vocabulary, e.g. pdndara for five, while others, such as

netra for two have an obvious and secular source. In certain cases

an ambiguity arises, for example loin as representing either three or

fourteen, dis as representing four or ten, but this can be readily under-

stood : in the last-mentioned case for example, the quarters have
been thought of in one and the same cosmologv as either four, or if

we count up eight quarters and half-quarters, adding the zenith and
nadir, as ten. Taken in its entirety as cited by Singh, the numerical
vocabulary can hardly antedate the beginning of the Christian era
(we find that ten is represented amongst other words by avatdra

;

six by rdga).

If we attempt to account for the forms of the ideograms of numbers
in a similar fashion, we shall be on much less certain ground. A few
suggestions may nevertheless be made. For example, a picture writing
of the notion " axle-point could only have been a “ point ", and of
the concept nave could only have been a " round 0 ", and both
of these signs are employed at the present day to indicate zero. The
upright line that represents " one may he regarded as a pictogram
of the axis that penetrates the naves of the dual wheels, and°thus
at once unites and separates Heaven and Earth. The Devanagari
and Arabic signs for three correspond to the trident (trisfda) which

1 Cf and whim anfutnm cited above
Ages

with the meaning “rock of
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is known to have been from very ancient times an Agni or Siva.

A 'priori it might be expected that a sign for ” four ” should be cruci-

form following the notion of extension in the directions of the four

airts {(Us) ;
and we find in fact in Saka script that “ four

'*
is represented

by a sign X, and that the Devanagarl may well be thought of as

a cursive form derived from a like prototype. Even if there be sufficient

foundation for such suggestions, it is hardly likely that a detailed

interpretation of ideograms of numbers above four could now be

deduced. We can only say that the foregoing suggestions as to the

nature of numerical ideograms rather support than counter the views

of those who seek to derive the origins of symbolism, script, and

speech from the concept of the circuit of the Year.

It is. however, beyond question that many of the verbal symbols

•—the case of iha for
c
* zero ’’

is conspicuous—used by Indian mathe-

maticians had an earlier currency, that is to say before a development

of mathematical science as such, in a more universal, metaphysical

context. That a scientific terminology should thus have been formu-

lated on the basis of a metaphysical terminology, and by no means

without a full consciousness of what was being done (as the citation

from Bhaskara clearly shows), is not only in accordance with all

that we know of the natural course of Indian thought, which takes

the universal for granted and proceeds to the particular, but also

admirably illustrates what from a traditionally orthodox point of view

would be regarded as constituting a natural and right relationship

of any special science to the metaphysical background of all sciences.

One is reminded of words in the Encyclical of Pope Leo XII T, dated

in 1879, on the Restoration of Christian Philosophy, as follows

:

“ Hence, also, the physical sciences, which now are held in so much
repute, and everywhere draw to themselves a singular admiration,

because of the wonderful discoveries made in them, would not only

take no harm from a restoration of the philosophy of the ancients,

but would derive great protection from it. For the fruitful exercise

and increase of these sciences it is not enough that we consider facts

and contemplate Xature. When the facts are well known we must

rise higher, and give our thoughts with great care to understanding

the nature of corporeal things, as well as to the investigation of the

laws which they obey, and of the principles from which spring their

order, their unity in variety, and their common likeness in diversity.

It is marvellous what power and light and help are given to these

investigations by Scholastic philosophy, if it be wisely used . . . there
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is no contradiction, truly so called, between the certain and proved

conclusions of recent physics, and the philosophical principles of the

Schools." These words by no means represent a merely Christian

apologetic, but rather enunciate a generally valid procedure, in which

the theory of the universal acts at the same time with suggestive

force and normatively with respect to more specific applications. We
may reflect on the one hand that the decimal system, with which

the concept of ” zero "
is inseparably connected, there in India was

developed 1 by scholars who were very surely, as their own words

prove, deeply versed in and dependent upon an older and traditional

metaphysical interpretation of the meaning of the world
;

and on

the other, that had it not been for its boasted and long-maintained

independence of traditional metaphysics (in which the principles, if

not the facts of relativity are explicit) 2 modern scientific thought

might have reached much sooner than has actually been the case

a scientifically valid formulation and proof of such characteristic

notions as those of an expanding universe and the finity of physical

space. What has been outlined above with respect to the special

science of mathematics represents a principle no less valid in the case

of the arts, as could easily be demonstrated at very great length.

For example, what is implied by the statement in Aitareya Brahmana
,

vi, 27, that " it is in imitation of the angelic works of art that any

work of art such as a garment or chariot is made here 3 is actually

to be seen in the hieratic arts of every traditional culture, and in the

characteristic motifs of the surviving folk-arts everywhere. Or in the

case of literature : epic (Volsunga Saga, Beowulf, the Cuchullain and

Arthurian cycles, Mahabharata, Buddhacarita, etc.) and fairy-tale

(notably for example. Jack and the Beanstalk) repeat with infinitely

varied local colouring the one story ofjatavidyd, Genesis. 4 The whole

1 The plaee 'triii of tin* Babylonians . . . fell on fertile soil only among the
Hindus . . . algebra, which is distinctly Hindu . . . uses the principle of local value

**

(M. J. Babb, in JAOS., vol. .>1, p. .12). That the *• Arabic ” numerals are ultimately
ot Indian origin w now generally admitted: what their adoption meant for the
development of European science need not he emphasized.

- ( t. Arvabhata. Artfuhhntnjff . iv, 9. "As a man in a boat going forward sees a
stationary object moving ho kward. jii'-t so at Lanka a man sees the stationary
a-ten^m^ moving barkward.'*

3 See my Transformation of Xnturp m Ait , 1934. p. S and note 8.
1 Cf' 'If, Htmmel*. Stra-*liurg, 1892; and Jeremias,

•1)10 Men-ohlwit'l),Idling M> ein einheithehes Gauzes, und in den versehiedenen
Kulturen h inlet m«n die Kialekte der einen Geistessprai-lie,” .Utorientalische deities-
kulfnr, ed. 2, p x.
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point of view can indeed be recognized in the Indian classification

of traditional literature, in which the treatises (sastras) on auxiliary

sciences such as grammar, astronomy, law,1 medicine, architecture,

etc., are classed as Vedahga, “ limbs or powers of the Veda/* or as

Upaveda, “ accessory with respect to the Veda "
;
as Guenon expresses

it,
‘‘ Toute science apparaissait ainsi comme un prolongement de la

doctrine traditionelle elle-meme, comme une de ses applications . . .

une connaissance inferieure si Ton vent, mais pourtant encore une

veritable connaissance/’ while, per contra
,

*' Les fausses syntheses,

qui s'efforcent de tirer le superieur de rinferieur . . . ne peuvent jamais

etre qu'hvpothetiques . . . Eli somine. la science, en meconnaissant

les principes et en refusant de s‘y rattacher, se prive a la fois de la

plus haute garantie qu'elle puisse recevoir et de la plus sure direction

qui puisse lui etre donnee . . . elle devient douteuse et ehancelante

. . . ce sont la des caracteres generaux de la pensee proprement moderne
;

voila a quel degre dabaissement intellectuel en est arrive 1* Occident,

depuis qu'il est sorti des voies qui sont normales au reste de

l’humanite ” 2

1 Even the “ Machiavellian " Artha-snstra (i, 3) proceeds from the principle

svcidharmah. svargaya anantyaya ccr, tasya atikrmne lokah sahlarnd ucchidyeta
"
voca-

tion leads to heaven and eternity ; in case of a digression from this norm, the world is

brought to ruin by confusion”.
2 Rene Guenon, Orient et Occident, Paris, 1930 (extracts from ch. ii).





Balti Proverbs

Collected by A. F. C. Read

HRHE land of Baltistan lies in Kashmir State territory bevond the

Himalayan range and to the north of the province of Ladakh.

It is occasionally called Little Tibet, but nowadays it is usually referred

to by the State as that part of Ladakh which comes under the juris-

diction of the Skardu Tehsil. Some hundred thousand people speak

the Balti language, which in some instances would appear to resemble

more the written Tibetan than any spoken dialect of that language.

Proverbs and sayings are in daily use even among the most un-

educated, and they are usually referred to as Mot-i mi-i tam-lo, i.e.

sayings of the men of olden times.

Below are given fifteen of the

Chhu med yul-i hrkong ehhogo,

zan med yul-i bre ehhogo.

Phyanphi myu la yul med
,

khrosphi myu la zan med

.

Billa medpi nangpmg byua

khang-go.

Mi-i tarn la elilies na rang tarn

chhu.

Longko gang na hyu hyu.

most common.

The canals (are) large in a

waterless land, the measures (are)

large in a land without grain

zan = general term for prepared

cereals
; bre = wooden measure

of about two pounds.

The wanderer has no land, (and)

the sulky one no food.

The mouse is the head in a

house without a cat. khang-go

the head of the house.

If one believed anv man's word,

one's own word would be as water.

(Used in the sense that : One's

word is valueless if onlv a repeti-

tion of hearsay.)

When the inner stomach is full

then whistle. (If one gets what

one wants then what matter

anything or anyone else.)

longka = second stomach of

animals, commonly employed to

imply the seat of personal satis-

faction. hyu = whistling.
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Spyangku rgas na sang lu thob.

Rang-yul khser-i gomba .

Sa byungmi rdzes
,
kha byungym

(am.

Shyang traq na brang chhoq.

Rgod many la yigu many.

Hrmaq tarn ma zer ,
Jmnaq

zan zo.

Kasman-i staqj i-kfia ,
hashaq-i

thsang bed.

Suing minma na hliva hrlived.

Mi-sar hliide bes ma byos, klii-

sar khide liny ma byos.

Lalig-i thik na kangma.

Thyu la thaqpa.

Rang-yul hjcd na pha-skad

bje/L

Although the wolf grow old he

gets the sheep. (A rogue is always

a rogue in spite of his age.)

In the homeland, steps are

golden.

The footprint which comes out

of the earth, the word which

comes out of the mouth. (A

man is known bv his words.)

If the disobedient (son, bov,)

increase, then the chest breaks.

(*’ A child left to himself bringeth

his mother to shame," Prov.

xxix, 15.)

Much laughing (brings) much

weeping.

Don't speak when in a crowd,

eat its food. (The less he spoke the

more he heard.)

The magpie builds his nest on a

desolate tree. (Tyranny can only

be exercised over the helpless.)

When one gives the heart they

steal the stomach. (Give him an

inch and he'll take an ell.)

Don't travel with a new (in-

experienced) man, don't go hunt-

ing with a new dog.

The foot should keep within

the size of the quilt. (Spend and

think according to your income.)

(N’etends pas tes pieds au dela

de la couverture.) lulig — a kind

of patchwork quilt.

Others

To a string a rope. (To make

mountains out of molehills.)

ma Though the homeland be for-

gotten, the mother tongue never.
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IIrmaq loq na Jujaq rdob.

Shu pliyungmi bar la ngus na,

chhu borbi bar la rgod; shu

phyungmi bar la rgod na, chhu

borbi bar la ngus .

Mi manging tam ma zer, chhu

manging rab ma bgos.

Byabu hhnam la, zamno sa la.

Sha haldl, sha-chhu hardm.

Golong chhu-i duhsa, aimed

nad-i duhsa.

Rang da rang la loqpat.

Chhu hhyerbi mi rdi la khril.

If the crowd so desire the yak

must be slaughtered. (When in

Rome do as Rome does.)

Weep when making the water

track, and you'll laugh when the

water flows down : laugh when

you make the water track, and

you'll weep when the water flows

down.

shu = earth embankments to

control the water in irrigation.

(Care in preparation is re-

warded by the work standing all

tests.) Also used in reference to

the upbringing of a child.

Don't converse in a crowd,

don't ford in deep water. (Don't

attempt an impossibility.)

The bird's in the sky, the grain

on the earth. (One cannot be

nourished by a supply afar off.)

The meat is lawful, but the

gravy unlawful. (One is an

object of convenience, esteemed

and despised as the occasion

demands.)

A hollow for water and a weak

one for sickness. (One cannot

expect more than the particular

circumstance or person is capable

of giving.)

duhsa. from duhpa (to remain),

and sa, place, etc.

From self it will certainly come

back to self. (Paid back in one's

own coin.)

A drowning man clutches even

a sword. (A drowning man
clutches a straw.)
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Kho zose ntedpa ngarmo brod

ma shes.

Suing la tshik tned na mil- la

thik med.

’Antal na rongkhang, hiktnat na

rozi.

Gut phono pulse laqpi lekhar

rgijol

Without having eaten the

bitter, there is no appreciation

of the sweet taste.

When there is no feeling in the

heart there is nothing shown in

the eye. (Sympathy is no use

except it be from the heart.)

Good works but bring the

grave, but skill brings a living.

An alpenstock is better than a

half-witted brother.



The Four Classes of Urdu Verbs

By T. Grahame Bailey

T71R0M the point of view of causality, Urdu verbs may be divided

theoretically into four classes, according to their form : Intrans.,

Trans., First Causal, Second Causal. In this note I have kept before

mvself the difference between the form and the meaning of a verb

;

but, though fully cognizant of what some grammarians say about

“verbs used transitively or intransitively I find it more convenient

in practice to say simply “ intr. verb " and “ trans. verb
9

\ As I am
here not writing a treatise on general grammar, but merely making

a few remarks on Urdu verbs, I will content myself with defining

roughly the terms used : intr. verb, one which does not take a real

object
;
trans. verb, one which can take a real object (so-called cognate

objects being ignored).

A trans. verb is trans. whether the object is expressed or not, but

a few verbs may be genuinely both trans. and intr. Thus in English :

he went to change his clothes (trans.)
;

he went to change (trans.,

object suppressed)
;
true friends do not change (intrans.).

So in Urdu palcitna and badcilna can be truly intransitive as well as

trans. All trans. verbs in Urdu can be used with obj. suppressed,

but the suppression of the object leaves them trans.

Intrans. verbs may be further subdivided into ordinary intrans.

and purely neuter, as in the phrases : he turned-out of his room for

me, and he turned-out a thief.

Some Urdu verbs have no causals in use (I went into this in Bull.

S.O.S. , v, iii, 521) ; of a few it may be said that they have three. In

practice possibly the most useful method of describing them is

that mentioned above, viz. calling the causal of an intr. verb its

trans.
;
or if we start with the trans. verb, we may call the intrans.

verb a middle or passive.

Important General Rule .—So far as meaning goes, trans. verbs

have no causals. The so-called causals of trans. verbs are causals

of their passives.

We may then put verbs in four columns :

—

(1) intr. (2) trans. (3) so-called first causal. (I) so-called second

causal. Very few verbs appear in all four columns, some appear in

only one.

33VOL. VI r. part 3.
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Column 1 contains all truly intrans. verbs.

Column 2 contains trans. verbs (i.e. verbs which can take a true

object, expressed or not). When a verb occurs in cols. 1 and 2, the form

in col. 2 is usually the trans. of that in col. 1, but generally there is

some change of meaning, with the result that two is not a real trans.

of one.

Column 2 might be called the causal of col. 1, but the relationship

is, perhaps, more conveniently stated as intr. and trans., or middle

and active. At this point there are two points to be noted :

—

(i) In some verbs the same idea runs through all forms, e.g. ladna
;

all the forms contain the idea of loading
; so bannd

,
making or being

made. Other verbs, however, do not keep to one idea
;
thus dikhna

be visible goes on to dekhnd “look at” or “see”; dikhana
44
show "—three distinct ideas.

(ii) When the same idea is retained, cols. 3 and 4 are practically

the same in meaning, e.g. ladana and Indiana mean the same, whereas

dikhana and dikhvdnd are quite different. See below.

It is necessary to have a clear idea of the relationship between the

four columns.

Col. 1. Let us call the nominative of these verbs “ x ”, Being intr.

they have no obj.

Cols. 2, 3, 4. Let us call the noms. of these verbs A, B, and C
respectively.

ladnd “ be loaded ”,

Col. 1. asbdb lad rahd hai
44
the furniture, x, is being loaded ”,

Col. 2. naukar asbdb lad rahd hai “ the servant, A, is loading the
furniture ".

Col. 3 or 4. iitdlik asbdb ladvd rahd hai
44
the master, B, is getting

the furniture loaded . ladrand does not mean cause to load.

x which is the nom. of col. 1 verbs, is the obj., and the only obj

.

of verbs in cols. 2, 3, 4.

A. which is the nom. or agent of 2, cannot become the obj. of 3 or 4.

Tk the nom. or agent of 3, cannot become the obj. of 4.

A. B, C are therefore never found as direct objects.

Col. 3 verbs are usually said to be causals of col. 2 verbs
;

e.g.

that banvdnd is the causal of banana and means 44
cause to make

Both statements are erroneous, banvdnd is the causal of banded jdnd
and means 44

cause to be made ’. If it meant 44

cause to make ” its

obj. would be A, “ cause A to make ”
;

on the contrary its obj. is

x
, and it means “ cause x to be made bv A ”,
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Col. 3 verbs fulfil two functions : they are (a) causals of col. 1

through the instrumentality of A
; (

b
)
causals of the passive of col. 2.

So we get banna *
5 become made’"; banana

^ make ' (directly, no

outside party)
;
banvand “ cause to be made through A *\ It does not

mean “ cause to make ”.

The nom. of banna is always the obj. of banana and banvand

.

The object of banvand is not A, the maker ;
it is x, the thing made.

Similarly, if we put banvand in the passive, its nom. is x, the nom.

of banna ,
and this same x is the nom. of the passive of banana.

sanduq abhl nahi band “ the box has not yet become made

sanduq abhi nahi banded gea “ the box has not yet been made ” (by

A, the carpenter).

sanduq abhi nahi banvdea gea “ the box has not yet been ordered

(by B, the master) to be made ” (by A, the carpenter).

But we can never say us ne barhai ho banvdea
4

'he caused the

carpenter to make ”
;
or barhai banvdea gea “ the carpenter was caused

to make

Preposition of agency. In the Bull., loc. cit., I discussed this point.

It may be either se or ho. Col. 3 verbs mean “ cause something to be

done by A This by is sometimes se and sometimes ho. The problem

is rather intricate. These col. 3 verbs are causals of the passive of

col. 2 verbs. Now, if we study the col. 2 verbs, which are transitive,

we note that practically all of them may be compounded with lend

or dend ,
some with both, lend suggests a much closer connection

than dend between the agent and the act.

When we come to col. 3, where we find the causals of the passive

of the col. 2 verbs, we see that when the col. 2 verb is a lend verb

the corresponding verb in col. 3 has hardly any true causality. The

idea is rather that something is done by A with the help of B. The

agency is consequently expressed by the dative ho.

We note, further, that sometimes they are practically new verbs,

containing a new thought, e.g. dihhdna , from dehh lend , theoretically

means “cause to be seen"; in reality it means simply “show'';

sundnd means “ relate or read out or recite (to someone) ", not,

strictly speaking, “ cause to be heard."

B ne A ho hapre pinhde “ B helped A on with his clothes, clothed him "
;

pah in lend “ put on

B ne A ho ddstdn sundi “ B told A a story ”
;
sun lend “ listen ”.

B ne A ho sharbat pilded “ B gave A a sweet drink ”
;
pi lend “ drink ”,
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B ne A ko kuch likhraed or likhdea ” B dictated something to A ”
;

likh lend write for oneself".

B ne A se kuch likhvded B got something written by A ”
;

likh

dend “ write for someone else ".

It is quite natural that the
* k

causal " of a lend verb should not

contain any idea of real causality, for a lend verb means doing

something for oneself
;
consequently its

kC
causal A actually the causal

of its passive, does not mean cause it to be done ", which is almost

meaningless, seeing that the person is doing it for himself ; it means
“ help or enable it to be done ", as in the examples above.

Examples

Col. 4 often differs only in form from col. 3, and it is generally

preferred when the idea of getting something done by an outside

party is prominent. Thus kdm karvdnd is preferable to kdm karand,

but the meaning is the same. When col. 4 differs from col. 3 we have

the following :

—

Col. 4 is (a) the causal of 1, through agency of A and help of B
;

(b) the causal of passive of 2 through help of B
;

(c) causal of passive

of 3. In each case the object is x, never A or B.

Col. 4 is not the causal of the active of 2 or 3.

Col. 4 differs in meaning from col. 3, when col. 3 (which means that

B causes something to be done by A) uses ko to express by. See above.

The following examples show how the nominative, x, of class 1

verbs, which are intrans., becomes the object of classes 2, 3, and 4.

They show, too. that all so-called causals of trails, verbs are causals

of the passive ol those verbs, never of the verbs themselves.

Exampies

1

i\ om

(a) dikh

(b)

(r)

(d)

X

(c) kat X

(/) M X

(g) bandh X
(h) ha X

Now. Object

2

dekh . . A X

sun
. A X

pah in . A X

pi . . A X

kdt
. A X

lad
. A X

Mdh . . A X
kdt

. A X
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3 4

(a) dikhd

Xom.

B
Object

X dikh id

Xom.

. B. C

Object

X

(h) sand B X sun i'd . 0 X

(c) pinhd B X palliat'd . c X

(d) pila B X piled . . c X

(e) kata B X katvd . B X

(/) ladd B X India . . B X

(g) bandhd B X bandhrd . B X

(h) kata B X katvd . . B X

(a) 1, x is visible
; 2, A looks at x

; 3. B shows x to A

;

4, B causes

x to be looked at by A, or C causes x to be shown to A by B.

(6) 2, A listens to x
; 3, B relates x to A

; 4, C causes x to be

related to A by B.

(c) 2, A puts on x
; 3, B helps x to be put on by A ; 4, C causes x to

be put on by A through B‘s help.

(d) 2. A drinks x
; 3, B gives x to A to be drunk

; 4, C causes x to be

given by B to A to be drunk.

(<e ) 1, x is spun ; 2, A spins x : 3 and 4, B causes x to be spun by A.

(/) 1. x is loaded
; 2, A loads x

;
3 and 4. B causes x to be loaded by A

.

(g) 1, x is tied
; 2, A ties x

;
3 and 4, B causes x to be tied by A

(bandhdna is hardly ever used in modern Urdu).

(h) 1, x is cut

;

2, A cuts x
;

3 and 4, B causes x to be cut by A.

When one studies the details of individual verbs, puzzling and

involved problems arise, but the foregoing outline gives the chief

points. On the general question of Indo-Aryan causal verbs Beames,

Comj). Gram., iii. 75ff.
?
may be consulted.





Iranian Words in the Kharosthi Documents from
• •

Chinese Turkestan

By T. Burrow

A JHATE (i.e. azate) may be connected with the Avestan dzdta

“ noble “of noble birth ". Cf. also "z'tch in the Sogdian

letters “ free-born ” (Reichelt, Sogd. Handsellriftenrede. ii, p. 3).

Although the documents do not furnish enough material for defining

with certainty the meaning of the word, this explanation suits all the

passages where it occurs. It is used most frequently as an introductory

term in giving lists of witnesses, e.g. 593 tatra saclii ajhade jawmi

cojhbo Dhamena Sugi Kuleya “ There the witnesses are people of high

rank (or “ free-born ”), the cojhbo Dhamena, Sugi, Kuleya, etc/'

Similarly in 507, 588. It is worth while noticing that khula put re

is used in a similar formula in 415, though not in exactly the same

position, tatra saclii janati sramamna Parvati tivira Buddharachida,

vasu Kolpisa
,
kkida putre Lpatga

"
There witnesses know this—the

monk Parvati, the scribe Buddharachida, the vasu Kolpisa, and

Lpatga, son of a good family." It was important of course for witnesses

to be of good rank (cf. Ydjnavalkya , ii, 88-9). The meaning suits all

the other passages, e.g. 272 atra cojhbo Somjakena atliovae ajhate

jamna sutha abomata (= abhyavawatam) karemdi “There the serviceable

(atliovae, i.e. employed in the service of the State) people of high rank

very much disobey the cojhbo Somjaka

gamni

Only in 357. Also written kani = Iranian ganj-
"

treasure,

store”, gamni dramga = “ treasure-house, store-house ”. gamha-

vara “ keeper of the treasury " also occurs. Both words were borrowed

into Sanskrit as gcihja and ganjavara
,
and since they occur in works

written in the north-west of India
(
Rdjataranginl

,
e.g. iv, 589, and

Kathdsaritsdgara) they must have been current chiefly in that area.

This is the only example of hj = mh in the documents, but cf.

kunaru — kunjara in the Kharosthi Dh. P.

dramga

In Ancient Iihotan. p. 402, Stein gives the meaning “ frontier-

watch station ” for dramga
,
a meaning which he had determined for

the word in the Rdjataranginl (Chronicle of Kashmir , ii. p. 291). These

places were used for collecting custom’s dues from merchants, etc.,

entering the country (= gulma). The meaning is not exactly that in
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the clocu merits. but rather a taxation depot or office in general, ef. 439.

Bh bnasr /W rimm t rti gatha esa de viyae ga vi pad ich itaga . Fa ve avanamm i

pasurahr ,
vri Kurana awhom yatma. puna aliuno rayaka gavi pica vetu

9

taha na (Hatha vka natnjnusa pamca so dramga dhareti . .
. pruchidavo

hhutarthi >yt eti dramga dharidur siyati. rayaht gavi na kuvip iea vidavya ,

yo draw*pma dharitaga sujuti tarn rayaht gavi picavidavo
"
Bhimasena

informs m that he has taken over the queen's cattle, he is keeper of

the sheep at Yavo avainna. lie is yatnta in charge of the kuvanct corn,

and now you arc putting the royal cows in his charge : it is not right

that one man should hold live or six dramga s . . . von must enquire

whether lie really holds so many dramga 's (eti — Pr. eltiya or ete).

The kinj#\ cattle are not to he put in his charge. They are to be put

in the charge of a man who has not held (anyother)dramgas." Compare

similar complaints 131 >. 520. From these 1 passages we might be inclined

to take t Jvwortl in the general sense of ’*
office \ “ department such

as the oll ii'
1 ot * keeper of the royal cows . etc. But that the meaning

is more sforitic is shown by passages like 98, Pgitasa dranujammi

amna mumla ‘Morn has been measured into Pgita's dramga *\ Here

the drathtp is plainly the building into which the corn was put. Cf. 357,

hint daimja ’“store-house ”. There were special dramga s for

special commodities as appears from 567. masuvi dranujammi "
the

wino-f//v
/ gufa *\ In the passage quoted in the beginning then, pasuvala

must immn not ” shepherd “ but the person in charge of collecting the

revenue from the sheep in \ ave avana and the dramga is the local

office for dint work.

The vord ma v he derived from the Av. dramj- * v

to make firm
“

meaning originally a fortified post and then, since revenue was
gathered into such places, a taxation department in general.

maravara

A title e.tr. 335. maruvara Knvineyasa paride namata 1. “ 1 namata
(

- Anghelndiaii numdah. Stein Ancient Khotan, p. 402) from the
mararant Kuviheva." The documents do not supply any informa-
tion as tu its exact meaning, hut it may - an Iranian mg&rabara =
council Iw ; ma&ra would become *mdra in Saka. Cf. Saka ltara
darkne^ ta&ra. Saka marndra is borrowed from Sanskrit.

Compare also the Sogdian m'rkr'k ” magician".

dars

Th '' vt’
rl ’ d,,r

-_
,w*ans “ t0 >°ad " (a camel, etc.). The noun darm- a lo,t il (equivalent to nadha which occurs more often) 329, edasa
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ca Opgeyasa Jiastammi ratra divasa pamea utana masu visarjidavya

eka utasa darsa masu milima 1 klii 1 “ And in the hand of this by

day or night wine (that can be carried) by five camels must be sent
;

the load of one camel is 1 milima 1 khiot wine.’* 431,c</« rust it snrca

tomgha sdjaena aim Kuhani datsida " All these things were packed bv

the tomgha Sdja there at Kuhani "
40, gadi

.

. . darsidagnia murisyati

valaga dharauaga bhaiisyati " If it shall die on account of its load, its

keeper shall be owing for it."

An Iranian loan-word. Av. dar<)z- "to bind". Saka daIsa (2nd

plural of *dalys translating piudl-kr. Konow. Saka Studies Vocabulary).

The change from the dental to a cerebral spirant is paralleled in certain

native names and words. We find doublets such as Larsu and Larsn

Koltursa and Koltarsa , tirsa (epithet of a horse) and tirsa. The* quite

probably stands for : (darzida) on the analogy of the other sibilants,

when medial, s becoming / (z) and s
,
jh (c). In Saka the voicing of

internal s is attested by the spelling (,s\s- = s. s = Konow. Saka

Studies, p. 38).

trusga

Only in 581, namnusa Dhuuuisa nama bhiti Tivira Ram sotsa ca

trusga kalammi trubhiclia kalammi kraya vikraya kidamti
" A man

called Dhamasa and a second the scribe Ramsotsa in a time of drought,

in a time of famine made a transaction of buying and selling. " Probablv

an Iranian huska - " dry " with the Indian prefix dur-. If the word

huska- existed as a loan-word, it would be quite natural to add the

prefix dur-. The omission of h -, the elision of the vowel, and the

writing of t- for d- are all characteristic of the language of the docu-

ments. The transition of -sk

-

to sg appears also in musgesu (540)

= S. muska-. (Professor F. W. Thomas compares English "dry",
“ drought " from an I.E. y/dhrugh-.)

s it iyammi

The meaning is roughly clear from 67, mahamta nagarasa dacJiiua

sitiyammi bhuma ” land situated to the right of the great city, land

on the right side of the great city
" — Av. siti-(~ ksi(i-) l One expects

as a rule the cerebral * to correspond to Iranian s. as in Saka. Perhaps

it was palatalized because -i tended to be pronounced yi

-

(e.g. yiyo

— iyam). Saka ssdra " good ” = Sogd. syr may be a parallel (= s

out of sr ~ Av. srlra- ?).

It must be borne in mind that the reading sitiyammi is not absolutely
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certain, it may be yiti- (see the account of the alphabet Kharosthi

Inscriptions, p. 308).

thavamnaga

That tdvastaga is an Iranian loan-word meaning carpet has already

been pointed out by Professor F. W. Thomas (see Khar. Iuser., Index

Verb .). Connected with it and forming a close parallel with Saka is

thavamnaga (also written thavamnae) tavanaga . Cf. also thavamna-

mac <L

made of thavamna "). It is apparently the same word as appears

in Saka as thauna “ cloth
J

\

noksari

195. wase noksari “in the month of the new year
5

* Iranian as

pointed out by Konow (navaka-sarod-). Probably Saka, although the

Saka for “year" in the existing documents is sail (-rd- becoming l

regularly, Konow, Saka Studies
. p. 29). On the other hand, Saka

ystri (Gen.) corresponds to Av. zorad- (as H. AY. Bailey suggests to me),

so that perhaps final -rd became r while medial rd became L -sar-

(-sari being the Locative Singular inflected according to the Indian

type), would thus correspond regularly to the consonantal base Av.

sarod-, while sail would be equally regularly developed out of an

extended base. In Sogdian the -d is preserved srS.

spasa

spasa seems not to be an official
(

k
‘ spy *') but an abstract noun,

“ the function performed bv a spasavamna The word spasa occurs

usually in connection with the verb rack-. It might be the thing

guarded or a cognate Accusative. The latter is shown to be the case

by the variant spasa kartavya 578 ma unci tusya niryiga (for niryoga)

bhavidavya mtya kalammi Sacammi spasa kartavya Let there be no
slackness on your part, at all time watch is to be made at Saca ",

compared with 541 inimade spasavamnaga mamnusa visarjidemi

supiyana pande spasa racTiamnae
" From here I have sent a scout man

to keep watch from the Supis The word regularly appears in the
formula at the head of documents sent to the governor of the province,
e.g. 272 an spasa jiritaparicagena anada rackidavya “ Also watch
is to be kept carefully (anada

.

or “ properly *') even at the expense of
your life. The spasavawna' s were frontier guards or scouts, whose
business it was to look out for approaching enemies (541) ;

also to
see that no unauthorized persons crossed the frontier. 71, Suljika
taya dhifn smagasae ca akastandi palayamni gatamt i

,
esa pita saca

spasarmnnana sadha pace y<itamt i, eda uti pada (for padama ‘‘back
55

?)
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nivartavitamti .
“ Sugika and the daughter of that (woman) departed

and went as fugitives : she and her father along with the scouts went

after them, and they turned back this camel." Cf. also 471.

The word is no doubt Iranian *spasa (Sogdian sp's) derived from

the verb Av. spas- “ to spy. to keep watch It cannot be Indian,

because the palatal s is preserved in this dialect, sp is developed out

of sp also in paraspara
"
one another ". spasavamna seems to be a

compound containing the \/pd “ to protect ". Compare the (Saka)

proper name in N.W. India Nahapana “ protector of the people ".

spdsa- developed the meaning of “ service " in middle Iranian

(e.g. in Sogdian, and cf. H. H. Schaeder Iranica, 1934, Abh. G. W.

Gottingen). This meaning would suit admirably the phrase (see

above) avi spasa jividaparicagena anada racKidavya “ also your duty

is to be kept even at the 'expense of your life ". This would mean

that the two meanings existed side by side in this language, because

in other passages (e.g. 541 quoted above) the more limited (and

original) meaning is obviously required.

denuga

Only 418. A title, denuga Amtoasa pa ride “ from the denuga

Amto Can this be connected with Av. daena “ religion " ? For the

suffix -itga applied to other than u-stems cf. vevatuga from vivada.

nacira

nacira is used in phrases with the verb gam kC
to go *\ nacira

gachamti, nacira gamdavo. It is probably not a place-name since in

this language the Locative has completely superseded the Accusative

in expressing the goal with verbs of going, etc. They say invariably

Cadotarnmi gamdavo
,
Khotanammi gata . etc. The Accusative is only

used in stereotyped phrases like the frequent asamna gamdavo , which

seems to mean take possession of", and presumably = S. dsanam

gantavyam (like ‘‘possess" from sedeo).

Dr. H. W. Bailey has suggested to me a comparison with Sogd.

nysyr “wild animals, game" nysyrkry “hunter" (New Pers.

naxcir “game"), which would give very good sense. Cf. 13 yatha

etasa kabhodhami radavi storam m, toha jamna tatra nacira gacliamti
,

vadavi aspa vijamti “ (he complains) that in his kablmjha there are

mares and horses, people go hunting there and shoot the mares and

horses The kabhodha would be some privately owned pasture land.
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,sada

= “ pleased ", is compared in the Index, Verb to Av. sydto. If

so it is borrowed from Sogdian (ft) and not Saka (tsdta). But it may

quite probably be Indian = Pali sCthi “ pleasant, sweet The negative

assdta shows that there was a double consonant there originally, and

if this is the same word it must have been sr because in this dialect

sr becomes s (e.g. samamna, sayati = srayate
,
mam = smasru) srdta

means “cooked** in Sanskrit and the meaning might then develop

into “ pleasant to taste " and then “ pleasant, sweet **
in general.

Other Iranian Words

&torn “ horse
**

S. nthora occurs meaning a “ beast of burden " in

the Divyamddna

.

l)ut that may be a loan-word too. dirim
"
scribe

"

compounds with - vara uspa vara storci va ra uta vcira . saste day
*

’ w hich

Konow derives from Iranian sad- “to shine", ratu “authority,

supervisor prahuni (only 318) may be = Saka prahona “ garment

Further (as pointed out bv Komnv) jheniga “under the care of
? ’

= Saka yslnlya . Sogd. zynyh ,
lastana 298 = Saka Idstana

£t
quarrel

Hinajha

Title of a king of Khotan mentioned in 661 Khotana maharaya
rayatiraya liinajhasya Arijidasimhasya. The title can be explained

as a translation into Iranian of the Greek title errparyy os. The term

orparrjyos was current in X.W. India, being found, for instance, on

the coins of Aspavarman. with the inscription Indravarmaputrasa

Aspavarmisa strategasa jayatasa. That Iranian kings should translate

a foreign term like that into their own tongue w'as quite natural. The

translation is literal, Saka himl “ army " (Av. Intend) and -aza or dza

from the verb az - “ to lead
(
= aycu). For the use of az- of leading

armies cf. Bartholomae's Altiranisekes Wortcrbuch s.v.
;

and for

compounds with -dza compare words like Av. yavdza and navdza.

This points to the existence of an Iranian dynasty in Khotan at

the date of this document. (What the date was is quite uncertain.

The document is the only one we possess in the Khotan Prakrit. It

may be earlier or it may be later than the documents of Niva.) Later

of course (eighth century) the Saka language w^as used for literary and
administrative purposes in the Khotan realm. How- long before that

there had been Iranians in the area is not known. The following

facts hearing on the question can he stated.
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(1) There were practically no people bearing Iranian names in

the Shan-Shan kingdom at the time of the documents. The only

certain ones are Tiraphara = *tiyrax arjna (or it may contain the

divine name Tint, frequent in the west. npiSdr^ etc. as Dr. H. W.

Bailey suggests. Tamanpa = *Tannaspa. The element -aspa occurs

also in other names in which the first member is not so clear, e.g. Rataspa

Saraspa, Sanaspa. Iranian -razmtt seems to occur in Samarasma and

Lpiparasma . Like -sena it is added to bases in the native language.

Lpiparasma presumably contains the same base as Lpiprya which is,

of course, not Iranian. Similarly -pliant in Cinapkara compared with

Cinasena and Cinika. Apart from these the mass of native names

are definitely not Iranian.

(2) The names which appear in the solitary document from Khotan

are quite different from the usual type at Niva, and, so far as can be

judged from such small evidence, would point to a different language

being spoken there. Apinnan u contains the sound ph
( —/) which does

not occur in native proper names in the Niva documents (only in the

Iranian
-
fliara and Pl'ntmaseva , Pliucasena). Khrarnarsr might be

Iranian containing Av. x'aranali- (Parjnarsd like jcsayarsd). The

name Spaniyakil may be connected with Avestan spanyah-
" more

holy " and Middle P. spvntik (from *spanyaka cf. Bartholomae, s.v.).

Thus in one document we have two names which are probably Iranian.

(3) The change from e to 7 which is characteristic of Saka had

occurred at the time of this document, e.g. Hinajha . Similarly of

o to u cudiyadi = (Niya) coteyati . It had not occurred at the time the

word jheniga was borrowed into the Niya Prakrit.

(4) There are a great number of Indian words in Saka which are

definitely Prakrit and not Sanskrit. Quite different from the other

Central Asian languages, Sogdian (with hardly any loan words, and

Tokharian with words borrowed straight from Sanskrit. For instance,

the Saka for *' attendant "
is vatdyaa = vatTtayaga of the Kharosthi

documents. In Tokharian we have upasthdyak borrowed straight

from Sanskrit. This can behest explained by assuming that an Indian

Prakrit had been used by the Sakas of Khotan as an administrative

language, and that must have been at the time of this document.

(5) Of the Iranian loan-words occurring in the Kharosthi docu-

ments, a number occur in North India, sthora yahja yahjavura asm vara

diiira drahya are borrowed into Sanskrit, sastv occurs in inscrip-

tions in N.W. India. This suggests that the Iranian loan-words were

not borrowed in Central Asia, but in N.W. India during the
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time of Iranian domination, and imported into Central Asia as an

integral portion of the Prakrit.

J (6) Additional note .—A few men of Khotan are mentioned in the

documents from Niya. Their names are not Iranian. Examples are :

Samngo 322, Sakha 335. Uosana 517, Khosa 362, Kanasaga 30, Presdm-

dha 216. It looks as if the population of Khotan was definitely not

Iranian at the time of the documents from Niya. i.e. in the third

century a.d.



Beitrage zu einer Milindapanha-Bibliographie

Von Siegfried Behrsing

(continued from p. 348)

III. DER PALI-MILINDAPANHA

A. Texte

1) Manuskripte

a) In Ceylon

Hier ist vielleicht zuerst

38. das Palmblatt-MS. zu nennen, welches de Zoysa in seinem

Catalogue of Pali, Sinhalese, and Sanskrit MSS. in the Temple Libraries

of Ceylon (Colombo, 1885) 1
, p. 9, als „eommon“ bezeichnet. Es enthalt

178 Blatter, 17 Zoll lang, 9 Zeilen auf der Seite.

39. Bentotte, Tempel von (Bentota Yanavasa Yihara) : 5 MSS.

des M. und 1 sanne. 2

40. Colombo : Museum. 1 MS. in birmanischer Sehrift. 3

41. Colombo : Museum. 1 MS. in singhalesischer Sehrift. 4

42. Matura, Tempel von : 5 MSS. des M. und 1 sanne. 2

43. Mulgiri Galle, Tempel von : 5 MSS. des M.2

44. Sammlung Spence Hardy, No. 282 : Milindaprcbshne .

(Singhalesisch oder Pali ?)
5

1 Leider konnte ich mir diesen Katalog nicht beschaffen, or ist in deutschen

offentlichen Bibliothekcn nicht vorhanden. Wenn ich trotzdem Angaben daraus

bringen kann (aussor in der vorliegenden Stelle noch Bibl. 78 und 8/5). so verdanke ich

dies Herrn Geheimrat Geiger, Miinchen, der die Gute hatte. mir auf meine Bitto hin die

auf den M. beziiglichen Stellen aus seinem Privatexemplar abzuschreiben. In d’Alwis :

A Descriptive Catalogue ofSanskrit,Pali,and Sinhalese LiteraryWork* ofCeylon (Colombo

:

Skeen, 1870) und in Spence Hardy’s Aufsatz “The Language and Literature ofthe Sin-

ghalese ”, JCBRAS., 1846-7 (Colombo, 1861). pp. 99-104, habe ich. abgesehen von einer

beilaufigen Erwahnung des ,, Milindappanna “ auf p. 30 des ersteren Werkes, nichts

liber den M. hnden konnen. Auf dem Titelblatt von d’Alwis Katalog steht „ Part 1

doch scheinen keine weiteren Teile erschienen zu sein, denn Malalasekera, The Pali

Literature of Ceylon , gibt auf p. 318 nur den 1870 erschienenen Band an.
2 Vgl. Upham, The Mahdvansi, the Raja -Patndm ri, and the Rdjd-Vali . . .. London,

1833, vol. iii, pp. 170, 177, 181, 184, 191. Ein ebenfalls in der Tempelbiicherei

von Bentota befindliches singh. MS. mit Erklarung schwieriger M.-Stellen s. BihJ. 85.
3 Vgl. JPTS.

y 1882, p. 51, No. 29. Die hier von Rhys Davids pp. 46-58 gegebene

Liste von MSS. ist aufgrund eiries von de Zoysa 1876 herausgegebenen Katalogs

zusammengestellt.
4 JPTS., loc. cit.. No. 30.

3 s. Spence Hardy ., List of books in the Pali and Singhalese Languages/ 4

in

JCBRAS,, 1847-8 (Colombo, 1870), pp. 198-208. Diese Liste erwahnt aueh Tennent,
Ceylon , 4. Aufl. (1860), vol. i, p. 515 n. Wo die MSS. naeh Hardy’s Tode geblieben

sind, ist mir nicht bekannt.
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45. Sammlung Spence Hardy, No. 283 : Milindapraslinasanne

,

l

Palitext in singhalesischer Umschrift mit singhalesischer Paraphrase. 2

£) In Europe.

46. Cambridge : Mr. Scott. 1 MS. birmanisches nissava. 3

47. Cambridge : Trinity College. 1 MS. in siamesisclxer Schrift. 4

48. Cambridge : University Library No. Add. 1251. 1 MS. anf

Palmblatt in singhalesischer Schrift. 154 Blatter.5 $
49. Kopenhagen : Kgl. Bibliothek, No. xxxiii, 183 Palmbliitter

in singhalesischer Schrift. 6

50. Kopenhagen : Kgl. Bibliothek, No. xxxiv, 117 Palmbliitter

in singhalesischer Schrift.7

51. Leipzig : Indisches Institut der Universitat. 1 Palmblattms.,

194 Blatter zu je 7 nnd 8 Zeilen (die Vorderseiten des 1. u. 2. Blattes

sind unbeschrieben). Singhalesische Schrift.8

52. Leningrad : Asiatisches Museum. 1 Palmblatt-MS. (MS.

Ind., vii, 44) von 172 + 2 Blattern zu je 8 Zeilen. Singhalesische

Schrift.

Weicht im allgemeinen nicht vom Text der Trenckner’schen A*as-

gabe ab. 9

1 s Anm. 5 auf dor vorhergehenden Seite.

2 Hard v erklart sanne folgendermassen : ,, paraphrases of the discourses of Budha,

the Pali text being given, and then an explanation, clause by clause, in Singhalese.

In some instances the sanne is a literal translation, and in others there is a long com-

mentary upon a single word “
(Jf'HRAS.. 1846 7, Colombo, 1861, p. 103).

3 Ygl. SHE., 35, p. xvi, u. n. 3. Ein birmanisches nissava entsprieht, nach der

dort gegebenen 13eM*hreibung \on Rhys Davids, einem singhalesischen sanne, s.

Anm. 2.

4 Vgl. SBE., 35, p. xvii, u. n. 1.

J
^ gl. JPI s. % 188,3. p. 146. Dieses MS. ist, wie mir Dr. E. J. Thomas von der

Universitat*. Bibliothek Cambridge freundlichst mitteilt, eines von 16 MSS., die 1875
aus deni Besitz von Dr. Rost angckauft wurden. Dr. Thomas hat sich auch die Miihe
gemacht feMzustellen, dass es sich um Rost's MS. handelt, welches Trenekner bei

seiner Ausgabe {
I!ihl 65) mit „ C "

bezei< hnet hat. Treneknor's „ D “ zu identifizieren

ist mir leider mcht gclungen.
6 \ gl. W estcrga.ird, ( 'others imhn KibL Havnienvis (Kopenhagen, 1846),

pp. 49A-50&. urifl JETS., 1883, p. 148. Treneknor's MS. „ A/*
7 Vgl. Westergaard. op. * it., p. 50& mid JPTS., loc. cit. Trenckner’s MS. „ 13.

“

H Kim* genaue Best hreihung dioer Handschnft habe ich an Herrn Geheimra^
Geiger in Mtmchen geschickt ; sie soil, wenn Raum vorhanden ist, in der Ze ifsrh rift

fur Iwb/h/ifo un*l htuuJth abgedrm kt werden.
3 Vgl. Mironov's Katalog : Kninfoy indijskich tukophej. Sostavil N(ikolai)

D Mironov. V\pu*k I. Petrograd 1014 ( Katalogi AziaDkago Muzeja Imperatorskoj
Akademu Xauk I) [Auf der letzten Vmsehlagseite auch lateinischer Titel : Catalogus
codieum manii scriptorum Indicorum qui in Acadcmiae Imperialis Scientiarum
Pctropolitanae Mu-eo Adatico a^ervantur. Auctorc X.D.M., Ease. I. Petropoli 1914
1= Catalogi Mu-ci Asiatici I)], p. 354 unter Xu. 453.
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53. London : British Museum. No. Orient. 458 : 1 MS. von 392

Blattern. Birmanisches nissava. 1

54. London : India Office. Mandalay-MS.. neue No. 126 : 1 MS.

von 241 Blattern zu je 9 Zeilen. Birmanische Sehrift. 2

55. London : India Office. Mandalav-MS., neue No. 127. 186

Blatter zu je 9 Zeilen (die Blatter ka bis hah fehlen). Palniblatt.

Birmanische Sehrift. 2

56. London ; Bibliothek Dr. Rost. 1 MS. in birmanischer Sehrift. 3

57. Paris : Bibliotheque Nationale. 2 MSS. in singhalesischer

Sehrift. 4

58. Paris : Bibliotheque Nationale. Zahlreiche Fragmente des

M. in kambodsehaniseher Sehrift. 5

2) Textausgciben

a) In bengalischen Lettern

59. Milindapahho
,

Milindaprasna. Palitext in bengalischer

Umschrift. Herausgegeben mit einer bengalischen Ubersetzung,

Anmerkungen usw. von Yidhusekhara Bhattiicarya. Vol. i,

pts. 1-2. 4° (27 x 16 cm.)
;

iv, 42, viii, i, i. 325 pp. Calcutta :

(Vangiyasahitya-parisad) 1909 (— Parisad-gra > ithdvail No. 22).

(Barnett, S.C. 2, Spalte 634, und J. F. Blumhardt : Bengali books

(= Catalogue of the Library of the India Office ,
vol. ii, part iv, Supple-

ni£ht 1906-1920). London, 1923, p. 192).

ft) In birmanischen Lettern

60. Milindapahha pal ito. Herausgegeben von Hsava Hbe. 4°.

i, 395 pp. Rangoon : 1915. (Barnett, loe. cit.).

1 Vgl. JPTB., 1883, p. 142.

2 Vgl. JPTS., 1894-6. p. 40.

3 Trenckner’s MS. ,, M k

‘. Wo dieses MS. sich augenblicklich befindet. weiss ich

nicht. Auch habe ich, abgesehen von dem, was Trenekner in seiner Einleituns: zu

seiner M.-Ausgabe daruber sagt, keine naheren Angaben liber dieses MS. ausfindig

machen konnen. Es mit Bibh 53 zu identiiizieren ist, nach einer freundlichen Mitteilung

von Prof. Barnett, unmoglich, auch sind Bib]. 54 und B\bl. 55, wie mirdie Bibliothek

des Ii 4ia Office schreibt, nicht mit lhm identisch. Ich wollte hier auch Rost’s

singhalesisches M.-MS. aufnehmen, welches Trenckner in seiner Ausgabe mit

„ C “ bezeichnet, aber „ C k
‘ ist nach einer Mitteilung von Dr. Thomas von der

University Library Cambridge mit Bibl. 48 identisch. S. Anm. 5 auf der vorhergehenden
Seite.

4 Vgl. JPT>S’., 1882, p. 35 (Eeer). Genauere Beschreibung s. Cabaton. Catalogue

sommaire des man userits sanserifs et pulis 2*-* fascicule: “manuscrits palis " Paris,

Leroux, 1908 (
= Bibliotheque Xationale, departement des manuscrits), No. 358 und 359.

5 Vgl. 11PTS., loc. cit., und Cabaton, op. cit., Xo. 360-4.

VOL. VII. p\rt 3. 34
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61. Milindapanha palito. Herausgegeben von U Hpye. 4°. xvi,

353 pp. Rangoon : 1916. (Barnett, loc. cit.).

62. Milindapanha palito nissaya. Hit einer birmanischen Inter-

pretation jedes einzelnen Wortes von Adiecavamsa. Herausgegeben

von U Hpye. 4°. xvi, 609 pp. Rangoon : 1916. (Barnett, loc. cit.).

Hierher

1

gehort wahrscheinlich aucb :

63. Milindapanha

.

Being the portion prescribed for the Calcutta

B.A. Examination. Edited by Maung Tin. 8°. ii, 107 pp. Rangoon :

1915. (Barnett, loc. cit.).

y) In lateinischen Letter

n

64. Trenckner, V(ilhelm) : Pali Miscellany . Part i. London and

Edinburgh : Williams and Norgate, 1879, 8°, 83 pp.

Enthalt unter dem Titel A specimen of Milindapanho 2 auf

pp. 5-28 den Text der Bahirakatha (entspricht pp. 1-24 von

Bibl. 65). Weitere Teile dieses Werkes s. Bibl. 81 und 98.

65. Trenckner, Y(ilhelm) : The Milindapanho
,
being dialogues

between king Milinda and the Buddhist sage Nagasena. The Pali

text, edited by Y. T. London and Edinburgh : Williams and Norgate,

1880, gr. 8°, viii, 430 pp,
3

Die Ausgabe beruht auf BibL 49, 50, 48, 56, und einer

singhalesischen Handschrift, deren Lesarten bis zum Ende der

Bahirakatha Trenckner von Childers mitgeteilt wurden und welche

Trenckner mit „ D 4

4

bezeichnet.4

Einteilung : Einleitung (pp. iii-vii). Abkiirzungen (p. viii).

Text (pp. 1-420). Anmerkungen (pp. 421-430). Verbesserungen.

1 Bei Barnett ist nichts Genaueres angegeben, doch lasst der Verlagsort Rangoon
darauf sehliessen, dass es sieh auch hier um eine Ausgabe in birmanischen Lettem
handelt.

2 Auf p. 71 erfahrt man, dass das Specimen schon 1868 geschrieben und einigen
Paliforschern im Manuskript zugesandt wurde (vgl. die anerkennenden Worte von
Childers im Vorwort zu seinem 1875 erschienenen Pali-Worterbuch, p. xvii) ; die
Yeroffentlicluing wurde jedoch verzogert.

3 Von diesem Werk ist 1928, von der Royal Asiatic Society als 5. Band der Jame* G.
Forlonq Publication.^ herausgegeben, ein photographiseher Xeudruck erschienen
(xi und 466 pp.). Er i>t im Vergleith zum Erstdriuk um folgendes erweitert : 1)
ein Inhaltsverzeiehnis (pp. ix-xi), 2) emen allgemeinen Index von C. J. Hylands,
pp. 433-156) und 3 ) einen Index der Gathas, zusammenge.stellt von Frau Rhys Davids
(pp. 457-66). Anzeigen dieses Neudruokes : Edward J. Thomas in : JBAS., 1929,
pp. 355-7 ; BB. % fasc. 1, Xr. 46.

4 I,icse Handschrift sowio Trenckners „ M " (Bibl. 56) zu identifizieren ist mir
leider nuht gelungen.
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8) In siamesischen Lettern 1

66. MilindapahhCi. Cattasallattherena Dhammapamokkliena
Makutakhattivaramavasina sodhita. 2466 Buddhasake muddita.

SyamaraHhassa rajadhaniyam [Bangkok] : Alahamakutarajavidya-

layena pakasita 2466 [1923], gr. 8
C

. ii. xii, xi, 534 pp. -f- 2 Tafeln. 2

(Barnett, S.C. 2. Spalte 634.)

e) In singhalesischen Lettern

67. ,,Milhulaprasnaya . Published by M. J. Rodrigo at the

Vidyasagara Press, Colombo, 1896
; pp. 80, demy 8vo ; Part."

Zitiert nach A. AV. de Silva : A list of Pali books printed in

Ceylon in Singhalese characters, JPTS 1910-12, p. 147 (No. 149).

68. Milindapahho, etc. Herausgegeben von Anomadassi. Teil 1,

8°, 80 pp. (Colombo), 1896. (Barnett, S.C\ 1, Spalte 387.)

Die Ubereinstimmung von Ort, Jahr und Seitenzahl mit BibL 67

ist auffallend, doch kann ich, da meine Quellen keine naheren

Angaben machen, nichts iiber das Verhaltnis der beiden Werke

zueinander aussagen.

B. Ubersetzungen

1. Vollstcindige Ubersetzungen oder Ubersetzungen von grosseren

Teilen des M.
a) Ins Bengali

69. s. Bibl. 59.

b) Ins Birman ische

Mabel Haynes Bode nennt in ihrem Biichlein : The Pali literature

of Burma (London, 1909) auf p. viii unter den im British Museum
befindlichen AVerken :

70. Milindapahhavntthu. Burmese translation from the Milinda.

Rangoon, 1882. 3

Ferner macht sie (op. cit., p. 108. No. 248) darauf aufmerksam. dass

sich auf einer birmanischen Schenkungsinschrift vom Jahre 1442

ein AA eric

71. Malinopah ha. also offenbar ein birrnanischer AI.. findet.

1 Vgl. auch Bibl. 77a.
2 Dieses Werk besitzt auch die Universitats-Bibliothek Leipzig (Orient. Lit.

098c >?)* Es ist, wie aus einem eingehefteten Begleitsehreiben vom ,, 22. Tage des

monats Pussa (Pusya) ‘ k

1923 hervorgeht, ein Gesehenk der Prinzessin Buddha slninata t

die an ihrem 60. Geburtstag das Buch zur Ermnerung an die 1889 im Alter von .7 Jahren
vestorbene Prinzessin Xabhacaracamrasagari veroffentlicht hat {s. p. If). Die
2 obengenannten Tafeln bringen Photographien der beiden Prinzessinen. Der Text
weicht stark vom Trenckner’schen ab.

3 Pavolini, Buddismo (Bibl. 112) erwahnt, p. 98, eine birmanische Pbersetzune
Rangoon, 1893.
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c) Ins Deutsche

72. Nyanatiloka (Anton Gueth) : Die Fragen des Milindo. Ein

historischer Roman, enthaltend Zwiegesprache zwischen einem

Griechenkonige und einem buddhistischen Monche iiber die wichtigsten

Punkte der buddbistiscben Lehre. Aus deni Pali zum erstenmale

vollstandig ins Deutsche iibersetzt von N. Erster Band. 1 Leipzig :

Max Altmann 1919, 2 8°, xvi und 338 S. (pp. 287-338 : Anhang und

Register). Zweiter Band. Munchen-Neubiberg : Oskar Schloss

1924, gr. 8°, viii, 268 pp. (pp. 239-268 : Anhang und Register).

Der 1. Band enthiilt die Ubersetzung bis 31. 188, 7 = Q. iv.

3 (i, 260). der zweite die Ubersetzung von M. 188, 8 = Q. iv. 4 3

(1,261) bis zum Schluss. 4

73. Schrader, F(riedrieh) Otto : Die Fragen des Konigs

Menandros. Aus clem Pali zutn ersten Male ins Deutsche iibersetzt

von Dr. phil. 0. Seh. Berlin : Paul Raatz o.J. (1907),
5 8°. xxxv 4

172 + xxvii pp.

1 Der Titel auf clem Umschlagblatt, das ein Bild der „ Inland Hermitage,

Dodanduwa, Ceylon tragt, lautet : Die Fragen des Milindo. Von Bhikkhu

Xvanatiloka zum er-ten Male vollstandig ins Deutsche iibersetzt. Erster Teil.

2 Zum Schluss der Vorrcde (vom Oktober 1913) findet sich (p. xvi) die Anmerkung :

„ Obzwar vorliegendes Werk bereits Herbst 1913 in Lieferungen ausgegeben wurde, hat

sem Erscheinen in Buchforrn mfolge des Weltkneges leider cine Verzogerung von

iiber 5 Jaliren erlitten. Blankenese b. Hamburg, 25. Mai 1919.“

3 Bei Xvanatiloka muss es auf p. 1 des 2. Bandes auch 4. Kapitel kC
statt

„ 3. Kapitel *’ heissen. Xvanatiloka folgt hier dem Irrtum der Trenckner'schen

Ausgabe. die M. 211, 4 ., tatiyo vaggo “ statt „ catuttho v.*‘ hat. Trenekner

verbessert den Irrtum M. 431.

4 Im 2. Bande sind die Seitenzahlen der Trenckner*schen Ausgabe fortlaufend

verzeiclinet ; im ersten Bande fehlt diese Erleichterung fur den Benutzer.
5 Fur dieses Werk habe ich die Jahresangaben 1905 und 1907 gefunden.

Wmternitz’ Angabe 1905 (Oe^rh. d. ind. Lift ., 2. Band, p. 139, n. 4), die sich auch

im 2. Bande der von Bertholet u. Lehmann herausgeg. 4. Aufl. von Chantepie da la

Saussaye’s Lehrbuch der Religionsgesrhir.hte (Tubingen 1925) auf S. 102 (Konow) und
in der Zeitschrift ,, Buddhistischer Weltspiegel 1. Jahrgang, p. 128, findet, wird

bekraftigt durch die Buddhistiwhe Welt (Beiblatt zur Zeitschrift Der Buddhist ), 1.

Jahrg. (1905-6), wo das Werk auf p. 12 und 13 als Xeuerscheinung angezeigt wird.

Das Jahr 1907 brinsen : Barnett, Sf\ 2, Spalte 634 ; Dem ., p. 22 n. ; Garbe,
Indien u. das Christentum (Tubingen, 1914), p. 30, n. 1 : Glasenapp. Bib}. 110, p. 140 ;

Hardy. I)er Buddhistnu* narh dlteren Pdli-Werken , Xeue Ausgabe (1919), p. 215;
Olden berg, Arrhiv /. Religion stride nsehaft. 13. Band (1910), p. 593. Auf. 1907 weist

ebenfalls die Besprechung von Schraders Ubersetzung durch Seidenstucker (?)

in der Buddhistic-ken Warte , 1. Jahrgang (1907-8). pp. 89-91. Da auch Hinrichs'
Bucherkatalog und die Berliner Titeldrurke das Werk unter dem Jahre 1907 anfiihren,

ist dieses Jahr ak Erscheinungsjahr des Buelies gesichert. Wodunh sich die Angabe
1905 erklart. vermag ich nicht zu sagen ; vielleicht erschien in diesem Jahr
eine erste Lieferung des Werkes ? Das Datum 1903 {Bibl. 104, p. xii) muss auf
einem Missverstandnis beruhen.
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Inhalt : Vonvort (pp. iii-v). Einleitung (pp. vii-xxxv). Uber-

setzung (pp. 1-95). Inhaltsangabe der nioht iibersetzten Stiicke

(pp. 97-116). Die chinesischen Ausgaben und ihr Verhaltnis zum

Pali-Text (pp. 1 17-125). 1 Anmerkungen (pp. 127-172). Register

(pp. i-xviii). Berichtigungen und Zusatze (pp. xix-xxvii).

Wie schon aus dieser Inhaltsangabe ersichtlich, iibersetzt Sch.

den Text nur teilweise, und zwar den Teil, welchen er fur den

Ur-M. halt. Die iibersetzten Stellen verhalten sieh wie folgt zum
Trenckner’schen Text

:

Schrader Trenckner'scher Text

Einleitung [= 1. Buch] (Bahirakatha)

p. 3, Abs. 1. ,, Es gibt . . .
“ bis p. 1. 13 : „ Atthi Yonakanam

„ . . . aller Art . . .

v
' bis 2 , 7 : „ . . . nise-

vitam.
<£

p. 3, Abs. 2. „ Dort in Indien 3, 26-4, 15.

. . bis p. 4, Zeile 9 v. u. :

,, . . . losen kann.“

p. 4, Zeile 8 v.u. : ,, Zu jener Zeit 21, 12-22, 7.

nun . . bis p. 5
,
Absatz :

„ . . . NirvanaAYolke der

Wahrheit.“

p. 4, Abs. : ,, Und Devamantiva 22, 18 bis zum Schluss von

sprach . . A bis zum Ende der p. 24.

,,ausseren Erzahlung” auf p.8.

2. Buch : Die Kennzeichen “ (Lakkhanapanka)

pp. 11-73. pp. 25-64.

3. Buch: ..Z>veife]undLosungen
c

‘(Vimaticchedanapahha)

4. Kapitel

Abschnitt 1 und 2 (pp. 77-8). p. 65, 1-29.

Abschnitt 6 (pp. 78-9). pp. 68, 31-69, 15.

5. Kapitel

Abschnitt 5 (pp. 80-1). p. 71, 16-29.

„ 8 (p. 81). p. 72, 19-32.

„ 10 (pp. 81-2) p. 73, 9-22.

1 Dieser Abschnitt wurde schon Bibl. 25 angezeigt.
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6. Kapitel

Abschnitt 1 (pp. 83-4). p. 73. 24-74. 17.

6 und 7 (pp. 84-5). p. 76, 16-77. 22.

9 (p. 85) p. 77, 8-22.

7. Kapitel

Abschnitt 2 (p. 86).

4 und 5 (pp. 87-9).

7 und 8 (pp. 89-90).

14-16 (pp. 90-92)

p. 80. 17-27.

p. 82. 12-83, 20.

p. 83. 31-84, 25.

p. 86. 8-87. 19.

d) Im Englische

74. Davids, T. W. Rhys: The Questions of King Mill mla. Trans-

lated from the Pali by T. W. Rh. D. 2 Bande. Oxford : Clarendon

Press, 1890 1 und 1894. i : xlix und 315 pp. ; ii : xxvii und 383 pp. ( --

SBE., voIs. 35. 36.)
2

Einteilung : 1. Band: Inhaltsverzeichnis (pp. vii-x).

Einleitung (pp. xi-xlix). Ubersetzung von pp. 1-210 der

Trenckner'sclien Ausgabe (pp. 1-302). Appendix : Devadatta

in den Jatakas (pp. 303-4). Addenda et Corrigenda (pp. 305-6).

Eigennamen-Index (pp. 307 10). Sachregister (pp. 311-15).

2. Band: Inhaltsverzeichnis (pp. vii-x). Einleitung (pp. xi-

xxvii). Ubersetzung, pp. 211-420 der Trenckner’schen Ausgabe

(pp. 1-375). Nachtrage und Verbesserungen (pp. 377-8). Sach-

register (pp. 381-3).

e) Ins Franzdsische

75. Finot. Louis : Les questions de Milinda (Milindapanha),

traduit du Pali avec introduction et notes par L. F. Bois dessines et

graves par Andree Karpeles. Paris: Bossard, 1923. 8°, 166 pp.

(— Les classiques de 1'orient. vol. viii.)

Ubersetzt die Bucher i-iii = M.. 1-89 = (i, 1-136). Ein-

teilung : Einleitung (pp. 9-15). Ubersetzung (pp. 19-147).

Anmerkungen (pp. 149-157). Bibliographie (p. 159). 3 Inhalts-

verzeichnis (pp. 161-6).

1 Vom 1. Band {SBE., 35) ist 1925 ein photographischer Xeudruck (Oxford

University Dress, London: Humphrey Milford) ersehienen. Ob aueh vom 2. Band
ein Xeudruck ersehienen ist, weiss ioh mcht.

2 Die in dieser Ubersetzung behandelten Paliworter sind im „ Index to Pali Words
discussed in Translations** von Mabel Haynes Bode in JPTS., 1897-1901, pp. 1-42,

m it berucksichtigt worden.
3 Verzeuhnet BihJ. 65, 74, 27, 23, und 108.
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/) Ins Italienische (nach der engl. Ubersetzung)

76. Cagnola, G. : Dialoghi del Re Milinda. Versione dalFInglese,

di G. C. Milano : Casa Editrice Isis, 1923. 1

g) Ins Siame*i?che

77. Pdnhd Pha : jci milin (Die Fragen des Konigs Milinda).

Erster Band. Bangkok 2472 (1929-1930). 8°, xviii + 106 pp.

,, Nouvelle 2 traduction siamoise publiee par les soins de

1‘Institut royal du Siam
ei (Raymonde Linossier in BB.. fasc. 2,

No. 38).

11a. H. G. Rawlinson erwahnt ,, a Siamese version of the Milinda

Panha “ {Intercourse between India and the Western World, 2. ed.,

Cambridge, 1926, p. 82), doch maeht er leider keine genaueren

Angaben darilber. So ist nicht zu entscheiden. ob es sich um eine

Ubersetzung ins Siamesisehe oder um einen in siamesischer Schrift

geschriebenen Pali-M. handelt.

h) Ins Singhalesische

78.

Hlnatikumbure Sumahgala : Milindaprasnaya oder Sri

Dhannaddsaya . Herausgegeben von Mohottivatte Gunananda.

Kotahena (Colombo) : Buddhist Press 1877-8 (2420 nach Buddha)

8°, 628, 12, iv pp.
3

Zu dieser Ausgabe, welche Rhys Davids bei seiner Ubersetzung

des M. benutzt hat (s. SBE., 35, p. xii) vgl. Z.W. 2, Spalte 129,

und Malalasekera, The Pali Literature of Ceylon (London, 1928),

pp. 303-4. Erwahnungen der Ausgabe bei Trenckner, Bibl. 65,

p. vii (T. bemerkt, dass ihm die Ausgabe leider nicht zuganglich war)

und Pavolini, Bibl. 112, p. 98, n. 1. Die Namen der funf

singhalesischen Herren, auf deren Kosten die Ausgabe gedruckt

wurde, bringen Rhys Davids, SBE., 35, p. xii. und Malalasekera,

op. cit., p. 304.

Die Ubersetzung selbst war schon 100 Jahre friiher unter dem
Konige Klrtti Sri Rajasimha, der 1747 den Thron bestieg,

1 Dieser Ubersetzung habe ich leider nicht habhaft werden konnen ; ich erfuhr

von ihr durch die Besprechung, die Frau Rhys Davids ihr JRAX.. 1925, pp. 130-2,

gewidmet hat.

2 Die vorhergehenden siamesischen Ubersetzungen sind mir leider unbekannt
geblieben.

1 Andersen und Smith kennen eine Xeuausgabe desselben Werkes : Colombo,
1900. 8. Bibl. 100, p. xvii, unter „ Hinat “.
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angefertigt worden. 1 Eine aus dem 19. Jahrhundert stammende

Palmblatthandschrift der Ubersetzung, aus 284 Blattern bestehend,

beschreibt de Zilva Wickremasinghe, Z.W. 1, unter No. 22

(pp. 27-8) ;
eine andere Handschrift (400 Palmbliitter) erwahnt

de Zoysa in seinem Catalogue of Pali
,
Sinhalese

,
and Sanskrit

Manuscripts in the Temple Libraries of Ceylon (Colombo,

1885), p. 9.

2. Ubersetzungen oder Eeferate von kleineren Abschnitten des M.
a) der Bahirakatha

79. Milindappasnakathdva (No. xii der Elu und Singhalesischen

HSS. der Kgl. Bibliothek zu Kopenhagen), 46 Blatter.

Ubersetzung der Bahirakatha ins Singhalesische.

2

80 . Nagasenahathdra .

Bildet den 3. Abschnitt eines im oder vor dem 13. Jahrh.

kompilierten umfangreichen singhalesischen Werkes, des Saddhar-

maratnavaliya oder Ratandvaliya. das zum grossten Teil Geschiehten

aus dem Dhammapadakommentar enthalt. Nach dem Zeugnis von

Don Martino de Zilva Wickremasinghe, der eine Handschrift

dieses Werkes. Z.W. 1, pp. 11 ff.. beschreibt, stellt das Naga-

senakathdva eine singhalesische Ubersetzung der Bahirakatha

dar (Z.W. 1, p. 28).

81. Trenckner, V(ilhelm) : ,, Pali Miscellany
4
* (Titelangabe

s. Bibl. 64).

Enthalt auf pp. 29-54 eine Ubersetzung der Bahirakatha ins

Englische.

82. Turnour, George : „ Examination of some points of Buddhist

Chronology.
14

In JASB ., vol. v (1836), pp. 521-536.

Hier finden sich Erwahnung des M. (Milindapanno) und

1 Nach Malalasekera, op. cit., p. 284. im Jahre 1777-8 (2320 nach Buddha) in

Sirivaddhanapura (Kandy). Spence Hardy, Bibl. 102, gibt auf p. 538 der Ausgabe
1880 Kandy als Ort und 1777 als Jahr der Ubersetzung an. Auf den Angaben
von Hardy fussen : Silbemagl, Der Buddhismus nach seiner Entstehung, Fortbildung
und Yerbreitung

, p. 81 n. 5, und Weber, Indische Studien, iii, p. 122. Frau Rhys Davids
nennt Bibl. 104, p. 5, als Vbersetzungsjahr „ 1777 oder 1747

2 Da aus der Westergaard’schen Beschreibung dieser Handschrift (West., p. 60a)
nicht mit genugender Deutlichkeit hervorging. ob es sich nur um eine singhalesische
Ubersetzung des Textes oder ein sanne handelt, welches auch den Palitext enthalt,
wollte ich diese H8. ursprunglich auch m der Abteilung III A 1^ bringen. Die Behebung
memer Zweifel verdankc ich Prof. Dines Andersen-Kopenhagen, der die Freundlichkeit
hatte, Rask’s ( ollectaneen (West., p. 95, No. 19) durchzusehen und hierbei festst elite,
das* Rask zur in Frage stehenden HS. bemerkt

: „ 1 . Del af Milindaprasne i blot Sing!
Oversaettelse.“
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Inhaltsangabe der Bahirakatha (mit stellenweiser Ubersetzung)

auf pp. 530-4. In derselben Zeitschrift, vol. vi (1837), p. 509,

bezieht sich Tumour auf diese Untersuchung : ,, The Nagaseno 1

of Pali annals, whose history I have touched upon in a former

article.
44

6) cinderer Teile des M.

83. Burlingame, Eugene Watson : Buddhist parables translated

from the original Pali by E. W. B.
}
Fellow of the American Academy

of Arts and Sciences, Lecturer in Pali (1907-8) at Yale University.

New Haven : Yale University Press, 1922. gr. 8°, xxix, 348 pp.

„ Chapter xi [p. 201-245] contains numerous selections from

a collection of imaginary dialogues between Menander, Greek

king of Bactria, 125-95 b.c., and the Buddhist sage Nagasena 44

(p. xxii).

Im einzelnen werden iibersetzt
: pp. 201-4 (§ 1) : M. 25,

1-28,12. pp. 204-6 (§2): M. 40.1-41,10. pp. 206-9

(§ 3) : M. 46,5-48,29
;

49,13-27. pp. 209-210 (§ 4) : M. 49,

28-31
;

50,20-51,12 ; 51,23-4. pp. 210-212 (§ 5) : M. 52,

28-54,16. pp. 213-15 (§ 6) : 31. 54.17-57,3. pp. 215-17

(§ 7) : 31. 67,4-68,23. pp. 217 -19 (§ 8) : 31. 313,1-315,27.

pp. 219-224 (§ 9) : 31. 315,28-323.4. pp. 224-8 (§ 10) : 31. 323,

5-326,14. pp. 228-230 (§ 11) : 31. 326,15-328,16. pp. 230-

243 (§ 12) : 31. 329,1-341,25. pp. 244-5 (§ 13) : M. 353,28-

355,12.

84. Kilner, Rev. Thomas : „ The Power of Truth.
44

In : Gogerly,

Daniel John, Ceylon Buddhism
,
being the collected writings of D. J. G.,

edited by Arthur Stanley Bishop (Colombo, 1908), pp. 293-6. 2

1st ein Referat mit teilweisen Ubersetzungen der Geschichte

vom Konig Sivi, 31. 119, 11-123, 7 = Q. iv, 1, 42.

85. Milindapprasna Getapade. Ein in der Tempelbiicherei von

Bentota in Ceylon befindliches 3IS., ,, a little Sinhalese work

explanatory of some difficult passages of the Pali text of 31ilinda

Pahha £4
(de Zoysa, Catalogue . . Colombo, 1885, p. 9). Ich nehme

1 Den Tumour noch — Nagarjuna setzt.

2 Ersehien zuerst in der Zeitschrift The Friend fur 1839 mit einer Erganzung
und Beriohtigung von Gogerly, ,, Observations on the article entitled : The power of

truth,** die man Ceylon Buddhism , pp. 298-307, hndet. G. iibersetzt hier unter anderem
als Parallele zur !Sivi-Erz*ihlung und zur saecakiriya in M. 119,11-123,7, die

Gesehichten von Sivi und vom Fischkonig aus dem Cariyapitaka.
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an. dass das Werk Ubersetzungen von Stellen des M. ins Singhalesische

enthalt und habe es daher hier eingeordnet.

86. Perera, K. R. : ,, Nagasenasvamin . . . ge saba Milinduraja-

tumaget Jlvita-kathava/' Kolamba (Colombo) : 1890, 8°, 14 pp.

„ A legendary account of the Buddhist sage Nagasena and

king Milinda, in 216 stanzas/* sagt de Zilva Wickremasinghe von

diesem in der Bibliothek des British Museum vorhandenen Werk

(Z.W. 2, Spalte 149). Da der Charakter des Werkes durch diese

Bemerkung nicht geniigend bestimnit erschien. um die Einrichtung

einer neuen Abteilung fiir dieses Werk allein zu rechtfertigen, habe

ich es unter die Teiliibersetzungen eingeordnet.

87. da Svlva, Lewis : Le bonheur du Nirvana/* extrait du

Milindapprashnava ou Miroir des doctrines sacres. Traduit du Pali

par L.d.S.. Pandit de Colombo (Cevlaii). In : RHR .. vol. xi (1885, i),

pp. 336-352.

Ubersetzung von M. 313, 1-326, 14. 1

88. Warren, Henry Clarke : Buddhism in Translations.

Cambridge, Mass., 1896. 2 4°. xx, 520 pp. (= HOS., vol. 3).
3

Ubersetzt verschiedene Abschnitte aus dem M., von dem
Warren sagt, er sei ,, strictly speaking a North Buddhist work, but

it is considered so orthodox by the South Buddhists, i.e. by the

Buddhists of Ceylon, Burma, and Siam, that I have felt bold to

draw upon it freely in this book * 4

(p. xix).

Die ubersetzten Abschnitte sind
: § 14. King Milinda and

Nagasena come to an understanding (pp. 128-9) : M. 28,28-

29. 11. § 15. There is no Ego. a. (pp. 129-133) : M. 25,1-28,12.

§ 17. No continuous personal identity, a. (pp. 148-150) : M. 40. 1-

41,10. § 28. Consciousness, a. (pp. 182-3) : M. 62,8-23.

§ 31. Contact (pp. 186-7): M. 60, 10-23. § 39. The cause of

inequality in the world (pp. 214-15) : M. 65. 11-29. § 44. The
round of existence (p. 232) : M. 77, 8-22. § 45. Cause of rebirth

(pp. 232-3) : M. 32. 12-19. § 46. Is this to be my last existence ?

(p. 233) : M. 41, 11-28. § 47. Rebirth is not transmigration,

a. und b. (pp. 234-8) : M. 71. 16-29 und 46.5-48,29.

1 Rhys Davids' Kritik dieter Cbersctzung s. SBE., 36, p. 181.
2 Im 4. Abdruck (1906) findet sieh der Vermerk : First issue , 1,000 copies. May,

1896. Second issue , 500 copies February. 1900. Third hsue. 500 copies, edition for
India. February, 1900. Fourth issue. 500 copies, June, 1906.

3 Zu diesem Werk hat Miss 0. B. Runkie im JPTS., 1902-3, pp. 96 ff., einen Index
zusam mengestellt . Der M. 1st dort auf pp. 100-101 zu finden.
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§ 50. How existence in hell is possible (pp. 253-4) : M. 67,4-

68, 23. § 66. Spiritual law in the natural world (pp. 306-307) : M.

82,12-83,20. § 87. The value of training in religion (pp. 420-1) :

M. 264, 29-266,3. § 88. The colourless life (p. 421) : M. 76, 23-

77, 2. § 90. The body is an open sore (p. 423) : M. 73, 24-74, 17.

§ 98. No Buddhist should commit suicide (pp. 436-440) : M.

195,1-197, 29.

89. Windisch, Ernst : Buddha s Geburt und die Lehre von der

Seelenwanderung. Leipzig : Teubner, 1908. 4°, 235 pp. (= Abhand-

langen d. phil.-hist. Klasse d. Kgl. Sachs. Ges. d . Wiss., Band 26, No. 2).

Enthalt auf pp. 20-7 die erstmalige 1 Ubersetzung des

Abschnitts M. 123-130.

C. Lexikographisches und Grammatisches

90. Andersen, Dines : s. Bibl. 94, 99, und 100.

91. Childers, Robert Csesar : A Dictionary of the Pali Language -

London : Triibner & Co., 1875. 4°, xii, 624 pp.

Zitiert den M., dessen 1. Buch ihm durch eine Abschrift von

Trenckner (vgl. Einleitung, p. xvii) bekannt geworden war, als

„ Mil. PA
92. Davids, T. W. Rhys, und William Stede : The Pali Text

Society’s Pali-English Dictionary . Chipstead, Surrey : Pali Text

Society, 1921-5. 4°, xiv, 749 pp. (173 + 99 + iv (Nachruf auf T. W.
Rhys Davids) + 114 + 167 + 192) + 9 pp. Verbesserungen + 5 pp.

Nachwort von W. Stede.

Worter aus dem M. mit „ Miln. .“ bezeichnet.

93. Kern, H(endrik) : Toevoegselen opt Woordenboek van

Childers door H. K. Amsterdam: Muller, 1916 (= Verhandelingen der

Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam . Afdeeling

Letterkunde. Nieuwe Reeks. Deel xvi, No. 4 (i) und 5 (ii) ). I (Ohne

alphabetische Ordnung und A N) : 179 pp. II (O-Y) : 140 pp.

Enthalt viel Material aus dem M., der hier, wie in Bibl. 91

(Childers), ..Mil. PA abgekiirzt wird.

94. Konow, Sten : ,. Words beginning with H vi

(
JPTS ., 1906-7,

pp. 152-171), und : ..Words beginning with S.“ Revised and enlarged

by Dines Andersen (JPTS., 1909, pp. 1-235).

M. =---
,, Mi!.“

1 In Bibl. 74 ist dieser Abschnitt nicht ubersetzt. In Nvanatiloka’s Cbersetzung
(Bibl. 72) : Band 1, pp. 200-209.1
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95. Morris, Rev. Richard : ,, Notes and Queries.* 4 In JPTS., 1884,

pp. 69-108; 1885, 29-76; 1886, 94-160; 1887, 99-169; 1889,

200-212
;

1891-3, 1-75.

In dieser Sammlung lexikographischer Notizen ist auch der

M. stark vertreten. Ich bringe hier nur als Beispiel die M.-Stellen

aus dem JPTS. fiir 1884. p. 72 : M. 75, 18 (aslyati) und Trenckner
7

s

Bemerkung dazu M. 422 ;
M. 375, 1 2 (samvaddham 2

). p. 73 :

M. 47,1-2 (aggim . . . vislvetva)
; M. 102, 19 (samsibbita-

visibbita). p. 75 : M. 393, 30 (-upasimsako). p. 75 n. : M. 5,

2-3 (pattakkhandho). p. 76 : M. 358, 6-7

3

(kamniakaranam)
;

M. 197 (Strafenaufzahlung). p. 77 : M. 413, 10 (kalasutta).

p. 79: M. 151, 18-19 (kolapa). p. 80: M. 197 (Strafenauf-

zahlung). p. 81 : M. 340, 27 (tamam). p. 82, n. 1 : M. 405,

19 (asecanaka). p. 82 und n. 2 : M. 259, 31 ; 260, 4, 21

(disavidisam). p. 83 : M. 398, 14, 16 ; 251, 10 (disavidisa).

p. 85 : M. 90, 21 (patislsaka)
;

M. 367, 24 (paripatiyanto).

pp. 87-8 : Analyse des Satzes M. 152, 15-17. p. 87 : M. 150,

11-12 (paccacamapevya). p. 92 : II. 197, 18-19. p. 94 :

M. 266, 4 ff. (satisammoso). p. 95 : M. 367, 23 ;
368, 17 (lakuta).

p. 96: M. 39, 10, 15, 17/18 (vidamseti) ; M. 37, 6, 7, 15/16

(apilapana). p. 101 n. : M. 378, 9 (lakara). p. 104 : M. 253, 9

(bhave bhave).

96. Nyanatiloka : Pali-Anthologie und Worterbuch. Eine Samm-
lung progressiv angeordneter Palitexte mit einem nach wissenschaft-

lichen Grundsatzen verfassten und mit etymologischen Anmerkungen
versehenen Worterbuch. A: Pali-M orterbuch. Munchen-Neubiberg :

Schloss 1928. gr. 8°, xii, 129 pp.
4

Enthalt auch Worter aus dem M. (,, Mil.
44

) zu den ent-

sprechenden Ubungsstiicken aus dem M. in Teil B
(Pah -

Anthologie , 1928. 8
C

, 71 pp.) : M. 69,16-70,16; 71. 16-29;

72, 1-8.

97. Smith, Helmer. s. Bibl. 100.

98. Trenckner, V(ilhelm) : Pali Miscellany (genauen Titel s.

Bibl. 64).

1 So muss es auch JPTS., 1SS4, p. 72, statt 378 heissen.
2 So Trenckner. Morris- <l(lham (Druckfehler).
3 Morris gibt hier auch noc-h M. 290 an, doch kann ich dort das Wort kammakarana

nicht finden.

4 Angezeigt BH.. fa^c*. I, Xo. 35.
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Bringt auf pp. 55-83 ,, Notes
e

* und ,. Supplementary Notes
ie

zur Bahirakatha des M. Einen verbesserten Neudruck dieser

Bemerkungen stellt Bibl. 99 dar.

99. Trenckner. V(ilhelm) : „ Critical and philological notes to

the first chapter (Bahirakatha) of the MilindapanhaA Revised and

edited, together with an index of words and subjects, by Dines

Andersen. In JPTS .. 1908, pp. 102-151.

1st ein verbesserter Neudruck von Bibl. 98. Einteilung :

Einleitende Bemerkungen von Andersen (pp. 102-3). Trenckner's

Anmerkungen (pp. 104-138). Indices : a) Sachregister und

Eigennamenindex (pp. 139-141). b) Grammat. Index : Laute,

Suffixe usw. (pp. 141-3). c
)
Paliworter (pp. 143-151).

100. Trenckner. Y(ilhelm) : A critical Pali dictionary begun by

Y. T., revised, continued, and edited by Dines Andersen and Helmer

Smith. Published by the Royal Danish Academy. Copenhagen :

Host and Son. 1924 flf. 4k 1

Bis jetzt sind fiinf Lieferungen dieses grossangelegten Werkes,

das zum ersten Mai die umfangreicken lexikographischen Zettel-

sammlungen Trenckner's systematiseh auswertet, erschienen.

Die erste Lieferung (1924-6) enthalt eine kurze Lebensbeschreibung

Trenckner's von Andersen (pp. iii-viii), ein Yorwort der Heraus-

geber (pp. ix-xi), Abkiirzungen. Konkordanzen d. Ausgg. von

Kaccayana, Petavatthu u. Yimanavatthu und Transkriptions-

systeni (pp. xii-xxii). Das Worterbuch ist in den bis jetzt vorlie-

genden Lieferungen (pp. 1-234) bis anodissa “ gefiihrt.

Der M. wird hier Mil/* abgekiirzt, die singhalesische

Ubersetzung (Bibl. 78) Hinat

D. Werke, die viel Ubersetzungex und Auszuge aus dem
M. ENTHALTEN

101. Hardy, Spence : Eastern Monachism. An account of the

origin, laws, discipline, sacred writings, mysterious rites, religious

ceremonies, and present circumstances of the order of mendicants

founded by Gotama Budha (compiled from Singhalese MSS. and other

original sources of information) ; with comparative notices of the

usages and institutions of the Western ascetics, and a review of the

1 Die zweite bits vierte Lieferung angezeigt BB .» fasc. li. No. 90 und fasc. iv-v.

No. 158
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monastic system. London : Partridge and Oakey. 8°, xi, 443 pp.

Neudruck, I860, xii, 444 pp.
1

Der M. ist eine wichtige Quelle fur Hardy’s x4rbeit
; in Bibl. 101

und 102 bringt er so viel Ubersetzungen und Ausziige aus dem M.,

dass Weber, Indische Studien
,
Band iii, p. 121, meinte, der M.

scheine in den beiden Werken ,, ziemlich vollstandig aufgenommen

zu sein
4

\ Das stimint nicht ganz, aber die folgenden Listen der

von Hardy iibersetzten Stellen werden zeigen, dass Hardy den M.
eifrig benutzt hat, den er ja auch Bibl. 102, pp. 532 if., als eine

seiner Hauptquellen angibt.

Eastern Monachism Trenckner’sche Ubersetzung von

Ausgabe 1850 Text-A usgabe Rhys Davids

7, 9-28 272, 10-273, 13 iv, 7, 20 (ii, 109-111)

9, 28-10, 5 359, 13-22 vi, 20 (ii, 268)

15, 24-17, 24 348, 1-357, 7 vi, 1-15 (ii, 244-261)

32, 9-15 ?

33, 2 v. u.-34, 32 80, 28-82, 11 iii, 7, 3 (i, 124-6)

34, 33-35, 8 73, 24-74, 1

1

iii, 6, 1 (i, 115)

35, 9-39 2
246, 12-252, 30 iv, 6, 23-39 (ii, 63-75)

36, 7-37, 10 255, 1-256, 31 iv, 6, 45-9 (ii, 78-81)

72, 14-40 229, 15-231, 24 iv, 5, 30-3 (ii, 33-7)

73, 25-74, 7 8, 23-9, 27 i, 20-1 (i, 14-16)

94, 34-95, 8 214, 17-23 iv, 5, 6 (ii, 6)

113, 23-28 11, 6-15 3
(i, 19)

130, 20-34 211, 5-213, 4 iv, 5, 1-3 (ii, 1-4)

143, letzte Zeile—144, 4 108, 5-11 (i, 163)

152, 1-2 195, 1 197, 29 iv, 4, 13-15 (i, 273-8)

152, 12-25 ?

211. 25-34 80, 17-27 iii, 7, 2 (i, 123-4)

228, 23-232 1 95, 8-102, 3 iv, 1,10-18 (i, 144-154)

250, 14-20 74, 12-16 (i, 115)

267. 12 IT. (

269, 27-40 85, 18-30 iii. 7. 11 (i, 130-1)

1 Ygl. Weber, Inditche Streifcn , ii, p. 18S. Die Ausgaben I860 von 5/6/. 101 und 102
" aren mir leider nicht zuganglich ; die Univers itatsbibliotheken von Leipzig und
Miinehen sowie die Preussische Staatsbibliothek besitzen diese Au^gaben nicht.

2 In Trenckners Text ist nur eine Andeutiing der Papageiengeschichte. Die
ausfuhrliche Geschichte, velche Hardy in seiner Milinda-sanne vorlag findet sich
w,e RlWs Davids> <»> 6 «gt, Jataka Xr. 429 (Mahasukajataka) und 430
(Cullasukajataka).

3 Hat 16 „ Hindernisse
* v

; Hardy 15.
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Eas tern Monach ism Trenckner sehe Ubersetzung von

Ausgabe 1850 Text-A usgabe Rhys Davids

275, 3-276, 16 198, 1-200. 15 1 iv, 4, 16 (i, 279-283)

279, 29-280, 18

2

121, 24, 123, 7 iv, 1, 47-8 (i, 182-5)

283, 25-284, 15 264, 3 v. u-266, 3 iv, 7, 7-8 (ii, 96-8)

285, 31-286, 5 84, 26-85, 9 iii, 7, 9 (i, 129-130)

286, 6-39 266, 4-267. 8 iv, 7, 9-10 (ii, 98-101)

286, 1 v. u. -287, 7 44, 19-31 ii, 2, 4 erste Halfte

(i, 69)

287, 8-16 145, 25-148, 1 iv, 2, 6-9 (i, 206-9)

287, 17-24 44, 31-45, 6 ii, 2, 4 zweite Halfte

(i, 69-70)

287, 25-38 207, 23-209, 21 iv, 4, 44-5 (i, 297-300)

287, 39-288, 32 253, 1-254, 28 iv, 6, 40-4 (ii, 75-80)

288, 33-291, 26 102, 13-106, 6 iv, 1, 20-6 (i, 155-160)

292, 24-6 323, 5-7 iv, 8, 76 (ii, 195)

292, 27-34 69, 23-70, 3 iii, 4, 8 (i, 108)

292, 35-9 69, 16-21 iii, 4, 7 (i, 107)

293, 34-295, 28 268, 10-271, 6 iv, 7, 13-17 (ii, 103-

107)

295, 29-296, 8 310, 5-312, 32 iv, 8, 53-7 (ii, 176-

181)

296, 9-297, 2 313, 1-315, 27 iv, 8, 58-60 (ii, 181-5)

297, 3-298, 20 315, 28-323, 4 iv, 8, 61-75 (ii, 186

195)

298, 21-299, 29 323, 5-326, 14 iv, 8, 76-84 (ii, 195-

201)

299. 3< »-300, 19 326, 15-328, 16 iv, 8, 85-8 (ii. 202-5)

300. 20-30 73, 9-22 iii, 5, 10 (i, 113-14)

102. Hardy. Spence : A Manual of Buddhism in its M<xlern

Development . Translated from Singhalese MSS. London : Partridge

and Oakev, 1853. gr. 8
C

. xvi, 533 pp.
3

1 Hier ist die Geschichte nur kurz erzalilt. Hardy'S sanne bringt die Sama-
Erzahlung ausfuhrlicher, ebenfalls die singhaies. Ubersetzung, vgl. Q. (i, 283 Anm.).

1 Hardy's Bemerkung, er hatte diese Stelle ,, from the same source " wird man
auf das Cariyapitaka beziehen. aus welchem er kurz vorher 2 Proben in der Uber-
setzung von Gogerly gebraeht hat. Nun steht aber die Geschichte von der Bindumati
garnicht im Cariyapitaka. Ich erklare mir das so, dass H. die Stellen aus dem Carivapit.

spater in den Text hineingenommen und vergessen hat, das „ from the same source
das sich bis dahin auf den M. bezog, zu andem.

3 Ein Neudruok vom „ Manual k
* erschien— gleichzeitig mit dem Neudruck von

Eastern Monachism (Bibl. 101) — 1860 bei Williams & Norgate in London,
gr. 8 . xvi, 534 pp., vgl. Weber, lndische Streifen , Band ii, p. 188, und Barth, (Enures,

Paris, 1914, vol. 1
, p. 100 n. Ein we iterer Neudruck erschien 1880, ebenfalls bei Williams
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Spence Hardy

1 . A nfl . 2. Neudr . Rhys Da vids
’

1853 1880 Trenckner Ubersetzung

12, n. 3 12, n. 3 68, 24-9 iii, 4, 5 (i, 106)

22 22 i

60 61-2 149, 4-150, 21 iv, 2, 12-14 (i, 21 1-13)

60-1 62-3 67, 4-68, 23 iii, 4, 4 (i, 103-6)

61. 19-27 63, 3-12 101, 22-5 2
(i, 153) 2

87 89 284, 23-285, 10 iv, 8, 18 (ii. 132-5)

153 n. 156 n. 235, 1-236, 25 iv, 6, 1-3 (ii, 43-6)

214-16 220-2 231, 18-21 3
(ii, 37)

315-320 326-331 4

363 -L 376-7 134, 9-138,16 iv, 1, 62-6 (i, 190-5)

373 4 387 159, 6-160, 21 iv, 2, 29 (i, 225-7)

375-7
j

1

389-390 164, 17-167, 22 iv, 3. 5-10 (i, 234-7)

1390-1 186, 25, 188, 6 5 iv, 3. 38-9 (i, 257-260)

379-380 393-4 232, 7-234, 29 iv, 5, 35-7 (ii, 38 -42)

1

396, 3-307, 10 154, 18-158, 16 iv, 2. 20-6 (i, 219-223)

asi-6 '

397, 11-37 179, 7-181, 22 iv, 3, 27-30 (i, 248-251)

|

397, 38-398, 6 209,22-211,3 iv, 4, 46-7 (i, 201-2)

1 398, 7-26 70,5-71,11 iii, 5, 1-3 (i, 109-110)

u n<l Xorgate, xii, 566 pp. Diesem 2. Xeudruok hat der Yerleger folsende Xotiz

vorangesehickt : .. The present volume having been out of prmt for some time, the

demand for it, however, still being so great that copies have been sold in public sales

for several pounds, the publishers have been induced to reprint a small edition of the

work. They have taken the opportunity of correcting a few errors, and adding a much
more complete Index, which has been kindly compiled by Dr. Frankfurter of Berlin,

who is pursuing Pali studies in London. In every other respect the present is an exact
reproduction of the first edition.”

Die Ausgabe von i860 babe ieh mir, wie sehon n. 1 auf p. 532 bemerkt, nicht

verschaffen konnen : so gebe ich in der Liste der Stellenvergieiche die Seitenzahlen

nach den Ausgaben von 1853 und 1880.

1 Diese Stelle aus doin ., Milinda Prasna ” kann ich im M. nicht nachweisen ; es
handelt >ich offenbar um einen kosmographisehen Exkurs in Hardy's sanne.

2 Hier werden auch funf zur Holle gefahrene Leute erwahnt, doch stimmen nur
drei (Cinca, Suppabuddha und Devadatta) mit den bei Hardy genannten uherein.

3 Hier ist nur cine An^pielung auf die Begegnung Buddha's mit Kasibharadvaja.
Hardy's ausfuhrliche Erzahlung der Begebenheit, die er in seiner sanne fand, entsprieht
dem Kasibharadvajasutta dt* Suttanipata {pp. 12-16 der von Andersen und Smith
besorgten PTS.-Ausgabe, 1913) und dem Samyutta-Nikaya, vn, 2, 1 (i, 172-3).

4 Obgleich sich Hardy bei der Erzahlung von Devadatta und Ajatasattu bis

p. 331, 9 auf den M. bemft, kann ich im M. gerade zu diesem Stuck keine Parallele
finden. Dafur haben die gleioh darauf folgenden Stellen (p. 331, 10 ff.) sachliche
Entsprechungen in M : Hardy, p. 331, 10-18 entsprieht M. 136, 3-13 und 179, 7-181,
23, und die Geschichte vom Elefanten Malagiri-Dhanapala (im M. : Dhanapalaka)*
p. 331. 19 ff., behandelt der Absehnitt M. 207, 23-209, 21.

5 Hardy gibt diese Gesehiohte — vgl. Majjh. Xik. 67 (i, 456 ff.) — ausfiihrlicher

wieder ; ebenfalls Hlnatikumbure, vgl. Q. (i. 257, n. 2).
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Sjpence Hardy

1. Aufl. 2. Xendr. Rhys Davids'

1853 1880 Trenckner Ubersetzung

r398, 27-38 74, 18-31 iii, 6, 2 (i, 116)’

381-6
398, 39-399, 17 142, 14-144, 10 iv, 2, 1-3 (i, 202-4)

399, 18-400, 30 107, 27-113, 8 iv, 1,28-34 (i, 162-170)

400, 31-401, 7 102, 4-13 iv, 1, 19 (i, 154)

391 405-406 Anspielung auf das Wagengleichnis M. 25,

1 ff.

396-7 411-412 46, 16-29
; 47, 31-

48, 14 ; 47, 16-30 (i, 72-4)

399 n. 414 n. Hinweis auf den M. als Quelle

404: 419 60, 10-23 ii, 3, 9 (i, 92-3)

405 420, 1-12 60, 24-61, 8 ii, 3, 10 (i, 93)

406 421, 7-20 61, 21-62, 5 (i, 94-5)

406 8 421, 21-423, 6 77, 23-80, 16 iii, 6, 10-7, 1 (i, 120-3)

408 423, 26-8 62, 24-8 ii, 3, 13 (i, 95-6)

423, 29-34 62, 29-63, 3 ii, 3, 14 (i, 96)

424, 32-425, 6 36, 19-37, 4 ii, 1, 11 (i, 57)

427, 6^28, 9 34, 26-36, 18 ii, 1 , 10 (i, 54-6)

428, 16-429, 4 37, 5-38, 17 ii, 1, 12 (i, 58-60)

411-15 429, 2 v. u. -430,

1

10 39, 5-21 ii, 1, 14 (i, 61-2)

.430, 11-431, 4 41, 29-44, 1 ii, 2, 3 (i, 66-9)

420-2
(436, 21-438, 6

(438, 28-439, 3

57, 4-60, 9

62, 8-23

ii, 3, 7-8 (i, 89-92)

ii, 3, 12 (i, 95)

424-5 440, 17-441, 30 25, 1-28, 12 ii, 1, 1 (i, 40-5)

443, 22-444, 16 1 28, 13-31, 11 ii, 1, 2-4 (i, 45-9)

444, 17-445, 22 40, 1-41, 10 ii, 2, 1 (i, 63-5)

445, 23-454, 15 46, 5-57, 3 ii, 2, 6—ii, 3, 6 (i, 71-

89)

454, 16-35 71, 30-72, 18 iii, 5, 6-7 (i, 111-12)

427-440 :

454, 36-455, 26 2
86, 17-87, 19 iii, 7, 15-16 (i, 132-4)

455, 26-35 3
63, 13-64, 10 (i, 97-8)

455, 36-456, 2 39, 22-32 ii, 1, 15 (i, 62)

456, 3-13 77, 8-22 iii, 6, 9 (i, 120)

456, 14-28 71, 16-29 iii, 5, 5 0, 111)

456, 29-457, 8 82, 29-83, 20 iii, 7, 5 (i, 127-8)

460, 33-461, 23 258, 27-261, 12 iv, 6, 54-8 (ii, 85-9)

1 Stark gekurzt.
2 Hardy gibt M. 86,17-87,2 etwas ausfuhrlicher : ebenso Hmatikumbure, vgl.

Q. (i, 132, n. 2).

3 Diesen Vergleich, den Hardy's Vorlage unmittelbar an den vorhergehenden
anschliesst, bringt M. an anderer S telle.

VOL. VII. paut 3. 85
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Spence Hardy

1. Aufl. 2. Neudr. Rhys Davids'

1853 1880 Trenchier Ubersetzung

448 464, 20-8 72, 19-32 iii 5, 8 (i, 112-13)

451-2 468, 6-469, 32 290, 5-294, 8 iv, 8, 24-8 (ii, 141-151)

453-4 470, 13-36 45, 8-24 (i> 70-1)

455 472, 10-22 200, 16-205, 8 iv, 4, 17-41 (i, 283-293)

455-6 472, 23-473, 14 188, 8-189, 31 iv, 4, 2-3 (i, 261-3)

458-9 475, 6 -476, 34 294, 9-297, 26 iv, 8, 29-33 (ii, 151-

157)

461 478, 26- 31 ?

463-5
[480, 38-481, 12

(481,13-482, 13 2

?
1

195, 1-197, 29 iv, 4, 13-15 (i, 273-8)

469-470 486 -8 3
192, 15-193, 21 iv, 4, 9-10 (i, 268-270)

Im „ Appendix kC werden auf pp. 532-8 der Ausg. v. 1880 eine

allgemeine Beschreibung des M., ein Referat iiber die Bahirakatha,

ein Exkurs iiber Nagasena = Nagarjuna und einige Bemerkungen

iiber die singhales. Ubersetzung des M. gegeben.

WeRKE, AuFSATZE ODER KaPITEL, DIE SICH MIT DEM M. ALS

GANZEM BEFASSEN. 4

103. Copleston, Reginald Stephen : Buddhism
,

primitive and

present
,
in Magadha and in Ceylon, by R. St. C., Bishop of Colombo.

London : Longmans. 1892. 8°, xv, 501 pp.

Beschaftigt sieh pp. 366-374 mit dem M. Auf pp. 371-4 ein

Abschnitt Questions of Milinda k<

}
der Herkunft, Inhalt, Stil des M.

behandelt. Weitere Erwahnungen des M.
:

pp. 353, 368-371,

419, n. 2.

104. Davids, Mrs. Rhys : The Mihndci Questions. An inquiry

into its place in the history of Buddhism with a theory as to its author.

1 Vielleicht erne erklarende Gesehichte zu M. 158,17-159,5, die in Hardy’s
Vorlage stand ?

2 Bei Hardy Fortlassung der ganzen dukkha-Serie (M. 196-7), dafur Hinzufugung
eines Beispiels zur Illustration der Buddha-Ausspruche.

3 Der grosste Teil von p. 487 fehlt in M.. vgl. aber Q . (i. 269, n. 2).
4 Hier hatte auch ein Aufsatz von Burnouf, den er fiber den M. schreiben wollte

(s. seine Introduction, a Vkidoire du Buddhtsme indien , p. 621 = p. 560 des Neudrucks
von 1876), seinen Platz gefunden. Leider hat er diesen Plan nicht zur Ausfiihrung
gcbracht ; in L. Peer's Papier* d'Eugene Barnouf conserves d la Bibliotheque Nationale
{Paris, 1890) ist, wie mir Professor Pelliot, der die Freundlichkeit hatte, dieses mir nicht
zugangliehe Werk daraufhin durchzusehen, mitteilt, der M. gamieht erwahnt. Nach
einer frdl. Mitteilung von Prof. Syivain Levi geht das von Specht und Levi Bibl. 26,
p. 520 n., erwahnte Memoire malheureusement reste in4dit von Burnouf auch nur auf
die eingangsdieser Anna, erwahnte Bemerkung Burnout's in der Introduction“ zuriick
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London : Routledge, 1930. 8°, xvi, 169 pp. 4- 2 Tafeln. (— Triibner's

Oriental Series). 1

Sieht im 31. das Werk e i n e s Verfassers (von Frau Rhys

Davids Manava genannt), der im Laufe seines Lebens die ver-

schiedenen Bucher geschrieben hat — der Kern ist M. 25-89 —

,

aus denen das Werk heute besteht. Eine Zusammenfassung der

Gedanken dieser, soweit mir bekannt, einzigen etwas umfang-

reicheren 3L-31onographie findet sich im Schlusswort, pp. 161-6.

105. Davids, Mrs. Rhys : Buddhist Psychology . An inquiry into

the analysis and theory of mind in Pali literature. London : G. Bell

and Sons, 1914. kl. 8°, 212 pp. (= The Quest Series).

Enthalt (auch in der 2. Aufl., London 1924) ein Kapitel :

., Psychological Developments in the Jiilinda (pp. 156-172).

Weitere Erwahnungen des 31.
: pp. 27, 92 n. 2. 184. 192.

Ausserdem in den zusatzlichen Kapiteln der 2. Aufl.
: pp. 223-4.

250, 265-6, 271 n. 2.

106. Davids, T. W. Rhys : Artikel ,, 31ilinda in ERE., Band viii

(1915), pp. 631-3.

Handelt zum grossten Teil vom 3L, seinem Inhalt und seinen

Problemen.

107. Farquhar, J(ohn) N(icol) : An Outline of the Religious

Literature of India. Oxford : University Press, 1920. 8
C

. xxviii.

451 pp. (= The Religious Quest of India.)

Der § 115 (pp. 104-5) ist dem 31. gewidmet. In der

Bibliographic unter iii, iii 1 (p. 393) Hinweise auf Bibl. 74. 106.

108. 73, 88. p. 115 wird die chines. Ubersetzung des 31. erwahnt.

108. Garbe, Richard : Beitrcige zur indischen Kulturgeschichte .

Berlin 2
: Gebr. Paetel, 1903. 8°, 268 pp.

Der 3. Aufsatz (pp. 95-140) dieser Sammlung ist betitelt :

„ Der 3Iilindapanha. Ein kulturhistorischer Roman aus Altindien.*‘

Er ist im 3rergleich zu seiner unsprung]ichen Fassung, ,, Ein

historischer Roman aus Altindien,” erschienen im Augustheft 1902 der

Zeitschrift Deutsche Rundschau (Band 112, pp. 261-281), nur

unwesentlich, hauptsachlich um einige Fussnoten. erweitert worden.

109. Geiger, 3Vilhelm : Pali. Literatur und Sprache . Strass-

burg: Triibner, 1916. 4°, iv, 181 pp. (= Grundriss d. indo-iran.

Philologie u. Altertumskunde, 1. Band. 7. Heft).

1 Angezeigt von J. Przyluski in BB., faso. 2, Xr. 101.
2 So ist auch Bibl. 104, p. xii, statt Tubingen zu lesen.
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Der M. (oder, wie G. das Werk nennt, „ die Milindapanha “)

wird im Abschnitt 20 bebandelt (pp. 18-19).

110. v. Glasenapp, Helmuth : Die Literaturen Indiens von ihren

Anfangen bis zur Gegemvart. In Verbindung mit Dr. Barnarsi Das Jain,

Dr. Wilhelm Geiger, Dr. Friedrich Rosen, D. Hilko Wiardo Schomerus

von Dr. H. v. G. Wildpark-Potsdam : Athenaion o.J. (1929). 4°,

339 pp. (= Handbuch d. Literaturwissenschaft, hrsg. v. Dr. Oskar

Walzel).
1

Auf pp. 138-9 eine kurze Charakteristik des M. An Ober-

setzungen sind auf p. 140 verzeichnet : Bibl. 72-5.

111. Keith, A(rthur) Berriedale : Buddhist Philosophy in India

and Ceylon. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1923. 8°, 339 pp.

Bringt im Kapitel „ The Psychology of Consciousness “ einen

Abschnitt The Milindapanha (pp. 191-5). Ferner finden sich in

diesem Werk, im Text wie in den Noten, zahlreiche Hinweise

auf den M. (ich habe mir 58 Stellen notiert
;

der Index ist

unvollstandig).

112. Pavolini, Paolo Emilio : Buddismo per P. E. P., professore

nel B. Istituto di Studi superiori di Firenze. Milano : Hoepli, 1898.

kl. 8°, xv, 163 pp. + 64 pp. Katalogder Manual! Hoepli (= Manuali

Hoepli 264).

Dem M. sind die Abschnitte 42 und 43 gewidmet (pp. 97-101) 2
;

42 handelt im allgemeinen von diesem Werk, 43 bringt Uber-

setzungen daraus nach Warren (Bibl 88), §§ 28a, 31, 90.

113. Pfungst, Arthur : Die Fragen des Konigs Milinda . In

:

Gesammelte Werke. hrsg. in Gemeinschaft mit Dr. Franz Angermann
u. Emil Doctor von Marie Pfungst. Frankfurt a. Main : Neuer
Frankfurter Yerlag. 8°. Band ii (1926), pp. 105-120. 3

114. W alleser, Max: Die philosophische Grundlage des dlteren

Buddhismas . Heidelberg: Winter, 1904. 8°, xi, 148 pp. (= Die
buddkistische Philosophie in Hirer geschichtlichen Entwicldung 1.)

1 Angezeigt BB., fasc. 2, Xr. 13.

2
p. 97 braucht P. die Xamen.sform Milindra ohne Quellenangabe

; diese Form
des Xaniens ist m W. nur in Ksemenrlra's Bmlh isnttvamdanahtlpalata belegt.

3 Der Aufsatz, ursprunglich im Feuilleton der Frankfurter Zeitung, 1. Morgenblatt
vom 23. Jan. 1894, veroffentlieht (nach einer frdl. Mitteilung der Redaktion dieser
Zeitung), war schon in den 1904 erschienenen Sammelband Pfungst’scher Arbeiten
Aus der indixchni KultunceU (Stuttgart, Fromann) aufgenommen worden v rr]

Held, Xo. 1497.
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Enthalt einen Abschnitt „ Die philosophische Grundlage des

Milindapanha “ (pp. 111-13).

115. Winternitz. M(oriz) : Geschichte der indischen Litteratur .

4 Bande. Leipzig : Amelang 1908-1922. 8°. 1 : 1908, xii, 505 pp.

II, 1: 1913, vi, 288 pp. II, 2: 1920, x, 117 pp. (pp. 289-405).

Ill : O.J. (1922), xii, 697 pp.

Dem M. sind die pp. 139-146 des 2. Bandes gewidmet.

Weitere Erwahnung des M. : Band 1, pp. 26, 297 n. 2 ;
Band 2,

pp. 9 n., 14 und n. 1, 15 n. 1, 45 n. 2. 61 n. L 91 n. 5, 97 n. 2.

Nachtrag

Einer brieflichen Mitteilung (v. 1. Juli 1934) von Prof. H.

Ui vom Seminar fur Indische Philosophic an der Kaiserlichen

Universitat Tokyo verdanke ich folgende Ergiinzungen zum Ab-

schnitt C des 1. Teils meiner .. Beitrage zu einer Milindapanha-Biblio-

graphie “ (p. 341 ff. dieser Zeitschrift)

:

Nachtrag 1. Ikeda, Chdtatsu ^ Q] gf ^ : Uber das

Nagasena-Sutra (%$ % it j£ U X) in der

Festschrift zum 60. Geburtstag von Prof. Tokiwa (^ ® hf +
a * e £ a m m *). pp- 23-34 .

,, Discusses some special points contained in the work.*’

Nachtrag 2. Yamamoto, Chikvo (JLl ^ ^ : Uber den

Milindapanha (i y 's z* 's ^ iSr 3%) in:

Mikkyokenkyu (^ frff $Z) 1932, No. 47, pp. 105-123.

„ Tries to explain what appears to be the original part of

the work “.

Ferner hatte Prof. LTi die Freundlichkeit, mich auf folgende

Druckfehler aufmerksam zu machen :

p. 337, 1. 33, muss es dt statt JL heissen.

p. 341, L 13, ist Hori, Kentoku statt : Kanenori, Hari zu lesen.

p. 341, L 19, lies : Kirnura, T(aiken) statt : Kimura, J.

p. 342, letzte Zeile, lies : Oda statt : Oda.

Nach Korrektur der Fehler und Einsetzen der Ergiinzungen

wiirden sich folgende Umstellungen ergeben :

p. 341, 13. Genshin . . . (wie bisher).

14. Hori, Kentoku . . . (bisherige No. 15).

14a. Ikeda, Chotatsu . . . (s. oben Nachtrag 1).

15. Ivanovski . .
.

(bisherige No. 14).

15a. Kimura, T(aiken) . .
.
(weiter wie bisher).

p. 346, ware vor II. einzuschieben :

32a. Yamamoto, Chikvo . .
.

(s. oben Nachtrag 2).









Burmese Dedicatory Inscription of A.D. 1683

By J. A. Stkwart

(PLATE IV)

THE inscription here reproduced appears on the covering leaf of

a gilt palm-leaf manuscript, 21 in. by 3
|

in., in the possession

of the Java Head Bookshop, Great Russell Street, the proprietors

of which have kindly agreed to its publication.

Text

Obverse (square gilt letters on red lacquer)

[81

“So 1 [?°] '<£ 33 9 osgooool

Ret'erse (cursive writing in black lacquer on gilt)

Line 1. eojojinn qoofo oaeolSc^S ^5 oojSspgS Gooocicofo^qoao

G86e§@ : ^S^SgooS ^gooo 1 1

1

<^Sjc§ : 0^8 o^SgSccoS ^gooo i i 1

Line 2. d8&jOcq«uoleyGpel 1 1 1 33ogcoo8£j gooIgoS osygS gooS § goooiii

33 00c8§ 3g$U0 ©8©S gS GOoS ^ GOOO II I y£ 8og€p ^8 o\ 5»t§'" 00 gooTS

Gaol&

Line 3 . gooo oog]o:y£ oocS d^S gcScooo ogo gooS gS mi gcoI oogol:

^c£ 330
J y § GOOO 33§S 0§8 G€pcS GOoS^GOOO §|S GOO8 c£6p ^Ojol§ GOoS 00 £§ III

GO §C& DOgS 3302

Line 4 . qp m «8 33026p ^8 ooo §gco oogS c^S hi Gg cSascSgS gooo go

00c£ §c£ OOgSccgS OOgS Ml 33Cg$ 00 8 gc£ g GgS Op 111 Gg 8 c8 G 00 S Jj!cS^ HI

°°9J ? ...
Line 5. gooSooco8 co §c8^g1 gooo 00008 oouS 0^8 gooo 00 008 cf^8

3 gooS ^ c\qjc£ m 306p gooS 33 Gol8 c^S y ^ cqoj oo8g© oogS 1 1 1 ooqj^

GSpoS OOcSgOoS III

Line 6. ^cSg§ cf^S oogS 08$ €po8 ^c£ in 00 qjrS oo^S gooo 33g1 ih G«a8

|cS cSglop^ gooo ogo Q c^8 oogS m 08 gooS g£ gooS^<§ in ^>oy gooS 3

GOoS ^gS 33$ 33€j£ 008 gcS

Line 7 . g^o 8 c^8 oogooS ^ 008 c\q8 m c8o^| 05*^ ^c8 000SI gooS

gc8 c^S ©oolscBS n 1 y 30 $ y cg£ oqjj oogS 1 1 1 SkjS gooS gooo i 1 1 o 00 00

y£gc8 000S 0^8 m 0 30^ y

Line 8. oqjj oogS m 08 ^ gooS g£ ^ hi ^Ty gooo 33008 3 gooS ^ gooo in

^^occ
;

yoolopoy€pe18 Gpc?1

1

1 33gcoo8
£j
yoologc^l G38 111 y£ 8 ogQp;^ 8 o1 s

COOTS ^ GOoS HI 11!
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Translation

Obverse. Commentary on the five-fold Anguttara Nipata.

Reverse. May he be victorious. Of Ratanapura Ava the great-

golden country where all precious things abide, ruler, of great realms

and great countries lord : Siripavaramahadhammaraja and Atulasiri-

mahadevi, of the pure unmixed race of the Khattiyas, king and queen,

resembling Indra of the thousand-fold vision in excellent wisdom,

having conceived in their golden minds that the sacred word of Lord

Buddha, who reached a state incomparable in the three worlds,

which exists only on palm-leaf in stilus-writing and in ink-writing,

would very fittingly be inscribed on palm-leaf overlaid with purest-

gold
;
in the month Tawthalin of the year 1042 holding a great festival

like a festival of the Devas, caused the copying to be done under the

supervision of all the Royal Teachers. In the year 1045 when the great-

planets were together in the sign of the lion, as the great wise men
skilled in the Vedas reported that it would be fitting to appoint the

opening of the throne-door of the palace and the taking of royal

names
;
even as in the island of Ceylon, not contravening or trans-

gressing the words of the excellent order, the excellent King Vasabha

appointed
;

of the royal pair who likewise not contravening or trans-

gressing opened the throne-door and took new royal names, Siripavara-

mahasudhammara
j
adhira

j
a and Atulasirimahadhammacandadevi,

this is the meritorious deed.

Notes

Historical Setting

Phayre's account of the reign of this king, commonly known as

Minyekyawdin, is as follows :

—

The nobles then consulted . . . and, passing over several elder

princes, selected the youngest son of the prince of Prome, who was
proclaimed king, wdth the title of Sri Pawara Maha Dhamma Raja.

His elder brothers and other members of the royal family showed
signs of active opposition to the young king, and many of them were
secretly put to death by the party in power.

“The king reigned for twentv-sLx years [1673-1698]. Prom the
absence of powerful enemies, internal and external, the kingdom,
under vigorous rule, might have been restored to the position it had
under Ngyaung Ram Meng and his son. But the young king, as years
passed, showed no qualities fitted to rule an empire. Though the
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monarchy suffered no great disaster, its power gradually declined.

The chief of Manipur occupied the Kubo valley without any real

effort being made to check the encroachment. Other outlying districts

were lost. The king, devoid of energy, failed to assert the power of

the kingdom, and dying, was succeeded by his son, who did nothing

to retrieve the losses which had occurred.*
' (p. 140.)

It would appear, however, that the kings of Ava even in the late

seventeenth century still enjoyed considerable prestige. The dynasty

had started with Tabin Shwe Hti in a.d. 1538, and it claimed descent

from the old kings of Pugan. Guns mounted on its walls secured

the inviolability of the capital, and the Glass Palace Chronicle shows

that attention was devoted to the maintenance of kingly pomp

—

in which, from the frequent mention of courts and conferment of

titles, Minyekyawdin seems to have been particularly interested.

A point more germane to the subject of the inscription is brought out

in Mrs. Mabel Bode's Pali Literature of Burma
,
namely, the new

tendency which manifested itself in the seventeenth century, to

abandon the study of Pali grammar in favour of study of the Pitakas,

particularly the Abhidhamma. The kings encouraged these studies

not only in the interests of the religion but in the hope of thereby

conjuring the secular ills of the kingdom. Minyekyawdin\s them

was Devacakkobhasa, whose system of Abhidhamma teaching was

recommended to the Order by the king. This them'

s

influence with

the king is said to have been based on his learning in the Vedasatthas

(chapter iv). In this connection it may be noted that in lines 6 and 7

of the inscription “ men skilled in the Yedas '* and f£
the members

of the excellent order ” are identified.

Decipherment

The square characters of the title, in themselves difficult to read,

are somewhat rubbed. The MS. itself is in Pali and from the

labial letters used to indicate the order of the leaves, it appears to

be one of the later volumes of some work, which I have not

been able to identify. Pahcaka
,

here represented by pahca
,

is

ordinarily contracted to pahed in Burma. The Rangoon Bernard

Free Library Catalogue lists MSS. with the title Pahca anguttor

athakatha
,

but none in which nipat and anguttor both appear.

Both words, however, occur in the titles given by Mrs. Bode at p. 103

of her Pali Literature of Burma .
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Script

The great interest of the dedication is that it gives us a specimen

of seventeenth century penmanship. Manuscripts in Burma are

short-lived, and while palm-leaf MSS. written in the latter half of

the eighteenth century are not uncommon, anything earlier is rarely

met with.

With the exception of r the form of the letters is fairly modern.

The omission in most cases to indicate the heavy falling tone is typical

of the indifference in these matters which continued till the middle of

last century. The creaky tone is indicated by two faint dots below

the line instead of by one dot as at present. The long i is usually

indicated by a dot in the centre of the superscript circle, as in Mon.

instead of by the present-day half-moon at the bottom of the circle.

The level tone in the aw group of sounds is indicated as at present

by the $Jie-do,
m
or pennant, symbol, except in one case in line 8 where

the symbol is omitted. Important divergences from modern spelling

are phura : (Buddha) and Oighol (Ceylon) for the modern bhura :

and 9ihol. In the latter case, gh is the regular Mon spelling and is

still occasionally found in comparatively modem Burmese books.



A Topographical Fragment from Tunhuang

By Lionel Giles

(PLATES V and VI)

rpHE manuscript numbered S. 788 in the Stein Collection at the

British Museum is a fragment, only about a foot square,

containing on one side of the paper part of two ballads descriptive

of fighting in the frontier regions, the second of which is entitled

Vx — H*
<k
the Ballad of Yen'*. Both the writing and the

paper point to a date in the late ninth or beginning of the tenth century.

On the back, in a more careless hand, some scribe has copied out a

topographical text similar in character to the Tun huctng lu, the Sha

chou chih (belonging to the Pelliot Collection in Paris), or the treatise

of 886 translated in Bull. SOS.. VI, pp. 825-846. It describes the same

district as the Tun huang hi
;
but whereas the latter works its way

methodically round the compass, starting from the north-east and

ending up in the north, our present text is merely a fragment of some

rough notes thrown together more or less at haphazard. Though very

short, it is not without interest, and may serve as a convenient peg

on which to hang a discussion of certain points, both historical and

geographical, connected with this fascinating region.

[Li Kuang-li] drew the sword suspended at his waist and stabbed

the mountain, whereupon a waterfall gushed forth, so that men and

horses could drink . . . [its flow] has never been interrupted.

The legend of the Erh-shih (or more correctly, Ni-shih) Spring

is related in Tun huang lu {JRAS., July, 1914, pp. 705-7), and also

in Sha chou chih
,
ff. 2 v

c
,
3 r°, under the heading ^ ^ tK “ Waterfall

Stream ”. The latter is quoting from |S IS S ft f/si Hang

i icu chih
,
and the words are nearly identical with those of our present

text: M jglj M Ul ffi & m ffi V. m H The

spring was 130 U east of Sha-chou, and has been identified by Stein

with ;^r m Lii-ts‘ao-kou, " the Nullah of Green Grass ”,

situated 45° 33' long., 40
3 20' lat. See Serindia ", pp. 1089 seq. ;

map 81. c. 3.

Eastern Salt Lake. 50 H east of the hsien [i.e. the walled citv of

T'ang times, about a mile to the west of the present Tunhuang].

Salt is got out of the water and forms into natural lumps ; men strain
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awav the water and dry the salt, which is all in crystals. The taste is

more insipid than that of the salt in Ho-tung, though it is similar

in appearance.

This may be the ]gr fjE jg Yellow Grass Lake of the Tun

huang lu. Stein identifies it with the salt marshes near Hsin-fien-tzu,

about 15 miles E.X.E. of the T'ang city of Tunhuang. See " Serindia ”,

map 81. a. 4. IpJ for »•

Western Salt Lake . 117 li north-west of the lmen. It is popularly

known as Sha-ch'uan (the Sand Spring). The salt is of the same kind,

but it has a nice taste and is of a pink colour.

According to Stein, this is the dry bed of the salt marsh north-

west of the spring Chien-chiian-tzu (Yantak-bulak, Shor-bulak),

which is referred to below as the Hsing-hu Lake. Position, 94° 28
/

long.,

40° 27' lat. See
££
Serindia ”, map 78. b. 3.

Next is the Tang Cli'iian.

See Tun huang lu, p. 708. It is not the same as the Tang River,

as there stated, but a smaller stream flowing from the south through

the vallev in which the Ctfien-fo-tung grottoes are situated, which

finally loses itself through evaporation. See
,£
Serindia ”, pp. 791-2.

Northern Salt Lake . 45 li north-west of the hsien. The taste of

the salt is not so good as that of the salt from the Western Lake.

Stein would identify this lake with the salt marshes near Yang-

chiian, about ten miles north of Tunhuang town, which he passed

in March, 1914. Position, about 94° 42' long., 40° 19' lat. See
* 4

Serindia ”, map 78. c. 3.

Next are the San-icei Hills.

A barren range east of Ch £

ien-fo-tung Valley. Cf. Tun huang lu,

p. 708. A view of these hills will be found in
v

* Serindia ”, fig. 194.

Story of old ruins. Story of Lo-tsun, Next, the storv of the

victims thrown to the dragon. In the sand well.

These seem to be memoranda suggested by the locality of the

San-wei Hills.—For the first two characters I read ^ It is

interesting to meet even the bare name of Lo-tsun, the Buddhist

priest who is said to have begun the construction of the Ch‘ien-fo-tung

grottoes in a.d. 366 : for I have found no other reference to him in

the Stein 3ISS. All we know of him is derived from an inscription of

a.T). 698 preserved in Hsi git shui tao ehi, iii, 12 seq., and translated

by Chavannes,
£

* Dix Inscriptions," p. 59. f| Jfl is evidently

the story of the dragon recounted below, and more at length in Tun
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huang lu, pp. 718-720. The
44
sand well ” may be the mysterious

spring on the Hill of Sounding Sand (ibid., p. 711). Miss E. F. French,

who has visited the spot, informs me that there still exists here a

sheet of water, about a mile in circumference and apparently fed by

a hidden spring, which resists all encroachments of the desert sand.

Cf. jjr Zp g §£ T‘ai p'ing huan yii chi
,

cliii, 4 r° : 3C ill

m ft - & S & Hr # $ m -6 * Hr * * ffi On

the southern slope of the Sand Hill there is a spring. This sand-

well has been here continuously from ancient times until now, for

the sand is never able to fill it up."

An earth-dyke surrounds the chou territory on all sides.

± ST, literally,
4

‘ earth-river ”
; but is possibly a mistake

for ppf, one meaning of which is " embankment From Sha chon

chih, f. 14 v°, we learn that
44
on the east it stretches to the p

Chi-k
4

ou Station, 500 li, 100 paces, from the chou ; on the west, to

the 6 iii * Pai-shan Beacon, 30 li from the chou
;
on the south,

7 li to the Sand Hill
;

on the north, to the jp$ ^ Shen-wei

Beacon, 37 li from the chou. evidently stands for [g.

It was built by Wu Ti of the Han in the sixth vear of Yuan-ting

[111 B.C.] as a barrier to keep out the Hsiung-nu.

This sentence also occurs in Sha chou chih (loc. cit.), which then

continues :

44
In the 1 1th year of Chien-ch'n [a.d. 415], Li Kao, king

of Western Liang, built up the dyke once more as a protection against

marauders. In the 16th year of K‘ai-huang of the Sui dynasty [596]

it was abandoned. Ill b.c. was the year in which Chiu-ch‘iian Chiin

was extended so as to include the Tunhuang district.

The two Hsing-h n Lakes . 110 li north-west of the Jisien. All the

other water [in the vicinity] is bitter ; this water alone is drinkable.

Foreign traders on their journey to or from the Jade Gate Barrier

all stop here.

The word is inexplicable here unless it be taken as a homo-

phone for
44 two ”. What renders this emendation more probable

is the fact that there are actually two small lakes in the required

position as shown on Stein's map 78. b. 3. in “ Serindia It is true

that the Sha chou chih, f. 7 r°, mentions only one lake, and gives its

dimensions as follows : 19 li east and west, 9 li north and south.

Depth, 5 feet. Then it continues :

44 The water is brackish ; onlv the

spring is fit for drinking. Foreign traders (shang ha) going and returning

along the road of the Jade Gate Barrier make this a halting-place
j
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hence its name.” (It would appear that Jgl was pronounced more or

less like at that time, and this is confirmed by Karlgren’s Analytic

Dictionary.) Cf. Desert Cathay ”, p. 7. The Jade Gate of the Yang

dynasty, of course, was east of Tunhuang. Chien-chiian-tzu, or Shor-

bulak, marked on Stein’s map 38. a. 4 in
£
* Innermost Asia ”, is still

a regular halting-place for travellers from the Lop side.—The twelve

characters that follow are out of place
; they recur in the next column.

The Tomb of K k

an . 20 li east of the listen . This is the tomb of

Liang, grandfather of Kan Yin.

From the Ska ckou chih
, f. 13 v°, which gives the correct reading

fflC
instead of we get the following particulars :

“ According to

the ^ ^ Hou icei shu
,
[K’an] Yin’s tzu was [£§£ Hsiian-yin.

He was a native of Tunhuang, and his grandfather Liang had a great

reputation in the West. His father Mei was a man of culture in

his day, who as an official rose to be magistrate of Kuei-chi (in

Chekiang). The tomb is 35 feet high and 35 paces in circumference.”

The reference in the Wei shu is chiian 52, f. 11 v°. We learn from it,

further, that Kan Tin was very studious, and after a single perusal

of the Three Histories [Shih chi
, Han shu, and Hou han shu

]
he was

able to repeat them word for word. Thus he acquired the nickname
of ^ Iti

“ All-night reader He wrote a commentary on J |)
Wang Langs I chuan, and compiled gazetteers for thirteen

chon, which had a wide circulation. The king of Northern Liang,

( hii-ch ii Mcng-hsiin, thought very highly of him, and his successor

Mu-chien promoted him to be Tlimster of State. W hen P*ei, Prince

of Lo-p
;

ing, became Governor of Liang-chou, he took K £

an with him
as his lieutenant, but after his death the latter returned to the capital.

In spite of his high rank, his family was very poor, suffering even from
hunger and cold. He was a heavy eater, consuming as much as three
shevy (about four pounds) of food at a single meal. He died without
issue.

Next, the Spring of the Jade [i.e. Beautiful] Maiden . 70 li north-
west of the hsien . A water dragon had its lair here.

Tun hnanff hi places the spring 85 li west of the city. Stein thinks
it ma\ possibly be one of the spring-fed lagoons near Camp cxix
of 1914, about 16 miles N.N.W. of the Yang town of Tunhuang.

is a mistake for ££. What this ancient counterpart of our Loch
Ness monster can have been must be something of a puzzle to zoologists.
A chiao is a scaly dragon, so one would expect some species of
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saurian reptile. But it does not appear that any such creature has been

observed in that region ;
and we are told iu ^ K jfff

Tun huang ch'i chin chi (quoted in I t'ung chih, clxx, 3 r°) that

in its streams there are no venomous reptiles, in its jungles there

are no rhinoceros or tigers ” (J||M[|!£J(&,^M5£^)*

In the Cheng-kuan period of the Tang [627-650], the prefect Chang

Hsiao-kung offered up prayer and sacrificial meats to the dragon,

which then came forth. Grasping his sword, he cut off its head and

bequeathed it to his posterity. The dragon’s tongue is still preserved

at Ch'ang-an, being on exhibition in the temple of his descendants

there.

The text of the above passage is somewhat confused, and appears

to be corrupt. I read :
(for jpg)

* (for it ?)

m ti [« m n # 4* tr ? u % & w (for m-
"Chang Hsiao-kung’' is a mistake for Chang Hsiao-sung (^).

In the Chiu Vang shu, ciii, 2 v°, he is called Chang Sung, and it

is stated that he succeeded rfh Kuo Ch'ien-kuan as Protector

of An-hsi. Tall and of a commanding presence, he devoted his life

to the frontier regions, and when he was at An-hsi fostered agriculture

and carried out a bold military policy, so that the granaries were full

to overflowing. Finally, he was made Governor of Tai-yuan, and

died in office, being succeeded as Protector of An-hsi by ^ Tu

Hsien That he was a man of note appears from the statement in

Hsin t'ang shu
,
ccxxi A, 15 r

D
: 3S|5|SJ£Jlj

HI % # ¥|S 7C 5; "The Protectors who

gained renown among Chinese and barbarians alike for the merits of

their administration were Tien Yang-ming, Kuo Yuan-chon, Chang

Hsiao-sung, and Tu Hsien ”.

It is rather surprising that he should not have been deemed worthy

of a separate biography in the dynastic histories. As things are, only

a few scattered notices can be pieced together. In the first place, of

course, our present text is wrong in assigning him to the Cheng-kuan

period. According to the Tun huang lu, he was made prefect of the

dragon-infested region in 705-6, and we do not hear of him again until

715, in which year a resounding feat of arms against the Pretender to

the throne of Ferghana is recounted in Tzu chih Vung chien
,
ch. cexi.

f. 19, as a result of which “ his prestige put fear into the western

kingdoms, and eight of them sent in their submission
5

\ (Cf. Chavannes,
“ Tou-kiue Occidentaux,” p. 148, note 3.) In 722 Chang Hsiao-sung,
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now holding the high position of Governor of Pei-Fing, appears as the

champion of the State of /J\ ^ ^ Little Po-lii (Gilgit), which

was being attacked by the Tibetans. He said :
“ Po-lii is the western

gate of China ;
if Po-lii is lost, then all the Western Regions will become

Tibetan.” Thanks to his energy, a great victory was gained over the

Tibetans : myriads of their troops were slain, and the nine towns they

had seized were recaptured. (
Tung chien, ccxii, 20 ;

Hsin Vang shu ,

ccxxi B, 6 v°.) We get a last glimpse of Chang Hsiao-sung as Protector

of An-hsi, when he was promoted to be Governor of T‘ai-yiian. This

seems to have been in 724 ;
at any rate, that was the year in which

Tu Hsien succeeded him as Protector. Cf. Hsin Vang shu
,
cxxvi,

6 v°, and Kang mu , xliii, 63 v°.

The story of the dragon is told more fully in Tun huang lu (JRAS.,

1914, pp. 718-20
; 1915, pp. 45-6). I have also found a version of it

in T'ai p'ing huang chi (printed in 981), ccccxx, 6 v°, for which see

Appendix A.

Shou-ch'ang Hsien. Hsien of the third class. 120 li south-west of

the chou. Houses built by the Government, 195. Households, 359.

Country districts, 1.

For Shou-ch‘ang Hsien, see Tun huang lu, p. 712, note. It was

situated in the present Nan-hu Oasis : see “ Serindia ”, pp. 620 seq.

The distance here given would seem to be under-estimated. For

m and
,
see Bull.SOS., VI, pp. 831-2. It has occurred to me

that may have some connection with the Tibetan stoh-sde , a

“ thousand-district ", itself rather an obscure term. See Prof. Thomas'

translation of Tibetan documents, JRAS., 1928, p. 563.

The above is the Lung-lo Hsien of the Han dynasty. In the sixth

year of Cheng-Jaumg [a.d. 525] its name was changed to Shou-ch‘ang

Chun. In the second year of Wu-te [619] it became Shou-ch
4

ang Hsien.

In the sixth year of Yung-hui [655] it was abandoned. In the second

year of CfVien-feng [667] it was again established as Shou-ch c

ang. At
the beginning of the Chien-chung period [780-4] it was conquered by
the Tibetans. In the second year of Ta-chung [848] Chang 1-ch‘ao

recovered it.

These details agree roughly with I Vung chih
, clxx, 8 v°, which

says :
*’ West of the military station of Sha-chou. Founded under

the Han dynasty and made subordinate to Tunhuang Chun, an arrange-

ment which was continued under the Later Han and the Chin. The
Later Wei established Shou-ch'ang Chun. In the Later [i.e. Northern]
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Chou period, both chun and hsien were incorporated in Ming-sha.

Under the T‘ang it was re-established as Shou-clTang Hsien, sub-

ordinate to Sha-chou, but later was abandoned.” According to T'ang

shu, xl, 10 v°, Shou-ch’ang Hsien was established independently of

Tunhuang in 619, then abolished in 650, but in 667 again established.

In 738 it was once more abolished, but afterwards re-established.

For the date of the Tibetan conquest of the Tunhuang region and its

recovery by Chang I-ch'ao, see Appendix B. It should be noted that

the second character in Chang I-clrao’s name is given as H|, which

agrees with the geographical text S. 367 (see Bull.SOS., VI, 834).

I must call attention, however, to another text in the Stein Collection

(S. 5835, a brief explanation of the ^ ^ ^ jgg Ta sheng

tao kail ching) which bears the following signature
: fH fH fife ^

“F* SI ^ Wt Copied by the Buddhist disciple of pure faith,

Chang 1-ch‘ao In all probability this is the famous leader’s autograph,

written in his youth when he was a lay-student in a monastery. That

it was customary for boys of good families to obtain their schooling

in this way appears from the similar case of Ts'ao Yiian-shen, another

future chieh-tu-shih
,
mentioned in Bull. SOS., VI, 836. A reproduction

of both autographs will be found on an accompanying plate.

Buddhist monasteries, 1 : Yung-an (Perennial Peace).

We learn from S. 2729 v° (1) that this monastery contained eleven

monks in a.d. 800. It is frequently mentioned in the Stein MSS.

Chen (market towns), 2 : Lung-lo.

The second town is omitted. Lung-lo is one of the twelve hsiang

or country districts of Tun-huang Hsien enumerated in S. 2669.

The other eleven are : (1) Jffc ^ Tun-huang
; (2) Jg Tz*u-hui

;

(
3

)
P'ing-k ang : (4) 3£ f$ Yii-kuan

; (5) gt Hung-

ch‘ih
; (6) |£ Hsiao-ku

; (7) Shen-sha
; (8) ^ fa

Ch‘ih-hsin
; (9) ^ Mo-kao

; (10) jyj Hung-jun
; (11) ^ yfc

Ch‘ing-shui. In addition, gf Hsi-tang is mentioned in S. 113,

m m Hsiian-ctfuan in S. 514, and fg ^ Lung-ch‘uan in S. 6014.

Forts, 5: Western Shou-clTang
;

Western Barrier.

With regard to the number, it looks as if ^ had been written

originally, and afterwards changed into 3£*

Frontier garrisons. 3 : Ta-shui (Great Flood)
; Hsi-tzu-t‘ing

(Station of Hsi Tzu)
;

Tzu-chin (Purple and Gold).

Beacons, 34. Stockades, 2. Chen. 3.

VOL. VII. PART 3. 36
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I understand neither the repetition of this item nor the discrepancy

in the number.

City Hsien. 25 li west. Established in the eighth year of

Wu-te [625].

Stein thinks that this may perhaps be identified with one of the

villages near Camp 159, about five miles west of the T'ang town of

Tunhuang.

P‘o-ch‘iang T‘ing (Defeat Ch'iang tribe Station). 65 [li] east of

the hsien . The Historical Record says :
“ The P c

o-ch‘iang General

Hsin Wu-hsien of the Han defeated the Chfiang and the Jung at this

spot.'" The station that was built here was therefore called P k

o-ch‘iang.

On Hsin Wu-hsien, the Chung kuo jen ming ta tz‘u tien
, p. 510,

has the following : A native of JfJ Ti-tao (south of Lanchow).

Governor of Chiu-ch‘uan (Su-chou in Kansu) in the reign of Hsiian

Ti (73-49 b.c.). Distinguished for his martial daring. He asked

permission to smite the Han and Ch‘ien tribes. The Emperor received

his despatches with admiration, and bestowed on him the title of

General, Vanquisher of the Chfiang. He was cashiered in consequence

of a memorial from itS % HI Chao Ch‘ung-kuo, and returned to

Chiu-chhan. Afterwards, he again received the title, and was sent to

attack the Wu-sun, but got no further than Tunhuang, where he

died of disease.” See Han shu
,
xcvi B, 4 r°

;
also lxix, 4 v°, and else-

where in the biography of Chao Ch’ung-kuo. fg is not the Shih chi

of Ssu-ma Ch’ien, for the campaign referred to was in 61-60 b.c.

Yii-nten (Jade Gate) Barrier . 160 U north of the hsien . The Ti

li ehih (Topography) says :

kk

Established by Wu Ti in the Hou-yuan
and Yiian-k'ang periods [88-87 and 65-62 b.c.]."

^ 7C seems to be an instance of haplography. But Hou-

yiian was Wu Ti s last nien-hao. and Yiian-k'ang was in the reign of

Hsiian Ti. Stein's excavations have made it practically certain that

the Jade Gate which he locates at T. XIV was established about

100 B.C. It was really situated north-west of the Nan-hu Oasis, but

the distance agrees fairly well with Stein's estimate of 36 miles. The
Ti h chih is not that of the Han shu. The following passage occurs in

xc vi A, 1 v° of that work
: £ % .

. %] M M M U
R % If It. 9t- f?: jK, 1$ «Jg Kg ^ij pg

M fig M US M “ The Light Horse General [Ho Ch‘ii-ping] . . .

began by founding Chiu-ch'uan C’hun (^u-chou), and then gradually
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brought colonists to people this territory. He separately established

Wu-wei (Liang-chou), Chang-i (Kan-chou), and Tunhuang, thus

making four chun side by side, and maintained two Barriers there
**.

Ho Ch'u-ping died in 117 b.c., before the extension of the Great

Wall, so that it is hardly possible that the Yii-men Kuan located at

T. XIY should have then been in existence. But the passage must

not be understood so literally as to imply that these measures were

all taken by Ho Ch‘u-ping himself. In fact, from another passage

of the Han shu (ch. vi, f. 12 v°), we know that Tunhuang did not

become a separate chun until 111. Nor can we suppose that the two

barriers were erected simultaneously. All we can say is that at a

somewhat later date both barriers were in existence, but there is no

reliable evidence to fix the exact date of their erection. One of them,

however, must have been earlier than the other, and there is little

doubt that this earlier one was the Yang Kuan. It was situated in the

Nan-hu Oasis, some 30 to 40 miles W.S.W. of Tunhuang, and is likely

to have been established about the time that this city was made

into a chiin
,

i.e. Ill B.c. It would then have been known as the Yii-

men or Jade Gate Barrier. The later Jade Gate at T. XIY, on the

line of the extension of the Great Wall, 50 to 60 miles west of Tunhuang,

would certainly not have been established until the Wall had reached

that point in the desert
;
and that, according to Stein, cannot have

been until after 103, and perhaps as late as 96 b.c. But meanwhile

we know that there was a Jade Gate somewhere ; and on the strength

of a passage in the Shih chi
, discussed by Chavannes in " Documents

Chinois ”, Introduction p. vi, by Stein in " Serindia ”, p. 726, and

myself in Tan huang hi, pp. 715-16, Chavannes assumes that it must

have been situated east of Tunhuang
;

Stein, following him, is inclined

to place it in a defile between Bulungir and An-hsi. Seeing, however,

that its purpose was to serve as a frontier gate, and that Tunhuang

was at that time being colonized by the Chinese, this does not appear

to me at all likely. Moreover, the theory takes no account of Yang

Kuan and its relation to the other barrier. On the whole, then, I am
inclined to accept the statement in Tun huang lu that Yang Kuan
was really the ancient Yii-men Kuan. In other words, the furthest

outpost of the Chinese Empire from about 111 until about 100 b.c.

was the Barrier in the Nan-hu Oasis, and only later was it the Barrier

on the limes at T. XIY. Stein does not accept this view, but I cannot

understand the reasons given in " Serindia ”, p. 624 : "In view of

what combined geographical and archaeological facts conclusivelv
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prove as to the quite distinct original purposes and positions of the two

* barriers ’ of Yang and Yii-men . .
.” This seems to be merely begging

the question
;

for no one denies their distinct positions after the end

of the second century b.c. But that their original purposes were also

“ quite distinct ” is a surprising assertion, unsupported by any

evidence
;

one would like to know what other purpose was served

by the Yang Kuan than that of frontier gate and fortress to guard

the oasis against external enemies. The strength of my argument

lies in the fact that between 111 and about 100 B.c. the frontier lay

not east but west of Tunhuang. Ssu-ma Ch'ien’s statement (Shik chi
,

cxxiii, 6 r°) that (in 108 according to the Tung chien) “ a line of posts

and small forts was established from Chiu-ch‘iian as far as the Jade

Gate ” cannot, I think, as Stein assumes (p. 725), refer to the extension

of the Great Wall
;
for a similar statement is made about a line of posts

to Lopnor, where there was no wall (ibid., f. 10 r°). The Jade Gate in

this case would be the Yang Kuan.

The Account of the Western Regions says : “In the east, they

border on China at the Yii-men and Yang Barriers.” This is the

barrier in question.

See Han shu f
xcvi A, 1 r°.

The Li-pi Mountain is 50 li south-west of the hsien.

Reading the character after gf as m
Lien-yen . . .

A flick of the pen shows that the two characters are to be transposed,

as above.

APPENDIX A

I'ffl I S The Black River at Sha-chou

At Sha-chou in the north-west of Pei-t‘ing [Note.—In Han times
the territory occupied by the Northern Hsiung-nu was called Pei-t‘ina

by which the Western Regions are meant. Under the T‘ang, Pei-t‘ing

became the seat of a Protector-General] there is the Black River
which is deep enough to float a boat. The river used to be constantlv
in flood, sweeping away houses and turning the plain into a marsh.
On this account crops entirely disappeared from the north-west,
and the land remained wild and uncultivated. The inhabitants, too.
migrated to a distance in order to escape the danger of being over-
whelmed and drowned. The officials at Sha-chou would only venture
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to attend to the administration after having prepared sacrificial

victims and liquor for libation which they offered up on the banks of

the river. Unless this was done, there would be torrents of rain lasting

for months, or great inundations destroying whole cities and towns,

so that the villagers of the neighbourhood one and all joined the

finny tribe. 1

In the K'ai-yiian period of the Tang, ^ Chang Sung of Nan-

yang was appointed Protector of Pei-tfing, and no sooner had he

arrived in the district with his seals of office than he convened a meeting

of his subordinates in order to acquaint himself with the facts. He was

told that there was a huge dragon in the river which was fond of

devouring lambs, horses, dogs, and pigs, and was perpetually rising

to the surface and swimming among the waves in its craving for the

sacrificial victims offered by the burghers on the river banks. “ Only

too long,” said they, “ have we known this affliction." Thereupon

Chang Sung gave orders for a feast to be spread, with sacrificial animals

and wine, but secretly instructed his followers to be ready near at hand

with bows and arrows. He then led a party of officials to the river,

wearing a high hat and holding a ceremonial tablet, bending his body

with reverent mien. All of a sudden the dragon appeared : it was a

hundred feet long, and it leaped out of the waves, finally landing on

the bank. Its eyes flashed fire, and it was only thirty or forty paces

away when Sung ordered his men to draw their bows and have their

shafts in readiness. Soon the monster had actually reached the

banqueting-table, when its body began to diminish in length until

it was only three or four feet long. Then it made as though to eat.

but before it could do so Sung shot his arrow, which was the signal

for a general discharge, and the dragon, unable to put forth its strength,

was destroyed. As soon as it was dead, all the people from the country-

side came to gaze upon it, and there was all the noise and commotion

of a market-day.

Sung was so pleased at having rid the people of this pest that he

formally presented it to the Emperor. The Emperor, admiring his

courage and resolution, gave orders that the tongue should be cut

out and presented to Sung, and, moreover, decreed that the governor-

ship of Sha-chou should become an hereditary office for his descendants.

Thus down to the present day he is known as
k

‘ Mr. Chang of the

Dragon's Tongue [T'ai p
l

ing kuang chi
,
ccccxx, 6 vc

.]

1 For this apt rendering of jflj Jg pfi Pt Jt lE 1 am indebted

to mv friend Mr. L. C. Hopkins.
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APPENDIX B

History of the Tunhuang Region from the Eighth to the

Eleventh Century a.d.

An Lu-shan*s rebellion, which broke out in 755, dislocated the

Chinese administrative system in the Western Regions and. by

opening a door to Tibetan aggression, finally led to their severance

from the Empire. The general trend of events may be gathered from

the following extract :
* In the flourishing period of the T ang, Ho-hsi

and Lung-vu comprised 33 chon
,
of which Liang-chou was the largest.

The soil was fertile and produce abundant, and the inhabitants well-

off and happy. The country was suitable for horse-breeding, and the

T'ang established eight centres for the tending of 300,000 horses.

The An-hsi Protectorate was responsible for the control of thirty-six

kingdoms in the Western Regions, and Tang troops acted as protection

for over 300 cities, which were constantly garrisoned by Chinese

soldiers, the centre of administration being at Liang-chou.

“ During An Lu-shan's rebellion, when the Emperor Su Tsung took

up his residence at Ling-wu,1 he recalled all the troops in Ho-hsi to

deal with the emergency. Taking advantage of this, the Tibetans

attacked and subdued the million Chinese inhabitants of Ho-hsi and

Lung-yu, who thus came under the barbarian yoke. In the reign of

Wen Tsung [827-840], 2 envoys were sent to the Western Regions in

order to visit Kan, Liang, Kua, and Sha-chou. The towns were still

there, and the people, who had been enslaved by the barbarians, on

seeing the Chinese envoys, lined the streets and welcomed them with

acclamation. Shedding tears they said :

4

Does our Emperor still

bethink him of us poor souls who are now under Tibetan rule ?

*

These people were the descendants of those who were subjugated

by the barbarians in the T'ien-pao period [742-755]. Their speech had
been slightly modified, but the fashion of their clothes had undergone
no change.

" By the time of the Five Dynasties, the Tibetans had become
weaker, and various barbarian tribes, including the Uighurs and the
Tang-hsiang, invaded different parts of the country without, however.
interfering with the population. At that time China was in a state of
decadence and disorder, and was unable to extend a helping hand.
Only the four dm, of Kan. Liang. Kua, and Sha remained in°remdar©

1 Near Ning-hsia, Kansu, in a.d. 736.
2 Chiu wu tai skik narrows the margin to 836-840.
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conimunication with China. Kan-chou became the official centre of

the Uighurs, but in the other three chou the military and civil officials

still regarded themselves as in the service of the T'ang. and several

embassies were sent to do homage at the Chinese Court. From the

time of Tai Tsu of the Liang [907-914], the chieh-tu-shih of Ling-wu

also held the governorship of Ho-hsi and the Inspectorship of the

chon Kan, Su, and Wei. But though this was nominally so, Liang-

chou appointed its own military rulers.

“ In the fourth year of Ch'ang-hsing of the [Later] T’ang [933],

Sun Ch’ao, the liu-hou of Liang-chou. despatched the generalissimo

Chih-pa Ch'eng-ch'ien and the Buddhist and Taoist elders Yang

T'ung-hsin and others to the capital with a request for official insignia.

Ming Tsung asked about the pedigree of Sun Ch;

ao and his people,

and Ch’eng-ch'ien replied :

4

After the Tibetans had conquered

Liang-chou. Chang I-ch’ao, a native of Chang-yi, levied troops, smote

the Tibetans, and drove them out. In requital of his services, the

T'ang made him chieh~tushih and sent 2.500 soldiers from Yiin-

chou for garrison duty. At the downfall of the T’ang the Empire fell

a prey to revolution, and the country from Liang-chou eastwards was

cut off by the T’u-chiieh and the Tang-hsiang. Thus the Yim-chou

soldiers had to remain, being unable to get home ; and now the Chinese

population of Liang-chou are all descendants of those garrison troops.*

Ming Tsung then appointed Sun Ch‘ao chieh-tu-shih /’ (Hsin nut tai

shih
,
lxxiv, 4-5

;
ef. Chiu ivu tai shih, cxxxviii, 1-2.)

It would appear from the above, and from other passages in the

standard histories, that Stein has some justification for saying

(” Serindia," p. 816) that the territory of Tunhuang was conquered by

the Tibetans about 759, and that by 766 they had definitely established

their power over the whole of Kansu. Yet there is good ground for

believing that these accounts are by no means strictly accurate. In

his Appendix .to Ancient Khotan “, vol. i, p. 536. Chavannes,

indeed, concludes that by the year 766 or thereabouts the Tibetans

had succeeded in isolating Eastern Turkestan, that is to say, in cutting

it off from China ; but it is clear, as we shall see, that Chinese rule

was still maintained in most of the important places. Sha-chou included,

for several years after that date. The Shui too chi . iii. 19, is quite

definite on the subject :

e
* The name Sha-chou originated with Chang

Chiin of the Former Liang.1 At the beginning of the T’ang. Kua-chou

1 Reigned 324-34."). The actual year when Sha-chou is first mentioned is 333.
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was divided off from it . . . In the second year of Chien-chung [781]

it was conquered by the Tibetans. According to Yen Lu-kung‘s note

on the memorial tablet of Sung Kuang-p'ing, his sixth son, Heng,

having been exiled to Sha-chou, became an assistant counsellor at

military headquarters. When control was lost over the provinces

of Ho-hsi and Lung-yu, he acted as intermediary with the Tibetans,

and for his numerous services was made lang-chung of the Board of

Works and also yii-shih
,
chieh-tu of Ho-hsi, and hsing-chiin ssu-mc*.

In conjunction with the chieh-tu ig{ Chou Ting he defended Tun-

huang for just over ten years, and was honoured with the title of chuvn-

ch‘eng cfcang-shih. But before the Emperor's gracious decree reached

him the Tibetans had invested the city, and after soldiers and ammuni-

tion were exhausted it was taken by the rebels. This is the story of

Sha-chou's conquest by the Tibetans."

Now, this is certainly the same siege that is described at greater

length in T'ang shu, cexvi B, 8 v°, but assigned to the year 819 :

<£
In the beginning the prefect of Sha-chou, Chou Ting, held the city

resolutely for the Tang. The Gialbo shifted his tent to the Nan Shan,

and sent Shang Ch'i-hsin-erh to attack the place. Ting appealed to

the Uighurs for help, but a year went by and they did not come. A
plan was discussed for burning the city and suburbs, and fleeing

eastwards with the Avhole population
; but all agreed that it was not

feasible.

“ Ting sent the cavalry officer fg] ^ Yen Chao with a picked force

in search of water and fodder. In the early morning this officer came
in for a farewell visit, and engaged in a shooting-match with Ting's

confidential attendant Chou Sha-nu. After the usual ceremonious

salutation, he drew his bow to the full and shot Sha-nu, who fell dead
on the spot. Then he seized Ting and put him to death by strangling,

and himself took over the administration of the chou.
“ In the eighth year of the siege the defenders of the city brought

out a quantity of silk cloth, and offered each roll of it (18 Chinese feet

in length) in exchange for a ton (10 catties) of wheat. So many
responded to the offer that Yen Chao was delighted and exclaimed :

4 Now that the people have enough to eat, we can hold out to the
last man !

"

T\\ o j cars later, both arms and provisions were exhausted, so
Chao mounted the city wall and shouted :

’ I will surrender the city
on condition we are not sent away to other lands.’ ClTi-hsin-erh
consented to this, so he came out and surrendered. This was in the
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Autographs of Two Governors of Tunhuang :
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eleventh year after the beginning of the siege. Chh-hsin-erh was

appointed by the Gialbo to succeed to the governorship
;

and later

on, suspecting that Yen Chao was plotting a coup d'etat, he had him

removed by putting poison in his boots.

“ After their enslavement, all the inhabitants of the chou adopted

the barbarian costume
;

but every year at the ancestral sacrifices

they wore Chinese clothes, and wept bitterly when they put them

away again.”

If the T'ang shus dating is correct, this passage would seem to

show that Tunhuang remained practically autonomous until 819,

but that in or about 809, for reasons which are obscure, the Tibetans

found it necessary to reduce the place to submission, an object which

they achieved only after an eleven years' siege. This conclusion is so

surprising, not to say improbable, that it cannot be accepted without

further investigation.

It is obvious that Chinese historians could know little or nothing

of what was happening in Tunhuang during the period of Tibetan

rule, and that avenue of information is therefore closed. But the

MSS. recovered from Ch‘ien-fo-tung, and now distributed among the

national libraries of London, Paris, and Peking, form a possible source

of enlightenment wLich has yet to be thoroughly explored. In the

Stein Collection alone the number of dated rolls, ranging from a.d. 406

to 995, runs into hundreds. Between 803 and 851, however, there comes

a very remarkable gap during which no exact dates occur. It is all

the more noticeable because in the fifty years preceding there are

over thirty dated MSS., and in the half-century following as many as

fifty. This points almost unmistakably to a period of repression,

during which the normal activities of Buddhist monks were perforce

suspended, or at any rate diminished.

Nine rolls in the Stein Collection have notes or colophons mentioning

the Great Tibetan Kingdom or Dynasty (-fc ^ [!§), and eight of

these contain cyclical dates, at least two of which can be fixed with

practical certainty. Let us take them in order :

(1) On the back of S. 779 there are two scribbled notes, one of

which reads
: Jz # W I? F3 Wl fll ^ ^

Meritorious work accomplished by the Buddhist priest Hung-pien

of Sha-chou in the Great Tibetan Kingdom This personage is the

Bishop of Ho-hsi to whom is addressed an edict on a stone tablet

dated 851, transcribed in ** Serindia ", p. 1332, and translated by

Chavannes. His names should be read Hung-pien, not Hung-jen, as
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the latter has it. It was largely owing to his co-operation that Chang

I-ch’ao was able to carry out his memorable revolution. We may take

it that this note was penned shortly before that event.

(2) In S. 796, there is a colophon inside the roll referring to a text

on the outside, the relevant portion of which runs : Zj, l! H H
-th “ H -k H & JH fK H ft & IS U S Copying

completed by the monk Fa-yuan of the Yung-shou Monastery at Sha-

chou in the Great Tibetan Kingdom on the 21st of the 3rd moon

of the i-ssii vear.” This is more likely to be 825 than 765. the only

possible alternative.

(3) The colophon of S. 1520 is dated ^ ^ H H “h

— fj the 11th day of the 3rd moon of the wei year of the Tibetan

dvnasty**. A wei year recurs every twelve years, so this is of little

value as a date. It might be 767, 779, 791, 803. 815, 827, or 839.

(4) S. 1686 opens with the date

$0 Z2 0 T ’’the 2nd day, ting- wei. of the 5th moon,

of which the first day was ping-shen
,
of the hsin-clfou year of the

Great Tibetan Dynasty This is almost certainly 821, as 761 is too

early.

(5) The fragmentary colophon of S. 2729, a treatise on divination,

reads: * f g K K ^ I Ik H 0 W lflP ' [Copied

by] ... of Sha-chou on the 23rd of the 5th moon of the keng-cJi'en

year in the Great Tibetan Dynasty ". This date can be fixed positively

as the 18tli June, 800.

(6) S. 3475 yields some interesting data. Here we find two

colophons, from which we may extract the following
:

]E[ /jf? ^
h & h fit m m w m 7c ^oo n

iHI +
i'P 'J'H o k-'j lit (Z- ii’c. On the 28th day of the 3rd moon

of the 7th year of Ta-Ii in the Great T ang Dynasty [5th May. 772J
the priest T‘i-ch‘ing made a copy of this commentary- at the

Kai-yiian Monastery in Kuo-chou [Honan] . . .

•• Again, on the 16th day of the 9th moon of the ch’en vear, the lay

disciple So Yu-yen finished copying out this roll afresh at Sha-chou.

a dependency of the Great Tibetan Kingdom." This second date
might he either 776 or 836. So far as I can judge, the handwriting of
both colophons and of the text itself (a commentary on the first four

chapters of the Vimalaklrtti-sutra) is the same. This would be rather
puzzling did we not know from another MS. of the same commentary
(S. 2496) that T i-ch ing composed this work in 767. It would appear,
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then, that the whole roll, including Ti-ch'ing"s colophon, was copied

by So Yu-yen from a draft made by the author himself.

(7) The short colophon to S. 3485 is worth transcribing in full :

* $ i a ^ ^ n + —
U pg “p [for H ££ SI ffc M ” 0n the 11th of the 7th moon

of the chi-ssu year of the Great Tibetan [Dynasty], reverently

copied by Wang T'u-hun to secure the blessing of peace for his whole

family, the country having fallen into turmoil
*

' . This date might

be the 11th August. 789. as the next chi-ssu year fell in 849. when the

Tibetan power had already collapsed in Tunhuang and elsewhere.

On the other hand, we do not know of any particular turmoil
”

that took place in 789.

(8) S. 3966. colophon: 3r ^ ^ A # HI ^ W
^ m m a n

f 7^ (3 ^ fg, "In the 6th moon of the jen-yin year a

letter was issued with the seal of the Gialbo, to be circulated

throughout the departments of the Great Tibetan Kingdom witli

copies of the present Shih skctn clung , for widespread recitation. On
the 16th day of the following 8th moon [5th September, 822]. this

note was written after the completion of the copying Here the only

possible alternative to 822 is 762. which again seems to be too earlv.

(9) S. 6503, colophon
: +

'hi
“ R t i I ^ % !£ it i£ # Hfi "Copying

completed in the Pao-en Monastery on the 2nd day of the third decade

of the last moon of winter in the i-yu year of the Tibetan dynasty.

Note by the bhikshu Shen-ving This is the 15th January, 806.

To sum up : the two certain dates we arrive at are 800 and 806.

while those that are fairly certain range from 789 to 825. This agrees

well enough with the supposition that Tunhuang remained virtually

independent until 781, and regained its libertv about 848 ; it is hardlv

consistent with the theory that Tunhuang did not finally surrender

until 819. S. 514 v° records a census of ^ jg I-ho Li in Tun-

huang Hsien, that is to say. a register of the Chinese population with

their holdings in land, which was compiled in 769. That such an

undertaking should have been carried out except under stable Chinese

rule is unlikely. In 781, the Gialbo of Tibet claimed practical equality

of status with China, as well as a revision of the frontier. Both claims

were conceded. Such arrogance may well have been prompted bv a

military success like the capture of Tunhuang. In the following year,

a sworn covenant between the two nations was signed. In 787, Sha-
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chou reappears in the news under the name ?J§ Ming-sha (Sounding

Sand), where a Tibetan leader is said to have encamped after a raiding

expedition.

Though it is difficult to escape the conclusion that Sha-chou fell

into the hands of the Tibetans in or about 781, a remarkable laxity

in their government is shown by the fact that some of our MSS.

continue to bear Chinese nien-hao for over twenty years longer : the

dates are 781, 782, 787, 790, 793, and 803. After that comes the long

gap of forty-eight years which we have previously noted. Evidently the

Chinese population suffered a severe restriction of their liberty during

the first half of the ninth century. If the somewhat doubtful Tibetan

date of 789 be disregarded, we find that Chinese and Tibetan dates

overlap only to a slight extent, for the latest Chinese date is 803,

while the earliest Tibetan date would then be 800. But in any case

there can be little doubt that the T'ang shu is wrong in placing the

capture of Sha-chou as late as 819. Apart from the positive statement

to the contrary in Shui tao chi, it is significant that the ^ jp.

Li tai chi shih nien piao , usually so full, omits the whole episode.

Moreover, in 819 the Tibetans were merrily raiding the province of

Shansi ; can it be supposed that they would leave Sha-chou, still

untaken, so far in their rear ?

Passing now to Chang I-ch‘ao, we may note that he bears the

same surname as the doughty Governor Chang Hsiao-sung, whose

descendants, according to the T ai p'ing hmuaj chi (a rather dubious

authority, it is true) were to inherit the governorship of Sha-chou.

850 is the earliest year in which Chang I-clrao figures in the Histories,

so that the statement in our present text (seep. 550) that Shou-ch
;

ang

was recovered by him in 848 is of no small interest
;

for it implies

that, contrary to the hitherto accepted belief, Tunhuang itself must
also have been reconquered in that year, or perhaps even earlier.

Confirmation is afforded by a passage in S. 3329, one of the very few

historical texts in the Collection :

it = 3

"
After the reconquest of Tunhuang and Chin-ch'ang 1 was completed,

it was the second year of Ta-chung [848] ... In that year,

accordingly, when Sha-chou had defeated the Tibetans, the ya-ya

Shan, Kao C'hin-ta, and others hastened to the city of Ch’ang-an with

despatches which they presented to the Son of Heaven".
1 Part of the Kua-chou district.
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For the next two centuries, Tunhuang remained in a state of

2 -independence, owning a nominal allegiance to China, but really

governed by rulers drawn from two powerful families. Of this period

we possess four somewhat scanty accounts by different historians,

none of them wholly accurate. The first and second, from the T‘ang

shu, ccxvi B, 13 v°, and Wu tai skill
,

lxxiv, 5 v°, were translated

by me in Bull.SOS., VI, 834-6. The third, from the Sung skill
,

ccccxc, 15 v°, has been translated into French by Chavannes (see

Serindia ", pp. 1338-9), but its importance is such that it will bear

re-translating here :

—

s:
Sha-chou was formerly the ancient territory of Tunhuang under

the Han. At the close of the T'ien-pao period of the T'ang [755] it

was conquered by the Western Jung. In the fifth year of Ta-chung

[851]
1 Chang I-ch‘ao brought the chon back to allegiance, and an edict

was promulgated conferring upon Sha-chou the title of Military

District of Kuei-i, and upon I-ch‘ao that of chiek-tu-shilL with

authority over the departments (ckou) of Ho, Sha, Kan, Su, I, and Hsi,

Inspector, Commissioner of Settlements, and Legal Commissioner.

When I-cKao visited the Chinese Court, he left his nephew Wei-shen

in charge of the ckou.

“ In the time of the Liang dynasty founded bv Chu, the Chang

line came to an end, and the inhabitants of the ckou elected the chang -

skih Ts‘ao I-chin as their chieftain. When I-chin died, he was succeeded

by his son Yuan-chung. In the second year of Hsien-te of the Chou

[955] he came to render homage to the Court, and was appointed

chiek-tu-skih of his district, Controller, Commandant, Associate of

the chung-sku men-hsia
,
and p'ing-ckang-skik . A seal of office was

cast and presented to him. In the third year of Chien-lung [962] his

honours were increased by the rank of chung-slm-ling
,
and his son

Yen-kung was made fang-yu-skik of Kua-chou. In the fifth year of

Hsing-kuo [980] Yiian-chung died, and his son Yen-lu sent an embassy

with tribute. On Yiian-chung was conferred the posthumous title of

Prince of Tun-huang Chun, on A^en-lu that of ckieh-tu-shih of his

district, while his younger brother ££ Yen-sheng was made Prefect

of Kua-cliou, and another younger brother. Yen-jui. tu-yu-kou

[Superintendent] in the A^amen. In the fourth year of Hsien-ping

[1001] \
r
en-lu was made J| 3E Prince of Ch*iao Chiin. In the

fifth year [1002] Yen-lu and Yen-jui were murdered by their nephew

Tsung-shou. The latter took provisional command as liu-kou
, and

1 Chavannes gives the year wrongly as 852.
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appointed his younger brother ^ Tsung-ylin to take provisional

charge of Kua-chou. Then he made formal application to the Court

for the insignia of office, with flag, whereupon Tsung-shou was made

chieh-tu-shih and Tsung-yiin was made Controller, shang-shu tso-

f'u-yeh. and Governor of Kua-chou. Tsung-shou's son Hsien-shun

was made Chief of the Staff within the Yamen. At the close of the

Ta-chung Hsiang-fu period [ca. 1016] Tsung-shou died, and Hsien-

shun was made chieh-tu-shih of his district, while his younger brother

Yen-liui became Controller, President of the Ministry of Justice, and

Governor of Kuarchou. Hsien-shun sent up a memorial to the Throne,

begging for a copy of the Buddhist Canon in gold characters, as well

as tea, drugs, and gold-leaf. An Imperial decree sanctioned these gifts.

At the beginning of the T'ien-sheng period [1023] he sent an embassy

to express his thanks, and bearing tribute of frankincense, sal

ammoniac, and lumps of jade. From the Ching-yu [1034-7] to the

Huang-yu period [1049-1053], this country sent seven lots of tribute

consisting of local produce.**

There are at least two errors in the above account
: (1) Ts'ao

Yiian-chung is named as his father's immediate successor, whereas

two other brothers, Yiian-te and Yiian-shen, intervened
; (2) Ts‘ao

Yen-kung is not mentioned as chieh-tu-shih , which we now know him

to have been. A few sentences may be added from die chapter on

the kingdom of Hsia in Sung shih, ccccLxxxv :
“ In the sixth year

of T'ien-sheng [1028] Te-ming sent his son Yiian-hao to attack Kan-

chou, which he captured. In the eighth year [1030] the King of Kua-

chou with a thousand horsemen surrendered to Hsia.” In the tenth

moon of the following year Te-ming died, and was succeeded on the

throne by Li Yiian-hao (f. 8 v°). In 1035, Yiian-hao was attacking

certain Tibetan cities when his return was intercepted by the general

An Tzu-lo. Yiian-hao waged a desperate battle on two flanks, fighting

night and day : at the end of a period of over 300 days Tzu-lo was

defeated, whereupon he took possession of Kua-chou, Sha-chou,

and Su-chou (f. 10 r ).

The fourth account is a continuation of what has already been

quoted from Shui tao chi , iii. 19 :

*' Seventy years after its fall, the

Prefect of Sha-chou. Chang I-ch'ao. sent his elder brother ^
I-t'an 1 to announce the return of Kua, Sha, and nine other chou

to their allegiance to the T’ang : whereupon the Court changed the name

fp 1-tse in T'unq chien.
Ipj I~we i in T L

ai p
l

ing hitan yu chi.
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Sha-chou into ‘ Military District of Kuei-i ’
: and the Chang and

Ts‘ao families acted for generations as protectors of the region. In

the eighth year of Hsien-Vung [867] Chang I-eh
;

ao went to Court,

making Chang Huai-shen liu-hou (Resident). In the thirteenth year

of Hsien-tung [872] Huai-shen died, [Note.—This according to the

Fang-chen Tables in the T'ang shu 1
; according to the stone

tablet commemorating the meritorious act of [the prefect] Li [Ming-

chen] in repairing a building, which was engraved in the first year of

Ch c

ien-ning [894], Chang Huai-shen was then still alive and credited

with several titles of rank. I suspect a mistake in the Tables] and

Ts'ao I-chin became liu-hou, afterwards receiving the title of chieh-

tu-shih. In the second year of Hsien-te in the reign of Shih Tsung

of the [Later] Chou dynasty [955], I-chin died, and was succeeded

by his son Yuan-chung. In the fifth year of T'ai-p'ing Hsing-kuo

in the reign of T'ai Tsung of the Sung [980] Yiian-chung died, and was

succeeded by his son Yen-lu. 2 In the fifth year of Hsien-p'ing in the

reign of Chen Tsung [1002] Yen-lu was slain by his nephew Tsung-

shou, who succeeded him as chieh-tu-shih. In the seventh year of

Ta-chung Hsiang-fu [1014] Tsung-shou died and was succeeded by

his son Hsien-shun. After the ninth year of T'ien-sheng in the reign

of Jen Tsung [1031] the family does not appear again in history, so

presumably the line died out with Hsien-shun.

“ At the beginning of the Ching-yu period of the Sung [1034-7]

Sha-chou was absorbed in the Hsi-hsia Empire. Li Tao says in his

iS H: Hi T'ung ehien dicing pien :

k

In the 12th moon of the 2nd

year of Ching-yu [January, 1036] Yiian-hao attacked Chia-lo-ssu-

lai. In the 12th moon of the 3rd year [December, 1036-January,

1037] he again raised an army, attacked the Uighurs, and took Kua-

chou, Sha-chou, and Su-ehou.
? But the FIsia kuo chuan of the Sung

shih puts the capture of these chon in the second year—a mistake

which is corrected in the Ch'ang pien. According to the CHang pien ,

however, in the 12th moon of the 4th year of T'ien-sheng [January-

February, 1027] the Khitans sent the Inspector of Sha-chou, ^
Shih Yii, to offer congratulations on the New Year [to the Chinese

Court] ; so it would seem that before the State was absorbed bv
Hsi Hsia the Ts c

ao family had entered into intimate relations with

1 The passage in T'ang shu is really coxvi B, 14 r°, and it is I-eh‘ao's death that
is chronicled, though a careless reader might take the words to refer to Huai-shen.
Correct also Chavannes, “ Dix Inscriptions,” p. 80, n. 1.

2 Again we see that the reigns of Yuan-te, Yuan-shen, and Yen-kung are omitted.
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the Khitans, and the latter had set up an Inspector in the land. By

the time of the Huang-yu period [beginning in 1049] Sha-chou had long

been incorporated in Hsi Hsia, yet in the 4th moon of the 2nd year

of Huang-yu [1050] and in the 10th moon of the 4th year [1052] we

again find Sha-chou sending tribute [to China]. Whether at that time

Hsia was already submitting to the Sung or allowed Sha-chou to send

in tribute, we cannot say."

So much for our historical sources. I wall conclude by drawing

up a tentative list of the successive rulers of Tunhuang, with a concise

statement of the facts it has been possible to ascertain about each,

and with particular reference to MSS. in the Stein Collection. It can

only be regarded as a skeleton account, to be supplemented and

corrected by future discoveries.

m M Chang 1-ch‘ao : 848-867

Native of f(& Chang-i (the modern Kan-chou). Lay-student in

a monastery. Re-conquered Tunhuang and Chin-ch/ang, 848 (S. 788,

3329). Presented to the Throne maps of eleven chou, 850. Made

fang-yu-shih of Sha-chou after sending in his allegiance to China, and

subsequently chieh-tu-shih of Kuei-i Chun, 851. Re-conquered Liang-

chou, 861. (This statement in the T'ang shu is confirmed by the

official report, S. 6342.) Migrated to Ch’ang-an, 867, and died

there, 872.

fjg $6 Chang Huai-shen : 867-886 (?)

Nephew* or cousin of the preceding. Called ^ gj| Chang Wei-

shen in Sung shik and T ung chien . Appointed liu-hou or Deputy

Governor in Chang I-ch‘ao's absence, but it is doubtful whether he

became chieh-tu-shih of Kuei-i Chun. In the mutilated inscription

of 894 (Sha lu
,
p. 27 v°

;
Dix Inscriptions," p. 96) he is referred to

as chieh-tu-shih of I, Hsi. and other chou
,
and also, it w*ould seem,

as former chieh-tu-shih of Sha, Kua, I, and Hsi. Professor Pelliot

speaks of a short epitaph to this personage among the documents he

found at CITien-fo-tung, according to which he died on the 22nd of

the 2nd moon of the first year of Ta-shun [16th March, 890] : see

BEFEO
,
viii. 522. The inscription of 894 alludes to the outbreak of

disturbances in Ho-hsi (M ^ :%) more than twenty years after

Chang 1-ch‘ao's son-in-law' Li Ming-chen had his interview* with the

Emperor Hsuan Tsung, who reigned 847-859. The interview cannot
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very well have taken place before 852, so the trouble must have

occurred after Chang I-eh
;

ao*s death in 872. It is quite possible that

other unknown rulers may have followed Chang Huai-shen.

^ Wj So Hsun : 886 (?)-893 (?)

Literary name, ^ Feng-hou. Member of a respected Tun-

huang family, and son-in-law of Chang I-clTao. One of the Tunhuang

documents in Paris (Sha lu , f. 30) records his appointment as prefect

of Kua-chou. He is there given the title of rfj 2* Chung-ch'eng, and

his martial prowess is enlarged upon. He is not mentioned in the

standard histories, and what else we know of him is derived from an

inscription of 892. reproduced in Shui tao chi

,

iii, 20. where he is

entitled chieh-tu of Kuei-i Cliun. The author of that work. %
Hsu Sung, decides that he must have succeeded Chang Huai-shen

in 872, when the latter was transferred to the post of chieh-tu-shih

of I-ckou and Hsi-chou. The author of the Sha chi
,
on the other hand,

thinks 892 a more likely date. I have adopted neither conjecture,

but would suggest the year 886 on the strength of a Stein MS. (S. 1156),

unfortunately incomplete, which records the sending of a special

commission to the Chinese Court in 887 in order to sue for the insignia

of chieh-tu-shih
;

for we know that it was customary for a ruler to do

this soon after his accession to power. So Hsiin may also be referred

to in the colophon to a prayer, with confession, dated 20th June,

888 (S. 1824)
: 0 o o jfc tt M & S ft g gg % Si “ Written

in the family oratory of His Excellence So, east of the city ".

5S ^ Chang Ch‘eng-feng : 893 (?)—910 (?)

Hitherto only known as ^ 4

4

Chang Feng" from a passage

in Wu tai shih
,
lxxiv, 5 v°, quoted in my previous article, where

he is said to have called himself
44 The White-robed Son of Heaven

of Chin Shan”. This person is evidently identical with the & Uj

Q $ 5 Chin slum po i icang whose edict is reproduced in Sha lu,

f. 28 v°. Chin-shan is another name for ^ Chiao-ho Chun
in Hsi-chou. In addition, he is mentioned in at least four of the Stein

MSS., from which we learn the proper form of his personal name.

(1) S. 4470 v° is the record of a donation dated the 10th day of the

3rd moon of the 2nd year of Cliien-ning [8th April, 895], made by the

chieh-tu-shih of Kuei-i Chun, Chang Ch 4

eng-feng, and the Assistant

Commissioner $ % Li Hung-yiian. (2) S. 2263 v°.
44
Notes on

Sepulture by Chang Chung-hsien, mentions
* e

the chiek-
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tu-shih of Kuei-i Chun, Chang of Nan-yang, whose personal name is

Ch'eng-feng A Another short piece just before this bears the date

896. Chang Chung-hsien was chieh-tu ya-yci at the same place, and

probably a relative of the Governor. (3) S. 1604 is a letter from the

[chieh-tu] sink of Sha-chou to the Buddhist Bishop of that district,

with his reply. It bears three impressions of a seal reading 'fy *J4|

ffj f~t Ffl sJia cliou chieh tu shih yin , and is dated the 30th May. 902.

(4) S. 5747 is a fragment of a letter from the Kuei-i Chiin chieh-tu

-

shih Chang, dated the 10th February, 905. There can be no doubt

that all these texts denote the same person—the Chang Feng of the

Wu tai shih. He is said to have been reigning in the K'ai-p
:

ing period

of the Liang [907-910], but we do not know when he died. Possibly

the downfall of the Tang had its repercussion in Tunhuang, and led

to the disappearance of the Changs and the instalment of the Ts‘ao

family in their place.

W SI # Ts 4ao I-chin : 910 (?)-940

Raised to power through election : see T'ang shu, ccxvi B, 13 vc
.

Wu tai shih, lxxiv, 5 v°. says that Ts'ao I-chin, liu-hou of Sha-chou,

sent envoys to China in the time of Chuang Tsung of the Later T'ang,

who made him chieh-tu-shih and died shortly afterwards. According

to the same work, v, 5, this happened in the first moon of 926. That

was the beginning of intercourse between the Ts'ao dynasty and China.

Previously, I-chin appears to have been known as ^ ^ <£
Lord of

the Prefecture ; for S. 4240. a Buddha-nama sutra, has a colophon

dated the 15th of the 5th moon of Keng-ch’en, the 6th year of Cheng-

ming of the Great Liang dynasty [4th June, 920], in which ^
“ Ts ao Kung ’’ (who is almost certainly I-chin) is given that title.

In S. 3875 r° and v", containing forms of praver, there is a string

of titles and the date
Ci

11th day of the 11th moon of the 3rd year

of Chdng-fai ", from which it appears that there was a chieh-tu-

shih of Kuei-i and other military districts in Ho-hsi” on the 27th
November. 936. Again, on the 10th of the 2nd moon of the 5th year
of Ch ing-t ai [13th March. 938] we find the Governor Ts ao writing

an official letter (S. 4291). There is a character after the surname
which I have not been able to decipher. Finally, S. 6255 contains

two fragments of a colophon to a Buddha-nama sutra in which there
is a prayer for jft ± ± & & fu chv Tai pao Ts

c

ao kung.
This may be I-chin before he received the title of chieh-tu-shih. He
died in the 2nd moon of the 5th year of T'ien-fu [940] and received
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the posthumous title of ^ (Sfi T'ai-shik (Chiu ivu tai shift,

lxxix, 1 v°).

® Si Ts‘ao Yuan-te : 940-942

Son of the preceding. \Ye know practically nothing of this ruler

except the date of his accession (Hsin wit tai shift , lxxiv, 5 v =

).

S. 4363 is an official order from the Kuei-i Chun chieh-t ti-shih Ts'ao.

dated 4th September, 942 ;
this is probably Yuan-te, unless his

successor was anticipating the title which he actually received a

few months later. But his authority was apparently contested, for

we are told (ibid.) that in 942 both Ts'ao Yiian-chung of Sha-chou

and Ts‘ao Yiian-shen of Kua-chou sent envoys to China.

W 7C SH Ts'ao Yuan-shex : 942-946

Brother of the preceding. According to Chiu wu tai shift. Ixxxi.

6 v°, in the first moon of the 8th year of T'ien-fu [943] the liu-hou

of Sha-chou, Ts'ao Yiian-shen. was appointed chieh-tu-shih of Kuei-i

;

and in the 3rd year of K'ai-tjiin [946] the prefect of Kua-chou. Ts'ao

Yuan-chung, was made liu-hou of Sha-chou. So it seems that Ts'ao

Yiian-shen, like his brother Yiian-chung after him, was prefect of

Ivua-chou, then liu-hou of Sha-chou, and finally chieh-tu-shih : and I was

therefore wrong in saying on p. 836 of my previous article that he never

became chieh-tu-shih or Governor of Sha-chou.

W 7C Ts'ao Yuan-chung : 946-974

Brother of the preceding. He seems to have been, first, prefect

of Sha-chou, then of Kua-chou, and in 946 liu-hou of Sha-chou.

According to the Sung shih he was made chieh-tu-shih in 955. when

he visited the Chinese Court, and a seal of office was then cast and

presented to him. Cf. also ^ IB T
1P* n9 huan yii chi .

cliii, 2 r°. Yet among the printed documents in the Stein Collection

there are two prayer-sheets, both dated the 15th of the 7th moon
of the 4th year of the K :

ai-yun period in the Great Chin dvnastv

[4th August, 947],
1 in which he is styled chieh-tu-shih of Kuei-i Chiin.

And S. 518 is a short edict in which the title inf ffi ^ ^ ffi

m in m *h Ho hsi hiei i chiin chieh tu kua sha teng chou is

conferred upon him ; it is dated the 22nd of the 8th moon of ping-icu .

the 14th year of T'ien-fu of the Great Han dynasty. Though the

1 Evidently the change of dynasty which took place in the 6th moon of this year
had not yet been reported in Tunhuang.
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cyclical date does not agree, and indicates 946, this must be the

17th September, 949, as the Hou Han dynasty did not begin until

947. More interesting still, we have in S. 4398 a letter from Ts‘ao

Yuan-chung dated in the 5th moon of the 14th year of Tien-fu

[June. 949], in which he is described as '* newly created (fjf )
cliieh-

tn-shih of Kuei-i Chiin What is one to make of these facts ? I think

the only way to reconcile them is to suppose that he received the

same title three times over from successive dynasties, namely, the

Chin, Han, and Chou. It is possible that the title was again confirmed

by the first emperor of the Sung, since we find on S. 4632, a prayer

dated May, 968, a large red seal reading B m W- W £ ®
Sij |

:
[J Newly cast seal of the ehieh-tu-shiJi of K new C'hiin It should

be noted that in this document he assumes the title Hi; 3E
" Prince of Tunhuang which also appears in the roll S. 5973. This

last MS. is important historically because it proves the interposition

of another ruler, unknown to the standard histories, immediately

after Yiian-chung. It contains copies of four letters accompanying

donations to a temple. The first two. dated in the first and second

moon of 974, are from the chieh-tu-shih Ts
;

ao Yiian-chung
;
the other

two. dated in the first and second moon of 975. are from his son Ts‘ao

Yen-kung. who is also entitled chieh-tu-shih. This points unmistakably

to his having abdicated in favour of his son some time in 974. He
died in the intercalary third moon of the 5th year of T‘ai-p‘ing

hsing-kuo [980].

W Ts
:

ao Yen-rung : 974-980

Son of the preceding. According to Ch‘ang pien, quoted in Ska
chi, 6 v°, his original name ££ Yen-ching was formally changed
to Yen-kung. Only mentioned in the Histories as fcmg-yii-shih of

Kua-chou in 962 ;
but. as we have seen, he certainly succeeded his

father as chieh-tu-shih, and may have held the office until 980, when
his brother Yen-lu seems to have taken the opportunity of his father's

death to seize power. What became of Yen-kung we do not know.

W H Ts‘ao Yen-lu : 980-1002

Brother of the preceding, and son-in-law of the King of Khotan.
Probably the ^ ± Crown Prince of S. 6178 (the end of a letter

dated July-August. 979). The Ch‘ang pien (Sha chi, 3 v°) says that
on his father's death Yen-lu assumed the title of ]|| ffj & If
el fit provisional cloeh-tu ping-ma Itu-hou. He sent envoys with
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tribute to the Sung Court, and in the 4th moon an imperial edict

bestowed on him the title of Kuei-i chieh-tu-shih, while his father,

as a posthumous honour, received that of Prince of Tun-huang Chun.

Author of a prayer dated 984 in S. 4400 (2), where he figures as
fi

‘ Ts‘ao,

Prince of Tunhuang
;
and he also appears as g ^ £ Hsi-p'ing

Wang in the heading of a letter preserved in S. 5917. S. 4453, dated

991, is stamped with the seal of the “ chieh-tu-shih of Kuei-i Chun

In 1001 he was made H 3l “ Prince of Chfiao Chun 5
' (already

in 949 Yiian-chung was styled Ijl HP §§ Ch‘iao chiin Vai

kuo hou : see S. 518). Murdered in 1002 by his nephew (|J£ tsung

tzu in Sung shih
, htk -? tsu tzu in Shui tao chi) Tsung-shou.

W ^ H Ts'ao Tsung-shou : 1002^1014

Nephew of the preceding. Took provisional command of Sha-chou

as Uu-hou, and appointed his younger brother ^ Tsung-ylin

to take provisional charge of Kua-chou. In the 8th moon he sent

envoys to the Sung Court with tribute, and made formal application

for the insignia of office, whereupon he was made chieh-tu-shih.

(Sung shih, vi, 11 r°.) The Liao shih, xiv, 5 v°, says that in the

8th moon of the 24th year of T'ung-ho [1006] Ts'ao Shou [sic], Prince

of Tun-huang in Sha-chou, sent envoys with Arab horses and fine

jade ". It appears, then, that he wisely paid court to the Khitans. who

were then occupying the north of China, as well as to the Sung. The

year of his death was 1014. according to the Shui tao chi.

^ flUf Ts‘ao Hsien-shun : 1014-1035 (?)

Son of the preceding. Neither he nor Tsung-shou is mentioned, so

far as I know, in the Stein MSS. According to Ch ang pien
,
in the

4th moon of the 7th year of Huang-fu [May, 1014] he was made chieh-

tu-shih of Kuei-i. He had previously sent tribute, notifying the Court

that on the death of his father, his mother and others of his country-

men wished him to succeed to the throne. There are three entries about

him in the Liao shih
,
xvi, 2 v°, 4 r° : in 1019, Tsf

ao Shun [sic],

chieh-tu-shih of Sha-chou, was created Prince of Tun-huang Chiin."

In the 7th moon of 1020, “ envoys were sent with gifts of clothing to

Ts'ao Shun, Prince of Tun-huang Chiin and the Uighurs in Sha-chou.

°

In the 9th moon of the same year, “ Ts'ao Shun sent envoys with

tribute.’ ' According to the Sung shih, he sent tribute again about

1023, but after this we hear no more of him.
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With regard to the subsequent history of Sha-ehou, though

historians agree in saying that it was annexed by Hsi Hsia, the process

of annexation seems to have been much more gradual than one would

have expected. The date given in the Sung shih is 1035, in the Ch'ang

pien 1037
;

but, as Hsii Sung observes, it is hard to reconcile either

of these statements with the record of tribute sent by Sha-chou to

the Sung Court in 1050 and 1052. The explanation may be that,

although Yuan-hao took Sha-chou, he was unable to hold it, and the

Chinese official system continued to function there. After 1053 all

communication with China ceased
;

yet from a casual reference in

3C H Jf£ ^ Wen ch'ang tsa hi (quoted in Sha chi) we can infer that

as late as the Yuan-feng period [1078-1085] Sha-chou still existed as a

separate political entity. In fact, it was not until the Shao-sheng period

[1094-7] that, as we learn from Sung shih
,
ccccxc. 5 v°, the three chou

of Kan, Sha, and Su were attacked, overwhelmed, and finally

incorporated in Hsi Hsia.



The Verb “to say” as an Auxiliary in Africa and China

By A. Walf.y and C. H. Armbruster

TT is well known that the verb yen H" “to say" has some very

peculiar usages in early Chinese. In about forty instances in the

Bool; of Odes it obviously has not its normal meaning “to say*’ (or

“ what is said ", i.e. words). For example (Legge's edition, p. 62),

^ "it H? PJ does not mean 44 The duke says he bestows a goblet ”,

but simply
4

4

The duke bestows a goblet ", ff it} US (p* 64)

does not mean 44 we will drive and talk about wandering forth ”,

but “ we will drive and wander forth ", The example on p. 87 does not

mean 44
1 drove my steeds on and on, talking about reaching Ts

4

ao ”,

but “ I drove my steeds on and on all the way to Ts
4

ao

The old commentators tell us that yen =§* means 44
1 ”. Where

the sentence happens to be in the first person this works well enough.

But frequently that is not the case, and the commentators fall back

on the explanation that yen is
4;
a particle ", which is merely a way of

saying that they do not know what it means.

In an article 1 written a good many years ago Hu Shih pointed out

the inadequacy of the current explanations and suggested that yen

had three separate usages
: (1) as a conjunction, similar to erh [fn ;

(2) as a conjunction, similar to nai J*j (so, therefore)
; (3) as a pronoun

44 him ”,
* 4

it ”, similar to He made, however, no attempt to explain

why a character meaning 44
to speak ” should have these three usages.

His argument assumes that the character if* is in these usages

a phonetic substitute for particles of identical sound. Such a theory

is rendered most unlikely by the fact that not merely one word for
44
to speak ” but all the ordinary words for

44
to speak " are used in this

way. For example (p. 418), ^ ^ <c The way is distant " ;

literally “ The way, it says it is distant Or, again (p. 155), 0
Here we have a third word for “ to speak ” used in just the same

way
;

for the phrase does not mean *
* now that she says she has gone

to be married ", but “ now that she has gone ”, etc. It looks, indeed,

as though all three words for “ to say ",
4

* to speak " were capable of

functioning simply as verbal auxiliaries. Such a usage would be hard

1 Hu Shih \Ytn Tsun, vol. ii, p. 1. See ab?o Wu Shih-ch‘ang, ** A new interpretation

of the word yen in the Shih Ching,
1

' Yenching Journal of Chinese Studies, Xo. 13

(June, 1933), pp. 153-170.
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to explain did it not exist in numerous living languages. The extent

to which this is so is well illustrated by an extract which Mr. C. H.

Armbruster has made from his forthcoming Nubian grammar, and

which he has kindly allowed me to print here. Further examples will

be found in Miss Alice Werner’s The Language-families of Africa.1

I take the first stage of the idiom to be purely onomatopoeic state-

ments, such as ** the kettle says phizz ”, i.e. the kettle is boiling. Hence

(as in the example quoted above) “ the way, it says far ”, i.e. the way

is far.

yiin 5c is particularly used in questions, and this use has survived

in literary Chinese. For example, “ Saying what, does he go ? ” i.e.

iS why does he go ?
"

There are in the Odes nearly a hundred examples of the verb

“ to say ” (expressed by if, 5c or 0) used in this auxiliary way.

I only know of one case which is difficult to explain on my hypothesis

that the idiom grew up exactly as in the African languages. Jgg

fllj ^ (Legge, p. 47) is usually interpreted
“
I think of him and there-

upon snivel ”. 2 Upon this and one other very doubtful passage Hu Shih

builds his theory that || can stand for It is true that
£t my longing

says ‘ therefore sniff' is a very strange way of saying “ Such is my
longing that I sniff But it is no odder than many of the examples

quoted by Mr. Armbruster, who writes as follows :

—

After describing animism (the attribution of personality to

inanimate objects and natural phenomena) in Nubian :

This animism, as a salient and constantly recurring characteristic

of the language, is well illustrated by the uses of the two verbs an
<m
say ” and e ** say ”. These two verbs are widely and variously used

;

each appears originally to have signified “ tendency " inclination ”,

or “intention
,
from which their other present meanings have

apparently developed thus :

—

an (

;t
have a tendency, intend ”, and so)

(a) Express an intention, i.e. ” say”.

(b) Communicate, direct or permit a tendency, i.e. “ sav to”,
“ tell ", bid ",

<b
let ".

1 2nd eel., 1925. p. 71 :
“ He broke a stick so that it said poqo.” i.e. snapped. \ho

the same writer s The Bantu Langua^ 1919. p. 138 :
“ The cloth which says red,”

i.e. red cloth.

2 A sign of grief. Legge says. “ We must fast about surely for some other meaning ”

But there is no getting round the fact that people who hive been crying do snivel.
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(c) Develop a tendency or quality, i.e.
44 become ’ get ”, “ go ",

4
‘ turn

(d) Exhibit a tendency or quality, i.e.
44
be

(e) Follow a particular tendency, i.e.
44 move along towards ”,

44

go to”.

E.g. (a) nog^dndi
44

1 say
4

go
5

(6) tekki^nogdndi
44
1 tell him to go

99
(“ I let him go ”).

dhg^iygi^jnal-an
44

let fali see this”, lit.
44
to Ali

4

this see ’-say ”.

(c) dal *
4

great ”,
44
old ”.

dul-an-
44

(to) become great ”,
44 grow old

This combination provides numerous adverbs : ser-an-

turbi !

44
sleep well ! ”, lit.

4 4 4 good ’-saying sleep !
”.

(d) -tar-an ‘
4

it is”,
44
that is”.

(e) hartum-an-
44

(to) go to Khartoum”.

Similarly e- (a)
44
say ” = an (a).

(b)
44
be ” = an (d).

(c) behave according to a tendency or intention,

i.e.
44
act”.

E.g. (a) irjg^sran
4k
they say this ”.

(b) tnd^eran 44
they are here ”.

(e) in composition, verbs in -t—
tiff-e lit.

4v
say tiff to ” = 44

blow ” (t.).

gurr-e lit.
44
say gtirr

99 = rejoice"
;

(gtirr- l <ff l in

A*. fj “joy”).

kitt-e lit.
" 4

say kitt " = 4fc

be silent

(tiff-, gtirr-, kkt- have no separate existence.)

And verbs from Arabic (very nearly) all in -e

—

iygu^fadUran ” these remain (over, behind)", lit.
4£
these

say fddl

"

; fddl- < Ar. “ remainder

iggi^waznigori
44

1 have weighed this ”, lit.
44

1 have

said wazn to this” ; w&zn-< Ar. J j
“ weight

i-gi, the adverbial form (objective case) of provides a sub-

ordinating conjunction
‘ 4

in order to ”

—

kobxdki^Jctism^mll^egi
44
he opens the door in order to see”,

lit. “ he opens the door saying
4

I'll see
'
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A causative of t- in sense (c) is eg-ir t.
6£
ride " (animal), lit.

** cause (animal) to act on its tendency " (which is to run).

I then quote similar uses of the Cushitic verb from <e Uber die

hamitischen Spruchen Ostafrikas von Franz Praetorius, Beitrage

z*tr AssgnnltMjtt 1

. ii Hand, Heft 2, pp. 329, 330 (Leipzig, 1892), and

of the (ialla verb, ib., p. 330.

Again of (ialla from § 90 of Znr Grain mat ik der Galiasprache,

von F. Praetorius (Berlin. 1893). Other instances in Karl Tutschek,

Lrjtnw drr lialla Spmrhe (Munich, 1844). s.v. djed'a. In Billn :

Renusch, Worhrhach dn Bdhi-Sprache (Vienna, 1887), s.v. y (1)

“ sagen ", (2)
’* sein "e^e“. In Qwiira : Reinisrh, Die Qaarasprache

in Abmiaim (Vienna. 1885), $ 1

1

, //
’* sagen :

tfedd v
” zwingen "

; biff g ” hoeh sein
*’

: zent g
"
schweigen” ;

hr
"
sagen "

:

f~ hr ” ausgehen "
; taw hr

"
eintreten

*
5

;
was be horen

So in Xamir, Kafa. and Afar, from Reinisch’s grammars; and in

Bedauvo (Bega) dn (a)
"
>av *\ (h)

m(
be *\

Turning to the Semitic languages of Abyssinia we find the same

phenomenon, in tin* older language (Kthiopic) only occasionally, but

in the modern ones at every turn. And I go on to illustrate this from

Kthiopic, Amharic, Tigrihha. and then from Sudan Arabic, which,

like the other Semitit* languages, derived this feature from the Cushitic

languages it met with in Africa. See Marcel Cohen. ” Du verbe sidama

(tlans le groupe couclutiquel in Bulletin dt hi Snciete de Lingui<tique

de Paris , No. 83 (Pan^. 1927). pp. 175 G.



Notes on Some Poets and Poetry of the T‘ang Dynasty

By E. Edwards

A FTER the fall of the Han dynasty in a.d. 220, owing to the

weakness and tyranny of its last representatives, China was

divided by a long internal struggle into three parts. The Later Hans

held Shu (Ssu-clTuan), the remainder of the south became the kingdom

of Wu, and the north, with its capital at Ho-nan Fu, or Lo-yang, was

known as Wei. This “ Three Kingdoms" period was brought to an

end by the establishment in a.d. 265 of the Tartar Chin dynasty in

the north. Thereafter a number of small and feeble houses succeeded

one another in rapid succession. For the most part Tartar conquerors

ruled in the north and mere shadows of Chinese dynasties in the

south. None of these uneasy houses survived much more than

a generation, however, and it was not until the establishment of the

Sui dynasty in a.d. 589 that China was reunited and restored to

something resembling her old dignity and power.

The new China was very different from the old empire of the Hans.

The infusion and absorption into the population of many Tartar

elements, the spread of Buddhism, and the gradual modifying of

language which occupied the three centuries after the Han period

had greatly changed and developed both country and people. The

Sui emperors were not unaware of these changes and the need to meet

the situation by measures of reform
;
nor were they unwilling, on the

whole, to adapt their government to new conditions. Under the

emperor Wen Ti 1 laws were reformed and internal administration

improved. Cultural progress was evident in many directions
;
comfort,

and even luxury, became the portion of the better classes, and the

common people were relieved at least of the burden of civil war.

Buddhism was so prevalent that with one exception all the Confucian

schools throughout the land were closed. During the reign of Wen Ti's

successor, Yang Ti. 2 education received a decided impetus, for Yang
Ti, in spite of the vicious extravagance of which he is accused, seems

to have had many good points. He was a patron of the arts, ardent

in planning public improvements and not wanting in military achieve-

ments. He prided himself upon his literary attainments, and ordered

1 Kao Tsu Wen Ti (a.d. 589-605).
2 605-617.
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a commission of scholars to edit a collection of classical, medical, and

other treatises. He did much for education, restoring the schools

which had been closed in the previous reign, and instituting in 606

the chin-shih 1 or doctorate, the highest degree awarded in the

competitive examinations. The Sui dynasty, having favoured

Buddhism, has been unduly decried by Confucian historians, but

there is no doubt that general discontent was caused by the

intolerable exactions of Yang Ti, whose extravagant zeal for public

works involved a severe drain on the time and labour of the

peasants. The house of Sui, though capable of recognizing the

need to reorganize the new China, was too soft to bear the burden

of carrying into effect the reforms which it had inaugurated. Had it

not been so, the Yang dynasty would not have come into existence,

nor would the Sui have been so soon removed from the headship of

a reunited China.

At the moment when the smouldering discontent against Yang Ti

was ready to burst into flame, the little dukedom of Yang, on the

western border of China, was ruled over by the peace-loving and

unenterprising Li Yuan, who most unwillingly took the field against

the emperor, partly because he had fallen without reason under

suspicion as a rebel, and partly in response to the persuasions of his

ambitious son, Li Shih-min. In 617 the duke rose in revolt, seized

Ch‘ang-an, the western capital, deserted by Yang Ti in favour of

Lo-yang, and declared himself king of Yang. The destruction of the

magnificent imperial palace at Lo-vang followed, and, the emperor
having been assassinated by certain of his own officers, Li Yuan
assumed in 618 the title of Kao Tsu, emperor of the new T ang dynasty.

From the first, however, Kao Tsu was overshadowed by his son.

The child of a Tartar mother, Li Shih-min was endowed with courage,

administrative ability, magnanimity, intelligence and all the qualities

of leadership. Not only was he the moving spirit of the original

revolt against ^.ang Ti, but he was also the conquering hero who
overthrew the many rivals of his house and pacified the country.
The admixture of Tartar blood may explain several features which
characterize the Yang rulers at their best. The understanding with
which they governed their mixed subjects, their energy, and their

interest in various cultural elements introduced from Central Asia,
may have been due to the blending of the vigour of their nomad
forbears ith the intellectual keenness of their Chinese ancestry.

1 m ±.
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The new era opened well, with reduction of taxes and a general

amnesty. The capital was restored to Ch‘ang-an, a sign that all was

well with the empire and that expansion of territory might be looked

for. As the pacification of the country advanced, Li Shih-min‘s

popularity increased, and in 6*27 Kao Tsu. weary of a position which

he had never coveted, resigned the throne to his son. who assumed the

title of T f

ai Tsung, claiming lordship over a large part of Central Asia

as well as over the whole of China. The twenty-two years of T*ai

Tsung's reign are still regarded as the golden age of the T*ang dynasty.
411

Cb/ang-an," says a Japanese writer in a monograph on the poet,

Li Po, 1 ' became not only the centre of religious proselytism but

also a great cosmopolitan city where Syrians, Arabs, Persians, Tartars,

Koreans, Japanese, Tonkinese and other peoples of widely divergent

races and faiths lived side by side/* A suggestion of movement, of

ceaseless activity, characterizes the whole of the T*ang period

—

soldiers marching to the endless border wars which swallowed up

men by thousands
;

imperial progresses for business or for pleasure
;

the court journeying from capital to capital or flying from the enemy

at the gates
; the sound of galloping couriers, and messengers

travelling day and night to bring perishable luxuries from distant

provinces for favoured imperial concubines
;

musicians from the

schools of music travelling on leave, and everywhere feted by the way
;

scholars proceeding to the literary examinations full of high hopes,

or returning, too often with their hopes shattered, seeking their

homes by unfrequented byways, defeated but still dreaming of success

and weaving imaginary compensating adventures into the romantic

prose tales which are as characteristic of T‘ang literature as its poetry
;

a great Chinese traveller 2 making his secret way towards the west

in search of Buddhist scriptures, to return after many years and leave

for posterity a record of Indian civilization
;

and from the west

endless caravans and groups of strangers seeking in China the freedom

of worship denied to them elsewhere. Religious tolerance and

mental activity ; cultured ease and extravagant pleasures
;

political

and cultural contacts with the west, particularly through the new

1 Shigeyoshi Obata. Tht Works of Li Po , the ('hinese Poet . Done into English Verse

(New York. 1922).
2 Hsuan Tsang ... set out in a.d. 629 on his tour through India, travelling by way

of Turkestan. Sixteen year* later he returned with 657 new Sanscrit works. He
wrote an account of his travels under the title Hsi yh chi M m tie- and spent the

remainder of his life in translating the hooks which he had brought back.
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dominion in Central Asia l—these represent the brighter side of the

earlv T‘ang period and something of it is reflected hi contemporary

literature. But the glory was soon dimmed by the disturbances

attending the usurpation of the empress Wu 2 and by the weakness

of her successors, and it was not until the accession of the emperor

Ming Huang in 713 that the greatness of the house of T‘ang was

restored for the last time. Until he fell under the influence of the

beautiful Yang Kuei-fei and self-seeking politicians like Li Lin-fu,

Ming Huang was regarded as the ideal prince. A statesman of

considerable capacity, a master as well as a patron of the arts, and

of a temper even more complaisant than that of T'ai Tsung, his court

was thronged with poets, artists, and scholars. Though it failed to

last, the brilliance of the first years of this reign gave a powerful

impetus to literature. Classical scholarship and philosophy owe little

to the T‘ang period, but thanks to the fact that (chiefly under the

influence of a woman) a facility for writing poetry became the final

test of intellectual capacity, poetry reached its highest point of develop-

ment. Every man with any pretensions to scholarship had to be

proficient in at least the mechanics of versifying, and when the poetry

of the T‘ang dynasty was collected and published early in the

eighteenth century, some forty-nine thousand poems by more than

two thousand three hundred poets were found to be, and still

remain, extant.

Against this background of intellectual activity the tragedy of

border warfare continued throughout the whole period, and the

Chinese armies suffered many reverses at the hands of fierce Turkic

tribes, while on the north a new and formidable enemv appeared in

the Kitans. It is estimated that nearly thirty thousand men perished

in the Gobi Desert in the year 751. while four years later the rebellion

of Ming Huang’s adopted son. An Lu-shan. the Tartar general in

command of the imperial forces on the border, swept like a tornado

through the land and forced the emperor to flee into Ssu-ch cuan. Such

a period, with its strong contrast of magnificence and miserv, could

not but stir the imagination of poets. Peace and prosperitv, culture,

luxury, great development in communications and knowledge of the

world, combine to make a brilliant picture, the reverse of which is

a no less striking presentation of intrigue, bloodshed, and wholesale

catastrophe.

1 Cf. G. F. HufUon. Eumpp awl China
, pp. 120 ff.

2 Wu Hou (6S4-705).
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The religious tolerance of the early T*'ang emperors was not shared

by their people as a whole. While strangers were permitted, subject

to certain restrictions, to propagate their doctrines at will, they found

active and zealous rivals among Buddhists, Taoists, and even

Confucianists. The official dynastic cult remained Confucian, but

Taoism was fast winning favour both at court and among the people,

and the Taoists enjoyed their greatest popularity and political power

under the T‘ang dynasty. For this there were several reasons. The

ruling house was supposed to be descended from Lao Tzu, and the

amazing hold which Buddhism had had on the whole empire during

the period preceding the T‘ang caused many scholars to react in favour

of Taoism, which had at least the merit of not being a foreign importa-

tion. In the stress of the troubled centuries between Han and T‘ang

men had sought some ground of personal hope, and Buddhism, in

a world which had little to give, seemed to open a way to future

happiness. Even the literary class, though accepting the Confucian

teaching as the guiding principle of the state, felt the need for a more

personal, less coldly ethical, faith, and those who rejected Buddhism

were more ready than at any period since Confucius to accept Taoism.

Propaganda was rife, and thousands of prose tales remain to prove

the bitterness of the struggle for religious supremacy and the earnest-

ness of the rival attempts to win popular favour.

Only two paths lay open to the Chinese scholar under the T‘ang

dynasty. One led to official position and responsibility to the state
;

the other to a retired life and the practice of Buddhism or Taoism

according to individual fancy. Criticism has been levelled at Li Po

because in his poetry he does not appear to concern himself with

human relationships as do Po Chii-i, Tu Fu, and others. But Confucius

had laid it down as a principle that if one were not the holder of an

office one must refrain from concerning oneself with the duties of

that office .
1 The basis of government in China has always been society,

and, though the practice of addressing memorials to the emperor

was as old as Chinese tradition, the pen as an instrument of reform

was but slowly coming into its own. For the most part men not in

office closed their eyes to evils which they could do nothing to remedv 2

and retired to contemplate the beauties of nature or to cultivate their

1 Analects, Book viii, chap. xiv. “ The Master said, ‘He who is not in any
particular office, has nothing to do with plans for the administration of its duties Y’
(Legge.)

2 Analects
, Book vii, chap, x, “ When called to office, to undertake its duties ;

when not so called, to lie retired ...” (Legge.)
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own talents. Moreover to the unsuccessful scholar the whole

Confucian outlook was obnoxious, and that is why many men like

Li Po turned to Taoism, and devoted themselves to seeking im-

mortality. The orthodox have always tried to minimize Li's interest

in Taoism, but his poems give the lie to this view, and the Lung

ch'eng hi 1 contains a story of his becoming an immortal, which

indicates that by many his pursuit of immortality was regarded as

earnest and sincere.

“ Reviewing certain happenings," says the story, *’ one finds

a general impression that Li T eai-po attained immortality. Early

in the ninth century 2 a certain man who hailed from the north saw

Li talking and laughing with a Taoist upon a mountain. Presently

the Taoist went off in a green mist astride a young red dragon. Li

rose and followed him with long strides. Soon he came up with the

Taoist, mounted the dragon with him and together they disappeared

in the mist." The narrative concludes with the naive remark. " It is

a startling legend."

It is inconceivable that T fc

ai Tsung could have achieved all that

makes his name famous but for the long preparatory period of gradual

progress by which the soil had been made ready for the crop that he

was able in a few short years to sow and harvest. One of the results

of his early training was that he knew the value of concentration,

whether of men or minds. In order to mobilize the intellectual

strength of the empire he instituted a college in which the finest

scholars of the time became instructors and to which the most

promising youth of the empire came to learn. He founded also a vast

library, and to further the movement of centralizing the best brains

of the country in order that he might have capable men at hand to

assist him in the tasks he had set himself, he elaborated the examination

system set up by the Sui. Formerly it had been customary to select

men for government posts by a process of local election. This method,

which brought to the fore the sons of the wealthy and noble whose
position and means enabled them to prepare for such offices, had
concentrated in the hands of the aristocracy the administrative power
of the state, and it was to combat this tendency that the Sui dynasty

1
nil it {I>ra<jon City JUroifls\ the authorship of which is credited to

Liu Tsung-yuau (773-S1D). Liu was an ardent Buddhist as well as a brilliant writer.
It was said of him that ” only one with the discernment of Han Yu should abuse
Buddhism, and only one with the discernment of Liu Tsung-yuan should defend it."

2 Li Po died A.n. 762.
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organized the examination system. Under the new regime intellectual

capacity was substituted for social position, and it became possible

for any man of sufficient ability to pass the tests and obtain office.

Originally the examinations included such subjects as mathematics,

history, jurisprudence, and calligraphy, but soon preference was given

to the chin shih examination, which was based on the classics and,

for a time, on the Li chi 1 and the Tso chuan 2 Although the emperor

retained the right to appoint to even the highest offices men of special

attainments, the practice was regarded with disfavour and before

long the monopoly of administrative posts fell into the hands of a new

intellectual class, independent of social position.

With the T ;ang period begins modern China, and it is interesting

that this new method of government, a democratically recruited

bureaucracy, should replace the old aristocratic bureaucracy at this

juncture. The principal drawbacks to the examination system were

the tendency to study, as Confucius* disciples had done, ** with a view

to emolument,** the inevitable stereotyping of the examinations and

an increasing superficiality and formalism. But whatever disadvantages

were incurred by the employment of poets as administrators,

the training of the Chinese scholar instilled in him a sense of form

and a love of order which served as substitutes for more practical

qualifications. From the point of view of the ruling house the system

had advantages, for it did not leave a mass of young intellectuals

outside the government to keep a critical and discontented eye upon it.

The unsuccessful student might return as often as he wished to try

his fortune, and though many were turned away disappointed, they

generally consoled themselves with matters less inflammable than

politics, turning to the retired life of the recluse or to the more amusing

and no less idle existence of the drinking poet-wanderer. It was

these disappointed candidates who were chiefly responsible for the

growth in the T‘ang period of a new form of literature. Weary of the

stereotyped essay which had caused their defeat in the examination-

hall, they began to write in new styles, to introduce new matter into

their compositions and to infuse into literary prose a certain

admixture of colloquial language, which resulted in the creation of the

earliest form of conscious fiction known in China, the tales of romance,

heroism, and the supernatural for which the period is famous.

“ T‘ang prose." says Professor Wilhelm ,
3 “represented a new

si m- 2 & m-
3 Wilhelm, HiMory of Chinese Civilization, p. 122.

VOL. VII. PART 3. 38
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beginning. At the first glance it seems extraordinary, because the

movement leading in this direction assumed the form of a renaissance,

a revival of antiquity. We must not be misled by this, however.

Every vital renaissance is something more than a revival. So it was

in the Dang period. The more ancient Chinese prose is remarkable

for its concise, semi-rhythmical style, in which parallelism is used for

the development of the thought. During the time of the Six Dynasties,

literature had been growing more superficial and verbose, and in the

Sui and early part of the Dang period appreciation was confined to

the stylistic tricks of the prose essay. The cultivation of this artificial

style still continued, chiefly as a Court accomplishment. But, at the

same time, a new movement was set on foot at the beginning of the

Dang period, under the banner of the ‘ old ’ style, which strove to

promote a freer and more natural method of prose composition. This

movement culminated in Han Yu, an exponent of Confucianism and

a zealous opponent of what he called Taoist and Buddhist superstitions,

but also something of an eccentric in his taste for the antique. He was

an honest and sincere representative of the old literary style. The
style originated by Han Yu and adopted by his disciples has survived

to the present day, though the artificial style continued to flourish

alongside it/’

Parallel with this movement in prose compositions is the division

of poetry into the new *' regulated ” style and the old “ free ” style.

In both cases the separation was the result of an effort to break through

traditional forms and regain contact with the spoken language. This

is clearly shown in the verses of poets like Po Chii-i, and in the prose

of the story-tellers, among whom were many well-known scholars,

including Liu Tsung-yuan, Li Shang-yin and Yuan Chen. Dr. Wilhelm,
with considerable insight, finds in the movement a parallel to the
modern 'pai-hna movement in China. There can be no doubt that
the formalism of the examination style was detrimental to cultural
progress, even though it had the merit of turning the thoughts of
every family in the land towards study as a step in the direction of
higher social position and responsibility to the State.

That the Dang period was intellectually and culturally brilliant
is an axiom with the Chinese. This dew has been adopted without
question by many western scholars, while others dismiss the works
of Dang writers as scarcely worthy of consideration. We know that
during the centuries of disruption which followed the Han dynasty
the foundations of the splendour of the Dang empire were being laid.
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It is true also that its glory shines the more brightly because of the

darkness which preceded it. But its literary eminence cannot be

estimated by the number of its scholars, the magnitude of their

output, or the size of the imperial libraries. And yet it is evident that

some standards must be adopted and applied. Are its productions

to be judged upon their individual merits, or by comparing them with

those of other periods in the history of Chinese literature ? Are we

to take into consideration the fact that we are dealing with a period

in itself early as compared with other countries, or to maintain the

isolation of Chinese culture and refrain from comparison with other

literatures ? The case of art is comparatively simple
;

questions

relating to line, form, and colour are the basis of a study of any art

expression. Advance in technique, development along new lines

owing to special influences and similar factors make it relatively easy

to decide the place of a period in relation to other art periods in China

or elsewhere. But literature, and especially Chinese literature, presents

a very different problem, and a satisfactory method of approach is

difficult to find. Until it has been decided whether or not it is to be

judged by linguistic standards alone, that is to say, by form without

regard to content, the true worth of T'ang literature cannot be

estimated, and the opinions of western scholars will continue to

conflict .

1

” Song,” says an old Chinese writer
,

2 “ is the voice of music . . .

dance is the embodiment of music ...” and poetry is surely the

spirit of music and its other self.
3 The qualities most commonly

found in western poetry—imagination, fancy, mysticism and sug-

gestion—often appear in Chinese verse in a guise which renders them

unrecognizable. Whereas in the west the power and beauty of a poem

1
Cf. Dr. G. Margoulies, Le Kou-wen Chinois, “ LYpoque des T‘ang, au point de

vue litteraire, est peutetre la plus glorieuse et la plus brilliante de toute Thistoire de la

Chine.” Cf., on the other hand, the caustic comments of P. L. Wieger. China throughout

the Ages (Hsien-hsien, 1928), p. 197. I have not found a single piece worth translating

in the voluminous works of Sung Chihwen, Wang Wei, Li Shang-yin, and others."

See also pp. 202-3. These opposing views suggest that Dr. Margoulies being, like

the Chinese scholars themselves for the most part, interested in form and oblivious

of content, finds T kang literature ” glorious ” and “ brilliant ”, while P. Wieger views

it from the opposite angle, and so condemns it out of hand.

2 Tuan An-chieh S £ Yueh fu tsa lu m ft m n. a treatise on music

written at the end of the tenth century.
3 Yao Hsin-nung, “ The Spirit of Chinese Poetry ”

(
North China Herald ,

28th March, 1934) : Every Chinese poem is a composition in music, determined by
the tonal arrangement of characters and the ceesura beat.”
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are largely proportionate to the intuition of the poet, in China they

are almost entirely dependent on the intuition of the reader.

Imagination, the power of seeing life as a unity, and so of finding

resemblances where none apparently exist, is seldom found in its

highest form—revelation. The phrase. *' the morning stars" might

crowd the mind of a Chinese with every appropriate line in the poetry

of past ages, filling it with delicate images of stars reflected in the

glass-smooth surface of a lake at dawn, or sinking over a mountain

half hidden in mist ; but *’ the morning stars shouted for joy is a

perception beyond the grasp of Chinese poet or reader. Reason and

tradition make it doubly difficult for him to penetrate the outward

form and touch the divine. It is, perhaps, in suggestion that Chinese

poets excel. It is of the essence of Chinese poetry to suggest by a word

or a phrase a train of ideas limited only by the perceptive and

imaginative powers of the reader. This highly specialized kind of

imagination was developed by reason of the forms to which Chinese

poems were restricted. The poet usually contentshimselfwith describing

what he sees, knowing that his reader, singing his poem—aloud or

silently—will fill in the bare outlines from the storehouse of his

own mind.

For the understanding of T‘ang poetry more is required than a

brief outline of the historical and cultural aspects of the period. It

is essential to know something of the way in which Chinese poetrv

developed if one is to appreciate the reasons why, by the general

consent of Chinese scholars, the T‘ang period is given the palm
for the writing of poetry. To state the matter as briefly as possible,

Chinese poetry developed along two main lines, literary and popular.

Both have their origin in the poetry of the Skih eking 1 (Book

of Poetry) and of the Ch u tz'u 2 (Elegies of Ch'u), the former

belonging to the north of China and the latter to the south. The
Kuofeng ,

3 or 4; Songs of the States **
in the Book of Poetry and the

Ckin-ko 4 or “Nine Songs" in the Elegies were of popular origin,

while other parts of both books became models for highly' stvlized

literary forms. Before the Han dynasty almost all poetrv was written
in lines of four words. But the ancient poets were aide to use the line

of irregular length, appreciating, even if they did not understand,
the relief which such interpolations afforded in the monotony of
short lines all containing the same number of characters. Tbus,

1 m m. 2 & ft. [H 4 A
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in the Skill cliing lay the seed of the five and the seven-word line.

Under the Han emperors rites and music were reorganized
;

the

Elegies of Clru were given a place with the Odes as literary monuments

of the past, and by degrees lines of the new lengths gradually evolved.

The rhythm and lilt of these lines, with the pause no longer in the

middle of the line, must have been extremely pleasing to their

originators. The popular verse of the Han period was collected and

edited, just as the early collections of odes were edited by Confucius.

It was stored in the Bureau of Music, or YueJi fud and for that reason

poetry of this type became known as yiiek-fn
,
a term which has been

defined as meaning verses set to music, or intended to be set to

music. During the Han period and that following it, literature was

much influenced by the popular song, from which it gained con-

siderably in vitality. But the power of classical literature proved

superior to that of its unorganized, unsystematic rival, and from

about the third century of our era there was a gradual reversion

to the copying of old models, though many poets wrote in both styles.

The fact which emerges from a study of the period between

Han and T’ang is that two distinct classes of poets had grown up

side by side. There were ” free poets, and poets bound by classical

and traditional rules. Both wrote yiieh-fu (folk-songs) and ku-shih

(poetry in the old style), but whereas the former class was creative and

spontaneous, the latter group modelled their verses slavishly on the

masterpieces of earlier poets. As the period advanced and Buddhism

spread, the translation of Buddhist literature resulted in the introduc-

tion of the Indian phonetic system. Interest in the tones of the Chinese

language was sponsored by Shen Yiieh ,

2 a famous poet of the fifth

century, and author of a Handbook of the Four Tones, and under

the influence of the new study poetry approximated more and more

nearly to the style which finally blossomed in the T’ang period

into ruled or ^ regulated ” modern verse. The revolution brought

about by the study of tones was not confined to the poetry of the

north, but in the south its effect was to cause the old spontaneous

elegies and songs to deteriorate into purely artificial imitations of

the elegy (tz'u) 3 and the equally degenerate and stylized form

1 m m-
2 Shen Yueh scholar and high functionary under the Liang dynasty

(502-556). In 483 he completed the drawing up of the Sung shu ; author of the Snt

sheng p‘u [jq ^ |||, based on the Indian fnn-ch*ieh hj] system. Died 513.
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known as “rhymed prose ”
(fu).

1 The prose of the later Han

period had already been coloured by thefu and the tz
6u

,
and by degrees

there was developed a style of composition known as p
cien t‘i ,

2

in which all sentences were arranged in pairs. By the period of the

Six Dynasties almost everything was written in this form both in prose

and in poetry, with the exception of popular songs and ballads, which

were sung without reference to particular styles, the common people

being concerned to give expression to their emotions and not to

compose verses in this or that manner. This balance or parallelism

is a feature of “ ruled” poetry. Lines run in pairs, noun for noun,

verb for verb, and the balance of words goes so far as to demand

colour adjective for colour adjective, animal noun for animal noun,

and so on. Even more important than balance of characters, however,

is balance of tones. This is the essence of regulated verse. The written

language employs five tones. The first two, the upper and lower

even tones form group 1 ;
and the third, fourth and fifth, generally

distinguished as upper, departing and entering, represent group 2,

the uneven tones. In any couplet of a regulated poem even and

uneven tones are arranged in accordance with a particular
£<
tone-

pattern,” of which great numbers exist. Other rules for modern poetry

are that a poem shall consist of four, eight, or twelve lines, with five

or seven words to a line ; that words shall be parallel in each couplet,

with the possible exception of the first and last couplets
;
that a single

rhyme from the even tones shall fall on the last character of the

second, fourth, sixth, and eighth, and often the first, lines
;

and

that repetition of characters must be avoided, unless for special

emphasis or effect.5

1 «• 2 m it-
3 These rules apply only to »hih g$.

'* Modem " (•£ {£) poetry, under the T‘angs,

consisted of the regulated ” style (lu shih ff ) and a form known as chtieh chU

( 'fcj )• which follows the rules for regulated verse and like it has five or seven-word
lines. The phrase means ‘ detached lines ” and it is in fact a short poem in the modern
style whose character suggests that it is part of a longer poem. Its origin, however,
remains obscure, the most probable explanation being that T'ang poets were given to
building up poems as a kind of round-game and that when the works of an individual
poet were compiled bis contribution was detached from the whole poem and
included with his complete works. Ancient poetry

(-j£f
also had two divisions,

the yu<-h-fu )• or 'erses for music, and the hi shih (‘jfj’
J^p), or ancient poems.

From the yurh-f,,, which had as their prototype the songs of a primitive community
and were therefore not restricted as to the number of words to a line, was developed
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At the close of the seventh century regulated poetry was introduced

into the syllabus of the literary examinations. Its chief exponents

were thus the candidates for the civil service. To men who had given

up hope of obtaining, or had no desire for, official employment it

offered no attractions. On the contrary they preferred the complete

freedom of the yueh-fu or the ancient style with its simple rules which

allowed any number of lines, with four, five, or seven words to the

line, the number being variable in a single poem, and rhymes on

alternate lines. 1 Many scholars with Buddhist and Taoist sympathies

brought to the composition of their poetry this independent spirit.

The way of the scholar in office was not their way, and their free,

untrammelled life fostered inthem a contempt for regulations. Orthodox

scholars also reverted to the yueh-fu and the ancient style as a relief

from the restrictions of modern verse, though it is generally said by

Chinese critics that, difficult as is the ruled style with its elaborate

tone-patterns, once learned it is easier to write well than the apparently

simple ancient style.

The poetry of the T ;ang dynasty is divided into four periods named

after the seasons of the year. 2 The Early period, representing spring,

is no more than a transition from the style of the Six Dynasties to

that of the T'ang at its best, and many of its poets belong, in the

spirit and style of their writings, to the earlier age. To this period

belong the two ministers, Chang Yiieh (667-730) and Chang Chiu-liang

(673-740), Ch‘en Tzii-ang (656-698), and, among lesser poets, the

four heroes ”, Wang Po, Yang Chiung, Lu Chao-lin and Lo Pin-wang.

The most notable ’* survival however, was Wei Cheng,3 great

general, great councillor, historian, and poet, but representative of

the Sui rather than the T‘ang period.

To the second and third periods, which coincide with the reign

of Ming Huang (713-756) and the restoration of the T angs after

the poem with lines of irregular length which, under the T'ang, was called
64
ctiang

tuan chu ”
(-J^ hj)> °r ^ long and short lines ”. It may have been this form

which resulted in the tz (gpj) or tz'u ch'u (gp] |||j), songs of irregular lines which

were the chief glory of Sung poetry.
1 The seven-word line ancient poem may have irregular lines, and every line may

rhyme.
2 The dates of these periods are variously stated ; Kiang Kang-hu (Jade Mountain.

Introduction) gives them a* Early. 620-7O0
; Glorious, 700-780

;
Middle, 780-850 .

Late, 850-900.
3 (581-643.) Author of the biographical section of the Sui shu {History of the Sui

Dynasty ), which was drawn up under his direction. See Giles, Biographical

Dictionary, 2264.
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the revolution of An Lu-shan, belong Li Po
,

1 Tu Fu .

2 Po Chii-i ,

3

and their successors, Han Yu
,

4 Liu Tsung-ytian ,
5 and Yuan Chen ,

6

each with his particular gifts and his special outlook revealing in

his poetry a different aspect of contemporary life and thought.

Throughout this period it is clear that the two distinct forms already

mentioned were in use : the first, described by Mr. Waley 7 as the

“ clothing of old themes in new forms**, highly polished but lifeless,

comprised imitations of early poetry and the “ modern**, regulated

form
;

the other was the descendant of the old folk-song or

y iteh-fu in new garb. The reign of Ming Huang was famous for elaborate

court entertainments with song, dance, and some form of dramatic

representation. To supply performers the Pear Garden and other

training-schools were instituted and placed under the control of the

emperor himself. The songs sung at these festivities varied considerably

in character ;
the old type of folk-song still survived

;
poems in

Chinese were probably composed to suit the rhythm of the music

of Central Asia which was becoming increasingly popular
; and

“ new folk-songs*', or poems written in the style of the old songs

but lacking their spontaneous character, all provided material for

palace and other musicians throughout the empire. Thus if T £ang

poets were bound on the one hand by the restrictions of the examina-

tion-hall, where conformity to rigid rules of prosody was exacted,

on the other hand they enjoyed considerable freedom in the writing

of songs and lyrics, and by using both means they were able both to

display their attainments in the hope of official position and to advertise

them in the hope of popularity. To the same end they cultivated

the society of all classes, gathering material for their writings and

introducing into both prose and poetry current topics, long disused

by orthodox scholars as subjects of composition. Among exponents

of the new folk-song " were Kao Shih
,

8 who wrote what are vaguely

termed “operatic pieces
**

for the troupe of actors with whom he
travelled in order to enjoy the company of an actress to whom he
was devoted, and Wang Wei

,

9 famous as artist and musician who,
though he later gained recognition as a serious poet, was better known
in his lifetime as a writer of lyrics, which were set to music and sung

1 Dd. 762. 2 712-770.
4 Dd. 824. 5 773-819.
7 170 Chine ir Pmtn\ p. 1,7.

8
ri<i jj§

9
3l III (699-759).

3 Dd. 846.
6 779-831.
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throughout the empire. The singing of the lyrics of living poets

created another class of compositions in prose or poetry—narratives

relating to the poets themselves and the musicians who sang their

verses .
1

The popularity of the '*new folk-song \ the movement towards

freedom fostered by Taoist hermits and Buddhist devotees who could

not be coerced by the requirements of the educational system nor

bound by the strict etiquette of the Confucian code, and the natural

animosity of disappointed candidates at the public examinations,

were factors which tended to separate poetry from life and reality.

But a few poets there were who, seeking neither the salvation of their

own souls nor forgetfulness in the contemplation of nature, hoped

by their writings to benefit the world and cure contemporary evils.

Chief among these were Tu Fu
,

2 Yiian Chen
,

3 Po Chii-i
,

4 Han Yu5 and

Liu Tsung-yiian
,

6 all serious men with a sense of responsibility in

regard to their talents. To the same group of literary would-

be reformers belonged also Yli T’i
,

7 and perhaps also the satirical

Li Pi
,

8 although his satire often had its origin in personal grievance

rather than in indignation over social evils. To the best writers of

the latter half of the eighth and the early part of the ninth centuries

it was the mantle of Tu Fu and not the gaily-coloured cloak of the

frivolous Li T‘ai-po that was bequeathed. To world-reform ideals

they added new conceptions of literature. Earlier changes had for

the most part come about in the natural course of progress, but this

group of authors seems to have determined deliberately to create

a new style of writing based upon the principle that literature ought

not to be a means of personal glorification, but an instrument of

service to mankind, by which men might be persuaded, if not governed.

This idealism is not merely the mantle of Tu Fu
;

it is a reflection

of the growing influence of religious enthusiasm of serious Buddhist

and Taoist propagandists on the one hand, and the earnest endeavour

of ardent Confueianists on the other to maintain their supremacy in

1
Cf. Chen niang mu *hih, a series of poems about a famous singing-girl written

by Chang Yu ijg Li Shang-yin ^ Po Chu-i Q ^ and

T'an Shu
2 712-770. 3 779-831.

4 Dil. 846. 5 Dd. 824.

6 773-819.

T T author of HYn rh'i and Ling ying lu (§j| Jg{ ||).

8 $ Vk

'

author of Chin chung chi
fj*. See Giles, Biographical

Dictionary
, 1180.
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the administration and in public opinion by coining into line with

the new movement. The leaders of reform were Po Chii-i and Yuan
Chen .

1 Unfortunately neither has left any writings that bear witness

to their enthusiasm for the cause. Of Po Mr. Waley says, “ Content

... he valued far above form
;
and it was part of his theory, though

certainly not of his practice, that this content ought to be definitely

moral. He aimed at raising poetry from the triviality into which

it had sunk and restoring it to its proper intellectual level. It is

an irony that he should be chiefly known to posterity, in China,

Japan, and the West as the author of The Everlasting Wrong ”. 2 In

the case of Yiian Chen almost all his poems which survive are in the

styles which he deplores and have no relation to the social amelioration

which he desired. A modern Chinese critic suggests, reasonably

enough, that the existing collections of Yiian’s works may be incom-

plete, but whether this is so, or whether his practice, like that of

Po, fell short of his principles, cannot be determined.

To the first half of the ninth century belong also Id Shang-yin 3

and Tu Mu
,

4 the former a close and accurate observer of the foibles of

his fellows, and the latter an ardent seeker after beauty and a champion

of the weak. With the name of Li is coupled that of Wen T‘ing-yun .
5

Their style is similar and they share the distinction of having created

a type of poetry known as Hsi-k'an .

6

The fourth period is represented by Han Wu .
7 who himself records

that the emperor's verdict, after reading several of his compositions,

was 44 Talent mediocre”
;
Lu Kuei-meng .

8 who also wrote an essay on

the Plough 9
;

and the
kt
Three Lo 10 ”—Lo Yin, Lo Yeh and Lo

1 For the story of the friendship of these two poets see A. Waley, 170 Chinese
Poems, p. 105.

2 A. Waley, 170 Chinese Poems
, p. 105.

3 $ W: (b. 813). See Giles, Biographical Dictionary
, 1188.

4 (803—832). See Giles, Biographical Dictionary, 2070.

5 n m-
6 So called from the fact that a group of poets of the Sung dynasty made a collection

of their poems which w ere written in the style of Li Shang-vin, and published it under
the title, //si K'un eh'awj rk'nu chi (jg jN po

jg).
7 last of the T‘angs” (844-923).

8 ^ III H* ^ee Biographical Dictionary
, 1420, and Wylie, Xotes on

Chinese Literature
, p. 93.

9 Lei ssu ching (fe ft] gg).
10 The Three Lo

( || gg, j§ and belong to the later T‘ang
period.
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ClTiu. These all lived during the progress of the
e;
reform " movement,

but none of them appears to have contributed to it. The dynasty

was nearing its end under a series of ineffective and superstitious

rulers. In 845 Buddhism was proscribed by the Taoist emperor.

Wen r

t
Ti, the same blow exterminating Nestorianisra and Alazdeism

;

everywhere revolt broke out, and from 876 onwards the country

was ravaged from south to north by brigands, under the leadership

of the notorious Huang Ch/ao. In the capital the eunuchs were all

powerful, and, in 900, they confined the emperor and for a time

ruled absolutely. Finally, in 906, the dynasty was overthrown and

the second Liang dynasty established in its place. During this disturbed

time scholarship lacked both patronage and organization, and

reformers, social or literary, could do little. But the T‘ang period

had played its part and made its contribution to the progress of

literature. Although one branch of their writings Dad maintained

the traditional
ci

classical ” style, T‘ang scholars Dad encouraged

in another branch the use of simpler forms, approximating, probably,

to the spoken language, and when under the Sung dynasty printing

made possible a wide-spread interest in literature and brought into

being a public whose ignorance of characters required that books

should be read aloud, it was only a short step to the writing of novels

and stories in colloquial language. Herein lies the historical significance

of the T‘ang period in the development of Chinese literature.





The place of n in forming Semitic roots

By A. S. Trittox

I
N Semitic languages a root containing n often agrees in meaning,

wholly or partially, with some weak root. Brockelmann

(
Grundriss ,

i, 536) suggests that the Syriac nlip
i£
barefooted ”, corre-

sponding to the Arabic hfy, shows that Aramaic once possessed a

reflexive in n. This explanation will not serve when n comes at the

end of the root. The evidence does not prove, though it may support,

the theory that Semitic roots were once biliteral
;

all that- can be said

is that- n was used to turn weak roots into strong ones.

In the list that follows, the words with initial n come first and

then those with final ?i.
1

Initial n.

hfy barefooted
;

S. nhp (H. yhp). (B.)

hbb be awake
;

nbh.

fwh be fragrant
; nfh.

hdd urge
;

nhd ask importunately, H. nahus, urgent.

jdd exert oneself
;

njd be bold.

jzz cut
;

njz finish.

dll be weak
;

ndl be worthless.

sivl raise the tail
;

nsl lift (out of the pot).

htt fall, put down
;

S. nht go down.

Jeff hold back
; nkf be cut off, stopped.

S. nkp be chaste.

sbb blow (wind)
;

S.H. nsb (but nsm and S.H. nsm).

jiff
be dry

; njf milk dry.

S.H. ngb be dry.

sll clarify
;

S. nsl pour through.

srr creak
;

S. nsr whistle. (B.)

qfiv follow
;

S. nqp.

jrr pull
;

S. ngr be long. (B.)

jlw H. glw go into exile
;

S. ngl emigrate.

sll take out ;
nsl unravel and let fall.

H. nsl fall off.

1 H. Hebrew
;

S. Syriac ;
Arabic roots unmarked ; B. Already noted by

Brockelmann.
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qss cut
;

nqs diminish.

kbb overturn
;

nkb pour out (of a pot).

qys compare ; H. nqs.

sfsf chirp
;

S. nsp hiss.

H. sick, skk weave
; H. nsh (nsj).

H. qbb curse ; H. nqb.

H. shh be dazzling ; H. nsh pre-eminent.

shh be true
;

nsh advise.

H. pws scatter
;

H. nps. nfs push, pass urine by jerks.

hll pour in between
; nhl sift.

fwd hand over to
; nfd shake.

fyd flow.

S. hrr go to law
; (causative) hurt

;
nhr (viii) repulse a suppliant.

Final n.

'sw (v) imitate
;

'sn (v) resemble one's father.

hjw stop in a place
; hjn.

dhy darkness ;
dhn smoke.

rsio do properly, make strong
;

rsn.

zbw drive
;
zbn push.

s' iv be untidy (hair)
;

s‘n.

sqw be miserable
;

sqn be little, mean.

sjy be miserable
;

sjn.

qdy judge
;
H. qasm (noun).

zwh
,
zyh go away

;
zhn (zhl).

S. risa head (y' rs)
; rsn to make chief.

sff put in a row
; sfn plant the feet in a line.

s‘w be thin
; s'n have a small head.

trw mix (perfumes, etc.)
; tyrn.

gby be ignorant
;

gbn fail to understand.

(jsxv strike (? derived sense)
; gsn

.

gdy close the eyes
;

gdn.

9my cover (with wood or earth)
;
gmn (with clothes to cause

sweating).

qho be hard
;

qsn have callosities.

qfiv hit the back of the neck ( ? denominative from noun)
; qfn hit.

qmy agree with
;

qamin suitable.

kbw he on the ground
;

kbn,

k‘w be a coward (k
‘

‘)
; k‘n be slack.
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hmy tide (testimony)
;
hnn hide.

Iby eat much
;

Ibn .

mtw stretch
;

mtn.

mzy praise
;
mzn .

Jijw find fault with
;

hjn.

hd

’

be quiet
; Jidn.

wgy noise of battle
;
wgn engage in battle.

why be weak ; whn .
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Eine rabbinische Parallele zu

Yon David Kunstlinger

UBER die niutmasslichen Ansichten von der Herkunft des in der

Uberschrift angefiihrten arabischen Wortes, welches „ Abschnitt,

Teil des Kur’ans “ bedeutet, ist Noldeke-Schwally, Geschichte des

Qoransi, 31 sowie El. iv, 606-7 u. Yerbesserungen n. Nachtrage das.,

Lieferung J., dritte Seite des Umschlags, nachzusehen. Keine der dort

angefuhrten Ansichten vermag hinreichend zu befriedigen. Denn auch

die in den „ Nachtriigen erwiihnte Ableitung des Wortes y»
von R. Bell aus syr. Surta (Surta, Surta) ,, Schriftzeile, Schriftstiick

“

ist schon desshalb unmoglich, weil bald das s, bald das 1 dem s und t in

oj k* nicht entsprechen kann. Ubrigens kommt Surta— wenn es

kein Druckfehler fur Surta ist — bei Brockelrnann, Lex. Syr. 2 nicht vor.

S. das. 498, 624, 637. So scheint A. Mingana vielleicht doch Recht

zu haben, wenn er sagt
: ,, The Word Surah is of unknown origin, and

its right etymology is in our judgment still obscure 1

Folgende Zeilen wollen keine neue Etymologie des Wortes o

j

vorbringen. Sie wollen lediglich auf eine Parallele hinweisen, welche

vielleicht dazu beitragen wird die Entstehung des Wortes in der

Bedeutung „ Abschnitt, Teil eines Buches <c
zu erklaren.

K. 38, 20 jy~?, steigen, hinaufkommen = ofter im AT.

Siehe die Stellen in den hebr. Worterbb. zur Bibel. Vgl. Levy, Targ.

WB. ii, 463 ;
Brockelm. das. 766.

K. 18, 30; 22, 23; 35, 30; 76, 21 jjU ; 43, 53 I,

Schmuckgegenstande, Euss-Armbander = Num. 31, 50

;

2 Sam. 1, 10 ; fTHyX Jes. 3, 20.—Ygl. die Targumim z. St.
;
Levy das.

477 ;
Brockelm. das. 749. Nun kommt im K. ausser 57, 13 im

Sinne von Ring-Mauer, Levy das. 464 ;
Brockelm. das. 766 ; das Wort

ojy* in der Bedeutung „ Kur'anabschnitt “ in 10, 39 (dritte Periode

Makkas) sowie 47, 22 ; 24, 1 ; 9, 65, 87, 125, 128 (madinisch) und

2, 21 (viell. Makk. (?) Noldeke-Schwally das. 173) und der Plural

11, 16 (dritte Periode Makkas) vor. Im Midrasch rabba 98, 18

zu Gen. 49, 22 ist zu lesen : HDX rf2prt [5]E*P^1 •

1 Syriac influence on the style of the Kur’an, 13. Reprinted from The Bulletin of

the John Hylands Library, vol. ii, No. 1, January, 1927.

VOL. VII. PART 3. 39
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-['min'? pm: nnxr -pn ed naam nx rr^n xS
1 rrche mTi‘ ma rmrc nrp:.

D.h. Als Josef (Gen. 41, 41 f.) liber Agypten zu herrschen begann

und in seinem Prunkwagen ausfuhr, guckten die Tochter der Konige

(der Adeligen) dureh ihre Fenstergitter ihn (Josef) an, bei welcker

Gelegenheit sie verschiedene Schmuckgegenstande liber ihn warfen,

damit er seine Augen erhebe und auch sie (die Tochter) anschaue.

Er jedoch unterliess aus Bescheidenheit dies zu tun. „ Da sprach zu

ihm der Heilige, gelobt sei er (Gott) : du erhobst- deine Augen nicht

um sie anzuschauen, so wahr du lebst, einst wirst du deine Tochter

(Nachkommen) init einer rpPJEJ m der Tora bescheren. Was bedeutet

U • Eine nCPlE* Bibelabschnitt/* 2 Gemeint ist— wie die

Kommentatoren richtig beraerken— Num. 27, 1-11, wo von dem

Landbesitz der Erbtochter vom Stamme Josefs verhandelt wird. 3

Aus dieser Agada erfahrt man nun, dass einen ., Abschnitt
“

des Pentateuchs bedeutet, was durch HCDE glossiert wird. Mag diese

Glosse alteren oder jiingeren Datums sein, sie beweist immerhin, dass

das Wort jTTJEk, wenn auch hier nur einmalig gebraucht wird, einen

,,
Bibelabschnitt ** bedeutete und infolge des spater gebrauchlichen

Wortes nCTIE verdrangt wurde. j.- ,, Kur'anabschnitt entspricht

nun wieder dem Ausdrucke ^ „ Bibelabschnitt Der Zusammen-

hang oder richtiger der Bedeutungsiibergang dieser Stammejy»

—

„ steigen, Bing, Abschnitt

‘

c muss noch besonders untersucht werden.

Dies ist jedoch nicht der Zweck dieses Aufsatzes
;

er begniigt sich

auf die bemerkenswerte Parallele hinzuweisen.

1 Im Midrash Hag-gadol, ed. Schechter 747 lautet die Stelle : n ;,

!lpn lb "1DK

none irybn mina nTrs y^b fra tutsan sb nns\
2 S. Bacher, Exeg. Terminal, i, 160-2 ; ii, 169-170. Den Terminus HT’jrS fuhrt

Bacher nicht an.

3 S. S' frc z. »S/., ed. Horovitz, 177.



A Grammar of the Language of Longgu, Guadalcanal,

British Solomon Islands

By W. G. Iyens

fTIHIS grammar lias been prepared from a study of a small prayer

book in the Longgu language published by the Melanesian

Mission Press in 1916. The book contains a translation of some of

the services of the Book of Common Prayer, viz. Mattins and Evensong,

the Litany, certain prayers, seven liturgical collects, twenty-four

psalms, and nineteen hymns.

Longgu itself is situated on the south-east coast of the island of

Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands, in the neighbourhood of Kaukau Bay

and Paupau, about where the coast begins to trend southwards towards

Marau Sound.

The name “ Longgu ” means “ indentation, bay J

\ It is the

equivalent of the Mala loJcu “ to bend, a bay”.

The language has many peculiarities when one remembers its

position
;

its vocabulary contains many words which hitherto have

been considered as peculiar to the Mala or LTawa languages : e.g. anoa

“soul”, Lau ano ; lou “again”, Sa'a lo'u
;

beina “big”, Ulawa

paina
;

ere
,
dunga “ fire ”, Lau ere ,

Ulawa dungci
;

aae “ leg. trunk,

source ”, LTawa
; toi “ to do ”, Marau Sound toi

;
ana

"
thus ",

Marau Sound ana
;

taa “ bad ", LTawa taa ; valisi “ year ", LTawa

halisi
;

iia “ fish ”, Lau via
;
thada ,

tkadanga “to be fitting, in agree-

ment with", Sa‘a sada
,
sadanga

;
that “to know”, Sa*a saai % Lau

hai
; anggalo “ ghost ”, Sa‘a ahalo

;
la

,
lae “ to go ", Sa*a la, lae :

inoni “man", Sa'a inoni ;
mivela “child”, Sa

e

a mivela : ramta

“people”, LTawa lianua ;
luma “house", Sa'a name.

In the texts there are two instances (in a hymn) of the occurrence

of two typical Sa’a and Ulawa words (i)siiri. (i)siirini “to-day”;

and it looks as if these words were borrowed, since the ordinary

Loncrcm word for “ to-dav ” is i nene
;

but it is hard to see how the

borrowing could have been effected, unless through e.g. the medium

of a Sa‘a hymn book, and this is very unlikely. Mr. F. R. Isom, of

the Melanesian Mission Press, Guadalcanal, has kindly prosecuted

certain inquiries about Longgu words, at my request, and his verdict

is that the two words siiri, siirini (the prefixed locative i is general

in the neighbourhood) are Longgu words.

The article mani found in Longgu is regularly used in the Mala
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language of Marau Sound, and is found also in Ulawa and San Cristoval.

It has not been recorded elsewhere on Guadalcanal, and seems to point

to a Mala source. The presence of w in Longgu words would also

seem to be an indication of a Mala or San Cristoval connection, the

letter w not occurring otherwise in the Guadalcanal languages (except

in the Mala language spoken at Marau Sound). However, it is doubtful

whether the w in Longgu occurs otherwise than in the compounds

biv, mic, vw
,
which are written in the texts as buw, muiv, vmv. The

translators of the Longgu Prayer Book which has furnished the

material for this grammar were natives of Florida, and thus were

unacquainted in their own language with the letter w. The spelling

vuw seems to indicate that where w occurs in Longgu, apart from the

nasal miv, or from bw which can be shown to be a variant of q (kiv),

the w is not purely w but vu\ Four Longgu words in the texts which

begin with vuw (m»), viz* vuwalia “morning”, vuwai “ water ”,

vuwala “ word' 5

, vuwnte “ to give ”, appear in Sa'a as wa'alie, ivai
,

ivala
,
waie. The Longgu words alavuwa “ youth ”, vuwai “ to strike ”,

appear in Lau, Mala, as alakwa, kwai .

There are two other words in the Longgu texts in which vmv

occurs : vuwa “to ”, dative preposition, vuwini “ to, for ”. Since Lau

has vua “to ”, and Sa‘a has huni “to ”, it would seem as if the ic

in vuwa and the wi in vuwini were mistakes on the part of the trans-

lator, there being also a word vua “ in order that, to ”, of purpose.

In one case an initial w in Sa‘a appears in the Longgu texts as

vu : Sa‘a wasi “ wild ”, Longgu vuasi . One suspects that the word

is mvasi. Also the Sa‘a tewa “ tall ” appears in the Longgu texts as

tevowa
,
where tevwa is probably correct.

Four words in the Longgu texts beginning with buw are repre-

sented in Ulawa by words beginning with jno, viz. buwala
,
negative,

“no, not”, buwau “head”, buivela “stage”, buweu “foolish”,

which appear in Ulawa as pwale
,
jnvau, pwela

,
pweu . The u in the

Longgu words is probably due to the translator.

Four words also beginning with mute in the Longgu texts are

represented in Ulawa by words beginning with into, viz. muwaemmvae
“ to rejoice ”, muwane “ man, male muwasi “ to laugh ”, ynincela

“ child ”, wdiich appear in Ulawa as mwaemwae, mivane, m wasi, mxvela .

The translator is probably responsible here also for the inclusion of

the u in the Longgu words.

In two words in the texts muw appears in Longgu where Sa‘a and
Ulawa have m : muwango “ breath ”, mmvatawa “ sea Sa‘a mango ,
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matawa. The nasalizing of m to miv in certain words occurs also in

the Mala languages, e.g. Mala
,
Mwah

,
the names of the island

;
the

ma of matawa is a prefix, and mwa is a variant of it in Sa‘a and Ulawa.

The Sa‘a and Ulawa mwaani from appears in the Longgu texts as

buwani
, which is represented in San Cristoval by bani.

The Longgu pronouns are rather akin to those of Sa‘a and Ulawa

than to the Yaturanga or Inakona forms
;

though the short forms

u, a, of the first persons, and ara of the 3rd pers. pL, are the Guadal-

canal and not the Mala forms. The Longgu use of ani as a transitive

suffix is found also in Lau, Mala. The Longgu gerundive h is the form

of the gerundive used also in Sa‘a and Lau and Ulawa, as against the

infixed gerundive ra of Bugotu. The Longgu verbal particles are not

compounded with the pronouns after the Yaturanga, Inakona, Florida,

and Bugotu uses.

In reduplication Longgu rather favours the method of doubling

the whole word
;
and the method of dropping the middle consonant

in reduplication, which is favoured by the Florida and Bugotu

languages, or of doubling the first syllable, which is the Yaturanga

use, are not regular uses in Longgu.

Though Mala peoples have been present in Marau Sound, close to

Longgu, for several centuries, yet the presumed Mala element in the

Longgu language is rather that of the Sa‘a, Little Mala, type, than of

the Marau Sound type which derives ultimately from the Areare 1

speaking peoples of Big Mala. A reference to the Marau Sound

grammar and vocabulary 2 will confirm this statement.

That intercourse took place in the far past between the peoples

of Guadalcanal, in the neighbourhood of Longgu, and Sa‘a and Ulawa

cannot be doubted. That particular portion of the Guadalcanal coast

was to the mind of the Sa
k

a and Ulawa peoples the home of the bonito

fish. According to the Sa‘a and Ulawa folk-lore the bonito fishers

returned every night to these parts of the Guadalcanal coasts during

the season, the “ bonito maidens ” tending them and bringing them

forth every morning. Bonito hooks that were lost had to be searched

for in that neighbourhood, where the maidens had collected them

from the mouths of their fishes. A certain amount of this lore doubtless

came to Sa‘a and Ulawa through the medium of the Mala peoples of

Marau Sound, but men from Sa‘a accompanied the parties from

Mala that visited Guadalcanal in the summer time during the bonito

1 Ivens, BSOS. y Vol. V, Pt. 2, 1929.

2 Ibid., Vol. VI, Pt. 4, 1932.
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season ;
and there are folk-lore stories of men from Ulawa going to

this part of the Guadalcanal coast. One hesitates to say that peoples

from Little Mala settled at Longgu, as peoples from Big Mala settled

at Marau Sound, hut it came under one’s personal observation that

Sa‘a men calling in at Longgu were able to understand the Longgu

speech, and were themselves understood.

Mr. Isom informs me that whereas years ago the Longgu language

was general in the district round about the actual Longgu itself, to-day

it is being replaced by the Florida language owing to the presence of

Florida teachers in the schools of the Melanesian Mission.

A vocabulary of the Longgu language is to be published later

in BSOS.

Abbreviations

adj., adjective.

adv ., adverb.

excl., exclusive, i.e. excluding the person addressed.

inch, inclusive, i.e. including the person addressed.

pers., person, personal.

pi., plural number.

pron., pronoun.

sing., singular number.

For references to the language of Inakona, which is spoken on the

south-west coast of Guadalcanal, see “ The Language of Inakona,

Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands/’ by the Rev. A. Capell, B.A., Journal

of the Polynesian Society
,
No. 154, June. 1930.

For Vaturanga, see Ivens, “ A Grammar of the Language of

Vaturanga, Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands/’ BSOS., Yol. VII, p. 349.

I. Alphabet

1. Vowels : a
,
e. ?, o, ?/. These have the ordinary Solomon Island

values. According to the usual custom in the languages of Guadalcanal

the vowels are sounded separately.

2. Consonants : 6, d
, g , ngg, ?, m, mw, n , ng, p, bw, r, s, t

,
th

,
v, mv.

The b and d are both nasalized after the Guadalcanal fashion, mb and

nd. The sound of g is hard, and the
fc

' Melanesian g
", i.e. the g of

Florida and Bugotu, does not occur. It is omitted in certain words :

iia “fish", Florida iga
;

malaai
4

* champion ", Florida malagai
;

but there is no “ break” in the pronunciation where the g is omitted.

The ngg is for A\ as in Florida and Vaturanga : longgu — loku in Sa'a.

In the texts the ngg sound is printed as italic g : it is the same sound
as ng in English “ finger
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The sounds represented as mw, bw , vw in the list of consonants

are spelt mu iv, buw
,
vuiv respectively in the texts

;
but since (as

shown above) muw and buw of Longgu stand for mw and pw (kw)

of Sa‘a and Ulawa, it seems better to class these two sounds as mw
and bw

;
and there seems to be no doubt that the vuw of the texts

is properly vie. An 1 is omitted in certain words : ngao “ to desire ”,

Inakona ngalo
;
poo “ secret ”, Florida polo

;
vui “ to wash ”, Florida

vuli. The ng is ng of English “ sing ”
;

initial t is omitted in certain

words : ivi “ cloth ”, Florida tivi ; uva “ to distribute food ”, Bugotu

tuva
;

inoni “ man ”, Florida tinoni
;

also medial t : veu “ star
”

for vetu \ mae “ to die ” for mate
;
mae “ because ”, Yaturanga mate.

The th of Longgu usually represents an s in Sa‘a or Yaturanga, but at

times it is a change from 1, as in Bugotu : vutha “ to reach ”, Ulawa

hula, Bugotu vula. There is an interchange of th and t : thathi “ to

err ” (Yaturanga sasi), thati ; vuta
,
vutha “to be born, to become ’

;

uthua “ true
'*

is a variant of utuni
,
which is utu + ni. There is

probably a “ break ” in the sound of certain words, for the word for

“ gong ”, Sa‘a
‘

o‘o
,
is printed as o-o

;
the words iia “ fish ”, aae

kk
leg

show a lengthening of the initial vowel owing to the dropping of g,

as happens in the case of the Lau word iia ;
also the Sa‘a i'o “ to stay,

live, be ” is iio in Longgu, a k having been lost.

The letter h appears only in the texts in haka
"
ship ’

,
which is

doubtless an introduced word.

The word tangonama “to be able ”, Florida tangomana
,
shows the

metathetic form nama for mana ;
nanama

^
to be powerful” is a

reduplicated form of nama
,
similar to the Ulawa nanama.

II. Articles

3. Demonstratives : Singular na ; mani ; na.

Plural ara ; inggira, nggira ; aratei ; niolai.

The article na is in general use as denoting both a and the
,

and also as marking a word as a noun. All words used as nouns are

preceded by the article na : na inoni “ a man
,
na luma a house ,

na ma “ a thing ”, na utuni “ the truth The article na is used with

the pronoun taa what ?
J

also with the possessive forms, na ana

“ his food ”, and with the ordinal numbers, na ruana “ the second ”
:

it is used following the plural articles inggira
,
nggira ,

and with molai :

nggira na molai komu “all the lands ,
inggira na nggem the

women Na has a gerundival content, and is used with gerundival

forms as in Florida, Yaturanga, and Bugotu. It is used thus with
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a transitive verb only : na mancitainio
44
to know thee, the knowledge

of thee ”
;
and with tangonama

44
to be able

55
: ara go se tangonama

na idumi
44
they cannot number them ”, na idumiana

44
the counting

of it, to count it”, na sokolana “its end”
;

the sentence na ngge

thangao
44
to help thee ” shows na separated from its verb by a con-

junction
; na may express purpose: na toi vwinio

44
to work

for thee

mani precedes the noun immediately : te mani kiboa
4

4

one sin ”,

na mani Jcolivuti
44
prayer, prayers ”, na molai mani bosa

44
all the

words”
;

it may be used with a verb : na mani nai vataujia palu
44
the putting away of sin ”

;
or with a gerundive : na mani voasiana

a Lord
44

sacrificing to the Lord ”
;

it conveys a notion of
44
one,

single ”. Marau Sound also uses mani as an article : mani are
44
a

thing”, mani wara
44
a word, a saying”; Ulawa has the phrase

mani walana
44

his word ”.

The second article na is used like the Bugotu article gna
44
belonging

to ”, or the Florida na in na Belaga
44
a man of Belaga The only

instance of the use of this na in the Longgu texts is in the phrase

inggira na Israel
44
they are of Israel

ara is used of the plural of persons only
;

in itself it is the pronoun

of the 3rd pers. pi., see § 13 : ara kiboa
44

sinners ”, ara vutinga
44
the many”, ara vaa nggia

44
our forefathers”.

inggira
,
nggira are the personal pronouns, 3rd pers. pi.,

44 they”
;

both of them are used as plural articles of persons : inggira na vua amu
44
your forefathers”, nggira na kiboa

44
sinners ”, nggira na mwane

44 men ”. This use of the pronoun 3rd pers. pi. as a plural article

is paralleled by the corresponding use of hira in Vaturanga.

When ra
,
pers. pron. 3rd pers. pi., is suffixed to a verb or a pre-

position as object, there is no use of the plural articles ; e naira na

vanua vwininggia 44 he put the peoples under us ”.

aratei is both interrogative and indefinite
;

it denotes
44

who, they

who; those who”. It is compounded of ara and atei
44 who?”

44 some one ”. ^
molai denotes properly

44
all ”, but it is used of the plural of persons

and of things : na molai mwela kiki
44

all the little children ”, na molai

malaai tana maramana 44
the captains of the earth ”, na molai ma

'‘things”. It is probable that molai is the same as mola 44
ten

thousand ”, with a plural suffix i added.

4. Personal article : a.

All personal names, male or female, native or foreign, are preceded
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by the article na. In the texts na is used of relationship terms, of

specific persons : na Dale
44
the Son ", but this is clearly wrong.

It is probable that the article a preceding a word makes it a personal

noun, though in the texts na is used in this connection : na vamaurida

their saviour”.

The personal article a may be used with the plural, as in Vaturanga

and Bugotu : na paluda a mama nggira
44
the sins of their fathers ”,

inggira a teei mola
6 4

they three one person only ”, e olu a ronu
4

4

three

persons ”.

The word ronu
44
person ” is used with the personal article a :

a ronu
44
the person, so and so It is the equivalent of the Florida

and Bugotu hanu
, and the Vaturanga mea.

III. Nouns

5. A word in a verbal form may be used as a noun without any

change of form, the article na merely preceding : mauri
44
to live ”,

na mauri
k4

life ”
;

matai
44
to be ill ”, na matai

44
sickness”. This is

the practice of Florida also.

6. The noun endings seen in the texts are a
,
va, na, nga : rongo

4
‘ to be famous ”, rongoa

44 renown ”
;

maea 44
death ”

;
iioa

44
be-

haviour ”
;
va is seen probably in suluva

4
* inheritance ” and tautauva

44
overseer ”

;
cf. Sa

4

a sidu
,
susulu

44
to inherit ”, Bugotu tautaa rathe

44
to keep house ”.

The ending na of the ordinal numbers rua
44
two ”, ruana

44
second ”,

is a noun ending.

There are several instances in the texts of nga used as a noun

ending : mae
4k
to die ”, maemaenga

44
danger ”

;
bobolinga

44
stranger

”

(Florida boiboli
44
to sojourn ”)

;
thadanga “ in agreement with

”

(thada
44
to be in agreement ”)

;
thadanganggu

44
in agreement with

me”
; sobanga

44
each ”, Bugotu sopa.

The ending raa seen in rongoraa
44
famous, fame ” (rongo

44
to be

famous ”), which appears as raga in Bugotu, would seem to be properly

an adjectival ending. ^
Gerundival endings

—

a, la.

These gerundival endings are added to transitive verbs only, after

the Vaturanga and Bugotu use
;
they are shown to be nouns by the

fact that the suffixed pronouns of possession are added to them. In

the case of a, the suffixed pronouns na, da, 3rd pers. sing, and pi.,

and ni, 3rd pers. pi., denoting things, are added regularly in the texts
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as objects of the gerundival form in a. The use of the gerundival

ending a corresponds thus with its use in Vaturanga, but not in Florida.

In the case of la, the suffixed pronoun na is the only one that is added

in the texts. Examples are: na deteana
44
to judge him”, na suu

vuleana
44
to repay him well ”, na nai vaoluana

44
the renewal of it ”.

The last two examples show the gerundival ending added to the

second member of a compound ; na kunnsiana na molai paluda
4 4

the

remission of their sins” shows the suffixed pronoun na used in a

collective sense
;
na vatapoani “ the concealing of them ”, na vamauriada

na molai inoni " to save men ”, na dete taboada
44
to condemn them

for no reason”. The only instance in the texts of the use of la as

a gerundival ending is in the phrase na sokolana na maramana
44
the

end of the earth The gerundival ending a would appear to be the

same as la through the omission of 1.

7. In the texts the greater number of the nouns take the suffixed

pronouns of possession ; but the words for
44

friend, neighbour, enemy,

child (mwela), man, woman, thing ” are not used with the suffixed

pronouns, but take the possessive a. The vocative mama 44
father

”

is used of ''father” generally, but not with the suffixed pronouns,

like the other relationship terms : a mama nggira
44
their father

Bosa
"
word ” has the pronoun suffixed and is used also with the

possessive na : na bosana, nana na bosa
44
his word

8. As in Vaturanga the noun mate {mae) is used with the suffixed

pronoun na : matena (maena)
44
because ”

;
there is no example of

anv other pronoun being suffixed.

The noun aae
44
root, cause ” has the pronoun na suffixed : aaena ,

na aaena
4

4

because This is also a Sa
4

a usage. The noun ai
44
person,

thing ” (Marau Sound 'ai) is added to numerals : e rua ai me olu ai
<v
two or three persons ”, e vita ai

4
‘ how many things ?

”

9. Genitive. A genitive relation is shown (1) by the use of the

preposition ni "of” : tana vita ni thudnda “in the place of their

sitting ”, i orova ni aaena
44
under his feet ”

; this ni may denote pur-

pose : na samu ni toi
44
a maid-servant ”

;
mamu ngge oli ni la berengia

a Lord ’* and return ye to go to the Lord ”
;

it also denotes condition :

e no ni inoni
44
he became man ”, inggia ngga la ni muga 4

* let us go

with rejoicing ”
;

it is used with vuta : vuta ni
44
to become ”

; (2) by
the use of the suffixed pronouns of possession, 3rd pers. sing, or pi. :

na Utmana na mwane kama 44
the house of the chief”, na kutuda na

vanna " the hearts of the people ”
: (3) by the use of the possessive

noun na with the possessive pronouns, 3rd pers. sing, or pi, suffixed :
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nana na tasitalavu a God 44
the grace of God ”

; nada na ma na molui

inoni
44
the things of all men ”.

10. Prefix. A possible instrumental prefix i is seen in the word

ibaa
44

staff

11. Plural. Plurality is denoted by the use of inggira
,
nggira

,

personal pronouns, 3rd pers. pi., “they/’ used preceding a noun form,

or by the personal pronoun ara “they*', used with or without the

article na : inggira na vua amu 44
your forefathers

J
‘

}
ara na kiboa

“sinners”; see §3; the noun molai ''all”, §3. is also used to

denote plurality. A plural is shown by the doubling of a phrase with

the copula ma : na vavata ma na vavata
44
generations, from generation

to generation". A similar use is found in Vaturanga, Bugotu, and

Florida.

The word sosoko
44
finished, all” is added to the noun to denote

completion or totality : namoa na molai ma sosoko
4

’ all thy things ”,

na molai vavata sosoko
44

all the generations ". In general the language

is not careful always to note plurality.

vete
44

self, sole, alone, different " is a noun, the pronouns of posses-

sion being suffixed : ioe vetemu '
4 you only, you by yourself", inggira

veteda
44
they alone ".

12. Gender. To denote gender mivane
44
male "

is added for males,

nggeni
44
female ” for females.

IV. Pronouns

13. (1) Personal :
:

—

Sing- 1 . inau . nau, it.

2. ioe. 0 .

3. ingaia . ngaia.

Plur. 1 inch inggia. nggia, <

1 excl. iami. ami.

2. iam it. amu.

3. inggira . nggira ,

t)ual 1 incl. (inggia rua).

1 excl. (iami rua).

2. (iamu rua).

3. inggira rua , oro.

14. The forms in the 3rd pers. sing, and pi. are used of things as

well as of persons.

The forms in the first column may be used by themselves as the

subject, or they may be followed by the forms in the second column.
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The forms in the first column may be used in addition to the suffixed

pronouns of possession attached to nouns, or to the suffixed pronouns

of the object, the person and number in each case being the same :

ara aili metao ioe
44
they praise thee ", vonosin inau

4

4

against me
tana maamu ioe

44
before thy face No special emphasis is conveyed

by this doubhng of the pronoun. Its frequency of use seems to show

that the native mind is not content with the use of a single pronoun

as an object.

The forms in the second column are used by themselves as the

subject, or they may follow the longer forms of the first column,

and nau may be followed by u, and nggia by a : a salunggia vetengga
44 we deceive ourselves ”. In the 1st pers. sing, the form na also occurs ;

in the texts this na appears only as used with go
,
the verbal particle

used of the future : na go eno sivo
44

I will he down”. Ulawa also

has a similar form na.

The forms in the first column may be used as possessive pronouns,
44

my,” etc.
; this is a Sa

4

a and Ulawa use also
;

the plural forms

in the second column, except a and ara, are used also as pronouns

of the object with verbs and prepositions. A form naui
44 my ” occurs

in the phrases a mama naui
44 my father ”, a tia naui

44 my mother ”.

The form a of the 1st pers. pi. inch combines with the conjunction

ngge in the compound ngga. This is the a of Florida and Vaturanga,

and the a of Bugotu ati
,
which appear in a similar position. This a

is for ta, t having been omitted. Other forms appear in the texts, viz.

amolu, 2nd pers. pi., used of three persons : amolu taini vule
44 you

three (are) equally great ”
;

also nggira olu
,
3rd pers. pL, used of three

persons. Oro of the dual 3rd pers. is paralleled by oro of Florida used

of all persons, while Bugotu has the forms oro
,

uru, oro, ro.

Since inggira rua occurs in the texts it seems safe to assume that the

forms in brackets in the dual, which are conjectural additions, are the

probable forms. This would more or less equate them with the Sa
4

a

and Ulawa dual forms.

ara
,
3rd pers. pi., is probably composed of a, personal article,

and ra, the ordinary pronoun of the 3rd pers. pi. Vaturanga, Florida,

and Bugotu all have a form ara
,
which in Bugotu is used exclusively

as a plural article of persons only. When the subject comes last ara

is used as a kind of anticipatory subject : ara go taa na kuiuda
44

their

hearts will be sore ”
;

it also serves as a kind of verbal particle for

the 3rd pers. pi. : nggira na molai vanaa ara ngoengoe
44

the multitude

was disturbed ”
;

it may follow inggira
,
nggira : mi nggira ara ngge
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lingea “ and they shall sing (it) ”
;

it also denotes
4

4

they who ”
: nggira

am taraiu
44
they who teach me ”, nggira am la usulia ara go livana

“ they that follow him (they) shall be thus ”
;

it may be used alone

as the subject : ara ngge odea una 44
they are to do thus For its

use as an article, and for inggira
,
nggira

,

see § 3.

15. (2) Pronouns suffixed to verbs and prepositions as the object ;
—

Sing. 1. a.

2. o.

3. a.

Plur. 3. ra
,
rarua, raolu.

ni, i.

In the plural number, 1st and 2nd pers., the personal pronouns

nggia
,
ami

,
amu are used, and nggira may be used as well as ra

;

this latter is also a use of Marau Sound. The form in the 3rd pers.

sing., a, may be used of a collective plural.

The forms rarua
,
raolu are used oftwo or of three people respectively.

The forms ni, i are used of things and not of persons, the former with

the gerundive a, and with words which take the suffixed pronouns of

possession, the latter is used with verbs : na bosaani
44
to speak of

them ”, e livani
44

like them ”, nggo adei na bosa ni nggiduku
4; make

the words of my mouth Florida and Sa
4

a have both of these forms.

16. (3) Pronouns suffixed to nouns to denote possession :

—

Sing. 1 . nggu. Plur. 1 inch ngga .

2. mu. 1 excl. mami.

3. na. 2. miu.

3. da.

These forms are the same as in Sa
4

a except for the change of k

and ngg . Florida has da, dia (dim), 1st and 3rd pers. pi. respectively.

There is no example in the texts of the use of ni, 3rd pers. pi., to

signify things, as in Florida. For the nouns that do not take these

suffixes see § 7.

The suffixing of na, da to nouns may convey a genitive idea,

see § 9.

These pronouns are used as the object, or the anticipatory object,

with prepositions: vivana na inoni
44
to a man”; and also with

certain verbs, e.g. too
44
to hit, lodge, reach ”, vataa

4k

to spoil ”, mamaa
44
to watch over

The personal pronouns inau, inggia , etc., may be added to nouns

to which the above pronouns have already been suffixed.
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17. (4) Possessives : a, na .

These possessives are really nouns, since they are used with the

suffixed pronouns of possession.

a : Sing. 1. anggu. Plur. 1 inch angga .

2. amu. 1 excl. amami

.

3. ana . 2. (amiu).

3. ada.

The possessive a is used of things to eat, also with the words

denoting “ enemy, friend, neighbour, child, man, woman, thing ”
;
the

article na precedes the forms with a
; na denotes “ belonging to ”, also

“ for (my) part ”. In the former case they precede the noun, in the

latter case they follow it : na ana
££
his food ”, na ana komu kola

££
his

neighbour'’, tana limada angga na kana
££
from the hands of our

enemies”, ada vanga "‘their food", nanggua na aba ni mae “my
enemy ”, nanggua show’s a added to nggu. There are two instances

in the texts of ana denoting “ belonging to” as in Sa
£

a : na matai

ana na mae *
£

sickness unto death ”, na vaa ni muga ana na maramana
“ the place of joy of the world ”.

In the 2nd pers. sing, namoa
,
and not namua

,
is the form that is

used
;
a may precede both namoa and nanct : a namoa <£

thy ”, a nana .

These are the only examples in the texts, but presumably a may be

used with all the forms.

The verbs thagaon “ to pitv ", too ‘"to hit, succeed ” are used in

the texts with the forms anggu . etc. : e mani thagaoviada
££
they are

in misery", e sobanga tooada "it happened to each of them”. In

Sa
£

a and Ulawa to'o is similarly used.

There is a form ani used of things, as in Sa‘a : nuti masodo ani

" to make light of them ", e tangonama ani sosoko
£fi

able to do all

things ".

18. The forms with the possessive noun a are used as ordinarv

possessive pronouns, following the noun ; but in the 2nd pers. pi.

the form is amu, the same as the singular, this is possiblv a mis-

print for amiu : na iio ada their behaviour ", na hongi ni mae
amami “the day of our death", inggira ara vua amu “ your fore-

fathers", na la amu ££
thy going ", va boutava amu “ thv birth ”, na

vua ni mauru anggu
£
‘ my bed-place”.

19. (5) Demonstratives :

—

" This, these, here," ne , nene, i nene
, i nei

;

“ that, those,” ine,

nina
,
i nina. nggine . The demonstratives follow' the noun or pronoun :
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nggine may be added to a noun for emphasis or clearness : ara nggalemu

nggine “ thy children ".

20. (6) Interrogatives :

—

“ Who ?
” atei ? ara tei plural. “ What ?

" na ta
,
na tai ? The

interrogatives are used also as indefinites : atei “ some one ", ara tei

^ whosoever ".

21. There is a distributive sobanga (Bugotu sopa “ each, every ")

;

nggo la tliangara e sobanga tooada na molai aba ni mae “ help them

every one whom the enemies have got hold of ", ara ngge sobanga adea

“ they each did it ", e sobanga “ separately

ovosi denotes “ every, each "
: na ovosi inoni every man ", na

molai oi'osi ma “ all things ", e vita ai na ovosi talili “ how many parts

in each \
99

22. Relatives. There are no relative pronouns. A relative sense

is conveyed by the use of the pronoun : na molai paluda ara sun kutu

“ the sins of them they are penitent ", i.e. “ of those who are penitent "
;

nggira sosoko ara iio iei “ they all they dwell there i.e. “ who are

dwelling there "
;

nggo kutu meta vwiniami ami Hi tatei na palumami
“ be gracious to us we (who) confess our sins

V. Adjectives

23. Words which qualify nouns are used in a verbal form. i.e.

they are used with the verbal particle e : na Anoa e Abu “ The Holy

Spirit "
;

this e may, however, be omitted ; all so-called adjectives,

except those with a definite adjectival form, are really verbs.

Adjectival suffixes : a, la.

In the texts the suffix a is found used with verbs and nouns :

gulua “heavy", nggalea “with child*
,
ponoa “completely . kikta

“ little "
; it frequently carries an adverbial sense.

The suffix la is seen in aaela “ rooted in. beginning from ", aae

“ leg, stem ”
;

la occurs in Sa
J

a as an adjectival suffix, and a is for

ga of Florida, etc.

Adjectival prefixes : ma , ta , taba .

The prefix ma is seen in masodo “lightly, of no account", sodo

“merely’*, maomaoi “broken’, Sa’a 'o'i “to break
,

mabotah

“ to break in pieces " (Sa‘a pota ” to break ).

ta is seen in talili “ part "
;
and taba in tabalili “ to set aside ",

Sa‘a lili “ to move about ".

24. Comparison of adjectives. Comparison is expressed by the use

of vule
66

to be big, sreat, to exceed " (Florida vale): e meta vulea
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na rongo
44

it is better than money ”, ara ngge se ngangata vulea
44
they

will not be stronger than he The preposition ita is also used to

denote comparison, as ta is in Florida : ngaia e vide itada
44
he is great

among them”, i.e. “is greater than they”.

A word taa is used as a superlative : e meta taa
44

it is very good

An adjective may be repeated with the copula ma in order to

denote degree : e tevxva me tevwa
44
deep and deep *\ i.e.

44
very deep ”.

VI. Verbs

25. Verbal particles. The verb in Longgu is conjugated by means

of verbal particles or of pronominal forms ; any word used with the

verbal particles is a verb, whatever be its form. The verbal particles

precede the verb, and may be used without a subject expressed. The

particles in use are e, go, the former being without temporal significance,

while the latter is used of the future.

The verbal particle e is used of 3rd pers. sing, only, and usually

follows a pronoun or a noun used as the subject. Apart from its use

with adjectives, § 23, e is used without a subject when the meaning

is
44
there is, it is ” : e bwala

44
it is not, no ”, bwala e bwala

4C
whether

or not ”, e meta
44

it is good ”, e nt uni, e v.thua
44

it is true ”
; e may

be used with a subject, or a subject may be understood ; a Lord e

mamaanggu inau
44
the Lord watches over me ”, e bosa vaniu

44
he

spoke to me ”.

There is a use of the connective me, i.e. ma, copula, e, verbal particle,

similar to the Florida and Bugotu use of me, when the subject is in

the 3rd pers. sing., and having been stated in the previous clause is

not repeated.

The numerals from 44
one ” to

44
ten ” are preceded by e : e tanga-

vidu
44
ten '.

The verbal particle go is used of a definite future, and with all

persons and members
; the vowel does not drop or change : na go

eno sivo
44

1 will he down *, ara go la vu langi
44
they will go up ”,

go vamanatainia namoa na vanua “to teach thy people”, ara go se

tangonama na idumi “ they will not be able to number them It is

used also of the imperative.

The conjunction ngge is frequently preferred to go when the future
is indicated.

The demonstrative na denotes a preterite, and also finality : ara
go iiai na

44

they will perish **. vggira hokolu na mai na mohi inoni
“ the people have all gathered together”, ioe o vwaira na 44

thou hast
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smitten them ”, inau na mai 44
here I am ”, bivala na te inoni

44
there

is never a man ”, me rule na gou
44 and especially ”, There is a similar

use of the demonstrative na in Sa
4

a and Bugotu to denote finality.

26. Imperative. For the imperative the verb is used directly,

without a pronominal subject
;

or else it is used with the pronouns

of the second person, either alone or compounded with the conjunction

ngge : am u la
44
go ye ”, nggo vamaomaorau “ cleanse thou me ”,

amu ngge tapo lima
44
clap your hands ". For the negative imperative

ngge is used with the negative se : nggo se beli
"
do not steal

' ;
amu

ngge se vangasi na hutumiu may mean either ’* don t harden your

hearts ”, or
4

4

you will not harden your hearts \

27. Negatives. The negative used with a verb is se
;

this may be

compared with the negative sa'a in Sa
4

a, and with sa in Bugotu :

nggira se vuta na
4
* they were not yet born ”, vita ngge se vataamu

44
so as not to hurt thee ”

;
the verbal particles e and go are both used

with se : ara go se tangonama na idumi “ they will not be able to

number them ”, e se oni na kiboa itangga
44
no sin dwells in us .

The ordinary negative is bivala , which is the Ulawa pivale .

The verbal particle e is used with bivala.

28. The conjunction ngge is used as an illative,
4

‘ then, thereupon ’

;

it also serves for the imperative with the pronouns of the second

person, and it is used more commonly of the future than go : it may

denote an optative, and is used following vita ‘’in order that
5

;

it also denotes
44

if The vowel of ngge drops before the pronouns

u, o, a, used as subjects, and the result is written nggu ,
nggo

,
ngga.

It may be compared with the Florida ngge and the Bugotu nggi.

29. Repetition of the object. The object is anticipated by the use

of the suffixed pronoun attached to a verb or preposition, and in

agreement with the object : isulia ngaut “ after him
,

e naira na

vanua vivininggia
44
he put the peoples under us . This anticipatory

object is regularlv used with prepositions, but not always with verbs.

The object of a transitive verb may be separated from its verb :

e salu tangonamara
44
able to deceive them 5

. This is also the case

with a compound phrase when the gerundive a is used : na mele

taboana
44
to choose him rashly '

.

30. Order of the sentence. As a general rule the subject comes

at the end of the sentence : ara ngge tapo lima na molai vwai beina

44
let the floods clap their hands ”, e vavuta nggia ngaia

4
‘ he gave us

birth ”.

31. There is no true passive, but a passive sense may be conveyed

VOL. VII. PART 3. 40
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by the use of the pronoun am, 3rd pers. ph, with the addition of the

instrumental preposition ani : nggira na molai bosa ni kolivuti ara

ngge holivuti ania “ the words of prayer (which) they are to pray with

32. Verbal prefixes. The causative prefix is va : vadiongai
££
to

cause to fall”, vaiia
<£
to destroy

5
', vamauri

“
to save”. The use

of va makes a verb definitely transitive.

The reciprocal is vei
;
the verbal suffix i is added to the compound :

veiarei
££

to command There is an example in the texts of the use

of %ini as an instrumental prefix : amu ngge vini manata “ thereby ye

shall know ”. This vini corresponds to hini of Vaturanga, which has

a similar use.

33. Verbal suffixes. The suffixes which are added to verbs to make

them transitive are :

—

(1) Simple : i, li
,
mi, ni, ngi , si, vi.

tovo
££
to measure

‘ 5

. tovoi
££
to avenge ”.

mabotali
"
to break in pieces

5 ‘. Sa
£

a pota
££
to break ”.

idu “ to count ”. idumi to count things
5 ‘.

mau ££
to fear”. mauni

;k
to be afraid of

5

\

nanama
££
to be powerful

5 ‘. nanamangi
££
to have influence

over

mou “ to break ". mousi
££
to break a thing

5

nggia “ to lead ”. nggiavi
££
to lead a person'

A suffix ai is used both transitively and intransitively : too, tooai

“
to own, acquire

55

;
ai has a transitive use in Lau and a participial

use in Sa
£

a.

There is a suffix vgai : ladengai uruuru
t£
to bend the knee ”, Sa

£

a

lada , Jadangai “ to place ".

There is also a transitive suffix ani which is added to certain verbs :

gam “to desire", kikinima *
k

to worship
5

’, sikct “ to hate", seka

“ to take captive”, tangonama “ to be able”, vali
44
to strive”:

nggo thagaovira ara seka anira “ pity the captives ”, ioe nggo se

tangonama ania “ you will not be able to do it ”. There is a similar

use of ani in Lau, Mala. It may be that this ani is the prepo-

sitional ani.

(2) Compound. The compound verbal suffixes consist of ai with

the addition of ni, and with or without a consonant prefixed : aini,

laini, maini, mini, taini. These forms are in use also in Sa
£

a.

thalu
££
to hurt ”. thalnaini

££
to cause pain to

pada
££
to be determined padalaini

££
to be determined about ”.
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soko " to be all ”. sokomaini " to complete ”.

uaua " to overflow ”. uaraini “ to pour a thing

nggah
“
round nggahtaini " to surround

manata
, manataini ** to know*' shows ini as a suffix.

A suffix hi appears in taulai , apparently with an intransitive force :

mwane e taulai vaolu
"
the bridegroom ", Vaturanga tau

"
spouse ”.

A suffix gini appears in liugini : manata liugini " to take care of ",

liu being a common Solomon Island word meaning " to move about ”,

though not found in the Longgu texts.

34. Reflexive. A reflexive use is conveyed by the word vete " sole,

self, alone ", the suffixed pronouns of possession being added.

35. Reduplication. A verb is reduplicated in Longgu (1) by the

repetition of the whole word: are , aveave " to flow", sue , suesae

" to beseech
; (2) by the repetition of the whole word with the

omission of the medial consonant : bathu , bavbathv " to promise ”
;

(3) by the doubling of the first syllable
:
gana

, gagamt
££
to think ”

;

poso, poposo
:i
to be straight ”. The second method is not so common

in the texts as the other two.

The reduplication of a verb, so far as the texts show, signifies

continued or intensive action.

36. Auxiliary Verbs. The verb la " to go ”, like baa in Vaturanga.

or vaa in Florida, or la in Sa‘a, is in common use before verbs as

an auxiliary : ara la varava itana " they who trust in him ", nggo la

vamabora " give them peace ”, nggira ara ngge la lingea
"
then shall

they sing ”
; iio " to sit ” also denotes " to be ”, as does oni " to

dwell ”, and they may both be considered as auxiliaries.

VII. Adverbs

37. Time : ua “ still, yet ” follows the verb ; i nene " now, to-day ",

tinggi
i

'first, first time", precedes the verb; this is the Bugotu

kidi and the Florida diki : e tinggi ilia
u

first declared it ”
: loic

“ again "
; angita

,
i angita

<£ when ? ” voita, i voita “ of old, formerly ”
;

vua
c<
place, time, time when ”, a noun : tana vaa when "

; tavoni ..

tovoni
6i

quickly" ”, precedes the verb
;
this may be the Bugotu tovongai r

tovongoi "as soon as. until": seisei " quickly” follows the verb;

ngge “ then, thereupon, if”, Florida ngge . Bugotu nggi : ngge he me

lae “ for ever and ever ", see § 28 ;
i siiri , i siirini " to-day ” appear

in a hymn
;
but see Preface.

Place : mai “ hither ”, gou " away ”, Lau koa ; i nei
<e
here, to-

day, now ”
;

nei. nene
,
i nene " here ”

;
iei " there ”

;
geregere " near ”

;
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lau
,
vatau

<c
far off”; i ubu “ in, in the midst, inside”; i orova

“ under ”
;

i orovana “ underneath ”
;

i orova ni aaena “ under his feet” ;

Ulawa oroha
; i vaa “ outside, externally, on the ground ”, Marau Sound

hua ; i langi
c
‘ up ”

: nggengge
<c

side, beside ”, used with the suffixed

pronouns of possession, Ulawa keke
; ngga there ”

: here ngga
££

see,

behold ! ”, Florida ngga “ there
;
pala

,
of direction

:
pala mai ££ on

this side ”, Florida pala “ side ".

Manner : e ata
££ why, how ] ” Lau utaa

;
e utaa

££
only ”, te ataa

£ 4

one, only ”
;
go .quahfies the preceding word, e ata go “ similarly ”,

Lau go
;

vita, e vita
" how many ?

” e vita ai
i: how many things ?

”

lira, e Uva , e livana , e livada

,

etc., like, as '*

;
tabo for no

reason ”
; mola

im
merely, only ”, Sa

k

a mola : both of these follow the

verb
;

tale “at all “ precedes the verb
;

itna
“
thus, to do thus, to

speak, say”, Marau Sound una
; e ana is used of reported speech ;

aaena “ because of*'

;

baluni
i£
in addition ”, Florida baht “ some ”

;

utuni, utJiua
<k

verily, truly ”
;

bwa introduces a note of doubt : te

bwa
,
me rua ai

“
one, it may be, or two

VIII. Prepositions

38. Locative i.

Rest at ta
,
tana , ita.

Motion berengi, bwani
,
tani, vonosi

,
vu.

Dative vulva, vuwini.

Genitive ni, i.

Instrumental ani.

Accompaniment vai, vaini.

The locative i is used with place-names
; it is used also with the

adverbs of place : ? langi. i aba . i vita ; ta is of general significance,

as in Florida and Bugotu. and denotes “ in, at, from, of, to "
: ta nada

na kol'olu
k

‘ of their company ”, nggia ta nana nmlabu “ we are of

(from) his garden*’; the pronouns of possession may be added:
e vuta mai tana

66
born of her ”, tada among, from, them ”

;
ta is

also used in comparisons.

tana denotes in, at, from
, also with

5

of accompaniment
;

the article na may follow : tana rua
£i
in the place where, while ”

;

tana bongi
i£

in, from, the day ”
; tana na thaulavi in the evening ”

-

it is also used in comparisons
;

the na of tana is the suffixed pronoun.
ita denotes with, from, to, upon, among, in ”

; the pronouns of
possession are always suffixed : e vatau itamami “ far from us ”, ami
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tutura itamu
44 we beg of thee ”, mwane harm itada

44
ruler over them ”

;

the ordinary personal pronouns may be added as well : itamu ioe
44
to thee ”, itana ngaia

4
’ to him ”

;
ita is used in comparisons.

berengi means 44
to, towards ”

;
the pronouns of the object are

always suffixed
; berengi is a verb meaning 4

* to look at ”, and its

use as a preposition is similar to that of the Florida vaa rigi
44
to ".

The Bugotu thae '
4

to come, to go ” is used as a preposition meaning
44
to ”.

bivani means
44
from, from out of”, the pronouns of the object

being always suffixed : bwaninggia
44
from us ”, la bwani

44
to forsake ",

mae bwani ‘
4

to die and leave ”
;

bivani is probably connected with

Sa
£

a nuvaani
44
from ”.

tani means 44
from", of motion from: ami thathi tani siatalamu

44 we have erred from thy way Yaturanga also uses tani in this sense.

vonosi means 44
against, to oppose ”

; it is a verb, and Sa
4

a has

hono, honosi
44
to shut, against ”

; the pronouns of the object are always

suffixed : vonosiu
44
against me ”

;
the ordinary personal pronouns

may be added as well.

mi denotes
44

to, towards ”, and is used of place only : vu buri
44
back ”, vu langi

44 upwards ”, vu luma
44
into the house”, vu su

44
to go down ”, me la vu betidalo

44
he went to the home of the dead

Lau, Mala, has fu, vu = 44
to.”

vuiva denotes
44
to”, the pronouns of the object being always

suffixed : e bosa vuwada
44
he spoke to them ”

;
vuwini denotes

44
to,

for ”, the pronouns being always suffixed : vuiciniu
44

to, for, me ”.

The w in vuwa appears to be a mistake, since Lau has vuajua 44
to, for ",

and the wi of vuwini appears to be a mistake also
;
Sa

4

a has huni
44
to”.

ni denotes
44
of ”

;
for its use see § 9. No article is used after the

genitive ni. There are two instances of the use of i as a genitive in

the texts : nggale i tasitalavu
4k

child of grace ”, nggale i thake
44
child

of wrath ”
;

i is in regular use in Florida and Sa
k

a as a genitive.

ani denotes
44
therewith, thereby, therein, withal, about it ”

;
it is

used with the pronouns a and ra suffixed : e taa ania na kutunggu na

vavata ne
44 my heart was grieved with this generation ”, e la ania

vu langi na muga 44
he is gone up with a shout ”

;
the first example

shows ani following the verb immediately and coming between it and

the subject; this is the ordinary usage in Longgu.

ania may also follow the word under government : amu ngge mae

ania 44
ye shall die of it ”

;
it is used like ana

,
the instrumental in Sa

4

a,
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of naming a person : me se thadanggu nggo ailiu ania a nggalemu
“ and

I am not worthy to be called thy son”.

vai, mini denote “ with ” of accompaniment ;
mi is not used with

the suffixed pronoun : amu ngge muga vai vagama rejoice with

reverence ”
;
mini is used with the suffixed pronouns : vainira *

e

with

them'
5

. Lau has faini, Sa‘a pe‘i, pecini = with .

IX. Conjunctions

39 .
Copulative ma.

Disjunctive ma, taa .

Illative ngge.

The copula ma shifts its vowels to agree with the initial vowel

of the word following, ma, me, mi, mo, mu ;
but me and mi are com-

monly used, whatever be the succeeding vowel. The vowel of ma

drops before the initial i of the pronouns : minau
c: and I ”

;
it is

customary to write mi oe “ and thou ”, mi ngaia
“ and he

,
etc,

;

ma also denotes “ but, or ”
: te biva me rua ai

“
just one or two ”

;

ma is frequently used when no copula is used in English ;
this is caused

by the habit of co-ordinating the sentences, where in English they are

subordinated : memae, mara nctia, me la vu betidalo dead and buried,

went to Paradise

taa na denotes but ;
Ulawa taa but ’

.

For ngge see § 28.

X.

40. (1) Cardinals:

—

1 . tai.

2 . rua.

3. oln.

4. vai.

5. lima.

Numerals

6 . ono.

7. viu.

8 . (
alu).

9 . (sim).

10 . tangafulu.

The numbers in brackets are conjectural
;

they are wanting in

the texts.

The cardinal numbers are preceded by the verbal particle e : e rua

“two”.

te, teei both appear in the texts as meaning “ one ”
: te bongi

“ one day, some day, at some time ”, te harm “ any enemy ”, te utaa

“ one only ”, te mani hiboa “ a sin ”, God a teei rnola “ God is one ”,

there is also a form ata : e ata go “ similarly ”. Sa
s

a has taa “ one ”,
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and Lau lias te
44
one ”, ata

44
another There is also in the texts

a word taini
4

£

altogether ”, which is evidently connected with tai

44
one ”

: am ngge taini ilia
44
they shall say it altogether ”

;
tai aba

44
one part ” denotes

44
absolutely, entirely”

; this is equivalent to
44
one time ” of pidgin English.

matapono is added to tangafulu to denote
44
complete ”

: e tangafulu

matapono
44
a full ten ”

;
mola means 44

ten thousand ”, as in Sa
4

a :

na mola ma na mola
44
countless numbers”

;
idu thathi

44
count in-

correctly” denotes
44
innumerable

(2) The ordinals are formed by the addition of na to the cardinals :

rua
,
ruana

;
the article na may precede

;

44
first ” is nao.

XI. Exclamations

41. e : am vutinga, e
44 how many they are !

”

Assent is denoted by nthua, e nthua
(i

verily ”
;

44
no ” is buicala .





Imagery in Ngok Dinka Cattle-Names

By E. E. Evaxs-Pritchard

nnHE Nilotes refer to their cattle in a number of wavs, and one of

these is by colour or interrelation of colours which are associated

in their minds with some animal or bird or reptile. Their cattle are

thus called by colour-analogy crocodile cow, fish eagle cow, leopard

cow, and so on. The Dinka go even farther and make a double analogy

in referring to their cattle by terms which suggest some activity

associated with, or some attribute of, the creature that displays similar

colouring to the cattle. When a youth is initiated he takes a new name

by adopting the name of the bullock presented to him at his initiation

by his father. Thus we can trace a man's bullock-name as follows :

—

(a) Bullock' s colours
; (

b
)
creature with colours similar to those

of the bullock
;

(c) something associated with the creature
;

(d)

man's name.

This is not my discovery. Professor and Mrs. Seligman write :

“ The following examples, obtained with Archdeacon Shaw's assistance,

will show the lines of thought that are followed. A lad possessing an

ox called Manvang, a name referring to the crocodile (mu
i

male \

and nyang
4

crocodile *) because that reptile is regarded as more or

less brindled, takes the name Magor, gor being the brindled mongoose.

The owner of an ox Majak (jak
4

pelican *) may take the name Anoklek

(nok
4

to vomit lek
4

a fish ’), while the owner of an ox Makwei (kwei

the
4

fish eagle
)
took the name Akuemuk, explained as signifying

4

the holder-of-wings-rigid \ referring to the swooping of the bird.

. . . Thus all grey calves have Uth in their names (e.g. Melith, a grey

bull-calf, Uth being the word for a grey hawk). Archdeacon Shaw points

out that cows (not heifers) are given a personal name which they bear

through life, e.g. a grev heifer (therefore Nalith) became Gopdit

(‘ snatcher-of-birds
)

after bearing a light brown calf, and a cow

Namer became Pelawan (* the releaser of scent
)
from the colour of

the sweet-scented lang fruit." 1

These examples would seem to have been gathered among the Bor

Dinka on the East Bank of the Nile, and I supplement them here with

others collected from a boy who was for a short time in my service

during mv residence in Nuerland, Biel, of the Panai clan, of the Ngok

C. G. and B. Z. Seligman, Pagan Tribes of the Nilotic Sudan , 1932, pp. 169-170.
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Dinka, who live to the south of the Sobat River near its junction with

the Filus River. In the list given beneath there are a number of cross-

references to the Nuer language, since we conversed in this tongue,

and these are marked N.

(1) mior tna'ku (N. thak mabor), white bullock. Second name,

mil pei (bright moon), so-called because it shines at night like the moon.

(2) mior ma jtiak (N. thak ma jaak), bullock with white body and

brown or tawny head, neck, and rump ;
so called because it resembles

the pelican (jaak, N. bang). Second name, anoklek , because the pelican

vomits (nok) a fish called lek when it has overeaten. 2

(3) mior ma diing (N. thak ma diing),
bullocks with white back

(and maybe belly) and brown (or tawny) flanks. Second name,

deelgook, because the maribou stork (deel, N. kil) refuses (gook) a fish

called diing (K jwath ).
3 Is the association between the fish and the

bullock one of sound or of colour ? The maribou stork refuses this

fish because it has sharp spines or fins which cut the stork's neck if

it tries to swallow it. Consequently the stork is sometimes seen with

the fish half in its mouth and half outside. Dr. Tucker suggests that

a better rendering of deelgook would be “ the fish is too much for the

maribou stork *\

(4) mior ma timing (N. thak ma timing ), bullock of reddish colour

with purple hue. a colour which might be translated
£<
chestnut ”,

so called because it is like the colour of the thiang, a nilotic word used

in the Sudan for this animal and incorporated into the scientific name

of the species. Second name, akolbang , because the thiang toss (kol)

their heads about, now in one direction, now in another (bang) as they

look up while grazing.

(5) mior ma yan (N. thak ma yan ), tawny bullock, so called because

it resembles the colour of the yellow vole (yan in Dinka). Second name,

ajotthiang . because the lion, which has a tawny colour, seizes (jot)

the thiang.

(6) mior ma lith (N. thak ma lith), bullock of grey (perhaps rather

slate-grey) colour, so called because it is like the colour of the hawk
(lith. N. nyalieth). Second name, ngoryai

, because the hawk scatters

1 This particle is given throughout as m% though it may often be pronounced
me or mi.

2 Archdeacon Shaw provides (in TW Dmka) an alternative name, alany iver

= swallower of the river, referring preMimablv to the same bird.
3 According to Stigand (A Xutr-EnnU-h Vocabulary, 1923, p. 14) this is a

ct
fish

shaped like a fat conger eel
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(gor

)

the little Spanish sparrows when it swoops down upon them and

they disperse in fright crying yai.

(7) mior ma lou (N. thak ma lou). mouse-coloured bullock, so called

because it resembles the bustard's plumage (lou). Second name,

buwut. The association of this word is doubtful, but I was told that it

refers to the sight of elephant in the distance which are like a cloud,

and that the elephant has mouse-coloured skin. 1

(8) mior ma car (X. thak ma car), black bullock. Second name. muth.

meaning a moonless night or a phase of the moon when it is not visible.

On such a night you cannot see a black bullock in the kraal, while

cattle with white markings are visible.

(9) mior ma lual (N. thak ma Inal ), reddish-brown bullock, possibly

so called on account of a colour resemblance to a reddish-brown snake

called lualdit .
2 Second name, atukdier ,

because the hippopotamus

which has a brown skin, will burst his way (tuk) through a fishing dam

(dier) made across a river.

(10) mior ma cuor (X. thak ma cuor). speckled bullock, so called

on account of its resemblance to the plumage of the vulture (cuor).

Second name, aivulei
,
because the vulture falls upon (tvu) an animal

(lei) killed in the bush.

(11) mior ma nycidl (X. thak ma nyacil). white bullock with brown

spots and splashes on face, back, and flanks, so called on account of

its resemblance to the skin of the python
(
nyddl ). Second name,

aderthok
,
because the python winds itself (der) round a goat (thok)

and kills and swallows it.

(12) mior ma ke (X. thak ma kdr), bullock with white back (and

maybe belly) and black flanks (or flanks of any other colour except

brown, when it is a ma diiag). Is this called after the rail 3
? Second

name, thoukiit, because during the rains the frogs chirp all night long

in the pools. They are led by a song-leader (kilt) and his death (thou)

alwavs takes place at dawn. On the following night the frogs are led

in song by a new leader. The frog has markings which are like those of

this bullock.

(13) miorma wea (N. thak ma icea ),
pepper-spotted bullock. Second

1 A suggested translation of bu icut is ” tramples the eattle-kraal *\ which might

very well apply to the elephant.

2 According to Stigand (id., p. 21) this is the tree cobra.

3 Stigand (id., p. 16) gives “ k'er, rail ; brown rail, with white neck, which walks

on floating vegetation ” in his Nuer vocabulary. The Dinka term for this bird ia

unknown.
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—

name, apokwea, because the sky (pok) is spotted (wea) with stars

at night.

(14) mior yom lou (N. thak ma kwe looka ),
bullock with mouse-

coloured skin (see No. T) and a white face. Second name, ajnlgiet.

I was told that it is so called because it has a colour which would not

become faint however much it were washed.

(15) mior ma kol (thak ma kid), brown or tawnv bullock with white

splash on centre of flank or on rump, probably so called through

resemblance to the sun {akol in Dinka). If this is so, the Nuer word

kid perhaps dates back to a period when the two languages were

undifferentiated, since the present Nuer word for sun is cang. 1 The

secondary name certainly suggests this association, and it is likely that

kid is a variant of kol Second name, ciruilbeny. The chief (beny) is

bright or shines (
ruil ), i.e. the sun shines or is bright. My informant said

that the sun is afraid of nothing but comes out in all his strength.

(16) mior ma nyayig (N. thak ma nyang ), any bullock with brindled

markings because the crocodile {nyang) has a brindled body. Second

name, adomgel
,
which means the seizer in a place where there is no

high river-bank grass (this grass is known as kuth in Nuer and akom

in Dinka). The seizer refers to the crocodile which pounces on animals

and men in such a place.

(17) mior ma bil nyang (N. thak ma bil nyang), brindled bullock

with white splash on flank (see No. 16). Second name, gwicatie/p

,

because the crocodile (nyang) watches (gu'ic) the shadow (atiep) of

a man in the water as he stands on the bank.

(18) mior ma ngok nyang (N. thak ma yil nyang), bullock of blue-

grey colouring with brindled markings. The word ngok in Nuer refers

to the heron, and this suggests a similar meaning for the Dinka word.

Is this so ? The only Nuer word, yil I know means the seeds of the

waterlily. Second name, kokdhinu because when people filter (dhim)

beer thev hit the end of the woven filter which emits a sound “ kok

kok kok and this can be heard a long way off. Now malted beer

when it is spread on the ground is of a blue-grey colour

resembling the colour of the bullock.

(19) mior ma ngok (N. thak ma yil), blue-grey bullock (see No. 18).

Second name, ivacluau. ivac means sour, and the name has reference

to malted grain which is of a blue-grey colour. (See No. 18.)

1 Another instance of this probable persistence of the old word in cattle-names

may be noted under Xo. 2 (mior majaak ,
X. thak ma jaafc ), where the present Xuer

word for pelican is bong .
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(20) mior ma cok rol (N. thak moi cok rol ), bullock with one white

foreleg, the white colouring extending under the leg-pit. Cok means

leg. Second name, acokjiuth
,
because it is like a girl who has on her

leg (cok) a bright leg-ring (jiuth, N. ciek).

(21) mior ma lek (N. thak ma bor Jek ), a white bullock with splashes

like those of the giraffe in colour and distribution. This association

with the giraffe is shown in the secondary name, and it is difficult to

know why the bullock is not called after its name. It appears most

likely that it is called after a certain fish known as lek (Nile perch ?)

in both Nuer and Dinka, though I do not know whether this implies

an association of colour. Second name, ajotdhu , because the giraffe

is caught (jot) by the spiked wheel trap (dhu). 1

(22) mior ma lek lou (N. thak ma lek looka ), a mouse-coloured

bullock with splashes similar to those in No. 21. Second name, kombai
,

which means “ lame ones " and refers to hyenas which run as though

lame. The association here is presumably between the coat of the

spotted hyena and the skin of the bullock.

(23) mior ma gook (N. thak ma luil). I am uncertain of the colour

of this bullock, but it appears from the Dinka name that it resembles

that of the baboon (gook). Second name, aroktim
,
because the baboon

climbs (rok) trees (tim).

(24) mior ma bil (N. thak ma bil ). This bullock may be of any

ground colour, but is distinguished by a large white splash in the centre

of the flank (except when the ground colour is brown, when it is ma

kid in Nuer and ma kol in Dinka ;
see No. 15). Second name, acongbang

,

because the crested crane, which has a white splash on its plumage like

the bullock on its skin, dances about (cong) aimlessly (bang).

(25) mior majok (N. thak ma jok). White bullock with black head,

neck, and rump. The ground colour may be of any other colour

except brown, for it is then a ma jak (see No. 2). Second name, nudai,

because when a Government steamer passes by all the people rush to

the bank to look at (dai) it. One presumes that the Dinka see some

resemblance between the colours of a Government steamer and of this

bullock, but I am very doubtful about the association in this instance.

(26) mior ma rial (thak ma rial), bullock wuth white body, but head

and rump of another colour (usually black) and with large splashes of

the same colour on back and flanks. Second name, babur, because

1 An alternative name in Bor Dinka, according to Archdeacon Shaw, is adier

kivec — covered in scales, referring to the fish.
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the Dinka see a resemblance between a Government steamer
(
babur

)

and this bullock. The colour of this bullock is a variation of No. 25,

and this is expressed also in the secondary names. My Dinka

informant said that there was nothing in nature with similar markings.

(27) mior ma rol (N. thak ma rol), a bullock of almost any ground

colour which is broken by a broad belt of white covering neck, shoulder,

and foreleg. Second name, kacbeegh. the saddle-billed stork
(rialbegh

in Nuer). This bird has a belt of white in its plumage, similar to the

bullock's markings.

(28) mior ma yom (N. thak ma kive),1bullock with a body of any colour

but distinguished by a white, or partly white, face in contrast. It is

so called because it resembles the beautiful fish eagle, which has a black

plumage with white neck and face (at least this is the meaning of the

Nuer word kive. and it seems that the same word is used by the Bor

Dinka). Second name, gwangnhial
,
because the fish eagle waits for

a fish to poke its head above the water (gwang) to the sky (nhial).

(29) mior ma kivac (X. thak ma kivac). Bullock of any colour, but

spotted like a leopard (kivac). Second name, adimkwac
, because it

and the leopard are so spotted (dim).

It may seem hazardous to record these derivations when I do not

know the Dinka language and trust to the information of a single boy.

Moreover, a Dinka-English dictionary is still lacking, so that I cannot

check the translation of Dinka words. Nevertheless, I have ventured

to publish them because little is known at present about Nilotic

cattle-names, which are of great interest sociologically, illustrating

language as a technique of economic relations, and showing the wav
in which symbols referring to colours and their distribution are formed.

They are also of interest in a comparative study of the Nilotic group

of languages for several Nuer words can only be understood

etymologically by reference to Dinka terms describing the same
animals. The precise significance of this fact cannot be estimated until

more is known about Nilotic cattle-names, especially those in use

among the Bhilluk. An account of cattle-names among the Nuer will

appear, accompanied by drawings, in my account of this people in

Sudan Notes and Records,

1 According to Archdeacon Shaw ma he? and wn yom refer in the Bor dialect to
cattle with different markings, the name given to an owner of a ma yom being atzi
gor " spoil the water! ilv \
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All Men are Brothers [Shui Hu Chuan]. Translated from the

Chinese by Pearl S. Buck. pp. xiii -j- 1279. London : Methuen

and Co., 1933. 21s.

Ten works of Chinese fiction are sometimes singled out as

^ p f Works of Genius ”, and they certainly include at least

two masterpieces, the San kuo chili yen i and

m Shui hu chuan . These, with the HK $1 Chin p'ing wei

and M ftL Hsi yu chi , figure again anions the ® jz isf It
“Four Marvellous Productions". Other novels of renown are the

£1 Hi Hung lou meng, H X$i ^ Feng shin yen ?. and Tung

chou lieh kuo chih ^ J§) 5l
J HI ^5- All of these are “ three-deckers ”,

running to a hundred chapters or more, and until a few years ago

none had been completely translated. Bather less than half the

Hung lou meng was done by Bencraft Joly. about the same proportion

of the Feng shin yen i by Grube in German, and several chapters of

the Hsi yu chi, with an abstract of the remainder, by Timothy Richards.

We have also been promised the whole of the Chin p'ing mei by Colonel

Egerton, but so far nothing has appeared. In 1925 Mr. Brewitt-Taylor

produced his San Kuo, the first of the great Chinese novels to be

presented in its entirety to the Western public : and now Mrs. Buck

has given us this complete translation of the Shui hu , a work of nearly

the same length, in a volume of 1,279 pages.

It is, in truth, a monumental achievement
;

for although trans-

lation in China, with a teacher at one's elbow, is a very different

matter from struggling with Chinese texts in this country without

other help than somewhat inadequate dictionaries, the mere industry

and patience which the task must have required, quite apart from

the considerable knowledge of the language which it implies, cannot

but excite admiration. It is true that the style of the Shui hu approaches

much more nearly to pai hua or the pure colloquial than that of the

San A*mo, but that is not altogether an advantage : for whereas the

literary language is hardly susceptible of change, common speech

in China, as elsewhere, is modified considerably by the lapse of time :

and this work is generally believed to have been composed, or rather

compiled from a number of previously existing stories, about the time

of Chaucer. Hence the occurrence of various phrases and locutions

which are now obsolete or survive only in out-of-the-way dialects.
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Sucli is the use of $$ gj as a verb meaning to steal, of which I can

find no other example : ^ Sc +0 95 5lf
" Haven't you come to

steal something ?
" (chap. i. p. 19. of Hu Shih*s edition, and p. 34 of

the translation). ^ /J\, seemingly an abbreviation of yj> 5E

wife and children ", is twice used simply to denote a wife :

^ ^ —
. fg ^g /]>»

“ I have recently married a wife ”
; ^ gf| fat]

;g /J> Whose wife is she ?
" A on p. 428 is evidently a pimp

or procuress, but its derivation is obscure. Jjji
“ bird "

is often used

in the sense of "accursed" : *J| This accursed inn"
;

^ $] ft
fg;

* s

Don't talk such cursed nonsense
J?

; tfj ^
44 What the devil should I be afraid of ?

" The word Jtf ,
again, is used

with the same shades of meaning as our word “ fellow ”, though

mostly in a derogatory sense : jftf
4

’ that creature ”, “ that rascal

Occasionally, too, it serves as a synonym for ^0 : f[ Come
and see him 7

; lift ® ® M 'They all eyed one another”,

ffi % sa chia (to be carefully distinguished from jg f§£ chiu clda

a tavern-keeper) is a term applied by several of the characters to

themselves, hut what its exact significance may be I cannot say.

Mrs. Buck translates it simply by the first personal pronoun. Then
we have a frequent use of jjlj as an emphatic final particle :

H*I :2c I'J AS
“

T wish to inquire after his health ”
; >ftl jp] j[§

“ I must trouble you. then "
; ^ ^ f# ic *1 A I'l ft “Good-

wife, entertain the gentleman "
; i\\ fcj ili ^ S>1 IS “ Why

do you not take a little thought for me ? ” JC is a particle which

is often hardly translatable. Alone, it is usually an interjection :

% It B-1- 3Z " Ha ! who is that calling me ? ” With g ,
it imparts

an element of persistence to the verb
: % g ffij jg “ kept on asking

. . . The phrase
jty] again, is not easy to translate in all contexts,

but it often seems to have a slightly depreciatory effect
: ft] Ira

® m “ 1 have just invited a few of you ”
; $ gL It M U fgj *

52c 11);
*' Oh. I am just putting up for the time at the district yamen’k

The Shm hu is a panoramic narrative, richly embroidered with
thrilling incidents, and valuable historically for the light it throws
on the intimate life of the people

; it may also be regarded as a novel
with a purpose, for the reader's sympathy is deliberately enlisted
on the side of outlaws and robbers who have suffered hardship and
been driven to revolt through acts of oppression and injustice on the
part of the governing classes and the selfish rich of their day. For
a long time the book was banned by imperial mandate, and officials

who bought a copy were punishable by the loss of a year's pay. Yet
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its general tone is far from being immoral : although it is full of

bloodshed and deeds of violence, great stress is laid on the innate
decency and virtue of the leading bandits, who are constantlv described

as good fellows
(;£J tH) and ''honest, open-handed men” ({£

Si W M)- One feels that the author of The Good Earth
,
with her

broad and tolerant outlook on life, was the predestined translator

of this work, instinct as it is with a warm, comprehensive humanity.
Full tribute has already been paid by many reviewers to the

general excellence of the work ; my purpose is now to examine and
appraise the translation from the linguistic and textual point of view.

Before going into further detail, it may be said at once that this is

no mere paraphrase but a faithful rendering in plain and vigorous

English, which suits well with the unaffected simplicity of the original.

Sometimes, indeed, one may regret that Mrs. Buck has tried to be

too literal, as in the following instances :

“ They were courteous

for nigh upon half a day "
(Jf| ~J ^ B{p]) ;

’ 4

It is all on my body ”

(U$ M _t) ;

£
' The affairs of my house are all at sevens and

eights ” &) If* -b M A $1) ; I guessed eight parts”

(A fa i|[). This indication of degree by taking so many parts

out of ten is a purely Chinese idiom which has no counterpart in

English.
44

1 felt pretty sure ” would be preferable as a translation.

Another slight blemish is an occasional shakiness in the trans-

literation of proper names. If is Shih. then surely ^ and ^ should

be Chih, not Chi. And it is hard to see why ]$; should be Chen while

Jg is Ching, Ling, and Fang. is variously rendered as Sun,

Shen, and Sheng ;
and appears as Chin Lo Fu. These

inconsistencies seem to be due to a mixture of dialects.

When I undertook to review this book I thought it would be a

good opportunity to read the whole novel in Chinese, comparing the

translation with it as I went along. That was six months ago, and

at the moment of writing I am still not half-way through ! However,

I am able to submit a certain number of passages which will need

reconsideration in the highly probable event of a second edition.

In describing the time and care that were spent on the translation,

Mrs. Buck tells us that she went through the Chinese no fewer

than four times from beginning to end. once by herself, twice with

her teacher, and once with another Chinese friend. If in spite of

all this revision some mistakes have still escaped her notice, one

can only murmur indulgently with Horace

—

44 Verum operi longo fas est obrepere somnum.”
VOL. VII. PART 3. 41
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p. 2 ,
1 . 19 :

44
lie could change the winds and shape the clouds.”

$$ ® ® The first character means
4 4

to discriminate between ”

(for purposes of divination). Mrs. Buck seems to have confused it

with §§, also read pien.

p. 5 ,
1 . 5 from bottom :

44 panophes ” is a slip for
44
canopies

”

p. 7 ,
1 . 23 :

44 when he had eaten a vegetarian meal.” ~J
44
he took with him the pure incense ” (from the Emperor),

p. 9, 1. 7 : I must confess I do not see why Commander Hung

in the prologue should cry ^ after his deliverance from the serpent

;

but neither do I see any justification for translating the words
44
Fortunate !

”

p. 153, 1. 15 :

44
after they had passed two or three cities.”

m n “ after they had done two stages of their journey ”. Another

confusion between two words of the same sound, ^ and

p. 204, 1. 15 :

** but I do not know whether or not you wish it.”

R ffc jK but I do not know how skilled

you may be in military exercises”'.

p. 216, 1. 12 : For ‘'Four Books” read
44
Five Classics”,

p. 217, 1. 1 :

44
in the county of Yiin Ch 4

en in the city of Chi

Chou.” iW Iff
44
Yun-ch 4

eng Hsien [district city]

in the prefecture of Chi-chou ”.

p. 230, 1. 5 :

44
you animal and one without all reason ” M is

unmannerly rather than unreasonable.

p. 246, 1. 17 :

44
he is not a good man ! ” ^ A “ you

don’t know a good man when you see him ”. Cf. p. 557 , 1. 13.

p. 248, 1. 4 :

4
‘ who in real truth was this Kung Sun Sheng ?

”

“ now, who
was this man who rushed in and grasped Kung-sun Sheng ?

”

p. 251, 1. 5 :

44
there are ears in the corners of the wall.” pg ®

Zg ft % : Why not use the exact English equivalent :

44 Walls

have ears ” ? There is nothing about 4
‘ corners

p. 245, 1. 17 :

4
* nor will I forget to raise you up.” ^ ^ g

~T ^ ffc I made no mistake in promoting you ”. |F is confused

with Jg*.

p. 275, 1. 12 :

4
‘ the approach to the three fortresses was heaped

with thunder wood and cannon, stones and repeating arrows and
mighty bows.” &
What Mrs. Buck means by thunder wood ’ I cannot guess

5
but

she evidently mistook for . Lei-mu are logs to be rolled down on
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the enemy’s head, p
L

ao-shih are not camion but stone cannon-balls,

and ying-nu may be cross-bows made with an exceptionally stiff

“pull”.

p. 276, 1. 15 from bottom : “rose early to travel by dawn and

they rested at night ft they started at dawn and

halted at noon”.

p. 288, 1. 10 : “at that time Sung Chiang carried a staff." ^
— - taking a retainer with him".

Pan-tcing occurs again a few lines below, where it is correctly

translated.

p. 289, 1. 4 :
“ I do not know what work there is for us from above.”

Sung Chiang is speaking to a petty

official : “I don't know on what public business you are engaged."

p. 303, 1. 13 from bottom : are not “ row boats
"

but punts, and ^ £6], here translated “small fishing boats”, are

boats propelled by means of a single oar at the stern. Hence the

familiar term yuloh >f§).

p. 304, 1. 15 :
“ he had a kerchief tied about his head." ® m

In ^ Ch'ing-jo U is a broad-brimmed bamboo-leaf hat.

p. 304, 1. 17 : “a weapon, which he held pointed like a pen.”

m m seems to be a spear with a hollow bamboo shaft,

p. 343, 1. 3
: §1 f$k is the young woman, not the old woman,

p. 343, 1. 6
: ^ cannot be a “ toilet table ” here, if on the

next page (1. 18) it is a “ long couch ".

p. 344, 1. 8 from bottom
: fjfe A $0 is not “ one who has a

great spirit ", but “ a man of refinement

p. 344, 1. 2 from bottom :
“ put aside the idle talk you have heard.”

ra k » tr * & “ gossip is being repeated everywhere

p. 345, 1. 4 from bottom :
“ he was here where he would not be.”

JE &. WL it a ® “ he was at a loss ".

p. 357, 1. 7 from bottom :
“ he has the cruellest kind of hand.”

IF Jab tt" he is a thorough-paced rascal"’. Mrs. Buck seems

to have read which means “murderer’".

p. 358, 1. 6 from bottom :
“ happiness and woe are two things to

which there is no door which any man may seek for himself. ^
W! 1® I"1 jf(: A fi Ci Unless the punctuation is at fault, the

above rendering would mean that happiness and woe are not to be

caused or averted by any human endeavour, but depend entirely on

Fate. The real meaning is just the reverse :
“ There is no high road

to happiness or misfortune ;
every man brings them on himself.”
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p. 359, 1. 7 from bottom: f§ jg, translated “rice wine lees”,

is surely preserved ginger ?

p. 369, 1. 15 :
“ how can we go to him ? ”

{pJ ^ R i S ^
“ why should we not take refuge with him ?

”

p. 369. 1. 11 from bottom :
“ and as all travellers do they slept at

night by the way." it The point

is that they were fugitives from justice, and hence “ they slept during

the day when travelling merchants were on the road”.

p. 383, 1. 18 : “proclaimed in such a month and such a year."

jgjr g . AVhy not give the reign-period Ckeng-ho

(a.d. 1111-18) % This is one of the few time indications in the story,

which opens in the reign of Che Tsung (1086-1100).

p. 388, 1. 16 : In Bull. SOS.,xi. p. 63, I discussed the term ^
and suggested that it must denote a chair protected from the sun by

an awning. The same term occurs here, and I am glad to note that

I have the support of Mrs. Buck, who translates it “ a tented sedan ”.

p. 394, 1. 6 :
“ it is easy enough to be here or there.” ^ ^

J|! “it is easy for me to manage ".

p. 402, 1. 6 : if it is told it will bring shame on you.” fg;

I S & W S I think this must be the right interpretation of

Isc ^ though I cannot find a parallel case cited in any dictionary.

In Giles Diet., No. 5138, we find : “to make a show of being

able to do anything
;
to be an impostor

; to put on airs.” And again,

under No. 2759 :
“ to counterfeit a trade-mark or sign

;
to wear the

distinguishing badge of one's profession.” The last meaning seems

to come nearest to what is required here : “If the truth is told,

it will display your shop-sign," i.e. expose you to the world.

p. 409, 1. 21 : “I asked you about the plum blossom tea and you
talk about go-betweens in marriage,—these are two things far apart !

”

A note should have been added to explain the pun on ^ and
which is lost on the English reader.

p. 412, 1. 17 : the two in the beginning of the Han dynasty who
helped the Emperor to his throne ” are fPJ Sui Ho and ^
Lu Chia. In both my editions of the text the former surname is

wrongly given as pff.

p. 421, 1. 4 :
“ (ever since this goodwife was wed to this man) she

has followed him in a hundred ways." {0 Jg-
|§g

“whenever there has been trouble, she has stuck to him through
thick and thin".
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p. 426, L 19 : I will do naught but wait for your good heart/’

^ M ?t=f ‘I shall expect a fair message/'

p. 426, 1. 3 from bottom : ipR flf does not mean “ Son of Yun ”

but “ elder brother of [the city of] Yiin [-chou].” „

p. 435, 1. 2 : ^ ^ is not “ one who pushes the boat ", but
“ one who avails himself of the boat ",—a passenger.

p. 435, 1. 12 from bottom : “a kind of bitter white medicine which

rots the vitals when it is swallowed/' The Chinese is simply Qt Ha,
which is arsenic. Why this circumlocution ?

p. 436, L 4 : “I have taken the first step and the second must
follow.”

p. 527, 1. 9 from bottom :
’* since I have begun, let me finish."

—
* Both renderings give the correct sense of the

proverb. Literally, I suppose, the words mean :
” Don't do one. or

don t stop at two. They are first put into the mouth of the poisoner

Hsi-men Chdng, and afterwards, ironically enough, into that of Wu
Sung who, having avenged his brother's death, found himself involved

in a new orgy of slaughter. The sentiment is that of Macbeth :

I am in blood

Stepped in so far that, should I wade no more,

Returning were as tedious as go o'er."

p. 440. 1. 19 : Q is not “ the first part of the night before mid-

night ”, but 9—1 1 a.m. On p. 47L 1. 13, is again wrongly trans-

lated “ the fourth watch of the night ".

pp. 444-5 : The account of a cremation in China is interesting

in that it tends to justify Marco Polo's constant allusions to that

practice, which cannot be traced farther back than the Sung dynasty,

and appears to have died out again by the fifteenth century.

p. 448, 1. 9 :

*' immediately a curse falls upon man." A ^ W
B# *1 “ man is subject to vicissitudes of fortune ".

p. 456, 1. 15 from bottom : % is not an earthen cup " but

an ink-slab.

p. 459, 1. 6 :
“ then all the neighbours laughed in deprecation

of this.’- ^ ^ m # % m an m- This sentence is really

a continuation of Wu Sung's speech : Worthy neighbours, do not

make this a subject of ridicule."

p. 461, 1. 13 from bottom : it was you who did the wrong first/’

ffc *8 7 “ you were the first to confess

p. 483, 1. 12 from bottom : and he would not go, and there were

voices and shouts everywhere." & T A ^ ^
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This again is part ofWu Sung's speech :
“ I haven't run away.

What do you come yelling and shouting here for ?

"

p. 492, 1. 1 : if I flatter you at all then am I no proper man."

^ * IS 1$ W ^ ^ A Ik
£;

if ^ is some business

requiring an oily tongue, then I am not the man for you !

"

p. 507, 1. 18 from bottom : — m $ & is not
£k
a cart or two "

but simply “ a cart ".

p. 509, 1. 14 : ‘‘I ought to take up my weapons and follow your

very footstool." ^ A t H i I I I- “I ought to hold

your whip and follow your stirrup," i.e. be your servant. |§ and S
have been confused—once more owing to identity of sound.

p. 510, 1. 6 from bottom :
“ now the drinking has some meaning

to it." #} ij§ J& ^ j; ^ ‘’pour out some wine for this worthy

man to drink".

p. 511, 1. 20 :
“ and who would ask more ? ” fi? (H # A Bfl

“ I can hardly believe I am on earth " (literally,
‘

‘ how is it like being

among men ? ").

p. 513, 1. 3 from bottom : ‘‘a good beast can be shown mercy and
it is grateful, but how can one look for gratitude in a man ? " ^ £
M 1st A II $1 " living things may be brought to salvation

except man

p. 517, 1. 15 from bottom : he did not dream that he would be

seen. 7 jt, 7 he took no precautions against

being seen

p. 534, 1. 10 from bottom :
“ (rumours came) as thickly as splinters

of a bamboo when it is bent and broken. The Chinese is simply
“ $3: (the translator seems to have misread “ like

minute stabs, or, as we should say, pin-pricks.

p. 536, 1. 2 from bottom : “I will try and see how it is." JT
ffc let me disguise you ".

p. 557, 1. 16 : if you had not been a star mighty enough to fill

the heavens.” ^ ^ fz % “ If by the grace of
Heaven you had not,” etc. Mrs. Buck again confuses words of the
same sound, ^ and jg. Her mistakes under this head doubtless
arise from the oral delivery of her Chinese assistant. Let her recall
the proverb 0f M & % 0f BA & J® ” The eyes are better guides
than the ears

Lionel Giles.
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Twilight in the Forbdiden City. By Sir Reginald F. Johnston,

K.C.M.G. pp. 486, maps and plates. London : Victor Gollancz,

Ltd., 1934. 185.

Sir Reginald Johnston has been in such close contact with compara-

tively recent events in China that he cannot be expected to approach

them without certain prepossessions. It will be evident to the reader

of these pages that he desires to see the restoration of the
£:
Dragon ”

to his ancestral throne. So long as the reader keeps this in mind the

fact by no means impairs the historical value of the work, which is

very great. For no European has moved in such close familiarity

with the chief personages of the late regime, and he is consequently

able to put forward judgments of character which may sometimes be

unfair, but which are always based on much more than mere

hearsay, while his partisanship is entirely free from the disingenuous

character of that of many Chinese political writers.

In 1888 edicts were issued announcing the forthcoming marriage

of the Emperor Kuang Hsii and the resignation by the dowager-

empress, Tz
£

u Hsi, of the functions of government. In the following

year the marriage took place and the emperor, then nineteen years

old, “ assumed the imperial duties and prerogatives.” But since in

the traditional Chinese code of ethics filial piety is the fundamental

virtue, “ the position of the dowager-empress after her retirement was

superior . . . not only in practice but in theory, to that of the

emperor/’ When, therefore, Kuang Hsii and the reformer. K‘ang

Yu-wei, embarked upon the “ famous hundred days’ of helter-skelter

reform ” (the phrase is Sir Reginald’s), the emperor was “ by no means

oblivious of the magnitude of the forces against which he and K‘ang

Yu-wei had to struggle They had to choose between “ rushing the

reform decrees through as quickly as possible ’ and thereby arousing

the dowager-empress to act, as admittedly she had a right to do,

“ as a constitutional check on * hasty legislation ,
and introducing

them by gradual stages and so giving their opponents time to

consolidate and organize against them. But, * on the whole, says

Sir Reginald, “ she seemed willing to allow the routine business of

the State to be transacted by the emperor and his counsellors without

reference to her,” nor does he cite any serious instance of her inter-

ference in public affairs between her retirement in 1889 and the

moment when, in 1898, she was warned that the emperor was plotting

against her with Yuan Shih-k‘ai. When i£
wildly exaggerated reports

reached her of what the emperor and his gang of reformers intended
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to do with, her
J?
she acted promptly* and with a vigour which, had he

been capable of it, might well have made Kuang Hsii master in his

own house. Reading Sir Reginald’s story, one feels that the blame for

the collapse of the reform movement must have lain with the emperor

himself as well as with the empress-dowager and Yuan Shih-k‘ai,

whose motives for betraying the plot to isolate Tz‘u Hsi must be

largely a matter of speculation. “ Intelligent, patriotic and earnest
”

the emperor may well have been, but he had not the qualities which

impel devotion, and throughout his career he showed a conspicuous

lack of the boldness which, whatever her crimes and weaknesses,

generally characterized the dowager-empress. Filial piety may be

a cloak for timidity, and Kuang Hsii's submissiveness was of the kind

that makes a vindictive woman more vindictive because she despises

her victim. For ten years he supported the cruel humiliations to which

he was subjected and from which, according to the Chinese code, it

would have become him to have freed himself by suicide. It cannot

be denied that the unfortunate Kuang Hsii was the victim of a

capricious and ruthless woman and of the traditional Chinese ethical

system, but neither can it be denied that the dowager-empress was

a stronger character and a more vigorous ruler, and the lower one's

estimate of her capacity and government, the less admirable and

effective does Kuang Hsii by comparison appear.

Sir Reginald s indictment of Y iian Shih-k'ai is even more sweeping

than his bitter denunciation of Tz‘u Hsi. The betrayal of Kuang Hsii

and the reformers in 1898, and the relation in which he stood to T‘ang
Shao-i are not in themselves sufficient evidence of his responsibility

for T ang s declaration of conversion to republican principles and
consequent resignation of his position as imperial delegate at the

Shanghai Conference in 1912. Yuan was ambitious and self-seeking,

but in this instance his want of loyalty is not proven, while T ang's

very evidently is, yet for him Sir Reginald has no word of
condemnation.

In general the causes vhich bring about the fall of Chinese dynasties
tend to recur. Rnefl^r the^ may be summed up as pressure from
without, internal dissension, economic distress, and official corruption.
In the chapters entitled ‘‘ The Manchu Court in Twilight and “ The
Imperial Household Department " Sir Reginald makes it abundantly
clear that the most serious factor of all had been the gradual
tightening of the stranglehold of the Imperial Household Department
or 11 u Fu

, which he likens to “ a vampire draining the life-blood
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of the dynasty \ The extent of the powers of the Nei Wu Fu has been

little appreciated in the West. Not only did it control all imperial

properties and treasures and the affairs of the palace—both generally

by virtue of its authority and in particular through its servants, the

eunuchs—but it was also, in fact if not in name, one of the great

departments of State, and the organ through which the emperor

transacted business with the other departments. Its power arid

influence, says Sir Reginald, extended to the great world of politics

and contributed to the notorious corruption of Chinese public life."

Nor can the fact that traditional methods and individual incompetence

were partly responsible for its corruption lessen the disastrous influence

of the Nei Fu upon the fortunes of the declining Manchu house.

“ He who rides a tiger cannot dismount " the Chinese proverb says.

Sir Reginald's self-imposed task of riding this tiger was attended by

a remarkable degree of success and he is to be congratulated on

having disproved the proverb by dismounting in safety. How far

the adventurous journey might have proceeded will never be known.

On the arrival of General Feng Yu-hsiang in Peking in November, 19*24,

the Manchu court passed from twilight to a long night of darkness ;

the
4 4

dragon-throne " was empty, and its attendant ** tiger
’

disappeared.

Sir Reginald's relations with his imperial pupil reflect in fullest

measure those possible contacts and fundamental harmonies between

the cultures of the West and of China which many have realized

who have been fortunate enough to find friends among the Chinese.

We are glad to learn that the book is selling well in China
;

it may prove

salutary for young Chinese to see their country through the eyes of

a writer at once svmpathetic to China and critical of the Republic.

E. E.

The Chinese. Their History and Culture. By Kenneth Scott

Latourette. 2 vols. London : Macmillan, 1934. 30.5.

Dr. K. S. Latourette, who is Professor of Missions and Oriental

History at Yale, is best known to students of Chinese through his

excellent book, A History of Christian Missions in China (S.P.C.K.,

1929). The present work is an outline of China's history, culture,

and present problems. Not since the last revision of Samuel Wells

Williams' The Middle Kingdom /’ says Professor Latourette in his

Preface, “ have we had in a European language a satisfactory, large.
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comprehensive book on China and the Chinese/’ He therefore essays

to
44
picture afresh the Chinese, their history and civilization, bringing

into its composition all our knowledge concerning them, both old

and new." As a background he first sketches in—perhaps a little

too lightly—the geography and natural resources of the country.

This is followed by a summary, comprising the remainder of Vol. i,

of the history of China from the beginning to the present day. The

second volume opens with a chapter on population, followed by others

on government, economic life and organization, religion, social life,

art and language, literature and education. To each chapter is appended

a critical bibliography, including not only books, but also the more

important articles scattered throughout the numerous journals devoted

to Chinese studies both in European languages and in Chinese, and

a certain number of standard Chinese works. As the book is avowedly

a survey, intended for college and university courses on China,

for the general reader, and for travellers or foreign residents in China,

the author, justifiably if regrettably, has dispensed with footnotes.

Professor Latourette has succeeded in being brief without

sacrificing essentials
;

for example, he summarizes in five pages

without serious omission all the evidence and theories regarding the

origins of the Chinese people. To achieve this end he has introduced

as few names as possible, and if his book is thus made less valuable

as a work of reference, he may yet justly claim to have included
44
the

minimum which all who seek to be familiar with the main features

of the history and culture of the Chinese must know". The historical

section displays two special features : the author *s narrative of the

history of China s contact with the West is marked by a greater

degree of detachment than most recent books which deal with the

political relations of China with other countries
;

and by reducing

by half the space usually devoted to the history of the Manchus
and the Republic he has been able to present the early history of

China in truer perspective.

In many of the fields which a book of this kind must seek to cover
specialized monographs are not yet available, and the author must
sometimes take refuge in generalization. As a consequence, although
the material is up to date and the presentation of it impartial, a certain
unevenness of quality is perhaps inevitable. Dr. Latourette, having
made a special study of Christian missions in China, writes with
authority on Religion, and has much that is of interest to say about
the causes of the failures and successes of imported faiths. On the
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subject of the trends of modern Education, on the other hand, though

the bibliography suggests that he is acquainted with the best books and

recent publications on the subject, he writes as though on less familiar

ground. None the less, as a summary and interpretation of

our knowledge of China and the Chinese at present these volumes

are to be recommended, and even when, as the author modestly

foresees, our advancing knowledge shall cause it to be superseded

as it now supersedes its model, it will be remembered, as The Middle

Kingdom is remembered, as a milestone in that advance.

E. E.

China’s Geographic Foundations : A Survey of the Land and its

People. By George Babcock Cressey. pp. xvii + 436, 1 map.

New York and London : McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1934.

24§.

Geography, or rather topography, is one of China's oldest sciences.

The geographic details given in the Tribute of Yu (Yu kung) in the

Book of History (Shu ching) are probablv the earliest existing records,

and from the Chou Ritual (Chou li) it appears that a well-staffed

department of geography was maintained during the Chou dvnasty

(c. 1150-250 b.c.). In addition to the section devoted to geography

in the various dynastic histories, there exists in China a remarkable

and comprehensive series of systematic topographical works, some

relating to the provinces, departments, districts, and cities of the

empire, and others to the countries beyond the borders. But in spite

of this mass of material, the social history of the Chinese people has

yet to be written in full, and the relation of geography to society has

remained unexplained by Chinese writers. It is a problem which

has interested Western scientists, and to the solution of which

Dr. Cressey has devoted ten years of travel and research. In 1923 he

was appointed geologist in the University of Shanghai, and during

the next six vears he visited twenty-three of the twenty-eight

provinces of China, travelling some 30.000 miles in the course of his

researches.

It has been pointed out that in China, perhaps to a greater extent

than is usual elsewhere, the people belong to the soil. Dr. Cressey's

view is that there so deeply is man rooted in the earth that there
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is but one all-inclusive unity—not man and nature as separate

phenomena but a single organic whole". This belief in the essential

unity of the land and the people gives us the key to the author’s

treatment of his subject. His object is “to interpret the earth

in terms of human use", for he maintains, rightly, that ‘’where

people live so close to nature as in China, an appreciation of geography

is fundamental in understanding human affairs His method, there-

fore, is to present the Chinese landscape as a background for human

activities, and to show how man and his environment have succeeded in

modifying each other.

In spite of her natural resources China is an agricultural rather

than an industrial country
;

over-population has always made the

problem of food-supply immediate and acute, with the result that

every available patch of ground is cultivated to capacity. Side by

side with agricultural communities of almost primitive simplicity

are large areas which are being completely transformed by amazing

economic developments. The westernization of specific districts is,

however, a modern phase of the problem which faces present-day

China. The fundamental obstacle to national unity is presented by

natural as well as economic and cultural contrasts.

China cannot be thought of only in terms of artificial political

divisions ; and geographical differences are not even covered by the

division into north and south, though Mr. Huntington 1 would seem

to be right in his belief that “ the curious anomaly of a progressive

South and a conservative North "
is at least partially explained by

a process of “ natural selection through over-population, famine, and

migration Dr. Cressey's regional units, based upon the consideration

of such factors as topography, climate, and language, are therefore,

1, the North China plain; 2, the loess highlands; 3, the mountains

of Shantung. Liaotung, and Jehol
; 4, the Manchurian plain; 5, the

mountains of eastern Manchuria : 6. the Khingan mountains; 7, the

Central Asiatic steppes and deserts
;

8. the central mountain belt
; 9,

the Yangtze plain ; 10, the Red River basin of Szechwan
; 11, the south

Yangtze hills ; 12, the south-eastern coast ; 13. the hills of Liagkuang
;

14, the south-western table-land
;
and 15, the Tibetan borderland.

In each of these areas natural characteristics, the political background,

and the consideration of future possibilities are made to form a setting

for the human panorama, and perhaps the best feature of this valuable

addition to our knowledge of China is that the reader is enabled to
1 L. Ellsworth Huntington, The Character of Races (New York, 1924).
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share to a remarkable degree the author's understanding of the life

and outlook of the Chinese peasantry.

The usefulness of the book is enhanced by a considerable

bibliography and its attractiveness by many excellent photographs.

E. E.

The Mind of China. By Edwin D. Harvey, pp. x (1) + 321. Yale

Universitv Press, 1933. 1

8

s . 6(7

.

The mind of a people as static-seeming as the Chinese is probably

best approached historically. By following the sequence of events it

is possible to trace the advance of thought produced by social and

political changes.

During the Han period officials were appointed to gather and set

on record the tales common among the people. This practice, the

origin of which is referred by tradition to Confucius' declaration that

even in the meanest ways there may be something worthy of attention,

was probably a variant of the still more ancient custom of collecting

and storing in the archives the folk-songs of the States, some of which

have come down to us in the Book of Poetry (Shih eking). Unfortunately,

though there remain some valuable sources of material, such as

the Elegies of Chrii (CEu tz‘u) and the Hill and River Classic (Shan

hai eking), none of the early collections of prose tales survives. Having

no new beliefs to propound, Confucius maintained an unbroken

silence upon the subject of spiritual beings, and his school developed

a literary tradition which had no room for popular animistic stories.

But in the course of the centuries between the fall of the Han

empire in a.d. 220 and the establishment of the Sui dynasty in 581

their attitude changed. During that time Buddhism spread through

the entire country until, as the history records, nine out of every ten

families were Buddhists. The impetus given to folk-tales by the

growing influence of the foreign faith is clear. They formed the most

effective propaganda that could have been devised, and increased

steadily in number, while Buddhist activity in this direction roused

a strong spirit of rivalry both among Taoist writers and in Confucian

scholars also. A definitely religious element thus often entered into

the tales, the spontaneous character of which was further modified

as they were constructed with a purpose. This rational development

ceased only when the scholars of the Sung dynasty, exploring all the

lore and teaching of the three schools, evolved the philosophy regarding
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man and his environment which served China until the introduction

of western scientific thought and material culture. Nor should it

be forgotten that during the centuries in question (w-ithout doubt one

of the most formative periods in the whole of Chinese history) the

infusion and absorption of new ethnical elements and a variety of

other influences, political as well as cultural, must have effected both

speculative thought and popular folk-tales. Neglect of this evolutionary

aspect of Chinese beliefs perhaps forms the principal defect of

Mr. Harvey's volume.

The work of De Groot, Wieger, Dore, and others had already made

us familiar w ith many tales of the supernatural and the beliefs under-

lying them ;
but such works are not readily accessible, and Mr. Harvey

has therefore done a real service to the student of folk-lore as well as

to the general reader in producing this interesting study. Although

the stories of which the book is full are largely drawm from translations

and not from original sources, they have been admirably selected for

the author's purpose, and his own observation of Chinese institutions

enables him to present to his readers a remarkable picture of a people

wThose lives still revolve round the central idea that everything is

“ spirit-indwelt " and who, in times of emergency, still have recourse

to
4< any and every help available—Buddhist and Taoist priests, the

souls of their ancestors, necromancers, fortune-tellers, and sorcerers

From the point of view* of social science the book is yet another

proof of the solidarity of the human race. The author starts wflth the

conviction that the reactions of the Chinese to life are not only
“ susceptible of analysis and understanding’'' but are fundamentally

the same as those of other peoples, the likeness becoming more apparent

as the analysis becomes more objective **. He cites the over-

emphasis of the religious element among the Chinese as an example
of the w ay in which the *' life-pattern " may be distorted by inability

to maintain a balance between its constituent elements. The reason

for this, we believe, is apparent. Environment is threefold—natural,
social, and spiritual ; the special environment of a people may result

in emphasis upon a special phase, and the greater the problems
presented by the first two, the more complicated is the process of

adaptation to the third phase likely to prove. Pressure may be relieved

as more rational explanations of natural phenomena are sought and
found, but among the Chinese animism remained a basic element of

speculative thought until modern times, thus exaggerating the
difficulty of adaptation to an unusual degree. Many examples are
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cited which support this theory, and in our opinion these form the

chief contribution of the book to a further understanding of the

“ mind of China ". Though Mr. Harvey does not seek beyond reactions

to “ life-conditions ” for his explanations, modes of thought are the

result, not of the environment only, but also of the essential qualities

of the minds reacting to it. Perhaps our knowledge of Chinese origins

is as yet too vague to allow of any detailed study along these lines,

but they suggest an interesting field for speculation.

Mr. Harvey's romanization of Chinese characters does not, as stated

in the Preface to the book, conform to the Made system. But though

his use of words such as tao-t'ai or yamen, even if only in citations,

without translation or explanation may prove discouraging to the

general reader, his practice of using the Chinese terms to distinguish

the various phases of the soul and other similar devices which avoid

confusion are helpful to the student and must therefore be

commended. E. E.

Riddles of the Gobi Desert. By Sven Hedin. Translated from the

Swedish by Elizabeth Sprigg and Claude Napier, pp. x

+ 382, 24 plates, 1 map. Routledge, 1933. 18$.

Tents in Mongolia (Yabonah). Adventures and Experiences among

the Nomads of Central Asia. By Henning Haslund. Translated

from the Swedish by Elizabeth Sprigg and Claude Napier.

pp. xvi + 366. London : Kegan Paul. 1934. 15$.

Children of the Yellow Earth. Studies in Prehistoric China.

By J. Gunnar Andersson. Translated from the Swedish by

Dr. E. Classen, pp. xxi 4- 345. London : Kegan Paul, 1934.

25$.

Here are three widely different books on Asia, two written by

Swedes and one—Tents in Mongolia—by a Dane. If there is one

fact that emerges from the reading of them it is that the suspicion

existing between China and the Soviets makes, and will for a long

time make, exploration and scientific investigation in those territories

which lie between them virtually impossible. The only one of the

three who reports success in his undertakings is Dr. Andersson,

who was in the employ of the Chinese Government and was working on

Chinese territory.

Dr, Sven HeduTs book is frankly disappointing. It is the sequel

to his earlier work—Across the Gobi Desert—on his Gobi expeditions,
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and was to have embodied the discoveries and scientific results at

which he did little more than hint in the earlier volume. But difficulties

(political for the most part) beset the expedition from the time at

which this new record begins in 1928, and so hampered the operations

of his field-workers that in spite of the inclusion of digests of reports

of a number of Dr. Hedin's assistants in the field, the reader is left

with the impression that the story which was promised in this volume

has yet to be told.

This is probably true. Dr. Pei's discovery of an almost entire

human cranium claimed to be earlier than any previously found
;

the meteorological observations and records of Dr. Haude and Major

Zimmermann
;

Dr. Norm's geological work in Eastern Turkestan

—

of these and other branches of the expedition's work we must surely

hear further. But even if we cannot admit the literary value of this

popular account of Dr. Hedin's most recent activities our admiration

is due to the man who could command the devotion and untiring

labour of such a team.

Three times in Dr. Hedin's book a brief reference occurs to the

name of Lieutenant Haslimd. The story of how this young Danish

officer came to be in Asia and to join the Hedin expedition is worth

telling and is worthily told by himself in Tents in Mongolia
,

a

vivid tale of an attempt to found a Danish farming colony in the

heart of Mongolia.

Towards the end of the World War, an eminent Danish doctor,

C. E. Krebs, was labouring to alleviate the distress in the war prisons

in Siberia. When the Bolsheviks reached Irkutsk he bought a horse

and rode, alone and by compass, “ till he reached remote Peking.”

On his way he passed through Bulgun Tal, the Sable Plateau, “ lovelier

than anything he had seen," which lies southwards from Lake Baikal,

and to the extreme east of Urianhai, that lordless land
” “ dreaming

care-free within its encircling alps ”, which, by an odd chance, had been
included within the boundary-lines of neither Russia nor China.

He had so much to tell about the “ gold and asbestos and other things

awaiting men who would come and take possession of it”, and so

much interest was aroused in Denmark, that it was decided that six

men, with Dr. Krebs as leader, should form a first expedition with the
object of investigating the possibilities for an eventual colonization
of the region b^ several thousand Danish agriculturalists whose farms
in Siberia had been confiscated by the Bolsheviks.

After several years devoted to preparation and special training,
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the expedition set out, not by the short route through Russia (the

Soviet had refused them transit) but bv way of Suez, Peking, and
Kalgan. There the serious business of travel began and it was not

until one hundred and twenty-seven days after their heavy ox-caravan

had passed through the gate of the Great Wall of China out into the

desert that they planted their ” sun-bleached, wind-torn Danish flag
"

in Bulgun Tal.

For more than two years they worked, founding a farm for corn,

horse and cattle breeding, building up a trade in furs, and investigating

the district's mineral resources. But the long arm of the Soviet Revolu-

tion reached even to Bulgun Tal. In 1926 a conference with the

authorities resulted in permission being granted to work there for

twelve years, with no guarantee thereafter. Conditions were becoming

increasingly impossible
;

immigration into Mongolia was regarded

with aversion
;

and so it came about that
*

’ the members of the

expedition were scattered before all the winds", only the dauntless

leader remaining in Bulgun Tal.

The adventures and experiences of the pioneers are vividly described

in this sincere and lively book from the moment the idea was first

mooted until they parted regretfully. The author describes himself

as the son of one who understood the aesthetic value of all that is

primeval, and unspoilt
'
5

,
and the cousin of a companion of Stanley

in Africa. He combines in himself the spirit of both. The most

thrilling adventures are not the visit of the beautiful robber

princess, the perils of the desert, the mad ride of fourteen

consecutive hours on the wild horse, Hao , nor even the horrors of

a Soviet prison. The author took to Mongolia like a duck to water

and won his way into many Mongol tents. " Every night I slept

in a new camp and in the evenings I sat by hospitable hearths and

listened attentivelv
"—to hunters' tales; to the plaintive melodies

(many of which are reproduced in the book) which “ rose and fell

like the flames upon the hearth" ;
to stories of Soviet atrocities;

to the rapid unintelligible cantrips" of the sorcerer who. "laying

a sheep's shoulder-blade in the fire and then interpreting the cracks

made by the heat, after long meditation and repetition of mystic

formulas, can divine." The author was adopted as the father of

a Mongol boy to save it from the influence of evil spirits, and he

witnessed the mystical warfare between a Shaman and the spirits

in the body of a sick man. Tents in Mongolia is the work of a man

who not only resided, but lived, among the Mongols.

VOL. VTT. TART 3. 42
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The book is profusely illustrated, and the translation reads smoothly

and well.

Serious students of the pre-history of China who have read

Dr. Andersson' s earlier monographs may find this volume too fight

for their taste. It must be difficult to write a popular book on palaeon-

tology, geology, and archaeology, but Dr. Andersson has succeeded. His

method is to combine description with scientific data. He conducts

his readers on imaginary journeys to various parts of China and

then paints for them the China that must have been. No one could

do it better. A colliery engineer in Sweden, Dr. Andersson was trans-

ported to the East to become Mining Adviser to the Chinese Govern-

ment. The chance finding upon the desk of a friend of a small piece

of stromatofitic ore added to his task of surveying the coal-fields and

ore resources of China a zeal for collecting fossils and archaeological

material. In Children of the Yellow Earth he takes his readers into the

prehistoric swamp forests at the period when the flora of the world

had not yet been differentiated
;
he shows them the giant saurians

and the first mammals
; discourses of dragons and dragon-bones,

long used by the Chinese as medicine. Next he relates the story of the

discovery and investigation of the cave which yielded the Peking

man
;
he leads his readers into the Ordos desert in search of Pleistocene

man ;
he discovers the first traces of prehistoric villages, a cave

which he believes to be a cannibalistic sanctuary, and no fewer than

forty sites of the \ang Shao age, which <fc

stands out as a rich and
brilliant episode not only against the genuine Neolithic age . . .

but also against succeeding ages”. During the age of the Yang Shao
civilization, he tells us, the country teems with busy cultivators

of the soil, living together in large villages.” Interest centres in its

painted pottery, and Dr. Andersson devotes considerable space to

an analysis of the symbolism of the designs with which it is decorated.
Onlj Dr. Andersson could have written this record of his researches

for only he knew all the details. He writes with an enthusiasm which
is communicated to his readers, and this personallv conducted tour
of prehistoric China is a great success. The numerous illustrations
fulfil their purpose and the translator has served his author well.

E. E.
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Son of Heaven. A Biography of Li Shih-min, Founder of the T‘ang

Dynasty. By C. P. Fitzgerald, pp. ix (6) + 232. Cambridge

University Press, 1933. 125. 6tf.

Between the fall of the deservedly illustrious Han dynasty earlv

in the third century of the Christian era and the establishing of the

no less illustrious Tang dynasty through the energy and statesmanship

of Li Shih-min in a.d. 618 lie three centuries as remarkable in their

way as any in the history of China. Though marked by constant

dissension and disruption they form, none the less, an era of surprising

development. The north was overrun by barbarians, and only a

remnant of a Chinese empire remained, with its capital removed to

the south. The invaders, however, were slowly absorbed into, and

became part of the conquered race and the infusion of new elements

served to reinvigorate the Chinese people. Perhaps to the same cause

may be traced a growing self-consciousness in the people which is

evidenced in many directions, such as the spread of popular tales,

popular interest in religion, and increasing attempts at crude but

unmistakable dramatic representation.

The glory of the T'ang dynasty was merely the fruit of this long

preparatory period. Nor was it the first-fruit. The empire was reunited,

not by the house of T'ang but by the Sui emperors who, had they been

more capable and less luxurious, might have carried into effect the

excellent projects which they initiated. But after its first effort the

house of Sui deteriorated rapidly and it was left to the Tang founders,

father and son, and in particular to Li Shih-min, the son of a Tartar

mother, to push to its conclusion the reunion of the empire, to

reorganize the administration, and to build up an efficient fighting force.

Not the least commendable feature of Mr. Fitzgerald's interesting

biography of Li Shih-min is due to the fact that his own interest in the

subject of his book has enabled him to draw^ for his readers something

more than a line portrait
;
he has succeeded in making of him a real

person, a warrior-statesman honoured by his countrymen even to the

present day for concrete and intelligible reasons. Great soldier and

efficient administrator as he was. it is no less on account of the generous

humanity of his nature that he is exalted by the Chinese. His pacifica-

tion of the empire inaugurated an era of prosperity which exceeded

anything that had existed for centuries. But pacification was not

merely a matter of subduing the enemies of his house in China and

the enemies of China outside. By his generous treatment of friends

and enemies he won for himself a place in the hearts of the people
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so warm and a reputation so great that his father, the first emperor

of the new dynasty, soon abdicated and left the country in the capable

hands of his son.

Although he scorned the intrigue with which the Chinese court

was inevitably and invariably seamed. Li Shih-min was a capable

diplomatist. He made friends with the invading tribes of Central

Asia, buying immunity until such time as he had reformed the army

and turned the undisciplined hordes which for generations had

comprised the Chinese forces into an efficient fighting machine. By

his zeal as well as by his skill and courage, he so encouraged his officers

that with their co-operation before long he had trained bodies of troops

with whom he himself marched to subdue the tribes beyond the

borders. Although the series of campaigns thus inaugurated lasted

throughout his life, and though the organizing of his growing empire

occupied him for some years, peace and not aggrandizement was his

aim. Curbing his ambition, he devoted himself next to improving

internal conditions, and was able to give to the Chinese people instead

of wild disorder, peace, unity, and good government.

Mr. Fitzgerald has rendered a service to students of Chinese history

and earned for himself a place among sinologues. Moreover he offers

to the general reader a volume which is of considerable interest. To

say that we could wish that he had devoted more space to the adminis-

trative side of Li Shih-min's career is not to cavil at that which he has

given us. The maps which accompany the text are clear and adequate,

and the book is attractively illustrated by reproductions of three

of the six bas-reliefs of Li Shih-min' s famous chargers.

E. E.

How Chinese Families Live in Peking. By Sidney D. Gamble.

Funk k AVagnalls. S3.

Mr. Gamble, who is Research Secretary of the National Council

of Young Men's Christian Associations, and the author of Peking,

a Social Survey, has here carried a step further his inquiries into the

life of all classes in Peking. This time he has given to students of

social science and economics a detailed analysis of the household

accounts of some hundred Chinese families, whose income and expendi-

ture were carefully recorded for a year under the supervision of his

assistants in the field. Primarily the book will appeal to those concerned

with the study of social problems and national reconstruction in China,
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but it is not without interest to sociologists elsewhere. Standards

of living in various countries can be compared only with the aid of

such studies as this, the first of its kind to he made for any part of

China. Although the author devotes most of his space to itemized

budgets, diagrams, figures, and facts which will not interest the general

reader, no one could read the book through without gaining an insight

into the daily life of the Chinese and an admiration for their amazing

thrift and the serenity with which they maintain existence upon
a pittance which, in the group with the lowest incomes, allows onlv

8 cents silver per day per person for food.

In addition to the diagrams the book contains a number of illustra-

tions, including some interesting ones relating to weddings and funerals,

the chapter on which will be new to many of Mr. Gamble's readers.

E. E.

The House of Exile. By Nora Walx. London : The Cresset

Press, Ltd., 1933. 166*.

Mrs. Wain's novel was favourably reviewed in China. By some

upon whose judgment of such books the general reader both there

and in this country relies it was even received as genuine auto-

biography, Mrs. Pearl Buck acclaimed it
—

** Undoubtedly one of the

most delightful books of personal experience that has yet been

written about China. Its authenticity is beyond question."

In a brief foreword the authoress states that the purpose of the

book is just to tell of everyday life in a Chinese family". In order

to give to the telling the real true-story atmosphere she has admitted

herself as a daughter of the house. " wearing Chinese dress and learning

the language," into the “walled courts" of a Chinese '‘mandarin"

family. Here, in the "House of Exile", the Lin family has dwelt

for thirty-five generations. (Oxford Dictionary : A generation is

usually computed at thirty years.) The parent stock, which still

survives, had been established in Canton for one hundred and four

generations previous to the removal to the ** House of Exile . This

generous allowance of one hundred and thirty-nine generations of

ancestors means that the Lin family was living in Canton,

and apparently keeping records of the family history, not only two

thousand or more years before Canton existed but also some five

centuries before the time to which archaeologists assign the inscribed
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bones of tbe Yin dynasty, which have come to light only within

the present generation.

As a fairy-tale the book may be allowed the adjective “ delightful ” ;

as a book of personal experience it is impossible
;
as an interpretation

of China and the Chinese it is out of touch with reality. Mrs. Wain,

herself the daughter of a Philadelphia Quaker family, has made

converts, linguistically speaking, of the entire Lin clan, who use

“thee" and “ thou ” as to the manner born.

We need not go further. A score of errors in history, language,

literature and customs leap to the eye when one begins to analyse.

Fanciful interpretations of this kind, far from “ humanizing " the

Chinese and making of him a man and a brother, have the contrary

effect. . . .

“ Of his bones are coral made
;

Those are pearls which were his eyes

:

Nothing of him that doth fade,

But doth suffer a sea-change

Into something rich and strange.'*

E. E.

The Structural Principles of the Chinese Language : An Intro-

duction to the Spoken Language (Northern Pekinese Dialect).

By J. Mullie. Translated from the Flemish by A. Omer
Versichel. Vol. I. pp. xxxiii + 566. Peiping, 1932. £1 12s.6d.

This book forms the first part of the fifth work to appear in the

series known as the Collection Internutiondie de 3/on o<jvciphies

Linguist iques. English students of to-day are fortunate
; their seniors

possessed few text-hooks on the Chinese language, and their pre-
decessors none at all. The only difficulty now is to decide which of
the many manuals available is best suited to the individual student's
purpose. But, until the appearance of the present volume, the case
of Flemish and Dutch missionaries working in the province of Jehol
in North China was different. They possessed no handbook of Chinese
written in their own language, but had to rely on French or English
manuals. Not only is Chinese best studied in the mother-tongue of
the student, but textbooks of Chinese written for one region often
contain expressions, grammatical forms, tones, and pronunciations
seldom used elsewhere, and the beginner may be puzzled to account
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for these differences. It must, therefore, have been to an appreciative

group of students of Chinese that the original version of Dr. Mullie
?

s

book was presented.

As regards the English version the reviewer's opinion is sharply-

divided. The existence of a comparatively large number of textbooks

does not mean that there is no room for others, and the present work

has many excellent features. But it has also certain defects, amongst

which we may cite the introduction of a system of tone-marking

unsuitable to English students, an unduly extensive collection of

unconnected and often oddly assorted sentences or texts" as they

are called in the book, and the use of terms such as
mi
determinative

accusative ",
c

* prohibitive mood", converbs .' 5

and others foreign

to English grammar.

On the credit side there is a preface comprising thirty-two pages

of useful material for reference, a good chapter on the phonetics of

the Pekinese dialect, and a general outline of the structure of the

language designed to allow a wide choice of examples throughout

the remaining part of the book, which consists of a detailed study

of the ground covered by the “ Outline

The work of the translator has been well done on the whole
;

though errors of various kinds are fairly frequent they do not as a rule

obscure the author's meaning. The recurring use of the word “ native
"

instead of “ Chinese ", however, is displeasing to English as well as

Chinese ears, even though the sympathetic attitude displayed to

Chinese ideas and ideals leaves no doubt that its employment is not

intended to convey a suggestion of Western superiority.

In viewT of the fact that a second volume, the contents of which

are undeclared in Vol. i, has yet to appear, it is perhaps premature

to commit oneself to a final judgment of Dr. Mullie’s book, but he

is to be congratulated upon the way in which he has endeavoured

to expound the structure of the spoken language without rigidly

forcing it into the mould of an alien grammar.

E. Edwards.
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Die Langgedichte Yakamochi's aus dem Manyoshu in Text

uxd Ubersetzung mit Erlauteruxgen. I : Einleitung und

Naga-Uta Buch III, VIII, XVII, XVIII. Von Eduard

Emmerich Elorenz. Sonderdruck aus Asia Major. Vol. VIII,

fasc. 4. 9^ x 6^, pp. 163. Leipzig, 1933. RM. 11.

A precocious youth, who at the age of fifteen uttered “ When
I look up at the crescent moon, Oh how it reminds me of the arched

brows of a person at whom I but glanced ” (Man-vo, 995), proved

himself one of the most distinguished poets of the eighth century. His

name is Otomo-no-Yakamochi. As a son of that brilliant poet Otomo-

no-Tabito and being cared for by his aunt Sakanoe-no-Iratsume

who herself was a poetess of fame, Yakamochi studied the works of

the celebrated poets Kakinomoto-no-Hitomaro, Yamanoe-no-Okura,

and Yamabe-no-Akahito. Little wonder then that we should find

in the Man-yo-shu more than 470 poems composed by him during

27 years, from a.d. 733 to 759. But after his singular retirement from

the literary circle at the early age of 41 he devoted himself diligently

to his duties as a government official until death claimed him in

a.d. 785 when he was 67 years old. It must, however, be remembered

that during the latter part of his life he brought the Man-yo-shu

somewhat into the present form of twenty books.

Some of Yakamochi’s poems have recently been rendered into

English by Dr. J. L. Pierson (Man-yo-su, Book iii), who a few years

ago embarked on the laborious work of translating the whole of the

Man-y5-shu. \\ hen this is completed the Western student of Japanese

literature will be able to appreciate all the poems which Yakamochi

composed. Meanwhile Dr. E. M. Florenz has given us a translitera-

tion and a verse-for-verse translation of Yakamochi's Choka, or “ long

poems, in the Asia Major, vol. viii, fasc. 4, and vol. ix, fasc. 1, 1933.

The book under review is the first half of this work.

In the introduction Dr. Florenz outlines the life of the poet

(pp. 5-15). This is followed by a detailed account of Yakamochi'

s

long poems under the headings
: (1) Naturgedichte, (2) Elegien, (3)

'S ermischtes, (4) Liebesgedichte, (5) Grenzwachterlieder, (6) Preis-

gesange liber den Ruhm des Ohtomo-Geschlechtes, and (7) Preislieder

liber die Herrlichkeit der kaiserlichen Palaste (pp. 15-32). Then the

translator discusses the influence of the works of the earlier poets and
of Chinese literature on the literary style and phraseology of Yakamochi

(pp. 33-41). Lastly we find an explanation of the Makura-kotoba
which occur in the poems translated (pp. 41-5).
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Like Dr. Pierson the present translator has mainly followed Kamochi-

Masazumi's text and commentary, having regard to the elucidations

given by modern Japanese scholars. But he has not so fullv considered

different versions as Dr. Pierson. Although this is a shortcoming,

the book is well arranged, and the introductory chapters are themselves

a good study on Yakamochi. The translation is accurate in general,

whilst the commentary and footnotes will be useful to the reader.

However, the Man-yo-shu is one of those books which the more

carefully we examine the more doubtful we become of our interpretation

as Professor Omodaka rightly remarks in his Man-yo-shu Shinshaku

(vol. i, preface, p. 3). Some of the problems raised below may illustrate

this point :

—

p. 59, 1. 20, asa ni ke ni. In all probability this expression means
4

4

every morning, morning after morning'*, and not
c

* jeden Morgen

und jeden Tag ", as translated. There are at least two serious objections

to this current explanation. First, if we compare asa ni ke ni with

tsuki ni ke ni hibi ni (Man-yo, 931), and if we consider ke in the two

expressions as meaning “day”, we shall find it difficult to explain

why in the second phrase ke ni is followed by the synonymous hibi ni.

If tsuki ni ke ni signifies “ month after month and day after day ",

then hibi ni
“
day after day " would be superfluous. Secondly, the

Nara dialect of a.d. 650-750 contained two kinds of ke
,
fe, and me ,

one of them, in my opinion, with the sound of French e in ete and the

other with that of French e in meme.1 The syllable ke in ke ni was

usually transcribed in the Man-yo-gana which seems to have reproduced

the less open variety of ke. Now, if this ke were a variant of ka
" day ",

it would probably have been pronounced [ke], not [ke], because [ame]

“ heaven, rain", [me] “ the eye", [sake] “ sake drink’', [stage] “ the

sedge", [take] “the bamboo", and [atfe] “the top" were derived

respectively from ama, ma
,
saka, suga, taka, and ufa. which forms are

preserved in compounds. From these two reasons we can only regard

ni ke ni and ke ni as suffixes. 2

p. 60, footnote to verse 18. The word game with the Negative

Imperative signification seems to have nothing to do with yume

" dream”, which was usually written ime at- the time of the Man-

yo-shu.

1 See rnv book entitled The Phonetic S
if
Jun of Ancient Japanese.

3 A. Masamune has written an article \4su ni kc ni Songi " (Arttrwjt, Xovember,

1931), which beems to have been commented on hv V. Endd in his *\4s« ni kc ni

JSongi ni tsuite ” (Nam Bunka , Xo. 22, May. 1932). I have not had opportunity

to read either of these articles.
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p. 68, footnote to verse 28. Masazumi was right in considering

kereba as ^ It is therefore a contraction of ki-areba
,
and not

of ki-kereba as he supposed.

p. 76, 1. 25. By the word here translated “ Dichterhain ”,

is probably meant the anthology called which was compiled

by Okura. 1

p. 81, Kommentar. The translator believes that the poem 3,969

was composed a.d. 748. Chikage, however, suggested that —
^ (a.d. 748) must be a mistake for fa (a.d. 747), because

towards the end of the same volume (xvii) there appear four poems

by Yakamochi dated + (1st month

a.d. 748). Modern Japanese authorities, too, consider the date of

the poem 3,969 as being a.d. 747, since the five characters

"h are lacking in the t£ M Be ^ version of Yakamochi’s

two short poems composed on the 29th day of the 2nd month. The

illness mentioned in the preface to these two poems must be the one

into which Yakamochi fell on the 20th day of the same month (see

the preface to the poem 3,962, p. 71), in spite of the translator’s

warning “ nicht mit der vom Jahre 747 zu verwechseln !
” (p. 81).

This hardly seems to accord with the statement (pp. 22-3) :

i£
eine

schwere Krankheit, die den Dichter in Etchu befallen hat (xvii, 70

und 75),” dealing with poems which he regards as a year apart. We
must therefore consider all the poems from No. 3,969 to No. 4,015

as the products of a.d. 747. 2

p. 97, footnote to verse 10. -haku in ushihaku is not a verb but

is a verb formative element according to Professor M. Ando
(Kodai

Kokugo no Kenkyu
, pp. 289-298).

p. 106, 1, 1. toho-shiroshi should read toJioziroshi which signifies

grand
; it has no such meaning as

£w
lang und hellschimmernd ”. 3

p. 158, footnote to verse 34. Judging from the expressions tana-

shirazu “ completely ignoring ” (Man-yo, 1,739) and tana-shirite
“ knowing thoroughly” (Man-yo, 1,807) we can safely conclude that

tana - (or tono-) means “ completely, thoroughly, all over ", but not
schichtenweise, in vielen Sehichten ubereinander ”, which meaning

has been derived in association with the word tana “ a shelf*’. Thus
tono-gumori-afu denotes sich iiberall umwolken ’’

as rendered
accurately by Dr. Elorenz.

1 Cf. Y. Takeda, Jodai Kokubungaku no Kenkyu
, pp. 335, 386-8.

Cf. \ . Takeda, op. cit., p. 321 ; H. Omodaka, op. cit., p. 53.
3 Cf. J. L. Pierson, Man-y6-su, Book iii, pp. 129-130.
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p. 159, footnote to verse 4. The translator suggests that the

-nu in -nuka is identical with the Optative -ne which is changed into

-nu on account of the following -ka. It is difficult to accept this

suggestion for two reasons. First, we cannot explain why -ne should

take the form -nu when it is followed by -ka. Secondly, -nuka with

the Negative -nu is still found in modern Japanese with the Optative

meaning. Under these circumstances it is best for us to follow the

usual interpretation and treat this -nu as a negative suffix. 1

\\ ith the exception of these few inaccuracies in details the language

of the poems is well explained by Dr. Florenz, and we must extend our

thanks to him for this excellent translation.

S. Y.

L’expression poetique dans le folk-lore japoxais. Par Georges

Bonneau. Tonies XLII, XLIII. XLIY, des Annales du Musee

Guimet. 10| x 6i. pp. 104 + 192 -f- 189. 2 plans. Paris, 1933.

Frs. 100.

In the first volume, Poetes et Paysans : Le Vingt-Six Syllabes de

Formation Savante. of this collection of Japanese folk-songs the author

gives thirty-four songs, each of twenty-six syllables, which were

composed before a.d. 1868 (some dating from the sixteenth century)

in adaptation of ancient poems of Japan and China. These are followed

by forty songs, also of twenty-six syllables, composed by various

men of letters since 1869, and twenty Dodoitsu ”, the popular tunes

among Geisha. The second volume, La Tradition Orale de Forme

Fixe : La Chanson de Vingt-Six Syllabes , contains two hundred and

fifty folk-songs of twenty-six syllables, which the author heard the

natives sing in different parts of Japan, including Ryukyu (but not

Hokkaid5), during 1926-1932. There are, however, many folk-songs

of unrestrained rhvthm in Japan. Eighty-nine songs of this type as

collected by Dr. Bonneau in Kyushu during 1926-9 are found in

the third volume, Tradition Orale et Formes Fibres : La Chanson du

Kyushu
, at the end of which are given twenty-one children's songs.

The traditional songs of Japan, extremely important as they are

in a study on Japanese folk-lore, are little known to the \\ estern

world, and the present work is indeed a welcome publication. The

songs, printed both in the native writing and in Roman script, are

1 Cf. H. Omodaka, op. cit., p. 193.
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neatly translated- The notes will be found helpful for the thorough

appreciation of the contents of the songs, but the poems and proverbs

quoted are most unfortunately left untranslated. A complete index

to the songs is provided at the end of each volume, and a comprehensive

bibliography given in the first volume (pp. 23-31) will furnish a useful

guide to further study of the subject.

In the Avertissement (vol. i, p. 13, footnote 1) the author points

out various rhetorical devices used in the songs such as alliteration,

assonance, and the repetition of words and phrases, but no mention

is made of rhythm. This is a pity, for the rhythm of these songs seems

to have an interesting history behind it. Although the songs of pre-

Jlan-yo period were rhythmically unrestrained, they showed a tendency

towards the 5-7 syllabic rhythm, which was almost universally

followed by the Man-yo poets. About a.d. 750, however, there

evolved a new mode of breaking Tanka after the third verse, with

the result that two rhythms, of 5-7-5 syllables and 7-7 syllables

respectively, came into existence. As time went on the former gave

birth to yet another rhythm of 7-5 syllables, as we find in “ Wasan ”,

or Buddhist hymns, which flourished since the tenth century, and in

various musical compositions of later date. It is due to these three

forms of rhythm that the Heike Monogatari (the current version of

which dates from the middle of the thirteenth century) has the beautiful

melody which made it renowned.

This plainly tells us that even before the thirteenth century there

was a possibility for the development of a combined rhythm of 7-7

syllable and 7-5 syllables, on which are built the songs of twenty-six

syllables under consideration. Among the songs described as
<£ formes

fibres
*’ by the present author we find several composed in the 7-7

and 7-5 syllabic rhythms. Let us take a few examples from vol. iii.

Song 1. The opening verse Essa ose-ose consists of 7 syllables

and forms the first part of the 7-7 syllabic rhythm. Thus the song

is of twenty-six syllables, with yo and no yarn thrown in as chorus.

Song 7. This is built entirely on the 7-5 syllabic rhythm.

Song 28. In this the 7-5 syllabic rhythm is beautified by the line

of 4-4-5 syllabic rhythm : Me wo dashi Ha wo dashi Tsubomi dashi .

Song 54. In Osaka I heard children sing the initial verses of this

song as Ichikake nikake Sankakete, Shikake gokake Hashikakete. In

this way the song was sung in the 7-5 syllabic rhythm throughout.

Song 56. I remember my mother (a native of Kyushu) singing the

sixth verse of this lullaby in five syllables : nani morota
,
instead of
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nayxi wo morota. Thus the song had the effect of the 7-5 syllabic

rhythm.

A careful examination may also be made of the rhyme of the songs

here collected by Dr. Bonneau, when some interesting facts may be

observed. The collection of these songs must have a bearing on the

history of the language and of the people alike, and those who pursue

the study of the folk-lore of Japan should be grateful to the author

for this unique work.

S. Y.

JUBILAUMSBAXD HERAUSGEGEBEN VOX DER DEUTSCHEX GeSELLSCHAFT

FUR NATUR- UXD VoLKERKUXDE OSTAS1EXS AXLASSLICH IHRES

60jahric;ex Bestehexs 1873-1933. Teil I. 10 x 7}. pp. xxii +
409. 1 map and 51 plates. Tokyd, 1933. RM. 10.

It is never easy to review* a Festschrift, but when the subjects

dealt with extend over all branches of learning, as in the present

volume, it is almost impossible even to give an outline sketch of all

the contributions. The book contains twenty-two studies, each written

by a specialist, on archaeology, biology, botany, drama, ethnology,

geography, history, literature, medicine, music, painting, politics,

religion, and sociology.

The longest and a very fascinating article is the Kagekiyo ,
eine

Betrachtung zum japamschen historischen Schauspiel (pp. 281-345)

contributed by J. Barth. Many a story has been written of Taira-

no-Kagekiyo, an impetuous warrior of the twelfth century, better

known as Akushichibyoe. So popular did he become in the fourteenth

century that his life formed the subject of No plays : Kagekiyo and

Daibutsu Kayo. Influenced bv these plays the celebrated Chikamatsu

wrote a Joruri entitled Shusse Kagekiyo in a.d. 1686. This work

was adapted by two Jdruri composers collaborating in the Dannoura

Kabuto Gunki
,
which was staged in Osaka in a.d. 1732. Thenceforward

Kagekiyo figured in many dramas and puppet-shows. In the mean-

time the subject ** Kagekiyo found its way into Nagautu, which

sprang up in Yedo in the early part of the eighteenth century, and the

piece called Fukagamt Tanzen no Oborotknti came to be written in the

beginning of the nineteenth century. All the pieces mentioned abo\e

are explained at length by Mr. Barth with a complete or part transla-

tion of the text accompanied by four attractive illustrations.

This article is immediately followed by a long discussion on the
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Familiensystem und Wirtschqft imAlten und Neuen Japan (pp. 346-94),

written by Professor J. B. Kraus. The subjects are studied under

five periods
: (1) before a.d. 645, (2) from the Taikwa Reforms of

a.d. 645 till 1191, (3) the feudal period, (4) under the feudal policy of

Tokugawa, and (5) from the Meiji Restoration till modern times. A
very scholarly work throughout.

Equally admirable is the article entitled Eine japanische Natur-

und Lebensschilderung aus der Zeit Engelbert Kampfers (pp. 207-46)

contributed by Dr. F. M. Trautz. While the German physician

E. Kampfer was studying the animals and plants of Japan as well

as Japanese history during his two years’ sojourn in that country

from a.d. 1690 to 1692 the distinguished Haikai poet Basho wrote the

Genjuan-no-Ki, which is the author's reflection on his life. Dr. Trautz

has well translated this famous specimen of the so-called Haibun

from the Otsu manuscript in Basho’s handwriting dated a.d. 1690.

The translation is accompanied by a line-for-line transliteration,

notes, and a bibliography. The whole manuscript is photographically

reproduced, while some of the remaining nine plates illustrate the

neighbourhood of Genjuan on Kokubuyama, not far from Otsu.

The readers who are interested in Japanese drama of the Meiji

era will find a translation of Okamoto-Kido’s “ Osakajo ” rendered by

Dr. H. Bohner under the title Osaka Schloss (pp. 14-49), whilst

those who have taste for the popular literature of the Tokugawa

period will enjoy Dr. W. Donat’s Aus Saikaku
, Fiinf Geschichten

von liebenden Frauen ; Drittes Batidchen, Geschichte vom Kalender-

macher (pp. 263-80), which is a translation (with notes) of Book 3

of Saikaku's “ Koshoku Gonin-onna (written a.d. 1686), and Dr. M.

Ramming’s Litera rhistorische Bemerkungen uber die Kibydshi der

Tokugawa-Zeit (pp. 92-102. with one plate). This latter is a good study.

Lastly a mention may be made of two contributions on Chinese

literature. One of them is Dr. E. von Zach’s translation (pp. 1-13)

of the Yen-lien-chu (^ $0 in fifty chapters, written by Lu Shih

(^ ±) and contained in Book 14 of the Wen Hsiian (£ jg). The
other is Dr. F. X. Bialias' rendering (pp. 395-409) of CEou-ssu (^ g)
and Hnai-sha ({g &') from the Chiu-chang (ji ^), composed
by Ch’ii Yuan (® Jg) and contained in the Chu Tz'u (;*g j£f).

Dr. Biallas chiefly followed the Chu Hsi version and his acknowledg-
ment of variations according to the Wang I version seems incomplete.
The Chinese text contains a few misprints.

All the remaining contributions, though left unmentioned, are
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of interest and value, while the second volume, judging from the

announcement, appears to include several important articles. Indeed,

the Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Natur- und Volkerkunde Ostasiens

is to be congratulated on the publication of this work.

S. Yoshitake.

Buddha's Teachings. Being the Sutta-Nipata or Discourse-Collection,

edited in the original Pali text with an English version facing

it. By Loud Chalmers, G.C.B., D.Litt. Harvard Oriental

Series, xxxvii. Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press,

1932. pp. xxii, 300.

This is a popular, rather than a scholarly, translation, by one

capable of giving us the latter, no less than this. Hence perhaps we

must feel, ruefully feel, that in its title the Harvard Management,

as is admitted in the
4 £

Descriptive List", has kowtowed to "the

publisher’s point of view ” and prefixed to the translator’s accurate

rendering a fairly gross misnomer. The latter’s introduction, lucidly

historical as far as it goes, should have made the Management, in

the interests of truth, hold its editorial hand. Nevertheless, if we agree

always to see in the later cult-term " Buddha " just a symbol for an

evolving series of monkish teachings, and reserve the name Gotama

or Sakyamuni for the original
44
Teacher ”, I have nothing whereat

to take objection.

For the Sutta-Nipata is unquestionably mainly, though not wholly,

an anthology by a number of monks for any number of monks. The

outlook, the ideals of the
£< almsman” are alone held really worthy.

The man who “ shoulders man’s common lot"—a happy rendering

of vahanto porisam dukkham—is patronizingly passed over for him

who “ in aloofness tastes true peace ”, and who, in
44
walking alone

like a rhinoceros” is fearful lest, in
44
showing compassion to friend

or comrade he with a bound mind wither his own welfare". Here

surely is no gospel likely to have been the basis of a world-religion
;

here is something most untrue and unworthy of the man who gave his

life to show compassion to every man he found needing him.

It is no fit rejoinder to say here are the monk-interests of a
44
dual

gospel ”. Cenobitic monk-communities evolved their own gospel,

to which these poems owe their shrinking from having
44

life, having

it more abundantly”, their ideal of a "waning” into something

there were no words to describe (ver. 1,076). The monks around
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Gotama were as yet hardly so minded
; they were like him, not true

recluses, but missioners. And to them, not to laymen only, we find him

recorded as wishing them joy in aspiring to the happy suchness
”

(itathatta

)

of men who had got so much further on the Way as to be

enjoying a happier world.

I am not saying that the happy wayfaring of the Way is not in

this book. It is there, and to that extent the “ Teachings ” ring true.

But here comes in my quarrel with the English translator. Look out

for the terms of the wayfaring :
“ schooling/

5 “ breeding/’ “ fostering/
5

c<
drilling/’ etc. How varied and rich is the English in this style of

Jacobean-Bible-cum-Joseph-Hooker-and-Ken ! Yet how poor a guide

to those who are searching for the
4

4

Teachings
55

! For all these terms

are in Pali one and the same word : the causative of bhu,
“

to become.’
5

So again are the words c; rebirth
5

’, “ lives ”, “ life to come ”, “ worlds ”,

“ existence ”, “ stage ” : all the one word bhava “ becoming” ! Let

every reader watch carefully the page opposite, and see how, to be in

literary style, translators have sedulously evaded using this great,

pregnant, if somewhat awkward English word. Let them see how the

one use of it, where in 60 Pah passages it is evaded, lifts the veil from

the hidden teaching :

—

He strips the veil from things, and so becomes (bhavaii)

the peerless all-enlightened . . .

!

More captiousness :—In these pages we find an inverse procedure

with one English term for many Pali words: “ peace
55

(with a

capital P). No one conversant with the Pitakas would even uncritically

see, in this, a snmmum bonum in “ Buddha’s Teachings Even for

these it is too much a ship-wrecked sailor* s, a charwoman's final

quest. It may suit a sitting Buddha-rupa
; it is not of the ardent

untiring spirit, fighting to the end, as of a very John Wesley, which

peeps out in the Suttas. But those opposite pages reveal nine different

words in the one
4

4

Peace ”, and one context where is no Pali equivalent

(ver. 519).

Captious yet once again, I grieve to see the “ purged of self” for

pahitatta reproduced here from the Further Dialogues. We at least are

not hound, as was maybe the commentator, to read for padahit-atta ,

pesit-afta , especially in a work where we have the parallel bhdvitatta

(cf. the bhdvitattdnam of Dhp.) and sulchit-atta. Pahitatta illus-

trated the growth, the making-become the self as a More in the Way
to the Most : hut it swore with Anattd. and so it had to be twisted

into pesitatta.
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Far am I from underworking the patient labour of nobly spent

years or the enviable literary richness of the result. But there are

things weightier than literary style. We have in the Pitakas an historical

problem of the utmost religious importance, and no peculiarly British

vigour or elegance must come between us and it. An Indian-Buddhist

translation into English of this anthology is still to be made.

C. A. F. R. D.

Essays in Zen Buddhism (Second Series). By Daisetz Teitaro

Suzuki, pp. xii -j- 326. London : Luzac & Co. (published for

the Eastern Buddhist Society), 1933. 20s.

The reviewer, who is not acquainted with the author's First Series

of these essays, has the double disqualification of being ignorant of

what is published matter and of what is yet, in Series 3 and 4, to come.

It is perhaps best that he announce what has been further published

and pass on. The outline (whether publisher’s or author's) on the jacket

helps us very little. Why should it ? Its mission is to say : Open me

and read patiently, without skipping. To do this, leisure and inclina-

tion must both be at hand. Reviewers seldom have enough of the

former. And when in a Mahayanist book, they see Hinayana virtually

made to pose as original Buddhism—what “ the Buddha " said

—

instead of as the later (if relatively early) Buddhism that it really is,

degenerate, unworthy to wear the robes of real Sakya, he is scarcely

likely to find the inclination. Let me illustrate : In his essay Passivity

in the Buddhist, Life the author says :

u ‘ Be ye a lamp and refuge

to yourselves
'
(attadlpd attasarand) was the injunction left by the

Buddha to his Hinayana followers . . . But the Mahayana was not

satisfied with this narrowness . . . wanted to extend the function of

kanina''—no, Dr. Suzuki, not love
,

pity —" to the furthest end

it could reach. I agree with the narrowness of the passage as

translated . But suppose the quotation had been from the but little

earlier Early Upanishads : how would he have rendered it ? Surely

differently, thus : Be ye they-who-have-the Self as lamp, the Self

as refuge, and no other. Why then render the passage in the quite

anachronous way so unfortunately adopted by European translators,

giving the modern use of the word " self
,
and not the old Indian

way, the way that would have been used by Gotama Sakyamuni.

“ and no other "
? I insist on the no other "

;
there is no record what-

ever of pre-written tradition showing him at variance with brahmans

VOL. VII. PART 3. 43
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Gotama were as yet hardly so minded
;
they were like him, not true

recluses, but missioners . And to them, not to laymen only, we find him

recorded as wishing them joy in aspiring to the happy Ci
suchness

”

(tathatta) of men who had got so much further on the Way as to be

enjoying a happier world.

I am not saying that the happy wayfaring of the Way is not in

this book. It is there, and to that extent the “ Teachings ” ring true.

But here comes in my quarrel with the English translator. Look out

for the terms of the wayfaring :

4 e

schooling,
’ J £ ‘ breeding/ ? £ £

fostering,

“ drilling/' etc. How varied and rich is the English in this style of

Jacobean-Bible-cum-Joseph-Hooker-and-Ken ! Yet how poor a guide

to those who are searching for the Teachings ”
! For all these terms

are in Pali one and the same word : the causative of bhu, to become/’

So again are the words £; rebirth ”, “ lives ”, £<
life to come ”, ££ worlds ”,

££ existence ”, ££ stage "
: all the one word bhava ££ becoming ”

! Let

every reader watch carefully the page opposite, and see how, to be in

literary style, translators have sedulously evaded using this great,

pregnant, if somewhat awkward English word. Let them see how the

one use of it, where in 60 Pali passages it is evaded, lifts the veil from

the hidden teaching :

—

He strips the veil from things, and so becomes
(
bhavati

)

the peerless all-enlightened . . . !

More captiousness :—In these pages we find an inverse procedure

with one English term for many Pali words : “ peace ” (with a

capital P). No one conversant with the Pitakas would even uncritically

see, in this, a summum bonum in “ Buddha’s Teachings Even for

these it is too much a ship-wrecked sailor’s, a charwoman’s final

quest. It may suit a sitting Buddha-rupa
;

it is not of the ardent

untiring spirit, fighting to the end, as of a very John Wesley, which

peeps out in the Suttas. But those opposite pages reveal nine different

words in the one “ Peace ”, and one context where is no Pali equivalent

(ver. 519).

Captious yet once again, I grieve to see the “ purged of self” for

pah itatta reproduced here from the Further Dialogues. We at least are

not bound, as was maybe the commentator, to read for padahit-atta,

pesit-atta
,
especially in a work where we have the parallel bhavitatta

(cf. the bhdvitattdnam of Dhp.) and suhhit-atta . Pahitatta illus-

trated the growth, the making-become the self as a More in the Wav
to the Most : hut it swore with Anattd . and so it had to be twisted

into pesitatta.
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Far am I from underworthing the patient labour of nobly spent

years or the enviable literary richness of the result. But there are

things weightier than literary style. We have in the Pitakas an historical

problem of the utmost religious importance, and no peculiarly British

vigour or elegance must come between us and it. An Indian-Buddhist

translation into English of this anthology is still to be made.

C. A. F. R. D.

Essays in Zen Buddhism (Second Series). By Daisetz Teitaro

Suzuki, pp. xii -f 326. London : Luzac & Co. (published for

the Eastern Buddhist Society), 1933. 20s.

The reviewer, who is not acquainted with the author's First Series

of these essays, has the double disqualification of being ignorant of

what is published matter and of what is yet, in Series 3 and 4, to come.

It is perhaps best that he announce what has been further published

and pass on. The outline (whether publisher’s or author's) on the jacket

helps us very little. Why should it ? Its mission is to say : Open me

and read patiently, without skipping. To do this, leisure and inclina-

tion must both be at hand. Reviewers seldom have enough of the

former. And when in a Mahayanist book, they see Hlnayana virtually

made to pose as original Buddhism—what “ the Buddha” said

—

instead of as the later (if relatively early) Buddhism that it really is,

degenerate, unworthy to wear the robes of real Sakva, he is scarcely

likely to find the inclination. Let me illustrate : In his essay
4<
Passivity

in the Buddhist Life ”, the author says :
‘ Be ye a lamp and refuge

to yourselves ’ (attadlpd attasarana) was the injunction left by the

Buddha to his Hlnayana followers . . . But the Mahayana was not

satisfied with this narrowness . . . wanted to extend the function of

karunci'—no, Dr. Suzuki, not “ love ",
“ pity"

—

44
to the furthest end

it could reach." I agree with the narrowness " of the passage as

translated . But suppose the quotation had been from the but little

earlier Early L^panishads : how would he have rendered it ? Surely

differently, thus :
“ Be ye they-who-have-the Self as lamp, the Self

as refuge, and no other." Why then render the passage in the quite

anachronous way so unfortunately adopted by European translators,

giving the modem use of the word ‘’self”, and not the old Indian

way, the way that would have been used by Gotama Sakvamuni.
4

4

and no other "
? I insist on the

’ c

no other "
;
there is no record what-

ever of pre-written tradition showing him at variance with brahmans
VOL. VII. PART 3 . 43
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on the accepted Immanence of that day. On the contrary : and the

Pitakas show plainly that the man was not to be left relying on his

unaided human self ; everywhere he is taken by the hand and told

what to believe, what to do or not to do, especially the latter. It was

only the Hinayana of the third, not the sixth
,
century b.c. which shows

the indwelling Self as lost to view, which shows Dharma, the Self

as conscience, externalized in codes of doctrine " to be learnt ”, which

shows the arahan as a little god with
* k

everything done " (God help

us !), which shows the Goal of the Way faded out into a Not,

a Void.

Let the author but refrain from following the bad example of our

anachronisms in this matter, and his patient prolonged expositions

of phases of Mahayana traditions will call for all our gratitude
;
may

he enjoy health to finish his good work !

One more little grumble : I suggest he refrain from creating a

very panic in authors, especially poets, by quoting some fine expressive

only of a certain character, a certain mood, as if it were the poet's

philosophy of life, for instance, when Calderon makes a character say

anything so absurd as :
“ the greatest crime of man is that he ever

was bom ” or Wordsworth catches the mood of some old rnuser on

an “ old grey stone dreaming his time away It is enough to make
a poet lay down his pen, fearful of his reputation. (The author, by

the way, approves of the former citation as true ”
?)

The volume is of four essays, mainly concerned with an exposition

of Jco-ans, which are virtually sutras (literally " documents ") on the

exercise of zen, or zenna, the Chinese equivalent of dhyana
,
Pali

:

jhdna. The author has naturally a good deal to say on the subject.

But it is a more interesting historical problem than he either sees,

or admits, to show the difference between, not Hinayana jhdna
,
but

original Sakyan jhdna
,
and zen. The one common feature in these

two is not elimination of active intellection
(
vitarka

, vicdra) (since

in zen , I read, this is only diverted), but the one quality :
“ beyond.”

There is good evidence to show (overlooked though it be by Buddhists

and Europeans), that the “beyond” is not “the Unconscious”

(pp. 18, 84), nor the mystic union of Christians, but converse with the

men of other worlds, i.e. devas. Nothing perhaps is so neglected in

original Buddhism as its preoccupation with fellow-men beyond the

veil, and with the practice of jhdna as a training in
<c
psychic ” gifts.

I have published much on this evidence, as yet without awakening
response. If I could make Dr. Suzuki see it !

I
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The twenty-five reproductions of old Chinese and Japanese paintings

are very charming, and the author has spared no pains to make them

also intelligible.

C. A. F. R. D.

History of Buddhist Thought. By Edward J. Thomas, pp. 314

+ xvi. London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner and Co.,

1933. 155.

This is a volume in the series :
“ The History of Civilization/' and

has been announced for some years. It is mainly interesting as bringing

into better focus than has yet been done the results of increasing

acquaintance with Mid and East Asian medieval writings. The

author’s erudition has here rendered a great service to the consulting

student, who will be glad to have the book on his shelves. But more,

I venture to think, as a guide to, and analysis in, various phases of

Buddhist thought : less as a history of the evolution in changing values

of Buddhism as a whole. Take the inception of it : it is stripped

of the features of the new gospel it claims to have been, and is intro-

duced to us as an 4 4

ascetic ideal' \ But such an ideal is not what

a founder of so great and rare a phenomenon as a world-religion

dictates in his mission-mandate to the bahujana the
* 4

manyfolk ”.

Gotama’s mission is recorded as solely addressed to these ; hence

the teaching in it of brahmacarvya can only mean that this word was

used in the broader of its two senses duly admitted by the writer,

namely, as the holy, literally the God. life to be aimed at by every

man, not by brahman student or monk only. We must seek a better

than ascetic ideal in the burden of the gospel wherewith Gotama

was inspired, for me as truly inspired as was the founder of Christianity.

Thus as a history of religious thought, the book starts wrong. It is

so far in a line with the epigram of a noted divine : Jesus founded

a kingdom of God
;
Buddha founded an Order of monks. We can get

deeper than that. It is regrettable too, that the late introduction

of writing in India, which in my opinion profoundly modified the

evolution of Buddhist scripture, has not been discussed. This historical

problem has been too little discussed by those who, like the author,

are competent to throw more light on it.

C. A. F. R. D.
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A History of Pali Literature. By Bimala C. Law, Ph.D., B.L.

With a Foreword by Geheimrat W. Geiger. In two volumes,

pp. xxviii + 689. London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co.,

Ltd., 1933. 215.

This is a work replete with information as to what constitutes

“ Pali ”, what constitutes its literature, old, medieval and even modern,

and as to what scholars and other writers have contributed to the

materials for that final and authoritative history which is yet for to

come. Dr. Law's book is a full and important addition to those

materials, such as in German is ranked under the useful preposition

“ zu, zur, zum ’ It is no detraction from the merit of his great industry

if it be so placed. Research does not yet permit of more. While I agree

with my friend, the venerable writer of the Foreword, that the author's

judgment of problems is sober and impartial, there are very many

problems in the history of the Pali Canon, which are here not even

touched upon or recognized as existing. Even were the materials

sufficiently to hand, the task of handling them in critical history would

require of the historian the exclusive consecration of a much longer

period of his life than has here been apparently the case, if anything

like mature judgments were to be reached. The usefulness of the work

lies chiefly in its amounting to a bibliography, thematic, analytic, of all

that many workers 1 in this field have published for over half a century,

a bibliography to which reference has been made easy by a rich index.

In this way he has indeed earned the gratitude of many who will,

when the present slump in Pali research has passed, find it well to

have this work on their shelves.

Among minor matters which I deprecate are such an uncritical

statement as
44
the Dhammapada contains the sublime teachings of

the Buddha The very beginning shows this to be too rash a state-

ment. In view of the very obvious gloss inserted before couplets 1

and 2, in which
c mind ?

replaces
4

the man ’, discordant w ith the

gdthas themselves wdiere the man acts
44 w ith the mind ”—the Upani-

shadic mode of expression—I must protest, that
44
the Buddha ” could

not well have 44
taught ” both verses and gloss. Then the keeping

alive the foolish Asoka-myth of duta being held to have been religious

missionaries :—here Rhys Davids and Professor F. W. Thomas should
have taught him caution. Once more, it was ill chosen, in a history of
Pali literature, to use not the Pali, but the Sanskrit spelling of the

1 A defect in it is the absence of treatment of what German scholars have
contributed. Their names alone are quoted.
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name Gotama. And lastly, there is evidence of haste in press revision
;

the short lists of Errata could be made twice as long. As a fellow-

sinner I speak here with great sympathy. And I note, e.g., that his

printer too has judged his own wisdom superior when the word
4

causal
5 had to be reproduced, and has got in the uncorrected

contrary
4

casual
?

! I repeat, these are minor flaws. Did time and

space permit, more weighty matters could have received comment.

Dr. Law’s Conclusion, pp. 642-7, is a competent and modest resume

of what he has tried to do :

44
to give a general survey of canonical

and non-canonical Pah literature.”
44
Points of interest and importance

are left for future study and investigation ... we are still on the

threshold of the study ...” This is most true, but he has helped

it along.

C. A. F. R. D.

The Livro da Seita dos Indios Orientais (Brit. Mus. MS. Sloane,

1820) of Father Jacobo Fenicio, S.J. Edited with an Intro-

duction and notes by Jarl Charpentier. (With the support

of the Vilhelm Ekman University Fund, Uppsala.) pp. 252, civ.

Uppsala
;
Cambridge : W. Heffer & Sons, Ltd., 1933.

The internationalism of the scholar-world is not a new phenomenon ;

would that the world, in its other social phases, were not so far behind

it ! Here is a book, largely in English, by one having a name not

English, published by and in the land of the Swedes, about an Italian

Jesuit, from a MS. in early seventeenth-century Portuguese, the subject

being
44
the sect ” of the Eastern Indians, in other words the religious

cult of India from Calicut to Malabar. What a noble comity of man

in the quest (a) to learn about and benefit his fellows, (6) record what

he had learnt that others might learn ! It is ten years since

Dr. Charpentier told this Journal (II, 732 ff.) about the MS., and he

has now found means to edit and publish it. What a pity he could

not follow up the edition with an English translation ! Who among

us can read Portuguese ?

The hundred pages of Introduction give a comprehensive sketch

of
44
the extent of European acquaintance with Hindu religion and

mythology ”, from Ktesias of Knidos, 400 b.c., to the end of the

sixteenth century, which should be a mine of reference to the student.

C. A. F. Rhys Davids.
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Manameyodaya : An Elementary Treatise on the MImamsa by

Narayana. Edited with an English translation by C. Kunhan
Raja and S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri, and a foreword by

Professor S. Kuppuswami Sastri. pp. li + 345. Adyar,

Madras : Theosophical Publishing House, 1933. Rs. 6.

To Narayana Bhatta of Malabar in the sixteenth century, we

owe the Ndrdyaniya and the Prakriydsarvasva, together with other

less celebrated works, among which the Alarmmeyodaya deserves a

creditable place. It can claim no great originality
;
the editors have

ascertained that it is in effect an abridgment of the Nititattvavirbhava

of Cidananda Muni, but that the material of that work has been

rearranged, and that Narayana's treatise is better adapted than its

prototype to serve as an introduction to the study of the Mimamsa
system as expounded by Kumarila Bhatta. Narayana himself did

not complete the work
;
the section dealing with means of knowledge

alone is his, and that on objects of knowledge has been supplied, but

in a kindred spirit, by a later Narayana. There is no doubt of the

interest and utility of the work as a means of commencing the study

of the philosophic elements of Mimamsa. The authors bring out,

on the whole clearly and effectively, the divergences between the

doctrines of Prabhakara and Kumarila, and shed considerable light

on the relation of their views to those of Advaita Vedanta, Nyaya,

and certain aspects of Buddhist doctrine. It is no defect of the work

that it does not reveal any profundity of thought
;
that would merely

be out of place in such a treatise, nor, of course, is there any reason

to suppose that Narayana was a thinker of independent views.

The first edition of the text appeared as far back as 1912 in the

Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, No. XIX. The editors have found another

MS. and they claim with justice that they have substantially improved,

in part by its aid, the text of the treatise. But their greatest service

consists in the English translation which they have given
;

it is of

great value even to those familiar with philosophic Sanskrit, and may
confidently be relied upon by students of philosophy who cannot

make much of the Sanskrit text. Due recognition should be paid
to the useful notes (pp. 311-334) and to the succinct and very con-

venient list of doctrinal differences (pp. xli-li). The only criticism

that need be offered is that the glossary is inadequate, and that an
index would have been of great value. This defect will, it may be
hoped, be removed in a later edition of a most useful work.

A. B. K.
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The Bhamat! of Vacaspati on Sankara’s Brahmasutrabhasya

(Catussutr!). Edited with an English translation by S. S.

Suryanarayana Sastri and C. Kunhan Baja, and a foreword

by Sir S. Kadhakrishnan. pp. lxxiv + 245 (Devanagar! text)

+ 318. Adyar, Madras : Theosophical Publishing House, 1933.

Sankara's views on the Brahma Sutra are easily accessible to

students of Indian philosophy in excellent translations, but the

comment of Yacaspati on the Bhdsya has hitherto been withheld

from all save the very limited circle of those who can penetrate

unaided to the meaning of his technical diction. It is accordingly

of great importance that his views should be made accessible, and

the portion of his work here presented is that which is of the greatest

general interest. The difficulties of the task undertaken are manifest

and serious. One is confronted with the fact that Yacaspati expressed

his views with reference to current discussions and criticisms of which

we have but the most fragmentary knowledge, and that inevitably

we must often fail to realize the exact force and point of his remarks.

The editors point out that it is clear that Yacaspati used the Brahma-

siddlii of Mandana and the Pahcapddikd, a fact which is helpful in

elucidation of his points, but it is clear that he had many texts before

him of which we know nothing certain. An excellent example is

afforded by the citation on p. 122 which runs in our text
:
yathdhuh ,

Buddhisiddham tu na tad asad iti. Now. of course, in the Nydya Sutra ,

iv, 1, 50, we have a doctrine similar to the citation, but with the

essential difference of the omission of na . But it is probable that

the temptation to omit the na must be resisted, for in the Nyaya

the aphorism is the expression of the asatkdryavada doctrine of the

Naivayikas, while the Kalpataru of Amalananda and the Bhama-

tltilaka both give the doctrine in the Bhdmatl as expressing the satka-

ryavada. It seems impossible, therefore, to correct as suggested, as

the editors reluctantly admit (p. 302). It is impossible to doubt that

in other cases where the editors have been in doubt the solution

evades us, simply because we have not the necessary knowledge to

explain the exact doctrine with which Yacaspati was concerned.

Even so, there is no doubt that the editors have made a very real

success of their difficult and perplexing task of translation.

The editors have given in a valuable introduction useful help in

appreciating the doctrines set out by Yacaspati. They justly admit

that he is lacking in originality, and they comment quite fairly on
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the difficulties in which he is involved in his treatment of the con-

ception of Jivanmukti (pp. xli-xlix, 269, 270). It is perhaps more

doubtful whether occasional allusions to Western philosophical doctrine

are of much aid. It may be doubted if we are helped to understand

Vacaspati by the assertion (p. xxii) :
“ He would seem to have more

sympathy with the Associationist and the Behaviourist explanations

of the acquirement of meaning than with an explanation like that

of the Gestalt psychologist.’ ’ Nor are the doctrines of Bradley and

Bosanquet perhaps of much value for comparison with Yedantic

doctrines. But these at most are minor blemishes in a very useful

work. It is more surprising to find that caityava)idana is interpreted

in a manner unnecessarily restricted (p. 303).

A. B. K.

The Gheranda Samhita. Translated by SrIs Chandra Vasu.

pp. xviii +132. Adyar, Madras : Theosophical Publishing

House, 1933. Rs. 2.8.

The Gheranda Samhita is a well-known treatise on Hatha-Yoga,

which shares much material with the popular Hatkayogapradipikd.

The value of this translation, which originally appeared in 1893,

lies in the fact that its author received instruction from his Guru

in the mode in which the curious exercises inculcated were to be

performed, and is able to assure us of the valuable character of some

at least of these performances. He wisely insists on the necessity

of expert guidance in the performance of pranaydma
,

lest insanity

and not clairvoyance be the outcome. Hatha-Yoga is not to be con-

founded with asceticism any more than the training of an athlete.

Levitation is produced by the Khecarl Mudra (iii, 25-7), and its

possibility is asserted (p. xiv), though western science has not yet

determined its conditions. Further enlightenment may be expected

from the edition of the Hathayogapraddpikd announced by the

publishers. A. B. K.

The Yoga-Sara-Sangraha of Vijnana Bhiksu. Text in Deva-

nagari and English translation by Ganganatha Jha. pp. 148 +
xiii + 75. Adyar, Madras : Theosophical Publishing House,

1933. Rs. 3.

This little volume contains a revised edition of the translation

of the Yogasarasarngraha, which Dr. Ganganatha Jha made imme-
diately after leaving college in 1892, and which was published by his
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friend, the late Tookaram Tatya. Needless to say, the new version

is a most satisfactory substitute for the original, and renders available

both to students of and aspirants to Yoga a treatise of a specially

suitable kind.

The text which is appended to the translation is edited by

Vindhyesvariprasadasarman, and like the translation is apparently

a second edition
;
at least the mudritasvddhipatra referred to on p. ix

does not appear to be reprinted, and it may be assumed that its

contents have been embodied in the text. The whole makes a very

acceptable and convenient addition to the valuable series of trans-

lations of philosophical works which we owe to the Theosophical

Publishing House.

A. Berriedale Keith.

An Introduction to Buddhist Esoterism. By Benoytosh Bhatta-

charyya. pp. viii + 184, 12 pi. Oxford University Press,

1932. 155 .

Dr. Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, the gifted son of the late Mahama-

hopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri, has dedicated this new work of his

to the sacred memory of his father. To the dedication is affixed the

well-known lofty stanza of the Gita (ii, 20) :

—

Na jdyate suriyate vd kadaein

Nayam bhutra bhavitd va na bhuyah
|

Ajo nityah sdsvato ’yam purdmo

Na hanyate hanyamdne sarlre
jj

Filial piety is always apt to inspire deep reverence
;

learning and

a thorough acquaintance with one’s topics inspire confidence in the

reader
; and Dr. Bhattacharyya is undoubtedly possessed of all

these good qualities. It is only to be regretted that with these excellent

capacities he has produced a book the general tendency of which will

scarcely convince any scholar who surveys with an unbiassed mind

the things dealt with here, viz. the Buddhist Vajrayana and the

doctrines of the Tantras.

The learned author tries to prove that already the Buddha himself

was by no means averse to the appliance of magical rites, and that

consequently the development of Buddhism which we know as

Vajrayana has its roots already in the earliest teaching of Buddhism.

That the Buddha himself was something of a magician we can, un-

fortunately, neither prove nor disprove
;

however, there seems to be
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no basis for such a suggestion within the oldest canonical texts. And

in this connection we may as well remember that Asoka, who was

undoubtedly a strong devotee of the Buddhist faith, in his ninth

Bock-Edict preaches against such magical rites as are practised at

child-birth, marriage, etc. Anyhow, the instances brought forth by

Dr. Bhattacharyva from the old texts prove nothing
;

for what is

described in those passages is the performance of wonders by followers

of the Buddha, not the practising of magical rites.

Dr. Bhattacharyya’s opinions are clear-cut and definitely stated
;

they will, however, meet with but scanty applause from his fellow-

scholars. He vehemently denies that the Vajrayana should be called

“ idolatry
,J

. Still we venture to ask : if not that, what else should it

be called, seeing that its adherents worship a considerable number of

terrible, disgusting, and partly obscene deities ? If this be not idolatry

then we have since innumerable centuries become used to a wrong

and perverted sense of that word. He further ridicules the idea that

the deities of the Yajrayana—the plurality of them apparently female

ones—have anything to do with Kali or with Saivism in general.

It is quite true that the deities of the Yajrayana may have influenced

the Saktism and Kali worship of Bengal and made them still more

revolting than they were at an earlier date. It is also quite as true

that the female deities of the Vajrayana are mostly exact counter-

parts of the blood-soaked, skull-garlanded Kali, Durga, Camunda or

whatever the horrible goddesses and $aktis of Hinduism be called. 1

And though I am not quite prepared to follow Sir John Marshall in

finding, at Mohenjo-Daro, exact traces of very old Sakti-worship,

there cannot be the slightest doubt that the cult of terrible mother-

goddesses ” belongs to the most primitive ingredients of every Indian

religion, that such cults were especially welcomed within the pale of

Saivism, and that from there it spread into the debased Buddhism

of Eastern India and further into that of Nepal, Tibet, etc. Few
developments within the history of religions seem to stand out clearer

than this one.

The learned author, in the concluding chapter of his work, tells

us that
c£
the Tantras should be regarded as the greatest contribution

of India to world-culture (p. 165), and that “ the Tantric culture is

the greatest of all cultures ” (p. 173 seq.). As this is apparently not

meant for a bad joke, we must take it as it stands
; then it is, however,

1 Cf. e.g. Xairatma standing on the chest of a corpse with Kali dancing on the
chest of Siva, etc.
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wholly unintelligible. It would, indeed, be mournful to think that

the Tantras, these more or less lunatic rigmaroles dealing with filthy

and obscene rites, detailing the worship of horrible and disgusting

deities, and prescribing terrifying magical practices for the destruction

of wholly imiocent persons should be the highest outcome of the Hindu

spirit. Fortunately, this is not so
;
nor will Dr. Bhattacharyya ever

be able to convince any sensible person that this is the case.

Though the book is generally carefully written and contains quite

a number of very instructive passages, there is no lack of minor slips,

of which some may be shortly mentioned here.

p. 3, n. 1 : Caste, as the learned author says, undoubtedly is an

Indian institution. Still, its germs are certainly to be found already

in the Indo-Iranian period, if not earlier 1
;
for Iranian society was split

up into classes of priests, warriors, and farmers corresponding to the

three highest castes.2 And outside the pale of such a society there

certainly existed also in Ancient Iran a great number of low elements

corresponding to the Dasas or Sudras.

p. 3, n. 2 : Even though filial piety may lead Dr. Bhattacharyya

to think that the paper by Mm. Haraprasad Sastri on the Yratyas

is the most illuminating one on the subject, this may well be doubted,

as there exists a well-known and somewhat extensive modern literature

dealing with the Vratvas.

p. 6, n. 2 : In the quotation from Manu (1, 31) read °padatah.

p. 9 : nisdcara in the quotation from the Sarvadarsana-samgraha

is rendered by “ night-revellers "
;

read ’* ogres \

p. 20 : There is an unnecessary series of misprints in the names of

the six heretical teachers. Read : Purana Kassapa, Makkhali Gosala,

Ajita Kesakambali, Pakudha Kaceayana and Nigantha Nataputta.

p. 26, n. 1 : The edition of the Saundarananda that ought to be

quoted nowadays is, of course, that by Mr. Johnston (1928).

p. 34: Why pacyante should be rendered by " oot is quite

unintelligible.

p. 44 seq. : In spite of a great many words the author has not

succeeded in clearing up the problem of Uddiydna . Whether the name
can be connected with the Urdi mentioned by Patanjali on p. iv, 2, 99,

remains uncertain.

1 Cf. e.g. the late Professor Windiseh in the introduction to his edition of the
Tain bo Cua tinge (1905).

2 Cf. further, M. Benveniste. JA 1932, ii, 117 sqq.
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p. 66 seq. : On the date of Saraha, cf. also Shahidullah, Les chants

mystiques de Kanha et de Saraha
, p. 29 seq.

p. 96 : It seems that Dr. Bhattacharyya ought to be aware that

the Christian name of Professor Griinwedel is not “ Arthur 99
.

p. 113 : With the idea that Mahakala eats the evildoers, cf. the

well-known situations in Bhagavadgttd
,
xi, 26 seq., and Dante, Inferno,

xxxiv, 53 seq.

p. 118 : That the Buddhists should have bestowed upon Ganesa

the name of Vighna is entirely new to the present writer.

p. 133 : The story of Yama and Yamantaka apparently is nothing

but a double of the well-known legend of &iva, Yama, and

Markandeya. “ The popular belief that the buffalo is more powerful

than the bull
99
has got nothing to do with it.

These short remarks are not meant to detract from the value of the

book. It undoubtedly contains much valuable material which the

author has in general handled with great skill. The main tendency

of the work—the effort to raise to an abnormal height the miserable

literature of the Tantras—must, however, be proclaimed a total

failure.

J. C.

Philosophy of Hindu Sadhana. By Nalini Kanta Brahma.

With a Foreword by Sir Sarpaballi Radhaxrishnan. pp. xvi

+ 333. London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner & Co., Ltd.

n.d. (1932). 125. 6rf.

The present writer, unfortunately, is not aware whether this is

the first great work of Professor Nalini Kanta Brahma or not, as having

himself only a very scant idea of philosophy he has not before met

with any book by the learned author. However, even a somewhat

superficial perusal of the work in question has revealed that it contains

much of uncommon interest and imparts much useful learning. The

Professor himself, in his Preface, warns his readers—if they be not

philosophers ex professo—against some of his chapters
; and these

have certainly proved too knotty to the present writer.

The author tells us that he attempts
<c
a presentation of the practical

side of Hindu Philosophy as manifested in the different religious

systems of the Hindus This practical side of philosophy is summed
up under the term Sadhana “ means to an end ”, which is said “ in

the sphere of religion” to be “ used to indicate the essential pre-

liminary discipline that leads to the attainment of the spiritual
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experience which is regarded as the summum bomini (the highest good,

or Siddki
,

i.e. completion and perfection) of existence

The work is divided into two great parts, of which the first one

deals with
44 Sadhana in general ” and contains five chapters treating

the place of Sadhana in Philosophy and Religion, its different stages

and forms, and giving a historical survey of these various forms.

The second part, which is by much the longer one, contains a survey

of the special forms of Sadhana, viz. the karma-marga—to which are

attached chapters on the karma-yoga and the system of Patanjali

—

the jnana-marga, the bhakti-mdrga
,
and the Tantric form of Sadhana.

The final chapter (xv) deals with " The different stages of Sadhana

and the synthesis of its different forms in the Bhagavadglta ” and winds

up the whole work in an interesting and dignified way. If this be the

start of Professor Nalini Kanta Brahma, he has indeed made a very

good one, and we wish him every success in his future researches,

the results of which will certainly prove important.

J. C.

Hindu Monism and Pluralism as found in the Upanishads and in

the Philosophies dependent upon them. By Max Hunter
Harrison. pp. xiii + 324. Oxford University Press, 1932.

11 5. 6d.

The author of this book is an American missionary who has been

working in Ceylon and has then, during two years, studied the

Upanishads and Indian philosophy in general in Columbia University

and in the Union Theological Seminary, New York City. He tells

us in the preface that Dr. J. N. Farquhar inspired him to undertake

a selection of certain passages in the Upanishads meant for publication

in the Heritage of India Series, and that during the performance of

this work he became convinced that the Upanishads do not contain

“ one normative system of thought
**—by no means any new or

startling discovery.

The book, which deals chiefly with the Upanishads and their

leading ideas, with the adraita of Sankara, the modified advaita of

Ramanuja, and the origins and pluralism of the Samkhya system is

undoubtedly well composed and can be read with interest. It certainlv

contains no new ideas and has only made ample use of theories which

are well known to everyone who has even very slightly busied himself
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with Indian philosophy and its historical development. The biblio-

graphy—which is very far from complete—contains a list of the works

from which the author has obtained his knowledge, which seems

mostly to be second-hand. Still, he has made able use of his not too

vast reading and created a work which will, no doubt, be useful to

the student who wants an introduction into the doctrines of the leading

Indian philosophies.

The etymology of brahman is shortly alluded to on p. 115 and in

note 1 . It has been exhaustively dealt with in the present writer's work

Brahma n. Bine $praeh wissenschaftlich-exegetisch-religionsgesch ichtliche

Untersuchung, i, ii (1932). J. C.

History of Indian Philosophy. By S. K. Belvalkar and R. D.

Ranade. Volume VII. Indian Mysticism : Mysticism in

Maharashtra. By R. D. Ranade. pp. xlvi + 494. Poona,

1933. Rs. 15.

In 1927 there appeared volume ii of a really enormous work planned

and undertaken by Professors Belvalkar and Ranade, viz. a History

of Indian Philosophy
,
which will be completed in eight (or rather nine)

bulky volumes. The first volume to be published contained a descrip-

tion and an analysis of the Upanishadic philosophy by Professor

Belvalkar. The one which was issued last year, and which is called

vol. vii, is in reality vii : 1, for the authors tell us that there will appear

a second part of this same volume. What has now been published

seems wholly to be the work of Professor Ranade and deals with the

great Maratha mystics, Jnanadeva, Namadeva, Ekanatha, Tukarama,

and Ramadasa. The second part will contain the story of mysticism

outside Maharastra. We are, however, told in the preface (p. 31)

that it is not vol. vii : 2, that will next make its appearance, but rather

vol. iii (Mahabharata) or vi (Vedanta) both of which will be composed

entirely by Professor Belvalkar.

The life-stories of Indian saints generally are not very exciting,

though successive generations have, of course, ornamented their

biographies with not a few wondrous happenings. Of the Maratha

saints dealt with here Tukarama and Ramadasa present a certain

historical interest through their connections with ShivajI, though even

these connections seem to have many obscure points. Indian

chronology here as always is faulty and uncertain
; and the dates

both of the birth and death of these famous mystics are generally
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beset with problems which Professor Ranade has undoubtedly tried

very hard to unravel—if everywhere with equal success escapes the

present writer's power of judgment. Anyhow, the most important

items are not the scanty and rather monotonous biographies of the

five saints but their mystic doctrines which have been extensively

analysed and provided with an enormous lot of quotations from their

proper works.

The preface and the list of contents cover forty-six pages, while

of the 494 pages constituting the proper work some seventy are devoted

to an index of sources, an index of names and subjects, and a biblio-

graphical note. Although the most extensive chapters are perhaps

a little trying, especially to scholars who are not familiar with the

literature in question, it must be confessed that Professor Ranade's

book makes rather pleasant reading and is full of learning and interest.

It would, however, have been a very good thing if this volume could

have been immediately followed by the second part, so that, after

having made a thorough acquaintance of the Maharasfra mystics,

we might then have taken up the work dealing with those of Bengal,

Hindustan, and the Southern countries.

That the Krsna Devakiputra mentioned in the Chand. Up ., iii,

17, 6, is originally identical with the Krsna of the Bhagavadgita (p. 3)

cannot, according to my humble opinion, well be doubted
;
and I

may venture to refer to IA, lix, 121 ff., where I have put forth my
opinion on this problem. Professor Ranade apparently accepts the

translation of the Tantric mudrd by “ parched cereals ” (p. 6), which,

as far as I understand it, is wholly out of the question. 1 Nor do I quite

understand the learned author's words concerning Krsna and the

Gopis (p. 10 f.). That Krsna, w'ho is said to have been sporting with

even 1,600 maidens at one time, has, of course, got nothing to do with

the undoubtedly historical Krsna Devakiputra
;

he was originally

nothing but a bucolic deity worshipped by the shepherd caste near

Mathura and, like other deities of the same type, he was by no means

averse to amorous dalliance. When and how he became confounded

with his namesake of epic fame is not known to us, nor do I feel sure

that we shall ever become possessed of all the details of this entangled

story. AVhether the dates of the Tamil saints mentioned on p. 17 are

to be taken for granted is by no means clear to me
;

at least they do

not tally with those afforded us by other authors, and the whole

problem of Tamil literary and religious chronology seems to involve

1 Cf. below, p. 681.
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a great deal of obscurity. Nor does the date of Ramanaja (1050-1135)

given on p. 18 coincide with that accepted by the late Sir R. G.

Bhandarkar and by other authorities. On p. 213 f. we are told that

Bhanudasa brought back to Pandharpur an image of Vitthala which

Krsnaraya of Vijayanagar (1509-1529) had dragged away to his

capital. The present writer is not aware whether this image is still

meant to be in existence
;

in that case it must have been brought

back to Maharasfra at least before 1565 as the Muhammadan
conquerors made total havoc of the great temple of Vitthalasvamin

at Hampi. 1

These small remarks are, of course, only meant to betray the great

interest with which the present writer has perused the extensive work

of Professor Ranade.

J. C.

The Saktas. An Introductory and Comparative Study. By Ernest

A. Payne, pp. 153. (The Religious Life of India.) Y.M.C.A.

Publishing House, 5 Russell Street, Calcutta, 1933.

The Saktas and their literature, the Tantras, have been of evil

fame since long time ago both within and outside their native country.

The Vaisnavas—and even other sects—have heaped abuse upon these

their spiritual opponents
;
and European scholars of different creeds

and opinions have been at one in denouncing the infamous rites

prescribed in the Tantras and practised by the devotees of the Sakti.

And it scarcely seems marvellous that a sect practising human sacrifice,2

excessive consumption of intoxicating liquor, and hideous sexual

orgies as the means of salvation should not be able to count upon any

great degree of sympathetic understanding.

However, Sir John Woodroffe—who, according to Mr. Payne,

is not wholly identical with the mysterious Arthur Avalon

—

Dr. Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, and perhaps even other writers have

lately pleaded the cause of Saktism and Tantrism, though they have,

according to my humble opinion, done it with more enthusiasm than

skill. We are told by these writers that we are chiefly to interpret

the Tantras spiritually and symbolically, that the hideous rites and

tBy magical nonsense with which they overflow is not to be taken in

1 Cf. Sewell, A Forgotten Empire , p. 208.
2 Human sacrifice was formally abolished in 1835 ; however, it has undoubtedly

been practised in a limited degree even during later years—at least in Assam.
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a literal but in a highly spiritual way. This is evidently to overrate

the credulity of European readers
;
and at any rate the majority of

the Tantric sectarians do not appear to have hit upon such an inter-

pretation" of their sacred texts.

However, it can only be useful to get an impartial description of

the ways and practices of the Saktas—at least as far as they are known

and can be properly described. Mr. Payne, who has probably seen

missionary work in India, has made a praiseworthy effort to furnish

us with such a description. It would be unjustifiable to suggest that

he is an advocate of the Sakta cause for he has his eyes well open to

the abominations of their religion. On the other side he seems to think

that there may really be found within the Tantras something of value

besides the grossly cruel and sensual rites and the jumble of nonsensical

and horrifying magic that fill most of their pages. Mr. Payne also

points out that some of the finest pieces of Bengali poetry have been

inspired by the worship of Kali, the great Mother Goddess. This may
all be quite right, still the present writer can have no doubt that

India, and especially Bengal, would have been in a considerably

happier and more lofty status were it not for the existence of the

Tantras and the debased cults of Saktism.

The author seems to be somewhat too prone to accept the theory

of a Dravidian influence on Indian religion, and he has made no happy

choice in taking Professor Slater for his guide in this field of research .

1

It is fairly safe to assert that the Dravidians, wherever they did issue

from and whatever were their racial connections, have never occupied

the greater part of the Indian peninsula. It seems, however, highly

probable that at a fairly remote age they entered the Indus valley

through Balucistan and later on betook themselves—possibly under

Aryan pressure—towards the Deccan and the extreme south. Their

presence on the eastern coast simply means that the Andhras or

Telugus at one time conquered those parts and took up their habitat

there
;
however, there are no definite proofs known to me that they

ever penetrated further than the southern frontier of Orissa. That

the builders and inhabitants of Mohenjo-Daro were Proto-Dravidians

now seems to be a favourite idea, though it can, of course, not be proved

at the present state of our researches. Mr. Payne does not, however,

seem to have observed the hypothesis of Sir John Marshall that

Sakti cults in mice are to be met with already in Mohenjo-Daro.

1 On Slater’s book, cf. Dr. Barnett in JBAS., 1924. p. 485 fF.

VOL. VII. FART 3. 44
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It would be useless to discuss terminology on this point. Personally,

I feel sure that Mother Goddesses figured largely in the cults of

Mohenjo-Daro
;

Sakti-worsliip in its essential sense, however, may
have originated not only at a much later date but in quite a different

part of India.

Upon the entangled questions connected with the various cults of

female goddesses much light is undoubtedly shed by the curious

work of Mr. Briffault called The Mothers
,
though the opinions of its

author are partly rather extravagant and his materials not always

quite faultless. That Mother Goddesses are peculiar to the cults of

Crete, Asia Major, Syria, Mesopotamia, and India—not to mention

other countries—seems beyond doubt. There seems, however, to have

been but little place for them within the religions of Northern and

Central Asia to which that of the Aryans did no doubt originally

belong.

That Saktism in Bengal has had several revivals during times of

political upheavals and general unrest is an interesting observation,

and one which is scarcely astonishing to the student of Indian history

and religions. It has long been obvious to the present writer that

SSiktism and Kali worship went through a mighty renaissance about

1905 and were intimately connected with the epidemic of political

assassinations raging in Bengal and elsewhere during that and the

following years. And I may perhaps be excused for quoting a few

lines published in a Swedish general history 1 some years ago :
“ Bengal

is the home of horrible and bloody cults of a disgusting nature and

intimately connected with the terrible gore-dripping and skull-garlanded

goddess Kali. One of her chief temples is at Calcutta
;
and the popular

hymn Bands Mataram praises her as the deity protecting the holy

soil of Bengal from the reign of the foreigners. Kali has an eternal

longing for blood
;

and certainly nothing could be more pleasing

to her than the sacrifice of the blood of the loathed mlecchas . To
make a disagreeable story short : the numerous murders of Anglo-

Indian and Hindu officials, that culminated in 1909 and were generally

performed by young Bengali students, were, according to the ideas

of the assassins, not only political attentates but also human sacrifices

to Kali.’’

That Gauri simply means “ the yellowish one ” and has got nothing
to do with the gour should not be doubted

;
nor is there any shadow

1 Xorstedts Ydrlds-hixtaria, xv, 1928, p. 574.
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of doubt that Comorin is a Portuguese rendering of Kumdri (p. 7).

On the dismemberment of Sati (p. 7 f.), literature has been quoted in mv
edition of Fenicio’s Livro da Seita dos Indios Orientals (Upsala, 1933),

p. 190. That mndrd within the series of the panca makarah should

ever have meant anything but fr4

mystic gestures ” (p. 16, n. 1) is pure

invention which is not to be credited. The well-known article Aghorl

”

by Crooke in the ERE., i, contains the most vivid description of these

filthy and horrible feasts (p. 28). There are, within the work of

Mr. Payne, really very few and very slight mistakes or miswritings

:

however, forms like dolajatra (= dolayatra) and some other ones seem

rather unnecessary in an otherwise very successful work.

J. C.

L'Inde Profonde. Toukaram. Par Michel Ledrus, S.J. pp. 38.

Louvain : Editions de FAucam, 8 Rue des Recollets, 1933.

This is a short but quite able pamphlet on Tukaram, the saintly

Maratha poet of the time of Shivajl, written by a Jesuit Father.

The biographical data seem to have been taken over from Abbott's

translation of that part of Mahlpati's Bhaktalllamrta dealing with

Tukaram, while for the extracts from his poetry the author is apparently

indebted to the work of Fraser and Marathe. AVhether Father Ledrus

is himself a Marathi scholar escapes me. At any rate lie has apparently

busied himself with Sanskrit
;

and this makes it a little trying to

find him repeating the recurring but faulty translation of the Lpani-

shadic neti neti by 44
not so, not so " (" pas ainsi, pas ainsi ”). For neti

always meant 44
no, no ”, and will never mean anything else. To

the man who first formed this expression the Supreme Spirit could

only be described by means of the pure negation—an idea which is

foreign neither to the later development of Hindu religion nor to

certain amongst the schoolmen.

J. C.

Sahitya-Ratnakara. Edited by T. R. Chixtamani. pp. xix — 126.

Madras : Printed at the Diocesan Press, Yepery, 1932.

It is a time-honoured thesis that Sanskrit literature contains

very few historical works
;

and what there is has taken the form

of mostly not very entertaining epic poetry. No doubt the Maha-

bharata and even parts of the Puranas may contain some traces of

what was once real history, while the Ramayana seems to be entirely
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founded upon a series of old folk-tales
;

there is at least not the

slightest reason for suggesting that it contains the story of the spread

of Arvanism towards the South, and the apes are certainly not

Dravidians. Otherwise there is only the Rajatarariginl, which is

undoubtedly a historical source of great value, while the Gaiidavaha,

the works of Padmagupta and Bilhana. and perhaps a few others

are historically of very slight importance.

Mr. T. R. Chintamani, a Lecturer at Madras University, however,

tells us that there exists in Orissa and in the South a small series

of historical poems of which only a few seem to be available in print.

One of these is the Sahityaratnakara
,
composed by a certain Yajhana-

rayana Dlksita during the first half of the seventeenth century. This

Yajhanarayana was the son of Govinda Dlksita and a court-poet of

Raghunatha Nayaka of Tanj ore. As Govinda Dlksita served the

worthless king Acyuta Raja of Vijayanagar, who died in 1542, he

must have been of a fairly great age when his son Yajhanarayana

was born
;

and we are told in the introduction (p. vi f.) that he

remained for a prolonged time a bachelor.

The Sahityaratnakara contains sixteen cantos and ends rather

abruptly. It is a sort of panegyric of Acyuta Raja and Raghunatha

Nayaka. The exploits of Hindu princes have, with few exceptions,

not been very grand and exciting, nor could this be said to have

been the case with the two rulers glorified in this poem. It is com-

posed according to the old and well-worn rules regulating the kavya
;

it certainly does not present much of interest nor does it betray any

prominent poetical inspiration. However, we ought to feel grateful

to Mr. Chintamani and his collaborators for having made this poem,

even if it be rather indifferent, available to their fellow-scholars.

J. C.

The Doctrine of Prajxa-paramita as exposed in the Abhi-

samayalamkara of Maitreya. By E. Obermiller. Reprint

from Acta Orlentalia. vol. xi. pp. 1-133. Oslo, 1932.

Dr. Obermiller, a pupil and collaborator of Professor Stcherbatsky,

like his guru is just as much at home in Sanskrit as in Tibetan, which

seems a necessary outfit for being able to work upon the literature of

the Mahavana and upon Buddhist philosophy in general. A previous

bulky work of his 1 contained a translation, with introduction and

1 Cf. A r ta Orienialia t vol. ix, pp. 81-306.
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notes, of the Uttaratantra of Maitreya. In the present paper he has

taken up another work by the same author, the AbJiisamaydlamkdra
,

and dealt with the doctrine of prajndpdramitd as exposed within this

book, which in Tibetan tradition enjoys a great fame. Pp. 1-100

contain the real treatise, which is divided up into six chapters, dealing

with the literature connected with the AbJiisamaydlamkdra ,
the different

paths
(
sravaJca

,
pratyekabuddha, Mahavana path) and the stages of

the Hlnayana and of the Bodhisattva, the eight paddrthas and the

seventy artha's of the Abhisamayalamkdra , the concordance of the

degrees of the Path with the Subjects of that work, and finally with

the author of the work and his system. Then follow about thirty

pages containing an Index of Technical Terms in Sanskrit and Tibetan,

which is indeed a most useful one.

This work by Dr. Obermiller, like his previous ones, is undoubtedly

one of great and lasting merit. Just as are the works by Rosenberg

and Steherbatsky, also those by Obermiller are indispensable to

everyone who is busying himself with researches in Buddhist philosophy

and its various stages of development. To a scholar who, like the

present writer, is unacquainted with Tibetan and only slightly at

home in the doctrines of Buddhism they, unfortunately, to a great

part, remain books sealed with seven seals.

Jarl Charpentier.

The Crusade of Nicopolis. By Aziz Suriyal Atiya. pp. xii -f* 234.

London : Methuen & Co., 1934. 10s. 6c?.

This monograph on the historically so momentous battle of

Nicopolis in 1396, its prelude, its immediate consequences and its

importance in medieval history as the last serious crusading enterprise

from Christendom against Islam, is without any doubt a most useful

contribution to our knowledge of the period. Although there existed

already a rather extensive bibliography on the subject, as well in

general works as in special studies, the author has been able to make

use of many new documentary sources or to profit, in a more correct

form, from sources only imperfectly known hitherto. After having

given, in his first chapter, a survey of European political conditions

at the end of the fourteenth century, the second chapter offers gleanings

from the propagandist literature of the same century in Christian

countries, which make us desirous of getting acquainted with the more
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extensive researches on the subject which he promises to give in a later

work. This literature is significant for the general trend of thought

that still animated in the later Middle Ages the intellectual centres and

at the same time for the knowledge as well as the ignorance of

geographical, political, and religious conditions in the Near East.

It reveals a great contrast between the Christian and the Muhamma-
dan worlds, as far as in the latter hardly any traces of reasoned

propagandist literature—besides the religious traditional obligation

of the Holy War—are to be found
;
the Turkish chronicles of the time

justify the Ottoman conquests only by saying that the people living

in the conquered territories had bad rulers, which no doubt was the

case. This contrast shows the intellectual superiority of the

Christians, but at the same time their weakness. The following

chapters treat successively of the preparations for the battle, the

march of the crusaders, the composition of the hostile armies, and the

battle itself, while in chapter vii, The Aftermath, is undertaken

the laborious work of investigating the difficult negotiations and

transactions connected with the raising of ransom for the high

Burgundian and other French nobles who had fallen into Turkish

captivity. Chapter viii, Conclusion, gives an epilogue in which the

author points out how the Christian defeat at Nicopolis was only a

symptom of the breaking up of the early medieval unity of European

Christendom on account of the awakening of national tendencies,

a conclusion with which it is difficult not to agree.

Throughout the whole book the battle of Nicopolis has been

treated from a point of view ofEuropean history, which is very naturally

indicated by the fact that the European sources and documents are

in an overwhelming majority against the Eastern sources. Some
literary and statistical documents are presented in the first six appen-

dices. In addition the work is closed by an extraordinarily extensive

bibliography, which comprises many works of general reference

(including the Qur‘an), which certainly have been of much use to the

author but which have no immediate relation to the subject treated.

The more special part of the bibliography appears to be fairly

complete : there exists a dissertation on the battle of Nicopolis by
Gustav Kling (Berlin, 1906), which seems to have escaped the author’s

attention. It would perhaps be useful in works of this kind to give

in a special chapter a reasoned discussion of the different kinds of

sources and their relative value
;

for many important sources the
author has done so in the text itself, but a systematical treatment
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might be of greater use to the reader, especially if he is not well

conversant with their nature.

In the bibliography the author cites not a few oriental sources

(unfortunately with rather many typographical errors as on p. 209 :

Tashkirl Zade for Tashkopril Zade). Nevertheless these sources have

not come fully to their right, which applies especially to the ancient

Ottoman Chronicles, of which the author has only used the anonymous

Turkish Chronicle edited in French by Buehon in his Froissart edition,

the certainly very important Annales and Pandectes of Leunclavius,

and the edition of Uruj Bey by Babinger. Some other chronicles of

the same kind, however, are since longer or shorter time available,

such as “ Neshri ”
(
ZDMG ., xv), ‘Ashik Pasha Zade (ed. Giese, Leipzig,

1928), and another anonymous chronicle (ed. Giese, Breslau, 1922).

It is true that these sources do not throw much more light on the

facts, but they are not without value, as has been shown by F. Giese,

who has discussed the battle of Nicopolis in No. 34, April, 1928, of

the Ephemcrides Orievitales of Harrassowitz at Leipzig. It is note-

worthy that Giese here comes to the same conclusion as the author

as to the date of the battle, n.l. 25th September, 1396 (cf. p. 151).

Giese further points out that nowhere is it said that Dogan was

commander of the garrison of Nicopolis (cf. p. 61). It is likewise

to be doubted if the inhabitants of the town were at Bayezid's time

mostly Turkish, as the town had been, until not long before, a

Bulgarian town
;

even nowadays, as the author says on p. 154,

40 per cent of the inhabitants are Bulgarian.

The discussion of the different Turkish troops in the Sultan's army,

on p. 71 sqq., leaves place for some remarks. This applies especially

to the
44
Sipahis It is not certain if at Bayezid's time there were

already paid ’Sipahis
7

’ besides the fief-holders (timarli and za'im)

and their retinue, who, as horsemen, were also called “ Sipahis

The question of the Janissaries is treated by the author with much

prudence
;
mainly on the authority of Ducas he comes to the con-

clusion that at the time the Janissaries were levied only from the

Christian prisoners of war
;

this fact, however, is equally proved by

the ancient Ottoman chronicles.

Finally, something may be said on the question of whether Bayezid

was the first Ottoman ruler who bore the title of Sultan, discussed

in Appendix x (p. 157 sqq.). While we may be thankful to the author

for collecting material on this question from a number of Arabic

literary and from numismatical sources, it would seem that the solution
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of the problem must be sought in another direction. It is quite

certain that in Turkey itself the ruler was not called Sultan, but

mostly Khunk'ar
,
as appears from the Chronicles. But where the

Ottoman rulers needed the use of a more ceremonious titulature. as

on coins or in inscriptions, they made use of the Arabic-Persian

protocol as known from Seljuk times, where
44
Sultan

?? was a very

high title, probably since the time of the first Seljuk conqueror of

Persia, Toghrul Bek {of. my article
6

‘ Sultan ” in the Encyclopaedia,

of Islam). On the other hand the word Sultan denotes in the

Arabic literature since the third century of the Hijra any person who

has some political authority and this use of the word has been main-

tained even after, under special conditions, “ Sultan " had become a

very high title. Hence the frequent occurrence of the word in Ibn

Battuta and the apparent confusion in the other Arabic sources.

In using the notes, which have been placed at the end of the book,

it is slightly inconvenient that there is no reference at the top of the

pages to the chapter to which they belong.

J. H. Kramers.

Kitab al Awrak (Section on Contemporary Poets). By Abu Bakr

Muhammad ibn Yahya as Sul!. Edited by J. Heyworth Dunne.

Text and introduction in Arabic. X 6^. Pp. J+ T.l.

London : Luzac & Co., 1934. 10s.

The Aurdq of Es Sull is well-known by name to all students of

Arabic literature. The author, who flourished in the tenth century?

finished the portion of the book containing the history of the Abbasid

Khalifs and the poetry of members of their line and of certain others

who were connected by relationship with the Prophet, but died without

having completed a final section on other poetry of the Abbasid time.

Mr. Heyworth Dunne now^ publishes the text of this section, taken

from a unique manuscript of the twelfth century at Cairo, which

appears to represent as much of it as was produced.

The plan which Es Sull followed in this part of his book was to

embody as much as possible of the poetry of the more obscure poets

but only a selection of that of those of renown. The work of the latter

was generally well known and he himself had taken a prominent part in

making it accessible by forming collections. The poems cited are

generally accompanied by indications of the persons to whom they
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were addressed or the circumstances under which they were composed,

and some information about the authors is given, most of it in the

form of rather disjointed anecdotes. The work is arranged according

to families, all poets who belonged to the same family being brought

together, and the families grouped alphabetically under the names

of their most prominent member.

The present volume brings under notice about a dozen poets,

members of three families of which Aban, Ashja
f and Ahmad ibn

Yusuf stand as the leading representatives. Aban and Ashja' were

both associated with the Barmakids and with Harun er Rashid,

Ahmad ibn Yusuf was one of the viziers of El Ma’niun. The poetry

collected in the book includes a good proportion of eulogies and elegies

—the stock-in-trade of those who made their livelihood by poetry

—but also many other pieces on a variety of subjects. Some of the

poets and their poetry are treated of in other books. El AghanI,

for instance, deals at some length with those who have been named.

Mr. Heyworth Dunne has examined this book and several others for

the purpose of his edition and shows the result in his footnotes. It

appears that something can be added occasionally to the examples

of poems given by Es Sull, but on the other hand he affords a good

deal concerning his subjects and their work which is not to be found

elsewhere. As an illustration, he cites more than sixty verses of Aban's

rendering of Kalila and Dimna in rhyming couplets, whereas El

AghanI, apparently the only other book that records any of this

important poem, gives only two. Moreover, the minor poets to whom
Es Sull gives special attention are as a rule noticed in El AghanI only

very slightly if they are not passed over there without mention, and

little about them is found in other books. Additions to our knowledge

of the Abbasid poetry of the eighth and ninth centuries are particularly

welcome, because of the developments in Arabic poetry which were

proceeding at the time. Even if Es Sull did not make such additions

his work would be important as one of the earliest authorities for its

subject.

Mr. Hevworth Dunne’s edition is a good one. The text that he

produces is generally satisfactory. The illegibility of the manuscript

must have made its establishment particularly difficult, and it is

only in parts that he has been able to get help by comparison with

other books. He acknowledges the assistance given to him bv some

of his Egyptian friends in solving problems that presented themselves

and doubtless such help must have been very valuable He has made
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a number of excellent emendations, duly recorded in the footnotes,

where also he draws attention to several passages which appear to

be corrupt, but cannot be restored with certainty. He supplies a good

number of useful vowel points and facilitates reading, likewise, by

some explanations of difficult words and other comments. In his

introduction he gives an account of the Cairo manuscript of the

Kitdb el Auraq , and a life of Es SulL He supplies an adequate index.

His work has evidently been done with much care.

The printing of the book is not always as good as might be desired.

Mr. Heyworth Dunne states that he means to publish the remaining

portions of El Auraq . Fragments of the book preserved in various

places appear to cover a good proportion of the whole of the original

text. The publication is likely to include much new historical matter

of value.

R. Guest.

Nabi. Soziologische Studien zur alttestamentlichen Literatur

und Religionsgeschichte. Yon Alfred Jepsen. pp. xii + 258.

Beck, Muenchen, 1934.

Nabi is used to denote those persons who are called in the English

version sons of the prophets. The nabi belonged to the Canaanite

religion, as is shown by the story of Wen-Amon, and was unknown
to Israel until they settled in Palestine, when they borrowed the

institution from the older civilization. In Judah the nabi became
part of the state religion and is found working with the priest at the

capital as, for example, at the coronation of Solomon. It is suggested

that David employed a nabi to get oracles for him from God till he

got into his power the ephod with which the priests obtained oracles

for him. In Israel, on the other hand, the nabis never got State recogni-

tion and usually lived humbly on the alms of the poor. The stories

show what the nabi would like to have been, a messenger from God,
a miracle worker, one who knew the future and things hidden from the

common man. Therefore he possessed baraka
,
to use the Muslim term,

and was a blessing to his friends and a danger to his enemies. Elijah

and Elisha were not nabis but tradition turned them into nabis. In the
stories about Elijah we can trace the development. At first he is the
Tishbite, no more than a voice bringing the message of God, later

he is made into a man of God
,
a nabi, and a miracle-monger. The

pre-exilic writing prophets had nothing in common with these men,
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though Isaiah has been turned into one by popular legend. As a class

they existed till the end of the Old Testament period
;
Nehemiah

was accused of suborning nabis to proclaim him king, and Haggai

and Zechariah were typical representatives of the class. During the

centuries the conception of the nabi changed considerably and the

contemptuous question Is Saul also among the prophets ?
" would

have had no meaning at a later date. Much of the history of Israel

was composed under the influence of this class.

To review this book thoroughly, examining every reference, would

take nearly as long as it took to write. A few points may be picked

out. The statement that the centre of the northern kingdom was far

from Canaanite influence (p. 169) is extraordinary. 1 Sam. iii. 1 does

not say “ till then there had been no visions in Israel " (p. 151). This

might be a possible translation of part of the verse, if it stood alone

;

but taken together with the rest, ” the word of the Lord was rare/
7

it

is impossible. Dr. Jepsen admits that it is hard to reconcile 1 Kings xx

with what is known from the Assyrian records. He does not refer

to the surprising fact that in much of the chapter the king of Israel

has no name. It looks as if a popular tale had been attached clumsily

to Ahab
; especially as he is nowhere else surrounded by a crowd

of Yahwe nabis.

Dr. Jepsen has written a stimulating, one might even say, a provoca-

tive book. It is the fruit of much reading and acute thinking. If the

basis of his arguments is often slender, that is inevitable in dealing

with the Old Testament. It mav be exaggerated to sav that his

conclusions always contradict those of his predecessors, but at least

the note of contradiction is very marked. In places the book is more

wordy than is necessary. Even if all the conclusions are not accepted,

they will have to be met and answered.

A. S. T.

Kitab Ihtilaf al-Fuqaha (das Konstantinopler Fragment). By
At-Tabari. Ed. Joseph Schacht. pp. xxiv -f- 274. Leiden :

E. J. Brill, 1933.

The only thing to criticize in this book is the printing. The list

of misprints is too long and it is not exhaustive. P. 216, 1. 4, should

be In addition to minor slips, many letters have dropped

and others are smudged. Here criticism stops.
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The manuscript is written without points but, as much of the

text is known from other books, the task of reading it is not so difficult

as would appear. Professor Schacht has done his wrork as editor

thoroughly and with immense labour. The text has been compared

with parallel passages and all variants noted in the margin. Much

material is crammed into the short introduction, where the relation

of this book to its sources is discussed. Jizya (p. xv, 1. 17) should

be jihad. It is tempting to suggest instead of

on p. 217, 1. 17. The present text of p. 232 (foot) says that the govern-

ment must employ a dhimmi artisan so that he can pay his taxes!

At times language is more literary than legal
; four terms are

used to denote
<k
of unsound mind ”, and they are used indiscriminately.

Some examples may be of interest. Abu Hanifa is sometimes

illiberal. If an enemy had freed a slave in his own land and then

brought him into the land of Islam, the manumission was invalid.

Once, at least, he is clearly immoral. In a land of enemies a Muslim

may not sell to them with interest if the profit is to their advantage
;

but if it is to his own he may. He assumes a very efficient customs

service or that Muslim law runs in enemy lands when he says that,

if an enemy comes into the land of Islam and buys a slave from a

Muslim or a dhimmi and takes him back to his own land, the slave

becomes free.

Al-ShafTi taught that captured books were to be translated and,

if they dealt with some useful subject like medicine, they were to be

sold and the price put into the booty. If they were idolatrous, they

were to be defaced but the covers put to some good purpose. One

man taught that the tribute should be paid in local money, even if

it were of less value than the state coinage. The papyri show that

this opinion did not find favour with the government.

All figures given in the books for the land tax seem to make it

less than the tithe. Abu Hanifa held that, if the land tax vn-s by

mukdsama
,
half the harvest might be taken as tax, and al-Shafifi

would have allowed two-thirds to be taken. It may be noted that

al-Shafifi did not hold that the dhimmi
,
wTho turned brigand or acted

as a spy for the enemies of Islam, had cancelled the covenant with

him.

The publication of this book makes it possible to correct al-Mizdn

of al-ShaAani in places, but it will not supersede it altogether. Malik

and Abu Thaur gave a horseman twTo shares in the booty
; according

to ol-Mxzdn they allowed him three shares. But this book says nothing
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about the man mounted on a camel. Property stolen or captured

from a Muslim, if recaptured by a Muslim army, must be restored to

the owner
;

so Malik as reported in al-Mlzdn. Al-Tabari adds the

qualification “ if claimed before the distribution of the booty ”.

In al-Mizdn there is no kitdb al jihad but much of the material is

brought under the head of “ division of bootv

The system of al-Awzad needs such long reports that its dis-

appearance from practical life is not surprising.

A. S. T.

A Lexicon of Accadian Prayers in the Rituals of Expiation.

By C. J. Mullo Weir. pp. xix + 411. Oxford University Press

(Humphrey Milford), 1934. 21 s.

This book provides an edition of the prayers in the form of a

lexicon, a systematic arrangement of the grammatical forms, and

notes on the etymology of the words. The review deals with the

last section only. 1

A number of words and meanings are common to B. and South

Semitic, but do not occur in A. The list of words in Brockelmann.

Grundriss 1, 127, in which h becomes h must be greatly enlarged.

Certain roots common to most Semitic languages occur in B. with

peculiar meanings
;

e.g. dll “ to praise ".

There are a few mistakes. H. y
l

d corresponds to A. ic'd, not to

wd ‘
;

A. has no sll “ to rest "
; A. sbs should be sws . Occasionally

Dr. Mullo Weir equates roots which are similar in form but quite

different in meaning.

A few suggestions may be made.

aguhhu “ waistband, loincloth *\ cf. A. hku\

aku weak ”, cf. E. aky .

apkallu “ sage ”, cf. SA. fkl.

askuppatu
(i
threshold ”, cf. A. skf, uskuffat .

bahuldti
,
ba'uldti

s< mankind ", cf. SA. bkl. (Brockelmann compares

H. bhr.)

bulu ” cattle ", possibly A. bhm.

ddsu “ act unjustly, oppress ", A. dys.

eseku ” distribute ", perhaps A. wsk.

gasaru
“
strengthen ", cf. X.jsr.

1 Abbreviations : A. Arabic, B. Babylonian-Assyrian. E. Ethiopic, H. Hebrew,

SA. South Arabian.
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sahmastu “ violence ”, probably A. Inns.

hasdlu “ crush ”, cf. A. husala “ dross ”.

ikkaru “ peasant ”, cf. A.
*

akkdr
,
H. 'ikkar.

kamasu
££ bow down ”, cf. SA. kms (probably) “ subdue

kasu
££
bind ”, perhaps SA. kf

££ conunand ” (?).

kasu
££
cold ”, cf. A. sk\

kablitu
“ bowels ”, the connection with A. Mb and H. krb is not

mentioned.

kannu “ girdle ”, E. knt.

le’n
££
be capable ”, A. Yy

££
be slow, hindered There are cases

of a root having opposite meanings in two languages.

maharu “ be in front, meet ”, A. and SA. mhr.

rnaldsu “ pluck out ”, perhaps A. mis “ be smooth

musaru “ send away”, SA. msr.

mehu “ tempest ”, cf. A. mhu\

mesru
t£ abundance ”, cf. A. srh.

naddu ££
revere ”, cf. A. ncidd

££
calamity

nirtu
“
slaughter ”, A. nhr.

palsahu, parsdhu
££
crouch down”, A

. frsh.

rasu
££
grant ”, A. and SA. rsw.

rusumtu
££ mud ”, cf. A. rasib

££
clay stopper of a wine jar

sapdhu
££
scatter ”, cf. SA. sfh

££
announce ”.

sihlu
££
thorn ”, cf. A. ishil.

sarahu
££
be strong ”, cf. E. and SA. srh.

It may be noted that B. did not always keep the emphatic sounds,

e.g. k sometimes corresponds to k in other languages. Also one root

may appear in more than one form in B., e.g. masau and misu both

correspond to A. msh. This also occurs in SA.

A. S. T.

Legends of Our Lady Mary the Perpetual Virgin and her

Mother Hanna, pp. 314, pi. 33. Is. 6d. net.

One Hundred and Ten Miracles of Our Lady Mary. pp. 355,

pi. 64. 10s. 6d. net.

Both translated from the Ethiopic by Sir E. A. Wallis Budge.

Oxford Lhhversity Press, Humphrey Milford, 1933.

These two volumes are cheap editions of books published some

twelve years ago, the Ethiopic texts being omitted and the plates

reduced in size, The lives of the Virgin and her mother are practically
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translations of familiar apocryphal tales and so are the most interesting

miracles. Latin and French parallels are quoted with copious references

to the literature on the subject. The tales have a mixed history.

One, about a spring which Jesus caused to flow, is evidently a Christian

adaptation of an Egyptian legend. Muslim influence is seen in some.

There is a trace of theological disputes in the statement that Muhammad
was sent to the Arabs only. That it is wicked to be one of

;
' the council

of judges
*
?

recalls the temper of early Islam. That a good woman

can wear only “ pure " clothes, such as have not been bought with the

price of fornication or other illegal traffic, may come from the same

source. So do the horrors of the punishment in the grave. Water

that is as sweet as honey and as white as milk suggests the rivers

of the Garden. That the Virgin was in the body of Adam as a lustrous

pearl and from him passed to the patriarchs recalls the doctrine

of the light of Muhammad.

Natural objects such as leaves with holy words on them are com-

mon to Muslims and Christians. So is the tale of the man who put

the money he owed in a piece of wood, threw it into the sea, and

trusted in the Prophet or the Virgin to carry it to his distant creditor.

The Virgin gave a thirsty dog drink from her shoe. Saladin pardoned

an adulteress for the same kind deed.

The practice of incubation is mentioned and a lame man was not

permitted to enter a church. Manv of the miracles are immoral.

The use of the word mihrab in Qur an 3, 32 is probably derived from

the story that the Virgin as a girl lived in the Temple. The pictures

are delightful.

A. S. T.

The Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam. By Sir

Mohammad Iqbal, pp. vii + 192. Oxford Lhiiversity Press,

Humphrey Milford, 1934. Is. 6rf.

It is hard to do justice to this book because parts provoke criticism

while the general purpose secures our sympathy. Someone said that

an article for the Quarterly Review had to be written three times :

once profoundly ;
once simply

;
and once with profundity hidden

in simplicity. It- is to be feared that this book was written once onlv.

Take this sentence :

“
* It is the application of the principle embodied

in this verse to the reporters of the Prophet's traditions out of which

were gradually evolved the canons of historical criticism "
(p. 133).
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The grammar is bad. Rules of criticism are evolved out of reports

not out of reporters. The sentence should^run : The application

of the principle embodied in this verse to the reported traditions

of the Prophet gradually evolved the canons of historical criticism.

Sir Mohammad says that Christianity (which had originally appeared

as a monastic order, p. 139) is hostile to the world while the Qur‘an

makes the world a witness to the nature of God and good in itself.

If he quotes the Qur'an, a reviewer may quote the Bible. The refrain

to the story of the creation of the world is,
44 God saw that it was good,”

the cherubim sang, *’ The fulness of the whole world is His glory,”

and Jesus said,
4

4

Consider the lilies of the field.” On this subject the-*

Qur'an teaches nothing new.

On p. 68 we read,
4k

I have conceived the Ultimate Reality as an

Ego ;
and I must add now that from the Ultimate Ego only egos ckn

proceed." We want some proof of this second statement ; it reminds

us of the axiom of the Muslim philosophers that from one only the one

can proceed. The Bible provides a useful text for part of this state-

ment :

4
' God made man in His image.” On p. 65 this opinion of the

Ash 4

arite thinkers is quoted,
4

* The atom in its essence, therefore, has

no magnitude ;
it has its position which does not involve space.

It is by their aggregation that atoms become extended and generate

space.” One expects some indication that this is nonsense. Again,

the Quran says that God is light. Sir Mohammad says :

The teaching of modern physics is that the velocity of light cannot

be exceeded and is the same for all observers whatever their own

system of movement. Thus, in the world of change, light is the nearest

approach to the Absolute. The metaphor of light as applied to God,

therefore, must, in view of modern knowledge, be taken to sug^st the

Absoluteness of God and not His Omnipresence which easily lends

itself to a pantheistic interpretation.

No objection can be taken to this pouring of new wine into old

bottles
; but it must be recognized that the wine is new. Surely,

it is a mark of a great man that his words are capable of a wider

meaning than he ever anticipated. That the prophet was neither

theologian nor philosopher is one of the certain facts of history, and

we may be sure that he did not pray.
44 God !

grant me knowledge

of the ultimate nature of things” (p. 3). *

Sir Mohammad quotes the verdict of Goldziher (the name is sp3t

wrongly) that the traditions are, on the whole, untrustworthy, and sets

against this the verdict of Aghnides (Mohammedan Theories ofFinance,
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j*

p. 59) that those in the canonical collections
£i
are genuine records of

the rise and early growth of Islam
J

\ He has forgotten that Goldziher’s

judgment applies only to the traditions as records of the life and

opinions of the prophet. He used the traditions to write the story

of the rise and early growth of Islam.

Sir Mohammad makes a spirited defence of the laws of inheritance

as well adapted to Arabian society ; he does not say if they may be

altered to suit a totally different society.

The antitheses are too sharply cut. To say that the Quran is

anti-classical, in other words, empirical, forgets the work of Aristotle,

who taught the observation of nature, and of the physicians, whose

work was the basis of all Arabian medicine.

Criticism has been concerned with details and modes of presenta-

tion. The book is a fervent attack—in the best spirit of the jihad—
on unbelievers. Religion is not abandoned to physical science. If

the facts of religion do not come under the ordinary rules of science,

so much the worse for science
;

the spiritual man judgeth all things and

is judged of none. It is the man that counts, call him soul, self, ego
;

his life does not consist in the abundance of the things he possesses.

Man is not a finished product. He was made a little lower than the

angels and what he shall hereafter be is hid from mortal eyes. God

breathed His Spirit into man, and it is his duty to put himself at the

service of Him who can do for him abundantly far more than he can

ask or think. Religion is not the repetition of a creed
;

it is companion-

ship between God and man and therefore leads to the fellowship

of man with man.

Nor is heaven a holiday. Life is one and continuous. Man marches

always onward to receive ever fresh illuminations from an Infinite

Reality which “ every moment appears in a new glory ”. And the

recipient of divine illumination is not merely a passive recipient. Every

act of a free ego creates a new situation, and thus offers further

opportunities of creative unfolding.

An inspiring book.

A. S. T.

Pagan Survivals in Mohammedan Civilization. By Professor

Edward Westermarck. pp. viii + 190. London : Macmillan,

t933. 8s. 6rf.

If a custom not part of statutary Islam. Professor Westermarck

counts it a pagan survival. He has described many such customs and
VOL. VII. PART 3. 45
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has speculated a little oil the origin of them. It may be useful to give

examples from other lands of some of them and to say something

about the theories.

There is no sharp cleavage between the clean and the unclean,

the holy and the forbidden. A holy man brings blessing to the house

he visits, but the touch of a Jew, who is unclean, may encourage

plants to grow. Similarly among the Hebrews, those who worshipped

strange gods were slain but the touch of the ark killed Uzzah. The

two opposites have the same effect ! In the sentence, They shed

in the sacred place blood which it is a sin to shed/’ no one would guess

that the same word represents “ sacred ” and “ which it is a sin to

shed”. The explanation must be sought in the fact that originally

the supernatural was a-moral. It was dangerous, trespass on it brought

punishment, and it was highly infectious. One word denoted this

dangerous thing. When moral ideas came into being and the super-

natural was divided into two, this word was still used for what was

dangerous because it was unclean and also for what was dangerous

because it was holy. This is clearly seen in Hebrew. Divines debated

whether certain books defiled the hands
;

in other words, were they

part of Holy Scripture ? If part of the canon, they were holy, and their

holiness would come off on one who handled them and must be removed

before he could go back to the everyday duties of life where things

unclean were common. For the contact of the holy with the unclean

might produce an explosion. For the same reason, those who took

part in the sacred race round the Ka‘ba did so naked, or borrowed

clothes from the townspeople of Mecca. If their own garments had

been brought into contact with the holy place, they would have been

infected with its holiness and useless for daily wear.

The belief that there is blessing in certain animals is found outside

Africa. The prophet said :
“ The devil does not come near one who

has a noble horse, or a house where such a horse is.” And again :

Wellbeing is tied to the forelock of a horse.*’ He also said : God put

His blessing on the sheep/
5 and “ Pray where the sheep he down .* 5 On

the other hand, some would not pray where camels were accustomed to

camp, for some camels are descended from the jinn. Another tradition

runs :
“ The cock is my friend, the friend of my friend, and the enemy

of God's enemy
; he guards his house and four others round it/’ So

it is not surprising to find the cock a favourite object of sacrifice.

Another tradition is :
“ If a black dog (or a jinn) come to you while

you are eating, throw it something, for it has desires. “ In other words,
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the evil eye will smite you. It is related that ‘Uthman saw a very

beautiful boy and said :
“ Blacken the dimple in his chin/' to avert

the eye. These may be pagan survivals, but they are not peculiar

to north Africa. That sexual intercourse destroys the efficacy of

a charm reminds one of those men who removed their seal rings

before intercourse or visiting the latrine.

It is curious that in the Muharram celebrations in Baghdad a

Christian is always present. They say that he fought for Husain

at Kerbela and he is distinguished by the umbrella he carries.

The custom of killing a sacrifice in the presence of one whose

help is wanted is recorded from the Yemen
;
but the use of the word

lar (shame) for it seems peculiar to north Africa. An old story shows

how this name arose. One who had provoked the caliph's wrath took

refuge by the grave of the caliph’s son. A friend of the suppliant

said, “ To break faith with the dead is a shame to the living.” This

book is practically an extract from the author's larger work Ritual

and Belief in Morocco.

A. S. T.

The Dawn of Conscience. By J. H. Breasted, pp. xxvi, + 431.

New York, London : Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934. 125. 6d.

Egypt saw the dawn of conscience and the history of morals is set

against a background of religion. At first the sun was worshipped

as a power of nature and then it became the ruling force in the affairs

of men, the shepherd of his people. The king at death was lifted to

the sky and became one with the sun. The worship of the sun was

a State religion and over against it was the popular worship of fertility,

the combination of earth and water, of Osiris, who became the god

of the dead in the underworld. The dead man was identified with

Osiris and enjoyed the pious ” services of his son Horus. Then the

two faiths mingled
;
the sun was brought down to light up the under-

world, Osiris was raised to the sky, and all the dead enjoyed the

after life in the fields of the sun. The heretic king. Ikhnaton, tried to

make the worship of the kindlv sun a universal religion and failed.

The earliest known moral judgment, He who does what is

loved, and he who does what is hated
;

life is given to the peaceful

and death is given to the criminal/’ is dated about 3500 b.c. The

words right and wrong do not vet appear. Bound about the twentv-

seventh century the tombs assert claims like this, I was one beloved
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of his father, praised of his mother, whom his brothers and sisters

loved.” This family conception of goodness is illustrated by the

pictures in the tombs where domestic life is all important. Morals

developed in the family. The unbroken history of Egypt in its secluded

valley allowed the idea of moral order to grow. “ I had these statues

made by the sculptor and he was satisfied with the pay I gave him.'*

This is but one sample out of many showing that morals looked beyond

the family and were essential if man was to stand in the judgment.

A minister was so anxious to avoid even the appearance of evil that

he gave judgment against his own kin, though the right was on their

side. Centuries later a kings aid that this was 44 more than justice

To the same age belong the maxims of Ptahhotep. One of them

runs,
44 When thy fortunes are evil, thy virtues shall be above thy

friends.” Moral ideas were associated with the sun god rather than

with Osiris and now even the king had to be justified to obtain life

in the hereafter.

About 2500 b.c. we read,
44
More acceptable is the virtue of the

upright man than the ox of him that doeth iniquity,” and a little

later,
44 A man's virtue is his monument

;
forgotten is the man of

evil repute.'’ When the old kingdom fell to pieces pessimism became

common, as is shown by such compositions as the Song of the Harper

and the Dialogue of the Misanthrope with his Soul. At the end of

this period king Amenemhet said,

44

1 gave to the beggar, I nourished the orphan,

I admitted the insignificant- as well as him who was of great

account,

But he who ate my food made insurrection
;

He to whom I gave my hand, aroused fear therein.”

Yet in the Instructions to the Minister it is written, now as for
44 him who shall do justice before all the people ” it is the minister.

In the period represented by the Book of the Dead morals gave place

to magic.

After the failure of Ikhnaton the old happy content is gone
;

its place is taken by a feeling of insufficiency and sin.
44

Punish me
not for my many sins. . . . All day I follow after my own dictates

as the ox after its fodder.”

A short review cannot touch all the striking texts quoted but it

must not omit the professor's reminder to man. the moral animal,

that he is only at the beginning of his development.

A. S. T.
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General William Eaton. By F. Rennell Rodd. pp. 314. London:
Routledge, 1933. 12s. 6rf.

William Eaton dreamed a dream of a State in north Africa under

American protection. In 1784 the Barbary corsairs captured an

American ship. Two years later peace was made with Morocco at

a price. When a treaty was made with Algiers in 1795 it had cost

900,000 dollars in subsidies, bribes, and ransoms. America grew tired

of buying useless treaties and sent small fleets to the Mediterranean.

In Tripoli the reigning Bashaw (to use the current spelling) had

deposed his elder brother, who lived in exile at Tunis. Eaton, who

was consul at Tunis, thought of exploiting the situation at Tripoli.

He would use the exiled Bashaw, who had partisans in the country,

rouse the tribes of the south, and invade Tripoli from the east while

the fleet attacked the capital. In Egypt he collected a small

miscellaneous army. Somehow he contrived to lead it along the desert

coastland to Derna, being met half-way by American ships with

provisions. He captured Derna and was ready to advance on the town

of Tripoli when American ships arrived with news and orders. Peace

had been made with Tripoli behind his back and he was ordered to

embark with his foreign soldiers. So ended the dream.

Eaton had a policy
;
one can hardly say as much for the American

Government and its commanders in the Mediterranean. The march

along the coast to Derna was a great feat. Perhaps it is not surprising

that he did not always get on well with his colleagues. He could

write. His dispatches are clear and to the point. An extract from

a letter may be allowed, describing his servant

:

Born in Gibraltar, is free of London, a convict in Ireland, a burgo-

master in Holland, was circumcized in Barbary, was a spy for the

devil among the Apostles at the Feast of Pentecost, has the gift of

tongues, and has travelled in Europe. And he will undoubtedly be

hung in America, for I intend to take him there.

The end is best left untold.

A. S. Tritton.

Krest' yanskaya Dolya. Ruz-i siydh-i kdrgar
,

“ The labourer's

plight". By Ahmad 4

Ali khan Khcda-dada. Translated

from the Persian into Russian by V. Tardov. pp. 230. Moscow.

1931. 2s. 9d.

The Persian original of this book was printed in Kermanshah
in 1927 and is not easily obtainable nowadays. The story is that of
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a Kurdish peasant born in 1300/1882 whose adventures extend over

the years of the Persian revolution down to the times of the war

(Sayvid Diya ad-Dln’s cabinet is mentioned on p. 191). The hero’s

biography is an uninterrupted series of misfortunes and ei
spurns

that patient merit of the unworthy takes Some of the pages

read like a melancholy satire but on the whole the novelty of the book

chiefly consists in its realistic tendency, a rare phenomenon in Persian

literature. It is more of a social document ” than a novel. The style

(so far as one can judge of it through the garb of a foreign- translation)

is simple and unaffected.

The book belongs to the same class of literature as Zayn ah c

Abidin’s

Siyahat-nama-yi Ibrahvm-beg, but differs from it by reason of the

lower social position of the observer who has no time to go into the

higher problems of policy and administration which leave unaffected

the depths of rural life.

The Russian translation has been done by a competent hand and

the foot-notes give a correct explanation of technical terms. Some

geographical names have been misread, so p. 51 instead of Chom-

Chotnal read : Chamchamdl (near Bisutun) and the Kurdish summer

huts made of branches are called kapir , not kabir.

V. Mixorsky.

Grammaire du vieux-perse. A. Meillet. Deuxieme edition entiere-

ment corrigee et augmentee par E. Benveniste. Collection

linguistique publiee par la Societe de Linguistique de Paris.

Librairie ancienne Honore Champion, 1931. Frs. 60.00.

In 1915 M. Meillet wrote his Grammaire du vieux perse to show

comment ... la methode comparative aide a tracer une description of

a little known language (p. xvii). He offered to philologists a most

valuable interpretation of the linguistic facts preserved in the

Achaemenid inscriptions. The texts had been notably improved by

fresh collation since the dictionary of Bartholomae had registered

the words, and M. Meillet could bring much of importance from his

own independent studies. The result was useful also in indicating

the problems which remained to be solved. The first edition, soon

exhausted, is now followed by this second edition, revised by
M. Benveniste, who has explained the form of his revision (p. xviii)

to be the addition of new paragraphs, the modification of most of
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the paragraphs, and—what is most important—the incorporation

of more recent matter from the recently published inscriptions. Since

the publication of the second edition, too, there have been important

publications of new inscriptions, and more are to be expected.

Among the problems due to the Old Persian script, there is that

of the final and medial 7^. It would seem more acceptable if it were

recognized that medial Tty inptiyabrm, and ptiyavhyiy stood

not, as has usually been read, for d, but was here used, as in initial

position, for a. AVe should then have pati-a-baram
,
pati-a-vahyaiy

(cf. p. 49). It is also desirable to recognize two uses for final yyy : (i) to

indicate final -a, (ii) to indicate a final vowel -a, to distinguish this final

vowel from the cases in which a final consonant once existed, though

no longer indicated in the Old Pers. script. So mrtiy a Yoc. Sing.

martiya, or Nom. Plur. martiya distinct from m rtiy Nom. Sing.

martiya(h ), or a b r abara(t). It then suffices to admit this in at a nta
,

hya -akya Gen. Sing., beside the defectively written hy -ahya
,
and

similarly in n a m beside n a m a both for nama Neut. Acc. Sing.

This can be extended to explain also the case of avajniya
avajanya{t) beside av)t avajata(h

)

with the a treated as the final

of am. This is preferable to the assumption of two preverbs ava-a

where the participle, as also later Iranian 'vzt. has only the one preverb

ava- (cf. pp. 91-3).

The following notes are offered in hope that they may be of service.

P. 15 : We now know also of the first Cyrus king of Parsumas (see

Weidner, Archiv /. Orientforschung , 1931, and Campbell-Thompson,

Liverpool Annals of Archaeology
, 1933). P. 43 : Doubts as to the

reading Bdbairus , in spite of the Pall Baveru-, are roused by the Gr.

Babnlon. The Pali form is not certainly from the time of Darius, and

is possibly from Middle Iranian. It may be noted that, according

to the usual transcription, Old Pers. has AOura (Elamite Assnra
,

Gr. Assurioi), but in Mid. Iran, it was rather with -o-, as in Arm.

Asorestan , Pahl. 'svkrst'n *asorastan, N.Pers. Suristdn. The Elamite

has bapili. P. 49 : asabaribis rather than asabdraibis is suggested by

usabdrim , hence -bdri-. P. 50 : In meaning a h aha is preterite, hence

from *asat , rather than perfect *d$a. P. 60 : a 6 i y. An uncertainty

as between t and 6 is now attested, beside m * t r and m 1 9 r , also in

/ r t r m beside/ r 9 r m. Possibly a 9 iy means ati. P. 72 : It is now
possible to add the Mid. Iran. (South. Dial.) vasn. P. 75, 155 : a r j n m.

My proposal to read *d-ranjanam (BSOS ., vi, 598) seems to me prefer-

able to a derivation from arg- to have worth M. Benveniste, in
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conversation, expressed agreement with this view. P. 80 : We have

now also an a hit (see R. G. Kent, JAOS,, 54, 51). We should probably

read Andhita with i, to agree with Gr. Anaeitis , and N.Pers. Ndhe8

Nahid. P. 76 : In the problem of the phonetic values of bdg
y
discussed

again by Lommel in his review of this book OLZ ., 1934, 184 f., a

piece of evidence which seems to be important for d is available in

the Armenian word partez . As has been recognized, this can be

explained as a word borrowed before the Armenian shift of d to t

from an Iran, pari-daiza- (not Old Persian). Since the Armenians

lacked S, they rendered S by r, certainly in the Parthian period,

even after r of a preceding syllable, cf. aroyr “ brass ”, Sogd. rwS-,

Bal. rod. It is possible to infer that in partez they were representing

a d, not S. P. 159 : The Georgian gusag-i translates Pers. dida-ban

“ watchman” in Visramiani (see O. Wardrop’s translation, Oriental

Translation Fund, n.s. xxiii, p. 17). Prof. Schaeder has recently

discussed the word in lranica (1934), p. 5. P. 156 : The texts in Scheil,

Memoires de la Mission Archeologique de Perse , vol. xxiv, make

naucaina- certain, excluding naurina

H. W. B.

Essai de Grammaire Sogdienne, deuxieme partie, morphologie,

syntaxe et glossaire. E. Benveniste. Mission Pelliot en

Asie Centrale. 1929. Librairie orientaliste Paul Geuthner.

Frs. 75.

R. Gauthiot had completed the study of the phonology of Sogdian,

and after his death this was published as the first part of the Essai

de grammaire sogdienne, with an introductory note by M. Meillet.

He had been able to use for comparison with the dialect of the Buddhist

texts, the Sogdian translations of the Nestorian Lectionary, and the

fragments of Manichean texts, published by F. W. K. Muller. The

decipherment of the Sogdian Buddhist script was achieved in 1912,

so that Gauthiot had worked very rapidly. M. Benveniste undertook

to complete the Essai . The second volume was published in 1929,

after considerable delay in the printing. Important studies which

appeared before the printing was finished could happily be referred

to. The study of Sogdian being new, important work has appeared

each year. New texts have been made accessible by Reichelt, by
Lentz (in Manichdische Dognuitik aus chinesischen and iranischen

Texten, von E. Waldsehmidt und W. Lentz, 1933), and by Rosenberg.
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Every text has brought new information, so that no book could claim

to be more than preliminary. Thus important studies by Eeichelt

have advanced knowledge of the Sogdian verbal system.

The second volume of the Essai treats in detail of verb, noun and

pronouns, adverbs and conjunctions, with syntax. The major part

necessarily retains its value. It is in matters of interpretation of forms

that progress has been great. It remains, with all the new material,

a valuable book of reference, which has been of great service during

the years since it was published. In using it, it is now, however,

necessary always to consider what later studies have brought.

In transcription only one sign was ambiguous which represented

both n and 2 medially and initially. Comparative study has decided

most of these cases, as for example ’mc'z’k
“

all which had earlier

been transcribed
’

mv'n'k
,
but appears correctly in the glossary.

The vocalization, which is an important part of the wmrk, could

naturally not claim to be final in all cases. Hence the transcriptions

of -'A',
?

y, pp. 93-4, cannot all be accepted now. So mrt'y is probably

marte (or martl) not martay. Certain suffixes, too, can be now more

fully explained. So the -n’k of agent, probably -anal', is best treated

separately from the -an participle, and the adjective -nk anak (as

in pwfnk butanak “ of Buddha
,?

).

In the inflexion it is interesting to note -skwn in Manichean texts

also, in the form qwndyskivn “ is making quoted by Lentz

(Waldschmidt and Lentz, Die Stellung Jesu in Manichaismus, p. 40).

Here we have the fuller form as in Buddhist Sogdian, beside Christ.

Sogd. -sqn .

It is now clear from ReichelCs study in the Stadia Indo-Iranica

in honour of W. Geiger, 1931, that the augment played a large part

in Buddh. Sogd., not only in '/T (here p. 43). By a recognition of

the augment a different and more satisfactory explanation of the

preterites of type pt'yywsw than could be given here (pp. 43-44)

becomes possible. Similarly, the infinitive in -
1

,

-ty is certainly to be

separated in origin from the participle in -

1

(p. 54).

One etymology may be proposed. On p. 169 ptk'icn

-

(misprinted

in the text) is connected with the kavis. Could one not rather take it

direct from kav-
<£
to be crooked, bent

?

It is possible to compare

Av. apakava frakava-, Pahl. nikon
,
and to think of Saka kura-

“ false

H. W. B.
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Pamir-Dialekte I. Materialien zur Kenntnis der Schugni-Gruppe.

Vox Wolfgang Lextz. 1933. Gottingen : Vandenhoeck &

Ruprecht. RM. 15.

The materials on the Shughm group of dialects here published were

collected by Dr. Lentz as ethnographer and linguist of the Russian-

German Alai-Pamir Expedition in 1928. The list of earlier publications

on this group is given (p. 109). and to these the present book brings

great enrichment. In careful transcription the author has recorded

prose texts and songs, and has accompanied them here with an

important bibliographical introduction, exhaustive indices of pronouns,

numerals, verbs, and a separate index of the other words, all fully

provided with references. It is a work not only of value to students of

Iranian philology, with its clear picture of the Shughm language as

a whole (more than an aggregate of E. Iranian words), but to ethno-

graphers and students of literature and folk-lore. The section (p. 57 f.)

on the character of the songs is in this latter respect particularly

worthy of notice. Before this book was finally printed, the first

Shughm book to be printed in the Latin script reached the author,

and he was able to add an interesting notice of it (p. 215 f.). It may
be sincerely hoped that the wish of the author of this first book that

through it education may be brought within reach of the Shughm

people, may be speedily fulfilled. The adaptation of the Latin script

is itself of interest.

The first fruit of the result of Dr. Lentz's Pamir studies, costing

as all such work does, much labour, is to be followed, and it will be

hoped, soon followed by the further materials on Yazgulann. Ishkashml,

and Wakhl which are promised.

H. W. B.

Codices Avestici et Pahlavici Bibliothecae Universitatfs

Hafniensis. Vol. I : The Pahlavi Codices, K 20 and K 206.

1931. £12 12s. Vol. II : The Pahlavi Codex, K 26. 1932. £6 6s.

The long deferred project of publishing the Avestan and Pahlavi

Codices of the University of Copenhagen in facsimiles has begun to

be realized with the publication of these two first volumes. The state

of the MSS. had not permitted of their being sent abroad for the use

of scholars. It was, therefore, necessary either to visit the Library
or to obtain photographs.

In K 20 is contained a series of twenty Avestan and Pahlavi
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texts, many of which were not earlier available in facsimile, or even

in printed editions. Several of the texts were translated by West in

SBE v, but these translations were useful rather in indicating the

contents than in matters of detail. The texts are : (1) Artak Viraz

Namak, (2) Mativan I Yavist I Friyan, (3) Length of a Man's Shadow,

(4) Yast fragment, (5) Ahraman and Esm, (6) Sayast ne Sayast,

(7) Frahang I Oim, (8) Bundahisn, (9) Yahman Yast, (10) Handarz

x Osnar I danak, (11) Matiyan I gijastak Abalais, (12) Aturpat i Mahra-

spand’s answers to the King, (13) Yast fragment, (14) Sros Yast

HaSoxt, (15) Yasna extracts, (16) The recital of the Ya0a ahu vairyo,

(17) Rivayat in Pahlavi, (18) Oim I gasan, (19) Dron offering, (20) Patit

i xvat. The second volume contains the two texts Artak Viraz Namak
and Yavist i Friyan.

Frequent use, since I wrote an earlier notice for the JRAS 1933,

p. 1001, has confirmed how excellently the work of reproduction

has been carried out. The MSS. are in almost every case quite clear.

It is possible that occasionally an examination of the MS. with

magnifying glass would enable doubtful signs to be determined.

I think at the moment of K 20, 122, v. 19, where it is impossible to

be sure of on the facsimile. But such cases are not common.

The intention of the University of Copenhagen to make accessible

these valuable MSS. cannot be too highly praised. The original

orthography is always disguised when a Pahlavi text is printed. With

the increasing knowledge of Middle Iranian in the Turfan texts and

Sogdian, Pahlavi has left the stage of disappointing guess-work,

although it is even now in many passages iixipossible for the interpreters

to agree. These splendid volumes therefore satisfy a want, and it

is to be hoped that the later volumes of the series will not be long

delayed
;
in particular, the facsimile of the Datastan and the Citaldha

I Zatspram will be eagerly awaited. H. W. B.

Sayast ne Sayast : A Pahlavi Text on Religious Customs, edited,

transliterated, and translated with introduction and notes by

Jehangir C. Tavadia. 1930. Alt- und Neu-Indische Studien

herausgegeben vom Seminar fur Kultur und Geschichte Indiens

an der Hamburgischen Universitiit. Hamburg : Friederichsen,

De Gruyter & Co. RM. 10.

The reviewer has already had an opportunity of publishing a

notice of this excellent book in the JRAS. Further use of it, together
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with the facsimile in the Codices Avestici et Pahlaviei of the University

of Copenhagen, has confirmed the opinion expressed, which a first

acquaintanceship had suggested. We have here an up-to-date treat-

ment of a difficult Pahlavi text, full of important information and

words. West's earlier translation in the SBE., v(1880) was naturally

no more than a preliminary work, which must necessarily become

antiquated with the increasing study of Middle Iranian materials.

Dr. Tavadia has here offered transliteration, translation, and notes

with a glossary of selected terms. His knowledge of modern customs

among the Parsis is naturally evident and has produced most profitable

results. For the customs of Persia the whole book is of interest.

The many difficulties of the text have been successfully overcome.

The following notes may be useful. The word discussed on p. 9,

Parsi-Pers. is probably to be read hamkarzak ,
if the

reading klzk karzak ‘ flesh ” of the Pahlavi Psalter is trustworthy.

P. 30 : is used of the head of the young child Zartust in DkM. 614,

17, taruk sar i ave purr y
l
'arr apurnayak. P. 86 : Similarly, san

“ hemp ” seems to occur beside pambak in Gr.Bd. 118, 1
,
san at nab

pambak. For varm (N.Pers. barm) should be read rather than

narm, see my note in JRAS ., 1934, p. 511. P. 93 : The word left un-

translated in the quotation of Gr.Bd . 117, If., is to be read kardal

“ mustard ”, with k beside N.Pers. khardal, as Turfan Mid. Iran. (S.)

qyrzng
“
crab ”, beside N.Pers. kharlanq . This kardal is associated

with in Gr.Bd . 93, 11, on account of the oil extracted from it.

^
H. W. B.

The/Ball and the Polo Stick or Book of Ecstasy. A translation

/ of the Persian Poem Jui u Chaugan or Halnama by ‘Arifi, with

three unpublished Polo miniatures in colour. By R. S.

' Greenshields, I.C.S. (ret.), M.R.A.S., 1932.

’jdhis is a literal translation as a companion volume to the text

whicjh Mr. Greenshields edited in 1931. It is usefully done, and may
be looked upon as a partial commentary to the text. The miniatures

hertt reproduced are most attractive. The reader will, however,

natJnrally get far more by reading the text itself where alone he can

folllow all the double meanings. It is somewhat of a merit to publish

si#ch a text. Scholars are more often drawn off to works of greater

inScportance.

\ H. W. B.
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Contes, Legendes et Epopees populaires d’Armenie. II : Legendes,

traduits ou adaptes de Farmenien par Frederic Macler. Les

Jovaux de FOrient Tome XIV, 1933. Librairie orientaliste

Paul Geuthner.

31. Macler has here translated from various modern Armenian

dialects seven tales, of which six were published in Moscow in 1901

by S. Hakouni, and one by Njdehian [Nzdehean] in Tiflis in 1902,

They are most interesting examples of Armenian folk-lore with Biblical

reminiscences, marvels, and charming pictures of everyday life among

Kurds and Armenians. The tale of Khalantar is interspersed with

verses, arid hence interesting also for its form.

H. \V. B.

Oriental Studies in Honour of Cursetji Erachji Pavry. Edited

by Jal Dastur Cursetji Pavry, with a foreword by A. V.

Williams Jackson, 1933. Oxford University Press. 50s.

Contributions to this fine volume of studies have come from

Japanese, Indian, Parsi, American, and European scholars, who have

all succeeded in relating their work in some way to the complex study

of things Iranian, their origins, institutions, influences, or evolutions.

They deal with history, mythology, religion, folk-lore, architecture,

linguistics. The delay in publishing has meant that some of the articles

can no longer be considered up to date—during the past four years

publications in Iranian and related studies have been numerous

—

but most of the contributions are probably unaffected and retain

their value. The abundance prevents a full treatment. A. T. Olmstead

has at last informed the Iranianist what the ilu Assara ilu Mazas

means from the Assyriological point of view. This has long been

needed, in view of the extensive and sometimes uncritical use made

of these words. A. Gotze has written on Sunassura
,
but here Iranian

cannot be excluded by the considerations urged by Gotze, since

Av. asuna- may contain suna-
f
Skt. suna and further, the cognate

words occur in Iranian, so that absence of the word from the extant

Iranian texts would prove nothing. History is represented by the

articles of Barthold (insisting on the tolerant relations of Islam and

Buddhism in E. Iranian territory), Herzfeld and Lehmann-Haupt

(both contributed articles on the date of Zoroaster
;

it is useful to

have the considered opinion of a specialist historian that the two

Vistaspas could be identical, although no decisive proof is adduced
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even here), Keith (on the home of the Indo-Europeans). Kincaid,

Modi, Ogden, Sayce, Wesendonk (on the title “ king of kings ”).

Linguistic problems and religious matters have received most space.

They are so many that only a few are named here. A. V. Williams

Jackson and Scheftelowitz have contributed Manichean notes (that

of Scheftelowitz cautions against earlier interpretations of the Eihrist

passage on the parentage of Man!). The article of Pagliaro on the

Fires of Zoroastrianism is of interest. H. Collitz has compared Yama
with Saturnus, Bertholet treats of the doctrine of the guardian angel,

Shigeru Araki discusses the disparate character of a chapter of the

Yidevdat. In linguistica, Caland proposed interpretations of Av.

dstutas as middle participle, fraca equivalent to fra ,
upastabairyai

possibly to * upastdvari . This latter word is also discussed by Schwvzer,

who investigates all the possibilities of misreading an older text,

and treats also of vakamsaos . H. Giintert explained Av. aku-, sitna -.

and hairisi
,
R. G. Kent has treated the name Ahuramazdd

,
Kramers

explained Av. Gathic daend as “ community ”, which, however,

hardly convinces. In Pahlavi, Dhabhar has a useful interpretation

of the earlier misunderstood dast passax 1

, here “ hand of punishment ”.

Nyberg has an important translation of and notes on the Krsasp legend

in the Pahl. Riv. Dd., although at times perhaps too much confidence

is shown in the text. Benveniste has explained astaxran
“
bone ”, as

a compound, of which the posterior member had earlier not received

sufficient attention. Wider prospects are afforded by Margoliouth’s

article on Mihyar the Dailamite, by Schwarz on Balkh, S. Konow
on the relation of the Sakas to Zoroastrianism, Laufer on the

4 4

Persian

Wheel”, and other papers of interest.

This list alone makes evident the importance of the whole book.

It is excellently printed, and but a few misprints have escaped the

proof-readers, of which it may be permitted to refer to one : on p. 24

read spfdho for spidho . One may in conclusion express the wish that

the volume may be a source of pleasure to the recipient.

H. W. B.

The Valleys of the Assassins. By Freya Stark, pp. [5], 365,

22 plates, 3 maps. London : Methuen, 1934. 12s. 6tf.

Though entitled The Valleys of the Assassins, Miss Stark’s book
covers, in reality, a good deal more than that particular area. She
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describes in addition, not only her discovery of the long-lost Assassin

stronghold of Lamiasar, and her travels around the lofty Takht-i-

Sulaiman and the adjoining districts of Mazandaran, but also two

journeys in Luristan. Her experiences in Luristan are described in

the first half of the book.

On her first journey Miss Stark travelled in N.W. Luristan, which

still has the attraction of being very imperfectly known. She was

very anxious to find some of the Bronze Age graves, in particular,

those in which men and horses are said to be buried together, but

in this she was disappointed
;

in many parts the graves had already

been rifled, and in others the people were disinclined to dig, sometimes

because of religious scruples and sometimes because of their (enforced)

respect for the new Persian law of antiquities. Miss Stark neverthe-

less was able to get one quite interesting skull, and to purchase a

number of bronzes. Miss Stark says, in * speaking of one of her

endeavours to purchase bronzes : I now had a difficult time, for,

with no experience to guide me, I had to estimate every object as

it came along and strike a balance between my anxiety to secure it,

the necessity of not spoiling my own market, the advisability of not

showing that I had any money to speak of with me, and the fact

that I had very little/’

Miss Stark's second journey was to the mountains of the Pusht-i-

Kuh, in search of some hidden treasure which is said to exist in a

cave somewhere there. It would be unfair to Miss Stark to give away

the “ plot ”, for it makes a good story.

Though many of the tribes-people whom Miss Stark encountered

were poverty-stricken, they were as hospitable as their limited means

would allow. One of the tribesmen once said to her :
“ What I have,

I give you. What is not here, you cannot have.”

When travelling from Qazvin to Alamut, Miss Stark had a better

guide than the late Captain Eccles, Mr. J. T. Henderson, and the

reviewer had in 1928, for she was able to avoid the route up the river-

bed in the Alamut gorge, and to go instead by the ancient track over

the ridge to the east of the gorge, of which our guide denied the

existence. The famous Rock is, as Miss Stark remarks, a grim place.

Of the Castle of Hasan-i-Sabbah she says :

tk
Nearly everything is

ruined beyond the power of imagination to reconstruct ”
; this is

perfectly true, for the late Captain Eccles and the reviewer endeavoured

to make a plan of these remains, but they were in so ruinous a state

that the task proved impossible.
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Lamiasar (of the remains of which a good sketch is given on p. 243)

must in its time have been almost as striking as Alaniut. It is situated,

as Miss Stark remarks, in country about which very little is known,

where there are many unidentified sites yet to be discovered in its

recesses. It is to be hoped that some day Miss Stark will pay a further

visit to those parts and make some more discoveries.

As Miss Stark herself explains, her book was written “ for fun A
and so much serious archaeological, historical, and geographical data

are omitted. Nevertheless, it adds much to our knowledge of these

out-of-the-way parts and of the peoples who dwell therein, and the

excellent maps will serve to fill in a number of areas that have hitherto

been mere blanks.

The book is interestingly and amusingly written, and Miss Stark's

descriptions reveal her sympathy with the people she met, and her

understanding of them.

L, Lockhart.

Asaf A. A. Fyzee : The Ismaili Law of Wills. 8f x 5J. pp. ix + 94.

London, Bombay, etc. : Humphrey Milford, 1934. 8s. 6d.

“ The systematic historical study of Islamic jurisprudence ” as

Mr. Fyzee rightly says, is still in its infancy ”
; his owti qualifications

for that study (we may add) are excellent. In the Da'Simu-l-Islam ,

the law book of an esoteric sect, he has material of exceptional interest

and we look forward eagerly to the promised complete translation

of which the present thin volume is only an instalment. May we offer

a small suggestion for the complete work ? It would be a convenience

to many readers if the Arabic and English could be printed in parallel

columns or pages.

Judging by the present instalment, the distinguishing characteristic

of the DaSimu-l-Isldm
,
when compared with the better-known works

of Islamic lawyers, is its greater religiosity. The Hedaya , for instance,

thinks it necessary to begin by justifying the legality of wills
£<

although

contrary to analogy ”
;

and only refers to the Qur‘an as a second

argument in support of its dictum : nor are the Minhaju-t-talibi

n

or the Ithna Asharia authorities (if Baillie's Imsmecea be a safe guide)

very different in their attitude. The Da'Sim
,
on the other hand,

begins with the express text of the Qur‘an and goes on through many
pages of mingled political, religious, moral, and esoteric exhortation

of considerable eloquence. After all this—which is strictly speaking
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not law at all though of value to the student of legal history—conies

the purely legal part of the book. This, as Mr. Fyzee rightly points

out, is of interest in that it more often agrees with Sunni than with

Ithna Askaria doctrines. 1

One or two minor inaccuracies should be corrected when the larger

work appears, but do not detract from the merit of Mr. Fyzee’s work.

The Tbadis (p. 5) are not Shi 'i, and to class them as such is about

on a level with calling English Roman Catholics Methodists because

they are dissenters from the Established Church. The word would
*'

in the third line on this page is obviously a misprint for “ should *\

There is no such community as ‘‘ the Malaks ” of Nagpur C.P. (p. 4) :

the Atba-i-Maluk Badar community whose affairs came before the

Privy Council in Mohammad Ibrahim v. Commissioner of Income Tax,

Nagpur
,
32 Bom. L.R., 1538, is the Mehdi Bagh sect referred to in

a footnote on the same page. The word Malak is part of the title of

the community and of its religious head for the time being, but not

of individual members of the sect. We have met Daudi Bohras of

distinction who asserted that the word Bohra was of pure Arabic

derivation, and Sulaimanis who repudiated the word altogether.

These views are probably unsustainable, but they should, it is

suggested, receive mention in a legal work. An esoteric sect with an

autocratic dai bears a superficial resemblance to a Hindu caste with

an autocratic guru : and there are many legal dangers for a Muslim sect

in being supposed to be of Hindu origin. In this connection the recent

great judgment of Tyabji J. in Akbarally t. Mahomedallv (1933)

57 B. 551, does much to assert the Islamic liberty of the Daudis.

S. V. FitzGerald.

cfrnsrnprejfTT ^rrrtirrT or Katyayanasmrti on Yyavahara.

By P. V. Kane. 10 x 6f. pp. xlii + 372. Bombay. Rs. 4.

This is the most complete reconstruction of the lost dharmasastra

of Katyavana which has yet appeared, though, as Mr. Kane himself

admits, there are considerable gaps. But the value of such a recon-

struction as this will not be completely lost even if (as is by no means

impossible) a manuscript of the smrti itself should hereafter be

1 Incidentally Mr. Fyzee speaks of my “repeating the inaccuracy” of that

Ismailis are governed by Ithna Asharia law. If he will look at my book again he will

see that I merely mentioned a prevailing opinion but carefully dissociated myself

from it.

VOI. VII. PAHT 3 . 46
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discovered. In that event we shall have a guide to the principles

followed bv the nibdndkakdrs in their citations from the smrtis.

Mr. Kane—one instinctively says Dr. Kane, and it can only be

modesty which has kept him from the scarlet gowm—is one of those

rare scholars who have so completely saturated themselves in the

literature of a period that they are able, as it were, to live its life.

Anything which he says about the sastric literature must be received

with respect : and he appears to be equally at home in the modern

literature of judicial precedent. It is all the more to be regretted that

he has committed himself to superficial comparisons with Roman
law without first consulting some scholar with a real knowledge of that

system.

The author of the “ Katyayanasmrti ” was obviously no mere

visionary sage but a practical lawyer. First-hand acquaintance with

the work of the courts and with the manner in which problems

present themselves to a lawyer are apparent at many points in his

wmrk. Mr. Kane therefore has good grounds for assigning him to a

late period in the development of the smrti law. Procedure occupies

a large part of the work and in spite of a few archaisms, such as ordeals

(in which, indeed, all the dharma writers compare unfavourably with

the arihasastra) his procedure is markedly modern in tone and free

from mere ritualism.

It is more startling to see Katyayana held up to admiration as a

champion of women’s rights, apparently on the basis of his rules

regarding strldhan, rules under the complexity of which generations

of Hindu law students have groaned. But complications are seldom

associated with enlightened views. True the writer does assert

(v. 105-6) a woman's unfettered disposition over savdayiha (other

than gifts of the husband, v. 907) : but what a restricted list sandayifoi

is ! It can seldom mean more than personal ornaments and house

furniture. The woman’s subjection to her husband, her absorption

in him are laid down though not perhaps in such harsh terms as in

some of the older sastras. Her perpetual tutelage is asserted (v. 930),

and here again though the language used is not so harsh as Manu’s

the effect is even more striking :—she can spend for her husband's

spiritual benefit without asking anybody's consent : for her own,

whatever she does must have the permission of father, husband, or son.

Mr. Kane quotes the apt parallel of the English Common Law
prior to the Married Women's Property Acts. Probably in sastric

as in English society the actual position of woman was better than
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the bare letter of the law would lead one to infer. In any ease, English

law has had its reformers, let us hope that Hindu law may be equally

fortunate.

S. V. F. G.

i

#
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&

A Hausa-English Dictionary and English-Hausa Vocabulary.

Compiled for the Government of Nigeria by the Rev. G. P.

Bargery. pp. 1,226. Oxford University Press. London

:

Humphrey Milford, 1934. Price 255.

Bargery's Hausa Dictionary is one of the most complete lexico-

graphic representations of an African language. The Hausa language

is the expression of an old and high African civilization, which had,

before the advent of the European, reached a remarkable develop-

ment and had through long periods been enriched by influences from

North Africa and from the East
;

in more recent times Islam has

pervaded the country and has brought about deep changes in the

mental and also the material life of the people. All this has contri-

buted to the enormous richness in vocabulary of Hausa, which dra^vs

its word-material from original African negro languages, from the

Hamitic stock in the north and east, from Arabic, and in present days

also from English.

The user of this Dictionary will soon be under the impression that

its author is fully master of the language. The structure of Hausa

is complicated, its means of word formation by change of sound or

of tone or by adding formative elements are extremely far developed,

and only an expert like Mr. Bargery could represent this wealth in

linguistic growth so fully as is done in this Dictionary. As far as

I see, the author proves to be a reliable guide. He goes to the root of

the meaning of a word, then illustrates it through all its various

developments, and explains its use in phrases, which in many cases are

also of folkloristic or anthropological value. Of high usefulness are the

many* references from one word to another, which help to clear up

meanings and lead the reader into the inner life of the language
;

thus under the word kinibibi ,
which means ’ k

silly, pointless excuses ",

ninety-seven words are given which bear relation to kinibibi : bv looking

up these words the reader will gain a most interesting insight into the

character, the social valuations, and the customs of the people. Still

larger is the number of references under k'ato
"
huge "

: here the reader's

attention is directed to about 150 words which have a similar, vet in
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no case the identical meaning. These cross-references to so-called

synonyms are the greatest help for any one who wants to understand
the life and function of a language; its ways and means of expression
and its resources in word-buildinÔ

The Dictionary is not limited to one dialect, though the pronuncia-
tion adopted seems to be based on the speech-form used in Kano.
Most of the work was done in Kano and Katsina, but the native staff

of helpers also, included Hausas of Sokoto, Zaria, and other places,

and the author made visits to Daura, Gumel, Hadejia, and to the
French territory north of Nigeria, including Gobir.

Mr. Bargery uses two orthographies, a broad one with a narrow
one added in brackets. This is very wise from a practical point of
view, it makes the book equally useful for the practical man and the
scientific investigator. His representation of sounds will meet with
general agreement, since in the narrow transcription all essential

'ysounds are given their own symbols. The phonetic introduction is

soV niewhat short, attention is drawn to a number of dialectal variations,

but^ these do not seem to be complete. So e.g. the fact might have
been H1 mentioned that a word like bakwai

44
seven ”, is often pro-

nounced boh>i, in fact, this is the only pronunciation I have heard

(although I should admit that my experience in Hausa is limited to

the coast i^region)
; likewise tafi, is very frequently heard as tefi, and

similar fonn^ of vowel-assimilation are frequent. The consonant k is

before i and^c so much palatalized that at least in some dialects it

becomes a p/alatal t. k\ t\ ts\ c\ and s' occur as ejective sounds, that

is to say, /are followed by a glottal stop. Of these k

'

and t ’ seem to

be original, while ts\ c
, and s' are dialectal variants of t\ According

to some amthors the language has also an ejective p\ Prietze mentions

it, for instance, in p’alpela
, falfeh

44
a bird ”, a word not found in

Bargery’s f book. This ought to be further investigated. The same is

true of th<4 implosives 'b and 'd
;
here the question would be whether

a glottal sftop is connected with the formation of these sounds
;

the

implosive '\b in Duala and other Cameroon languages seems to be
different fr^m the corresponding sound in Hausa.

Bargery is the first author who has fully realized the importance
of tone in Plausa. The general view was that Hausa had stress accent
only, but fio tones. Bargery shows convincingly that though Hausa
is not a tjne language in the same sense as Yoruba, Ewe, Twi, etc.,
yet it u6ea semantic as well as grammatical tones, and that a correct
pronunciation of the language is utterly impossible without observing
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the intonation. This is a real progress and gives Hausa quite a new

feature. The tones are carefully marked in the narrow transcription

and also in the grammatical introduction. On the other hand, stress

is also there, but the author leaves it unmarked. The relation between

tone and stress is another problem, which calls for a continued study

of this important language.

Hausa is also of interest from an historical point of view. Though

one may hesitate to call it a Haniitic language without qualification,

yet it has definite Hamitic features, and, in a study published by

\V. Vicychl in the African section of the Mitteilungen des Seminars fur

Orientalische Sprachen (Berlin, 1934) the relations between Hausa

and ancient Egyptian are dealt with
;
the results of this study appear

to be important, they show not only words and grammatical formations

which both languages have in common, but also the existence of rules

according to which sounds have changed.

For all these studies Bargerv's Dictionary provides a sure starting-

point, and at the same time it will be equally indispensable for all

those who have to learn the language. The author as well as the

Government of Nigeria, who financed the compilation and the

publication of the book, may well be congratulated on their

achievement.

D. Westermann.





NOTES AND QUERIES
NOTE ON THE WORD CHIAO

A certain amount of work has been done on the history of Chinese

conjunctions and particles, but very little on the history of Chinese

vocabulary in general. I am going to deal here with the word chiao

Hjr. In early texts, the Confucian classics, the “ philosophers ’* (with

the exception of Lieh Tzu) in the Tso Chuan ,
the Kuo Yu, etc., this

character is always read in the first tone, and has the meaning “ to

seek
?

\ But not
e
* to seek ” in general. Almost always it means to

seek a blessing from Heaven, to bring upon oneself a heavenly reward.

Less often it means to bring upon oneself a curse, to let oneself in

for ” a disaster or punishment. In current literary Chinese the word

has. however, a quite different sense. It is read in the departing

tone, and functions as a noun, meaning “ limit ”, ‘"boundary”,

“ goal ”, and so by metaphorical extension the “ issue of an event.

The two earliest examples of this substantival sense occur in Lieh Tzu 1

and in the opening clauses of the Tao Te Ching . Lieh Tzu
,
it is generally

admitted, is certainly not earlier than the second half of the third

century b.c. The Tao Te Ching belongs, according to my view (which

is also that of China's foremost scholar, Ku Chieh-kang), to the same

period. This substantival sense occurs again in the Chan Kuo Ts
c

e
,

2

which dates from the beginning of the second century b.c. Here we

find the expression chiao-Cing “ a guard post at the frontier

Now in Huai-nan Tzu 3 this same expression is written which

leads us to the conclusion that ^ in its sense limit ”, ” boundary ”,

frontier ” is simply a phonetic equivalent used to express a particular

sense of ” frontier ”. One may compare the use of ^ for %% (to

wind thread or rope).

These considerations help us to understand a difficult passage in

the Analects

*

ff J^t j|C It is clear that the last two clauses mean
et

I hate those who mistake disobedience for courage. I hate those

who mistake indiscretion for frankness ”. Knowing that chiao means
“ to seek ” in ancient texts, and not realizing that it only means “ to

seek ” in a very limited, technical, ritual sense, the commentators

have taken the first clause to mean ** I hate those who mistake seeking

for wisdom ”
;

seeking ” being unconvincingly explained as meaning

1
i, n. 2 viii, 10. 3 End of ch. xiii. 4 xvii, 24.
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“ prying into other people’s affairs ”. But the sense required by the

context is “ I hate those who mistake cunning for wisdom The

word intended is quite clearly “cunning**, “sly”, “specious”.

I submit that just as has a doublet
|§fc,

so ^ originally had a doublet

JU ,
which became obsolete. Puzzled by Jfjc, the scribes turned it into

There is an old variant reading which, though erroneous,

points in the right direction. 1

A. Waley.

[The following note on a Kanarese MS. in the Marsden Collection

has been sent us by the Rev. Leo Saldanha, S.J., of Bajpe, South

Kanara, India.

—

Editor.]

On my recent visit in October, 1933, to the School of Oriental

Studies I was requested to see two manuscripts of the William Marsden

Collection, Nos. 34 and 37 in order to class them according to the

language in which they were written. The first MS., No. 34, is a folio

volume of about 700 pages, neatly written in Dravidian Kanarese

characters, and I could easily read it and decipher the language

though nearly 200 years old. Its language is pure Kanarese spoken

in the missions of Raichur, Mudgal (Bijapur whose Sultan supported

a mission by the Jesuits of Goa), 2 Dharwar, Bellary, Mysore, North

and South Kanara, which have as their vernacular the Kannada or

the Dravidian Kanarese language which has its own script. By

Dravidian Kanarese I do not mean either Mahrathi or Konkani or

Kanari or the Pramana language as understood by the Portuguese

or Goan contemporaries of Fr. Thomas Stephens, but I mean that

Dravidian language called Karnataka—Kannada, or the present

Kanarese Dravidian language which is spoken by the people in the

missions stated above. No author is mentioned nor the date of its

compilation. From reading its contents, I find the following :

—

I. Its name is “ Satya Upadesha ”, i.e. Teaching of Truth, namely,

Truths of Christian Religion. The page of the cover has on it a detailed

calendar stating the days of Catholic devotion and practices of piety

to be observed. The first section of the volume consists entirely of

1 Compare Odes, No. 215 (n» vii, 1, Legge, p. 386), H $C0 fg
For a citation in the Han Shu (xxvii B, fol. 3 verso) gives which

is obviously right :
“ They ask-for-blessing without arrogance, and ten thousand

blessings come .
. j|j(

is here, as frequently in old texts, for

2 Cf. Colonel Meadows Taylor, Story of My Own Life.
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sermons or instructions (prasangas) on Christian truths. It has six

parts
: (1) Creed, (2) Our Father, (3) Commandments of God and the

Church, (4) Sacraments, (5) Virtues and Vices, (6) Christian’s daily

exercise.

The second section has as its title Sacred Pearls (Divya Muthu ),

instructions on Christian perfection. They are 104 in number.

The third section has the passion of Our Lord Jesus Christ with

a chapter on the practice of devotion on the Sacred Passion from

sunset of Thursday to Friday afternoon peculiar to the Kanarese

Christians.

The fourth section contains a life of the Mother of God
(
Deva

Mateya Charitre), Blessed Virgin Mary.

The fifth section contains fives of some saints (Archasistara ngapak

jnananghi )
:

—

1. St. Stanislaus Kostka, a novice of the Society of Jesus.

2. St. Clement, Pope and Martyr
(
Archa Santappara Charitre).

3. St. Juliana, Virgin and Martyr
(
Archa Julianammara Charitre ).

4. St. Laetitia
(
Archa Letisyammara Charitre).

5. St. Cecilia, Virgin and Martyr
(
Archa Cedliammara Charitre).

6. St. Agnes, Virgin and Martyr (Archa Agnesammara Charitre ).

7. St. Theodora, Virgin and Martyr (Archa Devadanammara

Charitre).

Taking it as a whole, I find that the volume is a complete exposition

of Christian truths, Christian morals, Christian perfection—a veritable

mine of religious instruction and a multum in parvo.

In Volume III, Part I, pp. 144-145 of the Bulletin of the School

of Oriental Studies , the learned Jesuit writer of the article “ The

Marsden MSS. and Indian mission Bibliography"’, the Rev. H.

Hosten, S.J., says : “It would be interesting to know whether the

folio volume of the Marsden MSS. entered here under our No. 34

represents the five volumes of de Almeida’s Jardim dos Pastores .

If it does, an effort should be made on the Goa side to have the complete

series republished. We need scarcely add that Konkani is often spoken

of in old accounts as Kanarese."’

On comparing as he suggests on p. 144 the contents of this folio

volume with the contents of vol. i of Jardim dos Pastores (of

Fr. Miguel de Almeida, S.J., as stated in the Examiner
,
Bombay,

22nd July to 19th August, 1922) also found in the Marsden Library,

London, I find that (1) Jardim dos Pastores , vol. i, contains directions

for the pastors of souls (missionaries) whereas * Satya Upadesha
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has a series of instructions directed to the faithful. (2) The former

is written in Konkani language and in Latin characters
;

the latter

is written in Dravidian Kanarese characters and in the Dravidian

Kanarese language. (3) The former begins (besides duties of pastors)

with discourses for Christmas Day, discourses on Grace and birth of

Christ, whereas the latter begins with discourses on God and His

Existence and Attributes at the outset. (4) The first volume of the

former completes the discourses (48) with Eternal Life including the

passion of Our Lord (10th discourse), on Quinquagesima Sunday,

whereas the latter has six sections (of which the third is on the

passion) exposing serially all the Christian truths and morals. (5) The

former is a series of Sunday sermons in order of the ecclesiastical

year, but the latter is a complete exposition of Christian truths without

following the order of Sundays.

From this I conclude that Jardirn dos Pastures is quite distinct

from “ Satya Upadesha ” both in language and script, scope and treat-

ment, and has nothing in common with the former of which it is not

a translation. From what I could gather, till now, about “ Satya

Upadesha

I

conclude that (a) it is a work of a Catholic writer, (b)

who was a Jesuit missionary among Dravidian Kanarese people, (c) it

is a book of instruction probably put in the hands of catechists among

remote Christian congregations. The book is well worth the trouble

and expenses of republication, cost what it may.

II. The other MS., No. 37, of the same collection is a small

pamphlet in Kanarese language and character containing a short

exposition of Christian Doctrine for neophytes and children, in

catechetical form of question and answer (dialogue) between a catechist

or the missionary and his neophyte pupil, for initiation into Christian

truths and practices. It is a pious treatise suggesting several pious

practices and prayers (mantras) evidently of Catholic origin and

containing invocations (pratina), a kind of litany as Rev. H. Hosten,

S.J., remarks. As the matter of this MS. tallies fully with that of MS. 30

in the same collection in Nagari characters and Mahratta language,

the former is practically a translation of the latter, and must have

been composed by the Jesuits of the Goa province. As the latter is

in the same handwriting as that of the manuscripts of the Adipurana

and the Devapurana, both of which are Fr. Stephens’ works, I conclude

that the author of the Mahratti MS., No. 30, which was subsequently

translated into Dravidian Kanarese (the MS. No. 37) must be the same
as that of the Christian Purana.
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PANJABI SUFI POETS

By Lajwanti Rama Krishna, 1934

The title of the thesis denotes the Sufi poets who wrote in the

Panjabi language, and not those who merely belonged to the

Panjab. The period dealt with is a.d. 1460 to 1900.

Before entering into an account of the poets and their poetry we

have in an introductory chapter briefly sketched Suflism outside

India, followed by a description of its growth and development in

the Panjab. Here we have also classified different trends of Sufi

thought into separate schools. The verse-forms, the technical terms,

and other peculiarities of Panjabi Sufi poetry have been fully explained.

The following few chapters have been devoted to life-histories

and to the discussion at length of the works of the outstanding poets

representing various schools. In these chapters a few specimens

from each poet's verse are transliterated and literally translated.

The poets are Ibrahim Farid, Madho Lai Husain, Sultan Bahu, Bullhe

Shah, All Haidar, Fard Faqlr, Hashim Shah, and Karam All.

In the chapter that follows, are discussed some Sufis who, though

unknown to the public, appear to have been good poets. A few

examples, to illustrate their mystic ideas, and taken from the extant

portions of their manuscripts, are given.

The last chapter deals with those Sufi poets who, from a literary

view-point, were of little importance.

Throughout this dissertation we have clearly indicated the sources

of our information for the life accounts, the works, and mystic ideas

of the poets. All verse quotations are taken from books, the

authenticity of which is established either by finds of manuscripts or

by unanimous acceptance of them by Panjabis of every denomination.

Information gathered from guardians of shrines and the minstrels

attached to them, the descendants of the poets and the learned, has

been referred to as such.

A bibliography of books, journals, and pamphlets consulted or

quoted is appended.
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Die Stellung der Munda-Sprachen

Von P. W. Schmidt

TM Jahre 1928 erschien bei Luzac in London ein Buch unter

dem Titel Munda-Magyar Maori. An Indian link between the

Antipodes . New Tracks of Hungarian Origins. Der Verfasser dieses

Buches, Herr W. F. von Hevesy, der sich liier unter dem Pseudonym

F. A. IJxbond verbarg, verehrte mir ein Exemplar (15. 1. 29) mit

seiner personlichen Widmung und bat mich, dariiber eine Besprechung

zu veroffentlichen. Obwohl ich die schone Alliteration des Titels

„ Munda-Magyar-Maori
£< und den grossen Mut, den der Verfasser

bei der Konstruktion seiner Theorie zeigte. anerkennen musste,

konnte ich mich doch nicht entschliessen, der Sache niiher zu treten.

Vielleicht werden die Linguisten den Grund daflir verstehen, wenn

ich ihnen einige Einzelheiten des Buches hervorhebe. In der ersten

Halfte (S. 1-110) bemiiht sich der Autor, den Beweis einer Affinitat

zwischen dem Ungarischen und dem Maori zu erbringen und zwar

nur des Ungarischen ganz allein, ohne die anderen ugro-finnischen

Sprachen auch nur zu nennen. Im zweiten Teil des Buches zieht er

die Munda-Sprache als Stutzpunkt zwischen diesen beiden so weit von

einander entfernten Sprachen herbei
;

aber auch hier wird die

Mundasprache einzig und allein mit der ungarischen Sprache in

Beziehung gebracht, nicht mit den ubrigen ugro-finnischen Sprachen.

Unter diesen Umstanden konnte ich mich nicht entschliessen, mich

mit diesem Buch niiher zu befassen, obwohl sein Verfasser die von

mir aufgestellten linguistischen Gruppen der austro-asiatischen und

austrischen Sprachen annahm und seine These auf die Verwandt-

schaft des Maori und des Munda stiitzte. Er versichert. dass die
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—

Munda-Sprachen ganz treu die Grundzlige der austro-asiatischen

Spraclien (S. 134) bewahrt erhalten haben. Ohne eine Einschrankung

erkennt er sogar (S. 143)
: „ Besides prefixes and sufiixes Munda

languages make use of infixes/* und er bemiiht sich, Infixe auch im

Ungarischen zu finden. Endlich, nachdem er eine ganze Reibe von

angeblicben Ahnlichkeiten zwischen Munda und Maori zitiert hat,

zogert er nicht, folgenden Satz niederzuscbreiben (S. 147) : „ They
suggest the question whether Magyar is not much more closely allied

to the Austric-Munda-Languages than to any other family and that it

should therefore be classed with it instead of with the Finno-Ugrian

(Urahan) Family
,
even though it may possess some common features

with the latter
“ 1

Ein Jahr spater erschien ein Artikel unter dem Titel ,, On W.
Schmidt’s Munda-Mon-Khmer Comparisons. Does an Austric

Family of Languages exist ? “ im Bulletin of the School of Oriental

Languages (vi, 1930, S. 187-200), diesmal unterzeichnet von Herrn

von Hevesy, ohne dass er darin eine Erwahnung seines friiheren Buches

gemacht hatte. Herr von Hevesy nimmt hier in einer Reihe wichtiger

Punkte eine Stellung ein, die ganz entgegengesetzt ist derjenigen,

die er in seinem Buche vertreten hatte. Einerseits kennzeichnet

dieser grundsatzliche Wechsel einen wirklichen Fortschritt, anderseits

aber ruft er neue Kjritiken hervor. Zunachst verlasst er seine These,

dass die ungarische Sprache vielmehr eine Munda-Sprache sei als eine

ugro-finnische
;

er behauptet jetzt im Gegenteil, dass die Munda-
sprachen den letzteren angehoren. Zweitens lasst er aus der Trias

Munda-Magyar-Maori das zweite Glied verschwinden, ohne ein Wort
dariiber zu sagen. Drittens stellt er, ohne seine friihere giinstige

Stellung der austro-asiatischen Gruppe und der austrischen Sprachen-

familie gegeniiber zu erwahnen, sich zur letzteren feindlich, weil, wie

er jetzt behauptet, die Mundasprachen nicht zur austro-asiatischen

Gruppe und zur austrischen, sondern zur ugro-finnischen Sprache
gehoren. Die Logik dieser Bejahung ist nicht sehr einleuchtend,

denn wenn auch die Mundasprachen nicht zu den austro-asiatischen

Sprachen gehoren wiirden, bliebe noch eine grosse Anzahl anderer

austro-asiatischer Sprachen iibrig (Khasi, Palaung-Wa-Riang, Mon-
Khiner, Moi, Bahnar, Bersisi, Senoi, Nikobar, Semang), die mit den
austronesischen Sprachen immer noch die linguistiscbe austrische
Familie bilden wiirden.

1 Kursiv von Herrn von Hevesy.
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Aber der Autor bemiiht sich, in diesem Artikel zu beweisen, dass

die Vergleiehe der Santali-Wdrter mit solchen anderer austro-

asiatischer Sprachen, die ich in meinem kleinen Buch Die Man

-

Khmer-Yolker vorgebracht habe, zu 70% falsch seien
;

denn sie

setzen praefixe Bildungen voraus, wahrend es sich nach seiner Meinung

um Suffixe handle.

Selbst wenn auch alle diese Wortvergleiche mit Recht kritisiert

worden waren, was durchaus nicht der Fall ist, so wiirden sie nicht

mehr als den fiinften Teil der von mir vorgebrachten Ahnlichkeiten

bilden, und einige der wichtigsten w^aren vom Yerfasser iiberhaupt

nicht beruhrt worden. Im iibrigen hat v. Hevesy die zahlreichen

grammatischen Beziehungen der Munda-Sprachen mit den austro-

asiatischen und austronesischen Sprachen ganz weggelassen. Er schien

sich iibrigens selbst eine Tiir fur den Riickzug often zu halten, indem

er schrieb (S. 199) : ,, We do not want to assert that there are no

common elements between Santali and Khmer, etc., etc., but they are

very few
;

further, even a part of them relates to terms connected

with the manifestations of civilisation, thus are probably loanwords.

Ich werde spater zeigen, dass diese beiden Behauptungen vollstandig

unhaltbar sind.

Im Jahre 1932 liess Herr von Hevesy in Wien neuerdings ein

Buch erscheinen, das recht umfangreich war. Dieses Buch fiihrt den

geniigend langen und energischen Titel Finnisch-Ugrisches cats Indien .

Es gibt keine austrische Sprachfamilie. Das vorarische Indien finnisch-

Ugrisch . Hier fiihrt der Verfasser nach jeder Richtung hin im positiven

und negativen Sinne den Wechsel seiner Front durch, ohne ihn aber als

den ganz radikalen Wechsel erkennen zu lassen, der er ist, ausgenommen

da, wo er auf Seite 350 folgenden bescheidenen Satz einfiigt : ,, . .

,

denn

auch wir sind der Versuehung einst unterlegen, im Yerlauf einer

Studie (Uxbond, Munda-Magyar-Maori) die sich dabei aufdrangenden

linguistischen Fragen mit noch weit unzulanglicheren Mitteln

anzugehen.“

Es ist sicher, dass Herr von Hevesy sich inzwischen tiefere und

genauere Kenntnisse in den ugro-finnischen Sprachen angeeignet hat.

Er zieht den Nutzen daraus, dass er einen eingehenden Yergleich

der Laute, der Wortbildung, der Grammatik und des Wortschatzes

der Munda-Sprachen mit den ugro-finnischen durchfiihrt. Damit hat

er eine anerkennenswerte Arbeit geleistet. Ich lege indes seinen

Yergleichen der Laute (S. 17 ff.) weniger Bedeutung bei, denn er bemiiht

sich nicht einmal das Yorkommen derselben Yokale und Konsonanten
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oder ihren Wechsel in denselben Worten zu zeigen, urn damit eine

feste Basis der phonetischen Regeln zu erreichen. Er will vor allem

die Unterschiede im Wechsel der Laute feststellen und rechnet niclit

mit der Moglichkeiten, dass es sich dabei nicht um einen Wechsel der

Laute, sondern um einen solchen der Prafixe und Suffixe handelt,

die, was ihre Laute anbetrifft, von einander ganz unabhangig sind.

Er kam auch gar nicht dazu, die Tatsache zu erlautern, dass die ugro-

finnischen Sprachen keine cerebralen und nasalen Konsonanten

besitzen, die aber nicht allein fiir die Munda-Sprachen charak-

teristisch sind, sondern fiir alle austro-asiatischen Sprachen eine

wichtige Rolle spielen. Eine giinstigere Aussicht mag man seinen

Bemiihungen zuschreiben, wo er gewisse Munda-Suffixe der Wortbildung

in Beziehung gebracht hat mit solchen, die in den ugro-finnischen

Sprachen vorkommen (S. 45 ff.). Es scheint mir ein Yerdienst des

Yerfassers zu sein, gezeigt- zu haben, dass die suffixale Bildung der

Munda-Sprachen selrr verbreitet und wichtiger ist, als ich dies in

meinen Mon-Khmer-Sprachen dargelegt hatte (S. 15, 47 If.). Ich will

ebenfalls glauben, dass er auch eine Anzahl Ubereinstimmungen in

den suffixalen Bildungen festgestellt hat. Da ich aber kein Fachmann

im LTgro-Finnischen bin, kann ich hierin kein massgebendes Urteil

abgeben. Auf jeden Fall aber muss die Vergleichung mit viel mehr

Exaktheit vorgenommen werden
;

denn bei einer grosseren Anzahl

von Fallen, die ich untersucht habe, konstatierte ich, dass die

semasiologischen Nuancen, die er fiir seinen Vergleich der Suffixe

benotigte, in den angegebenen Fallen in den Sprachen selbst nicht

zu finden waren, sondern nur von ihm selbst hergestellt wurden. Er

geht auch ohne Zweifel viel zu weit, wenn er in den beiden linguistischen

Gruppen nicht allein die einfachen Suffixe, sondern auch die zusammen-

gesetzten wiederfinden will.

Die Lage wird noch weniger giinstig, und teilweise geradezu ver-

zweifelt beim Yergleich der grammatischen Formen. Es ist ganz

unfassbar, dass der Verfasser in zwei oder drei sehr seltenen und

selbst fraglichen Formen der Munda-Sprachen einen Zusammenhang

zu finden sucht mit den Komparativ-Suffixen mb (66), mp (pp), die

den ugrofinnischen eigen sind (S. 73). Mehr Wert hat sein Vergleich

des Pluralsuffixes h in den beiden Gruppen (S. 74) und der Existenz

eines Unterschiedes im Konkretum und Abstraktum im Substantiv.

demonstrativen Pronomen, im unbestimmten und fragenden Fiirwort.

Aber er maeht aussichtslose Anstrengungen, wenn er sich der Miihe
unterzieht, die personlichen Fiirworter der Munda-Sprachen mit den
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ugro-finnischen in Zusammenhang zu bringen, wahrend die enge

Beziehung der ersteren zu denen der austro-asiatischen Sprachen

offen zutage liegt. Man ist zufrieden, zu sehen, dass Herr von Hevesv

nicht mehr versucht, in den ugro-finnischen Sprachen inklusive und

exklusive Formen im Plural des Personalpronomens zu finden, die

in den austro-asiatischen und austronesischen Sprachen so verbreitet

sind (S. 88). Wo er das Pronomen personale behandelt (S. 89 f.),

unterlasst er die Hervorhebung der charakteristischen Unterscheidung

in den Munda-Sprachen. die unmittelbare Anhangung des Possessivums

an das Substantiv allein bei den Verwandtschaftsnamen, vorzunehmen,

wahrend bei den anderen Substantiven die Possessiva an das Suffix

fa angehangt werden. Es ist wenig Hoffnung, die Anstrengungen des

Autors mit Erfolg gekront zu sehen, wenn er eine Beziehung zwischen

den Svstemen der Deklination und Konjugation der beiden Gruppen

aufstellen will (S. 92 ff.). Dass mit den Svstemen im ganzen nicht-s

zu machen ist, mit dem einen wie dem anderen, ist evident, und der

Autor selbst hat dies schon erkannt
;

es geniigt- ihm, nur die Wurzeln

der entwickelten und festen Formen der ugro-finnischen Sprachen in

den Munda-Sprachen zu finden. Das ist aber ein sehr gefahrliches

Unternehmen ohne Kenntnis der phonetischen Gesetze der beiden

Gruppen.

Nun kommt v. Hevesy am Ende des Buches zu den Infixen,

denen es natiirlich gebiihrt hatte, friiher beriicksichtigt zu werden,

u. zw. gleich nach den Pra- und Suffixen. Diese Verspatung ist ein

deutliches Zeichen dafiir, dass der Yerfasser selbst sich bewusst war, dass

sich hier die gefahrlichsten Klippen fur seine These, dass die Munda-

Sprachen den ugro-finnischen angehorten, finden. Das gerade ist

der Grand, weshalb er solange mit der Behandlung der Infixe gezogert

hat. Er wusste schon. dass er hier kein Argument fiir seine These

finden wiirde
;

er war aber zufrieden, dass er auf keine Argumente

dagegeu stiess.

Bevor wir nun mit der Priifung seiner Anstrengungen, sich vor

dieser drohenden Gefahr zu sehiitzen. beginnen, wollen wir einen

Blick auf die Elemente werfen, die in etwa fiir seine These sprechen

konnten, dass die Munda-Sprachen zu den ugro-finnischen gehoren.

Wir konnen hierfiir beiseite lassen den Vortrag, den Herrn von Hevesy

fiir den 3. internationalen linguistischen Kongress 1933 ,, Die Munda-

Sprachen Indiens, finnisch-ugrische Sprachen vorbereitet hatte

;

denn er ist nichts als ein kurzer Auszug aus seinem friiheren Buch.

Aber es ist interessant zu lesen, was er sich gezwungen sieht, am
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Schlusse zu bekennen : Obwohl diese Neuigkeit in der Finno-

Ugristik [v. Hevesy's Artikel], auf welche ich die Aufmerksamkeit

lenkte, von mir seit einem Jahr zuganglich gemacht worden war,

hat, ausgenommen der kurze und oberflachliche Bericht von Sauvageot,

kein Finno-Ugrist, so viel ich weiss, Notiz davon genommen. Die

Behauptung eines Zusammenhanges mit Indien, hat vor allem nicht

die Sympathien der ungarischen Gelehrten gefunden.“ Wenn Herr

von Hevesy sich hier iiber diese vdllige Ablehnung seiner These

seitens der kompetenten ugro-finnischen Autoritaten beschwert, so

mochte ich mich fiir ihn einsetzen. Vom Standpunkt der allgemeinen

Linguistik scheint es mir nicht ausgeschlossen zu sein, einen gewissen

Zusammenhang der Munda-Sprachen mit den ugro-finnischen, sowie

eine gewisse Anzahl von Elementen, die beiden gemein sind, anzuneh-

men : so in der Wortbildung, der Grammatik und vielleicht auch im

Wortschatz. Aber in positiver Hinsicht halte ich es fiir unzweifelhaft,

dass die Munda-Sprachen nicht ais eine Untergruppe der ugro-

finnischen Sprachen betrachtet werden konnen
;

sondern sie allein

sind alien anderen entgegengesetzt. Aber ich halte auch diese letztere

Ansicht fiir wenig wahrscheinlich, wahrend viel mehr Griinde fiir

eine andere These sprechen, und zwar die folgende : Auf eine austro-

asiatische Grundlage der Munda-Sprachen haben zu einer gewissen

Zeit und in einer gewissen Gegend ugro-finnische Sprachen einen

Einfluss ausgeiibt, der noch zu bestimmen sein wird, der aber ohne

Zweifel ausserhalb Indiens, vielleicht noch an der nordlichen Greuze

Indiens, wirksam war.

Menn wir uns bis jetzt mit dem Wert der positiven These des

Herrn von Hevesy beschaftigten. namlich dass die Munda-Sprachen

den ugro-finnischen angehoren sollen, miissen wir uns noch ein wenig

mit seiner negativen These befassen, dass die Munda-Sprachen nicht

den austro-asiatischen Sprachen angehoren. Wie ich auch schon

gesagt habe, hat er selbst die sehr richtige Empfindung dafiir gehabt.

dass eben hier die grosse Bedeutung der Infixe der Munda-Sprachen

hervortreten werde. Man muss ihm danken, dass er den Versuch

seines zweiten Artikels nicht mehr erneut hat, auch in den ugro-

finnischen Sprachen Infixe zu finden. Er bekennt also stillschweigend.

dass sie keine Infixe kannten. Wer mm aber auch nur wenig in der

allgemeinen Linguistik bewandert ist, weiss, wie selten in den Sprachen
der Welt die wahre Infigierung— d.h. die Infigierung konsonantischer
Elemente in den Wortstamm oder selbst in die Wurzel — vertreten ist.

Auf diese Art wird die Existenz einer solchen Infigierung in Sprachen
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die nicht sehr von einander entfernt sind, immer ein sehr wichtiges

Moment fur die friihere innere Verwandtschaft dieser Sprachen bilden,

das um so mehr, wenn ein grosser Teil dieser Infixe selbst identisch

ist. Dass sich dieses zweifache Moment fiir die austro-asiatischen

Spracben realisiert findet, und damit auch fiir die Munda-Sprachen

und die austronesischen Spracben, habe icb schon zur Geniige in

meinen ,, Mon-Khmer-Sprachen “ (S. 14, 43) festgestellt. Dieser

Hinweis ist von ebenso grosser Bedeutung wie der, dass in alien

benachbarten Unguistischen Gruppen die Infigierung fehlt.

Herr von Hevesy bemubt sicb, den Gefabren zu entgehen, die

von bier aus seine negative und positive These bedrohen, indem er

versichert, dass die Infigierung, massgebend fiir die wirklicben austro-

asiatischen Sprachen, von nebensachlicher Bedeutung in den Munda-

Sprachen werde (S. 107 f.). Diese Behauptung kann im Angesicbt

der wirklicben Tatsachen nicht aufrecht erhalten werden. Die

Infigierung wird in alien anderen austro-asiatischen Sprachen in

demselben Masse angewendet wie auch in den Munda-Sprachen.

Sowobl in der einen als auch in der anderen Gruppe sind Sprachen,

die sie intensiv anwenden, aber auch andere. bei denen die Verwendung

abgeflaut ist, und es sind sowohl in der einen als auch in der anderen

oft vorkommende wie auch seltene Infixe. Aber die Tatsache, dass

in den Munda-Sprachen zwei Infixe sind, die den anderen austro-

asiatischen Sprachen ganz fehlen, wie k und t , beweist, dass die

Infigierung fiir die Munda-Sprachen kein fremdes Element ist. was

auch sehr schwierig zu verstehen ware, sondern aus dem lebendigen

Genius der Sprache hervorgeht. Es ist also sicher, dass die Infigierung

im allgemeinen und die Identitat mehrerer Infixe im besonderen eine

starke Stiitze fiir die innere Yerwandtschaft der Munda-Sprachen

mit den austro-asiatischen darstellt.

Ich glaube nicht, dass ich hier alle anderen Momente noch eingehend

behandeln muss, die ich in meinen Mon-Ivhmer-Sprachen u

(S. 14 ff, 36) zu Gunsten der These vorgebracht habe, dass die Munda-

Sprachen zunachst zu den austro-asiatischen und mit diesen die

austronesischen Sprachen zur linguistischen austrischen Familie

gehoren, namlich :

1) die Identitat des phonetischen Systems
;

2) die Gleichheit der Wortbildung in einer Prafigierimg ersten

und zweiten Grades, in einer Infigierung und Suffigierung.

3) In einer urspriinglichen Postposition des Genetivs, der in den
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Munda-Sprachen in der Suffigierung der possessiven Formen

erhalten ist

;

4) das Yorkommen eines Inklusivs und Exklusivs der 1. Person

Plural des Pronomen Possessivum bei einigen dieser Spraclien
;

5) das Yorkommen eines Dual und Trial des Pronomens

Possessivum ebenfalls in vielen dieser Sprachen.

Diese Elemente wurden von Herrn von Hevesv nicht bestritten.

Aber er hat seine ganzen Bemiihungen angewendet gegen die Einheit

des Wortschatzes, die ich als sechstes diesen fiinf Elementen anreihte.

Wie ich schon gesagt habe, macht er das Zugestandnis, dass diese

Sprachen wohl gemeinsame Elemente haben. aber er behauptet,

1) dass ihre Zahl sehr beschrankt ist, 2) dass ein Teil davon in den

manifestations of civilization “ bestehe und nun vermutlich

Lehnworte darstellen. 1

Aber keine dieser beiden Behauptungen ist richtig. Selbst wenn
man diejenigen meiner Wortvergleiche, die von ihm als falsch

bezeichnet wurden, wegliesse, wovon aber gar nicht die Rede sein

kann, bliebe ihre Zahl noch sehr gross
;
auch befinden sich darunter

die gebrauchlichsten und intimsten Worte, liber die eine Sprache

verfligt. Diese sind : 1) das Pronomen Personale der I. und II. Person

singularis
; 2) das Pronomen demonstrativum

; 3) die Zahlen von

1-6; 4) Worte, die Korperteile bezeichnen : Auge, Nase, Mund,
Hand, rechte Hand, Brust, Fuss, Oberschenkel, Blut, Knochen und
Exkrement

; 5) die folgenden Worte, welche Verwandtschaftsgrade

darstellen : Sohn, Ahne, Vater, Mutterbruder, Neffe, Gatte, jiingere

Gattin, Hauptling, Dorf, Fremder
; 6) Tiernamen : Tiger, Ratte,

\ ogel, Ente, Pfau, Fisch, Ameise, Wanze, Laus, Fliege, Raupe

;

7) folgende Worte bezeichnend Naturobjekte : Wasser, Wald, Sonne,

\\ ind, Morgenrot, Naeht, Reis, Baumwolle, Rotang, Eisen
; 8)

Adjektive : weit, klein, fett, lange, dicht, klar, herb, nachfolgend,

durstig : 9) Verba : heben, essen, sich baden, nennen, fiihlen, gahnen,

sterben, eingraben, flechten, weben, Baumwolle schneiden, schreien,

leuchten.

Unter diesen Worten sind mehrere, deren gemeinsame austro-

asiatischen Formen eine ganz eigene Gestalt gerade beim Santali

annehmen, was Herrn von Hevesy entgangen ist : der Endvokal
ist nicht mehr am Ende, sondern zwischen den beiden Anfangskon-

sonanten : so wird aus 6ri-Wald im Santali bir
;
aus sni- Sonne, sin

;

aus kni Ratte, Icon lion
; kla Tiger, fail

;
ymu, num Name num.

1 Bull. School of Oriental Stud . vi, 1930, S. 199.
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Wenn ich nun zur Priifung der Vergleiche der Mnndaworte mit

denen der ngro-finnischen Sprachen schreite, die Herr vonHevesv

durchgeftihrt hat (p. 115 bis 328). so ist die Zahl der Yergleiehe beim

ersten Blick iiberwaltigend gross, es sind 1134 ! Es fehlen aber

darunter zuverlassige Yergleiehe des Pronomen personale. des

Xumerales, dann der Worter, welche Teile des Korpers bezeichnen,

der Tiere, Pflanzen, Naturkorper und der gebrauchliehsten Natur-

gegenstande. Was er am oftesten bringt, ist der Yergleieh einer

Wortwurzel aus der einen Gruppe mit deni Worte selbst aus der

anderen
;
das ist aber eine Methode, die, ohne vorher die phonetischen

Gesetze festgestellt zu haben, sehr gefahrlich ist, was mir jeder

wirkliche Linguist zugeben wird.

Die Zahl der 1134 Yergleiehe halt aber auch bei weitem nicht einer

ernsten Priifung stand. Denn erstens hat Herr vonHevesv in seine

Liste Lelinworter aus dem Hindi, Bengali, Desi, Bihar und Sanskrit,

aufgenommen die natiirlich niehts mit einem inneren Zusammenhang

dieser zwei linguistischen Gruppen zu tun haben und daher beiseite

gelassen werden niiissen. Zweitens hat er eine unglaublieh grosse

Zahl von Yergleichen gesammelt, die er selbst als fraglich bezeiehnet.

Drittens sind in der Liste eine grosse Anzahl von Yergleichen, die

sehon beim ersten Blick als unzutreffend erscheinen. Ich habe

mir die Miihe gegeben, die Liste bis zu Nummer 500 zu untersuchen,

das Resultat ist foigendes : 170 Lelinworter, 100 fragliehe Yergleiehe,

90 unhaltbare Yergleiehe, zusammen 360. Auf diese Weise bleiben

von den 500 voin Yerfasser angefuhrten Yergleichen nur 140 als

weniger verdachtig. Es blieben also von der Gesamtzahl der 1134

Yergleiehe des Yerfassers annahernd 300 ubrig
;
aber ich glaube, dass

selbst von diesen noch ein Teil ausgeschieden werden mlisste.

Das Endresultat der ganzen Untersuchung der positiven und

negativen These des Herrn vonHevesy kann kein anderes sein als

dieses : Die Munda-Sprachen gehoren, was ihren Ursprung anbelangt,

den austro-asiatischen Sprachen und zusammen mit den austronesischen

der austrischen Sprachfamilie an. Sie haben gemeinsam mit ihnen

urspriinglich die Nachstellung des Genetivs und die Prafigierung

neben der Infigierung. Spiiter kamen sie in Beriihrung mit Sprachen,

welche die Yoranstellung des Genetivs und die Suffigierung iibten,

und durch den Einfluss dieser Sprachen wurden diese zwei Elemente

auch in die Munda-Sprachen eingefiihrt. Eriiher glaubte ich, dass

es die Dravida-, die arischen oder die tibeto-cliinesischen Sprachen

seien. welche diesen Einfluss ausiibten. Jetzt verneine ich nicht
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die Moglichkeit, und selbst auch die Wahrscheinlichkeit, dass aueh

die ugrofinnischen Sprachen solch einen Emfluss auf die Munda-

Sprachen ausiibten. Es ist die Aufgabe der Ugro-Finnisten, diese

Frage zu untersuchen,

Herr vonHevesy klagt bitter, dass sie sich weigern dies zu tun.

Ich. finde diese radikale Zuriiekweisung nicht begrundet, aber sie

scheint mir verstandlich und gerechtfertigt in einiger Hinsicht. Das

hohe materielle und formelle Niveau, das die Vergleichung der ugro-

finnischen Sprachen bereits erreicht hat, lasst ihre Vertreter zogern,

neben diese Sprachen eine Sprachengruppe zu stellen, die, wie die der

Munda-Sprachen, noch wenig bekannt und noch nicht gut in sich selbst

studiert sind. Aber die Erfiillung dieser letzteren Aufgabe ist heute

ausgeschlossen wegen der Unzulanglichkeit des Materials, das uns

zur Zeit noch zur Verfiigung steht. Wenn aber das grosse Worterbuch

des Santali von Rev, Bodding und die Munda-Enzyklopaedie von

Rev. P. Hoffmann fertig sein, und auch noch einige Grammatiken

und Worterblicher anderer Munda-Sprachen vorhanden sein werden,

dann wird man diesen Versuch machen konnen.

Ich hoffe, dass Herr von Hevesy teilnehmen wird an diesen

Arbeiten und uns einige Spezialstudien iiber die einzelnen Munda-

Sprachen etwa von der Art wie meine Studien liber die Lautverhaltnisse

der Mon-Khmer-Sprachen, der Khasi-Sprache, der Gruppe Palaung-

Wa-Riang, und der Sprachen der Sakai und Semang liefern

wird. Erst nach solchen Arbeiten wiirde er schliesslieh auch eiu

kleines Biichlein veroffentlichen konnen liber die Munda-Sprachen und

ihre Beziehungen, wie ich es vor 30 Jahren veroffentlicht habe mit

meinen Mon-Khmer-Sprachen, ein Bindeglied zwischen den Sprachen

Mittelasiens und Ozeaniens (Braunschweig, 1906). Ich bin absolut

sicher, dass nach solchen tieferen und soliden Studien Herr von Hevesy

mir nicht mehr bestreiten wird, dass die Munda-Sprachen in ibrem

Ursprung und auch in vielen ihrer Elemente zu den austroasiatischen

Sprachen angehoren, sondern er wird selbst schone, neue Beweise

fur diese These liefern. Er wird dann auch schon seit langerer Zeit

erkannt haben, dass kaum einer von den wenigen Gelehrten, die er jetzt

als Anhanger seiner heutigen These angibt, ernstlich die Existenz der

linguistischen austroasiatischen Gruppe zu der die Munda-Sprachen

gehoren, bestreiten wollte, wie auch nicht die der austrischen Sprach-

familie, die aus den beiden Gruppen der austroasiatischen und der

austronesischen Sprachen besteht.



Notes on the Arabic Materials for the History of the

Early Crusades

By H. A. R. Gibb

TpHE publication of the first volume of M. Rene Grousset’s historv

of the Crusades, which is reviewed elsewhere in this issue, brings

out again, and all the more vividly because of its wealth of detail

and effort to present a complete and rounded-off picture, the very

serious gaps in Orientalist research on this period. Whereas the study

of the Western and Greek sources has progressed to a point at which

it may be said that little more remains to be done, research on the

Oriental sources is incredibly backward. The European scholar has

at his disposal, apart from the topographical studies of van Berchem 1

and M. Rene Dussaud, 2 only two works of any size, Derenbourg's

study of Usama ibn Munqidh,3 and Professor W. B. Stevenson's

The Crusaders in the East (Cambridge, 1907), together with such

articles as those on the Syrian cities by Honigmann and others in

the Encyclopaedia of Islam. Valuable as these are, they do not carry

him very far. Usama presents a lively picture of certain aspects of

Syrian life, but he was a minor figure and the scope of his material

is too restricted. Professor Stevenson attempted for the first time

to situate the Crusaders in their eastern surroundings, but the main

object of his work was the careful sifting of the Oriental sources for

data of political history and chronology.

It is not. however, one or two general works which are required ;

it is a whole series of monographs on important figures, on specific

aspects of the political and social life of the time, and on the Oriental

sources themselves. Not a single political figure prior to Saladin and

the Third Crusade—Tughtagin. Il-Ghazi, ZankI, Nur ad-DTn—has

ever been studied in detail ; we know next to nothing of the com-

position of the population in the various regions of Syria, their relations

with one another and with ‘Iraq and Egypt, or of the significance

of the Shi' ite, and more especially the Batink movements in Syria ;

the criticism of the Oriental sources, Arabic, Syriac, and Armenian,

1 u Notes sur les Croisades " in Journal Asiatique , 1902, mai-juin.
2 Topographie historiqae de la Syrie (Paris, 1927).
3 Vie d'Ousama (Oufubm ibn Mounkidh, Ire Partie, Paris, 1889).
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has not even begun. Failing these, the Muslim princes and peoples

remain, even in M. Grousset ‘s work, so many lay figures, a kind of

vague patchwork backcloth against which the Western knights make

a brave enough show, until it presently falls down and envelops them,

still valiantly struggling, in its folds.

It is not the object of the present paper to remedy these deficiencies

forthwith, but to touch on certain points relating firstly to the social

situation in Syria, and secondly to the Arabic sources, which have

emerged in the course of several years* study of the period of the

early Crusades.

I

It is one of the principal services rendered by M. Grousset that,

for the first time in any general history of the Crusades, he brings

out the importance of the Byzantine Crusades ” of the tenth century

as the forerunners of the Latin Crusades, and as establishing a certain

juridical claim by the Eastern Empire to the restoration of its former

Syrian territories, the last of which it had lost only in 1084. But

it has generally escaped notice that the same fact played a very

important part in determining also the nature of the first Muslim

reactions to the Latin Crusades. For more than a century the Muslims

of Egypt, ‘Iraq, and Persia had been accustomed to the spectacle

of Christian principalities in Antioch and Mesopotamia, and even

of intermittent Christian protectorates over Aleppo and parts of

inner Syria. The Christian states had taken their place in the normal

political framework of Syria, and the religious aspect of the struggle

had long since ceased to hold any prominent place in the minds of

its population. Muslims and Christians were intermingled with one

another, especially after the extensive immigration of Armenians into

northern Syria
;

Christians ruled over Muslims and Muslims over

Christians, without interference from either side. Though the Christian

states had been temporarily recovered by the Saljuqids, the report

that fresh Christian armies were on their way through Anatolia to

recapture them roused no more than ordinary apprehensions, 1 and

was regarded with comparative indifference by all the Muslim princes

except the one directly concerned, the ruler of Antioch itself, Yaghi

1 Is William of Tyre a good enough authority for the accusation that the Muslims
“ brutally eliminated ” the indigenous Christian elements in Jerusalem on the arriv al

of the Crusaders (Grousset, 284-5) ? The statement seems to be contradicted by
numerous passages in which Fulcher and others speak ofthe native Christian population
(e.g. the jubilant passage on the reception of Baldwin I, quoted G. 213).
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Siyan. That the newcomers were Franks, instead of Greeks, conveyed

very little to them. The Crusaders' occupation of Antioch and Edessa

merely restored, from their point of view, the status quo ante. The

Fatimid wazlr, al-Afdal, had been quick to seize the opportunity of

renewing with them the traditional Fatimid-Byzantine defensive

alliance against the Saljuqids, temporarily interrupted in 1055. 1 It is

true that the negotiations came to nothing when the Franks

themselves seized Jerusalem from the Egyptians, but even that failed

to inspire an immediate uprush of religious feeling and of resolve to

drive them out. It was not merely the disintegration of the Saljuqid

empire, therefore, which was responsible for the absence of any vigorous

counter-attack from without.2 For a century and a half, Syria and

Mesopotamia had been left to fight their own battles, with some

intervention from Egypt, and for the most part Syria and Mesopotamia

were left to fight them now.

If this view be accepted, it is clearly a false conception to speak,

as M. Grousset has done, of every offensive against the Latin states

as a
<l
counter-crusade ". No doubt every war against non-Muslims,

from the days of Heraclius to those of *Abd al-Karim, has been styled

a jihad by its supporters, but that in itself shows the cheapening

of the term. What distinguished the Crusades was that they were

a mass movement, in which men of all ranks and classes were caught

and swept forward by a wave of emotion. There was nothing corre-

sponding to this amongst the Muslims until the time of Nur ad-Dln

at the earliest, perhaps not until the time of Saladin. Some faint

hint of it may doubtfully be detected in the undertakings of Mawdud.

but even these were conducted as routine expeditions, differing in

no respect from any others. Only in one minor episode of this period

does one sense on the Muslim side something of the Crusaders'

exaltation of feeling, namely in the defence of Damascus against

Baldwin II's raid in January, 1126. 3

1 See Ibn Muyassar, ed. Masse, p. 7, and E. Laurent, Byzance et les Seljourides. p. 22.

The fact that the calculations of the Fatimid government were based upon the

history of the earlier Byzantine invasions is noted by all historians ; but there i> a

tendency to over-emphasize in this connection the importance of Jerusalem to the

Fatimids. At the time of the First Crusade the possession of Jerusalem was of

little political importance, except as implying control of southern Palestine. It

was the establishment of the seat of the Latin kingdom at Jerusalem that caused

it to acquire subsequently the symbolic significance which it had by the time of

Saladin.

2 Although, of course, the disintegration of the local Syrian kingdom of Tutiish

was responsible for the absence of a united resistance within Syria.

3 Ibn al-QalanisT, ed. Amedroz. 213 (Damascus Chronicle , 175).
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It is almost equally misleading to regard the expeditions of the

governors of Mosul as so many instances of Saljuqid intervention,

as when Karbuqa, for example, arrives with a “ grande armee

seljuqide
* 5

.
1 None of the Oriental sources suggest that Karbuqa

had more than his own troops, together with those of his minor vassals

and of Hims and Damascus. It should be recalled that, although he

was formally recognized as governor of Mosul, Karbuqa had in fact

captured it for himself with a force of adventurers only two years

before, 2 and that on the arrival of the First Crusade the Saljuqid

armies were engaged in Khurasan and almost immediately afterwards

in the long civil wars between Barkiyaruq and Muhammad. It is

unlikely that there was a single Saljuqid squadron in Karbuqa’s force,

and the size of his private ‘askar may be gauged from that of which

his successor Jikirmish disposed in the battle of Harran, namely

3,000 horsemen.3 The governors of Mosul were drawn into the conflict

by the Frankish conquest of Edessa and the resulting political com-

plications in the Jazira
;
and even when they held an official mandate

to engage the Franks, it in no way affected the essentially personal

character and objects of their operations, unless perhaps under

Mawdud. 4 The one genuine instance of Saljuqid intervention in the

whole history of the Crusades was the expedition under Bursuq b.

Bursuq, the governor of Hamadhan, in 1115; and the authorities

are singularly unanimous that this “ counter-crusade ” was openly

directed against the Muslim princes, and only as an afterthought

against the Franks. It had the striking result of bringing into temporary

existence a Syrian bloc, Franks and Muslims (except for two minor

chieftains) making common cause against the Eastern invader. Several

causes may be and have been assigned in explanation of this develop-

ment, but in view of the absence of detailed studies of the principal

characters concerned, it is premature to come to any definite con-

clusions. But two points, at least, seem to emerge from the fact itself

:

one, that counter-crusade ” was the last idea entertained by the

1 Grousset, pp. 97, 107.

2 Of. Encyc. of Islam , s.v. Kurbuka.
3 Ibn al-Athlr, ed. Tomberg, x, 256, 5-4 from foot ;

on the same expedition

Sukman had 7,000 Turkmen horsemen with him. Cf. the army of Saif ad-DIn, prince

of Mogul, early in 1176, when, with the aid of the Ortuqids of Hi?n Kaifa and Mardln,
“ numerous forces assembled to join him, reaching 6,000 horsemen ” (ibid., xi,

283, 5-7).
4 In the Damascus ('hronicle

, p. 99, n. 4, there is a serious error; Mawdud
was the son of a certain Altuntagin, and was not the nephew of Karbuqa.
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princes of Syria and ‘Iraq alike at that time 1
;

the other that the

Franks had with surprising speed adapted themselves to the traditional

atmosphere and alignments of Syrian politics.

In regard to another aspect of the politico-social situation in

Syria, the Sunni-Shi'a schism, it is still difficult to reach absolute

conclusions. A careful study of the scanty contemporary materials,

nevertheless, leads to the impression that all historians of the Crusades

have greatly exaggerated its significance in Syria at the time of the

First Crusade and in the following decades. This is due partly to the

fact that Western historians, seeking a guiding thread in the labyrinth

of Oriental politics, have thought to find it in the religious schisms,

and interpreting these as rival political groups have used them as a kind

of universal clue 2
;

partly (and herein is their excuse) that Ibn ah

Athir and the other writers of the Ayyubid and Mamluk periods

were themselves obsessed to a great extent by an anti-Fatimid bias.

In reality the lines of political division had little to do with dogmatic

differences, and least of all in eleventh- and twelfth-century Syria.

Had the Fatimids been inclined to religious intolerance, the case

might have been different, but they were (apart from the personal

eccentricity of al-Hakim) one of the most tolerant dynasties in Islam.

If the Islamic world had been otherwise unified, the emergence of

political Shi'ism would have been disastrous 3
;

but though it pre-

vented imion, it was not in itself a prime cause of disunion. The

healing of the schism was a necessary prelude to the union of forces

against the Crusaders, but the schism was not a factor of importance

in their first success.

The real mainspring of Syrian politics, it can hardly be doubted,

is to be found in the principle of “ beggar-my-neighbour ” which

had governed the relations of the amirs of Syria and Mesopotamia

ever since the disintegration of the Caliphate. Where ambition,

jealousy, and fear were the dominant motives, questions of religious

1 The episode of the emeute at Baghdad in 111 I (cf. Grousset, 460-1) shows

the Caliph himself, so far from being moved by the Syrian appeal, furious at the

affront to his personal dignity and only restrained from taking violent measures

against the ringleaders by the tact of the Sultan ; see the original and more detailed

account in the Damascus Chronicle, pp. 110-12.

2 M. Grousset, for example, seeks to explain the refusal of Rudwan of Aleppo

to co-operate with the other Syrian princes and with Mawdud by his patronage of

the Bat inis, thereby inverting cause and effect. The true reason is more probably

to be sought in his embitterment at the repeated disappointment of his ambitions.
3 As it was later on, in the sixteenth century

; cf. A. J. Toynbee, A Study of

History, vol. i (Oxford, 1934), pp. 347^00.
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conformity and belief were of small account. Religion had long since

abdicated the claim to control political action, 1 and the only other

restraining force, love of country, while not absent amongst the

general population and possibly even such minor local chiefs as the

Banu Munqidh, was obviously ineffective where foreign Turkish

governors were concerned. No student of Islamic history in the tenth

and eleventh centuries needs to be reminded that when the Saljuqid

Rudwan of Aleppo declared for the Fatimids in 1097 in view of an

alliance against Damascus, he was but following the footsteps of

numerous amirs and princes, who had accepted or rejected the nominal

suzerainty of one or other Caliph for the sake of securing a momentary

tactical advantage over a local rival. Similarly, the readiness of

Ibn 'Ammar of Tripolis to assist the Franks and even to accept a

quasi-protectorate, could find more than one parallel in the history

of Syria since the days when the Arab Shi‘ite Hamdanids of Aleppo

had invoked the Byzantine protectorate and seen the great Basil II

himself hastening to defend them against their fellow-countrymen

and co-sectaries, the Fatimids.

Thus the refusal of Aleppo and Damascus, and that ofDamascus and

Egypt, to co-operate against the Crusaders were due to the same

general causes, into which religion scarcely entered. In the former

case, they took a personal form : the rivalry between the sons of

Tutusli, and in particular the resentment of Rudwan at the loss of

Damascus. 2 In the second case, they were rather historical : the

spectre of the former Egyptian occupation of Damascus on the one

side, and of the former kingdom of Tutush on the other. The rulers

of Damascus were afraid that the Fatimids should attempt to reassert

their claim to the city : the Egyptian government feared lest a restored

Saljuqid kingdom should attempt the coup which Tutush may have

planned, but never carried out. Both sides were consequently not

ill-pleased, in the long run, that the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem

interposed a buffer between them—provided the buffer did not turn

into a boa-constrictor. Nothing is more instructive in this connection

than to observe the deliberate inertia of Damascus on the Palestine

front between 1099 and 1105. while Godfrey and Baldwin I were

This is, notwithstanding its external conformity, the note sounded by Xizam

a j
jVulk in the Siyaset-Xarmh, and is frankly acknowledged by no less an authority

thanV^Ghazall (^d 'Ulum ad-Din, ii, 124).

2 <pjL’e possible influence exerted in this and similar situations by a certain historic

anHgonjjtJ11 between the populations of Aleppo and Damascus may be suspected, as

a siippleniA
*ntarv factor, but the whole subject awaits investigation.
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engaged in establishing the kingdom and securing it against the

Egyptian counter-attacks, and how, as soon as Tughtagln was con-

vinced that the Egyptians were unable to dislodge the Crusaders,

he willingly co-operated with them, not in combined attacks with

full forces, but in minor operations designed to harass the Franks

and prevent the expansion of the kingdom. Note, too, how the relations

between Egypt and Damascus grew progressively more cordial, to

the extent that Tughtagln even instigated Egyptian raids (if Ibn

Muyassar 1
is to be believed), and that finally he and his successors

accepted Fatimid robes of honour and diplomas .

2 The same indifference

to sectarian divisions was shown by Usama b. Munqidh, who served

ZankI and the Fatimids with equal zeal, by Ibn ‘Ammar of Tripolis,

and even by the Egyptian wazlr al-Afdal, whom the Fatimid history

asserts to have been a fervent Isma/Ill 3 but the Damascus chronicler

claims as “ a firm believer in the doctrines of the Sunna Before

the close of the twelfth century, however, there can be little doubt

that Shi
4

ism was thoroughly discredited in Syria, but it remains to

be investigated how far the activities of the Batinis were responsible

for this change, or whether it was a by-product of that waxing religious

enthusiasm which led up to the real Counter-Crusade under the leader-

ship of Saladin.

II

The second field in which Orientalist research has lagged behind,

and which is a prerequisite for any real study of such problems as

are touched on above, is the critical examination of the Oriental sources.

Every historian of the early Crusades has up to the present used the

Kamil of Ibn al-Athlr as the principal Arabic source, and has accepted

his version of affairs under the control of Kainal ad-Din's Chronicle

of Aleppo and Sibt ibn al-JawzI’s Mir at az-Zaman. The recovery of

Ibn al-Qalanisf s Damascus Chronicle completely changes the situation.

It is not only that Ibn al-Qalanisi is a contemporary and reflects the

contemporary attitude, whereas Ibn al-Athlr is permeated by the very

different mentality of the thirteenth century ,

5 nor is it that the former

1 Ed. Masse, p. 63.

2 Damascus Chronicle, pp. 179, 280. According to Ibn Muyassar (p. 70) similar

advances were made by the Fatimids also to Aqsunqur al Bursuql after his occupation

of Aleppo.
3 Idris ‘Imad ad-DIn :

i
Vtjun al-Akhbar ,

vol. vii (MS. of Dr. A. H. al-Hamdani) ;

cf. a§-SairafI, al-Iskdra ila man ?wlal-Wizara, ed. A. Mukhlis, 57-60.

4
p. 164 (Ibn al-Qalanisi, 204, 16: «U| a-l* j

5 The point has already been observed by M. Grousset in a note to p. 510.

VOL. vii. part 4. 49
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veiws events from the angle of Damascus and the latter from the

wider but more distant angle of Mosul. The important point for our

present purpose is that Ibn al-QalanisI is one of the original sources of

Ibn al-Athlr— 'the only one for this period so far recovered—-and a com-

parison of the two accounts enables us to investigate his methods of

compilation, and to check in some degree the accuracy of his informa -

tion in this portion of his chronicle. The results of this examination

are not reassuring, and go to show that while Ibn al-Athlr, because

of his much wider field than that of either the Damascus or the

Aleppo chroniclers, must always remain a principal source, he is not

to be relied on in details of fact, of chronology, or of interpretation,

and must always be used with caution. 1 Outstanding though his

work is, in comparison with the historians of his own age whose pro-

ductions have come down to us. he is yet not entirely free from those

romantic and empirical tendencies which are visible over a wide range

of mediaeval Islamic literature.

A detailed analysis being impossible within the limits of an article,

it is proposed in the following paragraphs to examine briefly a few

typical passages, illustrating how Ibn al-Athlr's methods may result

in misleading or suspect information, and to touch still more briefly

upon Kamal ad-Dins work in the same connection.

(1) Ibn al-Athlr very frequently suppresses elements of the original

narrative, and occasionally uses the rest to support a false interpreta-

tion. Under a.h. 494 (1100-1) Ibn al-Qalanisi relates an attempt by

Sukman b. Ortuq to recapture Saruj, and its recovery by the Franks.

His text reads as follows :
\ HU- Jyj\ sj ^

^ y 'K3^}^ {

'

In this

year the amir Sukman b. Ortuq collected a great host of Turkmens and

marched with them against the Franks of ar-Ruha [Edessa] and Saruj

in the month of First Rabik He captured Saruj and was joined by

a large body [be. of volunteers], while the Franks also collected their

forces.") ? Ibn al-Athlr, apparently because he found no account in

his sources of the capture of Saruj , rewrites this and misrepresents it

1 Somc-wh.it .similar conclusions were reached by the writer some years ago
after comparing Ibn al-Athlr’s narratives of the early history of the Arab* in Central
Asia with his Muirces m Tabari and Baladhurl.

- Ed. Amedroz, p. 13H ; Dumas. Chr p. 50.
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as the capture of Saruj : 3% <tiX*

jVI \)i . . . [&J\ lj5du aJ \y& jl <ii!S ,^^-j oJ jX~\

y OljSC- (“ In this

year the Franks captured the town of Saruj in Mesopotamia. The

cause of this was the Franks had already captured ar-Ruha . . . and

at this time Sukman collected a great host of Turkmens in Saruj

and marched against them.'*) 1

(2) The frequency with which Ibn al-Athir alters the dates given

hv Ibn al-Qalanisi (and always does so wrongly) 2 raises a question

of motive, which cannot be answered at present. But occasionally

also he alters the tenor of a sentence or phrase in the original. An
example will be found in his account of the Crusaders’ capture of

Tripolis in 1109 (a.h. 502), which is freely quoted from Ibn al-Qalanisi.

The relevant passage in the latter reads
:
jAJI J cJ*

ojdJj JyLs^p*)t\ ^
f

yA

3lil A» j H j

(“ Their spirits were lowered by universal despair at the delay of the

Egyptian fleet in bringing provisions and reinforcements by sea, for

the stores of the fleet had been exhausted and the direction of the

wind remained contrary, through the will of God that that which was

decreed should come to pass.") 3 Ibn al-Athir, to begin with, places

this (wrongly) under the year 503, and renders the passage above by :

Sj£-4l» (sic) ^Ir

I A3 aAc al* A} I a!

(” Their spirits were lowered and their weakness

was increased by the delay of the Egyptian fleet in bringing them

provisions and reinforcements. Now the cause of his [presumably

al-AfdaTs] dilatoriness in regard to it (the fleet) was that he did not

1 Ed. Tornberg, x, 222 (cf. Grou^et. p. 63).

2
e.ir. Egyptian capture of Jerusalem : I A. 489 (wrong), I.Q. 491 ; Bat ini attack

on Shaizar : I.A. 302, l.Q. 307 (l.e. after the expulsion of the Batinis from Aleppo,

which is surely correct) ; Crusader-’ laid on I)ama-cii* : I.A. 320 (wrong), I.Q. 519 ;

and cf. section (3) below. There are many other instances.

3 Ed. Amedroz. 163; Damn*, ('hr., p. 89.
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give his attention to it and to hastening on its preparations, 1 and

they [? the Egyptian ministers] disagreed (or shilly-shallied) about it

for more than a year
;
and it set off, but the wind drove it back, so

it became impossible for them to reach Tripolis, in order that God

should bring about a matter which was to come to pass/') 2

The difference between these two versions is obvious. Ibn al-

QalanisI implies that the stores and provisioning for the fleet and

the town of Tripolis were not available until the harvest in the spring

of 1109. that the necessary measures were then taken without any

stinting (cf. Damascus Chron ., p. 91), and that the delay was a fatality

due to the contrary wind. If he does not explicitly absolve the

Egyptian government from the charge of dilatoriness, at least he says

nothing to incriminate it. Ibn al-Athlr, on the other hand, makes

a definite accusation against the Fatimid government, and particularly

asserts that the fleet was detained in Egypt “ for more than a year *\

There is. fortunately, no dubiety in this instance
;

Ibn al-Athlr's

statement is untrue. Eor Tripolis fell in July, 1109 ; in August, 1108,

the Egyptian fleet was in Syrian waters, and had very effectively

come to the assistance of Sidon, defeating a considerable squadron

of Italian vessels and relieving (and presumably reprovisioning) the

town. 3 It had therefore returned to Egypt only in the late autumn,

and the story that it was kept back “ for more than a year ” is a

fiction due to anti-Fatimid bias.4 Whence, then, did it find its way

into Ibn al-Athir's chronicle ? That he derived it from another

written source seems to be excluded by his otherwise close following

of the text of Ibn al-Qalanisi. There can therefore, it would seem,

be little doubt that the source is a certain oral tradition current in

Mosul, in accordance with which Ibn al-Athlr
ie
corrected ” the state-

ments of his written authority.

1 The text is difficult, and I give this translation subject to correction. The

reading of the passage in the Receuil (Hist. Or., i, 273) is : i « J>.
1“

yS\ I j which in parts makes no sense at all

and is rendered in the translation :

44 Depuis plus d’un an cette flotte etait prete et

pourvue de tout, et on ne s’aceordait pas sur les instructions qu’on devait lui

donner.”
2 Ed. Tomberg, x, 334.

3 Dama*. Chr.
y 87 ; cf. Stevenson, 50; Grousset, 253-4.

1 Needless to say, the further reflections on this subject by the author of the

Nujum (Abu'l-Mahasin, ed. Popper, ii, 335, 3-9
;
quoted by M. Grousset, p. 357,

as confirmatory of I.A.’s statement) are equally to be rejected ; the whole of Abu’l-
Mabasin’s passage, in fact, deserves to become a classic example of reckless mis-
statement. It is noteworthy that Abu'l-Fida (R.H.C. Or. i, 10) omits the passage
entirely.
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(3) Another of Ibn al-Athir's tricks of compilation is to group

together a number of items, sometimes quite unconnected, sometimes

even of different dates, which as a result of this grouping convey,

whether by accident or design, a certain impression. Thus, under

a.h. 504, after relating Tanered’s capture of al-Atharib in that year

(December, 1110), 1 he proceeds : ''And great was the fear of them

amongst the Muslims, whose hearts rose into their throats, for they

were convinced that the Franks were about to capture all the rest

of Syria, for lack of any to defend it and repel them from it. So the

lords of the Islamic cities in Syria set about negotiating an armistice

with them, but the Franks would not agree to any terms except a

tribute in ready money, and that only for a short period. ” He then

appends a list of rulers and places and the amounts which they under-

took to pay : Rudwan of Aleppo, 32,000 dinars and other objects

;

the lord of Tyre, 7,000 dinars
;
Ibn Munqidh of Shaizar, 4,000 dinars

;

‘All al-Kurdi of Hamah, 2,000 dinars
;
and concludes :

*
’ the armistice

to run only up to the time of the ripening and harvesting of the crops/
9 2

Note that this passage is inserted after Mawdud's victory at Harran

in July, 1110, and conveys the impression that even this brought

no real relief to the Muslim territories, which were just as exposed

to Crusading attacks as they had been before. The idea that un-

doubtedly influenced Ibn al-Athir in so arranging his material (whether

deliberately or not) was his firm conviction that the Muslims in Syria

were beaten from pillar to post until the advent of ZankI, who was

the true champion of the Faith and repeller of the Franks.3 But of

the four agreements which he cites, only one, that between Rudwan

and Tancred, certainly dates from after the capture of al-Atliarib. 4

The agreement between Baldwin and Tyre was concluded in 1107 or

1108, 5 that between Tancred and Shaizar in 1109 or early in 11 10. 6

The armistice with Hamah, if the statement is correct (for no other

independent source mentions it), probably dates from the same period

as that with Shaizar. By grouping these three with the Aleppo

agreement, Ibn al-Athir unduly magnifies the effect of Tancred’

s

1 Of. Damas. Chr ., p. 105.
2 x, 338 (R.H.C. Or. i, 278-9) ; summarized by Rohricht, p. 88, and Grousset,

p. 459.
3 That this is an exaggerated view of Zanki's achievement has already been

rightly demonstrated by Stevenson (p. 124).

4 Even here Ibn al-Athir exaggerates the amount of the tribute, which both

ibn al-QalanisI {Damas. Chr ., 106) and Kamal ad-Din put at 20,000 dinars.
5 Damas. Chr., 82.
15 Ibid., 99.
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victory and to that extent misrepresents the actual situation in

Syria.

(4) It is a habit of Ibn al-Athlr to supplement the information

contained in his sources with picturesque anecdotes, some of which

may possibly have a basis of fact, but which more often, probably,

serve the purpose of summing up in a striking sentence or illustration

either the historian’s own view or the traditional view of a given

situation. Two examples may be quoted. Immediately after the

passage referred to in the preceding section. Ibn al-Athlr inserts, in

abridged form, accounts (derived from Ibn al-Qalanisi) of the riots

provoked by refugees from Aleppo at Baghdad against the Sultan

and the Caliph in February. 1111. and of the Greek embassy of the

previous month (December-January). 1 To these he adds : The men
of Aleppo used to say to the Sultan ' Have you no fear of God, that

the king of the Greeks should be so much more zealous than you in

the cause of Islam, as even to have sent an embassy to you to engage

you in the Holy War against the Franks ?
2 The addition is evidently

a reflection generated in the lively imagination of the chronicler bv

the accidental juxtaposition of the two items, but possiblv in this

instance no great distortion of historical fact is involved.

The second example, which relates to the assassination of Mawdud
in the Great Mosque at Damascus on 2nd October, 1113, is not so

innocent. The Damascus Chronicle (p. 140) leaves the motive of

the assassination unresolved. Ibn al-Athlr 3 attributes it to a Batirn,

adding :
" Some said that the BafinTs in Syria feared him and killed

him. and others said that on the contrary it was Tughtagln who feared

him and set a man on to kill him.” Having thus (quite justifiablv)

performed his duty as a historian in recording the view which was

taken at Mosul and also, apparently, at the court, Ibn al-Athlr proceeds

:

ClS' dll* <jii> ^r-v>.

‘ L*Oj~*-* t aJ jl [text ASjLaV

j\ JLfti- (" My father related to me that the King of

the Franks wrote a letter to Tughtagln after the slaying of Mawdud.

1 hrimil, x, 339; Damascus Chronicle, 111-13. In regard to the latter it is a
little curious that Ibn al-Qalanisi does not explicitly mention either Baghdad or the
Sultan.

cJLr <JJ| ^SlT U| jliaJ—l'

jj
Jjbl

j eUi as j*. ctb. o.
3 x, 347-8.
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which contained the following phrases :
' A nation which has slain

its support, on its festival day, in the house of the Being whom it

worships, justifies God in exterminating it
’

’’). The story has every

appearance of being legendary
;

it is derived from oral tradition at

Mosul, and attributes to Baldwin I a pretty taste in Arabic rhymed

prose
;

but it serves the purpose of giving telling expression to Ibn

al-Athfr’s own conviction without actually committing him to it in

his own words. 1 For the rest that conviction strongly colours his

account of the relations between Tughtagfn and Mawdud during

the previous campaigns, and leads him even to revise the story of the

assassination itself, where he heightens the dramatic effect (and at

the same time implicitly contradicts Ibn al-QalanisI's careful descrip-

tion of its actual setting) by asserting that they were walking

hand in hand

(5) These, and many other instances which could be cited, raise

the very important question of how far Ibn al-Athir is to be trusted

when he is the sole authority for an alleged event. It is impossible,

of course, to lay down any general principles. While he is likely

to be more trustworthy in dealing with events in Mosul and the

neighbouring provinces than with those which took place at a dis-

tance, a certain caution is surely justified in receiving his unsupported

statement, and the more sensational and picturesque it is the greater

need there is of hesitation to accept it at face value. Two cases may
be briefly examined here by way of illustration.

In connection with the attack made on Damascus bv the united

Latin forces in the late autumn of 1129, 2 Ibn al-Athir has a long and

circumstantial story to the effect that the wazir at Damascus, Abu

‘All al-Mazdaqanl, and his Batini proteges entered into a conspiracy

with Baldwin II to deliver Damascus to the Franks in return for the

possession of Tyre. This is represented as being the cause of the

Crusaders’ attack, which was, however, forestalled by the massacre

of the Batinis in Damascus in the preceding September. There is

no hint of this in Ibn al-Qalanisi (and on this occasion there is

no reason why he should have adopted a reticent “ official ” attitude,

since the existence of such a plot would have given additional point

1 It is, in any case, impossible to attach to it the weight which it is given by

M. Grousset :
“ A tort ou a raison, Tughtekin se trouva ties lors suspect au\ yeux

de tout risiam [which is in contradiction with Ibn al-Athir's former statement

quoted above], et une indication d'Ibn al-Athir prouve que cette deconsideratiun

Fatteignit aussi au\ yeux des Francs " (p. 276).
2

I.A. x, 461-2 ; Damn*. ('hi 191-0 : cf. Rohncht, 1 S6-7 : Grouset. 6.IS-660 .
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to his vigorous denunciations of the sect), nor, more strangely still,

in the Latin historians, and the suggested retrocession of Tyre is

highly suspicious. 1 The Batini plot is not necessary to account for

the Frankish attack on Damascus, in view of the death of Tughtagln

in 1128 and the arrival of the new Crusading army. Thus the story,

though not impossible, seems to be nothing more than romantic

invention, the starting-point of which was supplied by the massacre

of the Batinis in Damascus and their subsequent surrender of Banyas

to the Franks.

The second example is offered by Ibn al-Athir's story of Zankfs

capture of al-Atharib in 1130, which it is the more important to correct

since even Professor Stevenson makes one of his rare slips in this

connection. 2 Under the year 523 (1129) Ibn al-Athlr inserts, in an

abridged form, the narrative which Ibn al-Qalanisi gives under 524

(1130). There can be no question that 524 is the correct date. Sawar,

who was apparently at the time governor of Hamah for the amir

of Damascus, took part with the ‘askar of Hamah in the operations

against the Crusaders round Damascus in December, 1129, i.e. in

the last days of 523. 3 His transference of his services to Zanki is

therefore correctly dated by Kamal ad-Dln early in 524, and accounts

for the appointment of Sawinj to the command of Hamah. Zanld’s

jihad " in this year (524/1130) consequently consisted of two

treacherous assaults on the possessions and persons of his Muslim

allies. But Ibn al-Athir, having placed all this in 523, is left with

the task of finding suitable employment for his hero in 524. Now it

happened that during the conflict between Alice of Antioch and

her father Baldwin in that year a body of Muslims unnamed made

a raid on the suburbs of al-Atharib and of Ma‘arrat Masrin.4 The raid

may have been made by ZankFs troops, during his stay at Aleppo

prior to the seizure of Hamah. It is this quite minor expedition which

has apparently been seized upon by the Mosul tradition and exultantly

magnified into the full-dress opening of the Counter-Crusade, signalized

by the siege, capture, and dismantling of al-Atharib after a tremendous

defeat of the entire Frankish forces. And with an impressive rhetoric

which seems to carry its own conviction. Ibn al-Athir concludes the

1 It is difficult to see what good Tyre would have been to the Batinis
;

and,
on the other side, what would the Venetians have said ?

2 The Crusader* in the East
, pp. 125 and 129. Blit he decisively rejects the alleged

rapture of al-Atharib in 1130 (p. 129, note 3).
3 Damascus Chronicle, 197.
* Kamal ad-Din, R.H.C. Or., iii, 661.
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detailed narrative of these mythical exploits with the words :
“ The

fortunes of the Muslims were revolutionized in those districts
;

the

power of the Infidels weakened and they realized that there had

come into the land that which had never entered into their

calculations, and the most that they could do henceforth was

to hold what they possessed, whereas heretofore they had nursed the

ambition of conquering it outright." 1

(6) Kamal ad-Din, in his Chronicle of Aleppo, bases himself largely

on independent sources, but sometimes quotes Ibn al-Athir and some-

times also Ibn al-Qalanisi, usually without abridgment. He is less

sensational than Ibn al-Athir and more straightforward, probably

also more reliable in detail. Yet he too sometimes adds to his sources,

whether with or without justification can rarely be said. Thus the

passage in which he relates the surrender of Artah by its Armenian

garrison is transcribed textually from Ibn al-Qalanisi, 2 but he adds

at the end :
“ And this was all due to the evil conduct of Yaghi Siyan

and his tyrannical government of his lands *’
o ^

^ This is clearly an unauthorized supplement,

an attempt to explain an unwelcome fact by the familiar method of

throwing the blame upon an individual. In this instance, the solidarity

which the Armenians of Cilicia and the Taurus had shown with the

Crusaders renders the explanation unnecessary
;

and even were

Yaghi Siyan a particularly bad governor (and there may well have

been a tradition at Aleppo to that effect), he can hardly be held

responsible for their action at this juncture.

A more complicated problem is offered by the narrative of the

unsuccessful siege of bAzaz in the year 517 (1123—4), which according

to the existing text of Ibn al-Qalanisi was undertaken by Tughtagin

and Aqsunqur in June, 1123, and according to Kamal ad-Din in

January, 1124, by the combined forces of Balak b. Ortuq and the

other two. 3 The difference of dating is the more remarkable since,

except for his introductory sentence, Kamal ad-Din quotes Ibn al-

Qalanisi almost textually. The change has therefore been deliberately

made, and for the obvious reason that during June and July, 1123,

Balak was engaged in occupying Aleppo and as much as possible

1 x. 466-7. Zanki did not. in fact, reappear in Syria until 1135.
2 R.H.C. Or., iii. 578 ; Ibn al-Q., 134 (Damascus Ckron., 42-3).

3 K.H.C. Or., iii, 640; Ibn al-Q., 210 (
Damas . Chron 169-170); cf. Stevenson,

110 ; Grousset, 595-6.
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of the territory to the south-west of it. 1 It is unlikely, on the other

hand, that Ibn al-Qalanisi was mistaken as to the month, and it is

surprising to find no mention of Balak in his narrative. The explana-

tion is that by some error the whole paragraph relating to this campaign

in Ibn al-Qalanisi's book (or some copies of it) was inserted under

a.h. 517 instead of a.h. 519 (1125-6). It followed naturally on

Aqsunqur's relief and occupation of Aleppo in January, 1125, and i<

mentioned in its proper place by Fulcher of Chartres (iii, 42), whose

description tallies with that of Ibn al-Qalanisi . as well as by Kamal

ad-Din himself and by Ibn al-Athlr. 2 Moreover, Aqsunqur spent the

year 517 in ‘Iraq, where he was engaged in hostilities with Dubais.

and did not return to Mosul until 518. 3 It is clear also that the paragraph

was accidentally misplaced from the fact that Ibn al-Qalanisi follows

up the account of the battle by relating the despatch of an envoy

from Damascus to Egypt, the reply to which arrived in August, 1126.
1

The only possible conclusion is that Kamal ad-Din, finding this

expedition related under a.h. 517 in his copy of Ibn al-Qalanisi, and

unable to accept the date there given, transferred it and combined

the narrative with that of an isolated attack made on ‘Azaz by Balak

at the close of 517. and thus unwittingly transformed a minor raid

into a major operation terminating in a serious defeat for the Muslims.

These few examples may serve to show how much there is to be

done in the textual and historical criticism of the Arabic sources, and

also that the materials at our disposal, however incomplete, enable

it to be done to a certain extent. Such a critical scrutiny must,

obviously, be made on the Arabic texts themselves
;

for this reason,

it is not on the historian as such that the work must fall in the first

instance, but on the Orientalist who possesses an adequate equipment

for this new field of
£

* higher criticism Not until he does his part

will a satisfactory and fully balanced history of the Crusades become

possible.

1 Kamal ad-DIn, 636-7 ; Dama*. Chiron ., 167-0. (Note that in the second last line

<>f p. 168 m the Damasrus CfnonirJe *' First RabI* *'
is a copyistV error for " First

Jornada " fhejran 26th June].)
2 R.H.C. Or., iii, 6ol ; Ibn al-Athlr, x. 443.
3 According to Ibn al-Athlr, x, 439.
A Damas, Chron ., p. 170.



Iranian Studies IV

By H. W. Bailey

gandk

^ORRESPONDING to Av. anra-, angra the Pahlavi has the word

_uq^o (occurring also with the double-

dotted j). Numerous explanations had already been proposed when

Bartholomae, Zur Kenntnis der mitteliranischen Mundarten
,

i, 1916,

18 ff., discussed the word more fully than had till then been done. He
concluded that the Pazand gand was untrustworthy, rejected Spiegel's

explanation of gan- as equivalent to zaw-, equally Darmesteter's

zanak, his own earlier reading zurak. and Andreas's druvak
,
to suggest

a new interpretation daivdk
1

deceiving This interpretation has itself

found no favour. The spelling is not easily reconcilable with it. and the

activity of Ahriman does, indeed, include deception (viydpdnenltan).

but this is not his prime activity. Moreover, insufficient grounds are

given for rejecting the Pazand reading. Xyberg in turn
(
Hilfsbnch .

Glossar 77) proposed gannak < *ganddk
i

stinking transferred to the

moral sphere, as BalocI gandag ’ bad Sogd. ynt'k
;

bad '. The -dk

cuts it off from the corresponding Baloci and Sogdian words, nd > nn

is rare in Pahl. (see B. Geiger, WZKM 1933. 106 f.) and the view fails

to explain the interpretation by zaldr. The view of Salemann ((HP i6,

266, note to § 28) recognized a transcription of Av. anra- with n in

place of the g which he considered usual in such transcriptions (see.

however, below). Herzfeld, AMI i, 133, note 1, expressed the same

opinion, explaining simply from the Palaeographie der Inschriften

des VI bis VIII scl.'\ and in AMI vi, 61 anrak is read and explained

as a scriptio plena with -'k for Av. -a. B. Geiger, WZKM , 1933, 106 f.,

also holds to a reading anrak
,
and I myself used it in BSOS vi. 589.

A slight amount of additional evidence makes it profitable to discuss

the problem again.

Against the reading anrak there are it seems convincing reasons.

Against -dk with long d is the form, and equally - k as transcription

of Av. -a with scriptio plena runs counter to the abstract

GrBd ll l0
, 4811—here only -dkih is possible. 1 It is further impossible

1 Apart from this, however, -'k could represent -ak. So 3 'wjr'k GrBd 95 1 (see

Herzfeld, AMI i, 142, note 3) representing an imattested Av. * Ori-anura-,

as the following gloss ‘ claw ’ indicates. In IndBd. 29 s ^JS(0 is in 30s
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—

to accept the view which explains ) as a transcription of Avestan » and

ng. For this particular Avestan n, ng as also nh, there are enough

examples in Pahlavi spelling to show the regular method of repre-

senting the sound. An early example (of the third century a.d.. if

Herzfekl's dating Paikuli, i, 82, is to be accepted) is nyl'vsng (plate 140,

no. 3. quite clearly written), the Avestan nairyo .saoko . The following

cases are to be noted :

—

(«) Transcription of Avestan words

jjS zairitny-amira- Vid. 13 6

*dri-amira- GrBd 954

cinrd . mainyus Dd. 36n »
13

>
101

$5^1 1 Tmzamo . zdmahc DJcM 668 7
»

8
> 692b

DIM 3353
>

5
>

8

franrase DIM 613 8

ranha-

Jcanha-

^ tAJ
)

na * rv° • sa

vivmohana-

aiivydwhana-

JX>0^ haosyanha-

(6) In contrast to these Avestan forms stand the genuine dialect

developments :

—

.JSx(0^ IndBd IS17 is GrM 664 r€»ak ‘ root ’> GrBd 96? TD 2
) f*

DH& zuzak ' hedgehog An extreme case is K 20 92, v. 9 for J
|j

hang '

narcotic \ in GrBd 43 12 many explained as

^ j J
*bang-ic. It is not an

otherwise unmentioned plant, as Christensen thought, Le premier homme et le premier

rtji, p. 16 hitidy
, p. 48 note binay. Cf. also Frah. Pahl. 25 7 a£ ma ‘ not and

A.v
1 Ddt. Den. 36^ 18 hzngrikzym , corrupted 3624 hzgrvkm'n and K 3o 197, r 14
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nh 1 Pahl. narseh , Inscr. (North.) nryskv
,
(South.) nrshy

,
Sogd. nrysnx,

Turfan Mid. Iran. (N) nrysf, (S) nrysh, Coptic narsaph
,
Arm.

nerseh
,
Syr. narsai, Arab.-NPers. urs*/.

A NPers. perdhan *pari-ydhana-

Pahl. tvyohan

hr Pahl. NPers. hazar, Saka ysara-, Sogd. zdr, Oss. sense, Pahl .frasydk,

frdsydp, D&itf 6133
. ahreman, ahraman

,
Arm.

Haraman
,
Arhmn . Turfan Mid. Iran.

’

hryvr .

Pahl. fowt;, many, sang
,
beside $a<7, cf. Pahl. Psalt. sAt/.

The Arab.-Pers. transcriptions quoted confirm the Pahlavi texts.

The use in Pahl. of 3 beside jj for old ($«#, s#
;

r«£, rg
;
as also

in transcriptions of Av.
’mg

,
Yg) is probably due to dialect

pronunciation, cf. Khurl si#
4

stone
4

, AO 1930, p. 57, with -77

developed from -wjr, and not a distinct method of transcription. It is

clearly unsatisfactory to postulate a transcription other than with ng

for Avestan angra-, ama - in the Pahlavi books. For this word we have

the actual transcription in angraman. It would probably have required

*angroJi to transcribe Av. amo, which makes *anrdk still more

unlikely.

The problem can, however, be simply solved in another way,

already indicated by Spiegel (although with mistaken association with

NPers. afgandan) who proposed a verb *ganet
4

he strikes
?

(Commentar

iiber das Avesta, i, 14). Bartholomae's rejection of this, because such

a present form beside Pahl. zanet did not exist (Zur Kenntnis der

mittelir. Mundarten
, i, 20) is insufficiently grounded. Not only do we

find from another verb gam- forms with g- and with z- in one dialect

(actually with differentiated meanings, which does not affect the present

point) in Turfan Mid. Iran. (S) hanzapt
4 come to an end hanzdpt

4

completed ’, hangapt
4

assembled \ hangapt
4

assembled ’ (see Henning.

ZII 9, 190 f., 197), but the present gan -
4

to strike
4

is attested in

Sogd. (Buddh.) 'ivyrint SCE 182
4

ecraseront
4

,
ynJcyn

4

striking \

firy n nt SCE 261
4

frappent \ NBaloci has gdn<xy
4

to kill ’, which

need not be a denominative 2 (Morgenstierne, NTS v, 45), beside

1 This development nh > h, not nh > ng, makes the explanation of Turfan Mid.
Iran.

’

rdhng
, ”rdhng as *arta-dangn- equivalent to the Arabic busra al-haqq

,

by
Schaeder, Gnomon 9, 1933. p. 347, note 3 (which seems likely to impose itself), verv
uncertain. For *sanha- or *9anha- either *.stah (*seh) or *tcih ( *teh

) must be expected,
while -hang could represent only Old Iran. *0anga - or hanga-, in association with ard-.

2 Arm. gan (stem gani-) ‘ striking ganem ‘ I strike % could as well be an Iranian
*gdni- (of. Old Pers. bdji- to f*ag-), as a genuine Arm. word. HAG 431.
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—

janay. The existence of -ayn in mdraytt Yid. 182 GrBd

1853
. TD 2. P 1855

, TD 2 P Gr. papayva , Syr.

mrgn ' a kind of whip and the transcription

rrafstrayn would at least be favourable to the preservation of a

word gan-.

The Pazand gaud as reading of is therefore very likely. In

sense it is excellent. The activity ofAhriman (contrary to the view of

Bartholomae, Zur Kenntnis der mitteliran. Mund. i, 20) is essentially

destruction, cf. GrBd 511 be to ut dctm-ic 1 to mrocenom tak ham-e

ham-e rafiisnlk ,
and the results of the attacks of Ahriman according to

Zdtspram 43
: ku-m bavandak mat perozlh

,
ce-m shaft asmdn ut dhokenlt

pat tom ut tar, ut-am grift pat drupustlh, at-am dhokenlt dp, ut-am

hiift zamlk vlndslt pat tdrlklh
,
ut-am hosenit urvar, ut-am margenii

gdt\ ut-am vlmarenit gaydmart.

The desire of Ahriman is destruction : zatdr-kdmaklh GrBd 33
.

The practice of translating half of an Avestan epithet is known,

besides this gandk menuk . in frdxv-kart, Av. vouru .kasa- (beside

rarkas, Men. Xrat 4315
). gandk var (beside Turfan Mid. Iran. 7iryvr)

see BSOS vii, 295 fL frdjr-gdyut, Av. vouru .gaoyaoitis (GrBd 172 2
),

ci9rd(k)mehan beside paibdk-mehan GrBd 86 8~9
,

9215
. Complete

translation is also found : kdmak-sut
(
Ddt . Den. purs. 354

) is Av.

vouru .savali-.

Besides the use to translate ant'd in awo . mainyus, gandk renders

angra- standing alone in the Ga0as. It appears in adjectival form

DkM 223
. 23 4 gandklk. and with abstract suffix gandklh

GrBd ll 15 an menok 1-s gandklh (P. TD 2 not andklh)

1 daman 1 dhrmazd Juteis ' that tnendk whence arises destructiveness

for the creation of Ohrmazd \ and GrBd 4811-12 : gandklh hast zatdrlh

nr afizbnllSih (with the usual gloss zafdr). Cf. DkM 62220
et gandk .

It does not seem necessary to attach importance to the alternative

spelling with p or j. Additional strokes are freely added by the scribes.

8o Ajpj is handak. denlk . bazisn (as well as

bni/so), zlndnk. zlvnndaklh , beside and .

The constant addition of the gloss zafdr may imply a word not in

ordinary use. but not necessarily so. It was the practice to add such

-losses, cf. Zdt'pram. 4 4
:
go daln 1 rrqf rlmlrlh 1 gdnak gdnak.

If. then, gandk G a verbal adjective in -dh\ it is probable
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that the opposite of ganak is so too. This is DIM 651 7
,

DIM 82011 (Av. spantd.ddta-), T
7
id. 1316

,

GrBd 32 2
,
-ujj^ Zdtspram l

6 rendering Av. spanto in

spanto .mainyus. It is to be read spandJc
,

spendk * exercising

constructive supernatural power \ Hence to verbal base span

Av. spami- (in spanvaT spanvanti

,

on which see BSOS vii, 276 if.),

as Pahl. cin- to Av. vlcinaot, Pahl. Jean- to Old Pers. hunautiy

.

The

two spellings -n- and -yn- are similarly found in skynyt *skenet Ddt.

Den. 36 84
,
Frah. Pahl. 21 4

. beside ska net. NPers. sikanad. It is certain

that the attempt to derive this form from the Av. comparative

'panyak- (as Bartholomae, Zur Kenntnis der mittelir. Mund. i, 18 ff.)

fails completely to explain the form. In opposition to ganak
'

destructive spendk ‘ constructive ’
is exactly in place, and furnishes

a further proof of the correctness of the reading ganak.

kavdt

The interest of the problem of the Kavat passage (GrBd 231. 14 if.)

is attested, since my tentative note in BSOS vi, 69 if., by two recent

discussions, by Herzfeld, AMI vi, 81, note 1, and Christensen in

BSOS vii, 483. We are now somewhat nearer the solution, although

further consideration has convinced me that no attempt has so far

solved all the difficulties. The additional evidence of the Paris MS,

which I was able to give to Professor Christensen, is of importance.

Professor Herzfelds new treatment appeared before he could know

of it. The new reading proposed by Professor Christensen
:

pat

kavdtak ran be afisart , is satisfactory. Two problems which remain are

here noticed.

(1) In addition to the evidence for the meaning of kavdtak given in

BSOS vi, 69 ff., may be noted also the Pahl.^yjj^ kavdt-e
(Zand

7 xvartak apastdk, ed. Dhabhar. p. 377), to which corresponds Pazand

kapadalt (Antia, Pdzend Texts, 95. 11), and WakhI kudt
'

young of an

ass \ as cpioted by Junker. Ein Bruehstiick der Afrlnaghdn 1 Gdhdnbdr

.

p. 22. BalocI kawdt
'

a camel up to three years ' (Gilbertson, The

Baluchi Language. 190) is perhaps of Indian origin, judging from

information given to me by Professor Morgenstierne.

(2) Verse 2.

P _u|j

Here Professor Christensen's readings uSa-sdn (three svllables)
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and rohe (two syllables) are not altogether convincing. Two syllables

are therefore missing. Possibly it should be read :

tit-san 1 < kavat > pat rot be hist.

By this means the emphatic paronomasia of kavdt(ak) is present in

four out of the five lines. Professor Herzfeld in a letter of 112 '34

suggested u.s .... an pa rot be hist, remarking that a word for
4

parents * was needed. I do not. however, feel justified in so separating

UP wow-
(3) Verse 5.

The second word is here the difficulty. It seems best to read :

frazand kavatak ndm nihdt

A

For the spelling
^^gjyy, two points are to be noted. The scribe

is apt to write
yy

in place of
y^

(so in GrBd 953 DH and P

*kurrakan i xar) or
yy

for
^y

(K 20, 120 v 14

is in GrBd 11613
saftaluk). The spelling ^yy^ for kavat is found

in GrBd 127u
,
as interpreted below.

Hence the verses will read :

kavat [apurnay] andar kefiiit-e but

ut-san < kavat > pat rot be hist

pat kavatak xdn be assart

uzav be dlt stat be parvart

frazand kavatak ndm nihdt

4

Kavat (that is, child 2
)
was in a chest, and they abandoned the

child (kavat) on the river, the blood froze in the child, Uzav saw him,

took him, and brought him up, he named the child Kavatak (and :

he named the young child).’

(4) An allusion to this legend of the finding of Kavat is contained

in one other passage. GrBd 1279-11 reads :

—

Continued consideration of the problem of etc., now inclines me to under-

stand AP- as Aramaic, to be read ut («S, u), just as
y Aramaic V is ut {uS, u ). For

a similar double spelling cf. j {perhaps = Z for Aramaic Zl\ as L = man is for L Y)

~
* beside ZY-m = *-»».

For the gloss in this position, cf. GrBd 93* P ygJ^J anyurak
pane < ak >• * claw, that is pancak (claw)
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hast % *karatahln yo^^y^ ke uzav i tumdspan andar deh nisdst

pat an patdahisn ka-s *karat vinddt(P ^CXJP TD 2

‘ There is the fire Kavatakan, which Uzav, son of Tumasp,

set up in the province (of ?), in recompense

for that that he found Kavat.'

This fire is not mentioned by Mas'udi in his list of fires (Muruj

adh-Dhahab
y ed. de Meynard, iv, p. 73 f,).

(5) A further allusion, possibly to another part of the legend,

should be mentioned here. In Dat. Den. purs. 36-6 occurs an i xvarr

toxmak cegon kai karat ’ he who is born of the splendour, namely

Kai Kavat \

evakan

A frequent word in Pahlavi is So in the statement

GrBd 18013 yo^ kartan derang hangartik en and nipist ‘ to make

is long, so much only is written in brief '
. Similarly GrBd

4011 ut-san gut yut duskunisnlh 1 xves osmurt ‘ and they

recounted their own several misdeeds
J

See also

GrBd 606
,
116 8

,
127 7

,
144 14

,
187 3

,
DkM 772 8

, Zdtspram 61
,
910

>
16

,
and

K 35, fol. 246, 12 (= SBE 47, 139), Sahr. 7 Erdn 1 (here Markwart

read pat dokan , translating
c

twice ’).

For the reading we have K 20, 91, v. 12 jyj^y ,
Paz. dogg, which

certainly intends dokdnak ‘ double \ So the Pazand of the SGV
526.92 dugg, Skt. vistlrnam, ll 129 dugdnihd

, Skt. prdcuryena. The

Frah. Paid. Cap. xi title discrepant (cf. also West's

gdkdn
6

statements ', SBE 37, 145).

Yet these readings with d- and g- are almost certainly wrong.

A phrase like the Georgian (K'art'lis G'xovreba, ed. Brosset, p. 343)

romelCa Gict'oeulad c armoVk'nm grjel ars ‘ to speak of which severallv

is long ’ points to a different explanation. An excellent interpretation

is secured if one reads evakan ‘ singly, severallv \ And this reading

can be justified. Spellings without initial alef in words beginning with

the vowels e-, 7-, and u- are certainly rare. There occurs, however,

GrBd 22313 hanjaman 1 Isat vastran In the Dat.

Den. and Pahl. Riv. Dd. rstet is common. Similarly

is evkart
,
beside erkart.

von. VII. part 4. 50
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Some support may also be recognized in K 20, 166, v. 9, ut-as

evak-e y>^ gofiom, where evak-e occurs together with evakan .

Beside this the fuller spelling is known in evakanak
(
Menok

1 xrat, 2 6

^y>^yy, Paz. dugdna, see also Nyberg, Glossar 69). Turfan

Mid. Iran.
4

yvg‘ng
4

gleichartig Andreas-Henning, ii, p. 8.

In Zdtspram 913
jy*^ (bis) is, however, dokdnak

4

double \

jpahrist

The Aiab.-Ters. fihrist, jihris
4

index, table of contents, catalogue
?

can be explained as a Middle Iranian word of the southern dialect

*jpahrist from pati-raz-
4

to arrange, order The development st > st

in this dialect is well-known (see Tedesco, MO xv, 203), and the -i-

of -rist may be due either (1) to Arabic influence as in xvarizm
,
OPers.

(h)uvdraz?nis, NPers. xvdrazm (rhyming with razm), or (2) the form
-rist is here attested for Middle Iranian. The -i- of fih- is doubtless

of Arabic origin, as seen in such forms as sijistan, beside sajastdn
,
Gr.

sakastane,
Arm. sakastan, HAG 71, or tibriz, Arm. t'avrez, NPers.

tabriz (cf. also A. Siddiqi, Studien iiber die persischen Fremd-

worter im klassischen Arabisch, pp. 30, 69). On the many deriva-

tives of raz

-

see Tedesco, loc. cit., 205, and B. Geiger, WZKM 1934,

115 ff.

The participle of raz- is attested in two forms :

—

(1) -a-, Av. rasta-, NPers. afrdst , drdst
,
pairdst, rast, Pahl.

rdst, %drdst, pcitrast, pairdst, frdrast, drdst, afirdst, rdstak
,
Turfan

Mid. Iran, virdst, virdst .

(2) -a-, Sogd. (Buddh.) rast-, (Manich.) patrast-, Saka rrasta-,

Av. rasta-, NPers. rasta, Pahl. rastak, -i- Pahl. ristak

(K 20, 6 r 8, = rdst), ristak
4

custom Axab.-PeTs.fihrist,

K 35, 197 r 13 patrist . Similarly ATrang. 46 r 14 O*

aBristak
k

upright *.

For -i- in the form rist, cf. Turfan Mid. Iran, 'vbyst
1

fallen ’, Pahl.
opast. Similarly in NPers. -istdn (zamistdn, tdbistdn) and -ist (ddnist,

sayist).

Turfan Mid. Iran. (S) ’yryst probably belongs here. It is found inMah rmlmay 179-180 :

—
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e8 ray ce-s ne
7

yryst as dram ne bu8 andak nifiist
4

for the reason that he did not apply himself, and had not

time, he wrote little/

This would be erist from *adi-rasta~.

A frequent word in the Turfan Mid. Iran, is the preterite phryst,

with present phryz- (see the references in Andreas-Henning, Mittel-

iranische Manichaica aus Chines isch-Turkesta

n

,
i and ii). A meaning

c

direct, control, rule
7 seems to suit the contexts best. It is also the

meaning directly attested for phlysty in the Paid. Psalt., Psalm 135, 16,

MNY phlysty buy ZY NPSII BYN vydpn v who directed his own

people in the wilderness \ where the Syriac has dbr
6

lead \ So nivist

hend afiar zanily phryz'n ‘ they began to rule over the earth
7

(Andreas-

Henning, loc. cit., i, p. 28). This will also explain : ey andom hah

zahay zlveS u 8 phryzyd (Andreas-Henning, i, p. 21)
k

then finally that

offspring lives and rules \ Henning translated
k

so lebt dann jenes

Kind *wohl und *gedeiht and Scheftelowitz (Oriens Christianas

1927) has ‘ so lebte endlich dieser Sprossling [gottergeben und er

enthielt sich [der Begierde] \ To andom cf. Oss. sendeemse
'

nach aussen

\

Skt. antamd -
i

letzter \ Neisser, Zum Worterbuch des Rgveda

,

i, 43.

The present phryz-
(
pahrez-) is probably from *pati-razya- (cf. Skt.

irajya- to raj-) with the -ya- and umlaut, as in Pahl. men - ‘ think \

Skt. manyate (although as between and
)
not much trust can be

put in Pahl. MSS.), Turfan Mid. Iran, prmyn- fra-men- (so with

Henning, ZII 9, 205, rather than to NPers. faram, as proposed in

BSOS vii, 297).

To translate pahrist. pahrez- by ‘ direct
7

is to reject the somewhat

desperate interpretation proposed by Andreas, apud Henning, ZII

9, 215 (pahre oblique case to pahr
,
with ~c). This was due to an attempt

to discover a meaning protect ’ in the word, and to associate it also

with another word NPers. parhextan.

Turfan Mid. Iran. (S) has phryzyd
c

flows forth
7

(Henning, ZII 9,

177) from *pati-raik-. In one passage (Andreas-Henning, ii, 13)

occurs : pi

8

< ii8 m > ay ne xvaram az < zan > dur pahrezem
i we

shall not eat flesh nor drink wine, and we keep far from women \

Here pahrez- is ‘ abstain \ It is clearly necessary to recognize a second

pahrez- from *pat i-rail'-, and so explain also Pahl. pahrextan, phrye-

(= pahrec-), NPers. parhextan
,
parhez as Nyberg, Hilfsbuch des

Pehlevi , Glossar 168, in the sense of Avestan pati-raik-
6

to leave \

and hence
4

to abstain from \ The two words (pati-razya- and pati-raik-)

may have analogically affected each other in the southern dialect.
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Gdpat bum

The problem of the name of the region over which Gopatsah 1

ruled is still of interest. 2 It is therefore worth while to set out the

evidence more fully than has been hitherto attempted.

1. GrBd
,

chapter 29 contains the names of four groups of

immortals :

—

(u) the lords (rat) of the kisvars.

(b) the lords (rat) of the inaccessible regions,

(c) the assistants of Sosyans,

(d) Sam 3 and Dahak.

The situation of the respective inaccessible regions is then given

in terms of actual geography in accessible regions, as in Pars,

Aturpatakan, and Kavulastan.

2. The region of Gopatsah is identified in three distinct texts :

—

(a) Ddt . Den. purs. 89, ham < v > imand i erdnv< e>z pat

bar 1 dp 1 daite (see BSOS vi. 952).

1 A different reading may here be proposed for GrBd 197*\ TD 2 has ... kangdiz

i bamik ayreraO, IndBd (ed. Jiisti) ^ 20, 122 v 19 has perhaps

P omits. It is probably better to read pns < i > ayrerad than bum with

IndBd. [Corr. Examination with magnifying glass makes almo>t certain in K 20 ]

I take the opportunity to correct the reading of GrBd 23

1

6 {BSOS vi, 951).

The Paris MS, has^jj^Ogj^A Hence read andar gar I pntmxvdr-gar griftdr kart.

2 Since my own attempt to solve the problem in BSOS vi, 945. Herzfeld, .43/7

vi, 58 ff.. has re-examined the matter. In neither discussion was all the evidence cited.

Benveniste has touched upon the problem in BSOS vii (1934), 271 ff.

3 Sam is immortal, but adeep [GrBd 1982
). A difficulty has arisen over the

description of his resting-place. Menok t Xrot 61" (ed. Anklesaria) states that Pi-in

is full of wormwood : ut-al zar-gonlh ftahist *dramnak Paz. dram na, Skt.

danmnakah).

p

This is the lord of non-medicinal plant* :

K 20, 116 v 12 Paz.

(IrlSd 121 13 *dramnnk (TD 2

darmannh) T da^ttk abirakdn

urvardn rat. It is the XPers. diram na, a word I found used in Yazd indefinitely for

‘ fuel ’. These passages provide the explanation ofGrBd l9S l2~n (of Pi-In) dS *dinmnak

(TD 2, P i)H X K 20, 123 v 7WA )
pat bald 8 bnlandtar roSet

* there wormwood grows higher in height \ and GrBd 19S3 (of Sam) miijdn l *dramnak

(TD2 l> r>H K 20, 123 r 1.5

ut-ai rafr hicapar niwtd &*t?t * he lies in the midst of the wormwood, and over him snow
has settled *. Other translations arc given bv We*t, SHE v, 119, and Herzfeld, .4.1/7

ii, 60.

* The reading of the Iranian equivalent of this Aramaic word has not yet been
satisfactorily settled. [See the supplementary note ]
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(b) DkM 8056 Jy°
££5

w^h variant

erdn in the Copenhagen MS. This is : Gopat andar

anercin dehdn. There is no need to change the text. The addition

of dehdn almost demands the phrase anercin dehdn . cf. Av.

anairyannm . . . dahyunqm (Xlrang. 140 v 5). Chorasmia had

become anerdn as part of Turkastan. The form given

by Herzfeld, AMI vi, 67, is not attested.

(c) GrBd 19814 pat ras i turkastan av cenastdn followed by

:

P pat kust 1 apdxtar dilr var yamkart

TD 2 pat kustak i apdxtar dur var 7 yamkart

DH dur av^j^y^y ron yamkart

K 20, 123 v 10 pat kast apdxtar yamkart.

The evidence of P now suffices to mark the reading of DH
as a scribal error, whereby av *apdxtar ron has probably come in

through the miswriting of (= var) as 1>j (= ar), since apdxtar

ron is a common phrase, GrBd 104 13
,
10511

, cf. also GrBd 7215
,
10510

nemrdc ron v Men . X.rat 61 13 osastcir ron
,
Paid. Riv. Dd. p. 159, last

line, xvardsdn ron. The reading adopted in BSOS vi, 950, therefore

falls away.

The region intended might easily be in the neighbourhood of

Samarkand.

3. Since one of the other regions, Pisin-say, has a name of actual

geography known even to the present day, it is possible that the name

of the land of Gopat may also belong to actual geography.

The name of the region itself is given as follows in the

Bundahisn MSS

K 20 Quoted bv West, SBE v, 117.

122 v 15 Sdvkavatdn

122 v 20 / /
Saukdvasta

123 v8-9 Sdvkavastdn

GrBd 1975

TD 2

DH

p mis***
West's copy of TD Sakikstan

quoted SBE v, 117,

note 5

GrBd 19814

Sokapastan
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The genesis of these variants can probably be recognized ;

for fa as in GrBd 51 4
,
TD 2 ,

DH fasifa.

& for as in GrBd 13011 P

i3 for
fa,

cf. GrBd 8715

$)^)£fa
‘ Samarkand \

In TD 2 initial has been omitted. Too much confidence cannot

be placed in DH, cf. 100 8 DH TD 2 arclc, 56 3 DH

£>0)^*2)' TD 2 pa***-

The combined evidence of K20 and TD 2 with P in GrBd 19814

make certain an early reading
?
and one Dme

probably stood in all the passages. 1

The end of the word is clearly -stan. There remain the first three

signs to explain :

—

(a)
^fa

is probably an example of the (late, see below) device,

not as it would seem a device of all scribes, to indicate o (as it was

interpreted by the Pazandist in K 20 here, cf. also DJcM 42913

'u,£)3fO-u
^>

£! J
read probably filisofay ‘ philosopher with

-u for 5 before
fa,

as in the Arm. pdlisojp'ay, HAG 317) or u (as

indicated by ^or ^v* &&&) by the use of I had inclined

in BSOS vi, 950, to suppose that ^ )
might be entirely identical writh

j
(hence not distinguishing the quantity of the vowel). This, however,

is unsatisfactory. The device can best be explained as an orthograph

introduced at a time wdien was pronounced u (or 6) for older uy

(or oy). In this I agree with Junker's view (Bin Bruehstuck der

Afrinaghdn i Gahavbar, p. 16), who points out the device = a 2

and = i
3 in this text. Unfortunately in this fragment does not

occur. From the variations in the MSS it seems that the scribe felt

at liberty to introduce
^

at will
;

cf. further GrBd 8013
, TD 2, P

matd(k) fra&dt, K 20, 99 v 19 ^>0^2) with

1 The MS. evidence of P makes an original reading impossible, hence

the reading sufihastdn adopted in BSOS vi, 9.30, must be rejected.

2 Cf. K 20, 106 r 11 and v 7 syarnak,
GrBd 106 2

, 107 2

3 Cf. the various spellings oidaite (Av. da ityd) with yd > e .- K 20, 1 13 r 19

d'tyky Vid. 192
, GrBd 863 GrBd 87^^J^.
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the replacement of by the phonetically equivalent ip It is

impossible to accept the explanation of Nyberg, Journ. Asiat. 1929,

i, 281 :
“ -k s’emploie tres souvent comme un signe purement graphique

apres un p evidemment pour marquer qu’il s'agit d 5un «;=o ou m et

non d'un n ou d’un r," or of Herzfeld, AMI vi, 61 :
“ Er ist die falsche

ausdehnung des fiir sprachechte worter im mp. geltenden gesetzes,

dass sie nicht auf vocal auslauten konnen, sondern dann das -k suffix

annehmen, auf nicht sprachechte worter.
5
’ The further suggestion

that the scribe intended to mark a distinction between lcomis (spelt

kvkmys) and gavmes (for gdv there were, however, other spellings

with or in use) is far from convincing. A spelling such as

GrBd 87 1 (TD 2, P
;

no variant quoted for DH)

asorastan (cf. Arm. asorestan), is quite intelligible and reasonably

expressed, if had, as explained above, employment as a phonetical

equivalent of 6.

It may therefore be concluded that here could mean either

su- or so-.

(
b

)
The third sign (a sign very apt to be confused with qo or ^o)

is accompanied in the reading of DH 19814

a which suggests an interpretation. It would seem that this scribe

expected a qo in the word. If
£)

were wrongly introduced in the early

text of the Bd., from which both IndBd and GrBd were derived, in

place of qo, the original reading would be *su8astan.

The introduction of
^

could be later than the change of qo to £).

A difficulty arises in the form ^^®gj^(j=Paz. sudl
,

in Bahman

Yast 2 49 (see BSOS vi, 945 ff.). It would be possible to explain the

form in this same way leac^ng to but

another possibility lies in supposing
£))

to mean -uv-, the stage through

the word probably passed (suyd > suvd > sud).

I incline, then, to accept an original *su8astdn.

4. This form ^ think also to recognize in GrBd

87 7~ 8
: daite rot hac eranvez be ayet pal (TD2, P, no variant

is recorded for DH ;
K 20, 113 r 20 West, SBE v, 79,

note 1, cites K 20 gopestdn) be savet
c

the Daitya river comes from

Eranvez and passes through *SuSastan \ The conjecture of Justi

gurjastan
4

Georgia ’ (pakeographicallv easy for IndBd
,
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but irreconcilable with GrBd), which seemed certain to Herzfeld,

AMI ii, 54, does unnecessary violence to the geographical position

of the Daitya river, and was suggested by Justi because he considered

the original situation of Eranvez to lie in the west, a view now no

longer tenable (cf. Benveniste, BSOS vii, 265 ff.).

K 20 gopashin is clearly a mechanical 1 transcription of a form

Here is precisely the fault suggested above—£)
for

If, then, we may venture to read for ^o, 2 the result is

*su8astan, which fits the context excellently.

5. A priori objections to suhastdn beside swS (see the forms

quoted BSOS vi. 948 f.) are clearly invalidated by the recognition of

NPers. cln, Pers.-Arab. sin
,
beside Pahl. cenastan

, Sogd. cynstn
,
Arm.

cenastan or of zabul and zdbulistdn. It is even possible that Av.

snySd.sayanom implies the early existence of a word *suyda$tdna-.

It is interesting also to notice dryastana- (on the Gosrhga hill, see Asia

Major
,

ii, 261), Oss. Iryston
,
beside NPers. Iran.

6. For these reasons* the attempt to find a word *andarkangistan

(see Herzfeld, AMI vi, 60 ff.), quite apart from the seriously different

forms required to give such a reading, seems to fall of itself. It is clearly

not intended by the writers of our extant texts.

7. A note may be added on the name Av. karoha-, Pahl., NPers.

kang (transcription), in Av. antara.kanha - (cf. GrBd 77 6
,
P

an^ar *kangdi

z

). The Av. kartha- may represent an

original Iran. *kanga-
}
or *kanha- with ng or nh, which in other dialects

are kept distinct. Two possible connections may be noted
: (1) an

Iran. *kanha- is attested in Saka kdhyonaa- ‘ of brass cf. Skt. kamsa-
i

bell metal, white copper kdmsya-
i

of bell metal ’. It would be

possible to think of a name derived from a brazen fortress, such as

the Biz % royln, famous in later Eastern Iranian legends
; (2) the

Sogdian (Buddh.) k'ykyh *kaxak- or *kdyak- conjecturally rendered

‘ palate’ in Reichelt, Handschriftenreste
,

i, 35, line 24. With this could

be compared NPers. kdx
i

upper storey \ The words may be reconciled

by assuming a meaning ‘ upper part \ A verb kanh

-

is attested by the

Avestan astro, kahi\in
i

the whips crack ’. It is, however, impossible

to be sure that the original was not from *kanga~.

1 Cf. the transcription K 20, 123 r 17 mechanically from harzak

* free . It is not necessary to suppose that an allusion to Gopat was intended.
2 Cf. the converse j agopak (Zatspram 31, 1 ;

I am able to quote this

through the courtesy of Mr. Anklesaria).
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Ardistdrii

In Isfahan I had been working (in 1932) on the dialect of Gaz for a

considerable time with Mohammad-e Kasef-e GazI, when at last he was

able to fulfil my request to him to bring a man of Ardistan to see me.

This was Abbas Agha Besarat, a carpet-weaver (qall-bafi), who during

the summer was acting as bdybdn (gardener) in Isfahan. I found his

pronunciation different from that to which I had become accustomed

in Mohammad. It was difficult to distinguish s and s in every case.

Final -r and r before a consonant had almost ceased to be heard.

I recorded a trace of it in some cases only. A final -n alternated at times

with a nasalization of the vowel. The x in xt was slightly pronounced.

In regard to vowels, e and a were recorded in the one word, similarly

d and u. The e was more open than the sound I had known in Isfahan!.

The 6 was very close, tending to u . Abbas came only once. He was

taken ill with fever and I did not see him for some time. At the time

of his second visit I was unable to work with him. The amount of

material is therefore scanty, but interesting as the first specimen of

the dialect.

In the notation I use for simplicity : a = se, a = d, o — q,

o = close o.

Morphology

Nouns. Oblique case -I.

pis ltd sdhabl
4

in the presence of a master un sdhabi

Jca
4

that master made ita yatl
4

in a place ’. Genitive relation :

dvdz pieret
4

voice of your father
?

(beside Civdze pieram
4

voice of my
father *), sedd u xe

4

noise of that ass ’, dim esto
4 upon the camel

dim estoda
4 from upon the camel dambal u sedd

4

after the noise

dim sendeli
i

on the chair ’.

The intrusive izdfat construction occurs : vdxtl maden
4

the time of

dying estdrl btcdre
4

unfortunate camel ', befekrl mdrdm 4

at thought

of my mother *, befarmvm xuddi
f by commandment of God \

The word mama was given for
4 mother ’ and baba for

4

father
’

when I questioned Abbas, but in the text occur pieram
4

of my father
5

and maram 4

of my mother \

Pronouns. Persova 1 .

ma> mo Plur. mu

to sumu, sumiin

1 isu, isun

Suffixed to nouns : -am, -ad, -ed, -et
,

-es .
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Enclitic with Transitive Preterite : -am, -ed ,
-es

,

-z -emun,

-amun , -edun
,
-adtin, -esun

,
-esun, -asun.

Demonstrative : ni
'

this plur. nla.

u
4

that
5

,
plur. una, uha.

nem (before b-, p-)

4

he \

Verbs.

Preverbs.

dar der- dabo
’

he was *, derikiln
4

I shall fall deriekun
,
dariekun

4

1 am falling \

1 deriekun
4

I fall *, -os ika
4

he was making -esumka
4

they

were making \ -esun igiret
4

they took

e plain exonun 4

I wish to call out -os . . . eda
4

he gave

he hendgnun I sit \ hendgnd
4

he sat \

t tamare
4

he breaks tore
4

he brings ture
4

he comes \

ve-t vetesun
4

1 remain \ veitosun
4

1 sleep
1

.

v i bfinest
4

he passed vlozun
4

1 find \

ve, vei rlmidst ' I found -esun viyost
4

they found veiddrze
4

1 sew \ vesdast
4

he sewed vesenes
4

he recognized

vikerun, veissun
4

1 stood \ veso
4

he stood vivezun
4 *1 dig*.

er, eir, re erasnon
, eirasndn ' I hear emresni

4

I heard \

bi frequently in the Preterite.

be -s btgiret
4

he took bisvit
4

he sifted -es bepaxt
4

he

cooked
,
besbest

4

he bound *

.

Conjugation.

Present. Indicative. Conjunctive.

ekerun bekerun, becaron, becaro

ekeri bekeri

ekere bekere

ekerdm bekeram

ekeren bekere

ekere bekeren

Preterite. Intransitive. Transitive.

md besun -am beka

to besoi -ad

i beso -es

md beso -amun
sumun besoen -adun

isun beso -asun
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Perfect.

Tcardem
,
-am

karded

kardes

Jcdrdamun ,
kdrdemun

kdrdedun

kdrdesun

Infinitive .

maden 4

to die karden
4

to do warn
4

not to speak \

List of Verbs.

amar 4

break \ tamare
4
lie breaks besman

,
beiman

4

be broke
J

.

to* 7
4 comes 5

,
torun

4

1 come \

o/*
4

bring toran, toren.

-

e

4

is

emo 4 came \

Perfect

bimon Plur. btmom

to btmie sumun bimien

i btmie himo, btmmd
Pret. 3 sing, -emo, 3 pi. -emond

,
emo

esn
4

hear
5

,
eirasnon, erasnmi

4

1 hear emresrii
4

1 heard esresni

4

he heard edaresni
4 you did not hear ?nd emneresm

4

1 did not hear \

iss
4

stand Isse, vSso
4

he stopped \ veisso
4

stopped vetesiin

4

I stop

band 4

bind vande
4

he binds besbest
4

he bound -esun bebest

4

they bound ’.

band -es . . . bas
4

he threw

bdf
4 weave bafun

4

I weave bembdft
4

I wove \

her
4

bear bebere
4

he bears \

bu bebu
4

he will be -ebo
' became ddbd

4 was ?

? bdnebon
4

they

became

car
4

graze \ Pres. 3 pi. caren, caran(d), Conj. 1 sg. becardn, becaro
,

Caus. conun
4

I make graze \ besuncond
4

they made graze \

cen cenu
4

1 gather bemce
4

1 gathered \

darz veiddrze
4

he sews \ vesdast, vesdcirzo
4

he sewed \

da eda
4

he gave \

dar damn 3 pi.
;
damn cdran(d)

4

they are grazing \

Pluperfect.

bem-kardebo

bed-

bes-

bemun -

bedun-

besun-
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dl (cf. ven) benail
4

I saw -s bull, bisdl
4

he saw btsundl
4

they

saw

glr gintn
'

I take gtren
,
gtran 3 pi., Pret. izglret

,
-s btglret

4

he

took
J

,
-esun iglret.

(Ji)os veitosun
4

I sleep *, Pret. liAtfin .

Jen bar ejene I knock the door Pret. bares beje 3 sg., bemje

1 sg.

kaf derlekun
,
darlekun

4

1 fall \ Conj. derlkun
,
Pret. Ar/£

4

he fell \

Mon 4 we have fallen'.

Av*n Aviwe
4

he digs Pret. bezkand .

Aa/* ekerun
'

I do *, Conj. bekeritn

,

Imperf. -esun Ika 3 pi., Plupf.

bemkardebo 1 sg., ka rden
6

to do \

vekerun. Pret. ambekci
4

1 did \

kdr karun
4

1 plant \ bemkdst .

Ks klsun
4

1 draw ’, betnkeso
,
blmkist, klsdtn

4

1 drew :

,
-es An’so.

Ad 6oAd ' he knocked the door resebokon
4 mizanam \

Ao? beekole. Conj.
4

be lame \

Ads kdsun
4

I kill \ bemkdst .

xo>? Conj. 1 sg.
4

I call ’.

xyr xgrdni
4 we eat ’, pieman bgxoram

4 we will eat Pret. besunxor.

xys xysu * I threw xosen xgse
4

they will throw *, boxgs besxgt,

-es . . . xos .

wer bdmcru 4

1 shall die ",
4

he died ’, maden 4

to die ’.

nagn henagnun
4

1 sit henag Imperat. 2 sg., Pret. henagno
4

he sat \

no -esun no
4

they put \

pes. pes pesu pesu
4

I cook -es bepaxt ' he cooked \

pi-
'

wish, must *, Pres, piem
,
plant, pied

,
pfes, ptemun, piedun,

piesun, plasun, Pret. p7«s.

res resit n
4

1 spin bemrest.

res bereson
4

they arrived \

rlz rize
4

he pours ’, Pret. blrljyd, bldrlxt.

sdz seize
4

prepares ’, Pret. bessdzd
,
beisdxt

,
-es , . . besazd.

senas senasd
'

I recognize \ I vesenes.

se -se, sdm ‘ mlravlm 6ese
4

miravand md sun
4

I go besun

Conj. 1 sg., besem Conj. 1 pi., bese
4

go Imperat. 2 sg.,

Pret. sd * raft beso
4

he went ndso
4

he did not go
5

,
md

beso
4

raftlni ’, md besun
4

raftam sumiin besaend
4

raftid

seke sekene
4

he breaks \

un bisun, btsud
4

avurd \
vd vd

,
tvVeS, rules, besvrit, bisvot

4

he said mu bimvot
4

I said
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-es beviit
4

he said \ -divut
4 you said nava

4

not to say

navdm.

ven venun
4

I see \ vene
4

he sees

vez
4 jump J

, Conj. evezun
4

1 jump eveze
4

he jumps Pret. bevest,

vez
4

sift vezun
£

I sift \ btsvit
4

he sifted vSvezun
4 *1 dig

bd yelve vSvezun.

viest blviest
4

he passed \

run vune
4

he cuts
J

,
besvont.

vune teyam vune
4

I can teyesse vus ke * *he could \

yoz vtozun
'

I find Pret. vlmlost, -esun vlydst.

zon zan vacces bezzonun , bezonun "the woman bore a child*.

zdn zunun, zunu
4

I know Pret. zunds
,
itai zunds .

Uncertain : esto nl yosse bedeles
,
estcimd (estamu).

dddm

ddemi

aesse aesse
4

slowly
*

dfta

dntoda
4

there
'

am, Pers. ham

an vast

\ir ar

aril
4

to-day *

as
4

soup
’

asm 4

horse
’

dtes

dies

Avdz

dxur

az
4

from
5

azbdske

engust

esto
4

camel

'

estorl

ltd
k

one
’

6
4

water
*

6
,
vo

4

and
*

omu 4

date fruit
’

or
4

cloud
'

on 4

brow *

ossgxun
4

bone

"

bd
4

with

'

baba

bafr
4 snow

’

befr

bah bah

bat
4 arm

'

bdl ccs

band -s ka
4

began
*

bar
4

door
*

bdzam, Pers. bdz ham

bleare

bonjt
4

finger
*

bur
4

load
'

cay d gunde
4

fat
’

cand vdxti

carvaddr

ces
k

eye
*

ciarl

dad
4

cry

'

day o marg'l xe
4

curses on the ass
*

dandun

ddss 6 pd
4

hand and foot
*

del

dss 6 hand
*

do
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dobare

dombal

ddsmun

falakzade

farda

befarmuni xudd

fekr

gd
4

ox
7

g'cirdan

gardene

gavaz
,
gevez

4

mountain goat
7

gl keton
4 we are caught

7

g°rg'

gos
4

ear
7

gus

guldcl, see nd

giiye (Pers. giva)

yd
4

word 5

ydme

ycmdt, Pers. qandt

yendt

yelve — ? —
hcd

hdldi

ham

hardd -s
4

both 7

hd rdosun

heivnn
4

animal 7

heigoheyd
4

cry
7

Mze 4

yesterday
7

Kiel
4

nothing
7

hosk

had 4

small
7

jew 4

answer 7

jlgctr

kd, kdr-

kalle

kar

k'at
4

shoulder 7

k'et

ke

ki

kid
4

where
5

kies besaza
4

he built a house
*

ko
4

outside
’

layer

latte
4

field
7

loi
4

lip
7

nvt
4 moon 7

mayz e sa r 4 brain
'

mam 4

1 also
5

mdmci * mother
4

mdr-

mdram 4

of my mother
’

marardt

mdrtebe

meimu 4 monkey
'

mis
4

sheep
5

mod

mol gdrdan

most

mur 4

snake
7

mu 4

hair
?

nd gllluel
4

throat
7

nadion
4

ignorance
7

ndziinl

ndleseka
4

he complained
7

n!
4

this
7

ytld * these
'

pci

pace ra
4

a little way 7

pell ii
4

side
7

pares ka
4

he tore
’

pic!

pleret
4

your father
7

pis

pos

pdsiint
4

forehead
7

pusne
4

heel
’

ra
4 way 7
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resebokon
4 mlzanam 7

rd
4

day 7

roe, Pers. ruda

sa
4

head 5

saram
4 my head 7

sahab
4

master 7

sandoxone — ? —
sang

sdrepdi

sarevu

saxt

sebe
4

white
*

sedd -s ka
4

he cried out
7

sendeli
4

chair
5

serogbidi

setdrehd

sine
4

chest
7

siyah

scrx

sotun
4

pillar
7

sutiin

soz
4

green
7

sozi

sel
4

lame 7

soi
4

night
7

sune
4

shoulder
7

ta

zemf es ta beka
4

he moistened the

ground 7

ta

tall-

talle
4

is bitter
7

teyam

teyesse

tela.fi

toful

taros

tule
4

stall
7

vacee
6
child

7

rare
4 dam 7

,
Pers. vdray

varre
4

lamb 7

varun
4

rain
7

vater
4

better
7

vaxt
,
vdxti he

vel-esun ka
4

he let them loose
7

vozmale

vu{v)
4

wind 7

xe
4

ass
7

xer-

xegirt
4

folly
7

xeili

xergiis

xers

xd

XUS

xob

xon 4

blood
7

xua '

sister
'

ydt-
4

place
7

xjdti

ye rd
4

one day 7

zambdz
4 wasp 7

zambn

zan

zdn u
*

ze

ze
4

under
7

zebun keco (— ? —

)

zeme
4

ground 7

zemi

zeml

zobu'

zumu 4

son-in-law
7

ye rd ita xe bd ttd esto pis ftd sahabl dabo

karesiinika azbaske kdresun bekdrdebo layer bibiebon

un saJidbi nid M rdosun bebtdbun velesiinka
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nld ham besm ye yatesun viyost

td cand vdxtl unAdar 6v 6 sozl besunxor hdl emo

ye rd xe bands ha 'afar bekere

estdrl btcdre haryddrke sedas ha sedAs bexod ndka ital zunds

tordn f/hd gtren do mdrtebe toren 6 bur buramiin ekeren

veder talleamu ne xosen xe az xegirt gusos ndka

bisvot ke a raze pferam befekram emd piam exonun

an vaxt befarmunl xudd tanadar ita yAtl biviest

sdrevu sedd u xe esresnl ve dombdl u sedd beso

xelU ra ndsd ita ptcls btdl

btsdl ita xe 5 ita estd ham cdy 5 gunde

ddrdn cdran(d)

gardan Jiardds biglret btsud 6 zt bures kisu

estd dies be del Aesse Aesse ze burda ddsmunos bexer eda ke az

ndduni
(
ndzunl

)
az yd ke eda resnl dobdre gi keton

estd ni yosse bedeles estdmd aesse aesse votes

day 5 mdrg' \ xe rdxtes bebu teldfis vikerun

pace rd ke beso xe benos ka beek Ae

btsundl xe sel ebo

bur xeresun Up ret

dim bur estdrl bicdresun nd

estd Aesse Aesse boxjs vntes bah bah xgb -amiIn beka

bAzam ke pAce ra beso xe veisso blmand, ddss 6 pa xeresun

bebest xeresun am dim estd nd

teyesse rns ke Mr bebere

estor e falazade xo xos ncdes eka o so td bereson be ita

gardene

dntoda piasun serogoid1 besun

esto plAs eveze xe dAdos Ika ke hold derikun ki estd jevAses

bevut ke to fekrad ltdre ke heiyoheyddivut ke dvdz pteret

befekred emd mam hold ptem evezun befekrl mardm emd

estd bevest d xeres dim zeme xds (variant : bas)

xe ke dim estdda dim zeme (variant : zeml) mo ossoxunes

hud ebd ve benta

The Yazdl and Persian versions of this tale are given by Browne,

JRAS 1897, 103 ff., and the Yazdi version in revised form by Ivanow",

JRAS 1932, 403 f.
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Supplementary Note

The preceding pages were completed in June, 1934. It is now

(January, 1935) possible to propose a new reading for the Iranian

equivalent of the Aramaic in Frah . Pahl. 19, 10. Nyberg,

Glossar, s.v. *niyastan
,
suggested *ni-ah (with the emendation of the

Pahlavi spelling then necessary) to the base Skt. as-. Av. ah- “ to

throw ”, in place of the earlier reading *nisay- : *nisit.

There is an Iranian base san (distinct from Iran, ysan- “ strike
”

in Old Pers. aysata-). It is attested (infrequently) in Iranian as

follows

Munj \ firson -
:
jirsay- (< *frasan- : *frasata~)

6i
shake (of trees) ”,

Zarubin, Iran, i, p. 143.

MazandaranI san- (see GIF i, b 364) da-sandi translated

by NPers. nn-riytl

.

NPers. afsan - : afsand “ scatter ”.

Pahlavi afisan- : afisat “ scatter ”.

Avestan fsdnaya

-

(< *pi-$dnaya-, cf. fstana- to NPers., Pahl.

jristan) “ wrench ”. AIW proposed to compare Germanic spannan

.

Sogd. in
9 “ trembled ” VJ 999.

Khotanese Saka sanindi “ shake (of leaves) ”, cf. Konow, NTS vii,

30, who, however, thinks of a causative to a base zar

To this group may be related the Pres
* ^0^00

*satltan, *satet, Pazand saffidan, sadat, which is given in the Fra h.

Pahl . as the interpretation of

This satet may be explained as a present based on the participle

sat
,
as amoytet on amdyt. The meaning “ throw ”, pass. “ be thrown,

lie down ”, as Latin iacere beside iacere
,
would suit the Aramaic word

and the contexts.

The infinitive is given with in the Frah. PahL, and was evidently

so understood in the interpretation *satitan. But in GrBd 8 2

^as (pr°bably -st) for the participle. This may

be to indicate a preterite *satast to the present satet (on the -ast
,

later ist,
1 see the latest discussion by Henning, ZII 9, 221), as danast

1 -ist from -ast is probably to be recognized frequently. This explains best Turfan

Mid. Iran, 'vbyst *ofiist “ fell ” < ava-pasta but also the -ist- of NPers. gulistan

(attested in some Pahl. spellings with -yst'n ), beside Armen, burastan . It may be

seen also in
’

vytffd *ava-stata (rather than abi-stata, as Henning, ZII 9, 195, with abi-).

Georgian ostat-i “ expert ” may presuppose an Armenian *ostatf Pahl.
9
vst't, NPers.

ustdd, cf. Old Pers. a v a s t a y m.

vor. VII. part 4. 51
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“ knew ” to the pres, da net “ he knows J?
. The other possibility of a

form *sast as from a base Hand- beside san- is less likely.

Outside Iranian, it is possible that Indo-Aryan has preserved

traces of the same base as *ksan naturally not distinguishable in

form from Jcsan -
i£ to strike”. Professor R. L. Turner has drawn

my attention to Kashmiri chanun
"
to sift, shake down ” (ch < ks),

with cognates in other Indo-Arvan languages.

Addendum

The publication of Andreas-Henning, Mitteliranische Manichaica .

iii now permits a more satisfactory classification of the participles

in rcist.



Iranian Words in the Kharosthi Documents from

Chinese Turkestan—II

By T. Burrow

avana

A VANA has been referred to Skt. dpana
,
but there is nothing to

suggest that it means “ market ” or “ bazaar On the contrary,

it is clear from the documents that it means “village”, “parish”,

or “ local township ”, i.e. the small country towns or villages

administratively dependent on Cadota, the capital of the province.

Further, -v- (= no) almost always occurs, not -v- which we would have

expected out of an original -p-. It is possible, of course, that dpana

might have been used in an extended sense “ market-town but

it can be explained perhaps easier out of Iranian. O.P. dvahana ,

Arm. lw. avan, both meaning “ village ”. In view of the number of

Iranian loan-words that do appear, this is probably to be preferred as

doing less violence to the meaning. The Arm. avan is found com-

pounded with proper names just as avana in the Khar, documents,

e.g. Vatars-avan (Hiibsehmann, Arm . Gramm., p. 79). In the Kharosthi

texts avana practically never appears by itself, but always as part of

a proper name, e.g. Yave avana
, Peta-avana. In some cases the village

is named after an individual, e.g. Tomgrdka maharayasa avanammi

549, Catisa deviyae avana “ The village of Queen Catisa ” (334,

and frequently), in other cases it is given a general epithet such as

Navaga avana (366) “ New Town nagara is used as a synonym for

avana in 25. Peta nagarammi .

Amtagi

Epithet of aspa “ horse ” (213, 223), uta “ camel ” (64, 135),

and stora large beast of burden, horse, or camel) 743, in connection

with journeys across the kingdom (64) and embassies to Khotan

(135, 223).

The -g~ cannot represent the -k- of the suffix -aka, because that

always appears in the Nom. Acc. as ~aga or -ae
,
never as agi. Therefore

the word must be analysed into an original base *antaka- or *antdka -

-Y the suffix -i which is common in making adjectival derivatives.

A form *antdka- might be explained from Iranian and give a
suitable meaning, i.e. Viantdka- from y/tak- “ to run”, corresponding
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to the N.Pers. verb andaxtan
44

to impel, throw The meaning would

be an animal capable of travelling swiftly or making long journeys

at a stretch, which would suit the context admirably.

vjhmayuga

An adjective applied to manusya 2S3 (so read instead of masmyri)

and jnmna 373. It is obviously an epithet of commendation 283.

yatha iijhmayuga manupja priyayitavya (Text priya sitavya)
44 They

are to be treated kindly like ujhmaguga people

The ~jh- (— <-) suggests an Iranian origin. In an Iranian word

like jheniga z- is always represented by jh-. In Skt. words where it

developed internally out of -s it is expressed by either jh or s , e.g.

dajha or dasa
44
slave ", but s vastly predominates and in many words

is exclusively used. Probably the sign transliterated jh was invented

and added to the Kharosthi alphabet to represent Iranian r when the

presence of Sakas, etc., in North India rendered it necessary to express

that sound which was foreign to the Indian alphabets
;

whereas s

represents a modification of internal s invented somewhere to meet the

Prakrit development of -s- to -3-. Presumably the two forms originated

independently. In the alphabet of Niva both signs are used and tend to

be confused.

Dr. H. W. Bailey points out the uzmdyisa ’* experience \ uzmiitak
4

' skilled \ also *’ proved 9

\
4

‘ tried There is also N.Pers. azmdyam,

azmudon “ to try, test The latter meaning is perhaps to be chosen

for ujhmayuja, i.e.
4k

tried, trustworthy men . Or, of course, it may
mean *’ skilled " (in some kind of work or profession).

hirora

A word used in connection with hhuma 4
* land

99

678, bhuma kurora

tre mihmi pramami 44
Land hirora 3 milima in extent (i.e. needing

3 mi of seed) ’*
574, yatha purriga hirora huati

44
Formerly (this land)

was hirora
9

. There is a N.Pers. word kurctr or kurdra meaning 44
a

plot of ground with a raised border prepared for sowing " (Steingass),

which may be connected. The construction bhuma kurora is to be

compared with bhuma clietra
"
a field of land

khokliorna

An epithet applied three times to stri
l ' woman . It appears from

the contexts that to be a khakhorna was a grave offence, punishable
with death.
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If we could read khakhorda we would get a suitable meaning
“ witch ”. No example is given of the aksara -rd- in the account of the

alphabet (Khar. Iriser., p. 315). It would naturally be quite uncommon,

and possibly is intended here and has been confused in the trans-

literation with -rn~. Unfortunately none of the relevant documents

are illustrated, so it is impossible to test the transliteration by

examining the originals. But note that in 318 (note 10) the editors are

in doubt between the reading -rd- and -rn~, though not in this word.

If khakhorda is read it can be connected with Av. kaxvaroha-

“ magician ” (fern. kaxvardi$i-), Arm. lw. kaxard . In Skt. we have

kakhorda (Suvarnaprahhdsasidra ed. Idzumi. pp. 3 and 97, used side by

side with vetala) kakkliorda (Bower MS., see Index) Kharkoda “ a kind

of magic Rdjalarangini, v, 238 ;
Khdrkota, Caraka S., vi, 23. The

variety of forms in Skt. as well as the lateness of their appearance,

suggests borrowing on the part of Skt. from Iranian.

The change -va- to -o- is regular in this language, e.g. sothamga

beside svathamga (an official). Amgoka beside Amgvaka (royal name).

Returning to the texts themselves the meaning c6 witch ’*
is obviously

suitable. 248 (fragmentary) . . . sitha nigraha siyati, imthuami ahuno

khakhorna striyana sitha\ nigraha kartavya
il [Even as formerly] there

has been punishment and restraining [of witches] so now punishment

and restraining of witches is to be made ”. 63 Lpipeya vimnaveti

yatha atra khakhorni stri 3 nikhalitamti taha sudha edasa stri maritamti

avasithi striya va mutamti eda praee tu Ap[ge]yade annh gidesi, Lpi-

peyasa stri patena staridavya lioati L. says that there they brought out

three witches they only (sudha) killed his woman ; the other women

they let go (mutamti = mukta-). Concerning this you received an

order from Apgeya, saying that Lpipeya' s woman was to be com-

pensated for The anati referred to is 58, where it says that if it can

be shown that Lpipeya's woman was not a witch, compensation should

be made to Lpipeya.

gusura

The title gusura, which is of frequent occurrence and obviously

represents one of the highest classes of officials, was compared by

Professor F. AV. Thomas (Festschrift H. Jacobi
, p. 51, and Acta. Or.,

xiii, p. 66) with kujula (kuyula, ko^ovXo), which occurs on the coins

of the Kusans.

Leaving aside this problem for a moment, I propose to equate it

with N.Pers. vazir. The original form is most probably explained as
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—

= Av. vicira “giving a decision ;
Phi. vicir “a decision

9

\ Arm.

lw. voir. The change of initial vi- to gu which is common in N.Pers.,

was shared by the language. of some of the Iranians who appear in

North India. This is clear from the well-known royal name Gudaphara

(Goudophernes). Consequently it is just what we would expect to

find, an original *vicira

-

borrowed into a North-West Indian Prakrit

becoming *gueira, For the rest, internal -c- regularly appears in this

dialect as -s- (= -I-), e.g. prasura = Skt. pracura “ abundant The

second vowel might easily be assimilated to -w-, and this would

certainly point to a short -i- rather than a long one as in N.Pers. and

probably Phi.

In support of this identification it must be remembered that the

native language of Shan-Shan was devoid of the sound g along with

other voiced stops (rf. j, b ). Consequently since the native language is

excluded as a source, the probability of an Iranian origin is greatly

increased. Further, if gusura is to be connected with kujula (see above)

it must for the same reason be the original form. It is obviously out of

the question that with g non-existing in the native language, they

would have substituted it for an original k. Actually there is a very

common tendency the other way, to unvoice consonants.

It is not at all certain that kujula belongs here at all. What the

original language of the Kusanas was before they became Iranized

and Indianized nobody knows, but it may possibly have been of such

a nature that this was as near as they could get to pronouncing gusura .

On the other hand, the title kara, which they had, would seem to show

that they could pronounce r. Kara has further been identified with

the kdla of the documents (F. W. Thomas, loc. cit.). That is another

problem, why in one case r should be represented by ?, in the other

case l by r.

trusga

Better perhaps than the complicated hypothesis in BSOS., vii. 511,

would be to read vusga < *uska- with the omission of the initial h-

whieh is liable to occur in many Iranian dialects and also in this

Prakrit. The aksaras tra and va are very similar and not infrequently

confused in the transliteration. Instances are
:

jamuavena 418.

The same word is transcribed jamnatrena in 555 and camnatrena in 621.

tanutri 39, 551, which should be tanuvi fern, of tanuvaga-ae “ own
and eitranae 703, which if read civanae gives sense

(= jivamnae “to
live ’ with unvoicing which is common), a rasa sarira hudiyami
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osuga avajidavo dvanae, ko jivitasya paduvaga ctmaramnae
" By all

means in the maintenance (hudi- — bhrti-) of your body zeal is to be

employed, so that you may live, and as far as there is a security for

life (paduvaga ~ *padihavaga from pratibhu -), not die
99

.

The initial vu- instead of u- is due to a tendency of the native

language to pronounce initial a- as ivu~ (similarly i

-

becomes yi-).

For example the Skt. ullasa appears as vulasi

.

The noun varyaga

is also written itryaga (of uncertain meaning, it indicates some kind of

profession or office). While u~ is practically non-existent in native

names vu
(
vu) is common, which is no doubt to be explained by the

fact that initial it- generally became vu-. Compare, inside Iranian

Pst. wu( and Minjani tvusk (Morgenstierne, Et. Voc. of Pst., p. 85).

dhane

A small weight 702. The explanation given in the Index V-

(= Skt. dhanya) is impossible phonetically. It is no doubt Iranian.

N.Pers. dang “ fourth part of a dram ” (Steingass) original dctnaka.

Horn
(
Neu-Pers . Etym s.v. quoted O.P. Savd/cT? (quoted in Et .

Magn.) Arabic lw. ddnaq

.

Phi. ddnak (dang) as in N.Pers. The meaning

is exactly the same, because it appears from the text (702) that the

^dhane is a subdivision of the drachma. Dh- as frequently in the

documents is incorrectly written for d-.

It appears that in Iranian words original -aka is represented by -e

in this language. There are three examples : dhane = *ddnaka ,

ajhate = dzataka-
((

free
51
and saste = sastaka “ day

pacevara

This word is not, as taken in the Index Verb., an adverb (from

pascdt “
after " and vara

;
it is usually printed vara

,

as two words),

but a noun which pretty certainly means food, provisions
J
'. This is

most clearly demonstrated by 505. Tsugenamma satu milima 2 khi

10 4 I, maJca khi 4 1, kavasi 1; pacevara pimda milima 3 chataga 1

tena Tsugenamma gida Tsugenamma—meal 2 mi., 15 khi, mak'a

khi 5, one tunic (kavacikd) : the sum of provisions 3 mi, 1 garment

(= chddaka- or chadaka-)—that Tsugenamma received
?

\ Here clearly

pacevara is the general term " food " summing up the amount of the

individual articles of food previously mentioned (15 +5 — 20),

while chataga likewise stands in apposition to the particular article of

clothing kavasi. Cf. also 19 codaga pacevara parikraya dadavo “ Clothing,

food, and wages must be given 236 fade ahu maharaya cojhbo
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Samasenasa ardha nadlia amna prasavida odida , ardha bhuya anidavo;

yo ardha odidaga Larsuasa pacevara hoti “ From that I the great king

have left half of the packed corn as a personal grant to the cojhbo

Samasena, but the other half is to be brought here. The half that is

left is provisions for Larsu “ (Larsu was the son of Samasena).

The word is perhaps to be connected with Sogdian^s”/?/*, which has

the same meaning. The etymology of both is unclear. The Sogdian

word can be read *pa$ajdar or *J'asaj3ar or *fsd/3ar.

piro

Probably = bridge ”, as is best demonstrated by a survey of the

passages. In 639 it appears clearly that it is something connected

with roads which can be seized to prevent people passing, ogu Ajhuraka

vimhaveti yatha atra ogu Ajhurakasa kilmemd Cadotiye imade gachamti
,

atra tusya pamtha sayata cira divasammi atra vithavesi
,
yati svacham-

taga gachamti pirovasa avimdama gava pruchamti, na eta purva dhafna

yati asmati jamnana pamtha sayidavya yam kata ima anati \ekha atra

esati
,
pamtha raridavya piro sayidavya siyati, tarn kalammi varidavya

avi piro sayidavya
,
yati na imade anati lekha agachisyati

, tain kalammi

visvasta pamtha Cadotiyana odidavya gava pirovi avimdama na odidovya

“ The ogu Ajhuraka says that there Cadotons who belong to the

kilme (''district
?J

or “fief’’) of the ogu Ajhuraka go from here.

There you seize the road and keep them back there for a long time.

If they go of their own accord they demand a cow as compensation

for the bridge. This is not the former law if asmati (= N. Pers. dzmudah

? cf. ujhmayuga above) people have their road seized. When a letter of

command comes from here (saying that) the road is to be blocked and

the bridge is to be seized, at that time it is to be blocked, and the bridge

is to be seized. If a letter of command does not come from here, at that

time the road is to be left (open) to the Cadotans (so that there is)

confidence, but they are not to be let off the cow which is the com-

pensation for the bridge *\

avimdama usually means a penalty or legal compensation for some
offenc^r Here it has a more general meaning of the compensation made
by users of the bridge. It appears that when people travelled over the

bridge for their own purposes (svachamtaga) as opposed to those

engaged on royal business, a heavy payment was demanded.
310. (it is feared that some men will escape from the country)

—

pratha ede mamnusa anada parimargidavya, piro Cima Kasikasa ca

picavidovya “ Immediately these men must be carefully sought, and
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the bridge is to be put in the hands of Cirna and Kasika In 122

Parcona loses a large cow on the bridge (i.e. by its falling over) Parcona

pirovammi go mahamta 1 ncitha. It might be thought from all these

passages that the meaning narrow pass would be equally suitable,

but that it definitely means bridge is made clear by 120, sitga potge-

yammi bhiti vara gamdavo hoati pirova sarva jamna kamakare aitamti

prapamna baliu kha —- sa utaga. It is to be gone a second time

to the sitga potge . All the workmen came to the bridge . . . the water

was very dirty (read kha[lu]sa ~ kalusa ). The mention of workmen

shows that piro is a structure of some kind, and since their activities

were spoiling clean water, this can only be a bridge over a river.

Potge seems to mean reservoir.

As regards the etymology it may be connected with N.P. pul.

Phi. puhJ, Av. p&rdtu, and pzsu “ bridge The original form would

be something like *prd'icaka- > *pirhvaka- > *piroga > piro(va). For

the disappearance of suffixal -k- cf. agamduva. For o <m cf. the

variant forms sothamga and svathamga .

maravara

The title maravara was explained
(
BSOS VII, 510) as = Iranian

*mg&rafiara. The meaning, however, must be something like

accountant, because the maravara Kuvineya (385) is also referred to

as gainnavara “ treasurer *'
(310). Dr. Bailey points out dhumdrakar

and hamdrakdr “ accountant " in Sassanian inscriptions (Herzfeld,

Paikuli, glossary), Arm. hv. hamarakar (Hiibschmann, Arm. Gramm..

p. 178). maravara will, therefore, represent original *hmdraj3ara

with the initial h- omitted as in Av. y mar (cf. Bartholomae, Alt. Ir .

Wort., s.v.), cf. N.Pers. mar . dmdr.

milima

milima = Gk. geSipvos (Professor F. W. Thomas) must have

been borrowed through some Iranian dialect which turned d (S) into /.

That occurs in Manichaean Sogdian, for instance, in modern dialects

such as Pasto
;

also if the proper names Spahhores ,
Spalagadama

,

Spalirises
,
contain Iranian spada- “ army \ it was characteristic

of the Scythians of North-West India. The Skt. Upi where Asoka

(Shahb.) has dipi like O.Pers. is probably due to confusion with the

initial likh There are possibly other traces of the change d > l

in the language of these documents, though divira “ scribe, secretary ",

is a clear instance to the contrary. The words which are perhaps to

be explained in this way are :

—
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(1) lastuga

The lastuga is some article made of cloth. 566 citra pata mae

lastuga * A F made of many-coloured cloth ". It is frequently sent

as a present. It was not of great value (184 laku mannsigara matra).

It is possibly connected with N.Pers. dastdr “ towel, handkerchief,

napkin, sash, turban' \ being derived from dast "hand” with a

different suffix. The meaning would suit admirably.

(2) lathana

The word only appears in 392, where it is used in a parallel context

to kabhodhamni kabodha (cf. BSOS.. vii. 513, and F. W. Thomas,

Act. Or., p. 70), which denotes some particular kind of land, so lathana

probably denotes another kind of land. A connection may be suggested

with N.Pers. dast “ plain, desert ".

A connection is also possible with Phi. N.Pers. dastdn

“menstruating". Arm. lw. dastan “menstruation". The document

is unfortunately one of the obscurest. It is dealing with conducting

camels somewhere and says veya itu rajade lathanami pracukamam

nagara Icsitcima “We conducted them to the plain from this

kingdom . .
." or “ during their period of menstruation we conducted

them ..." (pracukamam nagara(m) is unintelligible to me). The first

alternative is supported by the fact that further down there is an

exactly similar phrase kabhodhammi pracukamam nagara anulavo,

where k° must be locative of the place gone to on account of the

meaning of the word (see above).

(3) Iasi

i.e. lasm. It means “gift " as is shown by 678 escarya bhaveyati

. . . bamdhoca thavamnae. vikrinanae amitem Iasi deyamnae “ There

shall be ownership ... to mortgage (?), to sell, and to give to others as

a gift \ In this formula, which occurs repeatedly, prahnda = Skt.

prdbhrta usually occurs in place of Iasi here, lasa also occurs (222),

the -i of last is probably adjectival, ’* to give (something) as a gift ",

as in namamui(ya) (~aga) deyamnae (— ?).

Compare N.Pers. ddsan
k

’ gift Turfan Texts d'syn.

rasamna

Only 345. rasamna 2. Perhaps Iranian = N.Pers. rasan “ rope .

If it had been — Skt. rasanci
,
the s ought to have been preserved in

this dialect.
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rodana

Some commodity that is frequently sent as part of the tax in kind

(295, 385, etc.). It is often mentioned in connection with curofna,

which is equally obscure (272, 357, 450). Possibly = Iranian *raudcina

“ madder ”, N.Pers. royan , royang, North Baloci robin. Cf.

Morgenstierne in Kuhn’s Zeitschrift , vol. 61, p. 36.

vara, varaya

In 291 means part \ Referring to 370 milinia of corn, instructions

are given

—

eka varaya abhyadara ku mniyammi anisyamti . . . did

vara Pisaliyammi nihamnitavya
" One part (= third) they will bring

inside the Capital . . . the (other) two parts are to be stored at Pisali ".

Perhaps out of Iranian fiahra-(ka) = N.Pers. bahr bahrah
"
part

Elsewhere vara, varaya (371) means " time ”, Skt. vara. In 198

kopi varaga syati the words should be separated, ho pivaraga syati
“
Whichever is fat ".

sana

Only 318. samna pata “cloth" made of samna. Apparently
“ hemp ". Skt. sana

,
Sana. But the confusion of the two sibilants

is surprising in this dialect. Iranian influence may be thought of.

Cf. N.Pers. san “hemp". Iranian s appears as ,5 in this language,

sada pleased ", Jasa “gift", just as in Khotanese Saka. The

explanation of the relation between Iranian s- and Indian s in this

word is still unsettled.

spara, spura

Usually with sarva
,
but also alone, e.g. spura at 158. 725, spara

at 42 means “ complete ", sarva spura “ all complete ” usually

referring to the sending of the tax (palpi).

spara might possibly have been explained out of Skt. sphara

” swollen, expanded, fat ”, but that would leave spura unexplained.

Nor is there any example of the Skt. word being used in this general

sense. The word can be more satisfactorily explained out of Iranian.

Arm. lw. spar “ completion ”, sparspur “ completely ”, N.Pers. sipari

completed ”, “ exhausted ", Phi. spun . uspurr, uspurrik. out of

*uspjrana. Khotanese Saka uspurra. Cf. Hiibschmann, Ann. Gramm.,

p. 239 ;
Horn. Xeu-Persische Etym., p. 157. Forms both with

and -a- are found, and here we get both used indiscriminately. The

omission of the initial vowel is interesting at so early a date. The

modified p , i.e. p, occurs also in the Iranian spam “ watch ". It may
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represent /. being a similar development to the N.Pers. forms sifed

Isfahan , etc. There is, however, no need to assume that the develop-

ment belonged to the Iranian dialect from which the words were taken,

because the same change is observable in the Prakrit itself, e.g.

parospara
44
one another

harga

harga means
44
tax " 206. masu yam ca amha harga na isa prahidesi

" The wine and what other tax there was, you have not sent here

696 avi ca amahu ima avanade rayaka harga devaputrasa padamulade

prascivitaga " Also from this village the royal dues have been granted

to us from the feet of his majesty The usual word for tax is, of

course prdpi, harga only occurs rarely. Exactly how the two terms

differed is naturally not clear. In 141 palpi harga might be tatpuru^a

(“ tax payments ”) or more likely dvandva, indicating two kinds of tax.

Dr. Bailey points out, Arm. lw. hark
44
tax, tribute ", Turfan

Texts jiff
= *hray

44
tribute

?
*. Aramaic ^ “

^ax

From Aramaic is borrowed Arabic xardj- and that is finally borrowed

back into New Persian. The original of all these forms will be

found in the Av. verb hark-harcaya

-

44
emittere ” karka-

44
Abfall

”

(Bartholomse, A. Ir. TV., s.v.).

hastama (astama)

This word means 44
quarrel ”, as is shown by its appearing in the

same formulas as vivada. Compare, for instance, 569, isa eda hastama

cojhbo Somjaka carapnrusa Lpipta saca pruchitamti “ Here the eojhbo

Somjaka, and the detective Lpipta inquired into this dispute ”>

with 570, eta vivata oguana Dhapaya Satnasena , kori Togaj

a

,
cojhbo

Bimmasenasa ca pruchitamti
44
This dispute the ogu s Dhapaya and

Samasena, the kori Togaja, and the cojhbo Bimmasena inquired into ”.

The word is to be connected wdth N.Pers. sitamba “ quarrelsome

Arm. lw. staynbak
k<
quarrelsome, troublesome ”, apstamb

44
rebellious ”,

Phi. stambakih = 44
Hartnackigkeit ”, Av. stomba-

44
quarrel ” (Saka

stcirna “ trouble ”
?). The initial ha- will be the prefix ham-, ha-

44
with,

together The assimilation of a voiced stop to a preceding nasal is

characteristic of this dialect. Cf. gmnha = gahja-, chimnati =
chindati . Similarly in the Kharosthi Dh.P. itdimiaru = udumbara, etc.

A different group from this is formed by N.Pers. sitam
44

injustice,

oppression ”, Phi. staxnmk staxmakih. Since there is no doubt that the

meaning is
44
quarrel ” and not

44
injustice, oppression” (see above),

the word is obviously to be connected with the first group.
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Proper Names

Khvarnarse is wrongly explained BSOS ., vii. It is xvar
44
sun

77

+ the common name narseh. For compounds of this kind compare

Mihrnarseh
,

Adharnarseh , etc. (Justi. AltiraniscJies Namenbuch,

p. 504).

Tamaspa appears to have had a long -d. i.e. tamaspa ,
because it

makes its genitive tamaspaasa. Non-Indian names ending in a vowel

add -crsa, etc., straight on to that vowel, and this applies to -d. But

if the Nom. is in short -

a

it is inflected like an ordinary -a-base in the

Prakrit. An example of final long -d is Camca, gen. Cdcdasa . Here

the length of the vowel is marked, but from the way of making the

genitive, a long -d in the Nom. can be deduced in cases where it is not

marked. This being the case, Tamaspa probably represents

*Tahmaspdh, originally Taxmaspdda with -/*- out of -d-, as in N.Pers.

sipah .

PHufmseva (°jhera) is obviously not a native name on account of

its initial PH (/). " The latter part of the name seems to contain Iranian

*zaiba-
4t
beautiful

7

\ N.Pers. zeb . zebd. The PKuma (i.e. furma-)

is not clear (N.Pers. fur
44
russet "

?).

— Jhagimoya (also Jhagamoya
,
Sagamo , Sagamoya , Sagamovi .

Sagimoya), with its initial jh- (— c). points to Iranian. With the same

final element is formed Bujhamoyika (also Bujhmoyika , Busimoyika.

Busmoyika
,
and probably Pusmavika ). The first seems to contain what

appears in N.Pers. as zdy crow ", the second buz
ki
goat

7
'. The

second element is more difficult. One might think of the n.pr. Maues .

Moga, which appears in North-West India, or again of N.Pers. muy
44
hair

77
(out of *mauda-).

Ajhuraka (also asuraga
)
may be from a- not

*' and zurah - (N.Pers.

zur)
44

lie, deceit, falsehood
7

\

Idioms

A number of turns of phrase show Iranian influence. Most

interesting is savatlia khayamnae 577
44
to take an oath”, literally

u
to eat an oath Compare N.Pers. soyand xvardan. The Iranian

word originally meant sulphur, and the practice of eating sulphur was

a kind of ordeal. Later the original meaning was forgotten and the

general meaning 4k
oath " only was preserved. That development

must have already taken place by the time of these documents (third

century a.d.) to account for the translation savatlia khayamnae
,
and

probably a good deal earlier because there is reason for believing that
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the Iranian influence on the Prakrit was exercised in India itself,

under the Iranian and Kusana rulers. In modern LA. kka - has

developed the general meaning of “ experience ” as N.Pers. xvardan

(cf. Professor Turner's Xep. Diet.). But in these documents the

extended use is not found except in this phrase.

bhagena means ££
on behalf of

5

', '‘instead of ”, a meaning which

it does not have in Sanskrit or Prakrit. For example 518 Nina

vastava Opimta amuesa bhagena spasavamna karemti *' Opimta a

native of Nina they make a watchman instead of other people A
similar idiom from bahr ” part is found in N.Pers., az bahr-i

££
on

behalf of ".

sar
<£
head ” is used in Persian in the sense of

££
end ”. Similarly

in 187 we find the phrase tasa siro kartavya
££ an end is to be made

to that ”.

“ One another*’ is eka biti
,
literally

££
the first the second

99
. This

idiom, foreign to Sanskrit, is widespread in Iranian. N.Pers. yak digar
,

Khotanese Saka ssaajata.

ni
,
out of nija-

££ own ”, is used very frequently as a possessive

suffix with proper names, e.g. 580 Yipiya ni bhuma prace
££
Concerning

the land belonging to Yipiya ”. In Khotanese hivi
££ own is frequently

appended to the genitive singular, where one would not write
££ own ”

in a translation.

parivalitavo
(
paripalitavo) seems to have the sense of N.Pers.

parvaridan, i.e.
££
to nourish, feed ”, rather than generally

££
look after

”

as is seen from 283 khajabhojena lamcaga paripalitarya
££ They are to

be properly nourished, fed with food hard and soft ”. Similarly 358

ede ata atra lamcaga paripalitavya, pivarae hotu
££
These camels must

be properly nourished (well fed), let them be fat It is clear in both

cases that the activity denoted by paripal- is closely connected with

giving food. There is a similar development of meaning in modern

LA. Cf. Professor Turner's Nep. Did., s.v. pdlnu.



Modern Maltese Literature

By C. L. Dessoulavy

fTIHE present is perhaps a good time to recall some of the vicissitudes

*L of the Maltese tongue. Close on a century ago G. P. Badger wrote

:

“ As a dialect of Arabic, the present Maltese spoken at Gozo and the

casals o/ Malta is nearly as good as that of any other Arabic country,

and it is sad to observe how little it is appreciated by the people.

With a little cultivation the Maltese might possess a written language

which would yield to none in the beauty of its phrases and the extent

of its vocabulary.” Of the few’ then existing schools he remarks :

“ All instruction being communicated in the Italian the Maltese child

cannot begin his studies on a par with the children of other countries,

because he must first learn a language entirely different from his own

as a means of acquiring the knowledge he seeks after *\ He adds :

“ The mother tongue is so implanted into their natures that centuries

must elapse, or some great change take place in the common order

of things before any attempt to eradicate the language of the people

can be successful ” (Description of Malta). Badger, and also Miege,

the historian of the Island, tw’o men who differed widely but wdio knew

and loved Malta, agreed in recommending that the Arabic script

should be adopted and that literary Arabic should be frankly made the

base of all school-instruction. How advantageous their proposal

would have been can better be appreciated now’ wdien we find the great

majority of Maltese emigrants settled in Arabic-speaking North Africa.

The reason whv the proposal was doomed to fail w’as that it went

against an inveterate prejudice of the Islanders. A tiny minority

aside, all Maltese love their language, yet they have a horror of being

thought “ Asiatics ” or Africans *\

Before the coming of the Knights, wealthier Maltese often went for

their schooling to Italy. The language of the Knights was originally

French, and all the “ Inns “ even to the present day are “ Auberges

Yet in the course of time Italian influence grew’ in the Order, and also

among the native upper classes, so that at the time of Napoleon's

coming practically everything printed was in Italian. Sporadic

attempts w’ere made to educate the poor, but, save in the case of the

really gifted pupils, nothing much came of the efforts to teach them

a newr language.
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The influence of Italian on Maltese was very great. Words, needed

and unneeded, crept into Maltese much as French words crept into

English after the Conquest. There are many synonyms in Maltese

lending themselves to a usage beloved of old in England of setting

native and foreign doublets " side by side. The Malta Education

Board might well give a trial to the method underlying such phrases

as assemble and meet together ”, “ acknowledge and confess

In some respects Italian influence was disastrous, for instance the

foreign lawyers' ludicrous misspelling of the family names of the

Islanders, many of which have been altered out of all shape. A few

may, however, still be recognized in spite of their spelling. Gauci

is Ghawdxi, i.e. a native of Ghawdex the island called Gaulos by the

Greeks and Gozo by the Italians
;

Busuttil is (a-)bu-sittin (chief of

sixty, a military title).

It is easy with some loan-words to trace the time of their entry

into Maltese. In Arabic a Latin C, or Greek K, regularly becomes

Q. This is still the case with older Maltese words of this sort. But

with Maltese words adopted later, the C is rendered by K. Kanna

(barrel of a gun) is written as in Greek. Kanal (canary-bird) reminds

one of the Algerian kanalia (same), though the Canary Islands, in

the Arabic atlas used in the Egyptian schools, is spelt Qanaria.

When the authorities finally resigned themselves to the recognition

of Maltese and it began to be used in the schools the problem presented

itself of choosing the best spelling-system from the various competing

ones.

The Ghaqda tal-Kittieba tal-Malti (Union of Writers of Maltese)

came into existence on 14th November, 1920. In 1922 it put forth

its system in print, and then amplified this in its Taghriffuq il-Kitba

Mdltija (Instruction on Maltese spelling), 1926, pp. xxiv, 133), in many
ways a most useful book. In March, 1925, began the publication of

the official organ of the Ghaqda, II-Haiti, Qari li tohrog il Ghaqda
tal-Kittieba tal-Malti kull tliet xahar (Maltese reader issued by the

Ghaqda every three months). It has been regularly published ever

since and serves as a useful medium for the exchange of observations,

as a model of Maltese as it should be written, and, incidentally, of

charity and consideration. It is, needless to say, written wholly in

Maltese and the spelling is that of the Ghaqda, yet, such are the

practical difficulties which face reformers everywhere, some of the

members of the Ghaqda and most zealous contributors to Il-Malti
have not seldom, when working under other auspices, proved
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unfaithful to the Ghaqda spelling. Thus the original Vice-President

of the Ghaqda, Mgr. P. Galea, in the Church-periodical called Lefien

is-semva
,

( Voice of Truth), retains even now the Kaf-C(h) spelling.

We owe him, nevertheless, a debt, for it is in his
k<
Empire Press

"

that all the best Maltese work is seeing the light. Another prominent

member, Ant. Cremona, in his Manual of Maltese Orthography and

Grammar (1929, pp. 71) intended for the use of the police and other

Government servants, also followed the same Kaf-C(h) method

.

A similar act of seeming backsliding was the republication in 1931

of an old work of his by the aged and most estimable Mr. Vassallo

(It-tieni MuftieTi tab Chitha Maltija : Second [edition of the] Key

to Maltese spelling
, pp. 40). On the other hand some of the oldest

writers of Maltese, like Comm. A. M. Galea, though personally

most sympathetic to the Ghaqda, have stood aloof, protesting that at

their time of life they cannot be expected to spell otherwise than of old.

It is this feeling, that it is unreasonable to expect grown-up people

to adopt en masse a system of spelling strange to them, that has

prompted the authorities to take the wise step of starting from the

very bottom, that is, in the Infant-schools, and so training up together

both the children and the teachers. This is obviously the aim of

E. B. Vella in his Gabra to* Ward
,
l-ewivel Ktieb {A posy of roses, Book

one. Oxford University Press, 1934. pp. 86). It is a reading-book

meant for the bottom class, in big type and with coloured illustrations.

It contains moral tales, easy phrases showing the use of words, a few

proverbs, and some easy verses.

Hamiema bajda Jisimha Gidi

Tigi fil-ghodu Tiekol minn idi.

(A white dove named Gidi Comes in the morning to eat from my
hand). The Maltese, I am assured, is beyond reproach, but the author

is not bv any means a diehard purist. He uses stess in passages where

I should have rather expected ruh, or, nifs, with a personal suffix.

The school is 1-iskola (not : dar it- taghlim). The headmaster is s-sur-

mast
;
the word mghallem exists of course in Maltese, but now seems

to have taken the sense of master-craftsman. George V is Gorg Hamsa.

Aghtih hajja twila biex idum isaltan fuqna (give him long life that he

may continue to reign over us).

E. B. Vella is also the author of a number of nice, readable books

on various villages with which he has been associated. One is Haz-

Zabbar bibgrajja tiegtiu (1926, pp. 98), another: Storja taz~Zeijtun u

VOL. VII. PART 4. 52
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Marsaxlokk (1927, pp. 147). It may be noticed how Hal and tal

in the above titles have become Haz and taz under the influence

of the following initial. About the word Marsaxlokk. In the Dictionary

of A. E. Caruana we find the name spelt Marsaxloq, which is more

correct. Dozy gives Arabic forms ending in both Q and K. Pedro

de Alcala has xaloque, and one reads of a Spanish word jaloque (east

wind).

Vella also wrote Storja ta Hal Tarxien u RaTml Gdid (1932. pp.

304. With illustrations). Also Storja tal-Mosta bil-knisja taghha

(1930, pp. 232), It is interesting to learn that it is now generally

taken that the name Mosta stands for Mawsata, or, Mawsta, a name

which certainly suits its situation. Mosta, now noted for the vast

domed church erected there last century, was in older days often the

booty of sea-robbers (hallelin tal-bahar) and was the scene of the events,

historical or not, described in the old poem Il-Gharusa tal- Mosta (the

Bride of Mosta). The poem is in Preca’s Malta Cananea, and an article

on it by Ant. Cremona will be found in the Journal of the Malta

University Literary Society
, March, 1934, and separately. There is a

Sicilian tale with a similar theme in which the heroine bears the

name Scibilia. I venture to surmise that that name is a mere mis-

understanding of the Maltese word occurring in verse 1 line 2 and again

in verse 4.

Ghaliha 1-Gharusa tal-Mosta

X’sebhilha nhar ta tnejn. . .

Another remark. I note that the
4 4

coasts of southern Europe
”

becomes the
44
xtut ta’ 1- Ewropa t’isfel ” (i.e. lower Europe). Modern

cartographers seem to have led the Maltese like the Germans to look

upon the north as the upper and the south as the lower.

Of all the natives of Malta I suppose none is better known to the

outside world than Sir Themistocles Zammit, the Director of the

Museum. Among his countless merits his devotion to his native

tongue deserves to be set on record. Besides his regular contributions

to IkMalt i we have to thank him for his Il-Gzejjer ta ’ Malta a l-grajja

tayhhom migburin fil-qasir gfiat-tagfdim ta' min ma jaqrax Mief bil-

Malti (The Maltese Islands and their history abbreviatedfor the instruction

of him who can read only Maltese), 1st ed. 1925, 2nd ed. 1934, pp.

1G7). It covers much the same ground as his larger English work
Malta, the Islands and their history (2nd. ed. 1929, pp. viii + 504).

It may be said that in practice the word grajja is the Maltese doublet
of the alien storja. I note that Zammit calls the Mediterranean the
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Bahar tan-nofs in preference to the Bahar il-wistani which I once

met in an old reading-book. He calls the Stone Age the Zmien il-

hagar, whilst Vella calls the Neolithic Age the zmien il-gdid tal-hagar.

Among the small periodical publications of the Island is The

Teacher
,
printed in English with occasional Italian articles. In con-

nection with this and other periodicals, one may express regret that

writers, editors, and compositors should be responsible for so many
faults of construction and spelling where the text is meant to be

English. At any rate, in 1934, The Teacher published an article by

Ant. Cremona 44 The LettersW and J in Maltese (pp. 12, since published

apart). At the last international Congress of Orientalists, Professor

F. Taeschner proposed to suppress the use of the letter J in tran-

scriptions. It is, however, widely used instead of Y in Germany,

and also in Malta, where its use in this capacity is recommended by

the Ghaqda. It is often required in the 3rd pers. sing. pres, of verbs,

e.g. jahbes (he captures). Missier (father, presumably the Arabic

musawwir) makes the plur. missirij iet. A foreign word like
44 company 5 '

is written kumpanija, the Maltese doublet being xirka. Storja (history)

takes the broken plural stejjer, but soru (a nun) makes the plural

sorijiet, and patri (a monk) the plural patrijiet. J is always a consonant.

Sejf (a sword) takes plural sjuf on the same measure as tarf, truf

(ends). Falzon, in his Dictionary, wrote dua (remedy) fia (in her)

torbia (upbringing) mia (a hundred) jekol (he eats). These words are

spelt by the Ghaqda duwa, fija, torbija, rnija, jiekol, thus obviating

the need of any accent.

Another highly instructive article also published in The Teacher

1932-3) was Mr. Vassallo’s
44
Catechism of the Maltese Orthography.”

He illustrates the few cases in which two vowels may follow each other,

as in sema ikhal (a blue sky), where the first vowel of the adjective is

stressed and therefore cannot be replaced by J ; also the use of servile

vowels. Hafna ghruq (a handful of roots), but sitt eghruq (six roots)
;

also combinations of pronominal suffixes, e.g. sammaghhuli (he made

him listen to me), sometimes leading to modification of the verb

itself, e.g. seraqlu (he stole from him) serqilna (he stole from us), but

seraqhomlna (he stole them from us). The prepositions ta’, ma\
fi, bi, annex the following article, e.g. fil-bidu (in the beginning),

bil-Malti (in Maltese), mal-Knisja (with the Church). The hidden

T-marbuta, not seen in the word kelma, comes out in kelmtek (thy

word) Vassallo has an interesting note on the mysterious letter 1 that

enters into certain numerals like tnaxilelf (twelve thousand). The 1
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here is really a relic of the Arabic r inghaxar (ten), so that tnaxilelf

is really a reduction of *tnej ngliaxarelf. Another even more attractive

proposal he throws out is in connection with the vocative formula

L'afrwa (0 brothers). He opines that the L is not the article nor the

declaratory lam occasionally heard in Arabic, but simply stands for

ya (0). He points out that the Maltese words lsir (slave), ltim (orphan)

,

il-lum (to-day) stand for the Arabic yasir, yatim. il-yum. He might

have added Lhud (Jews), lemin (right hand) which are obviously

Arabic yahud, and yamin. and possible also Maltese lenbi (basin

of fountain, etc.), plur. njebi, should the words stand for Arabic

vanbugh. plur. vanabigh. Mr. Yassallo's suggestion is highly ingenious

and plausible and would be worth considering by experts in phonetics.

When and where and why did Spanish, for instance, choose the double

11 to comprise a y sound ? One would also welcome parallel instances

from other Arabic dialects. In a number of Maltese words the article

has coalesced with a following noun : labra (needle) langas (pear)

lizar (a sheet), lifgha (a viper), and several of these same words are

also found similarly spelt in Maghrebinic Arabic. The Maltese liedna

(ivy) corresponds to the borrowed Arabic yedra, also Spanish, from

the Lat. hedera, which in old French gave ierre, and, having assimilated

the article, gives in modern French lierre. The letter L has often

intruded itself, even at the end of words. The Maltese dawl (light)

is quite plainly Arabic daw, and the / at the end cannot well be other

than the article of a following noun, as in daw 1-qamar, daw 1-fanar.

We should have mentioned, that, apart from Il-Malti , there are

several other periodical publications entirely in Maltese and following

the Ghaqda*s spelling. Il-Qari Malti, published at Port Said, has,

I think, ceased to exist. But in Malta itself Letien il-Malti has been

published as a monthly since 1931. The Malta Department of

Agriculture (tal-biedja) has brought out a monthly review whollv in

Maltese called Melita Ayricolci under the editorship of Dr. J. Micallef.

During the first- year of its life it followed the Kaf : C(h) system,

but has conformed to the Ghaqda system since the beginning of 1934.

Professor Saydon's translations : Il-Kotba wqaddsa hil-Malti

[the Holy Books in Maltese) have already been alluded to in previous

issues of the Bulletin . His books of Samuel came out at the end of 1933.

In the awkward matter of the spelling of Biblical proper names, he has

retained the received Maltese spelling in the case of the more often

used names, but has transliterated from the Hebrew the less known
ones. Thus the heading of 2 Sain, v is “ David f Gerusalem sultan
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Israel kollu." His diction is well-chosen : U ha s-sultan 1-ghaxar

nisa li kien halla biex iharsn d-dar, ghalaqhom f'dar tal-ghassa u kien

jatihom jieklu, imma qatt ma dahal lejhom (And the king took the

ten women he had left to guard the house and put them in ward and

fed them but went not unto them). I note that he writes : Atina sultan

biex jahkimna (Give us a King to judge us). Seemingly the first word

may be written as here, or. spelt aghtina as Vella seems to prefer.

A good deal of Maltese literature seems to be in verse. And no

wonder. Maltese is an imaginative language, and its words, like the

Saxon English words, call up visible images, which makes the language

very suitable for poetic use.

In 1932 Ant. Cremona published a reprint of some occasional

verse under the title of TYeraq mar-Riti (Wind-driven-leaves). He
and others often publish verses in II-Maid and elsewhere. The most

reputed poet of the Island is. however. Mgr. Psaila of the Public

Library. All his writings come out under the name of Dun Karm.

I may mention that, in Malta, nearly everybody seems to have a pet

name, or a nickname, and that nobody thinks twice of using such

names even more or less publicly. Most of Dun Kami's verses centre

round one or other of the yearly commemorations, that of St. Paul’s

shipwreck, or that of the Victory of 1565. A verse from his Tifkira

(1927) maV give some idea of the swing of the Maltese verse :

—

U int ja xemx, fil-mixja ta'kull sena

Li tkejjel biha 1-grajja tal-bnedmin,

Xandar lill-gnus taz-zewg qasmiet tad- dinja

Li qatt rebha ma rajt isbah minn din.

Which might be roughly rendered : And thou, 0 sun. in thy yearly

run, measure of things men have done, proclaim to the people of the

world's two halves that never didst thou see a victory finer than

this one.

In an advertisement inside one of his books I find Comm. Alfonsus

M. Galea described as *' Sur Fons ", a typical abbreviation, of which,

as just stated, the Maltese are so fond. I have left him to the last

because his spelling is not that of the Ghaqda. As already recorded

in the Bulletin he has translated a considerable portion of Holy Writ.

His latest works have been a translation of Fouard's Life of Christ

the Son of God (Hajja fa Crista l-iben t'Alla (Sliema, 1933, pp. 280),

and a number of booklets, intended for children, on the teaching of

Christ and the Apostles, being extracts from the New Testament
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(Rabta 1-gdicla). It is rather delightful to find a dghajsa on the Lake

of Tiberias in the time of Jesus
;

Cast your net
4

4

mal-lemin tad-

dghajsa ” (on the right side of the boat). I have no doubt that what is

in Comm. Galea's mind is, that, though his spelling is not now that of

the Government or of the schools, yet the stuff matters more than

the spelling, and, that, his spelling being more familiar than the

newer one to the kindly persons who might accept to give semi-public

readings from his books to the unlettered poor, his purpose will have

been achieved. After all, Maltese still remains more a spoken than a

written tongue.



Some Aspects of the Conflicts of Religion in China
during the Six Dynasties and T6ang Periods

By E. Edwards

TN the whole history of religious controversy in China there never

~ was a period when the Chinese phrase I kno san kung ; wu shui

shift ts‘itng 1
:

“ One state, three leaders
;
whom should I follow ?

”

was more applicable than that which succeeded the introduction

of Buddhism in the first century of our era. To understand the

conditions of the period in question it is necessary to review briefly

the situation before Buddhism arrived. Europeans have long been

familiar with the early religion of China as described in the classics

;

but accepted interpretations are being revised in the light of modern

archaeological and ethnological research.

The cleavage between upper classes and peasants, which is an

early feature of the Chinese social system, is suggestive of the victory

of a superior culture over primitive communities. “ Had there been

no sages of old,” Han Yu wrote in the T’ang period,
ei
the race of men

would have been exterminated long ago. Why ? Man has no

feathers, fur, scales or shell to withstand heat and cold
;

no claws

or teeth to serve him in a struggle for food. Therefore there were

rulers to issue orders and ministers to carry them into effect upon the

people
;
and it was the business of the people to produce food and

clothes, to make articles of daily use, and to exchange their com-

modities for the benefit of their superiors.” 2 Prior to the appearance,

in the first half of the second millennium b.c\, of this new culture in

the valley of the Yellow River, the religion of the primitive peoples

inhabiting China was animistic—a wide-spread belief in magic and

supernatural beings. When the newcomers arrived they kept their

rites and ceremonies to themselves, while the peasants, in spite of

efforts at control by their new masters, contrived to maintain most of

the customs and religious ideas which their ancestors had absorbed

from their superstitious neighbours to the south .

3 The distinction

1 - h e ^ it m
2 Han Yu, Yuan tao

(* m m )
: On the true doctrine.

3 On the introduction of the Bronze Age culture see C. W. Bishop,
k The Worship

of Earth in Ancient China,” Journal XCBRAS., vol. xliv, p. 24 ft. See also Waley,
The Way and its Power

,

pp. 133-5.
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between official and popular worship thus begun in the Bronze Age

did not, however, remain always so clear. Ancestor worship, practised

by the ruling class from the beginning, was adopted by the people

as a whole
;

while in course of time many popular beliefs affected the

ideas and practices of the aristocracy. Confucius, on the occasion

when the people of his village conducted the great ceremony of driving

out evil spirits, donned his ceremonial robes and stood on the eastern

steps
,

1 thus indicating his approval of a custom more closely con-

nected with ancient popular animism than with the early religion of

the upper classes.

In addition to practising the cult of ancestors, the new inhabitants

of the Yellow River Basin worshipped Heaven
,

2 and the more personal

Shtncj Ti ,

3 who may have been but another manifestation of Heaven,

or. as Mr. AValey suggests, a deified first ancestor inhabiting Heaven

along with the other ancestors .

4 Details of both these forms of worship

were naturally handed down in, and became part of, the records of

the Chinese, but the peasant cult, animistic and orgiastic, con-

taminated by the ideas of barbarous tribes, could never have been

considered by a cultured people to be suitable for inclusion in the

annals of their race .
5 Nevertheless many of these ideas were able to

survive, and still survive, owing to the fact that they were adopted

by degenerate Taoism and so were passed down as part of the most

intimate heritage of the uneducated classes of the Chinese people.

These facts help to explain why even during the feudal period, when

China was no longer a united state, there was so little antagonism

between the religions of the two social groups
;

each class retained

its own beliefs and practices, modified by those of the other
;

and

the relation existing between governing and governed tended to

minimize friction. Even the growth of Taoist philosophy, since it in

no way interfered with the official cult, seems to have been taken as

a matter of course. Lao Tzu troubled contemporary princes less than

Confucius did
;

his theories had little or no relation to practical

methods of government, and were therefore less objectionable

1 Analects, bk. x, eh. x, v. 2. Three such ceremonies were held annually, the

one here referred to being the most important of them.
2 ^
9 ± #-
1 Bishop, op. cit., p. 28, and Walev. op. eit.. Introduction, p. 21.

Karlgren, in his Skth kinq Research^ s, finds that the rhymes in songs of the states,
sung by peasants at their festivals, all conform to well defined rules, showing that the
songs, must therefore have been edited (e.g. by Confucius,) before being included in
the archives.
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to the official classes. No record remains of any expression of dislike

for Taoism by Confucius, and criticism is noticeably absent from the

earlier works of the Confucian school. This is the less remarkable

because in the period of the restoration of the Confucian classics

after the burning of the books in 213 b.c. many good Confucian

scholars were also partial, though not professed, Taoists, probably

owing to the fact that the Taoist books survived the conflagration.

Even Mencius, a whole-hearted Confucianist, makes no mention of

Lao Tzu or of Taoism, although he outlived by thirty years the most

celebrated enemy of early Confucianism, Chuang Tzu, whose gibes

are frequent and pointed. 1 Han Yli complains 2 that in his day

Confucian scholars, having grown accustomed to hearing Taoists and

Buddhists reiterating, ‘‘ Confucius was a disciple of our Master,” had

fallen so low that they themselves would say, in writing as well as in

speech. ” Our Master also respected Lao Tzu and Buddha.” But if

the creed of the Confucian literati was coloured by Taoism, the Taoists

were less complaisant. Their antagonism was directed against the

ritual and formalism of the Confucian doctrine because these were

destructive of the natural and the spontaneous, the efficacy of which

was a fundamental principle of Taoism.

Such controversy as existed at this period was confined to the

ruling classes
;

its intellectual significance was greater than its

religious zeal
;
and it did not affect the common people at all. How-

ever, the attitude of the upper classes towards their inferiors was

perhaps less callous than appears. If they felt no responsibility for

their spiritual welfare it was no doubt because the people still kept

their own religious ideas and practices, and because nothing in the

nature of propaganda had as yet been contemplated by either Taoists

of Confucianists.

A new turn was given to affairs late in the third century before our

era. Conservative Confucian opposition to the schemes of Shih Huang

1 Said Confucius to Lao Tzu, “ I have made myself thoroughly acquainted with

the Odes, the Annals, the Bites and Music, the Book of Changes, and the History.

I have discoursed on the way of the ancient sovereigns to seventy-two unruly princes,

hut none of them has listened to me or profited by my advice.” “ How fortunate,”

replied Lao Tzu, ” that they did not listen. If they had done so they would have

become worse. Your six treatises are rubbish, and the deeds which they record

happened in circumstance* which no longer exi*t, and would be quite inappropriate

to the conditions of the present day.” (Chuang Tzu, chap. xiv. Cf. Wieger, History

of Religious Beliefs . . p. 195 ff.) On Ssu-ma Ch‘ ion’s legendary account of Lao

Tzu &ee Waley, op. cit., pp. 10S-8.
2 Han Yu, op. cit.
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Ti of Chfin resulted in the burning of the books and the persecuting

of the scholars. This event helped to make the literati jealous

of their rights and so contributed to making Confucianism a closed

caste. The Taoists, on the other hand, came triumphantly through

this period with their books intact and their influence growing. Wien
the Han dynasty replaced the Ch‘in they were equally fortunate.

Many of the emperors of the Former Han, and in particular Wu Ti

(140-87 b.c.), were the dupes of Taoists
;

magical practices and

personal deities replaced the abstractions of early Taoism
;
and the

temporal power of the Taoists became a menace to the Confucian

administration. The rivalry which religious zeal and intellectual

differences had not been able to rouse leapt to life full-grown at the

first threat to political supremacy. Perhaps the oddest feature of

this remarkable era was the change, already referred to, which

was taking place in the Confucianists themselves. Some of the works

produced by Confucian scholars under the Han dynasty are clearly

influenced by Taoist speculations. 1 This state of affairs continued

until a movement was begun in the second half of the second century

a.d. to purify Confucianism. Taoism then emerged as an independent

creed, and the Confucian scholars became virtually a closed caste. 2

Besides the organizing of Taoism as a rival sect there was another

factor which contributed to the isolation of Confucianism. This was

the development of a definitely hostile creed, Buddhism, in the first

centuries of our era. That religion had been brought to China, not

to be taught to the Chinese people but only to satisfy the curiosity of

the emperor. But changing conditions favoured its rapid growth.

The element of fatalism was spreading
;
criticism was being directed at

the old faiths
;
Confucianism was divided into a number of schools ;

above all, the kingdom was ravaged by civil wars, and the introduction

of a faith that offered a hope of a happier future could not fail to arouse

wonder and interest. Beginning with a small but zealous circle, the

wave of Buddhism flowed over China in a wider and wider sweep,

until, at the beginning of the fifth century, history tells us, nine

families out of every ten throughout the empire were Buddhist, and
in the sixth century the Confucian schools were closed because they

1
e.g. Tung Chung-shu

( )
of the Former Han period

; author of Ch'un
ch'iu fan lu fa %|g).

2 A valuable repository of the beliefs of the Later Han period is the Lun heng

(pfr %) of Wang Ch‘ung (£ j£), written before Buddhism had had time to
influence Chinese thought. Cf. Forke, Lun heng.
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had ceased to serve any useful purpose. This remarkable develop-

ment naturally had not been foreseen by Taoists or Confucianists,

and the strained relations existing between them were not affected

until, in the middle of the third century, they awoke to the fact that

the new foreign faith was a factor to be reckoned with.

The principal landmarks of the third and fourth centuries were the

introduction of mystic Taoism, 1 a popular version of which followed, 2

and in a.d. 335, under the Chin dynasty (265-419), the first edict

of tolerance granted to Buddhism in China, a clear indication of the

existence of hatred and persecution. The most effective reason for

the inundation of China by Buddhism in the fourth and fifth centuries

was not the diminution of the influence of the Confucian adminstration

through civil strife and Tartar invasions, nor yet the controversy

between China's indigenous faiths
;

it was the fact that the new faith

was a glowing, vitalizing force, and carried, in mahayana Buddhism,

a message for every individual and for every class. It held elements

which reduced, though they could not entirely remove, the fear which

was the basis of popular animism
;

and it endeavoured to adapt

itself to, and turn to its own use, many features of that belief.

Thus for the first time, the common people were drawn into the

circle of religious controversy. The Taoists found themselves obliged

to struggle to maintain the influence over the minds of the people

which they had been at pains to increase by the introduction of the

popular form of mystic Taoism
;

even the conservative Confucian

scholars could not afford to overlook the advantages of advertisement,

and broke through the dignified aloofness of centuries to imitate their

rivals. Controversial literature was no new phenomenon
;

collections

of stories and anecdotes current among the people had been made from

the Han period onwards
;

but from the Chin dynasty 3 date the

earliest collections 4 of the tales which served the rival religious leaders

1 Founded by Ko Hsuan T. Hsiao-hsien ( jjfc ffc)
between a.d. 238 and

250. Cf. Wieger, History of Religious Beliefs . . L. 61.

2 Introduced by Ko Hung (|J £}fc), T. Chih-ch*uan (|f| Jl|), grand-nephew of

the above. Lived about a.d. 326. Author of the treatise Pao P'o-tzu (ft fl* -?)•
Wieger, op. cit., L. 52.

3 a.d. 317-119.
4 e.g. (1) Son shen chi ftp by Kan Pao (^p Jf), about a.d. 320. With

a supplement dating from the Ch'ien Sung period.

(2) Skih i chi <»St B ), by Wang Chia ^£), about a.d. 380. Re-edited

at a later date.

(3) Po wu chih !$) J^), by Chang Hua (ij|| ^j£), dd. a.d. 300. With a

Sung period supplement.
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as propaganda in their struggle to win the favour of the masses.

These collections are very numerous ; many such tales are included,

though not always with correct attributions, in anthologies such as

the T'ang tai ts'nng shu 1 and the Han Wei ts'ang shu 2
: but the finest

repertory of these tales is the T'tti P'ing kuang chi* a vast collection,

in 500 chapters, completed in a.d. 981, under the direction of Li Fang 4

of the Sung dynasty, which includes all earlier collections of the same

type, arranged according to subjects. Many of the tales in this collec-

tion have no obvious connection with any of the rival doctrines, but

are genuine folk-tales derived from old popular superstitions. Among
the remainder Taoist and Buddhist stories preponderate, but there

are enough Confucian tales to indicate their origin and design. Taoist

and Buddhist tales have a definite purpose, the winning of new

converts
;
many of the tales of the Confucian scholars, on the other

hand, seem to have been inspired by the negative purpose of counter-

acting the influence of their rivals. For this reason their stories are

are often mere imitations, and lack the zeal and sincerity which mark

many Buddhist tales. After the establishment of the T’ang dynasty,

the literati began slowly to free themselves from the bonds of super-

stition, and an interesting change came over the tales they produced
;

their miraculous adventures were related as dreams
;

it is as if, unable

any longer to believe in many of the old superstitions, and yet unwilling

to relinquish the field to their adversaries, they devised this new

method of defence. They criticized their rivals frequently, some-

times openly, sometimes by implication. 5 Taoists and Buddhists

1

lit ftr : Collected Reprints of the T'ang Dynasty.

2

fH fir : Collected Reprints of the Han and Wei Dynasties.

3 ± 3P m ie.
4 $ Kr-
0 e g. the Huan i chih

(*1 n a small collection of tak*s and anecdotes by

Sun Wei (J£ jg| ), of the T'ang dynasty, says that Buddhist writings mention a Great

W heel Spell, used m the cure of diseases, and declares that instead of relieving the

patient's sufferings, it caused him to behave wildly, so that he would scramble about
on the rafters or eat crockery. Another example, also from the Huan i chih :

‘ k

In a

pagoda in a valley stood a statue of a Bodhisatva which emitted light. Two sacred

lamps were frequently seen at various points on the hills nearby. Crowds of pilgrims

hocked to the spot, and one of them, bolder than the rest, ventured one night to

follow the moving lights. Suddenly he was confronted and carried off by a tiger,

whose glaring eyes were the sacred lamps.” The same work contains denunciations
of Taoism. A certain Taoist, \er-ed in magic, is accused of leading astray young
men of noble family by calling up fairies and allowing glimpses of them to be seen
by the by-standers. The resentment caused by this resulted in the death of the
Taoi-t.
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still continued to use the direct method of approach and to play upon

the superstitious minds of the ignorant.

A good deal of the bitterness of Confucian invective sprang from

jealousy : during the T'ang period the Taoists enjoyed imperial

favour for long periods and became exceedingly powerful. Buddhism

was still active, and, over the whole period from the Chin dynasty

onwards, numbers of books appeared which recounted the wonders

of the Buddhist religion, setting before their readers the prospect

of escape from the world, and emphasizing all the hitherto unheard-of

blessings which attend belief in Buddhist teachings. AVhole books

narrate the benefits conferred on those who devote themselves to the

sutras. and the sufferings which befall those who eat meat and fish

or infringe other prohibitions. Very many of the Buddhist tales are

definitely instructive, and contain the essentials of Buddhist teaching,

particularly in relation to the taking of life and the theory of reward

and retribution.

Of the philosophical aspect of Taoism, on the other hand, the tales

contain no trace. Their themes are exorcism and magic 1
;

there

seems to be a complete absence of religious ideals and no attempt

at religious instruction. Taoist devotees, both laymen and priests,

more often spent their days in a vain search for the elixir of life than

in doing good 2
;

Taoist miracles are displays of power more often

than deeds of mercy. The influence of Taoism is clearly the result

of superstitious fear
;

Buddhism works on the hope of salvation

inherent in man ; and Confucianism is coloured by both but lacks

the force of either. It is easy to understand, therefore, why the

Chinese people, unable to distinguish between these three “religions *\

accepted all in varying degrees.

The Chinese are not inherently a *’ religious ** people ; they adopt

towards the spirits or gods the attitude which they suppose will be

best calculated to ensure benefit or avert catastrophe. The souls of

dead men can take up their abode in material objects 3
;

belief in

1 This feature is common in Confucian tales also. Relief in witchcraft, though

on the decline in the T'ang period, was still widespread. Cf. Han \u (dd. a.t>. $24),

On a Bone from Buddhas Body :
" When the princes of old went to pay a visit of

condolence, they would send on ahead a magician with a peach-wand to expel evil

influences. Yet Your Majesty is about to w elcome this foul remnant of an old decayed

bone, and to take part personally in the ceremonies with no magician and no peach-rod.”
2 It is a comment on the nature of the times that in these popular tales philanthropic

persons are often said to be immortals temporarily banished from " heaven
3 In a little hut on the banks of the Wei in Lo-yang lived an old hermit. He would

sit in his corner and meditate on the problems of existence, reflecting that only in

solitude can man follow' the true path. Sitting thus one bitterly cold night, with
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transmigration is present 1 though less often mentioned
; the two

ideas are often confused. There is a suggestion in Miao nu chuan ,

repeated elsewhere, that the “ King of Heaven
* ?

is not omniscient

;

he is said to be
£

4

seeking for his daughter, being evidently unaware

of her whereabouts. In the I chi chili
,

2 Records of Strange Diseases

by Tuan Ch <

eng-shih
,

3 “ God ?? 4
is completely outwitted by a

Buddhist priest. Furthermore, material objects are themselves

inhabited by spirits, or have souls of their own .
5 Some idea

of the confusion of ideas which must have existed in the minds

of the uneducated people may be gained from the following

brief summary : The world is governed by a Supreme Being,

usually called Ti
,

4 Sovereign Ruler. References to this being are

fairly frequent but little is told of his life and habits. His inferior

dwelling-place is part of the desert near the K k

un-lun Mountains, a

region occupied by the host of spirits .

3 The spirit-world is all around

and to it go the souls of the dead. Many become officials there,

holding positions similar to those they occupied on earth, and having

definite duties in relation to the world of the living, whither they

go by night to carry out their functions .

6 In this connection the

the wind whistling through the door, he was surprised by a visitor, a stately, polished

gentleman of the old school, who introduced himself as Mr. Liu (Willow). The two

fell to talking of books, and the recluse, himself a great lover of the Book of Changes,

was surprised to find that his guest had never heard of it, though he seemed to be

well acquainted with the other classics as well as w ith Buddhist writings. When the

visitor had gone the recluse made inquiries, but failed to identify his caller. A few'

days later, however, a great gale uprooted an old willow-tree that stood beside the

river, exposing to view' a number of books which had lain hidden in its trunk. Wet
and decayed though they were, the recluse was able to examine them ; the Book of

Changes was not among them. (From Ling kuai lu
(m & & ), a small collection

of marvels by Niu Chiao j|j||), about a.d. 879. The Story of Hsieh Hvng-chi.)

1 e.g. M iao nil rhuan (jj? ^ by Ku Fei-hsiung (jgj| |[j| ), early ninth

century. A slave-girl fell sick and dreamed that she was carried on a cloud to heaven.

There she was told that she was the daughter of the King of Heaven, T"o-t
k

ou-lai-t‘o,

and that having been banished for divulging the secrets of heaven, she had already

accomplished two incarnations on earth and must now be freed of all impurities and

prepared for her return to her native heaven. . . .

- n &
3 Of. Tuan Ch eng ^liili (g£ jjj£ ) . .Vo kau chi

' Jj*. gjj), p. la.

1

ft-
0 Mention of quicksilver is frequent in this connection. Cf. Xiu Chiao, op. cit.

Lit Sheng. No doubt the nature of the material gave rise in this case to the idea that
it was alive ”.

b Cf. Hsu yu kuai lu ^ ^ P- 3a, The Marriage Inn : “ We officials of

the under-world manage the affairs of mortals, so why should we not walk among
you ? Of those who walk the streets, half are mortals and half are ghosts. You do
not notice the ghosts, that is all.”
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God of Thunder (Punisher of Crimes) is especially feared .
1 Mortals

who visit the under-world are impressed by its likeness to earth. Its

palaces may be inhabited by dragons, but they are ordinary palaces

and not the fabulous palaces of fairy-land. The spirits live as men

live, even to the extent of having wives.

The Chinese generally regard the soul as two-fold. According to

Confucian theory the superior soul is dissipated after death
;
Buddhists

believe that it is reincarnated
;
and Taoists hold that it goes to live

in the under-world, with a possibility of being reincarnated, perhaps

to requite an injury or to repay a debt contracted during life .

2

The wandering souls of suicides, and others who have died before

the escort comes to conduct them to the under-world, rub shoulders

with vampires 3 and with Buddhist asuras and yakchas
;
but the most

evilly disposed spirits are comparatively powerless against the devout,

immunity being in direct ratio to faith—in Buddhism, say the

Buddhists
;

in Taoism, say the Taoists
;

in Confucianism, say the

Confucianists.

One country, three leaders
;
whom should I follow ?

" The

problem defied solution. No universal religion was possible

without the co-operation of the leaders themselves, and from that

direction no help could be expected. It is true that each creed

adopted certain elements of its competitors, but even while such

modifications were in progress polemic literature and propagandist

tales continued to accumulate and so increased instead of diminishing

the confusion. Buddhism came near to becoming a national religion

towards the end of the Six Dynasties period, when wars and the

disorganization of economic life drove men from their earlier fatalism

to seek for a doctrine of redemption, a movement which reduced in

China the importance attached to Nirvana, and developed in its place

the hope of rebirth in the Western Paradise.

1 A curious Buddhist turn is given to this superstition in the Lei min chuan

(JH* HI), Chronicles of the People of Lei-chou (lit. Thunder People), by Shen

chi-chi (% gse gj). Apparently thunder was so frequently heard in the district

that the town was called Thunder-town (Lei-chou). Shen states that its rumblings

were heard whenever certain foods such as pork or minced fish were prepared as

offerings.

2 Cf. Wu Jung (^ Yuan chai chi (%[ {U f£), p. 4a. A priest who neglected

his* duties as guardian of a family graveyard was reincarnated as a crop of mushrooms.
The debt discharged, mushrooms ceased to grow on the priest’s grave.

Vampires are said to be embodiments of the inferior soul, which, having con-

trived to preserve itself over-long after the death of the body, goes about (in a variety

of forms) as a ferocious demon devouring men.
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The movement of Buddhism in the direction of supremacy was

fostered by the introduction of foreign elements into the population

under the Tartar dynasties. But Taoists viewed with alarm the

lessening of their influence
;

the growth of Buddhism stimulated

Taoism to become a religious system on the model of the intruder ;

again and again it borrowed new elements from Buddhism until it

developed into a religion as wide-spread and as strong as its rival.

Lao Tzu being elevated to the rank of a divinity in imitation of Buddha.

In the ranks of the Confucianists many scholars followed the tide

and turned to Buddhism
;
magical ideas were absorbed from Taoism ;

ceremonial superseded conviction. But though the old Confucianism

was thus transformed, its followers continued to take part in the

struggle from their strongly entrenched position in the government.



Dated Chinese Manuscripts in the Stein Collection

By Lionel Giles

(PLATE VII)

I. Fifth and Sixth Centuries a.d.

OF the 7,000 manuscripts (including fragments) which were taken

by Sir Aurel Stein, almost at random, from the great hoard in

Tunhuang, some 380 bear dates, ranging from a.d. 406 to 995. Six

are of the fifth century, and forty-four of the sixth. A few of

the undated MSS. may be even earlier than 406, while it is highly

probable that others are later than 995, seeing that the date 1035

is found in the similar collection at Paris. But in any case the period

covered does not greatly exceed 600 years.

Most of these dates record not merely the year but the month

and the day, and in the earliest instance of all, even the hour. Many
of them occur in notes or colophons which set forth, often at some

length, the pious intention of monks or laymen who have caused

copies to be made of certain sutras, and who wish to apply the merit
'*

thus gained to the benefit and relief of dead relatives in their future

incarnations. Such colophons are of no little interest to students of

Buddhism, but few have as yet been translated.

Among the rolls of the fifth and sixth centuries the scarcity of

secular documents is noticeable. Of the Buddhist sutras, the

Parinirvana is on the whole the favourite, especially towards the end

of the period, while the proportion of commentaries is remarkably

large
; in later times these very seldom occur with colophons or dates.

Most of the rolls lack some of the earlier sheets, which, of course,

would be most exposed to wear and tear .

1

A marked change in the general style of handwriting becomes

apparent in the latter part of the sixth century, corresponding no

doubt to some increase of flexibility in the brush-pen. In the more

archaic manuscripts the characters are less elegantly shaped than they

began to be about the beginning of the Sui dynasty, and look as if

they had been made with a somewhat stubby instrument. The paper

and ink are of wonderfully good quality from the very first, though

1 An asterisk at the beginning of a transliterated title indicates that the lirst

part of the text under consideration is missing, while one at the end of the title means
that the last portion is incomplete. “ N.” stands for Bunyiu Xanjio’s Catalogue,

and “ K.” for the Kyoto edition of the Chinese Buddhist Tripitaka.

VOL. VII. PART 4. 53
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considerable improvement is shown in the texture of the paper as

time (joes on. and also in the use of the beautiful vellow dye which is

characteristic of the Sui and early T’ang period. In this connection

I would call attention to a recently published book entitled Paper:

An Historical Account (Shakespeare Head Press, Oxford), in which

the author, Mr. R. H. Clapperton, gives a most interesting analysis

of some of the Stein papers, based on photomicrographs.

A.D. 406 (W. Ll\xg).

S. 797. Recto : A Yinaya text, *Pratimoksa of the Sarvastivadin,

which does not exactly agree with any in the present Canon.

There is an interesting colophon (see Plate VII) : %J] JC ^

a & m jt ft m 14 m e® n m m m m m m m m ® %

m e, ^ m m vl & m & & it it ^ ft z
“ At the hsii hour of the 5th day of the 12th moon of the i-ssu

year, the first of the regnal period Chien-ch
e

u [i.e. between 7

and 9 p.m. on 10th January, 406], the bhikshu Te-yu, who received

the full disciplinary vows from the monk
(
upddhyaya

)
Fa-hsing,

the master of discipline Pao-hui, and the master of doctrine

Hui-ying, south of the city of Tunhuang, and subsequently tvent into

retreat during the summer with his companions in the ceremony,

Tao-fu, Hui-yii, and others, twelve in all, has written out the com-

mandments for recitation as far as ‘ the completion of destiny \

merely copying the characters. The clumsiness of his hand causes

him shame, and he adds this note in the hope that readers may only

meditate on the sense and forbear to laugh at the handwriting.'

'

In 406 Tunhuang formed part of the short-lived Western Liang

State under Li Kao, of which until the previous year it had been the

capital. The colophon proper is preceded by a 5c M 3C or formula

to be recited at the ceremony of “ receiving the commandments ”,

and followed by directions as to the division of the text for purposes

of recitation. The exact meaning of H, is not clear

to me.

1 erso : A text, also imperfect at the beginning, wdiich consists

of discourses by Buddha show ing how* such and such precepts of the

^ inava came to be made. It resembles E3 ^ Ssu fen lil tsang

(N. 1117), which was translated in 405. A note at the end shows that

the copy was made by the same scribe, Te-yu.
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The roll is 23 feet long by 25 cm. wide, and consists of twenty-one

unequal sheets of paper in a good state of preservation, of which

Mr. Clapperton says :

‘ 4

It is of a soiled brownish buff colour, short

and hard in the tear, and with a tendency to split. The thickness is

•008-*009 inch. The surface and sizing are good . . . The paper was

made on a laid mould with the laid lines about ten to the inch, and is

very strong and tough in one direction. Composition : Paper

mulberry.' ’ The ink is fresh and black, and the handwriting, though

not elegant, is perfectly clear and legible.

416 (W. Liang).

S. 113. Recto : A slightly mutilated fragment of an official census

Kao-ch-ang Li in

Hsi-tang Hsiang, Tun-huang Hsien, Tun-huang Chiin. There are

entries for ten separate families, and each entry is dated in the 1st

moon of the 12th year of Chien-clTu (February-March, 416). The

writing is clear and distinct. This MS. was published with translation

and notes in T'oung Pao
,
vol. xvi, pp. 468-488.

Verso : Part of a commentary on ](p fA 0 *Miao fa

lien hua ching* (Saddharma-pundarlka-sutra), p‘in 1 and 2. That it

is later in date than the Census is proved by the fact that four sheets

of the latter, all of which are incomplete, have been used to make

a continuous roll for the commentary. The handwriting is smaller

and somewhat more cursive. Dimensions of the roll, 2 ft. 11 in. by

24 cm.

420 (N. Liang).

S. 6251. A fragmentary list of articles which were apparently

enclosed in a tomb, bearing the date -p — H — H
“ 1st day of the 11th moon of the 9th year of Hsiian-shih

"
[21st

December, 420]. The regnal period is that of Chii-ch*u Meng-hsiin,

second ruler of the Northern Liang dynasty. These fragments of

paper, which are in a crumbling condition, were found on and below

the body. The largest piece is 11 X 5i in.

455 (N. Wei).

S. 2925. Recto : # M Jtt & H & & % ® *Mo ho

pan jo po lo mi, or Maha-prajnaparamita-sutra, p
s

in 4. One would

expect this to be Kumarajiva’s translation (N. 3), which was completed

ca. a.d. 400, but it does not agree with the text in our present Tripitaka.

At the end are the characters jg fpf fH H Sutra [owned by]
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Chao Ch‘ing-hsin (the upasaka Chao). This is a fine MS. of archaic

type which may confidently be assigned to the early fifth century.

Verso: fg; ^ g [gj *Fo shuo jrien i

chang che tzu so wen ching (N. 769), in a much inferior hand. About

a third of the sutra has been torn away at the beginning.

Colophon

:

“Copying

completed on the 19th day of the 1st moon of Keng-yin, the 1st year

of T‘ai-an [21st February, 455], by the bhikshu Shen-tsung of the

Southern Shrine at I-wu [Hami], a clumsy man with the pen. It was

hard to obtain paper and ink/' [This may be an excuse for writing

on the back of the roll.]

The first thing to notice about this colophon is that the cyclical

date Keng-yin does not fall within the T'ai-an period, but might

represent 450 or 510. The next is that is written minus its final

stroke, presumably for reasons of taboo, though the character does not

form part of the personal name of any Toba emperor. The sutra is

stated by Nanjio (p. 426) and Takakusu (No. 544) to have been

translated by $f§ Fa-ch‘ang in the period 500-515. The text,

however, agrees with K. xv. i. bbb, where it is said to have been

translated by Fa-i, also of the Later Wei. Neither of these men

appears in Hackmann's index to the Kao seng chuan . The K‘ai yuan lu
,

ch. 6, f. 188 vc
,
says that the sutra was translated by Fa-ch'ang,

but points out that a sutra of this name was already in circulation

under the Eastern Chin dynasty. Unless in the Kyoto text is a

misprint, it may be that the real translator was one Fa-i who lived

in the fifth century but was afterwards confused with Fa-ch'ang.

The roll is about 10 feet long, and composed of the usual dull buff paper.

479 (N. Wei).

S. 996. ppf {Hft § tfo H *Tsa a p‘i Van hsin ching
,
ch. 6,

corresponding to N. 1287, K. xxv. 4. g (which has instead of

ch. 3. This is a commentary on the Abhidharma-hridava-sastra, in

very good handwriting. At the end is a note ;

# “
15 sheets of paper used. Revised throughout." Of these sheets

only the last five now remain, making the roll rather more than 7 feet

long. There is also a lengthy and difficult colophon, in which it is

said that the text was delivered orally by the mahasattva Fa-sheng

(f£ # K: dt PJf ffl- In our Tripitaka the author is given as

Fa-chiu (Dharmatrata). The present copy was made to the
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order of #§ [g Feng Chin-kuo, Governor of Lo-chou [Loyang]

and Prince of Ch‘ang-li [in Ho-pei] M it H 3*1 3:),

who was also General Superintendent of Military Atfairs
(|}fl ^

^ jjE under the Northern Wei. The colophon contains a prayer

for the Emperor and Empress, and concludes with a eulogy of the work

in verse (g§ )
and the date :

+ h e e k a b
“ Copying completed at Lo-chou on the 28th day, ping-shen

,
of the

10th moon, chi-ssu, of the 3rd year, eki-wei, of Tai-ho in the Great

Tai dynasty ” [27th November, 479]. Tai was the name of the district

in Shansi held by the Toba Tartars, who founded the Northern Wei

dynasty. It is interesting to find it used as a dynastic title instead of

f& Wei.

500 (N. Wei).

S. 2106. $f| jf£ lH *Wei mo i chi,
a commentary on the

Vimalaklrtti-nirdesa-sutra, Kumarajlva’s translation, from chapter 3

to the end (chapter 14). Written in a slightly cursive hand on thin

but compact paper, stained yellow. This is the first appearance of an

extraneous dye, an important landmark in the development of paper

for writing purposes. The roll is about 26 feet long, and at the very

end the original whitish colour is visible.

Colophon : —
jl] ff ^ M “ Copying completed by the bhikshu T £

an-

hsing at the Feng-lo Monastery in Ting-chou on the 22nd day of the

2nd moon of the 1st year of Ching-ining ” [6th April, 500].

Ting-chou is in the province of Hopei. Note ip instead of the

usual 7C ip. In 496, only four years before the date of this MS., the

Wei emperor had changed the family name Toba into the Chinese

form jq Yiian
;
but there is no reason to suppose that the word

therefore became taboo
;
indeed, it appears in our very next colophon.

The title at the end is followed by a fairly long note on the sutra.

Professor Yabuki compared this text with numerous other com-

mentaries on the Vimalaklrtti, but none was found to agree with it.

It stands next in date to the oldest commentary by Seng-chao of the

Later Ch m (384-417).

504 (N. Wei).

S. 2660. 0 % fE *&heng man i chi
,
in 1 chiian. This is

the oldest extant commentary on the Srimala-devi-simhanada-sutra

(N. 59). which was first translated by Gunabhadra between 435 and
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443. At the end of the text are the words i§ ^ H ** Collected by

Hui-chang

Colophon: JE 7C ¥ ~ R A E9 0 ffi Itr + —
“ Copying completed on the 14th

of the 2nd moon of the 1st year of Cheng-shih [15th March, 504].

Eleven sheets of paper used. [One only is missing.] Revised jointly

by the shang-jen (monks) Pao-hsien and Hsiian-chi."

The handwriting is good but rather small. The paper, originally

whitish and of the same kind as S. 2106, above, has been stained

a deep yellow, except at the end. The roll is nearly 17J feet long.

506 (Liang).

S. 81. A )§ §§ *Ta pan nieh p
i

an ching , ch. 11, p‘in 6

and 7. This is X. 113 : Maha-parinirvana-sutra, translated by

Dharmaraksha in 423.

Colophon (see Plate VII)

-?• f» & m. m n t x n nii jh n ft # m * m m
m m — u m l tt & m m s l % & £ m it &
ft!

-

'ffe n 3L 7C ~ A M ^ “ On the 25th day of the 7th

moon of the 5th year of T‘ien-chien [29th August, 506] the Buddhist

disciple Ch‘iao Liang-yung reverently caused a section of the Ta pan

nieh p‘an ching to be copied at the Chu-lin (Bamboo Grove) Monastery

in Ching-chou [Hupeh] on behalf of his deceased father, praying that

all sentient beings of seven previous incarnations might speedily

ascend to the Dharmaraja's realm of fearlessness (abhaya). Prepared

for him by the bhikshu Seng-lun and Kung Hung-liang."

~E, like fpf fff -f- ,

“ disciple of pure faith,” indicates

a lay member of the Buddhist Church, ig in these colophons never

means copied ”, but always “ had a copy made " by a scribe, for

payment. The actual copyists in this case are named at the end
;

one of them was a layman. -L ijfr ig a phrase constantly occurring in

combination with fit : “ parents of seven previous incarnations."

It is not to be translated “ seven generations ” or “ seventh

generation " as is done by Dr. Stefan Balazs in “ Die Inschriften der

Sammlung Baron Eduard von der Heydt ” (Ostasiatische Zeitschrift ,

Jahrg. xx), pp. 11 and 13.

This is a fine manuscript, about 22J feet in length. The paper is

one of those examined by Mr. Clapperton, and I will quote his

description of it : “A very thin and tough 4

bank-like ’ paper of a

pale buff colour with a good smooth surface on both sides. Thickness
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•002--0025 inch, crisp and transparent, with very close laid lines, about

24 or 26 to the inch, very regular and smooth. These lines seem to

have been made by fine grasses or very fine strips of bamboo. The

chain lines are about half an inch apart and very fine and straight

. . . Composition : Ramie/ 1

508 (N. Wei).

S. 2733. No title remains to this MS., but it is a commentary on

the %P 0 Miaofa lien hua ching or Saddharma-pundarika-

sutra (N. 134), p‘in 6-11, 13. The beginning is mutilated, and there

are holes along the bottom of the roll, which is 14J feet long. The paper

is thin and dyed yellow, and the handwriting is unusually good for

a commentary, though rather small.

The colophon is in two different hands. The older portion reads :

ft £ I 1 IF
“ Property (?) of the bhikshu Hui-veh "

;
and

in another column
: & M “

Compiled by Shih Tao-

chou,” Above and below these words, so as to form part of the same

column, was written later
: t H • • • ffi

41 M % Vl “ Copying completed at the Kuang-te

Monastery in the Middle Capital [Loyang] on the 10th day of the 5th

moon of the 5th year of Cheng-shih [23rd June, 508]. Loyang is

called in two other Stein MSS., one dated 762, and also

and Jfc
“ eastern Capital ” (once each).

511 (N. Wei).

S. 1427. *Ctieng shih lun, or Satvasiddhi-sastra (N. 1274),

ch. 14, p‘in 136-140. The text agrees with K. xxiv. 9. except that

these chapters are now contained in ch. 10 and 11. It is a well-written

manuscript on a roll of rather stiff light yellow paper about

28 feet long.

Colophon

:

# m & ¥ 9n e n if* $ h « & nr I 4 f fi #
m m ?sr m
“ Written out by the copyist Ts'ao Fa-shou. 25 sheets of paper

used. On the 25th day of the 7th moon of hsin-mao ,
the 4th year

ofYung-p‘ing [3rd September, 511], the sastra copied by Ts
:

ao Fa-shou,

official scribe in Tun-huang Chen, was completed. Teacher of

scriptural texts, Ling-hu Ch'ung-che. Reviser of scriptures and

Tao-jen, Hui-hsien/’

Ling-hu Ch'ung-che is also described as A £]£ Sip in the colophons

of the next four rolls. Exactly what this title implies is not easy to
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determine, especially as lie was a layman, not a monk. too,

seems to be more than a general name for a Buddhist.

512 (N. Wei).

S. 1547. The title is given at the end

P9 *Ch‘eng skih lun [chiian] ching, ch. 14, but it is really part of the

same text as the preceding roll, corresponding to ch. 11 (last part)

and ch. 12 (first part), and containing p‘in 147-154. The handwriting

is similar but somewhat neater, and the paper is whiter and less crisp.

The roll is 15f feet long.

Colophon : Jfj Tb A 3)1 H

a m 28 sheets of paper used. [Only

thirteen of these remain.] On the 5th day of the 8th moon of the jen-

ch‘en year, the 1st of Yen-clTang [1st September, 512], the sastra

copied by Liu Kuang-chou, official scribe in Tim-huang Chen, was

completed. Teacher of scriptural texts, Ling-hu CITung-che. Reviser

of scriptures and Tao-jen, Hung-chun.”

513 (N. Wei).

S. 341. Chiian 7 of an unidentified sutra, containing the end of

p‘in 11 and the whole of p‘in 12, which is entitled JH pp. The title

at the end is torn off. This is another neat MS. on crisp buff-coloured

paper forming a roll 12| ft. long, 26 cm. wide.

Colophon P P B m &

# t? M 'M, A On the [ ] day of the 6th moon

of the kuei-ssu year, the 2nd of Yen-clTang [July-August, 513],

the sutra copied by Ch‘ien Hsien-clTang, scribe in Tun-huang

Chen, was completed. 20 [sheets of] paper used. [Only 11 of these

remain.] Teacher of scriptural texts, Ling-hu CITung-che. Reviser

of scriptures and Tao-jen.*’

A number in double figures is missing before Q . In this and the

next two colophons, no name is given for the reviser. There is a seal-

impression over the colophon which so far I have been unable to

decipher.

513 (N. Wei).

S. 2067. H *Hua yen ching (Avatamsaka-sutra), ch. 16,

corresponding to the second half of ch. 15 and the beginning of ch. 16
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in the modern recension. This is a good bold MS. on light buff-coloured

paper. The roll is about 27 feet long.

Colophon

S2 M A M in W 3SL # 15 On the 19th day of the 7th

moon of shui-ssu, the 2nd year of Yen-ch'ang [4th September, 513],

Ling-hu [Li ?]-t‘ai, scribe in Tun-huang Chen, finished copying out

this sutra. 24 sheets of paper used. [22 of these remain.] Reviser

of scriptures and Tao-jen. Teacher of scriptural texts, Ling-hu

Ch‘ung-che.”

tk a is a curious variant of ^ “ water
J

9

being the element

that corresponds to the ninth and tenth celestial stems, 3r and -51 •

Over the colophon is an impression of the same seal as in S. 341, but

upside down.

514 (N. Wei).

S. 6727. ft $£ §| /g *Ta fang teng t‘o lo ni ching.

Though bearing the same title as N. 421, the present sutra does not

agree with it in any particular. There is a note at the end in a different

hand : — [= |£] ig “ One revision completed ”
;

after which

comes the colophon proper, in the same hand as the text of the sutra :

® & m U £

m. m ® “ On the 12th day of the 4th moon of chia-wu
,
the 3rd

year of Yen-ch‘ang [21st May, 514], the copy made by Chang A-sheng,

scribe in Tun-huang Chen, was completed. 21 sheets of paper used.

[Only eleven and a fragment remain.] Reviser of scriptures and

Tao-jen. Teacher of scriptural texts, Ling-hu Ch £

ung-che.”

The roll is of crisp lemon-yellow paper, and about 14J feet long.

515 (N. Wei).

S. 524. This is a very important roll, for it contains hitherto

unknown sutra-commentaries on both sides. Recto, is a Commentary

— ft U Sheng man shih

tzu hou i sheng tafang pien fang kuang ching (N. 59), in a rather small

neat hand on thin yellow paper. The roll is 40 feet long. It is not the

same text as Sheng man i chi (S. 2660, above).

Colophon : — Jl It ^ M SP 5$ II ® ^ 3l

^ S' #f hfr
te One revision completed. Commentary

by Chao, Master of the Law [of Huang-yu ?]. A copy of the
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Sheng man su was made in the ClTeng-ming Monastery at the capital

[Lovang] on the 23rd day of the 5th moon of the 4th year of

Yen-ch‘ang [20th June, 515], and offered as an act of worship by the

Tao-jen Te-shou, a visitor from Kao-ch^ng.’'

^ is written in large characters, and appears again after the

first but has been blotted out. Its meaning is obscure. For as

a final particle, cf. supra
,
year 508, S. 2733.

Verso : pc 11 H fK H ^ f£ Wu Hang shou kuan citing i chi *

a commentary on the Amitayurbuddha-dhvana-sutra (X. 198) in

1 chiian, apparently incomplete. The handwriting is larger than on

the other side of the roll, and the text covers only about 8J feet of its

length. Its date may be late sixth or early seventh century.

521 (X. Wei).

S. 1524. ~)5 PS W. M M *Ta Jan9 ten9 ?° 1° n * cking

(Mahavaipulya-dharanl-sutra), ch. 1. Though containing several

variants, this text agrees roughly with N. 421, K. xi. 7. 1, ch. 1 and

the beginning of 2. A short piece at the end, concluding with a gatha,

is not found in the present Canon.

Colophon: IE it — *£ -f- Jj Ji 'M Vl “Copying com-

pleted in the first decade of the 10th moon of the 2nd year of Cheng-

kuang ” [15th-24th Xovember, 521]. This is a good clear MS. on

whitish paper (showing wire line). The roll is 30 feet long.

521 (X. Wei).

S. 4823. -f* ife jjj§f $] ||£ Jj: *Shih ti lun ch'u kuan hsi

ti, ch. 1 (last portion only). It agrees with X. 1194, K. xxi. 9. a.

Colophon: IE it ~ ^ U £ ^ if flt % *
4

‘ Copied by the scribe Po Tao-clTe in the 2nd year of Cheng-kuang

[521]. 27 sheets of paper used.’
?

[Only 3| of these remain.]

This is a good MS. on a roll of thin, fibrous, whitish-yellow paper,

about 4J feet long, 27 cm. wide. Though of the same date, this paper

is of entirely different quality from S. 1524.

522 (X. Wei).

S. 2724. *IIna gen citing
,
ch. 3 (beginning mutilated). It corresponds

to X. 87, K. vii. 3, ch. 4, p'in 2 (3).

There is an elaborate colophon, of which I can only offer a

tentative translation:

JHSlfcHSJHt: ft & m W> W.
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m *

j

si % fn ii # $ ?i m & m m m & m & * &

The wonderful

decree [of Buddha] is not to be expressed in words, hence we

must receive empirical teaching in order to reach the underlying

principle. The perfect body has no form, so we must avail ourselves

of
[ ]

in order to manifest the truth. That is why my late brother,

the sramana and karmadana Hui-ch‘ao, realizing that this fleeting

existence is not to be depended upon, and knowing that the Three

Holy Ones may readily be trusted, [gave up] his property and sacrificed

all his wealth, regarding the merit [of good deeds] as alone of

importance
;
he painted the figure of the Golden Guest on the walls

of the monastery, and copied the scriptures on bamboo and paper
;

but before he had completed his task he passed suddenly into another

life. And now his younger brother the bhikshu Fa -ting, beholding

with reverence the work he left behind, and feeling a great longing to

carry it to completion, has therefore painted the temple with lustrous

decoration, and has made extensive copies from a number of sut-ras—

-

the Hua yen, Nieh p‘an, Fa hua, Wei mo, Chin kang pan jo, Chin

kuang ming, and Sheng man—and offers the resultant stock of

happiness to his beloved brother, that his soul may mount to the realm

of the absolute and his body travel to the Pure Land, that he may
thoroughly comprehend the principle of No-birth and soon [be

delivered from] the ocean of suffering
;
and that likewise all sentient

beings may share in this merit and attain to perfect intelligence/’

The rhythm of the sentences shows that single words must have

been omitted by mistake after ffc, and If1 . The last is probably

SUP Karmadana ”
is the second-in-command or sub-director of

a monastery. The Three Holy Ones are usually understood to be

Vairocana, Manjusri, and Samantabhadra. " The Golden Guest

is a name for Buddha, and the principle of No-birth is of course

Nirvana. Before the colophon is the note ^ -fi* 3£ (marked for

deletion by a dot at the side) Jfc
" 21 sheets of paper used ’’ [only

ten remain]
; and at the end is the date

: ^ HI \E it H ^
H A B Copy completed on the 8th day

of the 4th moon of jen-yin, the 3rd year of Cheng-kuang of the Great

Wei dynasty ” [18th May, 522]. This is the first time that we find the
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Wei dvnasty mentioned by name. This is a good MS. on a roll of rather

thin yellow paper, over 13 feet long.

531 (X. Wei).

S. 4528. Xo general title remains, and the headings of the p
4

in

simply read 5^ $£ fg Pan jo po lo mi. But it is really *Fo

shio jen u'ang pan jo po lo mi ching (X. 17, K. v. 6. j), p'in 5 (end

only) -8.

Colophon :

*******
m * & n x & m m n it & n 35 1 # J* -

^ jatif iii-f

m M M m m m iu & “On the mb of the 4th moon of

the 2nd year of Chien-ming of the Great Tai [i.e. Wei] dynasty [16th

May, 531], the Buddhist lay disciple Yuan Jung, since he lives in

Mo-chieh in danger of his life, has long been parted from his home

and has a constant longing to return, therefore in his own person and

that of his wife and children, his male and female servants, and his

domestic animals, makes on behalf of the Celestial King Vaisravana

a donation to the Triratna of the sum of a thousand silver cash ;
and

as ransom money, a thousand cash to ransom himself and his wife and

children, a thousand cash to ransom his servants, and a thousand cash

to ransom his animals. The money thus paid to the Church is to be

used for copying sutras, with the prayer that the Celestial King may

become a Buddha, and that the disciple’s family, servants, and live-

stock may be richly endowed with the blessing of long life, may attain

enlightenment, and may all be permitted to return to the capital.

This is his prayer.”

For A ft, see S. 996 (a.i>. 479). The period Chien-ming came to

an end in the 2nd moon of its 2nd year, but evidently the news had

not reached the writer two months later. Mo-chieh is probably not

Magadha, which is generally written 0 but some remote

kingdom of Central Asia. Vaisravana, guardian of the North,

is frequently invoked for protection. Here Yuan Jung, who is “in

danger of his life ”, seeks his aid in a curiously roundabout fashion.

He gives a total of 4,000 cash for copying sutras, a quarter of the

resultant “ merit ” to be so applied that Vaisravana may attain

Buddhahood. The remainder is intended to “ransom” himself and
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his household, and bring about their return to China. The inclusion of

animals as on a virtual level with human beings is due to the Buddhist

belief in universal reincarnation, ffl, originally a look-out tower,

then the gate of a palace, seems to be used by synecdoche for the

Imperial city, in this case Loyang.

Another good MS. The roll is made of yellow paper, and is nearly

15 feet long.

533 (N. Wei).

S. 2105. */£- ^ *Miao fa lien hua ching
,
ch. 10 (from

title at end), p‘in 27 (from title at beginning). The modern text,

however, comprises only 7 chiian, and this MS. corresponds to ch. 7,

p‘in 28 (complete).

The end of the colophon is unfortunately torn away. The first

portion runs

:

f $ 0 —
-ants

h n m * a m m n * m m ft at m st a
Ml ^ M # n “On the i-eh'oit day, the 25th of the

3rd moon, the first day of which was hsin-ch'ou
,
in the kuei-ch'ou year,

the 2nd of Yung-hsing [4th May, 533], the Slla disciple Ch £

en Yen-tui

pays homage to the Triratna ever abiding throughout the three periods !

The disciple, having himself been guilty of insincere conduct in a

former existence, and similar sentient beings endowed with vile bodies

of wind-borne dust, doubly blind . .

The Yung-hsing period of 533 was extremely short, lasting less than

a month in January and February
;
and there might seem to be some

ground for preferring the earlier Yung-hsing (also of the Wei dynasty),

which covered the years 409-414. But (1) the cyclical designation of

410 is keng-hsii, not kuei-clfou
; (2) both paper and handwriting point

unmistakably to the later date
; (3) Kumarajlva died in 415, and it is

unlikely that his translation was available so early as 410. The “ three

periods ” are past, present, and future. In T ang times, was

pronounced kai, as it is in the Cantonese dialect to-day. Hence we

have replacing it here as a homophone.

This is a fine MS. on yellow paper. The roll is about 5i feet long,

26-5 cm. wide.

533 (N. Wei).

S. 4415. Ta pan nieh pan ching
,
ch. 31. This agrees with X. 113,

K. viii. 6, but the chiian ends about three pages sooner than in the

modern text.
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The sutra is written in a fine bold hand, but the colophon which

follows (see Plate VII) is rather crabbed : 7JC Z1

Jr- -t n t 5 0 ffi m ± $ # w ^ ^ s f# m m m
m s ^ m # m ® m m m m m * $f % jsl w fj &
jfc m 3E 7C ± M :?] ®c it © US ii:- # * # Eg & A

—
"S'

# fl> $ Jfc 3c 3E M «£ ^ m £ 7ic 1% E IS «S [?]

.1f£ jgg -g. *’ On the 15th day of the 7th moon of the 2nd

vear of Yung-hsi of the Great Tai and Great Wei dynasty [20th August,

533], the layman of pure faith (upasaka) Yuan T*ai-kuo, shih-ch’ih-

chieh, san-ch’i-chhng-shih. k’ai-fu with the same insignia of rank as

the three chief ministers. General Superintendent of Military Affairs

in Ling-hsi. Commander-in-chief of the Cavalry on active service,

Prefect of Kua-chou and Prince of Tung-yang, has reverently caused

sections to be copied of the Xieh p*an. Fa hua. Ta yiin, Sui yii, Kuan fo

sail mei. Tsu ch/ih, Chin kuang ming, Wei mo, and Yao shili, totalling

one hundred rolls, in honour of the Celestial King Yaisravana, praying

that this disciple [i.e. the donor] may gain permanent relief from his

sickness and that his whole body may find repose. Such is his

prayer.
*
?

Here the same dynasty is denominated both Tai and Wei : cf. supra
,

S. 996 (a. i). 479), in which MS. we also find the title ” General

Superintendent of Military Affairs Ling-hsi may denote the country

west of the Xan Shan
;

I have not met this term elsewhere. Kua-chou

is the modern An-hsi. but the location of Tung-yang is doubtful.

U must refer to a lost translation of the Mahamegha-sutra, for

the three translations in the present Canon (X. 186-8) are all of later

date than 533. jgj and jjjj are texts that I cannot identify

in this abbreviated form, but Yao shih is doubtless the 12th sutra of

X. 167. is not a recognized character, but it may stand simply for

$C. In a larger hand at the end are the words —• ^ [for $£] ipf;
" One

revision completed.”

This is a good bold MS. on thin buff paper, forming a roll

15 1 feet long.

539 (W. Wei).

S. 2732. Recto : £f£ JMgfc l§j| gg *JfW ato chinq i chi . ch. 4.

This is the last chapter of a commentary on the Yiinalaklrtti-sutra

which is not included in the present Canon or in the Kvoto Supplement.
A. xxvii. 4 of the latter is a commentary of the same name in 8 chiian
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by Hui-yiian of the Sui, that is. half a century later.

Professor Pelliot thinks it possible that the name and attribution are

false, and that there is only one genuine Wei mo ching i chi , in 4 chiian,

bv another Hui-yiian of the fourth century, of which our MS. has

preserved the concluding portion.

The colophon consists of four notes in two distinct hands : (1)

* « x pa n + — a it & m fi m te m 5§
' Copied for circulation by the bhikshu Hui-lung on the 12th day of

the 4th moon of the 5th year of Ta-Cung " [15th May, 539]. (2) §1

® ^ /£ [Text] jointly revised and determined by

two scholars of Lung-hua.” (3) Ig bfc
“ Again revised

word for word throughout.
5
'

(4) Tfc 5e — fK 3r

[mistake for £g] ft M M
H — 51 f£

£

Private notes taken during the jen-icu

vear, the 2nd of Pao-ting [562, X. Chou dynasty], when the ta-te

(bhadanta) Seng-ya lectured on the whole of the Wei mo ching in the

firh-mien-kung Pavilion or under an elm tree."

These notes appear in the order 2, 3, 1, 4. (1) and (2) are in the

same bold hand as the MS. itself, whereas (3) and (4) are written in

much inferior style. Although different religions have never been so

sharply opposed in China as in Europe, it is unlikely that fH in this

place has its narrower meaning of “ Confucianist There are several

towns called Lung-hua
;

but the name here probably refers to the

“ dragon-flower tree ’* (naga-puspa) under which Maitreya is to hold

his three assemblies.

Verso : A ^ W iic PJ H It & #1 ik Ta shin9 P° fa

wing men lun ¥ai tsung i chiieh*, by the monk T*an-k‘uang.

This is a lost commentary on the Mahayana-satadharma-vidyadvara-

sastra (X. 1213), of which several copies were found at Tunhuang.

There is a short but very important preface, dated g A ®
jl ^ iif H H Tl* H [1 the 23rd of the 3rd moon of

the [rhia-]gin year, the 9th of Ta-li in the Great T‘ang dynasty
”

[8th May, 774]. Observe g, an unusual substitute for A- In this

preface T'an-kTiang tells how he composed the # H !
J s* It Chin hang

chih tsan in the Northern Regions (^jj jj): then the ^
~$C Ch'i hsin hsiao men at Liang-clCeng ;

and finally the A 3H ^
f*J ^ Ju tao tzu ti k'ni chiieh and the present Po fa lun k*ai

tsung i chi at Tunhuang.

The handwriting is clear and good, hardly lapsing at all into the

cursive. The date of copying is probably not much later than that of
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the preface ;
but in any case it is remarkable that there should be so

long a gap as 250 years or so between the MSS. recto and verso. The

roll is of light buff-coloured paper, and nearly 44 feet long.

541 (W. Wei).

S. 2216. *Ta pan nieh p'an ctiing (N. 113), ch. 21, agreeing with the

modern recension, except that the chiian ends sooner.

Colophon :

“ Reverently copied and offered as an act of worship by Nieh

Seng-nu on the 28th of the 6th moon of the 7th year of Ta-t
c

iing"

[5th August, 541].

This is a fine MS. on a roll 26 feet long. But the chief feature to

be noted is the thin crisp paper, stained a beautiful golden-yellow,

which is so characteristic of the next hundred years.

543 (W. Wei).

s. 736. A it J£ #§ M *Ta pi c^iu ni mo -

bhikshunl-karman, or rules of Buddhist discipline for nuns. This

Vinaya text is in one chiian only, and not the same as N. 1116. The

major portion of the roll, which is over 21 feet long, consists of a well-

made light yellow paper, but towards the end six sheets of a thinner,

crisper texture have been inserted. The handwriting throughout is

very clear and neat.

Colophon : * 0E A * 4: £ a? 0 a at m % it .E £

jtt: m # a — -© + a tit % a m & £ *& m m m
f Aill)
x ft & m m m m ft at & m k & tu & ^ m z
* ft ^ jfc m & # ffc m * ffls it H M & M

“ Copying completed on the 6th day of the 7th moon, the

first day of which was cJii-ch'ou, of the 9th year of Ta-t‘ung [21st

August, 543], and offered as an act of worship by the bhikshuin

Hsien-vii. With pious intent, the bhikshunl Hsien-yu has caused a copy

to be made of the Chieh mo ching in one chiian, praying that the merit

thereby gained mav reach the worlds in all the ten directions of space,

and all living beings in the six states of existence, opening their hearts

and expanding their minds, that they may turn their thoughts to the

Mahayana. She offers this her bodily life, that wheresoever she is born

she may constantly act as leader and guide to all beings of the ten

regions and the six states of existence, even as the Buddhas and the
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Bodhisattvas of the three periods (past, present, and future) work

for the salvation of all beings, equally and without any distinction.

And if any are able to read, recite and practice these precepts, may the

same merit accrue to them likewise. May the Great Holy One (Buddha),

possessor of the profound mind, grant that this prayer may be fulfilled,

that the fruits of Buddhahood may be attained, and that all beings

in the three unhappy states of existence may in due course obtain

deliverance.

”

Oi
The chief difficulty in the above is the character which is not

recognized by the dictionary, and appears in contexts that seem to

require two different meanings.

545 (W. Wei).

S. 4494. A collection of prayers, charms, and other religious

documents. One of these, a list of days suitable for the remission of

sin, is said to have been compiled in the 11th year of Hsuan-shih

[422], but the cyclical date given, g 9|J, does n°t agree.

Colophon
: ft X 0 % £

[for §£] ^ ^ ?ll
“
Copying completed on the 29th of

the 5th moon of the i-cliou year, the 11th of Ta-Pung [24th June,

545]. Property of Tao-yang of the P*ing-nan monastery/’

The roll, made of thin whitish buff paper, is about 7§ feet long,

and the handwriting is fairly good—much better than that usually

found in similar compilations.

550 (W. Wei).

S. 6492. h H 1§l *Tci i chang, ch. 5. This treatise, literally

“ Chapters on the Great Meaning ”, consists of questions and answers

on Buddhist doctrine. Chiian 5 contains eight chapters, the titles of

which are enumerated at the end of the roll
;
each has a preface and is

subdivided into several sections. The chapters are
: (1) [§ff (missing)

“ Cutting the knot ”, or severing the bonds of passion, etc.
; (2)

0 Jc fi (sections 4, end, to 6)
“ The four immeasurables ”, or

Buddha-states of mind, i.e. boundless kindness, pity and joy, and

limitless indifference (rising above these emotions)
; (3) /\ )j| H8;

Eight stages of mental concentration leading to deliverance
; (4)

A|| Eight victorious stages or degrees in meditation for over-

coming desire
; (5) ft ;£

“ Aids to contemplation (6) 0 |
“ The four methods of non-obstruction ”

; (7) 7^ The six super-

natural powers acquired by a Buddha
; (8) -f- ^ The ten forms

of understanding.

VOL. VII. PART 4 .
o4
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At the end of the text is a note, ^5 ff- Property of Seng-pao ”,

and colophon: + —
0 it Sl flf ^ fejc P

1

] tF M Copied by the bhikshu Seng-pao in

the Ch'eng-men [City gate] monastery on the 21st day of the 2nd moon

of Acng-wn* the 10th year of Ta-t‘ung
5

‘ [24th March, 550]. ^ seems

to be required before

The handwriting is clear and neat. The paper is dyed a sulphur-

yellow. and the roll is about 40| feet long, 28 cm. wide.

550 (W. Wei).

S. 4306. *Ta pan nieh p'an eking
,
ch. 12. At the end is a note,

it 51 Revised word for word throughout *. and a rather

long colophon
: Wi & M @ ^ ^ @

ft #

m W Wl 2. m

ft & & til ?E m #

#t'h7>^H3JEl~H‘A0 “ Happiness is not fallacious in its re-

sponse
:
pray for it, and the influence will be felt. Results do not come

of themselves: concentrate on the causes, and successful attainment will

follow. Thus, the Buddhist disciple and bhikshuni Tao-jung, because

her conduct in a previous life was not correct, has been reborn in the

vile estate which is that of a woman : and if she does not obey and

honour the wonderful decree [of Buddha], how shall she find response

in the effects which are to come ? Therefore, having cut down her

expenses in the articles of food and clothing, she has reverently caused
a section of the Nieh p an ching to be copied, praying that those who
read it through may be exalted in mind to supreme [wisdom], and
that those who promote its circulation may cause others to be
influenced to their enlightenment. She also prays that in her present
life she nuj abide in meditation, without further sickness or suffering :

that her parents in seven other incarnations who have died in the past
or will die in the future, and her family and kinsfolk now living,

may enjoy surpassing bliss in the four realms [of earth, water, fire, and
air], and that what they seek may fall out according to their desire :

also, that all disciples [of Buddha] naturally endowed with perception
may be embraced in the scope of this praver. Dated the 29th day of
the 4th moon of the 16th year of Ta-t‘ung ” [30th May, 550].
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is an unexpected variant of the usual ^ (appearing in

K/ang Hsi as f|§) is an archaic form of This is a fine MS. on a roll

of remarkably good lemon-coloured paper, 22 feet long. The colophon

is in a different hand.

561 (N. Chou).

S. 2664. Part of a ^commentary on a Yinaya text, without title.

Colophon
: ^ I E H ^ T ^ | A B £

% & m ,k
Notes extracted by Hsuan-chiieh on the 8th of the

3rd moon, the first day of which was ting-icei
,
of Jisin-ssu, the 1st

year of Pao-ting
v

[8th April, 561].

This is a fairly good MS. on unstained whitish paper, making a roll

about 24 feet long by 27 cm. wide. A few columns of the same text

have been written on the back.

561 (N. Chou).

S. 2082. Ta pan nick p'an cliing
,
ch. 18 (beginning mutilated).

Colophon :

F*3 /]' — MU li
' Reverently

copied for circulation on the 17th of the 9th moon of the 1st year of

Pao-ting [11th October, 561] by the Buddhist disciple Chang Pen-

sheng on behalf of the members of his family, large and small, and all

living beings."

This is a fine bold MS. on a roll about 29 feet long. The colophon

has been added in an inferior hand. This is what Mr. Clapperton has

to say about the paper :

” Thin golden yellow paper . . . Thickness

•002--0025 inch. A really beautiful, thin paper, very well made. The

fibres have been well beaten and the sheet is well closed. Very even

laid and chain lines, all square and rigid-looking, no sagging
;

16 to

the inch and chain lines two inches apart. The paper is tough, trans-

parent and strong, and very evenly made. As good a paper as could

be made at the present time. Close, smooth surface, excellent handle

and rattle. Very hard-sized : takes and holds ink as well as a good

modern, tub-sized paper. Composition : Paper mulberry and Ramie."

564 (N. Chou).

S. 1317. * Ta pan mrh p'an ching. ch. 1.

Colophon : 0 i
it tf. it m m w a n ± & & n m as n * m at

Stitt 3C H’ it

*8. # ^ M 7f B 5: [
for Sfl iff % IM IS [for W 16 JH

1

i

*

i

\

S

I
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m % is £ * [^r 5®] m s m & m <ft * & # ® « *

— i^jfi «
“ On the jew-few day, the 25th of the 6th moon, the first day of which

was mou-tzu
,
in the 4th year of Pao-ting [19th July, 564], the bhikshu

Tao-chi reverently caused one section of the Nieh p
£

an ching to be

copied out, by cutting down expenditure on clothes and sparing what

he could out of alms received. The stock of happiness thus acquired he

offers to his cherished parents in seven previous states of existence

and those connected with him by relationship, that they may be

removed for ever from the sources of suffering and ascend to the fruition

of paradise. May his present life be tranquil and prosperous, all his

woes be dispersed like clouds, and every kind of happiness alight upon

him. And when he casts off this vile body, may he straightway be

reborn in the Tushita heaven and behold the merciful countenance [of

the Buddha], feast on the teaching of the Law, individually awaken

to the truth of Nirvana, and enter into the state of purity. Next, he

prays that the troubles of the State may soon be allayed, that all the

people may dwell in peace and joy, that wind and rain may come in

their due season, that crops and fruit may be produced in rich

abundance, and that the sentient beings of the universe, ascending

together to the Temple of the Law, may all in due course attain

BuddhahoodA

'(h may indicate the realm of dharma, or Nirvana. This is

a fine MS. on a roll of yellow paper about 27J feet long and nearly

25*5 cm. wide.

565 (N. Chou).

8. 1945. *Ta pan nieh pan ching
, ch. 11, p*in 6, 7.

Colophon :

ftlf I % — -g- ^mm % r-i an tt m m m ~ m % a- —
tS ft JK B — SU t 3E U — 2R # m M 6$ U — £&

— [for JFfe]

tk m ft % & & — -gj £ [jjj ^ -f- A ^ ^ ^
ft ^ ^ ' (ft On the 1st day of the i-yu year, the 5th of
Pao-tmg m the Chou dynasty [16th February, 565], the bhikshu
Hung-chen. whose foolish heart is filled with deep sorrow' and regret
that in a previous existence he was obstructed [by his passions]
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and hindered from entering the correct path, and looking up with

adoration to the Great Holy One, has for the edification of

monks and laymen caused copies to be made of the 1,500 Buddha’s

names in 100 rolls, of the charms of the seven Buddhas and

the eight Bodhisattvas in 100 rolls, and of 3,000 miscellaneous

charms, and has furthermore had copies made of a section of

the Xieh p‘an ching, a section of the Fa hua ching, two sections

of the Fang kuang ching, one section of the Jen wang ching

with commentary, one section of the Yao shih ching, one section of

the Yao wang yao shang p
4

u sa ching, and a Vinaya text in one roll with

commentary, to the end that this stock of merit may be used on behalf

of all the sentient beings of the universe, that they may ascend to the

first assembly of Maitreya and in due course attain Buddhahood.”

hsien has much the same sense as In the middle of the last

column of this colophon is the note,
44
18 sheets of paper used

;
of

these, eleven now remain, forming a roll about 14J feet long, 26 cm.

wide. This is another fine MS. on very thin dark yellow paper.

568 (X. Chou).

S. 616. & *Chin kuang ming clung (Survarna-prabhasa-

sutra, ch. 4, p
4

in 14 (end only) -16, translated by Dharmaraksha

(X. 127). This is the earliest specimen of a sutra which was afterwards

to become extremely popular at Tunhuang in ^ fp I-ching s

translation.

Colophon (in a different hand from the text of the sutra
;

see

Plate VII): $ t it £ M & ± 7% Vk W M £ %
m — u m % — u ft m ~
mm m mm

H f M &
fX ¥ 3£ -fl- — g " On behalf of the deceased bhikshu Yung-pao,

Keeper of the Luiig-ch'iian cave-temples, copies have been, reverently

made of sections of the Chin kuang ming, the Slieng man, and the

Fang kuang sutras, with a prayer that the deceased may be reborn

in the land of Buddha and behold his merciful countenance, forever

escaping from the three [unhappy] paths of existence, and ever

divorced from suffering. Whatever rebirths he may undergo, may he

meet with good friends and acquire true enlightenment. And may

[this stock of merit] reach all living beings, so that they may speedily

attain Buddhahood. Dated the 21st of the 5th moon of mou-tzu, the

3rd year of T'ien-ho " [1st July, 568].
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We do not know the whereabouts of the Lung-ch'uan caves ; but

a district (#$) of the same name is mentioned in S. 6014. The Fans;

kuang sutra is the Avatanisaka. Hf ^ ||| usually

called the Hua yen, as above, a.d. 522 (S. 2724). 3K — W? seems

to be a mistake for tjc St H
This is another fine MS. in very black ink on yellow paper of good

quality. The handwriting is less archaic in appearance than that of

previous rolls, and marks the transition stage between the clumsier

style of the Six Dynasties and the graceful strokes of the T*ang. The

roll is just over 11 feet long.

569 (X. Chou).

S. 2935. *Tct pi ck'in ni chieh mo eking . in 1 ch. The same text as

S. 736 (a.d. 543).

Colophon: A 0 %
^ 7I<.##/£ IS $ # it £ Je fill # t£ " Copying

completed on the 8th of the 6th moon of chi-ch'ou . the 4th year of

T‘ien-ho [7th July. 569]. Received as her property and offered as an

act of worship by Chih-pao, a nun in the Yung-yun Convent. Extracts

completed by the bhikshu Chdng-hsien.“ This text, then, would seem

to consist of extracts from a longer treatise. Whether CITing-hsien

was the actual copyist is doubtful. The handwriting is good. The roll.

29 feet long, is of crisp lemon-yellow paper.

583 (Sui Kingdom).

S. 3935. ^ |f§ *Ta fang teng ta chi eking

(Mahavaipulya-mahasannipata-sutra). ch. 18, p*in 4, 5. The text

corresponds to ch. 20 of X. 61. K. vi. 6.

Colophon
: PI | H ^ i|l 5 H t A 0 I M

m (?for Ml) « # * IS ft m # % 2 t # m m m m
m is m u & f i! 1 1 g t a m urn u u m
$1 & ~

t: ^ ± ^ ^ 5 :g A it fa- M

® ^ *KfciS1K&*:prF M. M 5# ^ ^^ -fe Sfe m I9f S5 'fr

w
* On the 28th of the 5th moon of

the Icuei-mao year, the 3rd of Kai-huang [23rd June. 583], the TYu-hou-
ifniai and Military Superintendent Sung Shao, having met with domestic
affliction, has made a vow on behalf of his deceased father and mother
to read a section of each of the following sQtras : Ta chi ching. Niel,

p an clung, Fa hua ching. Jen wang ching. Chin kuang ming ching.
>.heng man ching. and Yao shili ching. He prays that" the spirits of
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the deceased may travel to the Pure Land, eternally exempt from the

three unhappy states of existence and the eight calamities, and

constantly hear the Law of Buddha. He also prays that happiness may
attend the members of his family, both great and small, to their hearts'

content, that blessings of all kinds may daily descend upon them, and

that all evils may be dispersed like clouds
;
that the King's highway

may be free and open, and that robbers and thieves may be driven

away
;
that pestilence may not prevail, and that wind and rain may

come in their due season
;
and that all suffering beings may speedily

obtain deliverance. May these prayers be granted !

"

There is a companion roll to this, S. 582, containing Ta chi clung ,

ch. 25, with an undated colophon in the same hand referring to this

VOW
: (ft ^ -?• 5fc IS w. U isi M '6

li The Buddhist

disciple, Sung Shao, has read seven sections in order that his prayer

might be granted.'
J The King of Sui had deposed the Chou emperor

in 581 and taken the year-title of K'ai-huang, which he retained after

he had become emperor of a united China in 589. fji|j appears

to have been a kind of military police officer. The ” eight calamities
”

are states of existence in which one is shut off from the sight of Buddha

or the hearing of his Law
;
they include the 3l and the H •

Here, however, in view of the fact that the three unhappy paths have

already been mentioned, the eight calamities may be those of a more

popular series
: (1) Hunger

; (2) Thirst
; (3) Cold

; (4) Heat
; (5)

Flood
; (6) Fire

; (7) the Knife, i.e. a private vendetta
; (8) War.

ff is a rare character with the same meaning as Jlp.
” to ward off' :

but here it seems to be used for in the sense of

A good MS. on whitish paper, making a roll about 29 feet long,

26 cm. wide. The colophon, however, is written in a very careless

hand with much-diluted ink.

588 (Sui Kingdom).

S. 4020. Jg* ^ *Ssii i clung (N. 190), ch. 1, p’in 15 18.

Colophon

1 is m w ft * »
S “ On the 8th day of the 4th moon of mon-shen. the 8th year

of Kai-huang of the Great Sui dynasty [8th May. 588]. the Lady Ts'ui.

consort of the Prince of ClTin, on behalf of all the living beings of the

universe, reverentlv caused copies to be made of the Tsa a han and

other sutras, amounting to 500 rolls, for universal circulation, offering
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them as an act of worship. Superintended by Wu Kuo-hua, yuan-icai

san-ck'i ck'ang-shih. Revised by the monk Hui-k'uang of Cheng-ting

in Hsiang-chou.”

Xote that the Sui kingdom had already assumed the style of an
imperial dynasty, although the fJg Ch'en still ruled in the south.

Hsiang-chou is jj| ^ Hsiang-yang in Hupeh, but the location of

Cheng-ting is doubtful.

A fine MS., nearly 2 f| feet long, on thin crisp golden-yellow paper.

588 (Sui Kingdom).

S. 3518. *A ieh p'an ching
, ch. 4 (corresponding to ch. 4 and part

of 5 in the modern recension).

Colophon (in the same hand, though smaller than the text of

the sutra)
: gj ^ /\ ^ /\ H H 0 $ & ^ M ^ %

® ® *8 ® ~Jfc & e b l ± m
5 HP ^ Q ^ ^ If] ^ iH ^ *" On the 3rd of the
8th moon of the 8th year of Khi-huang [29th August, 588] the Buddhist
disciple Chao Sheng, fu-hio chiang-chiin and chung-san tu-tu, deeply
regretting that in a previous existence he did not meet Sakyamuni
when he went through the eight phases of his life and attained Buddha-
hood

,
and as regards the future, not yet having received [instruction

from] the three assemblies of Maitreya : has therefore, in the illusory
conditions of this present state, assuming the mind of bodhi [i.e. the
awakened or intelligent mind that believes in moral consequences],
reverently caused a section of the Ta pan nieli p‘an ching to be copied,
so as beneficially to affect both himself and the members of his family,
great and small ; above him, the Dragon King, the ruler of the State,am unnersa y, all living beings endowed with perception, that theymay together rise to perfect enlightenment ”

The eight phases of Buddha's life, as given in the Ch'i hsin lun,
<re. (I) Descent into and abode in the Tushita heaven; (2)

f6? tttaV
)

,

A
l

b0de m thC W°mb
; (4) Birth

5 (5) Leaving home ;

Prei'chinc

in

^ri
g
J
tennient

1 (7) Turnin" thc Wheel of the Law, or

-cond of

e int° NirV"' a -
“ This Present 8tate ” 13 the

and the finnD
°f Bu(Whism : «u> real, the formal,

which Mair

' ^ ^ and 3
’000

-
vears respectively, afterhleh comes to restore all things. He will sit under a
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“ dragon-flower ” tree and preach the Law to three successive

assemblies.

A fine MS., about 27 feet long, on thin golden-yellow paper.

589 (Sm).

S. 2154. There are two separate texts in this roll. The first has no

general heading, but I have been able to identify it as ^ j§»

P£ ® -rF jH H *Samantabhadra-bodhisattva-sutra (N. 1104), p‘in

2-5. The last pdn is wrongly numbered 6. Curiously enough, Nanjio

also gives the sutra six chapters, though K. xvii. 2. q only has five.

The second text is Fo shuo shen

shen ta hid hsiang ching (X. 471), complete.

Colophon : fa & ft

^ ia — hJJ it H “ On the 8tli of the 4th

moon of the 9th year of K'ai-huang of the Great Sui dynasty [27th

May, 589] the Empress reverently caused copies of all the sutras to

be made and circulated as an act of worship, on behalf of the living

beings of the universe.”

This roll, then, formed part of a complete manuscript copy of the

Sutra-pitaka. It is beautifully written on thin golden-vellow paper,

over 14| feet long. The empress in question was the consort of Yang

Cliien.

593 (Sui).

S. 227, 5130, 457, 4967, 4954. ^ Jfr Ta ehik lun (N. 1169),

ch. 41, p'in 7, 8 ; ch. 42, p'in 9 (I)
;

ch. 44, p‘in 11, 12 ;
ch. 47, p in

17 (2) ; ch. 50. p‘in 19, 20.

The above, together with several other MSS., form a series by the

same copyist. S. 5130 (28 feet long, 26 cm. wide) is complete, the others

are slightly imperfect at the beginning. The numbers of the p‘in do

not agree in every case with the modern recension. All five bear

the same colophon, written in a careless hand
: IP] J| —

*£ M 0/3 AH ^ $ I S t I *
Reverently copied and offered as an act of worship by the disciple

Li Ssu-hsien on the 8th day of the 4th moon of the huei-cli ou year,

the 13th of K‘ai-huang ” [13th May, 593].

All these are fine MSS. on thin golden-yellow paper. S. 227 is

described by Mr. Clapperton as follows :

4 4

Thickness *0025-*00325 inch.

Strong and tough with very long fibres, well brushed out and put

together. Very clean and free from blemishes. Fairly well sized,

16 laid lines to the inch. The mould on which the sheet was made was
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a good one, all lines being evenly spaced and parallel. The surface is

covered with fine, long, silky fibrous hairs, but quite smooth to write on.

The papers feel like a thin strong modern ‘ bank \ Very even texture

in
4

look-through ’
;

free from pin-holes. Composition : Paper

mulberry/'

596 (Sui).

S. 635. i§; {$ & *Fo shuo jo ming eking
,
ch. 5 (end

only). This is an uncanonical version of the Buddhanama-sutra.

Colophon
: Sr

“
Offered as an act of worship by the bhikshuni Ming-hui on the

8th of the 5th moon of the 16th year of K'ai-huang ” [9th June, 596].

This is a good MS., in a hand which seems to belong to an earlier

period, say, the first half of the sixth century. The colophon is in

a decidedly later hand ; and it will be noticed that the sutra is not

said to have been copied, but only offered in 596. Roll of bright yellow

paper, about 24 feet long.

597 (So).

S. 2527, 6650. 4520, 1529, 5762. *Hmt yev chivy, ch. 9. p’in 14 17

[now in ch. 10 and 11] ; ch. 30 [now ch. 35, p'in 32 (3) -eh. 36. p'in

32 (4)] ;
ch. 47 [now ch. 55-6] ; ch. 49 [now ch. 59].

This is another fine series of rolls bv the same copvist, and all

bearing the same colophon (with a few slight variants).

A o762 contains the colophon onlv. which runs as follows :

m + * ¥ is n - b ffi m m % m u m % m me
i
for Mr n z. % % it nt m — m m % 4-
U for i ')< ff> % It [S. 1529 i$] [S. 1529 J£]

® ^ tK P£ 7j R 3c M [
s

- 1529 ^ t tfi; 'A ig ~ t/J % £
dfe m Ag ^ ipi[) if a [8. 4520 |IJ] ff ife 7c
u m & - a it 3s i! ^ [gj # m m
On the 1st of the 4th moon of the Nth year of K'ai-huang

[22nd April. 597] the upixsika of pure faith [i.e. a female lay
member of the C hurcli] A iian C’hing-tzu. having scrupulouslv cut down
her personal expenses, has reverently caused a section of this sutra
to he copied as an ever-enduring act of worship, praying that from
now onward calamitous obstructions may he swept away and blessings
showered down

; that the State may he ever prosperous and the people
happy and contented : and she prays that the spirits of her ancestors
of seven previous incarnations may all be released from sufferin'! and
obtain peace, travelling in spirit to the Pure Land

; that their sins
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may be wiped out and happiness accrue to them, free from all trammels

[of passion] ;
and that all those in the three regions and six paths

of existence, friends and enemies alike, including all living beings

whatsoever, may together ascend to the land of Buddha."

fr[$
“ obstruction is a term applied to all delusions that hinder

enlightenment.
es The three regions ** (trailohja) are (1) the region of

sensuous desire (kamadhdtu ) ; (2) the region of form (rupadhdtu)
;

(3) the region of formlessness or pure spirit (ariipadhdtu). —
* St

is omitted in S. 6650, and the passage from to jjjg m S. 1529.

All these MSS. are on thin golden-yellow paper, and (with the

exception of S. 5762) vary in length from about 214 to nearly 30 feet.

598 (Sui).

S. 2791. *Ta pan nieh p'an clung , eh. 38, pfin 12-13.

Colophon
: A 0 I i * iE

w m a £n m m m. m & & m it m m o 0 # * =

ft M m Mr

1 [for m {£ m # m
4 2. m ft is m & a m m m m % & a # % m
ft & JE M <k On the 8th day of the 4th moon of the 18th year

of K‘ai-huang of the Great Sui dynasty [18th May, 598] the Princess

[Imperial Concubine of the 2nd Grade] Fan, a female lay member

of the Church, realizing that the body is like unto froth and bubble,

and that human life is as insubstantial as wind or light ; having

understanding of the four negatives and cherishing Triratna in her

heart, has accordinglv diminished her outlay on food and clothes so

as to have a copv made of a section of the Xieh p’an cliing on behalf

of her deceased husband. In con^ocpience of this meritorious act,

she prays that her late husband's spirit may travel to the Pure Land,

and that her parents of seven previous incarnations, and her family

in the present world, wherever they are born, may haply meet Buddha

and hear his Law : and that in the topmost reaches of heaven or in

the extremities of the boundless earth all things of the universe

possessing form mav together ascend to a state of pure enlightenment.

?E or tE Fan, though a rare surname in China as a whole, was one

of the commoner ones in the Tunhuang region. The writer wa<

apparently the concubine of a local chieftain. I have not been able to

discover what “ the four negatives " denote.

This is a fine MS. on thin golden-yellow paper, about 184 feet

long. The colophon is written in a much more crabbed hand.
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599 (Sui).

S. 2502. This is part of a commentary on Jen wang hu kuo pan jo

po lo mi ching (X. 17). It is not X. 1566, but consists merely of an

explanatory note on — in the sutra, followed by commentary on

certain extracts. The beginning is imperfect, and there is no title at

the end.

Colophon: B tP M
Copying of extracts completed on the 2nd day of the 6th moon of

the 19th year of K ;

ai-huang
M

[30th June, 599].

This is a fairly good MS. on rather coarse whitish paper. The last

sheet is thinner than the rest. The roll is about feet long and

28*5 cm. wide.

{To be continued .

)



The “Idea” Approach to Swahili

By E. 0. Ashton

fTIHE originating cause of this article lies in an attempt to overcome

the difficulties encountered by students when learning Swahili,

especially of those, who, having spent a few years in East Africa, are

yet unable to attain a fair standard of proficiency.

The difficulties met with by one student, and the mistakes he falls

into, appear to be common to many. This suggests that all view

Swahili from the same standpoint, and this in turn leads one to think

that the study of Swahili needs to be represented from an entirely

new angle. This article, therefore, is an attempt to present that new

view-point, in subject matter representative and suggestive rather

than exhaustive.

But first it is necessary to see what is the impression left in the

student’s mind by the orthodox method of approach.

The Classes and Concords .—He thinks that the nouns are classified

in a somewhat arbitrary way, easily distinguishable in some of the

classes by a distinctive prefix, but that in other classes the words

appear to be haphazardly arranged. As to the concords, they are

something which have to be laboriously and painfully acquired and,

what is worse still, that there are ten classes each with its own set

of concords. He therefore sets to work to learn that the concord of

such and such a class is so-and-so, and that if a word begins with hi

it goes into the hi class, and that the plural of hi is vi. He is often

quite vague in explaining what he understands by the term “ concord .

“ A sort of prefix ” generally sums up his ideas.

The Particle o ”.—His ideas on the particle -o which he terms
<e

a relative ” are confined to the translation of such words as “ who ”,

<£ whom ”, “ which ”, and
<e when ”. Hence he fails to see its broader

meaning as that of a particle of reference to something already

mentioned or in mind, neither does he realize its wonderful flexibility

to express sometimes an adverbial complement of the verb to be ”,

i.e. tupo <e we are here ", or at other times a pronominal complement

" Ndicho ”. That is it. And yet again the object of the preposition

na
t£

Ni-na cho
” “ I am with it ”, i.e. “ I have it

To such an one, therefore, the particle o does not appear as repre-

senting certain correlated ideas, but as so many odds and ends, which,
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in some way or other, have to be fitted into almost every sentence that

is spoken or written. His idiom is consequently poor.

The Particle —Because he learns that ~a translates the

preposition “ of " its functional importance is lost sight of. and the

student does not realize its possibilities to represent almost every

preposition in English—possibilities dependent upon its function.

And here again his ability to express himself idiomatically is curtailed.

The Particles " Ku", " Pa' \ "Mu —In the same way his

use of the adverbial particles of Time and Place is limited because

he speaks of them as *’ Locatives Even as
(S
locatives

”
his use of

these particles is restricted to “ hapa “ and “ huku the relatives

** po and ‘

‘ ko \ and hapana
M

as a general negative.

Furthermore, when he learns that po " can refer to time as well

as place, he looks upon it as ** an exception
99

.

The Tenses .—To every Swahili verb form he puts an English

tense. The me infix is looked upon as the equivalent of an

English present perfect, i.e. “ have gone.*' rather than as expressing

an idea of state entered upon. With an outlook on the " me " infix

restricted to an English present perfect, is it surprising that lie fails

to realize that such expressions as ’* they are sleeping ",
tfc

they are

lost , also require to be translated by a ” me*’ infix ? And because
he does not differentiate between particles indicating time, and others

which represent an aspect of state or action, he is unable to appreciate
the man\ and varied fine shades of meaning, which may be imparted
to the \erb stem by a logical combination of these idea particles.

Fonn and Function . From these few examples, typical of many
others, we gather that to many students the form of a word rather
than its function is the all important point. This is because Swahili
is 'viewed thiough the medium of English grammar. In English we
are taught to draw a somewhat hard and fast line between adverbs,
adjectives, nouns, and pronouns. The student tends to do the same
in Swahili. But thL clear-cut distinction does not exist in the Bantu
mind. To the Bantu, function and implication are more important
than the form of a woid. The word ’* sana expressing intensification
may equally well be used with a noun Rafiki vako “ your
qrrat friend” as with a verb VuU sana

"
"pull hard". The

implication m both cases is one and the same, i.e. intensiveness.
Mistakes C0n™0n to ™ny students may be traced to their failure

een ^orm arl^ function, and to their reliance on what
ma} be called * word equation *

.
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How often the word vile when used adverbially in Swahili

is translated by a pronoun, simply because its contextual situation is

lost sight of, and only its resemblance to the pronominal form of

Class VIII is taken in account. Or again, how frequentlv to the

particle
44

-le
’’

is assigned a word value of " this
*'

or
' k

those But
"

-le
“ expresses a demonstrative idea rather than anv one word, and

according to context must be rendered as ** the
‘ 9

or '* that " or
£

‘ those '. But the student, because he is under the tyranny of word

equation, often translates
44
yule mtu " as ’* that man *\ when the

English demands 4 4

the man “.

Recognition of the fact that form and function must be looked

at through Swahili eyes cannot be too early or too often stressed.

But the unfolding of the part they play is necessarily a gradual

process.

Word order .—Closelybound up with form and function is the problem

of word order in a sentence. This is not a matter of learning rule

s

mechanically, such as
44
that if two adjectives are used with a noun

the numeral comes last
?

\ Rather it is a matter of helping the student

to recognize that word order is based upon clear-cut principles. Here

again these principles need not be explained in detail in the early

stages, but the fact of their existence must be stressed.

With the progressive unfolding of form and function and word

order, the inter-relation of one with another becomes increasingly

apparent, and the understanding of one supplies the kev to an under-

standing of the other.

Reduplication.—Space does not permit of more than a passing

reference to the relation between Alliteration and Vowel Harmony
on the one hand and Reduplication on the other, as indicating one

of the lines along which Bantu thought runs. But it does not need

much imagination to connect reiterated action with reiteration of

sound. And so it comes about that in all Bantu languages reduplica-

tion is employed in one form or another to express a repetitive or

distributive idea, or continuity, embracing both a subtractive and

intensive implication. This reiteration, which is generally spoken of

as Reduplication, may take the simple forms of just doubling the stem

of a word or a formative particle, or lengthening a vowel, or it may
occur in the less apparent guise of a double prepositional verb form.

Vet to some students Reduplication means but little more than using

a tew familiar phrases such as *’ vile-vile and ** pale-pale ’
.

Summing up. we may say that by many students Swahili is viewed
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as mental gymnastics in the translation of words, and that unless he

has learnt the exact formula in Swahili for an English phrase he

cannot express himself idiomatically.

The Idea Approach

Its Aim .—The aim of the “ idea ” approach is to show that through-

out a Bantu Language there runs a wonderful pattern logically and

precisely woven by means of idea ” particles, in correct contexual

situation, based upon clear-cut underlying principles. The kev to

Bantu idiom is the recognition of the ideas expressed in these

particles, and the understanding of the principles which govern the

syntactical relation of words in a sentence. With this aim in view

let us see what the “ idea ’ approach holds for the student in his

study of Swahili.

(i) The first point to be emphasized is that the Swahili language

contains a number of particles each with its own inherent idea.

(ii) Secondly that the affixing of one particle to another modifies

its meaning and so affects its function in the sentence.

(iii) Thirdly that these particles are of two kinds, (a) Roots and
Stems

; (6) Formatives.

() The Root or Stem is that particle to which a formative is

affixed.

() The Formative contains an idea which it imparts to the root

or stem to which it is affixed to specialize its meaning.
A Root or Stem is frequently used as a formative.

A. Roots and Stems

A detailed knowledge of root particles belongs to a later stage
m the study of Swahili, and affords the research worker a wide and
interesting field of investigation.

But the recognition of certain root or stem forms in the very
ear

y
^taQes learning is an essential to the right understanding of

wa l i idiom. One or more of these particles enters into the very
simp est sentence, hence their importance cannot be over emphasized,

e majority of these basic particles are pronominal in character,
one expresses a particular idea. The English represents an

equna ent idea ^hieh is variously expressed according to context.
Spp TnUlo of ^ on °



Near

Remote

Demonstrative

Demonstrative

,

Possessives

Interrogative

Reference

vol. vn. PART 4.

ote
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Before passing on to discuss formatives, a word or two more

about roots and stems is necessary. So as to facilitate the acquisition

of a wide vocabulary, it is advisable that reference should be made

at an early stage in the study of Swahili, to nouns and verbs with

a common root or stem. It is possible for a student to learn in a

vocabulary that “ Kizibo *’ = a cork, and later on to see in a dictionary

that Kuziba = to stop up. and yet not to connect the two !

B. Formative Particles

It has already been stated that the Formative particle imparts its

meaning to the Root or Stem to specialize its meaning. Let us see

how the formative does this because an appreciation of the work done

by the formative is fundamental to the understanding of the
£<
Idea ”

approach to Swahili.

\ i = a formative particle expressing manner.

Vi + interrogative stem -pi = vipi ? = How for instance ? in

what way? Such as ?

\ i + demonstrative prefix stem hi = hivi = this manner, expressed

in English according to context. Like this, in this way, thus. To
hi\i may be added the -o idea of reference or something afore

mentioned, making “ hivyo
, and the word then takes on the

fuller meaning of that manner referred to “ Like this, for

instance.

Or again, a reduplication of the formative particle may be made
to indicate intensiveness. Thus Vivi hivi ” = Just exactly like this.

Hence by a logical combination of particles every shade of meaning
can be expressed, thus showing what a wonderfully flexible language
Swahili is, and how simply and graphically thoughts may be expressed.

^e will now set out in detail some of these idea particles, first

show ing a root w ith its formative affixes, and later some formatives
affixed to roots.

The order in which these ideas are presented to the student does
not come within the scope of this article. These notes deal only with
the presentation of a few of the most important idea particles in
Swahili.

The Root “ -o ”

T ie Root o admirably illustrates how an idea expressed in diverse

o \-i°
r con*ex^ *n Lnglish is represented bv one particle

,n Swahili. See Table, p. 841.
'
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1-2. Examples of “ o as Demonstrative and as Complement of

Emphatic form of Verb “to be
?
'.

Do you want this one (cup) ?

This is the one.

Don't do it like that .

Isn't this hoiv it is ?

Yes, that is how it should he.

It was then that he became angry.

Did I not tell you to put it in this (particular)

cupboard ?

wataka hicAo ?

Hic^o ndicho.

Sifanye hivyo.

Siryo ?

Ndirz/o.

. . . ndipo alipoka-

sirika.

Sikukwambia ukii-

weke humo (cups)

kabatini ?

3. As relative pronoun (a) with verb, (b) with “ amba ".

(a) The children whom we loved.

The children who loved us.

The house that Jack built.

The place where we stood.

The place where we went.

As you said.

Because he was so good.

Round about 5 o'clock.

(b) The hill on the top of which

were 2 large rocks.

A garden in which are all sorts

of flowers.

4. With “ na” of association

.

(a) He went with it (cup).

All the cups he had (was with).

(b) The dogs also were the original

cause of the death of the

sheep.

(c) One day they saw a vessel

approaching and it re-

sembled the one they were in.

Mambo and Serengi were

amongst those who went to

England and they explained

to those in England, etc.

Watoto tuliowapenda.

Watoto waliotupenda.

Nyumba alb/oijenga Jack.

Pale tuliposimama swiswi.

Kule tuli^okwenda swiswi.

Kama ulirposema.

Kwa vile alivyo mwema.

Mnamo saa kumi na moja.

Kilima ambac/io kileleni mwake

palikuwa na majabali mawih

makubwa.

Bustani ambayo ndani yake mna

maua ya kila namna.

Alikwenda nacAo.

Vikombe vyote alhvpo na vyo.

Mbwa nao pia ndio asili ya kifo

eha kondoo.

Siku moja waliona chombo kina-

wajia nac//o kilikuwa mfano wa

kile walicho kuwamo.

Mambo na Serengi walikuwa

katika wale waliokwenda

Ulaya. Nao waliwaeleza

waliokuwa Ungereza . . .
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5. With kiva of instrumentality.

He took liis gun and beat him Alitwaa bunduki yake akampiga

with it. kwayo.

6. As adverbial complement of verb ” to be" in reference to place.

They are within Wamo ndani.

They were here yesterday. Walikuwapo hapa jana.

They will be at the Shainba. Watakuwafco shamba.

The Particle “ -a ”

Our next illustration is the particle "
-a a prepositional idea.

The sentences containing the i:
-a

"
represent many English prepositions,

and illustrate the fallacy of assigning to it any one preposition in

particular.

“-a*" =a prepositional idea colourless in itself, and depending

upon its formative particle and its function in the sentence to determine

its meaning.

(A) W ith the Pronominal Concord appropriate to the class of

noun with which it is associated it represents a genetive of relation

to express :

—

(a) An adjectival idea

(b) A possessive idea

(c) A usage idea

(d) General relation

(e) Place but purely

idiomatic.

Kiti cha mti

Maji ya kutosha

Kiti cha intu

Bakuli la kutilia

mayai

Kisa cha miji

miwili

Kumpiga mtu
kofi la chavu.

A wooden chair.

Sufficient water.

Somebody's chair.

A basin for putting eggs in.

A tale of two cities.

To slap someone on the

cheek.

(B) Vt ith indefinite particle i of time and place (i -f~ a = ya).

To express

(a) Indefiniteness in Kando ya mlima On the side of a mountain,
time and place Mbele ya nyumba In front of our house.
(as contrasted vetu.

with ku, pa, mu) Mhelc ijangu In front of me.

(C) With the ” n

(a) Agency

of association (n + a = na) it expresses :

—

Alipigwa na asi- He was struck by a soldier,

kari.
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(b) Various ideas of Alikwenda nacho He went with it.

association, or Keti karibu wami Sit near me.

disassociation, Karibu na ziwa Near a lake.

including verb

forms :

—

a + na = ana. Na mkeka nao And the mat also, I want

ika + na = ikana. nataka. that too. \

(

ama + na
f

= amana.
1

1

Kuona^a na mtu To meet someone.
l

\

Kufuniukana To become dispersed one l

from the other.

Kupatika/i« na To be involved in disaster.

madhara

Kushikamana To hold together.

(D) With the “ ku particle. Ku + a = Kwa. To express :

—

(a) By means of :

—

Alikwenda kwa miguu He went on foot.

Alikwenda kwa gari He went by train.

Alikufa kwa njaa He died of hunger. \

Alikichonga kwa teso He shaped it with an
i
}

adze. i;

i!

(b) By reason of :

—

Alistaajabu kwa uzito He was astonished at
ii

wake its size. i

Alifanya kwa ujinga He did it through

wake. ignorance.

Kwa ajili yake. For his sake

;

On his account.
\

Hata kwa hivyo Even in spite of this. i

Kwa hivo Because of this. t

(e) In respect to :

—

Tano kiva mia Five per cent.
i

Mara kwa niara Time after time.

Siku kwa siku Day by day.
i

Yavo kwa yayo The same words over i

and over again.

(E)

(d) To express “ to
'*

Yuko kwa Hamisi He is at Hamisrs.
)

or “ at ” or Ametoka kwa Hamisi He has come from
“ from ” a person Hamisi. j

i

Enda kwa Hamisi Go to Hamisi.
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The ku, pa, mu Particles

(i)
44 Ku,

44
pa",

44 mu " represent adverbial ideas of Time and

Place and should be looked upon as formative particles affixed to

roots, stems, and other formatives. To speak of them merely as

Locatives limits the speaker's outlook on them.

(ii) They impart these adverbial ideas of Time and Place to the

roots, stems, and formatives to which they are affixed.

(iii) Not only do they refer to either Time or Place, but often

to Time and Place at one and the same time, just as in English we

say “ There and then".

(iv) Each particle has its own specific meaning :

—

ku = a going on in time and place, hence conveys an idea of

motion, direction, distance, generality.

pa = a point in time or place, hence it conveys an idea of nearness

and rest.

mu = a plural idea of “pa and u ku,” hence within-ness, alongness.

surface.

In the foregoing tables of “-o’ and “-a ” it has been shown how one

particle in Swahili represents many English expressions.

The “ ku, mu, pa particles illustrate an opposite phase, viz. how
the same words or expressions in English require to be differentiated

in Swahili according to the specific idea to be conveyed by the speaker.

These fine shades of meaning are characteristic of the Swahili

language. It is essentially logical and precise in its construction. This
same point will be seen in the formation of tenses, when they are under
consideration. A point in time or place is distinguished from a

44
going

on ” in time or place.

\\ e will now see how these adverbial particles of time and place
impart their meaning to the roots and stems to which they are affixed.

1

Demon-
strative.

2

Demon-
strative.

pa. k

3

Possessive.

u, mu
4

-O OF
Reference. All-whole.

6

Having.

! h-

;
hapa

,
huku

! humu
i"

“

’ 7

Subjective.
PreBx

-le

pale

kule

mile

S

Objective.
Infix

-angu

pangu
kwan£u
mwangu

9a

Adjective.
root

-0

po
ko
mo

%
Adjective.

root

ote

pote

kote
mote

10

Prepositional.
-a

enye
penve

kwenve
mwenye

pa
ku
mu

pa

ku
mu

peupe
kweupe
mweupe

pengine
kwengine

pa
kwa
mwa
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No. in pa = a Point in
Table.

1. Put it down here

2. Put it down over there on the table

3. He fell down at his feet

4. Ye who are here present

5. Anywhere

6. A shady place

7. This place pleases me

8. I can't see the place

9. An open space or clearing

10.

In his father’s stead

Place
”

Weka hapa.

Weka pale mezani.

Alimuangukia miguuni

poke.

Ninyi mliopo.

Po pote.

Penve uvuli.

Hapa panipendeza.

Sipaoni.

Peupe.

Pahali pa or mahali pa

babake.

No. in

Table.

1

1-4

4

5

7

9

pa = A point in Tune

Thereupon he flew quickly on

to a banana tree

Once upon a time

From that time

Moment by moment

When he spoke

Any time

There are some people coming

just now

There was once a man

Sometimes, other times

Hapo akarukia upesi juu ya

mgomba.

Hapo kale.

Tangu hapo.

Papo kwa papo.

Aliposema.

Po pote.

Panakuja watu.

Palikuwa na mtu.

Pengine . . .
pengine.

No. in ku = a “ going on ” in Place

Table.

1 It is a fine place all around here Hufaf £wzuri.

2 Go over there yonder Enda Awle.

3 Go to my room Enda chumbani A'icangu.

4 Where he went AliA’okwenda.

5 In all directions Kote kote.

Wherever he looked Ko kote aliAotezama.

6 Let us make our way towards Twende kweave station,

the station.

Is there any water round about

here ? No.

7 HuA'W kuna maji ? Hakuna.
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No. in

Table

.

8 Do you see over there

9 Let us go in some other direc-

tion.

10

Let us go home

Wafatona huko ?

Twende Aru'engine.

Twende kwetu.

ku==a going on in Time (and place also

)

Ko. in

Table.

1 Meanwhile at the feast the HuAru nyuma katika karamu

guests were getting hungry ya chui wageni walioalikwa

walikuwa wakiona njaa.

He waved to him meanwhile Alimpungia mkono huAw

making his way off into the akijitia mwituni tena.

forest again.

7 It is getting light Ab/nakucha.

Then darkness fell Aukaingia giza.

To sing Awimba.

mu—ivithn-ness, alongne$$
i surface

No. in

Table.

1 Put it in this box

1 & 4 It is there in the cupboard

3 Put it in my cupboard

On his shoulders

The hairs of your head

Round his neck

4 The room in which we sat

5 AH round his neck

Along the whole length of the

canal

i Is there no water in the well ?

No.

10 On the borders of Switzerland

1 1 The sand on the seashore

Weka humu kashani.

Imo mle kabatini.

Weka kabatini mwangu
Mabegani mwake.

Nyele za vichwani mwenu.
Shingoni mw?ake.

Chumba tuliwoketi siswi.

Shingoni mwake mote.

Pembeni unvote mwa mfereji

Hamna maji kisimani ?

Hamna.

Mipakani mwa nchi ya Swit-

zerland.

Mchanga ulio ufuoni mwa

bahari.

mu—in respect to Time

4 & 7 Round about 5 o'clock Mnamo saa tano.
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The Particle “ i
”

Before passing on to the consideration of other adverbial forraatives,

mention should be made of the particle “
i

’ which expresses indefinite

time and place and indefiniteness in general.

Unlike ku and pa it cannot be affixed to a variety of roots and
stems. Its uses are restricted to the following :

—

(i) As formative to particle
48
a ".

(ii) As formative to possessive stems.

(iii) As subjective prefix of a verb.

(i) Whereas ‘’ku'' and ‘‘pa'' convey specific ideas in relation

to time and place, “
i
” expresses indefiniteness. If a speaker wishes

to express neither a
k

’ ku " idea nor that of pa “ he uses “
i
v

. For
instance, such words as below, above, behind, before do not neces-

sarily express a point, hence "
i is used, mbele va. juu ya, nvuma ya.

(In Mombasa Swahili the expression
kk

mbele za "
is often heard.)

(ii) In certain connections the
<k
i" particle is affixed to the

possessive stems. “ juu yako ' <c
it is your responsibilitv lit.

it is upon you—which expresses no “ ku " or “ pa ’’ idea.

(iii) As subjective prefix it is frequently heard in such expressions

as “Haidhuru''—It does not matter. Haifai ”—It won't do.

Imenipasa —It is incumbent upon me—I must.

I ’ is much used with verb to be * when indefiniteness is to

be expressed in contrast to reference to some one person or thing.

Ikawa—and it came to pass. Lit. and it was.

Ikiwa—if it be. Lit. it being.

Ijapokuwa—Although it be.

Ingawa—Even though it be.

The implication of this “ i " will be more fully discussed when
verbs and auxiliary forms are being considered in the next article.

Perhaps the “
i
” idea of indefiniteness accounts for its appearance

in the expression Nini hii—what is this ?

The w vi ” Particle

Having examined the adverbial particles of Time and Place, we
"ill now turn to the adverbial particle “ vi ’’ expressing Manner.

Because of its inherent meaning it cannot have such a wide usage
as the “ ku ” and pa " of Time and Place. On the other hand it

translates a very wide variety of English expressions, as the following

sentences show. This
<k

vi formative generally refers to some implica-

tion in the context rather than to any particular word or words.
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The “ vi
M

of Manner

Demonstrative .
“ -o " of reference. Interrogative. Adjectival root .

hi vi . vyo

vi le hivyo

vivyo

ovyo

ndivyo

With demonstrative :

—

How can one man eat so much ?

Hearing how matters were

For instance, when passing by

Kisauni they would say to the

freed slaves He ! wait awhile and

you will see, etc.

While they were thus employed

Because of being so tired

On seeing how matters had turned

out.

In exactly the same way

With “ >o
}J

of reference :

Things went on in this way for a

long time

Go and do thou likewise

How tall he is !

How greatly he loved his son ! !

This is how they used to be inti-

mated

In whatever way they desired.

In spite of circumstances

Just anyhow

With interrogative “-pi”:

Which way of doing it is best ?

W ith adjectival root

They read well

Let us test him in some other wav
\ arious other wavs

vi-pi ? vi-zuri

vyengine

Lo ! ! mtu mmoja awezaje kula

hivi ! !

Kusikia hivi ali . . .

Wakipita hapo Kisauni hu-

wamkia hivi hao Mateka He !

njogeni nyi

!

Walipokuwa wakishughulika

hivi.

Kwa rile alipokuwa amechoka.

Kuona vile.

Vile—vile.

Mambo valiendelea vivyo hivyo

kwa muda mwingi.

Enda kafanye vivyo.

Jinsi alipo mrefu !

Jinsi alipompenda mwanawe !

Ndipo walipokuwa wakitishwa

hao.

. . . vyo pote walhv/o/aka wao

wenyewe.

Hata kwa hipo.

Ovyo.

Fipi ni bora ?

Walisoma vizuri.

Tumjaribu vyengine.

Yyenv'mevyo.
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The particle “ vi ” not only translates a variety of English ex-

pressions, but it can graphically and tersely represent a whole English

phrase.

On seeing how matters stood = Kuona vile. Nothing more is

needed !
“ vi ” indicates manner, “ le ” represents a demonstrative

idea. Literally “that howness”. A graphic touch indeed. Failure

to realize the potential powers of a formative to impart its meaning

to a root or stem accounts for much of the heavy English Swahili

idiom.

A comparison of the “ ku, pa, mu’’ particles of Time and Place

with the “ vi ” of Manner leads one to see how closely they are related

in function, and that they are all Adverbial Formatives.

The Particle w ki ”

Closely allied to the “vi” formative but more restricted in its

meaning is the “ ki ” particle expressing “ likeness ” and representing

the English suffixes “ly”, “wise”, “ ish ”. The relation of these

two formatives “ ki ” or “ vi ” to the “ ki ” and “ vi ” of Classes VII
and ^ III is not clear at present and calls for further research.

“ki” as adverbial formative is restricted to noun and

adjective stems.

Root or Adverbial English. Swahili.

Stem . Form.

swahili kiswahili To greet in Swahili Kuamkua A/swahili.

fashion.

To speak in the Swa- Kusema kiswahili.

hili language.

-falme kifalme To speak in a regal Kusema A:da Ime.

manner.

-ungwana kiungwana At Frere Town they Hapa Kisauni walile-

were brought up as wa Amngwana ki-

freemen. huru.

tongo kitongo When he prayed they Ashukurupo huta-

peeped at him with zamwa kitongo

half closed eyes. tongo.

kondoo kikondoo To die like a sheep Kufa Adkondoo.

-ume kiume To play the man Kutenda Aiume.

-dogo kidogo To know by degrees Kujua kidogo kidogo.

wete kiwete To walk lame Kwenda Aiwete.
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—

toto kitoto To cry like a child Kulia fo'toto.

-tako kitako To sit down (on the Kukaa fo’tako.

haunches, haunch-

wise).

By prefixing the particle "-a" with the concord appropriate to the word

to which it refers, this ki formative becomes adjectival. Thus :

—

-a kiswahili Swahili potatoes Yiazi vya kizungu.

-a kifalme Regal clothes nguo za kifalme.

-a kitako Bananas which grow near Xdizi za kitako.

the ground.

-a kiwete

-a kitoto

-a kiume

The gait of a lame person

Childish games

A manly voice

Mwendo wa kiwete.

Michezo ya kitoto.

Sauti ya kiume.

The difference between ** nguo za mfalme
?

and “ nguo za kifalme
”

will become apparent at once.

Tenses of the Verbs

Let us now examine the formation of Tenses in Swahili and see

how the
,£
Idea ” approach is exemplified in them.

Time is expressed in Swahili by prefixing formative particles to

the verb stem. Like all other formatives each expresses a certain

idea, which it imparts to the verb to which it is affixed.

These particles commonly spoken of as
k<
Tense "

Infixes do not all

refer to Time. Recognition of this is an important factor in the

understanding of tenses and their usages

Particles are of two kinds :

—

(a) Time, (b) Aspect (for lack of a better name).
(a) Time particles refer to Time as Present, Past, or Future.

In these is included the “-a" infix which is used to indicate no
particular time.

(A.B. In Mombasa Swahili this “
-a ” particle is also used to

indicate time in the present.)

L No particular

time

2. Present

3. Past

4. Future

A. Time Particles

-a \\ asoma vizuri ?

-na Ninasoma

-li Xilisoma

-ta Nitasoma

Do you (or can you)

read well ?

I am reading.

I read.

I shall read.
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B.

To express :

—

1 . A point in time

2. A going on of action

or Repetition.

3. State entered upon

4. Connective idea

5. Possible contingent

6. Impossible contingent

Aspect Particles

-na Ninasoma

-ki Nikisoma

-me Nimesoma

-ka Nikasoma

-nge Xingesoma

-ngali Ningalisoma

I am reading (now).

I reading.

I have read,

and I read.

I would read.

I would have read.

In each of these sentences the formative is affixed to the verb itself,

and imparts its particular meaning to the verb.

We will now show these elemental formative ideas in a Table.

Table I.—Elemental Formative Particles. A and B

A. Reference to Time .

B. Aspect. Point in Time
Action going on
State entered upon
Connective idea

Possible contingency
Impossible contingency.

XO ONE PAR-
TICULAR time. Present. Past. Future.

a na (a) li ta

na
ki

me
ka
nge
ngali

By a logical combination of these particle ideas
,

it is possible to

express almost every shade of meaning in relation to a verb.

These combinations may be of (i) Time and Aspect, or (ii) Aspect

and Aspect.

Let us see what ideas are expressed in the first set of Time and

Aspect and the order in which they are combined.

(1) To express Present, Past, and Future time in reference to a

point in time
“
na ”, or to duration in time “ ki ", or to state entered

upon “ me ”, the time particle is affixed to the auxiliary “ kuwa
"

and the main verb takes the aspect particle.

The following table shows how logical it is.

Table II.—“-na,” “-ki,” “-me” in Relation to Time, i.e. B l A

Idea
No ONE

TIME IN PAR-

TICULAR
Present Past Future

Reference to Time -a- -na.-a- -lx- -ta-

Reference to Point in
Time -na -nakuwa-na- -hkuwa*na- -takuwa-na-

Reference to Action
going on—duration, or
Repetitive action -ki -nakuwa-ki- -likuwa-ki- -takuwa*ki-

State entered upon -me -me -Iikuwa-me -takuwa-me
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If the ideas expressed in the above particles are put into English

two facts will become apparent :

—

(i) That one particle in Swahili may express several English

tenses, i.e. in English, state may be expressed by :

—

They are sleeping. A Present Imperfect.

They are lost. ,, Indefinite.

They have arrived. ,, Perfect.

They know.
,, Indefinite.

All these are expressed by one and the same particle in Swahili,

i.e. the “ me ” particle, because “ me ” expresses State entered upon.

(ii) On the other hand one English tense may express several

ideas in Swahili. The sentence
,c
The sun shone

>? may be expressed

in three different ways in Swahili, according to whether a point in

time is indicated or a repetitive idea or merely a reference to time. The

speaker uses the particles which best express the idea he wishes to

convey, and in keeping with the context.

We will now illustrate the particles in Table II in sentences. A
perusal of them will make plain the futility of limiting the meaning

of any one “ tense in Swahili to that conveyed by its English title,

and in addition the absurdity of labelling Swahili verb forms with

the names of English tenses.

Labels, however, are necessary to enable the verb forms to be

easily recognized. What labels then shall be used ? If we gather up

the ideas conveyed by the basic particles we shall see that there is :

—

(i) Colourless reference to Time in Present, Past, Future.

(ii) Reference to a Point in Time in Present, Past, Future.

(iii) Reference to Duration and/or Repetition in Present, Past,

Future.

(iv) Reference to State in Present, Past, and Future.
Therefore, they could be spoken of as

Reference Forms. Duration Forms.
Point Forms. State Forms.

These are merely tentative suggestions.

In the following sentences it is the implication of the English
^ords and context which determine the form of the verb in Swahili.

Xo Particular Time

Wwsonia vizuri ? Do you read weU or can you

read well ?

Alipita a/, isoma He passed by reading.
I wtMima chuo hiki ? Have you read this book ?

Label. Particle.

Reference -a

-kiDuration
State -me
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Present

Reference
Point

Duration

State

-na

-nakuwa-na

-nakuwa-ki

•me

U««soma nini ?

Xdio wakati kama huo
u«apo£?*tm unasoma.

Hao ! ! Kila siku
wanakuwa wa£?«soma
kutwa !

Umesoma ? Xdiyo ni-

mesoma.

What are you reading ?

It is at a time like this, when
you are engaged in reading
that you should, etc.

Reading ? Yes, they are

always reading
; reading

from mom till night.

Have you read ? Yes, I

have just read.

Past

Reference -li Uh'soma lini ? When did you read ?

Point -likuwa-na Xi/ipoktttea niw^soma Just as I was reading someone
came to me.

Duration -likuwa-ki Jana ni\ikuwa nUt- I was reading the whole of
soma kutwa. yesterday.

Kwanza mlikuwa mhi- Formerly you used to read.

soma, sasa kwani why do you not read nowa-
hamsomi ? days ?

State -likuwa-me Nilipofika, yeye aliku- When I arrived he had already

wa amekwisha ki- read it.

soma.
A1ikuwa amefuatana na He was accompanied by his

mkewe. wife.

Future

Reference -ta Nitasoma chuo chako. I will read your book.
Point -takuwa-na Wakizidi kujibidisha If they continue to work hard

watakuwa wa?mweza there will come a day when
kusoma. they will be able to read.

Duration -takuwa-ki Kila siku atakuwa aki- Every day from now onwards
soma. he will read

State -takuwa-me La ! Usiende naeho No, don't take it because
kwa kuwa kabula before you can arrive he will

utakuwa bujafika, have already read the book.

yeye atakuwa ame-

kwisha soma kile

chuo.

It should be noted here that the “ me ” form is often used idiomatically

to express what to an English mind requires a “ -likuwa-me ” tense.

The idiomatic or graphic use of these tenses does not affect the fore-

going set out of verb forms. The explanation is a simple one
;

for

when so used the African is viewing the action complete, or the state

complete at the time referred to in the narrative. It must be

remembered also that the same sequence of tenses is not the same

in Swahili as in English. The following is an example of the graphic

or idiomatic use of the “me” tense : When the witch doctor heard

that Kintu had arrived. Yule mchawi aliposikia kuwa Kintu amewasili.

The “ a '' and “ na " tenses are also used in this graphic way.
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Table III. —One “ Aspect ” Particle in Relation to Another, i.e . B -i- B

Connective

!
1

State Possible

,

Contingency
Impossible
Contingency

Being or
Deration

Reference
|

-ka -me -nge -ngali -ki

Point i -kawa-na- -kiwa-

na-.

Duration -kawa-ki- -mekuwa-
ki-

-ngekuwa-
ki-

-ngalikuwa-

ki

-kiwa-

ki.

State -kawa-me- -me- -kiwa-

me.

KB.—Tables II and III are set out together on page 857.

The principle governing the order in which one aspect particle

is combined with another is the same as that which relates to

aspect particles in relation to time.

The following sentences make this clear :

—

The “ ka ** or Connective Particle

Reference -ka Haraisi alikwenda du- Hamisi went to the shop and

kani afamunua chai. bought some tea.

Point -kawa -na Wawili walisitahimili. Two (hippos) put up with

w&kawa waw/ikimbia matters for a time, and then

chini ya maji. made their way off under
water.

Duration -kawa -ki . . . na mbvra akazidi The hvrax went on running

kurafuatia na kadha- and the dog continued to

lika Mpobe akawa follow, and Mpoke, too, kept

agenda, akitezama on going, looking heTe and
huko na huko. there.

State -kawa -me . . . hata waAawa wame- . . . until at length they became
fika makamo ya
kusoma.

of school age.

(There are many other uses of the ka ” form which should be

studied, but which are not relevant to the subject-matter of this

article.)

The k
' me ” <ir State

Reference -me U/wetafuta vizuri ? Have vou searched well ?

Duration -niekuwa -kii Tangu siku ile watu Ever since then many people

wengi wawekuwa
waAitafuta I ile

have been looking for the pit.

shimo.

The “* nge ” oi Possible Contingency

Reference -nge Laiti kama niw/ekuwa If only I were judge I should
kadhi nmegejua la

kufanva.
know what to do.

State -ngeknwa Uonaje ? Ingekuwa How does it strike vou ?

-me imeshuka vote pamo- Would it be easy to take
ja ingekuwa rahisi care of all the verses if all had
kuzihifadhi aya zote? come down together.
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The Impossible Contingency

Reference

Duration
or

repetitive

-ngali

-ngalikuwa
-ki

Kama ungahjaribu un-

galishinda.

Laiti ’wa.ngnlikuica

waHkaa Sana, ha-

wangaliweza kupa-
nda kurudi kwao.

If you had tried you would
have managed it.

For if they had made a practice

of staying on, they would
not have been able to climb

home again.

The “ ei ** of Being

Reference -ki

Point -kiwa-na

Duration -kiwa-ki
State -kiwa-me

YaA*<patikana

Wingi wa migomba, ni

wingi wa ndizi, na
matunda vakiwa va-

fiapatikana kwa
namna hii.

NiAttra niAienda.

Kila dakika 3 ao 5
ilitulazimu kusi-

mama kwa kuwa
tukiua tumesimami*
shwa na polisi.

They being procurable, i.e. if

they are procurable.

Numbers of banana trees

implies a glut in bananas,
and seeing that they are at

present to be had in this

fashion . . .

I While going (Steere).

Every few minutes we were
obliged to stop because of

being stopped by the police.

It is interesting to note how the order of the formative particles

affects the meaning. Let us take, for example, “ -mekuwa-ki ” and
-kiwa-me . In the former the duration idea is in the main verb.

W amekuwa wakisoma 5 —they have been reading. In the latter

akiwa wamesoma the state idea is in the main verb. Thev
being in a state of having read, or as in idiomatic English, They
having read.

In addition to the above particles, there are others, which when
affixed to the auxiliary “ kuwa '’ are capable of imparting countless
shades of meaning to the verb stem. Such as : huwa

;
-li

;
-kali

(or ngali)
, ngawa

, and the copula “ ni”. All of these can be com-
bined with one or all of the “ na ”, “ ki ”, and “ me ” forms. Space
does not allow for an illustration of each of these forms.

7
nd by \arying the stem or root of the auxiliary a still richer

variety of verb forms emerge, with numerous shades of meaning.
kwisha ”, “ kupata ”, “ kuja ”, “ kwenda ”, all of these are

frequently used as auxiliaries.

Legation

(i) Negation is expressed by means of formative particles
(a) By prefixing formative " ha ” to the subjective prefix and by

changing final “ a ” of the verb +«“;’•/ . • . , ,

'

„ . .
ae ' erD t0 1 (except in 1st person, whenm becomes “ si ”1.
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(6) By adding particle “ si ” as an infix in the subjunctive mood

and relative forms.

(ii) These formatives express negation without relation to time .

It is a mistake commonly made to speak of the verbs with suffix “
i
”

as a “ present
”

negation. It has no tense infix and conveys no time

implication . It indicates negation of various shades of meaning which

are differentiated in English si-sikii = “ I cannot hear
M

as well as

‘‘ I do not hear

(iii) If negation is spoken of in relation to a point in time in

Past or Future the auxiliary takes the time infix followed by the

principal verb expressed in negation.

(iv) If negation centres around a repetitive idea or duration in

time, then the auxiliary is expressed in the negative and the

principal verb remains in the affirmative. See table, p. 857.

Enough has been written to show that the “ idea ” approach is

both logical and workable.

In a later article further characteristics of Swahili will be examined,

such as reduplication, principles underlying word order, and other

syntactical points. Auxiliary verbs and the formative functions of

suffixes and prefixes of nouns derived from verbs will also be discussed.
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Survey of the Language Groups in the

Southern Sudan

By A. N. Tucker

TT has been the custom of linguists to divide African languages into

three main layers
—

“ Sudanic,"
u
Hamito-Semitic," and “ Bantu 9

\

Of these the Bantu languages show the greatest continuity and the

Sudanic languages the least.

The Southern Sudan may be regarded as one of the most interesting

of African fields for the comparative linguist and anthropologist, for

it is here that the Eastern ‘‘ Sudanic ” and the Western “ Hamitic ”

races meet, and it is here also that one finds that peculiar wedge of

people who, for want of a better term, are called “ Nilotes ".

The aim of this article will be to group together those Southern

Sudan languages which show undeniable affinities, and, by applying

phonetic and linguistic criteria, endeavour to allocate these groups

places within the categories of African languages. For this purpose it

will be necessary, first, to determine on the necessary criteria.

Definition of a Sudanic Language

It would appear that linguists in the past have been content to

group under the general term “ Sudanic ” all Central African languages

which cannot fit another grouping, and then to state that the main

characteristic of Sudanic languages is their extraordinary divergence

one from another. Thus vocabulary similarity as a criterion is per-

missible within only a very restricted range, while other criteria allow

for such anomolies as isolative languages in the North-East Congo,

inflected languages (with full personal verb conjugation and noun

cases) around Lake Chad, and almost Bantu-like noun class systems

in the Western Sudan.

With such a wealth of criteria available, the definition of

Sudanic ” must needs be arbitrary. Westermann, however, has

already given a lead with the following five points (see Die Sudan -

sprachen, also The Shilluk People) which we may do well to

follow 1
:

—

(1) Sudanic languages are monosyllabic, each word consisting in

one syllable.

(2) Each syllable or word consists in one consonant and one vowel.

1 The Shilluk People , p. 35.
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(3) They are isolating, that is they have no inflection, and only

few formative elements
;
the “ class-prefixes of the Bantu-languages

and of some Hamitic languages are absent.

(4) They have no grammatical gender.

(5) Intonation is prevailing in a higher degree than it is in Bantu

and Hamitic languages.

To this, for the purposes of this article, may be added the following

characteristics, upon which most authorities are agreed h

—

Phonetics and Word-structure

(6) Characteristic consonantal sounds are the labio-velars Jcp and

gb and the implosives ’6 and 'd.

(7) Noun formatives are few, the most common being the prefix a-

which forms nouns out of verbs. For the rest, new conceptions are

formed by simply combining two or more given words, e.g. the

diminutive is achieved by suffixing the word for “ young

(8) The singular and plural of nouns is not distinguished, or else

number is shown by adding a noun or pronoun (usually third pers. pi.).

The most common plural formatives are the vowels a and i or a nasal.

(9) Case in nouns is shown either by the position in the sentence

or else by combination with another noun in the form of a post-

position.

(10) There are no derivative verb species, except where the idea

of motion to or from the speaker is implied, when the verbs to

come ” and “ to go
J

' will be combined with the main verb. Similarly

the dative idea is obtained by combination with the verb to give
?

\

(11) Verb conjugation for person consists in merely pronoun -+-

verb stem.

(12) Tenses are few in number, but the tense particles cover more

than the mere idea of time.

(13) There is no passive form of the verb, and the passive idea

is expressed by a circumlocution.

Sentence-structure

(14) The normal sentence order is either subject + verb + object

or subject + object + verb.

(15) The possessor (genitive or nomen rectum) precedes the

1 I am deeply indebted to Professor Westermann for going over the MS. of this
article with me, and also for the loan of the MS. of his own article Charakter und
Einteilung der Sudansprachen (Africa , 1935), which goes into these points in greater
detail and to which the reader is here referred. As further source I have used Dr. Alice
Werner’s treatise Structure and Relationship of African Languages.
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possessed (nomen regens) in the genitive construction. This applies

also to the possessive adjective.

(16) The adjective may precede or follow the noun it qualifies.

Definition of a Hamitic Language

Although there seem to be very few languages which are truly

and thoroughly Hamitic, authorities seem to be more certain on

what are “ Hamitic ” characteristics than in the case of Sudanic

languages. For convenience I shall use the same numbering as above.

(1) Hamitic roots may be monosyllabic, disyllabic, or even tri-

syllabic.

(2) The popular consistency of a root seems to be three consonants,

with intervening vowels as in Semitic, though many roots have only

two consonants.

(3) Hamitic languages are highly inflected, mostly by means of

prefixes and suffixes, though vowel change (Ablaut) is by no means

uncommon.

(4) They have grammatical gender—masculine and feminine. 1

Combined with this is the phenomenon known as Polarity , wherebv

a noun may be masculine in the singular and feminine in the plural,

or vice versa.

(5) Dynamic accent plays a greater role than intonation.

(6) Characteristic consonantal sounds of both Hamitic and

Semitic languages are the pharyngeal “ emphatic ’’ sounds (Press-

laute), as typified by Arabic ^ f- and J.

(7) There are many noun formatives.

(8) The singular and plural of nouns is distinguished by a multitude

of formative elements, mostly suffixes.

(9) Case relationship is often shown by suffixes, applied either

to the noun or to the verb.

(10) Each verb may have derived species, formed mostly by
suffixes or Ablaut.

(11) Person in verb conjugation is shown by prefix (as in Semitic)

or by suffix.

(12) Tenses are shown by means of prefixes and suffixes.

1 For the range of ideas covered by these two terms, see Meinhof, Die Spracken
der Hamiten

, p. 22 et seq. Detailed discussion on this language family will also be
found in De Lacy Evans O’Leary's Characteristics of the Hamitic Languages. See also

Werner Vyeichl, “Was sind Hamitensprachen ?
" (Africa, 1935); C. Brockelmann,

“ Gibt es einen hamitischen Sprachstamm ? "
(Anthroposf 1932) ; Marcel Cohen,

“ Les Langues dites Chamitiques " (Congr. de VInst, des Lang, et Civ. afr.. 1933).
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(13) There is a distinct form of the verb for the passive.

(14) The normal sentence order is verb + subject + object.

(15) The possessor follows the possessed in the genitive con-

struction and is usually linked to it by means of a genitive particle.

(16) The adjective follows the noun it qualifies.

(17) There is one characteristic of most African languages, which

has been cited as Sudanic, Hamitic, and Bantu, respectively, on various

occasions, viz. the use of “vocal images ”, “onomatopoeic words”,

“ descriptive adverbs

“

radicals ”, to bring out or intensify the meaning

of ordinary verbs and adjectives. It is quite probable that these

exclamatory words are characteristic of the Negro element in all three

language families. Therefore their absence in any African language

is more remarkable than their presence.

There are, roughly speaking, eleven decided language “ groups ” 1

in the Southern Sudan (exclusive of several as yet unplaced languages)

and their speakers are to be found mostly in the three provinces Upper

Nile (91,100 square miles), Bahr el Ghazal (94,000 square miles), and

Mongalla (54,900 square miles). These groups may be arranged

under four headings, according as the speech characteristics conform

with the criteria given above. Thus we have :

—

Sudanic languages :

—

(1) The Moru-Madi group.

(2) The Bongo-Baka group.

(3) The Ndogo-Bviri group.

(4) Zande.

Nilotic languages :

—

(5) Dinka.

(6) Nuer.

(7) The Shilluk-Acholi group.

Nilo-Hamitic languages :

—

(8) The Bari dialects.

(9) The Lotuko dialects.

(10) The Topotha-Turkana group.

Fourth category (as yet unplaced) :

—

(11) The Didinga-Beir group.

It must not for a moment be thought that language groups

1 Under “ group ” is to be understood here a number of languages and dialects

with close grammatical and vocabulary affinities, to the point of complete or partial

mutual intelligibility. This loose definition embraces also, of course, the idea of a

common original language, whether actual or hypothetical.
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necessarily confine themselves within political boundaries; con-

sequently almost all the Southern Sudan languages have affinities in

French Equatorial Africa, Belgian Congo, Uganda, Tanganyika,

Kenya, and Abyssinia. The interesting point is, however, that these

affinities are all relatively near geographically, and are all sharply

defined within their own areas. There is no grand spread of any one

group throughout the length and breadth of Central Africa—as, for

instance, in Bantu—although future investigation in the area between

the Sudan and Lake Chad may possibly bring to light more continuity

than has at first been suspected.

For my Sudan population statistics I am very grateful to the

Sudan Education Department and to the Governors of Provinces,

who provided me with the latest figures at their disposal. In the

case of some of the smaller tribes an attempt has evidently been

made at an exact census. In other cases only the number of tax-

payers is given
;

in such cases a fair estimate of tribal strength may
be obtained by multiplying the number of taxpayers by five.

These figures are to be regarded, on the whole, as only approximate,

and in fact some of them differ considerably from those given in the

“ Report of the Rejaf Language Conference
M

, those given in Seligman's

Pagan Tribes of the Nilotic Sudan , and again from figures which

I collected from local authorities three years ago. I enter them here

as the latest governmental estimate.

The location of the tribes and sub-tribes is obtained largely from

personal investigation during 1931-2, 1 and I am deeply indebted to

the various local authorities, who spared no pains to help me make

out tribal maps for each district.

My Uganda and Tanganyika statistics have been taken from the

1931 census returns of those countries.

My Kenya statistics have been obtained through the kindness of

the Government of Kenya Colony, and show the estimated strength

of the various tribes in the Colony as on the 31st of December, 1933.

The Belgian Government has also very kindly provided me with

the latest population figures of the non-Bantu tribes in the north-

east corner of the Belgian Congo.

THE EASTERN SUDANIC LANGUAGES

Westermann, in his Charakter and Einteilung der Sudansprachen
,

gives four sorts of Sudanic language. I shall not try to relegate the

1 Under a combined grant from the International Institute of African Languages

and Cultures and the School of Oriental Studies.
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languages dealt with here to any particular category or categories

within his Sudanic family, but merely state that the affinity any one

group bears any other, either inside or outside the Southern Sudan,

is of the slightest superficially, except in the case of the Bongo-Baka

group and the Moru-Madi group, which show a fair amount of

vocabulary and grammatical correspondence. The term “ Eastern
"

is therefore used here in a strictly geographical sense, and implies

merely the territorial position of the speakers of these languages as

against other Sudanic tribes to the west.

The Sudanic tribes in the Southern Sudan, with the exception of

the Azande, have suffered much from slave raids from the north and

invasions from the south. Hence they are very small and much

scattered. Although most of them have settled down now, a few of

the smaller ones are still on the move, and localization of them is

difficult. This is particularly so in the Western District of the Bahr

el Ghazal, where the government’s repatriating policy is still at work.

1. The Moru-Madi Group

This is a very interesting group of almost mutually understandable

languages, which stretches in a horse-shoe bend from Amadi to Yei

in Mongalla Province, through the north-eastern corner of the Belgian

Congo and the north-western corner of Uganda, and back into

Mongalla Province, Opari District. These languages and dialects seem

to fall into three sub-groups, which may for convenience be called the

“Northern or Moru dialects”, the “Central languages", and the
“ Southern or Madi languages ”.

The Moru Dialects
(29,000 speakers)

The districts Amadi and Maridi in Mongalla Province are the

home of the Moru speakers, who are as follows

The (Moro)Miza (1,900 taxpayers) live south-east of Amadi
under Chief Adarago. Their dialect is now the language of education
in the mission schools.

The (Moro)Kediru (1,400 taxpayers) live north of the Miza
under Chief W ala. A branch of the Hediru, the Maku ba, live under
Chief Roba on the Tapari.

The Lakamadi live north of the Kediru on the Tali road under
Chief Monda.

These three dialects are almost identical.

The Moroondri (700 taxpayers) live west of the Miza under Chief
Ngere.
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The 'BolTba (300 taxpayers) live south of the Miza, adjoining

Pojulu territory, under Chief Jambo.

These two dialects are almost identical.

The Moroogi (400 taxpayers) live west of the Moroondri on the

road to Maridi in two small sections under Chiefs Agangwa and

Okupoi respectively. Another small section of the Miza is to be found

living between them.

The (Moro)Wa’di (325 taxpayers) are scattered about north of

Maridi under the Chiefs Okupoi and Madragi. Many so-called Wadi

are really Morokodo, and speak a Bongo-Baka language.

These two dialects are almost identical, and nearer Morodndri

than Miza. In fact, Moroondri is more representative of the majority

of Morn dialects than Miza, and has more affinities with Avukaya

on the one hand and Madi on the other.

The Central Sub-group
(
83,000 speakers)

The Avukaya 1 live in two sections between Maridi and Yei. The

Ojila branch (650 taxpayers) live largely between the Naam and the

Olo Rivers, but reach as far east as Chief Wajo ;
another smaller

section is to be found north of Chief Madragi. The Ojigo branch

(700 taxpayers) live just north of Yei, but there is a small section

of these, called Agamoro, living on the outskirts of Mundu country,

south of Maridi.

The Keliko 1 (real name Ma’di) (1,113 taxpayers) are to be found

west of Yei ;
they extend into the Belgian Congo, where a section is

to be found south of Aba (9,138), in the territory Alur-Lugwara.

It is doubtful whether the Bori have separate tribal existence.

The various scattered clumps seem to speak either Keliko or Pojulu

according to the people they live among. I am told that there is a

Bori rain-makers clan among the Moru, whose graves resemble those

of Kakwa rain-makers.

The Logo (some 60
,
000

)
are mostly to be found in the Congo in the

triangle of country between Aba, Faradje, and Watsa, where there

seem to be four sections of them. A few Logo are to be found in

Yei District of Mongalla Province. The Belgian Government statistics

concerning this tribe are as follows :

—

“ In the territory of the Logo-Dongo (head township, Faradje)

there are 75,581 inhabitants, of whom 62,941 are indigenous. They

1 ** Avukaya ” or “ Abukaya ” is said to be a Zande nickname for the Ojila and
Ojigo. The name “ Keliko is of obscure origin.
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are divided into Logo-Agambi (19,976), Logo-Doka (31,510), Bari-

Logo (4,292), and Dongo-Tedemu (7,163).”

The Central languages are not so closely tied as the Moru dialects.

Keliko and Logo are on the whole mutually understandable, but

Avukaya can only be understood with an effort, forming as it does

a bridge between these languages and the Moru dialects.

The Madi Sub-group
(
240,000 speakers)

The Lugbara (also called “ Lugwari ”) live in the North-East

Congo (50,844) with centre Aru, and extend into the West Nile District

of Uganda with centre Arua (139,348). A few (171 taxpayers) are

to be found in Yei District.

The Madi (pronounced Ma’di) of Uganda (40,307) are to be found

in Aiivu County, West Nile District, and also in greater or lesser

numbers through most of the north-east counties in Gulu District.

They extend into the Sudan into the western section of Opari District,

Mongalla Province (1,022 taxpayers).

There seem to be two main dialects of Madi in the Sudan :

—

Ma di Lokai spoken by Chiefs Surur, Odego, and Ito Gaperi (2,000)

;

Madi Pandikeri spoken by Chiefs Dar, Iberu, Geri Nyani Kuyu
(5,000). Ma di Lokai is most like Uganda Madi, and is the language

of education in mission schools in Opari District. Ma’di Pandikeri

has more in common with Moru (Moroondri dialect). I have heard of

a third dialect, ’Burulo, said to be spoken around Nimule, but was
unable to follow it up. The few words I met with were like Pandikeri.

The Lulu bo (766 taxpayers) constitute the vanguard of the Madi
penetration into Opari District, and now appear left high and dry

on the Luluba Hills, 40 miles south-east of Juba and west of the

Lokoya. Their dialect is more like Pandikeri than Lokai, with some
Pojulu vocabulary borrowings.

All these three languages are mutually understandable to a fairly

high degree. As a matter of fact, all the Moru-Madi languages (with

the exception of Lendu, which shall be discussed separately) are so

closely related that any speaker of one would very soon be able to

adapt himself if brought to live among speakers of another. 1

The Lendu also belong to the Moru-Madi group, but their language
cannot be understood by the other members, having undergone

1 My questionings of a[Moru speaker, whom I had with me while on tour, elicited
the fact that, of all the Moru-Madi languages which were foreign to him, he got on
best with Abukaya and Madi, but found Logo the most difficult to understand. He
himself was a Moroondri.
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violent phonetic changes which have resulted in a
££
spitting ” pro-

nunciation of syllables containing consonants only, which cause great

trouble to would-be scribes. The Lendu live in the Congo, west of

Lake Albert (151,925) with centre Djugu, while a smaller branch

(5,985) are to be found in Alur-Lugwara territory
;
some have over-

flowed into (mostly) the West Nile District of Uganda (2,670). Their

real name is ’Bale or ’Balendru, and their language is ’Baatha or

or ’Baletha. They have often been erroneously classified as Bantu.

2. The Bongo-Baka-Bagirmi Group

The members of this group are the most scattered and diverse

of any, and mutual understanding, except in a few cases, is absent.

By comparison of vocabulary and grammar, however, one can easily

ascertain such members as are on record.

The Bongo in Schweinfurth’s time were evidently far more

numerous than now (3,192). At present they are to be found mainly

in two small settlements, one, under Chief Sabun, on the Bussere

River just south of Wau and extending south along the Bo road, and

the other larger settlement further east, near Tonj, under Chief Kerasit.

There is also an isolated colony in the Lori country, near Rumbek.

The now extinct Mittu (Wetu) were Bongo speakers, as far as can

be ascertained.

The Baka (2,380 taxpayers) live fairly thickly around Maridi and

extend almost to Yei. There is another section of them in the north-

east corner of the Belgian Congo (4,000).

The Baka form the southern end of a linguistic chain, stretching

up through Moru country to Rumbek. Those that live in the Moru

district cause most confusion to investigators :

—

The Morokodo (625 taxpayers) live on the Amadi-Maridi road

just west of Amadi, under Chief Hassan.

The (Moro)Biti, also under Chief Hassan, live north of Amadi

on the Tali road.

The Ma’di 1 live north of these, and the (Moro)Wira farther

north, both tribes under Chief Dokolo.

The Ma’du live with the Lakama’di under Chief Roba.

These five small tribes are all called Moru ”, and consequentlv

are often confused with the true Moru. The languages Morokodo

and Ma’di are almost identical, while Biti, Wira, and Ma'du may be

1 Not to be confused with the Ma’di of Opari district, whose language belongs to

the Moru-Mad
i
group.
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grouped together. These five dialects are the most closely connected

of all the Bongo-Baka group.

The Nyamusa (600 taxpayers) live north of the Wira, also under

Chief Dokolo, but their language is not so closely allied.

The northern section of this linguistic chain is composed of the

“ Rnmbek Jur
''

1
(7,194), stretching from just north of the Nyamusa

to Bumbek in the Bahr el Ghazal. They consist of four small tribes

(hemmed in on the north by the Ngok Dinka and on the east by the

Agar and Atwot) :

The Lori live north-west of the Nyamusa along the old Mvolo-

Gnop road, and the Lali close to them. Their languages are almost

identical.

The ‘Beli and the Sofi, speaking practically identical languages,

live just south of Rumbek, the 'Beli being north of Toinya post and the

Sofi south of it.
2

Of these “ Jur ” languages,
;

Beli and Sofi are most like Bongo,

while Lori and Lali are much more like Nyamusa and the so-called

Moru dialects.

Such are the main members of the Bonga-Baka group in the Sudan.

Of late, however, some interesting information on the very confused

population of the Western District of the Bahr el Ghazal has come to

light :

—

The Yulu 3
(1,124), Binga (pronounced “ Bipa ”) (638), Kara

(328), and, less definitely, the Runga (150), Aja (728), and Ngunguli

(1,052) show remarkable vocabulary resemblance to Bongo and

Baka, though no grammatical material is as yet forthcoming. These

tribes are for the most part an overflow from tribes in French

Equatorial Africa—the boundary is very near.

The Sinyar,4 who live on the border of Darfur and French

Equatorial Africa at Mogororo (lat. 12 N.), show a vocabulary

resemblance also. This seems to be the only language in Darfur or

Kordofan to do so.

Outside the Southern Sudan, enough vocabulary evidence has been

1 Not to be confused with the Shilluk-speaking “ Jur ” (Luo) near Wau. The
word “ Jur ” means “ stranger ” in Dinka, and the Dinka apply the terra to all

foreigners except Europeans and Arabs.

2 Of all these tribes the Beli are the most numerous. Seligman mentions another

tribe, Gberi, living west of Mvolo, and speaking a dialect akin to Mittu
(Pagan Tribes

of the Xilotic Sudan
, p. 474). I was unable to locate this tribe.

3 From information supplied me by Fathers Simoni and Santandrea.
4 From information supplied me by P. B. Broadbent and A. J. Arkell, of the

Sudan Political Service.
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collected by M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes 1 to pursue this group along

the Chari Rivers in French Oubangui-Chari as far as Fort Archarn-

bault. The representatives in this area he classes under the Barma
group, and they comprise the languages Barma, Babalia, Dissa,

Bulala, and the multitudinous Sara dialects (Sara Denje, Sara

Gulei, Sara Bai, Sara Lak, Kaba, Horo, Ngama, Vale, Tele, and Tane).

Finally, south-east of Lake Chad, are the Bagirmi (30,000), whose

language also shows considerable resemblance to Bongo, as already

remarked by Gaden. 2 To this language is related that of the Kenga
and Kuka on Barth’s evidence. 3

On the strength of the above data I should suggest as a tentative

name for this huge belt of Sudanic languages, the combination

Bongo-Bagirmi ” or “ Bongo-Baka-Bagirmi ”, as embodying the

most important Eastern and Western members of the group.

3. The Ndogo-Bviri Group

This group consists of four dialects, so closely allied as to be

mutually intelligible. The area covered by this language group is

roughly that of the Central District of Bahr el Ghazal Province, with

centre Wau.

The Ndogo (2,164) live a few miles west of Wau (where the Wau-

Deim Zubeir road crosses the Getti), and at Kayango.

The Sere (also called Basiri) (1,320) live west of the Ndogo, where

the same road crosses the Kpango River.

The Bai (1,120) live west of the Sere.

The Bviri (commonly called Belanda, 4 also Mvegumba) (3,660)

1 Documents sur les Langues de VOubangui-Chari. I have been able to compare

aspects of Bongo grammar with notes taken on Sara by Professor Westermann and

Dr. H. J. Melzian, and justify at least the inclusion of that language in the Bongo group.
2 Essai de Grammaire de la Langue Baguirmienne. Gaden was able to note only

the vocabulary similarity, but comparison of his grammar with my field notes has

established the connection beyond all dispute. It is interesting to note here that,

of all the Bongo-Baka languages in the Sudan, Bagirmi most approaches the Morokodo

sub -section in grammatical structure ; this is strange, seeing that these languages

have themselves been largely influenced (in other respects) by Moru-Madi.
3 Sammlung und Bearbeitung Central-Afrikaniscker Vocabularien. Dr. J. Lukas,

who read this article in MS., informs me from personal experience that Bulala,

Kuka, and Mudogo (not mentioned above), are all practically identical and all

closely related to Bagirmi.
4 The name “ Belanda ” is the cause of much confusion, as it is used to denote

two tribes, speaking totally unrelated languages : the Bviri (also called “ Mvegumba ”)

speaking a Ndogo dialect, and the Bor (also called Mverodi ”) speaking a Shilluk

dialect. These two tribes are neighbours, intermarry, and mostly know each other's

languages, however. See my article, “ The Tribal Confusion around Wau ”
(Sudan

Notes and Records, vol. xiv, pt. 1, 1931). The name “ Belanda ’*
is of Bongo origin.
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live on the Belanda circular road, which leaves Wau, and after a

southern detour joins the Deim Zubeir road near the Getti. Another

branch of Bviri may be found near Deim Zubeir.

Scattered clusters of all four peoples may be found at intervals on

the road from Wau to the Zande country and on the circular road

north-west of Tembura. There is also a body of Sere living in French

Equatorial Africa, across the border from Yubu.

Mention should here be made of the Golo (1,952), who live between

the Ndogo and Wau, and whose as yet unplaced language is fast

dying out in favour of Ndogo.

4. The Zande Language

The Zande language is spoken consistently throughout the southern

part of the Bahr el Ghazal Province, and in the neighbouring regions of

French Equatorial Africa and Belgian Congo, whence the Azande

originated. At one time Zande bid fair to oust all the other Sudanic

languages in the Southern Sudan—the Maridi-Amadi conglomeration,

the Ndogo languages at Wau, and even a good many of the Western

District languages. Since the enforced retirement of the Azande

conquerors, however, these other languages have regained to a certain

extent their former usage. The Azande in the Sudan (231,000), owing

to sleeping-fever legislation, are concentrated at Tembura, at A'ambio,

and along the Tembura-Yambio and Yambio-Maridi roads.

There is only one sub-dialect of Zande in the Sudan, spoken by
the Makaraka (true name Adio) (415 taxpayers), who live between

Yei and Maridi.

There are over 500,000 Azande in the Congo, and they form the

majority of the population in several territories. The BelgianC1

Governmental statistics are as follows :

—

Territory of the Avungara, centre Ango, 72,527 out of 72,605.

Territory of the Avuru-Wando, centre Dungu, 175,774 out of

177,002.

Territory of the Avuru-Kipa-Amadi-Abarembo, centre Poko,
93,061 out of 158,900.

Territory of the Abandia, centre Bondo, 107,839
Ci

Zandeized
”

Mongwandi.

Territory of the Madjara, centre Niangara, 72,313, population
largely of Nilotic origin.

The Azande in French Equatorial Africa are assessed at about
50,000, but no statistics are to hand.

Among the Azande are the descendants of a vanetv of conquered
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peoples (such as the Pambia, Barambo, Huma, Bukuru), 1 but the

pronunciation of the language varies surprisingly little with locality.

Other Sudanic Languages

The Western District of the Bahr el Ghazal contains a confused

mass of very small tribes. Of these the most important people are

the Kreish (Kredj) (real name Gbaya) (6,930). There are five

sub-divisions of the Gbaya :

—

The Gbaya-ndogo once lived near Deim Zubeir, but have lately

been moved north of Raga. There language has been reduced to

writing by the R. C. Mission at Deim Zubeir.

The (Gbaya)Naka live near Kafia Kingi, north of the Gbaya-

Ndogo. Their language is perhaps the most representative dialect.

The (Gbaya)Hofra live on the River Boro, south of the Naka and

north of the Binga.

Near the Hofra, and related to them, live the Yomamgba (People

of the Hills), the Kutowaka, Boko, and others.

The Woro are hunters in the woods near Deim Zubeir.

The Kreish language is not confined merely to the Gbaya, but has

spread over other small tribes as well. It has nothing in common with

Baya or Gbaya (Mandjia) in Oubangui-Chari.

After the Kreish, the Banda are the most important people

(5,980). They live between the Rivers Biri and Sopo, and are directly

related to the Banda of Oubangui-Chari (and hence, perhaps, to the

Mbwaka, Banziri, and Monjombo).2

Other unplaced Western languages are Feroghe (3,200), Indri

(related to Feroghe)
; Shayu and Mongaiyat, about which almost

nothing is known.

Among the Baka in Maridi, also north of Yei, live the Mundu
(1,861 taxpayers). There is a further colony of them in the Belgian

Congo, north of Aba (some 2,000). Their language is decidedly

Sudanic but the grammar construction cannot warrant its inclusion

in the Bongo Baka group, although it has many affinities. It is

suspected that the Congo Bangba (2, 125),
3 lying between Dungu and

Watsa, are closely related to the Mundu.

1 JSee Lagae La Langue des Azande ” for a full list of Zande sub-sections.

2 Note that Poutrin, in Principals Populations de VAfrique Equitoriale Franqaise ,

considers Kreish a sub-section of the Banda group. I can find no correspondences in

the two languages to justify this. Kreish has, if anything, more in common with

Bongo-Baka.
3 Burssens’s estimate of Bangba tribal strength is 50,000, and he would place

them between Dungu and Niangara.

VOL. VII. part 4. 57
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Reference should be made at this point to the welter of non-

Bantu languages in the north-east corner of the Congo. Some few,

like Logo and Lendu mentioned above, have been identified, but

practically nothing is known about the rest, owing to lack of even

vocabulary material.

Professor A. Burssens, in “ Het Probleem der Kongoleesche Niet-

Bantoetalen
JV sums up the classifications of Delafosse, Drexel,

Schebesta, Liesenborghs, Vekens, and others, and evolves the following

tentative grouping :

—

(1) Onbangui-Uele Group

.

—Banda
;
Gbaya (Mandjia)

;
Mondunga ;

Ngbandi (Sango)
; Bangba, Mundu, Mayogo

;
Barambo

;
Zande.

(2) Sudan-Nile Group

.

—(a) Lugwara, Logo, Lendu
; (

b
)
Baka.

(3) Mangbetu Group

.

—Mangbetu, Makere, Medje, Malele,

Mabisanga, Popoi, Rumbi, Beyru, Manga, Aka.

(4) Mamvu-Efe Group.—(a) Mamvu, Lese, Bendi, Mbutu, Mbuba
;

(b) Efe (Pygmy).2

(5) Nilotic Group .—Lur.

(6) Nilo-Hamitic Group.—Bari, Kakwa.

It is quite probable, when more is known of these languages, that

the demesne of the Moru-Madi and Bongo-Raka groups will be still

further enlarged. Mangbetu has distinct vocabulary affinities with

both groups, although it plainly does not belong to either.

The following governmental statistics of these tribes should be of

general interest :

—

Territory of the Babira-Walese centre Trumu 94,230 inhabitants

,, ,, Mabudu „ Wamba 174,242

„ Mangbetu „ Isiro 122,317

„ „ Makere-Malele-Popoi
,, Niapu 42,680

,, Babua ,, Buta 120,160

Mobenge-Mabinza ,, Aketi 87,767

Babali-Barumbi „ Bafw asende 69,663
Mongelima-Bamanga „ Banalia 39,850
North Wanande Beni 87,336

South Wanande ,, Lubero 154,917
Bakumu „ Lubutu 50,164
Mamvu-Monbutu Watsa 64,041
Logo-Dongo Faradje 75,581 ,,

Alur-Lugware 3 Mahaji 160,621

1 Kongo-Overzee. Oct. 1934.
2 Schebesta, in Les pygmees du Congo hfhje

, remarks considerable vocabulary
correspondence between Lfe and the Lendu-Logo languages, but considers this due
to mutual borrowing.

3 Mention is made here of a tribe “ Xdo " (13.947) ; it is grouped with the Keliko
and Lendu.
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Analysis of the Eastern Sudanic Languages

The above language groups conform to our given criteria in almost

every respect :

—

(1) They are fundamentally monosyllabic.

(2) Each syllable consists of a consonant and a vowel.

(3) They are isolating.

(4) They have no grammatical gender.

(5) They have a well marked tone system, which unfortunately

has hardly been studied. 1 The fact that the Azande and the Banda

use talking drums is significant.

(6) The characteristic consonant sounds, Jc

p

and gb, ’6 and ’

d

are

in great evidence, as also a flapped /-sound and flapped r-sound.

(6a) They have a simple vowel system, a, e
, i, o, u, but the varieties

of e and o (as in Bongo, and i and u (as in Zande and Moru) need further

investigation. “ Umlaut ” of a by a following i or u is common.

There are no long vowels or diphthongs
;

when two vowels fall

together, the resultant sound is a disyllable.

(7) Noun formatives are few, noun combinations very popular.

(8) The singular and plural of nouns is not normally distinguished.

Zande, however, uses the prefix a-, and Ndogo nda -
;
Moru has an

optional suffix -i (-ki in dialects).

(9) Case is shown by position in the sentence or by preposition .

(Postposition in Moru-Madi.)

(10) There are no derivative verb species. (Motion to and from

speaker is indicated in Moru-Madi by changes in the “ characteristic
"

vowel.)

(11) Verb conjugation is simple.

(12) Tenses are few in number (except in Zande).

(13) There is no passive form of the verb, the passive idea being

conveyed by a circumlocution embodying (usually) the third person

plural construction.

(13a) There seem to be two main forms of the verb, according as the

verb action is incomplete (progressive) or complete (including perfect

and imperative). Most verb stems are capable of prefixing a

“characteristic'” vowel 2 for certain tenses. This vowel is used in

1 Ndogo intonation, from a lexical point of view, has been fairly well recorded

in Father Ribero's Elementi di Lingua Xdogo, but the grammar rules are yet to be

worked out.

2 By ** characteristic *’
I mean a vowel which harmonizes, according to distinct

phonetic rules, with the vowel in the verb stem.
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Bongo-Baka for
££
complete

77
tenses, but in Moru-Madi for

e< incomplete
77

tenses. In Zande the two forms of the verb are

distinguished by suffixes, -a for the “ incomplete
77

tenses and -i for

the “ complete
77

tenses. In Ndogo-Bviri no distinction is made.

(14) The sentence order is subject -f verb + object. (In Moru-

Madi the order is subject + object + verb for the incomplete

tenses, e.g. ma so gini = ££
I hoe—or hoed—the ground,

77 ma gini oso

= ££
I am hoeing the ground,*

7

with characteristic vowel.)

(15) The possessor usually follows the possessed, but in special

constructions (and also in some sub-dialects) it still precedes it.

(16) The adjective may precede or follow the noun it qualifies.

(17)
t£
Descriptive

77
adverbs are very common.

THE NILOTIC LANGUAGES

The Nilotes form by far the greater proportion of the population

of the Southern Sudan, and their languages extend beyond its

boundaries as far south as the Great Lakes.

5. Dixka (true name Jieg or Jar))

Dinka is spoken fairly solidly over an area consisting in the

northern half of the Bahr el Ghazal Province and the southern part

of the LTpper Nile Province by about 500,000 people. It is composed

of numerous dialects, which may be grouped conveniently according

to the geographical distribution of the speakers. 1 Although there is

great divergence, no dialect is sufficiently removed from any other as

to be unintelligible, but it is doubtful if one dialect will ever serve as

literarv or standard language for all.

Western Dinka is spoken in the northern half of the Bahr el Ghazal

Province by about half the total Dinka population. Its main

dialects are :

—

Rek (

££ Raik ’’) (99,932) spoken between Wau and Meshra el Rek.

It is the literary dialect of this area.

Malwal (88,360) spoken north of Aweil and south of the Bahr

el Arab. The Malwal tribe is probably the most numerous, but is

the least get-at-able of all Dinka tribes, owing to its position in the

swamps, and its northern boundary is uncertain.

Twic
(

b£
Twij

7

’) (27,988) spoken between the Rek Dinka and

the Nuer.

1 It is impossible to give here the names of all the sub-sections and elans within

the Dinka tribes and sub-tribes, so, as far as possible, I shall confine myself to those

sections which are known to speak definite dialects and which give their names to

these dialects.
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All three dialects are very much akin.

Central Dinka is spoken in the south-east corner of the Bahr

el Ghazal Province and in Yirrol District, Upper Nile Province. Its

main dialects are :—

-

Agar (51,940) spoken south-east of Tonj and north of Rumbek.

It may become the literary dialect of the district.

Gok (18,220) spoken between the Agar and the Rek. Another

branch of the Gok (4,000) is to be found in Yirrol District.

Alias (13,500) spoken south-east of the Agar to the northern

borders of the Moru and the Bari speakers.

The Central Dinka dialects are nearer Western Dinka than Eastern

Dinka.

Eastern Dinka is spoken in the southern part of the Upper Nile

Province. Its main dialects are :

—

Bor (17,000) spoken at and about Bor on the east bank of the

Nile. It is the literary dialect of these parts.

Other dialects in Bor District are Twi (18,000), Thany (*' Tain ”)

(1,300), Nyarweng (2,500), Ghol (pronounced yol), etc. (4,200).

On the west bank of the Nile, in Yirrol District, are related

dialects : Afak (13,000), Ciec
(

;
‘ Chich

7

') (14,500), Ador (5,000).

North-Eastern Dinka is spoken south and north of Malakal. Very

little is known about the dialects in this region, which are :—

*

Ngok (pronounced rpk) and Balak (7,000) spoken south of the

Sobat River, near its junction with the White Nile.

Rueng (4,000) west of the Ngok. on the Khor Filus. Both these

sub-tribes are in Abwong District, but there is a further detachment

of Rueng (50,000 ?) in Western Nuer District.

Just north of Malakal, on the east bank of the Nile in Shilluk

District, are the Dungjol (7,500).

Further north, on the same side in Melut District, are the Ager

(3,000), Nhiel (2,000), Abuya (1.300). and Beir (2,800).

Further north still, in Renk District, are the Bowom (1,600). Giel

(850), and Akon (1,100), last-named probably being the most northerly

section of all the Dinka.

Material in all these dialects is practically non-existent with the

exception of Ngok, which resembles Bor to a certain extent. 1

1 For those concerned in orthographical problems, it is probable that the Bor
orthography will cover the Eastern and Xorth-Eastern dialects, and the Rek ortho-

graphy the Western and Central dialects. Owing to different processes in word-

formation, the same orthography will not do for both sections.
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6. Nuer (true name Naath)

Nuer is spoken by some 220,000 people, who are situated in the

swamps of the Upper Nile Province between the Dinka and the

Shilluk. Nuer also contains many sub-dialects, which may be grouped

according to the geographical distribution of the speakers 1
;

but

there is much closer affinity between Nuer dialects than between

Dinka dialects.

Western Nicer is spoken on the Bahr el Arab and the Bahr el Ghazal

by the following main tribes 2
:

—

Jikaany (“ Jikain
v

), Reca^-yan, Dok, Wot. Nyuon, Door.

Also on the island between the White Nile and the Bahr el Zeraf

by the following :

—

Laak, Thyaq, and Gaawaar (“Gaweir").

These dialects are all practically identical, but Jikany is the

literary dialect.

Central Nuer is spoken by one very large tribe :

—

The Lau, lying south of the Gaweir and extending east across

country almost as far as Nasser on the Sobat River.

Eastern Nuer (another literary dialect) is spoken by three sections

of Jikany who moved into the region of Nasser and the Upper Sobat

during the Nuer expansion, and who are now practically isolated

there. These are :

—

The Gaajook, Gaajaak, and Gaagwaij, and they extend as far

as the Abyssinian frontier.

Eastern Nuer differs considerably in phonology from Central and

Western Nuer, and it is doubtful if the same orthography would

suit both literary dialects.

Atwot

There is one important sub-language belonging to the Nuer

family, spoken by a very reserved tribe living between Shambe and
Yirrol, commonly known as the Atwot (23,000). For some time these

people, whose real name is Aril, have been regarded as a branch of

1 Here again it will be impossible to give the names of all the Nuer sub-tribes
and clans.

2 The spellings here are taken from the introduction to Father Crazzolara's Xuer
Grammar, as the official spellings of these sub-tribes are not to hand.

Seligmans arrangement of the most important Nuer tribes, based on Dr. Evans-
Pritchard's ethnographical field work, is as follows .— Western, Bui, Jagei, Lek.
Nuong, Dok ; Eastern (i.e. central), Thiang, Lak, Gaweir, Lau ; Far Eastern

, Gaajok!
Gaajak. (See Pagan Tribes of the Nilotic Sudan

, p. 207.)
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the Dinka (whose language they also speak), but their own tongue

displays unmistakable Nuer affinities.

7. The Shilluk-Acholi Group

This group has over a million speakers, the majority of

whom live in Uganda. Numerically the Sudan Shilluk-speakers

(less than 200,000) are far below the Dinka-Nuer speakers, but their

roving adventures in past history have left many scattered tribes in

the most unexpected quarters.

Upper Nile Province

The Shilluk proper (own name = Col
;

language = Dho Colo)

are a relatively small tribe (60,000) living round the junction of the

White Nile and the Sobat, and extending northwards on the west

bank of the Nile opposite the Dungjol Dinka. Shilluk literature is

in the hands of three or four missions.

The Anuak (own name = Anyua) (15,000) live on the Akobo

River at its junction with the Pibor, and in Abyssinia in the area

between the Baro and Akobo Rivers. There is also a section on the

Sobat river, east of Abwong.

1

The two languages, though differing substantially, are mutually

intelligible.

Bah r el Ghazal Province

The “ Jur ” 2 (real name Jo Luo ;
language = Dhe Luo) (14,292)

extend in a chain on the outskirts of Dinka territory, north of Wau
towards Aweil and west of Wau as far as Tonj. Their language is

more like Anuak than Shilluk
;

it once had a literature, but, owing to

the new language policy, its place has been taken by Dinka.

The “ Dembo ” (real name Bodho) (1,404), the “ Jur Shol ”, and

the
c( Jur Abat” live between Wau and Aweil, and speak dialects

(Dhe Bodho and Dhe Colo) very much akin to Luo.

The “ Shatt ” (real name Thuri) (1,963) live in the woods near

Deim Zubeir, north of the Ndogo-speakers. I am told by a Shilluk

that this dialect, of all the Bhar el Ghazal dialects, most resembles

his home language.

The Bor (also called “ Belanda ” 3 or “ Mverodi ”) (3,600) live

mostly between the two main Bongo settlements, south of Wau,

1 I am told by Dr. Evans-Pritehard that most of these so-called “ Anuak ”, lying

between the Ngok Dinka and Nasser, are really Balak Dinka.
2 Not to be confused with the “ Rumbek Jur See footnote above.
3 See footnote on Bviri above.
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that is to say, on the Belanda circular road and on the Bo-Tembura

road. There is a further small detachment of them on the Kuru River

near Deim Zubeir. Their language (Dhe Bor), both in pronunciation

and in grammar, has been strongly influenced by Bviri, spoken by

the
44 Mvegumba ” section of the Belanda.

Among the swamps north of Wau, between the Jur and the Lol

rivers, lives a peculiar tribe of expert canoemen, known as the

“ Jur Wir ” (= strangers of the river) or Maxangeer. Their language

is supposed to be a dialect of Shilluk, though they all know Dinka

as well.

Fung Province

There are some peculiar and little known people, commonly

classed under the general name “ Burun ”, who inhabit several hills

in Dar Fung, and whose dialects reveal a startling vocabulary

resemblance to the Nilotic languages. No grammer material being

to hand, it is impossible to determine which Nilotic language is

implicated, but various authorities who have studied their customs

and their history (such as it is) point to their being the remnants

of a long-ago Shilluk invasion, left behind when the main bodv

retreated. 1

These people inhabit the following hills, and are sometimes named
after them (or vice versa

;
words in italics are known tribal names) —

Northern section : Maiak
,
Surkum, Jerok, Mufwa

; Kurmulc ,

Kudul, Ragreig, Abuldugu
;
Mughaja

,
Tullok.

Southern section : Ulu, Gerawi.

Also the tribes Meban
(

4<
Gura ?

), and the Jutnjuni inhabiting

Khor Jumjum and the hills Tunya, Terta, and Wadega.

The Burun languages are quite distinct from those of the Berta,

the Ingassana, and the Gumus (“ Hameg ”).

Mongolia Province

There is a section of Anuak (1,150 taxpayers) on Lofon (Lepul)

Hill at Lokoro (north-east of Torit), whose language is almost identical

with that of the Anuak in Upper Nile Province. These people are

1 This contention is vigorously opposed by Seligman, Pagan Tribes of the Nilotic
Sudan, pp. 415-422, who relies largely on cephalic index, both of the present inhabitants
and of the early inhabitants (700 b.c.). Both are found to be mesatieephalic with
typical prognathous negroid faces, whereas the Xilotes are dolichocephalic and in
many cases, especially among the Shilluk, “ with long shapely faces, thin lips, noses
anything but coarse, and well-modelled foreheads.”
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usually called “ Lofon ” or “ Berri ”, but call themselves Pari or

Lokoro. 1

Acholi (Log Acyoli) is spoken in the Opari District of Mongalla

Province and on the Acholi Hills. At one time it was thought that all

the non-Madi tribes of this district were Acholi, but investigation has

recently brought to light the fact that more than half these Acholi-

speakers really belong to the Lotuko family, while the rest are mostly

Anuak. Consequently the Acholi spoken in the Sudan is not of the

purest.

The Acholi proper (620 taxpayers) are to be found (mostly in

the minority) under the following chiefs in Opari district :

—

Chief Odouro . . . Acholi-Agula.

Chief Aburi . . . Acholi and Latuko.

Chief Ollaya . . . Acholi and Anuak.

Chief Paito . . . Acholi and Anuak.

Chief Okec . . . Acholi and non-Shilluk Lango.

Chief Ongiro . . . Acholi and Latuko.

The Anuak element (404 taxpayers) predominates over the Acholi

element under Chiefs Ollaya (Anuak-Gila) and Paito (Anuak-Farajok).

The other sections, apart from that under Chief Odouro, are pre-

dominantly Nilo-Hamitic.

Uganda Protectorate

The purest form of Acholi is spoken in the Chua and Gulu districts

of the Northern Province of Uganda, although Acholi are to be found

scattered throughout most Provinces. The Uganda Acholi number

137,792.

South of the Acholi are the Lango (pronounced lago) (176,406),

mostly in the Lango District of the Eastern Province, although there

is a large section (some 10.000) in Paranga County of Gulu District

(Northern Province).

The Alur (Ja Luo) (80,639) live for the most part north of Lake

Albert in the West Nile District. There is another section of them

across the border in Belgian Congo, stretching west from Mahaji

(67,963).

The languages of these tribes are very closely allied.

The Chopi *’ (Jo Pa Luo) (4,701) living mostly in Gulu and

Bunyoro districts of Northern Province also belong to this group.

1 According to Driberg (" Lafon Hill,” Sudan Xote* and Record.*, 1925) the Pari

are divided into three sections ; the Pugeri (of Shilluk origin), and the Boi and the

Kor (of Anuak origin).
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Kenya Colony

The Nilotic Kavirondo or Jaluo (470,867) are to be found on

the north-east comer of Lake Victoria. Their language (Dho Luo)

is quite closely related to Acholi.

Acholi and the southern languages form a sub-group by themselves.

By a process of simplification they have lost some of the Nilotic

characteristics, both in pronunciation and in grammar.

Analysis of the Nilotic Languages

(1) Nilotic languages are monosyllabic.

(2) The Nilotic word consists for the most part of consonant -j-

vowel (or diphthong) + consonant.

(3) Formative elements are few, but the Nilotic w'ord is inflected

by internal change, although the characteristic prefixes and suffixes

of Hamitic and Bantu are missing. 1 Nouns show' plural (and in

Dinka-Nuer case as w'ell) and verb stems show voice or species in

the following ways :

—

By change in vowel quality e.g. a > t etc.

By change in vowel length a > aa

By change in voice quality a > a (i.e. squeezed voice > breathy

voice)

By change in voice pitch a > a (high tone > low tone)

By change in final consonant 1 > t

w > th.

(Here one might well have a case for vanished suffixes.)

Another characteristic of this form of inflexion is that analogy

plays little or no part
; every word has its own way of expressing

plurality, etc., and can use or reverse any of the above processes or

any combination of them in doing so, so that no rules can be laid down,

(4) There is no grammatical gender.

(d) Intonation is present to a high degree, but is more grammatical
and emotional than semantic.

(6) The Nilotic languages have a peculiar pronunciation of their

own which at once distinguishes them from all other sorts of languages.
The consonants are relatively simple. Tw o outstanding series 'are

the dental consonants (written th, dh, and nh, and to be differentiated
from the alveolar consonants t, d

,
and «),* and the pure palatal

1 It should be added here that Nuer uses a few suffixes
2 Acholi and Lango make no distinction between dental

while the vowel system in most of the Southern languages
Shilluk and Anuak.

as w'ell in its inflexions,

and alveolar consonants
is much simpler than in
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consonants c and j (quite different from the Sudanic or Bantu
equivalents, which resemble more the sounds in church ” and
judge ”). Another outstanding characteristic is their slurred pro-

nunciation
;

thus p will often be pronounced like /, th like the “ th
”

in English
££
thin

(6a) The vowel system is so complicated that it is hard to say

what are the fundamental vowels and what the derived forms. On
the whole there seems to be a seven vowel system at bottom, a, £, e, i,

o, o, u, but with many varieties. The most striking of the derived

vowels are the “ centralized ” vowels :—under certain conditions,

governed mostly by grammar, a centralized form of a vowel (i.e. a

form approaching the neutral vowel a) will be used instead of the

normal vowel. “ Umlaut of a by a following i or u is absent however.

Diphthongs are very common. Length, tone, and voice quality 1 also

enter in.

(7) Dinka has a noun formative in a -
;

the Sudanic tendency to

combine words is strong throughout the Nilotic languages.

(8) As stated above, plurality is expressed by internal change.

In Nuer it is sometimes expressed by the suffix -nci or -ni, and in Acholi

by the suffix -i.

(9) Case in Shilluk is shown by position in the sentence. In

Dinka and especially Nuer some cases are shown by inflexion of the

noun as well. In all languages it is sometimes shown by change in

the verb stem.

(10) There are many derived verb species, mostly formed by
internal change (Ablaut).

(11) The verb conjugation for person consists in merely pronoun

+ verb stem, except in Nuer, which denotes person by suffix and

internal change in a Hamitic manner.

(12) Tenses are few in number and correspond in usage to the

Sudanic tenses.

(13) Not only is there a distinct passive voice, but also two active

voices, one for use with definite objects, and the other for indefinite

objects or when no object is expressed.2 It is interesting to note.

1 I am interested to hear that Dr. Ida Ward, in her researches in Nigeria, came
lately across a tribe which also distinguishes words by means of voice quality : The
Abua in the Niger Delta. This phenomenon is also suspected in Kalahari. Neither
language shows any vocabulary or grammar affinities with the Nilotic languages.

2 This phenomenon is also to be found in Hausa, Ful, and Nubian. See also

the Nilo- Hamitic languages.
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however, that Nuer forms its passive in a Sudanic manner—bv a

circumlocution involving the 3rd pers. plur. pronoun.

In Shilluk, Anuak, and Jur ” (Luo) the passive is used whenever

possible in preference to the active. In Dinka one form is as popular

as the other. In Aeholi and the LTganda dialects the passive is hardly

ever used.

(14) The word order is variant.

Shilluk : Object + passive verb 4- subject.

Aeholi : Subject + verb + object.

Nuer : Subject + verb (with suffix) + object.

In Dinka the important noun is placed first and the verb is active

or passive according as to whether the noun is the subject or object

of the action. Thus : Subject + active verb + object.

Object + passive verb + subject.

When auxiliary particles are used, the word order in Dinka and

Nuer is affected. Thus

(Subject 4- particle + object + active verb.

(Object + particle + subject + passive verb.

Nuer : Particle + subject + object + verb.

(and the particle in Nuer is inflected for person).

(15) The possessor follows the possessed, and in Eastern Dinka and

Aeholi there are connecting particles. In Nuer there is no connecting

particle, but the possessor is inflected.

(16) The adjective follows the noun it qualifies.

(17) “Descriptive Adverbs" (except in Aeholi) are noticeably

absent.

Leaving Aeholi out of account for the moment, the Nilotic

languages show a fairly equal blending of Sudanic and Hamitic traits,

with, in addition, peculiarities in phonetics and word structure

common to neither language family. One might almost be tempted

to class the Nilotic languages as Sudano-Hamitic. 1 It should be noted

that Nuer has the most Hamitic affinities and Shilluk the least.

Aeholi, in its course of simplification, due largely to its use as a

lingua franca, has lost the typical Nilotic pronunciation and the

Hamitic inflexions.

1 This, however, would be to ignore the Nubian factor, which probably also plays

a part. The reader is referred to Murray's The Nilotic Languages," JRAI. , 1920,

It is interesting to note, in passing, that the undeniable Hamitic element in the Nilotic
languages tallies well with Professor and Mrs. Sehgman's description of these people
as being, both in cranial structure and in culture, strongly hamiticized. (See Pagan
Tribes of the Xilotic Sudan, chap, i.)
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THE N1L0-HAMIT1C LANGUAGES

The Nilo-Hamitic speakers 1 inhabit the southern portion of the

Southern Sudan (Mongalla Province) and are to be found also in

Uganda and Kenya. In fact the majority of these people live in

Kenya, and the probability is that they have overflowed into the

Sudan.

The Sudan representatives fall into three groups, the Bari group,

comprising the languages spoken on the Nile and west of it to the

Congo border, the Lotuko group, spoken on the hills east of the

Nile, and the Topotha group, spoken east of Lotuko as far as Lake

Rudolf. The last two groups have much in common with each other

and with the Turkana, Suk, Nandi, Masai, and Tatoga languages of

Kenya and Uganda, while the Bari group shows most Sudanic

influence.

8. The Bari Dialects

The Bari proper (7,512 taxpayers) extend along both banks of

the Nile from Rejaf northwards to Terrakekka, including Juba.

Mongalla, Lado, and Gondokoro (the last three places being now mere

sites of old settlements). 2 Bari is the literary language for the group.

The Pojulu (** Fajelu ”) (3,446 taxpayers) lie inland and west

of the Bari between Juba and Yei. and extend as far north as the

Moru-speaking ’Boli'ba.

The Kakwa (5,997 taxpayers) are to be found mostly in Yei

district. There is another colony the other side of the border in

Belgian Congo (10.802), and a fair number (16,515) in Uganda

(Kobboko County of West Nile District and Gimara County of Gulu

District). The Congo dialect, which differs considerably from the

Sudan dialect, has a literature of its own, and a beginning was made

a few years ago to make Sudan Kakwa a literary language.

The Kuku (3,972 taxpayers) live mostly on the Kajo Kaji plateau,

south-west of Rejaf. A few (1,123) overlap into Gulu District, Relli

County, Uganda.

The Nyepu
(

si Nyefu ’*) (546 taxpayers) live between the Kuku

1 The term ‘ k Nilo-Hamitic ” must be taken here in its strictly linguistic sense.

Ethnologicallv and culturally the Shilluk. Xuer, etc., are Nilo-Hamitic, and the

Western Bari speakers Sudanic.
2 The Rejaf Conference Report mentions 8,000 Bari living in the Belgian Congo,

but I have been unable to find any support for this statement. The Belgian Govern-

ment statistics, however, give two sections of “ Bari ” (with alternative name “ Bale ”)

one, 1,149, being a sub-section of the Lugwara, and the other, 1,629, living in Mamvu
Monbutu territory. There are also the Bari-Logo, with a similar name.
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and the Bari, of whom they are probably a sub-section—the languages

being practically identical.

The Nyangwara (2,264 taxpayers) are to be found mostly in

Amadi District-, east of the Pojulu. A few live near RejaL

The Mondari (‘‘ Mandari ") (2,353 taxpayers) live in Amadi

District, north of the Terrakekka road, and extend from Tali to the

Nile. They are bordered on the north by the Aliab Dinka, whom
they much resemble in appearance and culture.

The Shir live on the east bank of the Nile opposite the Mondari,

of whom they are probably an offshoot.

The languages of all these people are so closely related as to be

mutually understandable
; the western languages are obviously

dialects of Bari, and these people are usually referred to as the “ Bari

Speakers

10. The Lotuko Dialects

The country immediately east of the Bari is a very difficult one to

define tribally, as it consists of plains dotted over with small hills,

on which live related tribes, speaking a multitude of dialects of the

same language group. Nearly every investigator of tribal distribution

in this area has produced a fresh number of tribal names, discounten-

ancing the evidence of his predecessors. The cause of this is that many
of these people name themselves and their dialects after their home
villages or hills, while others assume the names bestowed upon them

by their neighbours. Consequently it is not uncommon to find two

men from the same village swearing to two entirely different tribal

names.

The Latuko 1 (3.105 taxpayers) live in the plains around Torit,

mostly to the north and east. Their language, or rather the Torit

dialect (as there are some five main dialects of Lotuko) is the literarv

language.

The “Lokoiya” (2,450 taxpayers) live between the Latuko and
the Bari, on and about two hills, Lirya and Lueh

; consequents the

two sub-tribes call themselves and their dialects Erya and Owe
respectively, although both sections own to the name Oghoriok
(pronounced oyoriok) as well. (The name c:

Lokoiva *'
is of foreign

origin.) Their language is most representative of the district.

The Koriuk (3.948 taxpayers) live mostly between the Lokoiva
and the Latuko on the hills Longairo, Imuruk, and Ifoto. They are

often referred to as the ” Hill Latuko

Singular : Lotuko.
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The Lapit (“ Lofit ") (1,895 taxpayers) live on the Lafit range of

hills, north-east of Torit.

The Dongotono (684 taxpayers) live on the Dongotono Hills,

south-east of Torit.

The Lango 1
(3,872) live on the Imatong Mountains (south of

Torit on the Sudan border), and on the southern parts of the Dongotono

Hills. There are a great number of varying dialects of Lango, named

after the various tribal sites, like Ikoto. Logiri, Logoforok. 3Iadial

(the last and most divergent dialect being found on a hill south of

the Dongotono Hills). It is probable that the word 4
* Lango is a

nickname ;
the people themselves have no collective name for their

dialects.

Driberg 2 also makes mention of the Lokathan (“ Bira ’’) and

Nyangiya, on the Acholi Hills, south-east of the Dongotono, to whom
they are related.

It must not be imagined that each hill specializes in one particular

dialect. Lotuko villages are to be found in the Dongotono Hills,

and Koriuk villages in the Lango language sphere
;

so that the exact

distribution of the speakers of any one dialect is almost impossible

to determine.

Many of the so-called
44
Acholi “ in Opari District belong actually

to sub-sections of the Lotuko-speakers. Thus :

—

The Ileriji under Chief Aburi (near the Obbo Forest) speak a

dialect of Lotuko.

The Obolong under Chief Lokwat (south of the hill Imurok)

speak a dialect of Koriuk, though some hold them to be Lokoiya.

The Ofirika under Chief Ongai speak a dialect of Lokoiya.

The Lolibai under Chief Ongiro. and the Logiri under Chief Okec

are related to the Logiri of Ikoto, and speak a dialect of Lango.

All the Lotuko languages and dialects are mutually intelligible,

with the exception perhaps of one or two Lango dialects (like Madial).

On the whole one may say that Lotuko itself and Koriuk form an

entity, while Lokoiya, Lopit, Dongotono, and some of the Lango

dialects have characteristics in common not to be found in Lotuko.

10. The Topotha-Turkana Group

The country between the Dongotono Hills, and the Didinga-Boya

Range is scarcely populated, and east of the Boya Hills no villages

1 Not to be confused with the Shilluk-speaking Lango of Uganda. See above.
2 In k

’ Lotuko Dialects ", Amrnran A nth rojntlr»j 1932.
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are to be seen until the Thingaita River and Kapoeta, where live the

Topotha. The intervening plains are merely grazing and hunting

grounds.

The Topotha (“Taposa”, “ Dabossa ”) (5,783 taxpayers) live

mostly along the Thingaita and Lokalyan rivers, west and east of

Kapoeta. They are a semi-nomadic people, and their exact habitat

has never been properly defined. They may be found at different

times of the year on the borders of the Sudan and Kenya Colony.

The Jiye, an offshoot of the Topotha, live between the Topotha

and Pibor Post, but their exact locality is impossible to tell, as they

are constantly on the move. There is another section among the

Western Turkana and Dodoth.

Another offshoot of the Topotha, the Nyangatom (or Donyiro

or Bume, it is uncertain which is the true name) live over the

Abyssinian border, north of the Marille, on the Kibish and Omo
rivers. 1 The “ Ngi-Kera " are also mentioned as living here.

The Turkana (58,478) are to be found mostly in Kenya between

Lake Rudolf and the Kenya-Uganda border, although they overflow

into the eastern corner of Mongalla Province and the neighbouring

corner of Abyssinia as far north as the Tirma highlands. There

appear to be two main divisions—the Billai and the Hyisirr.

The “ Karamojong ” (or
k

* Karamoja '*) lie south-west of the

Turkana, partly in Kenya Colony and partly in Karamoja District

of the Eastern Province of Uganda Protectorate (63,849).

The following further members of the Topotha-Turkana group

are not mentioned in any of the census returns, and it is probable

that they are merely subsections of the Karamojong :

—

The “Dodoth” are supposed to live just north of the

Karamo
j
ong.

The “ Nyipori ” are supposed to live on the Nyangeya Hills on
the Karamoja-Chua boundary.

The identity and locality of the “ Muxo ” and the “ Teuth "

(“ Teusa ” or “ Wandorobo ”) is uncertain.

The languages Topotha, Turkana, and Karamojong are so much
alike as to be almost identical, and the speakers have no difficulty

at all in understanding each other's dialect.

1 Since there are at least two “ Omo ” rivers in Abyssinia, it should be mentioned
here that the river referred to above is that which flows south into the north end
of Lake Rudolf.
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NILO-HAMITIC LANGUAGES OUTSIDE THE SUDAN

The chain of Nilo-Hamitic languages to the south can be given

here only very sketchily, without an attempt at exact grouping. The

two main groups here seem to be the Nandi-Tatoga group and the

Masai group. Authorities differ among themselves 1 in the allocation

of the smaller dialects, but on the whole the grouping is as follows :

—

The Masai Group

Uganda Protectorate

The Teso (387,643) live mostly in Teso distrct, but some 40,000

of these are scattered through Bugwere, Budama, and Busoga districts

—all in the Eastern Province of Uganda.

The Kumam (43,916) are to be found in Lango District (Eastern

Province) mostly in the counties Kwania, Kaberamaido, Kalaki, and

Dokolo, i.e. between the Teso and the Lango.

Both these languages are said to belong to the Masai group.

Kenya Colony

The Masai proper stretch from Uasin Gishu, north of the Nandi,

well into Tanganyika Territory, as far south as lat. 6. The Kenya

census gives the following sub-tribes of the Masai :

—

Purko (19,393) ;
Loita (2,917) ;

11 Damat (1,476) ;
Siria (4,624) ;

Uasin Gishu (3,920) ;
Matapato (3,228) ;

Dalalekotok (1,301) ;
Kaputiei

(2,403) ;
Lodokilani (1,258) ;

Sigirari (756) ;
Xgurman (201) ;

Salei

(49) ;
Loitokitok (4,070) ;

Kekonyukei (2,469) ;
Dorobo (1,400).

The Samburu (10,128) also speak a Masai-like language.

Tanganyika Territory

The Masai in Tanganyika (including the Kwavi) are given in the

Tanganyika census returns as living in the following districts :

—

Masai (28,742) ;
Handeni (1,908) ;

Kondoa (1,537) ;
Pare (1,029) ;

other districts (2,181).

The Arusha (26,703), speaking a language like Masai, live at

and about Mount Meru and the town Arusha.

1 Struck, for example, places Suk in the Masai group and Kwati and Ndorobo in

the Nandi-Tatoga group. Other tribes of his which I have been unable to follow

up are the Elgumi, speaking Masai, and the Japtuleil, Sabci, and Burkeneji. speaking

Nandi dialects. (See Ueber die Sprachen der Tatoga und Irakulente and compare

Hollis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905.)
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—

The Nandi-Tatoga Group

Kenya Colony

There seem to be four divisions of the Nandi themselves (according

to Hollis) 1
:

—

The Nandi proper (51.260) live on the Nandi Escarpment, east

of the Kavirondo on Lake Victoria
;

also to the north.

The Kipsigis (” Lumbwa ?
‘) (72,745) live in Lumbwa District,

south of the Nandi, of whom they are probably an offshoot. South

of them live the Buret and south of these the Sotik, in the districts

Buret and Sotik.

The Elgonyi (4.457) live on the Uganda border near Jit. Elgon.

In the Kerio Valley live the Elgeyu (36,078) north-east of the

Nandi, the Kamasia (or “ Tuken “) (31,348), east of the Elgeyo.

and the Mutei.

The Njemps (2,221) near Lake Baringo also probably speak a

Nandi dialect, although Hollis does not mention them. 2

All these languages are so closely related as to be regarded as

dialects.

The Suk (real name Pokwut) (24,117) live north of the Nandi
speakers, and south-west of the Turkana, with the Marakwet south

of them. Beech holds their language to be almost a dialect of Nandi. 3

Tanganyika Territory

The Tatoga (Taturu) (3,560) lie south-west of the Masai between

Lakes Manyara and Narasa, in districts Manyoni, Musoma, and
Mkalama.

The Masai group and the Nandi-Tatoga group show strong

affinities with each other and with the Lotuko-Topotha-Turkana
groups

;
also, but to a lesser extent, with the Bari group ; and

ultimately (but in vocabulary alone) with the Nilotic languages.

Analysis of the Nilo-Hamitic Languages

(1 & 2) The most typical Nilo-Hamitic word stem, when shorn
of its prefixes and suffixes, seems to be disyllabic and to consist-

in consonant + vowel + consonant + vowel (the two vowels being
dissimilar). Naturally, whore Nilotic stems are found, they have
Nilotic monosyllabic form : consonant + vowel -f- consonant.

1 The Sandi, their Language and Folklore , Oxford, 1909.
* Probably another name for the Mutei, as the localities of these two alleged

tribes seem to coincide. &

3 The Suk, their Language and Folklore
, Oxford, 1911.
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(3) The Nilo-Hamitic word is highly inflected by means of prefixes

and suffixes, especially the latter. Analogy plays a considerable

role, so that rules may fairly easily be drawn up for the use of these

adjuncts.

(4) Grammatical gender is present, to a stronger or weaker degree

in all the languages, and no language has more than two genders.

Gender is not expressed in the noun or adjective itself, however, but in

the pronoun affix. Cases of Polarity are also to be found (see under

definition of Hamitic language).

(5) Dynamic accent (accompanied by high or falling tone) plays a

far bigger part in grammar than syllable pitch. Bari retains distinct

traces of inherent tone, but it is safe to predict that soon all these

languages will be entirely stress-languages and not tone-languages in

the Sudanic sense.

(6) The Hamitic
££

emphatic “ sounds are absent ; so too the

Sudanic kp and gb, 1 and the Nilotic th, dh, and nh series. Bari

distinguishes the
,£
glottal

’*
consonants ‘

b

and 'd from normal b and d.

The other languages make no such distinction, but their normal b

and d consonants appear to be slightly implosive.

The Nilotic palatal sounds (

c

and j) are represented by forms of

s and dj in Bari and Lotuko, fading off to ts and dz in Congo Kakwa

in the west, and to dental fricatives (as in English
£

* thin
'* and " then “)

in Topotha in the east.

One almost Nilotic characteristic in these languages (with the

exception of the Bari dialects) is a tendency to soften and slur

consonants (usually between vowels). Thus : t > d
; p > b or v ;

f > v
;
k > x or g ; x > y ;

so that the orthographist is often hard

put when to distinguish a genuine soft sound from a slurred one.

(6a) Bari has a well defined and logical vowel system ; there are

ten vowels, five of which are ’* tense (6, e. i, o. u) and the other

five “ lax " (a, £, i, o, u), and the rules for vowel sequence in prefixes

and suffixes are such that a tense vowel and a lax vowel may never

occur in adjoining syllables. This system gradually breaks down

through the Bari dialects to the west, where a Sudanic simplicity

ultimately reigns. There are no long vowels or true diphthongs in

the Bari group.

In the other Nilo-Hamitie languages vowels seem to be as numerous

1 In the Western Bari dialects, especially I’njulu and Kakwa, the kw and gw
and 137c sound?* of Bari have been Sudamzed to kp and gb and ip«.
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as in the Nilotic languages, but are not governed by the peculiar

processes (such as centralization, length, breathy voice) which govern

Nilotic vowels. Diphthongs are very common.

In all the Nilo-Hamitic languages, “ Umlaut M
of a by a following

i or u is common.

(7) There are many noun formatives
;
Sudanic noun combinations

(without intervening particles) are also found, but are not common.

(8) The suffixes for the singular and plural of nouns are multi-

tudinous, and seem reminiscent of some class system, since broken

down.

(9) Case is shown either by position in the sentence or by
preposition. Some cases are shown by suffixes applied to the verb.

(10) Each verb has many derived species, formed mostly by
suffixes.

(11) The verb conjugation is very elaborate in most of the Nilo-

Hamitic languages—notably Lotuko, Topotha, and Masai, where

suffixes denote person as well as tense. In Bari and Nandi a Sudanic

simplicity prevails.

(12) In Bari, tense formation and application is definitely Sudanic.

In the other languages, especially Masai, Hamitic prefixes and suffixes

abound.

(13) In most languages there is a distinct form of the verb for the

passive,1 and also for the two active voices—formed by suffixes. The
passive, however, is not preferred to the active as in some of the

Nilotic languages.

(14) The sentence order in Bari is subject + verb + object. In
the other languages it is typically Hamitic : Verb (inflected) -f
subject + object.

(15) The possessor follows the possessed in the genitive con-
struction, and is always joined to it by a relative particle.2

(16) The adjective follows the noun it qualifies.

(17) “ Descriptive Adverbs ” are very common.
Apart from the rather doubtful phenomenon of sound-slurring,

the only claim these languages have to the term “Nilo-” lies in the
formidable array of words which, when shorn of their Hamitic prefixes

1 Note that in Masai and Nandi there is no passive form proper, but a form derived
from the third person active, after the manner of Sudanic languages

* In some locative expressions the old Sudanic construction is to be met. Thus inBan i mukok na mere (at the foot of the mountain) may also be rendered imukok . in .[Nandi: mi tulwet yony.
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and suffixes, reveal undeniable Nilotic stems. Take the following

examples from Shilluk, Bari, and Masai :

—

English. Skilluh. Bari. 31ami.

eye war) pi. nyin k-oq-e pi. k-onve-n eq-oq-u pi. iq-onye-k

cow dhyaq pi. dhok ki-teq pi. ki-suk eq-gi-teq pi. iq-gi-Ju

crocodile nyaq ki-nyoq ol-ki-nyaq

to die thou thwa-n tua

to hear liq yiq-ga -niq

to count kwan ken-dya -ken-

(It is worthy of note that relatively more Nilotic stems are found

among Nilo-Hamitic nouns than among verbs and adjectives.)

For the rest the languages are fundamentally Hamitic. Bari,

however, although its word structure is Hamitic, shows strong Sudanic

affinities in pronunciation and in grammar, while there are enough

vocabulary similarities with Mom-Madi to warrant further

investigation.

11. The Didinga-Beir Group

This group of languages is very puzzling to the investigator, as

it seems impossible to link it with any other group.

The Didinga (1,767 taxpayers) live almost exclusively in the

Didinga Hills, east of the Dongotono Hills and just north of the Uganda

border.

The Longarim (752 taxpayers) inhabit the Boya Hills immediately

north of the Didinga. These two tribes thus help to cut off the Lotuko

speakers from the Topotha speakers.

The Mongalla tribal analysis of 1932 adds to this group a tribe

called the Birra (156 taxpayers) living in Lotuko District.

1

The Beir 77 (Murle, also known as “ Jive ” or Ajibba
7
')

(30,000) live well north of the Longarim on the Pibor River between

Pibor Post (Upper Nile Province) and Mount Kathangor, and are

separated from them by a wide stretch of swampy country. Their

language is more like Longarim than Didinga, though all three

languages are mutually understandable.

On the Abyssinian border more tribes are to be found which are

suspected of belonging to this group :

—

There is supposed to be another settlement of Murle on the Boma

Plateau.

On the same plateau, north of the Kichepo, and also on the Omo

1 It is possible that these people are Driberg's Lokathan ” in which case their

language belongs to the Lotuko group. See p. 887.
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River, live the Epeta (or Kapeta), who are said to speak a dialect

of Didinga.

The Surma of the same district are supposed to speak the same

language, though racially they are different.

The Nyikaroma and Ngera, over the border near Mount Tid,

are also said to speak Didinga.

Information concerning these eastern tribes is scarce and

conflicting.

Analysis of the Didinga-Beir Group

(1) The words are very long, but the roots, on the whole, seem to

be disyllabic.

(2) The popular form of the root seems to be consonant + vowel -f

consonant + vowel.

(3) These languages are more highly inflected than the Nilo-

Hamitic languages
;

suffixes are used more than prefixes.

(4) There is no grammatical gender (except in a few loan-words).

(5) Neither intonation nor dynamic accent seems to have semantic

or grammatical function (but see (13) below).

(6) The acoustic effect resembles that of Topotha. 'b and 'd seem

the normal variants of b and d. Dental fricatives are common, so are

palatal sounds.

(6a) The vowel system is simpler than in Topotha. Vowel length

is significant, and diphthongs common.

(7) There are many noun formatives.

(8) The suffixes for singular and plural are as numerous as in any

Nilo-Hamitic language, and again seem to point to some old class

system.

(9) Case relationship is shown by suffixes, applied to the noun or

to the verb, according to the case. There are many more case-endings

here than in the Nilo-Hamitic languages.

(10) There are many derived verbal species, usually formed by
means of suffixes.

(11) Person in verb conjugation is shown by prefixes and
suffixes.

(12) Tenses are many and complex, involving the use of prefixes,

suffixes, and adverbial auxiliaries.

(13) According to Driberg. 1 the passive is indicated by changes

1 14 The Didinga Language,” MSOS., 1931.
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in vowel length or intonation. My own impression (based on the study

of Beir) is that the passive idea simply does not enter in. Context,

assisted sometimes by word-order, gives the clue as to who is the

agent and who the sufferer of an action, but there is no actual formal

distinction in the verb itself, the intonation and length variations

being connected with emphasis. Driberg admits that grammatically

there is no difference between the conjugation of the passive and

active voices ”.

(13a) There are two main forms of the verb
;

one I should call

the “ Indefinite ” (Driberg’s “ Aorist ”), which indicates the action

of the verb with no regard to time, and the other “ Definite
”

(Dribergs' “ Perfect ”, including the Imperative), which is especially

connected with the completion of the action. Each form has a funda-

mental stem of its own (thus or) is the Indefinite and tayu

the Definite form of the verb “ to sleep ” in both Didinga and Beir),

and each stem is used with a specific set of tense particles—although

these sometimes overlap.

This phenomenon, as may easily be seen, has nothing to do with

the Nilotic and Nilo-Hamitic active “ voices ”, but is similar in

function to what has already been described in the Sudanic languages.

(14) The sentence order is verb (inflected) + subject + object,

although the construction verb + object + subject for emphasis

may also be found, especially in quasi-passive sentences.

(15) The possessor follows the possessed in the genitive con-

struction, and is usually linked to it by means of a (relative) particle.

(16) The adjective follows the noun it qualifies, but precedes it

when predicative, i.e. it behaves like a normal verb.

(17) There are many descriptive adverbs.

The general data given above is overwhelmingly Hamitic, yet one

has hesitated in the past to assign Didinga-Beir definitely to this

family, owing to complete lack of affinities with other Hamitic

languages, both in vocabulary and in formative elements (although

this may be said of most of the groups within the Sudanic family

also). Driberg describes the languages as “ incorporating elements

common to both the Hamitic and Nilotic families, with a third

(possibly Semitic) element intruding ”. It is true that Beir, owing

probably to its proximity to Anuak, has a relatively high percentage

of Nilotic words in its vocabulary, but otherwise the Nilotic elements

in this group are very small.
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Other Abyssinian Frontier Tribes

There are many other tribes on or just over the Abyssinian border,

about whom little or nothing is known. Only a few will be mentioned

here :

—

The Dathanic (

e< Marille ”) live north of Lake Rudolf, on the

Omo River above Sanderson’s Gulf. Their language is probably

Hamitic, in that in grammatical behaviqur, though not in vocabulary,

it is somewhat similar to Galla. 1

The Tid, Tirma, Meino, and Kjchepo are Boma Plateau tribes,

or rather geographical sections of one tribe, speaking an unlocated

language.

Among these frontier tribes are probably other speakers of the

Topotha or Didinga language groups, but the information about

them is too scrappy and contradictory to be reliable at the present

stage of investigation.

The above article should be regarded as a companion treatise to my
previous article “ The Linguistic Situation in the Southern Sudan ”

(Africa, Jan., 1934) and as an introduction to my forthcoming

linguistic series on “ Language Groups of the Southern Sudan
Unfortunately I have been unable to include in this treatise the

languages and language groups of Darfur, Kordofan, and Dar Nuba.
These constitute a complete study in themselves, but would possibly

also throw interesting sidelights on the Nilotic and Nilo-Hamitic

languages. 2

1 This conclusion was arrived at after seeing the MS. notes on this language,
compiled by Mr. Shaekleton of the Kenya Political Service.

2 See G. W. Murray, “The Nubian and Bari Languages Compared,” Sudan Notes
and Records 1920.



Notes on the Igala Language

By W. T. A. Philpot

Orthography

Vowels

Pronunciation Remarks

a as a in “ father ” A vowel written twice as in £h££

indicates a lengthening of the

sound.

e as e in “ ete ” (French) The nearest English equivalent is

a as in fate which is

phonetically a diphthong. The

Igala sound is, like the French

one, a single vowel.

£ as e in “ egg

i as ee in “ bee ” but slightly shorter,

o as in “ beau ” (French) o as in note ” is phonetically

a diphthong. The Igala sound

is, like the French one, a single

vowel.

o as o in “ cot
”

u as oo in “ boot
”

ai as i in “ ice
”

ei as ai in “ hail

”

Nasalization has only been heard in vowels coming after ny or q,

and is not marked here.

Tones .
—

' over a vowel indicates a high tone,
1 a middle one, and ' a

low tone. J and j indicate a rising tone, "A and a falling one.

Where ^ , J appear over a vowel and consonant, the consonant too,

carries on the fading or rising tone.

Elision occurs where vowels are shown in brackets. The tone,

however, of the elided vowel is retained for the one which is pronounced,

e.g. efu and ane (“in”—lit. stomach—and “ground”) are written

ef(u)an£ and pronounced efane.

Consojiants

b, d, f, h, 1, m, n, p, s, t, y, and w A plain r (single tap) is sometimes

have their English values. interchangeable with 1. Both

sounds are here represented by 1.
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—

h is interchangeable with f. W hen

followed by i it is strongly

aspirated.

e.g. ofofo or ohoho (plain h)

hi oje (

h

as in German " ich ").

c as ch in English " church

kp expresses the unvoiced labio- In the Eastern parts of Igala,

velar consonant. there is an unvoiced b (?).

gb expresses the voiced labio- The b is mildly implosive,

velar consonant .

ny as in French " ignorer
'* and

in English “ canyon

q is the velar nasal as in

“ sing
”

r is aspirated (unvoiced ?).

When necessary a word for word translation has been given under

the examples, with the English meaning at the side.

I. Nouns

(1)

Definition.

Icrala has no articles.o

e.g. okuta a. or the, stone.

(2)

Gender.—A noun or pronoun alone has no particular gender.

The male or female is expressed by placing a suitable word after the

noun or pronoun to indicate the sex.

e.g. oma child,

oma kekele boy.

oma igbele girl.

efa bush cow (both genders).

£f(a)ole bush cow (female),

i e(e)okekele mi. He is my younger brother,

i e(e)oya mi. She is my wife.

(3) Number.—The plural is expressed by prefixing the pronoun

ama which means they " to the singular.

e.g. adaguna monkey.

am(a)adagima monkeys.

(4) Case.—The form of all Igala nouns remains the same whatever

the case mav be.
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e.g. (a) Nominative ela d(e)amb. The (or an) animal is there.

(b) Objective I f(u)ela kpa. He killed the (or an) animal.

(c) Genitive This is indicated by putting the possessor after

the thing possessed,

e.g. er(e) ela. The animal's foot.

Foot animal.

Thus the case, as understood in English, in which a noun is meant

to be, is determined by its position in a sentence.

II. Pronouns

(5) First Person Singular.

(a) Emphatic omi.

ene de ?

Who is (that) ? omi. omi de. omi kpafoq.

Me. It is me. I and lie.

(b) As a subject of a verb nh, nna, mi.

Note.—nna is found only when continued action is indicated.

See also paragraph 17 (
b

)
below.

mi lfoi). I see (or saw) him.

nna wa. I am coming,

nn man. I don’t know.

(c) As the object of a verb mi (direct or indirect).

i kpo mi egbe. He beat me.

ka ml. Tell me.

(<d )
Possessive mi.

odu mi ame. My name is Ams.

(6) Second Person Singular.

(a) Emphatic uwe.

££

Awe l you ! l&wa ! lea ! come ! come !

(b) Subjective we, e.

uijbo we kwo ? Where have you come from ?

Place you comefrom ?

e gboo ? Do you hear ?

(c) Objective we.

mi 11 (or lu) we.

I see you.

(d) Genitive w£.

£do W£ d£.

Axe you is.

That is your axe.
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—

(7) Third Person Singular.

(a) Emphatic og.

ene k(uw)e£tene ? og !

Who that you are seeking ?

(b) Subjective i, ya (where the

e.g. 1 le wa ms.

He depart come has done.

ya wa.

(c) Objective og.

door} !

kaoq !

(rf) Genitive bq.

ata ji(a)oq de.

Hat he is.

(8) First Person Plural.

(a) Emphatic awa.
i i

awa

(b) Subjective aa, a.

e.g. aa ny(i)unyi fai.

du wa k(u)a go.

Put come that ive look.

(c) Objective wa.

e.g. i kpe wa uche ny(e)omh.

(d) Genitive wa.

e.g. oko wa che jiji r(a)emi

[or] kw(o)emi.

Farm we make far run here.

(9) Second Person Plural.

(a) Emphatic ame,

ame

!

(b) Subjective ame, me.

e.g. ame kf duftin.

You should out not

.

me lewa l

(c) Objective me.

ya do me.

(d) Genitive me.

unyl me.

AYhom are you looking for

Him ! (or) Her !

^erb expresses continued action).

He has come.

She is coming.

Call him ! (direct object).

Tell her
! (indirect object).

That is his hat.

we.

We are going home now.

Bring it for us to see.

He sent us there.

Our farm is far from here.

You !

You should not go out.

Come !

He is calling you.

Your house.
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(10)

Third Person Plural.

(a) Emphatic ama.

ama meji.

(b) Subjective ma.

ma le t(u)unyi.

(c) Objective ma.

l kpa ma.

(d) Possessive ma.

oko ma.

They two.

They went home.

He killed them.

Their farms.

(11)

Relative Pronouns are expressed in Igala by the conjunction

ku which means “ that ”, followed by a personal pronoun,

e.g. ojuwo k(u)i d(£)oma. The hill which is there.

am(a)ojuwo ku ma d(£)omb. The hills which are there.

K(u)i, ki, is commonly used instead of ku ma.

(12) Interrogative Pronouns ene, eoq.

cne de ? Who is that \

Eog d£ ? What is that ?

tbq really means a thing or object without life,

e.g. am(a)£oq 6joji(o)j6ji ma Various things are there.

d(£)omo.

They thing different they are there.

djo a ch(e)£og k(u)inyo.

God is making thing that good.

(13) Demonstrative Pronouns.

ex ki d£ (often ei only). This one.

The one which is.

ei kl d(£)omo. That one.

The one which is there.

(13a) The Demoyistrative Adjectives.

“ This
,J and that

**
are indicated by adding yi and le to a noun,

e.g. ocuyi this month.

ocule that particular month.

III. Verbs

(14)

(a) Igala Verbs are mostly monosyllabic. When they have

two or more syllables and are transitive, they are divided and the

object is placed between the two halves.

e.g. It is deteriorating. ya kpabye.

But, It is spoiling the road. ya kp(a)oona bye.
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(b) Some verbs are only used with certain nouns.

a l(o)uche. AVe cultivate a farm,

l neke l(6)alo. He can relate a story (as a song),

ya kp(a)ita. He is telling a story (without

singing).

Note .—Ohiala is also used for a story but seems common only

in Western Igala.

(15) The Negative is n or no, the latter being the stronger form.

Both words always come at the end of a sentence.

i d(e)omo. He is there.

1 d(e)Dmon. He isn’t there,

ehee, 1 d(£)omo no. Xo. he is not there.

In a conditional sentence or a relative clause, ma is also inserted.

£gba kl ma wan ee 16. If he doesn't come, you go.

TThen that he not come not you are going .

abo ki ma n(e)unyin. Those who haven't any houses.

(16) The Interrogative is indicated entirely by tone. There is no

difference in the order of words between a question and a statement.

e.g. i neke gw(o)okoo ? Can he paddle a canoe ?

(Spoken with an ascending scale of tones.)

i neke gw(5)oko6. He can paddle a canoe.

(17) There appears to be no rigid distinction of Tenses in Igala.

The various modes of expressing action are explained in the following

examples of the verb je :

—

(«) nn je I eat or ate.

ws or £ je you (sing.) eat or ate.

i je he eats or ate.

a je we eat or ate.

m£ you (plur.) eat or ate.

ma je they eat or ate.

Vncontinued action is expressed by a verb in this form. AA
rhether

the action is present or past is only indicated by the context.

ene k(u)ojo ma kpSn one lleyi neki kpan.
Pctson that (jod not kilts not jwrson n'otbl here cun kill not
Whom God does not kill, no one in this world can kill.

oijka tke ataoi, bi. One (child) only his father bore.

(6) Imperative.

lewa !

ajode ! Tu mi tu tod(u)ojo !

Come !

Hunter ! T nbind me for God's sake.
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(c) nna je I am, was, or shall be eating.

wee je you (sing.) are, were, or will be eating,

ya je he is, was, or will be eating,

aa, je we are, were, or shall be eating,

mtz je you (plur.) are, were, or will be eating,

maa je they are, were, or will be eating.

The addition of a which changes the sound of the pronouns

indicates continued action. Here, too, only the presence of other words

will show whether the action is present, imperfect, or future :

—

we ki j(i^r) k(u)aa go. You must bind it for us to see.

You must bind it that tee shall be seeing.

nna 16 a tene uje6q k(u)amoma mi a j6.

I am going shall be finding food thing that children me shall be eating .

I am going to find something for my children to eat.

(In each verb the action is or will be continuous for some time.)

ebie rjynmj or) wee li Ege we.

Seven to-day so you shall be seeing eggs you.

In seven days you will see your eggs.

6d(6) oka ukpota a kpa.

Year one hunger teas killing .

One year there was a bad famine.

(This again expresses continued action.)

(d) The Use of fu.

nn fu je I do or did eat.

we fu je vou (sing.) do or did eat.

etc., etc., as in (a) with the auxiliary fu inserted.

This is the mode of expressing uncontinued and completed action,

where the verb is transitive.

agejE f(u)owd gwe. The tortoise washed his hands.

arjEje okate fu je chakaa. The tortoise alone eat all.

abu ki f(u)oje je kpa. When he finished eating the food.

we gba k(uw)s f(u)eoq ch6 mi abele.

You receive that you do thing wake we so.

You take them and make me something like them.

(e) m£ is sometimes placed after an intransitive verb indicating

that the action has just been completed.

i le me ! He has gone !

i le wamE£ ? Has he come ?

f wa ta no. He has not come vet.
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—

(18) Verbs of Motion.

(a) Le which implies ** move

which signifies come ”.

e.g. x lee ?

1 le me.

i wa mee ?

>. i

i wa tan.

le wa !

le w(a)emi

!

l dakubi w(a)amo.

but lo !

(b) Tu mostly used with le

e.g. ma le t(u)omo.

i tu gwalawo.

Le and Tu are often found

e.g. l tule.

?

in the sense of
£i
depart ” and wa

Did he go ?

He has gone.

Has he come ?

He has not come yet.

Come ! (i.e. depart from where

you are and come to me).

Come here !

He came back there.

Go away !

expresses “ arrive at " or “ reach

They went there (i.e. they

departed from where they were

and reached another place).

He reached Gwalawo.

*eversed.

He passed (i.e. he reached the

place thought of and departed

from it).

Tule is also used in making a comparison.

e.g. oce yi ceinyi t(u)ei kl d’omole.

Paddle here malce good reach one that is there depart.

i.e. This paddle make good pass that one (this paddle is

better than that one).

(c) Both wa and tu are used

“ put ”, “ lift ” or
t£
give

Thus :

—

d(u)omi ml

Give water me.

du wa !

d(u)omx wa.

Lift water come.

Dfi t(u)omi (or) mu du t(u)omo

!

Lift reach there (or) catch put

reach there .

d(u)adu yi t(u)ane.

Put load here reach ground.

after du which can mean either

Give me some water.

Bring it

!

Bring water !

Put it there !

Put this load on the ground.
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or m(u)adu yi du t(u)ane. Put this load on the ground.

Catch load here put reach ground .

(19) Ce. This verb is used very frequently in Igala and seems to

imply the meaning to “ make or do The following phrases

illustrate some of its uses.

e.g. 1 f(u)oka ki d(e)il^ yi

ce kpa.

He (past) skill which is

world here make finish.

uwe 16 t(u)unyi k(u)i

c(e)ela gyxni.

You go reach house that

it make nine to-day .

am(a)omaTiq c(&)ejl.

They child she make two.

en6 ce t(u)ekeji le ka mi ?

Which make reach second

depart tell me ?

abakpa ce tul6.

ma c(e)onukix.

mi c(6) ugbede we.

£og k(A)ya c4 fax ?

maa c(eh)ia.

nh fu ce kpa.

ago monu i ce ?

Clock how many it make ?

{ e(e) agogo meta tide kpai

minuti megwa.

It make clock three past (reach

depart) and minutes ten.

we c(e)alu.

You make mouth.

l c6 ce m£.

l ce kix ma gugu.

He make that they sit.

ma ce gidigidi.
i ^
Ibo ku ma c(e)owb.

People that make hands .

VOL. Vfl. PART 4 .

He performed every act of skill

in the world.

Go home till nine days have

passed.

She has two children.

Tell me which performed better

than the other ?

The mallam performed the better.

They make friends.

I thank you.

What is he doing now ?

They make merry.

I finished.

What time is it ?

It is ten minutes past three.

Open your mouth.

That is better.

He made them stay (really “ sit ”).

They wrestle.

Moslems.

59
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ma ce gb(£)eju(o)gka. They played a trick.

They make plant eye one

.

Note.—gb(£)eju is used to mean 44
clever

i gb(£)eju gbe. He is very clever.

etfoq ce kaji. He iis deaf.

Ear he filled up (ce kaji is

used to mean “ stuffed

w£ c(e)omi nyu mi. Pour me some water.

You make water for me.

(The meaning of nyu is not clear).

(e.g. i ce nyu mi. He wronged me.)

i kwo c(i)£re"oq.

He comefrom make foot he.

1 chi k(u)ya li dna wan.

It make that he see road

come not.

ma c(i)ebi ola ma.

ola og ce ci wa.

He followed him.

He has no opportunity to come.

They are exactly like each other.

His body is dirty.

(20) d£ means
44
to be ” in the se

e.g. dya mi d£, ya c(e)oga

gbogbo i le kwu.

Wife I is, she is making sick

until she depart, die .

dna d£ l ce jiji.

Hoad exist it make far.

£ne d£ ? Who is that ?

Note.—Where the English
44

Igalas use ce.

* J. .

e.g. x cernyo.

ma ci wewe.

They make many.

(21) ne means
4t

to have in sense

e.g. i n(£)oya.

w£ n(£)olaa ?

You have ivord ?

e of
44
to exist

I had a wife, she became ill and

died.

There is a road. It is long.

omi d£. That is I.

• be ” requires a complement the

It make good, i.e. it is good.

There are many of them.

of
44
possess ”.

He has a wife.

Have you anything to say ?
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IV. Adverbs

(22) (a) Of Place,—emi. Here.

uqbo, really a noun meaning

e.g. i le t(u)urjb6 ma.

nna tene ny(e)uqbo k(u)omi

d£.

I am seeking go place that

tvater is,

ma le t(u)ui]bo du.

They depart reach place all.

uijbo we kwo.

Where you comefrom ?

(

b

) Of Time.—fai. Now.

e.g. ya wa fal

omo, There.

“ place ”, is used for “ where ”.

He went to their place.

I want to go where there is water.

They went everywhere.

Where have you come from ?

He is coming now.

ta. “ yet

e.g. l wa tan. He has not come yet.

ta followed by ku means “ then

e.g. i l(6)u ce ta k(u)i f(u)ucu He hoed his farm and then planted

gbe. yams.

(c) Of Manner.—abo. How ?

e.g. abo k(u)e lioq. How did you find him ?

Y. Prepositions

(23) The name “ Prepositions ” cannot be applied to any set of

Igala words
;

but certain nouns which are names of various parts

of the body are also made to do the same work as “ Prepositions
99

.

Thus :

—

(a) To say “on” in the sense of “on top of”, the word for

“ head ” is used.

e.g. okuta i d(e)oji bdo. The stone is on the wall.

Stone is head wall.

“On” in the sense of “over” or “covering” is expressed by

eju which means “ eye ” and is also applied to the face as a whole.

e.g. ggbi i d(e)ej(u)dna. There is grass on the road.

Grass it is face road .

(

b

)
eti meaning “ ear ” is used for “ beside
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e.g. unyi onu aja i d(e)eti aja.

House chief market it is ear

market .

eti aji.

Ear water.

The Sarikin-Kasua's house is

beside the market place.

The water side (aji is applied to

a large body of water).

(c) efu meaning
44 stomach * is used for "in .

Thus efu og a wb. He has a stomach-ache.

Stomach he is aching .

eja d(£)ef(u)omi. There are fish in the water.

Fish is stomach water.

The preposition “ at
”

is implied in Igala, only in the order of words,

e.g. i d(e) aloma. He is at Aloma.

He is Aloyyia .

(d) Those prepositions which are used after words indicating action

or motion are expressed in Igala by certain verbs of motion. Tu

meaning
44
to reach” and nye

4
* to go” are used for “to” and

“ totvards

e.g. 1 tu lokoja. He reached Lokoja.

i lk t(u)unyi og. He went to his house.

He depart reach house he.

ugbo wee nyi (or nye). Where are you going to ?

l r(a)ule ny(e)ajaka. He ran to Ajaka.

(e) kwo meaning
44
to come from ” would be used where the English

would say from.

e.g. ugbo we kwo. Where have you come from ?

ona l kw(o) ida ny(e)Ankpa.

Road it come froyn Idali go Ankpa.

The road goes from Ida to Ankpa.
4 4 Out \

44 out of ,
and 4

‘ out from *’
are indicated by kw(o)efu,

i.e. come from stomach.

e.g. ebye kw(o)ef(u)og. Blood came out of his stomach,

adagba kw(o)ef(u)oko. The elephant came out of the

Elephant came froyn stomach forest.

forest .

(24) 1. oka (or) ogka.

2. eji.

3. eta.

VI. NUMERALS

4. eU.

5. eli

6. efa.
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7. ebye.

8 . £jo.

9. ela.

10. £gwa.

11. £gwa(o)ka, £gw(a)aka,

or £gw(a)ogka.

12. £gw(a)£ji.

13. £gw(a)£ta.

15. £gw(a)£lu.

16. £gw(a)£fa.

17. £gw(a)eby&.

18. £gw(a)£jo (or) oke meji ci~ogu

(cowrie two less twenty).

19. £gw(a)£la or oke cfogu

(cowrie less twenty).

20. ogu.

14.

£gw(a)£le.

All ordinals are formed by prefixing £k to the cardinals,

e.g. £k ogu m£lu nyiogbo mdta 160th.

The sound m is sometimes inserted where two vowels would *

normally come together.

e.g. unyronu d(£)omb ? How many houses are there ?

unyf megw£l£ d(£)amo. Fourteen houses are there.

Most of the higher numbers are composites of from 1 to 20.

Thus 24 is ogu ny(e)oke mele.

(20 go coivrie 4.)

Note .

—

yo is sometimes found instead of oke. oke and okd

both appear to have been applied to the cowrie, oke is now used

in counting, while dko is applied to money generally and to shillings

in particular.

Some of the most important high numbers are :—

-

30. ogwsgwa (twenty ten).

40. ogu meji (twenty two) or ogbo miji.

50. oj£.

Note .—Fifty seems to appear as a component in still higher

numbers in the form of oli.

60. bgbb mEta (or) ogu mi:ta.

70. “ bgbb msta ny(e)oke mEgwa.”

Twenty three go cowrie ten.

80. bgbb hieIe.

90. el(a)egwa. (Short for “bgbb mHc ny(e)oki mEgwa ”.)

98. Would be “ bgbb iueIe ny(£)oke m^gw(a) ejo ” or oke m§ji cl

ogu mein.

100. ogu m£lu.

The simplest way to count after 100 is bv multiples of twenty.

e.g. :

120. bgbb m£fa.
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—

The following are exceptions :

—

150. oil mita
(fifty three).

200. ogwoko.

300. oil m^fa (fifty six).

400. uUkd.

500. oil incgwa (fifty ten).

600. uBgwa.

700. ogu mMA c(i)icam (800 less 100).

800. icam.

000. icam ny(ejogu m2lu (800 go 100).

1.000. Icham ny(e)ogwoko (800 go 200).

Then by adding multiples of 100 and 20 together up to 2,000.

1,135 would be Icam ny(e)oli mefa ny(£]ogw(ijggwa ny(i)oke mclii.

2.000. ogba.

The remainder of the higher numbers all appear to be expressed

by multiples of 800 with as many of the numbers below it, added as

required.

Thus :

—

1,758 would be :

—

Icam m?jl ny(e)oli mita ny(e)ok4 mlji.

(800 two go 50 three go cowrie 8.)

VII. Some Igala Phrases

His firstborn.

He came to the throne.

He made a divination, i.e., con-

sulted the oracle.

She conceived.

He did not want her again.

All at once.

Put water on to boil.

He turned his heart to God.

The work that I alone am doing.

(25) oma igbaoij.

Child front he.

i m(u)oji odk gu (or) i m(h)oji

akpagu.

He catch head stool sit.

1 f(u)ifa bo.

i f(u) efu(o)g nyd.

I n(6)eju(o)q gen.

ere(o)i)kate.

Foot one alone .

m(u)omi du g(u)una ki na.

Catch water put sit fire that it boil.

l d(u) £d(o)og t(u) ojo.

He give heart he reach God .

ukolo ku im teti a che.
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i m(u)£Wo du t(u) iku. He tied up the goat.

He catch goat put reach string.

ma kp(o)oq £gbe. They gave him a severe beating.

odo m onii d£ k(uw)££li ~oq ?

years how many exist that you are seeing him.

How many years is it since you saw him ?

odudu 6dudu birr. Very early in the morning.

ef(u)alu meji ona. In the middle of the road.

Stomach mouth tivo road

.

i na yo. He rejoiced,

ma m(u)£kpo ci nu(o)g. They mix oil with it.

znk ki n(£)ukpaiu. A strong person.

1 d(A)omu dago. He answered back.

He give answer stand .

i m(u)omu da. He answered.

£dh ma w(a)ane du. They quieted down.

Heart they come ground all.

1 g(4) ol6ko t(u)ej(u)ahe. He spread a mat on the ground.

He weave mat reach face ground.

i kp(&)e(o)i]ain6n£. He divided it among the people,

eoi) k(h)tk ch tak(u) ie j(e)oje ?

What that you are making then that you are eatingfood ?

How do you earn your living ?

nna t£ne k(uw)£ m(u) okd mi gba mi.

I am seeking that xjou catch money I receive I.

I want you to receive my money for me.

i f(u)oya one: mon£ f£. He fornicated with another man’s

wife.

dna ! Look out

!

Road !

£n(e)ila.

£ne i kpabie (or) £n£fubb.

i c(£)ologu b(?)ama caka.

i mu d(a)adagima.

i {({l)zt(^) ola kabg caka.

He {past) foot word tell him all.

i n(£)olaci gbi.

He has word lie very much.

i mh du koli a t(u)odA.

i kwo koeji.

A fool.

A worthless person.

He begged of them all.

He became a monkey.

He told him the root of the matter.

He is a very bad person.

He hung it on the wall.

He returned from collecting wood.
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Note .—Ko is used when more articles than one are spoken of.

e.g. du(oq) t(u)an(£)omo.

ko(ma) j(d)an(£)omo.

i wa b(a)omi keke.

i ko t(u) an(i)ika ~orj.

He collect reach ground shoulder he.

c(d)omi nyu mi.

Make tvaterfor me.

ab(o)odu(o)g ko ?

i cand c(e)ereog (or) gb(a)ereoq.

He began make foot he.

m(u)ona le ke.

i w(o)edo kw(o)omd

He fain heart come from there

Id.

go aivay.

ml kwo dacl oj(i)at£.

efii(o)g mu kpana.

oil yi la rd.

mb Id ba Id t(u)unyl oj(6)ok3(o)rj.

ma m(u)ukpo tu j(d)and.

Thetj catch garment loose collect

ground .

1 mu du t(u) ej(u)una.

Put it over there.

Put them over there.

He came and bailed out a little

water.

He put them on his shoulder.

Pour me some water.

What is his name ?

He began to follow him.

Take this road.

He became angry and left them.

I lay down on the bed.

His stomach was tom open.

This particular tree bore fruit.

They accompanied her to her

husband’s house.

They took off their clothes and put

them on the ground.

He set it on the fire.



Linguistics without Sociology : Some Notes on the

Standard Luganda Dictionary

By Lucy Mair

TT is getting to be a commonplace of modern linguistic studies that

the method of interpreting one language in terms of another

simply by assigning equivalents to isolated words cannot lead to a

profitable understanding of systems of speech, each of which is

inseparably bound up with the particular culture in which it is used.

The work of Ogden and Richards and of A. H. Gardiner on civilized

and of Malinowski on primitive language has shown conclusively that

meaning cannot be regarded as something inherent in words and

possessing an independent existence, but must be sought for in the

context, if not of an actual situation, of the associations which form

the experience of the speaker and hearer. In regard to primitive

language, Malinowski has shown how the most apparently simple

phrases, of which only one rendering might seem possible, can be

misinterpreted by failure to recognize the special reference which

they have to the native speaker .

1 Still less can the social institutions

of one culture be defined in the terms applicable to those of another,

even where there is a general similarity between two types of institu-

tion
;
for example, while every society has some system of land tenure,

the attempt to describe those of primitive societies by such terms as

“ feudal system", “leasehold", “metayage", each of which has

a very specialized meaning dependent on its historical and geographical

context, can only result, not in elucidating the characteristics of the

primitive system but in obscuring them.

The existing dictionaries of African languages represent the product

of immense patience and labour on the part of persons, many ot whom

had no special training to facilitate their task. The later comer, whose

task in learning such languages has been lightened by the work of

these pioneers, owes to them a very great debt of gratitude. It is no

disparagement of the earlv missionary lexicologists to point out that

their work suffers from the inherent disadvantages of the circumstances

1 See appendix to The Meaning of Meaning , pp. 461 ff.
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in which it was done. Its primary aim was to establish communication

with the native peoples for a specific purpose—the inculcation of

Christian doctrines—which involved for the Protestant missionaries

the translation of the Bible and, for the Anglicans at any rate, that

of the Prayer Book. Of course, it has not rested content with this

aim, but has carried the study of native languages as far as was

possible
;
but this primary purpose has left its imprint on the resultant

dictionaries. And the efficacy of further studies has been hampered

by the complete absence of such sociological knowledge as would

point the way, where necessary, to some context of institutions taken

for granted by the native informant but non-existent to the European

translator.

I am not here concerned with anecdotes of errors due to the mis-

interpretation of a gesture, nor with such linguistic refinements as the

metaphorical reference behind some native phrase whose literal

meaning has been satisfactorily understood. The first are a matter

of mere carelessness
;
they could never become current in intercourse

between natives and Europeans and, if they have found their way into

early translations of the Gospels, they are expunged when these

come to be revised. The second type of question is one, the answer
to which is necessary to the complete understanding of a language,

but which a dictionary could neglect without seriously misleading the

student.

The kind of misunderstanding that can have really grave results

is that in which a native word is rendered by some equivalent implying
either a sociological context of the type with which the European
is familiar, or the context of some activity which is erroneously held
to characterize native societies in general. It is obvious also that,

e\en without leading to serious misconceptions, a dictionary may,
by a slight error or shift of emphasis in definition* point the
student in the wrong direction instead of guiding him towards those
situations in which he may expect to find the word in use. I propose
to support these generalizations by examples from a native language
which I have myself used in anthropological field-work, as it is

interpreted in a dictionary which I found of very great assistance :

^
1995

^ and BlackIedges Lvganda-English Dictionary
,

published

The definitions quoted in italics are those given in the dictionary,
sha I group the examples given according to the native institutions

to which the words in question refer.
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I. Religion and Magic

Boweni>o, human sacrifice.

Ekyonzira, sacrifice (n.).

Tambira, offer human sacrifice to.

Etambiro, place for human sacrifice.

These series of equivalents appear to have their origin in the

assumption that all
4 e

savages
? ?

practise human sacrifice, which has

coloured the interpretation put on all references to the taking of

human life and even overflowed into regions where the native word
has no such references. If human sacrifice has the meaning which it

has in the Old Testament, of the offering of human victims as part of

the cult of some deity, then none of the words above quoted has any
connection with it.

The word hiwendo describes a type of wholesale execution ordered

by the king, regularly on the death of a near relative and at other

times when he was informed by the prophets of the leading divinities

that the welfare of the country required it. In the latter circum-

stances, the purpose of the kiwendo was magical, but it still did not

represent the sacrifice of a victim as part of a ritual establishing

communion between divinity and worshipper : its aim was not to

placate a wrathful deity, but to remove some evil which was actually

present, or threatening to appear in the country.

In this sense the kiwendo has points of similarity with the hjonzira.

This word describes various types of rite which aimed at expelling

or averting evil by removing some object from a village or by placing

a magical object in the path of the oncoming danger. The kyonzira

to avert a hostile army consisted in sewing a child's body, along with

certain leaves, in a cow-hide and placing them in the enemy's path.

The kyonzira of the simsim harvest consisted in plucking a bunch of

the plants and placing them outside the village.

The verb kutambira refers to the ridding of a place from anything

undesirable and particularly from undesirable persons. It may be

used in a magical sense or in a purely political one. A native defined

it to me in the course of a conversation on magic as
4

‘ to set the land

in order so that it may be in peace But it is used if anything more

commonly in reference to a purely judicial or political execution, and

the cognate tambiro describes, not any part of a temple precincts, but

the place of execution attached to a chief’s court.

I should make it clear that all these words refer to institutions
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now obsolete, so that the contexts in which I have studied them are

those of narrative only, and not of action. I cannot, therefore, discuss

their significance in the same detail that would be possible were such

rites still practised. Nevertheless, I suggest that even interpretations

obtained at second hand can be made more satisfactory if the

investigator is concerned to obtain as much information as possible

bearing on the word in question rather than simply to seek the first

equivalent that a superficial point of resemblance suggests.

Ensasi rattle used in heathen rites
1
'.—The nsasi is one of the

instruments used in the invocation of a lubale
,
or divinity, by a prophet

who is about to act as the lubale's mouthpiece either for the purpose

of initiating a new prophet or in order to answer inquiries brought

to him. The word could be adequately defined for dictionary purposes

by specifying the type of rite with which it is exclusively associated.

Ekigali
"
small offering made to spirits —A kigali is a small flat

basket. They are used in pairs to carry small objects such as coffee-

berries on ceremonial occasions. A pair of bigali is part of the regular

paraphernalia of a prophet
;

people who come to consult him place

their offerings in one. They are also carried about for the same purpose

at the celebrations of the birth of twins.

Omirambo "
fetish .—As a convenient word to describe any

magical object, fetish has been rejected by anthropologists. It is

doubtful if it ever had a meaning sufficiently specific to justify its

attachment to one single word in any native language. A mwambo is

a bunch of leaves carried about in some parts of Buganda during the

initiation of a prophet.

Ohdembe necklace made of wild banana seeds
5 '.—Such a necklace

is one of the distinguishing marks of a prophet.

E talo — E'tlogo . E'dogo is a generic term covering sorcery in all

its forms . e talo is one of two diseases believed to be produced
by sorcery.

Bigalanga flatulent dyspepsia.*'—To the native, the essential

significance of this word lies not in the symptoms which it describes,
but in the fact that those symptoms indicate possession by the offended
spirit of an ancestor.

II. Kixship

The majority of Europeans in Buganda, even those most familiar
with the nathes. are unaware of the existence of the classificatory
system of kinship terminology. Some hold that the Baganda “ do not
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distinguish ” between near and distant relatives
;

others, when an

unmarried house-boy introduces a child as “ my son ”, treat the

situation with incredulity, laughter, or a suspicion of illegitimacy.

The authors of the dictionary cannot be blamed for not having in their

possession the key to the real uses of some of the kinship terms which

they include
;

but the pitfalls which must await any attempt to

explain such terms with only European concepts as a guide are

obvious.

Thus we find :

—

Mwanyina “ his sister, her brother (by the same mother, but sex

opposite to that of person spoken of) ”,—It is tempting to derive

mwanyina from nyina
Ct
mother”, but actually it is the reciprocal

used between all men and women of the same generation of the same

patrilineal clan.

Omu'jwa “ nephew —This is used of the relationship to a man
of the children of women whom he calls mwanyina ; it applies to male

and female children.

Wa zobota “ with both parents living ”.

—

Mu ana ica zobota is a

rarely-used term describing the relationship to a woman of the children

of men whom she calls mwanyina .

Kizibwewo “first cousins not of same sex”.—This follows a

perfectly correct definition of iizibwe as " child of father's sister

The suffix wo simply means ‘'your”. It seems as if this second

meaning had crept in through some misunderstanding of a statement

that the rule of avoidance holds between bakizibwe of opposite sex.

Omulamu “ brother or sister-in-law ”.—This term is used by a

woman of the brothers and sisters of her husband, real and classificatory,

and by a man of his wife's sisters, but not of her brothers, and the

daughters of his wife's brothers, real and classificatory.

Endobolo “ share of plunder
;

the child of a raided woman is so

called by her owner
;
an adopted child.”—The first of these meanings

is correct. The second I was unable to verify. The third suggests

the existence of an institution that is not found among the Baganda,

while failing to describe one that does exist there. One of the effects

of the clan system is that adoption, or formal assumption of a fictitious

parenthood, is unnecessary in the circumstances in which it most

commonly happens in our society. To provide for a fatherless child

is a duty recognized by every heir, which requires no process of

adoption to make it valid, while the Baganda practice of sending

their children to relatives to be brought up lacks the essential
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characteristics of adoption, since the link with the child s own parents

remains. The use of the word endobolo in connection with the practice

which this translation attempts to describe is linked with the first

meaning of the word. “ Because the children are a sort of profit
”

that brother of the wife who is especially responsible for her could

claim, in the past, a substantial present on the birth of each. This

was his endobolo
,
and if it was not forthcoming he was entitled to take

the child instead. This process again was quite different from adop-

tion, for the child remained a member of his father’s clan, though

cut off from it, and was consequently an outsider in his new home,

and treated as such.

III. Sex and Marriage

Obuko “ price paid for a wife

Obuko
**
paralysis agitans ”,

Properly to appreciate the significance of these two words and

the connection between them it is necessary both to understand what

is the sociological aspect of the marriage relationship to which both

refer and to see how this is expressed in a characteristic linguistic

usage. The prefix bu in Luganda is used to make an abstract general

concept out of an adjective, noun, or verb, e.g. ga'ga
“
rich ”, muga'ga

“ a rich man”, buga'ga “wealth”; kuhvala “to be ill”, mulwa'de

“ a sick man”, buhca'de “sickness”. The noun connected with

buko is muko ,
the name applied by a man to his wife’s mothers, real

and classificatory. To all these people he has to behave with marked

respect, and freedom of social intercourse with them is limited by

certain rules of avoidance. I have heard the word buko used in a

context where it might refer to these specific rules of behaviour or to

the whole relationship established by the marriage contract, of which

they are of course an integral part .

1 A man who has seduced an

unmarried girl, and subsequently marries her, goes through a ritual

unlike that of a normal marriage, in which he eats with her parents

in a manner which the rules of avoidance will always afterwards

preclude. This meal also ratifies the marriage. As soon as it is over,

my informant said, “ obuko buingvde ”. (‘‘The buko has entered.”)

Buko in the sense of the bride-price is really a contraction for

ebintu bya buko “ the things of buko ”, or, again, the things which

I have heard the 'word bwana (from mwana ,
“ a child ”) similarly used of the

relationship of a child to its elders.
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make the marriage valid and create the buko relationship. The phrase

for
44

to determine the amount ” is not kusala obviko but kusala ebintu.

The second meaning of buko given above is closely connected with

the general significance which I have indicated. Anyone who breaks

the rules of avoidance is believed to be afflicted with palsy
; buko

,

therefore, is in this sense not a homonym describing certain symptoms,

but another use of the same word. Kulwala buko is
* 4

to be ill as a

result of buko ”, that is, of disregarding the rules of behaviour which

buko imposes. That certain symptoms, whenever they are seen, are

recognized by the native as due to this cause does not alter the fact

that it is the cause rather than the symptoms which give them this

name. Major and minor offences against the rules of buko are dis-

tinguished as obuko bunene and obuko butono . The phrase used when

they have been expiated is buko bmve'de
,
the buko has gone.

Akasimo 44
first instalment of price for a wife ”.—The kasimu (the

form in which I have always heard the word), is quite distinct from

the bride-price. The amount is fixed by tradition, not determined

by the bride's father ;
it is given, not to him with the bride-price

but to her mother, kubanga asitnye nucanaive “ because [the husband]

is pleased with her child ”
;
and it is given, not as a first instalment,

but on the wedding-night after the gifts which constitute the bride-

price proper.

E'dya
44
wife's home —This does not mean the home of a wife's

parents, but the household to which she herself belongs. In a poly-

gamous household each wife had her own 'dya within the group of

houses which formed the maka .

Zira
44
reject, scorn, refuse a present ".—This word has the specific

meaning of a protest by a husband against misdemeanours of his

wife, particularly bad cooking. He refuses to eat until she gets a

fowl from her relatives and cooks it for him.

Soiverera
44 pay compensation for rape .—This w ord describes

the ritual atonement made between relatives who, in the course of a

quarrel, have done certain acts wilich are held to call for special

compensation. Instances given me wT
ere of a husband breaking a

cooking-pot, a wife striking her husband so as to draw blood, or a

child striking his parents. It seems to have no connection wfith rape.

Kansira
44 make propitiation for adultery '.—This w ord again

describes a specific ritual limited to certain circumstances. If a man

commits adultery while his wife is suckling a child, this is believed

to cause the death of the child, unless the husband and his mistress
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perform the rite known as kansira over it. It is not made necessary

by adultery in general.

Amakiro
,£

illness of woman caused by sexual excess, prostitution ' \

—

J

lakiro is a mysterious illness believed to afflict women who are

repeatedly unfaithful to their husbands during pregnancy. It is

sometimes said to afflict, not the mother but the child
;

the only

description ever given me was that it causes the mother to eat the

child. It has no more than an accidental connection with prostitution
;

I have never heard it used when that subject was discussed.

Mnbikira ‘‘virgin, nun".—This word, meaning a person veiled,

is used of the Catholic Sisters, and by the Catholic missions of the

Virgin Mary. No native would understand its use to indicate a virgin

in the common meaning of the word.

IV. Land Tenure

Bivesengereze
"
leasehold land

v
.

Senga
44
serve or join a new master

M
.

These words illustrate the impossibility of brief!v defining concepts

which involve for their understanding acquaintance with an entire

political and economic system. It is, nevertheless, necessary to

attempt to do so, for to seek for equivalents among our own techni-

calities can only lead to confusion. The Baganda knew nothing

approaching the distinction between leasehold and freehold land.

In their system, roughly speaking, chiefs occupied land at the king's

pleasure and administered it on his behalf, and a common man could

only obtain land by attaching himself to some chief and rendering
him the services prescribed by custom. The whole status of such a

man is summed up in the verb kusengfu and bu'psengercze describes

land occupied on those conditions, which, in modern times, have
been transformed by the European government into leasehold.

Nahjeyombekede woman landholder ".—The word describes a

widow who has not attached herself to the household of a relative,

but lives alone under the general protection of the head of the village.

Of course she holds land in the same sense as anv other peasant,
but the suggestion that she oirm it is quite misleading.

I > ords Describing Ceremonial Behaviour
Gemula “ bring from a distance (generally of food)

’This word
always describes ceremonial presentations, whether from peasants
to chiefs or in connection with a marriage.
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Bika “ announce the death of”.—This word refers to the formal

announcement of certain events to persons especially entitled to hear

of them—the king or chief, or near relatives of the person concerned.

It is used of births as well as of deaths, where these have to be formally

announced.

Lubuga
k

‘ queen-sister —This word describes the female

attendant who goes through the ritual of installation along with any

heir, male or female, king, chief or commoner. She does not remain

in any permanent association with the heir such as would justify

the assimilation of the king's lubuga to a queen.

Olufuwa “ goat eaten by children of deceased at funeral —
This animal was eaten by all the relatives, the children sharing the

liver and other portions being alloted to persons standing in other

relationships to the deceased. From its form the word should describe

the ritual and not the animal.

VI. Equivalents due to the Attempt at Literal Translation

of English Texts

Obulombolombo
“
tradition

9

\—This word is used in Sir Apolo

Kagwa's Empisa za Bagauda to describe certain complicated religious

rites. But it is dangerous to go for the generally accepted meaning

of a word to the first attempt made bv a Muganda to write his own

language, for he, no less than the European, was seeking words which

he had never needed before. I have only heard the word used in

the pejorative sense of “fuss" or “red tape”. In the Luganda

version of the Anglican Prayer Book it is used as the equivalent of

ceremonv ".

Entumbwe “calf of the leg; per ext., loins".—The fantastic

mistranslation in this second meaning can, I think, only have been

due to the search for words to translate the Bible text, “ Thy son

that shall come out of thy loins." The Luganda mivana wentumbive

is not a metaphorical reference to the process of generation, but

distinguishes a slave—also called mirana “ child"—from a man's own
child by a reference to the exertion involved in capturing him in war.
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REVIEWS OF BOOKS

Tao, The Great Luminant, Essays from Huai-Nan-Tzu. With

Introductory Articles, Notes, Analyses. By Evan Morgan,

Hon. D.D. Shanghai : Kelly & Walsh, Ltd.
;
London : Kegan

Paul, 1934. 10s.

This book contains translations of eight of the twenty-one

dissertations that make up the famous book known as Huai-Nan-Tzu

—a collection of Taoist essays written by a group of scholars in the

second century b.c. under the patronage of Liu An, Prince of

Huai-Nan.

All western writers on Taoism are faced by the difficulty of finding

a satisfactory European term for the all-important word Tao, and like

most of these Dr. Morgan often prefers to leave it untranslated. In

many places, however, as in the first of the translated essays (which

is also the first in the original book) he has rendered Yuan Tao

(]g( jf|) by “ the Cosmic Spirit ”, and this is perhaps as satisfactory

a rendering as any European scholar has yet devised. Dr. Hu Shih,

in his Development of Logical Method (pp. 17, 141-2) has informed

us that Tao is “ nothing but a way ” for the ordering of the world.

He also declares that it is “ a word which has been unnecessarily

mystified by amateurish translators but which simply means a way

or a method
;

a way of individual life, of social contact, of public

activity and government ", Such a pronouncement is hardly worthy

of Dr. Hu
;
nor is he quite consistent in his own view, for he admits

that sometimes (as in the second book of Ckuang Tzu) Tao is “no

longer ‘ a w^av ’ but
4

cosmic reason
? ”, Dr. Morgan’s “ cosmic spirit

”

is at least as good as “ cosmic reason ” and perhaps better.

In the course of his prefatory remarks on Taoism and its reputed

founders, Dr. Morgan finds “ some similarity ” between Lao Tzu

and Bernard Shaw—mainly, it would seem, in the desire common to

both writers of awakening men “ from dead tradition to a more real

life ” and stinging them, like a gadfly, “ to a new consciousness.*' (vi.)

He feels constrained, however, to add that “ suppression of self is a

leading tenet of the Taoist philosophy ”—the ego being only used as

“ a medicine for the expression of the Tao (vii.) This “ leading

tenet ”, which can hardly be described as characteristically Shavian,

is attractively set forth in many striking passages of Huai-Nan-Tzu.
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Dr. Morgan's translation is prefixed by a series of introductory

essays which are not of uniform value. The account of the “ Life

and Times'* of Lao Tzu is based on material supplied by Mr. M. T.

Lien, whom Dr. Morgan describes, with doubtful justification, as “ an

accomplished scholar ", It will be read with interest, not least by

those who, having come fresh from a study of Mr. A. Waley’s trans-

lation and able exposition of the Tao Te Ching (’* The Way and Its

Power "), have learned that no trustworthy information exists regarding

the personality, name, or life of the author of that cryptic production.

Mr. Lien, on the contrary, seems to he a naive believer in the un-

supported traditions handed down by the Taoist school, and assumes

that Confucius, after a personal interview with Lao Tzfi, acknow-

ledged that in the Taoist philosopher he had met his superior.

It is a pity, perhaps, that it was thought worth while to drag in a

comparison between the cosmology of Lao Tzu and that of Abraham,
and also between Tao and Jehovah. It may be questioned whether

Dr. Morgan (or Mr. Lien) is fully justified in the view that Lao Tzu

was an advocate of monotheism " and that '* indirectly his teaching

may imply a Trinity . Perhaps in these and other observations we
may find traces of a more or less conscious desire to bring Taoism into

line with Trinitarian Christianity. One is reminded of the ridiculous

attempt once made to find the word Jehovah " in three Chinese
characters in the Tao Te Ching

.

In his efforts to magnify Lao Tzu, and to glorifv Taoism at the

expense of Confucianism, Dr. Morgan (or Mr. Lien) is apt to be unjust
to Confucius. The observations that when Confucius held office in

his native state all had to follow his will, and those who refused were
threatened with death (p. xvi). and that it was due to Confucius's
harshness and inhumanity that his tenure of office lasted only three
months, are unworthy of a Chinese scholar.

The other introductory essays, besides their misprints (which are
fur too numerous throughout the book) contain some dubious
statements. In the account of the Prince of Huai-Xan, for example.
Ch-ii Yuan's poem “ Li Sao '*

is described as “ a celebrated book on
rhymes in poetry"

! (p. xliv.)

The translations read well on the whole, but there is some odd
phraseology. The word - pullulate " (for the Chinese fa £) is over-
worked and a better term than ” interosculate " might have been
found for ts‘o-ho (|g &) on p. 31.

The stor\ of Mr. Ho who had his feet cut off as a punishment
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for an offence of which he was not guilty is told on p. 239. A reference

might have been made to the much fuller account of this unhappy

episode which may be found in Liu Hsiang's Hsin Hsii. The story of

Shen Pao-hsii (who visited the king of Ch'in to implore his aid against

the state of Wu) is told on p. 236, and all we glean from the Notes

is that Shen Pao-hsii was “ a loyal minister of ClTu It might have

been pointed out that a different and better version of the story is

given by Liu Hsiang in his Sh no Yuan. In the same story the trans-

lator errs in making Shen Pao-hsii refer to himself as “ the king

The Chinese kaa chiin j|4) does not in this passage mean * e

I the

king " but “ my king ", and the reference is. of course, to king Chao

of ClTu 3£)> 011 whose behalf Shen Pao-hsii had undertaken

his dangerous and self-imposed task of travelling to Chin. He made

no attempt to impose upon the ruler of CITin by representing himself

to be the fugitive king of ClTu.

On p. 104, line 3,
“ Yu " should surely be “ Lo The Chinese ism-

The translation from the Tao Te Ching which follows this needs

reconsideration.

For who is it that can understanding (sic) the form of the form-

less ? on p. 103 might be substituted something like
£c who can

understand form's formlessness ?
"

If? ^ ^ ^ ^)-
“ The people . . . ascribed Yao and Shun to be sages " (p. 89)

is a curious construction.

Instead of
£
* Beginning and Reality '’ as the title of the second

dissertation (p. 31) perhaps a better translation of the Chinese

would be The True Beginning The difficult passage at the

beginning of this dissertation is almost identical with a passage in

the second book of Chaang Tzu, but the Notes contain no reference

to this.

The Notes, indeed, are often fragmentary and inadequate, and they

bear evidence (in some cases) of having been hastily put together.

Sometimes they are unnecessarily repeated. YV e are told about the

legendary emperor, Fu Hsi, for example, in note 51, p. 253, and again

in slightly different language, in note 21, p. 257. On p. 46 this

venerable monarch, who is supposed to have lived nearly 3000 b.c,,

is referred to as “ Mr. Fu Hsi"! We might as well speak of

“ Mr. Noah

The accounts given of the semi-sacred imperial building known

as the Ming T ang are inadequate and disjointed (see note 28, p, 260,

and notes 33 and 9 on p. 267), and no reference is made to the
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late Wang Kuo-wei's scholarly investigations into this interesting

subject.

On p. 131 a passage is translated as follows :

—

‘

4 Lu Ao, a man

haughty and proud, went touring towards the North Sea to find an

arhat.” The Chinese text hardly justifies this translation, and the

commentator makes it clear that the being for whom Lu Ao was

looking was a shen hsien (jjjii|! which cannot legitimately be trans-

lated by the Buddhist term “ arhat ” (lohan in Chinese). The note

on p. 262 (30) does not make matters better by the mention of the

“ Shen Hsia arat ”, whoever he may be.

The note on Fu Sang HC on the same page (note 33) is far

from satisfactory, though ample material for a full exposition exists

both in Chinese and in European languages.

On p. 261 (note 8) there is a reference to, and a quotation from,

“ the Tang poet Pei Lo-tien.” How many western readers will

recognize under this name the poet Po Chii-i ? (“ Tang,” moreover,

should be
4

‘ T'ang ” and “ tien ” should be “tfien”. One of the

most serious typographical blemishes of this book is the frequent

ignoring of aspirates.)

On p, 264 (note 5) it is stated that
44

in ancient times it was the

custom for the host duke to pour out the wine into the cups of the

guests ”. Has Dr. Morgan not attended dinner-parties in China

where the same ancient custom was still scrupulously observed ?

Mo Ti or Mo Tzu is always referred to as Mei Tzu. It would be a

good thing if western scholars would agree upon a uniform trans-

literation of the name of this ancient philosopher, especially as for

some time past he has been emerging (and deserves to emerge) from
his former obscurity. Micius

?

was suggested by one of his western
interpreters many years ago, on the analogy of

£<
Confucius ” for

K ung Fu Tzu and ‘ Mencius ” for Meng Tzu : and the suggestion
was not a had one.

Genii, frequently used in this book as if it were a singular
noun, is surely indefensible, even on the ground of the possible
ambiguity of

Cf

genius

In spite of numerous misprints, doubtful translations, and minor
enors mention has been made of only a few of those noticed in the
course of a single reading the book as a whole may be warmly com-
mended as a valuable addition to the meagre list of authoritative
Taoist works m the English language. It is greatly to be hoped that

r. Morgan w ill continue his labour of love, and that before long we
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shall have from his gifted pen a full translation of the thirteen

dissertations which, with the eight included in this book, make up

the fascinating compilation of Huai-Nan-Tzu.

R. F. J.

The Temples of Anking and their Cults : A Study of Modern
Chinese Religion. By John Shryock. Paris : Librairie

Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1931. Frs. 100.

This is a short, compact, and useful handbook to certain religious

cults practised at the present time in Central China. It deals with the

temples of one district—Anking (An-cli’ing) in the Yangtse Valley.

The author did well to restrict himself to the rites and beliefs of the

district with which he was personally familiar. The book shows that

he is a careful and painstaking observer, and it would be well if his

excellent example could be followed by missionaries in every part of

China. We might then have the material necessary for an encyclopaedia

of living Chinese cults such as De Groot tried single-handed to give

us in his great work—unfortunately left unfinished at his death

—

The

Religious System of China .

In describing the cult of the famous warriors Kuan Ti and Yo Fei,

Mr. Shryock notes (p. 67) that “ the national parliament ” raised

Yo Fei to equal rank writh Kuan Ti. This is true, but it might have

been well to add the reasons for the elevation of Yo Fei, and for the

neglect with which he was treated by the imperial government under

the Manchu dynasty. The subject was dealt with in some detail by

the present reviewer some years ago in The New China Review in an

article on “ The Cult of Military Heroes in China

Ti Tsang, perhaps the most popular of all the Buddhist divinities

in the province wuth which Mr. Shryock is concerned, rightly receives

careful attention
;
and there is a good account of the festival known

as the Yii-Lan-Hui. Mr. Shryock appears, however, to have over-

looked the full description of this festival which was given by Mr. Y. K.

Leong and Mr. L. K. Tao in their book Village and Town Life in China.

The Bibliography, though useful, is not as full as it might be, and

the List of Errata might be considerably lengthened. Misprints are

numerous, the transliteration of Chinese words and names is often

careless, and aspirates are frequently omitted. These and other

blemishes should be removed in a later edition. A valuable feature of

the book is its Index, the names in which are accompanied by Chinese

characters. R. F. J.
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Jehol : City of Emperors. By Sven Hedin, translated from the

Swedish by E. G. Nash. London : Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner

and Co., Ltd., 1932. 18$.

In this book the famous explorer has given us a pleasant account of

his visit to the temples and pavilions of Jehol. once a favourite summer-

resort of the Manchu emperors of China. It is intended for the general

reader rather than for the scholar, and is illustrated by excellent

photographs taken by Dr. Gosta Montell.

Most of the palace buildings at Jehol were erected, and to some

extent planned, by that imperial poet and lover of art and nature

the emperor Ch‘ien-Lung, and therefore belong to the eighteenth

century. After the time of Hsien-Feng (one of whose consorts was the

lady afterwards known as the dowager-empress Tz’u-Hsi) Jehol

ceased to be occupied by the imperial family—the story, repeated by

some Western writers on China, that the emperor Hsiian-T'ung spent

some time there after the Revolution is erroneous—and the buildings

suffered sadly from neglect. In recent years the decay has been very

rapid. Dr. Sven Hedin's visit took place not long before the province

of Jehol was added, as a result of one of the most rapid and one-sided

campaigns in history, to the new Manchurian state, and it is gratifying

to know that the glories of Ch'ien-Lung s favourite abode are likely

to be revived. The Manchurian authorities, with the co-operation of

the Far Eastern Historical Society, of which premier Cheng Hsiao-hsii

is president, have undertaken to restore the buildings as far as possible

to their original beauty and splendour. It seems not improbable,

therefore, that the day is not far distant when the emperor Ch‘ien-

Lung s much-loved Pi Shn Shan Chuamj
(

ki

Mountain Village for

Avoiding the Heat
) will open its gates to welcome his descendant,

the emperor K*ang-Teh,

Some of the chapters of the book contain narratives relating to

court-life at Jehol which seem to be taken from sources that cannot

be regarded as trustworthy. Chapter X, for example, gives us a

fanciful account of the beautiful “ concubine ?
* Hsiang Fei. The

author admits that his story is ‘’romanticized in places**, hut adds

that it has a historical background **. As narrated, the story is

more than romanticized in places *, it is almost pure romance, and
the historical background *

is at best very meagre.
If the Manchurian authorities carry out their project, Dr. Sven

Hedin s book will be of some permanent value as giving a good general
idea of uhat the buildings were like just before the restoration took

P^ace * R. F. Johxston.
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Empire ix the East. Edited by Joseph Barxes. pp. 332. London

:

Kegan Paul, 1934. 10$. 6d.

This volume represents a co-operative effort to state the problems

of American policy in the Far East. It is the work of ten members

of the American Council of the Institute of Pacific Relations. Specialists

in widely different fields, the contributors are qualified to speak with

authority.

Owen Lattimore, already known to English readers through his

earlier works on Turkestan and Manchuria, here defines China’s

frontier policy from early times to the present day under the title

“ China and the Barbarians "
;

J. E. Orchard, an Associate Professor

at Columbia University, who has specialized on problems of industry

in the East, writes a chapter on The Japanese Dilemma 5

*, in which

he emphasizes the magnitude of the outward thrust of economic pressure

from within Japan itself
;
Grover Clark, former editor of the Peking

Leader
, and specialist on China's economic problems, discusses the

past and the future of trade between East and West in Changing

Markets
55

, and concludes that, contrary to general belief, the market

which the East offers to the West is likely to become a market for

“ the products of the farm rather than of the factory

The financial aspect of Far Eastern politics is dealt with bv

F. V. Field, author of American Participation in the China

Consortiums
,
and former secretary to the International Research

Committee of the Institute of Pacific Relations. In this chapter,

which bears the title
£

* Battle of the Bankers ", the author analyses

the competition for investments and trade in and with China, and

contemplates discouraging consequences resulting from the continuance

of the process of imperialism " in the Pacific.

The chapter “ Missionaries of Empire ", which should be read by

all missionaries and their supporters, is contributed by Pearl Buck.

The achievements of missions, their function as carriers of western

cultures, the changed attitude of the East towards missions which

followed as a direct result of the Great War, are discussed with

admirable freedom from prejudice and should carry weight, coming

as they do from one whose acquaintance with mission-work is well

known.

An illuminating chapter on ** Soviet Siberia " is the work of the

editor, who has lived and travelled extensively in the Soviet Union.

It has been difficult to ascertain from the Chinese side what the

situation is in Mongolia and Central Asia, and the Soviet approach
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from the west is a question of vital interest to all the nations con-

cerned in Far Eastern developments.

America’s
c< Open Door ” doctrine and its motive and results are

the subject of another lucid chapter, The Open Door/’ by the

Professor of International Relations at Princeton, Tyler Dennett,

formerly historical adviser to the Department of State
;

mineral

enterprise is treated by H. Foster Bain, a former director of the

United States Bureau of Mines, in Second El Dorado
99

; and the

food problem is dealt with under the heading “ The Struggle for

Food ” by a director of the Food Research Institute at Stanford

University, Carl L. Alsburg.

The final chapter, entitled “ Peace or War ”, is by Nathaniel

Peffer, author of China : the Collapse of a Civilization, who was for

many years a newspaper correspondent in the Far East. “ The

Far East,” Mr. Peffer says,
c

* involves the relations of nations
;

there-

fore the first and major question it puts is, Peace or War ? ... All

other questions are dependent on the prior settlement of that one.”

M ithdrawal from economic competition he views as impossible under

existing conditions in western countries, and the only alternative he

sees to a reshaping these conditions is catastrophe.

It must, of course, be understood that all the chapters have
reference primarily to the United States, but the Far Eastern policy

of any nation is a matter of grave concern to all the powers, and this

volume will help to clarify for English readers the political and
economic significance of the policy of the United States in relation to

Far Eastern affairs. The value of the book is enhanced by the fact

that, contrary to the practice of some recent histories of the Far East,
it has very nearly succeeded in avoiding both sentimentalism and
political bias

;
how far this is due to efficient editing and how far to

the authors themselves is immaterial—the result must command a
deeper respect and a wider interest than would otherwise have been
the case, and the book is recommended not only to students of Chinese
but to all those who have ever wondered in what direction Far Eastern
affairs are likely to develop.

E.E.
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The Pageant of Chinese History. By Elizabeth Seeger.

Illustrated by Bernard Watkins. pp. 414. London

:

Routledge, 1934. 8s. 6d.

It was an excellent idea to write a history of China for children,

and we therefore welcome this volume. But if children are to learn

only the traditional view of early Chinese civilization they will miss

a great deal. An introduction to the modern scientific view of China’s

beginnings, to archaeological field-work in China parallel with that

undertaken in Egypt, in Mesopotamia, in India, suitable material

for a review of which now exists in book form as well as in journals,

would have lifted the legendary period of ancient China out of the

realm of faery into the modern child’s fairy-land of science, and shown

Chinese origins as they are at present conceived.

Nevertheless, though much has been omitted from this volume,

much has been included which must evoke in childish minds a clearer

picture of some aspects of Chinese civilization than is commonly

found. The writer is evidently sympathically disposed towards the

Chinese
;

there is indeed a tendency to prejudice in favour of China,

noticeable, for instance, in the account of the Opium Wars, and we

feel also that the Chinese would deprecate the author’s implied

identification of Shatig Ti with the Christian God.

This is a book for the younger generation, whose thanks Miss Seeger

merits for this introduction to a problem to which they will almost

certainly be called upon to supply a solution at some future date.

The volume is attractively produced and the illustrations will delight

childish readers.

E. Edwards.

Word Families in Chinese. By Bernhard Karlgren. Reprint

from the Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities,

No. 5. 10| x 7|, pp. 112. Stockholm, 1934.

It is universally recognized that Chinese is genetically related to

the languages of the Tibetans and of many of the Indo-Chinese, but

precisely how they are connected is as yet obscure. True, attempts

have been made to compare Chinese words with resembling terms in

the T’ai languages and the Tibeto-Burman family of languages, and

some very convincing equivalences have been proposed. Dr. W.

Simon's study, Tibetisch-Ckinesische Wortgleichunaen, Ein Versuch, 1

is a case in point. But, in fact, a comparison of isolated words can

1 Mitt . Sem . Or Spr . BerL , Bd. xxxii, 1929, Abt. 1.
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hardly prove anything. As pointed out by Professor Karlgren,

Tibetan mig eye for example, may just as well correspond directly

to Archaic Chinese miog
''
pupil of the eye*’ as it may to Archaic

Chinese mitik eye *\ In order to establish once and for all the linguistic

affinity between Chinese and Tibetan the structure of words and the

functions of affixes, as well as the phonetic system, the vocabulary

and the word-usages, of Archaic Chinese (c. 1000-600 b.c.) must first

be restored. The same work has to be accomplished for Tibetan of the

seventh century a.d., the earliest known period of the language. The

vocabulary each language contained in its earliest stage of development

must be carefully sifted, and cognate words must be properly grouped

together so as to enable us to compare, not isolated words, but the

word-families belonging to each of the two languages concerned. It is

for this reason that Professor Karlgren has taken up the problem of

word relationship in Chinese and revealed part of the results he

obtained through the book under review.

With especial caution the author avoided “ dictionary words
15

and the words which consist of two elements such as bt, pd, etc., for

these are too risky for comparison owing to the shortness of their

word bodies. Instead he wisely selected the commonest words,

composed of three elements : initial, vowel (diphthong), and final,

such as are to be found in Soothill's Pocket Dictionary. These he has

classified into ten different types : A. bng (369 words), B. t-ng

(673 words), C. n-ng (73 words), D. p-ng (188 words), E. k-n (334 words),

F. t-n (353 words), G. n-n (51 words), H. p-n (155 words), I. k-m
(88 words), and K. t-m (86 words), n-m (4 words), p-m (2 words).

The b group includes words with U-, g g-, ng~
, x-, •-

;
the t- group

words with t\ d-, <T-. (-* t\ d-, dz-3 dz-
3

ts- 3
ts\

s-. S', z-, s~

;

the «- group words with n-, l-
; thep- group words with

p b -, Similarly, the -ng group embraces words ending in -k,

~g
,
the 'H group words ending in -t, -d, -r

; the -m group words ending
in -p, -6. Under each of the above-mentioned ten types words that are

proposed to be cognate by the author are placed together, and it is

quite easy to see that the words belonging to each word-family thus
arranged have related meanings. Phonetically, however, many words
that are assumed to be akin appear dissimilar, e.g. g'wany “ bright ”,

log bright
, and nk ’* brightness (p, 60), where the initial

The litter t here u^ed for a yudicized t which U indicated bv t
f
in his earlier

work*.. Similarly <V replaced by d.
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consonant, the principal vowel, and the final consonant differ in

each case. That such a grouping is justifiable notwithstanding is

clearly illustrated by the
64 Laws of Alternations *'

(pp. 98-118)

deduced from copious examples.

The whole study is based on the materials taken from one and the

same archaic dialect, and is so extensively and systematically carried

out that there is no room for doubt as to its accuracy, even though

some of the word-families thus arrived at may yet prove to be subject

to necessary modifications when comparative Sinitic linguistics has

attained a more advanced stage. In order, however, to provide us

with this valuable study Professor Karlgren has had to reconsider

certain phonetic categories in Archaic Chinese which he had treated

in his Shi King Researches
,
and to take up certain other rhyme

categories which he had reserved for future discussion.

Dealing first with Categories ending in Arch. Dental Consonant
"

(pp. 10-39), he tells us how well the rhyme category A ending in Arch.

-an (with a long a grave), -an (with a long a aigu). and -an (with

a short a) is distinguished from the rhyme categories B ending in

Anc. -ien, -ten (with or without a ho k‘ou vowel w or u), and C ending

in Anc. -an" -ian. -ien, -ien, -an (with a short a aigu),-/r« (with or without

a ho k‘ou vowel w or u). The problem is : Why do we find the Anc.

endings -ien and -ien in both B and C which were strictly kept apart

in Archaic Chinese ? Seeing that these endings in cat. C formed a

rhyme group with the endings -an and-u>* they were in all probability

pronounced -ian and -ian respectively in Archaic Chinese. If so. the

similar Anc. endings in B could be archaic. This supposition, thinks

Professor Karlgren, accounts for the reason why Arch, -ian was kept

only after the gutturals and the labials (with ho k'ou only) down to

the Ts‘ie yiin time, whereas Arch, -ien was preserved unaltered after

all consonants. In other words, Arch, g ian, Anaan, pinan of cat. C

suffered no changes, whilst Arch, tian and t'iivan became Anc. isien

and tsinen respectively, thus coinciding with the Arch, -ien, -vcen

of cat. B. Naturally, just as Arch, sian (with a short i) became Anc.

*ien (after dental), so did Arch, sian (with a long 0 become Anc. sien

(equally after dental). The -qn of cat. C, according to the author,

goes back to Arch, -en with the vowel e which regularly went together

with a in the Shi rhymes, e.g. ffc keg (> Anc. kqi ) : H kwak (> Anc.

kwak).

This reconstruction of the Arch, -en has enabled Professor Karlgren

to explain the seemingly mysterious presence in cat. C of Anc. hen,
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which appears to contradict his belief that the Ane. -ien after gutturals

is derived from Arch, -ien, not -ion. The Anc. -ien of cat. C is found

in the forms tsien, mien, and giicen

,

but the k'ai k’ou final -ien after

gutturals and laryngals is missing. It is clear, then, that here in Anc.

Jcien we have the missing type Arch. Jcien, the i correspondence to the

-en as in Arch, ken (> Anc. kqn). This deduction is supported by

the fact that, whereas the Arch, -ien of cat. B has given Go-on in, the

Arch, -ion of cat. C has Go-on on. Thus Professor Karlgren concludes

that “ in cat. C the -on vocalism is primary and principal, and that all

the -en and -en are secondary ” (p. 12).

The reconstruction here put forward seems perfect except on one

small point. Judging from the fact that the two Arch, vowels e and o

regularly went together in the Shi rhymes, they must have had a

similar acoustic effect. If so, how are we to explain Arch, Jcien >> Anc.

Jcien and Arch, tsien > Anc. tsien in contrast to Arch, kirn > Anc.

Jcion and Arch, tion > Anc. tsien ? In the first instance the xArch.

e is preserved after ts
,
but is changed into Anc. e after k, whereas in

the second the Arch, a is kept intact after k, but is turned into Anc.

e after a dental. There must be a strong reason for this strange

phenomenon, which, it would seem, requires explanation.

Corresponding to the three -n categories—-A, B, and C—we have

three categories—D, E, and F—ending in Arch, -t and -d . Here it

must be noted that Professor Karlgren has reverted to his older theory,

according to which the Anc. final i with a failing tone as in Anc.

yai and Anc. liai evolved from Arch, -cl, but which he later modified

by proposing a -t with a falling tone in place of -d. The parallelism

between A, B, and C, on the one hand, and D, E, and F, on the other,

is beautifully illustrated by the author (pp. 14-19).

The twenty-one pages that follow the above discussion are devoted
to the most intricate problem, namely the curious rhymes in which
Anc. -on goes together with Anc. -ei, e.g. J| : jfifi : tfc Anc. zien (< Arch.
dion)

. xjwei . gjei : jy : J/p Anc. g ion : gjei . The first words in

these rhymes, i.e. JJ and /f , belong to cat. C, while both jt*}? and $r
belong to cat. G, which comprises words mostly ending in Anc. -i.

Professor Karlgren once suggested that certain Arch, -ion became
^

~l
e1t ^

j
usk as certain Arch, -an became -dn > -d

,
on the

ground that certain words with -n have rhyming or hie sheng con-
nections with words ending in a vowel, e.g. fH Anc. nd with phonetic

S: d (i with phon. tan and rhyming with g!p. ydn. This
assumption, as he has since noticed, fails to give a satisfactory
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explanation as to why e.g. f| (Arch. *d’dn according to this hypothesis)

should get its -

n

eliminated by nasalization and become Anc. cTd,

while |p[ (Arch, tan) has always kept its -n. The contacts of -n words

with words ending in a vowel are too numerous to allow us to consider

this discrepancy as being due to a dialectal difference. Besides, to

assume that Anc. g'jei originally ended in -n, hence got its phonetic

Jx (Arch, kpn) and rhymed with JJ (Arch, dpn), but dialectally

developed into *g
!

pn > g'jei, whilst Anc. skin had been nasalized

in some archaic dialect (thus sign > sidn > sidi) and therefore could

rhyme with the -i word ^ Anc. ts'i, would imply two different

nasalization theories, which is very disturbing. “ If,” the author

continues to controvert, “ kuan > dial. *kitai, in order to rhyme

with kjwei 1 (with original -i), how could §£ *mn > dial. *nd in

order to rhyme with ^ tsd, and not nai ? All this is plainly

impossible
75

(p. 26).

Although his rationalization on this particular point is to my mind

not perfect, the trend of his argument is quite clear, and his conclusions

acceptable. We can be certain, as he maintains, that the contact

between -n words and vowel-ending words cannot have been a question

of the vocalism. Nor can we suppose it to have had anything to do

with tone. Can we, then, assume a palatalized -n : *gph :

g'pn % In answer to this question Professor Kalgren says :
“ This

would explain very nicely why g pn has become g jei but g pn kept

its -n :
g'pn . On the other hand, it would furnish a passable

explanation why a supposed
(ffj

*g'pn could rhyme with a ^ 'jei—
because of its yodicized (i-tasting) final ~n. But we realize immediately

the impossibility of this explanation. It would explain only a few

cases. It could never be applied to cases like [1] Arch, sdn rhyming

with §§ kjwei, or H pjwei kia tsie for piwan, for we cannot suppose

a palatal -n in sdn and piton, which have their -n preserved in Ts
7

ie

yiin and down to our time
;
nor would it be applicable to cases like

ft n&{< *ndn ?) rhyming with ^ tsd, b'm rhyming with ydn ”

(p. 27). This, I regret to confess. I do not quite understand. Do not

both
J(j|

and ^ belong to one and the same rhyme category, G ?

Why, then, should we assume an -n final for and not for & ?

Again, could ^ Arch, sdn not rhyme with §§ Anc. kjirei (cat. G),

if the latter ended in -n in Archaic Chinese ? On the other hand, I

agree with Professor Karlgren in his contention that ‘‘
it would be

very bold to construct an Archaic antithesis g pn : g pn ,

1 This seems to be a misprint for -jei.
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for then we should have to find a reason whv -

n

in the one case was

‘ mouille ’
: ~ii, in the other not : -n

;
simply to say that this is due

to unknown earlier phenomena (in Proto-Chinese) would be very

unsatisfactory
'*

(p. 27).

For a similar reason and on the ground that cat. G in normal

cases is well distinguished from eat. C (-an group) we cannot imagine

an -n that was weaker than -n that was preserved. However, we know

that Anc. -i frequently goes back to Arch, -g or -d. If the Anc. -i of

cat. G were of consonantal origin, it must have been a dental

consonant, since the words of this category often interchanged with

words in -n . This assumption is well supported by the fact that, besides

the numerous contacts between -i and -

n

words in rhymes, hie sheng,

and kia tsie (as illustrated on pp. 21-5), an etymological connection

between -i and ~n words can also be traced with a great amount of

certainty in many cases, e.g. between ^ Anc.
;
jei “ clothes ” and

HI Arch, 'tan to cover, conceal A The dental final cannot have

been ~d or -d (as Dr. Simon has assumed for . thus g'jed), for then

there would have been, an interchange with -t in rhymes and hie sheng

instead of with -n as we actually find. Nor can it have been -1
,
for as

a rule the -i words of cat. G do not rhyme with ju sheng - t . If the

final dental consonant cannot have been -t, -

d

,
or -n, it must have been

-r, -l, or -5. But since the words of cat. G all rhymed regularly and

freely with each other in Shi king time, it is impossible to suppose that

some of them ended in -r and others in -l or -s. Either all had -r or

all had -l or all had -s. Professor Karlgren has decided upon -r for

the following reasons. First, an -5 is impossible from the point of view

of rhymes (with-/*), liie sheng, and kia tsie, whilst -r and -Z are equally

possible in these connections. Secondly, it is easier to imagine

an evolution Proto-Chinese -s > Arch, -r (e.g. = nias > war) than
Proto-Chinese -* > Arch. -I (nias > nial). The" latter would go against

all linguistic experience, whereas the former is a common and well

known transition similar to the ** rhotacism 99
in Latin. In support

of his argument Professor Karlgren quotes seven Tibetan words ending
in -I, and -5 in comparison with the Chinese words ending in Anc. - i

as probable cognates, and also Professor Pelliots interpretation of

flip Anc. si, occurring in the Hsiung-nu name fSJi JL Anc. si-pji,

^hich is usually known in the form !%L Sien-pi
,
but which is also

transcribed
Bit siei-b'ji, ^ Anc. si-b'ji

,
etc. (where both

® and like gifj, belong to our cat, G), as representing the sound
sdr or ser.
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The -r final thus proposed by Professor Karlgren for the words of

cat. G tallies beautifully with -d of cat. F and -n of cat. C, with the

exception of a few Anc. Ae, -wie words (cat. G) which must be regarded

as irregular. Besides, it speaks strongly in favour of Arch, -d (not -f
)

for Anc. A words of cats. D, E, and F as Professor Karlgren first

suggested in his Analytic Dictionary of Chinese. Thus he concludes :

<£ an A as final and principal vowel of an Arch, syllable did not exist

at all
;

i (strong, vocalic) or i (short, consonantic) occurred exclusively

as a " medial i '

,

a subordinate element inside the syllable, combined

with other vowels ” (p. 36).

The above discussion is followed by a further study on the word-

groups ending in Arch. -l\ -

g

,
and -ng (pp. 39-55). In his Shi King

Researches Professor Karlgren supposed an implosive final for

glo
k (< gldg), since type gft rhymes with type hk ko hut not with type

^ M which rhymes with type • He has now abandoned this theory

of implosive final and, following Professor Li Fang-kuei's suggestion,

proposes a glottal stop in its stead, thus I'd : ho and ho : glo', but

never ha : glo'. His conclusion is :
“ final -g was still living, in

Shi times, after e, a, o, and u (e.g. ^ lag. rhyming with -A*), but after

the vowel a it very early became ’ (glottal stop)
:

gldg
, ffl p dg,

zjag became gld ',
p'a'. zia', and these again glo', p o', zio' in the

Shi language (pp. 40-1).

Next comes the question of Anc. -au (occurring after labials only)

which in his Slii King Researches he traced back to Arch, -ug, e.g.

a Anc. man (< Arch. mug). This he now considers as answering to

Anc. -di (occurring after gutturals and dentals, but not after labials)

which goes back to -og, that is to say that Anc. -gu also conies from Arch.

-dg
;
thus FJ Arch. mag. This hypothesis, Professor Karlgren reminds

us, does not in the least contradict the statement of a general rule in

the hie sheng characters, according to which k ai k ou and ho k ou

words do not serve for each other, for the words with labial initials

are exceptions from the general rule
; TJ Arch, mag can therefore be

phonetic in Arch, m wag as well as in fff Arch.

The author then proceeds to discuss the much-debated problem

whether Anc. -dng : -ung : Aung : -uong : -ucong form one rhyme

category in Shi king or two, and to determine their principal vowels

in Archaic Chinese. He endorses Professor Li s view that Anc. -dng :

-ung : Among had one kind of principal vowel in Archaic Chinese,

-uong : Aung another. Whilst realizing the unsatisfactoriness of his

earlier reconstruction :

—
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Arch, -ang -ong -long -uong -iwong

Anc. -ang -ung -iung -uong -iwong

Professor Karlgren refuses to accept Professor Li’s suggestion

Anc. -iung < Arch, -iung, Anc. -uong < Arch. -ung
,
Anc. -iwong

< Arch, -iong, and adheres to his own opinion that Anc. -iung was

Arch. -iong of some kind and Anc. -uong had some kind of o. In order

to explain his objections to Li’s hypothesis. Professor Karlgren compares

the -ng series with the corresponding -k and -u (<Arch. -
g

)

series,

because the latter two series present themselves in three different

categories, I, II, and III, while the -ng series occur onlv in cats. I

and III. For cat. II Professor Li has proposed a principal vowel

which lies “ half-way between ” the vowel sounds in French or

and English all. “This/’ Professor Karlgren disapproves, “is of

course phonetically extremely unnatural and impossible ” (p. 48).

Besides, the assumption of such a vowel for cat. II fails to explain

why this category does not interchange frequently with words of type

^ Arch, tsak
,
etc., and with cat. Ill (-dk according to Li) instead of

having contact with -n words of cat. I as it actually does. Further-

more, Professor Li s reconstruction system leaves several empty
spaces which cannot possibly be filled in logically.

However, Professor Karlgren himself has had to acknowledge the

fault he had committed in his Shi King Researches
,

i.e. Q Arch, kok

( > Anc. Jcuk), ftlj Arch, kiok (> Anc. k'nvok). He has now derived

Arch, -uk, -ink for words of these types on the ground of the following

two facts :

—

(1) \\ hereas the dk, uok. iuk of I and II have frequent connections,

in rhymes and hie sheng, with words of types Anc. ak, iak
,
iek, idu,

ieu, words which obviously all had k ai k'ou, the ak, uk
,
iwok of III

have no such connections.

“
(
2

)
In irregular rhymes, III often (but I and II never) mixes

with Tuan \ ii-ts ai s cat. 4, which quite certainly was Arch. -u‘

~iu
”

(p. 49).

These newly proposed finals -uk, -iuk for cat. Ill at once tell us
that -dk III, which was clearly distinguished from -dk I and -dk II,

must have had some kind of n in order to rhyme with -uk, -iuk, and
to have constant interchange with them in the hie sheng. But what
kind of a v was it ? Was it different from the u in -uk, -iuk ?

Professor Karlgren thinks that the difference was one of quantity,
not of quality. Just as in ang: ting, uing : iting, an: tin, ian:itin,
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etc., the short-vowelled rhymes with medial i existed only after

gutturals (with laryngals) and labials but not after palatals and dentals,

whilst those without medial i occurred after the said gutturals and

labials (as well as after certain dentals, but not after other dentals),

so do we find here in cats. I, II, and III the three Anc. dk types

occurring principally after gutturals and labials. Similarly, the two

Anc. dng types of cats. I and III (dng II being lacking) are mainly

hang and pang . From this reason Professor Karlgren concludes that

the ak of cats. I, II, and III and the dng of cats. I and III each had a

it, a short it. Thus Anc. ak III < -ok < Arch, -uk as a contrast to

Anc. -uk < Arch. -uk and Anc. -iivok < Arch. -iuk. Likewise, Anc.

-ou < -u < Arch, -ug in contrast to another Anc. -ou < -u < - ug

and Anc. -in < Arch. -iug . So also Anc. -d)Uj < -dng < Arch, -ung

as against Anc. -ung < Arch, -ung and Anc. -iwong < Arch. -iung.

This derivation incidentally shows us that Arch. -iung
,
-iuk, -iug

which are found under -9 category are really the short-vowel corre-

spondences, i.e. -iung
,
-iuk, -iug, which are missing in cat. III. The

reason why they should rhyme, not with -ung, -uk, -ug in cat. Ill,

but with -9-ng, -dk, -9g in the -a category is, according to

Professor Karlgren, that the short u when preceded by an i must

have sounded something like u in English value, which stands

genetically and acoustically fairly close to a ”, and hence in rhymes and

hie sheng it went together rather with a than with “ a narrowly

labialized and strongly velar u and u
''

(pp. 51-2). Thus he has recon-

structed p} Arch, hung, [g Arch. giuk\ Arch, kiug, with an

explanation that the u in these types had a different and more open

timbre than the u in types hung, kuk
,
kug ” (p. 52).

The categories I and II have a strong similarity, but seeing that

Anc. -iau, regular and frequent in cat. II, does not as a rule exist in

cat, I, just as -iou, regular and frequent in cat. I, does not exist in

cat. II, there must be a fundamental difference between I and II.

Since cat. Ill had u, I and II cannot possibly have had the same.

And since ok, ek, dk, ak, ?k have already been suitably proposed for

other Shi king rhyme categories, the two categories under consideration

must have had some kind of o for principal vowels. Whilst differing

from Professor Li on many points, Professor Karlgren agrees with

him in considering that cat. II had a more open principal vowel

than cat. I, and fias arrived at 6 (a closed o) for I, o (an open o) and

d for II, distinguishing at the same time the short-vowelled syllable

from the long-vowelled : 6 as against o and 6 as against 6 (p. 53).
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A passing mention is made of Anc. -eng (-eh. -gi). These finals,

according to Professor Karlgren. go back to two different Arch,

origins. He states that " one of them, with an open, s’ack a sound :

Arch. -eng. -eh, rhymes with the neutral slack a : ang, ah
;

the other,

which in Ancient Chinese coincided with the open e (since -eng
:

fpf -icing : -ieng are different rhymes in the Ts'ie yiin) must have

been another kind of d or e in Archaic Chinese **
(p. 54). On the analogy

of cat. B quoted above, he concludes that the types -eng
. Jg -eh.

and j$p -gi had Arch, -eng, -eh. and -etj respectively, as a contrast to

-eng (< Arch. -eng). $ -eh« Arch, -eh) and -gi (< Arch. -eg).

Naturally, ffff -king is derived from Arch, -ieng and ^ -ieng from

Arch. -ieng.

Lastly Professor Karlgren points out the difficulty of reconstructing

Arch, initials, for here we have only one set of material at our disposal

:

the poetry fails us entirely. ” I am afraid,“ says the author. that

many consonant groups may have existed where w’e can only discern

single consonants "
(p. 56). In a case like Anc. hdh. Mk,

it is

doubtful whether the consonant group existed in the h member or in

the l member or in both members, which hints at the three possibilities :

A & hldk : ¥& Idh
;
B -g* hdh : hldh (gldh)

; C Q hldk
:

gldh.

However, our knowledge of jg Anc. khn “indigo'’ (with Anc.

ham as phonetic) going back to Arch, glam which corresponds to

Siamese h ram (< gram)
"
indigo , and of the probable Arch, sound

hldh of Anc. hah (which occurs in a phrase fHj fSl di the

Shi king) speaks in favour of alternative C
; thus Arch, hldh :

Arch. gldh. This is, of course, but one isolated case, and, as

Professor Karlgren warns us, we must not generalize too rigidly and
conclude that the hie shcng creators alwavs applied the C type.

4Miat has heen said above should be sufficient to show that
Professor Karlgren s analysis is very thorough and is of great value.

Of particular importance is his reconstruction of the -r final. Even
outside Chinese it will undoubtedly raise manv interesting problems.
In Japanese, for example, the character is read ha (current reading
han). and ton , don. But in the place-names (IIarum) and
Sfc Ik (Tsurnga) they represent the sounds hari and tsuru respectively.
In the Kojila (eighth century) tlie name fj is written fg
(Tunuga). in the Keiiki (ninth century) ^ ( Tanga ), and in
the Wamyosho (tenth century) ^ fg ft (Tanya). The Japanese
scholars, therefore, interpret the strange readings ® hari for han
and J* isuru (< turn) for ton as instances of the t^n^r alternation
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which is sometimes, though not frequently, met with in the language. 1

But is this the only possible explanation ? Can we. on this single

evidence of Tunuga > Turuga, safely conclude that Jfl, which is

transcribed ^ M ^ Farima in the Wamvosho, was once called

Fanima
, hence the character was used to represent the sound funi,

or that the name was at one time pronounced Farima but the character

with the sound fan was used for fciri by applying the law of t^n^r
alternation ? It would seem more appropriate to consider that the

name J|| |§£ has always contained an r sound and that the character

was made to represent fari with its Archaic Japanese sound *far ,

which had been derived from Arch, pirdr (cf. pp. 21. 33. 92). But, then,

how are we to account for the place-names Heguri (< \a fK M
Feguri in the Wamvosho), ^ Kuruma ^ Kuruma in

the AVamvosho), p| ^ Kurube ^ \a Kurube in the \Y.),

p| Kurubel’

i

(^ in Kurubeli in the W.) and J|g pj

Suruga (£gf §Jt Suruga in the W.) ? The characters (Arch.

g'hcdn > Anc. g'iuan ), |)II (Arch. xilvm > Anc. ximn )> an(i ^
(Arch, tsiwan > Anc. tsiuen) all have always had an -n final, according

to Professor Karlgren. Then, again, the drama |fj(
which was

pronounced sarugalu or sarngau in the Heian epoch, has the character

ffc (Arcli. san > Anc. sdn) for saru. Whether we must adhere to the

alternation theory for the explanation of these peculiar readings in

Japanese or must interpret them as reflecting variant pronunciations

in Archaic Chinese, we mav anticipate that Professor Karlgren will

settle for us.

The word-families in Chinese, as grouped together by the author,

will not onlv serve as a basis for comparative Sinitic linguistics of

the future, but will also provide Japanese linguists with useful

material for the investigation of early Chinese loan-words in Japanese

and Korean. We eagerly look forward to a still more comprehensive

work which the author promises to publish in due course, and to which

the present book is intended to be an introduction.

S. Yoshitake.

1 Professor S. Ogura goes so far a*, to consider that the difference between the Kan-on

and Go-on of such characters as 1$. and ^ is due to the same alternation

{Kokuyo oyohi Choscngn Hafsuon 1023. p. 9.>).
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Ochikubo Monogatari or The Tale of the Lady Ochikubo. A
Tenth Century Japanese Novel. Translated by Wilfrid

Whitehouse. 9x6. pp. 245. Kobe : Thompson and Co., Ltd.

London : Kegan Paul, 1934. 7s. 6d.

The ill-treatment of a girl by her stepmother seems to provide

a favourite subject for tales, and folk-stories dealing with this theme

are widely spread throughout the world. Well-known examples are

the stories of Cinderella. Cendrillon, and Aschenputtel. Several tales

of this kind are known in Japan, the oldest to come down to us being

the Ochikubo Monogatari, now for the first time translated into

English.

The current edition of the Ochikubo Monogatari consists of four

books. In Book I we read of the humiliation and misery which the

Lady Ochikubo, the heroine of the story, suffers at the hands of her

wicked stepmother, wife of the State Counsellor of the Middle Rank.

A smart young man named Michiyori, who is Major-General of the

B°dyguarcl of the Left, hearing of the Lady's ordeal, sympathises

with her and carries her off. As their friendship deepens into love

Michiyori is resolved to revenge the wrongs which the Lady has suffered.

In the course of his vengeance several amusing incidents occur, which
are humorously told in Book II and in the first half of Book III.

Meanwhile the Lady and her husband enjoy increasing happiness and
prosperity. When finally Michiyori thought that he had taught the
Lady s stepmother a lesson, he allows himself to become reconciled
towards his parents-in-law, to the delight of the Lady Ochikubo.
This part of the story, which occupies the second half of Book III and
the whole of Book IV, seems to us rather long-winded and tedious.

Neither the date nor the authorship of the Ochikubo Monogatari
is clearly known to us. Tradition attributes it to Minamoto-no-
Shitagau (a.d. 911-983). but there is no direct evidence for supporting
or denying this belief .Modern scholars therefore leave the authorship
undecided, but they all agree on this point that the story was written by
a man, because in their opinion the style is too direct and too outspoken,
and not \ erbose and vague, and the humour sometimes becomes too
coarse and vulgar, for a woman to have written it. The present trans-
lator, on the other hand, thinks that it may be the work of a woman of
t e .ame station in life as Akogi, the Lady Ochikubo's attendant, since

c iarac ^er *s portrayed with “more autobiographical feeling
t e rest of the characters and a hint to the same effect is <*iven

7 the C °Slng Words of the story” (pp. 238-9), which read :
" And
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she who was formerly ealled Akogi became Naishi no Suke. And it is

said that the Naishi no Suke lived to the age of two hundred years
”

(p. 234). The date of composition is rightly suggested by the translator

as being sometime between a.d. 970 and 1000.

Unlike the fairy tales of Cinderella type the Ochikubo Monogatari

is a novel, the earliest novel Japan has produced,
“
with a plot and

dramatic situations told vividly, with humour and with careful regard

to characterization and consistency " (p. 241). In realistic dialogue/'

concludes Mr. Whitehouse with justification, “ its dramatic power,

its life-like characterization make Ochikubo Monogatari a masterpiece

unique in Japanese literature, a work of fiction second only to Genji

Monogatari among the novels of the Heian Era and a fitting link in the

development of the novel from the poem-romances of Ise Monogatari

to the full development in the Tale of Genji."

The book under consideration has already been ably reviewed

in The Times Literary Supplement
,
3rd January, 1935. There is, how-

ever, one important point to be noted. Eendered in a pleasing style

and with a fair degree of accuracy, the translation undoubtedly presents

an extremely entertaining volume to the general reader. But, for the

student of Japanese literature something more is to be desired. First,

the edition that was used by the translator should have been named in

the book so as to facilitate the student in comparing the translation

with the original. Even the two very popular editions, the Yuh5do

Bunko edition (1914) and the Kochu Nihon Bungaku Taikei edition

(1927), differ in places. Compare, for example,

“ Do not tell her anything more of this," the Emon no Kami

said to Emon. <e
She is quite heartless

;
she takes pity on people

who do harm to her." “ You are too hard on me," the Lady said

smiling (p. 145, 1. 26-p. 146, 1. 1).

with the corresponding passages in (1) the Yuhodo Bunko edition

(pp. 406-7)

—

“ Do not speak anything more of this. She has no sense
;

she takes pity on people who do harm to her. Consequently, I get

the blame (for doing this)," said the Lord smiling,

and (2) the K5chu Nihon Bungaku Taikei edition (p. 121)

—

“ Do not speak anything more of this," the Lord said (to

Emon). “ She has no sense
;
she takes pity on people who do harm

to her."

“ Because," the Lady said sorrowfully, “ (when I see them

treated so cruelly) I suffer as though I were being tortured myself."
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The three versions are not at all the same. Still more serious is.

of course, the accuracy. The translator might have paid greater

attention to this side of his work without making the translation

unreadable. The book contains many errors and omissions, of which

the following are the most noticeable instances :

—

p. 1, 1. 7.
£

’ putting on the hakama ** should read “ putting on

the mo When girls reached puberty, usually between 11 and 13 years

of age, they began to wear a mo. a skirt which was worn only on the

back and over the robe. On the day fixed by divination the sash of

mo was tied up by an ascendant relative or a man of moral repute.

It is to this ceremony that is here referred. The same applies to

“ putting on the Jiakama ” in p. 3, 1. 9
;

p. 25, 1. 21
; p. 230, 1. 24.

This ceremony which was called mogi must be distinguished from

hakamagi , which is also translated “ putting on the hakama ” in

p. 207. 11. 7-8. The hakama is a sort of trousers which both

men and women began to wear at an early age varying usualIv

from 2 to 4.

p. 4, 1. 7. “ She would say angrily.’' This should be followed by
something like : feo the attendant was unable to talk with the Lady
in peace ” (YB. ed., p. 270, KNBT. ed., p. 3).

p. 5, 11. 24—5. Like unto dew-drops Falling on me from heaven *’

seems far removed from If you sympathize with me Even as little

as dew-drops ”, which is the meaning of the original.

p. 10, 11. 2-6. The river that flows Through the heavens may be
crossed By bridges of clouds

; But what bridge is there for me To
step across to meet you is quite inadequate. The original poem
means . The bridge of clouds That spans the River of Heaven.
How can it take you over If you dare do no more than stamp on it

!

”

The Japanese words for “ dare do no more than stamp (on it)
55 have

another meaning, “do no more than read letters,” here alluding to
the indifferent attitude of the Lady. By “ the River of Heaven ” is

meant the Milky Way which, according to the Chinese legend, the
Herd crosses to meet the Weaver, his beloved, on the seventh night of
the seventh month. Of. the fourth poem on p. 185.

p. 10, 1. 11. she is \ ery intelligent should read she is responsive
to lo\e . The same applies to the word “ intelligent*' occurring in
p. 55, 11. 14-15.

p. 10. 11. 1J 20. Tachihaki did all in his power to further the
request "

is much too free for “ perhaps because Tachihaki felt it

difficult to decline the request of his master, he wandered about looking
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for an opportunity", which is the signification of the original (YB.

ed., p. 276, KXBT. ed., p. 9).

p, 23, 11. 30-5.
44 When the news to me Comes of all your sufferings,

With your feelings like A tangled cob-web twisted. My love the more

increases. I do not know why it isA Surely the original must mean :

“ When I find you Always unyielding. Tenacious as a tangled cob-

web, My love the more increases. I am beside myself."

p. 29. The second poem should be followed by something like :

“It was written so charmingly that there was a look of hope and

affection on his face " (YB. ed.. p. 295
;
KXBT. ed., p. 26).

p. 35, 11. 23—4.
“ 4

Put on one of the Lady's robes. I will dry

yours,' she said,'
5

should read
"

* I will dry them,' she said as she

was about to put on him one of the Lady's robes/'

p. 43, 11. 6-8.
“ 4 Why did the Kita no Kata put me to such shame

as she did ?
’ she said to Akogi.

4

However, I am glad that you got

this screen/ " should be :

“ 4 How did you manage to save me from

shame ?
J

she said to Akogi.
4

1 was very glad to have this screen/
"

p. 44, 11. 23-4. “ The exits of this world seem open " should read

“ The opening to the world is closed '. This seems to refer to a poem

composed, not by the Lady Ise, but by Taira no Sadafum on losing

his post. The poem is contained in the Kokinshu Book xviii. and has

the following meaning :
“ The opening to the world is closed. That

I do not pretend. Why, then, is it so hard for me In it to make my
v ay ?

"

p. 50, 1. 16. “ She looks very foolish when she is angry *' should be
44 How corpulent and how awkward she is !

"

p. 52, 11. 31-2. “ The Kita no Kata always says that you are slow,

does she not ?
" should read “ The Great Lady keeps on saying that

you vill not be able to finish them in time. You know that, do you

not ?

"

p. 70, 1. 19. “ The main part of the letter" should read simply
44

The letter ",

p. 76, 11. 11-14. “ and holding it to his mouth, he went along to the

store-room pretending that he was playing a flute as he vralked, until

he came to the side of the Lady. Then he slipped the letter under her

robe." is a mistake for '* and MTent in the Lady's room. There he sat

down by the side of the Lady and, pretending to plav with a flute,

he slipped the letter under her robe."

p. 90. 1. 30.
4

‘ into my house " should be followed by “ in broad

daylight " (YB. ed., p. 354 ; KXBT. ed., p. 77).
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p. 102, 1. 4. “ laughed at me ” should be followed by “ I will tell

you in detail when I see you ” (YB. ed, p. 366 ;
KNBT, p. 87).

p. 106, 1. 21. “ for her sister." should be followed by “ One can

well imagine the feelings of the Kita no Kata.” (YB. ed., p. 370 ;

KNBT. ed., p. 90).

p. 106, 1. 22. “ten o’clock ” should be “ half-past eleven

p. 121, 1. 16. “ came with the Lady Ben ” should read “ came on

the recommendation of the Lady Ben

p. 129, last line. “Well, I shall desert you, if you bring about this

marriage.” should be “ Well, does it not amount to the same thing if

you bring about this marriage ?

”

p. 140, 1. 26. By “ The low-class people ” is really meant “ The

people of humble positions ”.

p. 148, 11. 8-9. “ For you are such an important person here now.”

should be “ For I trust you thoroughly.”

p. 150, 11. 5-6. and interrupted the workmen.” should be deleted,

for the word gesu, translated workmen ”, here means “ us ”, referring

to the servants themselves.

p. 156, 11. 30-1. “ We are keeping them safely,” should read “ But

are you quite sure that they are here ?

**

p. 175, 1. 25. “ the plastered store-room.” should be followed by
something like “ Since the ceremony was to begin on the following

day the people moved to the residence of the Chunagon by night.”

(YB. ed., p. 438 ; KNBT. ed., p. 149).

p. 203, 11. 21-3.
“

‘ Why is our mother so annoying ?
’ the Saemon

no Suke asked his brother.
4

She will be a hindrance to our

promotion. This is much too free. The original means :

“ { Why
is our mother so wicked ?

’ the Saemon no Suke asked his brother.

We must at least pray for her so that she may become more virtuous.

It is a matter of importance for our own sake, too
’ ” (YB ed p 464 ;

KNBT. ed., p. 171.)

p. 209, 1. 16. all this in a letter ? ' should be followed by “ And
yet it is inconvenient for me to go (and ask her permission at present)

”

(YB. ed., p. 470
; KNBT. eel. p. 176).

p. 217, 11. 4 5. he was thinking that though she was very pretty,
she did not seem to be very intelligent.” should be “ he was feeling
dissatisfied wondering whether she had as excellent a character as
her appearance.” (YB. ed, p. 478; KNBT. ed, p. 183).

p. feadly in farewell My sleeves do I wave as now Further
and further The boat in which you are is Rowed away from the
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island.” The original poem must mean :

“
’Tis sad to visualize you

Waving your scarf in farewell As further and further is your boat

Rowed away from the land.” The phrase hire furu soie “ the hand

that waves a scarf ”, cannot be applied to a man, for scarfs were used

only by women.

The above remarks are not intended as censorious or fault-finding
;

the reviewer is well aware that it is difficult to translate ancient

Japanese texts to suit the two types of readers. The translator should,

nevertheless, remember that, at the present moment, it is more

necessary to satisfy the demand of the student of Japanese literature

than to entertain the general reader.

The book is accompanied by useful notes, a brief explanation of

the political organization of Japan in the tenth century, and an

interesting discussion on the title, the author, and the date of com-

position of the story. We are, indeed, very grateful to Mr. Whitehouse

for this translation, which must be regarded as one of the most welcome

publications of recent years, following on Mr. Walev's The Tale of

Genji, which latter has not only made the celebrated Genji Monogatari

world-famous, but has also given life to the original. S. Y.

The Bamboo Broom. An Introduction to Japanese Haiku. By Harold

Gould Henderson. 8] x 5|, pp. 128. Kobe : Thompson and

Co., Ltd. London : Kegan Paul, 1934. 4$. 6^.

This little book gives a brief account of the representative Haiku

poets and their compositions from the earliest period down to the

present time. The author disagrees with Professor Chamberlain and

his supporters, who consider Haiku as a variety of epigram. He does

not tell us his own definition of that ambiguous term epigram**,

but explains preciselv what constitutes a good Haiku. ’* All Haiku

worthy of the name," he says, are records of high moments,—higher

at least than the surrounding plain." Owing to their shortness with

seventeen svllables as a standard, they depend for their effect on the

power of suggestion . . . by giving a clear-cut picture " drawn only in

outlines, but sufficient to serve as “ a starting-point for trains of thought

and emotion ”. The association of ideas, or rensd. is frequently realized

by references to “ the change of weather with different seasons,

• • . to Buddhist beliefs and customs, and to episodes in Japanese

history that are familiar to every Japanese child ", or by resorting to

a comparison of two or more ideas ". If the picture appears indistinct

at first sight, which is often the case even with good Haiku, " the
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elusiveness that is one of their chief charms comes, not from haziness,

but from the fact that so much suggestion is put into so few words
’*

by skilfully omitting words that are not needed to make the sense clear.

This is one of the main reasons why it is difficult to understand some

of the great Haiku without the knowledge of the circumstances under

which they w’ere wTitten. In fact, as Mr. Henderson rightly remarks.

“ really great Haiku suggest so much that more words would lessen

their meaning.
“

After thus giving a lucid explanation of the characteristics of

Haiku, the author proceeds to describe very briefly how this shortest

form of Japanese poems evolved from rengn at the beginning of the

thirteenth century, and its development during the subsequent four

hundred years. Then in 1644 Japan produced a genius named Matsuo

Basho, to whose life and work alone twenty-four pages are devoted.

With the appearance of this poet Haiku attained its ascendancy,

which w~as maintained by his ten celebrated disciples and the poets

of other schools until about 1750. The second half of the eighteenth

century found “ a great figure in the Haiku world ” in the person of

Taniguchi Buson, who is classed wnth Basho by Japanese com-

mentators, as the two pillars of Haiku ”. Buson was followed by

another famous poet Issa, but his death in 1827 deprived Haiku of

one whose initiative ability was earlier proved. The situation was

saved, how'ever, by Masaoka Shiki, who launched an innovation

movement in the last decade of the nineteenth century. “ The seeds

that Shiki sowed, observes Mr. Henderson, “ have fallen on fertile

ground, and to-day Haiku are in some w’ay flourishing as never before.

Literally hundreds of thousands of people—it wTould probably be safe

to say millions—are not only reading Haiku, but writing them as well/*

Furthermore, ‘ the standard of the average Haiku,” he adds, “ is

quite surprisingly high.**

All poems quoted in the book are rendered into rhymed English
with a transliteration and a word-for-word translation. How difficult

it must be to interpret Haiku in rhyme may be inferred from the fact

that Mr. Henderson has sought various artifices, which would have
been unnecessary had he been satisfied with blank verse. To take an
example, in Soseki s Haiku ‘ The spring stars there, Nowr brought
dowm as midnight Jewels for the hair !

;
*

(p. 118) the word ” there
’*

is inserted in order merely to complete the rhyme. Such an expedient
may be justified when the gist of the poem is not destroyed thereby,
as in the present case. But the misapprehension of particles is not to
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be overlooked. The translation of Sodo's poem 44 My hut, in spring !

True, there is nothing in it—There is everything

!

55

(p. 70) does not

seem to convey the idea that everything is found in nothingness,

which must be the thought of the poet. The second verse should, in

my opinion, be replaced by something like There is nothing,—in

that ’’
;

the difference arises from the interpretation of the emphatic

particle koso. Similarly, in Shiki's poem ” The plan to steal Melons

—

that's forgotten too. How cool I feel!” (p. 110) the particle mo

means 4
* even, to that extent”, not "too”. The intention of the

original is to express :

44 The plan to steal Melons.—that is forgotten.

So cool do I feel !

” Such misconstrued translations are fortunately

very few, whilst the majority of Haiku are neatly rendered as may be

exemplified by the following composed by Shiki :

44
Night ; and once

again, The while I wait for you, cold wind Turns into rain ”
(p. 112).

Whatever may be said of Mr. Henderson's rhymed translation, the

descriptive portion of his book, to say the least of it. is well worth

reading, containing much information that is not given in other works

written in European languages. S. Y.

Malik Ambar. By Jogindra Nath Chowdhuri. x 5. pp. xvi

+ 181. Calcutta. Rs. 2.

It cannot be said that the incorporation of the Nizam Shahl

dominions in the Mughal Empire was effective under Akbar. The

attempts of his successor Jahangir to complete his father s policy

were frustrated by Malik 'Ambar, an able Abyssinian minister who

was in charge of the affairs of Ahmadnagar until his death in 1626.

Dr. Chowdhuri* s small book, which is based upon an exhaustive

examination of all available Persian sources, represents the first serious

attempt to produce a biography of this remarkable man. Unfortunately

the author has been unable to discover any contemporary sources

describing Malik
4Ambar's revenue system. His account, therefore,

is a restatement of that found in the pages of Grant Duff and Robertson.

{Selection of Papers from the Records of the East India House , iv,

pp. 397 ff.) It would be unfair to blame Dr. Chowdhuri for this.

We think, however, that some reference should have been made,

when dealing with the early history of the Nizam Shah! dynasty,

to Sir Wolseley Haig's scientific contribution to the third volume of

the Cambridge History of India and to his annotated translation of

the Burhdn-i-Ma‘-a$ir of
;Aziz Allah Tabatabai.

C. C. D.
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Fall of the Mughal Empire. By Sir Jadunath Sarkar. VoI. I.

1739-1754. pp. xv + 544. Calcutta, 1932, 8s. Gd Vol. II.

1754-1771. pp. xvi + 555. Calcutta. 1934. 8.?. 6d.

Although the eighteenth century which witnessed the decline of

the Mughal empire and the growth of British power in India is one of

the most important periods in the whole of Indian history, it has not

received the attention it deserves. It is true that English historians

never tire of recounting the efforts of their countrymen to attain the

hegemony of Hindustan, but it is equally true that the decline of the

Mughal empire has. with the exception of Irvine in his Later Mughals\

been shunned by English writers because they have lacked the necessary

linguistic equipment enabling them to carry on researches and wade

through masses of badly written Persian, Marathi, Urdu, and Hindi

manuscripts to be found In the India Office, the British Museum, and

in public and private collections in India.

Sir Jadunath Sarkar, wdio is the recognized authority on the reign

of Aurangzlb, has extended his studies to embrace the decline of the

Mughal empire after Xadir Shah's invasion. It can be stated without

any fear of contradiction that these two volumes, based on a large

number of the available Persian, Marathi, Hindi, English, and French

sources, are a definite contribution to a hitherto neglected period,

and as such will be welcomed by all students needing a clear, accurate,

and scholarly account of those scenes of anarchy and bloodshed which

marked the decline of Mughal rule in India. More than this, they are

indispensable for any true understanding of the work of Clive and

Warren Hastings.

Sir Jadunath has wisely refrained from attempting to write a

history of India in the eighteenth century, and has confined himself to

the decline of the powers of the central government. For this reason

detailed accounts of the history of the various provinces after they

broke away from Delhi will not be found in these volumes
;

and
certain topics, such as Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa under British rule ;

the history of Mahva and Gujarat
; Oudh after 1761

;
the six Deccan

subas after 1748
;
and the Anglo-French struggles have been purposely

omitted, except where they have a direct bearing upon Delhi affairs.

Muhammadans sometimes assert that Sir Jadunath's Aurangzib
has been written with a distinct Hindu bias, but the impartial critic

will certainly deny the truth of this assertion in so far as the present
Mork in concerned, for his account of the horrors perpetrated by the

Marathas on defenceless women cannot be construed into any attempt
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on his part to whitewash the sins of his co-religionists. The atrocities

committed by the Marathas in Bengal are only equalled by those of

the Afghans around Delhi and Mathura. Indeed, one is impressed by

the accuracy of the learned author and by the impartial manner in

which he passes judgment upon Hindu and Muhammadan alike.

In describing military movements and campaigns he has not

fallen into the armchair historian’s error of consulting small-scale

maps only, or, what is worse, no maps at all. Nevertheless the value

of these volumes would have been increased by the inclusion of a

series of clear and accurate maps.

The first volume treats of the growth of the Hindu reaction and

the increasing anarchy in Hindustan from the departure of Nadir

Shah to the fall of Ahmad Shah in 1754. The most valuable chapters

are those dealing with the rise of the Rohilla power on the north-

western borders of Oudh, and the Maratha incursions into Bengal

and Bihar. The second volume, which, in the reviewer’s opinion, is

the more valuable of the two, describes in detail the great struggle

between the Afghans and Marathas for the control of the emperor at

Delhi. When referring to the spread of Maratha power before 1761,

Sir Jadunath corrects another historical inaccuracy which has been

a long time dving, namely that the Marathas watered their horses

on the banks of the Indus, for he proves conclusively that not a single

Maratha horseman ever crossed the Chanab. This volume contains

the first detailed and well-authenticated account of the third battle

of Panipat in 1761, and may be the means of persuading some student

of the period to produce a much-needed monograph on the career

and policy of Ahmad Shah Abdali, Other valuable topics discussed

are the career of Najlb-ud-daulah. who was dictator at Delhi between

1761 and 1770: and the rise of the Jat power in Hindustan from

the foundation of the Bharatpur state under Badan Singh to the days

of Suraj Mai, the ablest statesman and warrior that the Jat race

has ever produced. This account is based upon Father WendePs

manuscript history preserved in the Orme collection in the Indian

Office.

It is to be hoped that the author will favour us wdth an index to

these two volumes as soon as possible.

C. Collin Davies.
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The Cambridge Shorter History of India. By J. Allan, M.A.,

Keeper of the Department of Coins and Medals, British Museum
;

Sir T. Wolseley Haig, K.C.I.E., C.M.G., M.A., Lecturer in

Persian in the School of Oriental Studies, University of London
;

H. H. Dodwell, M.A., Professor of the History and Culture of

the British Dominions in Asia. University of London. Edited

by Professor H. H. Dodwell. Cambridge University Press,

1934. 12s. 6rf. net.

This volume, as explained in the Preface, is based upon the

Cambridge History of India—at least on as many volumes of it as

have been published—but is by no means merely a summary of it.

The aim has been to present a succinct political history from the very

beginning down to 1919. resting upon the wide foundation of the larger

compilation, and at the same time achieving unity by only having

one contributor for each of the three periods, Hindu, Muslim, and

British, into which the history naturally falls.

In the attempt to realize this aim, it will readily be admitted

that Mr. Allan, who deals with ancient India, had the most difficult

and ungrateful task. For great stretches of the remote time, of which,

he writes, we have as sources only isolated inscriptions, coins, which

alone, “ have restored to history whole dynasties which had been

forgotten/ the hymns of primitive peoples, Buddhist traditions, a

few scattered references in literature, and travellers’ tales. “ It

is quite impossible/ says Mr. Allen,
6 '

to give a consecutive

account of Indian History for the first half of the first millennium

b.c.
,
and it might be added that, when that consecutive narrative

is possible at the latter end of the Hindu, and the early part of the

Muslim, period, the record is so devoid of constitutional or social

interests, such a dreary blood-drenched tale of barbarous wars and
murderous dynastic feuds, that the mind revolts from, and happily
perhaps refuses to memorize, it. No skill can make such a tale readable,

except to those who approach it from motives of duty, or the pure
pursuit of knowledge, let what can be done \ Somewhere there must
be placed on record the facts, sparse and jejeune though they are,

that emerge from the dreary wastes of the waters of historical oblivion.
The history of ancient India is like looking at a fine panorama of
distant plains and mountains through a thick and distorting haze.
Making e\ery allowance for these preliminary difficulties, it seems
still true to say that the first section of this history suffers from being
too exclusively political. The real interest of ancient India is in the
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development of its religions, caste, literature, and architecture, and

about all these we have less recorded than we might fairly expect.

The late Mr. Yincent Smith, in his Oxford History of India
,
rightly

guided his readers through the rather desert-like spaces of ancient

Indian history by such adventitious aids as heavily leaded type at

the commencement of paragraphs, lists of dynasties and dates, reproduc-

tions of inscriptions and coins, translations of Indian poems, and, above

all, frequent illustrations of statues and temples. It is, perhaps, a pity

that there exists a certain prejudice against illustrations in history books

of serious intention. One of the best histories of India in its time,

which was based partly on original material, namely H. Beveridge's

Comprehensive History of India published in 1867, has never received

the recognition that was its due, largely because it was published

in monthly parts and with numerous illustrations. If ever history can

be benefited by the pictorial art, it is surely in a period so remote and

so dim as the first thousand years of Hindu times. A view for instance

of the great temple at Khajuraho in Southern India gives a more

lasting and vivid impression of the work of the Chandel dynasty

than the most meticulous record possible of the “ old unhappy far

off things and battles long ago’’, that make up their political history.

All the way through, Mr. Allan, who faces his task manfully, is struggling

with the difficulty of making inferences from a paucity of dependable

events. Often he has been forced to fall back upon vague suggestions

of probability, where he naturally craves for certainty. It must be

annoving, for instance, for a conscientious historian to have to pen the

following sentence, which gets us exactly nowhere :
" There exists

no corroboration from other sources of the statement that Ranishka, on

realizing that he had been the cause of the slaughter of some hundreds

of thousands of men in war, became penitent and thenceforth devoted

himself to good works, but the fact that a similar story is told of

Asoka is really no reason for disbelieving it in this case. W e should

not, however, forget the other story that Ranishka was murdered

because his people were tired of his aggressive wars. It is only

from time to time that a bright searchlight is thrown transitorily

upon isolated and all-too-short periods, for instance by the 'visit of

Megasthenes to the court of Chandragupta. Even inscriptions when

they occur sometimes, as Mr. Allen feelingly remarks, only raise

without settling a number of chronological and genealogical problems.

The account of Muslim India given by Sir T. Wolseley Haig, as

might be expected, is scholarlv, accurate, and lucid. Here too, however,

VOL. VTT. PART 4 .
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it is permissible to regret that mere political history bulks too largely

at the expense of constitutional, social, and economic questions.

Where the author does touch upon broad constitutional developments,

his treatment of them is so admirable that one regrets he did not more

often indulge in digressions of this kind. There is. for instance, pages

218-19, an admirable summary of the predominant features and real

meaning of the Muhammadan kingdom of Delhi, as a comparatively

small foreign garrison maintaining its supremacy over Hindustan,

the Punjab, and Bengal through its religious homogeneity and the

inipossibilitv of any union among the Hindus. The economic back-

ground, which has been revealed to a large extent by the work of

Mr. W. H. Moreland, hardly appears at all. The early Muslim period

is almost as nauseating in its long record of savage cruelty, and dreary,

in its lack of constitutional evolution, as the Hindu period. Sir W olseley

Haig, having recorded on page 271 that a certain monarch of Bengal

on his ascent to the throne put out the eyes of his seventeen half-

brothers and sent them as a gift to their mother, is reduced to adding,

with conscious or unconscious irony, that this monster of cruelty

“ is more pleasantly remembered by an interesting correspondence

with the great Persian poet Hafiz." With the rise of the Mogul empire

we arrive at last at a period more comparable in interest to the history

of Europe. The well-known story of the great emperors is told with

lucidity and sound judgment, and the author has contributed some-

thing of his own to the portraiture of each soverign. He considers

that Sher Shah was *' one of the greatest rulers who ever sat upon

the throne of Delhi", and that much of his work was imitated by Akbar

without acknowledgment. On page 382 he quotes a very interesting

account of a day in Jahangir's life recorded by William Hawkins.

The gradual loss of force and vigour by the Imperial house, due,

perhaps, to the enervating influence of the Indian climate, which few

can permanently withstand, is clearly traced down to the fall of

the feeble successors of Aurangzib. But here again we should have

welcomed a deeper analysis of the corresponding decay of Mogul

institutions and Mogul administration.

In dealing with the British period Mr. Dodwell would no doubt

admit that he had the easier task of the three authors, and the one

that was most likely to arouse the interest of the ordinary reader.

This does not alter the fact that his task has been done supremely

well. This section, indeed, is a masterly summing up of the whole

meaning, tendency, and effect of European contact with India. The
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reviewer, at any rate, knows of no other work which can give to the

modern reader so clear and correct a conception of the goal to which

our Eastern policy has long been tending. Mr. Dodwell, especially

in his later chapters, has done for his generation, what Sir Alfred

Lyall did for his. in his brilliant Rise ami Expansion of the British

Dominion in India . Air. Dodwell has boldly broken away, where he

thinks good, from the narrative style and chronological arrangement.

At first, indeed, down to the end of the Mutiny he does give a connected

account of political history. After 185S he abandons that method

almost entirely for broad treatment under sweeping headings of subjects

that cut right across chronological order. Nothing could be better

from the point of view of leaving upon the reader's mind a clear view

of where we stand to-day, though it is true, of course, that anyone

wishing to discover the detailed contributions of various Governors-

General to these sweeping constitutional developments would have to

go elsewhere. There are. in fact, many omissions. Mr. Dodwell selects

and discards with an impressive courage to illustrate his themes.

His style is beautifully easy, lucid, and free from every kind of

pretentiousness and false rhetoric. Yet many of his phrases linger

in the memory through a certain epigrammatic force springing from

the terseness of the thought, rather than from any self-conscious

verbal dexterity. It is very difficult within anv reasonable limits

of space to point out all the good tilings in his contribution

or to make the few criticisms that seem necessary. We may, perhaps,

deal with the criticisms first. The famous twelve years* truce between

Spain and the United Netherlands is called (p. 502), by a slip no doubt,

the twenty-one year truce. The indemnity paid by the Nawab of

Oudh in 1765 (p. 562) was not thirty but fifty lakhs. It was surely

not Cornwallis but Macplierson (p. 599) who repulsed Sindhia, when

he made his demand for the payment of the old tribute of twenty-

six lakhs. Mr. Dodwell is writing on a scale which happily excuses

him from entering into the controversies which have raged over the

times of Clive and Warren Hastings, but he seems to the reviewer in

one or two sentences to have slurred some things over a little too

smoothlv. For instance (p. 553) it might perhaps be mentioned that it

was on Clive's own request that the Nawab of Bengal bestowed on

him the famous Jaghire. The account of the origin of the Rohilla

war (p. 567) is abbreviated to the extent of impairing its accuracy.

It is not made clear here that Hastings definitely agreed at Benares

to lend the Nawab British troops, that the Nawab for the moment
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preferred to postpone action, that Hastings on reporting the matter

at Calcutta rejoiced at that way out of the difficulty ;
that, when the

Nawab changed his mind and asked for the troops, Hastings persuaded

the council to put their terms so high that the Nawab once more

abandoned the plan for a time, but that ultimately the changeable

ruler accepted the terms, so that Hastings was drawn into a policy,

of which he half-disapproved, through his own vacillation. On page

572 it was the suzerainty over Benares, not Benares itself, that was

ceded to the Company, On page 583 the statement that Hastings

had been involved by Bombay in a policy which he had never chosen,

though it was a view put forward by Hastings himself, is not really

accurate. The renewal of the war in 1778 wTas supported by Warren

Hastings and indeed was forced by him upon his recalcitrant colleagues

at the Council Board. The only other point that perhaps merits

criticism is that Mr. Dodwell, so it seems to the reviewer, is over

harsh in his judgment on the Permanent Settlement of the land

revenues of Bengal. He dislikes it so much that he is never tired

of attacking it whenever it crops up in history. He believes that

it led to a permanent ignorance of agrarian and administrative

questions among the Collectors of Bengal, the results of which have
lasted down to our own time. The Permanent Settlement, he says,

was not only the fruit of ignorance but the perpetuation of ignorance
,y

.

It can only be said here that there were probably better reasons than
Mr. Dodwell is prepared to admit for making the Settlement permanent
in 1793, though they may have been mainly political and economical
rather than social or humanitarian, and we very much doubt whether
through British-Indian history the Bengal civilian has been, or would
admit that he has been, so ignorant of the land and peasantry over
which he has ruled as Mr. Dodwell supposes.

Mr. Dodwell s section begins by an admirable account of the
Portuguese and the Dutch Dominions in India. That of the Portuguese
was essentially a maritime dominion covering a commercial
monopoly . The Portuguese capital, Goa, “ lay on the dividing line

of Hindu and Muslim influence. ' The difference between the policies
of the leaders of the two nations is effectively put in the statement
that Albuquerque aimed at the naval control of commerce by the
occupation of strategic posts, while Coen aimed at the possession of
the productive areas themselves. Mr. Dodwell does justice to Thomas
Saunders, Go\ ernor of Madras, the opponent of Dupleix, one of the
forgotten worthies of British India, a man who possessed “ cool,
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clear brain, strong good sense, a shrewd judgment of men, and inflexible

resolution”. Mr. Doclwell is particularly happy in summarizing in

a neat phrase his judgments on controversies of historical research
;

e.g. he reduces a rather hysterical modern doctrine to its proper

proportions on page 548, in his judgment on the Black Hole of Cal-

cutta :
“ This event does not deserve the title of

c

massacre ’ by which it

has long been known, for there is nothing to show that the fate of

the prisoners was in any way designed. But neither does there appear

ground for discrediting the evidence of more than one survivor or

for supposing that no such incident occurred." In his account of the

Sikh wars we note that Mr. Dodwell does not agree with the verdict

of Mr. J. L, Morison in his recently published book, Lawrence of Luck-

now, for which indeed there is a great deal to be said, that Dalhousie

and his military advisers made a serious error of judgment in not

at once advancing to attack the Multan rebels. He applauds the

decision actually taken on the rather curious ground apparently that

it was better to give the Sikhs rope enough to hang themselves :

‘
* If the Sikhs wanted a renewal of the war it had better be such a war

as they would not wish to repeat, a war which would convince them

of the military strength of the company.' Mr. Dodwell's judgment

on the inauguration of the system of open competition of the Civil

Service in 1853 is interesting and original. He believes that a combined

system of competition after preliminary nomination, as suggested

in 1833, would have given better results :
“ The candidates, as before,

would have sprung from families connected with India, would have

carried out with them family traditions, and would have been welcomed

in India by family friends, Indian and European. At the same time,

competition would have weeded out the bad bargains. The simple

competition plan, of course, was adopted and the system certainly

secured for India the services of a greater number of brilliant men than

could have been obtained in any other wav. But it may be doubtful

whether it provided her with as many devoted and understanding

servants/’ The chapter on the causes and the course of the Indian

Mutiny is admirably written. Here again the bitter controversies

that have ra^ed over the excesses committed by both sides are

admirably summarized : The blot on British conduct does not lie

in the military punishments which were exacted, but in the conduct

of a number of officers who took a bloody revenge upon guilty

and innocent alike. Indiscriminate executions had accompanied the

suppression of the mutinies at Benares and Allahabad. They help
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to explain the pitiless slaughter of Cawnpore. and both miserably

prove how cruel men are made by fear/* In this last sentence there

is a whole world of compassionate understanding and insight. Among

the chapters that follow, particularly noteworthy is that on the crown

and the Indian states, where a difficult problem is lucidly analysed.

In his account of the Morley-Minto reforms Mr. Dodwell draws out

a very effective contrast between the characters of the two men.

Morley, whose appointment ’* had been one of those accidents which

characterize the workings of a responsible Government possessed

an intellect narrowly doctrinaire. “ All his life had been passed among

the writers and speakers ... he was essentially a critic, and a better

critic of books and speakers than of action and policy.” Minto on

the other hand was a soldier and a landlord : He loved fair play

with all the earnestness of a true sportsman, and would no more have

done a dirty thing than he would have shot a bird sitting or pulled

his horse in a steeplechase. He had little of Morley‘s width of reading,

or vigour of phrase ; but he had learned to read men if not books,

and to manage men if not to manage periods. “ Mr. Dodwell evidently,

and with good reason, believes that the wiser part of the famous

reforms was due to the man of action with his frank camaraderie

and intuitive insight into human nature, rather than to the brilliant

and cultured but somewhat cloistered and opinionated man of letters.

P. E. Roberts.

The History of North-Eastern India (from a.d. 320 to 760). By
R. Basak. M.A.. Ph.D, Kegan Paul. 1934. 12?. GL

This book, which gained for its author the Ph.D. decree of Daccao
University, gives a comprehensive and fairly detailed account of the

political history of Magadha and Bengal from the beginning of the

Guptas down to the rise of the Palas. The area treated includes

Nepal. Assam, and Orissa : the empire of Harsavardhana is outside

its scope, though incidental references to it are naturally frequent.

Dr. Basak is an experienced epigraphist. and has added the results of

his own researches to the previous work of Levi, Banerji, and others.

Among his conclusions are (1) that the Candra of the Meharauli
inscription is to be identified with Candra Gupta I (a view he main-
tained first in the Indian Antiquary of 1919)

; (2) that Pundravardhana
was included in the dominions of Kumara Gupta I, on the evidence
of land-grants discovered at Damodarpur and Baigram

; (3) that the
Western Gupta empire continued to flourish after Skanda Gupta’s
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death, its downfall being achieved not by the Huns, but by Yaso-

dharman. while the dynasty persisted in the East until the rise of the

Palas in the eighth century.

There is a useful chapter on the Maukharis
;

one on the Gauda
Sasanka ; one on Orissa

;
and one on Nepal, in which the inscriptions

previously edited by Bendall Levi, and Indraji are collected and
discussed. Noticeable features are a lack of conciseness and a tendencv

to take too literally the eulogies of royal inscriptions
;
but the author

shows a well-balanced attitude towards controversial points and will,

it is to be hoped, attain his avowed object of opening the road to

further studies. There is a good synchronistic table, an ample index,

a rather inadequate map, plenty of footnote references, but no

bibliography.

C. A. R.

Some Aspects of the Yayu Purana. By Y. R. Ramachandra

Dikshitar. ALA. University of Madras, 1933.

This is a fifty-two-page essay, reprinted from the Journal of Madras

University/, mainly descriptive in treatment. It gives a good summary

of the contents of this important Purana and indicates the richness of

provinces yet to be explored in the philosophy, religion, music,

cosmogony, and geography of ancient India. There is no great

attempt at criticism : the author concludes that the main part of

the Yavu is older than Buddhism, but his arguments are not con-

vincing. Section VI touches on interesting questions relating to the

history of Yoga and of Saivism. which require further investigation.

Quotations from texts are rather marred by faulty word-division in

the transliterated passages and by occasional misprints in the Nagarl.

C. A. Rylands.

Hatha-Yoga-Pradipika of Svatmarama Svamix. Part I translated

by Yogi Srinivasa Iyaxgar. Second edition. Part II. Hatha-

yogapradlpika Svatmaramayogendraviracita Brahmanandakrta-

jyotanabhidhava tlkava samalamkrta. (T. P. H. Oriental Series,

No. 15.) pp. xix + 101 -J- 230. Theosophical Publishing House,

Adyar, Madras, 1933.

The Hathayoga—presumably from ha-thau = surya-eandrau =
prdndpdnau—is the severe form of Yoga which is a sort of preparatory

training for the meditations of the Rajayoga. It is known from more
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or less compendious handbooks of which the most remarkable seem

to be the Hathayogapradipikd, the Gherandasamhitd
,
the Sivasamhitd

,

and the Goraksasataka. Of the last-mentioned one no published text

has been seen by the present writer, while the two Samhitds have

both been published together with English translations in the

Sacred Books of the Hindus
,
xv, 4 (Allahabad, 1923). The Hatha-

yogapradipikd of Svatmarama is by far the most well-known of Hatha

texts. It was published by Tookaram Tayta with a translation by
Srinivasa lyangar at Bombay in 1893, and of this edition the present

one is apparently only a reprint. It has been translated into German
by Dr. Hermann Walter in a Munich dissertation of the year 1893.

Great parts of it—as well as of the two Samhitds—were quoted (with

translations) by Dr. S. Lindquist, a pupil of the present writer, in his

careful work Die Methoden des Yoga (Diss., Upsala, 1932).

The date of Svatmarama does not seem to be exactly known.
However, some of the authorities quoted in i, 4—9, are perhaps datable

and seem to be able to furnish at least a terminus post quern. This

is perhaps most obviously the case with Matsyendra and Goraksa-
{ndtha) who are mentioned twice (vv. 4. 5) and are apparently looked
upon as being the foremost authorities— Siva or SrI-Adinatha of

course always excepted upon Hathayoga. For Goraksa apparently
is the famous Gorakhndth

, who was a pupil of Matsyendra and seems
to have lived in the early part of the thirteenth century. Of other
authorities mentioned in the same passage Yirupdksa probably is

Virupdksandthapdda, a teacher of the PratyabhijM-school, whose
chief work has been published in the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series,

No. ix, (1910). Pujijapdda cannot well be identified with the famous
Jam grammarian P. Devanandin who seems to have lived either in
the fifth or the se% enth century a.d.

; however, the name may quite
easily be nothing but an honorific title. A ityanatha again is probably
the author of the Rasaratnakara who may belong to the fifteenth
century or perhaps even to a later period. At any rate Gorakhndth
was apparently to Svatmarama an old and venerable authority;
this fact makes it highly improbable that his own date could be earlier
than somewhere in the fifteenth century.

th* teXt aml translatioh nothing special need be said except
that the latter is not always a very faithful one. Nothing of value

e gat lore from the short and quite superficial introduction.

J. C.
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Raghunathabhyudaya of Ramabhadramba (A Historical Poem).

Edited by T. R. Chintamani. (Bulletins of the Sanskrit Depart-

ment, No. 2.) pp. viii + 78. University of Madras, 1934.

The University of Madras is developing a fervent activity in publish-

ing hitherto unknown or at least unpublished Sanskrit texts. Many of

them are undoubtedly of fair importance for the knowledge of Sanskrit

literature
;
amongst these may be mentioned works like Madhava-

bhatta's Rgveddnukramam ,
the Taittirlyaprdtisakhya with Mdhiseya

Bhasya, etc. Others again are rather devoid of importance, but

may still evoke our mild interest ;
such are the Sahityaratndkara,1

edited by Dr. T. R. Chintamani and the present work, brought to

light by the same industrious scholar.

The Sah ityaratnakara praises the deeds of Acyutaraya of Tanjore

and of his son Raghunatha while the work now in hand occupies itself

exclusively with the last-named person. It was composed in the

1620's by a certain blue-stocking of his court called Ramabhadramba,

who is mentioned because of her talents in a Telugu work, the Raja -

gopdlavildsa
,
by her teacher Kalavva. This excellent lady was by no

means at sea in Sanskrit as is amply testified to by her composition.

And she had thoroughlv assimilated the art of composing a poem of

surpassing tediousness and consisting of the most abject flattery of

her royal patron. Him it may have greatly pleased ; to the modern

student it cannot but make insipid and somniferous reading.

The editor in a short introduction gives a conspectus of the main

contents of the twelve cantos of this precious poem. There is no

doubt historical matter to be found in these verses, though it can

be of little value to the research worker should he hit upon the life

of the rather unexciting Raghunatha. To him are ascribed the

valour of the lion, the beauty of the God of Love, and all else that

makes man appear similar to the immortals. In a typical court

poem this is the correct attitude, but it can nowise be suggested to

contain the exact historical truth. For Raghunatha, who came of a

not very vigorous stock, was probably much like innumerable other

petty Hindu princes whom the adulations of their paid court poets

have raised into greatness bevond all measure. Benevolent at times,

tyrannical at times, leading a voluptuous life for which his subjects

had to pay most exorbitant taxes he probably conferred little benefit

upon humanity during his lifetime, and might without any great

1 Cf. BXOS., VII. pp. 681 sq.
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loss have been entirely forgotten after his death. When compared

with the rather few rulers who can well aspire to real greatness, such

as, e.g., Queen Elizabeth, Gustavus Adolphus, or Akbar, such a life

dwindles into nothingness and need not detain iis any further.

In Cantos viii and ix there is told a story of how Raghunatha was

asked to help the king of the island of Xepdla whose capital had

been in a treacherous way captured by the Parangis. As the Parangis

in a poem of this date can only mean the Portuguese, and as Raghu-

natha is said to have crossed to Xepdla by means of a bridge of boats,

it is quite obvious that Xepdla cannot possibly mean the kingdom

of Nepal. The present writer, unfortunately, is at a loss to under-

stand what it means and would have felt much obliged to the learned

editor for elucidating this obscure point.

Though we feel, of course, grateful to Dr. Chintamani for his

undertaking we should feel very pleased to meet him in other fields

of research which were likely to do greater justice to his energy

and talents.

J. C.

The Katha L panisad. An Introductory Study in the Hindu

Doctrine of God and of Human Destiny. By Joseph Nadix

Rawsox. (Carey Centenary Volume.) pp. xviii + 272. Oxford

University Press. 1934.

On 9th June, 1934. a century had passed by since the death of

^ illiam Carev. one of the greatest lumina within the history of

Protestant mission. Much may be said for and against missionary

work. There can he no doubt about the fact that, amongst primitive

peoples who often live in debased and even horrible conditions, the

Christian mission lias often performed most marvellous work. There

can also be just as little doubt that it has scarcelv proved a very

victorious power amongst, e.g., the high-caste people of India who
may claim for themselves the possession of a religion, which is at least

parti) of a lofty and sublime nature, and who quite rightly object

to being mixed up with the common heathen. We may well believe

that European people, who are willing to listen quite earnestly to the

ludicrous political rigmaroles of Mr. Gandhi and his followers, would
react rather violently if \ edantic or Jain propagandists would try by
e\er\ means to convert them to their faith. But quite apart from
thi> there can be no doubt about the greatness of spirit and the
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earnestness of faith with which William Carey carried through his

missionary work
; nor can the lasting value of the man's varied and

admirable activities be in any way belittled by the fact that he held

the Hindus in general to be heathen that must be converted to the

faith of Christ.

It was a happy thought to celebrate his centenary bv bringing

out a new edition and translation of the Katha Upanimth which is,

in a way, the most fascinating of all the Upanishadic texts. It was
an object of great admiration to Rammohun Roy, the eminent con-

temporary of Carey. Before that it had been included in the collection

translated into Persian by the Pandits of the unhappy Prince Dara

Shikoh, and through the awful Latin translation of Anquetil Duperron

it had reached the Western world already during the reign of the

First Consul. It has been commented upon by the great Samkara
and by any number of lesser authorities within India itself. It presents

to us the Brahmin boy Naciketas, who with undaunted courage enters

the house of the God of Death and forces him to yield up his most

treasured secrets. Like Savitrl he conquers Death ; like the Prince

of Denmark he finds out that there is more in heaven and on earth

than any philosophy could dream of. Like both of them he belongs

to the highest and most spirited type created by any literature.

The Katha Upanisad is not only a religious document of uncommon
interest, it also contains something of the very best that Sanskrit

literary genius has ever been able to create.

Professor Rawson of Serampore College, a former pupil of the

late lamented Professor Macdonell. has undertaken the task of editor

and translator. We may as well at once congratulate him upon the

result of his highly painstaking work. For though upon more than

one detail we are unable to feel at one with him it would be unfair

not to admit that the merits of the work greatly outweigh its demerits.

Professor Rawson has succeeded extremely well in creating a very

readable and useful handbook on the Katha which will, we trust,

contribute towards making this admirable work still more known and

beloved than it has hitherto been.

According to the present writer's opinion the main fault of

Professor Rawson is that he is too strictly conservative both in dealing

with the text itself and in explaining the ideas underlying certain

phases of ancient Indian speculation. We cannot, of course, prove

this at any great length, but we will try to make it clear by selecting

at random a few isolated examples.
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Take, e.g. the Purusasukta (RV., x, 90) which is dealt with on

pp. 18 ff. That the world was created out of the body of a giant primeval

being is an idea common to many rather primitive cosmologies. A close

parallel to the story of the Parusa is found in the Old Norse myth

of Ymir, which is alluded to. e.g. in the Eddie poem Vafprubnismal ,

v. 21, in this way :

—

Or Ymis holdi var inrb um sknpob

en dr beinom binrq.

himin or hausi ins hrimkalda intuns

en dr sveita sior.

“ From Ymir’s flesh the earth was created, and the mountains

from his bones
;

the heaven from the skull of the frost-cold giant,

and the sea from his sweat/* Ymir, however, is simply killed and

chopped up ; in the Purusasukta again the gods perform a regular

sacrifice with the primeval being as the victim, cf. RV., x, 90, 6, 7, 11,

16, and especially 14 :
—

saptasydsan paridhayas frih saptd samidhah krtah
|

deia ydd yajndm tanvdna dbadhnan purusani pasum
||

Like an animal the Purvsa is tied to the sacrificial stake, slaughtered,

and divided up into pieces. For such an idea there must exist a real

foundation, viz. a human sacrifice, which was believed to confer

increased fertility upon the whole world. And no doubt such a founda-

tion existed. As, however, this question can only be dealt with in a

more extensive connection I shall not now shock my readers with

further suggestions concerning this rather unsavoury topic. The

Purusasukta is in a way idealized, but the underlying ideas are

extremely crude.

The etymology of the word brahman - has been extensively dealt

with in the present writer s book Brahman
,
i-ii (Upsala, 1932). It is,

however, not to be expected that this work should have become
known to Professor Rawson

; and still less could it be expected that

he and his Indian readers would feel able to share the rather heretical

but none the less necessary conclusions arrived at there. As for

atman- it certainly betrays relationship to the Teutonic words

quoted on p. 27, while it is just as certainly wholly unrelated to the

Greek drpog and dvrpri{v) (p. 28, n. 2).

Concerning the integrity of the Katha text I cannot find the slightest

reason for altering the opinion I pronounced some years ago, and
which is quoted on p. 41. Professor Rawson, in accordance with
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what has been stated without any real foundation by previous scholars,

thinks that YalU 1-3 and Valll 4-6 form two different sets of texts.

However, such a suggestion wants real proofs to be taken for granted.

As for the date of the Upanisad, there is not the shade of a proof for

the hypothesis put forth on p. 48 that it belongs to the period

550-500 b.c. And to speak of it as being pre-Buddhist ’’
is obviously

nonsensical as long as we know nothing of the real date of Gautama

Buddha—except, of course, that he lived some considerable time

before Asoka—nor are able to define in an acceptable way what is

really meant by “ pre-Buddhist
r *.

As for the text, the present writer lays no claim at all to having

discovered any startling emendations ; however, it seems rather

curious that the obviously correct emendation of ana nila into Cinandd

in v. 3 should have carried no conviction. Lack of acquaintance with

certain details of the ritual may be the reason for this. In i, II, the

interpretation by Hillebrandt and the present writer seems alone

possible
; and the same is the case with v. 17. Geldner's emendation

of ii, 3 (sajjanti for majjanti) ought to be accepted without discussion.

But we shall not continue this enumeration any further. We
again congratulate Professor Rawson on the obvious success of his

achievement and hope soon to become acquainted with fresh results

of his talent and industry. J. C.

Hindu Mysticism according to the Upanisads. By Mahendra-

nath Sircar, pp. viii -f 344. London : Kogan Paul, Trench,

Trubner and Co., Ltd., 1934.

This book, in twenty-six chapters, by an author who is, unfortu-

nately, otherwise unknown to the present writer, presents a curious

mixture of orthodox Hindu views and an attempt at real scientific

research. It deals with the mysticism of the Upanisads but we are

at a loss to find out what is the author's own definition of mysticism.

Still, even if manv chapters necessarily appear obscure and contain

matters by no means easy to grasp there are others which one reads

with pleasure and interest. It is somewhat unfortunate that, though

the author does sometimes quote the opinions of modern scholars, he

has nowhere deigned to give a reference to their works. The index

appears to be complete and should be quite helpful.

The apparently ineradicable mistake of translating ncti neti

(.Brli . Ar. Up., iii, 9. 26 ;
iv, 4, 22, etc.) with ‘‘not this, not this” (or

rather, according to other authorities, “ not thus, not thus ”) appears
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on p. 59. na-iti means nothing but “no" and simply indicates that

the atman (as identified with brahman) is the pure negation of every

quality or attribute comprehensible to the human intellect. Such an

idea concerning God was not at all foreign to some of the great school-

men. J. C.

The Unadisutras in Various Recensions. Part VI. The Unadi-

sutras of Bhoja with the Vrtti of Dandanatha Narayana and the

Unadisutras of the Katantra School with the Vrtti of Durga-

simha. Edited by T. R. Chintamani. (Madras University

Sanskrit Series, No. 7.) pp. xiv — 107 4- 51 72 -j- 24.

University of Madras. 1931.

King Bhoja of Dhara was a great patron of literary work and also

himself (or through his court Pandits, which is much the same) developed

various literary activities. Amongst other achievements of his was

also a Sanskrit grammar, which is sometimes spoken of simply as

Sabddnusasana but was probably called Sa ra svatlkanthdbharana,

the name alike of his Durbar Hall and of his well-known work on

rhetorics. The t uadisatrax belonging to this grammar have now—for

the first time, so far as the present writer is aware—been edited,

together with a scant but sufficient commentary by a certain Danda-

natha Narayana. The editor, Dr. T. R. Chintamani, has told us

nothing about Bhoja as he intends to do so in the introduction to his

edition of the rhetorical work of this royal author, which is now in

press. As for Narayana. he was apparently a dandandtlia
£e
a com-

mander
;

it is. however, not known to whom he acted in that

quality, though it is the shrewd guess of Dr. Chintamani (p. xiii) that

he v\ as in reality the Narayana who lived in the Vanavasi country

c. a.d. 1120, and was a patron of the poet Kaviraja Pandita.
The Lnadisutras of the Katantra, like the grammar itself, have

been commented upon by Durgasimha whose date, unfortunately, still

remains a problem.

The texts, though corrupt in places, seem to be carefully edited,

and the indexes are excellent. It would, however, have been a good
idea to gi\<* the quotations in Durgasimha’s text in a separate index
as Eggeling s Katantra is nowadays by no means an easily accessible
work. However, we feel much obliged to Dr. Chintamani for his
very useful contribution to the knowledge of Sanskrit grammar.

J. C.
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Brhat! of Prabhakara Misra [on the Mlmamsasutrabhasya of

Sabarasvamin] with the Rjuvimalapancika of Salikanatha.

[Tarkapada.] Edited by S. K. Ramanatha Sastri. (Madras

University Sanskrit Series, No. 3, Part I.) pp. x + 416. The

University of Madras. 1934.

An unhappy fate seems to have overtaken the work of the great

Prabhakara Misra. His fame was considerably obscured by that of

his successor and opponent Kumarila Bhatta, and the Prabhakara

system of Mmiamsa already at a fairly early date must have come
under a cloud. His own most extensive commentary on the Bhasija

of Sabarasvamin, the Brhatl , has come down to us in an incomplete

state, and has never yet been edited, though a translation by MM.
Ganganath Jha appeared in the Indian Thought, vols. ii and iii (1911)

;

this translation is, however, not even mentioned in the preface to

the present edition.

Now Mr. Ramanatha Sastri, a junior lecturer at Madras Universitv,

with the valuable aid of MM. S. Kuppuswami Sastriar has under-

taken to drag the work of Prabhakara out of the darkness by which

it has been obscured, and thus to restore the fame of the Guru. The

same idea appears to have occurred to the editors of the Chowkkamba

Sanskrit Series
;

as we have, however, not been able to see what has

appeared in that series of the Brhatl we cannot pass any judgment

upon the success of the undertaking. The present edition, which

contains Adhydya I, Pada I of the Brhatl, was undertaken with the

help of one single manuscript preserved at Madras, while four manu-

scripts were available for the commentary of Salikanatha. The editor

himself tells us that his task was an arduous one. and we are quite

prepared to believe him. To publish, with the help of one rather

unreliable manuscript, a difficult and obscure text must be a some-

what doubtful undertaking, and the text must certainly contain

a number of passages which are not sufficiently warranted by the

manuscript materials. Of this the present writer feels sure, but he

cannot, of course, have any definite opinion upon details. Mr. Rama-
natha Sastri promises soon to publish the continuation of the text,

and it will then be a task for such scholars as are thoroughly conversant

with the Mlmfimsa system to criticize and to try to make emendations

where such seem to be needed. So far we are only able to gice

expression to our admiration for the energy and undaunted courage

with which the editor has fulfilled his by no means easy task.

J. C.
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The PadyavaiI, an Anthology of Vaisnava Verses in Sanskrit.

Compiled by Rupa Gosvamin, a Disciple of Srl-Krsna-Caitanya

of Bengal. Critically edited by Sushil Kumar De. (Dacca

University Oriental Publications, Series No. 3.) pp. cxliv + 296.

Published by the University of Dacca, 1934.

Every work by Professor Sushil Kumar De merits the close attention

of his fellow-scholars, and this is to an increased degree the case with

his recent edition of the PadyavalI. The PadyavalI is an anthology

of Vaisnava poems put together bv Rupa Gosvamin in the sixteenth

century. It has been edited twice before, in 1911 and 1916, in the

Bengali script, but these editions, to neither of which the present

writer has had access, are undoubtedly quite uncritical and can in no

way be compared with this one, which was worked out with the help

of no less than sixteen manuscripts. The critical apparatus is carefully

described on pp. cxxi-cxliv, and the description makes it quite clear

that Professor De has made thorough use of all the materials available,

and has put into work all his critical faculties in order to produce a

standard edition of this quite important text.

Bengali Vaisnavism centres round the great name of Caitanya

(1485-1533), the mystic, who after extensive pilgrimages settled at

Purl about ten years before his rather premature death. The last

decade of his life was spent in a state of what would at least partly

be styled mental derangement, but which to his followers must have

appeared to be the very consummation of a mystic union with the deity.

Legend wills it that Caitanya lost his life by plunging into the sea

in a fit of visions of the sublime Deity
; Professor De, however, does

not touch upon this tragic end to a life of devotion. However, we shall

certainly get to know all that is worth while to know about the great

mystic and the movement he started when we get into our hands the

book on these subjects that Professor De intends to publish shortly.

It is indeed with great expectations that we look forward to thus

widening our unfortunately very scant knowledge of this fascinating

but obscure topic.

Caitanya, apparently wholly occupied by his devotions and almost

steadily under the influence of mystic trance, did not leave with his

followers any works in which he had put down his own doctrines.

It fell to the six Gosvamins, his most prominent pupils, to fill the

gap and to create the literature in which were included the tenets

of Caitanya 4 aisnavism. Among these Gosvamins Rupa, his brother

Sanatana. and his nephew Jlva occupied the foremost rooms. While,
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however, Sanatana does not seem to have developed any very great

literary activity Rupa Gosvamin became the author of many works.

Perhaps the most important of them all—at least from a literary point

of view—is the Sanskrit anthology Padgavall.

The text of the Padgavall together with its critical apparatus

occupies 178 pages and contains a great number of very attractive

little poems. Lack of space, however, prevents us from mentioning

any details. Then follows a series of extensive and most instructive

notes on the authors included in the anthology. The work winds up

with several indexes, all most helpful and most carefully put together.

The book is indeed a most important one ;
thus Professor De has

again put all Sanskrit scholars under a deep obligation by his varied

and admirable activities. The work is very aptly dedicated to Pro-

fessor F. W. Thomas, the learned editor of another anthology, the

Kci vindravacavasamucca i/a.

Jarl Charpextier.

Buddhist Logic. By Th. Stcherbatsky. Bibliotheca Buddhica

XXVI, Vol. I, pp. xii -r 560 ;
Vol. II, pp. vi + 168. Lenin-

grad : Akademii Nauk. 1930-2.

These two volumes by Professor Stcherbatsky represent the con-

clusion of his researches for many years devoted to the investigation

of Buddhist logic. He practically began in 1903, when he published

the first part of his work in Russian, Teoriia poznamia i logika po

uceniiu pozdnieiscikh Buddhistov ,
a translation of Nyayabindu with

the commentary of Dharmottara to which an extensive introduction

followed in 1909. This was made known to scholars unacquainted with

Russian by Strauss in Germany and by Masson-Oursel in France.

The two volumes recently issued in the Bibliotheca Buddhica follow

the same scheme ;
the second volume in fact contains the translation

of the Nyayabindu and its commentary, the first being an extensive

introduction and a detailed synopsis of Buddhist logic.

The works upon which the author has founded his researches are

chiefly those of Dinnaga and Dharmaklrti with their numerous com-

mentaries. He had access not only to the Indian commentaries

translated into Tibetan and preserved in the bsTan agyur, but also to

the extensive glosses of the Tibetan doctors and interpreters. The

conclusions reached by Professor Stcherbatsky show that no research

in the field of Mahayana philosophy can now be undertaken without

VOL. VII. PART 4.
63
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taking into consideration the elaborate contributions of Tibetan

scholars. While the Chinese sources are of great help for the external

history of Buddhism chiefly in its older phases, Tibetan texts are of

unrivalled value for the right understanding of philosophical or

mystic treatises which have been thoroughly studied and commented

upon in the Tibetan monasteries.

The author has also the great advantage of being perfectly

acquainted not only with Eastern philosophy, but also with Western

speculation
;

this gives a great clearness to his expose of Buddhist

ideas. Very often the realm of Indian thought have remained obscure

to mere philologists on account of their lack of philosophical prepara-

tion. Such as it is, the book of Professor Stcherbatsky can therefore

be considered as a summary of the essentials of Buddhist logic, which

is likely to be of great help to the historians of philosophy in general.

The various points the author discusses in detail are the problem

of the reality of sensible world and those of the instantaneousness of

being, of causation (pratltyasamutpada), of sense perception and

of the ultimate reality.

Then follows the investigation of the problem of the
tf£

constructed

world viz. the conception, the substance of which consists in describing

the inductive process in its twofold aspect, viz. inference per se and
inference for others. This gives the author the opportunity to examine
the theory of logical fallacies as formulated by Buddhist doctors.

The negation is then studied in detail, along with the law of contradic-

tion and the problem of universals.

This brief summary shows that the author has given a complete
synthesis of Buddhist thought as expounded by its logicians. As a
matter of fact, in the system which he studies we are confronted
not with a mere elaboration of logical formulae but with the explanation
according to yukti of the fundamentals of Buddhism

; that is why
upon this system centred for a long time the criticism of rival systems.
The period of its elaboration can therefore be considered as one of
the most important for the evolution of Indian thought, since it

focuses as it were its most vital points.

It is useless to add that even the understanding of the so-called
orthodox writers is likely to be largely benefited by this book, since no
criticism can he understood if the doctrine criticized has not been
rightly interpreted.

The author has also tried to find out the European equivalent for
the technical terms used by Buddhist writers, and he has generally
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been very able in his choice, though I feel that sometimes he is

inclined to Europeanize notions and concepts which appear to me
as peculiarly Indian and, in their essence, quite different from ours.

Of course, there are in such a work some minor points in which

I disagree from the views of Professor Stcherbatsky, and some which

are likely to be modified by further researches. But neither do I think

myself to be the only detainer of truth, nor have I the habit of searching

for minor particulars in a work which like this represents one of the

most important achievements of modern Buddhist scholarship.

Giuseppe Tucci.

Eraxos Jahrbuch 1933. Yoga und Meditation im Osten und im

Westen. Herausgegeben von Olga Frobe-Kapteyn. pp. 2 +
348 + 2. Rhein-Verlag, Zurich, 1934. c. 11s.

The title reveals the programme. Eranos was for the Greeks a

joyous social festival, to which every partaker made his contribution,

but which had, besides the social companionship, religious-metaphysical

purposes.

This Eranos, too, bears a social-sesthetic stamp with higher aims.

Every year at the best season and in one of the loveliest places on

Lago Maggiore scholars from various countries (Italians, Englishmen,

Dutchmen, and especially Germans) and of different spheres of study

come together to work out and cast light on problems, above all on

those of a religious-psychological nature. This, the first printed year-

book of these congresses is dedicated to the problem which for us

Orientalists, particularly for the Sanskrit scholar and Sinologue,

is methodically the most important one. It treats the question which

crops up time and again, whether the East and the W est have the same

basis of thought, and, in case East and West have set different problems

and found different solutions, how the one may learn from the other

or even accept the results of the other.

Closely bound up with these fundamental enquiries is the current

question as to the connection between religious and psychological-

physiological problems.

At the International Congress of Anthropologists and Ethnolo-

gists which was held in London some months ago a general theme of

discussion was the illumination and evaluation of magic religious

ceremonies of various native races from the pathologist s standpoint.

(“ Magic as Disease.’')
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Thus the fifteen essays (or lectures) contained in the<e “ Eranos

Annals circle round the most urgent questions of orientalism,

psychology, and pathology.

The contributions given to these problems by different scholars

from different fields and from different fundamental standpoints

contain nearly every possible kind of answer.

In his three articles, which alone fill almost one -third of the book,

Heinrich Zimmer, the Heidelberg Sanskritist. argues that the same

prototypes are the foundation of the poetry and the religious tradition

of the East as well as of the AVest which latter changes from

Antiquity, through the Middle Ages and down to modern times. From

his wide reading he seeks to find examples for this, his guiding thought,

in the legends and ceremonies of India. Babylonia. Greece, the German

Middle Ages, down to the present with its psychoanalytic tendency.

To the basic fact that differences of landscape and climate cause

divergent historic development in various centres of culture, he

only concedes the significance of variants within the same fundamental

forms.

Erwin Rousselle,the Frankfurt Sinologue, gives the problem another

aspect. Under the general title :
“ Seelische Fiihrung im lebenden

Taoismus *' he emphasizes more strongly than Zimmer the distinctive

nature of the different cultures, and is inclined to rate the East

higher than the est with regard to the working out of psvchological

problems, as the East has remained more undisturbed in its historical

development. Rousselle has therefore, like his teacher and predecessor

Richard W ilhelm, humbly served his apprenticeship in the meditation

sects of China and has been initiated step by step into the Taoistic

exercises.

The third Orientalist, the well-known research worker in Buddhism,
Mrs. Rhys Davids, offers a somewhat differently spiced contribution to

this Eranos. She, too. emphasizes the distinctive character of the

Oriental cultures. So in the article entitled “ Dhyana ” (Jkana),

Televolition (Telepathy), and “Mensch und Kommunion ’ she

emphatically calls attention to the differences between the Buddhistic
meditation, contemplation, and prayer and the western methods.
She gives a well-thought-out analysis of these ideas in early and late

Buddhism, which characterizes Buddhism in its religious and ethical

value.

Friedrich Heiler, the scholar of comparative religion, limits his

in\ estigation chiefly to the history of Christianity, in a wide frame,
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however, of Catholic. Lutheran, and Anglican Christianity and its

earliest history, which was influenced by the Jewish, Egyptian, and

Greek spheres ofthought. In this way Heiler finds a broad enough range

to disclaim a new fructification of the West by the far East, and points

to similar productive ideas already contained in Christianity.

His arguments are amplified, with specific details about the

history of meditation and contemplation in Catholicism, by the

article of the Church Historian at the University of Rome. Ernesto

Buonaiuti, who however does not reveal his attitude towards the

fundamental problem : East to West.

R. G. Heyer from Munich expresses his views on this theme from

the fundamental standpoint and even introduces the new question

of the day.

He entitles his treatise Sinn und Bedeutung ostlicher Weisheit

fiir die ahendhindische Seelenfaiming “ (Meaning and significance

of Eastern wisdom for Western guidance of the soul) and explains

that all esoteric doctrines, their cults and legends, do not convey

absolute truth and knowledge but are expressions bound by time,

place, history, race, and landscape.
c
‘ Das geheime Wort spricht zu

jedem nur in seiner eigenen Spraehe. also zu uns gewiss nicht oriental-

isch, sondern europaisch-germanisch und christlich ’ (p. 223 : The

secret word speaks to everyone only in his own language, therefore

to us certainly not Oriental but European-Germanic and Christian).

To explain more clearly lie adds a note, that " der Wahn. bei anderen

die Wahrheit erhalten zu konnen. der gleiche ist, wie die Idee, anderen

(den Heiden) sie bringen zu sollen * (The delusion of being able to

imbibe truth from others is the same as thinking it one s duty to impart

it to others (the heathen)). A pretty example of Indian wisdom follows :

he relates that an Italian, striving after Indian understanding, asked

an Indian priest for a book on true knowledge. The latter handed him

with an oracular smile —as being for him, the European, the most

suitable form of knowledge—the Bible.

The leading psychoanalyst C. G. Jung, again, takes up a different

position towards the problem of East to AVest. He contributes to this

book not a general exposition of his doctrines, which may be taken

for granted as being familiar to the reader, but only the narrative

of a single case from his practice. His patient was a woman whom he

had helped to regain her physical and mental equilibrium. This

narrative contains allusions to the East to A\ est question. In the East

this physical and mental unity has so far scarcely been disturbed.
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Thus Jung confesses, on page 203, to have learnt from the East the

art of “ laissez aller
75

(“ Geschehen-lassen
,?

), but adds that others

in the West, e.g. Meister Eckhardt, have also recognized this. Never-

theless, Jung, on page 214, closes his treatise with the words that “ wir

irn Westen trotz seiner sogenannten Kultur noch Barbaren und

Kinder in bezug auf das Psvchische seien " (we in the West, in spite

of its so called culture, are still barbarians and children as regards

psychics).

So much for the prolific Eranos on the problem which is the most

important one to us Orientalists : the basic problem of the possibility

and necessity of mutual influence of East and West.

In all the essays we find over and above interesting sidelights

on the second problem already mentioned, that of the connection

between religious and physiological-psychological questions.

Let us take a few examples from the contributions of the three

Orientalistic colleagues.

In his productive description of the eternal mytho-poetry, Zimmer
lays special stress upon those essential parts of the myths and

ceremonies which cast light upon modern questions of psycho-

analysis. India, who hardly ever tears asunder body and soul and who
from ancient times up to the present day has busied herself with the

understanding of the dark Saktis (vital powers which urge to propagate),

is closely interested in the psychoanalytic question of the connection

of the conscious with the subconscious and the non-conscious, and in

the question of the unconscious abundance of all possibilities within

us. India found the solution of recognizing and affirming the dark
powers and of depriving them of their hidden danger by respecting them.

From her studies on Buddhism Mrs. Rhys Davids makes a con-

tribution to psychoanalytic investigation. In Telepathy, wiiich was
practised in early Buddhism, she reveals a peculiar psychic attitude,

which cannot be classified under our usual ideas of meditation, con-
templation, nor introversion but u

is an activity apart which represents
an emotion not externally perceptible yet tending towards extraversion
like the Jhana ” (p. 105).

Further Rhys Davids enriches psychoanalytic knowledge by
describing the Buddhistic exercises, which are aimed not at practising
leelings and putting them into action, but at controlling them.

Rhys Davids draws attention to a peculiar form of communion
in the Buddhistic texts, when she designates it as a personal develop-
ment

( \\ erden-machen p. 119) by wdiich one's own self strives
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after and gains a communion of highly personal character with beings

of other worlds (p. 129). Through her description of the unburdening

of the soul by confession, which has its origin in Buddhism, and of the

peculiar form of the Buddhistic prayer, Rhys Davids supplies further

valuable contributions to psychoanalytic science.

Rousselle casts a light on psychoanalytic questions through his

Taoistic learning. In Taostic yoga, as in the Indian Kundalinlyoga,

the sexual is not suppressed
;

it is purified, subdued, but taken into

account (“ einbezogen ”) by an occasional practice of meditation

(p. 169).

Thus a company is assembled at this Eranos with rich gifts which

they bestow gladly, and Olga Frobe-Kapteyn, the hostess and editor

of these annals, is right in allowing not only the company of two

hundred assembled in August 1933 but also a wider public to share

the gifts in this printed form.

Betty Heimann.

VRTRA ET Yr0RAGNA, ETUDE DE MYTHOLOGIE INDO-IRANIENXE. Par

E. Benveniste et L. Renou. Cahiers de la Societe Asiatique III.

Paris : Imprimerie Nationale, 1934.

The authors have in this study notably advanced the interpretation

of Indo-Iranian mythology. On pp. 177 fol. the result is given. In

Avestan vrdra has conserved the only original sense, that is

“ resistance
J,

?
neuter in gender. It was never personified. In the

Rgveda, vrtra is a neuter substantive, the proofs of a masculine

vrtra being insufficient. It was then personified. But even so, Vrtra

existed only in formulae. In Iranian Vr#ragna was the god who

destroyed resistances, and so gave victory. In Indian mythology

Vrtrahan had originally this same character, but was later absorbed

by the hero Indra, become god. It is pointed out that the confused

mythological texture has taken up three originally distinct themes,

the victorious god, the dragon-slaying Indra, and the liberated waters.

The interlacing of these motives differs in the Indian and Iranian

developments.

These conclusions are sustained by the exact methodical analysis

of the Iranian data preserved in the Avesta and in other sources,

and of the oldest Indian material. The method and the result are

both satisfactory. The misty uncertainty of the original relationship

of these figures can now be pierced.
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Incidentally many details of Avestan texts are elucidated. So,

p. 7, vazdvar p. 8, cakuse, p. 15 zaya~, p. 16 as, p. 29 saoka p. 34

vdrdyna p. 37 vyambura p. 42 ahum, p. 44 luja^aua-. p. 50 yaona.

p. 54 hvdysta-* p. 55 spazga- ;
and especially C7$/a who is interpreted,

according to her situation and epithets, as " goddess of ways .

The interpretation of the expansion of Yrflagna worship gains much

from the consideration (pp. 6Sfol.) of Hellenistic Artagnes. Armenian

Yahagn, Chorasmian Ar#ayn, and Sogdian Yasayn (heside Vunyfin).

The recognition of la veridicite de la seule tradition iranienne
**

(p. 182) in regard to the Tndo-Iranian form of the myth of Yrtrahan-

Yrdragna is the basis of the whole study and of the brilliant con-

cluding synthesis.

H. W. B.

Akchaeologische Mitteiixxgen aus Irak. Bd. IY-YI (1931-4).

Herausgegeben von Erxst Herzfeld. Berlin : Dietrich Reimer,

Ernst Yohsen.

The three volumes here noticed contain much of interest. Yol. iv,

pp. 1-116, gives a study of all available evidence for the Saka

immigration into Sistan and their settlement there, directed to show

the historical background of the castle on the Kuh i Khwadja. This

castle is assigned on all grounds to the first century a.d. In the course

of this historical study the sources are critically sifted. Their variety

is considerable : Greek, Latin, Syriac, Armenian, Iranian. Arabic,

Chinese written documents, legends, coins, and other archeological

materials. For the vexed question of Yueh-chi, Ta-hia. Tocharoi,

Arsi, it is stated on p. 27 : “ob namensgleich oder nicht, die Tocharer

kommen mit den miat-si,* * and. on the other hand, ibid., it is denied that

the Ta-hia are the Tu-hu-lo (of later authors). Neither of these points,

however, can even here be considered proved, and they have been
recently denied.

As to the now famous drsi (probably adjectival in use in Dialect A),

two new discussions have recently been published by Sylvain Levi
and Pelliot in JA 1934. There is even a further possibility, not hitherto
pointed out, that drsi could be a form of Sanskrit dr ifa-, as loanword
in this dialect, since we are familiar with ri > rs (though not in drya-)
in Saka Texts. Although, therefore, the many hypothetical and always
suggestive combinations here worked out must be duly considered,
some part will perhaps not stand the test of time. Among the most
interesting of the side issues are the interpretations of difficult passages
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of Zoroastrian Pahlavi books, in particular those treating of legends
or of geography. The complexities of the time of Gundofarr occupy
pp. 91—116. The scantiness of the sources here permits only
uncertain results, but the importance of the line of succession from
uncle to nephew is stressed. The proposed identity (p. 96) of Vonones
of the Saka coins with ^ onones the Arsacid Great Kmv seems very
likely.

In vol. iv, pp. 117 fob. a new inscription of Xerxes in forty-eight

lines was published for the first time and was almost immediately
re-edited by Benveniste and bv Kent, so that we have three important

commentaries on the new text. Happily (as Kent's notes suffice to

show) no linguistic mistakes need be assumed in this inscription.

^ e have also abiyajdvayatn in a still more recent inscription,

hence here we shall no doubt read obi < ya > jdvayam , and a similar

emendation is even easier in the niya < ya > saya of Darius.

Arguments from these assumed linguistic mistakes, which bulk some-

what largely here, cannot therefore be considered cogent.

The assumption on p. 131 that Greek and Elamite spellings (or,

indeed. Akkadian for the Xorth Iranian) suffice to give contemporary

Persian pronunciation is surely delusive. Neither Greek nor Elamite

could indicate the full Persian pronunciation in their scripts even if

they heard the different phonemes. Armenian, which itself fails, is

vet useful in some cases, and precisely for such a name as DCtrayavahus
,

to which Armenian Dareh corresponds more closely than Greek

(lacking medial aspirate) or Elamite. In Armenian we have also veh,

deh. nerseh with -h - (and Anahit in face of Akkadian an-na-i-tu beside

a-na-ah-i-tu-
').

Two details may be noted. On p. 128 the passage of the Karnamak

with is quoted. We should probably read cipak vas

cis afid idsast
"
wonderfully equipped with many things"; visdst

as a derivative of the base sand-, sad-. Turfan middle Iran, has vys'st

(ZII., 9, 171). On the same page there is a discussion of the name of

. Khuzistan. Probably the development of uua was different from au.

Hence uua > u. possibly through a stage with close d, and this

probably independently of au > d. For Old Persian, huuaja- would

suffice.

The inscription ascribed to Aryaramna has caused much discussion,

but the defence here offered against Schaeder's criticism is not

altogether calculated to remove all doubts. The few lines contain
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unsatisfactory grammar, which the plea of “ unclassical ” forms does

not explain. Since Xerxes’ inscription seems to be in order, the analogy

with that falls away.

On pp. 140 fol. the inscription in Parsly cursive script
(

ec
Pahlavi ”)

of Mil I Radkan is interpreted. The form tirest is on p. 145 considered

to belong to a northern dialect which leads to the suggestion that the

other words also should be read with northern forms. But as

Benveniste has shown in BSL 32, 88 f., firest probably rests upon

a form *ti$rai satai and therefore is not dialectically distinguished.

On pp. 147 f. the difficult inscriptions on silver vases are discussed.

Yol. v, in addition to essays on history and prehistory, and a

publication of seals, contains a reconstruction of the events and

personalities of the famous conspiracy of Darius, from the admittedly

scanty and conflicting evidence. It is suggestive and interesting, but

one misses the conclusive proof. The note on p. 136 explaining kltyr ,

krtyr is important : kahrer, to Armenian kah
,
kahavorem, and Arab.-

Pers. qahrawan. It is worth noting also that the word

occurs in Karnamak, xvi. 2 (Antia), in the phrase hoc ddndkdn ut

frazdnakdn < ut > ld kundakdn . It is evidently plural

here : ka(r)hdn if the Frah. Pahl. gloss j

^

is correct.

Vol. vi is occupied once more with the interpretation of Iranian

legend and mythology. The data resemble pieces of a puzzle, but there

is not the certainty here that all the pieces belong to the one puzzle.

Myths seem ever capable of new explanations. A case in point may be
noted. M hereas to Professor Herzfeld. p. 4. Vr0agna is an Urgott,
identical vith Indra. the recent careful and methodical study of
Renou and Benveniste (Vrtra et Vrflragna, passim, 1934) reaches a
different conclusion. Hence the desired certainty remains unattainable.
This granted, the present study has much to suggest. A general
objection may be voiced : it is all too familiar that a book can be
quoted to fit situations, and the more general the references, so much
the mor e easily. Hence, adaptation of portions of the Gathas to the time
of Darius by no means proves that they were originally so connected. *

On the theory that Zaraflustra conversed with Darayavahus and his
father \istaspa. it has always seemed curious that they would seem
to Ime spoken different dialects in which not only phonology but
vocabulary was distinct. The evidence we have will fit into another
frame, so that this theory cannot yet be deemed proved. There is

throughout the discussion a vivid sense of realia behind the words,
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which awakens one's sympathy. On the particular problem discussed

pp. 60 f., the land of Gopat, a further contribution is given above in

this Bulletin. It is clearly not yet decided.

One protest is needed. It is curious that even yet the Indianization

of things Iranian should still need to be opposed. One phonetic develop-

ment which is assured by later dialects independently of graphic

transmission is that Iran, imr- corresponds to Indian ur-, ur- (NPers.

bar, barra, Skt. uras-, urana-, Bal. guarm
,
Skt. ur/m-, beside Avestan

vardmi-). It is therefore regrettable to see here Varu-krta- replaced by

Uru-krta- (Iran, varu- = Skt. uru-) and *ahurta- (taken over from

Hertel) in place of ahvarta Iranian phonology cannot always be

regulated to fit Indian. Saka ysadaa

-

4
* old ” < *zarta-, shows

independence compared with Skt. jirna-, junta [Saka ysidaa- is to be

translated ‘'yellow”, not ‘‘ old” as Leumann gave, hence *zarita-].

In the case of the verb 'par-
44

fill ” we find two Iranian forms (1)

*parna - attested in NPers. sipari, Arm. spar with the usual -ar-

in a disyllabic base, (2) pma-, as from a monosyllabic base, in Sogd.

purn-, pun-, Mid. Pers., NPers. pur(r). Neither have the form of Skt.

purna with u. To p. 55 : NPers. %usrau is unfortunately as ambiguous

as the other forms quoted, since 5 before two consonants is confused

later with u : dstdt (Georgian ostat-i, Mid. Pers. 'vst't) > NPers. ustdd
,

as dhrmazd > hurmuz . To p. 58, note 1 : the MS. K. has but

Anklesaria’s edition gives without note. Possibly TD. has only

one stroke. This simplifies the reading. The etymology of (erdn)vej

(from *vyacah~), p. 51, must now be abandoned in view of Benveniste's

discussion, BSOS., VII, 265 f., who rightly derives from the widely

extended base vaig-. To the forms there discussed must be added

Arm. vizem.

Hefte 3-4 continue the essays to Ancient Oriental Archaeology.

H. W. B.

Manichaische Handschriftex der Sammluxg A. Chester

Beatty. Band I. Manichaische Homilien herausgegeben von

H. J. Polotzky. W. Kohlhammer, Stuttgart, 1934.

The unexpected recovery of Manichean texts in Egvpt naturally

aroused great expectations. A first promise of these new texts was

given in the publication of a few folios with valuable introduction and

commentary by Schmidt and Polotzky in Ein Mani-Fund in Agypten,

1933. The badly preserved Codices cannot easily be prepared for the
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reader. Dr. Ibscher has explained the difficulties in a foreword to

this volume. Here,, however, we have the first edition of texts in

Chester Beatty's collection, containing 96 pages of Coptic text. The

state of the pages varies greatly— at times almost complete, but again

entirely fragmentary.

The contents of the present homilies comprise among other matter

a sermon on " The Great War " telling of the calamities expected

throughout the world, the restoration of the ekklesia of Manikhaios,

the coining of the " Great King ", and of Jesus to judge, then the

destruction of the world and the ascension of the beings of light to the

higher world, when the Primal Man becomes King of the New Aeon.

The 4

'History of the Crucifixion" is, however, of still more particular

interest. It narrates the story of the ekklesia from the death of

Manikhaios to the death of Innaios, the second arkhegos of the com-

munity of "Righteousness". In spite of the grievous lacunae the

story can be vividly realized, and moves steadily forward to the time

when Innaios heals the Persian king, and secures toleration for the

followers of Manikhaios. Many matters of detail are of importance.

The mention of Enokli, with the names of Sem and Sem on p. 68 is

similar to that in the Turfan text. It is now recognized that the

book of Enoch was deemed important by Manicheans also. There

are also to be found additions to geographical knowledge.

The volume is finely produced. The Coptic text, in the newly

cut Coptic type, faces the translation. Notes are few, but happily

appropriate. The work of the editor and translator has been exacting.

The folios are hard to read, and the lacunae sciiously interfere with

the task of interpretation. The result, however, is a fine tribute to

patient scholarship.

Further volumes are announced. A second volume will contain

part of the famous Kephalaia. Subsequent Manichean researches

must depend largely upon these Coptic texts, but one is happy to

see that they also confirm the value of our Central Asian fragments.

H. W. B.

Codices Avestici et Pahlavici Bibliothecae Uxiversitatis

Hafxiexsis. Yds. Ill, IV. The Pahlavi Codex K. 35.

Copenhagen : Levin and Munksgaard, 1934.

The excellent publication of facsimiles in the series of Codices

Avestici et Pahlavici, of which the two first volumes were noticed in
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BSOS ., VII, 704 (1934), is now continued with two further volumes

containing the facsimile of the Datastan I Denik, the Rivayat attached

to it-, and a second Rivayat. and in vol. iv the epistles of Manuscihr

and the Cltaldha of Zatspram, so far as these selections are preserved

in the Copenhagen MS. It is well known that a fuller text of these

selections exists in Bombay, of which a printed text is in my possession,

through the kindness of Mr. B. X. Dhabhar.

The high standard of the first two volumes is fully maintained.

They are a pleasure to use. It is hoped that further volumes of this

series will soon follow.

H. W. Bailey.

Histoire des Croisades et bv Royaume Franc de Jerusalem.

I. L'Anarchie Musulmane et la Moxarchie Franque. Par

Rene Grousset. pp. lxii -j- 698, 8vo. Paris : Plon, 1934.

60 francs.

The appearance of M. Grousset’s history of the Crusades is a

considerable event in this field. In mere bulk it will, when the three

volumes are complete, surpass the works of all his predecessors, in-

cluding even Wilken and Michelet. It is exceedingly readable (with

one reserve to be mentioned later), a feat which none of them was

able to achieve, and vet it finds a place for every minute detail which

has been recorded in the sources. It is not a mere recital of events,

but groups, analvses. interprets, explains, praises, criticizes, and

arraigns before the bar of history, or in other words presents the

episode of the Crusades as an organic whole, though at some expense of

repetition. It takes into account the main results of critical research

in the thirty-five years that have elapsed since the publication of

Rohrieht's classic survevs. and endeavours, in the light of M. Grousset s

previous studies in Asiatic history, to assign their due weight and

place to the oriental factors in the historical process.

The two last-named aspects constitute the chief merit of the book

from the strictly scholastic point of view . In his history of the First

Crusade and the subsequent relations of the Crusaders with the Eastern

Empire, M. Grousset leans heavily (as is only natural) upon Chalandon.

and his handling of the oriental materials also marks a considerable

step in advance. He perceives clearly the intricate interplay between

Franks, Muslims, and Armenians, the role of the latter in assisting

the establishment of the Crusaders in Northern Syria being especially
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well brought out. Minor details apart, 1
it may be said that on the

basis of the materials at present available to Western scholars this part

of the work could hardly have been better done. That a fairly wide

field for criticism is still offered by certain of his assumptions casts

no discredit upon M. Grousset, but must be laid to the charge of the

deficiencies in orientalist research. 2 For the rest, he has made very

thorough use of the historico-topographical studies of M. Rene

Dussaud, the fruits of which are to be seen also in the series of clear

and helpful maps appended to the volume.

Essentially, however, the book is not so much a detailed analytical

study as a brilliant personal interpretation which, in aiming to present

the history of the Crusades as an intelligible whole, takes the risk of

occasionally laying itself open to criticism in detail for the sake of

bringing out the broad principles, and it is rather on them that it

is to be judged. It is not merely a matter of historical evaluations

of successive events or phases, about which a certain difference of

opinion may be expected, and even welcomed
; as one may question,

for example, whether M. Grousset does not exaggerate the permanent

results of the battles of Dorylaeum and First Danlth, or underestimate

those of the “Ager Sanguinis He goes much farther than this. He is

vividly conscious of the French nationality of the Crusaders, regarding

them in a sense as forerunners of the present French occupiers of

Syria, 3 and makes no attempt to conceal his sympathy towards them.

He will have none of this modern notion, most strongly expressed by

von Ruville, that the Crusades were magnificent but wrong, even in

the milder form that they were magnificent but mistaken. It was the

disaster to the Crusading forces of 1101 that turned the scale between

success and failure (pp. 332-3). That a wider extension of the Latin

States at the outset might only have made the struggle more bitter

1 E.g. p. 72, the relations between Rudwan and Yaghf-Siyan are not correctly
stated : p. 351. the capture of Arqa must be dated in 1109, since Ibn ‘Aramar was in

Tripolis until the end of March, 1108; p. 510, Tughtagln captured Kafaniya from
Pons, not from the lord of Him$ (see Stevenson, pp. 98 and 101); p. 574, Balak b.

Ortuq was not the governor of al-Atharib
;
p. 581, Il-Ghazt is not “ ie Ghazi ”

; p. 597,
the Egyptian attack on Jaffa was actually inspired by Tughtagin. M. Grousset
does not seem to have used Stevenson’s The Crusaders in the East (Camb., 1907),
which would have been of service to him in regard to many points of fact and
interpretation.

2 See, for a fuller statement, my article
44
Notes on the Arabic Materials for the

History of the Early Crusades ” in another part of this number.
3 Even going so far as to draw a direct and provocative parallel between Baldwin’s

colonization of Jerusalem by local Christians from Transjordan with the settlement
of Armenians in Bairut by the French High Commissioner (p. 286).
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and prolonged, without affecting the ultimate issue, does not enter

into his calculations, and each successive check to the Crusaders

receives the comment of a malheureusement

.

Into certain other features of his exposition it is rather the province

of the Western medievalist to inquire
;

as, for example, the very strong

emphasis laid on the evolution of the monarchy, and the recurring

indictment of
“
Crusading demagogy *\ There are, however, two

features in M. Grousset’s selection and handling of the Western sources

which force themselves upon the attention of every reader. In that

perpetual struggle, familiar to all medievalists, between the conscience

of the historian and the more romantic pages of the chroniclers, he

has tried to make the most of both. Without allowing his narrative

to divagate too widely from the path traced out by strict criticism,

he is obviously more attracted to the lively and picturesque detail

of Albert of Aix than to the plain matter-of-fact, not to say pedantic,

chronicle of Fulcher, and many of his most expansive episodes are

little more than transcriptions of the former (the Transjordan raid

[p. 250] ;
the negotiations of Bohemond and Ghazi [pp. 397-9]

;

Baldwin's interview with Tancred at Edessa [pp. 451-3]
;

Baldwin's

reception of Adelaide [pp. 300-1] ;
besides other details, e.g. for the

siege of Sidon in 1108 [pp. 253-4]), A more questionable proceeding

is his practice of quoting William of Tyre, not in the sober original

(except occasionally in the footnotes), but in the romanced medieval

French version known as UEstoire de Eraeles. This looks like a

surrender to mere picturesqueness, and though it may strengthen the

French atmosphere of the story, it seems difficult to justify on any

grounds. Moreover, the constant
j
erking ofthe reader from the language

ofthe twentieth century to the crabbed idiom of the thirteenth and back

again, with the minimum of exposition, is disconcerting (to say the

least), and likely seriously to diminish the interest and pleasure of

the book, at least to readers outside France.
* H. A. R. G.

Le Message du Pardon d'Abou'l 4Ala de Maarra. By M. S.

Me'issa. sm. 8vo, pp. iv + 204. Paris : Geuthner, 1932. Fr. 20.

AbuVAla's Risalat al-Ghufrdn ,
reintroduced to the learned world

by Professor Nicholson some thirty years ago, has enjoyed a consider-

able vogue in Oriental circles since Professor Asin Palacios attributed

to it some influence in inspiring the Divinn Commedict. This somewhat

adventitious interest has latterly tended to obscure the real importance
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of the work, unique in Arabic literature, and distinguished both bv

its qualities of style and language and by the audacity of its episodes.

M. Meissa has made an attempt to adapt the book to the taste of a

wider circle of readers in an abridged translation or analytical summary,

omitting all the philological discussions engaged in by the denizens

of AbuT-'Ala's paradise, and adding numerous explanatory passages

in the text. Since most oriental works of literature must either be

presented in some such modified form or else remain unread and

unknown to the educated public, this version is welcome ;
although

the explanatory passages, inserted as they are without any indication

to some extent interfere with the sequence of the narrative. A brief

but good account of the author and an interpretation of the work

in the form of a preface add to the value of the book.

H. A. R. G.

Polemics ox the Obigix of the Fatimi Caliphs. Bv Prince P. H.

Mamour. 8vo, pp. 231. London : Luzac and Co., 1934. 15s.

The author of this ingenious piece of special pleading has rendered

a doubtful service to the cause which he defends. In face of the

statements made in the Fihrisl , written in 988, and in al-Berunfs

Chronology ,
written in 1000, he maintains that *’ no historian before

1011 wrote anything derogatory about the Fatimis* descent"; an

awkward remark in Tabari's history (iii, 2218) is discounted on

absurd grounds as an interpolation
; the conflicting statements as

to the genealogy actually claimed by the Fatimis are met by an

involved and unconvincing argument on copyists' errors and substitu-

tion of names
;
and in order to make a case he is forced to the untenable

conclusion that Muhammad b. Isma’il and Maimun al-Qaddah are

the same person—untenable because, as Professor Massignon has

shown in the article Karmatians in the Encyclopaedia of Islam

(unfortunately overlooked by the author), Maimun and his son

‘Abdallah arc well-attested historical figures in early Shi'ite biographies.

All these, together with a host of other points —some major, like the

bland ignoring of historical realities in the remarks on the Caliphate

on pp. 13-14. some minor, like the confusion of Jamal ad-Dln Ibn

W asil with Jamal ad-Dln al-Halabl on p. 188 —destrov any confidence

in the substance of the argument. Yet, for all these serious defects,

something perhaps remains to the good. The examination reveals

the hollowness of several arguments employed by anti-Fatimid propa-

gandists (e.g. the good disproof of the story that ‘Ubaidallah was
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impersonated at Sijilmasa by a Jewish servant), and the arguments

for the official genealogy are -set out for the first time. To this extent

the book helps to clear the ground.

H. A. R. G.

Kitab al-murshid fi'l-kuhl (Le Guide d'oculistique) de Muham-

mad b. Qassum Al-GhafiqI. Translated from the unique MS.

by Max Meyerhof. 4to, pp. 225. Barcelona, 1933.

Tuhfat al-Ahbab (Glossaire de la matiere medicale marocaixe).

Edited and translated by H. P. J. Rexaud and G. S. Colix.

8vo, pp. xxxv + 218 + V 0 . Paris : Geuthner, 1934. Fr. 150.

Ad-Dastur al-BImaristaxi (Le Formulaire des hopitaux)

d’lBx Abi’l-Bayax. Edited by Paul Sbath. 8vo, pp. 80.

Cairo : Inst, francais, 1933.

Three medical works, each of which in its own way illustrates the

virtues and the defects of
w

‘ Arabian " medicine. The first, produced

in unusually sumptuous form and containing a translation of the

ophthalmological section of a Spanish-Arabic work of the twelfth

century, presents a remarkable picture of the advanced state of

Muslim ophthalmological science (’“II faut descendre jusqu’au debut

du dix-huitieme siecle—remarks Dr. Meyerhof—pour rencontrer,

enfin, . . . un progres notable laissant derriere lui les productions des

Arabes "), but itself does little more than copy the ophthalmological

treatises of the tenth and eleventh centuries at Baghdad. It would

be an impertinence to praise Dr. Meyerhofs translation, which is

completed by an excellent glossary of technical terms and index.

The second, a Moroccan work of the seventeenth century, already

twice translated into French from an imperfect text, shows the extreme

conservatism of the Arabic writers on Materia Medica, differing as

it does from its classical Arabic and even Greek predecessors mainly

by substituting accessible substances for those no longer available.

Since it offers, in consequence, “ less a list ofsynonyms than a glossary

of succedanea," its linguistic interest is greater than its medical

importance, and the translators, besides giving an improved text based

on the collation of four MSS., have supplied under each word a valuable

repertory of philological and botanical notes.

The third is a manual of prescriptions for use in the famous infirmary

of Cairo by a Jewish physician of the twelfth century, and long

remained a popular work. Unfortunately. Father Sbath has confined

VOL. VII. part 4. 64
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himself to editing the text from an MS. of 1469 in his own possession,

and it appears to be a very poor one. As there is no MS. of the work

in the British Museum, it has not been possible to test this directly,

but the fact emerges in the first place from the many emendations

which he has thought necessary to make in the text (sometimes rather

arbitrarily), and in the second place by a comparison of the prescrip-

tions which it contains with the same prescriptions in the work of

al-Ghafiql. Thus of two famous recipes for collyria, the “ Basilikon
”

(Sbath 53-4, Ghafiql 28) is quite different in the two versions, and in

the “ Rushana/i ” (S. 53, Gh. 95) the former omits several ingredients

and confuses the weights in consequence. Similar variations are

found in the recipes for pastilles, sternutatories, etc. Some of these

are undoubtedly to be explained by differences of practice, but in

many instances they are clearly due to the carelessness of the copyist,

and render the value of this edition of the text very questionable.

H. A. R. G.

Revue des Etudes Islam iques. Publiee sous la direction de L.

Massignox. Tome VII (Annee 1933), 4 cahiers, pp. 645. Paris :

Geuthner. Subscription price 100 francs per annum.

The present volume assembles, like its predecessors, a valuable

and extensive documentation on a wide variety of subjects relating

to the modern Islamic world. The study of the judicial institutions

of North-West Africa is continued by the re-issue (with facsimiles) of

the qanuns of the Kabyles of Algeria studied by Hanoteau and Letour-

neux between 1859 and 1868 (1-44) and the conclusion of M. Paul

Marty's exposition of the civil law administered in Morocco (185-294).

and the Middle East figure more largely than in former

volumes. Professor Masse presents a full compte-rendu of the Second
Congress of Muslim Women, held at Tehran in 1932, translated from
the Persian journal Iran (45-142), and in a later part adds the transla-

tion of the Resolutions passed at the First Congress, held at Damascus
in 1930, and the additional resolutions passed at Tehran (417-423).

The value of such a report, despite its official tone, needs no emphasizing
and it is to be hoped that it may be supplemented in due course by
an analytic study of the movement in its general aspects. The same
remark applies also to M. Henri Laoust's Introduction to a Study of
Arabic Education w Egypt (301-352), which practically confines

itself to an historical description of the syllabuses in the schools and
institutions for higher education, exclusive of al-Azhar.
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The analytic method is more in evidence, on the other hand, in

a survey of the political and social evolution of the
ce Arab countries”,

Syria, Palestine, 'Iraq, and Arabia, by M. Louis Jovelet, to which

the whole of the fourth part (426-645) is devoted. This article is of

special interest as the first attempt at a systematic presentation,

on the basis of an immense number of reported events, rumours, and

expressions of points of view, of their currents of opinion and trends

of social development since 1930. The extreme complexity of the

factors now in operation and of the conflict of ideals is well brought

out, as well as the limitations of the intelligentsia and poverty of the

economic and technical equipment of these lands. In signalizing la

desordre de la pensee
*

‘ as the true weakness politically of the present-

day Orient, M. Jovelet undoubtedly puts his finger on the spot

;

on the other hand, he is equally right in insisting that criticism shall

take into account les intentions profondes des Orientaux, plus que

les resultats, encore modestes, de leurs entreprises *\ The violent

post-war economic transformations and the effects of the intervention

of Zionism are only sketched in briefly, but their importance is under-

lined. In such a survey as this the noisy are apt to get more attention

than they deserve, and some allowance must be made for this. More-

over, in what may possibly be the only review of this meritorious

article in an English journal, one ought not perhaps to allow certain

statements and prejudgments in the exposition of British policy

to pass unchallenged, though without questioning 3Ir. Jovelets

sincerity. 1 But to put matters on a broader ground, it may be

questioned whether, in a scientific study whose business it is to keep

close to primary materials, it is justifiable to introduce political

judgments which are necessarily based oil secondhand and imperfect

information.

M. Joseph Castagne's article on “ Le probleme du Turkestan

chinois ” (153-184), exceedingly interesting in itself, suffers to some

extent from the same kind of defect, being based entirely on Russian

1 In matters of detail, M. Jovelet shows some surprising inaccuracies, e.g. :

p. 441, n. 1—the Indian air-route does not touch Masqat
; p. 444, n. 1—of the three

facts adduced to support a statement in the text, all are misapplied : the Archbishop

of Canterbury’s visit was in a purely private capacity during convalescence from

an illness (M. Jovelet evidently does not read the Church of England journals !),

the Y.M.C.A. building was the gift of an American citizen, and the Arab College gives

its instruction by Arab teachers in Arabic throughout
;

p. 491, n. 4—Mr. Philby

would doubtless be surprised to find himself described as “ representant officieux

de la G.B. aupres d’Ibn Seoud **.
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and English newspaper reports, uncontrolled by direct personal

contact. (A more recent account of the same events by an anonymous

eye-witness from Hami will be found in the Journal of the Royal

Central Asian Society for January, 1934.)

The remaining articles consist of the first part of a summarized

translation of
6

All
4

Abdarraziq*s work on the Caliphate, which resulted

in the exclusion of the author from his religious office on its publica-

tion in 1925, and is now made available to European readers for

the first time (353-390) ; a translation of a short article by the late

Professor Barthold (295-300) on the little-known sect of the 3Iar-

wanlya of Chitral and Kanjut, in which he expresses the hope that

English investigators will make a further study of this group on the

spot
;

some extracts bearing on the medieval history of Aleppo,

translated by 31. Jean Sauvaget from an 318. of Ibn al-
kAdim's

Bughyat at-Talab in Istanbul (391-409) ; a note on the transcription

of Kurdish in the Russian Armenian character (411—15) ;
and a note

on the history and administration of the Zawiya of Sldi Ben Ashir

at Sale by M. 3Iarty (143-152).

H. A. R. Gibb.

Persiens 3Iystiker Dschelal-eddix Rumi. Eine Stildeutung in

drei Vortragen von Gustav Richter. 8°, 77 pp. Breslau 1933. 6s.

As the title indicates the author in his lectures proposes to study
the poetical style of Jalal ad-din's didactic and lyric works. With
the aid of some passages of sufficient length Dr. Richter tries to

penetrate into the connection of the images as thev come up to

illustrate the intricate line of mystic reasoning moving out of Time
and Space, The author s observations (cf. pp. 39-49) are evidently
the result of a close study of the texts quoted bv him, but his own stvle

is unfortunately very remote from simplicity and only a privileged
few will be able to appreciate the subtleties of his

e
' causeries

He himself admits that
44

it lay far from him to say in a popular way
things which obviously must remain protected (geschutzt) if thev
are to be understood in a strict order according to the highest
exigency of the cognoscent spirit (erkennender Geist) Jusd an
example of the authors* conclusions (p. 64) : - Unter mvstischer
Poesie ist bei Rumi ein literarischer Typus zu verstehen der die religici-

sen Gegenstinde in einer bestimmten. rhythmisch veranlassten,
asthetischen Anschauung enthullt und zum Zweck einer character-
lstisch-psych ischen Haltung der teilnehmenden Gesellschaft umdeutet.*'
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Strained through the filter of a foreign tongue it means :

—
“ Under

mystic Poetry in Rumi's (work) must be understood a literary type

which reveals religious subjects in a certain aesthetic conception,

conditioned rhythmically, and retells them in view of a characteristi-

cally psychic attitude of the society partaking (in the intercourse).*’

A further development of this painstaking formula is still less easy to

assimilate.

V. M.

England's Quest of Eastern Trade. By Sir W. Foster. The

Pioneer Histories, pp. 355. London : A. and C. Black, 1933. 15s.

This history of English trade with the East is the history of the

initiation of the British Empire. This important and engrossing

subject has been treated with great skill by the author who, as president

of the Hakluyt Society and former historiographer to the India

Office, had exceptional qualifications for handling the annals of English

enterprise. The materials were surely available in a handy form in

such great collections as Hakluyt's. Purehas's, etc., but the graphic

presentation of this mass of fact* required the mastery of a great

expert.

Very interesting are the chapters on Persia (1,2. 3, 7, 17, 30. and 31)

which give a complete picture of the English efforts to establish trade

with that country. First, by a roundabout way through the White

Sea and Russia, in the hope of the eventual extension of operations

even to India ('* The Moscow Co." incorporated by a charter signed

on 6th Februarv, 1555). Then by competing with the other nations

in the Eastern Mediterranean ports (" The Levant Co. founded on

11th September, 1581). Then finally carrying the trade into the

Persian Gulf as a further development of the activities of the East

India Co., or more precisely of its Surat factory (towards 1619. and

definitely since 1622). The possibility of a revival of the first route

(in a modified form) was debated down to 1914 : the Persian Gulf

(now connected with Europe through Suez) still retains its importance,

but the war and the subsequent development of motor and air traffic

have created ail entirely new situation on the Syrian and Palestinian

seaboard, and on the ways first explored by the Le\ant Co.

It would be a great help for the general reader if in the subsequent

editions of this excellent book the author laid more stress on the

general needs of England s commerce, both as regards exports and
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imports, and added some explanations as to the political situation

and interests of the countries through which, and with which, the

pioneers opened up trade in the sixteenth century.

V. M.

A Chronicle of the Early Safawis being the Ahsaxu t-tawarikh

of Hasan-i RtbiLU. Vol. II (English translation). Translated

by C. N. Seddon. Gaekwad's Oriental Series, No. LNIX.

Baroda, 1934.

Mr. Seddon's edition of the Persian text of the Ahsan cd-taivarikh

was reviewed in this Bulletin
,
VII, 2, 1934, pp. 449^155. The English

“ concise translation is a welcome supplement to the original text,

full, as it is, of facts, dates, and names. Mr. Seddon was certainly

right in throwing overboard all the tedious embellishments, bombastic

titles, similes, and verses, but here and there his translation looks

more like a resume and some useful details have been omitted in it.

I take at random p. 3, where the alternate name of the Aq-dagh

Chichaklii) is left out
: p. 97, “ 3,000 horse/’ left out

clad in cuirasses ” (?). cf. text, p. 462, 4\

probably for *
; p. 195, left out the mention that Dubaj was

killed. In the description of Lepanto “ three hundred ships ” corre-

spond to Icashti-hd-yi bisyar of the original
; the name of Don Juan

left out under its disguise (see previous review)
; p. 205, after

Khanasltir (as the name is now pronounced) the stage of Tiltilnsiz

has been omitted
;

p. 208, Shah Tahmasp 44 thought all things

unclean and often he would spit out [add : into the fire, or

water] what he was eating
; the detail about the fire is

unexpected for popular practices. The following translation (ibid.)

casts an ummerited aspersion on the Shah :
“ when he drank,

he drank to excess. He would dissolve nearly 500 tomans’ worth of

opium in water. The text (p. 489), on the contrary, says that
<c
he

was extremelv particular about not drinking wine and he [once ?]

dissolved in water (i.e. destroyed) nearly 500 tomans’ worth of

opium
, p. 214, Howbeit, many Ghazis, who had dismounted

were killed.
5
’ It is interesting to know that they had dismounted

in order to cut off the heads of the enemies j
and the situation is not clear without the detail that the Ottomans
counter-attacked the Ghazis. Consequently the readers of the
translation will not be able to dispense altogether with the original.
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The translation (pp. 1-214) is followed bv extensive “ historical

and general ” notes (pp. 215-301) containing much valuable informa-

tion culled out of such palmary sources as the Zafar-nama , the Habib

al-siyar
,
the Sharaf-ndma ,

the Jaha n -ara. the Babur-ndma , the Ta'rlkh-i

Glldn (by
£Abd al-Fattah Funiini), the Athdr-i ’Ajam, the Ta’rlkh-i

Rashldl, the 'Alamard, the Haft-lqllm ,
and the less known Lubb al-

tawdrlkli, Ta'rlkh-i Qipchaqkhdni (1137 a.h.), Ta'rlkh-i badl'a , Shah

Tahmasp's Jarman dated 1194 a.h. (see p. 272). the Travels in Central

Asia by Mir Tzzatullah (1812). etc. The commentator does not use

the Encyclopsedia of Islam which would have rendered him service

for many events and places. On the other hand the works of Charmoy

and Barbier de Meynard can no more be quoted with confidence as

regards details.

p. 271 (ad 136). The Governor of Dizffil 'Ala al-daula-yi Ismahll,

or Ra c

nashl’, mentioned under 948 a.h.. did not belong to the family

of the Musha £

sha
£ which ruled in Huwaiza and of which the then

ruler was Sajjad ibn Bakran (not SajjadTn), see W. Casket's interesting

articles
£i
Ein Mahdi des XV. Jahrhunderts

5
' in Islamica, iv, 1, 1929, pp.

78-93, and Die Walls von Huwezah ”, ibid., vi. 4, 1934, pp. 415-434.

According to the Tadhkira-yi Shushtar
,

p. 35, Shaikh Muhammad

Ra £

nashl was the son of the teacher of the Musha £

sha
£

princes, and he

instigated Shah Isma‘ll to kill them.
£

Ala al-daula was a grandson

of his. [The name Rafiiash is not in Yaqut’s dictionary, but the

i

Alam-ard
, 72, says it was a village in the region of Dizful]. Contrary

to my previous supposition, the family of the Mar'ashi sayyids (in

Mazandaran and Shushtar) must be distinguished from the Ra'nashi

family.

p. 289-290 (ad 194 and 196). Under the year 979 (26.V.1571-

13.V.1572) in the description of the destruction of Moscow by the khan

of the Crimea it is hardly right to translate wall, both with regard

to the khan and the tsar, by the word " governor
,
whereas it

means ruler. 4J, jlyj (or j£c) is [Prince] Ivan Belski. =

Kolomna ? Under the events of 980, Ivan the Terrible is called in

the original Kinndz [Russian kmaz prince
5

]
Ivan, known as Ulugh

Beg [usual Turkish title
£k
Great Prince ’ of Russian Tsars]. The

place of the Russian victory was on the river Lopasnia, of which

name or seems to reproduce the second part (Soloviev,

History of Russia, vol. v, ch. 5).

p. 293 (ad 204). The state prison of Qahqaha lay certainly west of
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Ardabfl, probably in Qaraja-dagh for the garrison consisted of the men

of that district, and it took Isma‘il two days to arrive from Qahqaha

at Yaft (on the Qara-su).

In the previous review attention had been drawn to the difficulty

connected with the transcription of Turkish names. The Indian

tradition which the translator invokes in his Preface is very often

faulty and needs a drastic overhauling. Ravertv, without compunction

wrote Altamsh instead oiIl-tutmish, but we cannot nowadays acquiesce

in p. 2, Virnmsh for Vermish
; p. 11, Guzil for Guzel

,
or rather Gdzdl

(so in Persian Turkoman dialects)
;

p. 41, Qapalan for Qaplan
,
and

Qaytams for Qagitmas
; p. 63, Artughral for Er-Tughril

; p. 74, Blghlu

for Biyighlu
; p. 109, Urkamz for Orkmfiz

mi
he does not get frightened,

does not shy”, and Ubnn for llama, or perhaps Ultima (for the alif

in as in many Turkish names, may be only a mater lectionis) ;

p. 112, Ucjhalan for Oghlan and Ughal.i (!) for Oghli ; Aqcha Siqal for

Saqal greyish beard
: p. 134. Qardivall for Qardviili (from qara'ul

“ sentry ’
) ;

p. 183, L r Khan for Orkhan
; p. 294, Sidaq (" watered "’)

for Solaq (“ left-handed, or archer ”). All the names like ^IkU

must be read khanum, sultanum, with Turkish -ion " my as attested

by the contemporary travellers, such as Olearius. pp. 8 and 9,

musammat is no personal name, but means simply “ the above
mentioned

The geographical names, especially in Northern Persia, Trans-

caucasia, and Armenia, written in unsuitable Arabic script, cannot
be read unless known beforehand. Many of them ought to be checked :

p. 2, Bughru read Baghran pronounced Bcujhrow
; Gurgun probably

Kargdn (village in Talish)
; Dunya Char very probably Dbmchdr ;

p. 5, City of Sabz read Shahr-i Sabz " Green City *’

; p. 12, Qizil-Uzun

read Qizil-Uzan (" Red River ", as confirmed by Mongol Hulan-Miken
in the Xuzhat al-qulub)

; p. 102, Saru-Qumish read Qamish (" Yellow
Reeds

, not \ ellow Silver (p. 259) for "silver" is gumiish) ;

p. 157, Kukar Chang read Giigarchin ("Pigeon Castle"); p. 112

(163), jlj—there are no K.rkh in that part of Persia, but

several Kara] p . 135, Bargiishat (lies on the Kur, down-

stream from Ganja); p. 136, Uskuya; p. 138, Saraband, between
Burujird and Sultaniva

; p. 145, Khunaliq read Khinnluq
; p. 143,

Zakam and Glram = Dzaghn [hetter than Dzegam, of which place I
first thought] and Gremi

;
p. 145, Qitaq read Qaytaq (west of Darband)

;
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p. 147 (275). Flldn is the village east of Shakl Filiflan < Fll-i Fildn

(very important for the identification of an ancient people)
;

p. 149,

Chdjpni Turcomans; p. 155, Ddv-eli “the country of Dav

(Dao), most probably Tao on the upper Chorokh. not Ddudlii (p. 277)

near Erivan, which lay entirely outside Quarquare's dominions

;

p. 157, read Tergever and Mergever ; p. 205, Ydfat, read Ycift ;
Vrshaq ,

read Arskaq
;
Chaman-i Saru Qinnish read Saru Qamisli (cf. above)

;

Chaman-i miyana-i qubba read “ he pitched the dome (qubba) of his

tent on the meadow of Mivana
; p. 210, Piktngdn read Palangdn.

It would have been a great convenience if on the margin of the

translation were found references to the pages of the original, and if

the book had an index. Even now the publication of an index in-

corporating the necessary corrections of names would be highly

desirable. Onlv then, for example, would the conspicuous role played

in contemporarv politics by each separate Turkish tribe be evident.

But Mr. Seddon has already put his readers under a great obliga-

tion by facilitating the use of the Ahsan al-tawdrilch. Particularly

the historians will be thankful to him for freeing them from purely

philological cares.

On p. 141 (trans. p. G6) Hasan-i Rurnlu mentioned vol. vi of his

history. This part, supposed to be lost, has happily been rediscovered

among the Leningrad MSS. by Dr. Plinz (Berlin) who is going to write

on its contents. Meanwhile he has published an able essay on the

reign of IsimVIl II. M.S.O.S. , xxxvi (1933), pp. 19-100, in which he

has utilized the text of vol. vii edited by Mr. Seddon.

P.S.—The word which puzzled me in mv first review is

surely Persian “ (horse) with a long mane . On the other hand for

the word olum I find a confirmation in Ch. Marvins book on the

Russian campaign against the Akhal Tekke Turcomans, 1880,

p. 112 :
“ We reached the ferry of Goodri Oloum. on the River Atrek.

The word Oloum means a ferry, or crossing. As the banks of the

Atrek are steep and precipitous every locality offering a descent to a

ford has appended to its name the word Oloum.

V. M.
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A History of the Georgian People. By W . E. D. Allen, with an

introduction by Sir Denison Ross. 429 pp. London : Kegan

. Paul, 1932. 31s. 6d.

IVIr. Allen is a very able writer and his gift of creative imagination

is clearly attested in his presentation of the Caucasian geography

(chaps, i and v)
,
the entertaining and penetrating comparison of Georgian

and Irish national features, the antithesis of the hedonistic Georgians

and the “ martyr" Armenians (pp. 71-4), etc. Mr. Allen has been

captivated by the lovable traits of the Georgian character, but his

natural sympathy has not rendered him blind, and when necessary

he is not afraid of stating the more bitter part of the truth (pp. 103,

105, 164, 170, 187, 282-8. 332. 347, 349, 356).

As the motto of his historical part the author has adopted Spengler s

saying : Nature is to be handled scientifically. History poetically.

We know how often such a flippant discrimination between
4
* historical

spade-work ” and “ historical vision ’* leads to a substitution of

Politics for History. In Mr. Allen's case the doubtful principle entails

no particular harm for his Books II and III chiefly resume the data

of Brosset’s amazing “ spade-work ” Histoire de la Georgie ,
St. Peters-

burg, 1849-57. He does it certainly with his usual talent, suffice to

quote his short but excellent comparative characteristics of the two

Davids, homonymous friends and co-regents of the Mongol times

(p, 114). Only occasionallv the natural facility of the author s pen

leads him to some affectation (p. 181. the phrase about ** the South

Sea Bubble "’).

For the early period of Georgian history no trace of utilization

of J. Marquart's essential works is found in the book, and it is a pity

that the author, who was helped by Georgian scholars, could not

acquaint his readers with the results of the general overhaul of the

Georgian history by the greatest living authority Professor

Javakhishvili (Tiflis).

The historical part stops at the moment of the incorporation of

Georgia in the Russian Empire in 1801. Here is not the place to discuss

the controversial theory about the exact juridical qualification of

this historical event. Speaking of the treaty of 1783 by which King

Irakli acknowledged Russian sovereignty Mr. Allen very soberly

(p. 210) attaches more importance to
<k
the blank reality of the position

into which Irakli, bv force of circumstances, had been compelled
,J 1

1 Already in 1563 when A. Jenkinson was in Shamakha he received a message from

the King of Georgia who, sorely harassed by both Turks and Persians, was desirous

of securing the Tsar's aid, and Jenkinson encouraged him to send an envoy to Moscow.
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than to the subsequent interpretation of the obligations contracted.

However Mr. Allen once occasionally (p. 315) uses the term “ Russian

conquest" which is not supported by the facts. For the sake of

historical completeness the author ought to say a word about the

negotiations having preceded the changes in 1801. King Georgi's

instructions to his plenipotentiaries sent to St. Petersburg (dated

7th September, 1799) ran as follows :
“ Place my kingdom and my

possessions . . . not under the protection of the Imperial throne but

give it to Its full power ... so that henceforth the kingdom of Georgia

should occupy within the Russian Empire the same position as the

other provinces of Russia." In the note presented by the Georgian

plenipotentiaries in April 1801 it is said :

ce The nobles, clergy and

people of Georgia desire once for ever ... to become subjects of the

Great Russian Empire acknowledging the Emperor of all Russias

as their own inborn
(
prirodny

)
Sovereign and Autocrator ” etc.

Apropos of the Russian affairs, it would be just that in chapter xxvi

The slave trade; decline of the population") be mentioned art.

23 of the Russo-Turkish treaty of 1774 by which the Sublime Porte

took an obligation with regard to Georgia and Mingrelia “ solemnly

and forever to renounce the tribute of young boys and girls Equally

(p. 183) the author speaking of Peter the Great says : The uncouth

bully had more genius than all his successors who for the next two

centuries gloomed upon his Will.” One cannot let this occasion pass

without expressing a pious wish that the story of the famous W ill

—

a notorious forgery of Napoleonic times and no more quoted by

historians—should finally cease to be mentioned en passant as an

axiom.

Book IV (“ The People and the Power ”) which as the author

says was completely revised and recast ” by a collaborator of his,

is in fact a direct resume of Professor Javakhishvili’s History ofGeorgian

Law (as shown by Air. Avalishvili in the Slavonic Review, July 1933,

p. 225). However the fact remains that in this part of the book the

original author’s wide erudition has now become available in a AVestern

tongue. The facts are new and interesting.

Geography, History, and occasionally Politics, are the best parts

of Mr. Allens work. He had evidently more difficulties in dealing

with Literature, Religion (p. 206 :
“ the vastness of the influence

enjoyed by the Churches during the Middle Ages ... is a monument

to the credulity, to the intellectual laziness and to the pathetic kindli-

ness of the human mind
,?

), Art, and even Archaeology. In the absence
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of responsible ground-works on such subjects it is an ambitious enter-

prise to reconstruct a general picture out of scrappy European materials

hardly admitting of an integration. A few pages on the positive

characteristics of the Georgian language would be welcome to a general

reader who, on the contrary, will only be baffled by the doubtful

passages on the derivation of Caucasian names (pp. 21-32, 368-9)

which are far from representing accepted views. Mr. Allen's transcrip-

tion of Georgian names does not reflect the essential opposition

of Georgian aspirates and ejectives (p
h p‘, t

h t
J

,
kb/k’, etc.) but

is sufficient for a general reader.

At the end of the book (pp. 359-393) are found Bibliographical

notes with many valuable indications, especially of the present-day

literature in Russian and Georgian. However this Bibliography is by

far not so thorough as for instance that of H. F. B. Lynch's Armenia
,

and not devoid of omissions and misunderstandings ; (p. 373 : G.

Khalatyantz (not J . Kalatyantz !) published his work on the Armenian

Arshakids not in the Trudy Vost. Otdeleniya but in the Trudy Lazarev-

skago Instituta
; p. 390 : Yaqut is called

L
' Yakuti, ibn Abd ?

Allah

(el-Bakuli) \ with an evident confusion of Abu k

Abdallah Yaqut (13th

century) with *Abd al-Rashld al-Yakuti al-Bakuwi (15th century).

The book is beautifully illustrated
;

most interesting are the

drawings of the Italian priest Castelli (17th century), which the Bih-

lioteca Communale of Palermo has so unselfishly allowed the

author to reproduce. One is sorry not to find in the book any

particulars about Castelli and his still unedited manuscript. The maps
are very helpful and to prepare them Mr. Allen must have gone to

a good deal of trouble.

There are many slips throughout the text, both in spelling and in

matter. To quote only some examples :

—

p. 13. There are no proofs for the Aryan origin of the Urartian

dynasty and aristocracy, p. 17. The names KURD and
karduchoi since Xoldeke have been treated separatelv. p. 30.

Azov < Turk. Azaq is a late name having nothing to do with

As (Ossets), p. 62. The Tushes are not Georgian " mountain-
eers. p. 63. Her (in Kakhetia) as a survival of Harri of the

Hittite inscription is not supported by anv evidence, p. 64.

Armenian names given in the misleading western form

;

Hiibschmann s special work on Armenian toponymy ought to

have been consulted, p. 65. The Persian Arsacids fell in a.d. 224,

not in the 4th century, p. 66. M.sq.t. is probably to be
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read Masqat (not Maskrat !). p. 119. Arghun was the nephew

(not the uncle) of Abagha. p. 120. It is hardly accurate to call

Olieytii and Abu Sa c
ld “petty Muslim rulers’’, p. 136. The

caption of the picture seems to be wrong, p. 160. From Yedi-

kule one does not see Thrace ! p. 168. Read : Iskandar

Munshi instead of the irritating Munji. p. 185. Okzakov,

read : Oczakov (pronounce Ochakov)
!

p. 185. Russians did not

struggle in Mazandaran ! p. 190. Kara-Kaituk, read : Qara-

qaytaq. p. 327. “ Shulaverdian ” battle-axes is a mistake
;

Mas fc

udl, Muraj al-dhahab
,
II, 75 (not I, 461) refers not to the

town of Shulaveri but to the people Siyawurdiya, in Armenian

Sevordikh who lived in the neighbourhood of Shamkhal. etc.

However to write a perfect book on Caucasian lands is still an

impossibility. Who among the living authorities would be equally

at home in the three fields composing Transcaucasia, namely Georgia,

Armenia, and Muslim territories, (to say nothing of Ciscaucasia !).

We must not therefore stint our applause to the author

on his achievement. He has produced a book in which in a

convenient, and often eloquent, form a great number of recondite

facts have been popularized. If used with due caution the book will

render services even to scholars.

V. Minorsky.

The Book of Instruction in the Elements of the Art of

Astrology. By Abul-Rayhan Muhammad ibn Ahmad

AL-BirunJ. Written in Ghaznah, a.d. 1029. Reproduced from

Brit. Mus. MS. Or. 8349. The Translation facing the Text by

R. Ramsay^ Wright, pp. xviii + 333 + 333 + 8. London :

Luzac & Co.. 1934. £2 2s.

Le present volume contient une premiere edition du k.aUafhlm

de Beruni dont les bibliotheques occidentales et oiientales possedent

nombre de manuscrits et qui avait ete. il y a plus de 25 ans. brievenient

analyse par E. Wiedemann. II faut savoir gre au regrette R. Ramsay

Wright d’avoir mis tant de soins a la traduction et a Texplication de

ce texte capital et <h» l’avoir rendu accessible a l’interet des lecteurs
#

En fait, le k.al-tafhim appartient a la longue serie d'ouvrages du

grand savant qu’est Beruni et nous fait connaitre un nouveau cote

de son vaste esprit. On y trouve 1‘ebauche de toutes les idees que

Beruni a traitees dans ses autres livres deja connus. Un chapitre
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entier (§§ 269-323) contient Bn expose de la ehronologie (ef. al-

dthdr al-b&qiya
,
ed. Sachau), un autre (§§ 324-346) donne line description

de Fastrolabe (cf. k.al-isti'db, Brockelmann, i, 476, no. 6).
1 Les

references nombreuses ayant trait a la terminologie mathematique et

astronomique indoue appartiennent au domaine que Beruni a traite

dans son livre sur l’lnde
;
enfin l'excellente classification des matieres

qui n'a pas de pareille dans les livres qui traitent du meme sujet,

rappelle la disposition du l.al-saydana 2 et du k.jamah ir al-jawahir? Sans

doute les points de contact avec le Qdnun Mas c

udi, oeuvre capitale

de Beruni qui attend encore son editeur, ne sont pas moins nombreux.

Avec tout cela le k.al-tafhhn possede un caractere particulier.

C'est un inanuel qui ne pretend pas donner les resultats de rechercbes

nouvelles, mais veut exposer d'une fagon systematique et condensee

toutes les donnees d'une science. I/obiet principal du livre est

Tastrologie, mais pour fournir les bases a cette science Beruni trouve

necessaire de traiter en detail les principes fondamentaux d’autres

disciplines telles que la geometric, Tarithmetique, l'astronomie, la

geographic physique et la ehronologie. Les problemes de chaque

discipline sont traites sous la forme de questions et de reponses. J'ose

dire que Texpose de Beruni est le plus clair et le plus lucide et qu’il

sera desormais un manuel indispensable a tous ceux qui cherchent des

renseignements quelconques dans ce domaine de la science musulmane.

Le texte du k.al-tafhim pose un probleme delicat que Fediteur a

essaye de resoudre dans la preface. A cote de la recension arabe il en

existe une autre en persan. Celle-ci n'est pas une simple traduction du

texte arabe
;

elle en differe souvent et est caracterisee par nombre

d additions. II semble que cette traduction amplifiee est due a Beruni

lui-meme. Car autrement les variantes ne se laissent pas expliquer.

Notons que le texte du Jc.al-saydana existe egalement en arabe et en

persan
;
cependant dans ce dernier cas la traduction persane est tres

abregee.

R. Ramsay Wright a reproduit le texte d ?

apres le beau manuscrit

Brit. Mus. Or. 8349, date de 1 an 839 de FHegire. Dans les notes qui

accompagnent la traduction il mentionne les variantes importantes

1 Au rasa, cites par Brockelmann il faut ajouter : Teheran, mediless, no. 150 et

Br. Mus. Or. 5593.

Cf. M. Meyerhof, Das I orwort zur Drogenkun-tle des Beruni (Quellen und Studien
zur Geschichte der Xatunussenschaften und der Medizm III 3, Berlin, 1932). Cf.
OLZ. 1934, 537-541.

a Cf. Fr. Krenkow, Islamic Culture
, vi, 4 (1932), 528 suiv. et ibid., vii # 3 (1933),

464 suiv.
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des autres mss. et notamment de la version persane. Comme il le dit

dans la preface, la traduction a ete faite primitivement sur le texte

persan, et malgre la collation avec le manuscrit arabe reproduit nombre

d 7

incoherences ont subsiste. Ce procede n’est pas trop heureux et ne

facilite pas le controle de la traduction. Les divergences entre le texte

et la traduction anglaise sont souvent tres grandes (cf. p. ex. p. 164,

§ 272) et a maint endroit on se demande si la traduction suit le texte

persan ou si elle est simplement erronnee. Donnons quelques exemples :

p. 43 (§ 120) :

“ It contains within its interior objects whose movements are

different from those of the sphere itself." Le texte arabe signifie :

“ (La sphere) comprend dans son interieur des choses qui ne se

meuvent pas de par leur propre nature comme le fait la sphere (mais

le mouvement de ces choses est un mouvement derive).
7

’ p. 45 supra :

V

cH! “ But it is possible that it is a body like the other spheres,

otherwise its existence could be demonstrated, and that to apply this

name to it is an error”. Le texte arabe signifie :
“ Mais (le premier Moteur)

ne doit non plus etre considere comme un corps
;
en effet il y a de

cela des preuves approximatives. Il en resulte que c’est inexact

de Tappeler sphere.” p. 45 infra : 3 ^

J

^ M
JULJI^ (leg.

'

3^-4)!) 1^)1 J j JL231 * For water while it shares

with earth in having a certain weight and in falling as low as possible

in air [sic] p. 46 supra :
^ Uj

J\\ Ifri JjJ JAia! yul J*JI Jc JUil Isl A]}

“ Moreover water . . . sinks into the interstices thereof, and there

becomes mixed with air, and as a result of the intimate contact

becomes suspended in the air. When air escapes to the outside the

water regains its natural state.
7 Le texte arabe se traduit

:
Quant

a 1’eau... elle s’enfonce dans les parties (de la terre) qui sont ebranlees

et sont melangees avec de 1 air
;

lorsque 1 eau s appuie (de toute sa

force) sur l air qui remplie les interstices, elle arrive a v entrer pendant

que Fair en sort.
77

p. 55 (§ 138) : v-A y*
£k
have already

been discussed " au lieu de “ ont une valeur relative
7

\ p. 162 (§ 270)

awail predecessors "
;
plutot :

£
’ les anciens

77
.

Les notes explicatives qui accompagnent le texte sont quelquefois
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trop laconiques. On desirerait des references plus abondantes aux

publications modernes (cf. p. 165 et 172 au sujet des Harraniens) et

notamment aux sources grecques, ce qui aurait aide a preeiser le sens

exact de certains termes techniques. Aussi est-il a regretter que

l’ouvrage ne soit pas accompagne d'un index de tous les termes qu'il

contient. Peu de textes se pretent autant a I’etude de la terminologie

des sciences exactes chez les Arabes que le k.al-tafhim.

Malgre ces petits defauts d'ordre purement methodique le travail

est une precieuse contribution a l histoire des sciences dans Flslam

et il faut savoir gre a ceux qui ont assume la tache d’editer cette oeuvre

posthume d'un grand savant. 1

Paul Kraus.

Summa Philosophiae of Al-ShahrastanI ; Kitab Nihavatu ’1-Iqdam

fl
e

ilmi d-Kalam. Edited with a translation by A. Guillaume.

pp. xvi + 173, 511. Oxford University Press (Humphrey Mil-

ford), 1934. 42s.

Students of Islam will congratulate Dr. Guillaume on having

finished this book and will thank him for it
; it is a solid piece of

work, well done. There is nothing to add to what was said about the

text in an earlier review
(
Bulletin

, vi, p. 1019) ;
there may be six mis-

prints, all minor ones. Apart from the subject the book is difficult,

for several reasons. The author s method is indirect, his argument

eddies round the subject, approaching it now from one side, now from

another. He states the views of his opponents sometimes singly and

sometimes in groups and, as he is not careful to make clear whether

he is speaking or quoting someone else, it is easy for the reader to

lose his way. Sometimes also he does not finish his argument neatly,

but leaves it with a ragged end.

Al-Shahrastani was a big man, an acute thinker, and singularly

free from prejudice. This book gives the philosophical foundation

of Islam
;

in it the author condemns many errors, often giving the

names of their authors. Xow Bishr al-Maris! was the bad boy of

Muslim theology. Many writers tell nasty tales about him. One is

that his mother asked al-Shafi*I to reason with her son and bring
him back to orthodoxy because his heresy made him unpopular.
He is never mentioned in this book because he was of no account
as a philosopher.

1 Cf. le necrologe de R. Ramsay Wright par M. R. Burn dans JRAS. 1934, p. 216 suiv.
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Religion was a real thing to this man
;

it is refreshing to hear

him declare that the best proof of God is man’s need of him. “A man’s
own need is more apparent to him than an external potentiality’s need
of a necessary ” (50/125). The statements of his faith are often noble

and inspiring. His view of man’s duty is a paraphrase of:
44 When

you have done all that is commanded you, say, We are unprofitable

servants for we have done that which it was our duty to do.”

In addition to editing the text Dr. Guillaume has interpreted it.

He has translated the first two chapters almost in full and given

of the rest a summary which varies from a translation to the barest

epitome. The version is easier than the original. The mixture of

translation and summary enables the reader to follow the argument,

though here and there he may have to refer to the Arabic to explain

some phrase. A few corrections may be suggested.

p. 44/105 for J£l'l read JUhl and translate : Muhammad ibn

al-Haisam laboured at all the problems of anthropomorphism till he

reduced the divergence to what could be discussed and was not nonsense,

except that of phenomena. He left that on the first loom, i.e. un-

changed, following his master (cf. Milal
, p. 83, 11. 9-14).

p. 23/48. Because what he does is more perfect than what he does

not do. Read : What can act is more perfect than what cannot act.

p. 131/410. The Mu‘tazila held views, etc. Read : The Mu‘tazila

have a theory about pain. According to al-Ash'ari it can happen only

by God’s decree.

p. 107/323 conversations, but they do not determine, etc. Read

:

Often we call them psychic conversations, metaphorically or really

;

but they are suppositions connected with the expressions on the

tongue.

In several places the variant in the notes is translated, not the

text. Twice the text is tacitly corrected ; on p. 89/257 Abu’l-Husain

stands rightly for Abu ’1-Hasan.

Chapter 17 deals with the moral law, so right and wrong are better

suited to the subject than honourable and base, which stand in the

title and elsewhere in the chapter. Other suggestions are :

—

p. 5/13 in finitude
;

read

:

by a finite quantity.

p. 12/29 twice that of the moon
;

read

:

many times that of the

moon.

p. 31/69 the one does not destroy the other; read: he is never

without this.

VOL. VII. PART 4. 65
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p. 43/103. Hashimiyya
;
the variant Hishamiyya is right,

p. 60/151. Juhm is a slip for Jahm.

p. 101/303 al-Kilabi
;

read : al-Kullabi.

p. 104/311 whether the words
;
read : whether the sense underlying

the words . . .

p. 118/369. The mind cannot rest entirely at ease as to the neces-

sity of the vision
; read

:

The mind is not entirely satisfied with the

answer to these (difficulties),

p. 137/428. ‘Adhimlm ; read: 'Adhimun.

These proposed changes may amount to half a page, a very small

proportion of the book.

This book took twelve years to prepare ; a quick reading with an

eye on a review has not done justice to the labour involved.

A. S. T.

Kitab al-Suluk li-Ma'rifat Duwal al-Muluk. By al-Makriz!.

Edited by M. Mustafa Ziada. pp. xviii -f- 261. Egyptian
Library Press, Cairo. 1934.

Part of this hook has been well known for years through the transla-

tion by Quatremere. The first part now published in the original is

less important because it is only a compilation
;

still, it is nice to

have it, especially as it is printed from the author's autograph with

his own corrections. The editor has done his work carefully and
well, with frequent references to the Khitat of al-Makrizi, Kalkashandi,
the historians of the Crusades, and to modern works. Full use is made
of the translation and notes by Blochet, which are buried in the

Revue de l Orient Latin. The type is good, the printing good, and
misprints creditably few.

The subject matter is like many other chronicles. It would seem
that at times the author was bored and did his work perfunctorily,
taking a fact here and another there without troubling to work them
up into a story. There is not much new in this book. It gives a full

account of the squabbles of 8aladin's descendants, but that is dull
reading. Yet there is much of interest. In a.h. 612 the Jacobites
could refuse to receive the government's nominee as patriarch, though
the see had to remain \aeant for nineteen years. In 604 a descendant
of the last Fatimid caliph died in gaol. Permission was given for a
grand funeral so Ismailis came from all over Egypt. The government
seized all the prominent ones, the rest fled, and that was the end of
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the sect in Egypt. It is a surprise to find that the sect of the Karra-

miyya still existed in 575.

Some light is thrown on social conditions. We hear of a court

jester, attempts to restrict the sale of beer, forced loans, and of money

borrowed by the sultan from amirs who were repaid by bills on the

poll tax of the following year.

It will be a great disappointment if Dr. Ziada is not able to publish

the rest of this text.

A. S. T.

Kitab al-Zahra. By Muhammad ibn Dawud al-Isfahani. Edited

by A. R. Nykl and Ibrahim Tuqan. pp. viii, 406. University

of Chicago Press. 1 Is.

A few pages of this book were printed in the Receuil des Textes

Inedits concernant VHistoire de la Mystique en Pays de VIslam. It is

odd that the editors do not mention this, especially as in a note to

p. 66, L 18, they suggest as an emendation a reading found there.

It is hard to understand Professor Massignon's enthusiasm for this

author’s prose (Passion d'al-Hallaj, i, 169 ff.) because much of it is so

clumsy as to be almost unintelligible. Here is a specimen :

—

He wants his friend to be generous in associating with one who,

he knows, will love him, that this may be a cause for him of associa-

ting with him and a facilitation of the path to companionship with

him. And when his love takes possession of the soul of his beloved

and he perceives a response in him, and entrusts his guiding to him,

none of his affairs are an obstacle to him in getting this because he

loves him and helps him.

He can tell a story but here he is probably quoting. The book

is an anthology of love poetry, arranged according to subjects. A
hundred verses of doves and another hundred of zephyrs become rather

boring. The author’s theorizings are not profound and the value of

the book is in the poetry. Much of this does not rise above conceits,

though some are pleasant
;
thus one, who is more famous as a heresiarch,

savs of a lovely face, “ It looks on an ugly face and clothes it in lasting

beauty/’

Many of the selections come from well-known poets though there

are often wide differences from the accepted texts. Not all those

which are found in the Kitab al-Aghani have been identified by the

editors who have also neglected the Lisdn al^Arab. Al-Buhturi,
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whose name was al-WaM ibn ‘Ubaid, appears as Abu T-Walid ibn

‘Ubaid and Abu T-Walld Ubaid, without comment.

The text is fully vocalized but there are many misprints besides

those corrected in the notes. The worst errors may be noted.

7, 14. An accusative after a construct participle.

41, 10. is ungrammatical and does not scan.

53, 12. The first half-line does not scan.

115, 11. The text is right and the correction in the note wrong.

119, 6. The text is wrong and the note omits the important vowel.

145, 3. The caesura is in the wrong place.

81, 3. The MS. has Yt. This is changed to All the

editions have <^“Yl
;

so the editors' theory of a copyist writing

from dictation falls through.

A. S. T.

Introduction to Semitic Comparative Linguistics. By L. H.

Gray. pp. xvi + 147. New York : Columbia University Press,

1934. 165. 6d.

An introduction in English to Semitic comparative grammar is

badly wanted, though it is doubtful if this book will supply the want.

All, or nearly all, that ought to be in such a book is here, but it is not

always easy to find. The author has written for students of Hebrew

and in so doing has put the emphasis wrong. A rare Hebrew form has

a paragraph to itself, while a standard form in other languages is

hidden away at the end of a section, because it does not happen to

occur in Hebrew. The result is that one who approaches the subject

from Arabic will find this book confusing.o
There are two big omissions. Compensatory lengthening is

mentioned, but a separate section on compensation is wanted. The
frequent addition of the feminine ending to the infinitives of weak
verbs to bring them up to standard length is one example. Again, no

mention is made of sporadic variations of sounds : e.g. of ?n and n ,

as in Hebrew dshn and Arabic dsnt. The section on determinants would
have been strengthened by an example from Arabic, such as : Izz,

Izb
,
Izm, hj , hl\ all with closely related meanings.
The chapter on phonology is open to criticism. The key to the

transcription does not contain the signs p and 3. In classifying some
sounds as emphatic a new basis of division is introduced. To be
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consistent t should be called an emphatic coronal alveolar. On p. 8

g should be a palatal alveolar and
<f> /3 bilabials. On p. 10 k should be

a uvular fricative. On p. 9, lines 21 and 22, h and h seem to be slips for

h and h respectively. On p. 12 the name—a very unsuitable one—velar

sonant is not opposite the first line of signs to which it refers. It may
seem ungracious to dwell on these things, but the text as it stands

would puzzle a beginner. The section on the accent is not easy reading

and § 79 seems to contain an error. There is a good bibliography and

an index of Hebrew words. This book should be very useful to students

of Hebrew
;
one is annoyed, perhaps unjustifiably, that it will not be

equally useful to others.

A. S. T.

Catalogue : Bibliotheque de Manuscrits Paul Sbath. Yol. III.

pp. 146. (Cairo, “Au Prix Coutant ”) 1934.

This third volume is arranged on the same lines as the first two

(cf. Bulletin
,
vii, p. 442) and contains two hundred volumes, several

being duplicates. A curiosity is a history of the Arabs before Islam.

The author met in 1864 in Calcutta a man from South Arabia who

had visited a people living ten or eleven marches from Tibet. These

spoke Arabic and were descendants of those who had been left behind

by Tubba‘ during his victorious march through Asia !

Several books deal with religious controversies. One writer declares

that ‘Umar I gave a pension to a blind Christian beggar
;

as he, in

his youth, had supported the State by paying tribute, so it was only

right that the State should support him in his old age.

Attention may be called to two books :

—

No. 1200. The Agriculture of Anatolius of Berytus. Translated in

a.h. 179 for Yahya b. Khalid b. Barmak.

No. 1201. On the Diseases of the Horse. Translated from the

Armenian.
A. S. T.

Edward Hincks : A Selection from his Correspondence, with

a Memoir. By E. F. Davidson, pp. 273. Oxford University

Press (London : Humphrey Milford). 20s. net.

Edward Hincks had a gift for interpreting unknown tongues
;
with

a knowledge of Hebrew and mathematics he attacked Egyptian, the

Cuneiform inscriptions, and ancient chronology. Brugsch praised his

work on Egyptian, Renan spoke highly of his Assyrian studies, and
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the King of Prussia gave him the Ordre pour le Merite. Far from

libraries, too poor to buy books, Hincks corresponded with the first

scholars of Europe. It is true that some of them squabbled as bitterly

as sportsmen do now. Rawlinson is the villain of the piece and

Oppert the clown. Reference is made to Hincks* caustic pen ; it is

a pity that there are not more samples of its power.

A. S. Trittox.

Self-government of the Jews in Palestine since 1900. By
Moshe Berstein, M.A.. Ph.D, pp. 298. Tel-Aviv, 1934. (London

Agents ; W. & G. Foyle. Ltd.) 7s. 6d.

The modern return of the Jews to Palestine began for practical

purposes a little more than fifty years ago, when the first agricultural

settlements (generally called “ colonies ") were established by groups

of Jews from Eastern Europe. Palestine was at that time under

Turkish rule, which had the negative merit of interfering little with

the inhabitants of the country so long as they paid their taxes, but

showed little or no positive interest in promoting the welfare and

progress of Palestine. In such conditions the Jewish colonies were

largely left to fend for themselves, and they enjoyed a fairly high

degree of local autonomy, electing their own local Councils (by equal

suffrage of men and women), providing their own public services out

of local taxation, and even establishing their own courts of law,

which, though without any means of enforcing their decisions, were

often preferred to the official Turkish courts. Early in the present

century attempts were made to unite both the colonies and the urban
Jewish settlements in a single representative organization, but these

attempts met with only a short-lived success. The last of them began
to take shape only a few months before the outbreak of the World
\\ ar, which, of course, put a peremptory stop to all such efforts for the

time being.

After the Mar the situation was entirely changed. Great Britain

was now in control of Palestine as Mandatory Power, and one of the
objects of the Mandate was to facilitate the establishment of a National
Home for the Jewish people in Palestine. Thus the Jews of Palestine
were ghen a definite status as one of the constituent elements of
the country s population, and their right to organize themselves as
a distinct community, with the largest possible measure of internal
autonomy, seemed to follow as a matter of course. In practice, however,
the attainment of this aim proved far from easy. The principal
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stumbling-block lay in the dual character of Jewish unity, the basis

of which is partly religious and partly national. The ultra-orthodox

section of the Jewish population would have nothing to do with an

organization which was not purely religious in character
;
at the other

extreme were groups which wanted a purely secular organization,

while the majority in between desired a framework which would

at once recognize the essentially national character of the Jewish

community and provide for its specific religious needs. The British

Government, swayed possibly overmuch by the representations of

the ultra-orthodox minority, at first inclined to a scheme in which

the emphasis was decidedly on the religious aspect. It took years of

negotiation to arrive at a compromise more or less satisfactory to all

parties. Thus, while an Elected Assembly of Palestine Jewry met as far

back as 1920, it was not till the end of 1927 that the Regulations for

the Organization of the Jewish Community were promulgated. These

Regulations provide for a triennially elected Assembly representing

all the Jews of Palestine (in so far as they do not avail themselves

of the right to contract out of the Jewish Community) and for the

annual election by the Assembly from among its members of a General

(or National) Council
;
and they give the Assembly and the Council

fairly wide powers of taxation and of supervision of the affairs, both

secular and religious, of the local Jewish communities. For various

reasons the powers vested in these representative Jewish organs did

not become really effective till 1931. Since then the Council has

taken over from the Zionist Organization responsibility for Jewish

education in Palestine, and to a considerable extent for health and

social welfare activities. Meanwhile a good deal of progress has also

been made in the field of Jewish local self-government.

The history of these developments since 1900 is told by Dr. Burstein

in full detail. He has mastered an enormous and complex mass of

material which he handles judiciously and in a thoroughly objective

spirit. The book is admirably
s
’ documented ” and fully indexed. It

will long remain the standard work on a subject of great importance

to those who follow with interest the fortunes of Palestine and of

the Jewish people now once more reunited to Palestine. Incidentally,

it shows that an English book can be quite well printed and produced

in Tel-Aviv, the first Hebrew city of modern times.

Leon Simon.
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Folk-Medicine in Modern Egypt. Selections from the Tibb al-

Rukka or Old Wives' Medicine of ‘Ahd al-Rahman IsmaTl. By
John Walker, M.A. London : Luzac, 1934. Is. 6rf.

The Arabic text from which these selections are translated was

published by an Egyptian physician in Cairo in 1892-4. As a qualified

practitioner Dr.
sAbd al-Rahman Isma'il regards the employment

of these folk-remedies in modern Egypt as an abomination,
‘ £

a low

trade and mean occupation which the charlatans engage in as a

means of obtaining spoil and as a source of plunder.” The author

considers the word Rukkci or Rikka to be derived either from Rukka,

a piece of wood on which flax is shaken in order to rid it of foreign

substances, or from rikdka (an old woman of weak understanding),

though the charlatans whom he mentions include also men who claim

to be wise Shaykhs and Faqlhs.

The author proceeds to deal with different diseases and afflictions

and the popular remedies which are applied to them, often with

disastrous results to the patient. In the Arabic text the author has

included the orthodox treatment applicable to each case, with appro-

priate remedies easily available in Egypt, but these are, in most

cases, omitted by the translator, as well as the author s expression

of his political opinions. In addition to dealing with folk-medicine

proper, the author includes sections on sand and shell-divination

and bibliomancy
(
fath al-Kitah) in which the practitioners are mainly

Sudanese, and amulets and talismans (cf. H. A. Winkler, Siegel und
Charaktere in der Muhammedanischen Zauberei). He notes the use

of the cross as a charm among Muslims (cf. S. Zwremer, Influence of

Animism on Islam, p. 230) ; while this, as the translator observes,

may in some cases represent sympathetic magic, the fact that the

use of the sign of the cross and of the cross itself, as a charm having
magical power, was prevalent in Egypt when the Muslims settled

there, would be an inducement to them to imitate their Christian
neighbours in the use of so potent a protection against the powers
of evil, whatever their origin.

Among the popular treatments which the author describes is that
of sciatica, in which the practitioner takes a piece of the box-thorn
and having recited charms over it, pulls it up by the roots. He proceeds
to cauterize the bush wdth hot iron pins, in every one of its joints,

while still reciting charms and in the end digs a hole, buries the shrub,
and the patient is “ cured ”,

For the cure of external tumours, the patient must seek out a
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hen, free from blemish, without a single white feather, and watch

until she lays an egg in a place unreached by the sun. This egg the

patient must empty of its contents, replacing them by lentils, each

of which has been placed on a tumour and a charm recited over it.

The egg, containing lentils to the number of the tumours, must then

be placed inside an eastern wall on which the rays of the sun strike,

and the tumours should be cured within a week.

Among the methods of treatment mentioned which to some extent

correspond to orthodox remedies is the cauterization of dog-bites by

the Fargan, a group of the Awlad ‘All tribe, and it is interesting to

note that this and the use of cauterization for other complaints, which

the author deprecates (pp. 46, 61, 67, 77, 101, 107, 119), is advocated

by Mannucci, working as an orthodox physician in India in the

seventeenth century (cf. Storia do Mogar
,

ii, 48, 128 ;
iii, 186). Other

remedies to which the author gives a qualified approval are, for

rheumatism, marrow taken from the feet of a dead donkey and rubbed

on to the affected parts, and the use of a red silk shirt called al-qanils

al-Iskandirani for the cure of measles, which the author thinks might

have an alleviating effect on the skin, if it were not passed about from

child to child.

There are one or two trifling misprints to be noted, e.g. the some-

what mysterious substance called manastir is spelt mamstir on the

same page (p. Ill) and on p. 96, and prepartion appears for preparation

on p. 25.

The book is very readable and forms an interesting addition to

the existent literature on the folk-lore and belief in magic of the

Egyptians, and is the more valuable because the spread of medical

knowledge and the efforts of the Egyptian Ministry of Health to deal

with the vast mass of disease and suffering in Egypt in course of

time will render most of these popular remedies obsolete, and it is

well that a record of them should be made while they are still

prevalent.
Margaret Smith.

A Coptic Dictionary. Compiled by \\ . E. Crum. Part TV, t<\ko-

ujioht. Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1934. 42$. net each part.

I noticed Part I of this dictionary in \ ol. \ , p. 611 of the Bulletin

and Parts II and III in Vol. VII, p. 243. It was stated at the first

entry that the price to subscribers for the whole was seven guineas,

and that it would be completed in five parts
;

it is now announced
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by the Oxford Press that it has been found necessary to arrange a

sixth part, in order to include the Greek and English indexes now in

course of preparation. This will be published at 42*\ net like the

others ; but subscribers to the whole work will receive the extra part

free of charge.

The part now before us completes the Greek alphabet and begins

the specifically Coptic letters, which happen to include a heavy

proportion of the words of the language
: t and ov (w) account for more

than half of the part : are light, ^ of fair length, and the

rest of it is occupied by the first part of words beginning with uj, which

represents not only words in the old language beginning with s, but

even oftener those with initial h. The newly discovered Manichaean

Homilies in Fayoumic dialect, edited by Polotskv. are now brought

under full contribution, and Mr. Crum says in his prefatory note that

“ the appearance of Professor Lefort's edition of the Safidic Lives of

Pachomius and of Fr. Halkin's of the Greek texts have been important

events for us ”.

Among entries of major importance, showing the lucidity and

power of arrangement which are Mr. Crum's strong points, mention

may be made of con, uja, and uj£, the last a homophone of

several different meanings. (Has it ever been suggested that there were
‘ tones in ancient Egyptian and Coptic, and if there were, could

anything be recovered by an examination of the present pronunciation

in church, in which I recollect a curious sing-song ? Probably not

:

we get no help as to the pronunciation of ancient Latin from the

services of the Roman Catholic Church.) The part maintains the

high standard of its predecessors, and it must be as true a satisfaction

to Mr. Crum as it is to his readers to have the end of this great under-
taking now at last in sight. The concluding sentences of each entry,

giving the personal and place-names formed from, or compounded of,

the ^ord under treatment, seem to me even better in this part than
in its forerunners : a task never even attempted bv previous Coptic
lexicographers. *

g q

Coptic Sounds. By William H. Worrell. (University of Michigan
Studies, Humanistic Series vol. xxvi.) Ann Arbor, 1934. $3.

This book could not be fully reviewed by any one who is not at
the same time a Coptic scholar and a phonetician

; and the com-
bination is so rare that it possibly exists only in Mr. Worrell himself !
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I must therefore be content with an indication of its substance, only

remarking critically on one or two small points.

I. (1) What is the meaning of the supralinear stroke (Sa’idic)

or dot (Bohairic) which we find in Coptic script above certain

consonants ? It has usually been considered to show a helping

vowel or Murmelvokal
,
especially the toneless a. Mr. Worrell denies

this : “It indicates not a vowel of any sort but rather the lack of it.”

I do not think that this is proved : he cannot satisfactorily explain

away all the cases in which there are alternative writings, caotjK

and caot^av.

(2) Unvoicing and deaspiration were complete in the south of

Egypt
,
incomplete in the north.

(3) On the contrary, the “ new palatisation
**
of velars was complete

in the north, incomplete in the south.

(4)

, (5), (6), and (7) The “ old palatisation " [which had taken place

before the final separation of Egyptian and Semitic], ancient pressure

articulation [stops], fricatives, and vowel supports.

(8) The testimony of Canaanitish words in Egyptian 1550-750 b.c.

(9) Review and criticism of previous studies of Egyptian vowels.

[See criticism of all this part by Till in AZ. 68, p. 121 and the

author’s reply, ibid., 69, p. 130.]

II. (1) The geographical genetic relationship of the Coptic

dialects. Mr. Worrell argues—and probably rightly—that Akhmim

formed (dialectically) almost as much of a " pocket ” as the Fayuin.

(2) The phonetic character of the five major or distinct dialects.

(3) The evidence of dialectical mis-spellings in Theban non-

literary documents of the sixth and seventh centuries a.d.

(4) The evidence of Arabic words in Coptic in the ninth and tenth

centuries. They are not ordinarily transliterations, but records of

the spoken word.

(5) Late Bohairic-Arabic letter values (mostly from a reversed

“ karshouni ” MS.—i.e., an Arabic text in Coptic script).

Appendix by Dr. Hide Shohara : Some biological factors involved

in Coptic sound-changes. Interesting but difficult, requiring some

physiological knowledge in the reader.

It will be seen that this is a very important book, breaking much

new ground. I suspect that it will not be appreciated at its full

value for some vears yet. But Mr. W orrell can afford to wait

and see
S. Gaselee.
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The Story of Miqdad and Mayasa, from the Swahili-Arabic text.

By Alice Werner, C.B.E., D.Litt., Sometime Professor of

Bantu Languages, School of Oriental Studies, University of

London, pp. 90. The Azania Press, Medstead, Hampshire.

8s. 6d.

The Advice of Mwana Kupona upon the Wifely Duty, from the

Swahili texts. By Alice Werner, C.B.E., D.Litt., Sometime

Professor, etc., and William Hichexs, late of the District Adminis-

tration, Bast Africa, pp. 95. The Azania Press, Medstead, Hamp-
shire. 8s. 6d.

These two small books form vols. i and ii of the series of Swahili

classic poems projected by Mr. William Hichens of Medstead, Hamp-
shire, and now in course of publication by him under the general title

of The Azanian Classics.

The appearance of this series is most opportune, the study of

Swahili literature having arrived at the stage where it is absolutely

necessary that its classic works, in poetry and prose, existing until

now mainly in manuscript form in comparatively few copies, written

in a character now rapidly falling into disuse and in a dialectic already

become archaic, should be made easily accessible, with transliteration

into roman character and translation and with critical notes and
glossary aiding the student to fuller knowledge of its forms and its

vocabulary.

This is exactly what this series sets out to do, and, from the excellence

of the get-up of these two volumes and their varied contents, it is

manifest that no labour or expense has been spared to make it effectual

to this end and worthy of its purpose, whilst the size, binding, type,

and general arrangement of their contents make them most handy
for use, agreeable and pleasing to hand and eye.

As a beginning of the series the poems dealt with in these two
volumes have been well chosen. They both belong to that genus of

poems called in Zanzibar tenzi (sing, utenzi) and in the northern dialects

tendi (sing, uteauli) but belong respectively to different subdivisions
of it.

Miqdad is an example of the class of epic poems based upon Muslim
tradition, some of which seem to be Swahili versions of Arabic originals,

bearing, however, marked indications of the influence of native thought
and imagination upon the source material

;
whilst others undoubtedly

are original poems based upon (mainly Muslim) traditional and legendary
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matter, at first orally transmitted. Dr. Werner, in the Introduction,

says that Miqdad and Mayasa “ may be accepted as an original com-

position based on traditional matter which has no doubt undergone

considerable modification in the transit between the Hejaz and the

Swahili coast.”

Mwana Kupona, on the other hand, is an original poem of a

didactic and hortatory character. But, though original, one cannot

call it purely Bantu, for it is thoroughly impregnated with the culture

of Muslim thought and custom.

Both kinds of poem are included in the designation utendi . The

metrical forms of these poems are obviously based upon Arabic classical

models. These two are of the same metre, the most favoured

of Swahili poets.

Besides these tendi there exists a great number of lyrical poems,

mostly of shorter length in various metres.

Besides the transliteration and translation Miqdad contains a

most useful and scholarly Introduction on the origin, authorship,

form, and contents of the poem, and an exhaustive Glossary consisting

of Notes and Vocabulary. The Glossary (as also that of the companion

volume) exhibits the fulness and accuracy of scholarship and the

diligent research one expects from Dr. Werner.

Mwana Kupona is a shorter poem than Miqdad. Its comparative

brevity affords the compiler space for the introduction of a more

varied content. There are both Foreword and Introduction (the latter

being much fuller than in the other volume) three Appendixes (all

throwing interesting and valuable light upon the poem itself or the

circumstances of its production), and five plates. One especially

welcomes the inclusion of a facsimile print of a page of one of the

MSS. It would have been a good thing if the whole MS. had been

made available in facsimile, since the original can only be accessible

to very few. But that would have added considerably to the cost of

production. There is, however, a reproduction in facsimile of the

whole bound up with the reprint of the Harvard African Studies

publication of this poem.

Both poems have had previous publication (with translation,

notes, etc.)
;
Miqdad in Zeitschrift fur Eingeborenerisprachen

,
vol. xxi,

Hamburg, 1930 ;
Mwana Kupona in Harvard African Studies

,
vol. i,

Cambridge (Mass.), 1917. Both are obtainable in separate reprints.

The present republication of them has afforded Dr. Werner opportunity

for thorough revision of her translations, of which she has fully availed
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herself. Without disparagement of her learning and skill in this matter

of translation I append a list of suggested emendations which I think

merit at least careful examination.

In both volumes the vocabulary does actually contain almost all

the words which are not to be found in the standard dictionaries.

In Mwana Kupona I note about half a dozen only which I think

ought to have been included, though, as my Krapf is the original

(1882) edition, perhaps not all of these are reallv omissions.

In Mwana Kupona a capital letter is used for the subject prefix

of the verb when the Divine Being is addressed, e.g. Mola ndiye Aivezao

(st. 67), Ovu Ukinepulia (st. 86). This is. of course, a matter of taste

but I hardly think it a usage to be generally adopted. If the subject

prefix, why not the object, e.g. naKuomba ? This looks more peculiar

only because ku is an internal syllable.

Suggested Emendations of Translation, etc.

(1) Miqdad and Maijasa

st. 5, 2. “ Entertain us Miqdad. ” tupumbaze
,
v. imp. causative

;

tn is the object.

11, 3. “ I cannot provide you anything (to wear).” The next

two stanzas are a reply to this and deal with questions of bodily

adornment.

13, 1, 2.
c< How many things have I already used

Which I have worn as ornaments ?
”

zingapi agreeing with hulia or zitu (understood).

15, 4. And filled with joy, Cf. nguo zimengia maji
,
the clothes

have become wet.

27, 3. Thereupon I faced them, (ni)-kaivakabili
;

subj. ni 9

obj. tea.

31, 4. Among them all with my dagger.” icote, 1st Class.

38, 3, 4. “ Or I will come among vou

And slaughter you at once.”

(niytaivangia is not causative.

43, 1. “ When I shouted at him

The stranger fell.

And when I looked at him
He was already dead.”

(i.e. without a blow having been struck.) kupiga voice — to shout,
cf. st. 100, 3.

46, 2. “ Reaching as far as the plain.”
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56, 1.
££ We fenced desperately/’ In one of Taylor's notebooks

in my possession he gives “ kupembana hwa upanga = to fence with

intent to kill

57, 2, 3.
4

4

And he said,
£As for you, what is the reason

That you put yourself to such trouble ?
’ ”

n’nini ? ,
what is it ? or, what is the matter ?

63, 2.
e<
Let us go together anywhere, to any distance.” koie

= anywhere, everywhere.

65.
££ And then he said to me

£ Do you hear those drums ?

There is no need to enter
;

We will settle here V’

70, 1, 2, 3.
££ When he entered the town

People met him, saying
£ We tell you

The wedding is about to begin Y’

In hukwambia the object is ku.

76, 1, 2. “ When Abdallah had already been

Enwound with ropes.”

Abdallah kisa Jcuwa ametatiiva is idiomatic Swahili.

83 (and Vocabulary).
<£ The wedded couple were sleeping together

;

Neither of them was awake

:

The people [outside] were dancing furiously,

Having returned to the dance.”

aengezewo : old perf. of angaza (to keep the eyes open, to fix the eyes),

with rel. suffix.

84, 1. “I paused within (the chamber)/*

87.
t£ We went forth together hurriedly

Carrying Salima.

Abdallah was serene.

As though he had not done these things/*

In line 2 read tumtukuziye (as one word) : old perf. of -tukua ,

90, 4.
v

* Has been slain at a stroke."

101, 4. “ You are. all of you. my fathers/’

nyute must refer to persons.

103, 3.
£

‘ Do not expect it." -ttthibiL v. Vocabulary.

106, 1. Read hatomtoa . fut. neg. (Kiamu).

110, 3, 4. That you suffer not loss

Together with us all."

-khasirika ~ suffer loss.
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133, 2. (read hakuwacha)

“ He had not feared a hundred men ”

(referring to his first exploit).

137, 2.
44
Quickly yield the maiden to him.’' mpe, imper.

;
pa

takes for object not the thing given but the person to whom given.

143, 3.
44
In the morning, mark you

!
jahamu imper. addressed

by narrator to hearers.

158, 2.
44 Why should I go with you ?

”

(2) Mwana Kupona

4, 3.
44 Name him also the Beloved.”

10, 1.
4

* I desire to give you a clasp.”* p’enda = napeyida.

12, 2, 3, 4.
4

‘ Do not neglect the obligatory observances [or, the

Faradh],

And the optional ones [the Sunnah], when possible,

\ou ought also to perform.”

K 1 and K 3 both read ni wajibu (not na wajibu).

Note.—This is practically the same as Dr. Werner’s rendering in

the 1917 translation.

20, 4.
44
Perhaps I have told you” (not

44
as perhaps”); an

expression very common both in speech and in poetry at the con-

clusion of an admonitory address, meaning 44 You will find I have

told you the truth, now it*s your look-out !

”

24, 3, 4. “ That on the day when ye are chosen

He may be pleased with you.”

awe amekuwia radhi is idiomatic Swahili, siku ya kukhitariwa is the

day of death, cf. 53, 4.

25, 3.
44
That you may go forth bearing it.”*

uitukuzie = ameitakim. Stigand (p. 44) writes zii, calls it
44
the

zii tense and says it means 4

‘to be in the act of but it is in

reality an instance of the old perf. in -ziye,—\\ Tlr., p. 166.

63.
* 4 Do not show preference for the well-bred

And the glory of possession
;

Whilst you despise the poor

And disparage to them their estate.”

In line 3 ukaicadJnli taken as 2nd pers. sing, not 3rd pers. agreeing
with utukufu.

77, 3, 4. A fate without the consolation

Of recovery and health.”

In this and the two following stanzas Mwana Kupona is praying
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primarily for recovery from her sickness, and for the forgiveness

of sins because she regards her physical ills as consequent upon the

Divine displeasure.

79. “ Although these things appear hard to us

To thee they are but small matters/’

Words Omittedfrom Vocabulary—Mwana Kupona

18, 3. ikiraha. M. gives kirihi
,
ekerahi, ikirahi with a note that

the e or i represents Alif
;

Kr. also gives kirihi .

45, 4. ikasiya
;

-sia (Kiamu) = finish, come to an end.

52, 3. mbeko : Kr. and M. both give mbeko
,
but with a different

meaning.

61, 1. umini
;

Kr. gives amini
,
faithful, trustworthy.

86, 1. taisiri.

89, 2. wahusini.

W. G. Howe.

Myths and Legends of the Bantu. By Alice Werner, D.Lit.

pp. 335, with 32 illustrations from photographs. London :

G. G. Harrap & Co., 1933. 15s.

The problem in all books of this nature is how to sort out the

material at one's disposal and make a representative selection, the

main task being always what to discard rather than what to leave in.

One glance at the bibliography at the back of the book—which has

to include odd corners of dictionaries and grammars as well as straight-

forward mythological and anthropological treatises—will convince

the reader of the huge store from which the author had to make this

selection. This she has done in the only possible way, namely by

grouping the material under headings, but her choice and arrangement

of these headings has been particularly fortunate, in that we are

given at once a progressive analysis of Bantu mythology and a

reference book in which any one particular phenomenon may be

looked up with a minimum of trouble.

The theme of the book is developed along the following lines :

First, legends connected with man's origin and the origin of Death

and Life
;

thence we pass to the supernatural—gods and ghosts and

the cult of the dead
;
from this to tribal heroes who have attained

the status of demi-gods, and tribal notorieties, such as the tricksters

Hlakanyana and Huveane, whose pranks at least have become

immortal.

VOL. VII. PART 4. 66
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There follows now a sudden break to discussions about cannibals,

werewolves, half-men, and other monsters, linking up to myths

behind the unexplained phenomena of nature—lightning, rainbow, etc.

The chapter on Doctors, Prophets, and Witches might almost

be regarded as intrusive, dealing as it does more with sociology than

mythology, were it not that these very people attract legends to

themselves and act as the interpreters of the supernatural.

We are then brought to the animal fables, in which the Lion is

invariably the dupe, while the Hare and the Tortoise are aspirants,

according to locality, for the position of arch-mischiefmaker. The

book ends with a suggestive chapter on Some stories which have

travelled '. The whole volume is very well set out and the illustrations

are excellent. The absorbing style in which it is written causes one

often to forget that the book is fundamentally a ** scientific " one !

A previous reviewer has expressed the hope that similar works

should be compiled on the myths of the Sudanic and Semi-Bantu

peoples. This will not be possible for some time, but already, from

wThat material is available in those fields, the correspondence between

Dr. Werner’s Bantu myths and known Sudanic myths is startling.

For instance, the origin of Death, the fear of the Rainbow, the

mysterious country up above which mortals may sometimes attain

by climbing up a spider's thread, the cleverness of the Hare as against

the stupidity of the Lion, the fact that animals in myths talk freely

with human beings and even intermarry with them, the fact that a

good—or even phenomenal—appetite is the sign of a hero (in legend

at least !)—all these and many other aspects point to a substratum

of commmon Negro thought, more consistent and more convincing

than the mere proto-Negro word roots which have been engaging the

attention of African philologists lately.

A. N. Tucker.

Africa and the IVIaking of Books. By Margaret Wrong. Inter-

national Committee on Christian Literature for Africa, 2 Eaton

Gate, London, S.W. 1. Price 6d.

Miss Wrong has put out in this small pamphlet a summary of her

investigations during a seven months' tour of West, Central, and East

Africa. It is a masterly survey of the whole question of the needs of

Africa for Christian literature, for books of general reading, school
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books, vernacular and other periodicals, and is not without sugges-

tions as to how these needs could be supplied. The general reader as

well as the missionary and the linguist will find interest and enlighten-

ment in this little book.

I. c. w.

Man of Africa. By Samuel Y. Ntara. Translated by Rev. T. Cullen

Young. R.T.S. 3s. 6d.

A large number of books have been written about the African

by European anthropologists. This is a revelation by an African

—

a teacher in Nyasaland—of tribal life with its customs and ritual

prescribed for every occasion, of the results of the breaking down

of these traditional rites through travel and contact with other inodes

of life, and of the appeal of Christianity to the detribalized or partially

detribalized native. The anthropologist will find the book a vivid

document complementary to his own observations and research,

and the general reader will enjoy such an introduction to African life

and customs. This biography is an imaginative story written in a

direct and vigorous narrative style : it was awarded a prize by the

International Institute of African Languages and Cultures and has

been translated from the original Nyanja by the Rev. T. Cullen Young

who writes a preface and adds a few annotations. Professor Julian

Huxley contributes a foreword which says exactly what a reviewer

wants to saw
I. C. W.

Gramophone Records of African Languages.

The Institut fiir Lautforschung an der Universitiit Berlin
”

under the direction of Professor D. W estermann is to be congratulated

on issuing gramophone records of African languages with annotated

texts. Fante, \ oruba. Ewe have already appeared. The Fante record,

for example, consists of a description of Fante religious beliefs and

ceremonies and the training of a Tetisli priest. The accompanying

text is given in a phonetic transcription which shows all the elisions

and assimilations, which are a marked feature of this language, in

the normal orthographv and in a German translation. The record is

extremely clear and with the useful annotations of the leaflet should

prove of great value to students of the language.

I. C. Ward.
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Practical Phonetics for Students of African Languages.

By D. Westermann and Ida C. Ward. Published for the Inter-

national Institute of African Languages and Cultures by Oxford

University Press, London, 1933. pp. xvi -f 227. 8s. 6d.

The technique of modern language study has now arrived at a

point where specialized books on the phonetics of most important

languages are available
;
but there has been up till now a regrettable

lack of works on general phonetics written in English. 1 The book

under review will go a long way towards supplying the deficiency.

It gives an excellent outline of the general theory of phonetics, and

illustrates every point by plenty of concrete examples selected mainly

from African languages and, where necessary, European languages.

Written as it is by the leading exponent of practical African

linguistics in collaboration with one of our foremost phoneticians,

we find it to be, as might be expected, an admirable work. On every

page one sees the hand of the scientific specialist applying his (or her)

knowledge to practical problems which beset the learner of African

languages. The scope of the book is restricted to the needs of the

practical language learner, and it supplies these needs remarkably

well. In spite of its limited size, room is found in it for adequate

descriptions of all the most important phonetic phenomena met with

in African languages, and the book abounds with instructions and
exercises designed to help the European learner to master the chief

difficulties of pronunciation.

Considerable attention is also given to the question, now so much
to the fore, of constructing good orthographies for such languages ;

those concerned with this important work will find the present manual
an invaluable help.

It is not necessary here to quote details of any of the numerous
interesting facts which the book records. Readers of this journal
should get the work for themselves. They will find it in descriptions of
many strange vowel and consonant sounds, accounts of the synthesis
of sounds in various languages (including stress, length, vowel-
harmony, and other phenomena of connected speech), and last but
not least accounts of the nature and functions of tones and methods
of analysing and recording them. Particularly instructive are the

i

C

,

n
^

ones available in recent years have been Sweet’s excellent but very

with h °/
* h°1hetics, Kipman s Elements of Phonetics (which only deals

with English, French, and German), and Armfielctt
~ '

*
General Phonetics.
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“ phonetic summaries ” of particular languages 1 given in the latter part

of the book. (One would like to see phonetic summaries of Swahili,

Hausa, Shona, and a language of the Suto-Chwana group added in

another edition.)

One criticism on a matter of detail. In places it is not clear whether

an example is written in new orthography or in phonetic transcrip-

tion. It should be pointed out somewhere that the two are not always

identical
;

and the difference should be shown throughout by a

difference of type, using say italics for orthography and black type for

phonetic transcription.

Another improvement would be the addition of tone-marks to all

examples of words taken from tone languages, e.g. the examples

of Zulu on page 97 and elsewhere.

In conclusion I can only say that this excellent book makes one

wish that Dr. Ward would collaborate similarly with specialists in

Oriental languages, and produce similar works for the benefit of students

of Chinese, Indian languages, etc.

Daniel Jones.

1 Ewe, Yoruba, Fante, Bambara, Ganda, Kikuyu (the two latter contributed by

Miss L. E. Armstrong), Zulu (contributed by Professor C. M. Doke), Nuer and

Dinka (contributed by Dr. A. N. Tucker).



NOTES AND QUERIES
A MANUSCRIPT FORM OF THE CHARACTER

In the Topographical Fragment from Tunhuang reproduced on

PL V of Bull. S.O.S., Vol. VII (facing p. 558), there occurs, at the top

of the sixth complete column, the nien-hao tc the second character

of which is written Mr - I fancy I have met this form elsewhere among

the Stein MSS.
;
and in this passage, at any rate, it is easily identifiable

with Iff). After reading my article Professor Moule, of Cambridge,

wrote to point out that the very same character is to be found in the

Nestorian hymn discovered at Tunhuang and now in the Bibliotheque

Rationale (Fonds Pelliot 3847). This manuscript is reproduced in

Professor Moule’s Christians in China , facing p. 53, and the text has

also been printed by Lo Chen-yli as the last item in his tjfc ^
ll? fL Tun haang shih shih i shu. bv Saeki in his Nestorian

Monument, p. 272, and in the Taisho Tripitaka
,
vol. liv, p. 1288 b, c.

In none of these works has the character been identified, nor is it

quite correctly transcribed either by Lo Chen-yii or by Saeki.

Professor Moule confesses himself baffled, but translates the verse

la Ifif wt rSf His throne also is exalted unlimitedly high

Saeki's translation is : Whose throne is above that of the greatest

Prophets.”

In K ang Hsi's dictionary %Ff is said to be the same as Both
forms are cited from the P ien yun

,
and the latter is explained

in the following note : Pronounced

ting
;

a ch'iang with three feet and two handles." In the fg Kuang
yun, also cited in K‘ang Hsi, is defined as

k;

a kind of tripod Thus
it would appear that, although pronunciation and meaning were both
known to the compilers of the dictionary, they did not realize that the

character was actually a cursive form of
; hence thev placed it

wrongly under the radical /f , with which, of course, it has nothing
to do, in combination with the phonetic or neither of which
could possibly yield the sound ting.

But now the question arises : if the word is h
H
f{

" a tripod ", what
is its significance in the verse of the Nestorian hymn quoted above ?

The answer, I think, is that it is used there simply as a homophone of

J({ (the archaic form of which, be it noted, is j®fi) ;
and ffi Jff is

precisely the same hyperbolical expression that we find in Marlowe's
^topless towers of Ilium . The whole line, then, may be translated :

His throne, too, rear* itself to an immeasurable height."

Lionel Giles.
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